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PREFACE
This 5 volume compilation contains historical documents pertaining to P.L. 101-508,
the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990. The book contains congressional
debates, a chronological compilation of documents pertinent to the legislative history
of the public law and listings of relevant reference materials.

Pertinent documents include:
o
o
o
o

Committee reports
Differing versions of key bills
The Public Law
Legislative history

The books re prepared by the Office of Legislation and Congressional Affairs and are
designed to serve as helpful resource tools for those charged with interpreting laws
administered by the Social Security Administration.
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Public Law 101-508
101st Congress

An Act
Nov. 5, 1990
[H.R. 5835]

To provide for

reconciliation pursuant to section 4 of the concurrent resolution on the
budget for fiscal year 1991.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the

Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation

United States of America in Congress assembled,

Act of 1990.

SECTION

1.

SHORT TITLE.

This Act may be cited as the 'Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act

of 1990".

SEC. 2. TABLE OF TITLES.

Title 1. Agriculture and related programs.
Title II. Banking, housing, and related programs.
Title III. Student loans and labor provisions.
Title IV. Medicare, medicaid, and other health-related programs.
Title V. Income security, human resources, and related programs.
Title VI. Energy and environmental programs.
Title VII. Civil service and postal service programs.
Title VIII. Veterans' programs.
Title IX. Transportation.
Title X. Miscellaneous user fees and other provisions.
Title XI. Revenue provisions.
Title XII. Pensions.
Title XIII. Budget enforcement.

ENROLLMENT ERRATA

Pursuant to the provisions of H.J. Res. 682. waiving certain enroflment requirements with respect to any reconciliation bilL appropriation bilL or continuing resolution for the remainder of the One Hundred First Congress. and providing for the
subsequent preparation and certification of printed enroflnients. this printcd enroflment contains corrections in indentation. tvpefice. and type size and jncjude footnotes identifying obvious errors in spelling or punctuation in the hand enroflrnnt
Note For information on the printing of this law and a related PresidentaI memorandum. s the dWriaI
note at the end
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TITLE IV—MEDICARE, MEDICAID, AND
OTHER HEALTH-RELATED PROGRAMS

Subtitle A—Medicare
SEC. 4000. REFERENCES IN SUBTITLE; TABLE OF CONTENTS.

(a) AMENDMENTS To THE SOCIAL SECURITY Ac'r.—Except as other-

wise specifically provided, whenever in this title an amendment is
expressed in terms of an amendment to or repeal of a section or
other provision, the reference shall be considered to be made to that
section or other provision of the Social Security Act.
(b) TABLE OF CONTENT5.—The table of contents of this subtitle is as
follows:
Sec. 4000. References in subtitle; table of contents.
PART 1—PROVISIONS RELATING TO PART A

Sec. 4001. Payments for capital-related co€ts of inpatient hospital Bervices.
Sec. 4002. Prospective payment hospitals.
Sec. 4003. Expansion of DRG payment window.
Sec. 4004. Payments for medical education costs.
Sec. 4005. PPS-exempt hospitals.
Sec. 4006. Hospice benefit extension.
Sec. 4007. Freeze in payments under part A through December 31.
Sec. 4008. Miscellaneous and technical provisions relating to part A.
PART 2—PROVISIONS RELATING TO PART B

Subpart A—Payment for Physicians' Services
Sec. 4101. Certain overvalued procedures.
Sec. 4102. Radiology services.
Sec. 4103. Anesthesia Bervces.
Sec. 4104. Physician pathology Bervces.
Sec. 4105. Update for physicians' services.
Sec. 4106. New physicians and other new health care practitioners.
Sec. 4107. Assistants at surgery.
Sec. 4108. Technical components of certain diagnostic tests.
Sec. 4109. Interpretation of electrocardiograms.
Sec. 4110. Reciprocal billing arrangements.
Sec. 4111. Study of prepayment medical review screens.
Sec. 4112. Practicing physicians advisory council.
Sec. 4113. Study of aggregation rule for claims for similar physicians Bervces.
Sec. 4114. Utilization screens for physician visits in rehabilitation hospitals.

Sec. 4115. Study of regional variations in impact of medicare physician payment
reform.

Sec. 4116. Limitation on beneficiary liability.
Sec. 4117. Statewide fee schedule areas for physicians' Bervces.
Sec. 4118. Technical corrections.
Subpart B—Other Items and Services
Sec. 4151. Payments for hospital outpatient Bervces.
Sec. 4152. Durable medical equipment.
Sec. 4153. Provisions relating to orthotics and pro€thetics.
Sec. 4154. Clinical diagnostic laboratory tests.
Sec. 4155. Coverage of nurse practitioners in rural areas.
Sec. 4156. Coverage of injectable drugs for treatment of osteoporosis.
Sec. 4157. Separate payment under part B for Bervices of certain health practitioners.

Sec. 4158. Reduction in payments under part B during final 2 months of 1990.
Sec. 4159. Payments for medical education costs.
Sec. 4160. Certified registered nurse anesthetists.
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Sec. 4161. Community health centers and rural health clinics.
Sec. 4162. Partial hospitalization in community mental health centers.
Sec. 4163. Coverage of screening mammography.
Sec. 4164. Miscellaneous and technical provisions relating to part B.
PART

3—PRovisioNs RElATING TO P* A AND B

Sec. 4201. Provisions relating to end stage renal di8ease.
Sec. 4202. Staff•assisted home dialysi8 demonstration project.
Sec. 4203. Extension of secondary payor provisions.

Sec. 4204. Health maintenance organizations.
Sec. 4205. Peer review organizations.
Sec. 4206. Medicare provider agreements assuring the implementation of a patient's

right to participate in and direct health care deci8ions affecting the patient.
Sec. 4207. Miscellaneous and technical provi8ions relating to parts A and B.

PT 4—PRovisioNs RELATING i'o PART B PREMIUM AND DEDUCTIBLE
Sec. 4301. Part B premium.
Sec. 4302. Part B deductible.
PART

5—MIcE SUPPLEMEN'?AL INSURANCE PouclEs

Sec. 4351. Simplification of medicare supplemental policies.
Sec. 4352, Guaranteed renewability.
Sec. 4353. Enforcement of standards.
Sec. 435-4. Preventing duplication.
Sec. 4355. Lo8s ratios and refund of premiums.
Sec. 4356. Clarification of treatment of plans offered by health maintenance organizations.

Sec. 4357. Pre-exi8ting condition limitations and limitation on medical underwriting.

Sec. 4358. Medicare select policies.
Sec. 4359. Health insurance advisory services for medicare beneficiaries.
Sec. 4360. Health insurance information, counseling, and assistance grants.
Sec. 4361. Medicare and medigap information by telephone,

104 STAT. 1388—102
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PART 3—PRO VISIONS RELATING TO PARTS A

PUBLIC LAW 101—508—NOV. 5, 1990

104 STAT. 1388—107

SEC. 4203. EXTENSION OF SECONDARY PAYOR PROVISIONS.

(a) EXTENSION OF TRANSFER OF DATA.—

(1) Section 1862(b)(5)(C)(iii) (42 U.S.C. 1395y(b)(5)(C)(iii)) is

amended by striking "September 30, 1991" and inserting

"September 30, 1995".
(2) Section 6103(l)(12)(F) of the Internal Revenue code of 1986
is amended—

(A) in clause (i), by strikin "September 30, 1991" and

inserting "September 30, 1995'

(B) in clause (iiXI), by striking "1990" and inserting

"1994"; and

(C) in clause (iiXII), by striking "1991" and inserting

"1995".
(b) EXTENSION OF APPLICATION TO DISABLED BENEFIcIARIE5.—Sec-

tion 1862(b)(1XB)(iii) (42 U.S.C. 1395y(b)(1)(B)(iii)) is amended by

striking "January 1, 1992" and inserting "October 1, 1995".
(c) INDIVIDUALS WITH END STAGE RENAL DISEASE.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—SectiOn 1862(b)(1XC) (42 U.S.C. 1395y(b)(1)(C))

is amended—
(A) in clause (i), by striking "during the 12-month period"

and all that follows and inserting "during the 12-month
period which begins with the first month in which the
individual becomes entitled to benefits under part A under

26 USC 6103.
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the provisions of section 226A, or, if earlier, the first month
in which the individual would have been entitled to benefits
under such part under the provisions of section 226A if the
individual had filed an application for such benefits; and"

(B) in the matter following clause (ii), by adding at the
end the following: "Effective for items and services furnished on or after February 1, 1991, and on or before
January 1, 1996, (with respect to periods beginning on or
after February 1, 1990), clauses (i) and (ii) shall be applied

by substituting '18-month' for '12-month' each place it
42 Usc 1395y

appears.".

(2) GAO STUDY OF EXTENSION OF SECONDARY PAYER PERIOD.—

(A) The Comptroller General shall conduct a study of the impact
of the application of clause (iii) of section 1862(b)(1)(C) of the

Social Security Act on individuals entitled to benefits under
title XVIII of such Act by reason of section 226A o such Act,
and shall include in such report information relating to—
(i)

the number (and geographic distribution) of such

individuals for whom medicare is secondary;

(ii) the amount of savings to the medicare program
achieved annually by reason of the application of such
clause;
(iii) the effect on access to employment, and employment-

based health insurance, for such individuals and their

family members (including coverage by employment-based
health insurance of cost-sharing requirements under medicare after such employment-based insurance becomes

secondary);

(iv) the effect on the amount paid for each dialysis treatment under employment-based health insurance;
(v) the effect on cost-sharing requirements under employment-based health insurance (and on out-of-pocket expenses
of such individuals) during the period for which medicare is
secondary;

(vi) the appropriateness of applying the provisions of

section 1862(b)(1)(C) to all group health plans.

(B) The Comptroller General shall submit a preliminary
report on the study conducted under subparagraph (A) to the
Committees on Ways and Means and Energy and Commerce of
the House of Representatives and the Committee on Finance of
the Senate not later than January 1, 1993, and a final report on
26 USC 6103

such study not later than January 1, 1995.

(d) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made this subsection shall

take effect on the date of the enactment of this Act and the

amendment made by subsection (a)(2)(B) shall apply to requests
made on or after such date.
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PART 4—PROVISIONS RELATING TO MEDICARE
PART B PREMIUM AND DEDUCTIBLE
SEC. 4301. PART B PREMIUM.

Section 1839(e)(1) (42 U.S.C. 1395r(e)(1)) is amended—

(1) by inserting "(A)" after "(e)(1)", and

(2) by adding at the end the following new subparagraph:

"(B) Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection (a), the monthly

premium for each individual enrolled under this part for each
month in—
"(i) 1991 shall be $29.90,
"(ii) 1992 shall be $31.80,
"(iii) 1993 shall be $36.60,
"(iv) 1994 shall be $41.10, and
"(v) 1995 shall be $46.10.".
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SEC. 4359. HEALTH INSURANCE ADVISORY SERVICE FOR MEDICARE 42 USC
BENEFICIARIES.

(a) IN GENERAL.—The Secretary of Health and Human Services
shall establish a health insurance advisory service program (in this
section referred to as the "beneficiary assistance program") to assist
medicare-eligible individuals with the receipt of services under the
medicare and medicaid programs and other health insurance pro-

grams.

(b) OUTREACH EiMENs.—The beneficiary assistance program
shall provide assistance—
(1) through operation using local Federal offices that provide
information on the medicare program,
(2) using community outreach programs, and
(3) using a toll-free telephone information service.
(c) AssIsTANCE PROVIDED.—The beneficiary assistance program
shall provide for information, counseling, and assistance for medicare-eligible individuals with respect to at least the following:
(1) With respect to the medicare program—
(A) eligibility,
(B) benefits (both covered and not covered),
(C) the process of payment for services,

(D) rights and process for appeals of determinations,
(E) other medicare-related entities (such as peer review

organizations, fiscal intermediaries, and carriers), and
(F) recent legislative and administrative changes in the
medicare program.
(2) With respect to the medicaid program—
(A) eligibility, benefits, and the application process,

(B) linkages between the medicaid and medicare pro-

grams, and

1395b-3,
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(C) referral to appropriate State and local agencies involved in the medicaid program.
(3) With respect to medicare supplemental policies—
(A) the program under section 1882 of the Social Security
Act and standards required under such program,
(B) how to make informed decisions on whether to pur-

chase such policies and on what criteria to use in evaluating different policies,

(C) appropriate Federal, State, and private agencies that
provide information and assistance in obtaining benefits

under such policies, and

(D) other issues deemed appropriate by the Secretary.
The beneficiary assistance program also shall provide such other
services as the Secretary deems appropriate to increase beneficiary
understanding of, and confidence in, the medicare program and to
improve the relationship between beneficiaries and the program.
(d) EDUCATIONAL MATERIAL.—The Secretary, through the
Administrator of the Health Care Financing Administration, shall
develop appropriate educational materials and other appropriate
techniques to assist employees in carrying out this section.
(e) NoncE 'ro BENEFIcIARIES.—The Secretary shall take such steps
as are necessary to assure that medicare-eligible beneficiaries and

the general public are made aware of the beneficiary assistance
program.
(0 REPORT.—The Secretary shall include, in an annual report

transmitted to the Congress, a report on the beneficiary assistance
program and on other health insurance informational and counseling services made available to medicare-eligible individuals. The
Secretary shall include in the report recommendations for such
changes as may be desirable to improve the relationship between
the medicare program and medicare-eligible individuals.
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SEC. 4361. MEDICARE AND MEDIGAP INFORMATION BY TELEPHONE.

(a) IN GENERAL—Title XVIII (42 U.S.C. 1395 et seq.) is amended
by inserting after section 1888 the following:
"MEDICARE AND MEDIGAP INFORMATION BY TELEPHONE

"SEC. 1889. The Secretary shall provide information via a toll-free
telephone number on the programs under this title and on medicare
supplemental policies as defined in section 1882(gXl) (including the

42 USC 1395u.

(b) DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS.—The Secretary of Health and
Human Services is authorized to conduct demonstration projects in

42 USC 1395zz

relationship of State programs under title XIX to such policies).".

up to 5 States for the purpose of establishing statewide toll-free
telephone numbers for providing information on medicare benefits,
medicare supplemental policies available in the State, and benefits
under the State medicaid program.
Subtitle B—Medicaid
PART 1—REDUc'noN IN SPENDING

Sec. 4401. Reimbursement for prescribed drugs.
Sec. 4402. Requiring medicaid payment of premiums and co€t-sharing for enrollment under group health plans where cost-effective.
PART 2—PROTECTION o LOW-INCOME MEDICARE BENEFICIARIES

Sec. 4501. Phased-in extension of medicaid payments for medicare premiums for

certain individuals with income below 120 percent of the official
poverty line.
PART 3—IMPROVEMENI'S IN CHILD HEALTh

Sec. 4601. Medicaid child health provisions,
Sec. 4602. Mandatory use of outreach locations other than welfare offices.
Sec. 4603. Mandatory continuation of benefits throughout pregnancy or first year of
life.
Sec. 4604. Adjustment in payment for hospital services furrnshed to low-income

children under the age of 6 years.
Sec. 4605. Presumptive eligibility.
Sec. 4606. Role in paternity determinations.

"°
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Sec. 4607. Report and transition on errors in eligibility determinations.

PART 4—MiBcEuroUs
SUBPART A—PAYMENTh

Sec. 4701. State medicaid matching payments through voluntary contributions and
State taxes.
Sec. 4702. Disproportionate share hospitals: counting of inpatient diys.
Sec. 4703. Disproportionate share hospitals: alternative State payment adjuatments
and systems.
Sec. 4704. Federally-qualified health centers.
Sec. 4705. Hospice payments.
Sec. 4706. Limitation on disallowances or deferral of Federal financial participation
for certain inpatient psychiatric hospital services for individuals under
age 21.

Sec. 4707. Treatment of interest on Indiana disallowance.
Sec. 4708. Billing for service6 of substitute physician.
SUBPART B—ELIGIBILITY AND COVERAGE

Sec. 4711. Home and community-based care as optional service.
Sec. 4712. Community supported living arrangements services.

Sec. 4713. Providing Federal medical assistance for payments for premiums for

'COBRA" continuation coverage where cost effective.
Sec. 4714. Provisions relating to spousal impoverishment,
Sec. 4715. Disregarding German reparation payments from post-eligibility treatment of income under the medicaid program.
Sec. 4716. Amendments relating to medicaid transition provision.
Sec. 4717. Clarifying effect of hospice election.
Sec. 4718. Medically needy income levels for certain 1•member families.
Sec. 4719. Codification of coverage of rehabilitation services.
Sec. 4720. Personal care services for Minnesota.
Sec. 4721. Medicaid coverage of personal care service6 outside the home.
Sec. 4722. Medicaid coverage of alcoholism and drug dependency treatment services.

Sec. 4723. Medicaid spenddown option.

Sec. 4424. Optional State medicaid disability determinations independent of the
Social Security Administration.

SUBPART C—HEALTH MAiNTENANCE ORGANIZATIONS

4731. Regulation of incentive payments to physicians.
Sec. 4732. Special rules.
Sec. 4733. Extension and expansion of Minnesota prepaid medicaid demonstration
Sec.

project.

Sec. 4734. Treatment of certain county.operated health insuring organizations.
SUBPART D—DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS AND HOME AND COMMUNITY-BASED WAIVERS

Sec. 4741. Home and community-based waivers.
Sec. 4742. Timely payment under waivers of freedom of choice of ho6pital services.
Sec. 4744. Provisions relating to frail elderly demonstration project waivers.

Sec. 4745. Demonstration projects to study the effect of allowing States to extend
medicaid coverage to certain low-income families not otherwise quali-

fied to receive medicaid benefits.
Sec. 4746. Medicaid respite demonstration project extended.
Sec. 4747. Demonstration project to provide medicaid coverage for HIV-positive
individuals.
SUBPART E—MISCELLANEOUS

Sec. 4751. Requirements for advanced directives under State plans for medical

assistance.
Sec. 4752. Improvement in quality of physician services.
Sec. 4753. Clarification of authority of Inspector General.
Sec. 4754. Notice to State medical boards when adverse actions taken.
Sec. 4755. Miscellaneous provisions.

PART 5—PlwvIsIoNs RELATING tO NURSING HOME REFORM

Sec. 4801. Technical corrections relating to nursing home reform.

104 STAT. 1388-164
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PART 2—PROTECTION OF LOW-INCOME
MEDICARE BENEFICIARIES
SEC. 4501. PHASED-IN EXTENSION OF MEDICAID PAYMENTS FOR MEDICARE PREMIUMS FOR CERTAIN INDIVIDUALS WITH INCOME
BELOW 120 PERCENT OF THE OFFICIAL POVERTY LINE.
(a) 1-Y&.R ACCELERATION OF BUY-IN OF PREMIUMS AND COST SHARING FOR QUALIFIED MEDICARE BENEFICIARIES UP TO 100 PERCENT OF

POVERTY LINE.—Sectjon l905(pX2) (42 U.S.C. l396d(pX2)) is further
amended—
(1) in subparagraph (B)—
(A) by adding "and" at the end ofclause (ii);

(B) in clause (iii), b,.y striking "95 percent, and" and
inserting "100 percent.' and

(C) by striking clause (iv); and
(2) in subparagraph (C)—

(A) in clause (iii), by striking "90" and inserting "95";
(B) by adding "and" at the end of clause (iii);

(C) in clause (iv), br striking "95 percent, and" and

inserting "100 percent.' ; and
(D) by striking clause (v).

42 USC 1396a.

Ci,)

ENTTmMENT.—Sectjon

1395b(aX1OXEXjj))

is amended—

1902(aX1OXE)

(42

U.S.C.
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(1) by striking ", and" at the end of clause (i) and inserting a
semicolon;
(2) by adding "and" at the end of clause (ii); and
(3) by adding at the end the following new clause: -

"(iii) for mak[ng medical assistance available for medicare cost sharing described in section 1905(pX3XAXii) sub-

ject to section 1905(pX4), for individuals who would be
qualified

medicare beneficiaries

described

in

section

1905(pXl) but for the fact that their income exceeds the
income level established by the State under section
1905(pX2) but is less than 110 percent in 1993 and 1994, and

120 percent in 1995 and years thereafter of the official

poverty line (referred to in such section) for a family of the
size involved;".
(c) APPLICATION IN CERTAIN STATES AND TERRITORIE5.—Section

1905(pX4) (42 U.S.C. 1396d(pX4)) is amended—

(1) in subparagraph (B), by inserting "or 1902(aXlOXEXiii)"
after "subparagraph (B)", and
(2) by adding at the end the following:
"In the case of any State which is providing medical assistance to its
residents under a waiver granted under section 1115, the Secretary
shall require the State to meet the requirement of section
1902(aX1OXE) in the same manner as the State would be required to

meet such requirement if the State had in effect a plan approved
under this title."
(d)

CONFORMING

AMENDMENT.—SectiOn

1843(h)

(42

U.S.C.

1395v(h)) is amended by adding at the end the following new paragraph:
"(3) In this subsection, the term 'qualified medicare beneficiar"
also includes an individual described in section 1902(aXlOXEXiii).'.
(e) DELAY IN COUNTING SOCIAL SECURITY COLA INCREASES UNTIL
NEW POVERTY GUIDELINES PUBLISHED.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—Section l9OS(p) is amended—
(A) in paragraph (1XB), by inserting ", except as provided

in paragraph (2XD)" after "supplementary social security
income program", and
(B) by adding at the end of paragraph (2) the following
new subparagraph:
"(DXi) In determining under this subsection the income of an
individual who is entitled to monthly insurance benefits under title
II for a transition month (as defined in clause (ii)) in a year, such
income shall not include any amounts attributable to an increase in
the level of monthly insurance benefits payable under such title
which have occurred pursuant to section 2 15(i) for benefits payable
for months beginning with December of the previous year.
"(ii) For purposes of clause (i), the term 'transition month' means

each month in a year through the month following the month in

which the annual revision of the official poverty line, referred to in
subparagraph (A), is published.".

(2) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.—Section 1902(m) (42 U.S.C.
1396a(m)) is amended—
(A) in paragraph (1XB), by inserting ", except as provided

in paragraph (2XC)" after "supplemental security income
program ',and
(B) by adding at the end of paragraph (2) the following
new subparagraph:
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"(C) The provisions of section 1905(pX2XD) shall apply to determinations of income under this subsection in the same manner as

42 USC 1396a

they apply to determinations of income under section 1905(p).".
(f) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendmenth made by this section shall
apply to calendar quarters beginning on or after January 1, 1991,
without regard to whether or not regulations to implement such
amendmenth are promulgated by such date; except that the amend-

menth made by subsection (e) shall apply to determinations of
income for months beginning with January 1991.
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PART 4—MISCELLANEOUS
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Subpart B—Eligibility and Coverage
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SEC. 4724. OPTIONAL STATE MEDICAID DISABILITY DETERMINATIONS
INDEPENDENT OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION.
(a) IN GENERAL.—SeCtiOn 1902 (42 U.S.C. 1396a) as amended by

this title, is further amended by adding at the end the following new
subsection:
"(vXl) A State plan may provide for the making of determinations
of disability or blindness for the purpose of determining eligibility

for medical assistance under the State plan by the single State
agency or its designee, and make medical assistance available to
individuals whom it finds to be blind or disabled and who are

determined otherwise eligible for such assistance during the period
of time prior to which a final determination of disability or blind-
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104 STAT. 1888—195

ness is made by the Social Security Administration with respect to
such an individual. In making such determinations, the State must

apply the definitions of disabilit' and blindness found in section
1614(a) of the Social Security Act.'.
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TITLE V—INCOME SECURITY, HUMAN
RESOURCES, AND RELATED PROGRAMS

Subtitle A—Human Resource and Family
Policy Amendments
SEC. 5001. TABLE OF CONTENTS.

Sec. 5001. Table of contents.
Sec. 5002. Amendment of Social Security Act.
CHAPTER 1—CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT

Sec. 5011. Extension of IRS intercept for non-AFDC families.

Sec. 5012. Extension of Commission on Interstate Child Support.
Sec. 5013. Child support enforcement waiver.
Ci.viti 2—UNEMPLOYMKNr COMPEN8A11ON

Sec. 5021.

Reed Act" provisions made permanent.
CHAPTER 3—SUPPL&MENTAL SECURITY INCOME

Sec. 5031. Exclusion from income and resources of victims' compensation payments.
Sec. 5032. Attainment of age 65 not to serve as basis for termination of eligibility
under section 1619(b).
Sec. 5033. Exclusion from income of impairment-related work expenses.
Sec. 5034. Treatment of royalties and honoraria as earned income.
Sec. 5035. Certain State relocation aa8istance excluded from SSI income and
resources.

Sec. 5036. Evaluation of child's disability by pediatrician or other qualified
specialist.

Sec. 5037. Reimbursement for vocational rehabilitation services furnished during
certain months of nonpayment of SSI benefits.
Sec. 5038. Extension of period of presumptive eligibility for benefits.
Sec. 5039. Continuing disability or blindness reviews not required more than once
annually.
Sec. 5040. Concurrent SSI and food stamp applications by institutionalized
individuals.
Sec. 5041. Notification of certain individuals eligible to receive retroactive benefits.
.

CHAPTER 4—AID TO FAMILIES wim DEPENDENT CHILDREN

5051. Optional monthly reporting and retrospective budgeting.
Sec. 5052. Children receiving foster care maintenance or adoption assistance payments not treated as member of family unit for purposes of determinSec.

ing eligibility for, or amount of, AFDC benefit.
Sec. 5053. Elimination of term ega1 guardian".
Sec. 5054. Reporting of child abuse and neglect.
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Sec. 5055. Disclosure of information about AFDC applicants and recipients author.
ized for purposes directly connected to State foster care and adoption
assistance programs.
Sec. 5056. Repatriation.
Sec. 5057. Technical amendment to National Commission on Children.
Sec. 5058. Extension of prohibition against implementation of proposed regulations
on emergency assistance and AJ IL special needs.
Sec. 5059. Amendments to Minnesota Family Investment Plan demonstration.
Sec. 5060. Good cause exception to required cooperation for transitional child care
benefits.

Sec. 5061. Technical corrections regarding penalty for failure to participate in
JOBS program.
Sec. 5062. Technical corrections regarding AFDC-UP eligibility requirements.
Sec. 5063. Family Support Act demonstration projects.
Sec. 5064. Study of JOBS programs operated by Indian Tribes and Alaska Native
organizations.
CHAPTER 5—Crnu WELFARE AND FOSTER CARE

Sec. 5071. Accounting for administrative costs.
Sec. 5072. Section 427 triennial reviews.
Sec. 5073. Independent living initiatives.

CHAPTER 6—Crnu C
Sec. 5081. Grants to States for child care.
Sec. 5082. Child care and development block grant.
SEC. 502. AMENDMENT OF SOCIAL SECURITY ACT.

Except as otherwise expressly provided, wherever in this subtitle
an amendment or repeal is expressed in terms of an amendment to,

or repeal of, a section or other provision, the reference shall be

considered to be made to a section or other provision of the Social
Security Act.
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CHAPTER 3—SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME

SEC. 5031. EXCLUSION FROM INCOME AND RESOURCES OF VICTIMS' COMPENSATION PAYMENTS.

(a) EXCLUSION FROM INCOME.—SeCtiOn 1612(b) (42 U.S.C. 1382a(b))

is amended—
(1) by striking "and" at the end of paragraph (15);

(2) by striking the period at the end of paragraph (16) and
inserting "; and"; and
(3) by adding at the end the following:
"(17) any amount received by such individual (or such spouse)

from a fund established by a State to aid victims of crime.".

(b) EXCLUSION FROM RESOURcES.—Section 1613(a) (42 U.S.C.
1382b(a)) is amended—

(1) by striking "and" at the end of paragraph (7);

(2) by striking the period at the end of paragraph (8) and
inserting "; and"; and
(3) by adding at the end the following:

"(9) for the 9-month period beginning after the month in
which received, any amount received by such individual (or
such spouse) from a fund established by a State to aid victims of
crime, to the extent that such individual (or such spouse) dem-

onstrates that such amount was paid as compensation for ex-

penses incurred or losses suffered as a result of a crime.".

(c) VICTIMS COMPENSATION AWARD NOT REQUIRED TO BE ACCEPTED

A5 CONDITION OF RECEIVING BENEFFrs.—Section 1631(a) (42 U.S.C.

1383(a)) is amended by adding at the end the following:
"(9) Benefits under this title shall not be denied to any individual
solely by reason of the refusal of the individual to accept an amount

offered as compensation for a crime of which the individual was a
42 USC 1382a
note,

victim.".
(d) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this section shall

apply with respect to benefits for months beginning on or after the
first day of the 6th calendar month following the month in which
this Act is enacted.
SEC. 5032. AVFAINMENT OF AGE 65 NOT TO SERVE AS BASIS FOR TERMINATION OF ELIGIBILITY UNDER SECTION 1619(b).

42 USC 1382h.
42 USC 1382h
note.

(a) IN GE?IERAL.—Section 1619(bXl) (42 U.S.C. 1392h(bXl)) is
amended by striking "under age 65".
(b) EFFECTIVE DA1t.—The amendment made by subsection (a)
shall apply with respect to benefits for months beginning on or after

the first day of the 6th caleidar month following the month in
which this Act is enacted.

SEC. 5033. EXCLUSION FROM INCOME OF IMPAIRMENT-RELATED WORK
EXPENSES.
U.s.c.
(42
IN
1612(bX4XBXii)
GENERAL—Section
(a)

1382a(bX4XBXii)) is amended by striking "(for purposes of determin-

ing the amount of his or her beflefits under this title and of
determining his or her eligibility for such benefits for consecutive
months of eligibility after the initial month of such eligibility)".
42 USC 1382a
note,

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE—The amendment made by subsection (a)
shall apply to benefits payable for calendar months beginning after
the date of the enactment of this Act.
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SEC. 5034. TREATMENT OF ROYALTIES AND HONORARIA AS EARNED
INCOME.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Section 1612(a) (42 U.S.C. 1382a(a)) is amended—
(1)

in paragraph (1)—

(A) by striking "and" at the end of subparagraph (c); and
(B) by adding at the end the following:
"(E) any royalty earned by an individual in connection with
any publication of the work of the individual, and that portion
of any honorarium which is received for services rendered;
and"; and
(2) in paragraph (2XF), by inserting "not described in paragraph (1XE)" before the period.
(a) 42 USC
(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by subsectionafter
"°
shall apply with respect to benefits for months beginning on or
the

1382a

first day of the 13th calendar month following the month in

which this Act is enacted.
SEC. 5035. CERTAIN STATE RELOCATION ASSISTANCE EXCLUDED FROM
SSI INCOME AND RESOURCES.

(a) ExcLusioN FROM INCOME—Section 1612(b) (42 U.S.C. 1382a(b)),

as amended by section 5031(a) of this Act, is amended—
(1) by striking "and" at the end of paragraph (16);

(2) by striking the period at the end of paragraph (17) and
inserting a semicolon; and
(3) by inserting after paragraph (17) the following:
"(18) relocation assistance provided by a State or local government to such individual (or such spouse), comparable to assistance provided under title II of the uniform Relocation
Assistance and Real Property Acquisitions Policies Act of 1970
which is subject to the treatment required by section 216 of such
Act.".
ExcLusioN FROM REsOURcE5.—Section

(b)

1613(a) (42 U.S.C.

1382b(a)), as amended by section 5031(b) of this Act, is amended—
(1) by striking "and" at the end of paragraph (8);

(2) by strikin the period at the end of paragraph (9) and
inserting "; and' ; and
(3) by inserting after paragraph (9) the following:

"(10) for the 9-month period beginning after the month in
which received, relocation assistance provided by a 5tate or
local government to such individual (or such spouse), comparable to assistance provided under title II of the uniform
Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisitions Policies
Act of 1970 which is subject to the treatment required by section
216 of such Act.".
(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this section shall
apply with respect to benefits for calendar months beginning in the
3-year period that begins on the first day of the 6th calendar month
following the month in which this Act is enacted.
SEC. 5036. EVALUATION OF CHILD'S DISABILITY BY PEDIATRICIAN OR
OTHER QUALIFIED SPECIALIST.
(a) IN GENERAL.—SectiO: 1614(aX3) (42 u.s.c. 1382c(aX3)) is

amended by adding at the end the following:
"(H) In making any determination under this title with respect to
the disability of a child who has not attained the age of 18 years and
tc whom section 221(h) does not apply, the Secretary shall make
reasonable efforts to ensure that a qualified pediatrician or other

49-1390-90-8(508)

42 USC 1382a
nOte.
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individual who specializes in a field of medicine appropriate to the
disability of the child (as determined by the Secretary) evaluates the
case of such child.".
(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendment made
by subsection (a)
shall apply to determinations made 6 or more months after the date
of the enactment of this Act.
SEC. 5037. REIMBURSEMENT FOR VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION SERVICES
FURNISHED
DURING
CERTAIN
MONTHS
OF
NONPAYMENT OF SSI BENEFITS.

(a) IN GENEIL.—Sectjon 1615 (42 U.S.C. 1382d) is amended by
adding at the end the following:
"(e) The Secretary may reimburse the State agency described in
subsection (d) for the costs described therein incurred in the provision of rehabilitation services—
"(1) for any month for which an individual received.—
"(A) benefits under section 1611 or 1619(a);
"(B) assistance under section 1619(b); or
"(C) a federally administered State supplementary payment under section 1616 of this Act or section 212(b) of
Public Law 93-66; and
"(2) for any month before the 13th consecutive month for
which an individual, for a reason other than cessation of disability or blindness, was ineligible for—
"(A) benefits under section 1611 or 1619(a);
"(B) assistance under section 1619(b); or

"(C) a federally administered State supplementary payment under section 1616 of this Act or section 212(b) of

42 USC 1382d
note,

Public Law 93—66.".

(b) EFFECTIVE DAi.—The amendment made by subsection (a)
shall take effect on the date of the enactment of this Act and shall

apply to claims for reimbursement pending on or after such date.

SEC. 5038. EXTENSION OF PERIOD OF PRESUMPTIVE ELIGIBIILITY FOR
BENEFITS.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Sectjon 1631(a)(4XB) (42 U.S.C. 1383(aX4XB)) is

42 USC 1383
note.

amended by striking "3" and inserting "6".

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendment made by subsection (a)
shall apply with respect to benefits for months beginning on or after
the first day of the 6th calendar month following the month in
which this Act is enacted.
SEC. 5039. CONTINUING DISABILITY OR BLINDNESS REVIEWS NOT REQUIRED MORE THAN ONCE ANNUALLY.

(a) IN GENERAL 56—Section 1619 (42 U.S.C. 1382h) is amended—

(1) by redesignating subsection (c) as subsection (d); and
(2) by inserting after subsection (b)the following:
"(c) Subsection (a)(2) and section 1631(jX2)(A) shall not be con-

strued, singly or jointly, to require more than 1 determination
during any 12-month period with respect to the continuing disability
or blindness of an individual,".

(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.—SeCtiOn 1631(jX2XA) (42 U.S.C.

42 USC 1382h
note.

1383(jX2xA)) is amended by inserting "(other than subsection (c)
thereof)" after "1619" the 1st place such term appears.
(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this section shall
take effect on the date of the enactment of this Act.
"So in original. Probably shouid be 'GA1..—".
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SEC. 5040. CONCURRENT SSI AND FOOD STAMP APPLICATIONS BY
INSTITUTIONALIZED INDIVIDUALS.

Section 1631 (42 U.S.C. 1383) is amended—

(1) in subsection (m), by striking the second sentence; and
(2) by adding at the end the following:
"CONCURREN'F SSI AND FOOD STAMP APPLICATIONS BY
INSTITUTIONALIZED INDIVIDUALS

"(n) The Secretary and the Secretary of Agriculture shall develop

a procedure under which an individual who applies for supple-

mental security income benefits under this subsection shall also be

permitted to apply at the same time for participation in the food
stamp program authorized under the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7
U.S.C. 2011 et seq.).".
SEC. 5041. NOTIFICATION OF CERTAIN INDIVIDUALS ELIGIBLE TO RECEIVE RETROACTIVE BENEFITS.

In notifying individuals of their eligibility to receive retroactive
supplemental security income benefits as a result of Sullivan v.
Zebley, 110 5. Ct. 2658 (1990), the Secretary shall include written
notice, in language that is easily understandable, explaining—
(1) the 6-month limitation on the exclusion from resources
under section 1613(a)(7) of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C.
1382b(aX7));

(2) the potential effects under title XVI of the Social Security

Act, attributable to the receipt of such payment, including—
(A) potential discontinuation of eligibility; and
(B) potential reductions in the amount of benefits;

(3) the possibility of establishing a trust account that would
not be considered as income or resources for the purposes of
such title if the trust met certain conditions; and
(4) that legal assistance in establishing such a trust may be
available through legal referral services offered by a State or

local bar association, or through the Legal Services Corporation.
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SUBTITLE B—OLD..AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DIsIuTY INSURANCE
SEC. 5100. TABLE OF CONTENTS.

Sec. 5100. Table of contents.
5101. Amendment of the Social Security Act.
5102. Continuation of disability benefits during appeal.
Sec. 5103. Repeal of special disability standard for widows and widowers.
Sec. 5104. Dependency requirements applicable to a child adopted by a surviving
Sec.
Sec.

spouse.

Sec. 5105. Representative payee reforms.
Sec. 5106. Fees for representation of claimants in administrative proceedings.
Sec. 5107. Applicability of administrative res judicata; related notice requirements.
Sec. 5108. Demonstration projects relating to accountability for telephone service
center communications.
Sec. 5109. Notice requirements.
Sec. 5110. Telephone access to the Social Security Administration.
Sec. 5111. Amendments relating to social security account statements.
Sec. 5112. Trial work period during rolling five-year period for all disabled beneficiaries.
Sec. 5113. Continuation of benefits on account of participation in a nontate vocational rehabilitation program.
Sec. 5114. Limitation on new entitlement to special age-72 payments.
Sec. 5115. Elimination of advanced crediting to the trust funds of social security
payroll taxes.
Sec. 5116. Elimination of eligibility for retroactive benefits for certain individual8
eligible for reduced benefits
Sec. 5117. Consolidation of old methods of computing primary insurance amounts.
Sec. 5118. Suspension of dependent's benefits when the worker is in an extended
period of eligibility.
Sec. 5119. Entitlement to benefits of deemed spouse and legal spouse.
Sec. 5120. Vocational rehabilitation demonstration projects.
Sec. 5121. Exemption for certain aliens, receiving amnesty under the Immigration
and Nationality Act, from prOsecution for misreporting of earnings or
misuse of social security account numbers or social security cards.
Sec. 5122. Reduction of amount of wages needed to earn a year of coverage applicable in determining special minimum primary insurance amount.
Sec. 5123. Charging of earnings of corporate directors.
Sec. 5124. Collection of employee social security and railroad retirement taxes on
taxable group-term life insurance provided to retirees.
Sec. 5125. Tier 1 railroad retirement tax rates explicitly determined by reference to
social security taxes.
Sec. 5126. Transfer to railroad retirement account.
Sec. 5127. Waiver of 2-year waiting period for independent entitlement to divorced
spouse's benefits.
Sec. 5128. Modification of the preeffectuation review requirement applicable to disability insurance cases.
Sec. 5129. Recovery of OASDI overpayments by means of reduction in tax refunds.
Sec. 5130. Miscellaneous technical corrections.
SEC. 5101. AMENDMENT OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT.

Except as otherwise expressly provided, whenever in this subtitle
an amendment or repeal is expressed in terms of an amendment to,

or repeal of, a section or other provision, the reference shall be
considered to be made to a section or other provision of the Social
Security Act.

SEC. 5102. CONTINUATION OF DISABILITY BENEFITS DURING APPEAL.

Subsection (g) of section 223 (42 U.S.C. 423(g)) is amended—
(1) in paragraph (1), in the matter following subparagraph (C),
by inserting "or" after "hearing,", and by striking "pending, or
(iii) June 1991." and inserting "pending."; and
(2) by striking paragraph (3).
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SEC. 5103. REPEAL OF SPECIAL DISABILITY STANDARD FOR WIDOWS
AND WIDOWERS.

(a) IN GENEIL.—Section 223(dX2) (42 U.S.C. 423(dX2)) is
amended—
(1) in subparagraph (A), by striking "(except a widow, surviving divorced wife, widower, or surviving divorced husband for
purposes of section 202(e) or (0)";
(2) by striking subparagraph (B); and

(3) by redesignating subparagraph (C) as subparagraph (B).

(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.—

(1) The third sentence of section 216(0(1) (42 U.S.C. 416(iXl)) is
amended by striking "(2XC)" and inserting "(2XB)".
(2) Section 223(fX1XB) (42 U.S.C. 423(f)(1XB)) is amended to
read as follows:

"(B) the individual is now able to engage in substantial

gainful activity; or".
(3) Section 223(fX2XAXii) (42 U.S.C. 423(fX2XAXii)) is amended

to read as follows:

"(ii) the individual is now able to engage in substantial gainful activity, or".

(4) Section 223(0(3) (42 U.S.C. 423(0(3)) is amended by striking

"therefore—" and all that follows and inserting "therefore the
individual is able to engage in substantial gainful activity; or".
(5) Section 223(0 is further amended, in the matter following
paragraph (4), by striking "(or gainful activity in the case of a
widow, surviving divorced wife, widower, or surviving divorced
husband)" each place it appears.
(c) TRANSITIONAL Ruijs RELATING TO MEDICAID AND MEDICARE
ELIGIBILITY.—

(1) DETERMINATION OF MEDICAID EUGIBILrFy.—Section 1634(d)

(42 U.S.C. 1383c(d)) is amended—

(A) by redesignating paragraphs (1) and (2) as subpara-

graphs (A) and (B), respectively;

(B) by striking

"(d)

If any person—" and inserting

"(dXl) This subsection applies with respect to any person
who—";

(C) in subparagraph (A) (as redesignated), by striking "as

required" and all that follows throuh "but not entitled"

and inserting "being then not entitled';
(D) in subparagraph (B) (as redesignated), by striking
"section 1616(a)," and inserting "section 1616(a) (or payments of the type described in section 2 12(a) of Public Law
93—66)."; and

(E) by striking "such person shall" and all that follows

and inserting the following new paragraph:
"(2) For purposes of title XIX, each person with respect to whom
this subsection applies—
"(A) shall be deemed to be a recipient of supplemental security income benefits under this title if such person received such
a benefit for the month before the month in which such person

bean to receive a benefit described in paragraph (1XA), and

'(B) shall be deemed to be a recipient of State supplementary
payments of the type referred to in section 1616(a) of this Act (or
payments of the type described in section 212(a) of Public Law

93-66) if such person received such a payment for the month
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before the month in which such person began to receive a
benefit described in paragraph (1XA),
for so long as such person (i) would be eligible for such supplemental
security income benefits, or such State supplementary payments (or

payments of the type described in section 212(a) of Public Law
93-66), in the absence of benefits described in paragraph (1XA), and
(ii) is not entitled to hospital insurance benefits under part A of title
XVIII.,,.

(2) INCLUsION OF MONTH5 OF SSI ELIGIBILITY WITHILN 5-MONTH
DI5ABILITY WAITING PERIOD AND 24-MONTH MEDICARE WAITING
PERIOD.—

(A) WIlxw's BENEFIT5 BA5ED ON DI5ABILITY.—Section
202(eX5) (42 U.S.C. 402(eX5)) is amended—

(i) in subparagraph (B), by striking "(i)" and "(ii)"
and inserting "(I)" and "(II)", respectively;

(ii) by redesignating subparagraphs (A) and (B) as
clauses (i) and (ii), respectively;
(iii) by inserting "(A)" after "(5)"; and

(iv) by adding at the end the following new subparagraph:
"(B) For purposes of paragraph (1XFXi), each month ir the period
commencing with the first month for which such widow or surviving

divorced wife is first eligible for supplemental security income
benefits under title XVI, or State supplementary payments of the
type referred to in section 1616(a) (or payments of the type described
in section 212(a) of Public Law 93-66) which are paid by the Sec-

retary under an agreement referred to in section 1616(a) (or in
section 212(b) of Public Law 93—66), shall be included as one of the

months of such waiting period for which the requirements of
subparagraph (A) have been met.".

(B) WIDOWER'S BENEFITS BA5ED ON DI5ABILITY.—Section

202(0(6) (42 U.S.C. 402(0(6)) is amended—

(i) in subparagraph (B), by striking "(i)" and "(ii)"

and inserting "(I)" and "(II)", respectively;

(ii) by redesignating subparagraphs (A) and (B) as

clauses (i) and (ii), respectively;
(iii) by inserting "(A)" after "(6)"; and

(iv) by adding at the end the following new subparagraph:
"(B) For purposes of paragraph (1XFXi), each month in the period
commencing with the first month for which such widower or surviv-

ing divorced husband is first eligible for supplemental security
income benefits under title XVI, or State supplementary payments
of the type referred to in section 1616(a) (or payments of the type
described in section 212(a) of Public Law 93-66) which are paid by
the Secretary under an agreement referred to in section 1616(a) (or
in section 2 12(b) of Public Law 93—6 6), shall be included as one of the

months of such waiting period for which the requirements of

subparagraph (A) have been met.".

(C) MEDICARE BENEFrrS.—Section 226(eXl) (42 U.S.C.
426(eXl)) is amended—

(i) by redesignating subparagraphs (A) and (B) as

clauses (i) and (ii), respectively;
(ii) by inserting "(A)" after "(eXl)"; and

(iii) by adding at the end the following new subparagraph:
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"(B) For purposes of subsection (bX2XAXlii), each month in the
period commencing with the first month for which an individual is
first eligible for supplemental security income benefits under title
XVI, or State supplementary payments of the type referred to in
section 1616(a) of this Act (or payments of the type described in
section 212(a) of Public Law 93—66) which are paid by the Secretary

under an agreement referred to in section 1616(a) (or in section
212(b) of Public Law 93—66), shall be included as one of the 24
months for which such individual must have been entitled to
widow's or widower's insurance benefits on the basis of disability in

order to become entitled to hospital insurance benefits on that
basis.".

(d) DEEMED DISABILFrY FOR PURPOSES OF ENTFrLEMENT TO WIDow'S
AND WIDOWER'S INSURANCE BENEFITS FOR WrnowS AND WIDOWERS

ON SSI Rou.s.—

(1) WIDOW'S INSURANCE BENEFrFS.—Section 202(e) (42 U.S.C.

402(e)) is amended by adding at the end the following new
paragraph:

"(9) An individual shall be deemed to be under a disability for
purposes of paragraph (1XBXii) if such individual is eligible for
supplemental security income benefits under title XVI, or State
supplementary payments of the type referred to in section 1616(a)
(or payments of the type described in section 212(a) of Public Law
93-66) which are paid by the Secretary under an agreement referred

to in section 16 16(a) (or in section 2 12(b) of Public Law 93—66), for the

month for which all requirements of paragraph (1) for entitlement
to benefits under this subsection (other than being under a disability) are met.".

(2) WIDOWER'S INSURANCE BENEYVFs.—Section 202(f) (42 U.S.C.

402(f)) is amended by adding at the end the following new
paragraph:

"(9) An individual shall be deemed to be under a disability for
purposes of paragraph (1XBXii) if such individual is eligible for
supplemental security income benefits under title XVI, or State
supplementary payments of the type referred to in section 1616(a)
(or payments of the type described in section 2 12(a) of Public Law
93-66) which are paid by the Secretary under an agreement referred
to in such section 1616(a) (or in section 212(b) of Public Law 93—66),

for the month for which all requirements of paragraph (1) for
entitlement to benefits under this subsection (other than being
under a disability) are met.".
(e) EFFECTIVE DAit.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—The amendments made by this section
(other than paragraphs (1) and (2XC) of subsection (c)) shall
apply with respect to monthly insurance benefits for months
after December 1990 for which applications are filed on or after
January 1, 1991, or are pending on such date. The amendments
made by subsection (cXl) shall apply with respect to medical
assistance provided after December 1990. The amendments
made by subsection (cX2XC) shall apply with respect to items
and services furnished after December 1990.

(2) APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS FOR CERTAIN INDWIDUALS ON

BENEFIT ROLLS.—In the case of any individual who—

(A) is entitled to disability insurance benefits under section 223 of the Social Security Act for December 1990 or is

eligible for supplemental security income benefits under
title XVI of such Act, or State supplementary payments of

42 USC 402 note.
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the type referred to in section l616(a) of such Act (or

payments of the type described in section 212(a) of Public

Law 93-66) which are paid by the Secretary under an

agreement referred to in such section l6l6(a) (or in section
212(b) of Public Law 93—66), for Januarj 1991,

(B) applied for widow's or widowers insurance benefits

under subsection (e) or (f) of section 202 of the Social

Security Act during 1990, and
(C) is not entitled to such benefits under such subsection
(e) or (f) for any month on the basis of such application by
reason of the definition of disability under section
223(dX2XB) of the Social Security Act (as in effect imme-

diately before the date of the enactment of this Act), and
would have been so entitled for such month on the basis of
such application if the amendments made by this section
had been applied with respect to such application,

for purposes of determining such individual's entitlement to
such benefits under subsection (e) or (f) of section 202 of the

Social Security Act for months after December 1990, the
requirement of paragraph (1XCXi) of such subsection shall be
deemed to have been met.

SEC. 5104. DEPENDENCY REQUIREMENTS APPLICABLE TO A CHILD
ADOPTED BY A SURVIVING SPOUSE.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Section 216(e) (42 U.S.C. 416(e)) is amended in
the second sentence—.

(1) by striking "at the time of such individual's death living in
such individual's household" and inserting "either living with
or receiving at least one-half of his suport from such individual
at the time of such individual's death' ; and
(2) by striking "; except" and all that follows and inserting a

42 USC 416 note.

period.
(b)EFFECTIVE DAi.—The amendments made by this section shall

apply with respect to benefits payable for months after December
1990, but only on the basis of applications filed after December 31,
1990.
SEC. 5105. REPRESENTATIVE PAYEE REFORMS.

(a) IMPROVEMENTS IN THE REPRESENTATIVE PAYEE SELECrnON AND
RECRUITMENT PROCESS.—
(1) Au'nlORrFy FOR CERTI1CATION OF PAYMENTS TO REPRESENTATIVE PAYEES.—
(A) TIThE u.—Section 205(jXl) (42 U.S.C. 405(j)) is

amended to read as follows:

"REPRESENTATIVE PAYEES

"(jXl) If the Secretary determines that the interest of any individual under this title would be served thereby, certification of payment of such individual's benefit under this title may be made,
regardless of the legal competency or incompetency of the individual, either for direct payment to the individual, or for his or her use
and benefit, to another individual, or an organization, with respect
to whom the requirements of paragraph (2) have been met (hereinafter in this subsection referred to as the individual's 'representative payee'). If the Secretary or a court of competent jurisdiction
determines that a representative payee has misused any individual's
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benefit paid to such representative payee pursuant to this subsection or section 1631(a)(2), the Secretary shall promptly revoke
certification for payment of benefits to such representative payee
pursuant to this subsection and certify payment to an alternative
representative payee or to the individual.".
(B) Trri xvi.—
(i) IN GENERAL—Section 1631(aX2XA) (42 U.S.C.
1383(aX2XA)) is amended to read as follows:

"(AXi) Payments of the benefit of any individual may be made to
any such individual or to the eligible spouse (if any) of such individual or partly to each.

"(ii) Upon a determination by the Secretary that the interest of
such individual would be served thereby, or in the case of any

individual or eligible spouse referred to in section 1611(e)(3)(A), such

payments shall be made, regardless of the legal competency or
incompetency of the individual or eligible spouse, to another individ-

ual, or an organization, with respect to whom the requirements of
subparagraph (B) have been met (in this paragraph referred to as
such individual's 'representative payee') for the use and benefit of
the individual or eligible spouse.

"(iii) If the Secretary or a court of competent jurisdiction determines that the representative payee of an individual or eligible
spouse has misused any benefits which have been paid to the
representative payee pursuant to clause (ii) or section 205(jXl), the

Secretary shall promptly terminate payment of benefits to the
representative payee pursuant to this subparagraph, and provide for

payment of benefits to the individual or eligible spouse or to an

alternative representative payee of the individual or eligible
spouse.'.
(ii) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS—Section 1631(a)(2)(C)

(42 U.S.C. 1383(a)(2XC)) is amended—

(I) in clause (i), by striking "a person other than
the individual or spouse entitled to such payment"
and inserting "representative payee of an mdividual or spouse";
(II) in clauses (ii), (iii), and (iv), by striking "other
person to whom such payment is made" each place

it appears and inserting "representative payee";
and
(III) in clause (v)—

(aa) by striking "person receiving payments

on behalf of another" and inserting "rep-

resentative payee"; and
(bb) by striking "person receiving such payments" and inserting "representative payee".
(2) PROCEDURE FOR sELECTING REPRESENTATIVE PAYEES.—
(A) IN GENERAL.—

(i) Trru ii.—Section 205(jX2) (42 U.S.C. 405(jX2)) is
amended to read as follows:
"(2XA) Any certification made under paragraph (1) for payment of
benefits to an individual's representative payee shall be made on the
basis of—
"(i) an investigation by the Secretary of the person to serve as

representative payee, which shall be conducted in advance of
such certification and shall, to the extent practicable, include a
face-to-face interview with such person, and
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"(ii) adequate evidence that such certification is in the interest of such individual (as determined by the Secretary in
regulations).

"(BXi) As part of the investigation referred to in subparagraph

(AXi), the Secretary shall—

"(I) require the person being investigated to submit docu-

mented proof of the identity of such person, unless information
establishing such identity has been submitted with an application for benefits under this title or title XVI,
"(II) verify such person's social security account number (or
employer identification number),
'(III) determine whether such person has been convicted of a
violation of section 208 or 1632, and
"(N) determine whether certification of payment of benefits
to such person has been revoked pursuant to this subsection or
payment of benefits to such person has been terminated pursuant to section 1631(aX2XAXiii) by reason of misuse of funds paid
as benefits under this title or title XVI.
"(ii) The Secretary shall establish and maintain a centralized file,

which shall be updated periodically and which shall be in a form
which renders it readily retrievable by each servicing office of the
Social Security Administration. Such file shall consist of—

"(I) a list of the names and social security account numbers
(or employer identification numbers) of all persons with respect
to whom certification of payment of benefits has been revoked
on or after January 1, 1991, pursuant to this subsection, or with
respect to whom payment of benefits has been terminated on or
after such date pursuant to section 1631(aX2XAXiii), by reason of

misuse of funds paid as benefits under this title or title XVI,
and

"UI) a list of the names and social security account numbers
(or employer identification numbers) of all persons who have
been convicted of a violation of section 208 or 1632.
"(CXi) Benefits of an individual may not be certified for payment
to any other person pursuant to this subsection if—
"(I) such person has previously been convicted as described in
subparagraph (BXiXIII),

"(II) except as provided in clause (ii), certification of payment
of benefits to such person under this subsection has previously
been revoked as described in subparagraph (BXiXIV), or payment of benefits to such person pursuant to section
1631(aX2XAXii) has previously, been terminated as described in
section 1631(aX2XBXiiXIV), or

"(III) except as provided in clause (iii), such person is a

creditor of such individual who provides such individual with
goods or services for consideration.

"(ii) The Secretary shall prescribe regulations under which the
Secretary may grant exemptions to any person from the provisions

of clause (iXil) on a case-by-case basis if such exemption is in the best

interest of the individual whose benefits would be paid to such

person pursuant to this subsection.
"(iii) Clause (iXIII) shall not apply with respect to any person who
is a creditor referred to therein if such creditor is—
"(I) a relative of such individual if such relative resides in the
same household as such individual,

"(II) a legal guardian or legal representative of such indi-

vidual,
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"(Ill) a facility that is licensed or certified as a care facility
under the law of a State or a political subdivision of a State,
"(IV) a person who is an adinthistrator, owner, or employee of
a facility referred to ii subclause (III) if such iiidividual resides
ui such facility, and the certification of payment to such facility
or such person is made only after good faith efforts have been

made by the local servicing office of the Social Security

Administration to locate an alternative representative payee to
whom such certification of payment would serve the best iiiterests of such individual, or
"(V) an individual who is determined by the Secretary, on the
basis of written findings and under procedures which the Secretary shall prescribe by regulation, to be acceptable to serve as
a representative payee.
"(iv) The procedures referred to in clause (iiiXV) shall require the
individual who will serve as representative payee to establish, to the
satisfaction of the Secretary, that—
"(I) such individual poses no risk to the beneficiary,
"(II) the financial relationship of such individual to the beneficiary poses no substantial conflict of iiiterest, and

"(III) no other more suitable representative payee can be

found.

"(DXi) Subject to clause (ii), if the Secretary makes a determination described in the first sentence of paragraph (1) with respect to
any individual's benefit and determines that direct payment of the
benefit to the individual would cause substantial harm to the
individual, the Secretary may defer (in the case of initial entitlement) or suspend (in the case of existing entitlement) direct payment of such benefit to the iiidividual, until such time as the
selection of a representative payee is made pursuant to this subsection.
"(iiXI) Except as provided in subclause (TI), any deferral or suspension of direct payment of a benefit pursuant to clause (i) shall be for
a period of not more than 1 month.

"(II) Subclause (I) shall not apply ui

any

case ill whic1 the

iiidividual is, as of the date of the Secretary's determination, legally
incompetent or under the age of 15.
"(iii) Payment pursuant to this subsection of any benefits which
are deferred or suspended pending the selection of a representative
payee shall be made to the iiidividual or the representative payee as
a single sum or over such period of time as the Secretary determines

is in the best iiiterest of the individual entitled to such benefits.

"(EXi) Any individual who is dissatisfied with a determination by

the Secretary to certify payment of such iiidividual's benefit to a
representative payee under paragraph (1) or with the designation of
a particular person to serve as representative payee shall be entitled
to a hearing by the Secretary to the same extent as is provided ui

subsection (b), and to judicial review of the Secretary's final decision

as is provided in sub8ection (g).

"(ii) In advance of the certification of payment of an individual's
benefit to a representative payee under pararaph (1), the Secretary
shall provide written notice of the Secretary s initial determination

to certify such payment. Such notice shall be provided to such
iiidividual, except that, if such mdividual—
"(I) is under the age of 15,

"(II) is an unemancipated minor under the age of 18, or
"Ull) is legally incompetent,

49-i 0-90-9(508)
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then such notice shall be provided solely to the legal guardian or

legal representative of such individual.
"(iii) Any notice described in clause (ii) shall be clearly written in
language that is easily understandable to the reader, shall identify

the person to be designated as such individual's representative
payee, and shall explain to the reader the right under clause (i) of
such individual or of such individual's legal guardian or legal
representative—

"(I) to appeal a determination that a representative payee is
necessary for such individual,
"(II) to appeal the designation of a particular person to serve
as the representative payee of such individual, and
"(III) to review the evidence upon which such designation is
based and submit additional evidence.".
(ii)
TITLE
xvi.—Section
1631(aX2XB)
1383(aX2)(B)) is amended to read as follows:

(42

U.S.C.

"(BXi) Any determination made under subparagraph (A) for pay-

ment of benefits to the representative payee of an individual or

eligible spouse shall be made on the basis of—
"(I) an investigation by the Secretary of the person to serve as

representative payee, which shall be conducted in advance of
such payment, and shall, to the extent practicable, include a
face-to-face interview with such person; and
"(II) adequate evidence that such payment is in the interest of
the individual or eligible spouse (as determined by the Secretary
in regulations).

"(ii) As part of the investigation referred to in clause (i)(I), the

Secretary shall—

"(I) require the person being investigated to submit docu-

mented proof of the identity of such person, unless information
establishing such, identity was submitted with an application for
benefits under title II or this title;
"(II) verify the social security account number (or employer
identification number) of such person;
"(III) determine whether such person has been convicted of a
violation of section 208 or 1632; and

"(IV) determine whether payment of benefits to such person

has been terminated pursuant to subparagraph (A)(iii), and

whether certification of payment of benefits to such person has
been revoked pursuant to section 205(j), by reason of misuse of
funds paid as benefits under title II or this title.
"(iii) Benefits of an individual may not be paid to any other person
pursuant to subparagraph (AXii) if—
"(I) such person has previously been convicted as described in
clause (iiXIII);

"(II) except as provided in clause (iv), payment of benefits to

such person pursuant to subparagraph (AXii) has previously
been terminated as described in clause (iiXIV), or certification of

payment of benefits to such person under section 205(j) has
previously

been

205(jX2XBXiXIV); or

revoked

as

described

in

section

"(HI) except as provided in clause (v), such person is a creditor
of such individual who provides such individual with goods or
services for consideration.
"(iv) The Secretary shaH prescribe regulations under which the
Secretary may grant an exemption from clause (iiiXII) to any person

on a case-by-case basis if such exemption would be in the best
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interest of the individual or eligible spouse whose benefits under
this title would be paid to such person pursuant to subparagraph
(AXii).

"(v) Clause (iiiXIII) shall not apply with respect to any person who
is a creditor referred to therein if such creditor is—
"(I) a relative of such individual if such relative resides in the
same household as such individual;

"(II) a legal guardian or legal representative of such indi-

vidual;

"(III) a facility that is licensed or certified as a care facility
under the law of a State or a political subdivision of a State;
"(IV) a person who is an administrator, owner, or employee of
a facility referred to in subclause (III) if such individual resides
in such facility, and the payment of benefits under this title to
such facility or such person is made only after good faith efforts

have been made by the local servicing office of the Social

Security Administration to locate an alternative representative
payee to whom the payment of such benefits would serve the
best interests of such individual; or
an individual who is determined by the Secretary, on the
basis of written findings and under procedures which the Secretary shall prescribe by regulation, to be acceptable to serve as
a representative payee.
"(vi) The procedures referred to in clause (vXV) shall require the
individual who will serve as representative payee to establish, to the
satisfaction of the Secretary, that—
"(I) such individual poses no risk to the beneficiary;
"(II) the financial relationship of such individual to the beneficiary poses no substantial conflict of interest; and

"(III) no other more suitable representative payee can be

found.

"(vii) Subject to clause (viii), if the Secretary makes a determination described in subparagraph (A)(ii) with respect to any individual's benefit and determines that direct payment of the benefit to
the individual would cause substantial harm to the individual, the
Secretary may defer (in the case of initial entitlement) or suspend
(in the case of existing entitlement) direct payment of such benefit
to the individual, until such time as the selection of a representative
payee is made pursuant to this subparagraph.
"(viiiXl) Except as provided in subclause (II), any deferral or
suspension of direct payment of a benefit pursuant to clause (vii)
shall be for a period of not more than 1 month.

"(II) Subclause (I) shall not apply in any case in which the

individual or eligible spouse is, as of the date of the Secretary's
determination, legally incompetent, under the age 15 years, or a
drug addict or alcoholic referred to in section 1611(eX3XA).

"(ix) Payment pursuant to this subparagraph of any benefits
which are deferred or suspended pending the selection of a representative payee shall be made to the individual, or to the rep-

resentative payee upon such selection, as a single sum or over such
period of time as the Secretary determines is in the best interests of
the individual entitled to such benefits.
"(x) Any individual who is dissatisfied with a determination by
the Secretary to pay such individual's benefits to a representative
payee under this title, or with the designation of a particular person
to serve as representative payee, shall be entitled to a hearing by
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the Secretary, and to judicial review of the Secretary's final deci-

sion, to the same extent as is provided in subsection (c).
"(xi) In advance of the first payment of an individual's benefit to a
representative payee under subparagraph (AXii), the Secretary shall
provide written notice of the Secretary's initial determination to

make any such payment. Such notice shall be provided to such

mdividual, except that, if such individual—
"U) is under the age of 15,

"UI) is an unemancipated minor under the age of 18, or

"(III) is legally incompetent,

then such notice shall be provided solely to the legal guardian or

legal representative of such individual.
"(xii) Any notice described in clause (xi) shall be clearly written in
language that is easily understandable to the reader, shall identify
the person to be designated as such individual's representative
payee, and shall explain to the reader the right under clause (x) of

such individual or of such individual's legal guardian or legal
representative—

"U) to appeal a determination that a representative payee is
necessary for such individual,
"UI) to appeal the designation of a particular person to serve
as the representative payee of such individual, and
"Ull) to review the evidence upon which such designation is
based and submit additional evidence.".
42 USC 405 note.

(B) REPORT ON FEASIBILITY OF OBTAINING READY ACCESS TO

CERTAIN CRIMINAL FRAUD REc0RDS.—As soon as practicable

after the date of the enactment of this Act, the Secretary of

Health and Human Services, in consultation with the

Attorney General of the United States and the Secretary of
the Treasury, shall study the feasibility of establishing and
maintaining a current list, which would be readily available to local offices of the Social Security Administration

for use in investigations undertaken pursuant to section

205(jX2) or 1631(aX2XB) of the Social Security Act, of the
names and social security account numbers of individuals
who have been convicted of a violation of section 495 of title

18, United States Code. The Secretary of Health and

Human Services shall, not later than July 1, 1992, submit
the results of such study, together with any recommendations, to the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of

Representatives and the Committee on Finance of the
Senate.

(3) PROVISION FOR COMPENSATION OF QUALIFIED ORGANIZATIONS
SERVING AS REPRESENTATIVE PAYEES.—

(A) IN GENERAL.—
(i) TITLE 11.—Section

205(j) (42 U.S.C.

405(j))

is

amended by redesignating paragraph (4) as paragraph
(5), and by inserting after paragraph (3) the following
new paragraph:
"(4XA) A qualified organization may collect from an individual a
monthly fee for expenses (including overhead) incurred by such
organization in providing services performed as such individual's
representative payee pursuant to this subsection if such fee does not
exceed the lesser of—
"(i) 10 percent of the monthly benefit involved, or
"Ui) $25.00 per month.
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Any agreement providing for a fee in excess of the amount permitted under this subparagraph shall be void and shall be treated as
misuse by such organization of such individual's benefits.
"(B) For purposes of this paragraph, the term 'qualified organization' means any community-based nonprofit social service agency
which is bonded or licensed in each State in which it serves as a
representative payee and which, in accordance with any applicable
regulations of the Secretary—
"(i) regularly provides services as the representative payee,
pursuant to this subsection or section 163 1(aX2), concurrently to
5 or more individuals,

"(ii) demonstrates to the satisfaction of the Secretary that

such agency is not otherwise a creditor of any such individual,
and
"(iii) was in existence on October 1, 1988.

The Secretary shall prescribe regulations under which the Secretary
may grant an exception from clause (ii) for any individual on a case-

by-case basis if such exception is in the best interests of such
individual.
"(C) Any qualified organization which knowingly charges or col-

lects, directly or indirectly, any fee in excess of the maximum fee
prescribed under subparagraph (A) or makes any agreement, directly or indirectly, to charge or collect any fee in excess of such
maximum fee, shall be fined in accordance with title 18, United
States Code, or imprisoned not more than 6 months, or both.
"(D) This paragraph shall cease to be effective on July 1, 1994.".

(ii) TITLE xvj.—Section 1631(aX2) (42 U.S.C. 1383(aX2))

is amended—
by redesignating
€1)
subparagraph (E);
(JJJ) 62 by

subparagraph

(I))

as

inserting after subparagraph (C) the

following:

"(DXi) A qualified organization may collect from ;3.n individual a

monthly fee for expenses (including overhead) incurred by such
organization in providing services performed as such individual's
representative payee pursuant to subparagraph (AXii) if the fee does
not exceed the lesser of—
"(I) 10 percent of the monthly benefit involved, or
"(II) $25.00 per month.

Any agreement providing for a fee in excess of the amount permitted under this clause shall be void and shall be treated as misuse
by the organization of such individual's benefits.

"(ii) For purposes of this subparagraph, the term 'qualified

organization means any community-based nonprofit social service
agency which—

"i is bonded or licensed in each State in which the agency

serves as a representative payee;

"(II) in accordance with any applicable regulations of the

Secretary—

"(aa) regularly provides services as a representative

payee pursuant to subparagraph (AXii) or section 205(JX4)
concurrently to 5 or more individuals;
"(bb) demonstrates to the satisfaction of the Secretary
that such agency is not otherwise a creditor of any such
individual; and
"(cc) was in existence on October 1, 1988.

"So in original. Probably should be "(U)'.
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The Secretary shall prescribe regulations under which the Secretary
may grant an exception from subclause (IIXbb) for any individual on
a case-by-case basis if such exception is in the best interests of such
individual.
"(lii) Any qualified organization which knowingly charges or collects, directly or indirectly, any fee in excess of the maximum fee

prescribed under clause (i) or makes any agreement, directly or
indirectly, to charge or collect any fee in excess of such maximum

fee, shall be fined in accordance with title 18, United States Code, or
imprisoned not more than 6 months, or both.

'(iv) This subparagraph shall cease to be effective on July 1,

1994.".
42 USC 405 note.

(B) STuDIES AND REPORTS.—
(i) REPORT BY SECRETARY OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERV-

IcES—Not later than January 1, 1993, the Secretary of
Health and Human Services shall transmit a report to

the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of
Representatives and the Committee on Finance of the
Senate setting forth the number and types of qualified
organizations which have served as representative
payees and have collected fees for such service pursu-

ant to any amendment made by subparagraph (A).
(ii) REPORT BY COMPTROLLER GENERAL—Not later

than July

1, 1992, the Comptroller General of the
United States shall conduct a study of the advantages
and disadvantages of allowing qualified organizations
serving as representative payees to charge fees pursuant to the amendments made by subparagraph (A) and
shall transmit a report to the Committee on Ways and

Means of the House of Representatives and the

Committee on Finance of the Senate setting forth the
42 USC 405 note.

results of such study.

(4) STUDY RELATING TO FEASIBILITY OF SCREENING OF INDIVID

UALS WITH CRIMINAL RECORD5.—As soon as practicable after the

date of the enactment of this Act, the Secretary of Health and
Human Services shall conduct a study of the feasibility of
determining the type of representative payee applicant most
likely to have a felony or misdemeanor conviction, the suitability of individuals with prior convictions to serve as representative payees, and the circumstances under which such
applicants could be allowed to serve as representative payees.
The Secretary shall transmit the results of such study to the
Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives

and the Committee on Finance of the Senate not later than
July 1, 1992.
42 USC 405 note.

(5) EFFECTIVE DATES.—
(A) USE AND SELECTION OF REPRESENTATIVE PAYEES.—The

amendments made by paragraphs (1) and (2) shall take
effect July 1, 1991, and shall apply only with respect to—
(i) certifications of payment of benefits under title II

of the Social Security Act to representative payees

made on or after such date; and
(ii) provisions for payment of benefits under title XVI
of such Act to representative payees made on or after
such date.
(B)

COMPEN5ATION OF

REPRESENTATIVE PAYEES.—The

amendments made by paragraph (3) shall take effect July 1,
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1991, and the Secretary of Health and Human Services
shall prescribe initial regulations necessary to carry out
such amendments not later than such date.

(b) IMPROVEMENTS IN RECORDKEEPING AND AUDITING REQUIREMEN'FS.—
(1) IMPROVED ACCESS TO CERTAIN INFORMATION.

(A) IN GENERAL.—Section 205(jX3) (42 U.S.C. 805(jX3)) is 42 USC

405.

amended—
(i) by striking subparagraph (B);

(ii) by redesignating subparagraphs (C), (D), and (E

as subparagraphs (B), (C), and (D), respectively;
(iii) in subparagraph (D) (as so redesignated), by striking "(A), (B), (C), and (D)" and inserting "(A), (B), and
(C)"; and
(iv) by adding at the end the following new subparagraphs:

"(E) The Secretary shall maintain a centralized file, which shall
be updated periodically and which shall be in a form which will be
readily retrievable by each servicing office of the Social Security
Administration, of—

"(i) the address and the social security account number (or
employer identification number) of each representative payee
who is receiving benefit payments pursuant to this subsection or
section 1831(aX2), and

"(ii) the address and social security account number of each
individual for whom each representative payee is reported to be
providing services as representative payee pursuant to this
subsection or section 1831(aX2).

"(F) Each servicing office of the Administration shall maintain a
list, which shall be updated periodically, of public agencies and
community-based nonprofit social service agencies which are qualified to serve as representative payees pursuant to this subsection or
section 1831(aX2) and which are located in the area served by such
servicing office.".

(B) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by subpara- 42 USC 405 note.

graph (A) shall take effect October 1, 1992, and the Sec-

retary of Health and Human Services shall take such

actions as are necessary to ensure that the requirements of

section 205(jX3XE) of the Social Security Act (as amended by
subparagraph (A) of this paragraph) are satisfied as of such
date.

(2) STUDY RELATING TO MORE STRINGENT OVERSIGHT OF HIGH- 42 USC 405 note.
RISK REPRESENTATIVE PAYEES.—

(A) IN GENERAL—As soon as practicable after the date of
the enactment of this Act, the Secretary of Health and
Human Services shall conduct a study of the need for a

more stringent accounting system for high-risk representative payees than is otherwise generally provided under
section 205(jX3) or 1831(aX2XC) of the Social Security Act,
which would include such additional reporting requirements, record maintenance requirements, and other measures as the Secretary considers necessary to determine
whether services are being appropriately provided by such
payees in accordance with such sections 205(j) and
1631(aX2).
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(B) SPECIAL PROCEDURE5.—In such study, the Secretary
shall determine the appropriate means of implementing

more stringent, statistically valid procedures for—
(i) reviewing reports which would be submitted to the
Secretary under any system described in subparagraph
(A), and

(ii) periodic, random audits of records which would be
kept under such a system,
in order to identify any instances in which high-risk representative payees are misusing payments made pursuant
to section 205(j) or 1631(a)(2) of the Social Security Act.
(C) HIGH-RIsK REPRESENTATIVE PAYEE.—For purposes of
this paragraph, the term "high-risk representative payee"

means a representative payee under section

205(j) or

1631(aX2) of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 405(j) and
l383(a)(2), respectively) (other than a Federal or State
institution) who—
(i) regularly provides concurrent services as a representative payee under such section 205(j), such sec-

tion l631(a)(2), or both such sections, for 5 or more
individuals who are unrelated to such representative
payee,

(ii) is neither related to an individual on whose behalf
the payee is being paid benefits nor living in the same
household with such individual,
(iii) is a creditor of such individual, or
(iv) is in such other category of payees as the Secretary may determine appropriate.
(D) REP0RT.—The Secretary shall report to the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives
and the Committee on Finance of the Senate the results of
the study, together with any recommendations, not later
than July 1, 1992. Such report shall include an evaluation
of the feasibility and desirability of legislation implementing stricter accounting and review procedures for high-risk
representative payees in all servicing offices of the Social
Security Administration (together with proposed legislative
42 USC 405 note.

language).

(3) DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS RELATING TO PROvIsION OF

INFORMATION TO LOCAL AGENCIES PROVIDING CHILD AND ADULT
PROTECTIvE SERVICES.—

(A) IN GENERAL.—AS soon as practicable after the date of

the enactment of this Act, the Secretary of Health and
Human Services shall implement a demonstration project
under this paragraph in all or part of not fewer than 2
States. Under each such project, the Secretary shall enter
into an agreement with the State in which the project is
located to make readily available, for the duration of the
project, to the appropriate State agency, a listing of
addresses of multiple benefit recipients.

(B) LISTING OF ADDRESSES OF MULTIPLE BENEFIT RECIPI-

ENTS.—The list referred to in subparagraph (A) shall consist

of a current list setting forth each address within the State
at which benefits under title II, benefits under title XVI, or
any combination of such benefits are being received by 5 or
more individuals. For purposes of this subparagraph, in the
case of benefits under title II, all individuals receiving
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benefits on the basis of the wages and self-employment
income of the same individual shall be counted as 1 individual.

(C) APPROPRIATE STATE AGENCY.—The appropriate State
agency referred to in subparagraph (A) is the agency of the
State which the Secretary determines is primarily responsible for regulating care facilities operated in such State or

providing for child and adult protective services in such
state.

(D) REPORT.—The Secretary shall report to the Commit-

tee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives
and the Committee on Finance of the Senate concerning
such demonstration projects,

together with any

rec-

ommendations, not later than July 1, 1992. Such report
shall include an evaluation of the feasibility and desirability of legislation implementing the programs established
pursuant to this paragraph on a permanent basis.
(E) STATE.—FOr purposes of this paragraph, the term

"State" means a State, including the entities included in
such term by section 210(h) of the Social Security Act (42
U.S.C. 410(h)).
(c) REsTITuTIoN.—
(1) TITLE 11.—Section 205(j) (42 U.S.C. 405(j)) is amended by

redesignating paragraph (5) (as so redesignated by subsection
(aX3XAXi) of this section) as paragraph (6) and by inserting after
paragraph (4) (as added by subsection (aX3XAXi)) the following
new paragraph:

"(5) In cases where the negligent failure of the Secretary to

investigate or monitor a representative payee results in misuse of
benefits by the representative payee, the Secretary shall certify for
payment to the beneficiary or the beneficiary's alternative representative payee an amount equal to such misused benefits. The
Secretary shall make a good faith effort to obtain restitution from
the terminated representative payee.".

(2) TITLE XVI.—Section 1631(aX2) (42 U.S.C. 1383(aX2)) is
amended by redesignating subparagraph (E) (as so redesignated
by subsection (aX3XAXiiXI) of this section) as subparagraph (F)
and by inserting after subparagraph (D) (as added by subsection

(aX3XAXiXIII)) the following new subparagraph:
"(E) RE5TITu'riON.—In cases where the negligent failure of the

Secretary to investigate or monitor a representative payee re
sults in misuse of benefits by the representative payee, the

Secretary shall make payment to the beneficiary or the

beneficiary's representative payee of an amount equal to such
misused benefits. The Secretary shall make a good faith effort
to obtain restitution from the terminated representative
payee.".

(d) REPORTS TO THE CONGRESs.—
(1) IN GENERAL.—

(A) TImE ii.—Section 205(jX5) (as so redesignated by

subsection (cXl) of this section) is amended to read as
follows:

"(5) The Secretary shall include as a part of the annual report
required under section 704 information with respect to the implementation of the preceding provisions of this subsection, includ-

ing the number of cases in which the representative payee was
changed, the number of cases discovered where there has been a
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misuse of funds, how any such cases were dealt with by the Secretary, the final disposition of such cases, including any criminal
penalties imposed, and such other information as the Secretary
determines to be appropriate.".
'Frru xvi.—Section 1631(aX2XE) (42 U.S.C.
(B)
1383(aX2XE)), as so redesignated by subsection (cX2) of this
section, is amended to read as follows:

"(E) The Secretary shall include as a part of the annual report
required under section 704 information with respect to the implementation of the preceding provisions of this paragraph,
including—

"(i) the number of cases in which the representative payee

was changed;

"(ii) the number of cases discovered where there has been a

misuse of funds;

"(iii) how any such cases were dealt with by the Secretary;
"(iv) the final disposition of such cases (including any criminal
penalties imposed); and
"(v) such other information as the Secretary determines to be
appropriate.".
42 USC 405 note.

(2) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by paragraph (1)

shall apply with respect to annual reports issued for years after
1991.
(3) FEASIBILITY STUDY REGARDING INVOLVEMENT OF DEPART-

MENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS.—AS soon as practicable after the

date of the enactment of this Act, the Secretary of Health and
Human Services, in cooperation with the Secretary of Veterans
Affairs, shall conduct a study of the feasibility of designating

the Department of Veterans Affairs as the lead agency for

purposes of selecting, appointing, and monitoring representa-

tive payees for those individuals who receive benefits paid

under title II or XVI of' the Social Security Act and benefits paid
by the Department of Veterans Affairs. Not later than 180 days

after the date of the enactment of this Act, the Secretary of

Health and Human Services shall transmit to the Committee on

Ways and Means of the House of Representatives and the

Committee on Finance of the Senate a report setting forth the
results of such study, together with any recommendations.

SEC. 5106. FEES FOR REPRESENTATION OF CLAIMANTS IN ADMINISTRA.
TIVE PROCEEDINGS.

(a) IN GENERAL.—

(1) TITlE 11.—Subsection (a) of section 206 (42 U.S.C. 406(a)) is
amended—
(A) by inserting "(1)" after "(a)";

(B) in the fifth sentence, by striking "Whenever" and
inserting "Except as provided in paragraph (2XA), whenever"; and
(C) by striking the sixth sentence and all that follows
through "Any person who" in the seventh sentence and

inserting the following:
"(2XA) In the case of a claim of entitlement to past-due benefits
under this title, if—
"(i) an agreement between the claimant and another person
regarding any fee to be recovered by such person to compensate
such person for services with respect to the claim is presented in
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writing to the Secretary prior to the time of the Secretary's
determination regarding the claim,
"(ii) the fee specified in the agreement does not exceed the
lesser of—

"(I) 25 percent of the total amount of such past-due
benefits (as determined before any applicable reduction
under section 1127(a)), or
"UI) $4,000, and

"(iii) the determination is favorable to the claimant,
then the Secretary shall approve that agreement at the time of the
favorable determination, and (subject to paragraph (3)) the fee specified in the agreement shall be the maximum fee. The Secretary may
from time to time increase the dollar amount under clause (iiXII) to

the extent that the rate of increase in such amount, as determined
over the period since January 1, 1991, does not at any time exceed
the rate of increase in primary insurance amounts under section
215(i) since such date. The Secretary shall publish any such increased amount in the Federal Register.
"(B) For purposes of this subsection, the term 'past-due benefits'

excludes any benefits with respect to which payment has been
continued pursuant to subsection (g) or (h) of section 223.
"(C) In the case of a claim with respect to which the Secretary has
approved an agreement pursuant to subparagraph (A), the Secretary

shall provide the claimant and the person representing the claimant
a written notice of—
"(i) the dollar amount of the past-due benefits (as determined
before any applicable reduction under section 1127(a)) and the
dollar amount of the past-due benefits payable to the claimant,

"(ii) the dollar amount of the maximum fee which may be
charged or recovered as determined under this paragraph, and
"(iii) a description of the procedures for review under paragraph (3).

"(3XA) The Secretary shall provide by regulation for review of the
amount which would otherwise be the maximum fee as determined

under paragraph (2) if, within 15 days after receipt of the notice
provided pursuant to paragraph (2XC)—

"(i) the claimant, or the administrative law judge or other
adjudicator who made the favorable determination, submits a
written request to the Secretary to reduce the maximum fee, or
"ii) the person representing the claimant submits a written
request to the Secretary to increase the maximum fee.
Any such review shall be conducted after providing the claimant,

the person representing the claimant, and the adjudicator with
reasonable notice of such request and an opportunity to submit

written information in favor of or in opposition to such request. The
adjudicator may request the Secretary to reduce the maximum fee
only on the basis of evidence of the failure of the person representing the claimant to represent adequately the claimant's interest or
on the basis of evidence that the fee is clearly excessive for services
rendered.
"(B)(i) In the case of a request for review under subparagraph (A)

by the claimant or by the person representing the claimant, such
review shall be conducted by the administrative law judge who
made the favorable determination or, if the Secretary determines
that such administrative law judge is unavailable or if the determination was not made by an administrative law judge, such review
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shall be conducted by another person designated by the Secretary
for such purpose.

"(ii) In the case of a request by the adjudicator for review under
subparagraph (A), the review shall be conducted by the Secretary or

by an administrative law judge or other person (other than such

adjudicator) who is designated by the Secretary.
'(C) Upon completion of the review, the administrative law judge

or other person conducting the review shall affirm or modify the
amount which would otherwise be the maximum fee. Any such
amount so affirmed or modified shall be considered the amount of

the maximum fee which may be recovered under paragraph (2). The
decision of the administrative law judge or other person conducting
the review shall not be subject to further review.
"(4XA) Subject to subparagraph (B), if the claimant is determined

to be entitled to past-due benefits under this title and the person
representing the claimant is an attorney, the Secretary shall, notwithstanding section 205(i), certify for payment out of such past-due
benefits (as determined before any applicable reduction under sec-

tion 1127(a)) to such attorney an amount equal to so much of the

maximum fee as does not exceed 25 percent of such past-due benefits

(as determined before any applicable reduction under section
1127(a)).

"(B) The Secretary shall not in any case certifS' any amount for

payment to the attorney pursuant to this paragraph before the
expiration of the 15-day period referred to in paragraph (3XA) or, in

the case of any review conducted under paragraph (3), before the
completion of such review.
"(5) Any person who".
(2) Trrt xvi.—Paragraph (2XA) of section 1631(d) (42 U.S.C.
1383(dX2XA)) is amended to read as follows:
"(2XA) The provisions of section 206(a) (other than paragraph (4)

thereof) shall apply to this part to the same extent as they apply in

the case of title II, except that paragraph (2) thereof shall be
applied—

"(i) by substituting 'section 1127(a) or 1631(g)' for 'section

1127(a)'; and

"(ii) by substituting 'section 1631(aX7XA) or the requirements
of due process of law' for 'subsection (g) or (h) of section 223'.".
(b) PROTECTION OF ATFORNEY'S FEES FROM OFFSrrING SSI BENE-

irn's.—Subsection (a) of section 1127 (42 U.S.C. 1320a—6(a)) is amended

by adding at the end the following new sentence: "A benefit under
title II shall not be reduced pursuant to the preceding sentence to
the extent that any amount of such benefit would not otherwise be
available for payment in full of the maximum fee which may be

recovered from such benefit by an attorney pursuant to section
206(aX4).".
(c) LIMFrATATION OF TRAVEL EXPENSES FOR REPRESENTATION OF

CLAIMANTS AT ADMINISTRATIVE PR0cEEDINGS.—Section 201(j) (42

U.S.C. 401(j)), section 1631(h) (42 U.S.C. 1383(h)), and section 1817(i)

(42 U.S.C. 1395i(i)) are each amended by adding at the end the

following new sentence: "The amount available for payment under
this subsection for travel by a representative to attend an adminis-

trative proceeding before an administrative law judge or other
adjudicator shall not exceed the maximum amount allowable under

this subsection for such travel originating within the geographic
area of the office having jurisdiction over such proceeding.".
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(d) EFFECTIVE DA.—The amendments made by this section shall
apply with respect to determinations made on or after July 1, 1991,

42 USC 401 note.

and to reimbursement for travel expenses incurred on or after
April 1, 1991.
SEC. 5107. APPLICABILITY OF ADMINISTRATIVE RES .JUDICATA; RELATED
NOTICE REQUIREMENTS.

(a) IN GENERAL.—

(1) Trru 11.—Section 205(b) (42 U.S.C. 405(b)) is amended by
adding at the end the following new paragraph:
"(3XA) A failure to timely request review of an initial adverse
determination with respect to an application for any benefit
under this title or an adverse determination on reconsideration
of such an initial determination shall not serve as a basis for

denial of a subsequent application for any benefit under this
title if the applicant demonstrates that the applicant, or any

other individual referred to in paragraph (1), failed to so request
such a review acting in good faith reliance upon incorrect,
incomplete, or misleading information, relating to the consequences of reapplying for benefits in lieu of seeking review of
an adverse determination, provided by any officer or employee

of the Social Security Administration or any State agency
acting under section 221.
"(B) In any notice of an adverse determination with respect to

which a review may be requested under paragraph (1), the

Secretary shall describe in clear and specific language the effect
on possible entitlement to benefits under this title of choosing to
reapply in lieu of requesting review of the determination.".
is
(2) TITLE xVI.—Section 1631(cXl) (42 U.S.C. 1383(cXl))
amended—
(A) by inserting "(A)" after "(cXl)"; and
(B) by adding at the end the following:
"(BXi) A failure to timely request review of an initial adverse
determination with respect to an application for any payment under
this title or an adverse determination on reconsideration of such an

initial determination shall not serve as a basis for denial of a
subsequent application for any payment under this title if the

applicant demonstrates that the applicant, or any other individual

referred to in paragraph (1), failed to so request such a review acting
in good faith reliance upon incorrect, incomplete, or misleading
information, relating to the consequences of reapplying for
payments in lieu of seeking review of an adverse determination,
provided by any officer or employee of the Social Security Administration or any State agency acting under section 221.

"(ii) In any notice of an adverse determination with respect to

which a review may be requested under paragraph (1), the Secretary
shall describe in clear and specific language the effect on pos8ible
eligibility to receive payments under this title of choosing to reapply
in lieu of requesting review of the determination.".
(b) EtcrIvE DA.—The amendments made by this section shall

42 USC 405 note.

apply with respect to adverse determinations made on or after

July 1, 1991.
SEC. 5108. DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS RELATING TO ACCOUNTABILITY
FOR TELEPHONE SERVICE CENTER COMMUNICATIONS.

(a) IN GENERAL.—The Secretary of Health and Human Services
shall develop and carry out demon8tration projects designed to

42 USC 902 note.
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implement the accountability procedures described in subsection (b)
in each of not fewer than 3 telephone service centers operated by the
Social Security Administration. Telephone service centers shall be
selected for implementation of the accountability procedures so as to

permit a thorough evaluation of such procedures as they would
operate in conjunction with the service technology most recently
employed by the Social Security Administration. Each such demonstration project shall commence not later than 180 days after the
date of the enactment of this Act and shall remain in operation for
not less than 1 year and not more than 3 years.
(b) ACCOUNTABILITY PROCEDURES.—

(1) IN GENERAL—During the period of each demonstration

project developed and carried out by the Secretary of Health
and Human Services with respect to a telephone service center
pursuant to subsection (a), the Secretary shall provide for the
application at such telephone service center of accountability
procedures consisting of the fotlowing:
(A) In any case in which a person communicates with the

Social Security Administration by telephone at such telephone service center and provides in such communication

his or her name, address, and such other identifying

information as the Secretary determines necessary and
appropriate for purposes of this subparagraph, the Secretary must thereafter promptly provide such person a

written receipt which sets forth—
(i) the name of any individual representing the Social

Security Administration with whom such person has

spoken in such communication,
(ii) the date of the communication;
(iii) a description of the nature of the communication,

(iv) any action that an individual representing the
Social Security Administration has indicated in the
communication will be taken in response to the
communication, and
(v).a description of the information or advice offered

in the communication by an individual representing

the Social Security Administration.
(B) Such person must be notified during the communica-

tion by an individual representing the Social Security
Administration that, if adequate identifying information is

provided to the Administration, a receipt described in

subparagraph (A) will be provided to such person.
(C) A copy of any receipt required to be provided to any
person under subparagraph (A) must be—
(i) included in the file maintained by the Social Security Administration relating to such person, or
(ii) if there is no such file, otherwise retained by the

Social Security Administration in retrievable form
until the end of the 5-year period following the termination of the project.

(2) EXCLUSION OF CERTAIN ROUTINE TELEPHONE COMMUNICA-

Secretary may exclude from demonstration
projects carried out pursuant to this section routine telephone
communications which do not relate to potential or current
eligibility or entitlement to benefits.
TIONs—The
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(c) REPORT.—

(1) IN GENERAL 63—The Secretary of Health and Human Serv-

ices shall submit to the Committee on Ways and Means of the
House of Representatives and the Committee on Finance of the
Senate a written report on the progress of the demonstration
projeet conduct.d pursuant to this section, together with any
related data and materials which the Secretary may consider

appropriate. The report shall be submitted not later than 90
days after the termination of the project.
(2) SPEcIFIc MArFERS TO BE INCLUDED.—The report requirt

under paragraph (1) shall—

(A) assess the costs and benefits of the accountability

procedures,

(B) identify any major difficulties encountered in im-

plementing the demonstration project, and

(C) assess the feasibility of implementing the account-

ability procedures on a national basis.
SEC. 5109. NOTICE REQUIREMENTS.

(a) REQUIREMENTS.—

(1) TITLE ;—Section 205 (42 U.S.C. 405) is amended by inserting after subsection (r) the following new subsection:
"NOTICE REQUIREMENTS

"(s) The Secretary shall take such actions as are necessary to

ensure that any notice to one or more individuals issued pursuant to
this title by the Secretary or by a State agency—
"(1) is written in simple and clear language, and
"(2) includes the address and telephone number of the local
office of the Social Security Administration which serves the
recipient.

In the case of any such notice which is not generated by a local
servicing office, the requirements of paragraph (2) shall be treated

as satisfied if such notice includes the address of the local office of
the Social Security Administration which services the recipient of
the notice and a telephone number through which such office can be
reached.".
(2) TITLE xvl.—Section 1631 (42 U.S.C. 1383) is amended by
adding at the end the following:
"NOTICE REQUIREMENTS

"(n) The Secretary shall take such actions as are necessary to

ensure that any notice to one or more individuals issued pursuant to
this title by the Secretary or by a State agency—
"(1) is written in simple and clear language, and
"(2) includes the address and telephone number of the local
office of the Social Security Administration which serves the
recipient.

In the case of any such notice which is not generated by a local
servicing office, the requirements of paragraph (2) shall be treated

as satisfied if such notice includes the address of the local office of
the Social Security Administration which services the recipient of
the notice and a telephone number through which such office can be
reached.".
(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this section shall
apply with respect to notices issued on or after July 1, 1991.
So in original. Probably should

be

cvzw.—'.

42 USC 405 note.
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SEC. 5110. TELEPHONE ACCESS TO THE SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRA.
TION.

(a) REQUIRED MINIMUM LEvEl OF AccEss TO LOCAL OYFICES.—In

addition to such other access by telephone to offices of the Social
Security Administration as the Secretary of Health and Human
Services may consider appropriate, the Secretary shall maintain
access by telephone to local offices of the Social Security Administraton at the level of access generally available as of September 30,
1989.

(b) TELEPHONE LISTINGS.—The Secretary shall make such requests
of local telephone utilities in the United States as are necessary to
ensure that the listings subsequently maintained and published by
such utilities for each locality include the address and telephone
number for each local office of the Social Security Administration to
which direct telephone access is maintained under subsection (a) in
such locality. Such listing may also include information concerning

the availability of a toll-free number which may be called for

general information.

(c) REPORT BY SECRETARY.—NOt later than January 1, 1993, the

Secretary shall submit to the Committee on Ways and Means of the
House of Representative8 and the Committee on Finance of the
Senate a report which—
(1) assesses the impact of the requirements established by this
section on the Social Security Administration's allocation of
resources, workload levels, and service to the public, and
(2) presents a plan for using new, innovative technologies to
enhance access to the Social Security Administration, including

access to local offices.
(d) GAO REPORT.—The Comptroller General of the United States
shall review the level of telephone access by the public to the local
offices of the Social Security Administration. The Comptroller General shall file an interim report with the Committee on Ways and

Means of the House of Representatives and the Committee on

Finance of the Senate describing such level of telephone access not
later than 120 days after the date of the enactment of this Act and
shall file a final report with such Committees describing such level
of access not later than 210 days after such date.
(e) EFFECTIVE DAi.—The Secretary of Health and Human Services shall meet the requirements of subsections (a) and (b) as soon as
possible after the date of the enactment of this Act but not later 180
days after such date.
SEC. 5111. AMENDMENTS RELATING TO SOCIAL SECURITY ACCOUNT
STATEMENTS.

(a) IN GENL.—Section 1142 (42 U.S.C. 1320b-13), as added by

section 10308 of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1989 (103
Stat. 2485), is amended—

(1) by striking "SEC. 1142." and inserting "SEc. 1143."; and
(2) in subsection (cX2), by striking " a biennial" and inserting
"an annual".
(b) DISCLOSURE OV ADDRLSS INFORMATION BY INTERNAL REVENUE
SERVICE TO SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION.—
26 USC 6103.

(1) Irq GENERAL.—SeCtjon 6103(m) of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1986 (relating to disclosure of taxpayer identity informa
tion) is amended by adding at the end the following new paragraph:
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"(7) SOCIAL SECURITY ACCOUNT STATEMENT FURNISHED BY SOCIAL
SECURITY

ADMINISTRATION.—UPOfl written request by the Commis-

sioner of Social Security, the Secretary may disclose the mailing
address of any taxpayer who is entitled to receive a social security
account statement pursuant to section 1143(c) of the Social Security

Act, for use only by officers, employees or agents of the Social
Security Administration for purposes of mailing such statement to
such taxpayer.".

(2) SAFEGUARDS.—Section 6103(pX4) of such Code (relating to

aafeguards) is amended, in the matter followin subparagraph
(fXiii), by striking "subsection (mX2), (4), or (6)' and inserting
"paragraph (2), (4), (6), or (7) of subsection (m)".
(3) UNAUThORIZED DISCLOSURE PENALTIEs.—Paragraph (2) of
section 72 13(a) of such Code (relating to unauthorized disclosure

of returns and return information) is amended by striking
"(mX2), (4), or (6)" and inserting "(mX2), (4), (6), or (7)".

SEC., 5112. TRIAL WORK PERIOD DURING ROLLING FIVE.YEAR PERIOD
FOR ALL DISABLED BENEFICIARIES.

(a) IN Gmi.—Section 222(c) (42 U.S.C. 422(c)) is amended—
(1) in paragraph (4XA), by striking", benning on or after the
first day of such period," and inserting ', in any period of 60

consecutive months,"; and
(2) by striking paragraph (5).
(b) EFFECTIVE DAIt.—The amendments made by subsection (a)
shall take effect on January 1, 1992.

42 USC 422 note.

SEC. 5113. CONTINUATION OF BENEFITS ON ACCOUNT OF PARTICIPATION
IN A NON-STATE VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION PROGRAM.

(a) IN GENERAL.—SeCtiOn 225(b) (42 U.S.C. 425(b)) is amended—

(1) by striking paragraph (1) and inserting the following new
paragraph:
"(1) such individual is participating in a program of vocational rehabilitation services approved by the Secretary, and";
and
(2) in paragraph (2), by striking "Commissioner of Social
Security" and inserting "Secretary".

(b) PAYMENTS AND PR0cEDUREs.—Section 1631(aX6) (42 U.S.C.
1383(aX6)) is amended—

(1) by striking subparagraph (A) and inserting the following
new subparagraph:
"(A) such individual is participating in a program of vocational rehabilitation services approved by the Secretary, and";
and
(2) in subparagraph (B), by striking "Commissioner of Social
Security" and inserting "Secretary".
(c) EmcrwE DAIt.—The amendments made by this section shall
be effective with respect to benefits payable for months after the
eleventh month following the month in which this Act is enacted
and shall apply only with respect to individuals whose blindness or
disability has or may have ceased after such eleventh month.
SEC. 5114. LIMITATION ON NEW ENTITLEMENT TO SPECIAL AGE•72 PAYMENTS.

428(aX2)) is amended
(a) IN GENERAL.—Section 228(aX2) (42 U.s.c.
by striking "(B)" and inserting "(BXi) attained such age after 1967

and before 1972, and (ii)".

42 USC 425 note.
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(b) EFFECTIVE DA'lt—The amendment made by subsection (a) shall
apply with respect benefits payable on the basis of applications filed
after the date of the enactment of this Act.
SEC. 5115. ELIMINATION OF ADVANCED CREDITING TO THE TRUST FUNDS
OF SOCIAL SECURITY PAYROLL TAXES.

(a) IN GENERAL.—SectiOn 201(a) (42 U.S.C. 401(a)) is amended—
(1) in the first sentence following clause (4)—

(A) by striking "monthly on the first day of each calendar
month" both places it appears and inserting "from time to
time";
(B) by striking "to be paid to or deposited into the Treasury during such month" and inserting "paid to or deposited
into the Treasury"; and
(2) in thelast sentence, by striking "Fund;" and inserting
"Fund. Notwithstanding the preceding sentence, in any case in
which the Secretary of the Treasury determines that the assets
of either such Trust Fund would otherwise be inadequate to
meet such Fund's obligations for any month, the Secretary of
the Treasury shall transfer to such Trust Fund on the first day
of such month the amount which would have been transferred
to such Fund under this section as in effect on October 1, 1990;
42 USC 401 note.

and".

(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this section shall

become effective on the first day of the month following the month
in which this Act is enacted.
SEC. 5116. ELIMINATION OF ELIGIBILITY FOR RETROACTIVE BENEFITS
FOR CERTAIN INDIVIDUALS ELIGIBLE FOR REDUCED BENEFITS.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Section 202(jX4) (42 U.S.C. 402(jX4)) is amended—

(1) in subparagraph (A), by striking "if the effect" and all that
follows and inserting "if the amount of' the monthly benefit to
which such individual would otherwise be entitled for any such
month would be subject to reduction pursuant to subsection
(q)."; and

42 USC 402 note.

(2) in subparagraph (B), by striking clauses (i) and (iv) and by
redesignating clauses (ii), (iii), and (v) as clauses (i), Ui), and (iii),
respectively.
(b) EFTECFIVE DATE—The amendments made by this section shall

apply with respect to applications for benefits filed on or after
January 1, 1991.

SEC. 5117. CONSOLIDATION OF OLD METHODS OF COMPUTING PRIMARY
INSURANCE AMOUNTS.

(a) CONSOLIDATION OF COMPUTATION METHODS.—

(1) IN GENERAL—Section 215(aX5) (42 U.S.C. 415(aX5)) is
amended—

(A) by striking "For purposes of' and inserting "(A)

Subject to subparagraphs (B), (C), (D) and (E), for purposes

of';

(B) by striking the last sentence; and

(C) by adding at the end the following new subparagraphs:
"(B)(i) Subject to clauses (ii), (iii), and (iv), and notwithstanding

any other provision of law, the primary insurance amount of any
individual described in subparagraph (C) shall be, in lieu of the
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primary insurance amount as computed pursuant to any of the
provisions referred to in subparagraph (D), the primary insurance

amount computed under subsection (a) of section 215 as in effect in
December 1978, without regard to subsection (bX4) and (c) of such
section as so in effect.
"(ii) The computation of a primary insurance amount under this
subparagraph shall be subject to section 104(jX2) of the Social Security Amendments of 1972 (relating to the number of elapsed years
under section 215(b)).
"(iii)

In computing a primary insurance amount under t

subparagraph, the dollar amount specified in paragraph (3) of section 215(a) (as in effect in December 1978) shall be increased to
$11.50.

"(iv) In the case of an individual to whom section 215(d) applies,

the primary insurance amount of such individual shall be the
greater of—

"(I) the primary insurance amount computed under the

preceding clauses of this subparagraph, or
"(H) the primary insurance amount computed under section
215(d).

"(C) An individual is described in this subparagraph if—
"(i) paragraph (1) does not apply to such individual by reason
of such individual's eligibility for an old-age or disability insurance benefit, or the individual's death, prior to 1979, and

"(ii) such individual's primary insurance amount computed

under this section as in effect immediately before the date of the
enactment of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990
would have been computed under the provisions described in
subparagraph (D).
"(D) The provisions described in this subparagraph are—
"(i) the provisions of this subsection as in effect prior to the
enactment of the Social Security Amendments of 1965, if such
provisions would preclude the use of wages prior to 1951 in the
computation of the primary insurance amount,

"(ii) the provisions of section 209 as in effect prior to the

enactment of the Social Security Act Amendments of 1950, and
"(iii) the provisions of section 215(d) as in effect prior to the
enactment of the Social Security Amendments of 1977.

"(E) For purposes of this paragraph, the table for determining
primary insurance amounts and maximum family benefits con-

tained in this section in December 1978 shall be revised as provided
by subsection (i) for each year after 1978.".
(2) COMPUTATION OF PRIMARY IN5URANCE BENEFIT UNDER 1939
ACT.—

(A) DIvIsIoN OF WAGES BY ELAP5ED YEARS.—SectiOfl
215(dXl) (42 U.S.C. 415(dXl)) is amended—

(i) in subparagraph (A), by inserting "and subject to
section 104(jX2) of the Social Security Amendments of
1972" after thereof'; and

(ii) by striking "(B) For purposes" in subparagraph
(B) and all that follows through clause (ii) of such

subparagraph and inserting the following:
"(B) For purposes of subparagraphs (B) and (C) of subsection
(bX2) (as so in effect)—

"(i) the total wages prior to 1951 (as defined in subparagraph (C) of this paragraph) of an individual—
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"(I) shall, in the case of an individual who attained
age 21 prior to 1950, be divided by the number of years

(hereinafter in this subparagraph referred to as the
'divisor') elapsing after the year in which the
individual attained age 20, or 1938 if later, and prior to

the earlier of the year of death or 1951, except that
such divisor shall not include any calendar year en-

tirely included in a period of disability, and in no case
shall the divisor be less than one, and

"(II) shall, in the case of an individual who died

before 1950 and before attaining age 21, be divided by
the number of years (hereinafter in this subparagraph

referred to as the 'divisor') elapsing after the second
year prior to the year of çleath, or 1936 if later, and
prior to the year of death, and in no case shall the

divisor be less than one; and
"(ii) the total wages prior to 1951 (as defined in subparagraph (C) of this ..paragraph) of an individual who either
attained age 21 after 1949 or died after 1949 before attaining age 21, shall be divided by the number of years (herein-

after in this subparagraph referred to as the 'divisor')
elapsing after 1949 and prior to 1951.".
(B) CREDITING OF WAGES TO YEARS.—Clause (iii) of section

215(dX1XB) (42 U.S.C. 415(dXlXBXiii)) is amended to read as
follows:

"(iii) if the quotient exceeds $3,000, only $3,000 shall be
deemed to be the individual's wages for each of the years
which were used in computing the amount of the divisor,
and the remainder of the individual's total wages prior to
1951 (I) if less than $3,000, shall be deemed credited to the
computation base year (as defined in subsection (bX2) as in

effect in December 1977) immediately preceding the earliest
year used in computing the amount of the divisor, or (II) if
$3,000 or more, shall be deemed credited, in $3,000 increments, to the computation base year (as so defined) imme-

diately preceding the earliest year used in computing the
amount of the divisor and to each of the computation base

years (as so defined) consecutively preceding that year, with
any remainder less than $3,000 being credited to the com-

putation base year (as so defined) immediately preceding

the earliest year to which a full $3,000 increment was

credited; and".
(C) APPUcABIU'ry.—Section 215(d) is further amended—

(i) in paragraph (2XB), by striking "except as pro-

vided in paragraph (3),";

(ii) by striking paragraph (2XC) and inserting the

following:
"(CXi) who becomes entitled to benefits under section 202(a) or
223 or who dies, or

"(ii) whose primary insurance amount is required to be recomputed under paragraph (2), (6), or (7) of subsection (0 or under
section 231."; and
(iii) by striking paragraphs (3) and (4).
(3) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.—

(A) Section 215(iX4) (42 U.S.C. 415(iX4)) is amended in the

first sentence by inserting "and as amended by section 5117
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of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990" after
"as then in effect".
(B) Section 203(aX8) (42 U.S.C. 403(aX8)) is amended in the
first sentence by inserting "and as amended by section 5117
of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990," after
"December 1978" the second place it appears.
(C) Section 215(c) (42 U.S.C. 415(c)) is amended by striking
"This" and inserting "5ubject to the amendments made by
section 5117 of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of
1990, this".
(D) Section 215(0(7) (42 U.S.C. 415(0(7)) is amended by

striking the period at the end of the first sentence and
inserting ", including a primary insurance amount com-

puted under any such subsection whose operation is modified as a result of the amendments made by section 5117 of
the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990".

(EXi) Section 215(d) (42 U.S.C. 415(d)) is further amended
by redesignating paragraph (5) as paragraph (3).
(ii) Subsections (aX7XA), (aX7XCXii), and (fX9XA) of section
215 (42 U.S.C. 415) are each amended by striking "subsection (dX5)" each place it appears and inserting "subsection
(dX3)".

"(iii) Section 215(fX9XB) (42 U.S.C. 415(0(9XB)) is amended
by striking "subsection (aX7) or (dX5)" each place it appears
and inserting "subsection (aX7) or (dX3)".
(4) EFFECTIVE DATE.—

(A) IN GENERAL.—EXcePt as provided in subparagraph (B),
the amendments made by this subsection shall apply with
respect to the computation of the primary insurance

amount of any insured individual in any case in which a

person becomes entitled to benefits under section 202 or 223
on the basis of such insured individual's wages and selfemployment income for months after the 18-month period
following the month in which this Act is enacted, except

that such amendments shall not apply if any person

is

entitled to benefits based on the wages and self-employment
income of such insured individual for the month preceding
the initial month of such person's entitlement to such
benefits under section 202 or 223.
(B) RECOMPUTATIONS.—The amendments

made by this

subsection shall apply with respect to any primary insurance amount upon the recomputation of such primary
insurance amount if such recomputation is first effective
for monthly benefits for months after the 18-month period
following the month in which this Act is enacted.

(b) BENEFITS IN CASE OF VrERANs.—Section 217(b) (42 U.S.C.
417(b)) is amended—

(1) in the first sentence of paragraph (1), by striking "Any"
and inserting "Subject to paragraph (3), any"; and
(2) by adding at the end the following new paragraph:
"(3XA) The preceding provisions of this subsection shall apply for
purposes of determining the entitlement to benefits under section
202, based on the primary insurance amount of the deceased World
War II veteran, of any surviving individual only if such surviving
individual makes application for such benefits before the end of the
18-month period after the month in which the Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act of 1990 was enacted.

42 USC 403 note.
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"(B) Subparagraph (A) shall not apply if any person is entitled to
benefits under section 202 based on the primary insurance amount
of such veteran for the month preceding the month in which such
application is made.".
(c) APPLICABILITY OF ALTERNATIVE METHOD FOR DETERMINING
QUARTERS OF COVERAGE Wim RESPECT To WAGES IN THE PERIOD
FROM 1937 TO 1950.—
(1) APPLICABILITY WITHOUT REGARD TO NUMBER OF ELAPSED
YEARS.—Section 213(c) (42 U.S.C. 413(c)) is amended—

(A) by inserting "and 215(d)" after "214(a)"; and
(B) by striking "except where—" and all that follows and

inserting the following: "except where such individual is
not a fully insured individual on the basis of the number of
42 USC 413 note.

42 USC 413 note.

quarters of coverage so derived plus the number of quarters
of coverage derived from the wages and self-employment
income credited to such individual for periods after 1950.".
(2) APPLICABILITY WITHOUT REGARD TO DATE OF DJEATH.—Sec-

tion 155(bX2) of the Social Security Amendments of 1967 is
amended by striking "after such date".
(3) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this subsec-

tion shall apply only with respect to individuals who—
(A) make application for benefits under section 202 of the
Social Security Act after the 18-month period following the
month in which this Act is enacted, and
(B) are not entitled to benefits under section 227 or 228 of
such Act for the month in which such application is made.
SEC. 5118. SUSPENSION OF DEPENDENT'S BENEFITS WHEN THE WORKER
IS IN AN EXTENDED PERIOD OF ELIGIBILITY.
42 USC 423.

(a) IN GENERAL—Section 223(e) (42 U.S.C. 623(e)) is amended by—

(1) by inserting "(1)" after "(e)"; and
(2) by adding at the end the following new paragraph:
"(2) No benefit shall be payable under section 202 on the basis of
the wages and self-employment income of an individual entitled to a

benefit under subsection (aXl) of this section for any month for
which the benefit of such individual under subsection (aXl) is not
42 USC 423 note.

payable under paragraph (1).".
(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by subsection (a)
shall apply with respect to benefits for months after the date of the
enactment of this Act.

SEC. 5119. ENTITLEMENT TO BENEFITS OF DEEMED SPOUSE AND LEGAL
SPOUSE.
(a) CONTINUED ENTITLEMENT OF DEEMED SPOUSE DEsPITE ENTITLE-

MENT OF LEGAL SPoUsE—Section 216(hXl) (42 U.S.C. 416(h)(1)) is
amended—
(1) in subparagraph (A)—
(A) by inserting "(i)" aftey "(h)(1XA)"; and

(B) by striking "If such courts" in the second sentence

and inserting the following:
'(ii) If such courts"; and
(2) in subparagraph (B)—
(A) by inserting '(i)" after "(B)";
(B) by striking "The provisions of the preceding sentence"
in the second sentence and inserting the following:
"(ii) The provisions of clause (i)";
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(C) by striking "(i) if another" in the second sentence and
all that follows through "or (ii)";

(D) by striking "The entitlement" in the third sentence

and inserting the following:
"(iii) The entitlement";
(E) by striking "subsection (b), (c), (e), (f), or (g)" the first
place it appears in the third sentence and inserting "subsection (b) or (c)",

(F) by striking "wife, widow, husband, or widower" the
first place it appears in the third sentence and inserting

"wife or husband";
(G) by striking "(i) in which" in the third sentence and all
that follows through "in which such applicant entered" and
inserting "in which such person enters';
(H) by striking "For purposes" in the fourth sentence and
inserting the following:
"(iv) For purposes";
and

(I) by striking "(i)" and "(ii)" in the fourth sentence and

inserting "(I)" and "(II)", respectively.

(b) TREATMENT OF DIVORCE IN THE CONTEXT OF INvALID MAR-

RIAGE.—Section 216(hX1XBXi) (as amended by subsection (a)) is further amended—
(1) by striking "where under subsection (b), (c), (f), or (g) such

applicant is not the wife, widow, husband, or widower of such
individual" and inserting "where under subsection (b), (c), (d),
(f), or (g) such applicant is not the wife, divorced wife, widow,
surviving divorced wife, husband, divorced husband, widower,
or surviving divorced husband of such individual";

(2) by striking "and such applicant" and all that follows

through "files the application,";
(3) by striking "subsections (b), (c), (f), and (g)" and inserting
"subsections (b), (c), (d), (f), and (g)"; and

(4) by adding at the end the following new sentences: "Notwithstanding the preceding sentence, in the case of any person
who would be deemed under the preceding sentence a wife,
widow, husband, or widower of the insured individual, such
marriage shall not be deemed to be a valid marriage unless the
applicant and the insured individual were living in the same
household at the time of the death of the insured individual or
(if the insured individual is living) at the time the applicant files
the application. A marriage that is deemed to be a valid marriage by reason of the preceding sentence shall continue to be

deemed a valid marriage if the insured individual and the

person entitled to benefits as the wife or husband of the insured

individual are no longer living in the same household at the
time of the death of such insured individual.".

(c) TREATMENT OF MULTIPLE ENTFFLEMENT5 UNDER THE FAMILY

MAxIMUM.—Section 203(aX3) (42 U.S.C. 403(aX3)) is amended by

adding after subparagraph (C) the following new subparagraph:
"(D) In any case in which—

"(i) two or more individuals are entitled to monthly benefits
for the same month as a spouse under subsection (b) or (c) of
section 202, or as a surviving spouse under subsection (e), (f), or
(g) of section 202,

"(ii) at least one of such individuals is entitled by reason of

subparagraph (AXii) or (B) of section 216(hXl), and

42 USC 416.
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"(iii) such entitlements are based on the wages and self-

employment income of the same insured individual,
the benefit of the entitled individual whose entitlement is based on a

valid marriage (as determined without regard to subparagraphs

(AXii) and (B) of section 216(hXl)) to such insured individual shall,

for such month and all months thereafter, a determined without
regard to this subsection, and the benefits of all other individuals
who are entitled, for such month or any month thereafter, to
monthly benefits under section 202 based on the wages and selfemployment income of such insured individual shall be determined
as if such entitled individual were not entitled to benefits for such
month.".
(d) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.—SectiOn 203(aX6) (42 U.s.c.

42 USC 403 note.

403(aX6)) is amended by inserting "(3XD)," after "(3Xc),".
(e) EFFECTIVE DATE.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—The amendments made by this section shall

apply with respect to benefits for months after December 1990.
(2) APPLICATION REQUIREMEN'r.—

(A) GENERAL RuLE.—Except as provided in subparagraph

(B), the amendments made by this section shall apply only
with respect to benefits for which application is filed with
the Secretary of Health and Human Services after December31, 1990.
(B)

EXCEPTION

FROM

APPLICATION

REQUIREMENT.—

5ubparagraph (A) shall not apply with respect to the bene-

fits of any individual if such individual is entitled to a

benefit under subsection (b), (c), (e), or (0 of section 202 of
the Social Security Act for December 1990 and the individual on whose wages and self-employment income such benefit for December 1990 is based is the same individual on the
basis of whose wages and self-employment income application would otherwise be required under subparagraph (A).
42 USC 1310
note.

SEC. 5120. VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS.
(a) DEMONSTRATION PROJECT.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—Pursuant to section 505 of the Social Secu-

rity Disability Amendments of 1980, the Secretary of Health
and Human Services shall develop and carry out under this
section demonstration projects in each of not fewer than three
5tates. Each such demonstration project shall be designed to
assess the advantages and disadvantages of permitting disabled
beneficiaries (as defined in paragraph (3)) to select, from among

both public and private qualified vocational rehabilitation
providers, providers of vocational rehabilitation services directed at enabling such beneficiaries to engage in substantial
gainful activity. Each such demonstration project shall commence as soon as practicable after the date of the enactment of

this Act and shall remain in operation until the end of fiscal

year 1993.
(2) SCOPE AND PARTICIPATION.—Each demonstration project

shall be of sufficient scope and open to sufficient participation
by disabled beneficiaries so as to permit meaningful determinations under subsection (b).
(3) DISABLED BENEFICIARY.—For purposes of this section, the

term "disabled beneficiary" means an individual who is entitled
to disability insurance benefits under section 223 of the Social
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Security Act or benefits under section 202 of such Act based on
such individual's own disability.
(b) MATFERS TO BE DETERMINED.—In the course of each demonstration project conducted under this section, the Secretary shall determine the following:
(1) the extent to which disabled beneficiaries participate in
the process of selecting providers of rehabilitation services, and
their reasons for participating or not participating;

(2) notable characteristics of participating disabled bene-

ficiaries (including their impairments), classified by the type of
provider selected;
(3) the various needs for rehabilitation demonstrated by
participating disabled beneficiaries, classified by the type of
provider selected;

(4) the extent to which providers of rehabilitation services
which are not agencies or instrumentalities of States accept
referrals of disabled beneficiaries under procedures in effect

under section 222(d) of the Social Security Act as of the date of
the enactment of this Act relating to reimbursement for such
services and the most effective way of reimbursing such providers in accordance with such provisions;
(5) the extent to which providers participating in the dem-

onstration projects enter into contracts with third parties for
services and the types of such services;

(6) whether, and if so the extent to which, disabled beneficiaries who select their own providers of rehabilitation services are more likely to engage in substantial gainful activity and
thereby terminate their entitlement under section 202 or 223 of
the Social Security Act than those who do not;
(7) the cost effectiveness of permitting disabled beneficiaries
to select their providers of vocational rehabilitation services,

and the comparative cost effectiveness of different types of
providers; and

(8) the feasibility of establishing a permanent national program for allowing disabled beneficiaries to choose their own
qualified vocational rehabilitation provider and any additional

safeguards which would be necessary to assure the effectiveness
of such a program.
(c) PROCEDURAL REQUIREMENTS.—
(1) SELECrION OF PARTICIPANTS.—The Secretary shall select for
participation in each demonstration project under this section
disabled beneficiaries for whom there is a reasonable likelihood

that rehabilitation services provided to them will result in
performance by them of substantial gainful activity for a
continuous period of nine months prior to termination of the
project.

(2) SELECrION OF PROVIDERS OF REHABILITATION SERVICES.—The

Secretary shall select qualified rehabilitation agencies to serve
as providers of rehabilitation services in the geographic area
covered by each demonstration project conducted under this
section. The Secretary shall make such selection after consultation with disabled individuals and organizations representing
such individuals. With respect to each demonstration project,
the Secretary may approve on a case-by-case basis additional
qualified rehabilitation agencies from outside the geographic
area covered by the project to serve particular disabled beneficiaries.
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(3) REIMBURSEMENT OF PROVIDERS.—

(A) Except as provided in subparagraph (B), providers of
rehabilitation services under each demonstration project
under this section shall be reimbursed in accordance with
the procedures in effect under the provisions of section
222(d) of the Social Security Act as of the date of the
enactment of this Act relating to reimbursement for services provided under such section.

(B) The Secretary may contract with providers of rehabilitation services under each demonstration project

under this section on a fee-for-service basis in order to—
(9 conduct vocational e'.raIuations directed at identifying those disabled beneficiaries who have reasonable
potential for engaging in substantial gainful activity
and thereby terminating their entitlement to benefits
under section 202 or 223 of the Social Security Act if
provided with vocational rhabilitation services as
participants in the project, and
(ii) develop jointly with each disabled beneficiary so
identified an individualized, written rehabilitation program.
(C) Each written rehabilitation program developed pursuant to subragraph (BXii) for any participant shall include
among its provisions—

(i) a statement of the participant's rehabilitation

goal,

(ii) a statement of the specific rehabilitation services

to be provided and of the identity of the provider to
furnish such services,
(iii) the projected date for the initiation of such services and their anticipated duration, and

(iv) objective criteria and an evaluation procedure
and schedule for determining whether the stated re-

habilitation goal is being achieved.
(d) REp0RT5.—.The Secretary of Health and Human Services shall

submit to the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of
Representatives and the Committee on Finance of the Senate an
interim written report on the progress of the demonstration projects
conducted under this section not later than April 1, 1992, together
with any related data and materials which the Secretary considers
appropriate. The Secretary shall submit a final written report to
such Committees addressing the matters to be determined under

subsection (b) not later than April 1, 1994.
(e) STATE—For purposes of this section, the term "State" means a
State, including the entities included in such term by section 210(h)
of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 4 10(h)).
U) CONTINUATION OF DEMONSTRATION AUTHORrry.—Section 505(c)

of the Social Security Disability Amendments of 1980 (42 U.S.C. 1310
note) is amended to read as follows:
"(c) The Secretary shall submit to the Congress a final report with
respect to all experiments and demonstration projects carried out
under this section (other than demonstration projects conducted
under section 5120 of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation of 1990) no
later than October 1, 1993.".
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SEC. 5121. EXEMPTION FOR CERTAIN ALIENS, RECEIVING AMNESTY
UNDER THE IMMIGRATION AND NATIONALITY ACT, FROM
PROSECUTION FOR MISREPORTING OF EARNINGS OR MISUSE
OF SOCIAL SECURITY ACCOUNT NUMBERS OR SOCIAL SECURITY CARDS.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Section 208 (42 U.S.C. 408) is amended by adding

at the end the following:
"(dxl) Except as provided in paragraph (2), an alien—

"(A) whose status is adjusted to that of lawful temporary
resident under section 210 or 245A of the Immigration and
Nationality Act or under section 902 of the Foreign Relations
Authorization Act, Fiscal Years 1988 and 1989,
"(B) whose status is adjusted to that of permanent resident—

"(i) under section 202 of the Immigration Reform and

Control Act of 1986, or

"(ii) pursuant to section 249 of the Immigration and

Nationality Act, or

"(C) who is granted special immigrant status under section
101(aX27XI) of the Immigration and Nationality Act,
shall not be subject to prosecution for any alleged conduct described
in paragraph (6) or (7) of subsection (a) if such conduct is alleged to
have occurred prior to 60 days after the date of the enactment of the
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990.

"(2) Paragraph (1) shall not apply with respect to conduct (de-

scribed in subsection (aX7XC)) consisting of—

"(A) selling a card that is, or purports to be, a social security
card issued by the Secretary,
"(B) possessing a social security card with intent to sell it, or
"(C) counterfeiting a social security card with intent to sell it.

"(3) Paragraph (1) shall not apply with respect to any criminal

conduct involving both the conduct described in subsection (aX7) to
which paragraph (1) applies and any other criminal conduct if such
other conduct would be criminal conduct if the conduct described in
subsection (aX7) were not committed.".
(b) TECHNICAL AND CONFORMING AMENDMENTS—SO much of sec-

tion 208 as precedes subsection (d) (as added by subsection (a) of this
section) is amended—
(1) in subsection (a), by redesignating paragraphs (1), (2), and
(3) as subparagraphs (A), (B), and (C), respectively;
(2) in subsection (g), by redesignating paragraphs (1), (2), and
(3) as subparagraphs (A), (B), and (C), respectively;
(3) by redesignating subsections (a) through (h) as paragraphs
(1) through (8), respectively;
(4) by inserting "(a)" before "Whoever";

(5) by inserting "(b)" at the beginning of the next-to-last

undesignated paragraph; and
(6) by inserting '(c)' at the beginning of the last undesignated
paragraph.

SEC. 5122. REDUCTION OF AMOUNT OF WAGES NEEDED TO EARN A YEAR

OF COVERAGE APPLICABLE IN DETERMINING SPECIAL
MINIMUM PRIMARY INSURANCE AMOUNT.

(a) IN GENERAL.—SeCtiOn 215(aX1XCXii) (42 U.S.C. 415(aX1XCXii)) is

amended by striking "of not less than 25 percent" the first place it
appears and all that follows through "1977) if' and inserting "of not
less than 25 percent (in the case of a year after 1950 and before 1978)
of the maximum amount which (pursuant to subsection (e)) may be
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counted for such year, or 25 percent (in the case of a year after 1977
and before 1991) or 15 percent (in the case of a year after 1990) of the

maximum amount which (pursuant to subsection (e)) could be
counted for such year if".

(b) RETENTION OF CURRENT AMOUNT OF WAGES NEEDED To EARN A
YEAR OF COVERAGE FOR PuaPosES OF WINDFALL ELIMINATION PR0VI-

SION.—Section 215(aX7XD) (42 U.S.C. 415(aX7XD)) is amended—

(1) in the first sentence, by striking "(as defined in paragraph

(1XCXii))"; and

(2) by adding at the end (after the table) the following new

flush sentence:

"For purposes of this subparagraph, the term 'year of coverage'

shall have the meaning provided in paragraph (1XCXii), except that

the reference to '15 ercent' therein shall be deemed to be a
reference to '25 percent

SEC. 5123. CHARGING OF EARNINGS OF CORPORATE DIRECTORS.

(a) IN GENERAL.—

(1) Title II is amended by moving the last undesignated
paragraph of section 211(a) of such title (as added by section

42 USC 411, 403.

9022(a) of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1987) to the
end of section 203(0(5) of such title.
(2) The undesignated paragraph moved to section 203(0(5) of
the Social Security Act by paragraph (1) is amended—

42 USC 403.

(A) by striking "Any income of an individual which re-

sults from or is attributable to" and inserting "(E) For

purposes of this section, any individual's net earnings from
self-employment which result from or are attributable to",
(B) by striking "the income is actually paid" and insert-

ing "the income, on which the computation of such net

earnings from self-employment is based, is actually paid";
and
(C) by striking "unless it was" and inserting "unless such
income was".
26 USC 1402.
42 USC 403 note.

(3) The last undesignated paragraph of section 1402(a) of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (as added by section 9022(b) of
the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1987) is repealed.
(b)

EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this section shall

apply with respect to income received for services performed in
taxable years beginning after December 31, 1990.

SEC. 5124. COLLECTION OF EMPLOYEE SOCIAL SECURITY AND RAILROAD
RETIREMENT TAXES ON TAXABLE GROUP-TERM LIFE INSURANCE PROVIDED TO RETIREES.

(a) SOCIAL SECURITY TAxES.—Section 3102 of the Internal Revenue
26 USC 3102.

Code of 1986 (relating to deduction of tax from wages) is amended by
adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:
"(d) SPECIAL RULE FOR CERTAIN TAXABLE GROUP-TERM LIFE INsURANCE BENEFITS.—

"(1) IN GENERAL.—In the case of any payment for group-term
life insurance to which this subsection applies—
"(A) subsection (a) shall not apply,

"(B) the employer shall separately include on the state-

ment required under section 6051—

"(i) the portion of the wages which consists of pay-

ments for group-term life insurance to which this
subsection applies, and
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"(ii) the amount of the tax imposed by section 3101 on
such payments, and
"(C) the tax imposed by section 3101 on such payments
shall be paid by the employee.
"(2) BENEFITS TO WHICH SUBSECTION APPLIES.—This subsection

shall apply to any payment for group-term life insurance to the
extent—
"(A) such payment constitutes wages, and

"(B) such payment is for coverage for periods during
which an employment relationship no longer exists between the employee and the employer."

(b) RAILROAD RFFIREMEN'F TAxES.—Section 3202 of such Code

(relating to deduction of tax from compensation) is amended by
adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:

"(d) SPECIAL RULE FOR CERTAIN TAXABLE GROUP-TERM LWE INSURANCE BENEFITS.—

"(1) IN GENERAL.—In the ease of any payment for group-term
life insurance to which this subsection applies—
"(A) subsection (a) shall not apply,

"(B) the employer shall separately include on the state-

ment required under section 6051—
"(i) the portion of the compensation which consists of

payments for group-term life insurance to which this

subsection applies, and
"(ii) the amount of the tax imposed by section 3201 on
such payments, and
"(C) the tax imposed by section 3201 on such payments
shall be paid by the employee.
"(2) BENEFITS TO WHICH SUBSECTION APPLIES.—This subsection

shall apply to any payment for group-term life insurance to the
extent—
"(A) such payment constitutes compensation, and

"(B) such payment is for coverage for periods during
which an employment relationship no longer exists be-

tween the employee and the employer."
(c) EmcTIvE DATE.—The amendments made by this section shall
apply to coverage provided after December 31, 1990.

26 USC 3102

SEC. 5125. TIER 1 RAILROAD RETIREMENT TAX RATES EXPLICITLY
DETERMINED BY REFERENCE TO SOCIAL SECURITY TAXES.

(a) TAx ON EMPWYEES.—Subsection (a) of section 3201 of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (relating to rate of tax) is amended— 26 USC 3201.

(1) by striking "following" and inserting "applicable", and

(2) by striking "employee:" and all that follows and inserting
"employee. For purposes of the preceding sentence, the term
'applicable percentage' means the percentage equal to the sum
of the rates of tax in effect under subsections (a) and (b) ot
section 3101 for the calendar year."

(b) TAX ON EMPLOYEE REPREsEN'rAnvEs.—Paragraph (1) of section

3211(a) of such Code (relating to rate of tax) is amended—

(1) by striking "following" and inserting "applicable", and
(2) by striking "representative:" and all that follows and
inserting "representative. For purposes of the preceding sentence, the term 'applicable percentage' means the percentage
equal to the sum of the rates of tax in effect under subsections
(a) and (b) of section 3101 and subsections (a) and (b) of section
3111 for the calendar year."
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(c) TAX ON EMPWYERS.—Subsection (a) of section 3221 of such
Code (relating to rate of tax) is amended—

(1) by striking "following" and inserting "applicable", and
(2) by striking "employer:" and all that follows and inserting
"employer. For purposes of the preceding sentence, the term
'applicable percentage' means the percentage equal to the sum
of the rates of tax in effect under subsections (a) and (b) of
section 3111 for the calendar year."

SEC. 5126. TRANSFER TO RAILROAD RETIREMENT ACCOUNT.
45 USC 231n
note,

Subsection (c)(1XA) of section 224 of the Railroad Retirement
Solvency Act of 1983 (relating to section 72(r) revenue increase
transferred to certain railroad accounts) is amended by striking
"1990" and inserting "1992".

SEC. 5127. WAIVER OF 2-YEAR WAITING PERIOD FOR INDEPENDENT
ENTITLEMENT TO DIVORCED SPOUSE'S BENEFILTS.

(a) WAIVER FOR PURPOSES OF DEDUCTIONS ON ACCOUNT OF WORK.—

Section 203(bX2) (42 U.S.C. 403(bX2)) is amended—

(1) by striking "(2) When" and all that follows through "2

years, the benefit" and inserting the following:
"(2XA) Except as provided in subparagraph (B), in any case in

which—

"(i) any of the other persons referred to in paragraph (1XB) is
entitled to monthly benefits as a divorced spouse under section
202(b) or (c) for any month, and

"(ii) such person has been divorced for not less than 2 years,
the benefit"; and

(2) by adding at the end the following new subparagraph:

"(B) Clause (ii) of subparagraph (A) shall not apply with respect to
any divorced spouse in any case in which the individual referred to
in paragraph (1) became entitled to old-age insurance benefits under
section 202(a) before the date of the divorce.".
(b)WAIVER IN CASE OF NONCOVERED WORK OUTSIDE THE UNITED

STATES.—Section 203(dX1XB) (42 U.S.C. 403(d)(1)(B)) fis amended—

(1) by striking "(B) When" and all that follows through "2

years, the benefit" and inserting the following:
"(B)(i) Except as provided in clause (ii), in any case in which—
"(I) a divorced spouse is entitled to monthly benefits under
section 202(b) or (c) for any month, and
"(II) such divorced spouse has been divorced for not less than
2 years,

the benefit"; and
(2) by adding at the end the following new clause:
"(ii) Subclause (II) of clause (i) shall not apply with respect to any
divorced spouse in any case in which the individual entitled to old-

age insurance benefits referred to in subparagraph (A) became
entitled to such benefits before the date of the divorce.".
42 USC 403 note.

(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this section shall

apply with respect to benefits for months after December 1990.
SEC. 5128. MODIFICATION OF THE PREEFFECTIJATION REVIEW REQUIREMENT APPLICABLE TO DISABILITY INSURANCE CASES.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Section 221(cX3) (42 U.S.C. 421(cX3)) is amended
to read as follows:
"(3)(A) In carrying out the provisions of paragraph (2) with respect

to the review of determinations made by State agencies pursuant to
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this section that individuals are under disabilities (as defined in
section 216(i) or 223(d)), the Secretary shall review—

"(i) at least 50 percent of all such determinations made by
State agencies on applications for benefits under this title, and
"(ii) other determinations made by State agencies pursuant to

this section to the extent necessary to assure a high level of
accuracy in such other determinations.

"(B) In conducting reviews pursuant to subparagraph (A), the

Secretary shall, to the extent feasible, select for review those determinations which the Secretary identifies as being the most likely to
be incorrect.

"(C) Not later than April 1, 1992, and annually thereafter, the

Secretary shall submit to the Committee on Ways and Means of the

House of Representatives and the Committee on Finance of the
Senate a written report setting forth the number of reviews conducted under subparagraph (AXii) during the preceding fiscal year

and the findings of the Secretary based on such reviews of the
accuracy of the determinations made by State agencies pursuant to
this section.".
(b) EFFECFIVE DAit.—The amendment made by subsection (a)
shall apply with respect to determinations made by State agencies
in fiscal years after fiscal year 1990.
SEC. 5129. RECOVERY OF OASDI OVERPAYMENTS BY MEANS OF REDUC.
TION IN TAX REFUNDS.

(a) ADDITIONAL METHOD OF REC0vERY.—Section 204(aX1XA) (42

U.S.C. 404(aX1XA)) is amended by inserting after "payments to such
overpaid person," the following: "or shall obtain recovery by means

of reduction in tax refunds based on notice to the Secretary of the
Treasury as permitted under section 3720A of title 31, United States
Code,".
(b) RECOVERY BY M&Ns OF REDUCFION IN TAX REFuND5.—Section

3720A of title 31, United States Code (relating to collection of debts
owed to Federal agencies) is amended—
(1) in subsection (a), by striking "OASDI overpayment and";
(2) by redesignating subsection (1) as subsection (g); and
(3) by inserting the following new subsection after subsection
(e):

"(0(1) Subsection (a) shall apply with respect to an OASDI over-

payment made to any individual only if such individual s not

currently entitled to monthly insurance benefits under title II of the
Social Security Act.
"(2XA) The requirements of subsection (b) shall not be treated as
met in the case of the recovery of an OASDI overpayment from any

individual under this section unless the notification under subsection (bXl) describes the conditions under which the Secretary of
Health and Human Services is required to waive recovery of an

overpayment, as provided under section 204(b) of the Social Security
Act.

"(B) In any case in which an individual files for a waiver under
section 204(b) of the Social Security Act within the 60-day period
referred to in subsection (bX2), the Secretary of Health and Human
Services shall not certify to the Secretary of the Treasury that the
debt is valid under subsection (bX4) before rendering a decision on
the waiver request under such section 204(b). In lieu of payment,
pursuant to subsection (c), to the Secretary of HeJth and Human
Services of the amount of any reduction under this subsection based

42 USC 421 note.
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on an OASDI overpayment, the Secretary of the Treasury shall
deposit such amount in the Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund or the Federal Disability Insurance Trust Fund,
whichever is certified to the Secretary of the Treasury as appropriate by the Secretary of Health and Human Services.".
(c) INTERNAL REVENUE CODE PROVISIONs.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—Subsection (d) of section 6402 of the Internal

26 USC 6402.

Revenue Code of 1986 (relating to collection of debts owed to
Federal agencies) is amended—
(A) in paragraph (1), by striking "any OASDI overpayment and ';and
(B) by striking paragraph (3) and inserting the following
new paragraph:
"(3) TREATMENT OF OASDI OVERPAYMENTS.—

"(A) REQUIREMENTS.—Paragraph (1) shall apply with re-

spect to an OASDI overpayment only if the requirements of
paragraphs (1) and (2) of section 3720A(f) of title 31, United

States Code, are met with respect to such overpayment.

"(B) NOTICE; PROTECTION OF OTHER PERSONS FILING JOINT
RETURN.—

"(i) No'rlcE.—In the case of a debt consisting of an
OASDI overpayment, if the Secretary determines upon

receipt of the notice referred to in paragraph (1) that
the refund from which the reduction described in para-

graph (1XA) would be made is based upon a joint
return, the Secretary shall—
"(I) notify each taxpayer filing such joint return

that the reduction is being made from a refund

based upon such return, and
"(II) include in such notification a description of
the procedures to be followed, in the case of a joint

return, to protect the share of the refund which
may be payable to another person.

"(ii) ADJUSTMENTS BASED ON PROTECTIONS GIVEN TO

OTHER TAXPAYERS ON JOINT RETURN.—If the other

person filing a joint return with the person owing the

OASDI overpayment takes appropriate action to secure
his or her proper share of the refund subject th reduction under this subsection, the Secretary shall pay such
share to such other person. The Secretary shall deduct
the amount of such payment from amounts which are

derived from subsequent reductions in refunds under
this subsectioii and are payable to a trust fund referred
to in subparagraph (C).

"(C) DEPOSIT OF AMOUNT OF REDUCTION INTO APPROPRIATE

TRUST FUND.—In lieu of payment, pursuant to paragraph
(1XB), of the amount of any reduction under this subsection

to the Secretary of Health and Human Services, the Secretary shall deposit such amount in the Federal Old-Age
and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund or the Federal Disabil-

ity Insurance Trust Fund, whichever is certified to the
Secretary as appropriate by the Secretary of Health and

Human Services.
"(D) OASDI OVERPAYMENT.—FOr purposes of this paragraph, the term 'OASDI overpayment' means any overpayment of benefits made to an individual under title II of the
Social Security Act.".
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(2) PRESERVATION OF REMEDIES.—SUbseCtion (e) of section 6402

of such Code (relating to review of reductions) is amended in the

last sentence by inserting before the period the following: "or
any such action against the Secretary of Health and Human
Services which is otherwise available with respect to recoveries
of overpayments of benefits under section 204 of the Social
Security Act".
(d) EFFECTIVE DAm.—The amendments made by this section— 26 USC 6402
(1) shall take effect January 1, 1991, and
(2) shall not apply to refunds to which the amendments made

by section 2653 of the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 (98 stat.
1153) do not apply.

SEC. 5130. MISCELLANEOUS TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS.

(a) IN GENERAL.—
(1) AMENDMENT RELATING TO SECTION 7088 OF PUBLIC LAW 100-

690.—Section 208 (42 U.s.C. 408) is amended, in the last undesig-

nated paragraph, by striking "section 405(cX2) of this title" and
inserting "section 205(cX2)".
(2) AMENDMENTS RELATING TO SECTION 322 OF PUBLIC LAW 98-

21.—Paragraphs (1) and (2) of section 322(b) of the Social Security Amendments of 1983 (Public Law 98—21, 97 5tat. 121) are

each amended by inserting "the first place it appears" before

42 USC 411,
26 USC 1402.

"the following".
(3) AMENDMENT RELATING TO SECTION 1O11B(b) (4) OF PUBLIC

LAW 100—647.—Section 211(a) (42 U.5C. 411(a)) is amended by
redesignating the second paragraph (14) as paragraph (15).
(4) AMENDMENT RELATING TO SECTION 2003 (d) OF PUBLIC LAW

100—647.—Paragraph (3) of section 3509(d) of the Internal Reve-

nue Code of 1986 (as amended by section 2003(d) of the Technical and Miscellaneous Revenue Act of 1988 (Public Law 100647; 102 5tat. 3598)) is further amended by striking "subsection

26 USC 3509.

(dX4)" and inserting "subsection (dX3)".
(5) AMENDMENT RELATING TO SECTION 10208 OF PUBLIC LAW

101-239.—Section 209(aX7XB) (42 U.5.C. 409(aX7XB)) is amended

by striking "subparagraph (B)" in the matter following clause
(ii) and inserting "clause (ii)".
(b) EFFECTIVE DAItS.—The amendments made by subsection (a)
shall be effective as if included in the enactment of the provision to
which it relates.

49-1390-90-10(608)

26 USC 1402
note.
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TITLE Vu—CIVIL SERVICE AND POSTAL
SERVICE PROGRAMS

104 STAT. 1388—334
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Subtitle C—Miscellaneous
Computer
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Protection
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SEC. 7201. COMPUTER MATCHING OF FEDERAL BENEFITS INFORMATION
AND PRIVACY PROTECTION.

(a) SHORT irrI.—Thjs section may be cited as the "Computer

Matching and Privacy Protection Amendmenth of 1990".

(b) VERIFICATION REQUIREMENTS AMENDMENT.—(1) Subsection (p)

of section 552a of title 5, United States Code, is amended to read as
follows:
"(p) VERIFICATION *iw OPPORTUNITY TO CONTEST FINrnNG5.—(1) In

order to protect any individual whose records are used in a matching program, no recipient agency, non-Federal agency, or source
agency may suspend, terminate, reduce, or make a final denial of
any financial assistance or payment under a Federal benefit program to such individual, or take other adverse action against such
individual, as a result of information produced by such matching
program, until—
"(AXi) the agency has independently verified the information;
or
"(ii) the Data Integrity Board of the agency, or in the case of a
non-Federal agency the Data Integrity Board of the source
agency, determines in accordance with guidance issued by the
Director of the Office of Management and Budget that—
"(I) the information is limited to identification and

amount of benefith paid by the source agency under a

Federal benefit program; and
"(II) there is a high degree of confidence that the information provided to the recipient agency is accurate;
"(B) the individual receives a notice from the agency containing a statement of ith findings and informing the individual of
the opportunity to contest such findings; and
"(CXi) the expiration of any time period established for the
program by statute or regulation for the individual to respond
to that notice; or

"(ii) in the case of a program for which no such period is
established, the end of the 30-day period beginning on the date
on which notice under subparagraph (B) is mailed or otherwise
provided to the individual.
"(2) Independent verification referred to in paragraph (1) requires
investigation and confirmation of specific information relating to an
individual that is used as a basis for an adverse action against the
individual, including where applicable investigation and confirmation of—
"(A) the amount of any asset or income involved;

"(B) whether such individual actually has or had access to

such as8et or income for such individual's own use; and
"(C) the period or periods when the individual actually had
such asset or income.

5 USC 552a note.

"(3) Notwithstanding paragraph (1), an agency may take any
appropriate action otherwise prohibited by such paragraph if the
agency determines that the public health or public safety may be
adversely affected or significantly threatened during any notice
period required by such paragraph.".
(2) Not later than 90 days after the date of the enactment of this
Act, the Director of the Office of Management and Budget shall
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publish guidance under subsection (pX1XAXii) of section 552a of title
5, United States Code, as amended by this Act.
(c) LIMITATION ON APPLICATION or VERIFIcATIoN REQUIREMENT.—

Section 552a(pX1XAXii)UI) of title 5, United States Code, as amended

by section 2, shall not apply to a program referred to in paragraph
(1), (2), or (4) of section 1137(b) of the Social Security Act (42 U.s.c.
1320b—7), until the earlier of—

(1) the date on which the Data Integrity Board of the Federal
agency which administers that program determines that there
is not a high degree of confidence that information provided by
that agency under Federal matching programs is accurate; or
(2) 30 days after the date of publication of guidance under
section 2(b).

5 USC 552a note.
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TITLE VIlI—VETERANS' PROGRAMS
TABLE OF CONTEN
Subtitle A—Compensation, DIC, and Pension

Sec. 8001. Compensation benefits for certain incompetent veterans.
Sec. 8002. Elimination of presumption of total disability in determination of pension for certain veterans.
Sec. 8003. Reduction in pension for certain veterans receiving Medicaidcovered
nursing home care.
Sec. 8004. Ineligibility of remarried surviving spouses or married children for reinstatement of benefits eligibility upon becoming single.
Sec. 8005. Cost-of-living increases in compensation rate8.
Subtitle B—Health-Care Benefits
Sec. 8011. Medical-care cost recovery.
Sec. 8012. Copayment for medications.
Sec. 8013. Modification of health-care categories and copayments.

Subtitle C—Education and Employment
Sec. 8021. Limitation of rehabilitation program entitlement to service-disabled veterans rated at 20 percent or more.

Subtitle D—Housmg and Loan Guaranty Aistance
Sec. 8031. Election of claim under guaranty of manufactured home loans.
Sec. 8032. Loan fee.
Subtitle E—Burial and Grave Marker Benefits
Sec. 8041. Headstone or marker allowance.
Sec. 8042. Plot allowance eligibility.
Subtitle F—Miscellaneous
Sec. 8051. Use of Internal Revenue Service and Social Security Administration data
for income verification.
Sec. 8052. Line of duty.

Sec. 8053. Requirement for claimants to report social security numbers; use of
death information by the Department of Veterans Affairs.
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Subtitle F—Miscellaneous
SEC. 8051. USE OF INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE AND SOCIAL SECURITY
ADMINISTRATION DATA FOR INCOME VERIFICATION.

(a) DIscLosuRE OF TAX IN?0RMATI0N.—(l) Subparagraph (D) of
section 6103(lX7) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (relating to
disclosure of return information to Federal, State, and local agencies
administering certain programs) is amended—
(A) by striking out "and" at the end of clau8e (vi);
(B) by striking out the period at the end of clau8e (vii) and
inserting in lieu thereof "; and"; and
(C) b adding at the end the following:
'(viiiXl) any needs-based pension provided under chapter
15 of title 38, United States Code, or under any other law
administered br the Secretary of Veterans Affairs;
"(II) parents dependency and indemnity compensation
provided under section 415 of title 38, United States Code;
"(III) health-care services furnished under section
610(aX1XI), 610(aX2), 610(b), and 612(aX2XB) of such title;
and

"(IV) compensation paid under chapter 11 of title

38,

United States Code, at the 100 percent rate based solely on

unemployability and without regard to the fact that the
disability or disabilities are not rated as 100 percent disabling under the rating schedule.
Only return information from returns with respect to net earnings from self-employment and wages may be disclosed under
this paragraph for use with respect to any program described in
clause (viiiXlV). Clause (viii) shall not apply after September 30,
1992."

26 USC 6103.
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(2) The heading of paragraph (7) of section 6 103(1) of such Code is
amended by striking out "OR THE FOOD STAMP ACT OF 1977" and

inserting in lieu thereof ",
UNITED STATES CODE".

THE FOOD STAMP ACT OF 1977, OR TITLE 38,

(b) USE OF INCOME INFORMATION FOR NEEDS-BASED PROGRAMS.—(1)
Code, is amended by adding at

Chapter 53 of title 38, United States
the end the following new section:

"

3117.

Use of income information from other agencies: notice
and verification

"(a) The Secretary shall noti& each applicant for a benefit or
service described in subsection (c) of this section that income
information furnished by the applicant to the Secretary may be
compared with information obtained by the Secretary from the
Secretary of Health and Human Services or the Secretary of the
Treasury under section 6103(1X7)(DXyiii) of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1986. The Secretary shall periodically transmit to recipients
of such benefits and services additional notifications of such

matters.
"(b) The Secretary may not, by reason of information obtained
from the Secretary of Health and Human Services or the Secretary
of the Treasury under section 6103(1X7XDXvlii) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, terminate, deny, suspend, or reduce any benefit or
service described in subsection (c) of this section until the Secretary
takes appropriate steps to veri& independently information relating
to the following:
"(1) The amount of the asset or income involved.
"(2) Whether such individual actually has (or had) access to
such asset or income for the individual's own use.

"(3) The period or periods when the individual actually had

such asset or income.
"(c) The benefits and services described in this subsection are the

following:

"(1) Needs-based pension benefits provided under chapter 15
of this title or under any other law administered by the Sec-

retary.
"(2) Parents' dependency and indemnity compensation provided under section 415 of this title.
"(3) Health-care services furnished under sections 610(aXl)(I),
610(aX2), 610(b), and 612(aX2XB) of this title.

"(4) Compensation paid under chapter 11 of this title at the
100 percent rate based solely on unemployability and without
regard to the fact that the disability or disabilities are not rated
as 100 percent disabling under the rating schedule.
"(d) In the case of compensation described in subsection (cX4) of
this section, the Secretary may independently verify or otherwise
act upon wage or self-employment information referred to in subsection (b)of this section only if the Secretary finds that the amount
and duration of the earnings reported in that information clearly
indicate that the individual may no longer be qualified for a rating
of total disability.
"(e) The Secretary shall inform the individual of the findings
made by the Secretary on the basis of verified information under

subsection (b) of this section, and shall give the individual an

opportunity to contest such findings, in the same manner as applies
to other information and findings relating to eligibility for the
benefit or service involved.
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"(f) The Secretary shall pay the expenses of carrying out this
section from amounts available to the Department for the payment
of compensation and pension.
"(g) The authority of the Secretary to obtain information from the

Secretary of the Treasury or the Secretary of Health and Human
Services under section 6103(lX7XDXviii) of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1986 expires on September 30, 1992.".

(2) The table of sections at the beginning of such chapter is

amended by adding at the end the following new item:
"3117. Use of income information from other agencies: notice and verification.".

(c) No'rIcE TO CURRENT BENEFIcIARIEs.—(l) The Secretary of Veter- 38 USC 3117

ans Affairs shall notify individuals who (as of the date of the

"°

enactment of this Act) are applicants for or recipients of the benefits
described in subsection (c) (other than paragraph (3)) of section 3117

of title 38, United States Code (as added by subsection (b)), that
income information furnished to the Secretary by such applicants
and recipients may be compared with information obtained by the
Secretary from the Secretary of Health and Human Services or the
Secretary of the Treasury under clause (viii) of section 6103(1X7XD)
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (as added by subsection (a)).
(2) Notification under paragraph (1) shall be made not later than
90 days after the date of the enactment of this Act.
(3) The Secretary of Veterans Affairs may not obtain information
from the Secretary of Health and Human Services or the Secretary
of the Treasury under section 6103(lX7XDXviii) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (as added by subsection (a)) until notification under
paragraph (1) is made.
United States 38 USC 3117
(d) GAO STUDY—The Comptroller General of the
shall conduct a study of the effectiveness of the amendments made note.
-

by this section and shall submit a report on such study to the

Committees on Veterans' Affairs and Ways and Means of the House
of Representatives and the Committees on Veterans' Affairs and
Finance of the Senate not later than January 1, 1992.

£ JAJLJ1 Ltyy iVi&)VO—jtJy.
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SEC. 8053. REQUIREMENT
FOR CLAIMANTS TO REPORT SOCIAL SECURITY

NUMBERS; USES OF DEATH INFORMATION BY THE DEPART.
MENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS.

(a) MANDATORY REPORTING OF S0CIAJ.. SECURITY
NUMBERS.—SeC.

tion 3001 of title 38, United States Code, is amended by adding at the
end the following new subsection:
"(cXl) Any person who applies for or is in receipt of any compensa-

tion or pension benefit under laws administered by the Secretary
shall, if requested by the Secretary, furnish the Secretary with the
social security number of such person and the sociaj security
number of any dependent or beneficiary on whose behalf, or based
upon whom, such person applies for or is in receipt of such benefit.
A person is not required to furnish the Secretary with a social
security number for any person to whom a social security number

has not been assigned.
"(2) The Secretary shall deny the application of or terminate the
payment of compensation or pension to a person who fails to furnish
the Secretary with a social security number required to be furnished

pursuant to paragraph (1) of this subsection. The Secretary may
thereafter reconsider the application or reinstate payment of compensation or pension, as the case may be, if such person furnishes

the Secretary with such social security number.
"(3) The costs of administering this subsection shall be paid for
from amounts available to the Department of Veterans Affairs for
the payment of compensation and pension.".
(b) REVIEW OF DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
DEATH INFORMATION To IDENTIFY DECEASED RECIPIENTS OF COM-

PENSATION AND PENSION BENEFrrs.—(1) Chapter

53 of title

38,
United States Code, as amended by section 8051(b), is further

amended by adding at the end the following new section:

"

3118.

Review of Department of Health and Human Services

death information
"(a) The Secretary shall periodically compare Department of Veterans Affairs information regarding persons to or for whom compensation or pension is being paid with information in the records of
the Department of Health and Human Services relating to persons
who have died for the purposes of—
"(1) determining whether any such persons to whom compensation and pension is being paid are deceased;
"(2) ensuring that such payments to or for any such persons
who are deceased are terminated in a timely manner;
and
"(3) ensuring that collection of overpayments of such benefits

resulting from payments after the death of such persons is
initiated in a timely manner.
"(b) The Department of Health and Human Services death
information referred to in subsection (a) of this section is death
information available to the Secretary from or through the Secretary of Health and Human Services, including death information
available to the Secretary of Health and Human Services from a
State, pursuant to a memorandum of understanding entered into by
such Secretaries. Any such memorandum of understanding shall
include safeguards to assure that information made available under
it is not used for unauthorized purposes or improperly disclosed.".
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(2) The table of sections at the beginning of such chapter, as

amended by section 8051(b), is further amended by adding at the end
the following:
"3118. Review of Department of Health and Human Service6 death information.".
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TITLE XI—RE VENUE PROVISIONS

Act of 1990.

SEC. 11001. SHORT TITLE; ETC.

26 USC 1 note.

(a) SHORT TITLE.—This title may be cited as the "Revenue Reconciliation Act of 1990".
(b) AMKNDMKNT OF 1986 CODE.—EXCept as otherwise expres8ly

provided, whenever in this title an amendment or repeal is ex-

in terms of an amendment to, or repeal of, a section or other
provision, the reference shall be considered to be made to a section
or other provision of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986.
(c) SEcrioN 15 Nor To APPLY.—Except as otherwise expressly
pres8ed

26 USC 15 note.

provided in this title, no amendment made by this title shall be

treated as a change in a rate of tax for purpoees of section 15 of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1986.
(d) TArn OF CONTENTS.—
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TITLE XI—RE VENUE PROVISIONS

Sec. 11001. Short title; etc.
Subtitle A—Individual Income Tax Provisions
PART I—PROVISION8 AFFECTING HIGH-INCOME INDIVIDUALS

Sec. 11101. Elimination of provision reducing margmal tax rate for high-income
taxpayers.
Sec. 11102. Increase in rate of individual alternative minimum tax.
Sec. 11103. Overall limitation on itemized deductions.
Sec. 11104. Phaseout of personal exemptions.
PART Il—MoDIFICATIoNS OF EARNED INCOME CREDIT

Sec. 11111. Modifications of earned income tax credit.
Sec. 11112. Requirement of identifring number for certain dependents.
Sec. 11113. Study of advance payments.
Sec. 11114. Program to increase public awareness.
Sec. 11115. Exclusion from income and resources of earned income tax credit under
title8 IV, XVI, and XIX of the Social Security Act.
Sec. 11116. Coordination with refund provision.
Subtitle B—Excise Taxes

Part I—Taxes Related to Health and the Environment
Sec. 11201. Increase in excise taxes on distilled spirits, wine, and beer.
Sec. 11202. Increase in excise taxes on tobacco products.
Sec. 11203. Additional chemicals subject to tax on ozone-depleting chemicals.
Part 11—User-Related Taxes
Sec. 11211. Increase and extension of highway-related taxes and trust fund.
Sec. 11212. Improvements in administration of gasoline excise tax.
Sec. 11213. Increase and extension of aviation-related taxes and trust fund; repeal
of reduction in rates.
Sec. 11214. Increase in harbor maintenance tax.
Sec. 11215. Extension of Leaking Underground Storage Tank Trust Fund taxe8.
Sec. 11216. Amendments to gas gu2zler tax.
Sec. 11217. Telephone excise tax modified and made permanent.
Sec. 11218. Floor stocks tax treatment of articles in foreign trade zones.
Part IIl—Taxe8 on Luxury Items
Sec. 11221. Taxes on luxury items.

Part IV—4-Year Extension of Hazardous Substance Superfund
Sec. 11231. 4-year extension of Hazardous Subetance Superfund.
Subtitle C—Other Revenue Increases

Part I—Insurance Provisions
SUBPART A—PROVISIONS RELATED TO POUCY ACQUISITION COSTS

Sec. 11301. Capitalization of policy acquisition expenses.
Sec. 11302. Treatment of certain nonlife reserves of life insurance companies.
Sec. 11303. Treatment of life insurance reserves of insurance companies which are
not life insurance companies.
SUBPART B—TREATMENT OF SALVAGE RECOVERABLE

Sec. 11305. Treatment of salvage recoverable.
SUBPART C—WAIVER OF TIMATED TAX PENALT1S

Sec. 11307. Waiver of estimated tax penalties.
Part Il—Compliance Provisions
Sec. 11311. Suspension of statute of limitations during proceedings to enforce cer-

tain 8ummon8es.
Sec. 11312. Accuracy-related penalty to apply to section 482 adjustments.
Sec. 11313. Treatment of persons providing services.
Sec. 11314. Application of amendments made by section 7403 of Revenue Reconcili-

ation Act of 1989 to taxable years beginning on or before July 10,
1989.

Sec. 11315. Other reporting requirements.
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Sec. 11316. Study of section 482.
Sec. 11317. 10-year period of limitation on collection after a8sessment.
Sec. 11318. Return requirement where cash received in trade or business.
Sec. 11319. 5-year extension of Internal Revenue Service user fees.
Part 111—Corporate Provisions

Sec. 11321. Recognition of gain by distributing corporation in certain section 355
transactions.
Sec. 11322. Modifications to regulations issued under section 305(c).
Sec. 1132S. Modifications to section 1060.
Sec. 11324. Modification to corporation equity reduction limitations on net operating loss carrybacks.
Sec. 11325. Issuance of debt or stock in satisfaction of indebtedness.

Part N—Employment Tax Provisions
Sec. 11331. Increase in dollar limitation on amount of wages subject to hospital insurance tat.
Sec. 11332. Coverage of certain State and local employees under social security.
Sec. 11333. Extension of FIJTA surtax.
Sec. 11334. Depoith of payroll taxes.
Part V—Miscellaneous Provisions
Sec. 11341. Increase in rate of interest payable on large corporate undei-payments.
Sec. 11342. Denial of deduction for unnece8sary cosmetic surgery.
Sec. 11343. Special rules where grantor of trust is a foreign person.
Sec. 11344. Treatment of contributions of appreciated property under minimum tat.
Subtitle D—1-Year Extension of Certain Expiring Tax Provisions
Sec. 11401. Allocation of research and experimental expenditures.
Sec. 11402. Research credit.
Sec. 11403. Employer.provided educational as8istance.
Sec. 11404. Group legal services plans.
Sec. 11405. Targeted jobs credit.
Sec. 11406. Energy investment credit for solar and geothermal property.
Sec. 11407. Low-income housing credit.
Sec. 11408. Qualified mortgage bonds.
Sec. 11409. Qualified small issue bonds.
Sec. 11410. Health insurance co8ts of self-employed individuals.
Sec. 11411. Expenses for drugs for rare conditions.
Subtitle E—Energy Incentives
PAUIT

I—M0DWIcATI0NS OP EXISTING CDrrs

Sec. 11501. Extension and modification of credit for producing fuel from nonconventional source.

Sec. 11502. Credit for small producers of ethanol; modification of alcohol fuels
credit.

PART 11—ENRANCED OIL RECOVERY CREDIT

Sec. 11511. Tax credit for enhanced oil recovery.
PART 111—MODIYICATION8 Op PERCEN'TAGE DEPLETION

Sec. 11521. Percentage depletioii permitted after transfer of proven property.
Sec. 11522. Net income limitation on percentage depletion increased from 50 percent to 100 percent of property net income for oil and gas properties.
Sec. 1152S. Increase in percentage depletion allowance for marginal production.
PART N—MINIMUM TAX 'I'RFATMEN'T

Sec. 11531. Special energy deduction for minimum tax.
Subtitle F—Small Business Incentives
PART I—TREATMENT OP ESTATE TAX FREZFS

Sec. 11601. Repeal of section 2036(c).
Sec. 11602. Special valuation rulea.
PART II—DIsAaLzi Accs CREDIT
Sec. 11611. Credit for cost of providing acce8s for disabled individuals.
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PART ffl—O1HER PRO VISIONS

Sec. 11621. Review of impact of regulations on small business.
Sec. 11622. Graphic preaentation of major categories of Federal outlays and income.
Subtitle G—Tax Technical Corrections
Sec. 11700. Coordination with other subtitles.
Sec. 11701. Amendments related to Revenue Reconciliation Act of 1989.
Sec. 11702. Amendments related to Technical and Miscellaneous Revenue Act of
1988.

Sec. 11703. Miscellaneous axnendmenta.
Sec. 11704. Miscellaneous clerical changes.
Subtitle H—Repeal of Expired or Obeolete Provisions
PART I—REPEAL OF EXPIRED OR OBSOLETE PRO VISIONS
SUBPART A—OgNERAL PRO VISIONS

Sec. 11801. Repeal of expired or obeolete provisions.
Sec. 11802. Mi8cellaneous provisions.
SUBPART B—MODIFICATIONS TO SPECIFIC PROVISIONS

Sec. 11811. Elimination of expired provisions in section 172.
Sec. 11812. Elimination of obeolete provisions in section 167.
Sec. 1181g. Elimination of expired or obeolete investment tax credit provisions.
Sec. 11814. Elimination of obeolete provisions in section 243(b).
Sec. 11815. Elimination of expired provisions in percentage depletion.
Sec. 11816. Elimination of expired provisions in section 29.
SUBPART C—zyywrIVE DATE

Sec. 11821. Effective date.
PART H—PROVISIONS RKLATING TO STUDI

Sec. 11831. Extension of date for filing reporta on certain studies.
Sec. 11832. Repeal of certain studies.
Sec. 11833. Modifications to study of Americans working abroad.
Sec. 11834. Increase in threshold for joint committee reporta on refunds and credits.
Surrzi I—PUBLIC DEBr LxMrr
Sec. 11901. Increase in public debt limit.

104 STAT. 1388—408
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PART Il—MODIFICATIONS OF EARNED INCOME
CREDIT
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SEC. 11112. REQUIREMENT OF IDENTIFYING NUMBER FOR CERTAIN
DEPENDENTS.

(a) GENERAL RuIE.—Paragraph (2) of section 6109(e) (relating to
furnishing number for certain dependents) is amended by striking
"2 years" and in8erting "1 year".
(b) EmcrIvE DATE—The amendment made by subsection (a)

26 USC 6109

shall apply to returns for taxable years beginning after Decem- "°
ber 31, 1990.
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PART IV—EMPLOYMENT TAX PROVISIONS
SEC. 11331. INCREASE IN DOLLAR LIMITATION ON AMOUNT OF WAGES
SUBJECT TO HOSPITAL INSURANCE TAX.

(a) Hosrru INSURANCE TAX.—
(1) IN GENERAL.—Paragraph

amended—

(1)

of section

3121(a)

is

(A) by striking "contribution and benefit base (as deter-

mined under section 230 of the Social Security Act)" each
place it appears and inserting "applicable contribution base
(as determined under subsection (x))", and

(B) by striking "such contribution and benefit base" and
inserting "such applicable contribution base".
(2) APPucABi CONTRIBUTION BASE.—Sectjon 3121 is amended
by adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:
"(x) Aucrn CONTRIBUTION BA.SE.—For purposes of this

chapter—

"(1) OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE.—FOr

purposes of the taxes imposed by sections 3101(a) and 3111(a),

the applicable contribution base for any calendar year is the
contribution and benefit base determined under section 230 of
the Social Security Act for such calendar year.

"(2) HOSPITAL INSURANCE—For purposes of the taxes imposed

by section 3101(b) and 3111(b), the applicable contribution base
is—

"(A) $125,000 for calendar year 1991, and

"(B) for any calendar year after 1991, the applicable
contribution base for the preceding year adjusted in the
same manner as is used in adjusting the contribution and
benefit base under section 230(b) of the Social Security
Act."

(b)SELF-EMPLOYMENT TAX.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—SubseCtion (b) of section 1402 is amended by

striking "the contribution and benefit base (as determined

under section 230 of the Social Security Act)" and inserting "the
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applicable contribution base (as determined under subsection
(k))".
(2) APPLICABLE CONTRIBUTION BASE.—Section 1402 is amended

by adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:

"(k) APPLICABLE CONTRIBUTION BASE.—FOr purposes of this

chapter—
"(1) OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANcE.—For

purposes of the tax imposed by section 1401(a), the applicable
contribution base for any calendar year is the contribution and
benefit base determined under section 230 of the Social Security
Act for such calendar year.

"(2) HOSPITAL IN5URANCE.—FOr purposes of the tax imposed

by section 1401(b), the applicable contribution base for any
calendar year is the applicable contribution base determined
under section 3121(xX2) for such calendar year."
(c) RAILROAD RETIREMENT TAx.—Clause (i) of section 3231(eX2XB)

is amended to read as follows:
"(i) TIER 1 TAXES.—
"(I) IN GENERAL.—EXcept

as

provided

in

subclause (II) of this clause and in clause (ii), the
term 'applicable base' means for any calendar year

the contribution and benefit base determined
under section 230 of the Social Security Act for
such calendar year.
"(II) HOSPITAL INSURANCE 'FAxES.—For purposes

of applying so much of the rate applicable under
section 3201(a) or 3221(a) (as the case may be) as

does not exceed the rate of tax in effect under

section 3101(b), and for purposes of applying so
much of the rate of tax applicable under section
3211(aXl) as does not exceed the rate of tax in
effect under section 140 1(b), the term 'applicable
base' means for any calendar year the applicable
contribution base determined under section
3121(xX2) for such calendar year."
(d) TECHNICAL AMENDMENT.—

(1) Paragraph (3) of section 6413(c) is amended to read as

follows:
"(3) SEPARATE APPLICATION FOR HOSPITAL INSURANCE TAXES.-

In applying this subsection with respect to—
"(A) the tax unposed by section 3101(b) (or any amount
equivalent to such tax), and

"(B) so much of the tax imposed by section 3201 as is

determined at a rate not greater than the rate in effect
under section 3101(b),

the applicable contribution base determined under section

26 USC 1402
note.

3121(xX2) for any calendar year shall be substituted for 'contribution and benefit base (as determined under section 230 of
the Social Security Act)' each place it appears."
(2) Sections 3122 and 3125 are each amended by striking
"contribution and benefit base limitation" each place it appears
and inserting "applicable contribution base limitation".
(e) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this section shall
apply to 1991 and later calendar years.
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SEC. 11332. COVERAGE OF CERTAIN STATE AND LOCAL EMPLOYEES
UNDER SOCIAL SECURITY.

(a) EMPLOYMENT UNDER OASDL—Paragraph (7) of section 210(a) of

the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 410(aX7)) is amended—
(1) by striking "or" at the end of subparagraph (1));

(2) by striking the semicolon at the end of subparagraph (E)
and inserting ", or"; and

(3) by adding at the end the following new subparagraph:
"(F) service in the employ of a State (other than the
District of Columbia, Guam, or American Samoa), of any
political subdivision thereof, or of any instrumentality of
any one or more of the foregoing which is wholly owned
thereby, by an individual who is not a member of a retire-

ment system of such State, political subdivision,

or

instrumentality, except that the provisions of this subparagraph shall not be applicable to service performed—
"(i) by an individual who is employed to relieve such
individual from unemployment;

"(ii) in a hospital, home, or other institution by a

patient or inmate thereof;
"(iii) by any individual as an employee serving on a

temporary basis in case of fire, storm, snow, earthquake, flood, or other similar emergency;
"(iv) by an election official or election worker if the

remuneration paid in a calendar year for such service
is less than $100; or
"(v) by an employee in a position compensated solely

on a fee basis which is treated pursuant to section

211(cX2XE) as a trade or business for purposes of inclusion of such fees in net earnings from self employment;

for purposes of this subparagraph, except as provided in

regulations prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury, the
term 'retirement system' has the meaning given such term
by section 218(bX4);".
(b) EMPLOYMENT UNDER FICA.—Paragraph (7) of section 3121(b) of

the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 is amended—
(1) by striking "or" at the end of subparagraph (D);

(2) by striking the semicolon at the end of subparagraph (E)
and inserting ", or"; and

(3) by adding at the end the following new subparagraph:
"(F) service in the employ of a State (other then the
District of Columbia, Guam, or American Samoa), of any
political subdivision thereof, or of any instrumentality of
any one or more of the foregoing which is wholly owned
thereby, by an individual who is not a member of a retirement system of such State, political subdivision, or
instrumentality, except that the provisions of this subparagraph shall not be applicable to service performed—
"(i) by an individual who is employed to relieve such
individual from unemployment;

"(ii) in a ho8pital, home, or other in2titution by a

patient or inmate thereof;
"(lii) by any individual as an employee serving on a

temporary basis in case of fire, storm, snow, earthquake, flood, or other similar emergency;

104 STAT. 1388—470
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"(iv) by an election official or election worker if the
remuneration paid in a calendar year for such service

is less than $100; or
"(v) by an employee in a position compensated solely

on a fee basis which is treated pursuant to section
1402(cX2XE) as a trade or busines8 for purposes of
inclusion of such fees in net earnings from self-employment;

for purposes of this subparagraph, except as provided in
regulations prescribed by the Secretary, the term 'retirement system' has the meaning given such term by section
218(bX4) of the Social Security Act;".
(c) MANDATORY EXCLUSION OF CERTAIN EMPLOYEES FROM STATE

AGREEMENTS.—SeCtiOn 218(cX6) of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C.
418(cX6)) is amended—

(1) by striking "and" at the end of subparagraph (D);
(2) by striking the period at the end of subparagraph (E) and
inserting in lieu thereof ", and"; and

(3) by adding at the end the following new subparagraph:

26 USC 3121

"(F) service described in section 210(aX7XF) which is included as 'employment' under section 210(a).".
(d) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this section shall
apply with respect to service performed after July 1, 1991.

SEC. 11334. DEPOSITS OF PAYROLL TAXES.

(a) IN GENERAL—8° Subsection (g) of section 6302 is amended to
read as follows:
"(g) DEPOSITS OF SOCIAL SECURITY TAXES AND WFrHHELD INCOME

TAxIs.—If, under regulations prescribed by the Secretary, a person
is required to make deposits of taxes imposed by chapters 21 and 24
on the basis of eighth-month periods, such person shall make deposits of such taxes on the 1st banking day after any day on which
such person has $100,000 or more of such taxes for deposit."
26 USC 6302
note.
26 USC 6302

(b) TECHNICAL AMENDMENT.—Paragraph (2) of section 7632(b) of

the Revenue Reconciliation Act of 1989 is hereby repealed.
(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this section shall
apply to amounts required to be deposited after December 31, 1990.

° So

in original. Probably

hould be °Gxg1*L.—'.

104 STAT. 1388—472
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Subtitle D—1-Year Extension of Certain
Expiring Tax Provisions
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SEC. 11403. EMPLOYER.PROVIDED EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE.

(a) IN

GENEa.u.—Sub8ection (d) of section 127 (relating to edu-

cational a8s stance programs) is amended by striking "September 30, 1990" and inserting "December 31, 1991".

(b) REPEAL OF LIMITATION ON GRADUATE LEVEL ASSISTANCE.—

Section 127(cXl) is amended by striking the last sentence.

(c) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.—SubseCtion (a) of section 7101 of

the Revenue Reconciliation Act of 1989 is amended by striking
paragraph (2).
(d) EmcTIvE DATES.—

26 USC 127 note.

26 USC 121 note.

(1) IN GENERAL—Except as provided in paragraph (2), the
amendments made by this section shall apply to taxable years
beginning after December 31, 1989.
(2) SUBSECTION (b).—The amendment made by subsection (b)
shall apply to taxable years beginning after December 31, 1990.

SEC. 11404. GROUP LEGAL SERVICES PLANS.

(a) IN GENEIW...—Subsection (e) of section 120 (relating to amounts

received under qualified group legal services plans) is amended by
striking "September 30, 1990" and inserting "December 31, 1991".
(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.—Subsection (a) of section 7102 of

the Revenue Reconciliation Act of 1989 is amended by striking 26 USC 120 note.
paragraph (2).
(c) E'icr1vE DATE.—The amendments made by this section shall
apply to taxable years beginning after December 31, 1989.

26 USC 120 note.
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TITLE XIIIBUDGET ENFORCEMENT

ment
Act of 1990.

SEC. 13001. SHORT TITLE; TABLE OF CONTENTh.

(a) SHORT

Trri.—Thjs title may be cited as the "Budget Enforce-

ment Act of 1990".

(b) TABLE OF CONTENTS.—

2 USC 900 note.

104 STAT. 1388—574
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TITLE XIII—BUDGET ENFORCEMENT

Subtitle A—Amendments to the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control
Act of 1985 and Related Amendments
Sec. 13001. Short title; table of contents.
PART I—A

JMENTh TO ia BALcED BuDor AND EMERGENCY Dp'im CONTROL
AcT OF 1985

Sec. 13101. Sequestration.
PART 11—RELATED AMKNDMENTS

Sec. 13111. Temporary amendments to the Congresaional Budget Act of 1974.
Sec. 13112. Conforming amendments.

Subtitle B—Permanent Amendments to the Congre8sional Budget and
Impoundment Control Act of 1974
Sec. 13201. Credit accounting.
Sec. 13202. Codification of provision regarding revenue e8timate8.
Sec. 13203. Debt increase as measure of deficit; display of Federal Retirement Trust
Fund balances.
Sec. 13204. Pay-as-you-go procedures.
Sec. 13205. Amendments to section 303.
Sec. 13206. Amendments to section 308.
Sec. 13207. Standardization of 1anuage regarding points of order.
Sec. 13208. Standardization of additional deficit control provisiona.
Sec. 13209. Codification of precedent with regard to conference repot8 and amendments between Houses.
Sec. 13210. Superseded dead1ine and conforming change8.
Sec. 13211. Definitiona.
Sec. 13212. Savings transfers between fiscal years.
Sec. 13213. Conforming change to title 31.
Sec. 13214. The Byrd Rule on extraneous matter in reconciliation.
Subtitle C—Social Security
Sec. 13301. Off-budget status of OASDI trust fund8.
Sec. 13302. Protection of OASDI trust fund8 in the House of Representative8.
Sec. 13303. Social Security firewall and point of order in the Senate.
Sec. 13304. Report to the Congress by the Board of Trustees of the OASDI trust fund8

regarding the actuarial balance of the trust fund8.
Sec. 13305. Exercise of rulemaking power.
Sec. 13306. Effective date.
Subtitle D—Treatment of Fiscal Year 1991 Sequestration
Sec. 13401. Restoration of fund8 Beque8tered.

Subtitle E—Gvernment-Sponsored Enterprises
Sec. 13501. Financial safety and 3oundnes of Government-6ponsored enterprises.

Subtitle A—Amendments to the Balanced
Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act
of 1985 and Related Amendments
PART I—AMENDMENTS TO THE BALANCED
BUDGET AND EMERGENCY DEFICIT CONTROL
ACT OF 1985
SEC. 13101. SEQUESTRATION.

(a) SECTIONS 250 THROUGH 254.—Sections 251 (except for subsec-

tion (aX6XI)) through 254 of part C of the Balanced Budget and

Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985 (2 U.S.C. 901 et seq.) are

amended to read as follows:
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"SEC. 250. TABLE OF CONTENTS; STATEMENT OF BUDGET ENFORCEMENT 2 USC 900.
THROUGH SEQUESTRATION; DEFINITIONS.

"(a) TABLE OF CONTENTS.—
tSec. 250. Table of contents; budget enforcement statement; definitions.
'Sec.251. Enforcing discretionary spending limits.
"Sec. 252. Enforcing pay-as-you-go.
"Sec. 253. Enforcing deficit targets.
'Sec. 254. Reports and orders.
"Sec. 255. Exempt programs and activities.
"Sec. 256. Special rules.
"Sec. 257. The baseline.

258. Suapension in the event of war or low growth.
"Sec. 258A. Modification of presidential order.
"Sec. 258B. Alternative defense sequestration.
"Sec. 258C. Special reconciliation process.
"Sec.

"(b) GENERAL STATEMENT OF Buixr ENFORCEMENT THROUGH

SEQUESTRATION.—ThiS part provides for the enforcement of the

deficit reduction assumed in House Concurrent Resolution 310

(101st Congress, second session) and the applicable deficit targets for
fiscal years 1991 through 1995. Enforcement, as necessary, is to be
implemented through sequestration—
"(1) to enforce discretionary spending levels assumed in that
resolution (with adjustments as provided hereinafter);
"(2) to enforce the requirement that any legislation increasing

direct spending or decreasing revenues be on a pay-as-you-go
basis; and

"(3) to enforce the deficit targets specifically set forth in the
Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974
(with adjustments as provided hereinafter);
applied in the order set forth above.
'(c) DEFINITIONS.—

"As used in this part:

"(1) The terms 'budget authority', 'new budget authority',

'outlays', and 'deficit' have the meanings given to such terms in•
section 3 of the Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974 (but including the treatment specified in section
257(bX3) of the Hospital Insurance Trust Fund) and the terms

'maximum deficit amount' and 'discretionary spending limit'
shall mean the amounts specified in section 601 of that Act as
adjusted under sections 251 and 253 of this Act.
'(2) The terms 'sequester' and 'sequestration' refer to or mean

the cancellation of budgetary resources provided by discre-

tionary appropriations or direct spending law.
"(3) The term 'breach' means, for any fiscal year, the amount
(if any) by which new budget authority or outlays for that year
(within a category of discretionary appropriations) is above that
category's discretionary spending limit for new budget authority or outlays for that year, as the case may be.
"(4) The term 'category' means:

"(A) For fiscal years 1991, 1992, and 1993, any of the
following subsets of discretionary appropriations: defense,
international, or domestic. Discretionary appropriations in
each of the three categories shall be those so designated in

the joint statement of managers accompanying the con-

ference report on the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of

1990. New accounts or activities shall be categorized in
consultation with the Committees on Appropriations and
the Budget of the House of Representatives and the Senate.
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"(B) For fiscal years 1994 and 1995, all discretionary
Contributions to the United States to offset the cost of Operation Desert Shield shall not be counted within any category.
"(5) The term 'baseline' means the projection (described in
section 257) of current-year levels of new budget authority,
outlays, receipts, and the surplus or deficit into the budget year
appropriations.

and the outyears.
"(6) The term 'budgetary resources' means—
"(A) with respect to budget year 1991, new budget authority;

unobligated balances; new loan guarantee commit-

ments or limitations; new direct loan obligations,
commitments, or limitations; direct spending authority; and
obligation limitations; or
"(B) with respect to budget year 1992, 1993, 1994, or 1995,
new budget authority; unobligated balances; direct spending authority; and obligation limitations.
"(7) The term 'discretionary appropriations' means budgetary
resources (except to fund direct-spending programs) provided in
appropriation Acts.
"(8) The term 'direct spending' means—
"(A) budget authority provided by law other than appropriation Acts;
"(B) entitlement authority; and
"(C) the food stamp program.
"(9) The term 'current means, with respect to 0MB estimates
included with a budget submission under section 1105(a) of title
31, United States Code, the estimates consistent with the eco-

nomic and technical assumptions underlying that budget and
with respect to estimates made after submission of the fiscal
year 1992 budget that are not included with a budget submission, estimates consistent with the economic and technical
assumptions underlying the most recently submitted President's budget.
"(10) The term 'real economic growth', with respect to any
fiscal year, means the growth in the gross national product
during such fiscal year, adjusted for inflation, consistent with
Department of Commerce definitions.
"(11) The term 'account' means an item for which appropria-

tions are made in any appropriation Act and, for items not

provided for in appropriation Acts, such term means an item for
which there is a designated budget account identification code

number in the President's budet.
"(12) The term 'budget year means, with respect to a session
of Congress, the fiscal year of the Government that starts on
October 1 of the calendar year in which that sessilon begins.
"(13) The term 'current year' means, with respect to a budget

year, the fiscal year that immediately precedes that budget

year.
"(14) The term 'outyear' means, with respect to a budget year,
any of the fiscal years that follow the budget year through fiscal
year 1995.
"(15) The term '0MB' means the Director of the Office of
Management and Budget.
"(16) The term 'CBO means the Director of the Congressional
Budget Office.
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"(17) For purposes of sections 252 and 253, legislation enacted

during the second session of the One Hundred First Congress
shall be deemed to have been enacted before the enactment of
this Act.

"(18) As used in this part, all references to entitlement
authority shall include the list of mandatory appropriations
included in the joint explanatory statement of managers accom-

panying the conference report on the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990.

"(19) The term 'deposit insurance' refers to the expenses of
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation and the funds it
incorporates, the Resolution Trust Corporation, the National

Credit Union Administration and the funds it incorporates, the
Office of Thrift Supervision, the Comptroller of the Currenc
Assessment Fund, and the RTC Office of Inspector Genera.
"(20) The term 'composite outlay rate' means the percent of
new budget authority that is converted to outlays in the fiscal
year for which the budget authority is provided and subsequent
fiscal years, as follows:

"(A) For the international category, 46 percent for the

first year, 20 percent for the second year, 16 percent for the
third year, and 8 percent for the fourth year.
"(B) For the domestic category, 53 percent for the first

year, 31 percent for the second year, 12 percent for the
third year, and 2 percent for the fourth year.

"SEC. 251. ENFORCING DISCRETIONARY SPENDING LIMITS.
"(a) FISCAL YEARS 1991—1995 ENFORCEMENT.—

"(1) SEQuEsraATIoN.—Within 15 calendar days after Congress

adjourns to end a session and on the same day as a sequestration (if any) under section 252 and section 253, there shall be a
sequestration to eliminate a budget-year breach, if any, within
any category.
"(2) ELIMINATING A BREACW—Each non-exempt account

within a category shall be reduced by a dollar amount cal-

culated by multiplying the baseline level of sequestrable budg-

etary resources in that account at that time by the uniform
percentage necessary to eliminate a breach within that category; except that the health programs set forth in section
256(e) shall not be reduced by more than 2 percent and the
uniform percent applicable to all other programs under this

paragraph shall be increased (if necessary) to a level sufficient
to eliminate that breach. If, within a category, the discretionary
spending limits for both new budget authority and outlays are
breached, the uniform percentage shall be calculated by—
"(A) first, calculating the uniform percentage necessary
to eliminate the breach in new budget authority, and
"(B) second, if any breach in outlays remains, increasing

the uniform percentage to a level sufficient to eliminate
that breach.

"(3) MILITARY PERSONNEL.—If the President uses the authority

to exempt any military personnel from sequestration under
section 255(h), each account within subfunctional category 051

(other than those military personnel accounts for which the
authority provided under section 255(h) has been exercised)
shall be further reduced by a dollar amount calculated by
multiplying the enacted level of non-exempt budgetary re-
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sources in that account at that time by the uniform percentage
necessary to offset the total dollar amount by which outlays are
not reduced in military personnel accounts by reason of the use
of such authority.

"(4) PART-YEAR APPROPRIATI0N5.—If, on the date specified in
paragraph (1), there is in effect an Act making or continuing
appropriations for part of a fiscal year for any budget account,
then the dollar sequestration calculated for that account under

paragraphs (2) and (3) shall be subtracted from—
"(A) the annualized amount otherwise available by law in

that account under that or a subsequent part-year appropriation; and

"(B) when a full-year appropriation for that account is
enacted, from the amount otherwise provided by the fullyear appropriation.
"(5) LOOK-BACK.—If, after June 30, an appropriation for the
fiscal year in progress is enacted that causes a breach within a
category for that year (after taking into account any sequestration of amounts within that category), .the discretionary spending limits for that category for the next fiscal year. shall be
reduced by the amount or amounts of that breach.
"(6) WITHIN-SESSION SEQUESTRATION.—If an appropriation for
a fiscal year in progress is enacted (after Congress adjourns to
end the session for that budget year and before July 1 of that
fiscal year) that causes a breach within a category for that year
(after taking into account any prior sequestration of amounts
within that category), 15 days luter there shall be a sequestration to eliminate that breach within that category following the
procedures set forth in paragraphs (2) through (4).
"(7) 0MB ESTIMATES—As soon as practicable after Congress
completes action on any discretionary appropriation CBO, after
consultation with the committees on the Budget of the House of
Representatives and the Senate, shall provide 0MB with an
estimate of the amount of discretionary new budget authority
and outlays for the current year (if any) and the budget year
provided by that legislation. Within 5 calendar days after the
enactment of any discretionary appropriation, 0MB shall transmit a report to the House of Representatives and to the Senate
containing the CBO estimate of that legislation, an 0MB estimate of the amount of discretionary new budget authority and
outlays for the current year (if any) and the budget year provided by that legislation, and an explanation of any difference
between the two estimates. For purposes of this paragraph,
amounts provided by annual appropriations shall include any
new budget authority and outlays for those years in accounts
for which funding is provided in that legislation that result
from previously enacted legislation. Those 0MB estimates shall
be made using current economic and technical assumptions.
0MB shall use the 0MB estimates transmitted to the Congress
under this paragraph for the purposes of this subsection. 0MB
and CBO shall prepare estimates under this paragraph in
conformance with scorekeeping guidelines determined after
consultation among the House and Senate Committees on the
Budget, CBO, and 0MB.

"(b) ADJUSTMENTS TO DISCRETIONARY SPENDING LIMn's.—(l) When

the President submits the budget under section 1105(a) of title 31,
United States Code, for budget year 1992, 1993, 1994, or 1995 (except
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as otherwise indicated), 0MB shall calculate (in the order set forth
below), and the budget shall include, adjustments to discretionary
spending limits (and those limits as cumulatively adjusted) for the
budget year and each outyear through 1995 to reflect the following:
"(A) CHANGES IN CONCEPTS AND DEFINmONS.—The adjust-

ments produced by the amendments made by title XIII of the
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990 or by any other
changes in concepts and defmitions shall equal the baseline
levels of new budget authority and outlays using up-to-date
concepts and definitions minus those levels using the concepts

and definitions in effect before such changes. Such other

changes in concepts and defmitions may only be made in consultation with the Committees on Appropriations, the Budget,

Government Operations, and Governmental Affairs of the
House of Representatives and Senate.

"(B) CHANGES IN INFLATION.—(i) For a budget submitted for

budget year 1992, 1993, 1994, or 1995, the adjustments produced

by changes in inflation shall equal the levels of discretionary
new budget authority and outlays in the baseline (calculated
using current estimates) subtracted from those levels in that
baseline recalculated with the baseline inflators for the budget
year only, multiplied by the inflation adjustment factor computed under clause (ii).

"(ii) For a budget year the inflation adjustment factor shall
equal the ratio between the level of year-over-year inflation
measured for the fiscal year most recently completed and the
applicable estimated level for that year set forth below:
"For 1990, 1.041
"For 1991, 1.052
"For 1992, 1.041
"For 1993, 1.033

Inflation shall be measured by the average of the estimated
gross national product implicit price deflator index for a fiscal
year divided by the average index for the prior fiscal year.
"(C) CREDIT REESTIMATES.—For a budget submitted for fiscal

year 1993 or 1994, the adjustments produced by reestimates to
costs of Federal credit programs shall be, for any such program,
a current estimate of new budget authority and outlays associ-

ated with a baseline projection of the prior year's gross loan
level for that program minus the baseline projection of the prior

year's new budget authority and associated outlays for that
program.

"(2) When 0MB submits a sequestration report under section

254g) or (h) for fiscal year 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994, or 1995 (except as

otherwise indicated), 0MB shall calculate (in the order set forth
below), and the sequestration report, and subsequent budgets
submitted by the President under section 1105(a) of title 31, United
States Code, shall include, adjustments to discretionary spending

limits (and those limits as adjusted) for the fiscal year and each
succeeding year through 1995, as follows:

"(A) IRS FUNDING.—TO the extent that appropriations are
enacted that provide additional new budget authority or result
in additional outlays (as compared with the CBO baseline constructed in June 1990) for the Internal Revenue Service compliance initiative in any fiscal year, the adjustments for that year
shall be those amounts, but shall not exceed the amounts set
forth below—
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"(i)

for fiscal year 1991, $191,000,000 in new budget

authority and $183,000,000 in outlays;

"(ii) for fiscal year 1992, $172,000,000 in ew budget

authority and $169,000,000 in outlays;

"(iii) for fiscal year 1993, $183,000,000 in tiew budget

authority and $179,000,000'in outlays;

"(iv) for fiscal year 1994, $187,000,000 in tew budget

authority and $183,000,000 in outlays; and

"(v) for fiscal year 1995, $188,000,000 in new budget

authority and $184,000,000 in outlays; and

the prior-year outlays resulting from these appropriations of
budget authority.

"(B) DEBT FORGIvENESS.—If, in calendar year 1990 or 1991, an

appropriation is enacted that forgives the Arab Republic of

Egypt s foreign military sales indebtedness to the United States
and any part of the Government of Poland's indebtedness to the
United States, the adjustment shall be the estimated costs (in
new budget authority and outlays, in all years) of that
forgiveness.
r(C) IMF nJNDING.—If, in fiscal year 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994, or

1995 an appropriation is enacted to provide to the International
Monetary Fund the dollar equivalent, in terms of Special Drawing Rights, of the increase in the United States quota as part of

the International Monetary Fund Ninth General Review of
Quotas, the adjustment shall be the amount provided by that
appropriation.

'(D) EMERGENCY APPROPRIATIONS.—(i) If, for fiscal year 1991,

1992, 1993, 1994, or 1995, appropriations for discretionary accounts are enacted that the President designates as emergency
requirements and that the Congress so designates in statute, the
adjustment shall be the total of such appropriations in discretionary accounts designated as emergency requirements and the
outlays flowing in all years from such appropriations.
"(ii) The costs for operation Desert Shield are to be treated as

emergency funding requirements not subject to the defense
spending limits. Funding for Desert Shield will be provided
through the normal legislative process. Desert Shield costs
should be accommodated through Allied burden-sharing, subse-

quent appropriation Acts, and if the President so chooses,
through offsets within other defense accounts. Emergency
Desert Shield costs mean those incremental costs associated
with the increase in operations in the Middle East and do not

include costs that would be experienced by the Department of

Defense as part of its normal operations absent Operation
Desert Shield.

"(E) SPECIAL ALLOWANCE FOR DISCRETIONARY NEW BUDGET

AUTHORITY.—(i) For each c)f fiscal years 1992 and 1993, the

adjustment for the domestic category in each year shall be an
amount equal to 0.1 percent of the sum of the adjusted discretionary spending limits on new budget authority for all categories for fiscal years 1991, 1992, and 1993 (cumulatively),
together with outlays associated therewith (calculated at the
composite outlay rate for the domestic category);

"(ii) for each of fiscal years 1992 and 1993, the adjustment
for the international category in each year shall be an amount
equal to 0.079 percent of the sum of the adjusted discretionary
spending limits on new budget authority for all categories for
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fiscal years 1991, 1992, and 1993 (cumulatively), together with
outlays associated therewith (calculated at the composite outlay
rate for the international category); and

"(iii) if, for fiscal years 1992 and 1993, the amount of new
budget authority provided in appropriation Acts exceeds the
discretionary spending limit on new budget authority for any
category due to technical estimates made by the Director of the

Office of Management and Budget, the adjustment is the

amount of the excess, but not to exceed an amount (for 1992 and
1993 together) equal to 0.042 percent of the sum of the adjusted

discretionary limits on new budget authority for all categories

for fiscal years 1991, 1992, and 1993 (cumulatively).
"(F) SPECIAL OUTLAY ALLOwANCE.—If in any fiscal year out-

lays for a category exceed the discretionary spending limit for
that category but new budget authority does not exceed its limit
for that category (after application of the first step of a sequestration described in subsection (aX2), if necessary), the adjustment in outlays is the amount of the excess, but not to exceed
$2,500,000,000 in the defense category, $1,500,000,000 in the
international category, or $2,500,000,000 in the domestic category (as applicable) in fiscal year 1991, 1992, or 1993, and not to
exceed $6,500,000,000 in fiscal year 1994 or 1995 less any of the
outlay adjustments made under subparagraph (E) for a category
for a fiscal year.
"SEC. 252. ENFORCING PAY.AS-YOU.GO.

"(a) FISCAL YEARS 1992-1995 ENFORCEMEN'L—The purpose of this

section is to assure that any legislation (enacted after the date of
enactment of this section) affecting direct spending or receipts that
increases the deficit in any fiscal year covered by this Act will

trigger an offsetting sequestration.
"(b) SuEsm.AT1oN; LooK-BACK.—Within 15 calendar days after
Congress adjourns to end a session (other than of the One Hundred

First Congress) and on the same day as a sequestration (if any)

under section 251 and section 253, there shall be a sequestration to
offset the amount of any net deficit increase in that fiscal year and

the prior fiscal year caused by all direct spending and receipts
legislation enacted after the date of enactment of this section (after
adjusting for any prior sequestration as provided by paragraph (2)).
0MB shall calculate the amount of deficit increase, if any, in those
fiscal years by adding—

"(1) all applicable estimates of direct spending and receipts
legislation transmitted under subsection (d) applicable to those
fiscal years, other than any amounts included in such estimates
resulting from—

"(A) full funding of, and continuation of, the deposit
insurance guarantee commitment in effect on the date of
enactment of this section, and
"(B) emergency provisions as designated under subsection
(e); and

"(2) the estimated amount of savings in direct spending programs applicable to those fiscal years resulting from the prior
year's sequestration under this section or section 253, if any
(except for any amounts sequestered as a result of a net deficit

increase in the fiscal year immediately preceding the prior
fiEcal year), as published in OMB's end-of-session sequestration
report for that prior year.
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"(c) ELIMINATING A DEFICIT INCREASE.—(1) The amount required to

be sequestered in a fiscal year under subsection (b) shall be obtained
from non-exempt direct spending accounts from actions taken in the
following order:
"(A) FiasT.—All reductions in automatic spending increases
specified in section 256(a) shall be made.
"(B) SEc0ND.—If additional reductions in direct spending ac-

counts are required to be made, the maximum reductions

permissible under sections 256(b) (guaranteed student loans)
and 256(c) (foster care and adoption assistance) shall be made.
"(C) TrnRD.—(i) If additional reductions in direct spending
accounts are required to be made, each remaining non-exempt

direct spending account shall be reduced by the uniform
percentage necessary to make the reductions in direct spending
required by paragraph (1); except that the medicare programs
specified in section 256(d) shall not be reduced by more than 4

percent and the uniform percentage applicable to all other
direct spending programs under this paragraph shall be increased (if necessary) to a level sufficient to achieve the required
reduction in direct spending.
"(ii) For purposes of determining reductions under clause (i),

outlay reductions (as a result of sequestration of Commodity
Credit Corporation commodity price support contracts in the
fiscal year of a sequestration) that would occur in the following
fiscal year shall be credited as outlay reductions in the fiscal
year of the sequestration.
"(2) For purposes of this subsection, accounts shall be assumed to
be at the level in the baseline.
"(d) 0MB ESTIMATES—AS soon as practicable after Congress com-

pletes action on any direct spending or receipts legislation enacted
after the date of enactment of this section, after consultation with
the Committees on the Budget of the House of Representatives and
the Senate, CBO shall provide 0MB with an estimate of the amount
of change in outlays or receipts, as the case may be, in each fiscal
year through fiscal year 1995 resulting from that legislation. Within

S calendar days after the enactment of any direct spending or
receipts legislation enacted after the date of enactment of this
section, 0MB shall transmit a report to the House of Representatives and to the Senate containing such CBO estimate of that

legislation, an 0MB estimate of the amount of change in outlays or
receipts, as the case may be, in each fiscal year through fiscal year

1995 resulting from that legislation, and an explanation of any

difference between the two estimates. Those 0MB estimates shall be
made using current economic and technical assumptions. 0MB and
CBO shall prepare estimates under this paragraph in conformance
with scorekeeping guidelines determined after consultation among
the House and Senate Committees on the Budget, CBO, and 0MB.
"(e) EMERGENCY LEGIsLkrI0N.—If, for fiscal year 1991, 1992, 1993,

1994, or 1995, a provision of direct spending or receipts legislation is
enacted that the President designates as an emergency requirement

and that the Congress so designates in statute, the amounts of new
budget authority, outlays, and receipts in all fiscal years through
1995 resulting from that provision shall be designated as an emergency requirement in the reports required under subsection (d).
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"SEC. 253. ENFORCING DEFICIT TARGEN.

"(a) SEQUESTRATION.—Withifl 15 calendar days after
adjourns to end a session (other than of the One Hundred First
Congres8

Congres8) and on the same day as a sequestration (if any) under

section 251 and section 252, but after any sequestration required by
section 251 (enforcing discretionary spending limits) or section 252
(enforcing pay-as-you-go), there shall be a sequestration to eliminate
the excess deficit (if any remains) if it exceeds the margin.
"(b) ExcEss DEFICIT; MARGIN.—The excess deficit is, if greater

than zero, the estimated deficit for the budget year, minus—
"(1) the maximum deficit amount for that year;
"(2) the amounts for that year designated as emergency direct
spending or receipts legislation under section 252(e); and
"(3) for any fiscal year in which there is not a full adjustment
for technical and economic reestimates, the deposit insurance
reestimate for that year, if any, calculated under subsection (h).
The 'margin' for fiscal year 1992 or 1993 is zero and for fiscal year
1994 or 1995 is $15,000,000,000.
"(c) DIVIDING ThE SEQUESTRATION.—TO eliminate the excess deficit

in a budget year, half of the required outlay reductions shall be

obtained from non-exempt defense accounts (accounts designated as
function 050 in the President's fiscal year 1991 budget submission)

and half from non-exempt, non-defense accounts (all other nonexempt accounts).
"(d) DEINsE.—Each non-exempt defense account shall be reduced
of
by a dollar amount calculated by multiplying the level
sequestrable budgetary resources in that account at that time by the
uniform percentage necessary to carry out subsection (c), except

that, if any military personnel are exempt, adjustments shall be

made under the procedure set forth in section 251(aX3).
"(e) N0N-DEFEN5E.—Actions to reduce non-defense accounts shall
be taken in the following order:
"(1) Fnsr.—All reductions in automatic spending increases
under section 256(a) shall be made.

"(2) SECOND.—If additional reductions in non-defense ac-

counts are required to be made, the maximum reduction

permissible under sections 256(b) (guaranteed student loans)
and 256(c) (foster care and adoption as8istance) shall be made.
"(3) Tiinui—(A) If additional reductions in non-defense accounts are required to be made, each remaining non-exempt,

non-defense account shall be reduced by the uniform percentage
necessary to make the reductions in non-defense outlays required by subsection (c), except that—
"(i) the medicare program specified in section 256(d) shall
not be reduced by more than 2 percent in total including
any reduction of less than 2 percent made under section 252
or, if it has been reduced by 2 percent or more under section
252, it may not be further reduced under this section; and
"(ii) the health programs set forth in section 256(e) shall
not be reduced by more than 2 percent in total (including
any reduction made under section 251),
and the uniform percent applicable to all other programs under
this subsection shall be increased (if necessary) to a level sufficient to achieve the required reduction in non-defense outlays.
"(B) For purposes of determining reductions under subpara-

graph (A), outlay reduction (as a result of sequestration of
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Commodity Credit Corporation commodity price support contracts in the fiscal year of a sequestration) that would occur in
the following fiscal year shall be credited as outlay reductions in
the fiscal year of the sequestration.
(f) BASELINE ASSUMPTIONS; PART-YEAR APPROPRIATIONS.—

"(1) Buir ASSUMPTJONS.—For purposes of subsections (b),
(c), (d), and (e), accounts shall be assumed to be at the level in
the baseline minus any reductions required to be made under
sections 251 and 252.

"(2) PART-YEAR APPR0pRIA'rIoNS.—If, on the date specified in
subsection (a), there is in effect an Act making or continuing
appropriations for part of a fiscal year for any non-exempt
budget account, then the dollar sequestration calculated for
that account under subsection (d) or (e), as applicable, shall be

subtracted from—
"(A) the annualized amount otherwise available by law in
that account under that or a subsequent part-year appropriation; and

"(B) when a full-year appropriation for that account is
enacted, from the amount otherwise provided by the fullyear appropriation; except that the amount to be sequestered from that account shall be reduced (but not below
zero) by the savings achieved by that appropriation when

the enacted amount is less than the baseline for that
account.
"(g) ADJUSTMENTS i'o MAXIMUM DEFICIT AMOUNTS.—
"(1) ADJUSTMENTS.—

"(A) When the President submits the budget for fiscal
year 1992, the maximum deficit amounts for fiscal years
1992, 1993, 1994, and 1995 shall be adjusted to reflect up-to-

date reestjmates of economic and technical assumptions

and any changes in concepts or definitions. When the President submits the budget for fiscal year 1993, the maximum
deficit amounts for fiscal years 1993, 1994, and 1995 shall be
further adjusted to reflect up-to-date reestimates of economic and technical assumptions and any changes in conce?ts or definitions.
'(B) When submitting the budget for fiscal year 1994, the
President may choose to adjust the maximum deficit
amounts for fiscal years 1994 and 1995 to reflect up-to-date
reestimates of economic and technical assumpbons. If the
President chooses to adjust the maximum deficit amount
when submitting the fiscal year 1994 budget, the President
may choose to invoke the same adjustment procedure when
submitting the budget for fiscal year 1995. In each case, the
President must choose between making no adjustment or
the full adjustment described in paragraph (2). If the Presi-

dent chooses to make that full adjustment, then those

procedures for adjusting discretionary spending limits described in sections 251(bXlXC) and 251(bX2XE), otherwise
applicable through fiscal year 1993 or 1994 (as the case may
be), shall be deemed to apply for fiscal year 1994 (and 1995
if applicable).

"(C) When the budget for fiscal year 1994 or 1995 is
submitted and the sequestration reports for those years
under section 254 are made (as applicable), if the President
does not choose to make the adjustments set forth in
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subparagraph (B), the maximum deficit amount for that
fiscal year shall be adjusted by the amount of the adjustment to discretionary spending limits first applicable for
that year (if any) under section 251(b).

"(D) For each fiscal year the adjustments required to be
made with the submission of the President's budget for that
year shall also be made when 0MB submits the sequestra-

tion update report and the final sequestration report for

that year, but 0MB shall continue to use the economic and
technical assumptions in the President's budget for txiat
year.
Each adjustment shall be made by increasing or decreasing the

maximum deficit amounts set forth in section 601 of the
Congressional Budget Act of 1974.

"(2) CALCULATIONS OF ADJUSTMENTS.—The required increase

or decrease shall be calculated as follows:

"(A) The baseline deficit or surplus shall be calculated

using up-to-date economic and technical assumptions, using

up-to-date concepts and definitions, and, in lieu of the
baseline levels of discretionary appropriations, using the
discretionary spending limits set forth in section 601 of the
Congressional Budget Act of 1974 as adjusted under section
251.

"(B) The net deficit increase or decrease caused by all
direct spending and receipts legislation enacted after the
date of enactment of this section (after adjusting for an
sequestration of direct spending accounts) shall be ca culated for each fiscal year by adding—

"(i) the estimates of direct spending and receipts

legislation transmitted under section 252(d) applicable
to each such fiscal year; and
"(ii) the estimated amount of savings in direct spending programs applicable to each such fiscal year result-

ing from the prior year's sequestration under this
section or section 252 of direct spending, if any, as

contained in OMB's final sequestration report for that

year.
"(C) The amount calculated under subparagraph (B) shall

be subtracted from the amount calculated under subparagraph (A).
"(D) The maximum deficit amount set forth in section 601
of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 shall be subtracted

from the amount calculated under subparagraph (C).
"(E) The amount calculated under subparagraph (D) shall
be the amount of the adjustment required by paragraph (1).
"(h) TREATMENT

OF

DEPOSIT INsURANCE.—

"(1) INmAL ESTIMATES—The initial estimates of the net costs

of federal deposit insurance for fiscal year 1994 and fiscal year
1995 (assuming full funding of, and continuation of, the deposit
insurance guarantee commitment in effect on the date of the
submission of the budget for fiscal year 1993) shall be set forth
in that budget.
"(2) REESTIMATES.—FOr fiscal year 1994 and fiscal year 1995,

the amount of the reestimate of deposit insurance costs shall be
calculated by subtracting the amount set forth under paragraph
(1) for that year from the current estimate of deposit insurance

costs (but assuming full funding of, and continuation of, the
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deposit insurance guarantee commitment in effect on the date

of submission of the budget for fiscal year 1993).
2 USC 904.

'SEC. 254. REPORTS AND ORDERS.

"(a) TIMETABLE—The timetable with respect to this part for any
budget year is as follows:
"Date:
JanuarY 21

5 days before the President's budget
submission.
The President's budget submission ....
August 10

Action to be completed:

Notification regarding optional adjustment of maximum deficit amount.
CBO sequestration preview report.
0MB sequestration preview report.

Notification regarding military personnel.

August 15
August 20
10 days after end of session
15 days after end of session

CBO sequestration update report.
0MB sequestration update report.
CBO final sequestration report.

30 days later

dential order.
GAO compliance report.

0MB final sequestration report; Presi-

"(b) SUBMISSION AND Av4ui.&rnuTy OF REP0R'rS.—Each report re-

quired by this section shall be submitted, in the case of CBO, to the
House of Representatives, the Senate and 0MB and, in the case of
0MB, to the House of Representatives, the Senate, and the President on the day it is issued. On the following day a notice of the
report shall be printed in the Federal Register.
'(c) OPTIONAl. ADJUSTMENT OF MAXIMUM DEFICIT AMOUNTS.—

With respect to budget year 1994 or 1995, on the date specified in
subsection (a) the President shall notify the House of Representatives and the Senate of hi8 decision regarding the optional adjust-

ment of the maximum deficit amount (as allowed under section
253(gX1XB)).
"(d) SEQUESTRATION PREVIEW REPORTS.—

"(1) REPORTING REQUIREMENT—On the dates specified in

subsection (a), 0MB and CBO shall issue a preview report
regarding discretionary, pay-as-you-go, and deficit sequestration
based on laws enacted through those dates.
"(2) DISCRETIONARY 5EQUESTRATION REPORT.—The preview re-

ports shall set forth estimates for the current year and each
subsequent year through 1995 of the applicable discretionary
spending limits for each category and an explanation of any
adustmenth in such limits under section 251.

'(3) PAY-AS-YOU-GO 5EQUESTRATION REPORTS.—The preview re-

ports shall set forth, for the current year and the budget year,
estimates for each of the following:

"(A) The amount of net deficit increase or decrease, if

an,, calculated under subsection 252(b).
'(B) A list identifying each law enacted and sequestration

implemented after the date of enactment of this section

included in the calculation of the amount of deficit increase
or decrease and specifying the budgetary effect of each such
law.

"(C) The sequestration percentage or (if the required
sequestration percentage is greater than the maximum

allowable percentage for medicare) percentages necessary
to eliminate a deficit increase under section 252(c).

"(4) DEFICIT SEQUESTRATION REPORTs.—The preview reports

shall set forth for the budget year estimates for each of the
following:
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"(A) The maximum deficit amount, the estimated deficit
calculated under section 253(b), the excess deficit, and the
margin.
"(B) The amount of reductions required under section

252, the exces deficit remaining after those reductions
have been made, and the amount of reductions required
from defense accounts and the reductions required from
non-defense accounts.

"(C) The sequestration percentage necessary to achieve
the required reduction in defense accounts under section
253(d).

"(D) The reductions required under sections 253(eXl) and

253(eX2).

"(E) The sequestration percentage necessary to achieve
the required reduction in non-defense accounts under section 253(e)(3).

The CBO report need not set forth the items other than the

maximum deficit amount for fiscal year 1992, 1993, or any fiscal
year for which the President notifies the House of Representatives and the Senate that he will adjust the maximum deficit
amount under the option under section 253(gX1XB).
"(5) EXPLANATION OF DIFFERENCES—The 0MB reports shall

explain the differences between 0MB and CBO estimates for
each item set forth in this subsection.

"(e) NOTIFICATION REGARDING MILITARY PERSONNEL—On or

before the date specified in subsection (a), the President shall notify
the Congress of the manner in which he intends to exercise flexibility with respect to military personnel accounts under section 255(h).
"U) SEQUESTRATION UPDATE REPORTS—On the dates specified in

subsection (a), 0MB and CBO shall issue a sequestration update

report, reflecting laws enacted through those dates, containing all of
the information required in the sequestration preview reports.
"(g) FINAL SEQUESTRATION REPORTS.—

'(1) REPORTING REQUIREMENT—On the dates specified in

subsection (a), 0MB and CBO shall issue a final sequestration

report updated to reflect laws enacted through those dates.
'(2) DISCRETIONARY SEQUESTRATION REPORTS—The final re-

ports shall set forth estimates for each of the following:

"(A) For the current year and each subsequent year

through 1995 the applicable discretionary spending limits
for each category and an explanation of any adjustments in
such limits under section 251.

"(B) For the current year and the budget year the esti-

mated new budget authority and outlays for each category
and the breach, if any, in each category.
"(C) For each category for which a sequestration is required, the sequestration percentages necessary to achieve
the required reduction.
"(D) For the budget year, for each account to be sequestered, estimates of the baseline level of sequestrable budg-

etary resources and resulting outlays and the amount of
budgetary resources to be sequestered and resulting outlay
reductions.

"(3) PAY-AS-YOU-GO AND DEFICIT SEQUESTRATION REPORTS—The

final reports shall contain all the information required in the
pay-as-you-go and deficit sequestration preview reports. In addi-

tion, these reports shall contain, for the budget year, for each
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account to be sequestered, estimates of the baseline level of

sequestrable budgetary resources and resulting outlays and the
amount of budgetar1 resources to be sequestered and resulting
outlay reductions. The reports shall also contain estimates of

the effects on outlays of the sequestration in each outyear
through 1995 for direct spending programs.

"(4) EXPLANATION OF DIFFERENCES.—The 0MB report shall

explain any differences between 0MB and CBO estimates of the

amount of any net deficit change calculated under subsection
252(b), any excess deficit, any breach, and any required seques-

tration percentage. The 0MB report shall also explain differences in the amount of sequesterable resources for any

budget account to be reduced if such difference is greater than

$5,000,000.
"(5) PRESIDENTIAL ORDER.—On the date specified in subsection

(a), if in its final sequestration report 0MB estimates that any
sequestration is required, the President shall issue an order
fully implementing without change all sequestrations required
by the 0MB calculations set forth in that report. This order
shall be effective on issuance.

"(h) WITHIN-SESSION SEQUESTRATION REPORTS AND ORrER.—If an

appropriation for a fiscal year in progress is enacted (after Congress
adjourns to end the session for that budget year and before July 1 of
that fiscal year) that causes a breach, 10 days later CBO shall issue a
report containing the information required in paragraph (gX2). Fifteen days after enactment, 0MB shall issue a report containing the
information required in paragraphs (gX2) and (gX4). On the same

day as the 0MB report, the President shall issue an order fully
implementing without change all sequestrations required by the
0MB calculations set forth in that report. This order shall be
effective on issuance.
"(i) GAO COMPLIANCE REPORT.—On the date specified in subsec-

tion (a), the Comptroller General shall submit to the Congress and
the President a report on—
"(1) the extent to which each order issued by the President
under this section complies with all of the requirements con-

tained in this part, either certifying that the order fully and
accurately complies with such requirements or indicating the
respects in which it does not; and

'(2) the extent to which each report issued by 0MB or CBO
under this section complies with all of the requirements contained in this part, either certifying that the report fully and
accurately complies with such requirements or indicating the

respects in which it does not.
"(j) LOW-GROWTH REPORT.—At any time, CBO shall notify the
Congress if—

"(1) during the period consisting of the quarter during which
such notification is given, the quarter preceding such notification, and the 4 quarters following such notification, CBO or
0MB has determined that real economic growth is projected or
estimated to be less than zero with respect tO each of any 2
consecutive quarters within such period; or
"(2) the most recent of the Department of Commerce's ad-

vance preliminary or final reports of actual real economic
growth indicate that the rate of real economic growth for each

of the most recently reported quarter and the immediately
preceding quarter is less than one percent.
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"(k) ECONOMIC AND TECHNICAL AssuMFrIoNs.—In all reports re-

quired by this section, 0MB shall use the same economic and
technical assumptions as used in the most recent budget submitted
by the President under section 1105(a) of title 31, United States

Code.".
(b) SECTION 250: DEFINITION5.—Paragraph (12) of section 257 of

such Act (as in effect immediately before the date of enactment of
this Act) is redesignated as a new paragraph (21) of section 250(c).
(c) SECTION 255: EXEMPT PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES.—

(1) Section 255(a) of such Act is amended to read as follows:

2 USC 900, 907.

2 "' 5.

"(a) SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS AND TIER I RAILROAD RETIREMENT

BENEFITS.—Benefits payable under the old-age, survivors, and
disability insurance program established under title H of the Socia)
Security Act, and benefits payable under section 3(a), 3(0(3), 4(a), or
4(f) of the Railroad Retirement Act of 1974, shall be exempt from
reduction under any order issued under this part.".
(2) Section 255(e) of such Act is amended to read as follows:
"(e) NON-DEFENSE UNOBLIGATED BAiNCEs.—Unobligated bal-

ances of budget authority carried over from prior fiscal years, except

balances in the defense category, shall be exempt from reduction
under any order issued under this part.".
(3) Section 255(g)(1XB) of such Act is amended by inserting

after the item relating to Railroad retirement tier II the
following:

"Railroad supplemental annuity pension fund (60-8012-0-7-

602);".

(4) Section 255 of such Act is amended by inserting at the end
the following:
"(h) OPTIONAL EXEMPTION OF MILITARY PERSONNEL.—

"(1) The President may, with respect to any military personnel account, exempt that account from sequestration or provide
for a lower uniform percentage reduction than would otherwise
apply.

'(2) The President may not use the authority provided by

paragraph (1) unless he notifies the Congress of the manner in
which such authority will be exercised on or before the initial
snapshot date for the budget year.".
(d) SECTION 256: EXCEPTIONS, LIMITATIONS, AND SPECIAL RULES.—

(1) Section 256(a) of such Act is amended to read as follows:

"(a) AUTOMATIC SPENDING INCREA5ES.—AutomatiC spending in-

creases are increases in outlays due to changes in indexes in the
following programs:
"(1) National Wool Act;
"(2) Special milk program; and
"(3) Vocational rehabilitation basic State grants.

In those programs all amounts other than the automatic spending
increases shall be exempt from reduction under any order issued
under thispart.".
(2) Section 256 of such Act is amended by redesignating

subsection (b) as subsection (h), subsection (c) as subsection (b),
subsection (e) as subsection (f), subsection (U as subsection (c),
subsection (h) as subsection (i), and subsection (k) as subsection
(e), by repealing subsections (i) and (1), and by inserting at the
end the following:

"(k SPECIAL RULES FOR THE JOBS PORTION OF AFDC.—
"(1) FUU. AMOUNT OF SEQUESTRATION REQUIRED.—Any order

issued by the President under section 254 shall accomplish the
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full amount of any required sequestration of the job opportunities and basic skills training program under section 402(aXl9),
and part F of title VI, of the Social Security Act, in the manner
specified in this subsection. Such an order may not reduce any
Federal matching rate pursuant to section 403(1) of the Social
Security Act.
"(2) NEW ALLOTMENT FORMULA.—

"(A) GENERAL RULE.—Notwithstanding section 403(k) of

the Social Security Act, each State's percentage share of the

amount available after sequestration for direct spending
pursuant to section 403(1) of such Act for the fiscal year to
Which the sequestration applies shall be equal to—
"(i) the lesser of—

"(I) that percentage of the total amount paid to
the States pursuant to such section 403(1) for the
prior fiscal year that is represented by the amount
paid to such State pursuant to such section 403(1)
for the prior fiscal year; or
"(II) the amount that Would have been allotted to
such State pursuant to such section 403(k) had the
sequestration not been in effect.
"(B) REALLOTMENT OF AMOUNTS REMAINING UNALLOTTED

AFFER APPLJCATION OF GENERAL RULE.—Any amount made

available after sequestration for direct spending pursuant
to section 403(1) of the Social Security Act for the fiscal year

to Which the sequestration applies that remains unallotted
as a result of subparagraph (A) of this paragraph shall be

allotted among the States in proportion to the absolute
difference betWeen the amount allotted, respectively, to
each State as a result of such subparagraph and the amount

that Would have been allotted to such State pursuant to
section 403(k) of such Act had the sequestration not been in

effect, except that a State may not be allotted an amount
under this subparagraph that results in a total allotment to
the State under this paragraph of more than the amount
that Would have been allotted to such State pursuant to
such section 403(k) had the sequestration not been in effect.
"(1) EFFECTS OF SEQUESTRATION.—The effects of sequestration shall

be as follows:

"(1) Budgetary resources sequestered from any 'account other

than a trust or special fund account shall be permanently
cancelled.

"(2) Except as otherwise provided, the same percentage

sequestration shall apply to all programs, projects, and activi-

ties within a budget account (with programs, projects, and

activities as delineated in the appropriation Act or accompanying report for the relevant fiscal year covering that account, or
for accounts not included in appropriation Acts, as delineated in
the most recently submitted President's budget).
"(8) Administrative regulations or similar actions implementing a sequestration shall be made within 120 days of the sequestration order. To the extent that formula allocations differ at
different levels of budgetary resources within an account, program, project, or activity, the sequestration shall be interpreted
as producing a lower total appropriation, with the remaining

amount of the appropriation being obligated in a manner
consistent with program allocation formulas in substantive law.
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"(4) Except as otherwise provided, obligations in sequestered

accounts shall be reduced only in the fiscal year in which a
sequester occurs.
"(5) If an automatic spending increase is sequestered, the
increase (in the applicable index) that was disregarded as a
result of that sequestration shall not be taken into account in
any subsequent fiscal year.
"(6) Except as otherwise provided, sequestration in trust and
special fund accounts for which obligations are indefinite shall

be taken in a manner to ensure that obligations in the fiscal
from the level that
year of a sequestration are reduced,
applicable sequestration
would actually have occurred, by the

percentage.".
(3) Section 256 of such Act is amended by striking "section

2 USC 906.

252" each place it appears and by inserting "section 254".
(4) Section 256(c) (as redesignated) of such Act is amended by
inserting after the first sentence the following: "No State's
matching payments from the Federal Government for foster
care maintenance payments or for adoption assistance maintenance payments may be reduced by a percentage exceeding the

applicable domestic sequestration percentage.".
(5) Section 256(dXl) of such Act is amended to read as follows:

"(1) CALCULATION OF REDUCflON IN INDIVIDUAL PAYMENT

AMOUNTS—TO achieve the total percentage reduction in those
programs required by sections 252 and 253, and notwithstanding
section 710 of the Social Security Act, 0MB shall determine,

and the applicable Presidential order under section 254 shall
implement, the percentage reduction that shall apply to payments under the health insurance programs under title XVIII
of the Social Security Act for services furnished after the order
is issued, such that the reduction made in payments under that
order shall achieve the required total percentage reduction in

those payments for that fiscal year as determined on a 12-month
basis.".
(6) Section 256(dX2XC) of such Act is repealed.
(e) THE BASEUNE.—(1) Section 257 of such Act is amended to read 2
as follows:
"SEC. 257. THE BASELINE.

"(a) IN GENERAL—FOr any budget year, the baseline refers to a
projection of current-year levels of new budget authority, outlays,
revenues, and the surplus or deficit into the budget year and the
outyears based on laws enacted through the applicable date.
"(b) DIRECT SPEND!NG AND REcEiI.—For the budget year and
each outyear, the baseline shall be calculated using the following

assumptions:

"(1) IN GENERAL.—LawS providing or creating direct spending
and receipts are assumed to operate in the manner specified in
those laws for each such year and funding for entitlement
authority is assumed to be adequate to' make all paymenth

required by those laws.
"(2) ExcEPrloNs.—(A) No program with estimated currentyear outlays greater than $50 million shall be assumed to expire
in the budget year or outyears.
"(B) The increase for veterans' compensation for a fiEcal year
is assumed to be the same as that required by law for veterans'
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pensions unless otherwise provided by law enacted in that
session.

"(C) Excise taxes dedicated to a trust fund, if expiring, are
assumed to be extended at current rates.
"(3) HOsPITAL INSURANCE TRUST FUND.—Notwithstanding any
other provision of law, the receipts and disbursements of the
Hospital Insurance Trust Fund shall be included in all calculations required by this Act.
"(c) DI5cRgFI0NARy APPROPRIATION5.—For the budget year and
each outyear, the baseline shall be calculated using the following
assumptions regarding all amounts other than those covered by

subsection (b):

"(1) INFLATION OF CURRENT-YEAR APPROPRIATION5.—Budgetary

resources other than unobligated balances shall be at the level
provided for the budget year in full-year appropriation Acts. If

for any account a full-year appropriation has not yet been

enacted, budgetary resources other than unobligated balances
shall be at the level available in the current year, adjusted
sequentially and cumulatively for expiring housing contracts as
specified in paragraph (2), for social insurance administrative
expenses as specified in paragraph (3), to offset pay absorption
and for pay annualization as specified in paragraph (4), for

inflation as specified in paragraph (5), and to account for
changes required by law in the level of agency payments for
personnel benefits other than pay.

"(2) EXPIRING HOUSING CONTRACT5.—New budget authority to

renew expiring multiyear subsidized housing contracts shall be

adjusted to reflect the difference in the number of such contracts that are scheduled to expire in that fiscal year and the
number expiring in the current year, with the per-contract
renewal cost equal to the average current-year cost of renewal
contracts.

"(3) SOCIAL INSURANCE ADMINISTRATIVE EXPEN5ES.—Budgetary

resources for the administrative expenses of the following trust
funds shall be adjusted by the percentage change in the beneficiary population from the current year to that fiscal year: the

Federal Hospital Insurance Trust Fund, the Supplementary

Medical Insurance Trust Fund, the Unemployment Trust Fund,
and the railroad retirement account.
"(4) PAY ANNUAUzATON; OFFSET TO PAY AB5ORPTION.—Cur-

rent-year new budget authority for Federal employees shall be
adjusted to reflect the full 12-month costs (without absorption)
of any pay adjustment that occurred in that fiscal year.
"(5) INFLATOR5.—The inflator used in paragraph (1) to adjust

budgetary resources relating to personnel shall be the percent
by which the average of the Bureau of Labor Statistics Employment Cost Index (wages and salaries, private industry workers)
for that fiscal year differs from such index for the current year.
The inflator used in paragraph (1) to adjust all other budgetary

resources shall be the percent by which the average of the
estimated gross national product fixed-weight price index for

that fiscal year differs from the average of such estimated index
for the current year.
"(6) CURRENT-YEAR APPROPRIATION5.—Jf, for any account, a

continuing appropriation is in effect for less than the entire

current year, then the current-year amount shall be assumed to

equal the amount that would be available if that continuing
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appropriation covered the entire fiscal year. If law permits the

transfer of budget authority among budget accounts in the

current year, the current-year level for an account shall reflect
transfers accomplished by the submission of, or assumed for the
current year in, the President's original budget for the budget
year.
"(d) UP-TO-DATE CONCEPTS.—In deriving the baseline for any
budget year or outyear, current-year amounts shall be calculated
using the concepts and definitions that are required for that budget
year.".
(2) Section 251(aX6XI) of such Act (as in effect immediately before
the date of enactment of this Act) is redesignated as section 257(e) of

2
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such Act. Section 257(e) is amended by striking "assuming, for

purposes of this paragraph and subparagraph (AXi) of paragraph (3),

that the" and inserting 'The".

U) Such Act is amended by inserting after section 257 the

following:

"SEC. 258. SUSPENSION IN THE EVENT OF WAR OR LOW GROWTH.

"(a) PROCEDURES IN THE EVENT OF A LOW GRowTh REPORT.—

"(1) TRIGGER.—Whenever CBO issues a low-growth report
under section 254(j), the Majority Leader of the House of Representatives may, and the Majority Leader of the Senate shall,
introduce a joint resolution (in the form set forth in paragraph
(2)) declaring that the conditions specified in section 254(j) are
met and suspending the relevant provisions of this title, titles
III and VI of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974, and section
1103 of title 31, United States Code.
"(2) FORM OF JOINT RESOLUTION.—

"(A) The matter after the resolving clause in any joint
resolution introduced pursuant to paragraph (1) shall be as

follows: 'That the Congress declares that the conditions
specified in section 254(j) of the Balanced Budget and
Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985 are met, and the

implementation of the Congressional Budget and Impound-

ment Control Act of 1974, chapter 11 of title .31, United
States Code, and part C of the Balanced Budget and Emer-

gency Deficit Control Act of 1985 are modified as described

in section 258(b) of the Balanced Budget and Emergency
Deficit Control Act of 1985.'.

"(B) The title of the joint resolution shall be 'Joint resolution suspending certain provisions of law pursuant to section 258(a)(2) of the Balanced Budget and Emergency
Deficit Control Act of 1985.'; and the joint resolution shall
not contain any preamble.

"(3) COMMITrEE AcTIoN—Each joint resolution introduced

pursuant to paragraph (1) shall be referred to the appropriate
committees of the House of Representatives or the Committee
on the Budget of the Senate, as the case may be; and such
Committee shall report the joint resolution to its House without
amendment on or before the fifth day on which such House is in

session after the date on which the joint resolution is introduced. If the Committee fails to report the joint resolution

within the five-day period referred to in the preceding sentence,
it shall be automatically discharged from further consideration
of the joint resolution, and the joint resolution shall be placed
on the appropriate calendar.
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"(4) CONSIDERATION OF JOINT RESOLUTION.—

"(A) A vote on final passage of a joint resolution reported
to the Senate or discharged pursuant to paragraph (3) shall
be taken on or before the close of the fifth calendar day of

session after the date on which the joint resolution is
reported or after the Committee has been discharged from
further consideration of the joint resolution. If prior to the
passage by one House of a joint resolution of that House,

that House receives the same joint resolution from the

other House, then—
"(i) the procedure in that House shall be the same as
if no such joint resolution had been received from the
other House, but

"(ii) the vote on final passage shall be on the joint

resolution of the other House.

When the joint resolution is agreed to, the Clerk of the
House of Representatives (in the case of a House joint
resolution agreed to in the House of Representatives) or the

Secretary of the Senate (in the case of a Senate joint
resolution agreed to in the Senate) shall cause the joint

resolution to be engrossed, certified, and transmitted to the
other House of the Congress as soon as practicable.
"(B)(i) In the Senate, a joint resolution under this paragraph shall be privileged. It shall not be in order to move to

reconsider the vote by which the motion is agreed to or
disagreed to.

"(ii) Debate in the Senate on a joint resolution under this

paragraph, and all debatable motions and appeals in

connection therewith, shall be limited to not more than five

hours. The time shall be equally divided between, and
controlled by, the majority leader and the minority leader
or their deSignees.

"(iii) Debate in the Senate on any debatable motion or
appeal in connection with a joint resolution under this

paragraph shall be limited to not more than one hour, to be
equally divided between, and controlled by, the mover and
the manager of the joint resolution, except that in the event
the manager of the joint resolution is in favor of any such
motion or appeal, the time in opposition thereto shall be
controlled by the minority leader or his designee.
'(iv) A motion in the Senate to further limit debate on a

joint resolution under this paragraph is not debatable. A
motion to table or to recommit a joint resolution under this
paragraph is not in order.

"(C) No amendment to a joint resolution considered
under this paragraph shall be in order in the Senate.
"(b) SUSPENSION OF SEQUESTRATION, PROCEDURES—Upon the enact-

ment of a declaration of war or a joint resolution described in
subsection (a)—

"(1) the subsequent issuance of any sequestration report or
an sequestration order is precluded;
(2) sections 302(f), 3 10(d), 3 11(a), and title VI of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 are suspended; and
'(3) section 1103 of title 31, United States Code, is suspended.

"(c) RESTORATiON OF SEQUESTRATION PROCEDURES.—

"(1) In the event of a suspension of sequestration procedures
due to a declaration of war, then, effective with the first fiscal
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year that begins in the session after the state of war is concluded by Senate ratification of the necessary treaties, the

provisions of subsection (b) triggered by that declaration of war
are no longer effective.
"(2) In the event of a suspension of sequestration procedures
due to the enactment of a joint resolution described in subsec-

tion (a), then, effective with regard to the first fiscal year
beginning at least 12 months after the enactment of that resolution, the provisions of subsection (b) triggered by that resolution
are no longer effective.
"SEC. 258A. MODIFICATION OF PRESIDENTIAL ORDER

"(a) INmoDucnoN OF JoIN'r REs0LUTI0N.—At any time after the

Director of 0MB issues a final sequestration report under section
254 for a fiscal year, but before the close of the twentieth calendar

day of the session of Congress beginning after the date of issuance of

such report, the majority leader of either House of Congress may
introduce a joint resolution which contains provisions directing the
President to modify the most recent order issued under section 254
or provide an alternative to reduce the deficit for such fiscal year.
After the introduction of the first such joint resolution in either
House of Congress in any calendar year, then no other joint resolution introduced in such House in such calendar year shall be subject
to the procedures set forth in this section.
"(b) PROCEDURES FOR CONSIDERATION OF Joir'r REsOLu'nONs.—
"(1) REFERRAL TO COMMITTEE.—A joint resolution introduced

in the Senate under subsection (a) shall not be referred to a
committee of the Senate and shall be placed on the calendar
pending disposition of such joint resolution in accordance with
this subsection.
"(2) CONSIDERATION IN THE SENATE.—On or after the third

calendar day (excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and legal holidays)
beginning after a joint resolution is introduced under subsection
(a), notwithstanding any rule or precedent of the Senate, including Rule XXII of the Standing Rules of the Senate, it is in order

(even though a previous motion to the same effect has been

thsagreed to) for any Member of the Senate to move to proceed
to the consideration of the joint resolution. The motion is not in
order after the eighth calendar day (excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and legal holidays) beginning after a joint resolution (to
which the motion applies) is introduced. The joint resolution is

privileged in the Senate. A motion to reconsider the vote by
which the motion is agreed to or disagreed to shall not be in
order. If a motion to proceed to the consideration of the joint
resolution is agreed to, the Senate shall immediately proceed to
consideration of the joint resolution without intervening
motion, order, or other business, and the joint resolution shall
remain the unfinished business of the Senate until disposed of.
"(3) DEBATE IN THE sENATE.—

"(A) In the Senate, debate on a joint resolution introduced under subsection (a), amendmenth thereto, and all
debatable motions and appeals in connection therewith
shall be limited to not more than 10 hours, which shall be
divided equally between the majority leader and the minority leader (or their designees).
"(B) A motion to postpone, or a motion to proceed to the
consideration of other business is not in order. A motion to
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recnnsider the vote by which the joint resolution is agreed
to or disagreed to is not in order, and a motion to recommit
the joint resolution is not in order.
"(CXi) No amendment that is not germane to the provisions of the joint resolution or to the order issued under
section 254 shall be in order in the Senate. In the Senate, an

amendment, any amendment to an amendment, or any
debatable motion or appeal is debatable for not to exceed 30
minutes to be equally divided between, and controlled by,

the mover and the majority leader (or their designees),
except that in the event that the majority leader favors the
amendment, motion, or appeal, the minority leader (or the
minority leader's designee) shall control the time in opposition to the amendment, motion, or appeal.
"(ii) In the Senate, an amendment that is otherwise in

order shall be in order notwithstanding the fact that it
amends the joint resolution in more than one place or
amends language previously amended. It shall not be in

order in the Senate to vote on the question of agreeing to
such a joint resolution or any amendment thereto unless

the figures then contained in such joint resolution or
amendment are mathematically consistent.

"(4) VOTE ON FINAL PASSAGE.—Immediately following the

conclusion of the debate on a joint resolution introduced under

subsection (a), a single quorum call at the conclusion of the
debate if requested in accordance with the rules of the Senate,
and the disposition of any pending amendments under paragraph (3), the vote on final passage of the joint resolution shall
occur.

"(5) APPEAIs.—Appeals from the decisions of the Chair shall
be decided without debate.
"(6) CONFERENCE REPORI'S.—In the Senate, points of order
under titles III, IV, and VI of the Congressional Budget Act of

1974 are applicable to a conference report on the joint resolution or any amendments in disagreement thereto.
"(7) RESOLUTION FROM OTHER HOU5E.—If, before the passage by

the Senate of a joint resolution of the Senate introduced under
subsection (a), the Senate receives from the House of Representatives a joint resolution introduced under subsection (a), then
the following procedures shall apply:
"(A) The joint resolution of the House of Representatives
shall not be referred to a committee and shall be placed on
the calendar.

"(B) With respect to a joint resolution introduced under

subsection (a) in the Senate—

"(i) the procedure in the Senate shall be the same as
if no joint resolution had been received from the House;
but
"UiXI) the vote on final passage shall be on the joint

resolution of the House if it is identical to the joint
resolution then pending for passage in the Senate; or
"(H) if the joint resolution from the House is not
identical to the joint resolution then pending for passage in the Senate and the Senate then passes the

Senate joint resolution, the Senate shall be considered
to have passed the House joint resolution as amended
by the text of the Senate joint resolution.
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"(C) Upon disposition of the joint resolution received from

the House, it shall no longer be in order to consider the
resolution originated in the Senate.

"(8) SENATE ACTION ON HOUSE RESOLU'FION.—If the Senate

receives from the House of Representatives a joint resolution
introduced under subsection (a) after the Senate has disposed of
a Senate originated resolution which is identical to the House
passed joint resolution, the action of the Senate with regard to
the disposition of the Senate originated joint resolution shall be
deemed to be the action of the Senate with regard to the House
originated joint resolution. If it is not identical to the House
passed joint resolution, then the Senate shall be considered to
have passed the joint resolution of the House as amended by the
text of the Senate joint resolution.".

(g) Such Act is amended by inserting after section 258A the

following:

"SEC. 258B. FLEXIBILITY AMONG DEFENSE PROGRAMS, PROJECTS, AND 2 USC 907c.
ACTIVITIES.

"(a) Subject to subsections (b), (c), and (d), new budget authority
and unobligated balances for any programs, projects, or activities
within major functional category 050 (other than a military personnel account) may be further reduced beyond the amount specified in
an order issued by the President under section 254 for such fiscal
year. To the extent such additional reductions are made and result
in additional outlay reductions, the President may provide for lesser
reductions in new budget authority and unobligated balances for
other programs, projects, or activities within major functional cat-

egory 050 for such fiscal year, but only to the extent that the

resulting outlay increases do not exceed the additional outlay reductions, and no such program, project, or activity may be increased
above the level actually made available by law in appropriation Acts
(before taking sequestration into account). In making calculations
under this subsection, the President shall use account outlay rates
that are identical to those used in the report by the Director of 0MB
under section 254.
"(b) No actions taken by the President under subsection (a) for a
fiscal year may result in a domestic base closure or realignment that
would otherwise be subject to section 2687 of title 10, United States
Code.

"(c) The President may not exercise the authority provided by this
paragraph for a fiscal year unless—
"(1) the President submits a single report to Congress specifying, for each account, the detailed changes proposed to be made
for such fiscal year pursuant to this section;

"(2) that report is submitted within 5 calendar days of the

start of the next session of Congress; and

"(3) a joint resolution affirming or modifying the changes
proposed by the President pursuant to this paragraph becomes
law.

"(d) Within 5 calendar days of session after the President submits

a report to Congress under subsection (cXl) for a fiscal year, the
majority leader of each House of Congress shall (by request) introduce a joint resolution which contains provisions affirming the
changes proposed by the President pursuant to this paragraph.
"(eXl) The matter after the resolving clause in any joint resolution
introduced pursuant to subsection (d) shall be as follows: 'That the
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report of the President as submitted on [Insert Date] under section
258B is hereby approved.'.

"(2) The title of the joint resolution shall be 'Joint resolution

approving the report of the President submitted under section 258B
of the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985.'.
"(3) Such joint resolution shall not contain any preamble.
"(0(1) A joint resolution introduced in the Senate under subsection (d) shall be referred to the Committee on Appropriations, and if
not reported within 5 calendar days (excluding Saturdays, Sundays,
and legal holidays) from the date of introduction shall be considered

as having been discharged therefrom and shall be placed on the
appropriate calendar pending disposition of such joint resolution in

accordance with this subsection. In the Senate, no amendment
proposed in the Committee on Appropriations shall be in order other

than an amendment (in the nature of a substitute) that is germane
or relevant to the provisions of the joint resolution or to the order
issued under section 254. For purposes of this paragraph, an amendment shall be considered to be relevant if it relates to function 050
(national defense).

"(2) On or after the third calendar day (excluding Saturdays,
Sundays, and legal holidays) beginning after a joint resolution is
placed on the Senate calendar, notwithstanding any rule or precedent of the Senate, including Rule XXII of the Standing Rules of the

Senate, it is in order (even though a previous motion to the same
effect has been disagreed to) for any Member of the Senate to move
to proceed to the consideration of the joint resolution. The motion is

not in order after the eighth calendar day (excluding Saturdays,

Sundays, and legal holidays) beginning after such joint resolution is

placed on the appropriate calendar. The motion is not debatable.
The joint resolution is privileged in the Senate. A motion to reconsider the vote by which the motion is agreed to or disagreed to
shall not be in order. If a motion to proceed to the consideration of

the joint resolution is agreed to, the Senate shall immediately
proceed to consideration of the joint resolution without intervening

motion, order, or other business, and the joint resolution shall
remain the unfinished business of the Senate until disposed of.

"(gXl) In the Senate, debate on a joint resolution introduced under
subsection (d), amendments thereto, and all debatable motions and
appeals in connection therewith shall be limited to not more than 10
hours, which shall be divided equally between the majority leader
and the minority leader (or their designees).
"(2) A motion to po8tpone, or a motion to proceed to the consideration of other business is not in order., A motion to reconsider the
vote by which the joint resolution is agreed to or disagreed to is not
in order. In the Senate, a motion to recommit the joint resolution is
not in order.

"(hXl) No amendment that is not germane or relevant to the

provisions of the joint resolution or to the order issued under section
254 shall be in order in the Senate. For purposes of this paragraph,

an amendment shall be considered to be relevant if it relates to

function 050 (national defense). In the Senate, an amendment, any
amendment to an anendment, or any debatable motion or appeal is
debatable for not to exceed 30 minutes to be equally divided be-

tween, and controlled by, the mover and the majority leader (or
their designees), except that in the event that the majority leader
favors the amendment, motion, or appeal, the minority leader (or
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the minority leader's designee) shall control the time in opposition
to the amendment, motion, or appeal.
"(2) In the Senate, an amendment that is otherwise in order shall

be in order notwithstanding the fact that it amends the joint
resolution in more than one place or amends language previously
amended, so long as the amendment makes or maintains mathe-

matical consistency. It shall not be in order in the Senate to vote on
the question of agreeing to such a joint resolution or any amend-

ment thereto unless the figures then contained in such joint

resolution or amendment are mathematically consistent.
"(3) It shall not be in order in the Senate to consider any amendment to any joint resolution introduced under subsection (d) or any
conference report thereon if such amendment or conference report

would have the effect of decreasing any specific budget outlay
reductions below the level of such outlay reductions provided in
such joint resolution unless such amendment or conference report
makes a reduction in other specific budget outlays at least equiva-

lent to any increase in outlays provided by such amendment or

conference report.
"(4) For purposes of the application of paragraph (3), the level of
outlays and specific budget outlay reductions provided in an amend-

ment shall be determined on the basis of estimates made by the

Committee on the Budget of the Senate.
"(i) Immediately following the conclusion of the debate on a joint
resolution introduced under subsection (d), a single quorum call at

the conclusion of the debate if requested in accordance with the

rules of the Senate, and the disposition of any pending amendments
under subsection (h), the vote on final passage of the joint resolution
shall occur.
"(j) Appeals from the decisions of the Chair relating to the applica-

tion of the rules of the Senate to the procedure relating to a joint
resolution described in subsection (d) shall be decided without
debate.

"(k) In the Senate, points of order under titles III and IV of the
Congressional Budget Act of 1974 (including points of order under
sections 302(c), 303(a), 306, and 401(bXl)) are applicable to a con-

ference report on the joint resolution or any amendments in dis-

agreement thereto.
"(1) If, before the passage by the Senate of a joint resolution of the
Senate introduced under subsection (d), the Senate receives from the
House of Representatives a joint resolution introduced under subsection (d), then the following procedures shall apply:
"(1) The joint resolution of the House of Representatives shall
not be referred to a committee.

"(2) With respect to a joint resolution introduced under

subsection (d) in the Senate—

"(A) the procedure in the Senate shall be the same as if
no joint resolution had been received from the House; but

"(BXi) the vote on final passage shall be on the joint

resolution of the House if it is identical to the joint resolution then pending for passage in the Senate; or
"(ii) if the joint resolution from the House is not identical

to the joint resolution then pending for passage in the

Senate and the Senate then passes the Senate joint resolu-

tion, the Senate shall be considered to have passed the

House joint resolution as amended by the text of the Senate
joint resolution.
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"(3) Upon disposition of the joint resolution received from the
House, it shall no longer be in order to consider the joint resolution
oriinated in the Senate.
'(m) If the Senate receives from the House of Representatives a
joint resolution introduced under subsection (d) after the Senate has
disposed of a Senate originated joint resolution which is identical to

the House passed joint resolution, the action of the Senate with
regard to the disposition of the Senate originated joint resolution
shall be deemed to be the action of the Senate with regard to the

House originated joint resolution. If it is not identical to the House
passed joint resolution, then the Senate shall be considered to have
passed the joint resolution of the House as amended by the text of
the Senate joint resolution.
2 USC 907d.

"SEC. 258C. SPECIAL RECONCILIATION PROCESS.

"(a) REPORTING OF RESOLuTIONs AND RECONCILIATION BILLS AND
RESOLuTIONs, IN THE SENATE.—
"(1) COMMIVFEE ALTERNATIVES TO PRESIDENTIAL ORDER.—After

the submission of an 0MB sequestration update report under
section 254 that envisions a sequestration under section 252 or
253, each standing committee of the Senate may, not later than
October 10, submit to the Committee on the Budget of the
Senate information of the type described in section 30 1(d) of the
Congressional Budget Act of 1974 with respect to alternatives to
the order envisioned by such report insofar as such order affects
laws within the jurisdiction of the committee.

"(2) INITIAL BUDGET COMMITTEE ACTION—After the submission

of such a report, the Committee on the Budget of the Senate
may, not later than October 15, report to the Senate a resolution. The resolution may affirm the impact of the order envisioned by such report, in whole or in part. To the extent that
any part is not affirmed, the resolution shall state which parts

are not affirmed and shall contain instructions to committees of

the Senate of the type referred to in section 310(a) of the

Congressional Budget Act of 1974, sufficient to achieve at least
the total level of deficit reduction contained in those sections
which are not affirmed.
'(3) RESPONSE OF COMMI'rFEEs.—Committees instructed pursu-

ant to paragraph (2), or affected thereby, shall submit their
responses to the Budget Committee no later than 10 days after
the resolution referred to in paragraph (2) is agreed to, except
that if only one such Committee is so instructed such Commit
tee shall, by the same date, report to the Senate a reconciliation
bill or reconciliation resolution containing its recommendations
in response to such instructions. A committee shall be considered to have complied with all instructions to it pursuant to a
resolution adopted under paragraph (2) if it has made recommendations with respect to matters within its jurisdiction
which would result in a reduction in the deficit at least equal to
the total reduction directed by such instructions.
"(4) BuDGET COMMITTEE ACTION.—UpOn receipt of the rec-

ommendations received in response to a resolution referred to

in paragraph (2), the Budget Committee shall report to the

Senate a reconciliation bill or reconciliation resolution, or both,
carrying out all such recommendations without any substantive
revisions. In the event that a committee instructed in a resolu-

tion referred to in paragraph (2) fails to submit any rec-
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ommendation (or, when only one committee is instructed, fails
to report a reconciliation bill or resolution) in response to such

instructions, the Budget Committee shall include in the rec-

onciliation bill or reconciliation resolution reported pursuant to
this subparagraph legislative language within the jurisdiction of
the noncomplying committee to achieve the amount of deficit
reduction directed in such instructions.
"(5) POINT OF ORDER.—It shall not be in order in the Senate to

consider any reconciliation bill or reconciliation resolution reported under paragraph (4) with respect to a fiscal year, any
amendment thereto, or any conference report thereon if—
"(A) the enactment of such bill or resolution as reported;
"(B) the adoption and enactment of such amendment; or
"(C) the enactment of such bill or resolution in the form
recommended in such conference report,
would cause the amount of the deficit for such fiscal year to
exceed the maximum deficit amount for such fiscal year, unless
the low-growth report submitted under section 254 projects
negative real economic growth for such fiscal year, or for each
of any two consecutive quarters during such fiscal year.
"(6) TREATMENT OF CERTAIN AMENDMENT5.—In the Senate, an

amendment which adds to a resolution reported under
paragraph (2) an instruction of the type referred to in such
paragraph shall be in order during the consideration of such

resolution if such amendment would be in order but for the fact
that it would be held to be non-germane on the basis that the
instruction constitutes new matter.
"(7) DEFINITION.—FOr purposes of paragraphs (1), (2), and (3),

the term "day" shall mean any calendar day on which the
Senate is in session.
"(b) PROCEDUREs.—

"(1) IN GENERAL.—Except as provided in paragraph (2), in the

Senate the provisions of sections 305 and 310 of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 for the consideration of concurrent
resolutions on the budget and conference reports thereon shall
also apply to the consideration of resolutions, and reconciliation
bills and reconciliation resolutions reported under this paragraph and conference reports thereon.
"(2) LIMIT ON DEBAIt.—Debate in the Senate on any resolution reported pursuant to subsection (aX2), and all amendments
thereto and debatable motions and appeals in connection therewith, shall be limited to 10 hours.
"(3) LIMITATION ON AMENDMENTS.—Section 310(dX2) of the

Congressional Budget Act shall apply to reconciliation bills and
reconciliation resolutions reported under this subsection.
"(4) Bnis AND RESOLUTIONs RkCEIVED FROM THE HOU5E.—Afly

bill or resolution received in the Senate from the House, which
is a companion to a reconciliation bill or reconciliation resolution of the Senate for the purposes of this subsection, shall be

considered in the Senate pursuant to the provisions of this

subsection.
"(5) DEnNFFI0N.—For purposes of this subsection, the term

'resolution' means a simple, joint, or concurrent resolution.".
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PART 11—RELATED AMENDMENTS
SEC. 13111. TEMPORARY AMENDMENTS TO THE CONGRESSIONAL BIJDGET

AC OF 1974.

Title VT of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 is amended to

read as follows:

"TITLE VI—BUDGET AGREEMENT
ENFORCEMENT PROVISIONS
2 USC 665.

SEC. 601. DEFINITIONS AND POINT OF ORDER.

"(a) DEFINITIONS—AS used in this title and for purposes of the
Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985:
"(1) MAXIMUM DEFICIT our.—The term 'maximum deficit
amount' means—
"(A) with respect to fiscal year 1991, $327,000,000,000;

"(B) with respect to fiscal year 1992, $317,000,000,000;
"(C) with respect to fiscal year 1993, $236,000,000,000;

"U)) with respect to fiscal year 1994, $102,000,000,000; and

"(E) with respect to fiscal year 1995, $83,000,000,000;

as adjusted in strict conformance with sections 251, 252, and 253
of the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of
1985.

"(2) DISCRETIONARY SIPENDING uMrr.—The term 'discretionary

spending limit' means—
"(A) with respect to fiscal year 1991—
"(i) for the defense category: $288,918,000,000 in new
budget authority and $297,660,000,000 in outlays;
"(ii) for the inthrnational category: $20,100,000,000 in
new budget authority and $18,600,000,000 in outlays;
and
"(üi) for the domestic category: $182,700,000,000 in
new budget authority and $198,100,000,000 in outlays;
"(B) with respect to fiscal year 1992—
"(i) for the defense category: $291,643,000,000 in new
budget authority and $295,744,000,000 in outlays;
"(ii) for the international category: $20,500,000,000 in
new budget authority and $19,100,000,000 in outlays;
and
"(iii) for the domestic category: $191,300,000,000 in
new budget authority and $210,100,000,000 in outlays;
"(C) with respect to fiscal year 1993—
"(i) for the defense category: $291,785,000,000 in new
budget authority and $292,686,000,000 in outlays;
"(ii) for the international category: $21,400,000,000 in
new budget authority and $19,600,000,000 in outlays;
and
"(iii) for the domestic category: $198,300,000,000 in
new budget authority and $221,700,000,000 in outlays;
"U)) with respect to fiscal year 1994, for the discretionary

category: $510,800,000,000 in new budget authority and
$534,800,000,000 in outlays; and

"(E) with respect to fiscal year 1995, for the di2cretionary

category: $517,700,000,000 in new budget authority and
$540,800,000,000 in outlays;
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as adjusted in strict conformance with section 251 of the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985.
"(b) Poxr OF ORDER IN THE SENATE ON AGGREGATE ALLOCATIONS
FOR DEFENSE, INTERNATIONAL, AND DOMESTIC DISCRETIONARY SPENDING.—

"(1) Except as provided in paragraph (3), it shall not be in

order in the Senate to consider any concurrent resolution on the
budget for fiscal year 1992, 1993, 1994, or 1995 (or amendment,

motion, or conference report on such a resolution), or any
appropriations bill or resolution (or amendment, motion, or

conference report on such an appropriations bill or resolution)
for fiscal year 1992 or 1993 that would exceed the allocations in

this section or the suballocations made under section 602(b)

based on these allocations.
"(3) For purposes of this subsection, the levels of new budget

authority and outlays for a fiscal year shall be determined on
the basis of estimates made by the Committee on the Budget of
the Senate.
"(4) This subsection shall not apply if a declaration of war by

the Congress is in effect or if a joint resolution pursuant to
section 258 of the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit
Control Act of 1985 has been enacted.
"SEC. 602. COMMITTEE ALLOCATIONS AND ENFORCEMENT.

"(a) COMMITFEE SPENDING Au.0CATION5.—
"(1) HousE OF REPRESENTATIVES.—
"(A) ALLOCATION AMONG COMMITrEES.—The joint explana-

tory statement accompanying a conference report on a

budget resolution shall include allocations, consistent with
the resolution recommended in the conference report, of
the appropriate levels (for each fiscal year covered by that
resolution and a total for all such years) of—
"(i) total new budget authority,
"(ii) total entitlement authority, and
"(iii) total outlays;

among each committee of the House of Representatives
that has jurisdiction over legislation providing or creating
such amounts.

"(B) No DOUBLE COUNTING.—Any item allocated to one

committee of the House of Representatives may not be
allocated to another such committee.

"(C) FURTHER DIVISION OF AMOUNTS.—The amounts allo-

cated to each committee for each fiscal year, other than the
Committee on Appropriations, shall be further divided between amounts provided or required by law on the date of

filing of that conference report and amounts not so provided or required. The amounts allocated to the Committee

on Appropriations for each fiscal year shall be further
divided between discretionary and mandatory amounts or
programs, as appropriate.

"(2) SENATE AlLOCATION AMONG COMMITFEES.—The joint

explanatory statement accompanying a conference report on a
budget resolution shall include an allocation, consistent with
the resolution recommended in the conference report, of the
appropriate levels of—
"(A) total new budget authority;
"(B) total outlays; and
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"(C) social security outlays;

among each committee of the Senate that has jurisdiction over
legislation providing or creating such amounts.
"(3) AMOUWIS NOT ALLOCATED.—(A) In the House of Representatives, if a committee receives no allocation of new budget

authority, entitlement authority, or outlays, that committee

shall be deemed to have received an allocation equal to zero for
new budget authority, entitlement authority, or outlays.
"(B) In the Senate, if a committee receives no allocation of
new budget authority, outlays, or social security outlays, that
committee shall be deemed to have received an allocation equal
to zero for new budget authority, outlays, or social security
outlays.
"(b) SUBALLOCATIONS BY COMMITFEES,—

"(1) SUBALLOCATIONS BY APPROPRIATIONS COMMITTEES—AS

soon as practicable after a budget resolution is agreed to, the
Committee on Appropriations of each House (after consulting
with the Committee on Appropriations of the other House) shall
suballocate each amount allocated to it for the budget year
under subsection (aX1XA) or (aX2) among its subcommittees.
Each Committee on Appropriations shall promptly report to its
House suballocations made or revised under this paragraph.
"(2) SUBALLOCATION5 BY OTHER COMMITFEES OF THE sENATE.—

Each other committee of the Senate to which an allocation

under subsection (aX2) is made in the joint explanatory statement may subdivide each amount allocated to it under subsection (a) among its subcommittees or among programs over
which it has jurisdiction and shall promptly report any such
suballocations to the Senate. Section 302(c) shall not apply in
the Senate to committees other than the Committee on Appropriations.
"(c) APPLICATION OF SECTION 302(f) To THIS SECnON.—In fi8cal

years through 1995, reference in section 302(f) to the appropriate
allocation made pursuant to section 302(b) for a fiscal year shall, for
purposes of this section, be deemed to be a reference to any allocation made under subsection (a) or any suballocation made under
subsection (b), as applicable, for the fiscal year of the resolution or

for the total of all fiscal years made by the joint explanatory
statement accompanying the applicable concurrent resolution on
the budget. In the House of Representatives, the preceding sentence

shall not apply with respect to fiscal year 1991.
"(d) APPLICATION OF SUBSEcTIONs (a) AND (b) To Fisc YFits 1992
TO l.995.—In the case of concurrent resolutions on the budget for
fical years 1992 through 1995, allocations shall be made under
subsection (a) instead of 8ection 302(a) and shall be made under
subsection (b) instead of section 302(b). For those fiscal years, all
references in sections 302(c), (d), (e), (f), and (g) to section 302(a) shall
be deemed to be to subsection (a) (including revisions made under
section 604) and all such references to section 302(b) shall be deemed
to be to subsection (b)(including revisions made under section 604).".
"(e) PAY-AS-YOU-GO EXCEPTION IN THE HOUSE—Section 302(fXl)

and, after April 15 of any calendar year section 303(a), shall not
apply to any bill, joint resolution, amendment thereto, or conference
report thereon if, for each fiscal year covered by the most recently
agreed to concurrent resolution on the budget—

"(1) the enactment of such bill or resolution as reported;
"(2) the adoption and enactment of such amendment; or
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"(3) the enactment of such bill or resolution in the form

recommended in such conference report,

would not increase the deficit for any such fiscal year, and, if the
sum of any revenue increases provided in legislation already enacted during the current session (when added to revenue increases,
if any, in excess of any outlay increase provided by the legislation
proposed for consideration) is at least as great as the sum of the
amount, if any, by which the aggregate level of Federal revenues
should be increased as set forth in that concurrent resolution and
the amount, if any, by which revenues are to be increased pursuant
to pay-as-you-go procedures under section 301(b)(8) if included in
that concurrent resolution.
"(2) REVISED ALLOCATIONs.—

"(A) As soon as practicable after Congress agrees to a bill
or joint resolution that would have been subject to a point
of order under section 302(0(1) but for the exception provided in paragraph (1), the chairman of the Committee on
the Budget of the House of Representatives may file with
the House appropriately revised allocations under section
302(a) and revised functional levels and budget aggregates
to reflect that bill.
"(B) such revised allocations, functional levels, and
budget aggregates shall be considered for the purposes of
this Act as allocations, functional levels, and budget aggregates contained in the most recently agreed to concurrent
resolution on the budget.
"SEC. 603. CONSIDERATION OF LEGISLATION BEFORE ADOPTION OF 2 Usc 665b.
BUDGET RESOLUTION FOR THAT FISCAL YEAR.

"(a) ADJUSTING SECTION ALLOCATION OF DISCRETIONARY SPEND-

ING.—If a concurrent resolution on the budget is not adopted by

April 15, the chairman of the Committee on the Budget of the House
of Representatives shall submit to the House, as soon as practicable,

a section 602(a) allocation to the Committee on Appropriations
consistent with the discretionary spending limits contained in the

most recent budget submitted by the President under section 1105(a)
of title 31, United States Code. Such allocation shall include the full
allowance specified under section 251(bX2XE)(i) of the Balanced
Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985.

"(b) As soon as practicable after a section 602(a) allocation is
submitted under this section, the Committee on Appropriations
shall make suballocations and promptly report those suballocations
to the House of Representatives.

"SEC. 604. RECONCILIATION DIRECFIVES REGARDING PAY-AS-YOU-GO
REQUIREMENTS.

"(a) INSTRUCTIONS TO EFFECTUATE PAY-As-YOU-GO IN THE HOUSE

OF REPRESENTATIVES.—If legislation providing for a net reduction in

revenues in any fiscal year (that, within the same measure, is not
fully offset in that fiscal year by reductions in direct spending) is
enacted, the Committee on the Budget of the House of Representatives may report, within 15 legislative days during a Congress, a
pay-as-you-go reconciliation directive in the form of a concurrent
resolution—
"(1) specifying the total amount by which revenues sufficient

to eliminate the net deficit increase resulting from that legislation in each fiscal year are to be changed; and

2 USC 665c.
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"(2) directing that the committees having jurisdiction determine and recommend changes in the revenue law, bills, and
resolutions to accomplish a change of such total amount.

"(b) CONSIDERATION OF PAY-As-YOU-GO RECONCILIATION LEGIs1-

TION IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.—In the House of Representatives, subsections (b) through (d) of section 310 shall apply in
the same manner as if the reconciliation directive described in

subsection (a) were a concurrent resolution on the budget.
2 USC 665d.

"SEC. 605. APPLICATION OF SECTION 311; POINT OF ORDER.

"(a) APPLICATION OF SECTION 311(a).—(1) In the House of Representatives, in the application of section 311(aXl) to any bill, resolution, amendment, or conference report, reference in section 311 to

the appropriate level of total budget authority or total budget

outlays or appropriate level of total revenues set forth in the most
recently agreed to concurrent resolution on the budget for a fiscal
year shall be deemed to be a reference to the appropriate level for
that fiscal year and to the total of the appropriate level for that year
and the 4 succeeding years.
"(2)In the Senate, in the application of section 311(aX2) to any bill,
resolution, motion, or conference report, reference in section 311 to
the appropriate level of total revenues set forth in the most recently
agreed to concurrent resolution on the budget for a fiscal year shall

be deemed to be a reference to the appropriate level for that fiscal
year and to the total of the appropriate levels for that year and the 4
succeeding years.

"(b) MAXIMUM DEFICIT AMOUNT POINT OF ORDER IN THE SENATE.—

After Congress has completed action on a concurrent resolution on
the budget, it shall not be in order in the Senate to consider any bill,
resolution, amendment, motion, or conference report that would
result in a deficit for the first fiscal year covered by that resolution
that exceeds the maximum deficit amount specified for such fiscal
year in section 601(a).
2 USC 665e.

"SEC. 606. 5.YEAR BUDGET RESOLUTIONS; BUDGET RESOLUTIONS MUST

CONFORM TO BALANCED BUDGET AND EMERGENCY DEFICIT
CONTROL ACT OF 1985.

"(a) 5-YEAR BUDGET RE5OLUTION5.—In the case of any concurrent
resolution on the budget for fiscal year 1992, 1993, 1994, or 1995,
that resolution shall set forth appropriate levels for the fiscal year
beginning on October 1 of the calendar year in which it is reported
and for each of the 4 succeeding fiscal years for the matters de-

scribed in section 301(a).

"(b) POINT OF ORDER IN TEE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIvES.—It shall

not be in order in the House of Representatives to consider any

concurrent resolution on the budget for a fiscal year or conference
report thereon under section 301 or 304 that exceeds the maximum
deficit amount for each fiscal year covered by the concurrent resolution or conference report as determined under section 601(a), including possible revisions under part C of the Balanced Budget and

Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985.
"(c) POINT OF ORDER IN TEE SENATE—It shall not be in order in
the Senate to consider any concurrent resolution on the budget for a
fiscal year under section 301, or to consider any amendment to such
a concurrent resolution, or to consider a conference report on such a
concurrent resolution, if the level of total budget outlays for the first

fiscal year that is set forth in such concurrent resolution or con-
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ference report exceeds the recommended level of Federal revenues

set forth for that year by an amount that is greater than the

maximum deficit amount for such fiscal year as determined under
section 60 1(a), or if the adoption of such amendment would result in
a level of total budget outlays for that fiscal year which exceeds the
recommended level of Federal revenues for that fiscal year, by an
amount that is greater than the maximum deficit amount for such
fiscal years as determined under section 601(a).
"(d) ADJusTMENTS.—(1) Notwithstanding any other provision of
law, concurrent resolutions on the budget for fiscal years 1992, 1993,
1994, and 1995 under section 301 or 304 may set forth levels consistent with allocations increased by—
"(A) amounts not to exceed the budget authority amounts in
section 251(bX2XEXi) and (ii) of the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985 and the composite outlays per
category consistent with them; and

"(B) the budget authority and outlay amounts in section

251(bXl) of that Act.

"(2) For purposes of congressional consideration of provisions

described in sections 251(bX2XA), 251(bX2XB), 251(bX2XC),
251(bX2XD), and 252(e), determinations under sections 302, 303, and

311 shall not take into account any new budget authority, new
entitlement authority, outlays, receipts, or deficit effects in any
fiscal year of those provisions.

"SEC. 607. EFFECTIVE DATE.

2 USC 665 note.

This title shall take effect upon its date of enactment and shall

apply to fiscal years 1991 to 1995.".

SEC. 13112. CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.

(a) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS TO THE CONGRESSIONAL BuDcpr AND
IMPOUNDMENT CONTROL Acr OF 1974.—

(1) TABLE OF CON'rEN'rS.—Section 1(b) of the Congressional

Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974 is amended to
reflect the new section numbers and headings resulting from
amendments made by this title.
(2) SECTION 3.—Section 3 of such Act is amended—

(A) by striking paragraphs (6), (7), and (8) and inserting

the following:

"(6) The term 'deficit' means, with respect to a fiscal year, the

amount by which outlays exceeds receipts during that year.
"(7) The term 'surplus' means, with respect to a fiscal year,

the amount by which receipts exceeds outlays during that year.
"(8) The term 'government-sponsored enterprise' means a
corporate entity created by a law of the United States that—
"(AXi) has a Federal charter authorized by law;
"(ii) is privately owned, as evidenced by capital stock owned
by private entities or individuals;
"(iii) is under the direction of a board of directors, a majority
of which is elected by private owners;
"(iv) is a financial institution with power to—
"(I) make loans or loan guarantees for limited purposes

such as to provide credit for specific borrowers or one
sector; and

"(II) raise funds by borrowing (which does not carry the

full faith and credit of the Federal Government) or to
guarantee the debt of others in unlimited amounts; and

2 USC 622.
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"(BXi) does not exercise powers that are reserved to the

Government as sovereign (such as the power to tax or to regulate interstate commerce);

"(ii) does not have the power to commit the Government
financially (but it may be a recipient of a loan guarantee

commitment made by the Government); and
"(iii) has employees whose salaries and expenses are paid by
the enterprise and are not Federal employees subject to title 5
of the United States Code.".
2 USC 602.
2 USC 631.

2 USC 632.

(3) SECTION 202.—SeCtion 202(aXl) and the second sentence of
202(0(1) of such Act are amended by striking "budget authority"

and inserting "new budget authority".
(4) SECTION 300.—Section 300 of such Act is amended by
striking "First Monday after January 3" and by inserting "First
Monday in February".
(5) SECTION 301(d).—Section 301(d) of such Act is amended by
striking "On or before February 25 of each year" and inserting
"Within 6 weeks after the President submits a budget under
section 1105(a) of title 31, United States Code".

2 USC 633.

(6) SECTION 302(a).—SeCtion 302(aX2) of such Act is amended

by striking "the House of Representatives and".

(7) SECTION 302(0.—Section 302(0(2) of such Act is amended—
(A) by inserting after "in excess of" the following: "(A)";

(B) by striking "under subsection (b)" and inserting
"under subsection (a), or (B) the appropriate allocation (if
anr) of such outlays or authority reported under subsection
(b)';and

(C) by inserting at the end the following:

"Subparagraph (A) shall not apply to any bill, resolution,
amendment, motion, or conference report that is within the
2 USC 635.
2 USC 641.

2 USC 642.

jurisdiction of the Committee on Appropriations.".
(8) SCTION 304.—Section 304 of such Act is amended b
striking subsection (b)and by striking "(c)" and inserting"(b)'.
(9) SECTION 310(g).—Section 310(g) of such Act is amended by
striking "resolution pursuant" and inserting "joint resolution
pursuant" and by striking "254(b)" and inserting "258C".
(10) SECTION 311(a).—Section 311(a) of such Act is amended by
striking "or, in the Senate" and all that follows thereafter

through "paragraph (2) of such subsection" and inserting

2 USC 621 note.

"except in the case that a declaration of war by the Congress is
in effect".
(11) SECTION 904(a).—-SeCtion 904(a) of such Act is amended by
striking "and" after "III", by inserting ", V, and VI (except
section 601(a))" after "IV", and by striking "606,".

(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENT TO THE BALANCED BUDGET AND
EMERGENCY DEFICIT CONTROL ACT OF 1985.—Subsection (b) of section
2 USC 900 note.

275 of the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of
1985 is amended to read as follows:
"(b) EXPIRATION.—Part C of this title, section 271(b) of this Act,
and sections 1105(f) and 1106(c) of title 31, United States Code, shall
expire September 30, 1995.".

(c) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS TO SECTION 1105 OF TFFLE 31,

UNITED STATES CODE.—

(1) SECTION i105(a).—SeCtion 1105(a) of title 31, United States

Code, is amended by striking "On or before the first Monday
after January 3 of each year (or on or before February 5 in
1986)" and by inserting "On or after the first Monday in
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January but not later than the first Monday in February of
each year"

(2) SECTION 1105(0.—Section 1105(0 of title 31, United States
Code, is amended to read as follows:
"(0 The budget transmitted pursuant to subsection (a) for a fiscal

year shall be prepared in a manner consistent with the requirements of the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of
1985 that apply to that and subsequent fiscal years.".
(d) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS TO THE Rurs OF THE HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES.—

(1) CROSS-REFERENCE.—ClauSe 1(e)(2) of rule X of the Rules of

the House of Representatives is amended by striking "(aX4)".

(2) CROSS-REFERENCE.---ClauSe 1(eX2) of rule X of Rules of the

House of Representatives is amended by striking "Act, and any
resolution pursuant to section 254(b) of the Balanced Budget

and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985" and inserting

"Act".
(3) JURISDIcTION.—Clause 1(j) of rule X of the Rules of the
House of Representatives is amended by inserting after paragraph (6) the following new paragraph:
"(7) Measures providing exemption from reduction under any

order issued under part C of the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985.".
(4) Au.0cATION5.—Clause 4(h) of rule X of the Rules of the

House of Representatives is amended by inserting "or section
602 (in the case of fiscal years 1991 through 1995)" after "section
302".

(5) MULTIYEAR REVENUE ESTIMATES.—Clause 7(aXl) of rule XIII

of the Rules of the House of Representatives is amended by
striking ", except that, in the case of measures affecting the

revenues, such reports shall require only an estimate of the gain
or loss in revenues for a one-year period".
(e) CONFORMING AMENDMENT TO THE FUU. EMPLOYMENT AND
BALANCED GROWTH Acr OF 1978.—Section 103(a) of the Full Employ-

ment and Balanced Growth Act of 1978 (15 U.S.C. 1022(a) is amend-

ed by striking "transmit to the Congress during the first twenty
days of each regular session" and inserting "annually transmit to
the Congress not later than 10 days after the submission of the
budget under section 1 1O5(a) of title 31, United States Code".
(0 FILING REQUIREMENT.—After the convening of the One Hun-

dred Second Congress, the chairman of the Committee on the

Budget of the Senate shall file with the Senate revised and outyear
budget aggregates and allocations under section 602(a) consistent
with this Act.

Subtitle B—Permanent Amendments to the
Congressional Budget and Impoundment
Control Act of 1974
SEC. 13201. CREDIT ACCOUNTING.

(a) CREDIT Acc0UNTING.—Title V of the Congressional Budget Act
of 1974 is amended to read as follows:
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"TITLE V—CREDIT REFORM
1990.
2 USC 621

note.

"SEC. 500. SHORT TITLE.

"This title may be èited as the 'Federal Credit Re1orm Act of
1990'.
2 USC 661.

"SEC. 501. PURPOSES.

"The purposes of this title are to—

"(1) measure more accurately the costs of Federal credit

programs;

"(2) place the cost of credit programs on a budgetary basis

equivalent to other Federal spending;

"(3) encourage the delivery of benefits in the form most

appropriate to the needs of beneficiaries; and

'(4) improve the allocation of resources among credit pro-

grams and between credit and other spending programs.
2 USC 661a.

"SEC. 502. DEFINITIONS.

"For purposes of this title—
"(1) The term 'direct loan' means a disbursement of funds by

the Government to a non-Federal borrower under a contract
that requires the repayment of such funds with or without
interest. The term includes the purchase of, or participation in,
a loan made by another lender. The term does not include the
acquisition of a federally guaranteed loan in satisfaction of
default claims or the price support loans of the Commodity
Credit Corporation.
"(2) The term 'direct loan obligation' means a binding agreement by a Federal agency to make a direct loan when specified
conditions are fulfilled by the borrower.

"(3) The term 'loan guarantee' means any guarantee, insurance, or other pledge with respect to the payment of all or a
part of the principal or interest on any debt obligation of a nonFederal borrower to a non-Federal lender, but does not include

the insurance of deposits, shares, or other withdrawable ac-

counts in financial institutions.
"(4) The term 'loan guarantee commitment' means a binding
agreement by a Federal agency to make a loan guarantee when
specified conditions are fulfilled by the borrower, the lender, or
any other party to the guarantee agreement.
"(5XA) The term 'cost' means the estimated long-term cost to
the Government of a direct loan or loan guarantee, calculated
on a net present value basis, excluding administrative costs and
any incidental effects on governmental receipts or outlays.
"(B) The cost of a direct loan shall be the net present value, at
the time when the direct loan is disbursed, of the following cash
flows:

"(i) loan disbursements;
"(ii) repayments of principal; and

"(iii) payments of interest and other payments by or to
the Government over the life of the loan after adjusting for
estimated defaults, prepayments, fees, penalties and other
recoveries.

"(C) The cost of a loan guarantee shall be the net present
value when a guaranteed loan is disbursed of the cash flow
from—
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"(i) estimated payments by tie Government to cover
defaults and delinquencies, interest subsidies, or other payments, and
"(ii) the estimated payments to the Government including origination and other fees, penalties and recoveries.
"(D) Any Government action that alters the estimated net
present value of an outstanding direct loan or loan guarantee
(except modifications within the terms of existing contracts or
through other existing authorities) shall be counted as a change
in the cost of that direct loan or loan guarantee. The calculation
of such changes shall be based on the estimated present value of
the direct loan or loan guarantee at the time of modification.
"(E) In estimating net present values, the discount rate shall
be the average interest rate on marketable Treasury securities
of similar maturity to the direct loan or loan guarantee for
which the estimate is being made.
"(6) The term 'credit program account' means the budget

account into which an appropriation to cover the cost of a direct
loan or loan guarantee program is made and from which such
cost is disbursed to the financing account.
'(7) The term 'financing account' means the non-budget account or accounts associated with each credit program account
which holds balances, receives the cost payment from the credit
program account, and also includes all other cash flows to and
from the Government resulting from direct loan obligations or
loan guarantee commitments made on or after October 1, 1991.
"(8) The term 'liquidating account' means the budget account
that includes all cash flows to and from the Government resulting from direct loan obligations or loan guarantee commitments
made prior to October 1, 1991.

These accounts shall be shown in the budget on a cash basis.
"(9) The term 'Director' means the Director of the Office of
Management and Budget.
"SEC. 503. 0MB AND CBO ANALYSIS, COORDINATION, AND REVIEW.

"(a) IN GENERAL.—FOr the executive branch, the Director shall be

responsible for coordinating the estimates required by this title. The
Director shall consult with the agencies that administer direct loan
or loan guarantee programs.
"(b) DELEGATION.—The Director may delegate to agencies authority to make estimates of costs. The delegation of authority shall be
based upon written guidelines, regulations, or criteria consistent
with the definitions in this title.
"(c) COORDINATION WITH THE CoNGRESsIONAL Buix-r OFFICE.—In
developing estimation guidelines, regulations, or criteria to be used
by Federal agencies, the Director shall consult with the Director of
the Congressional Budget Office.
"(d) IMPROVING CosT E5TIMATES.—The Director and the Director
of the Congressional Budget Office shall coordinate the development
of more accurate data on historical performance of direct loan and
loan guarantee programs. They shall annually review the performance of outstanding direct loans and loan guarantees to improve
estimates of costs. The Office of Management and Budget and the
Congressional Budget Office shall have access to all agency data
that may facilitate the development and improvement of estimates
of costs.

2 USC 661b.
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"(e) HISTORICAL CREDIT PROGRAM CosTs.—The Director shall

review, to the extent possible, historical data and develop the best
possible estimates of adjustments that would convert aggregate
historical budget data to credit reform accounting.

"U) ADMINISTRATIVE Cosrs.—The Director and the Director of the

Congressional Budget Office shall each analyze and report to Congress on differences in long-term administrative costs for credit
programs versus grant programs by January 31, 1992. Their reports

shall recommend to Congress any changes, if necessary, in the
treatment of administrative costs under credit reform accounting.
2 USC 661c.

"SEC. 504. BUDGETARY TREATMENT.

"(a) PRESIDENT'S Buixr.—Beginning with fiscal year 1992, the

President's budget shall reflect the costs of direct loan and loan
guarantee programs. The budget shall also include the planned level
of new direct loan obligations or loan guarantee commitments associated with each appropriations request.
"(b)

APPROPRIATIONS REQuIRED.—Notwithstanding any other

provision of law, new direct loan obligations may be incurred and
new loan guarantee commitments may be made for fiscal year 1992
and thereafter only to the extent that—
"(1) appropriations of budget authority to cover their costs are
made in advance;

"(2) a limitation on the use of funds otherwise available for
the cost of a direct loan or loan guarantee program is enacted;
or

"(3) authority is otherwise provided in appropriation Acts.

"(c) EXEMPTION FOR MANDATORY PROGRAM5.—Subsection (b) shall

not apply to a direct loan or loan guarantee program that—

"(1) constitutes an entitlement (such as the guaranteed student loan program or the veterans' home loan guaranty program); or

"(2) all existing credit programs of the Commodity Credit

Corporation on the date of enactment of this title.
"(d) Buixr ACCOUNTING.—

"(1) The authority to incur new direct loan obligations, make
new loan guarantee commitments, or directly or indirectly alter
the costs of outstanding direct loans and loan guarantees shall
constitute new budget authority in an amount equal to the cost
of the direct loan or loan guarantee in the fiscal year in which
definite authority becomes available or indefinite authority is
used. Such budget authority shall constitute an obligation of the
credit program account to pay to the financing account.
"(2) The outlays resulting from new budget authority for the
cost of direct loans or loan guarantees described in paragraph

(1) shall be paid from the credit program account into the

financing account and recorded in the fiscal year in which the

direct loan or the guaranteed loan is disbursed or its costs

altered.
"(3) All collections and payments of the financing accounts
shall be a means of financing.
"(e) MODIFICATIONS.—A direct loan obligation or loan guarantee

commitment shall not be modified in a manner that increases its
cost unless budget authority for the additional cost is appropriated,
or is available out of existing appropriations or from other bu'.getary resources.
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"U) REESTIMATES.—When the estimated cost for a group of direct
loans or loan guarantees for a given credit program made in a single

fiscal year is reestimated in a subsequent year, the difference
between the reestimated cost and the previous cost estimate shall be
displayed as a distinct and separately identified subaccount in the
credit program account as a change in progran costs and a change

in net interest. There is hereby provided permanent indefinite
authority for these reestimates.

"(g) ADMINISTRATIVE EXPEN5ES.—All funding for an agency's
administration of a direct loan or loan guarantee progran shall be
displayed as distinct and separately identified subaccounts within
the same budget account as the progranf 5 cost.
"SEC. 505. AUTEORIZATIONS.

"(a) AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS FOR CO5TS.—There are

authorized to be appropriated to each Federal agency authorized to
make direct loan obligations or loan guarantee commitments, such
sums as may be necessary to pay the cost associated with such direct
loan obligations or loan guarantee commitments.
"(b) AUTHORIZATION FOR FINANCING ACCOUs.—In order to implement the accounting required by this title, the President is
authorized to establish such non-budgetary accounts as may be
appropriate.

'(c) TREASURY TRANSACTIONS WITH THE FINANCING Accous.—

The Secretary of the Treasury shall borrow from, receive from, lend

to, or pay to the financing accounts such anounts as may be
appropriate. The Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe forms and
denominations, maturities, and terms and conditions for the transactions described above. The authorities described above shall not be
construed to supercede or override the authority of the head of a

Federal agency to administer and operate a direct loan or loan
guarantee program. All of the transactions provided in this subsec-

tion shall be subject to the provisions of subchapter II of chapter 15
of title 31, United States Code. Cash balances of the financing
accounts in excess of current requirements shall be maintained in a
form of uninvested funds and the Secretary of the Treasury shall
pay interest on these funds.
'(d) AUTHORIZATION FOR LIQUIDATING ACCoUs.—If funds in liquidating accounts are insufficient to satisfy the obligations and
commitments of said accounts, there is hereby provided permanent,
indefinite authority to make any payments required to be made on
such obligations and commitments.
"(e) AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS FOR IMPLEMENTATION Ex-

PENSES.—There are authorized to be appropriated to existing accounts such sums as may be necessary for salaries and expenses to
carry out the responsibilities under this title.
"U) REINSURANCE.—NOthing in this title shall be construed as
authorizing or requiring the purchase of insurance or reinsurance
on a direct loan or loan guarantee from private insurers. If any such
reinsurance for a direct loan or loan guarantee is authorized, the
cost of such insurance and any recoveries to the Government shall
be included in the calculation of the cost.
"(g) ELIGIBIUTY AND ASSISTANCE.—Nothing in this title shall be
construed to change the authority or the responsibility of a Federal
agency to determine the terms and conditions of eligibility for, or
the anount of assistance provided by a direct loan or a loan
guarantee.

2 USC 661d.
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2 USC 661e.
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"SEC. 506. TREATMENT OF DEPOSIT INSURANCE AND AGENCIES AND
OTHER INSURANCE PROGRAMS.

"(a) IN GENERAL.—

"(1) This title shall not apply to the credit or insurance
activities of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, National Credit Union Adniinistration, Resolution Trust Corporation, Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation, National Flood
Insurance, National Insurance Development Fund, Crop Insur-

ance, or Tennessee Valley Authority.

"(2) The Director and the Director of the Congressional
Budget Office shall each study whether the accounting for
Federal deposit insurance programs should be on a cash basis
on the same basis as loan guarantees, or on a different basis.

Each Director shall report findings and recommendations to the
President and the Congress on or before May 31, 1991.
"(3) For the purposes of paragraph (2), the Office of Manage-

ment and Budget and the Congressional Budget Office shall
have access to all agency data that may facilitate these studies.
2 USC 66 if.

"SEC. 507. EFFECT ON OTHER LAWS.

"(a) Emcr ON OTHER LAws.—This title shall supersede, modify,
or repeal any provision of law enacted prior to the date of enactment

of this title to the extent such provision is inconsistent with this
title. Nothing in this title shall be construed to establish a credit
limitation on any Federal loan or loan guarantee program.

"(b) CREDITING OF CoucrIoNs.—Collections resulting from direct

loans obligated or loan guarantees committed prior to October 1,
1991, shall be credited to the liquidating accounts of Federal agencies. Amounts so credited shall be available, to the same extent that
they were available prior to the date of enactment of this title, to
liquidate obligations arising from such direct loans obligated or loan
guarantees committed prior to October 1, 1991, including repayment

of any obligations held by the Secretary of the Treasury or the
Federal Financing Bank. The unobligated balances of such accounts

that are in excess of current needs shall be transferred to the
general fund of the Treasury. Such transfers shall be made from
time to time but, at least once each year.".
(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.—

(1) DEFINFrION.—Section 3(2) of the Congressional Budget Act

2 USC 622.

of 1974 is amended by adding at the end the following: "The
term includes the cost for direct loan and loan guarantee programs, as those terms are defined by title V".
(2) POINT OF ORDER FOR FI5CAL YEAR i99i.—Effective January

1, 1991, for fiscal year 1991 only, section 302(0(2) of the Congres-

2 USC 633.

sional Budget Act of 1974 is amended by inserting after "new

budget authority" the following: "or new credit authority".
(3) Susr OF POINT OF ORDER IN FISCAL YEAR 1992.—Effective

for fiscal years beginning after September 30, 1991, section 302
of the Congressional Budget Act is amended—
(A) in subsection (aXl)—

(i) by striking "total entitlement authority, and total
credit authority" and inserting "and total entitlement
authority";
(ii) by striking "such entitlement authority, or such
credit authority" and inserting "or such entitlement
authority"; and
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(iii) by striking "entitlement authority, and credit
authority" and inserting "and entitlement authority";
(B) in subsection (aX2), by striking "total budget outlays,

total new budget authority and new credit authority" and

inserting "total budget outlays and total new budget

authority";
(C) in subsection (bX1XA), by striking "budget outlays,

new budget authority, and new credit authority" and
inserting "budget outlays and new budget authority";
(D) in subsection (c)—

(i) in paragraph (1), by inserting "or" at the end

thereof; and
(ii) by striking "or (3) new credit authority for a fiscal
year;"; and
(E) in subsection (0(1)—

(i) by striking "year, new entitlement authority effective during such fiscal year, or new credit authority for

such fiscal year," and inserting "year or new entitlement authority effective during such fiscal year,"; and
(ii) by striking "authority, new entitlement authority, or new credit authority" and inserting "authority
or new entitlement authority".
SEC. 13202. CODIFICATION OF PROVISION REGARDING REVENUE ESTIMATES.

(a) REDEsIGNATI0N.—Section 201 of the Congressional Budget Act
of 1974 is amended by redesignating subsection (1) as subsection (g).
(b) TRANSFER.—The text of section 273 of the Balanced Budget and
Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985 is transferred to section 201
of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 and is designated as subsec-

2 USC 601.
2 USC 921, 601c.

tion (g).
(c) CONFORMING CHANGES.—SeCtion 201(g) of the Congressional

Budget Act of 1974 (as redesignated by subsection (b)) is amended
by—

(1) striking "this title and the Congressional Budget and

Impoundment Control Act of 1974" and inserting "this Act";

and
(2) inserting "REVENUE ESTIMATES.—" before the first sentence.
SEC. 13203. DEBT INCREASE AS MEASURE OF DEFICIT; DISPLAY OF FEDERAL RETIREMENT TRUST FUND BALANCES.

Section 301(b) of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 is amended 2 USC 632.

by striking "and" at the end of paragraph (3), by striking the period
at the end of paragraph (4) and inserting a semicolon, and by adding
at the end the following new paragraphs:
"(5) include a heading entitled 'Debt Increase as Measure of
Deficit' in which the concurrent resolution shall set forth the
amounts by which the debt subject to limit (in section 3101 of

title 31 of the United States Code) has increased or would

increase in each of the relevant fiscal years; and'
"(6) include a heading entitled 'Display of Federal Retirement
Trust. Fund Balances' in which the concurrent resolution shall

set forth the balances of the Federal retirement trust funds.".
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SEC. 13204. PAY-AS.YOU.GO PROCEDURES.
2 USC 632.

Section 301(b) of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 (as amended by section 13203) is further amended by striking "and" at the end
of paragraph (5), by striking the period at the end of paragraph (6)
and inserting a semicolon, and by adding at the end the following
new paragraphs:
"(7) set forth pay-as-you-go procedures for the Senate
whereby—

'(A) budget authority and outlays may be allocated to a
committee for legislation that increases funding for entitlement and mandatory spending programs within its jurisdiction if that committee or the committee of conference on

such legislation reports such legislation, if, to the extent
that the costs of such legislation are not included in the

concurrent resolution on the budget, the enactment of such
legislation will not increase the deficit (by virtue of either

deficit reduction in the bill or previously passed deficit
reduction) in the resolution for the first fiscal year covered

by the concurrent resolution on the budget, and will not

increase the total deficit for the period of fiscal years
"(B) upon the reporting of legislation pursuant to
subparagraph (A), and again upon the submission of a
covered by the concurrent resolution on the budget;

conference report on such legislation (if a conference report
is submitted), the chairman of the Committee on the Budget

of the Senate may file with the Senate appropriately revised allocations under section 302(a) and revised functional
levels and aggregates to carry out this paragraph;
"(C) such revised allocations, functional levels, and aggre-

gates shall be considered for the purposes of this Act as
allocations, functional levels, and aggregates contained in
the concurrent resolution on the budget; and

"(D) the appropriate committee shall report appropriately revised allocations pursuant to section 302(b) to
carry out this paragraph; and
"(8) set forth procedures to effectuate pay-as-you-go in the

House of Representatives.".

SEC. 13205. AMENDMENTS TO SECTION 303.
2 USC 634.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Section 303(a) of the Congressional Budget Act
of 1974 is amended—
(1) by repealing paragraph (5),
(2) by striking "or" at the end of paragraph (4),

(3) by inserting after paragraph (4) the following new para-

graphs:
"(5) in the Senate only, new spending authority (as defined in
section 401(cX2)) for a fiscal year; or
"(6) in the Senate only, outlays,"; and
(4) by inserting after "the concurrent resolution on the budget
for such fiscal year" the following: "(or, in the Senate, a concurrent resolution on the budget covering such fiscal year)".
(b)ExcEP'rloNs.—Section 303(b) of such Act is amended—
(1) by striking "Subsection (a)" and inserting "(1) In the House

of Representatives, subsection (a)" and by redesignating paragraphs (1) and (2) as subparagraphs (A) and (B), respectively;
and

(2) by inserting at the end the following new paragraph:
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"(2) In the Senate, subsection (a) does not apply to any bill or
resolution making advance appropriations for the fiscal year to
which the concurrent resolution applies and the two succeeding
fiscal years.".

SEC. 13206. AMENDMENTS TO SECTION 308.

(a) REPORTS AND SUMMARIES OF CONGRESSIONAL Buixr AcTION5.—(1) Section 308(aXl) of that Act is amended—

(1) in the matter preceding subparagraph (A) by inserting

2 USC 639.

after "fiscal year" the following: "(or fiscal years)";

(2) in subparagraph (A) by inserting after "fiscal year" the

following: "(or fiscal years)"; and

(3) in subparagraph (C) by inserting after "such fiscal year"

the following: "(or fiscal years)".

(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.—Section 308(aX2) of that Act is
amended by inserting after "fiscal year" the following: "(or fiscal

years)".

(c) ADDITIONAL CONFORMING AMENDMENT.—Section 308(bXl) of

that Act is amended—

(1) by striking "for a fiscal year" in the first sentence and

inserting "for each fiscal year covered by a concurrent resolution on the budget"; and
(2) by striking "such fiscal year" in the second sentence and

inserting "the first fiscal year covered by the appropriate
concurrent resolution".

SEC. 13207. STANDARDIZATION OF LANGUAGE REGARDING POINTS OF
ORDER.

(a)

IN GENERAL.—The Congressional Budget Act of 1974 is

amended—

(1XA) in section 302(c), by striking "bill or resolution, or

amendment thereto" and inserting "bill, joint resolution,

2 USC 633.

amendment, motion, or conference report";
(B) in section 302(0(1), by inserting 'joint" before "resolution"
the second and third places it appears and in section 302(0(2), by
striking "bill or resolution (including a conference report
thereon), or any amendment to a bill or resolution" and inserting "bill, joint resolution, amendment, motion, or conference
report";
(C) in section 303(a), by striking "bill or resolution (or amend- 2
ment thereto)" and inserting "bill, joint resolution, amendment,
motion, or conference report";

(D) in section 306, by striking "bill or resolution, and

USC 634.

no 2 USC 637.

amendment to any bill or resolution" and inserting "bill, resolution, amendment, motion, or conference report";
(E) in section 311(a), by—

(i) striking "bill, resolution, or amendment" and inserting
"bill, joint resolution, amendment, motion, or conference
report"; and
(ii) striking "or any conference report on any such bill or

2 USC 642.

resolution";

(F) in section 401(a), by—

(i) striking "bill, resolution, or conference report" and
inserting "bill, joint resolution, amendment, motion, or
conference report"; and

(ii) striking "(or any amendment which provides such

new spending authority)";

2 USC 651.

104 STAT. 1388—618
2 USC 651.
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(0) in section 401(bXl), by—

(i) striking "bill or resolution" and inserting "bill, joint
resolution, amendment, motion, or conference report, as
reported to its House"; and

(ii) striking "(or any amendment which provides such

new spending authority) ; and
2 USC 652.

(H) in section 402(a), by—

(i) striking "bill, resolution, or conference report" and
inserting "bill, joint resolution, amendment, motion, or
conference report"; and
(ii) striking "or any amendment"; and

2 USC 633.

(2) in section 302(f)(2), by striking "outlays or new budget
authority" and inserting "outlays, new budget authority, or new
spending authority (as defined in section 401(cX2))".
(b) POINTS OF ORDER IN THE SENATE.—

(1) Title III of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974

is

amended by adding at the end the following new section:
"EFFECTS OF POINTS OF ORDER
2 USC 643.

"SEC. 312. POINTS OF ORDER IN THE SENATE AGAINST AMENDMENTS

BETWEEN THE HOuSEs.—Each provision of this Act that establishes a

point of order against an amendment also establishes a point of

order in the Senate against an amendment between the Houses. If a

point of order under tiuS Act is raised in the Senate against an

amendment between the Houses, and the Presiding Officer sustains
the point of order, the effect shall be the same as if the Senate had
disagreed to the amendment.
"(b) EmCT OF A POIr'r OF ORDER ON A BILL IN THE SENATE.—In

the Senate, if the Chair sustains a poirt of order under this Act

against a bill, the Chair shall then send the bill to the committee of
appropriate jurisdiction for further consideration.".
(2) The table of contents for the Congressional Budget and
Impoundment Control Act of 1974 is amended by adding after
the item relating to section 311 the following new item:
"Sec. 312. Effect of points of order.".
(c) ADJUSTMENT IN THE SENATE OF ALLOCATIONS AND AGGREGATES

To REFLECT CHANGES PURSUANT TO SECTION 310(c).—Section 310(c)
2 USC 641.

of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 is amended by—
(1) inserting "(1)" before "Any committee";

(2) redesignating subparagraphs (A) and (B) of paragraph (1)

as clauses (i) and (ii), respectively;
(3) redesignating paragraphs (1) and (2) as subparagraphs (A)
and (B), respectively; and
(4) inserting at the end the following new paragraph:
"(2XA) Upon the reporting to the Committee on the Budget of

the Senate of a recommendation that shall be deemed to have
complied with such directions solely by virtue of this subsection,

the chairman of that committee may file with the Senate
appropriately revised allocations under section 302(a) and
revised functional levels and aggregates to carry out this
subsection.
"(B) Upon the submission to the Senate of a conference report

recommending a reconciliation bill or resolution in which a
committee shall be deemed to have complied with such directions solely by virtue of this subsection, the chairman of the
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Committee on the Budget of the Senate may file with the
Senate appropriately revised allocations under section 302(a)
and revised functional levels and aggregates to carry out this
subsection.

"(C) Allocations, functional levels, and aggregates revised
pursuant to this paragraph shall be considered to be allocations,
functional levels, and aggregates contained in the concurrent
resolution on the budget pursuant to section 301.
"(D) Upon the filing of revised allocations pursuant to this
paragraph, the reporting committee shall report revised allocations pursuant to section 302(b) to carry out this subsection.".
(d) RECONCILIATION INSTRUCTIONS.—Section 310(aX4) of the
Congressional Budget Act of 1974 is amended by inserting after "(3)"
the following: "(including a direction to achieve deficit reduction)".
SEC. 13208. STANDARDIZATION
PROVISIONS.

OF ADDITIONAL

2 USC 641.

DEFICIT CONTROL

(a) Section 904 of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974

is 2 USC 621 note.

amended—
(1) by amending subsection (c) to read as follows:
"(c) WAIvER.—Sections 305(bX2), 305(cX4), 306, 904(c), and 904(d)

may be waived or suspended in the Senate only by the affirmative
vote of three-fifths of the Members, duly chosen and sworn. Sections

301(i), 302(c), 302W, 310(dX2), 310W, 311(a), 313, 601(b), and 606(c) of
this Act and sections 258(aX4XC), 258A(bX3XCXi), 258B(f)(1),

258B(hX1), 258B(hX3), 258C(aX5), and 258C(bXl) of the Balanced
Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985 may be waived or
suspended in the Senate only by the affirmative vote of three-fifths
of the Members, duly chosen and sworn. "; and
(2) in subsection (d) by inserting at the end the following: "An
affirmative vote of three-fifths of the. Members of the Senate,

duly chosen and sworn, shall be required in the Senate to

sustain an appeal of the ruling of the Chair on a point of order

raised under sections 305(bX2), 305(cX4), 306, 904(c), and 904(d).

An affirmative vote of three-fifths of the Members of the
Senate, duly chosen and sworn, shall be required in the Senate

to sustain an appeal of the ruling of the Chair on a point of
order raised under sections 301(i), 302(c), 302W, 310(dX2), 310(f),
311(a), 313, 601(b), and 606(c) of this Act and sections 258(aX4XC),
258A(bX3XCXi), 258B(f)(1), 258B(hXl), 258B(hX3), 258C(aX5), and

258C(bXl) of the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Con-

trol Act of 1985".
(b)Section 275(bX2) of the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit
Control Act of 1985 is amended—

(1) in subparagraph (C), by striking the final word "and";
(2) in subparagraph (D), by striking the final period and

2 USC 900 note.

inserting "; and"; and
(3) by inserting at the end the following new subparagraph:
'(E) the second sentence of section 904(c) of the Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974 and
the final sentence of section 904(d) of that Act."
SEC. 13209. CODIFICATION OF PRECEDENT WITH REGARD TO CONFERENCE REPORTS AND AMENDMENTS BETWEEN HOUSES.

Section 305(c) of the Congres8ional Budget Act 1974 is amended—
(1) in paragraph (1)—
(A) by striking the first sentence; and

2 USC 636.
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(B) by inserting after "consideration of the conference
report" the following: "on any concurrent resolution on the
budget (or a reconciliation bill or resolution)"; and

(2) in paragraph (2), by inserting "(or a message between

Houses)" after "conference report" each place it appears.

SEC. 13210. SUPERSEDED DEADLINES AND CONFORMING CHANGES.
2 USC 636.

2 USC 641.

The Congressional Budget Act of 1974 is amended—
(1) in section 305, by striking subsection (d) and redesignating
subsection (e) as subsection (d); and
(2) in section 310(f), by striking paragraph (1) and by striking
"(2) POINT OF ORDER IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.—".
SEC. 13211. DEFINITIONS.

(a) BUDGET AUTHORrrY.—Section 3(2) of the Congressional Budget
2 USC 622.

and Impoundment Control Act of 1974 is amended to read as follows:
"(2) BUDGET AUTHORITY AND NEW BUDGET AUTHORITY.—

"(A) IN GENERAL.—The term 'budget authority' means

the authority provided by Federal law to incur financial
obligations, as follows:

"(i) provisions of law that make funds available for

obligation and expenditure (other than borrowing
authority), including the authority to obligate and

expend the proceeds of offsetting receipts and collections;

"(ii) borrowing authority, which means authority

granted to a Federal entity to borrow and obligate and
expend the borrowed funds, including through the issuance of promissory notes or other monetary credits;
"(iii) contract authority, which means the making of
funds available for obligation but not for expenditure;
and
"(iv) offsetting receipts and collections as negative
budget authority, and the reduction thereof as positive
budget authority.
"(B) LIMITATIONS ON BUDGET AUTHORITY.—With respect to

the Federal Hospital Insurance Trust Fund, the Supplementary Medical Insurance Trust Fund, the Unemployment Trust Fund, and the railroad retirement account, any
amount that is precluded from obligation in a fiscal year by
a provision of law (such as a limitation or a benefit formula)
shall not be budget authority in that year.
"(C) NEW BUDGET AUTHORITY.—The term 'new budget

authority' means, with respect to a fiscal year—
"(i) budget authority that first becomes available for
obligation in that year, including budget authority that
becomes available in that year s 85 a result of a
reappropriation; or

2 USC 622 note.

"(ii) a change in any account in the availability of
unobligated balances of budget authority carried over
from a prior year, resulting from a provision of law
first effective in that year;
and includes a change in the estimated level of new budget
authority provided in indefinite amounts by existing law.".
(b) EFFECTIVE DAIT.—The amendment made by subsection (a)
shall be effective for fiscal year 1992 and subsequent fiscal years.
So in original. Probably should be

s".
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SEC. 13212. SAVING S TRANSFERS BETWEEN FISCAL YEARS.

Section 202 of Public Law 100—119 is repealed.

2

USC 909.

SEC. 13213. CONFORMING CHANGE TO TITLE 31.

(a)

LIMITATIONS

ON

EXPENDING AND OBUGATING.—Section

1341(aXl) of title 31, United States Code, is amended—

(1) in subparagraph (A), by striking the final word "or";
(2) in subparagraph (B), by striking the final period and

inserting a semicolon; and

(3) be)' adding at the end the following new subparagrap}i.
'(C) make or authorize an expenditure or obligation of
funds required to be sequestered under section 252 of the
Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of
1985; or

"(D) involve either government in a contract or obligation
for the payment of money required to be sequestered under
section 252 of the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit
Control Act of 1985.".
(b) LIMITATION ON VOLUNTARY SERvIcEs.—Section 1342 of title 31,

United States Code, is amended by inserting at the end the following: "As used in this section, the term 'emergencies involving the
safety of human life or the protection of property' does not include
ongoing, regular functions of government the suspension of which

would not imminently threaten the safety of human life or the
protection of property.".

SEC. 13214. THE BYRD RULE ON EXTRANEOUS MATFER IN RECONCILIATION.

(a) ThE BYRD RUI ON EXTRANEOUS MArrER IN RECONCILIATION.—

Section 20001 of the Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation
Act of 1985 is amended—.(1)

in subsection (a)—

(A) by inserting after "(a)" the following: "IN GENERAL.—";

(B) by inserting after "1974" the following: "(whether

that bill or resolution originated in the Senate or the
House) or section 258C of the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985";

(2) in subsection (d) by inserting after "(d)" the following:
"EXTRANEOUS PRovIsIoNs.—";

(3) in subsection (dX1XA) by inserting before the semicolon
"(but a provision in which outlay decreases or revenue increases
exactly offset outlay increases or revenue decreases shall not be
considered extraneous by virtue of this subparagraph)";
(4) in subsection (dX1XD) by striking "and" after the semicolon;

(5) in subsection (dX1XE), by striking the period at the end and
inserting "; and";
(6) in subsection (dXl) by adding at the end the following new
subparagraph:
"(F) a provision shall be considered extraneous if it violates section 310(g).";
(7) in subsection (dX2), by inserting after "A" the first place it
appears the following: "Senate-originated"; and
(8) by adding at the end the following new subsections:

"(e) EXTRANEOUS MATERIALS.—UpOn the reporting or discharge of

a reconciliation bill or resolution pursuant to section 310 in the

2 USC 644.
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Senate, and again upon the submission of a conference report on
such a reconciliation bill or resolution, the Committee on the Budget

of the Senate shall submit for the record a list of material considered to be extraneous under subsections (bX1XA), bX1XB), and
(bX1XE) of this section to the instructions of a committee as provided

in this section. The inclusion or exclusion of a provision shall not
constitute a determination of extraneousness by the Presiding Officer of the Senate.

"(f) GENERAL Poir.i'r OF ORDER.—Notwlthstanding any other law or

rule of the Senate, it shall be in order for a Senator to raise a single
point of order that several provisions of a bill, resolution, amendment, motion, or conference report violate this section. The Presiding Officer may sustain the point of order as to some or all of the
provisions against which the Senator raised the point of order. If the
Presiding Officer so sustains the point of order as to some of the
provisions (including provisions of an amendment, motion, or conference report) against which the Senator raised the point of order,
then only those provisions (including provisions of an amendment,
motion, or conference report) against which the Presiding Officer
sustains the point of order shall be deemed stricken pursuant to this
section. Before the Presiding Officer rules on such a point of order,
any Senator may move to waive such a point of order as it applies to
some or all of the provisions against which the point of order was
raised. Such a motion to waive is amendable in accordance with the
rules and precedents of the Senate. After the Presiding Officer rules
on such a point of order, any Senator may appeal the ruling of the
Presiding Officer on such a point of order as it applies to some or all
of the provisions on which the Presiding Officer ruled.
"(g) DETERMINATION OF LEVELS—For purposes of this section, the
levels of new budget authority, budget outlays, new entitlement
authority, and revenues for a fiscal year shall be determined on the
basis of estimates made by the Committee on the Budget of the
Senate.".
2 USC 644.
2 USC 644.

(b) TRANSFER OF BYRD Rui.—(1) Section 20001 of the Consolidated
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1985, as amended by subsection (a), is transferred to the end of title III of the Congressional

Budget Act of 1974, and designated as section 313 of that Act.

(2) Section 313 of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 is amended

by—

(A) adding at the beginning the following center heading:
"EXTRANEOUs MATTER IN RECONCIUATION LEGIsLATION";

2 USC

644.

(B) striking subsection (b), subsection (c), and the last sentence
of subsection (a); and
(C) redesignating subsections (d) 86 (e), (f), and (g) as subsections (b), (c), (d) and (e), respectively.
(3) Subsection (a) of the first section of Senate Resolution 286 (99th
Congress, 1st Session), as amended by Senate Resolution 509 (99th
Congress, 2d Session) is enacted as subsection (c) of section 313 of the
Congressional Budget Act of 1974.
(4)

Section 313 of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 is
(A) in subsections (a), (bX1XA), and (c), by striking "of the

amen ded—

Congressional Budget Act of 1974";

(B) in subsection (a), by striking "(d)" and inserting "(b)";
(C) in subsection (bX2XC), by adding "or" at the end thereof;

So in original Probably should be

(d),".
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in subsection (c), by striking "when" and inserting

"When";

(E) in subsection (cXl), by striking "(dX1XA) or (dX1XD) of
section 20001 of the Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1985" and inserting "(bX1XA), (bX1XB), (bX1XD),
(bX1XE), or (bX1XF)"; and
(F) in subsection (cX2),

by striking "this re&)lution" and

inserting "this sub8ection".

(5) The table of contents for the Congressional Budget and

Impoundment Control Act of 1974 is amended by adding after the
item for section 312 the following new item:
"Sec. 313. Extraneous matter in reconciliation legislation.'.

Subtitle C—Social Security
SEC. 13301. OFF-BUDGET STATUS OF OASDI TRUST FUNDS.

(a) EXCLUSION OF SOCIAL SECURITY FROM Au BUixE'rs.—Notwith- 2 USC

632 note.

standing any other provision of law, the receipts and disbursements
of the Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund and the

Federal Disability Insurance Trust Fund shall not be counted as
new budget authority, outlays, receipts, or deficit or surplus for
purposes of—

(1) the budget of the United States Government as submitted
by the President,
(2) the congressional budget, or
(3) the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of

(b)

EXCLUSION

OF

SOCIAL

SECURITY

FROM CONGRESSIONAL

2 USC 632.

BUixrr.—Section 301(a) of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 is

amended by adding at the end the following: "The concurrent

resolution shall not include the outlays and revenue totals of the old
age, survivors, and disability insurance program established under

title II of the Social Security Act or the related provisions of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1986 in the surplus or deficit totals
required by this subsection or in any other surplus or deficit totals
required by this title.".
SEC. 13302. PROTECTION OF OASDI TRUST FUNDS IN THE HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES.

(a) IN GENERAL.—It shall not be in order in the House of Representatives to consider any bill or joint resolution, as reported, or
any amendment thereto or conference report thereon, if, upon
enactment—

(1XA) such legislation under consideration would provide for a

net increase in OASDI benefits of at least 0.02 percent of the
present value of future taxable payroll for the 75-year period

utilized in the mo€t recent annual report of the Board of

Trustees provided pursuant to section 201(cX2) of the Social
Security Act, and (B) such legislation under consideration does
notprovide at least a net increase, for such 75-year period, in
OASDI taxes of the amount by which the net increase in such
benefits exceeds 0.02 percent of the present value of future
taxable payroll for such 75-year period,
(2XA) such legislation under consideration would provide for a
net increase in OASDI benefits (for the 5-year estimating period
for such legislation under consideration), (B) such net increase,

2 USC 632 note.
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together with the net increases in OASDI benefits resulting
from previous legislation enacted during that fiscal year or any

of the previous 4 fiscal years (as estimated at the time of

enactment) which are attributable to those portions of the 5year estimating periods for such previous legislation that fall
within the 5-year estimating period for such legislation under
consideration, exceeds $250,000,000, and (C) such legislation
under consideration does not provide at least a net increase, for
the 5-year estimating period for such legislation under consideration, in OASDI taxes which, together with net increases in
OASDI taxes resulting from such previous legislation which are

attributable to those portions of the 5-year estimating periods
for such previous legislation that fall within the 5-year estimating period for such legislation under consideration, equals the
amount by which the net increase derived under subparagraph
(B) exceeds $250,000,000;

(3XA) such legislation under consideration would provide for a

net decrease in OASDI taxes of at least 0.02 percent of the
present value of future taxable payroll for the 75-year period

utilized in the most recent annual report of the Board of

Trustees provided pursuant to section 201(c)(2) of the Social
Security Act, and (B) such legislation under consideration does
not provide at least a net decrease, for such 75-year period, in
OASDI benefits of the amount by which the net decrease in
such taxes exceeds 0.02 percent of the present value of future

taxable payroll for such 75-year period, or
(4)(A) such legislation under consideration would provide for a
net decrease in OASDI taxes (for the 5-year estimating period
for such legislation under consideration), (B) such net decrease,
together with the net decreases in OASDI taxes resulting from
previous legislation enacted during that fiscal year or any of the
previous 4 fiscal years (as estimated at the time of enactment)
which are attributable to those portions of the 5-year estimating
periods for such previous legislation that fall within the 5-year
estimating period for such legislation under consideration, exceeds $250,000,000, and (C) such legislation under consideration
does not provide at least a net decrease, for the 5-year estimating period for such legislation under consideration, in OASDI
benefits which, together with net decreases in OASDI benefits
resulting from such previous legislation which are attributable

to those portions of the 5-year estimating periods for such

previous legislation that fall within the 5-year estimating period
for such legislation under consideration, equals the amount by
which the net decrease derived under subparagraph (B) exceeds
$250,000,000.
(b)

APPUcATI0N.—In appilying paragraph (3) or (4) of subsection

(a), any provision of any bill or joint resolution, as reported, or any

amendment thereto, or conference report thereon, the effect of
which is to provide for a net decrease for any period in taxes
described in subsection (cX2XA) shall be disregarded if such bill, joint

resolution, amendment, or conference report also includes a prowsion the effect of which is to provide for a net increase of at least an
equivalent amount for such period in medicare taxes.
(c) DEFINrn0N5.—For purposes of this subsection:

(1) The term "OASDI benefits" means the benefits under the
old-age, survivors, and disability insurance programs under title
II of the Social Security Act.
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(2) The term "OASDI taxes" means—
(A) the taxes imposed under sections 1401(a), 3101(a), and
3111(a) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, and
(B) the taxes imposed under chapter 1 of such Code (to the
extent attributable to section 86 of such Code).

(3) The term "medicare taxes" means the taxes imposed

under sections 1401(b), 3101(b), and 3111(b) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986.

(4) The term "previous legislation" shall not include legisla-

tion enacted before fiscal year 1991.

(5) The term "5-year estimating period" means, with respect

to any legislation, the fiscal year in which such legislation
becomes or would become effective and the next 4 fiscal years.
(6) No provision of any bill or resolution, or any amendment

thereto or conference report thereon, involving a change in
chapter 1 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 shall be treated

as affecting the amount of OASDI taxes referred to in paragraph (2XB) unless such provision changes the income tax treatment of OASDI benefits.
SEC. 13303. SOCIAL SECURITY FIREWALL AND POINT OF ORDER IN THE
SENATE.
(a) CONCURRENT RESOLUTION ON THE BuDGr.—Section 301(a) of

the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 is amended by striking "and"

2 USC 632.

at the end of paragraph (4), by striking the period at the end of

paragraph (5) and inserting a semicolon; and by adding after para-

graph (5) the following new paragraphs:

"(6) For purposes of Senate enforcement under this title,

outlays of the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance program established under title II of the Social Security Act for the
fiscal year of the resolution and for each of the 4 succeeding
fiscal years; and

"(7) For purposes of Senate enforcement under this title,
revenues of the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance
program established under title II of the Social Security Act
(and the related provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of
1986) for the fiscal year of the resolution and for each of the 4

succeeding fiscal years.".
(b) POINT OF ORDER.—Section 301(i) of the Congressional Budget
Act of 1974 is amended to read as follows:

'(i) It shall not be in order in the Senate to consider any concurrent resolution on the budget as reported to the Senate that would
decrease the excess of social security revenues over social security
outlays in any of the fiscal years covered by the concurrent resolution. No change in chapter 1 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
shall be treated as affecting the amount of social security revenues
unless such provision changes the income tax treatment of social
security benefits.".

(c) COMMITrEE Au.0cATION5.—

(1) Section 302(aX2) of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 is

amended by inserting after 'appropriate levels of" the following: asocial security outlays for the fiscal year of the resolution
and for each of the 4 succeeding fiscal years,".
(2) Section 302(f'X2) of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 is
amended by inserting before the period the following: "or pro-

vides for social security outlays in excess of the appropriate
allocation of social security outlays under subsection (a) for the

2 USC 633.
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fiscal year of the resolution or for the total of that year and the
2 USC 633.

4 succeeding fiscal years".
(3) Section 302(0(2) of such Act is further amended by adding
at the end the following: "In applying this paragraph—
"(A) estimated social security outlays shall be deemed to

be reduced by the excess of estimated social security revenues (including social security revenues provided for in the
bill, resolution, amendment, or conference report with respect to which this paragraph is applied) over the appropriate level of social security revenues specified in the most
recently adopted concurrent resolution on the budget;
"(B) estimated social security outlays shall be deemed
increased by the shortfall of estimated social security revenues (including social security revenues provided for in the
bill, resolution, amendment, or conference report with respect to which this paragraph is applied) below the appropriate level of social security revenues specified in the most
recently adopted concurrent resolution on the budget; and
"(C) no provision of any bill or resolution, or any amend-

ment thereto or conference report thereon, involving a

change in chapter 1 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
shall be treated as affecting the amount of sociial security

revenues unless such provision changes the income tax

treatment of social security benefits.
The Chairman of the Committee on the Budget of the Senate

may file with the Senate appropriately revised allocations
under subsection (a) and revised functional levels and aggre-

2 USC 642.

gates to reflect the application of the preceding sentence. Such
revised allocations, functional levels, and aggregates shall be
considered as allocations, functional levels, and aggregates contained in the most recently agreed to concurrent resolution on
the budget, and the appropriate committees shall report revised
allocations pursuant to subsection (b).".
(d) PoINi OF ORDER UNi SECTION 311.—(1) Subsection (a) of
section 3 11(a) of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 is redesignated as subsection (aXl) and paragraphs (1), (2), and (3) are redesignated as subparagraphs (A), (B), and (C).

(2) Section 311(a) of such Act is amended by inserting at the end
the following new paragraph:
"(2XA) After the Congress has completed action on a concurrent

resolution on the budget, it shall not be in order in the Senate to
consider any bill, resolution, amendment, motion, or conference
report that would cause the appropriate level of total new budget

authority or total budget outlays or social security outlays set forth
for the first fiscal year in the most recently agreed to concurrent

resolution on the budget covering such fiscal year to be exceeded, or
would cause revenues to be less than the appropriate level of total
revenues (or social security revenues to be less than the appropriate
level of social security revenues) set forth for the first fiscal year
covered by the resolution and for the period including the first fiscal
year plus the following 4 fiscal years in such concurrent resolution.
"(B) In applying this paragraph—
"(iXI) estimated social security outlays shall be deemed to be

reduced by the excess of estimated social security revenues

(including those provided for in the bill, resolution, amendment,

or conference report with respect to which this subsection is
applied) over the appropriate level of Social Security revenues
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specified in the most recently agreed to concurrent resolution
on the budget;
"(II) estimated social security revenues shall be deemed to be

increased to the extent that estimated social security outlays
are less (taking into account the effect of the bill, resolution,
amendment, or conference report to which this subsection is
being applied) than the appropriate level of social security
outlays in the most recently agreed to concurrent resolution on
the budget; and
"(iiXI) estimated Social Security outlays shall be deemed to be
increased by the shortfall of estimated social security revenues

(including Social Security revenues provided for in the bill,
resolution, amendment, or conference report with respect to

which this subsection is applied) below the appropriate level of
social security revenues specified in the most recently adopted
concurrent resolution on the budget; and
"(II) estimated social security revenues shall be deemed to be

reduced by the excess of estimated social security outlays
(including social security outlays provided for in the bill, resolu-

tion, amendment, or conference report with respect to which
this subsection is applied) above the appropriate level of social
security outlays specified in the most recently adopted concurrent resolution on the budget; and
"(lii) no provision of any bill or resolution, or any amendment

thereto or conference report thereon, involving a change in

chapter 1 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 shall be treated
as affecting the amount of social security revenues unless such
provision changes the income tax treatment of social security
benefits.
The chairman of the Committee on the Budget of the Senate may
file with the Senate appropriately revised allocations under section
302(a) and revised functional levels and aggregates to reflect the

application of the preceding sentence. Such revised allocations,
functional levels, and aggregates shall be considered as allocations,

functional levels, and aggregates contained in the most recently
agreed to concurrent resolution on the budget, and the appropriate
committees shall report revised allocations pursuant to section
302(b)."
SEC. 13304. REPORT TO THE CONGRESS BY THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF
THE OASDI TRUST FUNDS REGARDING THE ACTUARIAL BALANCE OF THE TRUST FUNDS.

Section 201(c) of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 401(c)) is

amended by inserting after the first sentence following clause (5) the
following new sentence: "Such statement shall include a finding by

the Board of Trustees as to whether the Federal Old-Age and
Survivors Insurance Trust Fund and the Federal Disability Insurance Trust Fund, individually and collectivel', are in close actuarial
balance (as defined by the Board of Trustees).'.
SEC. 13305. EXERCISE OF RULEMAKING POWER.

This title and the amendments made by it are enacted by the
Congress—

(1) as an exercise of the rulemaking power of the House of
Representatives and the Senate, respectively, and as such they

shall be considered as a part of the rules of each House,
respectively, or of that House to which they specifically apply,

2 USC 900 note.
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and such rules shall supersede other rules only to the extent

that they are inconsistent therewith; and
(2) with full recognition of the constitutional right of either
House to change such rules (so far as relating to such House) at
any time, in the same manner, and to the same extent as in the
case of any other rule of such House.
2 USC 632

note.

SEC. 13306. EFFECTIVE DATE.

Sections 13301, 13302, and 13303 and any amendments made by
such sections shall apply with respect to fiscal years beginning on or
after October 1, 1990. Section 13304 shall be effective for annual
reports of the Board of Trustees issued in or after calendar year
1991.

Subtitle D—Treatment of Fiscal Year 1991
Sequestration
2 USC 902 note.

SEC. 13401. RESTORATION OF FUNDS SEQUESTERED.

(a) ORDER RESCINDED.—UpOn the enactment of this Act, the orders

issued by the President on August 25, 1990, and October 15, 1990,
pursuant to section 252 of the Balanced Budget and Emergency
Deficit Control Act of 1985 are hereby rescinded.
(b) AMOUNTS RESTORED.—Any action taken to implement the
orders referred to in subsection (a) shall be reversed, and any

sequestrable resource that has been reduced or sequestered by such
orders is hereby restored, revived, or released and shall be available
to the same extent and for the same purpose as if the orders had not
been issued.

(c) FURLOUGHED EMPWYEEs.—(1) Federal employees furloughed as

a result of the lapse in appropriations from midnight October 5,
1990, until the enactment of House Joint Resolution 666 shall be
compensated at their standard rate of compensation for the period

during which there was a lapse in appropriations.
(2) All obligations incurred in anticipation of the appropriations
made and authority granted by House Joint Resolution 666 for the
purposes of maintaining the essential level of activity to protect life
and property and bringing about orderly termination of government
functions are hereby ratified and approved if otherwise in accord
with the provisions of that Act.

Subtitle E—Government-sponsored Enterprises
2 USC 621 note.

SEC. 13501. FINANCIAL SAFETY AND SOUNDNESS OF GOVERNMENT-SPONSORED ENTERPRISES.

(a) DEFINITION.—For purposes of this section, the terms "Govern-

ment-sponsored enterpri8e" and "GSE" mean the Farm Credit

System (including the Farm Credit Banks, Banks for Cooperatives,
and Federal Agricultural Mortgage Corporation), the Federal Home
Loan Bank System, the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation,
the Federal National Mortgage Association, and the Student Loan
Marketing Association.

(b) TREASURY DEPARTMENT STUDY AND PROPOSED LEGIsLr1oN.—

PUBLIC LAW 101—508—NOV. 5, 1990
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(1) The Department of the Treasury shall prepare and submit
to Congress nu later than April 30, 1991, a study of GSEs and
recommended legislation.

(2) The study shall include an objective assessment of the

financial soundness of GSEs, the adequacy of the existing regulatory structure for GSEs, the financial exposure of the Federal
Government posed by GSEs, and the effects of GSE activities on
Treasury borrowing.
(c) CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE STUDY.—

(1) The Congressional Budget Office shall prepare and submit

to Congress no later than April 30, 1991, a study of GSEs.

(2) The study shall include an analysis of the financial risks
each GSE assumes, how Congress may improve its understanding of those risks, the Supervision and regulation of GSEs' risk
management, the financial exposure of the Federal Government
posed by GSEs, and the effects of GSE activities on Treasury

borrowing. The study shall also include an analysis of alter-

native models for oversight of GSEs and of the costs and bene-

fits of each alternative model to the Government and to the
markets and beneficiaries served by GSEs.
(d) ACCESS TO RELEVANT INFORMATION.—

(1) For the studies required by this section, each GSE shall
provide full and prompt access to the Secretary of the Treasury
and the Director of the Congressional Budget Office to its books
and records and other information requested by the Secretary of
the Treasury or the Director of the Congressional Budget Office.

(2) In preparing the studies required by this section, the

Secretary of the Treasury and the Director of the Congressional
Budget Office may request information from, or the assistance

of, any Federal department or agency authorized by law to
supervise the activities of a GSE.
(e) CONFIDENTIALITY OF RELEVANT INFORMATION.—

(1) The Secretary of the Treasury and the Director of the

Congressional Budget Office shall determine and maintain the
confidentiality of any book, record, or information made available by a GSE under this section in a manner consistent with
the level of confidentiality established for the material by the
GSE involved.

(2) The Department of the Treasury shall be exempt from

section 552 of title 5, United States Code, for any book, record,
or information made available under subsection (d) and determined by the Secretary of the Treasury to be confidential under
this subsection.
(3) Any officer or employee of the Department of the Treasury
shall be subject to the penalties set forth in section 1906 of title
18, United States Code, if—
(A) by virtue of his or her employment or official position,
he or she has possession of or access to any book, record, or

information made available under and determined to be

confidential under this section; and
(B) he or she discloses the material in any manner other
than—
(i) to an officer or employee of the Department of the
Treasury; or
(ii) pursuant to the exception set forth in such section
1906.
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(4) The Congressional Budget Office shall be exempt from
section 203 of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 with respect

to any book, record, or information made available under this
subsection and determined by the Director to be confidential
under paragraph (1).
U) REQUIREMENT TO REPORT LEGIsLAnoN.—(1) The committees of

jurisdiction in the House shall prepare and report to the House no
later than September 15, 1991, legislation to ensure the financial
soundness of GSEs and to minimize the possibility that a GSE might
require future assistance from the Government.
(2) It is the sense of the Senate that the committees of jurisdiction

in the Senate shall prepare and report to the Senate no later than
September 15, 1991, legislation to ensure the financial safety and
soundness of GSEs and to minimize the possibility that a GSE might
require future assistance from the Government.
U) PRESIDENT'S BUDGEr.—The President's annual budget submission shall include an analysis of the financial condition of the GSEs

and the financial exposure of the Government, if any, posed by
GSEs.

Approved November 5, 1990.

Certified February 22, 1991.
Editorial note: This printed version of the original hand enrollment is published

pursuant to section 2(c) of Public Law 101—466. The following memorandum for the
Archivist of the United States was signed by the President on January 10, 1991, and
was printed in the Federal Register on January 14, 1991:

By the authority vested in me as President by the Constitution and laws of the
United States, including Section 301 of Title 3 of the United States Code, I hereby
authorize you to ascertain whether the printed enrollment of HR. 5835, the Omnibus
Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990 (Public Law 101-508), approved on November 5,
1990, is a correct printing of the hand enrollment and if so to make on my behalf the
certification specified in Section 2(c) of H.J. Res. 682 (Public Law 101-466).

Attached is the printed enrollment that was received at the White House on
January 7, 1991.
This memorandum shall be published in the Federal Register.
The Archivist on February 22, 1991, certified this to be a correct printing of the hand
enrollment of Public Law 10 1—508.

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY—HR. 5835 (5. 3209):

HOUSE REPORTS: No. 101-881 (Comm. on the Budget) and No. 101-964 (Comm. of
Conference).
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, Vol. 136 (1990):

Oct. 16, considered and passed House.
Oct. 17, 5. 3209 considered in Senate.
Oct. 18, HR. 5835 considered and passed Senate, amended, in lieu of S. 3209.
Oct. 26, House agreed to conference report.
Oct. 27, Senate agreed to conference report.
WEEKLY COMPILATION OF PRESIDENTIAL DOCUMENTS, Vol. 26(1990):
Nov. 5, Presidential statement.
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HR. 5835, and the discretionary spending
caps associated with it, will achieve nearly
$500 billion—almost half a trillion dollars—
in deficit reduction over the next 5 years.

Over 70 percent of that deficit reduction

derives from outlay reductions; less than 30

percent from revenue increases. In addition, the Act enacts significant budget process reforms to ensure that the agreement is
fulfilled and that budgetary discipline is extended and strengthened.

Entitlement Reforms. The Act provides

for the most comprehensive and substantial
reform of mandator' "entitlement" pro.
grams ever—about $100 billion in savings

from restructuring and reforms in the following major programs:
• Farm programs;
• Federal housing programs;
• Student loan programs;
• Veterans programs;
• Postal subsidies;
• Federal employee benefits; and
• Medicare.
Discretionary Program Caps. The Act es-

tablishes 5-year caps on overall discretionary spending that will result in savings of
over 8180 billion. To keep domestic and
international spending from growing any
faster than inflation, the Act creates new
automatic "mini-sequesters." The Act also
provides for an orderly defense reduction
without threatening national security.
Encrg4' Security. The Act provides incen
tives for energy conservation and for exploration and development of domestic energy
resources.

Social Security. Social Security
protected and taken off-budget.

Statement on Signing the Omnibus
Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990
November 5, 1990
Today I am signing HR. 5835, the "Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990,"
the centerpiece of the largest deficit reduction package in history and an important
measure for ensuring America's long-term
economic growth. This Act is the result of
long, hard work by the Administrauon and
the Congress. No one got everything he or
she wanted, but the end product is a compromise that merits enactment.
1764
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Enforcement and Process Reform. The
contains the toughest enforcement
system ever. The Gramm-Rudman-Hollings
sequester process is extended and strengthened with caps, mini-sequesters, and a new
"pay-as-vou-go' system.
Act

Credit Reform. The Act implements a

new FederaT
system

to

accounting and budgeting
expose and limit previously

hidden (and rapidly growing liabilities.
Tax Changes. The Act includes a tax rate
cut from 33 percent to 31 percent for about
3.5 million middle and upper-midd'e
income taxpayers and an overall decrease in

taxes paid by those with incomes unoer
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$20,000. There are higher excise taxes on
luxury items and limitations on itemized de-

ductions and the personal exemption for
higher income taxpayers. The total net tax
changes comprise 28 percent of the deficit
reduction package.
This Act creates the conditions that
should allow future interest rates to be

lower than they would be otherwise. Lower
interest rates can benefit the entire econo-

my. They can mean more housing starts;
more Americans driving new cars; reductions in mortgage payments for homeowners; more long-term investment; greater
productivity; and increased numbers of
jobs.

In signing this landmark Act, I pledge the
continuing best efforts of my Administration to maintain not only the letter, but the
spirit of the new fiscal order for the Federal
Government that is embodied in this agreement.

HR. 5835 also contains Child care provisions, strongly supported by this Administration, that will enlarge the opportunities

of parents to obtain the child care they
desire, including care that is provided by

sectarian

institutions if the

parents so

choose. The largest portion of this new
child care program will come from tax
credits to people—as requested by the Administration. In addition, a Child Care and
Development Block Grant program includes provisions for the issuance of child
care certificates or vouchers that would
enable parents to exercise their own judgment as to what type of child care best suits
the particular needs of their own child.
note my understanding of these child
care provisions and sign the bill based on
that understanding, as follows:
First, I understand that the definition of
child care certificates in section 658P(2) en-

sures that States ma not restrict parental
choice by limiting the range of providers
from whom parents may seek child care,
using certificates as payment, and that such
certificates shall not be considered to be

grants or contracts.
Second, section 658N(aX 1 XB. specifically
permits sectarian organizations that are

child care providers to require that all of
their employees adhere to the religious
tenets and teachings of the organization

and comply with rules forbidding the use of

drugs or alcohol. As I understand it, the
term "sectarian organization" in this provision includes religious organizations generally.

Third, as used in sections 658N(aX2XB)
and 658N(aX3XB), the term "organization"
means not only the particular provider but
also a broader association with which that
provider may be identified.
Finally, all of the provisions of the Child

Care and Development Block Grant program will be interpreted in light of the requirements of the establishment and free
exercise clauses of the First Amendment.
I would also note certain constitutional
difficulties in other titles of the Omnibus
Budget Reconciliation Act. In particular,
section 4117 of the Act requires the Secretar>' of Health and Human Services, in cer-

tain conditions, to treat the States of Nebraska and Oklahoma as single fee schedule

areas for purposes of determining the adjusted historical payment basis and the fee
schedule amount for physicians' services
furnished on or after January 1, 1992. Such
treatment is made to depend on the Secretary's receiving written expressions of support for treatment of the State as a single
fee schedule area from each member of the
congressional delegation from the State and
from organizations representing urban and
rural physicians in the State. This provision
requires the Secretary to base a substantive
decision on the allocation of Federal benefits on the statements of members of congressional delegations and other persons

who are not appointed by the President.

Therefore, it must be understood either (1)
as an attempt to vest significant authority to

execute Federal law in those persons, in
which case it violates the Appointments
Clause, Article II, section 2; see Buckley

v.

(1975); or (2) as an attempt to confer lawmaking power on indiValeo, 424 U.S.

1

vidual members of the Congress and others,
in which case it violates Article 1, section 7

see INS v. Chadha, 462 U.S. 919 (l9S3.
Accrdi,i Lbis requ;cneiit is itli&ut
,

legal force, and I am so instructing the Secretary of Health and Human Services. I am
also instructing the Attorney General and
the Secretary of Health and Human Services to prepare remedial legislation to

amend this section for submission to the
1765
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next session of the Congress, so that the Act

can be brought into compliance with the
Constitutions requirements.

Further, the Constitution empowers the
President to "recommend to [Congress]

such Measures as he shall judge necessary
and expedient." U.S. Const. Art. II, Sec. 3.
Several sections of the Act raise constitutional difficulties by appearing or purporting to impose requirements that the executive branch submit legislative proposals of a
predetermined kind. The executive branch
has consistently treated provisions of this
type as advisory rather than as mandatory,
and to avoid a constitutional question will
so construe the provisions at issue here.
George Bush

The White House,
November 5, 1990.

Note: HR. 5835, approted Nocember 5, was
assigned Public Law No. 101-508.
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OMNIBUS BUDGET RECONCILIATION ACT OF 1990
On November 5, 1990, President Bush signed into law H.R. 5835
The new law contains a number of Social Security
(P.L. 101—508).
and Supplemental Security Income provisions, as well as Medicare
and budget process provisions, which are summarized in this
report.
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Attachment

OMNIBUS BUDGET RECONCILIATION ACT OF 1990
H.R. 5835/P.L. 101—508
(Enacted November 5, 1990)
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OMNIBUS BUDGET RECONCILIATION ACT OF 1990

H.R. 5835/P.L. 101—508
(Enacted November 5, 1990)
TITLE IV -- MEDICARE, MEDICAID, AND OTHER
HEALTH-RELATED PROGRAMS

SUBTITLE A --

MEDICARE

Section 4203 —— Extension of Enforcement of Medicare as
Secondary Payor Provisions
Extends through September 30, 1995, the 1989 Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act provision that requires the Social Security
Administration (SSA) and the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) to
work together to identify from their records the employers of
Medicare beneficiaries (or their spouses) so that the Health Care
Financing Administration (HCFA) can determine if the Medicare
beneficiary has group health insurance.
The authority for the disclosure of the tax return information
required under this provision would otherwise expire
September 30, 1991.
The purpose of this provision is to continue enforcement of the
requirement that employment-related group health plans pay claims
before Medicare is billed.
Section 4301 --

Increase

Part B Premium

Increases the Supplemental Medical Insurance (Part B) premium to
$29.90 in 1991, $31.80 in 1992, $36.60 in 1993, $41.10 in 1994,
and $46.10 in 1995.
Subject to Section 4501, below, the increase in the Part B
premium requires enrolled people to pay for a higher percentage
of the cost of the program.
Section 4359 ——

Health Insurance Advisory Service for Medicare
Beneficiaries

Requires the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) to
provide information, counseling and assistance for
Medicare—eligible individuals concerning eligibility for Medicare
and Medicaid benefits, the process of applying for benefits, the
nature of covered and noncovered services, Medicare supplemental
insurance policies (including decisions on whether to purchase
such policies) , and other health insurance matters.
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This assistance is generally to Ibe provided through local Federal
offices, such as SSA offices, that provide Medicare information,
conununity outreach programs, and a toll—free telephone
information service.

The purpose of this provision is to assure that information about
Medicare, Medicaid, and supplemental "rnedigap" insurance
policies, is readily available to Medicare beneficiaries and the
general public.
Section 4361 —— Medicare and Medigap Information by Telephone
Requires HHS to provide information via a toll—free telephone
number concerning the Medicare program and Medicare supplemental
insurance policies.
Also requires HHS to conduct demonstration projects in up to
five States for the purpose of establishing Statewide toll-free
telephone numbers for information on Medicare, Medigap insurance
policies, and benefits available under State Medicaid programs.
The purpose of this provision is to make information concerning
health insurance programs readily available to the public.
SUBTITLE B -- MEDICAID

Section 4501 —— Phased—In Extension of Medicaid Payiients for
Medicare Premiums for Certain Individuals With
Income Below 120 Percent of the Official Poverty
Line

Advances by 1 year (from 1992 to 1991) the requirement that State
Medicaid programs pay the Medicare premiums, deductibles, and
coinsurance for Qualified Medicare Beneficiaries (QMB5) whose
incomes are 100 percent or less of the Federal poverty level.
For States that do not cover all Supplemental Security Income
(SSI) recipients (the so-called 209(b) States), advances by
1 year coverage of QMB5 with incomes up to 95 percent of poverty
to 1991 and up to 100 percent of poverty to 1992. Also, requires
all States to pay the Medicare Part B premiums for QMB5 whose
incomes are 110 percent or less of poverty in 1993 and 1994 and
120 percent or less of poverty n 1995 and after.
For purposes
of determining income levels, increases in title II benefits due
to cost-of—living adjustments (COLAs) would not be taken into
account until the month after the month the Federal poverty level
is published.
The provision is intended to lessen the economic burden of the
increases in premiums and coinsurance amounts in the Medicare
program for the poorest of Medicare beneficiaries.
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Section 4601 —— Phased—In Mandatory Coverage of Children Up to
100 Percent of Poverty Level
Phases in required Medicaid coverage of children aged 7—18 where
fantily income does not exceed 100 percent of the official poverty
level for a fantily of its size.
The coverage is phased in as
children born after Septeinber 30, 1983, attain age 7. Prior law
continues to apply to children aged 6 and under: Medicaid
coverage is ntandatory for such children where fantily inconte does
not exceed 133 percent of poverty.

The provision is effective beginning January 1991 or, if the
change requires State legislation, on the first day of the first
calendar quarter beginning after the close of the first regular
session of a State's legislature.
The provision reflects congressional interest in providing
Medicaid coverage for children in low-inconte households
regardless of Aid to Fantilies with Dependent Children or SSI
eligibility.
Section 4724 -—

Optional

State Medicaid Disability
Determinations Independent of the Social
Security Adntinistration

Clarifies that States are allowed to make determinations of
disability and blindness for Medicaid eligibility purposes using
SSI standards.
State determinations are effective until final
determinations are ntade by SSA.
The intent of this provision is to overconte an illS regulation
prohibiting States front finding individuals eligible for Medicaid
when SSA is determining SSI eligibility or has determined the
individual not to be disabled or blind within the past 12 ntonths.

TITLE V -- INCOME SECURITY, HUMAN RESOURCES,
AND RELATED PROGRAMS
SUBTITLE A -- HUMAN RESOURCE AND FAMILY POLICY AMENDMENTS
CHAPTER 3 -- SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME

Section 5031 —-

Exclusion

From Inconte and Resources of Victints'

Compensation Payments
Effective for benefits beginning May 1991, excludes front inconte
for SSI purposes any payments received by an individual front a
State—adntinistered fund established to aid victints of crinte.
Also excludes victints' contpensation payments front resources for
the 9-ntonth period beginning with the ntonth after the ntonth they
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are received, providing recipients show that the amounts are
compensation for expenses incurred or losses suffered as a result
of crimes.
The ainendinent also provides that SSI
may
not be denied because an individual refuses to accept victims'
compensation payments.

eligibility

Section 5032 ——

Attainment of Age 65 Not To Serve as Basis for
Termination of Eligibility Under Section 1619(b)

Continues beyond age 64 Medicaid-only eligibility under the
section 1619(b) work incentive provision for individuals whose
SSI eligibility is based on a determination of disability or
blindness.
The provision is effective with respect to benefits
beginning May 1991.

The intent is to continue section 1619(b) Medicaid protection to
disabled and blind individuals who are working and not receiving
cash benefits and who otherwise would lose eligibility for
Medicaid on reaching age 65.
Section 5033 ——

Exclusion From Income of Impairment-Related Work
Expenses

Expands the impairment—related work expense (IRWE) income
exclusion to exclude IRWE5 in determining initial SSI and State
supplement eligibility as well as reeligibility.
The provision
is effective for benefits beginning with December 1990.

This provision is intended to strengthen the work incentive
effects of the IRWE exclusion by eliminating the requirement that
an individual first must meet the Federal SSI income test without
benefit of the IRWE exclusion before the exclusion applies. This
requirement made some working, disabled persons ineligible for
SSI benefits unless they reduced their earnings temporarily in
order to qualify without the IRWE exclusion.
Section 5034 —— Treatment of Royalties and Honoraria as Earned
Inc omne

Treats

royalties earned in connection with the publication of an
individual's work and honoraria received for services rendered as
earned, rather than unearned, income for purposes of SSI
eligibility and benefit determinations.

This change, effective with respect to benefits for months
beginning with December 1991, extends the more liberal earned
income disregards to royalties and honoraria.
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Section 5035 ——

Certain

State Relocation Assistance Excluded
Fron SSI Incone and Resources

Excludes fron incone certain payments received as State or local
governnent relocation assistance. If not expended, such payments
also will be excluded fron resources for a 9-nonth period
beginning with the nonth after they are received. The provision
is effective for benefits for nonths in the 3-year period
(Under the
beginning with May 1991 and ending with April 1994.
provision, State and local relocation assistance will be treated
sindlarly to Federal relocation assistance for SSI purposes.)
Section 5036 —-

Evaluation

of Child's Disability by Pediatrician
or Other Qualified Specialist

Requires that, effective for disability determinations nade on or
after May 5, 1991, the Secretary nake reasonable efforts to
ensure that a qualified pediatrician or a specialist in a field
of nedicine appropriate to the child's disability evaluates the
case of a child under age 18 for purposes of determining
eligibility for SSI disability benefits.

The intent of this provision is to assure accurate child
disability determinations by having qualified nedical specialists
nake evaluations.
Section 5037 —— Reinbursenent for Vocational Rehabilitation
Services Furnished During Certain Months of
Nonpaynent of SSI Benefits
Authorizes reinbursenent for otherwise reimbursable vocational
rehabilitation (VR) services provided in nonths for which
individuals were not receiving Federal SSI benefits but were in
"special status" under section 1619(b) or suspended benefit
status or were receiving federally adninistered State
supplenentary payments. The provision is applicable to claiins
for reinbursenent pending on or after Noveither 5, 1990.

This change inp1enents a recommendation of the 1988 Disability
Advisory Council that yR agencies be reimbursed for all VR
services that result in successful rehabilitations, including
services provided in nonths when an individual was not eligible
for a Federal SSI benefit. This change will ensure that State VR
agencies receive reimbursenent for all nonths in which they
provide VR services through the ninth nonth of continuous
substantial gainful activity (SGA) or benefit ternination (after
12 nonths of suspension), whichever is earlier.
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Section 5038 --

Extension of Period of Presuniptive Eligibility
for Benefits

Extends froni 3 to 6 the number of nionths for which SSI benefits
may be paid on the basis of presumptive disability or blindness.
As under the prior 3—month provision, the payments are not
overpayments if the applicant is found not to be disabled. The
provision is effective beginning with May 1991.

The provision will relieve the financial hardship of some people
who qualify for payment based on presumptive disability or
blindness but for whom a final decision is not made before the
end of the current 3—month time limit.
Section 5039 --

Continuing Disability or Blindness Reviews Not
Required More Than Once Annually

Effective upon enactment, huts SS1 continuing disability

reviews (CDR5) for purposes of the work incentive provisions of
section 1619 to no more than one in any 12—month period.
The provision is intended to reduce the perceived work
disincentive effect of frequent CDR5.
(The amendment will have
no practical effect, because it already is SSA's policy not to
schedule CDR5 more frequently than once in 12 months.)
Section 5040 —- Concurrent SSI and Food Stamp Applications by
Institutionalized Individuals

Provides that the Secretary of Health and Human Services and the
Secretary of Agriculture shall develop a procedure under which an
individual about to be released from a public institution who
applies for ssi may also apply for benefits under the food stamp
program, using a separate but concurrent application. The
provision is effective upon enactment.
This provision replaces a requirement that a single application
for both SSI and food stamps be used for these cases.
Section 5041 -—

Notification

of Certain Individuals Eligible To
Receive Retroactive Benefits

Requires the Secretary, when notifying individuals eligible for
retroactive benefits under Zebley (a Supreme Court decision which
requires SSA to reopen many previously denied childhood
disability determinations and which may result in large
retroactive ssi payments), to provide a clearly written notice
explaining (1) that retroactive payments are excluded from
resources under SSI for only 6 months; (2) the potential effects
on future SSI eligibility of retroactive payments; (3) the
possibility of establishing a trust account that would not be
considered as income or resources under SSI; and (4) that legal
assistance in establishing such a trust may be available from
various legal referral services. The provision is effective upon
enactment.
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The provision is designed to ensure that individuals receiving
payments under Zebley are aware of the effects of retroactive
r$ayinents.

SUBTITLE

B --

Section 5102 ——

OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE

Continuation

of Disability Benefits During Appeal

Effective upon enactment, makes permanent the temporary provision
permitting disability beneficiaries to elect to have their
disability benefits and Medicare protection continue through the
hearing level of appeal in medical cessation cases. As under
prior law, the disability benefits are subject to recovery if the
final decision of the Secretary is that the individual is not
disabled; Medicare benefits, however, are not subject to
recovery.

The intent of this provision is to prevent undue hardship to
beneficiaries who are found on appeal still to be disabled.
Section 5103 -— Repeal of Special Disability Standard for Widows
and Widowers

Repeals the stricter definition of disability to qualify for
disabled widow(er)s' benefits (DWB) and instead applies the sarte
definition of disability used in adjudicating disabled worker's
and SSI disability claims. Also, for a widow(er) who had been
receiving SSI disability or blindness benefits before becoming
entitled to DWB, provides for:
o

counting months prior to the individual's entitlement to
DWB, beginning with the month of first eligibility for
SSI disability or blindness benefits, for purposes of
satisfying both the 5-month waiting period for DWB and
the 24-month Medicare waiting period;

o

continuing Medicaid eligibility for a person who becorres
ineligible for SSI benefits by reason of receipt of DWB
so long as the person (1) is not entitled to Medicare and
(2) would be eligible for SSI benefits in the absence of
DWB; and

o

deeming the SSI disability or blindness determination to
be a disability determination for purposes of entitlement
to DWB.

The provision is generally effective for DWB payable after
December 1990 on the basis of applications filed on or after
January 1, 1991, or pending on that date. No application is
required, however, from individuals who (1) were entitled to
benefits as disabled workers or to SSI disability benefits for
January 1991; and (2) filed a claim for DWB in 1990 which was
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denied because they did not meet the disability requirements.
The conference report language also expresses the intent that, to
the extent possible, SSA notify individuals affected by this
provision.
Because Congress was concerned about the cost potentials when it
first provided for DWB in 1967, it required that widow(er)s meet
a stricter test of disability to be entitled to benefits than the
disability test wcrkers had to meet to be entitled. The intent
of this provision is to eliminate (1) the inequities resulting
from having the more restrictive disability rules for widow(er)s
and (2) the public confusion that resulted from these different
tests of disability.
Section 5104 -- Adopted Child
Modifies the dependency requirements to permit a child adopted by
a surviving spouse to be entitled to benefits based on the
deceased worker's earnings record, if the child was either living
with or receiving one-half support from the worker at the time of
the worker's death.
Effective for benefits payable for months
after December 1990, on the basis of applications filed after
December 31, 1990.
The intent of this provision is to remove the prior bar to
entitlement if a child adopted by a surviving spouse receives any
regular outside support.
Section 5105 ——

Representative

Payee Reforms

Effective July 1, 1991, requires more extensive investigation of
representative payee applicants generally limits deferral or
suspension of direct payment of benefits pending selection of a
payee to 1 month, allows certain nonprofit Social Service
agencies to charge a statutorily limited fee for providing payee
services, and provides stricter standards in determining the
fitness of representative payee applicants to manage benefit
payments on behalf of beneficiaries.

Effective on enactment, if it is established that there has been
a misuse of funds due to SSA's negligence in failing to
investigate or monitor a representative payee, an amount equal to
the misused funds must be paid to the beneficiary or to an
alternate payee.
Effective October 1, 1992, requires SSA to
maintain a centralized file of certain beneficiary and payee
information.
The intent of the provision is to provide additional protections
for beneficiaries with representative payees.
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Section 5106 —— Fees for Representation of Claimants in
Administrative Proceedings; Limitation of Travel
Expense Reimbursement

Streamlines the process by which SSA approves fees charged by
persons representing claimants before the agency in the case of
claims involving entitlement to past—due benefits. In cases
where a claimant and an attorney or other representative submit a
written agreement to the Secretary, a fee of up to the lesser of
25 percent of past-due benefits or $4,000 is to be paid to the
attorney automatically. This provision applies to title II
claims and, except for the benefit withholding and direct payment
It is effective for determinations
aspects, to title XVI claims.
made on or after July 1, 1991.
The $4,000 limit may be increased periodically by the Secretary
Calculation of the 25 percent of
to account for inflation.
available past-due benefits and payment to the attorney is to be
done before any reduction for the SSI windfall offset. The
claimant, representative, or administrative law judge or other
adjudicator who decided the case will have the right to protest
the approved fee amount under a review process to be established
by the Secretary.

The intent of this provision is to speed up the attorney fee
Fees in cases where the
payment process for most cases.
requested attorney fee does not meet these criteria would
continue to be determined under the current fee petition process.
In addition, with respect to reimbursement for travel expenses of
individuals who represent Social Security and SSI claimants at
administrative proceedings, section 5106 restricts the amount
which will be reimbursed to the maximum amount that would be
payable for travel within the geographic area served by the
office having jurisdiction over the proceeding. This provision
is effective for reimbursement for travel expenses incurred on or
after April 1, 1991.

The intent of this provision is to prevent program funds from
being spent to pay for expenses for representatives who travel
long distances to represent claimants.
Section 5107 --

Applicability

of Administrative Res Judicata
Related Notice Requirements

Provides that if a claimant for Social Security or SSI benefits
does not timely appeal an adverse initial or reconsideration
determination, and such failure was due to good faith reliance
upon incorrect, incomplete, or misleading information provided by
SSA, any new application the claimant files cannot be denied on
the basis that the claimant did not timely appeal the prior
determination.
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Requires that SSA include, in all initial and reconsideration
denial notices, clear and specific language explaining how the
applicant's decision to file a new clain instead of appealing the
prior determination nay affect his possible entitlement to
benefits.
This provision is effective for adverse deterndnations
nade on or after July 1, 1991.
The intent of this provision is to ensure that claimants are
fully informed regarding SSA's use of adndnistrative res judicata
for denial of a subsequent application and are not adversely
affected by any misinformation SSA might supply.
Section 5108 —-

Denonstration Projects Relating to Accountability
for Telephone Service Center Conununications

Mandates den'ionstration projects in not less than three telephone
service centers to evaluate the furnishing of a written receipt
to any caller who inquires about potential or current eligibility
or entitlenent to benefits.
(A receipt is not required for
routine telephone calls that are unrelated to current or
potential entitlenent, such as questions about the location or
hours of operation of an office.)

The projects nust begin by May 4, 1991, and last at least 1 year
but not nore than 3 years. The Secretary of Health and Hwnan
Services nust report to the Congress on the denonstration
projects not later than 90 days. after the termination of the
projects.
The intent of this provision is to test the feasibility of
procedures that would assure that individuals who conduct
business with SSA via telephone are not disadvantaged, either as
a result of incorrect information or their inability to document
their actions and requests.
Section 5109 ——

Notice Reirenets

Requires that Social Security and SSI notices be written in clear
and sinple language and, if produced in a local servicing office,
include the address and telephone nunber of the Social Security
office which serves the individual.
Notices not produced in
local offices nust contain the address of the field office
serving the individual and a telephone nunber through which that
office can be reached. The provision is effective with respect
to notices issued on or after July 1, 1991.
The intent of this provision is to assure that people understand
the notices they receive fro1n SSA and that the notices contain
the information the recipient needs to contact SSA if he or she
wishes to do so.
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Section 5110 —— Telephone Access to the Social Security
Administration
By May 4, 1991, requires restoration of telephone access to local
Social Security offices to the same level generally available as
of September 30, 1989.
To accomplish this, SSA must request the
publication in local directories of the telephone numbers of
local offices which are required to provide direct telephone
access and of the address of all offices.
Also requires that the
Secretary issue a report by January 1, 1993, on the impact of the
provision on SSA and on a plan to use new technologies to enhance
access to SSA, including local offices. Also requires reports by
the General Accounting Office (GAO) on the level of telephone
access to local offices not later than March 5, and June 3, 1991.

The intent of this provision is to restore direct public
telephone access to local offices where it existed before
nationwide implementation of the 800 number service in
October 1989.
Section 5111 -- Amendments Relating to Social Security Account
Statements (PEBES)

Requires that, by October 1, 1999, SSA begin sending a statement
concerning earnings and potential benefits each year to all
(Current law requires
workers covered under Social Security.
statements to be sent every 2 years beginning October 1999.)
Also, with appropriate safeguards, provides for release to SSA of
IRS address information for mailing the statements.
The intent of this provision is to assure that workers receive
statements of earnings annually rather than biennially and to
make IRS taxpayer address information available to the Secretary
when mailing the statements.
Section 5112 —-

Trial

Work Period (TWP) During Rolling 5-Year
Period for All Disabled Beneficiaries

Provides that, effective January 1, 1992, a disabled beneficiary
will exhaust his TWP only if he performs services in 9 months in
a rolling 60-month period, i.e., any period of 60 consecutive
Also, repeals the provision which precludes a reentitled
months.
disabled worker from being eligible for a TWP.
The intent of this provision is to give all disability
beneficiaries, including reentitled disabled workers, a better
opportunity to test their ability to perform gainful activity
over a sustained period of time before they are subject to the
loss of disability benefits.
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Section 5113 --

Continuation

of Benefits on Account of
Participation in a Non-State Vocational
Rehabilitation Program

Extends to Social Security and SSI disability beneficiaries who
medically recover while participating in an approved non—State VR
program the same benefit continuation rights as those who
medically recover while participating in a State VR program.
This provision is effective with respect to benefits payable for
months after October 1991 and applies only with respect to
individuals whose disability or blindness ceases after
October 1991.
This provision, based on a recommendation of the 1988 Disability
Advisory Council, recognizes that non—State yR providers also
play a role in rehabilitating disabled beneficiaries so that they
can perform substantial gainful work.
It is intended to ensure
equitable treatment to beneficiaries no matter from what source
they receive VR services.
Section 5114 --

Prouty

Benefits

Precludes the payment of so—called "Prouty benefits" to persons
reaching age 72 after 1990 who otherwise could have been entitled
to these benefits. This provision is effective for applications
filed after November 5, 1990.
The provision precludes the unintended payiient of Prouty benefits
(due to the interaction of the 1966 Prouty benefit provision with
subsequent changes in the law affecting the minimum benefit) by
providing that Prouty benefits not be payable to any individual
reaching age 72 after 1990. This change does not affect any
current Prouty beneficiaries.

Section 5115 --

Modification

of Advance Tax Transfer

Credits the trust funds with Social Security tax receipts as they
are collected throughout the month, rather than in advance (at
the first of the month), as under current law. However, the
advance tax transfer mechanism is retained as a contingency to be
used if the trust funds drop to such a low level that it is
needed in order to pay benefits. The provision is effective as
of December 1, 1990.
The purpose of the provision is to allow for use of the elaborate
tax transfer process only as a contingency, since it is not
needed on a regular basis.
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Section 5116 —-

Elimination

of Retroactive Reduced Benefits

Repeals the provision which permits a person to elect up to
6 months of retroactive reduced benefits in order to charge off
any excess earnings under the retirement earnings test that he or
she may have in the year of filing. Also repeals a similar
provision which allows retroactive reduced benefits in cases
where unreduced auxiliary benefits are payable. The provision is
effective for applications for benefits filed on January 1, 1991,
and later.
Eliminating the exceptions to the retroactivity rule has two
it eliminates some windfall benefits and it
beneficial effects:
simplifies the Social Security program, thereby reducing payment
However, people would still be able to receive full
errors.
benefits for months beginning with the month of filing in which
their earnings are at or below the monthly exempt amount,
regardless of their total earnings for the year.
Section 5117 —- Old Computations
Benefits of
Eliminates and consolidates old computation methods.
all newly entitled beneficiaries, who under present law would
have their benefits computed under one of the old, little-used
computations, will be computed under a newer method. Effective
for beneficiaries newly entitled after May 1992.

This provision replaces obsolete computations which apply to
small, closed groups of people with simnplif ied computations to
It will also eliminate the complex,
make administration easier.
timne—consumning redesign of computer software to incorporate many
of these old computations into the modernized system and
eliminate all of the remaining computation methods that require
mnanual intervention and cannot be totally automnated.
Section 5118 —-

Auxiliary

Benefits During an Extended Period
of Eligibility

Provides for suspension of benefits to auxiliary beneficiaries
when the disabled worker's benefits are suspended because he is
engaging in SGA during the 36-mnonth extended period of
Effective for benefits for mnonths after
eligibility (EPE).
Novemnber 1990.

The intent of this provision is to codify current SSA policy.
Prior legislation specified that the disabled worker's cash
benefits generally would be withheld for any month in which he or
However, the legislation was
she engages in SGA during the EPE.
not explicit as to the treatment of the auxiliary benefits
payable on such a worker's record.
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Section 5119 ——

Payient of Benefits to a Deemed Spouse

Provides benefits to a deemed spouse (a person who entered into
an invalid ceremonial marriage in good faith) regardless of
whether the legal spouse is entitled to benefits on the same
earnings record.
The benefits to the legal spouse are paid
outside the maximum family benefit.
Also, provides benefits to
divorced deemed spouses. The change is effective for benefits
payable for months after Deceniber 1990; however, a new
application is required if the beneficiary was previously
terminated as a deemed spouse.
The termination of spouse's benefits or widow(er)'s benefits for
the deemed spouse when the legal spouse becomes entitled can
create a severe financial hardship for the deemed spouse,
especially in the case of a widow.
Section 5120 -—

Vocational

Rehabilitation Demonstration

Prol ects

Requires the Secretary to conduct demonstration projects
permitting disabled beneficiaries to select a qualified public or
private rehabilitation provider to furnish them with services
aimed at enabling them to engage in substantial gainful activity
and leave the disability rolls. Provides that such projects are
to begin as soon as practicable and to run for 3 years in at
least three States. An interim report to the Congress on these
demonstration projects is required by April 1, 1992, and a final
report is due by April 1, 1994.
Also, extends from June 9, 1993, to October 1, 1993, the due date
of the final report with respect to all VR experiments and
demonstration projects (conducted under section 505 of the Social
Security Act), except for the demonstration projects conducted
under this provision.

The intent of this provision is to assess the advantages and
disadvantages of giving disabled beneficiaries the option of
selecting their own rehabilitation provider.
Section 5121 —-

Legalized Aliens (Exemption From Prosecution)

Provides that persons who have received permanent or temporary
legal residence in the United States under specified statutes are
not subject to prosecution under the Social Security Act for
furnishing false information regarding earnings or misusing a
Social Security card (except production and sale of a Social
Security card) if such conduct occurred prior to January 4, 1991.
The purpose of the provision is to encourage aliens who have been
granted legal status to correct, without the threat of
prosecution, errors in their earnings records caused by the
alien's improper use of a Social Security number or card.
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Section 5122 ——

Special

Minimum

Reduces the amount of earnings needed to earn a year of coverage
toward the special minimum benefit (designed to assist long-term,
low—wage workers) from 25 percent of the old—law contribution and
benefit base ($9,900 in 1991) to 15 percent of that base ($5,940
Effective for years of coverage after 1990.
in 1991).
The intent of this provision is to make it possible once again
for a minimum—wage earner to earn years of coverage t
trom
special minimum. Because the minimum wage was not incL
1981 through 1989, while the Social Security contribution and
benefit base has been indexed to wage increases, the level of
wages required to earn a year of coverage under the special
minimum benefit provision has exceeded the minimum wage in every
year since 1983.
-

Section 5123 —— Treatment of Earnings of Corporate Directors

Provides that the earnings of a corporate director are taxed and
credited for Social Security purposes in the tax year in which
they are received rather than in the tax year in which the
(The earnings continue to be subject
director performs services.
to the retirement earnings test in the tax year in which the
director performs the services to which the earnings are
attributable.)

The purpose of this provision is to assure that the point at
which the earnings of corporate directors are taxed and credited
for Social Security purposes is consistent with the point at
The provision is
which they are taxed for income tax purposes.
effective for earnings received for services performed in tax
years beginning after December 31, 1990.
Section 5124 ——

Collection

of Employee Social Security and
Railroad Retirement Taxes on Taxable Group—Term
Life Insurance Provided to Retirees

Provides that if an employer provides taxable group-term life
insurance to an individual who has left his employment, the
former employee is required to pay the employee portion of the
The owed tax will be
FICA tax through the income tax system.
listed separately on the former employee's form W-2, and the
form 1040 filing instructions will direct filers to add this
amount to their tax liability. This provision is effective for
coverage provided after December 31, 1990.

The intent of this provision is to relieve employers of the
responsibility of collecting the eniployee share of the FICA tax
when there are no employee funds from which the employer can
withhold the tax.
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Section 5127 —— Waiver of 2—Year Waiting Period (For Certain
Divorced Spouses)

Eliminates the 2-year waiting period for payment of divorced
spouse's benefits without regard to the worker's earnings in
situations in which the worker was entitled to benefits before
the divorce.
The provision is effective for benefits for months
after December 1990.
This proposal was prompted by concerns that a newly divorced
spouse could suffer serious financial hardship if she had been
relying on her spouse's benefits, and that benefit was cut off
for up to 2 years after divorce because of the ex-spouse's
earnings.
Under the proposal, such people could continue to
receive benefits without interruption.
Section 5128 -—

Modification

of the Preeffectuation Review
Requirement Applicable to Social Security
Disability Insurance Cases

Effective for fiscal year (FY) 1991, changes the preent
65—percent review of all favorable State agency Social Security
disability decisions to (a) a 50-percent review of disability
allowances and (b) a review of El sufficient number of other
favorable disability determinations to ensure a high degree of
accuracy.
To the extent feasible, these reviews must focus on
allowances and continuances which are most likely to be
incorrect.
Requires a report to pertinent congressional
committees not later than April 1, 1992, and annually thereafter,
setting forth the number of preeffectuation reviews conducted
during the preceding fiscal year and the Secretary's findings
relating to the accuracy of the Disability Determination
Services' determinations.
The intent of this provision is to provide a more effective
review by focusing on favorable disability determinations that
are likely to be incorrect.
Section 5129 -— Recovery of Old-Age, Survivors, and Disability
Insurance (OASDI) Overpayments by Means of
Reduction in Tax Refunds
Beginning January 1, 1991, authorizes the recovery of Social
Security overpayents from former beneficiaries by means of
offsetting any income tax refunds due the individual after
affording them an additional opportunity to request waiver or
arrange repayent. This authority remains in effect as long as
the existing Government-wide tax refund offset program remains in
effect (currently, until January 10, 1994).

The intent of this provision is to provide another avenue for
recovery of overpayents from those who are no longer receiving
Social Security benefits.
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TITLE VII -- CIVIL SERVICE AND POSTAL SERVICE PROGRAMS
SUBTITLE C -- MISCELLANEOUS

Section 7201 -- Con1puter Matching and Privacy Provisions

Permits an agency adndnistering a Federal benefit program to take
an adverse action against a beneficiary on the basis of data
obtained from a Federal computer matching program without
independent verification, if the appropriate Data Integrity Board
has certified that the matched information has been found to be
highly reliable.
Provides that, prior to taking the adverse
action, the agency must either give the individual a 30-day
advance notice or apply an alternative notice period established
by statute or regulation.
The intent of the provision is to make it easier for agencies
administering programs such as SSI, food stamps, Medicaid, and
AFDC to use information provided by Federal agencies.
It would
allow SSA to take adverse actions in the SSI program without
independent verification of data found to be highly accurate.
This provision is effective upon enactment. However, since
certification (under (1) above) as to the "highly reliable"
nature of certain matched information may take some time, a
special provision waives the requirement for independent
verification in the absence of such certification in the case of
SSI, Medicaid, AFDC, and food stamps until the earlier of:
—-

30 days after publication of 0MB guidelines for
certification by Data Integrity Boards, or

——

the date the Board certification occurs.
TITLE VIII -- VETERANS' PROGRAMS

SUBTITLE F --MISCELLANEOUS
Section 8051 —— Use of Internal Revenue Service and Social
Security Administration Data for Income
Verification

Authorizes the Secretary of Veterans Affairs to access, with
appropriate safeguards, Social Security and IRS data for
verification of the income of applicants for or recipients of
certain veterans compensation or pension benefits after the
individual is notified of such verification procedures.
This
provision is effective upon enactment and terminates after
September 30, 1992. GAO is to conduct a study and submit a
report to the Congress no later than January 1, 1992, on the
effectiveness of this provision.
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The intent of this provision is to prevent incorrect veterans
pay1rents and to ensure that accurate infonnation is available for
determining eligibility for needs-based benefits.
Section 8053

Requirement for Claimants To Report Social
Security Numbers; Use of Death Infonnation
by the Department of Veterans Affairs (DVA)

Requires, as a condition of eligibility, that applicants for or
recipients of veterans compensation or pension benefits provide
their Social Security number (SSN) and the SSN of any dependents.
Also requires DVA to periodically check HHS death information
with respect to DVA beneficiaries.
These provisions are
effective as of November 5, 1990.
The intent of these provisions is to save Federal funds by
providing DVA an additional source for identifying recipients of
DVA benefits who may have died.
TITLE XI -- REVENUE PROVISIONS

SUBTITLE A -- INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX PROVISIONS

Section 11111 ——

Modifications

of Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC)

Liberalizes the EITC by increasing the maximum basic credit
available to eligible families (must include a dependent child
meeting a relationship, residency, and age test) and by adjusting
the maximum credit amount upward if the family has two or more
children. Also provides new supplemental credits for a child
under age 1 and for certain health insurance premium expenses.
These provisions are effective for taxable years beginning after
December 31, 1990.

The intent of this provision is to increase assistance to working
families with low incomes.
Section 11112 —— Requirement of Taxpayers Identification Number
(TIN) for Certain Dependents
Requires a TIN for any dependent who has attained age 1 (instead
of age 2, as under prior law) as of the close of the taxable
year.
This provision is effective for returns for taxable years
beginning after December 31, 1990.

The intent of this provision is to ensure that taxpayers do not
fraudulently claim dependents.
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Section 11115 ——

Exclusion

From Income and Resources of EITC
Under Titles IV, XVI, and XIX of the Social
Security Act

Excludes from income and from resources (for the month of receipt
and the following month) under SSI, AFDC, and Medicaid the total
amount of any refund of Federal income taxes related to EITC5 and
any payment made by an employer for advance payment of such tax
credits.
This provision is effective with respect to
determinations of income and resources made for any period after
December 31, 1990.

The provision liberalizes the treatment of the EITC5 under the
affected programs by excluding from an individual's income
amounts of EITC5 that exceed the tax paid by the individual. The
exclusion from resources for 1 month will allow some time for use
of the funds that are received as a tax credit before they will
count as resources.
SUBTITLE C -- OTHER REVENUE INCREASES
Section 11331

--

Increase the Hospital Insurance (HI)
Contribution Base

Increases the amount of earnings subject to the HI tax to
$125,000 for 1991.
For years after 1991, the amount is indexed
to increases in the average wages in the economy.

The limit on earnings subject to the OASDI tax will continue to
be calculated as under present law.
The OASDI contribution and
benefit base for 1991 is $53,400.
Section 11332 -- Coverage of Certain State and Local Employees
Under Social Security
Mandatorily covers under Social Security (and, in some cases, HI)
employees of State and local governments who are not covered
under a retirement system.
Students employed by the educational
institution they are attending are excluded.

The provision extends Social Security coverage to those State and
local employees who have no protection under a retirement system.
The provision is effective with respect to services performed
after July 1, 1991.
Section 11334 --

Deposits of Payroll Taxes

Accelerates the deposit schedule for 1991 and later for employers
whose withheld Social Security and income taxes total $100,000 or
more at times set by regulations.
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SUBTITLE D —- 1-YEAR EXTENSION OF CERTAIN EXPIRING
TAX PROVISIONS

Section 11403 -- Employer-Provided Educational Assistance
Extends the exclusion for income tax and Social Security purposes
of amounts paid, or expenses incurred, by an employer under a
The exclusion is now
qualified educational assistance program.
scheduled to expire for tax years beginning after December 31,
1991.

Section 11404 —— Group Legal Services Plans
Extends the exclusion for income tax and Social Security purposes
of amounts contributed by an employer to, services received by an
employee from, or amounts paid to an employee under, a qualified
group legal services plan. The exclusion is now scheduled to
expire for tax years beginning after December 31, 1991.
Section 11901 ——

Increase in Public Debt Limit

Effective upon enactment, increases the penianent statutory debt
limit from $3.123 trillion to $4.145 trillion, which is expected
to accommodate public borrowing through the first few months of
1992.

TITLE XIII -- BUDGET ENFORCEMENT /
SUBTITLE A —- AMENDMENTS TO 1985 GRAMM-RUDMAN-HOLLINGS (GRH) ACT
AND RELATED AMENDMENTS

Section 13101

——

Sequestration

Revises the GREI Act to provide for "mini—sequesters" relating to
specified discretionary spending categories for FY 1991-93,
across—the—board discretionary spending sequesters for
FY 1994—95, and sequesters to enforce new "pay—as-you-go" rules
These sequestration provisions are in addition
for FY 1992—95.
to the overall deficit reduction sequester already provided.
Social Security, black lung, and SSI benefits remain exempt from
Administrative expenses for SSI
all sequestration provisions.
and black lung are not exempt from sequester; it is unclear
whether OASDI administrative expenses are exempt.

/ Title
1990.

XIII may also be cited as the Budget Enforcement Act of
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Mini—sequesters can occur with respect to each of three
categories of discretionary spending:
defense, international,
and doirtestic.
Pay-as—you—go sequesters can be inposed on all
non-exenpt accounts to offset net GRH deficit increases caused by
direct spending provisions that are enacted without appropriate
offsets.
In view of the new sequester provisions (and other
enforcenent provisions such as points of order that do not affect
Social Security), it is considered unlikely that an overall
deficit reduction sequester could occur in the next 3 years.
Section 13111 -- Tenporary Anendnents to the Congressional Budget
Act of 1974
Provides new GRH deficit targets (excluding the Social Security
trust funds) as follows:

Fl
Fl
Fl
Fl
Fl
Fl
Fl
Fl

1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995

OLD LAW

NEW LAW

(Billion)

(Billion)

$144
$136
$100
$ 64
$ 28
———

$327
$317

$236
$102
$ 83

The new deficit targets reflect:
Changes in the econony; the
exclusion of Social Security trust fund operations, and the
inclusion of deposit insurance (including the savings and loan
"bailout")

This section also establishes separate lindts on discretionary
spending by category (defense, international and donestic
spending) for Fl 1991 through Fl 1993, and overall discretionary
spending for Fl 1994 and Fl 1995. These anounts are subject to
nodification as part of the ongoing budget process.

Fl 1991
Budget Authority
Outlays
Fl 1992
Budget Authority
Outlays
Fl 1993
Budget Authority
Outlays

DEFENSE

DOMESTIC

(Billion)

(Billion)

INTERNATIONAL
(Billion)

$288.9
$297.7

$182.7
$198.1

$20.1
$18.6

$291.6
$295.7

$191.3
$210.1

$20.5
$19.1

$291.8
$292.7

$198.3
$221.7

$21.4
$19.6
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Deficit targets were the prinary focus of GRH in the past; the
najor focus in the next few years is expected to be on
discretionary spending lindts.
Social Security, black lung, and
SSI benefits are not considered discretionary.
Administrative
expenses for the SSI and black lung programs are considered
discretionary expenses.
OASDI administrative expenses are
identified as discretionary expenses in the conference report.
However, because of ambiguities in the law and the conference
committee report and the exclusion of Social Security trust fund
operations from the congressional budget, it is unclear whether
OASDI administrative expenses will be excluded from the sequester
provision and the discretionary spending limitations.
Finally, this section requires that Social Security spending
authority and outlays be included in the conference report
accompanying the annual Congressional Budget Resolution. The
relationship between this requirement and the exclusion of Social
Security from the congressional budget, as required by
section 13301, below, is unclear.
SUBTITLE

B --

PERMANENT AMENDMENTS TO THE

CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET ACT

Section 13203 —— Debt Increase as Measure of Deficit; Display of

Retirement Trust Fund Balance
Procedures
Federal

Amends the Congressional Budget Act to require that congressional
budget resolutions show certain information relating to the
national debt——the total amount of the debt subject to the
statutory debt limit, the amount by which the budget resolution
would increase the national debt, and the balances in Federal
retirement trust funds.
(These trust funds, like the Social
Security trust funds, generally are invested in Federal
securities which are included in the national debt.)

Section 13208 —-

Standardization

of Additional Deficit Control

Provisions

Removes the requirement for a three—fifths vote in the Senate to
overcome a point of order against including Social Security
legislation in a reconciliation bill.
While this requirement was
effective in linui.ting the use of reconciliation bills for Social
Security legislation in the Senate, the House of Representatives
frequently included Social Security amendments in such bills.
Thus, the three-fifths-waiver requirement had the unintended
effect of limiting the role of the Senate in Social Security
legislation, more than limiting the use of reconciliation bills
for such legislation.
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SUBTITLE C -- SOCIAL SECURITY

Section 13301 —-

Exclusion of Social Security From All Budgets

Excludes the operations of the OASDI trust funds from the
President's budget, the congressional budget, and the Balanced
Budget and Emergency Control Act of 1985 (GRH).
The provision is
effective with respect to fiscal years beginning on or after
October 1, 1990.
The intent of the provision is to end the practice of allowing
annual Social Security trust fund surpluses (or deficits) to
obscure the annual deficit (surplus) in other Government accounts
and to reduce pressure to make changes in Social Security for
budgetary purposes.
It is not clear whether the eventual
interpretation will exclude Social Security entirely from the
sequestration provisions and discretionary spending limitations
or not, since there are (1) indications in Subtitles A and 3 that
administrative expenses for Social Security may be considered to
be discretionary domestic spending and, therefore, subject to the
various sequestration provisions and (2) ambiguities in the
conference committee report and related legislative documents.
Section 13302 --

Protection of OASDI Trust Fund in House of
Representatives

Makes it out of order for the House of Representatives to
consider legislation that would increase OASDI benefits or
decrease OASDI taxes by at least 0.02 percent of taxable payroll
over the next 75 years, or by more than $250 million over the
next 5 fiscal years (in combination with any other OASDI
legislation enacted in that year or the previous 4 fiscal years).
An exception is provided if the legislation under consideration
provides for increases in OASDI taxes which offset the amount by
which the legislation would increase benefits in excess of the
thresholds over the applicable measuring period.
There is also
an exception if the legislation that reduces Social Security
revenues includes an equivalent increase in Medicare taxes. This
point of order may be waived by a majority vote in the House.
Effective with respect to fiscal years beginning on or after
October 1, 1990.
The intent of this provision is to protect the financial
soundness of Social Security, in the absence of the fiscal
restraints imposed by the GRH law, by establishing fiscally
responsible guidelines for House consideration of Social Security
legislation.
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Section 13303 ——

Social

Security Firewall in the Senate

Amends the Congressional Budget Act to make it out of order in
the Senate to consider any concurrent budget resolution that
would decrease the excess of Social Security revenues over
outlays during the years covered by the resolution. Also, nakes
it out of order in the Senate to consider any legislation that
would increase Social Security outlays or decrease revenues front
the amounts in the concurrent budget resolution for the current
and next 4 fiscal years. A three/fifths majority is required to
waive these points of order. This provision is effective with
respect to fiscal years beginning on or after October 1, 1990.
The intent of this provision is to protect the financial
soundness of Social Security, in the absence of the fiscal
restraints inposed by the GRE law, by establishing fiscally
responsible guidelines for Senate consideration of Social
Security legislation.
Section 13304 --

Statenent of Actuarial Balance

Requires a finding in the annual OASDI trustees report as to
whether the trust funds are in close actuarial balance, as
defined by the Trustees of the Social Security trust funds. The
provision is effective for reports issued in or after calendar
year 1991.
The provision is intended to ensure that the annual trustees
reports continue to include a statenent as to whether the trust
For many years the
funds are in close actuarial balance.
Trustees used, as such a ineasure whether, over the 75—year
estimating period, the long-range incone rate is between 95 and
105 percent of the long—range cost rate.
SUBTITLE D -- TREATMENT OF FISCAL YEAR 1991 SEQUESTRATION

Section 13401 -—

Restoration

of Sequestered Funds

Restores any anounts sequestered in FY 1991 under orders issued
in accordance with the Gramni-Rudman-Hollings defic.it reduction
provisions.
The purpose of the provision is to reverse any actions to
implement the FY 1991 sequestration orders and restore any
budgetary resources withheld as a result of these orders.
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On November 5, 1990, Preskient
Bush signed into law the Omnibus
Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990,
HR. 5835 (Public Law 101-508).
The Act contains a number of Social
Security and Supplemental Security
Income (SSI) provisions, as well as
Social Security-related Medicare
Internal Revenue, Veterans, and
budget process provisions, which
are summarized below.

Title V: Income Security,
Human Resources, and
Related Programs
Old-Age, Survivors, and Disability
Insurance Provisions

Section 5102: Continuation of
disability benefits during
appeal.—Makes permanent the
temporary provision permitting
disability beneficiaries to elect to
have their disability benefits and
Medicare protection continue
through the hearing level of appeal
in medical cessation cases. As
under prior law, the disability
benefits are subject to recovery if
the final decision of the Secretary is
that the individual is not disabled;
Medicare benefits, however, are not
subject to recovery. The intent of

Prepared by the staff of the Office of
Legislation and Congressional Affairs (OLCA),
Social Security Administration.

this provision is to prevent undue
hardship to beneficiaries who are
found on appeal still to be disabled.

Section 5103: Repeal of special
disability standard for widows and
widowers.—Repeals the stricter
definition of disability that had
applied to disabled widow(er)'s
benefits (DWB) and instead applies
the same definition of disability as
that for a disabled worker. Also,
includes special provisions for a
widow(er) who was receiving SSI
disability or blindness benefits
before becoming entitled to DWB.
These provisions will (1) facilitate
Social Security entitlement by using
the SSI disability (or blindness)
determination as a determination for
purposes of DWB, (2) expedite
benefits by counting certain prior
SSI months for purposes of the
DWB and Medicare waiting perkds,
and (3) provide continuing Medcaid
coverage for persons not yet entitled
to Medicare who would be eligible
for SSI in the absence of DWB.
Because Congress was
concerned about the potential cost
when it first provided for DWB in
1967, it required widow(er)s to meet
a stricter test of disability than
workers had to meet. The intent o
this provision is to eliminate (1) the
inequities resulting from having
more restrictive disability rules for
widow(er)s and (2) public corfuion
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about the different tests of disability.
The conference report languaçje
also expresses the intent of the
Congress that, to the extent
possible, the Social Security
Administration (SSA) should notify
individuals affected by this
provision.

Section 5104: Adopted child.—
Modifies the dependency
requirements to permit a child
adopted by a surviving spous to be
entitled to benefits based on the
deceased workers earnings i the
child was either living with or
receiving one-half support from the
worker at the time of the worRer's
death. Regular contributions or
support from someone other than
the worker or spouse or from a
child welfare organization arE no
longer an automatic barrier to
entitlement; such contributions
would be "considered" in
determining onehalf support. The
intent of this provision is to reduce
potential barriers to adoption by
removing requirements that might
preclude payment of Socia' Security
benefits in bonafide adoption
situations.

Section 5105: Represent itive
payee ieforms.—Requires nore
extensive investigation of
representative payee applicants,
generally limits deferral or
suspension of direct payme,t of
benefits pending se'ection of a
payee to 1 month, alkms certain
nonprort social service agencies to
charge i statutorily limited lee for
providi

piyie servicts fhrot.gh

June 1904, and provides stricter
standards iii determining the fitness
of representative payee applicants to
manage benefit payments on behalf
of beneficiaries. If it is established
that there has been a misuse of
funds due to SSA's neglig€nce in
failing to investigate or moiitor a
representative payee, an amount
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equal to the misused funds must be
paid to the beneficiary or to an
alternate payee. The new law also
requires a centralized file of
beneficiary and payee information.
The intent of the provision is to
provide additional protection for
beneficiaries with representative
payees.

Section 5106: Fees for
representation of claimants in
administrative proceedings;
limitation of travel expense
reimbursement.—Streamlines the
process by which SSA approves
fees for representation of claimants
who have applied for benefits. In
cases where a claimant and an
attorney or other representative
submit a written agreement to the
Secretary, a fee of up to the lesser
of 25 percent of past-due benefits or
$4,000 is to be paid to the attorney
automaticay. This provision applies
to title II claims and, except for the
benefit withholding and direct
payment aspects, to title XVI claims.
Calculation of the 25 percent of
available past due benefits and
payment to the attorney is to be
done before any reduction for the
SSI windfall offset. The intent of this
provision is to speed up the
attorney fee payment process for
most cases. Fees in cases where
the requested attorney fee does not
meet criteria for automatic payment
would continue to be determined
under the preexisting fee petition
process.

In addition, this provision restricts
the amount of reimbursement for

trave' expense:; o' iJdua!s who
represent Social Security and SSI
claimants at admnistrative
proceedings to the maximum
amount that would be payable for
travel within the geographic area
served by the office having
jurisdiction over the proceeding. The
intent of this provision is to prevent
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program funds from being spent to
pay expenses for representatives
who travel long distances to
represent claimants.

Section 5107: Applicability of
administrative res judicata; related
notice requirements—Provides
that if a claimant for Social Security
or SSI benefits does not tIme'y
appea' an adverse initial or
reconsideration determnatian, and
such failure was due to good faith
re?iance on incorrect, incomplete, or
misleading information provided by
SSA, any new application the
claimant files cannot be denied on
the basis that the claimant did not
timely appeal the prior
determination.
This provision also requires that
SSA include, in all initial and
reconsideration denial notices, clear
and specific 'anguage exp'aining
how filing a new claim instead of
appealing the prior determination
may affect an apphcant's
entitlement to benefits.
The intent of this provision is to
ensure that claimants are fuUy
informed about SSA's use of
administrative res judicata' for
denial of a subsequent application.
It is also intended to assure that
claimants are not adversely affected
by any misinformation SSA might
supply.

Section 5108: Demonstration
projects relating to accountability
for telephone service center
communications.—-Mandates

demonstration prects in not es
than three telephone service centers

to evaiuate U ie f; iihflj or a
written receipt to any caller who
inquires about potential or current
Under the docinne of res uiata, whic!

is oflod by adns :te au

ndudng SSA, a c'aim is dewed ; t rvcLe
the same facts and same ssses as a pr:C
cIam whICh was denied ard was not timely
appea'ed.

eligibility or entitlement to benefits.
(A recei is nc required for routine
telephone calls that are unrelated to
entitlement, such as questions
about the location or hours of
operation of an office). The intent of
this provision is to test the feasibility
of sending a written confirmation to
those individuals who conduct
business with SSA by telephone.
The projects must begin by May
4, 1991, and last at least 1 year but
not more than 3 years. The

Secrary of Health and Human
Services (HHS) must report to the
Congress on the demonstration
projects nc later than 90 days after
the termination of the projects.

Section 5109: Notice
,equirements._Requires that Social
Security and SSI notices be written
in clear and simple language.
Notces produced in the Social
Security office that serves the
individual must include the office's
address and telephone number.
Notices produced elsewhere must
contain the address of the field
office serving the individual and a
telephone number through which
that office can be reached. The
intent of this provision is to assure
that people understand the notices
they receive from SSA and that the
notices contain the information the
recipient needs to contact the local
Social Security office.
Section 5110: Telephone

access to the Social Security
mjni$tration.—Requires that
telephone access to local Social
Security offices be restored to the
level generally available as of
Se*ember 30, 1989. The Social
Security Mministration must request
that local directories publish the
telephone numbers and addresses
of local offices that must provide
direct telephone access. The intent
of this provision is to provide
telephone access to local offices at
the level in effect immediately

before nationwide implementation of
the 800 number service in October
1989.

The Secretary of HHS is required
to report by January 1, 1993, on the
impact of the provision on SSA and
on a plan to use new technologies
to enhance access to SSA,
including local offices. Also requires
the General Accounting Office
(GAO) to report on the level of
telephone access to local offices by
March 5 (interim report) and June 3
(final report) 1991.
Section 5111: AmendmentS

relating to Social Security
account tatements.—Require5
that, by October 1, 1999, SSA begin
sending annual statements of
earnings and potential benefits to all
workers covered under Social
Security. Prior law had required
statements every other year
beginning October 1, 1999. Also,
with appropriate safeguards,
provides for release to SSA of
Internal Revenue Service (IRS)
address information for mailing the
statements.

blindness, beneficiaries who
medically recover while participa'ing
in an approved non-State vocational
rehabilitation (VR) program, extends
the same benefit continuation rights
as are extended to those who
medically recover while participating
in a State VR program. This
provision, based on a
recommendation of the 1988
Disability Advisory Council, is
intended to ensure equitable
treatment regardless of where
beneficiaries receive VR services.

Section 5114: Prouty benefits.—
Precludes the payment of 'Prouty
benefits" (originally intended for
older workers who did nc* have an
opportunity to become insured for
regular benefits) to anyone reaching
age 72 after 1990. The provision
precludes the unintended payment
of Prouty benefits due to the
interaction of the 1966 Prouty
benefit provision with subsequent
changes in the law affecting the
minimum benefit. This change does
not affect anyone receivng Prouty
benefits as of 1990 or earlier.

Section 5112: Trial work period
during rolling 5-year period for all
disabled beneficiaries.—Provides
that a disabled beneficiary will
exhaust his or her trial work period
only if services are performed in 9
months of any period of 60
consecutive months. Also, provides
a trial work period for reentitled
disabled workers. The intent of this
provision is to give all disability
beneficiaries, including reentitled
disabled workers, a better
opportunity to test their ability to
work before they are subject to the
loss of disability benefits.

Section 5115: Modification of
advance tax transfer.—CreditS the
trust funds with Social Security tax

Section 5113: Continuation of
benefits on account of
participation in a non-State
vocational rehabiUtation
program.—With respect to Social
Security and SSI disability and

Section 5116: Elimination of
retroactive ,educed benefits.—
Repeals the provisions for paying
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receipts as they are collected
throughout the month, rather than in
advance (at the first of the month),
as under prior law. However, the
advance tax transfer mechanism is
retained as a contingency in the
event the trust funds drop to such a
low level that advance transfers are
needed to pay benefits. The
purpose of this provision is to
eliminate the complçx tax transfers
when they are nc needed to pay
benefits.

retroactive reduced retirement
benefits if (1) retroactive benefits
would be fully or partially withheld
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under the retirement earnings test
or (2) unreduced benefits would be
payable to auxiliary beneficiaries
during the 6-month period. These
changes are designed to eliminate
some windfall benefits and siniplify
the Social Security program,
thereby reducing payment errors.
Persons under age 65 who relire
midyear may still begin getting
benef its as early as the month of
filing.

Section 5117: Old computEtion
methods.—Elimjnates and
consohdates old computation
methods. Benefits of all newly
entitled beneficiaries, who would
have had their benefits computed
under one of the old, little-usEd
computations in prior law, will be
computed under a newer met!,od.
This provision replaces obsolete
computations that apply to small
groups of people with simplified
computations. It also eliminates the
need for a complex, time-consuming
software redesign in order to
incorporate many of these old
computations into the modernized

stem and eliminates all of the
remaining computation methods that
would have required manual
intervention. Benefit amounts will
closely approximate pnor law
benefits in most cases.

Section 5118: Auxiliary benefits
during an extended period cif
eHgibility._Explicitly suspends
benefits to auxiliary beneficiaries
when the disabled worker's benefits
are suspended because of
substantial gainful activity (S(3A)
during the 36-month extended
period of eligibility. The intent of this
provision is to clarify the statute; the
clarification is consistent with prior
SSA policy.

an invalid ceremonial marriage in
good faith) regardless of whether a
legal spouse is entitled to benefits
based on the same worker's
earnings. Also, provides benefits to
divorced deemed spouses. Under
this provision, the benefits to the
legal spouse are to be paid outside
the maximum family benefit—that is,
they will not affect, or be affected
by, benefits paid to other persons
based on the worker's earnings.
This provision is intended to
address the financial hardship for
the deemed spouse, especially the
widow, that occurred under prior law
when benefits were terminated
because of the entitlement of the
legal spouse.

Section 5120: Vocational
rehabilitation demonstration
project$..—Requires the Secretary to
conduct demonstration projects
permitting disabled beneficiaries to
select a qualified public or private
rehabilitation provider to furnish
them with services aimed at
enabling them to engage in SGA
and leave the disability rolls.
Provides that such projects are to
begin as soon as practicable and to
run for 3 years in at least three
States. An interim report to the
Congress on these demonstration
projects is required by April 1, 1992,
and a final report is due by April 1,
1994. Also, extends from June 9,
1993, to October 1, 1993, the due
date of the final report with respect
to aH other experiments and
demonstration projects conducted
under section 505 of the Social
Security Disability Amendments of
1980.

The intent of this provision is to
assess the advantages and
disadvantages of giving disabled
beneficiaries the option of selecting
their own rehabilitation provider.

Section 5119: Payment of
benefits to a deemed spou5e.—
Provides benefits to a deemed
spouse (a person who entered into
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Section 5121: Legalized aliens
(exemption from prosecution).—

Provides that persons who have
received permanent or temporary
legal residence in the United States
under specified statutes are not
subject to prosecution under the
Social Security Act for furnishing
false information regarding earnings
or misusing a Social Security card
(except production and sale of a
Social Security card) prior to
January 4, 1991. The purpose of the
provision is to eliminate the threat of
prosecution and thereby encourage
aliens who have been granted legal
status to correct errors in their
earnings records caused by their
improper use of a Social Security
number or card.

Section 5122: Special minimum
benefit.—Reduces the amount of
earnings needed to earn a year of
coverage toward the special
minimum benefit (designed to assist
long-term, low-wage workers) from
25 percent of the old-law
contribution and benefit base
($9,900 in 1991) to 15 percent
($5,940 in 1991). The intent of this
provision is to make it possible once
again for a minimum-wage earner to
earn years of coverage toward the
special minimum. Because the
minimum wage had not kept up with
wage-indexed increases in the
Social Security contribution and
benefit base, the level of wages
required to earn a year of coverage
under the special minimum benefit
provision exceeded the minimum
wage in the period 1983-90.
Section 5123: Treatment of
earnings of corporate directors.—
Provides that the earnings of a
corporate director are taxed and
credited for Social Security
purposes in the tax year in which
they are received rather than in the
tax year in which the director

performs services. (The earnings
continue to be subject to the
retirement earnings test in the tax
year in which the director performs
the services to which the earnings
are attributable.) The provision
assures that the point at which the
earnings of corporate directors are
taxed and credited for Social
Security purposes is consistent with
the point at which they are taxed for
income tax purposes.

Section 5124: Collection of
employee Social Security and
railroad ietirement taxes on
taxable group-term life insurance
provided to retiiees.—Provides that
if an employer provides taxable
group-term life insurance to a
former employee, the former
employee is required to pay the
employee portion of the FICA tax
through the income tax system. The
owed tax will be listed separately on
the former employee's form W-2,
and the form 1040 filing instructions
will direct filers to add this amount
to their tax liability. The intent of this
provision is to relieve employers of
the responsibility of collecting the
employee share of the FICA tax
when there are no employee funds
from which the employer can
withhold the tax.

Section 5127: Waiver of 2-year
waiting period (for certain
divorced spouses).—Eliminates the
2-year waiting period for payment of
divorced spouse's benefits in
situations in which the worker was
entitled to benefits before the
divorce. This change was prompted
by concerns that a newly divorced
spouse could suffer serious
financial hardship if the spouse's
benefits he or she had been relying
on were cut off for up to 2 years
after divorce because of the exspouse's earnings. Under the new
law, these divorced spouses could
continue to receive benefits without

Section 5128: Modification of
the pie-effectuation ieview
requirement applicable to Social
Security Disability Insurance
cases.—Changes the present
65-percent review of all favorable
State agency Social Security
disability decisions to (1) a
50-percent review of disability
allowances and (2) a review of a
sufficient number of other favorable
disability determinations to ensure a
high degree of accuracy. To the
extent feasible, these reviews must
focus on allowances and
continuances that are most likely to
be incorrect. Requires a report to
pertinent congressional committees
not later than April 1, 1992, and
annually thereafter, setting forth the
number of pre-effectuation reviews
conducted during the preceding
fiscal year and the Secretary's
findings relating to the accuracy of
State Disability Determination
Service determinations. The intent
of this provision is to provide a
more effective review by focusing on
favorable disability determinations
that are likely to be incorrect.

Section 5129: Recovery of OldAge, Survivors, and Disability
Insurance (OASDI) overpayments
by means of ieduction in tax
iefunds.—Authorizes the recovery of
Social Security overpayments from
former beneficiaries by means of
offsetting any income tax refunds
they are due. Individuals will be
given an additional opportunity to
request waiver or arrange
repayment. This authority remains
in effect as long as the existing
Governmentwide tax refund offset
program remains in effect (currently,
until January 10, 1994). The intent of
this provision is to provide another
avenue for recovery of
overpayments from those who are
no longer receiving Social Security
benefits.

interruption.
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Supplemental Security
Income Provisions
Section 5031: Exclusion from
income and resources of victims'
compensation payments.—
Excludes from income any
payments received by an individual
from a State-administered fund
established to aid victims ol ci me.
Also excludes victims' compensation
payments from resources for the
9-month period beginning with the
month after the month they are
received, providing recipients show
that the amounts are compensation
for expenses incurred or losses
suffered as a result of crimes. The
amendment also provides that SSI
eligibility may not be denied
because an individual refuses to
accept victims' compensation
payments.

SectIon 5032: Attainment of age

65 not to ser as a basis for
termination of eligibility under
section 1619(b).—Continues
Medicaid-only eligibility beyond age
64 under the section 1619(b) work
incentive provision for individuals
whose SSI eligibility is based on a
determination of disability or
blindness. The intent is to continue
section 1619(b) Medicaid protection
to disabled and blind individuals
who are working and not receiving
cash benefits and who otherwise
would lose eligibility for Medicaid on
reaching age 65.

Section 5033: Exclusion from
income of impairment-ielated
work expenses.—Expands the
impairment-related work expense
(IRWE) income exclusion to exclude
IRWE5 in determining SSI and State
supplement initial eligibility (and
reeligibility). (IRWE5 are already
excluded in determining ongoing

eligibility and benefit amounts.) This
provision is intended to strengthen
the work incentive effects of the
IRWE exclusion by eliminating the
requirement that an individual first
meet the Federal SSI income tst
without benefit of the IRWE
exclusion before the exclusion
applies. This requirement had made
some working disabled persons
ineligible for SSI benefits unle;s
they reduced their earnings
temporarily in order to qualify
without the IRWE exclusion.

Section 5034: Tieatment 01
royalties and honoraria as earned
income.—Treats royalties on
published works and honoraria for

services as earned, rather thai
unearned, income. This change
extends the more liberal earned
income disregards to certain
royalties and honoraria.

Section 5035: Certain State
ielocation assistance excluded
from SSI income and
iesources.—Through April 1994,
excludes from income certain
payments received as State or local
government relocation assistance.
(Comparable Federal relocation
assistance provided under title II of
the Uniform Relocation Assislance
and Real Property Acquisitions
Policy Act of 1970 is already
excluded for SSI purposes.)
Generally, such assistance is paid
to individuals displaced by public or
publicly assisted programs of real
property acquisition. If not
expended, such payments also wlI
be excluded from resources or a
9-month period beginning wi4:h the
month after they are received.
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Section 5036: Evaluation of
child'8 disability by pediatrician or
other qualified epeclalist.—
Requires that the Secretary make
reasonable efforts to ensure that a
qualified pediatrician or a specialist
in an appropnate field of medicine
evaluates the eligibility of a child
under age 18 for SSI disability
benefits. The intent of this provision
is to assure accurate child disability
determinations by having qualified
medical specialists make
evaluations.

Section 5037: Reimbursement
for vocational tehabilitation
services furnished during certain
months of nonpayment of SSI
benefits.—Authorizes
reimbursement for otherwise
reimbursable VR services provided
n months for which individuals were
not receiving Federal SSI benefits
but (1) were n "special status"
under section 1619(b), (2) were in
suspended benefit status, or (3)
were receiving federally
administered State supplementary
payments. This change implements
a recommendation of the 1988
Disability Advisory Council that VR
agencies be reimbursed for all VR
services that result in successful
rehabilitations, including services
provided in months when an
individual was not eligible for a
Federal SSI benefit.

Section 5038: Extension of
period of ptesumptive eligibility
for benefits.—Extends from 3 to 6
the number of months for which SSI
benefits may be paid on the basis
of presumptive disability or
blindness. As under the prior
3-month piovision, the payments are
not overpayments if the applicant is
found not to be disabled. The
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provision is designed to relieve the
financial hardship on persons who
qualify for payment based on
presumptive disability or blindness

but for whom a final decision is not
made before the end of the prior
law 3-month period.

Section 5039: Continuing
disability or blindness reviews not
tequired more than once
annually.—Limits SSI continuing
disability reviews (CDR5) for
purposes of the work incentive
provisions of section 1619 to no
more than one in any 12-month
period. The provision is intended to
reduce the perceived work
disincentive effect of frequent CDRs.
(The amendment will have no
practical effect because it already is
SSA policy not to schedule CDRs
more frequently than once in 12
months.)

Section 5040: Concurient SSI
and food stamp applications by
institutionalized individuals.—
Modifies the requirements relating to
SSI and food stamp applications for
individuals about to be released

from a public institution to all for
the use of separate, but concurrent,
applications. Previously, the law had
required that a single application for
both SSI and food stamps be used
for these cases.

Section 5041: Notification of
certain individuals eligible to
leceive letroactive benefits.—
Requires the Secretary, in notifying
individuals eligible for retroactive
benefits under Zebley (a Supreme
Court decision that requires SSA to
reopen many previously denied
childhood disability determinations
and which will result in large
retroactive SSI payments), to
provide a clearly written notice
explaining (1) that retroactive
payments are excluded from
resources under SSI for only 6
months; (2) the potential effects on

__________

future SSI eligibility of retroactive
payments; (3) the possibility of
establishing a trust account that
would not be considered as income
or resoucs unie' SS; and (4) that
legal assistance in establishing such
a trust may be available from
various legal referral services. The
provision is designed to ensure that
div
S
under Zebley are aware of the
effects of retroactive payments.

Title IV: Medicare, Medicaid,
and Other Health-Related
Programs
Medicate

Section 4203: Extension of
enforcement of Medicaie as
secondary payor provisions.—
Extends through September 30,
1995, the 1989 Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act provision that
requires SSA and IRS to work
together to identify from their
records the employers of Medicare
beneficiaries (or their spouses) so
that the Health Care Financing
Administration (HCFA) can
determine if the beneficiary has
group health insurance coverage
that is primary to Medicare.

Section 4207: Delegation of
authority to Inspector General.—
Clarifies the authority of the
Secretary of HHS to delegate to the
Office of the Inspector General the
responsibility for conducting
investigations and imposing
penalties under section 1140 of the
Social Security Act. Section 1140
prohibits the use of the Social
Security Administration name,
symbols, emblems, or acronyms in
connection with any advertisement,
mailing, broadcast, or any other
publication, in a manner that
conveys the false impression that

the item is approved or authorized
by SSA or HCFA and provides for
civil money penalties for violators.

Section 4301: Increase Part B
premiurn—1ncreases the
Supplementary Medical Insurance
(Part B) premium to $29.90 n 1991;
$31.80 in 1992; $36.60 in 1993:
$41.10 in 199': and $46.10 in 1995,
The increase in the Part B premium
requires a higher percentage of the
cost of the program to be paid for
by or for enrolled people (see
section 4501).

Sections 4359 and 4361: Health
insurance advisory service and
Medicate and Medigap
information.—Requires the
Department of HHS to provide
information, counseling and
assistance for Medicare-eligible
individuals concerning eligibility for
Medicare and Medicaid benefits, the
process of applying for benefits, the
nature of covered and noncovered
services, Medicare supplemental
insurance policies ("Medigap"
protection), and other health
insurance matters. This assistance
is generally to be provided through
local Federal offices, such as SSA
offices, that piovide Medicare
information and community outreach
programs. The Department of HHS
is also required to provide
information, through a toll-free
telephone number, about the
Medicare program and Medicare
supplemental insurance policies.
Also requires HHS to conduct
demonstration projects in up to five
States for the purpose of
establishing Statewide toll-free
telephone numbers for information
on Medicare, Medigap insurance
policies, and benefits available
under State Medicaid programs.
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Medicaid

Section 4501: Phased-in
extension of Medicaid payment of
Medicare premiums for certain
individuals with incomes below
120 percent of the official poverty
line.—Advances to 1991 the
requirement that State Medicaid

programs py th Mec1are
premiums, deductibles, ard
coinsurance for qualified Methcare
beneficiaries whose incomes are
100 percent or less of the Federal
poverty level. For States that do not
cover all SSI recipients (the socalled 209(b) States), advances
coverage of quafied Medicare
beneficiaries to 1991 for those with
incomes up to 95 percent of poverty
and to 1992 for those with incomes
up to 100 percent of poverty. For all
States, the requirements for paying
Medicare Part B premiums will
apply to persons with incomes of
110 percent or less of poverty in
1993 and 1994 and 120 percent or
less of poverty in 1995 and after.
For purposes of determining income
levels, title II cost-ofliving
adjustments will not be taken into
account until the month after the
month the Federal poverty level is
published.

Section 4601: Phased-in
mandatory coverage of children
up to 100 percent of poverty
level.—Phases in required Medicaid
coverage of children aged 7-18
where family income does not
exceed 100 percent of the Federal
poverty level for a family of its size.
The coverage is phased in as
children born after September 30,
198a attain age 7. Prior law
continues to apply to children aged
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6 and under: Medicaid coverage is
mandatory if family income does not
exceed 133 percent of poverty.

Section 4724: Optional State
Medicaid disability determinations
independent of SSA.—Clarifies that
States are allowed to make
determinations of disability and
blindness for Medicaid eligibili:y
purposes using SSI standards, State
determinations are effective until
final determinations are made by
SSA.

Title VII: Civil Service and
Postal Service Program;
Miscellaneous

Section 7201: Computer
matching and privacy
provisions.—Modjfies provisions
relating to independent verification
of information obtained by coriputer
matching that leads to an adverse
action and requirements for
notifying individuals before an
adverse action becomes effective.
Permits an agency administenng a
Federal benefit program to take an
adverse action against a beneficiary
on the basis of data obtained from a
Federal computer matching pogram
without independent verification, if
the appropriate Data Integrity Board
nas certified that the matched
information has been found to be
highly reliable. However, becuse
certification as to the "highly
reUabe' nature of certain matched
nforrnaton may take some tirne, a

(Vtu ;ve e

requirement for independent
verification in the absence of such
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certification in the case of SSI,
Medicaid, AFDC, and food stamps
until the earlier of: 30 days after
publication of Office of Management
and Budget guidelines for
certification by Data Integrity
Boards, or the date the Board
certification occurs.
Section 7201 also provides that,
prior to taking an adverse action, an
agency must either give the
individual a 30-day advance notice
or apply an alternative notice period
estabhshed by statute or regulation,
This provision will make it easier
for agencies administering programs
such as SSI, Medicaid, ADFC, and
food stamps to use information
provided by Federal agencies. It will
allow SSA to take adverse actions in
the SSI program without
independent verification of data
found to be highly accurate.

Title VIII: Veterans'
Programs
Miscellaneous
Section 8051: Use of IRS and
SSA data for income
verification.—Authorizes the
Secretary of Veterans Affairs to
access, with appropriate safeguards,
Social Security and IRS data to
verify the income of applicants for
or recipients of certain veterans
compensation or pension benefits.
Individuals whose incomes are to be
verified must be notified in advance
of these verification procedures. Thc

:'; A:; fl: O; s

conduct a study of the effectiveness
of this provision and submit a report
to the Congress no later than
January 1, 1992; the provision is
dui iO tern ndt afler
September 30, 1992.
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Section 8053: Requirement of
claimants to report Social
Security numbers; use of death
information by the Department of
Veterans AffailB.—Requires, as a
condition of eligibility, that
applicants for or recipients of
veterans compensation or pension
benefits provide their Social
Security number (SSN) and the
SSN of any dependents. A'so
requires the Department of Veterans
Affairs (DVA) to periodically check
HHS death information with respect
to DVA beneficiaries.

Title XI: Revenue Provisions
Individual Income Tax Provisions
Sections 11111 and 11115:

Modifications of earned income
tax credit and treatment for Social
Security purposes.—Liberalizes the
earned income tax credit (EITC) by
increasing the maximum basic
credit available to eUgble families
(families including a dependent
chiid meeting a relationship.
residency, and age test) and by
adjusting the maximum credit
amount upward if the family has two
or more children. Also provides new
supp'emental credits for a child
under age 1 and for cerlaTh health
insurance premium expenses.
Also, excludes from income arid
resources (for me month of receipt
and the foHowig month) under SSL

AFDC, and Medkr1 th tot
amount of any rfiid ot Fed'rai
•

any payment made by an emp'oyer
for advance pa"ment of EITCs.

SecUon 11112: Requirement of

id'ntynj irnLi

ctahi

dependents. -Req;fres a Taxpayer
Identficaton N umber (usuafly a
SSN) for anyone who has attained

ie 1 (instead of age 2, as under
or law) as of the close of the
aLe year. This applies to returns
taxable years beginning after
?cember 31, 1990.

:he Revenue Provisions
Section 11331: Inctease in the
)spital Insurance contribution
ise.—lncreases the amount of
Lrnings subject to the Hospital
3urance (HI) tax to $125,000 for
91. For years after 1991, the
iount is indexed to increases in
average wages in the economy.
ie limit on earnings subject to the
\SDI tax ($53,400 for 1991) is not
ected by the amendment.

Section 11332: Coverage of
rtain State and local employees
der Social Security.—
3ndatorily covers under Social
curity employees of State and
al governments who are not
vered under a retirement system.
rsons who are affected by this
ange and who were not already
vered for purposes of the Hospital
;urance portion of Medicare are
;o covered under that program.
udents employed by the
lucational institution they are
ending are excluded. The
ovision extends Social Security
verage to those State and local
iployees who have no protection
der a retirement system.

Section 11334: Deposits of
yroll taxes.—Beginning in 1991,
celerates the schedule under
iich certain employers whose
thheld Social Security and income
es total $100,000 or more must
posit those taxes in a Federal
serve Bank or authorized
ancial institution.

One-Year Extension of Certain
Expiring Tax Provisions
Sections 11403 and 11404:
Employer-provided educational
assistance and group legal
service8 plans.—Extends the
exclusion for nco me tax arid Social
Security purposes of: (1) amounts
paid or expenses incurred by an
employer under a qualified
educational assistance program and
(2) amounts paid by an employer to,
or services or amounts received by
an employee under, a qualified
group legal services plan.

Section 11901: Increase in
public debt limit.—lncreases the
permanent statutory debt limit from
$3.123 trillion to $4.145 trillion.

Title XIII: Budget
Enforcement 2 3

Amendments to 1985 GrammRudman-Hollings Act and Related
Amendments
Section 13101: Sequestration.—
Revises the Gramm-RudmanHollings (GRH) Act to provide for
"mini-sequesters" relating to
specified discretionary spending
categories for fiscal years (FY)
1991-93, across-the-board
discretionary spending sequesters
for FY 1994-95, and seq uesters to
enforce new "pay-as-you-go" rules
for FY 1992-95. These sequestration
provisions are in addition to the
2 Title Xlii may also be cited as the Budget
Enforcement Act of 1990.
For further nformaton see chapter 2 of
The Economic and Budget Outlook: Fiscal
YearB 1992.1996 A Report to the Senate
and House Committees on the Budget,
Congressional Budget Office, January 1991.
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overall deficit reduction sequester
already provided. Social Security
and SS benefit payments remain
exempt from all sequestration
provisions. Administrative expenses
for Social Security and SSi are not
exempt from sequester. (Although

the Omnibus Eiudçet Reconion
Act of 1990 (OBRA) excludes the
trust funds from the budget as well
as GRH, other provisions of OBRA
specifically address Social Security
administrative expenses; the Office
of Management and Budget (0MB)
determined that SSAs administrative
expenses, excluding OASDI
administrative expenses, are
considered as discretionary
spending and are not excluded from
sequesters.)
Mini-sequesters can occur with
respect to each of three categories
of discretionary spending: defense,
international, and domestic. Pay-asyou-go sequesters can be imposed
on all nonexempt accounts to offset
net GRH deficit increases caused
by direct spending (including the
SSI program) that are enacted
without appropriate offsets.

Section 13111: Temporary

amendments to the Congiessional
Budget Act of 1974.—Provides new
GRH deficit targets (excluding the
Social Security trust funds) as
follows:
[Amounts in bIIions)
Fiscal year

Old lawl

New law

1988
1989
1990

$144
136

1991

64
28
...

$327

...
...

102

1992
1993
1994
1995

100

...

...
,..

317

236
83
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The new deficit targets reflect
changes in the economy, the
exclusion of Social Security trust
fund operations, and the inclusion
of deposit insurance (including the
savings and loan "bailout"). These
targets may be adjusted by th
President to reflect future ecoiomic
and technical factors.
This section also establishes
separate limits on discretionary
spending by category (defense,
international, and domestic
spending) for FY 1991 through FY
1993, and overall discretionary
spending for FY 1994 and FY 1995.
These amounts are also subject to
modification as part of the origong
budget process.
A major emphasis in the next few
years is expected to be on
discretionary spending limits and
pay-as-you-go requirements. Social
Security and SSI benefits are not
considered discretionary, but
administrative expenses for these
programs are. Also, SSI benefits are
considered direct spending for
purposes of the pay-as-you-go
requirements; separate pay-as-yougo rules (sections 13301-13303)
apply to Social Security. Finally, this
section requires that Social Security
spending authority and outlays be
included in the conference report
accompanying the annua'
Congressional Budget Resclution.
The major effects of these
changes, including the 0MB
interpretation retating to OASDI
administrative expenses, for SSA
are:

(1) Social Security trust fund
operations are generaUy
excluded from the budget
totals; separate fiscal-integrity
rules apply to Social Security.
(2) SSAs administrative expenses
(that is, funds in the Limitation
on Administrative Expenses
account) remain subject to
sequester, including the new

28

mini-sequester provision to
enforce the discretionary
domestic spending cap, and
sequesters to enforce the payas-you-go rules for direct
spending programs.
(3) SSI benefft expenditures, while
excluded from the discretionary
domestic spending caps, are
counted for purposes of the
pay-as-you-go rules, so that,
for example, egisation
increasng outlays in these
areas will need to include
offsetting changes so as to
avoid increasing the overall
budget deficit.

Permanent Amendments to the
Congressional Budget Act
SectIon 13203: Debt unclease as

measure of deficit; display of
Federal retirement trust fund
balance procedure.—-Amends the
Congressional Budget Act to require
that congressional budget
resolutions show certain information
relating to the national debt—the
amount by which the budget
resolution would increase the
national debt and the balances in
Federal retirement trust funds.
(These trust funds, 'ike the Soca
Security trust funds, generally are
invested in Federal securities that
are included in the national debt.)

Social Security4
Section 13301: Off-budget
status of OASDI Trust Funds.Provides generally that the
operation of the OASDI Trust Funds
For further informaUon, see Social

Security: its Removal Ftm the Budget
and New Procedure for Considering
Changes to the Ptgram, a Report for
Congress, prepared by David Koitz,
Specialist in Social Legislation, Education
and Pub'iC we'fare Dvision, Congressona!
Research Servce, Library of Congress.
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wiU not be counted as receipts, new
budget authority, outlays, or deficit
or surplus for purposes of the
President's budget, the
congressional budget, and the
Ba!anced Budget and Emergency
Deficit Controt Act of 1985 (GRH).
The intent of the provision is to end
the practice of allowing annual
Social Security trust fund surp'uses
(or deficits) to obscure the annual
deficit (surpius) n other Government
accounts and to reduce pressure to
make changes in Socia' Security for
budgetary purposes.
This section a'so specifically
amends the provision of law relating
to the congressional budget
resolution to exc'ude OASDI outlay
and revenue totals from surplus or
deficit calculations for purposes of
the congressiona' budget. This
provision does not, however, eXClUde
Social Security from the budget
resolution; other provisions ca for
inclusion of Social Security in the
budget resolution for purposes of
spending and reverue allocations to
committees and for purposes of
enforcement of the Senate

'firalt" provisions (see section
13303).

Section 13302: Protection of
OASDI Trust Funds in House of
Representatives. Makes it out of
order for the House of
Representatives to consider
Iegslaton that wou'd increase
OASDI beneflts or decrease OASD
taxes by at 'east 0.02 percent of
taxabie payrou over the next 75
years, or by more than $250 miflion

over 7h no

/ar fl

combination with any other OASD
legislation enacted in that year or
the previous 4 fiscal years). An
exception is provided if the

legis'ation under corisdraton

provides for increases in OASDI
taxes that offset the amount by
which the legislation would increase
benefits in excess of the thresholds
over the applicable measuring
period. There is also an exception if
the legislation that reduces Social
Security revenues includes an
equivalent increase in Medicare
taxes. This point of order may be
waived by a majority vote in the
House The intent of this provision
is to protect the financial soundness
of Social Security, in the absence of
the fisca' restraints imposed by the
GRH law, by establishing fiscally
responsible guidelines for House
consideration of Social Security
legislation.

Section 13304: Statement of
actuarial balance.—Requires a
finding in the annual OASDI
Trustees' Report as to whether the
trust funds are in close actuarial

Section 13303: Social Security
fitewall in the Senate.—Amends
the Congressional Budget Act to
make it out of order in the Senate
to consider any concurrent budget
resolution that, as reported by the

Section 13401: Restoration of
sequestered funds.—Restores any
amounts sequestered in FY 1991
under orders issued in accordance
with the GRH deficit reduction
provisions. The purpose of the
provision is to reverse any actions
to implement the FY 1991
sequestration orders and restore
any budgetary resources withheld
as a result of these orders.

Budget Committee, would decrease
the excess of Social Security
revenues over outlays during the
years covered by the resolution.
Also, makes it out of order in the
Senate to consider any legislation
that would increase Social Security
outlays or decrease revenues from
the amounts in the concurrent
budget resolution for the current
and next 4 fiscal years. A threefifths majority is required to waive
these points of order. The intent of
this provision is to protect the
financial soundness of Social
Security, in the absence of the fiscal
restraints imposed by the GRH law,
by establishing fiscally responsible
guidelines for Senate consideration
of Social Security legislation.

balance, as defined by the Trustees
of the Social Security trust funds.
The provision is effective for reports
issued in or after 1991. The
provision is intended to ensure that
the annual trustees' reports include
a statement as to whether the trust
funds are in close actuarial
balance—a practice that has
generally been followed in the past.

Treatment of Fiscal Year
1991 Sequestration

The FY 1992 concurrent budget
resolution as passed by the Senate on April
25, 1991, contains a pravision that would
extend this point of order to floor
amendments for purposes of the FY 1992
resoultion.
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Mr. PANErFA, from the Committee on the Budget,

submitted the following

REPORT
together with
SUPPLEMENTAL, ADDITIONAL, AND MINORITY VIEWS
[To accompany H. Con. Res. 310]

I. THE COMMITFEE'S FISCAL POLICY FOR REBUILDING
AMERICA

A. Overview of the Committee's budget
The dramatic changes in the world in the last year, especially in
Eastern Europe, provide the Nation with an unprecedented opportunity to move towards its most important economic, social and political goals. The Committee's fiscal policy maintains a strong na-

tional security and international presence, eliminates the budget
deficit, increases national saving and private investment, and reallocates budget resources to public investments which enhance economic growth and social equity.
The Committee's budget has the following features:
Looks Forward With a Five-Year Program

Rather than myopically focusing on one year's deficit, this
budget plans for the future. Over the five years 1991—1995 it

achieves long-term deficit reduction and continuing reallocation of
national resources from military uses to high-priority domestic investments and assistance to new democracies abroad.
(1)
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Balances the Budget Without Using the Social Security Surplus

The net Social Security surplus is excluded from the budget to
emphasize the underlying non-Social Security deficit. As shown in

Figure 1, the budget is balanced by 1995 without using the net

Social Security surplus. GRH would be allowed to expire in 1994, as
provided in current law.
FIGURE 1

THE COMMITTEE'S BALANCED BUDGET PLAN
BUDGET DEFICITS EXCLUDING THE NET
SOCIAL SECURITY SURPLUS

BILLIONS OF DOLLARS
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1990
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1992

1993

1994
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FISCAL YEARS

Baseline and COmmrliee decII amounts reflect
House Budget Committee eslimoling assumpilons
•

Achieves More Deficit Reduction than the President's Budget and
Meets All GRH Deficit Targets
The budget plan produces $487 billion—almost one-half trillion
dollars—of gross deficit reduction during 1991—1995. After including increased spending on high-priority initiatives, the net deficit
reduction is $382 billion on CBO estimating assumptions. Net deficit reduction is greater than that in the President's budget in every

year, s shown in Figure 2. The plan meets the Gramm-Rudman-

Hollings (GRH) deficit target of $64 billion in 1991 using Office of
Management and Budget (0MB) estimating assumptions. In addi-

tion, it easily reaches the GRH targets of a $28 billion deficit in
1992 and a zero deficit in 1993 even though it uses more realistic
estimating assumption-s than those of 0MB. The deficit reduction

over five years is composed of two-thirds (68 percent) spending reductions and one-third (32 percent) revenue increases. However, be-
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cause the spending reductions continually grow in relative importance, they rise to over three-fourths (76 percent) of the deficit re.
duction by 1995.

FIGURE 2

DEFICIT REDUCTION
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Reduces Defense Spending Significall
Long Term
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but Prudently Over the

The Committee recommends that defense spending be reduced
significantly but gradually, both for national security reasons and
to minimize the disruption to local economies and individuals. The
Committee disagrees with the President's plan to increase defense
spending in spite of the changing world realities. The budget plan
emphasizes large reductwns in defense budget authority in 1991, especially in weapons procurement, but recognizes that actual spend-

ing can be reduced only gradually. However, after five years defense
spending in real terms is reduced by about 25 percent, pointing towards a possible reduction of 50 percent by the end of the decade if

national security conditions warrant. Of the $250 billion "peace
dividend" realized during 1991—1995, $140 billion (56 percent) is
used to reduce the deficit, while $110 billion (44 percent) is reallocated to domestic uses. To alleviate possible hardship during this
transition, economic adjustment assistance is provided for impacted

workers and communities. Figure 3 shows the decline in the de-
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fense program recommended by the Committee as compared with
the defense spending proposed by the President and the constant
real defense program of the Congressional Budget Office (CBO)
baseline.
FIGURE 3

DEFENSE BUDGET AUTHORITY
BILLIONS OF DOLLARS
CBO BASELINE
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Changes National Priorities to Investments in Economic Growth,

Social Equity and Democracy
The $382 billion in deficit reduction over five years reduces inter-

est rates, stimulating private investment and economic growth. In
addition, approximately $110 billion of public resources are shifted
from military uses to domestic and international purposes on a payas-you-go basis. (This amount includes the House-passed child care
legislation.) As shown in Figure 4, this change in national priorities
in the Committee plan will bring non-defense discretionary spending back above the level of defense spending for the first time since

President Reagan's reversal of national priorities in 1981. The

President's budget proposes no such readjustment of priorities. As
Figure 4 indicates, the President proposes very little decline in real
defensB spending, and no real increase in non-defense discretionary
spending in 1991—1995.

________
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FIGuRE 4
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The Committee budget makes major physical capital investments
in aviation, highways, and housing. A competitiveness and economic
adju.st;rnent package provides new resources for research, technology,

and science to raise productivity. Human capital is enhanced

through major funding increases in education, training, health and
child care. Substantial investments are devoted to repairing
damage from the past—to cleaning up nuclear and toxic wastes, reducing the menaces of drugs and AIDS, and ameliorating inadequate nutrition, health care and housing. Finally, funding is in-

creased for international affairs programs which will enhance

American leadership in an emerging democratic world.
Avoith; the Most Unfair Cuts Proposed by the President

The President proposed to eliminate cost-of-living adjustments
(COLAs) for Federal civilian and military retirees in 1991 and to
reduce such adjustments in later years. He proposed $5.2 billion in
1991 Medicare spending cuts ($47.6 billion over five years) as well
as inc:reased payroll taxes. The President also made major cuts in
Federal employee health benefits, Commodity Credit Corporation
and crop insurance, power marketing and many other programs. In
addition he proposed increasing Federal civilian and military pay
by onl.y 3.5 percent in 1991, below the projected rate of inflation
and Social Security COLA.

The Committee recommends instead that full COLAs be paid to
Federal civilian and military retirees in 1991 and later years, in
line sith those for Social Security recipients. It also recommends
that 1991 pay for our Federal civilian and military employees be
increased by 4.1 percent, the same rate as the COLA increases for
retirees. It does not propose the cuts in Federal employee health
benefits and power marketing programs, and he recommends substantially smaller reductions in the Medicare and agriculture programs.

Uses More Realistic Economic and Technical Estimating Assumptwns
Although 0MB estimating assumptions are used for 1991 because
0MB is mandated by law to make the 1991 GRH deficit projection,

more realistic economic and technical estimating assumptions,
movirg towards those of the Congressional Budget Office, are used
for 1992—1995.
THE COMMITTEE'S BUDGET PLAN: DEFICIT REDUCTION
(flsct ye1r; in billions of dol8rsJ

Baseline deficit '(excludes Social Security)
Defense

Non-defer.se discretionary
Entitlements
User fees
Revenues

Other savings and adjustments

Debt se,ice

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

155.2

131.5

135.2

127.2

119.2

—11.5
—0.9
—3.8
—1.4
—13.9
—9.3

—30.2
—1.3
—4.9

—50.5
—1.7
—4.6
—1.4
—19.0
—7.7
—10.5

—69.7
—1.8
—4.8
—1.4
—21.0
—8.4
—17.6

—14

—1.4
—18.0
—8.3
—5.1

6682

—88.8 —!50.7
—1.8
—5.0

—1.5
—23.0
—8.3
—26.9

—7.5
—23.2
—7.1
—42.1
—61.6
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THE COMMITTEE'S BUDGET PLAN: DEFICIT REDUCTION——Continued
[Fiscil yeJr; in billions of dollar1

1991

1992

—42.1

—69.2

Deficit without initiatives
Initiatives to rebuild America 2
Debt service

113.0

62.3

39.7

2.3

—36.2

181.1

6.4

15.6

21.3

25.4

28.7

97.3

0.2

1.0

2.3

4.0

6.1

13.6

Deficit (excludes Socia' Security)
Memoranda:
Gramm-Rudman-Holtings deficit (includes Social Security)...
Distribution of net deficit reduction:
Revenues (policy)
Outlays (policy)

119.7

78.8

63.2

31.7

—1.4

292.0

63.8

16.1

—2.4

50%

41%

32%

27%

24%

32%

50%

59%

68%

73%

76%

68%

Gross deficit reduction

1993

1994

1995

—95.5 —124.9 —155.4 —487.1

The biseline deficit excludes th Social Security surplus net of intrabudgetiry trinsictions.
2 The initiative total excludes the child care legislation (HR. 3), which has been passed by the House of Representatives and is
meltided in the baseline.

Note—Figures may not add due to rounding.

Resources for Private Investment: Balancing the Budget and
Saving the Social Security Surplus
The U.S. economy is expected to continue operating near its potential, i.e., the highest level of capital utilization and the lowest
level of unemployment consistent with a stable rate of inflation.
(See Chapter III.) Therefore, the problem for fiscal policy is not to
B.

increase the utilization of unused resources, but to increase the

productivity of the resources we employ: providing more (and more
efficient) plant and equipment and better education and training to

the American work force. This is required if we desire higher

standards of living in the 1990s, and will be a necessity for supporting the baby boom generation in its retirement in the 21st Century,
no matter what means of financing Social Security is chosen. Because improvement in investment and productivity is gradual and

incremental in its results, we need to start these improvements
now.

In the 1980s, Federal borrowing directly crowded out private

housing and business investment. Foreign capital supplemented domestic saving, allowing more investment than if we had had to rely
solely on domestic saving, but net investment still did not come up
to the levels of the 1970s. But the foreign capital inflow ran down
our international net investment position by around $800 billion.
There will be an increasing drain on our resources available for investment as we service this rising level of international indebtedness.

Saving, investment, and foreign capital

Table 2 and Figure 5 demonstrate three crucial aspects of the
economy of the 1980s.
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TABLE 2.—U.S. SAVING AND FOREIGN CAPITAL
(Calendar pelrsj
Saving and investment, percent of GNP

sang,

Sbl
kicume

Federal

SavinL
Federal

deflcit+

Net national

using

capital tflow
+ (outflow

Net fixed
Investment

1943-10 average

7.1

8.0

—0.7

7.3

—0.3

6.2

1961-70
1971-80

6.9

8.2

—0.5

7.7

—0.6

6.1

7.9

8.8

-1.8

7.0

-0.2

6.0

1981-88

5.2

6.8

—4.1

2.7

4.2

1989

5.4

5.7

—2.8

2.9

+1.8
+1.8

3.7

I I.drl" savrng (saving by individuals and businesses plus the surpluses of state and lecal governments) plus Federal
surplus equals eat national savrng. National saving plus foreign capital inflow is equivalent to net fixed investment with some
adjsstmenI e.g. lnventocy investment and statistical discrepancy. Net fixed Investment consists of investment in housing, plant, and
.qument over and above the amount required to replace worn-out capital. Jl data ore froen the U.S. Department of Commerce,
Bureau of Ecunuinic Analysis. National Income and Product Accounts (NIPA).

Despite tax changes enacted in the 1980s that were intended to
encourage saving, including reductions in marginal income tax
rates in the 1981 tax act and again in the 1986 tax reform act, the
personal saving rate and also the aggregate "non-Federal" saving

rate (saving by individuals, businesses, and State and local governments) were both lower in the 1980s than .in earlier decades. This
confi:rmed the conclusions of many economists and tax experts that

tax reductions and tax breaks for saving tend to shift the form in
whicki savings are held rather than encourage more total saving.
Large budget deficits absorbed half or more of non-Federal
saving, leaving "net national saving" (the domestic saving available to finance investment in housing, plant, and equipment) at
only 40 percent of its rate in the 1970s. This emphatically supports
the f'urther conclusions of economists and tax experts that even
those tax breaks that may encourage additional personal saving do
not add to national saving, because the increase in the deficit offsets the personal saving.

9
FIGURE 5

An unprecedented foreign capital inflow supplemented domestic
saving. Still, net fixed investment in the 1980s has only been about
4 percent of GNP, compared with 6 percent in the 1970s and earlier.
Foreign indebtedness

At the end of 1981, the U.S. held claims on foreigners in excess
of foreigners' claims on us to the amount of $141 billion, according
to the official Commerce Department statistics. By early 1985 this
net creditor position had been completely dissipated, and by the
end of 1989 we will be reported to be net debtors of near $650 billion. (See Figure 6.) These statistics have been subject to considerable criticism, and have a major bias in that U.S. direct investment
overseas (e.g. factories) is undervalued compared to foreign direct
investment here, perhaps by $300 to $400 billion. But this does not

alter the fact that in less than ten years the U.S. net creditor position, however high it was initially, has been run down by hundreds
of billions of dollars.

________—----—---_______________
_________——
__________
_______
_____
____
_______-
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FIGURE 6

U.S. NET INTERNATIONAL
IN VESTMENT POSITION
(End 01 calendar year)
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Budget Committee projection

Some have portrayed the inflow of foreign capital as an unalloyed blessing and an international vote of confidence in the
U.S.
economy. However, its costs have been huge and they will continue
to grow. The foreign capital must be attracted by paying interest
rates that are high relative to expected inflation; hence, both the
U.S. government and private borrowers bear heavy interest burdens. A foreign capital inflow necessitates a net inflow of goods and
services as well—big deficits on the total current international account. And as net indebtedness grows, our previous surplus on investment income has also been dissipated. Increasingly, we will
have to make net payments of interest and dividends to foreigners—and we cannot be sure that these payments will be reinvested
in the United States.
There is only one way that the Federal government can increase
private investment without increasing dependence on foreign capital, arid that is to reduce the Federal budget deficit. Tax incentives
intended to increase private saving have failed to increase personal
saving and actually decreased national saving. The Committee-recommended budget eliminates the total Federal deficit by 1993 in
accordance with the Gramm-Rudman.Hollings schedule and then
adds further to national saving in subsequent years by bringing the
non-Social-Security deficit into balance. As of Fiscal Year 1995,
under this budget, the Treasury will begin to retire publicly-held
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debt equivalent to the net Social Security surplus. This will free up
capital for private investment and accomplish the original intention of the 1983 Social Security reforms to save the Social Security
surplus.
Masking the Deficit: The Net Social Security Surplus
It is widely noted that the Social Security surplus, which is large
and growing, "masks" the underlying non-Social Security or "operating" deficit, which is large and increasing. The Committee agrees
that the budget totals should display, and emphasize, the deficit excluding the temporary excess of Social Security receipts over bene-

fit payments. This surplus should be saved and used when large

benefit payments to retired "baby boomers" exceed projected Social
Security revenues.

How much does the Social Security program "mask" or distort
the underlying deficit? It distorts it by the excess of revenue collected from the public for Social Security over the payments to the
public for benefits and for administering the program. This excess
is not as large as the commonly reported trust fund surplus. This
fact has been pointed out by the Congressional Budget Office and
by Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan in testimony before
the Committee.
The official Social Security "trust fund surplus" is larger because

the trust fund surplus is driven up by trust fund "receipts" that
are purely intrabudgetary transactions, principally interest pay-

ments to the Trust Fund from the Treasury. These Social Security
trust fund "receipts" are offset in the Federal budget as a whole
because they are "expenditures" from the rest of government, the
"on-budget" budget. The intrabudgetary Social Security receipts

are bookkeeping entries between different parts of government, not

tax or fee revenues colleQted from the public. Put another way,
these trust fund interest receipts reflect payments for borrowing
from Social Security by the rest of the government in the past.
These must, of course, be repaid. However, they do not mask the
current deficit between other government expenditures and receipts.
The Committee believes the appropriate non-Social Security deficit

concept is one which reflects the current excess of expenditures
over receipts and has therefore excluded the net Social Security
surplus from its deficit estimates in designing and publicly presenting its budget. However, the budget Resolution reported by the
Committee must conform to current law, which requires both a
formal reporting in terms of "Gramm-Rudman-Hollings" accounting, which includes the official gross trust fund surplus, and a reporting which excludes this gross surplus.

TABLE 3.—MEASURES OF SOCIAL SECURITY SURPLUS COMMITTEE BASELINE 1
Inscil years, In biIions of doUar
1991

Social Security trust fund surpluses

1992

1993

1g94

199S

77.6

90.1

103.9

118.5

133.8

22.4

29.2

35.8

43.5

52.4

ss
Net ntra.budgetary payments received by Trust fund, except for
payments used to transfer the proceeds of the tax on benefits 2
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TABLE 3.—MEASURES OF SOCIAL SECURITY SURPLUS COMMITTEE BASELINE 1_

Continued
fFiscal y.ari, iii bilhons of doftirs)

equah

Social Security Surplus
Fede ral

with the Public (ie. effect on overaD

bo,ro wing from the public)

55.2

60.9

68.1

75.0

81.4

Reflects OUB economic and technical assumptions for 99l; Conimfttee economic assumptions and CBO estimates for 1992-1995.
The major component is interest paid to th trust fund, wtich amounts to about $20 bilion in 1991 and neiily $50 biflion in
1995. Intrabudgetiry transactions also include Federal agency payments for th empoyer share of coitrthutions to OASDI, payments to

hold the trust hind hrmIess for payroll tix reduction credits, and other smfler reimbwements to th trusi hind. They as include
ntrabudgetiry payments from the trust fund to the general fund, the Largest of which i a payment to RUroad Retirement. The
amojnt shown here excludes the transfer of funth from tjution of benefits because, uniike other intrabodgetary paymenl to the trust
fund, these aimunts reflect tixes that do dimish Federal bo4Toing from the pobic.

Committee Recommendation: Save the Net Social Security Surplus

The Committee plan achieves balance in the 1995 budget excluding the Social Security surplus with the public, or the net surplus.
This ends the "masking" of the deficit in the rest of the budget by
Social Security.

Balancing the budget without using the net Social Security surplus re3ults in a Federal budget that saves this surplus. The surplus suplements private saving and increases total national saving
by this amount.
The Committee believes that this is an appropriate fiscal policy

goal.

First. Social Security surpluses should be used to prepare the

nation to furnish future retirement benefits to the baby-boom generations. That is the justification for having payroll taxes higher
than needed to pay current benefits. Preparing the nation to sup-

port future retirees is a problem because there will be about 40
percent fewer workers per retiree in the year 2025 than now. In
the next forty-five years, the burden of Social Security benefits (not
including Medicare) will rise about 50 percent (from about 4.5 percent of GNP in 1990 to about 6.8 percent of GNP in 2035).
Second, the Social Security benefits that have been promised will

be difficult to pay if the nation is not better prepared for this
added burden.

Third, it is inappropriate, because of Social Security, to put a
higher tax burden, as a percent of income, on future workers than
is being placed on current workers. This creates an inequity between generations. Present taxes will not reduce burdens on future
workers unless they are used to supplement national saving; that
is, to promote investment and economic growth so that, after a
larger portion of the economic pie is transferred to retired babyboome:rs, an adequate share will be left for tomorrow's workers.
Supplementing national saving is accomplished by balancing the
budget without using the net Social Security surplus.
Some suggest that the Federal budget be balanced excluding the
entire trust fund, or "gross" Social Security surplus. Ultimately,
this may be desirable. In the meantime, the Committee has pursued the more attainable five year goal of balancing the budget excluding the net surplus. Furthermote, the nation can also prepare
itself for the future through increases in productive public invest-
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ments, as recommended in the Committee plan, as well as by using
the Federal budget to supplement private saving.
Deficit Reduction Trust Fund

To implement the program of deficit reduction and help to

assure that the intended reduction in debt held by the public takes
place, the committee recommends that a deficit reduction trust
fund be established in which funds earmarked by future legislation
could be deposited strictly for the purpose of reducing the annual
budget deficit and the level of public debt.
Restoring National Saving and Investment

In summary, the Committee budget reverses the dangerous

trends that are displayed so clearly in Table 2. By 1995, the total
Federal budget including Social Security—the budget that represents the net drain on national saving or addition to it—will be in
surplus by around 1 percent of GNP if the Committee recommendation is adopted and its assumptions borne out, in contrast to a
pre-1981 history of modest deficits. Even if non-Federal saving remains at its current relatively low level of about 6 percent, net national saving will thus be returned to about its pre-1981 level of 7
percent. With the need for foreign capital dramatically diminished,
the foreign capital inflow and hence the trade deficit in goods and
services can also decline closer to historical levels and still leave
room for net fixed investment at or above its pre-1981 rate of about
6 percent of GNP. With such a level of private investment in hou&
ing, plant, and equipment, we can truly begin to rebuild America.
C. Resources for Public Investment: Initiatives to Rebuild
America
REASONS FOR PUBLIC INVESTMENT

We cannot have a rising standard of living and meet the human
needs of the future without investment. And to raise output and
productivity, more than one kind of investment is required. We

must equip workers with modern, efficient tools and machines; we
must house our population decently; we must invest in the "human
capital" of the workers themselves, by giving them the skills, training, and education required to work with the technology of tomorrow; we must invest in technology itself, by continual research to

create the base for tomorrow's products and processes; and we
must maintain the "infrastructure" of transportation and communication that makes possible all the complex interactions of a
modern economy.

Much of this investment is best done by the private sector, which

is why the economies of Central Europe are transforming themselves from centrally planned economies to market economies as
rapidly as possible. But the private sector does not automatically
provide the needed amount of investment and saving to finance it.

During the 1980s, as demonstrated in the previous section, we have
crowded out private investment in housing, plant, and equipment

through inadequate national saving. Unfortunately, there are no
proven and cost-effective government tax strategies to increase pri-
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vate saving. Hence, to restore a higher level of national saving and
private investment, deficit reduction is required, and it is provided
by this budget.
The private sector, however, does not make all the investments
in research that would be productive; nor are state and local gov-

ernme:rits to able to make all the investments in education and
training that will make cost-effective contributions to human
capita].

Three examples illustrate needs for Federal investment. First,

basic to the productivity of our economy is a nation-wide, efficient
transportation system. The safety and productivity of this system
are in question because of neglect of highway and bridges. Second,
a clean and healthy environment is inevitably a Federal responsibility. Polluted air and water do not respect state lines. Third, dollars spent by the Federal government on basic research, on infant
health, and on Head Start can be at least as productive as dollars
spent on many types of private investment.
• A study by the Institute of Medicine of the National Academy
of Sciences estimated that every $1 spent by the Federal government in prenatal care for low-income, high-risk pregnant women

could save as much as $3.38 in hospital costs of caring for low
birthweight babies.

• The Harvard School of Public Health found that every $1
spent on the prenatal nutrition component of WIC (the Special

Supplemental Program for Women, Infants, and Children) averted
$3 in hospital costs for newborns. A study by the Missouri Department of Public Health found that each dollar spent in the prenatal
nutrition component of WIC saved 49 cents in Medicaid costs just
in the first 45 days after the child's birth.
• The Perry preschool study in Ypsilanti, Michigan found that a

$1 investment in Head Start provides a $6 return due to lower
costs for special education, public assistance and crime, and to
higher worker productivity.

• A study of Professor Edwin Mansfield of the University of

Pennsylvania found real worldwide "social rates of return" of 5 to
28 percent on academic research in science and engineering.
• A study by David Aschauer, a senior economist at the Federal
Reserve Bank of Chicago, suggests that public physical nondefense
capital makes a major contribution to productivity growth. This is

particularly true of "core infrastructure," including highways,

mass transit, airports, and water, sewer and other utilities.
Although investments such as these are productive for society as
a whole, they are unlikely to be made by private industry in sufficient quantity because a private business cannot "capture" (i.e.,
profit from) all the gains from them. Similarly, state and local governments underinvest in education, health care, and environmental improvement, particularly for lower-income communities, because the tax bases are sometimes inadequate and the benefits will
not necessarily stay in the community that provides the funding.
Erosion in Public Investment
In the 1980s, tax cuts, increased defense spending, and growing
interest burdens left few resources for Federal programs to build
our physical and human capital. The table below shows for major
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types of Federal spending and for total revenues the difference between their actual 1989 levels and the level where they would be if
they were still at the 1981 share of GNP. "Nondefense discretionary" spending is the spending controlled by annual Congressional
appropriations, which includes most Federal programs for education, human capital, infrastructure, and non-defense research and
development. By this measure of changing priorities, nondefense
discretionary spending has been squeezed by over $100 billion—not
to reduce the deficit, which is larger as a share of GNP than it was

in 1981, but to make room for the three priorities of the 1980s
which increased the deficit: tax cuts, defense, and the large increase in interest that has been a consequence of the Federal debt
built up by the deficits of the 1980s.
TABLE 4.—CHANGES IN PRIORITIES IN THE 1980s: REVENUES AND MAJOR OUTLAY
CATEGORIES
ITu1I yevs, in billions of dollars)
Percent of GNP

Value in
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1981

Tota' deficit
Revenues

Defense outlays

Interest outlays
Entitlement outlays
Offsetting receipts
Nondefense discretionary outIay
Note—Change in pnontie

is

Change in

pnonties"

2.6

2.9

152

+ 16

20.1

19.2

991

5.3

5.9

304

+43
+32

169

+

2.3

3.3

10.7

10.5

544

—1.3

—1.2

—64

+4

5.7

3.7

191

—103

—10

the ditternce in the actual I9$ value from what it would have been using the 1981 percents of

GNP. The revenue share decline is shown as a pius because it increases the deficit. Dtiils may not add to totals because ol
rounding.

One result of this squeeze has been a decrease in Federal dollars
for investment in "nondefense public physical capital "—Federal
and Federally-financed infrastructure including highways and
other transportation facilities, water, power, and natural resource
projects, sewage treatment plants and community development. In
constant dollars, the gross level of such investment stayed quite
flat throughout the 1980s and was slightly above the gross investment level of the 1970s. A more important measure however is net
investment, which is gross investment adjusted for depreciation.
Over the past decade, increases in depreciation, an indication of an

aging capital stock, caused the level of net investment to drop
sharply, as shown in Table 5.

TABLE 5.—FEDERAL INVESTMENT IN NON-DEFENSE PUBLIC PHYSICAL CAPITAL
(Billions of 1982 dolLars, annul! avscaesI
Net
rnvestment

1965

16.20

1971—1980

i5.23

1981-1989
Source: Pi,sàdents Bidget, FY 1991; Speciit Ana)yse, FY 1989—1990.
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In addition, aggregate Federal outlays for training and education
decreased drastically in the 1980s, as shown in Table 6. The funding for training and education dropped by 33 percent in real terms
betwee:n 1980 and 1982, reflecting large cuts in the training component. The level of Federal spending for training and education also

fell substantially as a percent of GNP during this period. This

trend continued throughout the decade.
As Table 6 also shows, the level of spending on defense R&D in
the 1980s jumped substantially, surpassing the level of the 1960s.
However, non-defense R&D actually fell in the 1980s. This trend is

also evident when R&D investment is calculated as a percent of
GNP. Total Federal R&D has fallen from 1.88 percent to 1.16 percent in GNP. The non-defense sector has taken the brunt of these
reductions, falling nearly 50 percent between the 1960s and the
1980s. Although there are some civilian benefits to defense investment, the level of non-defense investment is generally more meaningful in determining the contribution to economic growth.

TABLE 6.—FEDERAL INVESTMENT IN HUMAN AND KNOWLEDGE CAPITAL
Resev ch and development

Training and

education

Total

C)etense

Non-defense

Billions of 982 doHars, annual averages:
1961—1970

n/a

38.85

21.99

16.84

1971—1980

'30.00

34.34

17.55

16.82

1981—1989

22.03

41.72

26.57

15.14

n/a
10.78

1.88

1.08

0.80

1971—1980

1.23

0.63

0.60

1981—1989

0.62

1.16

0.73

0.4.3

Percent of CNP, annual averages:
1961—1970

n/a=not availible.

dt

are avaiIab after 1976. Th, number represents average outIys in 1977-1980.
Kistoñcil Tabe of Pres,dents Budget, FY 1990; Piesidents Budget FY 1991; Special AnaIyss, FY 1979-1990. NomnI

Compaub4e
So1Jrce:

figures were deflated with GNP deflator.

The Committee-recommended budget begins to reverse the downward trend in Federal investment.
In part because of the unfavorable recent trends in Federal net
investment just described, there has been increased interest recent-

ly in a separate Federal capital budget. At present, there is no

broad consensus on what should be in such a budget, e.g. whether
it should include military hardware and whether it should include
investment in human and knowledge capital. (Also, data currently
available are inadequate for capital budgeting.) The total budget
deficit as currently calculated is the best summary measure of Fed-

eral budget effects on aggregate demand and the saving/investment balance. For further discussion of the pros and cons of capital
budgeting, see Appendix G.
INITIATIVES TO REBUILD AMERICA

The Committee recommendation emphasizes a five-year program
of initiatives to rebuild America in seven major areas: the competitiveness of the economy and its flexibility in adjusting to new economic conditions; the future of our children; human development
through better nutrition, health and housing; science and research
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to raise productivity; the security of our citizens from crime and
drugs; American leadership in international democratic development; and investments in economic infrastructure and protection
of the environment.
The Committee proposal reverses the cutbacks over the last ten
years in critical non-defense discretionary programs in these areas.
In doing so it significantly changes the President's priorities.
For example, the President cut the obligation ceiling for highway

programs by $691 million in Fiscal Year 1991, while the Committee
proposal increases the obligation ceiling by $590 million; over five
years this means $19.2 billion for better roads. The Committee proposes a competitiveness initiative of over $2 billion in Fiscal Year
1991 for programs in research, job training, education and relocation, and assistance to communities. The President proposes a reduction of $825 million for these same programs.

Education is another major area of difference; the Committee
adds $2.5 billion in Fiscal Year 1991 budget authority compared
with the President's $463 million. For AIDS research, treatment
and prevention the Committee provides an increase of $914 million
while the President includes $87 million. The Committee recommendation includes an additional $300 million for dislocated workers compared to the President's cut of $302 million; $2.2 billion in
child care compared with the President's $183 million; and an additional $750 million for the National Institutes of Health compared
with the President's $33 million.
The entitlement programs show similar differences in attention
to human development. The Committee recommendation provides
another $295 million for food stamps (including Puerth Rico) compared to the President's cut of $184 million; an additional $285 million for Medicaid in Fiscal Year 1991, growing to $2.35 billion in
Fiscal Year 1995, compared with the President's reduction of $143
million; and a $100 million increase for the Title XX social services
block grant, which the President does not provide. The Committee
also proposes a new housing assistance initiative designed to hold
families together. Finally, the resolution assumes pro-family program improvements and funding increases for the Supplemental
Security Income, foster care and other human miscellaneous resource programs with increased funding of $39 million in Fiscal
Year 1991.

INITIATIVES BY THEME IN COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION
Ito millions of dollars; changes from baselinel

——

1991

BA

Competitiveness

Children 2
Nutrition, health
Science and research
Human security

International development
Environment and infrastructure

2,031
3,389
6,056
1,455
2,284
1.232
1,383

1992

0

BA

581

865
1,845
827
1,552
855
531

2.592
4,234
7,778
3,847
2,677
636
1.931

These numbers include some double counting between the categories.
In addition to the amounts above, the recommendation fully assumes the Housepassed child care bill.

1993

0

1,933

3.498
4,247

2,807
2,484
690
1.447

1994

—

BA

0

3,002
4,944

2,611
4,594

8,663
4.679

5,490
4,133

3,463
5.578
9,511

3,114
5,257
6,722

5,112

3,382

3,300

3,253

116

658
2,466

41

4,783
3,318
669

2,891

3,847

2,412

Total

1995

0

BA

BA

3,988
6,243
10,226
5,228
3,219
(262)
2,866

0

3,605
5,897
7,835
5,058
3,332
548
5,092

BA

0

15,076

11,844

24,388

20,111

42,234
14,295
1,763

26,139
17,608
13,466
3,420

11,483

13,383

20,321
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INVESTMENTS IN ECONOMIC COMPETITIVENESS AND ADJUSTMENT

These initiatives include $2.05 billion in budget authority and

$0.6 billion in outlays in Fiscal Year 1991 for a wide variety of programs to increase the competitiveness of the U.S. economy and its
capacity to adjust to international economic competition, which is
likely largely to replace military competiton. These initiatives include: support for basic research in universities, as well as new and

expanded math and science education programs, which will both
create new knowledge and develop the scientific personnel needed
to become more competitive; increases for the National Institutes
of Health to support and train new researchers in the medical sciences; and support for the development of generic technologies
which will have wide applicability to the private sector, through
supporting work at the Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA) and programs at the Department of Commerce,
including the National Institutes of Standards and Technology

(NIST) and the Advanced Technology Program within it.
This initiative also includes funding for the Export-Import Bank
and our Foreign Commercial Service to help U.S. businessmen compete in the world market, especially in response to the new oppor-

tunities created in Eastern Europe. Programs to assist individuals
who have been laid off with relocation and support services and to
help businesses and communities adjust to adverse economic circumstances are also included. In addition, vocational education is
increased to train, retrain and upgrade employed and unemployed

workers in the new skills that will be demanded by the labor
market.
INVESTMENTS IN CHILDREN

The Committee recommends large increases in programs which
aid children. In 1988, 10 million children (20 percent) in the United

States lived in families at or below the poverty level. Forty-four
percent of black children, and 38 percent of Hispanic children,
were in poverty. These child poverty rates are far above the national rate of 13 percent and an elderly rate of 12 percent.
The problems of these poverty-stricken children range from edu-

cational deficiencies to homelessness and abuse and neglect by parents who are chemically dependent. The House Select Committee

on Children, Youth and Families recently reported that nearly
500,000 American children live in detention centers, hospitals,
foster homes and mental health facilities, and that their number
could rise to 840,000 by 1995.

There is a national bipartisan consensus to reverse the economic,
educational and social deprivation of our children. At the heart of
this consensus is a commitment to preserved and strengthen families. The Committee recognizes our success in reducing poverty
among the elderly and believes that investments in children can
reduce their poverty as well.
This recommendation increases education programs with proven
track records such as compensatory education and Head Start. It
includes child-care-related programs, including the expansion of
Head Start to an all day/full year program, and a targeted Title
XX social services block grant; funding for a new program to help
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the fast-growing number of abused children of chemically dependent parents; and a new housing program for families in which children would otherwise be placed or kept in foster care apart from
their families.
INVESTMENTS IN Nu'nUTIoN, HEALTH AND HOUSING

A principal function of government has been to provide for the
general welfare of all citizens. In recent times this has involved a
safety net to protect our most disadvantaged citizens. This safety
net includes programs that provide basic shelter, basic food and

basic health care. The Committee recommends investments in

health, housing and nutrition assistance to protect our most disadvantaged citizens.
Major housing investments are proposed in low-income housing

programs operated by the Department of Housing and Urban Developinent, which house over 4 million families but do not yet
reach some 8 million families eligible for the programs. Additional
housing investments are proposed in rural housing programs oper
ated by the Farmers Home Administration and homeless assistance
programs authorized under the McKinney Homeless Assistance
Act. The new Family Unification Housing Assistance program will
prevent the unnecessary division of families and placement of children .n foster homes.

The nutrition investments expand and strengthen the food

stamp, nutrition assistance to Puerto Rico and Temporary Emergency Food Assistance (TEFAP) programs and move towards the
full participation of all eligible women and children in the Special
SuppJemental Food Program for Women, Infants and Children
(WIC).

Health program investments expand Medicaid assistance to

reduce infant mortality and improve care of children, the frail elderly, and the mentally retarded. Additional resources are also provided for hospice care and AIDS early intervention, education, research and treatment efforts. There are also significant increased
for low-income health programs such as community health centers,
mate:rnal and child health block grants, and immunizations. The
recommendation also adds substantial increases for AIDS research,
education, testing, prevention, and other efforts to combat AIDS.
INVESTMENTS IN SCIENCE, RESEARCH AND SPACE

Th Committee believes that investment in science, research and
space will create new knowledge of great value to our society. It
also will support and develop new scientific and technical personnel for the competitiveness of our economy. The Federal Government. has a special responsibility for investing in basic research
programs, since the private sector undervalues the returns to the
Nation from basic research. For example, Professor Mansfield of
the University of Pennsylvania has estimated that the real rate of
return from investments in basic research in science and engineering have ranged between five and 28 percent per annum. Public investment in basic research is therefore likely to return benefits
grealy in excess of its cost.
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Accordingly, the Committee recommends substantial new invest-

ments in basic research and science engineering education programs at the National Science Foundation; in high energy and nuclear physics research programs at the Department of Energy; in a
series of NASA programs, including the Space Station, the Earth
Observation System, and other manned and unmanned space programs; in basic research at the Department of Defense; in a national research initiative on agriculture, food and the environment at
the Department of Agriculture; and in additional research support
for the National Institutes of Health.
INVESTMENTS IN HUMAN SEcuRrrY

The Committee recommends several initiatives to deal with our
serious drug and crime problems. Although casual drug use de-

clined 37 percent between 1985 and 1988, the number of heavy co-

caine users, including those using crack, rose sharply by 33 percent. In 1988, between 54 and 83 percent of male arrestees and between 44 and 81 percent of female arrestees tested positive for one
or more drugs. During the 1980's, Federal drug-related criminal
cases increased 229 percent and are expected to represent 35 percent of all criminal cases in 1991. Cocaine-related medical emergen-

between 1984 and 1988, while the
cies also increased
number of cocaine-related deaths tripled during the same time
period. The Committee's recommendation recognizes that not all
crime is drug related and that overall crime rates continue to increase. According to a recent study by the FBI, overall crime rose 3
percent between 1988 and 1989. Violent crimes rose 5 percent,
while serious property crimes rose 2 percent.

The drug/crime problem affects not only large cities but also

small towns and rural areas and is related to other issues of importance to the Committee: foreign policy, health, education, job training, housing, poverty, and a healthy economy. The Committee recommends new funds in these areas of the budget as part of other
initiatives and believes that success in dealing with these problems
will reduce the incidence of drugs and crime.
Investments in human security also include increased funding
for the Title XX Social Services Block Grant program, refugees and
entrant assistance; Medicare and Social Security program support;
foster care reforms to maintain families intact; a benefit increase,
expanded outreach and presumptive disability for the Supplementary Security Income program; extended Medicaid transition for
child support cases and other provisions to improve the operation
of equity of various human resource programs.
INTERNATIONAL DEMOCRATIC DEVELOPMENT

With free elections bringing into office democratic governments
from Nicaragua to Poland and with citizen uprisings toppling totalitarian governments in other Eastern Bloc countries, interna-

tional affairs funding has become critical. The United States

should help these countries develop democracy, both in their interest and in our own, since successful international development promotes peace and economic growth. The Committee recommendation contains funding for a new foreign aid package for emerging
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democracies in Eastern Europe. It also contains funding for new
initiatives in the Caribbean, the Philippines, Nicaragua and Africa.
As these countries and regions raise the standard of living of their
people with the help of our international development assistance,
the world will become more stable and secure. The Committee sees
these new funding initiatives as an expanded outreach program
which promotes world security through international development
assistance.

INVESTMENTS IN ENVIRONMENT AND INFRASTRUCTURE

The Committee recommendation highlights four areas where
prudent investments in the environment and infrastructure should
be made. First, the recommendation develops our transportation infrastructure by significantly increasing the obligation ceiling for

highways and continuing to increase funding for aviation programs. Second, the recommendation increases funding for EPA to
handle its workload in ongoing programs, which has grown sub-

stantially over the past decade, and for implementation of legislation to reauthorize the Clean Air Act likely to be enacted this year.
Third, the recommendation Would fund efforts by EPA to clean up
abandoned hazardous waste sites which pose immediate and longrange health threats. Fourth, the recommendation recognizes that
the Federal Government can preserve our natural resources by acquisition of lands for national parks, forests, refuges, etc. Timely
invest:tnent now will prevent these areas from being lost to future
development, degradation, and rising prices.
D. U.S. Defense Policy in an Emerging Democratic World
Recent developments throughout the world demand new think-

ing about our Nation's defense posture. Changes in the Soviet

Union and Eastern Europe have reduced the military threat to the
United States and its allies—in some ways irreversibly. The Soviets
have withdrawn from Afghanistan, implemented unilateral troop
reductions in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union, shown a more
cooperative attitude toward arms control and indicated they wish
to become part of the international economic system. The nations
of Ea;tern Europe have thrown off repressive Communist systems
and are moving rapidly toward more open, democratic societies.
West and East Germany are about to be unified. Most experts
agree that the Warsaw Pact no longer constitutes a viable conventional threat to NATO.
The Committee acknowledges that threats remain in several

areas of the wor1d However, the Committee recommendation is
based on the fact that the conventional threat from our previous
primary adversary, the Warsaw Pact, has decreased substantially.
In view of this rapidly changing military threat, a continuation f
the current levels of defense spending, which exist primarily to re-

spond. to the capability and aggressive behavior of the Soviet Union
and Warsaw Pact in earlier years, make no sense today.

The recommendation is based also on the premise that, today
more than ever, our well-being as a Nation is dependent on more

than military strength. A strong and vibrant economy, effective
education and health systems, a renewed infrastructure and a vi-
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sionary foreign policy are also important elements of national secu-

rity. It would be dangerous to spend less than we should for defense, but it would be foolish and wasteful to spend more than we
need. It is essential that we, in conjunction with our allies, take ad-

vantage of the current historic opportunity to establish, through
arms control and other arrangements, a new international security
order which will provide increased security at a substantially lower
cost.

The fiscal year 1991 defense budget must be viewed as a precursor of more extensive changes to come. Significant reductions in
military spending are possible over the next several years. However, only a small degree of their full policy and fiscal significance
will be reflected in lower first year outlays. Reductions in force
structure and cuts in weapons programs yield much greater outlay
savings in the second and subsequent years than they do in the
first.

We are embarking on the most difficult revision of our defense

policy in four decades. The fundamental task before the Congress is
to construct a defense program that is policy-driven and consistent
with the fiscal realities of the 1990's.

In past years congressional reductions in defense funding were
made from large increases proposed by the administration. During

the first half of the 1980's these "cuts" reduced only the rate of

growth in defense spending proposed by the administration. Since
1985 congressional actions have produced real funding reductions
averaging about 2.5 percent per year.
The fiscal year 1991 defense budget presents a different challenge to Congress. No longer are we in a position merely to cut the
rate of growth or generate relatively moderate reductions from the
administration's defense request. Instead Congress should make
substantial reductions from the request, which will require significant modifications to current personnel levels and many weapons
programs. Over the longer term, such sustained reductions will
demand a total reexamination of the defense infrastructure, both
military and civilian, built up during the Cold War period. This is
a much formidable challenge. It is formidable as a matter of policy
because the choices made when spending substantially less for defense are much more difficult than when merely reducing the rate
of growth. Furthermore, it is formidable as a legislative challenge
because of possible reluctance of the Department of Defense and
Congress to discontinue programs already in progress.
As we begin this transition, it is clear that the Nation needs a
concerted effort to restructure our armed forces consistent with the
imperative to buy the right combination of forces, equipment, operational readiness and research in this time of great change and uncertainty.
The Committee recommends for fiscal year 1991 $283.0 billion in
budget authority and $295.5 billion in outlays, a reduction of $32.8
billion in budget authority and $11.5 billion in outlays from the
CBO baseline. This represents the first year of a multiyear policy
which will significantly reduce the defense budget over the next
five years. The Committee recommendation assumes that defense
outlays by fiscal year 1995 will be about 25 percent less in real
terms than in fiscal year 1990. (Additional details are provided in
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the Function 050 section of this report.) This would put defense
funding on a path towards a 50 percent reduction by the year 2000,
as advocated by some national security experts, if the international
security situation remains positive. However, the Committee's recommerdation allows for gradual and prudent decline, flexible
enough. to change in response to changing conditions. The later
years cf the plan are subject to review each year during the normal
Congressional budget process.
The Committee recommendation would allow for a very capable

military forces after five years. The funding levels recommended
for fiscal year 1995 would be only 12 percent less in real terms
than the average funding for 1950 through 1980, a period encompassing the Korean and Vietnam conflicts and the height of Cold
War tensions. The funding available would be sufficient for a strategic rorce consisting of several thousand nuclear warheads,
enough to deter any rational adversary. Our land, sea, and air conventional forces, while reduced, would remain formidable, and with
the enforcement of rational arms control agreements, the force balance between NATO and Warsaw Pact countries would be more favorable than at present. The forces available should certainly be
sufficient to deal with any military contingencies that may arise in
other areas of the world.

II. THE BUDGET PLAN IN DETAIL

A. Spending and Credit Recommendations by Function

FUNCFION 600: INCOME SECURITY
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATION

BA

HBC Baseline
Pay at 4.1%
Recommended changes:

Discretionary Initiatives:
1. Low4ncome Housing Programs
2. Mckinney Homeless Programs
3. Women, Infant, Child Nutrition (WIC)
4. Refugee & Entrant Assistance
Entitlement Initiatives:
1. Food Stamps and Other Nutrition Assistance
2. Family Unification Housing Assistance
1 MIsc. Human Resource Amendments
Entitlement reductions:
1. Civil Service Lump Sum and Misc. Entitlement Reforms

0

BA

198.85

156.90

206.40

—0.15

—*

—0.10

+3.00

+3.10

+0.15
+0.05

+0.05
—*
+0.15
+0.05

+0.30

+0.30

+0.65
+0.20

+0.05

+0.05

+om

—0.05

—1.00

—0.05

+0.30
+0.05

0

BA

FY 1995

FY 1994

FY 1993

FY 1992

FY 1991

0

BA

0

BA

0

213.80

173.60

224.30

184.10

233.05

192.10

—s

—0.05

—*

—*

—*

+0.05

+

+0.25
—*
+0.30
+0.05

+3.25

+0.65

+3.40

+1.05

+3.50

+1.50

—0.05

—0.05

—0.05

—0.05

—0.05

—0.05

+0.45
+0.05

+0.45
+0.05

+0.60
+0.05

+0.55
+0.05

+0.75
+0.05

+0.70
+0.05

+0.65

+0.95
+0.40
+0.30

+0.95
+0.05
+0.30

+1.25
+0.45
+0.35

+1.25
+0.15
+0.35

+1.55
+0.50
+0.40

+1.55
+0.20

164.55

+
+0.25
—0.70

+0.05

+0.05

+040
+0.05
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FUNCTION 600: INCOME SECURITY

The Committee recommends $202.20 billion in budget authority
and $156.50 billion in outlays for this function for fiscal year 1991.
These totals represent an increase of $3.35 billion in budget authority and a decrease of $0.40 billion in outlays from the HBC base-

line.

EXPLANATION OF COMMIVFEE RECOMMENDATION
PAY AT 4.1 PERCENT

The Committee assumes Federal military and civilian employee
pay raises equal to retirement COLA's (4.1 percent in fiscal year
1991 and 4.3 percent each year thereafter), effective in January of
each fiscal year (see further explanation in Function 950). Most of
the pay budget authority reduction in this function represents
lower receipts of the military and civil service retirement trust
funds.

DISCRETIONARY INITIATIVES
1. LOW-INCOME HOUSING PROGRAMS

The Committee assumes a funding increase of $3.0 billion in
budget authority and $65 million in outlays above the CBO baseline amount for low-income housing programs as part of the Investing in Nutrition, Health and Housing initiative. This is in addition
to the funding required to fully fund expiring housing contracts.
The $3.0 billion assumption is similar to the new funding recommendation of the House Committee on Banking, Finance and
Urban Affairs which is currently addressing the necessary reauthorization of the various low-income HUD housing and community development programs. The overall HUD low-income housing as-

sumption includes a $48 million above-the-baseline increase for
anti-d:rug funding. The Committee is also aware of the critical
housing shortage on Indian reservations and recommends that
from within the overall increase provided for subsidized housing
the number of HUD Indian housing units be increased to a minimum of 3,000 units in fiscal year 1991.

The Committee anticipates that the forthcoming housing reauthorization will address the Homeownership and Opportunity for
People Everywhere (HOPE) proposal with its core concept of
"empowerment", along with other new initiatives which may show
promise of effectively complementing existing successful housing
programs. National housing programs should envelop the best of
privat.e, non-profit, community, State-local and Federal housing efforts. These efforts are intended to provide for our most disadvantaged citizens basic housing needs and at the same time assist
these citizens to escape their poverty and low-income status.
The additional HUD funding reflects that the low-income housing programs have been reduced since 1980, by approximately twothirds; in both budget authority and numbers of incremental units
built. This reduction is the largest reduction for a major existing
domestic program. The program need is evidenced by lengthy
public housing waiting lists, eight million families eligible but not
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participating in Federal housing programs and the explosive
growth in the numbers of homeless.
2. MCKINNEY HOMELESS ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

In this function there is assumed $370 million in budget authority and $274 million in outlays for McKinney Act homeless assist-

ance programs. The Committee assumes a total funding level of
$819 million in budget authority for McKinney homeless assistance
programs which involves five different functions in the budget. The
$819 million is an increase of $128 million in budget authority and
$4 million in outlays over the CBO baseline amount. The McKin-

ney Act homeless funding distribution is reflected on an illustrative basis so that the total is equal to $819 million. The Committee
does not assume the President's specific homeless assistance recom-

mendations and instead recognizes that the House and Senate

Banking Committees will establish these program priorities in the
forthcoming reauthorization legislation. The additional funding reflects the high priority of meeting the emergency housing, health
and social needs of the homeless population which has been estimated as up to 735,000 persons on any given night and as many as
3 million persons in the course of a year.
3. SPECIAL SUPPLEMENTAL FOOD PROGRAM FOR WOMEN, INFANTS,
AND CHILDREN (WIC)

The Committee assumes a funding increase of $150 million in
budget authority and $141 million in outlays over baseline funding
for the WIC program with an additional $150 million increase each
succeeding year. This funding increase will allow an increase in

program participation of between 4 and 5 percentage points per
year or about an additional 300,000 participants each year. The
overall participation will be increased from the current estimate of
55 percent toward a goal of full participation in light of the positive
3 to 1 cost-benefit ratio cited in several major studies. The WIC increase reflects the overwhelming recognition of the success of this
program and the basic investment nature of this program.
4. REFUGEE AND ENTi&NT ASSISTANCE

The Committee assumes a funding increase of $50 million in
budget authority and $33 million in outlays over the baseline for
the refugee and entrant assistance program. In the current fiscal
year there are 125,000 refugees scheduled to be admitted to the
U.S., of which approximately 50,000 will be from the Soviet Union
and 50,000 from Indochina. The assumed funding increases recognzes that the numbers of refugees seeking admission to the U.S.
has greatly increased and that in the Soviet Union the number of
applications has increased to several hundred thousand. The additional funding is provided to States to help pay for additional State
AFDC, medicaid and other benefits extended to refugees during
their initial stay in this country.
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ENTITLEMENT INITIATIVES
1. Foon STAMPS AND OTHER NUTRITION PROGRAMS

The Committee assumes the reauthorization of the Food Stamp
and Nutrition Assistance to Puerto Rico programs for fiscal years
1991 through 1995 as part of the Investing in Nutrition, Health
and Hcusing initiative. The Committee recommendation assumes
the general policy changes provided for in H.R. 3950, which includes the Mickey Leland Memorial Domestic Hunger Relief Act.
The additional $300 million in fiscal year 1991 food stamp funding
assumes but is not limited to the following priorities; phase-out of
the excess shelter cap; providing for a disregard of the first $50 of
child support; increasing the basic food stamp benefit and raising
vehicle asset limits. A small food stamps savings of $5 million with
modest growth in the outyears is assumed as part of the Miscellaneous Human Resources Amendments in H.R. 4229.
The )Eesolution assumes modest increases in nutrition assistance
to Puerto Rico which are assumed to grow to $30 million above the
CBO baseline by fiscal year 1995. The Resolution also assumes the
reauthorization of commodity purchases for soup kitchens through
1995 a: the 1991 authorized level of $32 million. The Committee
also assumes that no reductions will be made in the Child Nutrition Programs, as proposed by the President.
The xtension, expansion and strengthening of Federal nutrition
assistaice programs reflects continued evidence of significant
hunger in our nation. Past surveys have estimated approximately
20 miflion persons hungry in America and the latest survey data
estimates that more than 9 million children are hungry or nutritionally at risk.
2. FAMILY UNIFICATION HOUSING ASSISTANCE

The Committee assumes authorization of a new initiative which
will provide as an entitlement Section 8 housing certificates to fam-

ilies iridentified as having a lack of adequate housing Such that
housing is a primary factor in the imminent placement of a child
(or children) in foster care or in preventing the discharge of a child
from faster care and reunification with his or her family. Funding
(beginning in 1992) in this function of $180 million in budget authority and $15 million in outlays is primarily for housing costs
and there is a partial offset in Function 500 due to reduced foster
care costs.

3. MISCELLANEOUS HUMAN RESOURCES PROGRAMS

The Committee assumes that the Resolution could accommodate
the improvements and expensions in the Supplementary Security
Income (SSI), Family Support Payment (AFDC) and unemployment
compensation programs as contemplated in H.R. 4229, the Miscellaneous Human Resources Amendments of 1990.
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ENTITLEMENT REDUCTIONS
1. CIvIL SERVICE LUMP-SUM AND MISCELLANEOUS ENTITLEMENT
REFORMS

The Committee assumes that the Congress will continue the reforms provided for in the past two reconciliation acts which provide
for a multi-year payment for the lump-sum civil service retirement

benefit. The overall civil service related deficit reduction is assumed to be $1.0 billion in fiscal year 1991 and may involve smaller entitlement reforms as well as changes in the lump-sum benefit.
OTHER ASSUMPTIONS

The Committee assumes that the Resolution could accommodate
at a minimum, funding for the Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP) at the CBO baseline level of $1,449 in
budget authority and $1,463 million in outlays. The Committee considers the LIHEAP program a high-priority funding requirement
because the program is highly targeted to very low-income persons
and in particular to families and elderly who spend a high proportion of their income on energy costs. Of particular concern is that
between 1987 and 1989, approximately one million fewer households (representing three million individuals) received benefits and
the average benefit was also reduced. The LIHEAP benefit helps
prevent homelessness and prevents families from choosing between
energy bills or food bills.
The Committee assumes that the Congress may consider legisla-

tion which addresses the potential unemployment consequences of
forthcoming clean air legislation on such industries as coal, chemicals and other energy intensive industries. The actual timing and
specific unemployment impact can not be determined at this time
because of the lack of specificity available regarding final clean air

requirements and schedules, and possible benefits available to
workers terminated as a result of such legislation. It is likely that
any significant funding requirements in this area will be beyond
the time-frame of this Resolution.
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SUMMARY OF CREDIT RECOMMENDATION, NEW DIRECT LOANS AND PRIMARY LOAN GUARANTEES
ha biIN a4 daIanJ
FY 1991
DL

HBC Baseline
Recommended

FY 1992
LG

DL

FY 1993

16

DL

FY 1994
16

DL

FY 1995
16

DL

0.10

0.10

0.10

0.10

0.10

0.10

0.10

0.10

0.10

0.10

changet

16

None

Commiltee Credit Recommendation

tsbls sumssaflzes the Coimnittess recooimendatloo toi new di,uct loan obgatlnna w new pflswy loan parent.. commitments to credit assistance proiranis is this function. The mconinwiidatinns reflect the effect on
credit piagram h,els of the siening recommendations discussed slew..
This

FUNCTION 650: SOCIAL SECURITY
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATION
(In billions ot dollarsJ

HBC Baseline
Pay at 4.1%
Recommended changes:

Discretionary Initiatives
I. Social Security Program Support
Committee Recommendation
Less than 125 million.

340.25

0

BA

265.80

368.05

0

282.65

BA

398.30

—.

265.85

368.05

282.70

0

BA

300.40

—*

431.00

398.30

300.45

0

BA

318.55

_.

465.50

431.00

318.60

0

337.65

+0
+0.05

+0.05

+0.05

+0.05

+0.05
340.25

FT 1995

FT 1994

FT 1993

FT 1992

FT 1991
BA

465.50

337.70
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FUNCTION 650: SOCIAL SECURITY

EXPLANATION OF COMMIVEE RECOMMENDATION
The Committee recommends $340.25 billion in budget authority
and $265.85 billion in outlays for this function for fiscal year 1991.

These totals represent no change in budget authority and an increase of $0.05 billion in outlays from the HBC baseline.
PAY AT 4.1 PERCENT

The Committee assumes Federal military and civilian employee
pay raises equal to retirement COLA's (4.1 percent in fiscal year
1991 and 4.3 percent each year thereafter), effective in January of
each year (see further explanation in Function 950).
DISCRETIONARY INITIATIVES
1. SOCIAL SECURITY PROGRAM SUPPORT

The Committee assumes $2.35 billion in outlays, which is an increase of $37 million in outlays above the CBO baseline, for Social
Security program support. The additional funds are needed to re-

store staffing •reductions which have been made since the mid1980's. Since that time, SSA staffing has been reduced by one-quarter while the beneficiary population has increased by 10 percent
and nw statutory requirements have created additional workloads.
This has led to a backlog of claims processing, long waiting lines in
field offices and a high rate of inaccuracies in information provided
to the public. For example, there have been very widespread complaint about the nationwide 800 service installed to answer beneficiary inquiries. A survey in January 1990 indicated that only onehalf o:r the callers are able to get calls through the system. The additional funds should support approximately 1200 additional Social
Security Administration staff positions compared to the 1990 level
to help alleviate the backlogs and poor service.
The Committee will monitor the situation in order to determine
whether the funding level provided is sufficient to address the current backog and poor service or whether additional funds are required in the future.

SUMMARY OF CREDIT RECOMMENDATION NEW DIRECT LOANS AND PRIMARY LOAN GUARANTEES
tin billions of dollarsi
FY 1991
DL

NOTE: There are no credit assistance programs in this function.

IG

DL

IG

DL

IV 1995

FY 1994

fl 1993

FY 1992

—

IG

DL

IG

DL

IG
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B. Revenues
TABLE 1.—REVENUE RECOMMENDATIONS INCLUDES ON- AND OFF-BUDGET
AMOUNTS

1991

.

Committee baseline revenues

1,156.30

1993

1,238.90

1994

1,317.70

1995

1,481.40

Recommended changes in revenue:
Recor cited changes:

Increase in revenues through changes in tax law

13.90

19.00

21.00

23.00

2.95

3.20

Unreconciled changes:

House-passed child care bIN (HR. 3)

1.55

2.50

2.70

0.90

2.20

—3.10

Pesident's acceleration and stabilization of payroll tax
collections

Revenue effect of President's Internal
budget and management initiatives
Recommended level of revenues

Service
2.95

1.70

1.80

1,175.60

1,263.30

1,33810

0.3

0.4

0.3

1.50

1.20

1,50880

Memoranda:

Reverue change as percent of GNP

0.4

0.4

House Budget Committee Recommendation
Baseline Revenues
The Committee's recommended levels of budget revenues reflect

baseline assumptions. Baseline revenues are those expected under
current law, except that extension of expiring excise taxes is assumed when those taxes are dedicated to trust funds and have been
extended on prior occasions.
The Committee baseline reflects the administration baseline concept in so far as excise taxes dedicated to the Airway and Airport
Trust Fund are extended at 1990 tax rates.
For fiscal year 1991 revenues, the Committee baseline reflects
the administration's economic and technical assumptions. Beyond
1991, the Committee baseline reflects Committee economic assumptions and ongresionai Budget Office estimates.
Changes in Revenues
The Committee recommends that $13.9 billion more revenue for
1991 be raised by the House Committee on Ways and Means and
the Senate Committee on Finance through changes in tax law. The
corresponding amounts for later years are consistent with tax law
changes effective January 1, 1991. Somewhat less than nine
months of added collections will be realized in fiscal year 1991; a
full twelve months' worth will be realized in fiscal year 1992 and
later years.
The Committee recommendation is consistent with a variety of
revenue alternatives that can balance the need for fairness and
maintenance of tax progressivity with the avoidance of measures
that unduly discourage saving and investment.

In addition, the Committee plan assumes that net revenue increases provided in the House-passed Early Childhood Education
and Development Bill (H.R. 3), $1.55 billion in 1991, the President's
payroll tax acceleration/stabilization proposal, the President's In-
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ternal Revenue Service (IRS) budget initiative, and reorganization
of the IRS to achieve the gain in revenue projected by the Presi-

dent for his "Management Initiative." The revenues in the child
care bill help defray the costs of the bill. The payroll tax proposal
creates timely deposit deadlines for employers that are uniform
across future years. The purpose of the IRS initiatives is to collect
taxes that are already owed and will be owed under current law.
The Committee recommendation incorporates the administration's
estimates for the effects of its Internal Revenue Service budget initiative.
The Committee plan increases revenues by 1.8 percent over five
years. The recommended increases average 0.3 percent relative to
the size of the economy as measured by the Gross National Product
(GNP).

The Committee recommends revenue increases as part of a large
deficit reduction plan that goes beyond balancing the total budget.
In 1993, the total budget including Social Security will move into
surplus so that some of the net Social Security surplus will begin to
be used to retire public debt. By 1995, the plan balances the budget
excluding the net Social Security surplus. That is, in 1995, the plan
effectively uses the entire $81 billion net Social Security surplus to
retire public debt rather than to finance deficits in the rest of the
budget. This $81 billion is the excess of payroll taxes over the costs
of Social Security benefits and administration. The Committee's
1995 revenue increase replaces about one-third of the $81 billion of
Social Security payroll taxes that will no longer be used to finance
a non-Social Security deficit. The rest is replaced with net spending
reductions in the non-Social Security budget.
The Committee recognizes that 1) the low national savings rate
in the United States impairs investment in America's future; and
2) higher savings would help lower the cost of capital for investment, improve the nation's productivity, and enhance U.S. competitiveness and overall standard of living. Therefore, the Committee
recommends that Congress adopt tax policies that will encourage

Americans to save and not have an adverse effect on Federal

budget deficits.
Reconciliation Instructions
Reconciliation instructions to the House Committee on Ways and
Means call for changes in the tax law to produce increases of $13.9

billion in 1991, the amount of increased revenues called for in the
President's budget, $18 billion in 1992, $19 billion in 1993, $21 billion in 1994, and $23 billion in 1995.

The Committee's reconciliation instructions extend for five years
in order to insure that legislation enacted this year accomplishes
real, permanent deficit reduction.
The Committee intends that the President and the bipartisan
Congressional leadership should ultimately agree on a substantial,
multi-year deficit reduction package and that the reconciliation of
revenues mandated by this resolution will not be advanced legislatively unless and until such time as there is bipartisan agreement
with the President of the United States on specific legislation to
meet or exceed such reconciliation requirements.
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As is normal Committee practice, Congressional estimates will be
used ror scoring the effect of reconciliation measures. These estimates shall show the effect of legislation relative to the Committee
revenue baseline.
Neither revenues from the acceleration/stabilization of payroll
tax collections, nor revenues that result from spending decisions
not within the jurisdiction of the tax-writing committees, such as

additional appropriations for the IRS or Executive branch IRS
management changes, is countable toward reconciliation.
As in the past, major legislation that includes tax committee pro-

visiou.s is advancing separately from reconciliation. H.R. 3, The
Early Childhood Education and Development Act, has been passed
by th House. The tax committee direct spending within this bill is
accommodated by a combination of revenues included in that bill
and the deficit reduction measures included in this Committee's
budget plan. As in similar instances in the past, the tax committee
direct spending and revenues in this special legislation (H.R. 3) or
in th conference report thereon, will not be included within the
scoring of reconciliation.

The Budget Resolution states that to the extent the Committee
on Ways and Means reports program initiatives that increase outlays, beyond the levels recommended in the Resolution, these initiatives must be financed in a deficit-neutral manner in the first
year, 1991, and over five years, 1991—1995. Either spending reductions or revenue increases beyond the amounts recommended in
this Resolution could be used to offset program initiatives. Upon
the reporting of legislation satisfying these conditions, the Chairman of the House Budget Committee will file with the House appropriately revised allocations pursuant to section 302(a) of the
Congressional Budget Act and revised functional levels and aggregates. The Committee on Ways and Means will also report revised
allocations pursuant to section 302(b) of the Congressional Budget
Act.

Historical and Projected Revenues
TABLE 2.—REVENUES BY SOURCE UNDER PAST AND CURRENT LAW
IFiscil yelrs, in bIIiom o4 doarsJ

—
Individuil income tax
Corporae income tax
SocaI insurance tax and contributions
Excises
(state md gift taxes
Custom duties
Niscellzneous receipts
Total '

On-budget revenues
Off-budget revenues 2

'DetnH may not add to tolats due to rounding.
Social seciiflty (DASDI) revenues.

Nistoñci
1950

1960

1970

1980

Pmjected
(idminis.
ti

i)

15.8

40.7

90.4

244.1

U9.0

10.4

21.5

32.8

64.6

111.9

4.3

14.7

44.4

157.8

385.4

7.6

11.7

15.7

24.3

36.2

0.7

1.6

3.6

6.4

9.2

0.4

1.1

2.4

7.2

16.8

0.2

1.2

3.4

12.7

24.4

39.4
37.3

92.5

192.8

1072.8

81.9

158.3

517.1
403.9

2.1

10.6

33.5

113.2

285.4

787.4
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The payroll taxes for social insurance (Social Security, Medicare,
and unemployment compensation) have risen to over one-third of

total revenues and are now three times as large as corporate
income tax revenues. This change, rooted in expansion of the social
security system and diminished domestic corporate profits as a percent of GNP, was magnified by Social Security legislation in 1977

and 1983. Table 3, shows the change in composition of revenues
under past and current law.
TABLE 3.—COMPOSITION OF REVENUES UNDER PAST AND CURRENT LAW
friscal years, percenti

HistncaI

1950

1960

Prujected
(adminis.

1970

1980

tTitiOn)
1990

Individual meome tax
Corporate income tax
Social insurance tax and contributions

39.9

44.0

46.9

47.2

45.6

26.5

23.2

17.0

12.5

10.4

11.1

15.9

23.0

30.5

35.9

Excises

19.1

12.6

8.1

4.7

3.4

1.8

1.7

1.9

1.2

0.9

1.0

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.6

0.6

1.3

1.8

2.5

2.3

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

Estate and gift taxes
Customs duties
Miscellaneous receipts

Total '
'Detill may not add to totals due to rounding.

Table 4 shows each of these taxes as a percent of GNP. Onbudget revenues, which exclude revenues for social security

(OASDI), fall from 15.1 percent of GNP in 1980 to 14.3 percent in
1990.
TABLE 4.—REVENUE SOURCES AS A PERCENT OF GNP UNDER PAST AND CURRENT LAW
friscal years, percent)
Historical
1950

(ndividual income tax
Corporate income tax
Social insurance tax and contributions

5.9

1960

t)

Prujected
(admin,s.

1970

I9O

8.0
4.2

9.1

9.1

8.9

3.9

3.3

2.4

2.0

1.6

2.9

4.5

5.9

7.0

Excises

2.8

2.3

1.6

0.9

0.7

Estate nd gift taxes

0.3

0.3

0.4

0.2

0.2

Customs duties
Miscellvieous receipts

0.1

0.2

01

0.3

0.3

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.5

0.4

Total '

14.8

18.3

19.5

19.4

19.5

On-budget revenues
Off-budget revenues 2

14.0

16.2

16.1

15.1

14.3

0.8

2.1

3.4

41

5.2

Detail may not add to totals diz to rounding.
Social Security (OASDI) revenues are off-budget.

The changing mix of revenues—greater reliance on payroll taxes
and less on income taxes—has played a major role over the last
decade in reducing the progressivity of the overall Federal tax

system.

Table 5, below, shows Congressional Budget Office estimates for

the 1980 to 1990 change in family income and tax burdens by
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major income classes. While higher income classes have had the
greatest percentage increases in pre-tax income, they have had reductiors in thier overall tax burden. Lower income classes have
had lower income growth, but increases in their overall tax burden.
While the overall tax burden is slightly lower in 1990 than in 1980,
it is higher for the bottom three quintiles (i.e. 60 percent) of all

families.
TABL.E 5.—1980—1990 CHANGE IN INCOME AND OVERALL FEDERAL TAX BURDENS
(Income

index is pre-tix family income divided b the poverly line income)

(Effective tax rate is total Federal tax divided b family incømeJ

Picentik

grouping

1

•ome

1

•ome

Prcenl

1980

1990

change
income

effective tax
rate

effective tax

Percenl
change tax

rate

rate

15.4

22.5

46

29.5

26.7

—9.5

11.4

15.8

38

28.4

26.4

8.6

11.3

32

27.3

25.8

4.1

4.7

13

23.0

22.5

—7.3
—5.5
—2.2

2.9

3.2

8

20.0

20.3

1.2

Second 20

1.9

2.0

4

15.7

16.7

6.0

Bottom 20

0.9

0.8

—3

8.4

9.7

16.1

Overall

3.7

4.4

19

23.3

23.0

-1.0

Top 5
Top 10
Top 20
Fourth 20
Middle 20

TABLE 6.—TOTAL ACTUAL AND RECOMMENDED REVENUES
(In billions ot doIarsI
Amount

Fiscal year:
1985 actual
1986 actual
1987 actual
1988 actual
1989 actual
1990 budget resolution

1990 estimated (administration)

riscal year 1991:
Mm nistratson's request (February 1990)
Recommendation

734.1
769.1

854.1

909.0
990.7

1065.5
1 1072.8

1,170.2
1,175.6

Fiscal year 1992:

Administration's request (February 1990)
Reccmmendation

Fiscal yen 1993:
Mn inistration's request (February 1990)
Recommendation

1,246.4

21,263.3

1,327.6
21,338.1

Fiscal year 1994:

Administrations request (February 1990)
Rec,mmendation
Fiscal yelr 1995:
Administrations request (February 1990)
Recommendation

1,4e8.6
2 1,422.4

1,486.3

21508.8

'19%estimite diff.r ftii 1990 Budget Resciutiofi because the Resolisftons estimating assumptions differed from those

uQd

currently.

'The dference between the recoim.ndatiofl and the administration iquest is partt due to d$ffeences in onoernc assumptions
ci.e., GNP, inflition).

III. ECONOMIC BACKGROUND AND ASSUMPTIONS

A. Economic Background of the Budget Plan
A review of recent economic developments and the outlook for
both the short-term through 1991 and the medium-term through

1995 show that the prospects for continued growth with only a
moderate risk of higher inflation are good, although neither a recession nor a surge of price increases can be ruled out. The greatest
threat to the health of the economy is a continuation of the imbalance between domestic saving and investment caused by the persistence of the Federal budget deficit combined with low private
saving. This imbalance is responsible for the record trade and current account deficits in recent years and the rapid growth of indebtedness to foreign lenders. The Committee's fiscal policy recommendations are discussed below.

The economy is operating at a relatively high rate of resource
utilization, with the unemployment rate at 5.3 percent for much of
the last year. However, growth moderated during 1989, as many
had expected, and real GNP increased by 2.6 percent, down from
3.4 percent in 1988. Fourth quarter growth was only 1.1 percent, as
business investment, hou8ing and consumer demand all sagged.
Recent information on economic activity suggests that demand
picked up in the first quarter so that production should strengthen
in the spring and summer. Most forecasters expect real GNP to increase by 2 to 2½ percent his year.
Although some are concerned that there will be a sustained ac.
celeration of inflation, there is little recent evidence to support this
view. Despite temporary shocks in energy and food prices, during
1989 the CPI increased 4.5 percent and the GNP fixed-weight price
index rose 4.1 percent, close to the rates in both 1987 and 1988. An

increase in labor costs appears to have been absorbed in lower
profit margins (corporate profits fell by $27 billion in, 1989) rather

than passed forward in higher prices. Inflation pressures are likely
to remain moderate, but persistent, as long as the economy continues to grow at a rate near its long term potential and productivity
growth stays at the rate experienced in the 1980's.
The Federal Reserve eased policy during the summer, allowing
both short and long term interest rates to fall, but has not eased
monetary policy since the end of the year when the Federal funds
rate was lowered from 8.5 to 8.25 percent. Interest rates began to
rise in January, partly in response to higher foreign rates, and are
now 30 to 80 basis points above the December lows. With growth
expected to accelerate, the Federal Reserve will remain concerned
about the possibility of higher inflation. The Federal Reserve is
therefore unlikely to ease and reduce interest rates soon unless the
economy shows signs of faltering. If no action is taken to reduce
the Federal deficit, interest rates probably will remain high. Econo(119)
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mists generally agree that prompt action on a multi-year deficit reduction package would allow interest rates to decline in both nominal and real terms.
The trade deficit is another indication of possible difficulties
ahead. After reaching a peak of $152 billion in 1987, the merchan-

dise trade deficit fell by $43 billion during the next two years,
largely due to the decline of the Federal deficit from its peak of
$221 bi].lion in 1986 coupled with the adjustment in exchange rates
which occured after the Plaza meeting in September 1985. Howev-

er, the improvement in trade has nearly halted; the three-month
moving average deficit since July has been above the level of the
first half of 1989. Current official forecasts from the OECD, IMF,
and many private forecasts show the trade and current account
deficits, and the consequent foreign borrowing, rising during the
next two to five years if the drain on national saving from the
budget deficit is not reversed.
These current economic imbalances suggest that, while reducing

the deficit is crucial in the short-run, a fundamental reordering of
fiscal priorities is also needed to lay a strong foundation for sustained growth and economic stability. For nearly a decade public
investments which enhance productivity, improve the state of the
environment, and create new knowledge have been neglected.

Much of our new private investment has been financed from

abroad because our domestic saving has been inadequate, drained
away by the defense buildup and interest payments. As explained
in Chapter I, the budget program recommended by the Committee
is designed to reallocate some budgetary resources to more productive uses while reducing the deficit.
B. Economic Assumptions of the Budget Plan
Committee Recommendation

The budget resolution recommended by the Committee is based
on a set of economic projections prepared by the Committee staff
and shown in Table 1 below. These assumptions are identical in
1990 and 1991 to those submitted by the administration with its
budget proposal in January. However, the assumptions regarding
economic growth and inflation then return to those projected by
the Congressional Budget Office between 1992 and 1995. Although
the Committee believes that the administration's forecast for 1990
and 1)91 is somewhat optimistic, under the provisions of the Balanced Budget Reaffirmation Act the Office of Management and
Budg€t (0MB), using its own economic and technical assumptions,
determines whether the projected deficit meets the targets specified by law or whether sequestration is ordered. Because it is essential that Congressional action on the budget be measured against
the 0MB deficit projections, the Committee has adopted the 0MB
estimating assumptions for 1990 and 1991.
In the recommended economic assumptions real GNP is forecast
to grow 2.6 percent in 1990 and 3.3 percent in 1991, with the unem-

ployment rate remaining near its current level. The inflation rate
is expected to be just over 4 percent in both years, lower than the
rate n early 1990, but near the rate which has prevailed for the
last ,everal years. Interest rates are assumed to decline steadily
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through the end of the period, with the three-month Treasury bill
rate averaging 6.7 percent in 1990 and 5.4 percent in 1991, and the
ten-year Treasury note rate averaging 7.7 percent this year and 6.8
percent next year.
Real GNP growth moderates to about 2½ percent per year in the
medium-term assumptions for 1992 through 1995, the rate which
CBO projects to be consistent with the long-term trends in productivity and labor-force growth. Inflation remains near 4 percent annually, reflecting the relative high rate of resource utilization in
the economy and a gradual depreciation of the exchange rate.
Interest rates in real terms in 1992—1995 (removing the effects of
inflation) are assumed to remain constant at the levels projected by
the administration, consistent with the adoption of the Committee's deficit reduction plan. The administration has argued that its
economic forecast is consistent with the adoption of the administration's proposed deficit reduction program, and the Chairman of the
Federal Reserve Board supported this view in testimony before the
Committee. Since the Committee's recommended budget produces
more deficit reduction in each year than that of the President, real
interest rates are conservatively projected at the level projected by
the administration. Market interest rates are therefore projected to
remain close to the level forecast for 1991 through 1995, rather
than declining with inflation as in the administration's forecast.

28—917 0 — 90 — 5

TABLE 1.—ECONOMIC ASSUMPTIONS
ICilendar yelrsl
Projected

Actual 1989
1990

Annual averages:
Gross national product (billion dollars)
Percent change
Real GNP (billion 1982 dollars)
.
Percent change
GNP deflator (percent change)
Consumer Price Index (percent change)
Civilian unemployment rate (percent)
Three-month Treasury bill rate (percent)
Ten-year Treasury note rate (percent)
Taxable incomes (billion dollars):
.
Wages and salaries
Cotporate Profits before tax

Fourth quarter to fourth quarter (percent change):
Gross national product
Real GNP

GNP detiator
Consumer Price Index

Civilian unemployment rate (percent, fourth quarter level)

1995

1994

1993

1992

1991

6,821
6.6
4,613
2.5
4.0
4.3
5.3

4,725

7,734
6.5
4,838

2.4

2.4

4.0

4.0
4.3
5.3
5.6
6.9

7,264

5,233
7.2
4,144
3.0
4.2
4.8
5.3

5,560

5,973

6,398

6.2

7.4

7.1

4,236

4,370
3.2

4,499
3.0
4.0

5.5

4.0
5.4

8.1

6.7

5.4

8.5

7.7

6.8

5.3
5.5
6.8

2,631

2,794

345

3,007
390

3,226
406

3,445
419

3,66

301

6.4

6.9
2.6

7.5
3.3
4.1
4.0
5.3

6.8
2.7
4.0

6.6

2.5

6.5
2.4
4.0

4.5
5.3

2.2

3.9
4.0

4.2
4.1
5.5

4.1

4.1

5.6
6.9

2.5

41

4.0
4.3

5.3

5.3

6.5

4.3
5.3
5.6
6.9

443

3,905
464

4.3

6.5
2.4
4.0
4.3

5.3

5.3

t"3
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In developing its deficit reduction plan, the Committee considered both the economic projections presented by the administration
and those of the Congressional Budget Office. While the administration's economic forecast is believed to be optimistic, but achievable, for 1990 and 1991, the projections for 1992 through 1995 seem
unrealistic. The administration projects that real growth will average 3.1 percent per year from the end of 1991 through 1995, based
on the assumption that productivity growth will rise to 1.8 percent
annually from the 1.4 percent rate since 1981. In addition, the administration economic projections after 1991 appear to assume that

the economy grows at or above its potential rate through 1995,

with no gap between actual and potential output for four years.
The Committee believes that after 1991 a gradual return to the
growth path of real GNP projected by CBO on the basis of recent
trends in labor force and productivity growth provides a more reasonable projection. In addition, the CBO projections assume that by
1995 the gap between actual and potential output will equal the av-

erage gap during the entire postwar period. This means that the
growth projections for 1992—1995 could be consistent with a mild

recession sometime in those years, a prudent assumption.
Further, the administration projects a steady decline in inflation,
which is inconsistent with historical experience during periods of

sustained high rates of resource utilization and tight labor mar-

kets. The administration argues that businesses, households and financial market participants will expect lower inflation if credible
macroeconomic policies are implemented, and that actual inflation
will gradually decline. This appears unlikely in an economy which

is growing at or above its potential rate, particularly in light of
past experience.

Although expectations can play an important role in financial

markets and wage and price decisions, the Committee believes that
market skepticism will continue in coming years. The Committee

therefore has adopted the CBO view that inflation will remain

stable at just above 4 percent over the five year projection period.
It is assumed that adoption of the Committee's deficit reduction
plan will allow real interest rates to remain at the level achieved
in 1991, a level consistent with periods when the Federal budget
was approximately in balance over a long period.
C. The Trade Deficit and International Competitiveness
The Committee believes that reducing the Federal deficit is essential to strengthen America's competitive position in the world
economy and secure further improvement in the foreign trade deficit. Permanent improvement in the competitiveness of American
business is possible only if we restore fiscal balance, increase national saving, and maintain a stable financial climate.
The effects of the unbalanced fiscal policies of the 1980's are evident in the rapid deterioration of the current account balance after
1981, shown in Figure 1. The need to supplement domestic saving
with borrowed foreign savings to maintain domestic investment, although at a reduced level relative to output, arose directly from
the increase in the Federal deficit and weakening of saving by nonFederal sectors. The high real interest rates required to attract for-

_____

___________
___
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eign investors' capital to finance U.S. investment and the Federal
deficits also meant an increase in the exchange rate of the dollar.
This did immediate damage to the competitiveness of American
business in world markets, and some observers believe that it may
have inipaired our competitiveness for many years in the future as
well.
FIGURE 1.—THE FEDERAL BUDGET DEFICIT AND THE CURRENT ACCOUNT
DEFICIT

THE FEDERAL BUDGET DEFICIT AND

THE CURRENT ACCOUNT DEFICIT
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The Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988 requires
the report accompanying the budget resolution to contain an analysis of the impact of the recommended budget on the international
competitiveness of United States business, including projections for
several variables related to saving, investment and trade. The fol-

lowing report is based on consultations with the Congressional
Budget Office, as required in the Act.

The projections shown in Table 2 present projected ranges for
1991 of indicators of saving, investment and trade based on both
the administration economic assumptions underlying the budget
resolution and the Congressional Budget Office's baseline projections. The projections based on 0MB assumptions suggest that,
under favorable conditions of robust real growth and declining inflation, a lower Federal deficit will allow a simultaneous reduction
in thE foreign deficit and an increase in net private domestic in-
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vestment. The projections based on CBO economic assumptions and
baseline budget projections indicate that, without further deficit re-

duction, the current account balance may deteriorate rather than
improve. This is the result of continued heavy foreign borrowing
associated with the low national saving rate of recent years. Other
projections of the current account balance under unchanged policies have reached a similar conclusion.
The Act requires an estimate of the influence of Federal borrow-

ing on interest rates and the real effective exchange rate of the

dollar. As shown in the economic assumptions adopted by the Com-

mittee, interest rates are expected to decline in 1991 from 1990
levels. One cause of the decline will be a lower Federal deficit and
less Federal borrowing, although there are many other influences

on market interest rates. The same holds true with respect to the
exhange rate. If the policies in the recommended budget are fully
implemented, it is probable that the dollar will be more stable at a
level which improves our competitiveness. However, it is likely
that both interest rates and the exchange rate would rise if the deficit were not reduced. In addition, the exchange rate depends on a
number of factors which are difficult to forecast.
Finally, The Act requires an estimate of the amount of borrow-

ing by the Federal government in private credit markets. This is
generally identified as the increase in the debt held by the public,
and is estimated to be $64 billion in Fiscal Year 1991 under the estimating assumptions and policies recommended in the budget resolution.
TABLE 2.—PROJECTIONS OF SAVING, INVESTMENT AND TRADE
(Fic1I yeir, rn biNio of do1Iar
1991 eitimite
Actual 19$9
BO

Net domestic saving (excluding Federal deficit)
Net private domestic investment
Net foreign investment
Merchandise trade balance
Current account balance
Federal bonowng in private credit markets

297

245—275

228

240—270

305—335

—104 —130——100
—115 —130——100
—114 —135——105

—11O——80

139

300—330

—120——90

—125--—95

159

264

Source: NataI Income and Produch Accounh for saving, vetment and merchandise tride the cuneot icccurit Mince i
rpoted paratey by the Depitiment of Commerce.
Msumption undeitying the pojectioIn:
CBO—The

pqojection

are

based

on

the

CBO

economic

and

budget

ojectio which aume cury.nt ficiI

policy.

Mminittation—The piojectuons are based oi the adminislritio econonuc aisumptions and budget psopoul, mcWding meetine the
Giamm-Rudmin tirget o $4 bIhon in 1991.
Under the poicue in the recommended budget res1utuon and ss4ng miniitritioi econonuc anumptón.

D. SHORT-RUN FISCAL POLICY

Federal budget policy has both "microeconomic" and "macroeconomic" effects on the economy. The "microeconomic" effects are
those of specific spending and tax policies, as they affect the incentives and the productivity of individuals and businesses. The "macroeconomic" effects are those of the relationship between aggregate
Federal spending and aggregate Federal revenues, as they stimulate or restrain aggregate demand in the economy and alter the
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balance of saving and investment. (Microeconomic effects are on
the "suppiy side" of the economy, but so are macroeconomic effects
on saving and investment.)
The expected effects of the Committee-recommended budget on
the balance of saving and investment and the effects of the public
investrcent and productivity initiatives in the budget are discussed
in Chapter I. In this section, the short-run macroeconomic effects of
the Committee-recommended budget will be discussed.
The most commonly used measure of fiscal stimulus or restraint
on the economy is the change in the structural deficit in relation to
GNP. The structural deficit (or "standardized-employment deficit")
essentially adjusts the deficit for the budgetary effects of weakness

in the economy. It is the deficit estimated as if the economy were

operating at a constant, relatively high rate of employment of
labor and capital. (The benchmark unemployment rate for this calculation varies with the changing demographics of the labor force;

it is currently 5.4 percent, higher than the actual rate of 5.3 percent for 1989.) The structural deficit is the total deficit minus the
cyclical deficit—that part of the deficit resulting from lower revenues and higher spending associated with the under-utilization of
labor and capital. The cyclical deficit therefore increases when the
economy weakens and falls when it strengthens. The structural
deficit reflects the structural gap between revenues and outlays resulting from budget policies after removing the effects on the deficit of these cyclical economic changes.

Large, abrupt changes in the structural deficit can have strong

effects on the economy. For example, deficit reductions of 1 '/2 per-

cent or GNP or more in one year were associated with the recessions of 1960 and 1970. Smaller changes, of the order of 1 percent
of GNP or less, seldom have noticeable effects on the economy, especially if offset by monetary policy. Furthermore, reductions in
the structural deficit add to national saving; thereby, they permit
more private investment in housing, plant, and equipment, and
tend to reduce our trade deficit and our need to borrow from foreigner.
Bectuse the Committee's recommended budget is based partly on
0MB economic and technical assumptions, as explained earlier in
this chapter, it is difficult to estimate structural deficits consistently for all years. Instead, we will examine first the fiscal policy in
the baseline, as calculated by CB0, and then examine the added
effect of the policy changes in the Committee budget.
A further complication in evaluating fiscal policy arises from the

inclusion in the budget of the transactions of the Resolution Trust
Corporation to resolve savings and loan insolvencies. The CBO
baseline deficit includes huge spending levels for this purpose in
1990 and 1991, followed by net offsetting receipts in most subsequent years as the assets acquired by RTC are gradually disposed
of. Although CBO agrees that these outlays and offsetting receipts
should, be included in the budget, they also argue that "such spending has no real economic effect." These actions are in essence asset

purchases and sales rather than the usual types of government
spending; the money borrowed to finance the resolutions is re-

turned to the credit stream, and the beneficiaries of the spending—
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the owners of insured deposits—do not gain new purchasing power
but merely retain the wealth they always had.
Table 3 details each of these fiscal policy considerations. It begins
with the HBC baseline deficit using CBO economic and technical
assumptions. The second line shows the net on-budget deposit in-

surance spending included in that baseline, and the third line

shows the baseline without that spending. Subtracting the cyclical
deficit from that baseline yields a structural deficit which is then
expressed as a percent of potential GNP. The year-to-year change

in this number is the measure of fiscal restraint in the baseline
(i.e., without the Committee-recommended policies). The 1990 current policy budget has been shifted toward restraint by 0.7 percent
of GNP—a modest movement; continuation of 1990 policies shifts
the budget further toward restraint by smaller amounts in 1992
and succeeding years.
The policy changes in the Committee-recommended budget cause
an additional shift toward restraint in 1991 of 0.6 percent of GNP,
which is comparable with the 1990 shift and not likely to damage
the short-term performance of the economy if accompanied by an

easing of monetary policy. Additional restraint is introduced in
each succeeding year in a gradual fashion. By 1995, the structural
deficit has been transformed into a surplus even on the CBO assumptions, and the Federal budget is adding to national saving instead of draining it—yet in no year has there been a deficit reduction large enough to shock the economy into recession.
TABLE 3—FISCAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS OF COMMI1TEE-RECOMMENDED BUDGET
(Fisci) yelrs, in billions of doUarsl
Estimated

Actual
1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

Surplus +/deficit—
HBC baseline deficit, using CBO February est,.
mating assumptions ............... ......................... —152.0 —159.0 —159.3 —121.3 —129.1 —118.7 —107.6
Net deposit insurance spending in baseline,
—5.0
—8.5
—8.3
+2.9
other than interest .............................. +20.0 +40.4 +33.3
HBC baseline, CBO assumptions, excluding
—132.0 —118.6 —126.0 —129.6 —126.2 —127.2 —112.6
deposit insurance
—12.8
—11.7
—10.5
—6.7 —11.4
Cyclical deficit (CBO)
+5.4
Structural deficit in HBC baseline, excluding
—137.4 —111.9 —114.6 —119.1 —114.5 —114.4
deposit insurance
Structural deficit as percent of potential

—13.6

—1.6

—1.3

GNP

—2.7

—2.0

—2.0

—1.9

—1.7

+34.5

+485

+67.4

+0.6

+0.8

+1.0

—99.0

Fiscal policy changes in Committee recommenda.

tion, excluding asset sales and including assumed policy changes to baseline (deficit
reduction +)
Fiscal policy changes as percent of potentia GNP (deficit reduction +)

+91.2 +116.2
+1.3

+1.5

IV. ENFORCEMENT PROCEDURES

The budget resolution's deficit reduction policies are enforced
through reconciliation instructions and through the section 302(a)
allocation process. The deficit reduction from savings in entitlement and other mandatory spending programs, as well as revenue
increases, will be achieved through the reconciliation process. Discretioriary spending levels will be enforced through the section
302(a) and section 302(b) allocations made under the Budget Act.

A. Allocations of Spending and Credit Responsibilities to
Committees
302(a) ALLOCATION
ALLOCATiON OF SPENDING RESPONSIBILITY TO HOUSE COMMITTEES PURSUANT TO SEC.

302(a) OF THE CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET ACT—FISCAL YEAR 1991

Budget

Entitlement
authority

Outlays

authority

APPROPRIATIONS COMMITTEE

Current evI (enacted law):
050

National defense ........................................................

165

165

international affairs

0

150

784

784

0

270

Energy

250

Natural resources and environment

1,570

250
2,001

0

300

12,509

623

0

3,024

3,438

0

479

477

0

.........,....,.,.....,,..

,..................,......

350

0

1

0

500

Commerce and housing credit
Transportation
Community and regional development
Education, training, employment, and social services

11,157

10,813

0

550

Health

48,982

49,462

0

570

Medicare

36,932

36,932

0

600

Income security
Social Security
Veterans benefits and services
Administration of justice
General government

34,978

35,581

0

47

47

Q

16,827

16,587

0

240

235

0

5,959

5,960

0

175,571

163,356

0

283618

296,110
18,754

0

21,324
16,536

15,881

0

370
400

450

650
700
750
800

—

Sulitotal

Discretionary appropriations action (assumed legislation):
050 National defense
150
International affairs
250 General Science, Space, and Technology
270

Energy

300

Natural resources and environment
Agriculture
Commerce and housing credit
Transportation
Community and regional development
Education, training, employment, and social services

350
370
400
450
500
550
570

1,667

Health
Medicare

(128)

0

6,295

5,669

0

19,395

19,127

0

2,611

2.621

0

3,396

0

6,451

3,512
30,331
6,910

34,612
18,468

30,826
16,902

0

0

2,390

0

14,043

0
0

0
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ALLOCATION OF SPENDING RESPONSIBILITY TO HOUSE COMMI1TEES PURSUANT TO SEC.

302(a) OF THE CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET ACT—FISCAL YEAR 1991—Continued
fln millions of do4larsj
Budget

Income security
Social Security
Veterans benefits and services
Administration of justice
General government

600

Entitlement
authority

Outla

authority

27,444

25,385

0

13

2,363

0

14,263

14,239

0

12,432

12,260

0

11,858

10,399

0

492,757

513,679

0

550

365

o

285

285

0

16,878

16,478

0

301

262

0

18,014

17,389

0

686,342

694,425

0

1,066

369

0

440

435

0

11,205

13,194

10,797

46

46

0

56

850

0

339

344

339

13,152

15,238

11,136

—729

—729

—800

—41

—41

0

0

0

974

Subtotal

—770

—770

174

Committee total

12,382

14,468

11,310

11,301

11,259

1

3

2

0

36,454

22,976

22,976

217

202

202

Subtotal

47,975

34,439

23,179

Committee total

47,975

34,439

23,179

650
700
750
800

Subtotal
Discretionary action by other committees (assumed entitled
500
Education, training, employment, and social services
550

Health

600

Income security
Veterans benefits and services

700

legislation):

Subtotal

Committee total
Agriculture Committee
Current level (enacted law):
270

Energy

300

450

Natural resources and environment
Agriculture
Transportation
Community and regional development

800

General government

350
400

Subtotal

Discretionary action (assumed legislation):
350 Agriculture
370 Commerce and housing credit
600
Income security

ARMED SERVICES COMMItTEE

Current level (enacted law):
National defense
050
500
Education, training employment, and social services
Income security
600
700
Veterans benefits and services

BANKING, FINANCE, AND URBAN AFFAIRS COMMItTEE

Current level (enacted law):
International affairs
150
Commerce and housing credit
370
450
Community and regional development
600
Income security
800
General government
Net interest
900
Subtotal

0

—1,281

0

38,379

38,410

0

12

—5

0

200

281

0

S

5

0

22

22

0

38,617

37,433

0
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ALLOCATION OF SPENDING RESPONSIBILITY TO'HOUSE COMMITTEES PURSUANT TO SEC.
31)2(a) OF THE CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET ACT—flSCAL YEAR 1991—Continued
(Iv millions of dofIar
Budget

outfiorify

(ntitlement

Outlays

authority

Discretionary action (assumed legislation):
370

Commerce and housing credit

Subtotal

Committee total

—155

—155

0

—155

—155

0

38462

37278

0

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA COMMITTEE

Current level (enacted law):
750

Administration of justice

St btotal

Committee total

-

18
18

18

18

18

18

18

24

13

5,382

92

88

7,445

116

101

12,828

116

101

EDUCATION AND LABOR COMMITTEE
500
600

Education, training, employment, and social services
Income security

Stbtotal
Committee total
ENERGY AND COMMERCE COMMITTEE

Current level (enacted law):
370

Commerce and housing credit

53

52

0

550

He3lth

36

27

Income security

45,461

600

13,731

12,849

10,100

800

General Government

7

7

7

Stbtotal
Discretionary action (assumed legislation):
270

Energy

370

Commerce and housing credit

550

Health

Stbtotat

- -

13,827

12,935

—50

—so

0

0

0

280

349

Committee total

280

13,478

12,586

8,176

8,714

0

835

367

367

s

s

0

9,016

9,086

367

9,016

9,086

367

20

19

0

20

19

0

20

19

0

55,848

FOREIGN AFFAIRS COMMITTEE

Current level (enacted law):
150
International affairs
600 Income security
800
General government
Subtotal

Committee total
GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS COMMITTEE

Current level (enacted law):
800 General government
Subtotal

Committee total
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ALLOCATION OF SPENDING RESPONSIBILITY TO HOUSE COMMITTEES PURSUANT TO SEC.

302(a) OF THE CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET ACT—FISCAL YEAR 1991—Continued

(I. utn S dulwsj
Budget

F.ntitlvmoot
authority

Outlays

authority

HOUSE ADMINISTRATION COMMITTEE

Current level (enacted law):.
Education, training, employment, and social services
500
General government

800

Subtotal

Committee total

-

8

9

0

29

21

93

37

29

93

37

29

93

INTERIOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS COMMITTEE

Current level (enacted law):
270

Energy

170

—102

0

300

189

167

10

450

Natural resources and environment
Community and regional development

475

471

404

550

Health

3

3

0

800

General government

800

797

830

1,637

1,335

1,244

-

cheneil
Discretionary action (assumed legislation):
300 Natural resources and environes tnt

-44

-28

0

S,,htnt,I

—44

-28

0

Committee total..

1,593

1,307

1,244

216

226

0

91

805

0

1

0

JUDICIARY COMMITTEE

Current level (enacted law):
370 Commerce and housing credit
Education, training, employment, and social services
500
550

Health

600

Income security

750

Administration of justice

800

General government

Discretionary action (assumed legislation):
800 General government
Subtotal

—

Committee total

24

10

5

653

658

135

416

416

500

2,221

2,116

MO

30

30

0

30

30

0

2,251

2,146

MO

427

431

0

67

65

0

6

0

427

13

6

0

6

6

0

519

508

427

-200

-200

0

-200

-200

0

MERCHANT MARINE AND FISHERIES COMMI1TEE

Current level (enacted law):
300 Natural resources and environment
370 Commerce and housing credit
400 Transportation
Income security
600
800 General government
Subtotal

Discretionary action (assumed legislation):
400
Transportation

Committee total

—
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tin m4ons of dobrJ
(ithdement

Budget

a

POST OFFICE AND CIVIL SERVICE COMMI1TEE

Current leve (enacted 11w):
550 Ileafth
600 hcome security
800 enera? government
Sublotal

Discretianar action (assumed legislation):
600 Income security

-635

2,873

54,256

32,977

32,977

-

12,498

12,498

-

66,754

44,839

35,850

-

0

—1,000

—1,000

0

-1,000

-1,000

66,754

43,839

34,850

433

151

0

158

177

0

17,497

0

0

5

0

54

0

18,094

388

0

18,094

388

0

135

134

0

19

23

0

1

1

0

155

158

0

155

158

0

1,588

1,429

18,148

1,588

1,429

18,148

-120

—120

301

—120

-120

301

1,468

1,309

18,449

114,516

114,520

Committee total.
PUBLIC WORKS AND TRANSPORTATION COMMI1TEE

Current level (enacted 11w):
300

Inergy
Uaturat resources and environment

400

'rranortation

450

Conimuntty and regonal deve4cpment
(eneral government

270

$00

-

Coivmittee total.
SCIENCE. SPACE AND TECHNOLOGY COMMITTEE

Current levd (enacted 11w):
250
eneral science, space, and technology
270

Energy

500

Education, training, employment, and social services

nI,tntik
Committee totals..
VETERANS' AFFAIRS COMMITTEE

Current Iev!l (enacted law):
700 Veterans benefits and services
Subtotal

Discretionary action (assumed legislation):
700 Veterans benefits and seMces...

cnhsnf.

WAYS AND MEANS COMMITTEE

Current level (enacted law):
500 I:ducation, training, emp'oyment, and social servsces
570 Medicare
600 Income security
650 Social security

1,142
136,654

750 lWmnistration of justice

Subtotal

27,339

20,346

47, 154

346038

269,288

264,511

62

65

500

5o

406

—

277,354

277,354

277,354

—

789090

682,074

709448

800 General government

900 Iet interest

5,503
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as ManI

[In

budget

Discretionary action (assumed legislation):
Education, training, employment, and social services
500

Entiliement

Ootiiys

authoilty

authority

927

377

377

550

Health

0

0

5

570

0

—1,700

—1,700

600

Medicare
Income secuflty

750

Administration of justice

Subtotal

-.

Committee total

0

20

59

—615

—615

0

—238

—1,918

—709

788,852

680,158

708,739

—12,083
—9,984

—12,083
—9,371

0

—21

—15
—1,912
—3,311

0

—110
—108
—4
—383
—61

0

UNASSIGNED TO COMMITTEES

Current level (enacted Law):
050 National defense
150 International affairs
250 General science, space and technology
270 Energy
300 Natural resources and environment
350 Agflculture
370 Commerce and housing credt
400 Transportation
450 Community and regional development
500 Education, training, emp'oyment, and social services
55OHeaIth
570 Medicare
600 Income security
650 SocIal security
700 Veterans benefits and services
..
750 Administration of lustice
800 General government

900 Net interest
920 Aiiowances
950 Undistnbuted offsetting receipts

—1,884

..

Subtotal

..

Total, cuiTent $evel

..

Total, discretionary action

Grand total

0

0

—3,336
—6,196
—89
—18
—365
—84
—25
—48,836

6

0

—48,838

0

-10,044

-U63

0

—5,848
—1,076

—5M8

0

—1,048

0

41

71

—19,574
—94,776
—40,350
—44,700

—19,615

0

—94,776
—4035O
—44,950

—71,945

—299,331

—292,710

—71,950

879,075

712.792

796,997

508,925

526,558

-954

1,388,000

1,23935O

796,043

0

0
0
0
0

0
0

ALLOCATION OF CREDIT RESPONSIBILITY TO HOUSE COMMIUEES PURSUANT TO
SECTION 302(a) OF THE CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET ACT—FISCAL YEAR 1991

[I. os ci duIj
Dirici

I4ouse coiuumitt.e

Cun'ent level (enacted law):
Agriculture
Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs
Education and Labor
Energy and Commerce
Merchant Uaflne and Fisheries
Public Works and Transportation
Veterans' Affairs

...

8,019

3,250

Pflmai
ivaran-

5,750
1

12,810
290

..

......

104

..

299

-

675

15,650
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un millions of dc1brJ

House cemmittee

Ways nd Means

Direct

(uerln.

loans

tees

2

Unassigned

51

—13

SultotaI

12,296

34,592

8,954

68858

8,954

68,858

21,250

103,450

Discretionary action (assumed legislation):
Appropriations
Subtotal

Grind total

ALLOCATIONS, SCOREKEEPING, AND ENFORCEMENT

Section 302(a) of the Budget Act provides that the Statement of
Managers accompanying a conference report on a budget resolution
allocate the amounts of spending assumed in the resolution to the
committees with jurisdiction over such spending. This requirement
is limited to budget-year (FY 1991) figures only. Section 301(e) require allocations to be included in the Committee's report accompanyi:rig a budget resolution. This latter requirement first applied
with 1;he FY 1987 budget resolution. The 302 allocation process is
rntended to ensure that aggregate levels for discretionary programs
and for direct spending liberalizations assumed in the budget resolution will not be exceeded.
AMOUNTS ALLOCATED TO COMMITTEES

As in past years, new budget authority, outlays, entitlement authority, and credit authority (direct loan obligations and primary
loan guarantee commitments) are allocated to committees. All permanent appropriations of new budget authority and the associated
outlays are allocated to the committee that has jurisdiction over
the substantive law. All "current" appropriations—new budget authority and credit authority to be provided by this year's appropriations bills, and associated outlays—are allocated to the Appropriations Committee. All entitlement authority is allocated to the authorizing committee that has jurisdiction over the substantive law.
This is the case whether the entitlement is funded from a perma-

nent appropriation of new budget authority or from current

(annual) appropriations. Current law offsetting receipts (both proprietary and intra-governmental) are allocated in a category calJed
'unassigned to committee"; when added to the gross amounts of
spending allocated to committees, the net spending totals in the
budgt resolution are reached.
The estimating adjustments shown in function 920, which are
used to convert CBO figures to the HBC/OMB basis used by the
Committee for FY 1991, are also included in the "unassigned" category. Therefore, the amounts allocated to committees are based on
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CBO estimates, which are used for Budget Act scorekeeping and
enforcement.
SEPARATION BETWEEN CURRENT LEVEL AND DISCRETIONARY ACTION

All amounts—new budget authority, outlays, entitlement author-

ity, and credit authority—are allocated in two separate compo-

nents, "Current Level" and "Discretionary Action". The term "cur-

rent level" refers to existing permanent appropriations, entitlements, and direct loans made as a result of defaults on loan guarantees.

The term "discretionary action" corresponds to "discretionary
new budget authority", "new credit authority", and "new spending
authority as describe in section 401(c)(2XC)", i.e., new entitlement
authority. There is only one target for discretionary action (new)
entitlement authority, applying to all entitlement legislation
whether funded through federal, revolving, or trust funds. The discretionary action allocation of new budget authority, outlays, entitlement authority, and credit authority includes any assumed legislative increase or decrease to existing permanent or entitlement
authority. It also includes the total amounts (including advance appropriations and outlays from prior appropriations) for all discretionary programs.
SECTION 302(b) SUBrnvISIONS BY COMMITTEE

Section 302(b) of the Budget Act provides that following adoption

of the budget resolution conference report, each committee shall
subdivide its section 302(a) allocation. The Appropriations Committee subdivides its amounts among its 13 subcommittees. Other com-

mittees divide their amounts among subcommittees or programs.
Amounts should also be separated into "current level" and discretionary action" components, pursuant to section 302(b)(2)(B) of the
Act.

These subdivisions become the official scorekeeping targets that
the House uses in measuring spending bills. For this reason, section 302(c) requires each committee to make its 302(b) subdivisions
before the committee may bring spending or credit legislation to
the Floor.

SCOREKEEPING AND ENFORCEMENT

The discretionary action allocations provide the scorekeeping targets that apply to several provisions enforcing budget resolution assumptions:
• Section 302(0, which prohibits consideration of any measure
that, if enacted, would breach a committee's 302(a) allocation or a
302(b) suballocation of "discretionary action" new budget authority,
credit authority, or entitlement authority.
• Section 311(b), which is an exception to the section 311(a) point
of order. This exception permits consideration of legislation even if
aggregate spending levels are breached so long as the commiteee of
jurisdiction is within its 302(a) allocation of "discretionary action"
new budget authority or entitlement authority.
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Section 401(bX2). Reported bills providing new entitlement authority in excess of a committee's 302(b) suballocations are sequen-

tially referred to the Appropriations Committee, pursuant to sec-

tion 401(b)(2) of the Act. Section 401(d) exempts certain entitlement

legislation from referral even if the discretionary action subdivision of entitlement authority is exceeded.

B. Reconciliation Instructions to Committees
The Budget Act sets forth the reconciliation process as one tool
to implement the policies contained in the budget resolution. The
framework of the reconciliation process is described in Section 310

of the Congressional Budget Act, as amended by the Balanced

Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985.
The Committee recommendation contains reconciliation instructions to eight House and eight Senate committees to report legisla-

tion that will reduce outlays by $5.187 billion in fiscal year 1991
and $0.322 billion over 5 years and increase revenues by $13.900

billion in fiscal year 1991 and $94.900 billion over 5 years.
The Committee recommendation instructs reconciled Committees

to submit their reconciliation recommendations to their respective
Committee on the Budget no later than July 16, 1990. The Budget
Act provides that the Budget Committees shall report legislation
including all such recommendations without substantive revision.
The reconciliation instructions in the resolution assume some reductio:ris in Medicare outlays. It is the Committee's intention that
none of the savings directed to be achieved in Medicare shall come
from provisions that reduce services or increase costs to beneficiaries. The Committee further urges that the authorizing Committees proceed with extreme caution relative to Medicare provider
changs which may negatively affect health care access and quality.

The instructions for Medicare reductions assumed in the resolution are assigned both to the Energy and Commerce and the Ways
and Means Committees. These Committees have overlapping jurisdictions of Medicare Part B, and the Ways and Means Committee
has sole jurisdiction over Medicare Part A. The resolution does not
make assumptions regarding the division of Medicare savings be-

tween Parts A and B of the program. Therefore, in determining
whether the reconciliation instruction has been met by the Energy
and Commerce Committee, the Budget Committee will examine the
unduplicated reduction in Medicare outlays included in the reconciliation recommendations of both Committees, including the
extent to which the Committee on Ways and Means meets its reconciliation instructions.

Following is a table showing the reconciliation instruction as-

sumptions for each reconciled House and Senate Committee:

RECONCILIATION INSTRUCTIONS BY HOUSE COMMITTEE
(Dollars in milllons(
Fiscal year

Fiscal ynar

Fiscal year

Fiscal year

Fiscal year

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

Spending:

—3,276
—6.296
—18,000

—3,607
—6,047
—19,000

—3,639
—6,269
—21,000

—3,693
—6,523
—23.000

—16,718

— 24.296

— 25,047

— 27.269

— 29,523

— 125,222

—79
—79
—41
—41
—800
—800

—82
—82
—45
—45
—1.600
—1,600

—86
—86
—48
—48
—1,900
—1,900

—91
—91
—52
—52
—1,900
—1,900

—95
—95
—55
—55
—1,900
—1,900

—433
—433
—241
—241
—8,100

BA

—u

—u

—u

—u

—u

O

—28

—U

—U

—U

—U

—220
—204

O

—964
—948

—1,771
—1,771

—2,078
—2,078

—2,087
—2,087

—2.094
—2,094

—8.994
—8,978

BA

—155

—155

—155

—155

—155

—775

O

—155

—155

—155

—155

—155

—775

BA

—155
—155

—155
—155

—155
—155

—155
—155

—155
—155

—775

—299
—299
—50
—50

—321
—321

—333
—333

—345
—345

—363
—363

—1,661
—1,661

0

0

0

0

50

0

0

0

0

—50

Outlays
Revenues

Total deficit reduction

BA

o
CFTC fees

BA
O

Farm program savings

BA
O

Tongass timber reform i

Total, Agriculture

Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs:
FHA mortgage assignment waivers
Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs:

Total, Banking

BA

O

Energy and Commerce:
NRC user fees

BA
O

SECuserfees

BA
O

Medicare savings

—

—2,503
—5.187
—13.900
—19,087

Budget authority

Agriculture:
Agricnltural User Fees

1991 s

BA
O

0

0

0

0

0

—1,700

—2,300

—2,500

—2,7%

—2,900

.30,322
94,900

—8,1%

—775

—12,100

,—'

RECONCILIATION INSTRUCTIONS BY HOUSE COMMITTEE—Continued
IDoflars in millionsj

Ir

Total Energy and Commerce

BA

o

rI

1991

1992

1993

—349
—2,049

-321
—2.621

—2,833

—299
—299
—44
—28

—321
—321
—44
—44

—343
—321

FI yr

"'

1994

1995

—345
—3,045

—363
—3,263

—1,711
—13,811

—333
—44
—44

—345
—345
—44
—44

—363
—363
—44
—44

—1,661
—1,661
—220
—204

—365
—365

—317
—317

—389
—389

—407
—407

—1,881
—1,865

—200
—200

—208
—208

—216
—216

—223
—223

—230

—1,077

—.230

—1077

—200
—200

—208
—208

—216
—216

—223
—223

—230
—230

—1,077
—1,077

—333

Interior and Insular Affairs:
NRC user fees

BA

o
Tonagass timber reform

BA

o

Total, Interior and Insular Affairs

BA
O

Merchant Marine and Fisheries:
Coast Guard user fees

BA
O

Total Merchant Marine and Fisheries

BA
O

Post Office and Civil Service:
Retirement reform

BA

o

Total, Post Office and Civil Service

BA
O

Veterans Affairs:
VA user fees

BA
O

VA entitlement reform

BA
O

Total Veterans

BA

0

—

0

___!0.

333

0

0

0

0

0

—720

60

70

70

—1,520

0

0

0

0

0

0

—1,000

—720

60

70

70

— 1,520

—120
—120
—100
—100

—125
—125
—105
—105

—130
—130
—110
—110

—135
—135
—115
—115

—140
—140
—120
—120

—650
—650
—550
—550

—220
—220

—230
—230

—240
—240

—250
—250

—260
—260

—1,200
—1,200

C'

Ways and Means:
Medicare

o

0

0

0

0

0

—2300

—2500

—2700

—2900

—12100

—579
—579

—591
—591

—2961

—15,061
—94.900
—109,961

615

591

—615

—591

—585
—585

—615
—2,315

—591
—2,891

—585

—579

—3,085

—3,279

REV

—13,900

—18000

—19,000—21,000

—591
—3,491
—23.000

OR

—16,215

—20.891

—22,085

—24,279

—26,491

BA

Customs Service user fees

o
BA

Total, Ways and Means spending

0

Revenues
Total Ways and Means deficit reduction
Note: Minus indicates reduction

0

—1,700

BA

—2,961
—2,961

A decrease in Dull ays or an increase in revenues

Joint jurisdiction, savings counted only once 0 total savings.

RECONCILIATION INSTRUCTIONS BY SENATE COMMITTEE
[Dollars in millionsj
Fiscal year
1991

Fiscal year
1992

Fiscal year

Fiscal year

Fiscal year

1993

1994

1995

Spending:

—3,693

—6.269
—21,000

— 19.087

— 24.296

— 25,047

— 27.269

—6,523
—23.000
—29,523

—79
—79
—41
—41

—82
—82
—45
—45

—86
—86
—48
—48

—91

—52

—55

800

1.600

1.900

1.900

1,900

8(X)

—1.600

—1.900

—1,900

—1,900

1.727

2.034

2.043

2.050

8.774

O

—920
—920

—2,034—2.043

—2,050

—8,774

BA

—155

0

—15

—155
—155

—155
—155

—775
—775

Revenues

Total deficit reduction

BA
O

BA
O

BA

farm programsavings

O

Total. Agriculture

Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs:
HA mortgage assignment waivers

—

—16.718
—30.322
—94,900

—3,607
—6,047
—19,000

—3,639

—6.296
—18,000

Outlays

CF1'C fees

—

—2.503
—5.187
—13.900

Budget authority

Agriculture:
Agricultural user fees

1991 95

BA

—3.276

—1,727

—155
—155

—155
—155

—91

—52

—95
—95
—55

— 125.222

—433
—433
—241
—241
—8,100
—8,100

RECONCILIATION INSTRUCTIONS BY SENATE COMMITTEE—Continued
(Dcliii's in millionsi

mcii

rural year
1991

SEC user tees

BA

o
Total, Banking

BA

o
Commerce, Science and Transportation:
Coast Guard user tees

BA

o
Total, Commerce, Science and Transportation

BA

o
Energy and Natural Resources:
Tongass timber retorm

Total, Energy and Natural Resources

—

—50
—50

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

—50
—50

—205
—205

—155
—155

—155
—155

—155
—155

—155
—155

—825
—825

—200
—200

—208
—208

—216
—216

—223
—223

—230
—230

—1,077
—1,077

—200
—200

—208
—208

—216
—216

—223
—223

—230
—230

—1,077
—1,077

—44
—44

—44
—44

—44
—44

—44
—44

—220
—204

BA

—44
—28

—44
—44

—44
—44

—44
—44

—44
—44

—220
—204

—299
—299

—321
—321

—333
—333

—345
—345

—363
—363

—1,661
—1,661

—299
—299

—321
—321

—333
—333

—345
—345

—363
—363

—1,661
—1,661

BA

BA

BA
BA

o
Total, Finance spending

1995

—28

o
Customs Service user tees

Fiscaj year

1994

—44

o
Finance:
Medicare

Fiicii year

1993

BA

o
Total, Environment and Public Works

iiscii year

o

o
Environment and Public Works:
NRC user tees

year

1992

Ba

o

0

0

0

0

0

0

—1,700
—615
—615

—2,300
—591
—591

—2,500
—585
—585

—2,700
—579
—579

—2,900
—591

—12,100
—2,961

—615
—2,315

—591
—2,891

—585
—3,085

—579
—3,279

—591
—3,491

—591—2,961
—2,961
—15,061

Revenues .
Total, Finance deficit reduction

Governmental Affairs:
Retirement reform

REV.

—13,900

—18,000

—19,000

—21,000

—23,000

—94,900

DR

._ 16,215

--20,891

—72,085

—24,279

—26,491

—109,961

0

0

—720

0
60

0

—1,000

70

0
70

—1,520

0
60

70

0
70

—1,520

BA

o

Total, Governmental Affairs

BA

o

Veterans Affairs:
VA user fees

.

BA

o

VA entitlement reform

BA

o

Total, Veterans

BA

o
Note: Minun indicates deficit reduction: a decrease In outlays or in locrune In rsvenueL

—

0

0

—1,000

—720

0

0

0

120

125

130

650

—125
—105
—105

—130
—110
—110

—135
—135
—115
—115

140

—120
—100
—100

—140
—120
—120

—650
—550
—550

—220
—220

—230
—230

—240
—240

—250
—250

—260
—260

—1,200
—1,200
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TIMING SNIFFS

There are many different forms of timing shifts—pay date shifts,
shifts in the date on which benefits are paid, delayed obligations of
appropriated funds, acceleration of the collection of taxes under existing law. On some occasions, relatively short delays or accelerations produce dramatic apparent budget savings or costs, at least in

the first year. Yet, most of these effects are simply the result of
moving transactions from before September 30 (the last day of the
fiscal year) to after it, or vice versa, and have no real fiscal effect
in the short or long term.
The Committee is very concerned that such apparent budget sav-

ings not substitute for the real, permanent deficit reduction as-

sumed in the reconciliation directive or 302 allocations. The Committee believes that the existing rules regarding timing shifts, incorporated into Section 202 of Gramm-Rudman-Hollings II, have
proven inadequate. The Committee strongly urges committees of
jurisdiction to avoid using timing shifts in meeting budget resolution allocations and reconciliation targets. The Committee recognizes that timing shifts are sometimes an inevitable consequence of

budgetary policy taken for other reasons, or of policy taken for

non-budgetary reasons. It would, therefore, be inappropriate to put

new constraints on the consideration of legislation containing

timing shifts; rather, it urges committees to consider such legisla-

tion sparately from the main budgetary packages. Because of

these concerns, the Committee is prepared to oppose attempts by
the committees to substitute timing shifts for the real, permanent
deficit reduction called for by this resolution.
ASSET SALES' AND LOAN PREPAYMENT5

The Committee notes that it may be appropriate to accept the

prepayment of loans or to sell loan or other assets, especially when
those assets are acquired as collateral upon a default.
On :he other hand, asset sales and loan prepayments are forms

of timing shifts in that the government receives an up-front payment of cash in return for a reduced stream of future cash. In addition, asset sales and loan prepayments generally have no fiscal
effect in the short or long run (except to the extent that the government suffers a net loss on the transaction) because they merely
involve the exchange of financial assets of equal worth. Finally,
GRH generally prohibits the scoring of new asset sale or loan prepayment legislation for the purposes of reaching the sequestration
thresFo1d.

Therefore, the Committee believes that asset sales and loan prepayments should not substitute for the real, permanent deficit reduction assumed in the budget resolution. Specifically, committees
are strongly urged to avoid asset sales and loan prepayments in
meeting their reconciliation directives and 302 allocations.

V. BACKGROUND AND NATURE OF THE RESOLUTION
SUMMARY OF THE RESOLUTION

The concurrent resolution on the budget establishes aggregate
targets for revenues, budget authority, outlays, deficit, public debt,
and Federal credit activities, as well as functional category targets.
The budget resolution meets the deficit target for fiscal year 1991
set out in the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act
of 1985, P.L. 99-177, as amended by P.L. 100-119 (commonly known
as Gramm-Rudman-Hollings). In addition, the budget resolution in-

cludes targets for five years, as well as reconciliation instructions
for five years.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE RESOLUTION

On January 29, 1990, President Bush submitted his budget proposals for fiscal year 1991. The Economic Report of the President
was submitted on February 6, 1990. As required under the Budget
Act, all House and joint committees submitted their reports commenting on the President's budget proposals and setting forth their
views and estimates for appropriate levels of spending for programs within their jurisdictions. For the full text of the reports, see
House Budget Committee Print 4 (CP-4). The Committee also received reports from the Congressional Budget Office and the Joint
Economic Committee.

The Committee heard testimony from key economic and policy
advisors in the administration, as well as testimony from experts
outside the administration, including Office of Management and

Budget Director Richard Darman; Congressional Budget Office Director Dr. Robert Reischauer; Council of Econmic Advisors Chair-

man Michael J. Boskin; Johns Hopkins Foreign Policy Institute
Chairman and Former Secretary of Defense Harold Brown; Secretary of Defense Richard B. Cheney; Former Secretary of Defense
and Former President of the World Bank Robert McNamara; Joint
Chiefs of Staff Chairman General Cohn L. Powell; Secretary of the
Department of Housing and Urban Development Jack Kemp; Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services Louis Sullivan, M.D.; Chairman of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve Alan Greenspan; Deputy Secretary of State Lawrence S. Eagleburger; and Joint Economic Committee Chairman Lee Hamilton.
In addition, testimony was received from Members of Congress as
well as a number of distinguished economists and tax experts and
representatives from education, health, housing, and other public
interest groups.
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PROVISIONS OF LAW RELATING TO THE RESOLUTION

The Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985
modified the budget process and changed the content and impact of

the budget resolution in various ways. The Act provides for one
binding resolution on the budget for each fiscal year. The concurrent resolution must set forth the budget aggregates, functional

categories, revenues, deficit, credit budget, and public debt.
The levels for fiscal year 1991 will become binding on Congress
upon adoption of the resolution by both bodies. The credit budget
will be enforced at the committee level through the section 302(a)
and 302(b) allocations.
In addition, the Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988
required the report accompanying the budget resolution to contain
an analysis of the impact of the recommended budget on the international competitiveness of United States business. This analysis is
included elsewhere in this report.
CONTENT OF THE BUDGET RESOLUTION

Section 301(a) of the Congressional Budget Act requires that, on
or before April 15 of each year, the Congress shall complete action
on the budget resolution. That resolution establishes binding spending ceilings and revenue floors for Congress to follow during its
Subsequent consideration of spending and revenue legislation.
Section 301(a) provides:
SEC. 301(a) CONTENT OF CONCURRENT RESOLUTION ON THE

BUDGET.—On or before April 15 of each year, the Congress
shall complete action on a concurrent resolution on the budget
for the fiscal year beginning on October 1 of such year. The
concurrent resolution shall set forth appropriate levels for the
fiscal year beginning on October 1 of such year, and planning
levels for each of the two ensuing fiscal years, for the following—

1. totals of new budget authority, budget outlays, direct

loan obligations, and primary loan guarantee commitments;

2. total Federal revenues and the amount, if any, by

which the aggregate level of Federal revenues should be
increased or decreased by bills and resolutions to be reported by the appropriate committees;
3. the surplus or deficit in the budget;
4. new budget authority, budget outlays, direct loan obligations, and primary loan guarantee commitments for
each major functional category, based on allocations of the
total levels set forth pursuant to paragraph (1); and
5. the public debt.
MAXIMUM DEFICIT AMOUNT MAY NOT BE EXCEEDED

Section 301(i) of the Congressional Budget Act, as amended, pro-

vides that neither the House of Representatives nor the Senate
may consider a budget resolution, or an amendment to such resolution, if the level of total budget outlays exceeds the recommended
level of Federal revenues for that year by an amount that is great-
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er than the maximum deficit amount set forth in Gramm-RudmanHollings. For the purposes, of this requirement the applicable maximum deficit amount is:
Fiscal year 1991: $64.0 billion.

This prohibition does not apply to the deficit levels for fiscal

years 1992 and 1993 since the outyear spending and revenue levels
in the resolution are for planning purposes only and are not binding.
SOCIAL SECURITY

Section 261 of Gramm-Rudman-Hollings (P.L. 99—177) provides

that the receipts and disbursements of the Social Security trust
funds shall not be included in the totals of the budget resolution.
However, Gramm-Rudman-Hollings further provides that trust
funds must be taken into account in a separate computation in
order to calculate the deficit for purposes of comparision with the
maximum deficit amount set forth in Gramm-Rudman-Hollings
and compliance with section 301(i) of the Congressional Budget Act,

discussed above. Therefore, in compliance with Gramm-RudmanHollings and House rules, which require the budget resolution to
be mathematically consistent, the budget resolution contains two
deficit levels; one includes Social Security trust funds and one excludes those trust funds. The deficit levels which include the Social
Security trust funds are set forth only through fiscal year 1993, the
year in which Gramm-Rudman-Hollings is due to expire.
FEDERAL CREDIT AcrivrrIEs

The Congress has long been concerned about the impact of Federal credit activities on financial markets, the economy, and the

Federal budget. Beginning with the First Concurrent Resolution on
the Budget for Fiscal Year 1983, Congress had included an advisory
credit budget in the resolution. The advisory credit budget was included as being consistent with the Congressional Budget Act prorelating to
vision permitting inclusion of "such other matters .
the budget, as may be appropriate to carry out the purposes of this
.

.

Act."

For the first time, in fiscal year 1987, the Congressional Budget
Act, as amended, required credit authority to be part of the budget

resolution and set forth as a separate category. Consistent with
that requirement, the budget resolution includes aggregate and

functional amounts of new direct loan obligations and new primary
loan guarantee commitments which the Federal Government may
incur during fiscal year 1991.
Further steps are under consideration by Congress in the area of
credit reform in an effort to account for Federal credit activities in
the budget resolution more accurately.
TREATMENT OF OFF-BUDGET SPENDING

Section 406 of the Congressional Budget Act, as amended, provides that budget authority, credit authority, and estimates of outlays and receipts for activities of the Federal budget which were off

budget immediately prior to the date of enactment of Gramm-
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Rudman-Hollings, not including activities of the Federal Old Age
and Survivors Insurance and Federal Disability Insurance Trust
Funds, shall be includes in the President's budget and in a concurrent resolution on the budget and shall be considered budget authority, outlays, and spending authority. The budget resolution satisfies this requirement and the budgetary treatment of the Postal
Service required under the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of
1989 (P.L. 101—239)
PUBLIC DEBT LIMIT

Rule XLIX of the House of Representative sets forth a procedure

for increasing the level of the public debt. The rule blends the
public debt limit increase into the congressional budget process
which, by setting the budget totals, determines what amount of
debt mList be outstanding.

Upor. final passage by both bodies of the concurrent resolution
on the budget, the public debt level for fiscal year 1991 set forth in
the resolution becomes the substance of a joint resolution, which is
deemed. passed by the House, and which is sent to the Senate for
its con;ideration. If the Senate approves the joint resolution without amandment, the joint resolution is sent to the President for his
signature. The public debt level in the joint resolution becomes effective upon signature by the President. (If the Senate amends the

joint resolution, then it would return to the House for further
action.)

Pursuant to the rule, the text of the joint resolution would be as

follows:

That subsection (b) of section 3101 of title 31, United States Code,

is amended by striking out the dollar limitation contained in such
subsection and inserting in lieu thereof $3,315,850,000,000.
Legislative jurisdiction over the public debt remains in the Com-

mittee on Ways and Means. The rule does not preclude that committee from originating public debt bills whenever necessary.
COMMIrFEE AcTIoN ON THE BUDGET RESOLUTION

The Committee met to consider the resolution April 19, 1990. The

Committee ordered the resolution reported on April 19, 1990 by

voice vote, a quorum being present.

VI. SUMMARY TABLES
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATION
(In billions of dollarsi
Committee recommendation—total budget
599)

5992

5993

5994

5995

Budget authority

1388.00

1,446.75

1,515.65

1,569.00

1,637.00

Outlays

1,239.35

1,279.40

1,335.75

1,379.10

1,426.05

Revenues

1,175.60

1,263.30

1,338.10

1,422.40

1,508.80

Deficit (—) / surplus (+)

—63.75

—16.10

2.35

43.30

82.75

Budget authority

283.00

270.40

265.55

295.45

280.50
287.45

275.35

Outlays

277.80

275.10

266.60

20.30

20.35

20.70

21.35

22.30

17.60

18.55

19.00

19.15

20.05

Budget authority

16.65

19.70

23.05

16.00

18.55

21.20
20.25

22.25

Outlays

21.60

22.55

Budget authoflty

6.05

5.30

6.10

6.60

7.05

Outlays

4.15

4.10

4.90

5.25

5.00

Natural resources and environment:
Budget authority

18.80

19.85

20.55

21.25

22.00

Outlays

19.00

19.80

20.50

20.95

21.40

19.40

21.35

18.40

16.65

17.50

15.60

15.90

14.20

13.75

12.90

44.80

15.05

27.15

15.65

17.25

45.35

5.05

15.35

2.85

5.00

31.85
30.65

33.50
32.45

35.20
34.40

685

38.25

36.85

39.35

Community and regional development:
Budget authority

8.30

8.25

8.30

8.75

8.90

Outlays

7.85

7.80

7.75

8.10

8.40

Education, training, employment arid social services:
Budget authority

48.70

57.95

43.15

53.45
51.65

55.15

Outlays

54.25

56.60

60.80
59.15

67.75

76.35

84.15

92.85

102.20

66.05

75.65

83.65

92.10

101.15

124.75

136.85
117.80

151.00

166.15

103.30

132.65

148.75

182.15
166.00

202.20

210.80

219.00

165.30

176.00

230.30
187.45

239.75

156.50

Social security:
Budget authority

340.25

265.85

368.05
282.70

398.30
300.45

431.00

Outlays

318.60

465.50
337.70

32.00

33.05

34.00

31.55

32.45

33.60

35.05
36.20

36.00
36.00

050

150

National defense:

International affairs:
Budget authority

—

Outlays
250

270

300

350

General science, space and technology:

Energy:

Agriculture:
Budget authority
Outlays

370

..

Commerce and housing credit
Budget authority
Outlays

400

..

Transportation:

Budget authoflty
Outlays
450

500

550

—

Health:

Budget authority
Outlays
570

...

Medicare:

Budget authority
Outlays
600

—

Income security:
Budget authority
Outlays

650

700

—

Veterans benefits and sorvices
Budget authority
Outlays

..
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATION—Continued
tin bithons of dollars]
Cerurnttee nc ommendation—total budget
1991

750

800

1992

1993

1994

1995

Adsinistration of justice:
Budget authority

12.75

13.45

14.55

14.95

15.55

Outlays

12.55

13.80

14.55

14.85

15.35

Budget authority

12.90

12.85

12.95

13.05

13.65

Outlays

11.45

12.35

12.85

13.00

13.45

182.60

185.10

18855

188.55

185.25

182.60

185.10

188.55

188.55

185.25

—40.35

—19.80
—19.80

—25.65
—25.65

—2855
—28.55

—30.85
—30.85

—47.25
—47.25

—49.30
—49.30

—5205
—5205

—54.85

Ge seral government:

Net interest:
Budget authority
Outlays
920 AiI,wances:
Budget authority
900

—4035

Outlays
950

undistnbuted offsetting receipts:

Buget authority

—44.70

Outlays

—44.95

—5485

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATION
tin billions of dniiarsj
Coesniitt en reconime ndation—oei bud get "Graiiim-Rudnian
basis"
1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

Budget iiuthortty

1,079.25

1,117.35

1,163.85

1,193.30

1,236.40

Outlays
Revenuei

1,005.00

1,081.80

1,115.80

982.90

1,040.55

—141.95

1,03535
92745
—107.90

—98.90

—75.25

1,15325
1102.25
—51.00

Budget Authority

283.00

200.50

275.35

270.40

265.55

Oullays

295.45

287.45

277.80

275.10

266.60

lnernational affairs:
Budget Authority

20.30

20.35

20.70

21.35

22.30

Outlays

17.60

18.55

19.00

19J5

2005

General science, ace and technologr
Budget Authority

16.65

19.70

21.20

22.25

23.05

Oui:lays

16.00

18.55

20.25

21.60

22.55

Budget Authority

6,05

5.30

6.10

6.60

7.05

Outlays

4.15

410

4.90

525

5.00

Natural resources and environment
Budget Authority

18.80

19.85

20.55

Outlays

19.00

19.80

2050

21.25
20.95

22.00
21.40

AEriculture:
Budget Authority

19.40

21.35

18.40

16.65

17.50

Outlays

15.60

15.90

14.20

13.75

12.90

44.80
45.35

15.05

27.15

15.65

17.25

5.05

15.35

2.85

5.00

31.85
30.65

33.50
32.45

35.20

36.85

38.25

34.40

3685

39.35

Citnimunity arid regional development
Budget Authority
..

8.30

825

8.30

8.75

Outlays

7.85

7.80

7.75

8.10

8.90
8.40

48.70
43.15

53.45

55.15

51.65

54.25

57.95
56.60

Deficit (—) / surplus (+)
050

150

250

270

350

370

National defense:

(rergy

Cienmerce and housing credit:
Budget Authority
Outlays

400

T.anspertation:
Budget Authority
Outlays

450

500

863.05

Education, training, .mployment arid social services:
Bedget Authority
Outlays

60.80

59.15
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATION—Continued
(hi

bem at daIat)
Corumftt.. orcum mevidation—cn budgel "Gramm-Rudman
basis"
1991

550

570

600

650

700

Health:
Budget Authority
Outlays
Medicare:
Budget Authority
Outlays
Income securtty
Budget Authority
Outlays
Social Security:
Budget Authority
Outlays
Veterans benefits and senices
Budget Authority

Administrtion of justice:
Budget Authority
Outlays
800 General government
Budget Authority

1993

1994

1995

66.05

76.35
75.65

84.15
83.65

92.85
92.10

102.20
101.15

124.75
103.30

136.85
117.80

151.05
132.65

166.15
148.75

182.15
166.00

202.20
156.50

210.80
165.30

219.00
176.00

230.30
187.45

23975

5.35
5.35

5.90
5.90

67.75

Outlays

1992

196.45

3.80
3.80

4.45
4.45

4.85
4.85

32.00

33.05

34.00

35.05

36.00

31.55

32.45

33.60

36.20

36.00

12.75

13.45

15.55

13.80

14.55
14.55

14.95

12.55

14.85

15.35

12.90

12.85

12.95

13.05

13.65

11.45

12.35

12.85

13.00

13.45

204.10

212.45

232.60

230.20

235.50

204.10

212.45

222.60

23020

235.50

—40.15
—40.15

—19.50
—19.50

—25.25
—25.25

—28.15
—28.15

—30.75
—30.75

—38.70
—38.95

—40.70
—40.70

42.10
42.10

—44.15

—46.20
—46.20

750

..

Outlays

900

920

Net interest
Budget Authority
Outlays
Allowances:

Budget Authority
Outlays
950

Undistributed offsetting receipts:
Budget Authority

-

Outlays

—44.15

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATION
(In bilions of dollarsj
Immltt or recomme ndation—off budgot

Um.9..4men

basis"

i991

1992

1993

1994

1995

Budget authonty

308.75

351.80
253.95

400.60

234.35

329.40
244.05

375.70

Outlays

263.30

Revenues

312.55
78.20

335.85

381.85
118.55

272.80
406.55

91.80

355.20
101.25

Budget authority

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00

Outlays

International affairs:
Budget authority

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Outlays
General science, space and technology:

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Budget authority

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00

Outlays
Energy:

0.00

0.00

0.00

Budget authority

0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Outlays

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Natural resources and environment
Budget authority

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Outlays

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00

Deficit (—) / surplus (+)
050

150

250

270

300

133.75

National defense:

0.00
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATION—Continued
tin billions of dollarsi
Committ ee recomme ndation—off bud get "Gramm-Rudman
basis"
1991

350

370

400

450

500

550

570

1992

1993

1994

1995

Agriculture:
Budgnt authority

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Outlays

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Comiserce and housing credit:
Budgict authority

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Outlays

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Tran;portation:
Budget authority

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Outlays

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Budgi't authority

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Outlays

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Budgst authority

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Outlays

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Budget authority

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Outlays

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Budgitt authority

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Outlays

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

336.45

363.60

393.45

425.65

459.60

262.05

278.25

295.60

313.25

331.80

Veterans Benefits and services:
Budget authority

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Outlays

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Administration of justice:
Budget authority

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Outlays

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Geniral government:
Budget authority

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Outlays

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Net interest:
Budget authority

—21.50

—27.35

—34.05

—41.65

—50.25

Outlays

—21.50

—27.35

—34.05

—41.65

—50.25

Budget authority

—0.20

—0.30

—0.10

—0.20

—0.30

—0.40
—0.40

—0.40

Outlays

—0.40

—0.10

undstributed offsetting receipts:
Budget authority

—6.00

—6.55

—7.20

—7.90

—8.65

Outlays

—6.00

—6.55

—7.20

—7.90

—8.65

Community and regional development:

Education, training, employment and social services:

Health:

Medicare:

Income security:
Budg:st authority
Outlays
SocicI Security:
650
Budget authority
600

Outlays
700

750

800

900

920

950

Allowances:
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FUNCtiONAL ANALYSIS
jin banns sq do8arsj

baseline

"°°

,e.stlmat-

1991

lao,

id' 1991

HBC

Bush

Bush
Over!
under
eninmittee
recom.

mandates
1991

Budget authority

1,412.70

1,388.00

1,390.60

3.75

Outlays
Revenues

1,256.45

1,239.35

1,231.60

1,156.30

1,175.60

—100.15

—63.75

1,17025
—61.40

—7.85
—5.35

Deficit (—) / Surplus
050

150

250

(+)

2.50

National Defense:

Budget authority

315.80

283.00

306.85

23.85

Outlays

306.95

295.45

303.75

8.30

International Affairs:
Budget authority

19.05

20.30

20.30

0.00

Outlays

16.85

17.60

17.75

0.15

General Science, Space and Tochnology
Budget authority

15.25

16.65

17.85

1.20

15.20

16.00

16.75

0.75

Budget authority

6.35

6.05

4.00

—2.05

Outlays

4.45

4.15

3.90

—025

18.30

18.80

17.90

—0.90

18.80

19.00

18.75

—025

20.15

19.40

17.90

16.35

15.60

14.25

—1.50
—1.35

44.85

Outlays
270
Energy

Natural Resources arid Environment
Budget authority
Outlays
350
Agriculture:
Budget authority
Outlays
370 Commerce and Housing Credit
Budget authority
300

400

450

500

45.50

44.80
45.35

43.60

Outlays

Transportation:
Budget authority

31.30

31.85

30.30

Outlays

30.60

30.65

29.55

7.90
7.95

8.30
7.85

6.95

42.85

48.70
43.15

42.90
40.85

—5.80
—2.30

65.70
65.00

67.75

66.05

64.85
64.15

—2.90
—1.90

Budget authority

124.75

124.75

124.55

—020

Outlays

10490

103.30

99.80

—3.50

198.85

202.20

156.90

156.50

198.10
153.15

—4.10
—3.35

34025

340.25
265.85

342.95
265.80

—0.05

32.00
31.55

31.80
31.30

—020
—025

13.65
12.60

12.75

12.60

—0.15

12.55

12.55

0.00

Budget authority

1120

12.90

11.35

—1.55

Outlays

11.20

11.45

11.50

0.05

183.95

182.60

182.90

0.30

Community and Regional Development
Budget authority
Outlays
Education, Training, Employment and Social Services:

Budget authority
Outlays
550 Health:

Budget authority
Outlays
570 Medicare:

Income Security:
Budget authority
Outlays
650 Social Security:
Budget authority
Outlays
700 Veterans Benefits and Services:
Budget authority
Outlays
750 Administration of Justice:
Budget authority

4125

4420

7.70

—1.20
—1.15
—1.55
—1.10
—1.35
—0.15

600

800

900

Outlays
General Government

Net Interest:
Budget authority

265.80
31.85

31.50

2.70
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FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS.—Continued
un billions of dollars]
Bush

over!

mi e
.

HBC

bonlon
1991

Bush

recorn-

reestimat-

°'

'°°

ed

I

1991

under
committee
recominundation
1991

183.95

182.60

182.90

0.30

Budget authoflty

—40.50

—40.35

—45.65

—5.30

Outlays

—40.50

—40.35

—45.65

—5.30

Budget authority

—38.80

—44.70

—41.45

3.25

Outlays

—38.80

—44.95

—41.45

3.50

Outlays
920

950

Allowances:

Undisteibuted Offsetting Receipts:

Bush rveslimaled may not odd due to rounding.

CREDIT BUDGET
lIn billions of dollars]
Fiscal year—
1991

Committee nicoimmendation:
Direct loan obligations
Peimir'j guarantee commitments
President's February Budget:

Direct loan obligations
Primar guarantee commitments
CBO Reestirnate of the President's Budget:
Direct loan obligations

Peima guarantee commitments
HBC adjustef baseline:
Direct loan obligations
Primary guarantee commitments

1992

1993

1994

1995

21.25

18.10

18.35

18.75

19.00

103.45

104.40

107.10

110.35

113.75

13.45

12.95

12.45

12.05

11.75

129.75

122.20

122.70

124.20

125.70

16.55

13.25

12.85

12.60

12.30

105.60

109.45

112.15

115.45

118.00

21.05

17.90

18.20

18.60

18.85

103.05

104.00

106.75

110.10

113.50

CREDIT BUDGET

COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION
billions of dolbanj

lb

.1

FY1992

FY1991

FY1993

FYI995

FY1994

Function
DL

150 International Affairs
270 Energy
300 Natural Resources and Environment
350 Agriculture
370 Commerce and Housing Credit
400 Transportation
450 Community and Regional Development
500 Education, Training. Employment and Social Services
550 Health
600 Income Security
700 Veterans Benefits and Services
Total

1.95

LG

7.00

2.00

0.05
9.10
6.10

7.00
60.30

0.05
1.15

0.40

0.05

12.80

DL

2.05
1.65

0.05
8.95
3.40
0.05
1.20
0.05

0.30
0.10

LG

7.25

DL

2.10
1.95

LG

7.50

0.05
7.25

59.75

8.80
3.50
0.05

6.65
62.10

DL

2.20
2:15

0.05
8.75
3.60
0.05

LG

7.70

DL

2.25

LG

8.05

2.35

6.70

64.55

0.10
8.60
3.70
0.05

6.75
67.05

0.35

1.20

0.40

1.25

0.40

1.30

0.40

13.50
0.30

0.05

13.85
0.30

0.05

14.00

0.05

14.10

0.10

0.10

0.35

0.70

15.65

0.60

16.00

0.55

16.30

0.10
0.55

21.25

103.45

18.10

104.40

18.35

107.10

18.75

0.35

16.65

0.10
0.50

17.05

110.35

19.00

113.75

VII. APPENDICES
A. Initiatives by Function in Committee Recommendation
(In m.flionx of dollars—Changes horn HBC Busvtine)
FY 1992

FY 1991

0

BA

BA

FY 1995

FY 1994

FY 1993

B

0

BA

U

0

Total

0

Mandatovy Programs

....
350 TEFAP Commodity purchases
500 title XX SSBG
500 rutle XX Social Services Block Grant-Child Care

340

340

199

750

741

2,230

2,230
119

7,150
409

7,150

119

302

349

349

1,188

1,208

1,256

1,537

1,537

4,671

35

365

70

4,671
110

150

150

190

190

100

95

125

124

150

149

175

280

280

1,240
68
216

1,500

1,900

1,900

114

114

287

1.500
103
287

302

1,256
345

174

200

500 Child Care Tax Credit'
550 Medicaid

550 Human Resources Bill
600 Human Resources Bill

5

5

34

54

1,240
68
216

300

300

646

646

932

932

0

0

160

0

340

5

103

409

600 Food Stamps. Puerto Rico and Soup kitchen Commodity
Purchases

600 Family Unification Housing Assistance (also affects 500)
700 Veterans' Benefits
800 Militaiy malpractice claims
Total mandatory

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

1,210
20

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

150

150

903

918

2,679

2,518

3,346

3,010

4,126

3.815

4,834

4,538

15,888

14,799

93

25

155

25

130

25

110

0

69

375

20

Discretionaiy programs
150 (merging Democracies
(astern Europe
Direct loans

300
125

Guaranteed loans

150 Africa
150 Additional refugee assistance
150 International ortganizations and peacekeeping
150 State Department buildings
150 Multilateral Development Banks
150 Panama, Nicaragua and Refugee Supplemental
150 Nicaragua
150 Philippines
150 Caribbean
250 National Science Foundation (NSF)
250 DOE General Science
250 NASA
300 (PA Operations

135

130
130

125

146

141

135

14$

141

677

250

45

104

87

108

92

113

98

117

103

41

30

41

0

11

0

0

0

0

196

186

202

209

208

213

212

95

212
0

212

0

42
203
300

0

85

692
83
1,033
300

20

(118)

21

(35)

(379)

58

26

(1,294)

0

(39)

11

0

266

0

45

200

112

134

53

32
44

150

50

215
111

99
78

1,129

650

0
28
52
466
331
3,050

259

174

270

52

310
263
2,234
238

0

(301)
0

30

81

0

19

(457)
0

90
373

7

200

191

3

151

259
3,165
1,371
13,072
1,265

25

0

15

51

14

24

(194)

(21)

51

52

59

54

765

582
316
3,235
269

56
1,116
342
3,654

904
334
3,545
287

1,525
403

1,270

371
4,087

380
3,408
297

1,501
14,733
1,406

292

82

1,020
272

0

0

3,300
304

425

13

21
54

314
3,600
281

0

557
677

300 Superfund
300 Land acquisition
350 TEFAP Commodity Purchases
370 Rural Housing
Direct Loans
370 Advanced Technology

153

40

138

91

121

120

101

120

78

107

591

478

199

77

187

145

174

178

162

165

148

160

870

220

220

220

220

91

220
82

660
471

725
660

82

220
88

100

400 Aviation
450 Community Development Block Grants (CDBG)
450 Economic Development Administration
450 Rural Development
500 Education
500 Child Care I
500 Head Start
500 Dislocated Workers
500 Child Welfare. Anti-Child Abuse
500 Volunteer Service
550 Low-Income Health
550 AIDS
550 National Institutes of Health
550 Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Mental Health Administration
570 Medicare Program Support
600 Women. Infant. Child Nutrition (WIC)
600 Refugee & Entrant Assistance
600 Subsidized Housing
600 Homeless Programs (across several functions)
650 Social Security Program Support
700 VA Hospital and Medical Care
750 Anti-Crime Programs (non-drug related)
750 Anti-Drug Abuse Programs (across nondefense functions) 2
800 Internal Revenue Service (IRS)
Total mandatory

64

85

98

22

18

77

94

(+87)
286

(+75)

Loan Guarantees

400 Coast Guard
400 Highway

53

(+87)

238

(+87)
285

22

19

25

284

24

(+87)

285

283

30

30

35

35

2,336
234

2.608
1,920
219
82

1.730

496
90

1,836
216

950

2,336

1,545

176

225

211

283

1,223
134

8

32

83

57

87

74

75

13

78

28

81

47

84

64

90
88

2,500

304

2,600

2,068

2,704

2.552

2.812

2.698

2.925

2,805

600
300

300

900
350

720

1,800

1,635

338

1.500
450

1,335

253

1,200
400

1,035

11

393

500

443

6,000
2,000

50

40

75

70

100

95

125

120

150

145

500

50

21

75

65

100

125

115

150

130

200

110

181

217

225

220

700
750

294
300

208
729
780

90
212

635
694

758
813

738

767
822

229
798

500
1,084
3,795

789

788
843

234
820

879

855

4,065

93

31

97

82
96

101

98

105

102

109

106

505

8

92
150

141

300

291

450

99
432

750

33

50

50

50

50

600
50

573

50

50

50

3.000

65

3.121

3.245

637

3,375

1,050

3.510

4

134

237
34

138

59

143

90

147

128

37
285

468

309

402

312

321

334

270

532

811

786

719

941

579
204

566
1.040

859

1.272

1.325

276
729
1.249

417

401

496
3.010

595

572

5.051
704
253
229
10.427

5.025
1,438
470
421
952
3.232
3,460
419
498

714
50

2,250
250

233

1,500
122
44

16251

3,489

690

309
202

192

188
701

1,827
3,119

629
4,538

6,019
2,507
15,888

1.370
3.018
5.198
2,302
14,799

42

444

8.616
1,083
417
406
13,541

108

103

40

39

77

126

5,864

77

140

200

1.151

(+375)

1,336
208
80

772

376

(+435)

(+75)

(+75)

949

477

100

281

(+75)

(+75)

82

(+87)

2,151

2.518

1.415
523
3,346

4.126

3,815

689
1,298
645
4,834

Total discretionary

15,246

5,498

19,096

13,044

21.638

18.274

23.166

21.571

23,718

24.137

102,864

82,524

Grand total

16.149

6.416

21.775

15.562

24,984

21,284

27,292

25.386

28,552

28.675

118,Th2

97,323

327
903

9182,679

1,239

Baseline Includes CBO's list "programmatic" adjustments (e.g. subsidized housing, census).

XI_1995. The
The recommended budget resolution includes the full amounts of both discretionary and mandatory spending contained in the house-passed child care bill, HR. 3, as an adjustment to the baseline to
1991 discretionary spending of $1,404 million in budget authority and $462 million in oufleys and mandatory spending of $821 million in budget authority and 9641 n' i,ee in outlays.
fl the defense
Selected Anti-Drug Abuse increases in Functions 400. 500. 600 and 800 have been taken out of these figures because they are reflected in other initiatives. When these increases as welt as that assumr,j
function are included, the total increase for anti-drug programs (across alt functions of the budget) is $1,450 million in budget authority and $192 million in outlays in Fl 1991. The decreases in prison constrc5on and Customs
Air Interdiction in Function 150 also have been taken out because they are on the program decrease list.
recommendation assumes

t—
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B. Debt Subject to Limit

The Committee recommends debt levels for the end of fiscal
years 1991—1995 calculated as follows:
Debt subject to limit
[In billions of do1Iar)

Fiscal year 1990 debt:

Debt September 30, 1989
Fiscal year 1990 total deficit
Trusi fund surpluses fiscal year 1990

Other adjustments

2,829.75
159.00
132.40
—9.05

Total

3,112.10

Fiscal year 1991 debt:
Debt September 30, 1989 (estimated)
Fiscal year 1991 total deficit
Trust fund surpluses fiscal year 1991
Othe:r adjustments
Total

3,112.10
63.75
140.80
—0.80

3,315.85

Fiscal year 1992 debt:
Debt September 30, 1991 (estimated)
Fiscal year 1992 total deficit
Trust fund surpluses fiscal year 1992
Othe:r adjustments
Total

3,315.85
16.10
149.20
—2.00

3,479.15

Fiscal year 1993 debt:
Debt September 30, 1992 (estimated)
Fiscal year 1993 total deficit (surplus —)
Trust. fund surpluses fiscal year 1993
Othe:r adjustments
Total

3,479.15
—2.35
160.60

+ 2.30
3,639.70

Fiscal year 1994 debt:
Debt September 30, 1993 (estimated)
Fiscal year 1994 total deficit (surplus —)
Trust fund surpluses fiscal year 1994
Othe:r adjustments
Total

3,639.70
—43.30
175.70

+ 2.40
3,774.50

Fiscal year 1995 debt:
Debt September 30, 1994 (estimated)
Fiscal year 1995 total deficit (surplus —)
Trust fund surpluses fiscal year 1995

Other adjustments

3,774.50
—82.75
191.10

+ 2.80

Total

3,885.65

C. Description of Functions
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Function 600: Income Security
601: General Retirement and Disability Insurance
602: Federal Employee Retirement and Disability
603: Unemployment Compensation
604: Housing Assistance
605: Food and Nutrition Assistance
609: Other Income Security
Description of Function:
Programs in this function help meet the needs of individuals by
insuring against loss of income resulting from retirement, disabil-

ity, death, or unemployment of a wage earner, and by assisting
those who are unable to provide for themselves. This function in-

cludes retirement and disability programs for federal civilian workers and military personnel, railroad employees, and coal miners.
This function also includes programs for unemployment compensa-

tion, food and nutrition assistance, housing and homeless assistance, energy assistance, family support payment (AFDC) and other
income security assistance.
Major Federal Programs in This Function:
Railroad Retirement
Special Benefits for Disabled Coal Miners
Federal Civilian and Military Retirement
Federal Employee Disability
Unemployment Compensation
Supplemental Security Income (SSI)
Grants to States for Assistance Payments (Primarily AFDC)
Housing and Homeless Assistance
Food Stamps
Child Nutrition
Child Support Enforcement
Special Supplemental Food (WIC) Program
Refugee Assistance
Low-Income Home Energy Assistance
Earned Income Tax Credit
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Major Federal Departments and Agencies in This Function:
Office of Personnel Management
Department of Agriculture: Food and Nutrition Service
Department of Health and Human Services
Department of Housing and Urban Development
Department of Labor
Railroad Retirement Board

Function 650: Social Security
651: Social Security
Description of Function:
The major purpose of the programs in this function is to provide
income security to 40 million Americans who are aged or disabled
or dependents or survivors of such persons.
Major Federal Programs in This Function:
Old Age and Survivors' Insurance Trust Fund
Disability Insurance Trust Fund
Major Federal Departments and Agencies in This Function:
Department of Health and Human Services
Social Security Administration

D. Historical Perspective of Budget Outlays
Committee recommendation

HBC revised baseline

Actuals

1992

1993

1994

1995

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1991

227.40

252.75

273.40

281.10

290.35

International affairs

15.90

14.15

1165

10.45

303.55
9.55

306.95
16.85

317.65
17.95

328.30
18.45

344.80

16.20

18.60

355.40
19.60

295.45
17.60

287.45
18.55

277.80
19.00

275.10
19.15

266.60
20.05

General science, space
and technology

8.30

8.65

9.00

12.85
3.70

15.20
4.45

16.80
5.60

17.50
5.35

4.15

4.10

20.25
4.90

21.60
5.25

2Z55

4.40

16.10
5.25

18.55

7.10

10.85
2.30

16.00

4.75

9.20
4.10

15.75

5.70

12.60

13.35
25.55

13.65
31.45

13.35
26.60

14.60

16.20
16.95

18.80
16.35

19.40

20.05

17.40

16.00

20.45
15.55

20.90
14.70

19.00
15.60

19.80

17.20

15.90

20.50
14.20

20.95
13.75

21.40
12.90

4.25

6.20
26.20

18.80
27.25

27.70
27.60

45.50
30.60

4.90
31.70

15.15
32.70

2.65
33.75

4.80
35.05

45.35

5.05

15.35

30.65

3245

34.40

2.85
36.85

39.35

050
150

National defense

250

270
300

Energy

Natural resources and
environment
350 Agriculture
Commerce and housing
370

credit
Transportation
400
450 Community and
regional development
500 Education, training,
employment and social
services
550
570

justice
900
920
950

Net interest
Allowances

Undistributed
offsetting
Total

25.85

4.90
28.10

7.65

7.70

7.25

5.05

5.30

5.35

7.95

7.65

7.45

7.65

7.90

7.85

7.80

7.75

8.10

8.40

29.35

30.60
35.95
70.15

29.70
39.95
75.10

36.70
48.40
84.95

41.25
65.00

42.85
72.70

232.55

120.00
164.55
282.65

173.60
300.40

45.40
84.25
151.35
184.10
318.55

47.00
96.80
168.80
192.10
337.65

43.15

104.90
156.90
265.80

43.95
80.20
135.05

265.85

51.65
75.65
117.80
165.30
282.70

54.25
83.65
132.65
176.00
300.45

56.60
92.10
148.75
187.45
318.60

59.15
101.15
166.00
196.45
337.70

57.55
112.65
178.20

128.20

188.60

119.80
198.75

123.25
207.35

31.95
44.50
78.90
129.35
219.35

25.60

26.30

26.35

26.80

29.45

30.05

31.50

32.45

33.60

36.15

36.05

31.55

32.45

33.60

36.20

36.00

9.20
9.45

12.60
11.20

13.90

15.80
12.25

12.55

13.80
12.35

14.55
12.85

14.85

15.35
13.45

183.95

14.60
11.60
197.70

15.15

11.60
189.85

203.35

207.25

182.60

185.10

—40.50

—20.45

—26.90

—30.35

—33.00

—40.35

—19.80

—38.80

—40.95

—42.70

—45.15

—47.65

—44.95

—47.25

—49.30

—52.05

—54.85

1,256.45

1,305.95

1,380.55

1,444.50

. 1,514.25

1,239.35

1,279.40

1,335.75

1,379.10

1,426.05

27.60
33.40

Income security
600
650 Social security
700 Veterans benefits and
services
750 Administration of
General government

5.00

6.90
23.65

-3

Health
Medicare

800

13.60

5.00

....

35.55
65.80

136.05

5.65

6.30

6.60

7.55

11.80
111.05
0.00

11.60

12.55

7.55

129.45
0.00

135.95
0.00

138.55

0.00

151.75
0.00

9.40
9.10
169.15
0.00

—31.95

—32.70

—33.00

—36.45

—36.95

—.37.20

851.65

946.45

990.35

1,002.80

1,064.05

1,142.60

11.85

66.05
103.30
156.50

11.45

188.55

13.00
188.55

185.25

—25.65

—28.55

—30.85
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F. Tax Expenditures
The Congressional Budget Act of 1974 requires a listing of tax expenditures in the President's budget submission and in reports accompariying congressional budget resolutions. Tax expenditures are
defined in the Act as "revenue losses attributable to provisions of
the Federal tax law which allow a special exclusion, exemption, reduction from gross income or which provide a special credit, a preferential rate of tax, or a deferral of tax liability." Under this definition, the concept of tax expenditures refers to revenue losses attributable exclusively to provisions in the corporation and individual income taxes.
Tax expenditures are one means by which the Federal govern-

ment rursues public policy objectives and, in most cases, can be
viewed as alternatives to budget outlays, credit assistance or other
policy instruments. Tax expenditures are designed to meet a variety of needs and objectives; nearly all are intended either to encour-
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age certain activities or to reduce income tax liabilities for taxpayers in special circumstances. These needs and objectives in many
cases could also be met through direct expenditure programs. The

outlay equivalent of a tax expenditure is frequently greater than
the estimated tax expenditure as conventionally measures by the
revenue loss, because outlays in many cases would be included in
the taxable income of beneficiaries. In order to deliver the same
after-tax benefit, an outlay would have to be higher than a tax benefit.

Estimates of individual tax expenditures consistent with the stat-

utory definition are prepared by the Treasury Department, the

Congressional Budget Office, and the Joint Committee on Taxation.
Although there is general agreement among these sources, the con-

cept of tax expenditures continues to evolve, and the inclusion or
exclusion of individual provisions oftern proves controversial. The
estimates normally presented here are those of the Joint Commit-

tee on Taxation and in this case are based on that committee's
most recent report of March 9, 1990, with corrections for publish-

ing errata. The Joint Committee on Taxation has estimated the
revenue losses rather than outlay equivalent amounts of tax expenditures.
With continuing efforts to reduce the growth in Federal spending

and competition for room in the budget, it is important that Congress continue to scrutinize tax provisions as well as spending practices. The list of tax expenditures in Table 1 may also suggest possible options for future revenue increases, should they be necessary.
This appendix shows the revenue lost from tax expenditure items

for fiscal years 1991 through 1995. Because of the interaction

among the provisions, the revenue effect from widespread repeals
would not necessarily equal the exact sum of the revenue losses for
each item. Furthermore, because tax legislation seldom applies retroactively to taxpayer decisions made earlier, the immediate added
revenues available from legislation to eliminate a tax expenditure
may be less than shown in the following table.
The economic assumptions upon which these calculations are
based were the most recent Congressional Budget Office assumptions available to the Joint Committee in February.

TABLE 1.—TAX EXPENDITURE ESTIMATES BY BUDGET FUNCTION, FISCAl. YEARS 1991—95
IBiflions of doflirsi

t.nqww.tlnn.

h—fl—a..'.

Function
1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

—

National defense:

Exclusion of benefits and allowances to Anned Farces personnel
Exclusion of militaq disability pensionis
International affairs:
Exclusion of income earned abroad by U.S. citizens
Exclusion of certain allowances for Federal employees abroad
Exclusion of income of foreign sales corporations (FSCs)
Deferral of income of controlled foreign corporations
Inventoq property sales source rule exception
Iterest allocation rules exception for certain nonfinancial institutions
General science, space, and technology:
Expensing of research and development expenditures
Credit for increasing research activities

0.8

Exclusion of interest on State and local government industrial development bonds for energy
production facilities
Expensing of tertiary injectants
Business energy tax credits
Natural resources and environment:
Expensing of exploration and development costs, nonfuel minerals
Excess of percentage over cost depletion, nonfuel minerals
Investment credit and 7-year amortization for reforestation, expenditures
Expensing multiperiod timber-growing costs

2.1

2.1

2.2

2.3

10.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.5

1.4

1.5

1.5

1.6

1.6

7.6

0.2

0.2

01

0.2

0.2

10

.

4.8

1.0

1.1

1.1

0.2

0.9
0.2

01

0.3

0.3

1.1

2.9

3.2

3.4

3.7

3.8

17.1

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.2

0.2

.

-.

0.8

.

1.4

1.5

1.1

1.9

2.0

0.1

0.2

(')

(I)

(')

—0.3

—0.1

01

0.5

0.5

(')

(')
(')

0.1

(')

(')

(')

(1)

(1)

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

(1)

(I)

(')

(I)

Q)

()

(I)

(I)

Energy:

Expensing of exploration and development costs:
Oil and gas
Other fuels
Exces5 of percentage over cost dep4etion:
Oil and gas
Other fuels
Alternative fuel production credit
Alcohol fuel credit3

2.0

(')

(')

(2)

(2)

(I)

(I)

(')

(9

(I)
0.2

(I)

0.3

(')
(2)

.

.

(')

(I)

(I)

0.2

0.2

(2)

(2)

(2)

(I)
(2)

(I)
(2)

(1)

()

0.1

0.1

(1)

(1)

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3

(I)

(')

(1)

(')

0.4

0.4

(I)
0.4

(I)

)

0.4

0.2

e

0.6

(I)

09

0.6

0.7

2.8

(')

0.2

0.3

0.4

21

(I)

(')

1.1

.

0.1

(I)

.

.

(I)
0.2

0.2

(2)

.

(1)
(1)

1.0
iii

'
.

(1)
(1)

8.5

.

.

(1)

(1)

(I)
(I)

(I)

(1)

(2)

)

(1)

0.3

(')

1.4

()
(1)

2.1
2.1

t

P0

Exclusion of interest on State and local government sewage, water, and hazardous waste
facilities bonds
Investment tax credit for rehabililation of historic structures
Special rules for mining reclamation reserves
Agriculture:
Expensing certain multiperiod production costs
Deductibility of patronage dividends and certain other items of cooperatives
Exclusion of cost-sharing payments
Exclusion of cancellation of indebtedness income of farmers
Cash accounting for agriculture

—0.3

—0.4

—0.4

—0.4

—0.5

1.8

1.8

1.9

20

2.0

7.5

(I)
(I)

(I)
(I)

(I)
(I)

(I)
(I)

(1)

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

(')

0.5
0.2

0.1

Q)

Q)

Q)

Q)

0.2

0.2

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.9

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.4

—0.1

—0.1

—0.1

—6.1

—0.1

1—3

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

0.1

Q)

Q)

Q)

Q)

Q)

01

0.3

0.3

Q)
02

0.1

0.1

1.6

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.2
2.5

03

0.1

0.2

0.2

0.8

2.3
0.6

2.3
0.7

2.0
0.8

1.9

11.0

Commerce and housing:

Financial Institutiont
Bad-debt reserves of financial instItutions
Merger rules for banks and thrift institutions
Exemption of credit union income
Insurance companies:

Exclusion of investment Income on lift insurance and annuIty contracts
Exclusion of investment Income from structured settlement amounts
Small life Insurance company taxable income adjustment
Treatment of life insurance company reserves
Deduction of unpaid loss reserves for property and casualty insurance companies
Special alternative tax on small property and casualty insurance companies
Tax exemption for certain insurance companies
Special deduction for Blue Cross and Blud Shied companies

0.6

0.9

3.6

4(7

0.4

0.4

0.5

0.5

0.5

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

0.1

03

03

0.1

0.1

0.7

0.7

0.7

0.8

0.8

1.9

1.6

1.4

(')

(I)
(I)

0.1

0.1

(I)

1.3

13

(I)
(I)

(I)
(I)

(I)
(I)

(')

Q)

Q)

Housing:

DeductibIlity of mortgage interest on owner-occupied residences
Deductibility of property tax on owner-occupied homes
Deferral of capital gains on sales of principal residences
Exclusion for persons age 55 and over
Exclusion of interest on State and local government bonds for owner-occupied housing

Depreciation of rental housing in excess of alternative depreciation system
.
.
.
Credit for low-income housing
Exclusion of interest on State and local government bonds for rental housing

7.0

7.7

10.1

9.2

8.4

0.1

.

0S

0.1

...

.

37
7.4

...

0.1

.
.

0.1

.
.

0.2

33.9
8.7

38.1

3(4
9.4

39.9
9.8

18t3

9.1

11.5

12.1

12.7

13.6

6t7

3.6

3.8

4.0

4.2

45

20.2
7.9
4.3
3.4

31.9
8.3
10.9

45.3

0.3
0.3

0.3
0.4

1.4

1.4

1.3

1.2

1.1

0.5

0.1

0.3
0.3
0.1

03

03

0.5
0.6

0.2

02

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.5
0.6

0.5
0.6
0.6

0.6
0.6
07

06
0.6
0.7

0.5

0.5
14.2

0.5

19.5

0.2
4.0

4.3

0.2
4.7

0.2
5.2

0.2

16.0

0.5
17.8

02

12.4

5.7

3.5
103.8

1.7

1.0

03

0.1

02

0.1

(')

(')

(')

3.5

0.2

03

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

1.1

0.3
0.3

0.3

0.1

03

0.6

4.5

Other business and commerce:

Depreciation on buildings other than rental housing in excess of alternative depreciation
system

Depreciation on equipment in excess of alternative depreciation system
Investment credit other than ESOP5, rehabilitation of structures, reforestation, and
energy property
Expensing up to $10,000 depreciable business property

0.3
0.1

0.5

c
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Cnspiwationx

Indiviu*is

Function
1991

Exclusion of capital gains at death:
Capital gains at death
Carryover basis on gifts
Amortization of business startup costs
Reduced rates on first $75000 of corporate taxable income
Deduction of personal interest
Permanent exemption from imputed interest rules
Expensing of magazine circulation expenditures
Special rules for magazine, paperback, and record returns
Deferral of gain on non-dealer installment sales
Completed contract rules

Cashaccounting,otherthanagriculture
Exclusion of interest on State and local government small-issue bonds
Deferral of gain on like-kind exchanges
Exception from net operating loss limitations far corporations in bankruptcy proceedings
Gain from sale or exchange to effectuate policies of the FCC
Exemption of RIC expenses from miscellaneous deduction floor
Transportation:
Deferral of tax on capital construction funds of shipping companies

(

1992

1993

1994

1995

(')

(')

(')

(')

5.5

5.7

6.0

6.2

6.5

(')

(')

(')

(')

(')

1991

1992

1993

Total
1994

1995

5.5
0.9

6.0

6.6

7.1

7.6

32.8

1.1

1.2

1.4

1.7

6.3

0.1

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

1.0

29.9
0.9

0.2j

0.2

0.2

'

0.9

0.2

0.2

(I)

(I)

(')
(')

(')
(')

0.8

1.0

(I)

(I)

(')

(I)

()

()

()

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

—0.4

0.2

0.3

0.3

(I)

0.3

(2)

(I)

(I)

(I)

()
(I)

()
(')
()
(I)

—0.1

—0.1

—0.1

—0.1

2.4

2.4

2.4

2.4

2.4

11.6

0.3

0.3

—0.1
0.3

0.3

0.4

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

2.7

0.2

0.2

0.2
0.2

0.1

0.1

0.1

()

1.0

0.1

()

0.2

0.1

(')

0.5

0.6

0.7

08

3.0

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

()

(')

0.2

'
0.4

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

facilities
Community and regional development

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

Investment credit far rehabilitation of structures, other than historic structures
Exclusion of interest an State and local government bonds far private airports and docks
Education, training, employment, and social services:
Education and training:
Exclusion of scholarship and fellowship income
Parental persorol exemption far students age 19 to 23
Exclusion of interest an State and local government student lean bonds

(')

)

(I)

(1)

—0.1

—0.2

(I)

(')

(I)

0.5

'

(I)

(I)

()
()

()

()

()

0.1

0.1

0.2

(1)

(1)

()

()

—0.2

0.7

0.8

0.8

0.5

0.6

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.4

Exclusion of interest an State and local government bonds far high-speed inter-urban rail

—0.1

(

—0.1

(')

(')

(')

(')

.oi
0.1

.

0.4

0.5

Exclusion of interest on State and local government bonds far mass transit commuting
vehicles

1991—95

(I)

0.1

0.6

()

(1)

0.3

0.8

0.9

3.3

0.6
0.3

0.6

0.7

3.0

0.4

1.8

0.4

0.4

0.5
0.4

1.9

'-

Exclusion of interest on State and local government bonds (or private educational
facilities
Deductibility of charitable contributions (or education
Educational savings bonds
Employment
Targeted jobs credit

Exclusion of employee meals and lodging (other than military)
Employee stock ownership plans ((SOPs)
Exclusion (or benefits provided under cafeteria plans
Exclusion of rental allowances for minister's home
Exclusion of miscellaneous fringe benefits
Exclusion of employee awards
Exclusion of income earned by benefit organizations:
Surplus umemployment benefits trusts
Voluntary employees' beneficiary associations.
Social servlces
Deductibility of charitable contributions, other than for education and health
Credit for child and dependent care expenses
Exclusion for employer.provided child care
..
Exclusion for certain foster care payments
Expensing costs of removing architectural barriers

(1)

()

(1)

()

(')

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.5

0.5

0.6

0.6

0.6

1.4

1.5

1.5

1.6

1.6

1.5
10.4

(')

0.1

02

02

0.3

0.8

()

(1)

()

0.4

0.8

0.8

0.9

0.9

42

(')

(1)

()
0.8
()

(1)

(')

2.4

3.6
0.3
4.8

4.0
0.3

4.5

5.0
17.6
1.3

4.1

3.1
0.2
4.4

5.1

5.4

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

(1)

()

(1)

()

(')

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.6

0.1
2.7

10.6

11.1

11.7

12.3

4.1

4.3
0.3

4.5
0.4

4.6
0.5

12.9
4.8

61.4
22.3

05

(')
(')

2.0
0.1
0.1

49.5

210.0

3.4
3.5

15.9

0.2

0.1

0.1

(')

(1)

0.8

0.9

1.0

1.1

1.2

02

0.5

0.5

0.6

0.6

0.6

0.3

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

0.3

(1)
(1)

()
(1)

33.3

38.0

42.4

2.9
2.4

3.1

3.2
2.9

()
(1)

()

()
()

0.3

23.9
0.5

Heatth

Exclusion of contributions by employers and self employed (or employed (or medical Insurance
premiums and medical insurance premiums and medical care
Deductibility of medical expenses
Exclusion of interest on State and local government bonds (or private hospital facilities
Deductibility of charitable contributions for health
Tax credit for orphan drug research

(')
0.2

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

02

02

02

02

2.6

46.8
3.3

32

1.3

1.4

1.5

1.6

1.7

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

15.0
8.5

(1)

0.1

5.6
3.2

6.4

7.2
4.8

8.2
5.7

92

4.0

0.4

0.4

2.4

2.5
0.1
0.4
54.3

0.4
2.6
0.1
0.4
56.5
7.0

0.4
2.7
0.1
0.4
58.8
7.3

0.4
2.8
0.1
0.4
61.3

75

283.1
34.9

3.0

32

3.4

152

Medicare:

Exclusion of untaxed medicare beneflts
Hospital Insurance
Supplementary medical insurance
Income security
Exclusion of untaxed railroad retirement system benefits
Exclusion of workers' compensation benefits
Exclusion of special benefits for disabled coal miners
Exclusion of cash public assistance benefits
Net exclusion of pension contributions and earnings
Individual retirement plans
Keogh plans

0.1
0.3

52.2
6.4
2.7

6.7
2.9

6.9

36.6
24.6
2.0
13.0

0.5
1.9

TABLE 1.—TAX EXPENDITURE ESTIMATES BY BUDGET FUNCTION, FISCAL YEARS 1991—95---Continued
IBillions of doflinJ
Corpocations

Individuals

lob!

Function
1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

Exclusion of other employee benefits:
Premiums on group term life insurance
Premiums on accident and disability insurance
Exclusion for employer-provided death benefits

Mditiona standard deduction for the blind and the elderly
Tax credit for the elderly and disabled
Deductibility of casualty and theft losses
Earned income credit
Social security:
Exclusion of untaxed social security benefits
Veterans' benefits and services:
Exclusion of veterans' disability compensation
Exclusion of veterans' pensions
Exclusion of GI bill benefits
Exclusion of interest on State and local government veterans' housing bonds
General purpose fiscal assistance:

Exclusion of interest on rublic purpose State and local government debt
Deduction of nonbusiness State and local government income and personal property taxes
Exclusion and tax credit for corporations with possessions source income
Interest:
Deferral of interest on savings bonds

1991

1992

1993

1994

1.9

2.0

2.1

2.2

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

v

v

v

1.7

1.9

2.1

0.1

0.2

0.1
0.2

1.2

1.3

V.6

1995

1991—95

2.3
0.1

10.5

p

p

2.6
0.1

10.7

0.1

2.4
0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

1.4

1.5

1.6

0.7
7.0

23.4

24.1

24.9

25.7

120.7

1.4

1.4

1.5

1.5

1.6

7.4

0.1

0.1
0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.7

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.5
0.5
0.5

(1)

0.1

0.4

(I)

02

0.2

0.2

0.2

02

1.1

1.4

1.4

1.3

8.9
20.4

10.0

11.8
25.1

13.0

21.8

10.9
23.4

61.7
117.6

2.7

2.9

3.0
1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.1

(')

(I)

1.5

1.5

2.4

2.6

26.9

13.6

5.0

Posfti,e tax expenditure of Ins than $50 million.
2 Negative tax expenditure of less than $50 million.

In addition, the 6-cents-per-gallon exemption from excise tax for alcohol fuels results in a reduction in excise tax receipts, net of income tax effect, of $0.4 billion per year for 1991 and 1992, $0.3 billion in 1993, and $0.1
billion in 1994.

• The figures in the table show the effect of the earned income credit on rtceipts. The increase in outlays is: $4.9 billion in 1991, $5.1 billion in 1992, $5.4 billion in 1993. $5.8 billion in 1994, and $6.3 billion in 1995.
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I. Funding for High Priority Low-Income Programs
(Budget authority in millions of dollars)
Fy 1991 committee
recommendation vver/
wider baseline

FY 1991 committee

FY 1991 baseline

recommendation

°

BA

Entitlement programs:
500
Vocational rehab State grant
550
600

Medicaid
Food Stamps (includes Puerto Rico)

Family support (AFDC)
Supplemental security income
Child nutrition
Earned income tax credit
Low-rent public housing
700 Veterans pensions

Sobtotal (Entitlements)
Discretionary programs:
Low-income weatherization
270
450 SIA Indian operations
Indian construction
500 Compensation education
Indian education
Handicapped education
Student financial assistance
Trio and historically black colleges
Job training
Older Americans employment
Vocational rehabilitation
Child welfare services
Head start
Community services block grant4
Maternal and child health
550
Community health centers
Migrant health

lnlant mortality initiative
Family planning
Indian health
Immunization and vaccines
600 Low-income energy assistance
Homeless

WIC and CSFP
Subsidized housing

SSI Administrative expenses
Legal Services
750
Juvenile justice assistance

°

BA

0

BA

1,597

1,578

1,597

1,578

45,145

45,145

45,430

45,430

285

285

16,544

16,534

16,839

16,829

295

295

12,869

12,939

12,870

12,940

1

1

13,289

13,289

13,327

13,327

38

38

5,088
4,343

5,214

5,088

5,214

4,343

4,343

4,343

200

281

200

281

3,879

3,877

3,879

3,877

102,954

103,200

103,573

103,819

619

619

168

164

169

164

1

617

611

617

611

0

168

129

170

131

2

2

5,583

5.231

(')
(')
(')
(l)
(')

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

390

382

2,137

2,046

6,334

5,998

456

431

(')
(')
(')
(')
(')

4,076

3,894

4,376

371

359

371

263

259

263

0

NA

NA

NA

- NA

3,905

300

11

359

0

0

263

259

0

0

261

263

261

0

0

1,442

1,405

2,042

1,705

600

300

381

377

381

377

577

559

445

432

()
(2)

49

48

33

32

145

141

1,319

1,327

164

155

(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)

(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)

1,449

1,463

1,449

602

455

2,279
11,112
1,158

2,273
16,585

0

0

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

1,463

0

0

720

459

128

4

2,414
16,650

150

141

3,000

65

1,158

2,429
14,112
1,158

1,158

0

0

329

328

329

328

0

0

75

71

75

71

0

0

Subtotal (Discretionary) without ondistributed amounts

42,385

46,574

46,556

47,097

4,181

523

Subtotal (Discretionary) with undistributed amounts

42,385

46,574

49.266

47,511

6,881

937

145,339

149,774

150,139

150,916

4,800

1.142

145,339

149,774

152,839

151,330

7,500

1,556

Grand

total without

undistflbuted

amounts
Grand

total

with

undistflbuted

amounts

The recommended Budget erselatien does not mare specific asoumptiovs for educatiov programs. Overall tire eesulutiov assumes
a $2,500 millmv increase iv budget authority and $304 million iv outlays above the baseline br all educatiov programs in Fuvctiov
500.

2 The recomvwnded Budget eesulutivn dues not mabe specific assumptions for health prngrams. Overall the ersutution assumes a
$200 millov ocruase iv budget authority and lilt millme iv euttays above the baseline br all low-income health programs iv Fuvctov
550.

'Functivo 600 reflects total Uckinney Act teoenetess fundiog for ae functions to be distributed after rvauthorizatiov legistatiev is
reported.

lscladivg troeseless portion of the pengram.

VIII. SUPPLEMENTAL, ADDITIONAL, AND MINORITY
VIEWS
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MINORITY VIEWS OF CONGRESSMEN FRENZEL, GRADISON, GOODLING, DENNY SMITH, WILLIAM THOMAS,
ROGERS, ARMEY, BUECHNER, HOUGHTON, McCRERY,
KASICH, GALLO, SCHUEVrE, AND BENTLEY

Seric'us deficit reduction requires negotiations between the Congress and the President on a plan to eliminate the Federal budget
deficit by fiscal year 1993. This budget does little to improve the
climate for such negotiations.

By this time last year, a bipartisan budget agreement had been
negotiated by the House and Senate leaderships and the executive
branch calling for $8.5 billion in increased revenues and $13.8 billion in reduced outlays. This modest beginning was intended as
only a first step toward a more substantial multi-year deficit reduction effort later in the year.
Disappointingly, the second step never occurred, and the deficit
reduction envisioned as part of the first step has been only partially achieved.
The ])emocrat's budget resolution for fiscal year 1991 is a further

disappcintment. Taking into account the most recent economic indicator3, this budget will not achieve either the fiscal year 1991

Gramrn-Rudman deficit target or lead to a balanced budget by
fiscal year 1993. Contrary to its advertised claims, this a minimal
plan, embracing dubious policy choices and garnering only tenuous
support from those who will have to carry out its provisions.

The Democrats' budget is first and foremost a tax bill. It more

than doubles the Bush revenue recommendation. Plugging in Presi-

dent Bush's proposed $13.9 billion in FY 1991 revenues is only
their starting point. Under the Bush proposal, annual revenue in-

creases dwindle to $5 to $6 billion by FY 1995, but under the Demo-

crats' budget annual revenue increases grow to $19.5 billion. ihj
over the five years. the Democrats would rake in over $100 billion
in tax increases, more than twice as much as the $42 billion under

the Bush plan.
But that's not all. The President's $13.9 billion revenue increase
for FY 1991 includes three items that the Democrats would impose
ontcpof the $13.9 billion. These are the collection of $3 billion in

additional revenues as a result of beefing up the IRS budget and
implementing IRS management reforms; $1.55 billion from extending the telephone excise tax; and $0.9 billion from stabilizing the

collection of payroll taxes. Adding these three items to the $13.9
billion brings the Democrats' total new taxes to $19.4 billion in FY
1991 and $111 billion over five years.

For good measure, they complete the revenue package by giving
the Ways and Means Committee open-ended permission to raise additional taxes to pay for entitlement expansions above and beyond
those spelled out in the budget resolution.
(204)
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We are particularly disturbed by the levels established for de-

fense spending in this budget. The $33 billion cut in budget author-

ity and $11.5 billion cut in outlays are not based on a coherent
strategy for building down the Nation's defense in response to a

careful assessment of reduced threat. Instead, the cuts are divided
by applying a mechanical formula to the defense accounts. The
Budget Committee does not know how—or whether—these cuts can

be accomplished in reality, and neither do the Armed Services

Committee nor the Appropriations Subcommittee on Defense. It is
doubtful that Congress can agree to any combination of immediate
military personnel layoffs, abrupt production line halts and base
closures necessary to comply with the sudden, sharp defense reduction required to achieve this budget.
We agree with our Democratic colleagues that U.S. defenses can

and should be reduced in response to developments in Eastern
Europe and the Soviet Union. But we disagree strongly with them
on how much of this reduction can be accomplished in fiscal year
1991.

After cutting defense and raising taxes, the rest of the Demo-

crats' budget runs true to form in avoiding any serious cuts in Federal spending. True, some tough-sounding savings are mentioned,
but checking the fine print shows that over $9 billion in savings
have not been reconciled for FY 1991. That means they can not
and will not be realized.
Domestic discretionary programs are increased $18 billion above
their 1990 levels. And new initiatives worth $97 billion over five
years get the go ahead, including nearly $15 billion in permanent
entitlement increases. This is no way to cut the deficit.
Particularly troublesome is $7.2 billion in Medicaid increases
over five years. States whose budgets are already strapped will be

forced to match the cost of these Federal mandates. For this

reason, Governors take strong exception to this budget.
The budget submitted to Congress by the President last January
provides a different set of options representing the President's pri-

orities. It is not perfect either nor is it up to the minute in reflecting late-breaking developments in every respect. Not all of us
would agree to every policy it proposes. What we do agree on is
that the budget process can best be furthered at this point through
executive-legislative branch negotiation of a multi-year plan to balance the budget in fiscal year 1993 and to balance the budget soon
thereafter without counting Social Security cash balances. (It
should be noted that both the President's and the Democrats' budgets contemplate balancing the Gramm-Rudman budget without
counting Social Security by 1995.)

It is clear that the adoption of budget resolutions by the House
and Senate will not promote this result. Nor do we believe that we

are under any obligation or responsibility either to assist the
Democratic leadership in developing its negotiating position or

strategy or to offer amendments which compromise the President's
position. Our task is to help them get to the summit where the job
must be done.
Congress has an abbreviated schedule this election year. Yet the
budget process got off to a late start and has lagged at each subsequent step for a variety of reasons. It is far more important for the
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leaders in Congress to sit down with the President and begin the
actual process of working out a mutually acceptable budget strategy than to waste still more time staking out bargaining positions
while continuing to avoid engaging in actual negotiations.
Biu. FRENZEL.
Biu. GRADISON.
Biu. GOODLING.
DENNY SMITH.

Biu. THOMAS.
HAL ROGERS.

Dicx ARMEY.
JACK BUECHNER.
AMO HOUGHTON.
JIM MCCRERY.

JOHN R. KASICH.
DEAN GALLO.
BILL SCHUETTE.
HELEN DELICH BENTLEY.
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ation of the concurrent resolution (H.
Mr. Chairman, can the gentleman

inform the House as to what the plans
are for ultimately voting on the
0 1649
amendments and on final passage of
the resoiution?
IN THE COMMITrEE OF TN! WHOLE
Mr. PANETTA. As I understand the
Accordingly the House resolved
itself into the Committee of the rule, it would provide first of all we
complete the 2 hours of debate toWho'e House on the State of the will
Union for the consideration of the morrow and then we will proc€'ed to
Con. Res. 310).

concurrent resolution (H. Con. Res. the adoption of the rule and then,
210) settIng forth the congressional upon the adoption of the rule itself,
budget for the U.S. Government for we would proceed to consideration of
the fiscal years 1991, 1992, 1993. 1994, two amendments, the substitute
and 1995, with Mr. GRx in the chair. amendment by the gentleman from
The Clerk read the title of the con• Ohio (Mr. KASICH], and the substitute
current resolution.

by the gentleman from California (Mr.

The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to the DANEMEYER1.
That. would conclude the business
order of the House of Tuesday, April
24, 1990, the concurrent resolution is for the day tomorrow.
considered as having been read the Next week, on Tuesday we would
complete action on the remaining subfirst time.
The gentleman from California (Mr. stitutes, which would be the Black
PAETTA] will be recognized for 3 Caucus substitute, the Presidents
hours and the gentleman fiorn Minne- budget, and, obviously, the final vote
sota (Mr. J'aFNZEL) will be recognized then on the committee bucigeL

for 3 hcu'. said time will include a Before I introduce the resolution, I
period of 3 hours on the subject of yield such time as he may con,ume to

the gentleman from Illinois (Mr.
The Chair recognizes the geitlernan Russo).
Mr. RUSSO. Mr. Chairman, I thank
from California (Mr. PANrrTA).
Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Chairman, first the gentleman for yielding time to me.
Mr. Chairman, as you know, Amof all I want to briefly yield myself
such time as I may consume to de- traks assets are depredating at a rate
scribe the pattern for the general of $65 million per year. I would hke
debate on the budget resolutiim as we to ak the chairman what assumptions
have worked it out with my ranking are ic]uded in the cornmt.tee's budget
minority member, the gentleman from resoiution regarding Amtrak. gore
and more Americans are looking to
Minnesota (Mr. FNzE1.).
We have 6 hours total debate. The Amtrak to provide an energy-effldeiit
way that will be divided is that 1 hour and environmentally benign alternaon each side ill be reserved for the tive to congested highways and airBudget Committee. 1 hour on this side ports. Amtrak has been doing better
to be given to the Joint Economic and b€'tter and now plans to eliminate
Committee, and I believe that Is simi- any nEed for Federal operating suplar with regards to the minority side. port by the year 2000. This is a goal I
And then 1 hour will be allowed for believe we all should support. In the
the Black Caucus.
interim, Amtrak will need increased
capital to invest in new equipment and
economic goals and policies.

o 1700
modernized facilities.
Would the allocation for function
The time of both, the Joint Economic Committee
well as the Black 400: transportation accommodate sufCaucus, will be contmol]ed by the gen- ficient Amtrak funding to meet its
tleman from Indiana (Mr. HAMILTON)

fiscal year 1991 capital needs?

from the Joint Economic Commilee
Mr. PANETTA. if the gentleman
and by the gentleman frrn California will yield, the gentleman is correct.
(Mr. DELLUMS) on our side from the

Mr. RUSSO. I thank the thairrnan.

Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Chairman, I
It Is my intent tonight, and I think yield mysell such time as I may conwe have worked this out in conjunc- su me.
tion with the minority, that we would
Mr. Chairman, I rise in support of
take up about 20 minutes on each side House Concurrent Resolution 310, the
for the Budget Committee and then concurrent resolution on the budget
allow the Joint Economic Committee for fiscal year 1991. I believe this is
to proceed with their hour, and then the most. significant budget th' Conreturn back to committee time for gress has considered
a decade or

Black Caucus.

those who may still be here who wish more. It is significant not only because
to present statements. Then we would of what it contains but also because of
reserve approximat&y an hour on the unique time in history in which
each side, 2 hours of debate tomorrow have the good fortune to be serving in

CON CURFENT RESOLUTION ON
we proceed into the amendTH DtJDc-ET, FISCAL YEAR 1991 before
ment process.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. PursuMr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, will
ant to the order of the House of Tues- thc gentleman yield?
thy, April 24. 190, and rule XXIII,
Mr. PANETTA. I yield to the gentlethe Chair declares tle House in the man from Minnesota.
Committee of the Whole House on the
Mr. FRENZEL I thank the gentleState of the Union for the consider• man for yielding.

this body.
Some 170 years ago, Thomas Jeffer-

son, in a letter to John Adams, wrote
the following:

The flamcs kindled on the Fourth of July

1776. have sread over too much of the
globe to be extinguished by the feedable enguies of despotism; on the contrary they
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will consume these engines and all who tration. The President talks about a be used to make long-overdue Investwork with them.
"kinder and gentler" society but pro- ments in critical areas like education,
I don't think Jefferson expected poses to cut key housing and child nu- research, health, housing, and transthat we would have to wait until near trition programs; the committee pro- portation in order to restore the Nathe end of the 20th century for his posal increases funds to meet those tion's economic edge and its human

words to come true. But the "engine of needs. And we propose an increase of
despotism" are being consumed day by $2.1 billion for programs to bnprove
day around the globe, and we are the Nation's competitiveness and procloser than we could ever have imag- vide economic adjustment assistance
ined to the day when the flames kin- for those affected by defense cuts; the
dled by our own Declaration of Inde- President proposes cutting these propendence spread to all mankinirl.
grams by $825 million.
In a time of dramatic and inspiring
In addition, tith budget, for the first
change around the world, we cannot time, removes Social Security from the
respond meekly any more than did the deficit calculation and achieves a
founders of our Nation.
budget surplus without including the

commitments.

The investments are divided into

seven categories.
The first is competitiveness. We pro-

pose investments in programs to improve the Nation's economic competitiveness in order to restore our Nation's economic leadership in the

world for the 1990's and beyond and to
assist workers affecated by economic
As we begin this debate on the Social Security surplus in fiscal year change and defense reductions to find
budget, let us not forget that budgets 1995, the fifth year of the plan. It does and qualify for new jobs.
These include support for basic reare not just dollar signs and numbers. so despite using more realistic economThey represent priorities and commit- ic assumptions than the administra- search, new and expanded math and
science education programs, increases
ments—what we stand for as a nation. tion's beginning in fiscal year 1992.

Today, we have an opportunity to reorder our priorities—to recognize that
it is time to rebuild America. restore
our economic leadership in the world,
anc begin to address the painful
unmet needs which have grown in our
society over the past decade.

In order to accomplish these goals,
the President and the Congress—to-

gether—need to make som tough

for the National Institutes of Health
The resolution meets the Gramm- for
new researchers, support for the
Rudman deficit targets for fiscal year development
of technologies which
1991 through 1993, again with more
realistic economic assumptions. It can be used in the private sector, and
achieves a Gramxn-Rut!man deficit of programs to help U.S. businesses to
$63.75 billion in fiscal year 1991, when
the target is $64 billion; $16.1 billion in
fiscal year 1992, when the target is $28
billion, and a surplus of $2.35 billion n
fiscal year 1993, when the law requires
a balanced budget.

choices. If we are going to eliminate
budget deficits and address the needs
The fact Is, this budget produces
in our society that are virtually crying greater net deficit reduction than the
out for attention, we need to engage in President's budget in every one of the
a cooperative effort. Frankly, that will 5 years it covers. Over the 5-year
not occur in a divided government as period, it achieves $382 billion in defilong as either political party seeks to cit reduction. compared to $299 billion
blame the other for the inevitable sac- in the President's budget.
rifices involved. And until it does
Finally, also for the first time, the
occur, it is up to the Congress to move reconciliation legllation required by
forward with the budget proc€ss.
the resolution must produce savings
The budget resolution adopted by over a 5-year period, as well as n the
the Budget Committee responds to the first year. This will discourage both
fact that the greatest test of our Na- tax and spending measures which
tioii's leadership in the 1990's will not produce short-term savings but have
be a military one but rather the chal- substantial long-term costs.
lenge of competing in an increasingly
I would like to address some of the
complex economic environrrent and specific areas of the budget. The first
addressing our society's equally com- is the defense budget, The conirnittee
pex problems.
budget sets defense spending at a level
It responds in a very strong way to of $283 billion for budget authority
the unique opportunity provided by and $295.5 billion for outlays. These
events in the Soviet Union End East- represent reductions from the CBO
ern Europe and to the challenges we baseline of $32.8 billion n budget auno', face as a nation.
thority and $11.5 billion in outlays.
Our budget contains the following These reductions are the first in a
elements:
multiyear policy that is intended to
First, it is a 5-year transiticn budget reduce defense spending by 25 percent
that reorders spending to reflect by fiscal year 1995. This is a gradual
changes in the world. It contains a and prudent dedine in defense spendgradual reduction in defense spending ing that recognizes the obvious and iraccompanied by new investments in reversible weakening of the military
critical policy areas like education, re- threat to this country and to our
search, health, housing, transporta- allies. It is a significant reduction that
tion, and drugs. These investments are is well within the recommendations of
as essential as they are overdue.
many defense experts and is flexible
In this respect, the contras, between enough to change in response to
the President's budget and the com- changing conditions. Indeed, even by
rnittee budget is clear: The President 1995, funding would be only 12 percent
talks about education: the Democratic less in real terms than the average
plan includes an investment of $2.5 bil- funding for defense from 1950 to 1980,
lion in key education programs—five a period encompassing the Korean and

times that proposed by the adminis- Vietnam conflicts and the height of
tration. The President talks about the cold war tensions.
crisis in transportation; the DemocratAbout half of the savings from deic proposal commits $1.3 billion more fense would go to deficit reduction in
to this effort than does the adminis- fiscal year 1991. The other half would

compete in the world market.
The next category is investments in
children, who are this Nation's future.
We propose large increases in education programs with proven track
records such as compensatory educa-

tion and Head Start. We also include
the resources needed to fund the child

care legislation already passed this
year by the House as well as a new

program to help the growing number
of abused children of chemically dependent parents.
The third category is investments in
nutrition, health, and housing which
are designed to help mend the frayed
safety net that is supposed to protect
our most disadvantaged citizens.
Major investments are propsed in low-

income and rural housing programs
and homeless assistance

programs.

The nutrition investments expand and
strengthen the Food Stamp Program,

particularly for those who face high
shelter costs. the Temporary Emer-

gency Food Assistance Program. and

the WIC Program. The health program investments include expanded
Medicaid assistance to reduce infant
mortality and improve care of children, the frail elderly. and the mentally retarded, and substantial increases
for AIDS research. education. testing,
and prevention.
Next, the committee proposes invest-

mnts in the areas of science,

re-

search, and space to create knowledge

and improve economic competitive-

These include additional resources for the National Science Founness.

dation, research programs at the Department of Energy, and a series of
NASA programs, including the space
station, the Earth Observation

System, and other manned and unmanned space programs.

The fifth category is investments in
human security. These are programs

that address the serious drug and

crime problems plaguing not only our
large cities but also small towns and
rural areas.
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that final policy document will consti-

The sixth category Is Investments in

infrastructure.
and
environment
These Include Investments In transpor-
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tute the final victory match. If we

play it properly, we can all be winners.
I would like to focus for a few mintation, specifically the Nation's high- today's debate represents only the utes on the kind of position the Demo
ways and aviation programs; the Envi
finals in this year's budget crats have staked out in their budget
ronmental Protection Agency to quarter
it is a
It is only a preliminary step resolution. in many respects,
handle its rapidly growing workload; playoffs.
raises
It
plan.
Democratic
what we all hope will turn out typical
Superfund to clean up abandoned haz- toward
multiyear taxes, cuts defense, and spends a lot of
championship
a
be
to
ardous waste sites; and land acquisi- budget agreement that balances the money, down payments on expensive
tion to help preserve our natural re- budget without relying on annual domestic initiatives.
sources by the addition of national Social Security trust fund balances.
The Democrats' budget is first and
park land, forests, refuges, and other
The budget resolution reported by foremost a tax bill. It nearly triples
preserves.
the Budget Committee represents a the Bush revenue recommendation.
The final category is international bargaining position for the House Plugging in President Bush's prodemocratic development. With free Demorrats. They understand, as do posed $13.9 billion in fiscal year 1991
elections bringing into office demo- we, that this document will not be the revenues is only the Democrats' startcratic governments from Nicaragua to one that guides fiscal policy.
ing point. Under the Bush proposal,
Poland and with citizen uprisings topSimilarly, the President's budget annual revenue increases dwindle to $5
pling totalitarian governments in submitted In January lays down his to $6 billion by fiscal year 1995, but
other Eastern bloc countries, this starting point for negotiations. We under the Democrats' budget annual
funding is critical. The flames of liber- candidly admit that now, only 4 revenue increases grow to $23 billion.
Mr.

FRENZEL.

Mr.

Chairman,

ty are spreading before our eyes, and months later, this document is out of Thus over the 5 years, the Democrats
we have an obligation not to douse date in a number of important re- would rake in over $100 billion in tax
those flames but to help make sure spects. The events in Eastern Europe increases, more than twice as much as
they flourish by helping these coun- and in Central America are only par- the $42 billion under the Bush plan.
tries to develop democracy and pro- tially recognized. The need for workBut that's not all. The President's
mote economic growth. The committee ing capital to deal with ongoing sav- $13.9 billion revenue increase for fiscal
recommendation contains funding for ings and loan problem was known in year 1991 includes three items that
a new package for emerging democra- January, but the procedures for rais- the Democrats would impose on top of
cies In Eastern Europe as well as new ing the working capital had not been the $13.9 billion. These three items
initiatives in the Caribbean, the Phil- agreed upon and therefore are not re- are: The collection of $3 billion in ad•
flected in the President's budget. The ditional revenues as a result of beefing
ippines, Nicaragua, and Africa.
Finally, the committee budget also unlying economic assumptions, used up the IRS budget and implementing
reverses a number of unfair and dis- a'so in the Panetta budget, seem less IRS management reforms; $1.55 bilto be realized. Therefore, even
crirninatory domestic spending cuts likely
from extending the telephone
a bargaining position, the Presi- lion
proposed by the President. It assumes, as
excise
tax; and $0.9 billion from stabibudget will need some updating. lizing the
collection of payroll taxes.
unlike the President, a full cost-of- dent's
in this
participating
Everyone
living adjustment for all retirees, in- debate understands that this is not a Adding these three items to the $13.9
cludmg not only Social Security retir- "real" exercise. The Director of the billion brings the Democrats' total
ees but also Federal, military, and ci- Office of Management and Budget new taxes to $19.4 billion in fiscal year
vilian retirees. It also provides for a tells us that because of slower than ex- 1991 and $117 billion over 5 years.
For good measure, they complete
full 4.1 percent cost-of-living pay ad- pected growth in the economy in the
justment for Federal civilian and mili- last quarter and other factors includ- the revenue package by giving the
tary workers to take effect in January ing the need to raise working capital Ways and Means Committee open1991 compared to a 3.5 percent in- for the S&L situation, realistic projec- ended permission to raise additional
crease in the President's budget. It tions for the fiscal year 1991 deficit taxes to pay for entitlement expanalso substantially reduces cuts pro- are at least $8.5 billion higher, and sions above and beyond those spelled
posed by the President in Medicare could be as much as 820 billion higher, out in the budget resolution.
We are particularly disturbed by the
and In farm programs.
than initially forecast.
levels
established for defense spending
Mr. Chairman, we have a unique opthe
nor
President's
the
Neither
portumty to shape the future of our Democrats' budget if fully implement- in this budget. The $33 billion cut in
country and indeed the world. Regard- ed would reduce the deficit enough to budget authority and $11.5 billion cut
less of political differences, the Na- avoid a massive and disastrous seques- in outlays are not based on a coherent
tion's leadership cannot afford to ter in October. And we must be strategy for building down the Naignore that challenge. This budget frank—neither of these budgets is tion's defenses in response to a careful
makes the most of the opportunity. It likely to be fully Implemented. The assessment of reduced threat. Instead,
presents a clear alternative for the President's budget assumes a number the cuts. are derived by deciding how
finance
Nation. If it passes the House and if of policies and results which have much money was needed toand
then
the Senate passes a budget as well, it scant chance of coming true. The new expensive initiatives,
can set the stage for the kind of coop- Democrats have gleefully adopted simply pretending that much money
be safely cut from somewhere.
eration between the Congress and the those policies and cynically added a could
The Budget Committee does not
administration that is essential to the few more of their own.
cuts
So what we have here are bargaining know how—or whether—these
future of our Nation. It's a rare opporbe accomplished in reality, and
tunity for our country at a rare time positions, not blueprints. The measure can
do the Armed Services Comin our history. We cannot afford to of success in today's debate will not be neither
nor the Appropriations Subwhether one or another bargaining po- mittee
miss it.
on Defense. It is doubtful
sition is adopted. To continue the committee
Congress can agree to any combianalogy, it will be whether this step that
of immediate military personmoves us to the semifinals, and then nation
layoffs, abrupt production line
on to the real bargaining table where nel
and base closures necessary to
Congress and the President can com- halts
promise their differences and agree to comply with the sudden, sharp dereduction required to achieve
a multiyear approach that will balance fense
budget. Other Members will disnot only the Oramm-Rudman budget this
this problem at great length so I
but also the non-Social Security por- cuss
tion of the budget. Implementation of will not dwell on it here, except to ob-
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serve that we should not be cavalier
about destroying the investment we
have paid so dearly for over the last
decade. We need a builddon, not a
meltdown, to quote Senator SPE Do-

nance annual deficits in the rest of the
Government's budget.
Budget resolutions are plans. They
do not, In and of themselves, change

the law regarding the calculation of
the Gramin-Rudman deficit or surWe agree with our Democratic col- plus. To do that, seperate Legislation
leagues that United States defenses must be passed and signed by the
can and should be reduced in response President.
to developments in Eastern Europe However, both the Bush budget and
and the Soviet Union. But we disagree the Democrats' budget contemplate
strongly with them on how much of reaching a balanced budget not only
this reduction can be accomplished In by 1993 under the Gramrn-Rudman
fiscal year 1991.
rules which include the Social SecuriAfter cutting defense and raising ty trust funds, but also within a few
taxes, the rest of the Democrats' years after that without counting the
budget runs true to form in avoiding annual cash excess in the Social Secuany specified serious cuts in our non- rity trust fund. Both accounting and
defense Federal spending. True, some enforcing mechanisms to guide us to
tough-sounding savings are mentioned. budgets that balance without relying
but checking the fine print shows that on Social Security
MENICI.

ovr $9 billion in savings iave not

been reconciled for fiscal year 1991.
That means they cannot and will not
be realized.

Under Gramm-Rudrnan, the budget
process focuses heavily on the outlay
figures and often neglects budget authrlty. Because of the massive military cut In budget authority contained
in the Democrats' budget, their total
budget authority for fiscal year 1991 is
actually $8.4 billion lower than President Bush's. Last year, the Appropriations Committee had a very difficult
tirrie living within their allocation of
budget authority and several subcommittees restored to highly :ngenious
and creative accounting wizardry. If
they have to adhere to the BA level es-

tablished in the Democrat' budget

resolution, it may become necessary to
borrow from domestic subcommittees
to help out defense or to raid slow
sp?nding accounts to finance more immediate program needs. I do not think
that the Congress Is prepared for what
this budget authority level will mean.

In fact, the Democrats' budget provictes for Increasing domestic discre-

tionary programs $18 billion above

their 1990 levels. And new initiatives
worth $97 billion over 5 years get the
go ahead, Including nearly $15 billion
in permanent entitlement Increases.
This Is no way to cut the deficit.
Particularly troublesome Is $7.2 billion In Medicaid Increases over 5 years.
States whose budgets are already
strapped will be forced to match the

cost of these Federal mandates. For

this reason, Governors take ;trong exception to this budget.
F!aving described where Democrats
and Republicans differ, I would like to
pcint out one important item on
which we agree. We are all strongly in
favor of moving Just as quickly as pos-

sible toward balancing the budget

without counting the cash excess In
the Social Security trust fund. It is important that the Social Secirty trust
fund pile up net savings for the Government over the next two decases so
that the baby boomers retirement can
be paid for without bankrupting the
Nation. To do this we must ntop using

the Social Security trust fund to fi-
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manner In which those funds were op- cut by this budget resolution, and if

this budget resolution goes into effect,
erated.
Mr. PANETI'TA. Mr. Chairman, will the soybean farmers in Arkansas and
all throughout the country are almost
the gentleman yield?
Mr. ALEXANDER. I am happy to certainly going to be the biggest
yield to the gentleman from Califor- losers.
tila.

Mr. PENETrA. Mr. Chairman,

I

This budget resolution message to

the soybean farmers is. "Forget all the

thank the gentleman for yielding.
brave talk earlier this year about a
The gentleman is absolutely correct. marketing loan for soybeans." The
He was one of the first to discuss the budgeteers know that the soybean
Issue of trying to focus on the non- marketing loan would cost money, and
social Security deficit and unmask the that under this budget resolution that
real size of the deficit so that we
would have to come out of prowould not be using the surplus from ioney
other crops, and there
grams
Social Security to do that. That has simply for
will not be money available
been an issue now that I think there is with which
to fund a soybean program

a broad consensus in the Congress which is needed to provide for crop
that I think we have to focus on that protection for the soybean farmers.
non-Social Security deficit. The genThis budget resolution completely
tleman was there originally and speaking to this, and I commend him for the ignores the needs of those soybean
farmers in Arkansas and across the
contribution.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Mr. Chairman, I South that are looking to Congress for

thank the gentleman for his state- protection for their products.
I would like to compliment the comment.
All trust fund money, whether the mittee for increasing funds to fight

revenues come from outside the Gov- the drug war. As we all know, Coneminent or from within, are ear- gress has tried to provide more funds
marked to pay for specific obligations. to fight the drug war for a number of
They are not intended to pay for the years. The current administration has
general obligations of the Federal offered a plan that has accelerated
Government nor to be used in order to funds with which to fight the drug
offset the deficit.
war, and the Congress, of course, is acIt concerns me that since 1982 the commodating that plan in every way.
Government has literally borrowed
But I am very disappointed about

billions and billions of dollars from the funds allocated for education. I
Social Security trust funds to operate personally feel that we are neglecting
the Government. In fact, if we draw a our youth and forsaking the future of
time line out forward indefinitely, by this country by the low priority that
1998 my calculations predict that if our Nation places upon education of
nothing is changed that we will have the youth who must be prepared to
borrowed over $1 trillion from Social compete in a global economy in order
Security trust funds.
for our Nation to be competitive
I want to congratulate the gentle- during
the years ahead.
man for making a step away from that
Again,
the gentleman for his
direction, and I think taking Social Se- yielding toI thank
me.
curity trust funds off of the budget is
Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Chairman, I
a step in that direction.
yield
myself 2 minutes to respond to
Mr. Chairman, I would like to spend
gentleman from Arkansas on those
a moment complaining about a matter the
that is of great Importance in my dis- Issues.
Mr. Chairman, I recognize his contrict. That is the question of the cerns
about agriculture. But, as the
budget as it applies to farm programs.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Mr. Chairman, I
This budget proposes to cut farm
thank the gentleman for yielding me program spending by $800 million just
this time.
next year, and by $8.1 billion over a 5.
Mr. Chairman, I wish to congratu- year life of the farm bill that is now
laLe the Committee on the Budget for being prepared by the various committhe hard work that they have put into tees having Jurisdiction over that bill.

gentleman knows, the President cut
out of farm programs something in

the vicinity of $1.5 billion, and then if
we add agricultural cuts in the Department itself, it is in excess of $2 billion
that was cut out of agriculture. We, in
this document. As the gentleman from Let there be no mistake, the 1990 farm this budget, have cut only $800 million
California knows, for a number of bill that is yet to be sent from the from the farm programs, and we beyears I have been expressing concern Committee on Agriculture to the Con• lieve that that does help provide the
and attempting to change the method gress for debate is being written right room that the committee will need to
of accounting our Social Security and here this evening as we debate the try to respond to the needs in agriculture.
other trust funds. For a number of budget resolution.
years those trust funds and Social SeWith regard to education, our view
The agriculture policy for the 1990's
cujity and other trust funds have been Is a numbers game, and the numbers here is that the President talks about
u3ed 'to distort the true deficit that that we put into the budget will drive education but cuts education.
the Nation faces.
the farm policy. For example, the What we have placed in here is a
Last year I went before the Commit. wheat farmers in Arkansas will receive $2.5 billion budget authority figure
tee on Rules and attempted to get per- a smaller payment because of the which is five times what the President
mission to offer an amendment that numbers in this budget. The rice farm- has presented, and we think more
would take Social Security and other ers will likewise be paid less on their than sufficient to try to at least begin
trust funds off of the operating budget deficiency payments on Government to meet the needs of the future in
and to place the accounting for those programs. The cotton farmers will terms of this Nation.
programs in separate categories so likewise be experiencing smaller defi- Mr. ALEXANDER. Mr. Chairman,
that they would not confuse the ciency payments as target prices are will the gentleman yield?
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pcoection for appropriated programs and indexed entitlement programs receive, like food
stamps and Social Security. In fact, the pro.
jected spending for one commodity program is
based on an expected price support reduction
of 15 percent from 1990 to 1995.
I agree with the need for new initiatives proposed in this budget resolution, but rural
America has needs too.

Mr. DE LA GARZA. Mr. Chairman, I

thank my distinguished colleague for
yielding me this time.

Mr. Chairman, I wifi support this
resolution, but I have some reservations.

Mr. Chairman, this budget resolulion is a

bitter pill for many of us to swaflow.

Committee members are currently working
on the development of a new viab'e crop insurance program that can provide our farmers
with an acceptable risk management tool to
deal with the weather-related disasters. Hopefully, it will avert the need for future ad hoc
disaster legislation.

Committee members are working on new
and innovative ways to further our Nation's
conservation and environmental goals. We

I commend the distinguished chairman of
the Budget Committee and his colleagues for have pressing needs in the areas of rural ecoproducing a comprehensive, fiscally responsi- nomic development and food safety which we
ble budget resolution in a timely manner. I have or will soon address.
know their lob was not easy. I realize the
We expect to fund these new initiatives
choices made in this document reflect their from within our existing allocation. We. did not
best judgment on the future budget priorities come to the wefi here to beg for money. All
of our Nation.
we have asked is that we be allowed to have
To their credit, I believe this budget resolu- enough funding to operate our Nations vital
tion comes closer than any other in recent farm programs effectively.
memory at being honest.
Since I became chairman in 1981, the AgnIt's honest because it seeks to balance the culture Committee has complied with each
Federal budget by the year 1995 without using budget resolution and has done its part to
the Social Security surplus to mask the true
help our Federal Government put its fiscal
size of the deficit.
house in order.
is
also
honest
because—at
least
in
the
It
We have reduced farm program spending
outyears—it uses more realistic assumptions
than the overly optimistic ones supphed by the authority by $33 billion over those years. We
Office of Management and Budget. Hopefully, did that at the very time America's farmers
this will provide more reliability to this budget went through some of the worst economic
since the
plan than we have seen with its predecessors. times rural America has faced
Perhaps we can really reduce the Federal def- 1930's.
Mr. Chairman, the easy thing would be for
idt without having it pop back up wten warm
terribly
and fuzzy assumptions become cold econom- me to oppose this resolution. It is
In the outunfair
to
our
Nation's
farmers.
ic realities.
The 5-year reconciliation proposed in this years, this budget resolution threatens to unbudget resolution will enforce discipline on dermine the delicate recovery occurring in the
Congress to continue fiscal responsibility in agricultural economy.
But I will not oppose this budget resolution.
the out-years and reduce the Federal deficit.
This budget resolution recognizes our Na- I will swallow this bitter pill. This is an extions need to increase our commitment tremely diflicutt vote for me as I imagine it will
toward education, infrastructure, competitive- be for many other Members who care about
ness, crime, drugs and child care. More than Americas family farmers and ranchers.
I would ask my colleagues to remember ag$6 bIlion in new spending is proposed in
these areas for fiscal 1991, gorng up to nearty nculture's contributions to deficit reduction—
past, present and future—as this resolution
$29 billion by fiscal 1995.
However, I must ask the question: Where is moves through the legis'ative process.
I hope an opportunity arises to ameliorate
this money coming from?
Mr. Chairman, the answer is that a good the treatment of agriculture under the budget.
size chunk of it is coming out of agricultural At the very least, ask my colleagues to remember agriculture's contribution to deficit reprograms, plain and simple.
This budget resolution calls on the Agricul- duction wten the Agriculture Committee
ture Committee to reduce farm program brings the farm bill to the floor later this .year.
I

spending by $900 million, 8.5 percent this
year; $1.7 bilbon, 15 percent in fiscal 1992;
and $2 billion each year thereafter.
In those out-years, we are talking about re-

ducing farm program spending by about 20
percent a year. What other program is being
asked to bear this large and disproportionatci
share of cut This is a prescription for, economic disaster for our Nations farmers.
Farm program costs are less than 1 percent

of the Federal budget. They are projected to
decline to less than twothirds of 1 percent by
1995. The actual costs of farm programs is
projected to decline by 15 percent between
1992 and 1995.

Agriculture budget projections do not re'ceive any adjustment for inflation that funding
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Mr. HAMILTON. Mr. Chairman, I

am pleased, as the chairman of the

Joint Economic Committee, to participate In the debate on economic goals.
We undertake this debate because of

the efforts of my distinguished colleague, Gus HAWKINS. It was, of
course, he and his colleagues in the
Senate, the late Hubert and Muriel
Humphrey, who framed institutions to
focus not only on the dollars and cents

of the budget, but on what we are

really trying to achieve with these dollars and cents.
We are here to debate a massive doe-

uinent and a complex issue. We will
refer to numbers of dollars that are

beyond the experience or even the
comprehension of most Americans.
And yet it we focus on what the
budget is trying to do, in the spirit of
Gus HAWKINS, Its essence is concepts
that everyone understands—prudence,

fairness, and leadership. If we keep

our eyes on these concepts, we will see
the right course, and we will serve the

people weU. If we do not, we may
squander our birthright as Americans.
ECONOMIC PROBLEMS

In many respects the economy has

performed well over the last 7 years—

with a prolonged expansion, low unemployment, and moderate inflation.
Some Members of Congress may find
it difficult to persuade ourselves, and

the public, that we must make the
tough choices to address the budget

problems. I find, however, that my con-

stituents and people from all around
the country are deeply concerned
about our economy. They are not in a
state of panic, and they do not fear a

depression or a runaway inflation.

Rather, they sense a steady slowing of
our advancement. They are frustrated

to see our standard of living and our
productivity stagnating, with little or

no wage growth and increasing pay inequity for so many American workers.
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T1ey are disturbed about our declin- le oompetiUve, and d1&,ouragng inThird, through our budgetary being iability to compete 'w4th West Ger- vestment in manufadurthg.
h&vior, our leadership around the
many, Japan. and other leading indusThe budget deficit has restramed world and here at home has eioded.
triali n&tioris, and with cur shrinking public investment as well, because InTwenty-five years ago, our pOsition
technological edge. They are troubled vestment can seem easy to postpone. of leadership was secured by defense
that; we buy more than we sell around Last summer, 32? 'economists, incud- capabilities and theer economic size.
the world, and that we have distpated ing 6 Noble Prize winners, presented
Thday, we are unquestionably still the
our Investment balance with other na- letter to the JEC that stated:
world leader. But there are signs that
tions and have become the world's

In addition to our trade and fiscal deictts, our potton has begun to erode beMneriôa faces a 'third deffcit"—the defi- cause our fsca1 house is not in order.
While the Amerfcan people do not ckncy of public Investment tn our people We nnot be the 1eader In settrng the
have the trained perspective of econo- and our eoooirnc mfr*atructure. This deft. rules for the International economy

largest debtor.

mists, they understand instinctively cit will have a crippl effect Qfl Ameiis wtien other nations *re our creditors,
that the budget deficit Is a source of future competIUvenes.
and can point to -our fiscI profligacy—
Important weaknesses Iii our economy.
Although eccmomists may disagree wtth the support of interntAonal orga-

Accordingly, they want decisive action. about the precise c8.use of the slowing

nizations 'ike the Internatioflal MoneThey want a change In our economic o productivity growth since the late tary Fund and the Organization for
policy to rever&e our trend toward 1960k and early 1970's, they do agree Economic Cooperation nd Decelop-

debt, to ei'urage saving, to educate that productivity thcreaes when we ment. Most recently, Japan has deand train a v:oild-cla.ss work force, and raise our Investment, to equip our fended its trade bariiers on the ground
te ieestabLLsh our economic vigor and workers with more and better facto- that our trade deficit is caused by our
our preemnert role Lu the wofld..
In my Judgment, the Amerkan

ries, machines, technñogy, arid public large budget defct. Meanwhile, In our
infrastructure. And they do agree that search for resources to aid East bloc
pecple will be disappointed with the the key to raising our standatd of economies—particularly Poland and
administration's budget, and with the l'ing nd our children's Is raising pro- Romana—to make a smooth transibudget rcsolution we co'tsd€r today. ductivity.
tion to a free market system, we shift
Neither ueets the high responsibfflty
funds from ether needy areas. Wide
DEPENDENCE
that the Federal Government bears The deficit and its drain on dontic fluctuatioiis in the dollar also weaken
toward this Nation. Neither nakes the saving aas m&de us dependent on for- our fnternational role. We must recogtoutgh choices necessary to resolve our
eign capital to lthance our domestic in- nize the close relationship between
fiscal lxnhalance.
our domestic policies and our position
Let me try to explain why the Amer- vestment. Private Investment during in the world.
the
1980's
war
kargeLy
financed
by
unican peoj,le are concerned, and why we
And we must see just as clearly the
should be concerned, about the Feder- precedented inf1ows of capital from effect of out budgetary policies on the
abroad;
cur
ecormy
m
building
on
a
al budget defIcit.
people's respect for government iere
Pirst, our budgets over the last 10 found&tion of borrowed money. These at home. Of 1l of the costs of our
capital
infiovs
have
accumulated
to
an
years have been imprudent toward the
years of large deficits and smoke-andlong-term strength of our economy. international debt projected to reach mirrors budgeting, perhaps the great$2
trillion
by
the
end
of
the
century.
The Joint Eononiic Committee re- This debt gives our foreign creditors a est is the loss of public trust. The
ceziUy Issued ãts annual report, with
American people see that year after
bipartisan agreement, recognizing large influence over our exchange year We claim to neet deficit targets,
rates
and
intezt
rtes.
A
decline
in
these concerns.
to flaunt those targets with actheir confidence cou]d raise thterest onl'
SAVING
rates further and choke domestic n- counting gimmicks and phoney sav-

We need moi zaving to riance inings. The fact is that most of the
ve,;tnent to make us competitive In veEtment.
people will not believe in
Second, our budgets over the last 10 American
wcrld markets, nd to prvde the years have contributed to growing un- any budgetary plan we pass today.
standard of living we want for our- fairness in America.
Arid that cynicism, while unfortuselves and our children. National
nate, has a strong grounding in fact.
Economic
.mobility—where
anyone
saing Iii excess of depreciation in -the willing to work hard could &chieve a In fiscal year 1987, the deficit was
Ial;e 1980's is only oie-third of what it decent nd rising standard of iiving—is $150 billion. In fiscal year 1983, the
was in the high-eip1oyment yeax of much 'ess evident for the average deficit was $155 billion. In fiscal year
the 1910's.
American today. Wages have 199, the deficit wi.s $152 biUion. In
the current fiscal year 1990, the deficit
The major single source cf the de- working
stagnated
throughout the 1980's; Is
cUrie In domestic .saving has been the family tnrames
now prcjected at about $160 billion
have grown modestly The
deficit Is not coming down. And
extraordinary Federal budget deficit. only because more family members
Even inciudin,g the growing saving tn have worked more hours. 1norne iii- yet, all the while, we have met he
the Social Security trust lund, the equaiily has now reached it highest Gramm-Rudinan deficit reduction tarbudget deficit in the late 1980's sy- level irc we began collecting such gets, and we have congratulated ourphoned off more than 60 percent of statistics in 1947—a sharp reversal of selves publicly on our achievements.
our net saving—more than three times the historic trend toward more equali- We 1ave seduced ourselves with our
a: much as in the iii,gh-ernployuient ty during expansions. And the tax declining projections, while the actual
years oi the 1970s
system ha.s become iess fair, -with the deflcit rumbles soberly along. The
INVESIMENT
tax burdeli vn the 1oestincome fami- pubjic is scutely aware of our oblivThe budget deficit has distorted our lies .iricrea.cing, and that on the high- iousness to reality; and In my judguse of the savings pool. It has kept in- est-intoni families decreasing—In ment, both the administrations
t€rest rates bigh, and thereby biased large part be*use of our growing reli- budget and our resolution will only

business decion toward the short ance oia payroll taxes.

term. Wiih business investnent conThe deficit tias hindered our ability
centrated en short-lived &ssets that to tackle this problem. We must make
wear oit or come obsolete quickly room n the budget for effectively tarwe have needed to mvest more just for getd human investment aM a more
replacement,: find investment over and hum&nitarian policy toward our least
alx)ve what iE needed for re-Diacement -advantaged, while aLso achieving the
is now one4flth lover as a jercentage deficit reduction that will reduce real
of GNP than &t was at the end of the interest rates aiid encourage prtrate
1970's. The de1tcit also has dr4ven the investment, rismg produetvkty, nd
dollar aigher, making US. prxlucts wage giowth - all Ameiicans.

feed the popular cynicism that makes
governance &o difficult.

OUTLINES OF A 50L.UTLON

There 1s no formula and no proce•due that will solve our deflcit problem. We need to devise a substantive
solution, and summon the political will

to enact it. Th my Judgment, the ulti-

mate aolutlon must e a balanced
package o spending cuts for lower priority ftrnctAons and moderate tax 1n-
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dump the burdens on the States; and
TKE avDGrr RTs'3LVflON
ireases. In broad outline, here as alat
The President's budget merely tin- ttnrealistic or unwisely large savings in
-such .a package would require.
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First, we need a prudent and realis- k.ers around the edges of our needs for
tic economic forecast, so that we have deficit reduction and public Investan .accurate measure of the ize of the ment. The budget Is marred by what I
would call "The Seven Deadly Sins of
problem.
Budget estimates that oommand Budgeting."
The first is the smoke of overly optipublic respect are a part of The proc- mfstic
ecxomlc assnmptions. Richard
ess.
testAfied before the JEC that
Second, we need an ultimate deficit trman
through early March could add
target that addreses our Nation's need events
as
much
$t5 billion to the adininisfor both savings and public invest- 'tratlon's as
January estimate of the fiscal
ment.
year 1991 deficIt. More recently, he
The major economic cost of the deli— has raised that figure to as high as $20
cit is Its drain on our Nation's savings billion. The administration's long-term
and investment. Therefore, we need to forecast of rapid real growth and failreduce the deficit enough to increase ing interest rates has the tantalizing
national savings and private Invest- result that the deficit melts away just

programs ranging from school lunches
to agriculture, Medicare, and Federal
employee compensation.
Unlike the administration's budget,
The resolution provides net additional

not much more than wishes In the administration's policy.
Second, deficit reductions are exaggerated, as 1.1 magnified In a fun-house
mirror—like the defense "management
reforms". Third, penny-wise and
pound-foolish policies make cuts
whose ill effects outweigh the budget
savings, and there are sins of omission
where current services funding is just
not enough—like the failure to provide
adequate resources for infrastructure,

as trade and other changes in the

ment, without starving 'the Federal
sector of funds needed for public investment In key areas, and without
our current dependence on foreign
savings. One Is public Infrastructure.

Beyond concrete for highways and
computers for air traffic control, we
need carefully planned support for ad-

vanced technology, as noted In the

resources for high-priority public investments; in technology; for children;

in health, nutrition, and hotising in

human security; In Infrastructure and
the environment, and In democracy
'and development 1mm eastern Europe
and the Third World. It includes the

House-passed child care legislation,
arid moderate and realistic human cap-

ital investments from prenatal care
and maternal nutrition to Head Start

and other education. it includes trainover the horizon. However, wishing Ing funds, which will help those afwill not make it happen, and there Is fected by the defense cutback as well

JEC Annual Report. And we need to
invest in our people—from Infant nutrition and child care to effective educational standards and teacher background, and job skills for the disadvantaged, immigrants and those dis- or aid to Eastern Europe. Fourth,
placed by changes in technology and pass-the-buck policies shift burdens to

economy. it encompasses public investment In technology—such as the
critical science and research activities
of the National Science Foundation—

as well as public investment infrastructure and the environment—highways, aviation, Superfund and EPA.
Funding for Medicaid, food stamps,

rural housing, and the war on drugs
take a humanitarian posture in distributing the gains of a healthier economy.

There are funds In the resolution to
other levels of government—like man- address
trade.
more adequately the needs of
dated
cost
savings
under
Medicaid,
and
Third, we need a schedule of annual
orelgn nations making fragile
reductions
in
grants
for
sewage
treatdeficit reduction that is neither too
toward democratic and ecoment and public housing moderniza- progress
tight nor too loose.
nomic reforms. We cannot permit
tion;
fifth,
cut-now-pay-later
policies
A deficit reduction schedule that is
governments to fall or
the problem In time, putting it democratic
too rigorous will lead to smoke-and- shift
allow other developed nations to preoff
for
another
day—like
the
capital
mirrors trickery, and those games in- gains tax cut; and sixth, shell games empt our key economic relationships
crease spending and hurt our economy shift expenses off budget or conceal with the emerging economies of Latin
In the long run. it may even cause a them in an accounting maze—like America and Eastern Europe.
recession immediately. But a schedule ending indirect subsidies to the Postal
These accomplishments 'in the
that asks too little will allow our debt Service. Finally, a sizable number of budget resolution do not come easily.
to mount, and further erode our eco- the administration's proposals have There will be a price to pay. in regard
nomic strength.
been submitted before and failed to to taxes, and to the deficit reduction
Fourth, we need credibility with the achieve political support on either side from entitlements as well, the Budget
public at large and with the financial of the aisle—like cuts of Amtrak subsi Committee has written multiyear recmarkets.
dies, or Social Security payroll tax- onciliation Instructions into the resoThe deficit is fundamentally a long- ation of State and local governmenm lution. For revenues, these instructerm problem—eroding our savings employees. We have not yet received tions require not only the same
and our investment for the future. the estimate we requested from 0MB amount of net additional revenues in
Therefore, we need a long-term solu- of the dollar total of such proposed fiscal year 1991 as the Bush budget,
tion. This means actual deficit reduc- deficit reductions; we put the amount but also that these revenue gains be
sustained over future years. Too often
tion, rather than revenues borrowed at almost $10 billion.
from future fiscal years and expendiBecause of the Presidents "no new in the past, multiyear plans have been
tures bunted backwa.rd and forward to taxes" pledge, temporizing has been enacted merely to cover over a lack of
achieve cosmetic success in one parS the standard budgeting procedure. action In the budget year with vague
ticular year.
The major source of our budgetary good intentions. But long-term budgetLong-term policies—especially those problems Is lack of leadership from ing with fir-rn InstructIons, if those inthat entail some cost—are a test of the the President to move us forward In structions are upheld In future fiscal
Government's credibility. I believe constructng an acceptable, compre- years, can avoid the sin of cutting revnow, and paying later.
that the American people know in- hensive package. The problem is v.ors- enues
Long-term planning also plays a crustinctively that our eccmomic course is ened by an unbalanced Grammwrong: they know that we must pay Rudrnan process that has outlived its cial role in this budget resolution's
our bills as a society. Therefore, they usefuiness it now Just invites smoke handling of defense. Witnesses before
the JEC have cautioned that any truly
will accept—in fact, I believe that they and mirrors budgeting.
want and expect—decisive action to The budget resolution before us sizable peace dividend will be several
get our economy moving again. They today does a better job than the ad- years In coming. An emphasis on quick
will leave us with a weakened
are prepared for a deficit reduction ministrations budget in addressing the savings
establishment and will waste
program, provided that It is credible. Nation's needs. Gone are such political defense
In the long run. The budget
that we have played r,onstarters as no Economic Develop- money
Our problem
our budget games for so long—with all ment Administration money or resolution before us makes a prudent
in defense outlays from the
of the best intentions, to be sure—that Amtrak subsidies; Medicaid and reduction
sewage treatment politices that would current services baseline; and it makes
we have no credibility left.
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substantially larger reduct:ions in
budget authority. The outlay savings
are achievable without damaging readInes, 11 we distribute them wisely. The

saving and investment, and complicate
our economic relations with the rest of
the world.
There Is no magic number for deficit
reduction that is blessed by a consensus of respected economists. But proceeding at the pace in this resolution—
tional development.a take a dlaappolnt about $25 billion per year, net of new
Ing tur
Initiatives and administrative
Having said what is right about the and if all the Instructions in savings
reso
budget resolution. I must mention lution are carried out—wouldthe
take far
some things that are wrong; while the too long to achieve the domestic
administration broke new ground in its saving and investment performance of
commission of the seven deadly sins of the 1960's. With this resolution, we
budgeting, the resolution is not free of have not' achieved enough deficit reguilt. First, the resolution starts with
to be credible with the Amenthe administration's economic and duction
can people and with financiers around
technical assumptions; it blows the the world.
budget's second-hand smoke. Though
CONCLUSION

reductions in budget authority will
prevent contractual commitments that
lock us Into future spending, if we
stick to our resolve In future fiscal
years. It will still be possible to add
speidIng authority later if Interna-

the resolution makes some gestures

toward reality, the first year's forecast
is far too close to the administration's.
We,, ourselves, do not believe those
nuiribers to be prudent; if we do not
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borrowed hJs mJo. Irijufficient def- optimistic economic assumptions, and
icit reduction will allow our debt to on the same unrealistic administrative
mount, starve our econor of needed savings, that were used in the President's budget.
The result Is that this resolation, although an improvement over the
President's budget, does not meet our
obligations to the Nation.
The ultimate danger here is that the

unrealism of our economic assump-

tions—though they are improved over
the administration's—and the optimis-

tic estimates of administrative saythgs—though the other deficit reduction action is far more solid than the
administration's—will once more violate the responsibility of this Congress
to get our fiscal house In order. Our
reserves of credibility are already far
too low. We have not done what we

know ought to be done.

Accordingly, with all respect to the
ThIs resolution Is an improvement distinguished
chairman of the Budget
on the administration's budget. The Committee
and his colleagues, I will
resolution's economic assumptions are

slightly more realistic than the admin- vote "no" on this resolution.
istration's. The defense figures in the
believe in the budget numbers, how resolution
are better than of the adcan we expect the public to have confi- ministration's,
though still short of
dence in the policies that we are pur- the new geopolitical
reality. The nonsuing?
defense
outlays
include
fewer of the
Of course, part of the problem rests
with the Gramni-Rudman process, fanciful cuts in the administration's
budget, and use some of the proceeds
which gives the administration the of
the defense build-down to make
power to set the assumptions that can prudent—indeed,
essential—invest.
trigger sequestration. Under these cir- ments in infrastructure,
and
cunistances, it is natural for the Con knowledge. The revenue people,
instructions
gres to adopt the administration's as- include no overstated management
resuniptions, because they always allow forms, and require that the revenues
reaching the Gramm-Rudman deficit be solid policy changes rather than
target with less pain. Indeed, it Is p0. timing shifts from one year to
antitically perilous to be the bearer of
the bad news that the administration other.
This resolution is a solid achieveso Publicly denies.
ment
of the dIstinguished chairman of
But once they stop denying the bad the Budget
Committee, Mr. PANETTA,
news, as they did in the mildsession and I commend
hlin for it. It is hard to
revllew last summer and as they seem imagine that anyone
have done
o 'be doing now for political advan- a better Job, under thecould
circunistances.
Lage, then we in the Congress will be
But from my perspective,

even
ronfronted with the need fox tens of granting Mr. PANETrAS achievement
in
billions of dollars of additional deficit formulating the resolution, superiority
reduction. This will extract a heavy over the administration's budget is not
cost in terms of credibility from a Con- an adequate test. We are left with the
gress that declares victory in this reso- question of whether the resolution is
lution; we will have to tell the Anieri- good enough—whether it meets our oban people, yet another time, that the ligations to the country, to our conactual deficit will bear not the least re- stituents who are waiting for decisive
3ernblance to the number we claimed action against the deficit. This is a
Ln our congressional budget. Instead, judgment call that every Member
we must acknowledge now that there must make, and I do not begrudge any
are great uncertainties surirounding other Member his independent Judghe level of the fiscal year 1991 budget ment, but I must exercise mine.
teficit. We should confess that it Is We have labored for the last decade

likely to be well above the $64 billion without responsible Presidential leadS
Gramm-Rudman
target—but
we ership, or leadership from Congress,
should refuse to assign magical prop- on fiscal policy. Over that decade, as
erties to that target. What fts impor- we have accumulated a mountain of
t.ant Is solid deficit reduction. Without debt, the budget submissions have
It, here Is no question that our deficit turned a blind eye to the problem.
will be too large.
Even worse, Presidents have engaged
Furthermore, the deficit reduction in governance by slogan, which has
Ln the budget resolution is smaller made
addressing the problem more
than I would prefer, discounting the difficult.
Chairman PANETrA and his
highly uncertain components—those distinguished colleagues on the
lependent on the effectiveness of ad- Budget Committee were constrained
tniiciistrative actions in collecting reve- by the lack of Presidential leadership,
iues, selling assets, and so cn. Along
as a result, had to rely on essenwith the President's smoke, we have and
tially the same imprudent and overly
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ajnple, a former machinist of a tool
and die shop may want to retire but
still work part-time because there is
such a demand for his talents. Many
seniors Just cannot afford to live on a

Social Security benefit check alone.
For whatever reason a senior choos-

es to stay In the work force, he will
face an excessive penalty once the
amount he earns is above the $9,360
limit.

When combined with other taxes a
senior is forced to pay, the earnings
limit penalty puts that senior at a 56
percent effective marginal tax rate—
twice the rate we ask millionaires to
pay! For a senior working at a Job that

pays $5 per hour, he will only take

home $2.20 an hour after his earnings
go above the $9,360 limit.

The penalty is even worse for someone whose spouse collects a check as a

dependent. Not only is the senior penalized $1 for every $3 over the limit
he earns, his wife's check is penalized

Mr. HASTERT. Mr. Chairman,
America is known throughout the

the same amount, or If she is under 65,
$1 for every $2 over the penalty. That
means a man with a 64-year-old wife
would lose $5 out of the $6 he earned
over the $9,360 limit.

WHAT ULD THE OLDER AMERICANs' YRZEDOM
TO woiuc ACT 1)0?
world as the land of opportunity. A
Because of the significant economic
place where a person can work hard
and freely use his talents and ability opportunities made possible by repeal
to make a better life for himself and of the earnings limit, H.R. 2460, the

his children. But for one certain group
In our society, that promise is conditional. For our older American workers who choose to remain productive
in order to Improve their standard of
living, they find the Government
takes the vast bulk of their additional

Older Americans' Freedom To Work

Act, has been incorporated into the
American Economic Opportunity Act.
HR. 2460 repeals the Social Sccurity
earnings limit for persons over the age

of 65. In effect, my bill lowers the
exempt age from 70 to 65 years of age,

wages through a special tax that ap- allowing the senior to earn as much as

plies only to them.
he is capable of earning.
Of all the taxes the Federal GovernNo one should be dependent upon

ment Imposes on senior citizens, the the Federal Government in their evmost Insidious and counterproductive eryday lives. H.R. 2460 would give
is the Social Security earnings test.
working seniors the opportunity to
control their own lives, limited only by
WHAT IS THE !ARNINGS TEsT?
The earnings test is a limit placed on their own ambitions to work and save.

seniors who continue to work after
they retire and begin to collect their

WHO BENEFITS FROM REPEAL?

Most obviously, the older workers of

Social Secuirty benefits. For 1990, that America benefit once the earnings
limit is $9,360 dollars.
limit is repealed. Specifically, twoFor seniors over the age of 65, the thirds of those who benefit from
penalty for earning more than $9,360 repeal are seniors who have been low
is a $1 loss In Social Security benefits to middle income wage earners
for every $3 over the limit earned. It throughout their working
A
should be noted that only earned middle-class senior will need lives.
to work
Income is counted when determining to supplement their Social Security
the earnings test. Non-earned income, check.
such a pensions, investment Income,
Another group which would benefit
Interest income, or income from cap- from repeal is the small business
ital gains, is not counted In this deter- owner. As you know, the labor pool is
mthation. The earnings limit only pe- shrinking. Small businesses are having
nalizes those who work.
an especially tough time hiring experiWHO IS AmCTKD bY THE LARNINGS TEST?
enced, willing, and dependable workThe earnings limit affects many sen- ers. The earnings limit was established

In many different ways. One during the Depression to force older
senior may need to work because workers out of the work force, creatiors

Social Security cannot cover the high
cost of medical care. Another senior
may need to work because her work
history was too short and therefore
her benefit check is small. Other seniors want to continue to be productive

ing job opportunities for younger

workers. In this day and age, it is ridiculous to have a tax policy determining
whether people will be productive.
Many businesses have contacted me
wanting the earnings limit repealed so

while at the same time retired. For ex- that they can retain their experienced
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workers. In our society, some of the concerned about new taxes and reve- construction, with the Federal prison
most skilled and work-oriented people nues within the resolution. Third, in Michigan being overcrowded at a
are those approachIng 65 and over. there is defense policy and what it 93-percent capacity, law enforcement
Some of the most prized employees In means for national security and to my officials in Michigan react to this
this Nation are those who know the home State of Michigan. Finally, in- function, this absense of funds in
sufficient funds to win the war on terms of winning the war on drugs,
value of a hard day's work.

April 25, 1990

The economy s a whole would bene- drugs.
The resolution that will be debated
fit from repeal of the earnings limit. It
Is estimated that the Government and discussed has roughly an $11.5 bilwould collect $4.9 billion In additional lion reduction in the defense function.
taxes which would result In a $140 mil- There are some enormous and monulion net Increase In Federal revenues.
mental changes that have occurred
The effects of eliminating the earn- around the world. Many of them are

Ings limit are difficult to predict because so much of a senior's income
now Is part of the "underground"
economy. However, a study done by
the National Center for Policy Analy-

they are aaylng no.

When you look at the education

side, It is a two-front war, education
and enforcement. I happen to feel we
should target specific funds toward
the Drug Awareness Resistance Education Program, the DARE Progain,

positive. I have seen some of them where you reach new children K
firsthand in Berlin.
through 6 at a young age to instill in
But the coercion and fear and in- them resistance techniques, peer prestimidation

upon

the

Lfthuanlan sure. We need to target specific dollars

people by the Soviet Union In my and cents to school districts to win the
sis, estimates that without an earnings opinion is causing a Baltic Curtain to war on drugs and teach and educate

ilmIt 700,000 seniors would enter the be created upon freedom In Lfthuanla. young people the perils of substance
labor market. As a result, our annual It is the darker side of perestroika. It abuse.
output of goods and services would in- threatens to shatter glasnost.
So whether it is sufficient funds In
By those actions we should be re- the war on drugs, defense policy miscrease by at least $15.4 billion.
As you can see, eliminating the earn- minded and let us not be naive in the calcuations, higher taxes, which we do
ings limit for retired workers makes conduct of foreign policy and defense not need, or If there is to be a peace
good economic sense. It would brIng in policy. If there is to be a peace divi- dividend let it be a tax reduction diviadditional tax dollars and contribute dend, I happen to feel there needs to dend and a deficient reduction divito the overall output of goods and be a deficit reduction dividend and a dend, these conclusions draw me to
tax reduction dividend.
services.
decision of voting no on the resoBeyond that, the earnings limit is I had hoped to offer an amendment the
lution.
that
would
take
the
$11.5
billion
rejust plain unfair. Why should one
Mr. Chairman, the resolulion reported by the
group be penalized for wanting to be duction, the so-called peace dividend, committee
a flawed vision for both
productive? This is an outdated, dis- and have some $6.35 billion allocated America's represents
future and the peace dMdend. Alcriminatory tax that needs to be ellini- to tax reduction and roughly $5.15 bil- though I attempted
to obtain a rule to offer an
lion allocated to deficit reduction.
nated.
amendment redistributhg the malority's deThat
did
not
occur.
I
wish
it
had.
My bill, H.R. 2460, is currently pendto deficit reLet us go to taxes. On the Issue of fense cuts from excess spending
ing in the Ways and Means Subcomand taxpayer relief, as contained in
mittee on Social Security with 200 co- taxes in Michigan and I think in most ducbon
House Resolution 359, I was not granted
sponsors. Soon, a majority of the part8 of America people are not naive my
opportunily. Furthermore, the Budget
that
enough
to
think
If
you
raise
taxes,
you
House will have cosponsored this legisCommittee
makes massive cuts in
lation. Now, Mr. Chairman, is the ttme are going to have a national mortgage our nationalresolution
defense without providing backto act so that we can take advantage burning party on Cadillac Square in ground to support
the number and provide
of the rich wealth of human capital Detroit or Pennsylvania Avenue here guidance for Members
to determine their
In
Washington.
that America's senior work force has
No. it will be used for new programs. soundness and vote accordingly. Additionally.
to offer.
This budget, unfortunately, does not funding for our Nation's war on drugs is instil-

have a capital gains tax reduction,

ficient and misdirected. The fact that the

growth for new business startups in

attest to the necessity of including budget

which I feel would be a kick start and budget resolution s on the floor today, as opa jump start for entrepreneurial posed to the beginning of the month, will
this country. That is lacking. It is deficient. I am voting no.

reform In any serious pohcy statement. Even
as a negotiating document, this resolution is
sadly incapable of providing the visionary

see an $11.5 billion deficit reduction in

Ieadersh,p the times require.

With respect to defense policy, we

the resolution on the floor. The other
Mr. SCHUEII1. Mr. Chairman, as a body is talking about some $13.9 bil-

member of the Committee on the lion roughly in defense reductions.
What that will do is cut into the
Budget. I have great regard and respect for the stellar talents of the gen- meat of our conventional strength,
tleman from California [Mr. PANETTA]

like the M-1 tank.

When you see the modernization of
and the ranking member, the gentleman from Minnesota [Mr. FazgL]. Soviet tank production across the
Let me first congratulate them and world, where they have outproduced
commend them on their hard work the United States by a ratio of 5 to 1
and diligence in a process and area in 1986 and 1988 ad 3.5 to 1 in 1987.
that is not easy and which is fraught they are retiring their T-1O tanks.
with difficulty. Certainly these two They had spoke wheels. Let us make
gentlemen and my colleagues on the sure we negotiate conventional force
Budget Committee have worked long reduction from a position of strength.

There are two centrai problems with the
policy n this document Primarily, the $100 bilhon in taxes contained give sufficient reason
to reject the resolution out of hand. Furthermore, there is $114 biflion in program expansions over the baseline In this resohition. The
peace dividend should be applied toward deficit reduction and taxpayer relief, as my
amendment would have done.
There are a number of other provisions as
or nearly as objectionable as the new taxes
and programmatic Increases. The $30 billion
in budget authority and $11.5 billion in Outlays

to be reduced in the defense function were
proposed In the absence of any submisson by

If you reduce by the amount that Secretaiy Cheney. The commatee is perfectly
and hard on this whole budget Issue.
Mr. Chairman. I rise this evening in many have talked about, It will cut aware that the Sectetazy s in the process of
opposition to the resolution being pre- into that M-1 tank production. That is wo,ldng up a recommendation for a safe, reaented to us and upon which we will unwise for America's national security sponsible defense build down—one whch will
vote soon, and for four basic reasons. objectives and for people in Michigan. cause the minimum of lob and economic disFinally, drugs. To win the war on location, meet any anticipated continued
First, the allocation of the peace dividend and how we should make deci- drugs it is important that we have suf- threat abroad, acknowledge our role as de-

sions and make priorities in terms of ficient funds to win the war. When I fender of freedom, and yet respond reahsticalthe future of America. Second, I am see only $230 million for new prison ly to the changes in the wodd which have
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happened so quickly in the past 6 months,
and which continue to evo've as we speak.
In this context, it is irnpos'tant to remember
that the numbers in question are put forward
without any backup. Presumably, these will be
fought out in the authorizing and appropriating
commitlees. However, in this case, abent any
departmental recommendation, I feel cornpelled to add—as at least one membir noted
during committee debate—that it is always
conventional procurement programs which get
short shrift in such cases—precisely the pro.

The resolution is certainty specific enough
as to how the American xpayer's burden will
be increased. Rather than providing deficit re&jction and opportunity, a kue peace dividend
for the American taxpayers from the perhaps

Iortunate defense cuts, or giving sufficient
credit to average Americans to assume that
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out programs which take from the majonty of
tower and middle income taxpayers in order to
provide service little needed by those who
toot the bill, but much loved by the special interests those who wiH expand or create them
serve.

It this is a negotiating document ft fails to
take into consideration the most important
to figure out how best to spend their own budget process reforms, such as those conmoney, the majortty has added $114 billion of tained in H.R. 1957 and legislation I shalt
new spending over the 5-year period. This shortly introduce. Protection of Social Security
they might gist have enough common sense

new spending, which wH fund increased Fed.

grams which give the taxpayers the most eral and State bureaucratization of social and deficit reduction ensured by extension of
bang for their procurement dollar in our ex- spending, is an insult to the taxpayer who has Gramm-Rudman.Hollings targets into the
panded role as defender of freedom across
the globe. This is especially true of programs
such as the M—1 tank.

a nght to choose his own spending options—a
right frequently ignored by the majority, which
would do well to remember these very issues
were central to events such as the Boston tea
p&ty.

The Soviet Union still out produces the
United States by thousands of modern tanks
per year. Last year, for instance, Soviet tank
This $114 billion does not count one of the
production was 3,000 units. By comparison, most egregious insults to taxpayer common
the United States produced only 720 M—1 sense to come down the Iegislathie pipeline in
tanks last year. The U.S.S.R. is projected to years, a child care program which presumes
produce at least 1500 units this year, in spite Americans not only can barely be trusted to

of the resource scarce. Soviet economy—
nearly 10 times the U.S. production 01 186
tanks to date in 1990. Their new tanks roll
throui]h the distressed,

resource deprived

communities of Lithuania. There wou'd seem
no clearer argument for continued pioduction

of tanks and other conventional hardware
than this prime example of their continued necessity. Yet, the resolution appears silent on

this isue.
Furihermore, the proposed defense reduct,ons are not used to produce a peace dividend for either deficit reduction or taxpayer
relief. Many Members of both bodies have
proposed reductèon in the burden of the lower

and middle income taxpayer. Many would
prefer legislation such as H.R. 4104 Etnd 4105,

which provide an increased standard deduchon and or increased individual retirement ac-

count deduction for those truly lcwer and
middle income taxpayers. Legislation such as

H.R. 4104 and 4105 wouid allow these taxpayers flexibiflty to make choices as to which
i4em they most truly need—chi$d care, housKg, education, catastrophic or long term medical care. Members have also expressed interest in ctease in the earned income tax

credit, or a variety of other worthy tax reductions. These tax reduction proposals are so
numerous among bills introduced in this session of Congress that one would assume even

a negotiating document, as this is advertised
to b, would take into account the very num
bers of proposals to reduce the tax burden
and act accordingly.

Furthermore, where is the capital gains tax

reduction for which a malority of Members
voted last year? HJR. 4103 would provide a 15

percent flat capital gains rate for Mdividuas,

and a 10 percent rate for indivicguals who
invest in the future of our Nation's economy
by funding start up enterprises. Other Mernbers have proposed similar Iegtsfatic,n. Yet no

notation is made not only of the wili of the
House, but of the will of the American taxpay-

er for a change in the Tax Code to spur lob
and opportunity creation. As most experts in
the fed acknowlege, this proposal would
brini in revenue. Thus, it the majority truly

second half of the 1990's in order to truly balance the Federal budget. Every member of
the commitlee is perfectly aware that reforms
such as line-item veto, a balanced budget
amendment

to

the

Constitution,

multiyear

budgeting—of which this supposed 5-year
plan might represent an example were ft as
advertised—rescission authority, supermajon.
ties to increase taxes or entittement spending
and even more technical details will be a part
chse care foc their children, but that any of any Iandmarlc legislation which deals honsectarian providers chosen must be zealously estly with deficit reduction.
The irresponsibility of direct and indirect inregulated, to the point of removing the sectarian nature of the program which led the parent creases in taxation and huge programmatic
to choose it in the first place.. This folly, which expansions contained in this document are
certainly seems to the constituents of the 10th deplorable. Although there are three truly
District of Michigan to violate the cohcept of commendable items in the proposal, full fundseparation of church and state, has been built ing for the drug abuse resistance education
into the resolution's basehne—even before grants [DARE]—which I have pending legisla.
enactment. Sensible people wouid have only tion. H.R. 3723, to reauthorize-and Camp
incSuded funding for truly fair programs, which David accord nations—which Mr. BERMAN and
do not imperil the religious nature of child care I sought last year—and logical, fully funded
$100 million base for support of agricultural
chosen precisely for its religious nature.
Additionally, the new programs include inad- research needed to assist in feeding the
equate drug funding which does nothing to world's population and moving forward in apaddress the crisis in our Nation's prison over- plied agricultural industries, surely the majority
crowding. When this country has securety s1ould be able to provide a betler vision for
locked away those who would peddle drugs to Amenca's future even if it is only for use as a
our chdren and other citizenry, rather than bargaining tool. Americans as individuals are
turning them loose or over to parole boards far betler equipped to spend thew own money
for lack of judges and prisons, we shall have than their elected representatives.
far fewer drug users to rehabilitate. The $23
million provided in the basefine for prison
funding will not go far in a system where the
Federal pnson in Milan, MI is 93 percent overcrowded.

Costly entitlement programs are expanded

by at least the admitted $15 billion ovei- 5
years. The resolution, of coLxse, fails to menbon these add ons will cost States an equivalent amount, and inthrectiy force more State
and local burden oto our citizens.

The entitlement boondoggle is enhanced
when one realizes the purported removal of
Social Security from the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings deficit does nothing more than discount
the revenues coming into the trust fund, while
failing to provide any adequate surety for the

iterest payments from wtch a substantial
amount of the surplus is denved.
Furthermore, the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings
deficit reduction targets which have resulted in
what ttfe fiscal discipline has been exerted in

this Congress over the past 5 years are not
extended to ensure the future of either deficit
re1uction or the Social Security trust fund sur-

pkises being accumulated to pay our future
obligations. Inevitably, given

the mood of

some in Congress as expressed by this document, this deficit will increase and those funds
will be raided, ensunng precisely what the ma-

cannot survive any maricup without increasing
the inexorable revenue intake of thE Treasury,
why is a cut in the capital gains rate, on whct jority seems to intend: yet a greater tax
the opinion of the House has already been ex- burden U the future. No doubt to be used so
pressed, not specified?
that those in Congress may cont;nue to dole
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Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Chairman, I re-

serve the balance of my time, and I

move that the Committee do now rise.
The motion was agreed to.
Accordingly the Committee rose;

and the Speaker pro tempore [Mr.

McNuLTY] having assumed the chair,
Mr. MCCURDY, Chairman pro tempore
of the Committee of the Whole House

on the State of the Union, reported
that that Committee, having had
under consideration the concurrent

resolution (H. Con. Res. 310) setting
forth the congressional budget for the
U.S. Government for the fiscaJ years
1991, 1992. 1993, 1994, and 1995, had
come to no resolution thereon.

H 17F7
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19.90

PROVIDING FOR FURTHER CON-

SIDERATION OF HOUSE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 310,
CONCURRENT RESOLUTION ON

THE BUDGET, FISCAL YEAR
1991

Mr. MOAKLEY. Mr. Speaker, by di-

rection of the Committee on Rules, I
call up House Resolution 382 and ask
for its immediate consideration;
The Clerk read the resolution, as follows:
H. REs. 382

Resolved, That at any time after the adop-

tion of this resolution the Speaker may.
pursuant to clause 1(b) of rule XXIII, declare the House resolved Into the Committee of the Whole House on the State of the
Union for the further consideration of the

concurrent resolution (H. Con. Res. 310) set-

tIng forth the congressional budget for the

United States Government for the fiscal

years 1991, 1992, 1,993, 1994. and 1995. After

general debate, the concurrent resolution
shall be considered as having been read for
amendment under the five-minute rule. No

amendment to the concurrent resolution
shall be In order except the amendments
printed In the report of the Committee on
Rules accompanying this resolution. Said
amendments shall be considered In the
order and manner specified in the report
and all points of order against the amend-

ments are hereby waived. Said amendments
shall be considered as having been read and
shall be debatable for the time specified in

the report, equally divided and controlled
by the proponent and a Member opposed
thereto. Said znendments shall not be subject to amendment. If more than one of the
amendments In the nature of a substitute
made in order by this resolution has been

April 26
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adopted, Only the last such amendment
which has been adopted shall be considered

as having been finally adopted In the Com-

mittee of the Whole and reported back to
the House. It shall be In order to consider

the amendment or amendments provided In
section 305(aX5) of the Congressional
Budget Act of 1974. as amended, necessary
to achieve mathematical consistency. At the
conclusion of the consideration of the concurrent resolution for amendment, the
Committee shall rise and report the concur-

rent reoslution to the House with such

amendments as may have been adopted, and
the previous question shall be considered as

ordered on the concurrent resolution to
final adoption without Intervening motion.
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CONCURRENT RESOLUTION ON
THE BUDGET, FISCAL YEAR 1991
The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr.
WISE. Pursuant to Rouse Resolution
382 and rule Xxiii, the Chair declares

the House in the Committee of the

Whole House on the State of the

Union for the further consideration of
the concurrent resolution, House Concurrent ResolutIon 310.
0 1143
IN THE COMMITrE

OP

THJ WHOLE

Accordingly the House resolved
itself Into the Committee of the

Whole House on the State of the
Union for the further consideration of
the concurrent resolution (H. Con.

Res. 310) setting forth the congres-

siona budget for the U.S. Government
for the fiscal years 1991, 1992, 1993,
1994, and 1995, with Mr. McNVLT!
(Chairman pro tempore) In the chair.
The Clerk read the title of the concurrent resoutAon.
The CHAIRMAN pro tempore. (Mr.

McNmy). When the Committee of
the Whole House rose on Wednesday,
April 25, 1990, the gentleman from
California [Mr. PANVrrA] had 1 hour

and 21 mInutes of general debate time

remaining, and the gentleman from
Minnesota (Mr. FiIzL] had 1 hour

and 47 mInutes remaining.
The Chair recognizes the gentleman
from California (Mr. PAsETrA].

Mr. PAN1'TA. Mr. Chairman,

I

yield myself euch time as I may consume.

Mr. Charnmn, t Is the Intention of
the committee to provide 50 minutes
to the gentleman from California (Mr.
DEUuMs] from the Black Caucus, to
te that time aa he wishes for genera'
debate, and then retain the balance of
the time for the committee.
Our Intention to try to ee If we
can keep our debate to rOU&itly 8fl
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hour, give or take a few minutes as
need requires, and to try to limit it as
much as possible so that we can move
Into the amendment process hopefully

sometime between 1 and 1:30.
In that spirit, Mr. Chairman, I
would first start off by yielding 4 min-

utes to the gentleman from Massachusetts (Mr. Fiwic].
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trying to do anything about the defi- We could spend the dollars in decit.
fense more effectively. I think of some
I still think the most Important of the programs I have worked on, for
problem this country has is the lack of
a balanced budget. And we do not need
to get there with new taxation.
This committee budget does In fact
have a tax increase of some $20 biilon
in 1 year and $111 billion over 5 years.
We do not need that to solve the prob-

Instance, the AMRAM, there is $1.5

lem.

budge that I am not happy with that

billion in the 1991 budget for the
AMRAM. It does not work, the tests

are not showing that, and yet it goes

up to the DAB and gets a continuation.

There are two items in the Bush

I would just relate that I have a 15. are regional concerns. One is the Bonyear-old son who this last week had to neville Power marketing system that
file a tax return on his earnings as a we have In the Northwest. Each year I
bus boy. Last year he made around have been here in the Congress in 10
$2,500 and he paid 176 dollars' worth years we get a proposal from 0MB
of taxation between State and Federal. that we are going to sell this, we are
I think there are many things that we going to change the mortgaging and

are doing that are counterproductive the system set up in the mid-1930's.
to Incentive and initiative that are re- That is not fair to the Northwestern
quired to make our system work. I citizens I represent, and I do not perknow the gentleman from California sonally like that.
earlier said that there were millions of
There are two other items on which
children without enough money to eat I submitted a minority report. One is

and a lot of problems. There is no that we fully fund the NOA.A Coastal
doubt about that. But we are not Water Quality Habitat and Fisheries
going to solve those problems with Program of $1.6 billion. I think that is

Federal dollars being taken away from extremely Important. The other is to
working people and redistributed provide a funding level to clean up the

through the Federal bureaucracy and nuclear waste that is at Hanford, the
given back.
defense materials. I think that is ex-

I think we would be better off to tremely Important not only to the

the opportunity allowed by
people who are working and who are
wanting to provide those services
themselves. So that is maybe a philosophical difference, but I think it is a
very basic difference in what we are
trying to do with our country.
We do have In this committee
budget 18 billion dollars' worth of inhave

creased domestic spending, $15 billion
In new entitlements. Where is the
greatest growth in this budget? It is in

the entitlement area, and we have
worried about that for years and

years, but we do nothing about it here
but add to the problem.
The outlay cuts in defense I am not
really as concerned about. I think we

need a very, very good strategy on
what this country Is going to stand
for, how we are going to protect the
country, and how we get rid of a lot of
the bureaucracy In the military, and
get to the kind of equipment we need
to have to defend my family and yours
and the people that I represent.

In one area here I think what is
to get to a negotiation, so the only
reason I would vote for the Bush

going to happen is that we are going

budget is I think it is better than the

committee budget in trying to move us
to negotiations. The Budget Commit-

tee ought to be done away with. We
ought to have basically two Represent-

atives, two Senators, and the White

Mr. DENNY SMITH. Mr. Chairman, House people to try and solve these
I thank the gentleman for yielding problems. That is the way we end up
time to me.
always.
Mr. Chairman, I am in a quandary. I
We should freeze the budget. I have

do not know whether I am going to
vote for the Bush budget. I do know
for sure I am going to vote for the
committee budget. I think that the
committee budget falls far short In

been after that for a number of years.
Had we done that in 1981, we would
have had a balanced budget by 1983.
We have the growth In our budget activity.

entire country but to the people in the
Northwest part of the country.
So I have submitted additional views
on the budget resolution, and I hope

to have those included within the
budget as it goes forward.

Mr. Chairman, I yield back the bal-

ance of my time.
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Huge Federal deficits continue to Then there are the increasingly
put a brake on economic growth, drivtrig up the cost of capital, limiting capital investment and absorbing private
savings. During the 1980's. Federal
deficits consumed mare than 66 per-

urgent challenges we face with respect
to housing and health care: over 3 mil.
lion homeless people nationally, 90.000

of them in my home State of Michigan; 37 million working Americans
cent of all the net private savings, currently without any health tnsur•
compared with Just 20 percent in the ance whatsoever. And, disgracefully,

1970's and only 3 percent in the 1960's. 19 of 22 leading industrialized nations
Today. Incredibly, we pay $180 billion now have lower infant mortality rates
for just the interest on the natlonal than we have in the United States.

debt. This constitutes just under 17

On top of all this, the continuing

the largest direct Investment in the

These, then. are some of the most

percent of the total Federal budget!
savings and loan bailout threatens to
We have become the largest debtor claim an increasingly large share of
nation in the world, owing over $741 scarce budgetary resources: by some
billion overseas, and the buying of estimates the final accounting of the
America by foreign interests continues bailout could balloon to a cost of
to accelerate. The British have, by far. nearly $500 billion.
United States, exceeding $101 billion.
Additionally. 7 percent of all American
assets and 17 percent of all U.S. financial assets have come under the con-

urgent problems we face. They did not
appear overnight, and we cannot
simply wish them away. They are the
product of many years of
trol of foreign Interests. Should this cumulative
neglect
and
indifference and wishful
trend continue, this latter figure will thinking—and
they will require many
reach 25 percent by 1995.
of creative and determined
What Is worse, in a number of key years
to resolve.
economic sectors, from semiconductors effort
But I firmly believe there is not one

to television sets, we continue to see of these problems that is insoluble—
America's position in international
if we face them squarely and real.
markets erode. Today, of the world's not
100 largest corporations, no more than Istically. The time for blame throwing
35 are American•owned, 50 are Japa• and finger pointing Is past. The time
nese•owned and 12 are owned by Euro- for rebuilding is now.
We must act. simultaneously, on two
peans.
Our infrastructure of roads, bridges, fronts. First, we must solve the proband highways is crumbling. Just look lem of the Federal deficit once and for
at the condition of our federally built a!l. Any hope of sustainable lnng-term
highways and bridges: 77,000 bridges— economic growth for America will rest

28 percent of the total—are either on our ability to get our economic
structurally defident or functionally house in order. The deficits represent

obsolete; 80,000 miles of pavement are a steady drain on our nct savings. and
classified as in pocr condilion, while the $180 bWon annual interest we pay
Mr. WOLPE. Mr. Chairman, I rise in another 300,000 miles are only in fair on our $3 triiflor national debt is pure,

strong support of the House Budget cond I ton.
Committee resolution, and want to
Our educational system is in disarpay tribute to Chairman PANETTA ray: American universities currently
whose leadership has he'ped to chart have 1.600 vacancies in engineering
a critically needed new budgetary faculty positions; foreign students
course for the Congress and for the score on average 100 points higher
country.
than U.S. students on the graduate
Around the world, this is a time of record examination for mathematics:
unprecedented changes. For America, four-fifths of elementary school math
these changes present us with an un• teachers are not fully qualified to
usual opportunity to begin to address teach math; two-thirds of elementary
a number of new challenges that we science teachers are not fully qualified
face—challenges to our economy, to to teach science. And 23 milflon Amerour society, and to our future. The icans are functionally illiterate.
As for the environment. this past
committee resolution, in my view, is
sensitive to these challenges and, if weekends celebration of the 20th anadopted by this Congress. will help niversary of Earth Day has brought
generate among Americans a new into focus the major challenges we
sense of hope and possThllity.
It Is clear that our economy Is in

trouble—'iving standards are in decline—more and more Americans are
living on the economic margin. This fi-

nancial decline is especially true for
young families, Between 1979 and
1987, the median income in real dollars of young families with family
heads under age 25 dropped by 30 per-

cent. The gap between rich arid poor
In America is widening dramatically,

the middle class Is being squeezed, and

working families are facing an increas-

ingly difficult struggle simply to make
ends meet.

unadulterated waste. Moreover, it is
simply riot right to ask our children
and our children's children to pay for
the profligacy of our own generation.
So we must bring those deficit.s down.
Second. we must—at the same time—
increase our investments in those
areas equally critical to our economic
need to
future. In this connection.
understand that in the 1980s the
share of Americas gross national

product devoted to investment in na•
tional economic growth dropped by 44
percent. And if we were to adopt the
budget proposed by President. Bush.
we would only further reduce the resources allocated to such investment.
Take. for example, transportation.
face there—challenges that require im- The Bush budget would cut total
mediate action. The Environmental budget authority by 10 percent this
Protection Agency has told us that 110 next year and by 22 percent by 1995.
million Americans breathe air that is And by fiscal year 1995, education
unhealthy, and the American Lung would be cut 15 percent below fiscal
Association estimates the national year 1990 levels. While the Bush
health care bill for air pollution-relat- budget proposes increases in a few
ed illnesses Is some $40 billion a year. educational programs, such as HeadIn addition, over $70 billion Is spent start, these tncreases are effectively
annually on the treatment and clean. paid for with cuts in other educational
up of hazardous waste—with two- areas, such as student financial aid.
thirds of that cost being borne by in- Under the administration's budget,
dustry. And on top of all this there are over 200.000 students currently receivthe potentially catastrophic problems ing financial assistance to attend colof ozone depletion and global climate lege would no longer have access to
this funding.
change with which we must contend.
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the environment, the Bush Budget Committee and the Congresbudget likewise reflects a net reduc- sional Black Caucus would start us
For

tion In budget authority and no real down this promising path. Even the
compensation for earlier cuts. By more modest defense reductions profiscal year 1995, it offers 33 percent posed by the Budget Committee
less Federal funding for environmen- would, over 5 years, produce a 25-pertal programs than at the start of the cent reduction in defense spending,
1980';.
pointing toward a possible reduction
So much for the bad news. The good of 50 percent by the end of the decade
news Is that the extraordinary If national security conditions warchanges that are taking place in this rant.
world of ours gives us, now, an oppor-

I also welcome the recommendations

tunity both to get our fiscal house in of both the Budget Committee and
order and to reorder our national pri- the Congressional Black Caucus to
orities in a way that will begin to seri- spread the resulting peace dividend
ously address the social and economic both between deficit reduction and
challenges we face—challenges that high pilority domestic investments.
pose the most immediate threat to our The Budget Committee, for example,
long-term national security.
ould commit 58 percent of the $251
In my judgment, both the budget billion defense savings realized during

that has emerged from the Rouse 1991-95 to deficit reduction, while 42
Budget Committee and the budget of- percent—some $106 billion—would be
fered by the Congressional Black reallocated to domestic uses. The

Caucus recognize this opportunity and Black Caucus goes much further in adoffer a creative blueprint for Ameil- dressing our urgent domestic needs,
ca's future.
but it does this by assuming a much
First, both budgets call for suibstan- larger revenue figure than Is achievatial deficit reduction. The E;udget ble without the President's active supCommittee resolution actually calls port. In this sense, I believe the
for fair greater deficit reduction over 5 Budget Committee's recommended
years than the administration's budget levels for domestic program increases
would require. Significantly, too, the are more realistic and far more likely

Budget Committee produces a. bal- to be achieved within the context of
anced budget over these 5 years with- our &ually urgent need to meet our
out the use of the Social Seiurity deficit reduction targets. I say this
trust fund surpluses.
with regret—because I believe that, in
Second, both budgets call for pru- many respects, the Black Caucus
dent reductions in Pentagon expendi- budget Is in fact more responsive to
tures, and the transfer of these say- the urgency of the challenges we face
fngs both to deficit reduction and to and to the aspirations of most AmeriIncreased investments in areas of cans for a sharper reordering of our
pressing domestic need. The Coiigres- national priorities. Nevertheless, both
sional Black Caucus budget cal]Is for budgets do in fact pofnt in a new direcdeeper defense reductions and more tion and hold out the promise for a
rapid investment transfers—but both more hopeful American future.
budgets point in the same direction Mr. Chairman, I urge the adoption
and are guided by the same reognl- of the Budget Committee resolution.
tion of the changing nature of our national security threat.
The Budget Committee calls ror a
reduction of $11.5 billion in defense

outlays below the current policy level,
while the Congressional Black Caucus
would reduce defense outlays in 1991
by some $27 billion. Both recoinmen-

datIon are in line with what some

leading defense analysts are telling us
can fn fact be achieved, without any
diminution whatsoever in our military
security. I would cite, for example, the
recent study by defense analyst Wil-

ham 1:caufman, undertaken by the
Brookitigs Institute. Kaufman, who
has seirved the Pentagon under both

Repub]tican and Democratic adn.ilnls-

trations, argues that over the next 10
years It Is realistic to contemplate
almost a 50-percent reduction In defense outlays. That Is, a steady, pru-

dent rcrafting of our defense force
structure and budget should permit
our annual defense outlays to be reduced from the current level of roughly $300 billion to some $160 billion by

the yc4r 2000—thereby freezing up
enormous new resources to invest in

the rebuilding of Ameiica. That 1; the
opportunity we must seize. Both the
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achievement without consideration of thoughtfulness, and for his hard work,
and I thank the other members of his
Social security.
We have some other things on which committee, including both Republicans
we agree. We believe in certain prior- and Democrats.
ities. But it. seems to me quite obvious
Mr. Chairman, if the gentleman has
that the Democrat budget., which I one additional speaker, I would reserve
find deficient, and the Republican my time until that speaker has conbudget, which Chairman PAiETrA cluded.
finds deficient, are similar in that they
Mr. PANETIA. Mr. Chairman, I
have been outrun by events.
thank the gentleman from Minnesota
The President's budget Is one that (Mr. FrEwzE1J, and I yield 3 minutes
was created nearly 6 months ago, cre- to the gentleman from California (Mr.
ated in a world that was quite differ- WAXIAN).
ent and in a country whose economic
Mr. WAXMAN. Mr. Chairman, I
conditions were quite different. One thank the chairman of the Budget
could say that it has been overcome by Committee for yielding time to me.
political events around the world and
Mr. Chairman, I rise in strong supby economic events In this country.
of the fiscal year 1991 budget resOn the other hand, the Panetta port
olution as reported by the House

budget suffers from the same prob- Budget Committee.
lems as the PresidenVs budget, beI particularly want to commend
cause it uses the economic assurnp- Chairman PANETTA for his leadership.
tions of the President's budget in the He has put together a health budget
first year, which is the pr'inicipal year
in question.

that rejects the Bush administration's

cause it has not reconciled all the savings, all of its savings, like the Bush
budget, it would fall short by approximately $20 billion of meeting the seMr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, we questered target.
have had a very interesting and quite So I think we can say that if we say

aid program, makes funds available for

assault on Medicare, puts more reSo it, too, has been overrun, and sources
into the underfunded Mediceven it were it achieve, as it cannot be-

a lengthy debate on the budget, on
Humphrey-Hawkins, on budget alter-

natives, and I think it is appropriate
now to think about putting the:m into
perspective.

the fight against AIDS, and provides
increases for other high-priority, lowincome health programs.
It is a health budget

that I as a

Democrat am proud to support It is
the Bush budget has been overcome far superior to the Bush health
by political events in the world and budget, and far superior to sequestraeconomic events In this country, we tion. Chairman PANrrA, Mrs. BOXER,
can say that the Panetta budget is and their Democratic colleagues deequally obsolete because of economic serve a great deal of credit.

There are some common threads events. In addition the Panetta budget The committee budget rejects the
running through the discussions on has been overrun by history. It is Bush proposal to slash $5.5 billion
both sides of the aisle. A few o1 them rooted in a philosophy that has been from Medicare. It limits required Medare these. First of all, this is only an obsolete since the middle of the De- icare cuts to $1.7 billion, the same
exercise that we are performing in the pression.
House of Representatives. If this resoSo obviously more is going to be exlution is passed, it goes to an uncertain pected of this House and of this Confutur in the other body, which looks gréss than it is willing to put forward in
like it has not achieved a consensus any of the alternatives. As a matter of

amount which

a

sequester would

produce. After the cutback.s and the
payment reforms we have enacted in
Medicare over the past several years,
massive cuts can no longer be made
yet.
fact, it has been said that the Presi- without adversely affecting Medicare
All Members admit that eventually dent's budget offered a cream puff, beneficiaries and, indeed, the viability
the arrangement is going to have to be and that the Panetta budget sees the of the delivery system itself. Een this
made in discussions between the Presi- cream puif and raises it one Napoleon. $1.7 billion will be difficult to achieve.

dent and Members of both parties in
The only chef which has offered us
both Houses. In a sense, then, this is any bullets on which to dine has been
only the preliminary. The finat bout Chairman RosKowsK!, and while
will not come until we achieve summit- most of us have not been willing to
ry.
accept his budget, I suspect many of
There are some other areas of agree- us have muttered an aside from time
ment, and I think it is better to think to time that there is more truth than
in terms of agreement than to think in poetry in that budget. Certail-kiy t.here
terms of all of the things that. keep is more suffering in what we are finalMembers apart. One of these Is that ly going to have to achieve than apwhatever kind of budget arrangement pears than either the Bush budget or
is made this year, it must be a mul- the Panetta Democratic budget. Our
tiyear agreement. One of the goad fea- future rations are going to be more
tures of the Panetta budget—and bullets than cream puffs.
Members will notice I resisted the
So I would say, let us not have any
temptation to say one of the few good illusions that we are voting on truth
features—is that it mandates reconci- and virtue here. We are voting on one
lation on a multiyear basis.
tiny step which will move us toward
the final compromise, the fina) com01340
promise must be achieved or we will
I thiLnk that Republicans and I)eino- fall victim to what I think is an intolcrats would probably agree that when erable sequester of somewhere around
we come to a conclusion, it has to be $55 billion, give or take a couple of bilone that takes us to a Gramm- lion dollars.
With that, Mr. Chairman, I am
Rudman deficit achievement by fiscal
year 1993, and, at some time L the going to thank Chairman PANETT4
near future, to a balanced budget again for his many courtesies, for his

But it is far preferable to the Bush

budget—and a far more responsible reductiori target for the health care pro-

gram that 33 million senior and disabled citizens depend on.

The committee budget rejects the

Bush proposal to reduce Federal Medcaid payments to States by $675 million over the next 5 years. Instead, It
commits much needed additional re-

sources for improving the health of
our poor citizens. It sets aside $285
million next year. and $7.55 billion
over the next 5 years, for several critical Medicaid initiatives: reducing
infant mortaUty by expanding Medicaid co'erge next year for 38.000 preg-

nant women and 29.000 infants

in

the
health of low-income children by extending Medicaid coverage to 76.000
children in families below poverty; authorizing coverage for community care
services for 25,000 poor frail elderly as
an alternative to nursing home placement: allowing coverage for comrnunfty-based services for 22,000 individuals
near-poor

families;

improving
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of the deterioration that is
with mental retardation, epilepsy, or who is committed to his beliefs, anddication
going on within the Soviet Union
April 26, 1990

cerebral palsy to allow them to avoid votes that way.
For that reason, I have tremendous
institutional placement; improving
access to hospice services to 40,000 ter- admiration for the gentleman, and I
minally ill individuals; and providing appreciate the cooperation he has procoverage for preventive drugs to 80,000 vided. Obviously, in the absence of any
low-income individuals with HIV infec- summitry, we both recognize that we
tion who don't have full-blown AIDS would have to walk different tracks, at
at this stage, but we have come
but are at great risk of contracting least
pneumonia or other opportunistic in- to this point in a cooperative fashion
fection.

The committee budget recognizes
that the Bush budget does not put
nearly enough into the fight against

AIDS. The committee budget asumes
an additional $700 million in discre-

tionary funds for early intervention

Service Corps, and the childhood immunization program. There is no more
cost-effective investment that the Federal Government can make than preventive services for mothers and chil-

the aisle working together, hopefully,
I urge my colleagues to vote for the with the American people, in terms of
recognizing the changes that have to
committee budget.
FRENZEL.

Mr.

Chairman,

before I yield back my time, I yield
myself

1

minute to say again how

So, the threat is changing. And I

think all of us need to recognize that,
as

this world changes, we need to

going to be easy to do. The President's
budget, which will be presented to us,
confronts it by basically saying,

"Maybe we need to follow the same
path. Maybe we need to Just kind of
move forward with the same policies."

Indeed, on the defense budget, the

outlays in the President's budget provide for $4.3 billion above the 1990

outlays, about $7 billion more than
0 1350
was provided in the 1990 outlays,
In addition, Mr. Chairman, as we what
and
he
pays for it through cuts in
proceed with this budget process, and Medicare,
and cuts in education, and
it Is essential that we do that, I think nutrition and
retirees.
there are several things that we have
So, it is pretty much a reflection of
to understand together, both sides of

dren.

Mr.

Soviet Union.

move from a cold war economy to a
and in a fashion in which we both peacetime economy, and that is the
know we ultimately will have to sit at basic thrust of the legislation, the resthe same table and try to resolve the olution, that we have presented to the
differences that exist. But I do want Congress.
the gentleman to know how deeply I
Mr. Chairman, we need to make that
will miss him in the future in terms of transition: that is the reality, as we try
the cooperation that is needed if in to confront the legacy of debt, the
fact we are going to address these legacy of unmet needs that we have
issues.
seen during the eighties. That is not

services and for emergency assistance
to areas hard hit by the epidemic. The
We have had a very good debate. We
committee budget also makes a strong have
about the various elecommitment to health research with mentstalked
that are all part of the budget.
respect to AIDS and other biomedical We all recognize that budgets are not
issues.
just numbers, they are not just dollar
Finally, the committee budget pro- signs, that they really are a statement
vides for an additional $200 million for of priorities and a direction for the
health programs targeted primarily to country in terms of where we are and
low-income mothers and children, in- where we must go.
cluding community and migrant

health centers, the National Health

itself. It is not an indication of further
strength in the Soviet Union. It is an
indication of deterioration within the

the policies we have seen in the past,

and, for those Members who think
that that is the course we ought to

follow, then indeed that is the budget
support.
There have been times during this toHowever,
if, in fact, there is a recogdebate when I have the sense that nition
that this world is changing and
there are some Members who are operating in a time warp, and somehow that we do need to provide leadership
take place.

much I, as a member of the committee, appreciate the good work that the
chairman has done and the hard work they do not recognize the kind of
that all the members of the committee changing world that does exist around
us. It Is truly a changing world—what
have done.
We do not delude ourselves into is happening in Eastern Europe, what
thinking we are anywhere near done is happening with the Berlin Wall,
with the total chore. In the large what Is happening within the Soviet
sense, our work is really just begin- Union. This is a world that Is chang-

in guiding that change, then I think

we need to begin to consider some of

the basic elements provided in the
committee resolution.
Mr. Chairman, it does need to be a 5-

year budget. We can no longer deal
with just yearly budgets and expect
we are going to provide a stratening. But, based on what we have ing, like it or not, and I guess there are that
a plan for the future. Grammdone, not always in agreement but probably some Members that particu- gy,
as a tool, unfortunately crealways agreeably and always coopera- larly do not like to have a changing Rudman,
ates the incentive Just to make it pass
tively, I have high hopes that we will world, but that is the reality.
In addition, it is not Just something a certain date at the end of the year,
be able to achieve a compromise, and
"Don't worry about what
much of that hope is based on the that Is recognized by a few people. It is suggesting,
you're doing with the deficit. Don't
good hard work, and the highly moti- something that is recognized, Indeed, worry
about what you're doing with
by the defense experts themselves. the deficit.
vated work, of Chairman PANETTA.
Don't worry about the outThe
former
Chairman
of
the
Joint
Mr. Chairman, I yield back the balChiefs of Staff, William Crowe, recog- years. Don't worry about fiscal strateance of my time.
future. Just get by."
Mr. PANETTA, My-. Chairman, I nized that change. Former Defense gy for the
this Is no longer a time when
yield myselt such time as I may con- Secretaries—Mr. Schlesinger, Mr. weNow
just get by, and for that reason
sume so that I may complete my time McNamara—recognized that change. we can
have presented a 5-year budget
briefly before we proceed to the The Director of the CIA, Mr. Webster,
came up here, and he said that indeed
I first of all want to begin by com- it is a changing world and a changing
mending the gentleman from Minne- military threat. Even Richard Perle,
sota [Mr. FRENZEL). One of my great former Assistant Secretary of Defense,
regrets is that the gentleman has de- recognized that not only Is the threat
cided that it is time to leave the insti- changing, but it gives us the opportutution after a career in which he has nity to do away with some of the
made a tremendous contribution not weapon systems that were built up to,
only to his own district but to the in fact, meet that threat.
So, the threat Is changing, and even
Nation as well by always being forthright, by always being direct in terms to those who would suggest that perof his beliefs, and I think he has set a haps Lithuania somehow changes the
amendments.

that requires 5-year reconciliation.
Second, we focus on the non-Social

Security deficit. For those who have
raised the concern about what happens with the Social Security surplus,
the reality Is that we have used that
surplus to mask the real deficit in this
country, and it Is time that we focus
on the non-Social Security deficit.

If we want to say to the American

people,

"Let's reduce that deficit,"

then let us focus on what the deficit

Is, not the one that Is created by
standard as a Member of the Congress nature of that threat, let me assure really
Gramm-Rudman
by including the capthem
that
Lithuania
Is
Just
further
Inin the sense that he truly is someone
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1ta1zaLjon on the Social Security surMr. Chalrmazi, I yield b&ck the bal- .nainain ar standard o IMng 8nd prare for
p1u;, but let us remove It, and that is ance of my time.
ur ciUdren's future.
what this budget does.
Mi-. FORD of Uc1igan. Mr. Chairman. I rise
Conoerning delense savings, the iecent
us also try to target & balanced an suppoil of House Concurrent Reso4ution
budget—within 3 years under Gramm- 310. concurrent iesoIuton on the budget for changes in he Soviet Union and Eastern

1t

Rudman,

as we have provided, or

within 5 years—but target fo- a bal-

€IJX)pe have made II possthe f the United
fwca year 1991. The budget reso$utmn we States to ease its reliance on heavy defense
consider today is a worthy attempt to get a spending so mmai dufing the l980's.

anced budget so that we restor€ the re- Eande on the Fera1 deficit white at the
The House cx,mpromise on defense spendsources we need for the future because same Ume meeting the needs of tts Nation in
ing gduaHy bu4 markedly reduces the PentaIndeed our leadership Is worth nothing light of a rapidly changrng world.
on budget o'or the next 5 years. House ConIn the future unless we have those reThe &idet Committee produci gwes true current Resolution 310 would cut defense
sources.
ffieaning to what to date has been a rhetoncal spending by $11.5 bflion in 1991 to $295.5
And lastly, yes, It does require some caH for a kinder and gentler Nation. It is the
Investment with!n our own society. II &st step we have seen en yewS toward joinrng b4bon. By 1995, defense outlays would be re-

are going to reverse the ti-end of the world in beating swords kflo plowshares
the 1980's in which we Increased de- and redirecting our priorities in order to meet
fense spending, cut nondefense spend- the future as a prepared and vital peop'e.
ing dramatically; if we are going to reIn the Civil Service and Postal Service
verse It, we have to begin to ntake the arena, this budget resolution does many of
traxmition from reducing the defense the right things. It iecognizes reform of the
budget to making the investments in Federal pay system as an important priority
oi.xr own society, and, very f:rankly, and earmarks over $670 million more than the
that Is recognized on both sides of the Pesident's budget for Federal c4vthan emp'oywe

aisle.

I ncognize some of the arguments,
that maybe there Is too much here,

but the President himself goes out and
talks about a kinder, gentler America.
Be talks about the need for gre2ter at-

are all necessary priorities br this Qlected #or the past decade, it also makes

ccuntry.
tough choices rn the aflocetion of knted (eHowever, Mr. Chairman, there Is no Sources, Galling for cuts n Medicare and cercommitment of resources, and that Is tain other entitlement programs.
what this budget does; It not only I am concerned that the budget resolution
identifies the need, but It is willing to includes instructions to the Committee on
commit resources. And out of the de- Posi Office and CivH Service to achieve $1 bit.fense budget, yes, we take one-half for 1on in fiscal year
1991 saviiigs. The commitdeficit reduction out of those savings, tee has never shirked its duty to act responsi-

but one-half goes to those Invest-

and we are talking about foreign aid
for Nicaragua and Panama, where do
we go? We go to the defense budget.
We used some of the money to give to
Nicartgua and Panama.

For goodness sake. If we do that.
why not make some of the defense

saviigs and put it into health care and
housing within our own country?

So, those are the kinds of key elements that we are going to 1ave to
focus on. and that Is the challenge
that really the Committee on the
Budget tries to present to the Congress.

Let us talk about these difficult

issues and the changes that are taking
place in the world and agree that from
this point on we need to step in a new
direction. We need to walk toward a

different America, an America that

truly faces the changes that are t4klng
place ir the world.

Amenca. I urge my coieagues to join in this
effort to face the Nation's future headon.

process.

oprnent, sceance and i-esearch, and dislocated
workers.

The ientleman from Minnesota [Mr.

These vital donesc ndiatives are support.
ed

chance to make that beginning, and

possibte by decceasing tensions between the
Supeipowers. The peace dMdend also musZ
be devoted to deficit reductic, if
are to

support the comznittee resolution.

us a

The budget p'an also provides needed
kinds to he'p peserve cur environment. It
earmarks $611 million for the Environmental
Ptvtection Agency, the Superfund Program,

which cleans up nuclear and toxic waste
dumps, and for tand acquisition to ma:ntn
8nd add to our national parks arJ forests.

Wisconsin—the Federal budget detct. The

eliminating he 1991 COLA br Federal retirees and redudng COLAs for these retirees in
the future. The budget resolution also tncludes

a ful' 4.1 percent COLA for current Federal
through the peace div4end whicii is made employees, compared to the 3.5 percent

FRENZEL) is absolutely correct. This is

just the beginning, but give

dren to participate.

budget resokation meets the deficit reduct!on
Mr. XLECZKA. Mr. Chairman, today the targets of the Grwnm-Rdman law, reachir.g a
House considers House Coowrent Reso4u- 2ero deficit by 1993. In addition, the Social
lion 310, the congressional budget reso1utn Security reserves are phased out of the
or fiscal year 1991. Though Congress drafts budget by 1995. Ttis wilt show clea-ly the
thts budget biueprint annuaUy, the budget res- annual tudget suipIus/defict witOut smoke
out4on this year is most significant because it and mirrors. The budget would be baLanced in
addressed the changing national prio4ities ol 1995 wittiout counting the Social Secuiity trust
our new decade.
funds.
This budget ieonds to the needs 01
This budget rejects the arst-i cuts proposed
American families, indung heatth. education. by Pcesdent Bush. it recommends a full 4.1
nutntion, Head Start. ar hOUs4ng. U answers peroent oost-of-iving adjustment ICOLAJ for
the call foc action concerning U.S. compet- Social Security and Federel c.vilian and mtiveness by increasing funding br our highway tary retirees. The Bush budget recommends

and aation infrastructure, community cieve

first step. It is the first step In a long

proved by the House and funds the Head
Start Program to allow other 171,000 chi$-

These funds would contribute to the goat of
creating a c4eaner and healthier environment
bly in Congress' deficit reduction efforts and or us to live in.
will respond to reconciIiaton ,nstiuctions with
Enhancing U.S. competitiveness wiH be crupo'icy initiatives which promote equity and cial in the 1990's. The budget resolution lays
make sense. The commiflee has made 1* the groundwork for advancing U.S. r€sarch
a.undantly c'ear, however, that we wHI not act and development of new technologses, tecr.ito dilute the ew benefits which Feder& em- cal training tcw American workers, science and
ployees have left and we will not act to turn math educaton for hgh-techn.oIogy literacy,
the U.S. Postal Servica into a cash cow to a$- and àniproved, less-congested highways for
ievate the deficit obems suffered by the businesses to get their goods to market. The
rest of Gov&nment.
budget rebuIds our ec000m,c base and inMr. Chairman, I support adoption of the vests in Arnenca's future.
budget reso'ution because I fes it enraces
The other pail of this p'an addresses one of
pr4orites which respond to the reGi needs of the primay concerns of my con5Utuers in

So, it Is In that spirit that I hope
resolution and allow us to take that
that Members will look to our budget

even listher defense savings wiB occur.
SpecifcaUy for lamihes, the budget invests

$2.5 bIIion for education. These include Pelt
grants, tandicepped education, compersatory
education, and dropout prevention programs.
ee salaries. It maAntains equity among SOCIal It provides a $3•billion increase in budget auSacurfty, Federal civilian, and niIitary retirees thority br new housãng initiatives and expandin accommodating a full oost-of-living adjust- ed housâng assistance, such as the muchment for all groups. It rojecs the President's needed McXinney homeless programs and
proposal for major cuts 4n Federai emp'oyee $1.8 bilbon is earmarked for enforcement and
preventk)n 01 crsme and drug use. It a'so recheatth benefits.
Make no mistake—this budget is not all ommends 1u41 funding fo the ctfld care biH ap-

tention to education. He talks about
the need for greater attention to sweetness and light. While the bidget intraxis:portatjon, greater attention to cludes $ number of initiatives for restoring
drug enforcement, and Indeed those competitiveness and reonding to needs ne-

ment. And why not?
When ft comes to the supplemental,

ciuced to $266 bilon, a 25-percent reduction
from the spending basehne pedicled by the
Congressonai Budget Othce (CBOJ fo the 5year period ending in 1995. liEs my hope that

COLA in the Presidents ptari.

The 1991 budget blueprint is a we'come
shot-en-the-arm or the urgent needs and song-
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term investment in America that was neglect.
ed in the 1980's. Congress must take the lead

to negotiate with the President to insure that
this b'ueprint for the 1990's becomes a reality.
I urge my colleagues to join in support of the
congressional budget resolution and work for
its swift enactment.
Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Mr. Chairman, rise
today in reluctant support of this budget resoI

lution.

There are many reasons to vote against this
resolution. It uses too many budget gimmicks

to reach the Gramm-Rudman deficit target of
$64 billion for fiscal year 1991. It is an unbalanced plan. It is not a bold approach. While
the country has many cntical and neglected
needs. $90 billion of new initiatives is too
much given our deficit problem. And while the
revenue targets in this resolution are too high
to be implemented by Democrats atone, they
are too small for a bold deficit reductdion
plan.

On the other hand, I commend Chairman
PANETTA for an excellent job of putting this
resolution together. He has worked hard and
consulted extensively to reach agreement with
affected committees. I am particularly gratified
that the Budget Committee reduced the huge
and inappropriate reductions in the Medicare
program advocated by the administration.
Mr. Chairman, I will vote for this budget only

because it moves the process along. As my
colleagues know, recently proposed a much
bolder deficit reduction p'an with substantially
greater revenue increases and entitlement reI

ductions.

I

presented my plan as a

chat-

Ienge—a challenge to both the President and
the bipartisan congressional leadership to
enact a responsible fiscal policy that will enhance economic growth, reduce interest rates,
reduce our dependence on foreign investors,
restore our international competitiveness, and
improve the Hying standard of our children.

remain fully and strongly committed to the
deficit reduction plan that
presented last
month, as weti as to the budget process reI

forms that I have suggested to ensure that the

budgetary savings and increased revenues
we in fact dedicated to deficit reduction.
To implement the Budget Committee's resolution, the President will need to sign each appropnation bifl and a reconciliation bill. I want
to emphasize, however, that will not convene
the Committee on Ways and Means to develop a reconciliation bill without a preexistent biI

partisan agreement that includes the President of the United States. I am particularly
gratified that section 5 of this resolution contains specific language conditioning the reconciliation of revenues mandated in this resolution on just such an agreement. I am hopeful
that negotiations eading to a bipartisan agreement on a substantial, multiyear deficit reduc-
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Alcohol becomes an illegal drug prob'em
when it is consumed by hundreds of thousands of minors; children and adolescents.
Even so, none of the war on drugs money
was allocated for the illegal use of alcohol by

ready conducted three hearings on H.R. 3979,

minors.
An estimated 17.7 miNion adults have symp-

Federal Employees Health Benehts Program
(FEHBP). As our committee stated in its com-

toms of alcohol abuse and cost the United
States $128.3 biflion per year in heatth care,
lost employment, and reduced productivity;
there is no available estimate of what the

combined problems of alcohoiism among the
homeless costs.
When the budget for NIAAA was incorporat-

ed into the ADMS block grant formula, this
prevented any increases to alcoholism, per
the formula process; moneys have not appreciably increased since 1981, and yet the problem of alcoholism has risen sharply.
Because alcohol is a egal drug, it has not
been targeted for funding; and yet, alcoholism
is our Nation's 'eading drug problem and its
human costs far exceed those of illicit drugs.
Almost all cocaine and narcotics addicts are
also addicted to alcohol, bul we are only fundng their illegal addiction.
Eight of nine teenage car accidents are alcohol related.
We cannot begin to win a war that disgracefully eliminates the serious and often deadly

drug of alcohol. Alcoholism is a socially acceptable form of drug addiction to many
people, and we participate in this form of rationalization because alcohol is a leg& drug, it
isan available drug, it is a deadly drug bearing
few warnings.
But it is alcohol that was and remains America's No. 1 drug of choice.
Because it is 'egal, many do not consider it
to be dangerous. Because it is lega$, it is readily accessible to all members of our society including our youngsters—to whom it is an illegal drug—and our e'derly. to whom it is often
a deadly drug in combination with prescnbed
medicines.
Mr. Chairman. I am deeply disappointed that

there is a targeted mirmaI increase n education and treatment in alcohol and yet another
diegal drug program, enforcement, et cetera,
are funded in the billions. Our priorities concerning the war on drugs shouid have aicohol
as a preeminent concern of our policies.
Mr. ACKERMAN. Mr. Chawman, I rise today
to discuss some specific provisions of House
Concurrent Resolution 310, the concurrent
resolution on the budget for fiscal year 1991,
namely, Federal pay, health benefits, and retirement.

The resolution recognizes that Federal pay
reform is an important priority and includes

over $670 million more than the President's
budget for Federal civilian employee salanes.
In fact, the report that accompanies this resolution states that:

Federal Empkyees Pay Comparability Act of
1990.

House Concurrent Resolution 310 rejects
the President's proposal to tinker with the
ments to the Budget Committee,
'any
changes in the health benefits program,
absent total reform, are prematuTe." The com-

mittee has conducted hearings on FEHBP
reform and is continuing work on a legislative
proposal to reform the program.
The budget resolution assumes a full costof-living adjustment [COLA) for Federal civilian
retirees and rejects the President's cafl for a

COLA freeze. Federal retirees deserve the
same COLA as Social Security recipients and

the Budget Committee has recogn!zed that
fact.

I am concerned, however, that the committee resolution requires the Committee on Post
Office and Civil Service to achieve $1 billion in

savings for fiscal year 1991. In the past, the
committee has met the savings targets set out
by the Budget committee and will work to respond to this year's target. However. I must
point out that Federal employees and retirees
have sacrificed over $119 billion n cuts in pay
and benefits since 1981. I believe that Federal
employees and retirees have borne an unfair
burden in the area of defic reduction.
Mr. Chairman, I urge my colleagues to support a budget that is fair to Federal employees
and retirees.

The CHAIRMAN pro tempore (Mr.
FRosT). Pursuant to House Resolution
382, the concurrent resolution Is considered as having been read for
amendment under the 5-minute rule.
The text of House Concurrent Reso-

lution 310 is as follows:

H. CoN. RES. 310

Resolved by the Hou3e of Representatives
(the Senate concurring), That the budget
for fiscal year 1991 Is established, and the
appropriate budgetary levels for fiscal years

1992, 1993, 1994 and 1995 are hereby

set

forth.

MAXTUM DEFIcIT AMOU4T5
SEc. 2. The following levels and amounts

in this section are set forth for purposes of
determining, In accordance with section
301(i) of the Congressional Budget and Im-

poundment Control Act of 1974, as amended

by the Balanced Budget and Emergency
Deficit Control Act of 1985. whether the
maximum deficit amount for a fiscal year
has been exceeded, and as set forth in this

concurrent resolution, shall be considered to
be mathematically consistent with the other
amounts and levels set forth in this concur-

rent res&ution:

(1) The

recommended

levels of Fedcral

revenues are as follows:
Fiscal year 1991: $1,175.600,000,000.

The Budget Committee Is aware of legislaFiscal year 1 992: $1,263.300,000,000.
tion pending in the Post Office and Civil
FIscal year 1993: $1,338.100.000,000.
Service Committee to reform the Federal
(2) The appropriate levels of total new
system on a locality basIs. In light of
fair, balanced, and bo'd deficit reduction bill pay
the Post Office and Civil Service Commit- budget authority are as follows:
that well be signed by the President. It is im- tee's intent to move such legislation to final
Fiscal year 1991: $1,388.000.000,000.
perative that we do so. Therefore, I urge my passage, the Budget Committee will work to
Fiscal year 1992: $1.446,750.000,000.
colleagues to support this resolution as a nec- see that funding for such an important mlFiscal year 1993: $1,515,650.000000.
(3) The appropriate levels of total budget
essary step in the negotiating process toward tative in fiscal year 1991 and in later years
outlays
are as follows:
a substantial deficit reduction agreement so remains an important priority.
Fiscal year 1991: $1 .239,350000,000.
critically needed by our Nation.
am pleased that the Budget Committee
Fiscal year 1992: $1279400000000.
Ms. OAKAR. Mr. Chairman, alcohol is the recognizes that the Post Office and Civil ServFIscal year 1993: $1,335,750,000,000.
Nation's No. 1 drug problem, and received a ice Committee is serious about the need for
(4)(A) The amounts of the deficits are as
minimal amount of the current drug war Federal pay reform. The Subcommittee on follows:
budget for both treatment and prevention.
Compensation and Employee Benefits has alFIscal year 1991: $63,750,000,000.

tion plan can begin in the very near future.

I

am fully commitled to that end.
Mr. Chairman, I am committed to work for a

I
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F1scal year 1992: $16,100,000,000.
(B) The amounts of the surplus is as follows:

F1caI year 1993: $2,350,000,000.
RECOMMENDED LIVELS AND AMOUNTS
SEC. 3. (a) The following budgetary levels

FIscal Year 1995:
(A)
New
direct
$19,000,000,000.

loan

obligations,
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(B) Outlays, $16,000,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit(B) New primary loan guarantee commit- rnents, $0.

ments, $113,750,000,000.

Fiscal year 1992:

(1) National Defense (050):
Fiscal Year 1991:
(A)
New
budget

(B) Outlays, $20,250,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(b) The Congress hereby determines and
(A) New budget authority, $19,700,000,000.
the appropriate levels of budget au(B) Outlays, $18,550,000,000.
are appropriate for the fiscal years begin- declares
(C) New direct loanobligations, *0.
ning on October 1, 1990, October 1, 1991, thority and budget outlays, and the appro(D) New primary loan guarantee commitOctober 1, 1992, October 1, 1993, Lnd Octo- priate levels of new direct loan obligations
and new primary loan guarantee commit- ments, $0.
ber t, 1994:
for fIscal years 1991 through 1995 for
Fiscal year 1993:
(1) The recommended levels 01 Federal ments
each major functional category are:
(A) New budget authority, $21,200,000,000.
revecues are as follows:
Ftcal year 1991: $863,050,000,000..
FIscal year 1992: *927,450,000000.
FIscal year 1993: $982,900,000,000.
Fiscal year 1994: $1,040,550.000,000.
FIscal year 1995: $1,102,250,000,000.

authority,

$283,000,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $295,450,000,000.

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
and the amounts by which the aggregate
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitlevels of Federal revenues should be In- ments,
$0,
crea;ed are as follows:
FIScal year 1991: *18,600,000,000.
Flzcal year 1992: $22,600,000,000.
FIscal year 1993: $22,900,000,000.
FiE;cal year 1994: $25,450,000,000.
Fiscal year 1995: $27,400,000,000.

Fiscal Year 1992:

(A)
New
budget
$280,500,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $287,450,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commitauthority, ments,
$0.

(C) New direct loan obligations, *0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitand the amounts for Federal Insurance ments,
*0.
Contributions Act revenues for hospital InFiscal Year 1993:
surance within the recommended levels of
budget
authority,
(A)
New
Federal revenues are as follows:
*275,350,000,000.
FIscal year 1991: $74,750,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $277,800,000,000.
Fiscal year 1992 *80,050,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
FIscal year 1993: $84,550,000,000.
Fiscal year 1994: $91,000,000,000.
Fiscal year 1995: $97,000,000,000.

(2) The appropriate levels of total new

budget authority are as follows:

Fiscal year 1991: $1,079,250,000,000.
Fiscal year 1992: $1,117,350,000,000.
Fiscal year 1993: $1,163,850,000.00).
Fiscal year 1994: $1,193,300,000,000.
Fiscal year 1995: * 1,236,400,000,00).

(3) The appropriate levels of total new

budget outlays are as follows:

Fiscal year 1991: $1,005,000,000,000.
Fiscal year 1992: $1,035,350,000,000.
Fiscal year 1993: $1,081,800.000.000.
FIscal year 1994: $1,115,800,000,000.
Fiscal year 1995: $1,153,250,000.000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $0.
Fiscal Year 1994:

authority,

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit(A)
New
$265,550,000,000.

(B) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $104,400,000,000.
Fiscal Year 1993:
New
(A)
direct loan
$18,350,000,000.

obligations,

(B) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments. *107,100,000.000.
Ffscal Year 1994:
(A)
New
direct loan
$18,'T 50,000,000.

obligations,

(B) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $110,350,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
(4) Energy (270):
Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, $6,050,000,000.
(B) Outlays, *4,150,000,000.
New
direct loan obligations,
(C)

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, *0.
FIscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $5,300,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $4,100,000,000.
direct loan obligations,
(C)
New
$1,650,000,000.

budget

authority,

(B) Outlays, $266,600,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $0.
(2) International Affairs (150):
(4)IA) The amounts of the deficits are as
Fiscal Year 1991:
follows:
(A) New budget authority, $20,300,000,000.
Fiscal year 1991: $141,950,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $17,600,000,000.
Fiscal year 1992: $107900000000.
(C)
New
direct loan obligations.
Fiscal year 1993: *98,900,000,000.
$1950000000.
Fiscal year 1994: $75,250,000,000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitFiscal year 1995: $51,000,000,000.
nents, $7,000,000,000.
(5) The appropriate levels of the public
Fiscal Year 1992:
debt are as follows:
(A) New budget authority, $20,350,000,000.
Fiscal year 1991: $3,315,850,000,000.
(B) Outlays. $18,350,000,000.
Fiscal year 1992: $3,479,150,000,000.
(C)
New
direct
loan obligations,
Fiscal year 1993: $3,639,700,000,000.
$,050,000,000.
Fiscal year 1994: $3,774,500,000,000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitFiscal year 1995: $3,885,650,000,000.
ments, $7,250,000,000.
(6) The appropriate levels of total Federal
Fiscal Year 1993:
credit activity for the fiscal year-s beginning
(A) New budget authority, $20,700,000,000.
on October 1. 1990. October 1, 1991. October
(B) Outlays, $19,000,000,000.
1, 1992. October 1, 1993, and October 1,
New
direct loan obligations,
(C)
1994, are as follows:
$2,100,000,000.
FIscal Year 1991:
(D New primary loan guarantee commit(A)
New
direct loan
obligations, ments, $7,500,000,000.
$21,250,000,000.
Fiscalyear 1994:
(A) New budget authority. $21,350,000,000.
(B) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $103,450,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $19,150,000,000.
Fsal Year 1992:
New
direct loan obligations,
(C)
(A)
New
direct loan obligations, $2,200,000.000.
$18,U)O,000,000.

Fiscal year 1995:
(A) New budget authority, $23,050,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $22,550,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

$2,000,000,000.

(A)
New
budget
$270,400,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $275,100,000,000.

ments, $0.
Fiscal Year 1995:

(D) New primary loan guarantee commitrnents, $0.
Fiscal year 1994:
(A) New budget authority, $22,250,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $21,600,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit.ments, *0.
Fiscal year 1993:
(A) New budget authority, $6,100,000,000.
(B) Outlays. $4,900,000,000.
direct loan obligations,
New
(C)
$ 1,950.000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments. $0.
Fiscal year 1994:
(A) New budget authority. $6,600,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $5,250,000.000.
direct loan obilgations,
New
(C)
*2.150,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantce commit-

ments. $0.
Fiscal year 1995:
(A) New budget authority, $7,050,000,000.
(B) Outlays, *5.000,000,000.
direct loan obligations,
New
(C)
$2,350,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee comrntt

ments, $0.

(5) Natural Resources and Environment

(300):

Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, $18.800,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $19,000,000,000.
obligations,
loan
direct
New
(C)
$50,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $0.
Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $19,850,000,000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commit(B) Outlays, $19,800,000,000.
ments, $7,700,000.000.
dbligations,
loan
direct
New
(C)
FIscal year 1995:
(A) New budget authority, $22,300,000,000. $50,000,000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commit(B) Outlays. $20,050,000,000.
obligations, ments, $0.
direct
New
loan
(C)
FIscal year 1993:
$2,250,000,000.
(A) New budget authority, $20.550,000.000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commit(B) Outlays, $20,500,000,000.
ments, $8,050,000,000.
direct loan obligations.
New
(C)
(3) Oeneral Science, Space, and Technolo$50000000.
gy (250):
(D) New primary loan guarantee con'-''•
Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, $16,650,000,000. ments, $0.
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Fiscal year 1994:
(A) New budget authority, $21,250,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $20,950,000,000.
New
loan obligations,
direct
(C)
$50,000,000.

(D) New primary 'oan guarantee commit-

ments, $0.
FIscal year 1995:
(A) New budget authority, $22,000,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $21,400,000,000.
(C)
New
obligations,
direct loan

(A) New budget authority, $31,850,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $30,650,000,000.
direct loan obligations,
New
(C)

(A) New budget authority, $55.150.000,000.
(B) Outlays. $54,250,000,000.
New
direct loan obligations,
(C)

$50,000,000.

$50,000,000.

ments. $0.
FIscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority. $33,500,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $32,450,000,000.
obligations,
direct loan
New
(C)

ments, $13,850,000,000.
FIscal year 1994:
(A) New budget authority. $57.950.000.000.
(B) Outlays, $56.600,000.000.
New
direct loan obligations,
(C)
$50,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

$50,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit(D) New primary loan guarantee commit(D) New primary loan guarantee commit- ments, $0.
ments. $14,000,000,000.

$100,000,000.

ments, $0.
(8) AgrIculture (350):
Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, $19,400,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $15,600,000,000.
New
direct loan obligations,
(C)
$9,100,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $7,000,000,000.
Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $21,350,000.000.
(B) Outlays, $15,900,000,000.
New
direct loan obligations,
(C)
$8,950,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $7,250,000,000.
Fiscal year 1993:
(A) New budget authority, $18,400,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $14,200,000,000.
obligations,
New
direct loan
(C)
$8,800,000.000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

FIscal year 1993:
(A) New budget authority. $35,200,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $34,400,000,000.
obligations,
New
direct loan
(C)

$50,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit- $50,000,000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $0.
Fiscal year 1994:
(A) New budget authority, $36,850,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $36,850,000,000.
New
direct loan obligations,
(C)
$50,000,000.

ments, $14,100,000,000.
(11) Health (550):
Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, $67,750,000,000.
(B) Outlays. $66,050,000,000.

ments, $0.
FIscal year 1995:
(A) New budget authority, $38,250,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $39,350,000,000.
New
direct loan obligations,
(C)

ments. $300,000,000.
FIscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $76,350.000.000.
(B) Outlays, $75,650,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

$50,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $0.

(9) Community and Regional Develop-

ments, $6,650,000,000.
Fiscal year 1994:
(A) New budget authority, $16,650,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $13,750,000,000.
obligations,
New
direct loan
(C)
$8,750,000.000.

ment (450):
Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, $8,300,000.000.
(B) Outlays, $7,850,000,000.
New
direct loan obligations.
(C)

ments. $6,700,000,000.
FIscal year 1995:
(A) New budget authority, $17,500,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $12,900,000,000.
obligations,
(C)
New
direct loan
$8,600,000,000.

ments, $400,000.000.
Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $8,250,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $7,800,000,000.
direct loan obligations,
New
(C)

ments, $6,750,000,000.

ments, $350.000,000.
FIscal year 1993:
(A) New budget authority, $8,300,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $7,750,000.000.
obligations,
New
loan
(C)
direct

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

(7) Commerce and Housing Credit (370):
Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, $44,800,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $45,350,000,000.
New
(C)
direct loan obligations,
$6,100.000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $60,300,000,000.
Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $15,050,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $5,050,000,000.
New
loan
(C)
direct
obligations.
$3,400,000,000,

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit.

ments, $59,750,000,000.
FIscal year 1993:
(A) New budget authority, $27,150,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $15.350.000.000.
(C)
New
direct loan obligations.
$3,500,000,000.

Fiscal year 1995:
(A) New budget authority, $60,800.000,000.
(B) Outlays, $59,150,000.000.
(C)
New
direct loan obligations,

$1,150,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

$1,200,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

$1,200,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $400,000,000.
Fiscal year 1994:
(A) New budget authority. $8,750,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $8.100,000,000.
New
direct loan obligations,
(C)
$1,250,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $400,000,000.
Fiscal year 1995:
(A) New budget authority, $8,900,000,000.
(B) OutJays, $8.400.000,000.
New
direct
loan obligations,
(C)
$1,300,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit(D) New primary loan guarantee commit- ments, $400,000,000.
ments. $62,100,000,000.
(10) Education, Training. Employment,

Fiscal year 1994;
and Social Services (500):
FIscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority. $15,650,000.000.
(A) New budget authority, $48,700.000,000.
(B) Outlays. $2,850,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $43,150.000,000.
(C) New
direct loan obligations,
obligations,
New
direct
loan
$3,600,000.000.
(C)

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments. $300,000,000.
FIscal year 1993:
(A) New budget authority. $84,150,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $83,650,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations. $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $300,000,000.
Fiscal year 1994:
(A) New budget authority, $92,850,000,000.
(B) Outlays. $92,100,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $350.000,000.
Fiscal year 1995:
authority,
budget
New
(A)
$102,200,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $101,150,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligat.ions, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $350,000,000.
(12) Medicare (570):
Fiscal year 1991:
authority,
budget
New
(A)
$124,750,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $103,300,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $0.
Fiscal year 1992:

budget
New
(A)
$136,850,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $117,800,000.000.

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guaraxtee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1993:
New
(A)
$15 1,000.000.000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $67,050,000,000.

(8) Transportation (400):
FIscal year 1991:

ments, $12,800,000,000.
FIscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $53,450,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $51,650,000,000.
obligations,
New
direct loan
(C)
$50,000,000.

authority.

(D) New primary loan guarantee comrntments, $0.
Fiscal year 1994:

budget

authority.

(B) Outlays, $148,750,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments. $0.
Fiscal year 1995:
(A)

New

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit- $182,150,000,000.

ments, $13.500,000.000.
Fiscal year 1993;

budget

(B) Outlays. $132,650,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations. $0.

New
(A)
(D) New primary loan guarantee commit- $50,000.000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commit,. $166,150,000,000.

ments, $64,550,000,000.
Fiscal year 1995:
(A) New budget authority, $17.250,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $5,000,000,000.
New
obligations,
(C)
direct
loan
$3,700,000.000.

authority,

budget

authority,

(B) Outlays, $166,000,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
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(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments. $0.
113) Income Security (600):
Fiscal year 1991:
(A)
New
budget
8202,200,000.000.

uthortty,

(B) Outlays, $156,500,000,000.
(C)
New
direct loan obligations,
$100,000,000,

(D) New primary loan guarantec commit-

rnertts, $0.
Fiscal year 1992:

New
budget
$2 10,800,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $165,300,000,000.
(A.)

(C)

direct

New

loan

$100P,000,000.

authority,
obligations,

(D) New primary loan guarantee commftbudget

authority,

(B) Outlays, 8176.000,000,000.
(C)
New
direct
loan
obligations,
$100,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $0.
Fiscal year 1994:
(A)
New
$230,300,000,000.

budget

authority,

(B) Outlays, $187,450,000,000.
(C)
New
direct loan
ob:tigations,

$100,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commitmeni,s, $0.

Fiscal year 1995:

(A
New
$239,750,000,000.

budget

authority,

(B) Outlays, $196,450,000,000.
(C)
New
direct loan obligations,

$100,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $0.
(14) SocIal Security (650):
FIscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, $3,800,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $3,800,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $0.
Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $4,450,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $4,450,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commitment, $0.
Fiscal year 1993:
(A) New budget authority, $4,850,000,000.
(B) Outlays, 84850.000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ment.;, $0.
Fiscal year 1994:
(A) New budget authority, $5,350,000,000.
(B) Outlayt, $5.350,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations. $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

menth, $0.
Fiscal year 1995:
(A) New budget authority, $5,900,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $5,900,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

menth, $0.

(15) Veterans Benefits and Services (700):

Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority. $32,000,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $31,550,000,000.
(C)
New
direct loan obligations,

$700,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee iommft-

ments;, $15,650,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commitment.s, $16,300,000,000.

Fiscal year 1994:
A) New budget authority, $35,050,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $36,200,000,000.
(C)
New
direct
loan
obligations,
$550,000,000.

ments, $0.
Flcal year 1993:
(A)
New
$219,100,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments. $16,000,000,000.
Fiscal year 1993:
(A) New budget authority, $34,000,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $33,600,000.
(C)
New
direct
loan
obligations,
$550,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commitment.s, $16,650,000,000.

Fiscal year 1995:
(A) New budget authority. $36,000,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $36,000,000,000.
(C)
New
direct
loan
obligations,

(A)
New
8204.100.000.000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit(A)
New
$212,450,000,000.

budget

authority,

(B) Outlays, 8212.450,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations. $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $0.
Fiscal year 1993:
(A)
New
$222,600,000,000.

budget

authorfty,

(B) Outlays, $222,600,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit.

ments, $17,050,000,000.

(A)
New
$230,200,000,000.

Fiscal year 1992:
A) New budget authority. $33,050,000,000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commit.
(B) Outlays. $32,450,000,000.
ments, $0.
(C)
New
direct loan
obligations,
(18) Net Interest (900):
$600,000,000.
Fiscal year 1991:

authority,

ments, $0.
FIscal year 1992:

$500,000,000.

(16) Administration of JustIce (750):
Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, $12,750,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $12,550,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commit•
ments, $0.
Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $13,450,000,000.
(B) Outlays, 813.800,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1993:
(A) New budget authority, $14,550,000,000.
(B) Outlays, 814,550,000.000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments. $0.
Fiscal year 1994:
(A) New budget authority, $14,950,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $14,850,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commlt•
ments, $0.
Fiscal year 1995:
(A) New budget authority, $15,550,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $15,350,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
(17) General Government (800):
Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, $12,900,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $11,450,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments. $0.
Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $12,850,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $12,350,000,000.
(C) New dfrect loan obligattons. $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1993:
(A) New budget authority, $12,950,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $12,850,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1994:
(A) New budget authority, $13,050,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $13,000,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments. $0.
FIscal year 1995:
(A) New budget authority, $13,650,000,000.
(B) Outlays. 813,450,000.000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

budget

(B) Outlays, $204,100,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

ments, $0.
FIscal year 1994:

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit•

April 26, 1990

budget

authority,

(B) Outlays, $230,200,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commlt•
ments, $0.
FIscal year 1995:
(A)
New
$235,500,000,000.

budget

authority,

(B) Outlays, $235,500,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit•

ments, $0.
(19) Allowances (920):
Fiscal year 1991:
(A)
New
budget

authority,

—$40,150,000,000.

(B) Outlays, —$40,150,000,000.

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1992:
(A)
New
—$19,500,000,000.

budget

authority,

(B) Outlays, —$19,500,000,000.

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit.
ments, $0.
Fiscal year 1993:
(A)
New
—$25,250,000,000.

budget

authority,

(B) Outlays, —$25,250,000,000.

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $0.
FIscal year 1994:
(A)
New
—$28,150,000,000.

budget

authority

(B) Outlays, —$28,150,000,000.

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $0.
FIscal Year 1995:
(A)
New
—$30,750,000,000.

budget

authority,

(B) Outlays, —$30,750,000,000.

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New prima'y loan guarantee commit-

ments, $0.
(2) Undistrlbuted

Offsetting Receipts

(950):

Fiscal Year 1991:
(A)
New
—$38,700,000,000.

budget

authority,

(B) Outlays, —$38,950,000,000.

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $0.
FIscal Year 1992:
(A)
New
—$40,700,000,000.

budget

authority,

(B) Outlays, —$40,700,000,000.

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $0.
Fiscal Year 1993:

April 26, 1990
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suthority, reduce budget authority and outlays, or (C)
— $42,100,000,000.
any combination thereof, aa follows:
(B) Outlays, —$42,100,000,000.
$349,000,000 in budget authority and
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
$2,049,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1991,
(D) New primary loan guarantee commit- $321,000,000 in budget authority and
New

budget

inents, $0.
Fiscal Year 1994:
(A)
New
—$44,150,000,000.

budget

*uthorlty,

(B) Outlays, -$44,150,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments. $0.
Fiscal Year 1995:
(A)

New

—$46,200,000,000.

budget

authority,

(B) Outlays, —$46,200,000,000.

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $0.

RECONCILIATIoN

Ssc. 4. (a) Not later than July 16, 1990,
the committees named in subsections (b)
and (C) of this section shall submit their rec-

ommendations to the Committees on the

Budget of their respective Houses. After receiving those recommendations, the Com-

mittees on the Budget shall report to the
House and Senate a reconciliation bill or

resolution or both carrying out all such recommendations without any substantive revision.

HOT7S COMMIDrEES

(b)( 1) The House Committee on Agriculture shall report (A) changes in laws within
Its jurisdiction which provide spending authority as defined in section 401(c)(2)(C) of
the Congressional Budget Act of 1974. suffi-

cient to reduce budget authority and outlays, (B) changes in laws within its jurisdiction which provide spending authority other

than as defined in section 401(c)(2)(C) of
the Act, sufficient to reduce budget author-

ity and outlays, or (C) any combination

thereof, as follows: $964,000,000 in budget
authority and $948,000,000 in outlays in

fiscal year 1991, $1,771,000,000 in budget au-

thority and $1,771,000,000 in outlays in
fiscal year 1992, $2,078,000,000 in budget au-

thority and $2,078,000,000 in outlays in

fiscal year 1993, $2,087,000,000 in budget au-

thority and $2,087,000,000 in outlays in
fiscal year 1994, and $2,094,000,000 in
budget authority and $2,094,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1995.

(2) The House Committee on flanking, Fi-

nance and Urban Affairs shall report (A)
changes in laws within its jurisdiction which

provide spending authority as defined in
section 401(c)(2)(C) of the Congressional
Budget Act of 1974, sufficient to reduce
budget authority and outlays, (B) changes

in laws within its jurisdiction which provide
spending authority other than as defined in
section 401(cR2)(C) of the Act, sufficient to
reduce.budget authority and outlays, or (C)
any combination thereof, as follows:
$155,000,000 in budget authority and
$155,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1991,
$155,000,000 in budget authority and
$155,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1992,
$155,000,000 in budget authority and
$155,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1993,
$155,000,000 in budget authority and
$155,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1994,
$155,000,000 in budget authority and
$155,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1995.

(3) The House Committee on Energy and
Commerce sball report (A) changes in laws
within its jurisdiction which provide spending authority as defined in section
401(c)(2)(C) of the Congressional Budget
Act of 1974, sufficient to reduce budget au-

reduce budget authority and outlays, or (C)
any combination thereof, as follows:
$220,000,000 in budget authority and
$220,000,000 in outlays in fIscal year 1991,
$230,000,000 in budget authority and
$2,621,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1992, $230,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1992,
$333,000,000 in budget authority and $240,000,000 in budget authority and
$2,833,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1993, $240,000,000 in outlays in fIscal year 1993,
$345,000,000 in budget authority and $250,000,000 in budget authority and
$3,045,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1994, $250,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1994,
and $363,000,000 in budget authority and and $260,000,000 in budget authority and
$3,283,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1995. $260,000,000 in outlays in fIscal year 1995.
(4) The House Committee on Interior and
(8)(A) The House Committee on Ways and
Insular Affairs shall report (A) changes in Means
report (D changes in laws
laws within Its JurisdictIon which provide within itsshall
jurisdiction which provide spendspending authority as defined in section ing authority
as defined in section
401(cX2)(C) of the Congressional Budget 401(c)(2)(C) of the
Congressional Budget
Act of 1974, sufficient to reduce budget authority and outlays, (B) changes in laws Act of 1974, sufficient to reduce budget auwithin its jurisdiction which provide spend- thority and outlays as follows: $0 in budget
ing authority other than as defined in sec- authority and $1,700,000,000 in outlays in
tion 401(c)(2)(C) of the Act, sufficient to fiscal year 1991, $0 in budget authority and
reduce budget authority and outlays, or (C) $2,300,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1992,
any combination thereof, as follows: $0 in budget authority and $2,500,000,000 In
$343,000,000 in budget authority and outlays in fiscal year 1993, $0 in budget au$327,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1991, thority and $2,700,000,000 in outlays in
$365,000,000 in budget authority and fiscal year 1994, and $0 in budget authority
$365,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1992, and $2,900,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year
$377,000,000 in budget authority and 1995, and (ii) changes in laws within its ju$377,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1993, risdiction which provide spending authority
$389,000,000 in budget authority and other than as defined in section 401(c)(2)(C)
$389,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1994, of the Act, sufficient to reduce budget au•
and $407,000,000 in budget authority and thority and outlays, as follows: $615,000,000
$407,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1995.
in budget authority and $615,000,000 in out(5) The House Committee on Merchant lays in fiscal year 1991, $591,000,000 in
Marine and Fisheries shall report (A) budget authority and $591,000,000 in out.
changes in laws within its jurisdiction which lays in fiscal year 1992, $585,000,000 in
provide spending authority as defined in budget authority and $585,000,000 in outsection 401(c)(2XC) of the Congressional lays in fiscal year 1993, $579,000,000 in
Budget Act of 1974, sufficient to reduce budget authority and $579,000,000 in outbudget authority and outlays, (B) changes lays in fiscal year 1994, and $591,000,000 in
in laws within its jurisdiction which provide budget authority and $591,000,000 in outspending authority other than as defined in lays in fiscal year 1995.
section 401(cX2XC) of the Act, sufficient to
(B) The Hotise Committee on Ways and
reduce budget authority and outlays, or (C) Means shall report changes in laws within
any combination thereof, as follows: its jurisdiction sufficient to increase reve$200,000,000 in budget authority and nues as follows: $13,900,000,000 in fiscal
$200,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 991, year 1991, $18,000,000,000 in fiscal year
$208,000,000 in budget authority and 1992, $19,000,000,000 in fiscal year 1993.
$208,000.000 in outlays in fiscal year 1992, $21,000,000,000 in fiscal year 1994, and
$216,000,000 in budget authority and $23,000,000,000 in fiscal year 1995.
$216,000,000 in outlays in fIscal year 1993,
SENATE COMMITTEES
$223,000,000 in budget authority and
$223,000,000 in outlays in fIscal year 1994,
(c)(l) The Senate Committee on Agriculand $230,000,000 in budget authority and ture shall report (A) changes in laws within
$230,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1995.
its jurisdiction which provide spending au(6) The House Committee on Post Office thority as defined in section 401c)2)C) of
and Civil Service shall report (A) changes in the Congressional Budget Act of 1974. suIflaws within its jurisdiction which provide cient to reduce budget authority and out.
spending authority as defined in section lays, (B) changes in laws within its jurisdic401(c)(2)(C) of the Congressional Budget tion which provide spending authority other
Act of 1974, sufficient to change budget au- than as defined in section 401(c)(2)(C) of
thority and outlays, (B) changes in laws the Act, sufficient to reduce budget authorwithin its jurisdiction which provide spend- ity and outlays,, or (C) any combination
ing authority other than as defined in sec- thereof, as follows: $920,000,000 in budget

tion 401(c)(2)(C) of the Act, sufficient to authority and $920,000,000 in outlays In

change budget authority and outlays, or (C) fiscal year 1991, $1,727,000,000 in budget auany combination thereof, as follows: reduce thority and $1,127,000,000 in outlays in
by $0 in budget authority and $1,000,000,000

In outlays in fiscal year 1991, reduce by $0
in budget authority and $720,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1992, increase by $0 in
budget authority and $60,000,000 in outlays
in fiscal year 1993, increase by $0 in budget
authority and $70,000,000 in outlays in
fiscal

year 1994, and increase by $0 in

budget authority and $70,000,000 in outlays
in fiscal year 1995.

fIscal year 1992, $2,034,000,000 in budget au-

thority and $2,034,000,000 in outlays in

fIscal year 1993, $2,043,000,000 in budget au-

thority and $2,043,000,000 in outlays in

year 1994, and $2,050,000,000 in
budget authority and $2,050,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1995.
fIscal

(2) The Senate Committee on Banking,

Housing, and Urban Affairs shall report (A)
changes in laws within its jurisdiction which

(7) The House Committee on Veterans' provide spending authority as defined ii'
Affairs shall report (A) changes In laws section 401(c)(2)(C) of the Congressional
within its jurisdiction which provide spend- Budget Act of 1974, sufficient to reduce

authority as defined in section budget authority and outlays, (B) changcs
401(cR2)(C) of the Congressional Budget in laws within its jurisdiction which provide
Act of 1974, sufficient to reduce budget auauthority other than as defined in
thority and outlays, (B) changes in laws thority and outlays, (B) changes in laws spending
401c)2)C) of the Act, sufficient to
within its jurisdiction which provide spend- within its jurisdiction which provide spend- section
budget authority and outlays, or (C)
ing authority other than as defined in sec- ing authority other than as defined in sec- reduce
any combination thereof, as follows:
tion 401(c)(2XC) of the Act, sufficient to tion 401(c)(2)(C) of the Act, sufficient to. $205,000,000
in budget authority and
ing
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8205,000.000 in outlays In fcaI year 1991, in outlays in fiscal year 1991, reduce by $0
in budget authority and in budget authority and $720,000,000 in out$155,000,000 in outlays in fLscal year 1992, lays in fiscal year 1992, increase by $0 in
$155,000,000 in budget authority and budget authority and $60,000,000 in outlays
$155,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1993, in fiscal year 1993, increase by $0 in budget
$155,000,000 in budget authority and authority and $70,000,000 in outlays in
$155,000,000 In outlays in fiscal year 1994, fcal year 1994. and increase by $0 in
and $155,000,000 in budget authority and budget authority and $70,000,000 in outlays

$155,000,000

$155,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1995.

(3) The Senate Committee on Commerce,
Science, and Transportation shall report (A)
changes in laws within its jurisdiction which

provide spending authority as defined in
section 401(cX2)(C) of the Congressional
Budget Act of 1974, sufficIent to reduce
budget authority and outlays. (B) changes

in I.ws within its jurisdiction whicI provide
spending authority other than as defined in
section 401(c)(2)(C) of the Act, sufficient to
reduce budget authority and outlays, or (C)
any combination thereof, as follows:
$200,000,000 in budget authoiity and
$200,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1991,
$208,000,000 in budget authoilty and
$208,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1992,
$216,000,000 in budget authoilty and
$216,000,000 In outlays in fiscal year 1993,
$223,000,000 in budget authoilty and
$223,000,000 in outlays in fLscal year 1994,
and $230,000,000 In budget authority and
$230,000,000 in outlas in fIscal year 1995.

in fiscal year 1995.

(7) The Senate Committee on Veterans'
Affairs 8hall report (A) changes in laws

within its jurisdiction which provide spending authority is defined in section
401(c)(2)(C) of the Congressional Budget
Act of 1974, sufficient to reduce budget au-

(b) Upon the reporting of legislation pursuant to subsection (a), the Chairman of the

Committee on the Budget of the Iouse

shall file with the Iouse revisions to the allocations under section 302(a) of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 and revised
functional levels and aggregat,es to carry out

this section. Such revised allocations, func
tional levels, and aggregates shall be considered for the purposes of such Act as allocations, functional levels, and aggregates contamed in this resolution. Committees of the
Iouse shall report revised allocations pursu
ant to section 302(b) of such Act for the appropriate fiscal year to carry out this sec-

thority and outlays. (B) changes in laws tion.
within its jurisdiction which provide spend.
The CHAIRMAN pro tempore. No
ing authority other than as defined in sec- amendments are in order except the
tion 401(cX2)(C) of the Act, sufficient to amendments printed in House Report
reduce budget authority and outlays, or (C) 101-460, which shall be considered in
any combination thereof, a follows:

in budget authority and the order and manner specified in the
$220,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1991, report, shall be considered as having
$230,000,000 in budget authority and been read, and shall not be subject to
$230,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1992. amendment. If more than one amend$240,000,000 in budget authority and ment made in order by House Resolu$240,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1993, tion 382 is adopted, only the last
$250,000,000 in budget authority and amendment adopted shall be consid
$250,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1994, ered as having been finally adopted in
and $260,000,000 in budget authority and
$220,000,000

(4) The Senate Committee on Energy and $260,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1995.
(8)(A) The Senate Committee on Finance
Natural Resources shall report (A) changes
In laws within its jurisdiction whicI provide shall report (i) changes in laws within its juspending authority as defined In section risdiction which provide spending authority
401(c)(2)(C) of the Congressionai Budget as defined in section 401(c)(2)(C) of the
Act of 1974, sufficient to reduce budget au- Congressional Budget Act of 1974, sufficient
thority and outlays, (B) changes In laws to reduce budget authority and outlays, (ii)
within its jurisdiction which provide spend- changes in laws within its jurisdiction which

ing authority other than as defined in 8ec provide spending authority other than as
tion 401(cX2)(C) of the Act, sufficient to defined in section 401(c)(2)(C) of the Act.
reduce budget authority and outlays, or (C) sufficient to reduce budget authority and

the Committee of the Whole and reported back to the House.

It Is also in order to consider any
amendments provided for in section

305(a)(5) of the Congressional Budget
Act of 1974 necessary to achieve mathematical consistency.
AMENDMENT IN THE NATVRI OP A sUBsTITUTE

OFFERED Y MR. KAsIcH

Mr. KASICH. Mr. Chairman, I offer
an amendment in the nature of a substitute.
The CHAIRMAN pro tempore. The
Clerk will designate the amendment in
the nature of a substitute.

outlays, or (Iii) any combination thereof, as
follows: $615,000,000 in budget authority
$28,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1991, and $2,315,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year
in budget authority and 1991, $591,000,000 in budget authority and
$44,000,000
$44,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1992, $2,819,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1992,
in budget authority and $585,000,000 in budget authority and
$44,000,000
The text of the amendment in the
$44,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1993, $3,085,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1993,
$44,000,000 in budget authority and $579,000,000 in budget authority and nature of a substitute Is as follows:
$44,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1994, $3,279,000,000 in outlays In fiscal year 1994,
Amendment in the nature of a subsUtute
and $44,000,000 in budget authority and and $591,000,000 in budget authority and offered by Mr. KAsIcJ: Strike all after the
844,000.000 in outlays in fiscal year 1995.
$3,491,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1995. resolving clause and insert the following:
(5) The Senate Committee on Environ(B) The Senate Committee on Finance
the budget for fca1 year 1991 is esment and Public Works shall report (A) shall report changes in laws within its juris- That
changes in laws within its jurisdiction which diction sufficient to increase revenues as fol- tablished, and the appropriate budgetary
provide spending authority as defined in lows: $13,900,000,000 in fiscal year 1991, levels for fiscal years 1992 and 1993 are
section 401(c)(2)(C) of the Congressional $18,000,000,000 in fiscal year 1992. hereby set forth.
any combination thereof, as follows:
$4,000,000 In budget authority and

Budget Act of 1974, sufficient to reduce $19,000.000,000 in fiscal year 1993,
budget authority and outlays, (B) changes $21,000,000,000 In fiscal year 1994, and
in laws within its jurisdiction which provide $23,000,000,000 in fiscal year 1995.
spending authority other than as defined in
CONDITIONAL RECONCILIATION OF RZVEIUES
section 401(c)(2)(C) of the Act, sufficient to
SEc. 5. The President and the bipartisan
reduce budget authority and outlays, or (C)

MAXIMUM DEFICIT AMOUNTs

SEc. 2. The following levels and amounts
in this section are set forth for purposes of
determining. in accordance with section
301(i) of the Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974, as amended

congressional leadership shouid ultimately
by the Balanced Budget and Emergency
agree on a substantial, multlyear deficit re- Deficit
Control Act of 1985. whether the
duction package, and the reconciliation of maximum
deficit amount for a fiscal year
revenues mandated by this resolution will
been exceeded, and as set forth in this
not be advanced legislatively unless and has
untfl such time as there is bipartisan agree- concurrent resolution, shall be considered to
ment with the President of the United be mathematically consistent with the other
States on specific legislation to meet or amounts and levels set forth in this concurS
rent resolution:
exceed such reconciliation requirements.
(1) The recommended levels of Federal
SEc. 6. (a) In the Uouse, budget authority,
and $363.000,000 in budget authority and

thereof, as follows:
budget authority and
$299,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1991,
$321,000,000 in budget authority and
$321,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1992,
$333,000,000 in budget authority and
$333,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1993,
$345,000,000 in budget authority and
$345,000,000 in outlays in fscaI year 1994,
any

combination

$299,000,000

in

$363.000,000 in outlays in fIscal year 1995.
(6) The Senate Committee on Governmen-

outlays, and new entitlement authority

revenues are as follows:

Fiscal year 1991: $1, 169,500.000.000.
shall be allocated to the Iouse Committee
Fiscal year 1992: $l,245.600.000,000.
tal Affairs shall report (A) changes in laws on Ways and Means for increased funding
Fiscal year 1993: $l,326,900.000000.
within its jurisdiction which provide spend. for programs under the committee's juris(2) The appropriate levels of total new
Ing authority as defined in section dictloi. if the Committee on Ways and
budget authority are as follows:
401(c)(2)(C) of the Congressional Budget Means reports legislation that—
Fiscal year 1991: 81.364.400,000,000.
(1) will, if enacted, make funds available
Act of 1974, sufficient to change budget auFiscal year 1992: $1,438,500,000,000.
thoilty and outlays, (B) changen in laws for that purpose, and
FIscal year 1993: 81,506,400,000.000.
(2) to the extent that the costs of such
within its jurisdiction which provide spend(3) The appropriate levels of total budgct
ing authority other than as defined in sec- legislation are not included in this resoluoutlays
are as follows:
tion 401(cR2)(C) of the Act, sufficient to tion. will not increase the deficit in this res-

change budget authority and outlays, or (C) olution for fiscal year 1991, and will not inany combination thereof, as follows: reduce crease the total deficit for the period of
by $0 in budget authority and $1,000,000,000

flscal year 1991 through 1995.

Fisca' year 1991: $1,233,100,000,000.
Fiscal year 1992: $l,273.600.000,000.
Fiscal year 1993; $1,321,200,000,000.
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(4)(A) The amounts of the deficits are as

follows:
Fiscal year 1991: $63,600,000,000.
Fiscal year 1992: $28,000,000,000.

(B) Outlays, $300,900,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

B) The amount of the surplus Ls as fol

lows:

Fiscal year 1993: $5,700,000,000.
RECOM?ENDKD LEVELS MiD AMOUNTS
3. (a) The following budgetary levels

Sec.

ments, $0.
Fiscal year 1993:

budget
(A)
New
$312,900,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $306,400,000,000.

authority,

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(C)

New
$2,000,000.
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direct

loan

obligations,

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit.
ments, $0.
Fiscal year 1993:
(A) New budget authority, $18,500.OOct,000.
(B) Outlays, $18,700,000,000.
(C) New direct
loan obligations,
$3,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit(D) New primary loan guarantee commitare appropriate for the fiscal years begln•
rnents, $0.
ning on October 1, 1990, October 1, 1991, rnents, $0.
and October 1. 1992:

(1) The recommended levels of Federal

revenues are as follows:
Fiscal year 1991: $855,000,000,000.
FIscal year 1992: $908,200,000,000.
FIscal year 1993: $965,000,000,000.

and the amounts by which the aggregate

(2) International Affairs (150):
Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, $18,100,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $17,000,000,000.
(C) New
direct loan

obligations,

$1,276,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

levels of federal revenues should be in• ments. $11,009,000,000.
creased are as follows:
Fiscal year 1991: $13,200,000,000.
Fiscal year 1992: $10,700,000,000.
Fiscal year 1993: $3,400,000,000.

and the amounts for Federal Insurance

FIscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $19,100,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $17,900,000,000.
(C) New
direct loan obligations,

$1,325,000,000.

(6) AgrIculture (350):
Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, $22,100,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $17,500,000,000.
(C) New direct
obligations,
loan

$7,926,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit

rnents, $8,250,000,000.
Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $25,100,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $20,000,000,000.
(C)
New
direct loan obligations,
$7,835,000,000.

Contributions Act revenues for hospital in.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commit.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitsurance within the recommended levels of rnents $11,440,000,000.
rnents. $8,250,000,000.
Federal revenues are as follows:

Fiscal year 1991: $77,L00,000.000.
Fiscal year 1992: $82,500,000,000.
Fiscal year 1993: $89.000,000,000.

Fiscal year 1993:
(A) New budget authority, $19,900,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $18,500,000,000.
(C) New
direct loan obligations,

(2) The appropriate levels of total new

$1,372,000,000.

Fiscal year 1991: $1,052.500.000,000.
Fiscal year 1992: $1,104,700,000,000.
Fiscal year 1993: $1,145,700,000,000.

rnents, $11,855,000,000.

budget authority are as follows:

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit•

Fiscal year 1993:
(A) New budget authority, $23,600,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $19,400,000,000.
(C)
New
direct loan obligations,
$7,423,000,000.

(D) New prlxnry loan guarantee commit-

rnents, $8,250,000,000.

(3) General Science, Space, and Technolo(7) Commerce and Housing Credit (370):
gy(250):
Fiscal year 1991:
(3) The appropriate levels of total budget
Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, $13,700,000,000.
outlays are as follows:
(A) New budget authority, $14,600,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $17,900,000.000.
Fiscal year 1991: $999,000,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $14,700,000,000.
(C)
New
direct loan obligations,
FIscal year 1992: 11,029,400,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
$2,144,000,000.
Fiscal year 1993: $1,066,600,000,000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commit.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commit(4) The amounts of the deficits are as fol- rnents. $0.
rnents, $79,998,000,000.
lows:
FIscal year 1992:
Fiscal year 1992:
Fiscal year 1991: $144,000,000,000.
(A) New budget authority, $15,100,000,000.
(A) New budget authority, $14100000000.
Fiscal year 1992: $121,200,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $15,300,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $12,600,000,000.
FIscal year 1993: $101,000,000.000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(C)
New
direct loan obligations,

(5) The appropriate levels of the public

debt are as follows:
Fiscal year 1991: $3,277,235,000,000.
FIscal year 1992: $3,469,560,000,000.
Fiscal year 1993: $3,644,932,000,000.

(6) The appropriate levels of total Federal
credit activity for the fiscal years beginning
on October 1, 1990, October 1, 1991, and Oc.
tober 1, 1992, are as foUows:
Fiscal year 1991:
(A)
New
direct loan obligations.
$13,441.000,000.

(B) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $129,763,000,000.
Fiscal year 1992:
(A)
New
direct loan
$12,961,000,000.

obligations,

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

rnents, $0.
Fiscal year 1993:
(A) New budget authority, $15,700,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $15,900,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $0.
(4) Energy (270):
Fiscal year 1991:

(D) New primary loan gurantee commit-

rnents, $72,245,000,000.
FIscal year 1993:
(A) New budget authority, $14,700,000,000.
(B) Outlays. $12,700,000,000.
loan obligations,
(C) New direct
$1,856,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

(A) New budget authority, $5600000000.

(B) Outlays. $4,500,000,000.
(C) New
direct loan
$500000000.

$1,913,000,000.

obligations,

(D) New pilmary loan guarantee commit.

rnents, $72,446,000,000.

(8) Transportation (400):
Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, $31,600.000,000.
(B) Outlays. $30,400,000,000.
(C) New direct
loan

rnents, $1,100,000,000.
FIscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $5,800,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $4,700,000,000.
(C)
New
direct loan obligations,
$447,000,000.

$48.000,000.

ments, $1,150.000.000.
rnents, $122,697,000,000.
Fiscal year 1993:
(b) The Congress hereby determines and
(A) New budget authority, $6,300,000,000.
declares the appropriate levels of budget au
(B) Outlays, $5,300,000,000.
thority and budget outlays, and the appro(C)
New
obligations,
direct loan
priate levels of new direct loan obligations $456000000.

$48,000,000.

(B) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $122,186,000,000.
Fiscal year 1993:
(A)
New
direct loan
$12.43 1,000,000.

obligations.

(B) New primary loan guarantee commit-

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit.

and new primary loan guarantee commit-

obligations,

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

rnents, $0.
Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $32,900,000,000.
(B) Outlays. $31,400,000,000.
(C) New direct
loan obligations,

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

rnents, $0.
Fiscal year 1993:
(A) New budget authority, $34,100,000,000.
(B) Outlays. $32,300,000,000.
(C) New
direct loan obligations,

(D New primary loan guarantee commitments for fiscal years 1991 through 1993 for rnents. $1,200,000,000.
$48,000,000.
each major functional category are:
(5) Natural Resources and Environment
(D) New prtmry loan guarantee commit(1) National Defense (050):
(300):
ments, $0.
Fiscal year 1991:

(A)
New
budget
$301,600,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $297,300,000,000.

authority,

(C) New direct loan obligations. $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments. $0.
Fiscal year 1992:
(A)
New
$306,100.000,000.

budget

ftuthority,

Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, $17,400,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $17,800,000,000.
(C)
New
direct loan obligations,

$5,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

rnents. $0.
Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $18,200,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $18,800,000.000.

(9) CommunIty and Regional Develop-

rnent (450):
Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority. $9,200,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $8,000,000,000.
(C)
New
direct loan obligations,
$795,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

rnents, $405,000,000.
Fiscal year 1992:

111796
(A

New
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budget authority. 88.700,000,000.

(B) Outlays, $7,600,000,000.
(C)
New
direct loan
8756,000.000.

obligations,

(D New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $395000000.
Flsal year 1993:
(A) New budget authority, $9,000,000,000.
(B) Outlays, 87,300,000,000.
(C)
New
direct loan
8767,000.000.

obligations,

(D) New primary loan guarantee commitment.s, $420,000,000

(10) EducnUon, Training, !mployment,

and Social Services (500):
New Budget authority, 839,800,000.
(A) FIscal year 1991:
(B) Outlays, $39,300,000,000.
(C)
New
dfrect
loan
oblgations,
$5,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ment;, $12,614,000,000.
FIscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $40,400,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $40,700,000,000.
(C)
New
direct loan
obligations,

$4,000,000.

(A)
New
$198,000,000,000.

budget

authority,

81,000.000.

(D) New primary 'oan guarantee commit-

(A)
New
$206,300,000,000.

budget

authority,

(B) Outlays, 8169,500.000,000.
(C)
New
direct loan obligations,

83.000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee comm!t-

ments. $14,187,000,000.
(11) Health (550):
FIscil year 1991:
(A) lt'Jew budget authority, $64,900,000,000.
(B) Outlays, 864.400,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations. $0

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $185,000,000.
Flsc.l year 1992:
(A) New budget authority. $71,300,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $71,100,000.000.

(C) Nw direct loan obl!gations, $0.
(D) New primary loan gtarantee commit-

ments. $120,000,000.
Fiscal year 1993:
(A) New budget authority, $77.600,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $77,700,000,000.

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan g-uarantee commit-

ments, $60,000,000.
(12) Medicare (570):
(A)

New

budget

$125, 100 MOO,000.

suthority,

(B) Outlays, $101.000,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations. $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee oornmll.

ments, $0.
FIscLI year 1992:
(A)
New
$137.600.000,000.

budget

authority,

(B) outlays, $115,200,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee cmmit-

ments, $0.
Fiscal year 1993:
(A)
New
$153,5C0,000,000.

budget

authority,

(B) Outlays, $128,500,000,000.
(C) rrew direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commitmnts, $0.
(13) Income Security (600):
Fiscal year 1991:
(A)
New
budget

authority,

$175,100,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $156,500,000,000.
(C)
New
dfrect loan obligatfons,
81.000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments. $0.
Fiscal year 1992:

authority,

8192,800.000,000.

(B) Outlays, $192.800,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, 80.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit(D) New primary loan guarantee commit- ments, $0.

ment.c, 80.

(14) Social Security (650):
Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, $4,700,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $4,700,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligationz, $0.

Fiscal year 1992:
(A)
New
budget
$188,500,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $188500.000,000.

authority.
-

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee COmmIt.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commit- ments, $0.

ments, 80.
Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $5,600,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $5,600,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, 80.

Fiscal year 1993:

(A) New budget authority, 86,000,000.000.
(B) Outlays, 86,000,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, 80:

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $0.
(15) Veterans Benefits and ServIces (700):
Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, 830.500,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $30,100,000,000.
(C)
New
direct loan obligations,
8141,000.000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, 815,752,000.009.
Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority. $31,100,000,000.
(B) Outlays, 830,700,000,000.
(C)
New
direct loan
obligations,
$630.000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $ 14,486.000,000.
Fiscal year 1993:
(A) New budget authorIty, 831,800,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $33,100,000,000.
(C)
New
dfrect
loan
obligations,
8502,000,000.

(D) Ntw primary loan guarantee commit-

(16) AdmInistration of Justice (750):
Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, 813,100,000.000
(B) Outlays, $12,200,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authorIty, 813,600,000.000.
(B) Outlays. $12,800,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations. $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit.
merits. 80.
Fiscal year 1993:
(A) New budget authority, $14,100,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $13,300,000,000.

(C) New direct loan obl!gations, $0.

budget

(A)
New
$188,300,000,000.

authority.

(B) Outlays. $188,300.000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $14,279,000,000.

Flscl year 1991:

(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments. 80.
(18) Net Interest (900):
Fiscal year 1991:
(A)
New
budget

81.000.000.

80.
(D) New primary loan guarantee omznit- Iflents,
FIscal year 1993:
ment, 813.440,000,000.

Fiscal year 1993:
(A) New budget authority. $42,000,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $42,300,000,000.
(C)
New
direct loan obligations,

Fiscal year 1993:
(A) New budget authority, $11,300,0O0,000
(B) Outlays, $11,300,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(B) Outlays, $162,100,000,000.
(C)
New
direct loan obligations,

ments, $0.
Fiscal year 1993:
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(D) New primary loan guarantee commit.
ments, 80.
(19) Allowances (920):
Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, 80.
(B) Outlays, 8100,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, 80.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit.

ments, 80.
Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authorIty, 80.
(B) Outlays. $0.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee comrnt

ment.s, $0.

Fiscal year 193:
(A) New budget authority, 80.
(B) Outlays, $0.
(C) New direct loan obligations. $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee cornmLL-

ments, SO.
(20) Unditr1buted
(950):

Offsetting Rec&pts

FIscal year 1991:
(A)
—

New

budget

authori:.

$38,000,000,000.

(B) Outlays, —$38,000.000.000.
(C) New direct loan oblig9tions. $C.
(D) New primary lor.n guarantee conmit
ments. $0.
Fiscal year 1992:
budget
authority.
(A)
New
—

$37.500.000.000.

(B) Outlays. —$37,500.000.000.

(C) New direct loan obligations. $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee co!nmit.

ments. $0.

Fiscal year 193;
(A)

—

New

budget

authortt.

839900.000.000.

(B) Outlays, —$39,000.000.

(C) New direct loan obligations. $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments. 80.
RECONCILIATION

SEC. 4. (a) Not later than . 1990. the com(D) New primary loan guarantee commit- mittees
named in subsections (b) and (c) of
ments. $0.
this section shall submit their recommenda(17) General Government (800):
tions to the Committees on the Budget of
Fiscal year 1991:
respective Houses. Afler recevthg
(A) New budget authority, $le.600,000,000. their
tiiosc recommendations, the Cornntttees on
(B) Outlays. $10,800,000,000.

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, 8450.000,000.
Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority. $11.000,000.000.
(B) Outlays, $11,200,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, 80.

the Budget shall report to the House and

Senate a reconciliation bin or resolution or
both carrying out aB sucn recommendations
without ary substantive revtson.
H0USL COMMTTTE5

(b)(1) The House Committee on Agriculture shall report (A) changes in laws wit.hr
(D) New primary loan guarantee commit.- its jur1sdction which provide spending auments, $660,000,000.
thority as defined In section 401(c)(2C) of
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the Congressional Budget Act of 1974, suffi- 40l(c)(2)(C) of 'the Congressional Budget
cient to reduce budget authority and outAct of 1974. sufficient to reduce budget au'ays, (B) changes In laws within Its jurisdic- thority and outlays, (B) changes in laws
tion which provide spendft authority other Ethin Its Jurisdiction which provide spend-

than as defined In section 401(-cX2)C) of
the Act, sufficient to reduce budget author-

Ity and outlays, or (C) any combination

thereof, as follows: 1101,000,000 In budget
authority and 1101.000.000 in outlays in
fiscal year 1991, $113,000,000 In budget authority and 1113.000,000 In outlays in fiscal
year 1992, and $125,000,000 in budget authority and $125,000,000 in outlays in fiscal
year 1993.
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the Congressional Budget Act of 1974, suff i-

dent to reduce budget authority and out-

lays, (B) changes In laws within its jurisdiction which provide spending authority other
Ing authority other than as defined in see- than as defined in section 401(c)(2)(C) of
-tn 401(cX2XC) of the Act, sufficient to the Act, sufficient to reduce budget authorreduce budget authority and outlays, or (C) ity and outlays, or C) any combination
any combination thereof, as !oflows thereof, as follows: 1101,000,000 In budget
*395.000,000 in budget authority and authority and $101,000,000 In outlays In
*395,000,000 in outlays In fiscal year 1991, fiscal year 1991, $105,000,000 in budget au
1417,000,000 In budget authority and thority and *105.000,000 in outlays in fiscal
$417,000,000 In outlays in fiscal year 1992, year 1992, and $109,000,000 in budget auand *416,000,000 In budget authority and thority and *109,000,000 in outlays in fiscal
$4 16.000,000 in outlays In fIscal year 1993.

1993.
(7) The House Committee on Merchant year
(12) The House Committee on Veterans
Marine and Fisheries shall report (A) .Affalrs
report (A) changes in laws
changes In laws within its jurisdiction which within itsshall
jurisdiction which provide spendprovide spending authority as defined in ing authority
as defined in section
section 401(a)(2)(C) of the Congressional
cient to reduce budget authority and out- Budget Act -of 1974, sufficIent to reduce 401(c)(2)(C) of the Congressional Budget
lays, (B) changes in laws within its jurisdic- budget authority and outlays, (B) changes Act of 1974, sufficient to reduce budget au
tioi which provide spending authority other In laws within its jurisdiction which provide tliority and outlays, (B) changes in laws
than as defined in section 401(c)(2;(C) of spending authority other than as defined in within its jurisdiction which provide spendthe Act, sufficient to reduce budget author- section 401(c)(2)(C) of the Act, sufficient to thg authority other than as defined in secity and outlays, or (C) any cocbination reduce budget authority and outlays, or (C) tion 401(c)(2)(C) of the Act, sufficient to

U) The House Committee on Armed Servfees shall report (A) changes in laws within
Its jurisdiction which provide spending authority as defined insection 401(c)(2)iC) of
the Congressional Budget Act of 1974. suffi-

therefore, as follows: 11,000.000.000 in
budget authority and $1,000,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1991, $393,000,000 in
budget authority and 1393,000.000 in outlays in fiscal year 1992, and $394,000,000 m
budget authority and $394,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1993.

reduce budget authority and outlays, or (C)
any combination thereof, as follows:
830,000.000 in budget authority and
$140,000,000 In outlays in fiscal year 1991,
*31,000.000 in budget authority and
and $216,000,000 In budget authority and $133,000,000 in outlays in fiscal years 1992,
any

thereof, as follows:
budget authority and
1200,000.000 in outlays in fiscal year 1991,
1208.000,000 in budget authority and
$208,000.000 in outlays in fIscal year 1992,
combination

1200.000.000

in

$218,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1993.

(3) The House Committee on Banking
(8) The House Committee on Post Office
shall report (A) changes in laws within its and Civil Service shall report (A) changes in
jurisdiction which provide spending author- laws within its jurisdiction which provide
ity as defined In section 401(c)(2)(C) of the spending authority as defined In section
Congressional Budget Act of 1974, sufficient 401(cX2)(C) of the Congressional Budget
to reduce budget authority and outlays, (B) ct of 1974, sufficient to reduce budget auchanges In laws within its jurisdiction which thority and outlays, (B) changes in laws
provide spending authority other than as within its jurisdiction which provide spenddefined in section 401(c)(2)(C) of the Act, ing authority other than as defined in secsufficient to reduce budget authority and tion 401(c)(2)(C) of the Act, sufficient to
outlays, or (C) any combination thereof, as
follows: —*05,000,000 in budget au.hority
and —$95,000,000 in outlays in fiscal wear
1991. $359,000,000 in budget authori:y and
1359.000,000 in outlays in fIscal year 1992,
and *719.000,000 in budget authority and
$719,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1903.

recuce budget authority and outlays, or (C)
any conibination thereof, as follows: $0 in
budget authority and $0 in outlays in fiscal
year 1991, $0 in budget authority and $0 in
outlays In fiscal year 1902, and $0 In budget

(5) The House Committee on Energy and
Commerce shall report (A) changes in laws
within Its jurisdiction which provide spending authority as defined in section
401(c)(2)(C) of the CongressIonal Budget
Act of 1974, sufficIent to reduce budget au-

thority and outlays, (B) changes In laws

within its jurisidiction which provide spend-

1993.

combination

thority and outlays, (ii) changes in laws

within its jurisdiction which provide spending authority other than as defined in sec-

tion 401(cX2XC) of the Act, sufficient to
reduce budget authority and outlays. or (iii)
any combination thereof, as follows: $NA in
budget authority and $3,298,000 in outlays
in fiscal year 1991, $NA in budget authority

and $!iA in budget authority and
*6.222.000,000 in outlays In fiscal year 1993.

(B) The House CommIttee on Ways and
Mea:is shall report changes in laws wi1hin
its juri,diction sufficient to increase revenues as follovs: 19,700.000,000 in fiscal year
1931, 18600,000,000 In fiscal year 1992. and
11,990,000.000 in fiscal year 1993.

The

CHAIRMAN

pro

tempore.

Under the rule, the gentleman from

Ohio tMr. KAsIcr) will be recognized
for 30 minutes and a Member opposed
will be recognized for 30 minutes.

The Chair recognizes the gentleman
from Ohio (Mr. Kasxcn).
Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Chairman, I rise
*51.000.000 in outlays in fiscal year 1993.
(10) The House Committee on Scincc- and In opposition to the amendment In (he
Technology shall report (A) changes in laws nature of a substitute and would like
within Its jurisdiction which provide spend- to be granted the time In opposition.
Ing authority as defined in sectiun
The CHAIRMAN pro tempore. The
4Ohc)i2XC) of the Congressional Budget gentleman from California (Mr. PaAct of 1974, sufficient to reduce budget an- NETTA] will be recognized for 30 mmthorfty and outlays, (B) changcs In laws utes.
within its jurisdiction which provide spendMr. KASICH. Mr. Chairman I yield
ing authorIty other than as defined in secLion 401(c)(2)(C) of the Act, sufficient to myself such time as I may consume. I

ing authority other than as defined in section 401(ci(2)(C) of the Act, sufficient to
reduce budget authorty and outlays, or (C) reduce budget authority and outlays, or (C)
any

(13)(A) The House Committee on Ways
and Means shall report (D changes in laws
within its jurisdiction which providc spending authority as defined in setion
401(c)(2RC) of the Congressional Budget
Act of 1974, sufficient to reduce budget au-

authority and $0 in outlays in fiscal year and $4,944,000 in outlays in fiscal year 11392,

(4) The House Committee on Education
(9) The House Committee on Publicworks
and Labor shall report (A) changes in laws shaH report (A) changes in laws within its
'within its jurisdiction which provi.ie spend- jursdction which provide spending authoring authority as defined in section ity as defined in section 2&4tc)(2)(C) of the
401(c)(2)(C) of the Congressional Budget congressonal Budget Act of 1974, sufficient
Act of 1974. sufficient to reduce budget au- to reduce budget authority and outlays, (B)
thority and outlays, (B) changes in laws changes In laws withln its jurisdiction which
within lt jurisdiction which provide spend- prcvide spending authority other than as
ing authority other thanas defined in sec- defined In section 401(c)(2)(C) of the Act.
tion 401(c)(2)'C) of the Act, sufficient to sufficient to reduce budget authority and
reduce budget authority and outlays, or (C) outlays. or (C) any combination thereof, as
any corn bination thereof, as follows: $0 in follows: $51,000.000 In budg.t authority and
budget authority and $0 in outlays in fiscal 51.000,0C0 in outlays In fiscal year 1991,
year 1991. $0 in budget authority and $0 in *51,000.000 in budget authority and
outlays in fiscal year 1992. and $0 In budget *51,000.000 in fiscel year 1992, and
authority and $0 In outlays In fiscal year 151.000,003 In budget authority and
1993.

and $32,000,000 in budget authority and
$134,500,000 In outlays in fiscal year 1993.

thereof, as follows: any combination thereof, as follows:
$3,982,000,000 in budget authority and $1,000,000,000 in budget authority and
$7182000000 in outlays in fiscal year 1991, $1.000.eC10,000 In outlays in fiscal year 1991,
$2,350,000,000 in budget authority and 13443.000.000 in budget authority and
$7,150,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1992, *393,000.000 in outlays In fiscal year 1992,
and 11.314,000.000 in budget authority arid and *394,000.000 In budget authority and
17.314000,000 In outlays In fiscal year 1993. .8394 .000.000 in outlays in fiscal year 1993.
(6) The House Committee on Interior and
(11) The House Committee on Small BusiInsular Mfairs shall report (A) changes In ness shall report (A) changes in laws within
laws within its Jurisdiction which provide its jurisdiction whIch provide spending auspending authority as defined In section thority as defined in section 4OIc)(2)(C) of

just want to say to the gentleman
from California (Mr. PANE'rra], the
chairman of the Committee on the
Budget, that he would have shocked
everybody If he would have just said
he rose to support my amendment.

I want to again lay out for those

who are lIstening, the Members and
their staffs, what I Intend to propose
today, and what It really Is, is it kind
of takes a little out of what the gentle-
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man from California (Mr. PANETTA], the entitlement programs. It was not
the chainnan, just said, and I guess I my effort to do that.
Let me explain that when I freeze
would call this the kinder and gentler
substitute budget proposal, and, as my defense, a hard freeze in defense at
colleagues know, it Is kind of fu:riny be- this year's level, that to me meant

April 26, 1990

We are just saying that the amount of
money in discretionary ought not to
grow. We are not saying what the pri-

orities ought to be. I mean, I think
education is a big priority. So f we

cause it encompasses a lot of the ele- that Republicans had to take a pretty want to take something from one area
Inents that the gentleman from Cali- good step and say that they were will- and put it into another, we can do
fornia [Mr. PA.wrrrA] just talked ing to say that defense had a share in that.
about, establishing prioritie;. But deficit reduction. When I freeze discreBut look, we all talk about reducing
more important than all of that is to tionary spending, I am really saying to deficits. We all talk about the political
shoot down the road towards a bal- Democrats who are concerned about problems in doing it. What I am
anced budget, which my proposal is social spending that we need to freeze saying is I am giving you a road map
able to do within a period of years. it for at least 1 year in order to to send a clear message that we can do
As I mentioned earlier in the debate, I achieve some significant deficit reduc- a better job in this Congress, that we
had a substitute proposal last year tion.
approach a balanced budget, that
In terms of the entitlement pro- can
we can reduce our deficits, that we can
that froze defense and froze discre- grams,
think everybody has those show our concern for future taxpayers
tionary spending that would have put concernsI right
now and wants the enti- and future generations, and we can do
us at the Gramm-Rudman targets this tlements to be delivered.
year If it had been adopted. Unfortuin such a way that I do not think
Let me tell you what is amazing. it
natelly itwas not, and it was not adopt- When
you
get any objection from anybody at
first asked my staff, Scott. home.
ed, not because it was a bad proposal, SalmonI from
In fact, the objection you ought
the
Budget
Committee
but becaus of politics. In fact;, it re- who did a fine job on defense spending to get is that if you vote against the
minced me of last year, when I put which are even included in the Demo- Kasich substitute.
this forward, of what John Kennedy crat budget proposal which provides a
Now, for those Democrats who want
used to say when he went to 'Colum- rational way in which we reduce de- to vote for the Panetta bill, fine.
bus, OH. He used to say, I get the fense spending and not have distorted There is no inconsistency in voting for
loudest cheers and the fewest votes."
reductions, but rather well-rounded re- the Panetta bill and voting for the
ductions, and of course, Art Sauer, Kasich bill that says that we ought to
0 1400

who is in his second year with the have restraint.

Well, whenever I come forward with Budget Committee has worked on my
this budget, I get a lot of slaps on the proposal, and my own staff director,
back and everybody tells me how won- Greg Hampton on budget, I said to
derful it is, but you know, we got to these guys. "Look, let's take a look at
the Rubicon and I put my toe in and what we did last year and let us apply
now I am not so sure I can cross it.
it to this year and see what we get."
Well, this year I hope it is going to
I mean, it was to my surprise to realbe a little bit different, because if you ize that just a tiny little bit of retook a look at what I did last year, you straint will go a long way In deficit rewuld see it was responsible and what I duction. I mean, I think that is the

am doing this year is I think equally
as responsible and a very viable proposall. When I say a viable proposal, I

meaii that because it is not bsed on
smoke and mirrors. It takes the economc assumptions that the administratil)n budget rests upon, the same as
the committee budget. We do not use

the gold standard or any of those
otheir notions that are fine in theory,

But let me tell you, I took the
would like in practice. It basically
takes the budget and does two simple budget proposal that I had, I offered it
in committee, had Republican support
things.
One, it freezes defense at the cur- in committee, took that budget prorent year. Now, the Bush administra- posal, it was sent down to 0MB to be
tion, of course, does in fact iut de- analyzed. I was projecting an $18 bilfense. His budget went in 1 year ago lion surplus in 1993. OMB's only cntibefore we had the massive changes cism was, "You didn't figure food
that we have had throughout the stamps the right way. The surplus will
What my budget does is give us a
hard freeze in defense, and I do not

think that is an unrealistic ;tep to
take for those who are concerned

be $5.3 billion."

My revenue numbers are the same as
the President's. My economic assumptions are the same.
Now, I want to tell you, there is not
anybody in this House who politically
cannot support a freeze of discretion-

about national security in light of the
changes that have occurred within the
ary spending and a freeze of defense
last ,ear.
The other thing that we do is we for 1 year and provide us a budget surfreeze discretionary spending at the plus in 1993.
Now, look, if you want to have more
currcnt year.
Now, let me make it perfectly clear spending in the discretionary area, let
to everyone who is watching this me point this out. If the Appropriadebate that under my proposal people tions Committee, for example, feels as

will get their full COLA's. I do not
impact the COLA's of any of the
peopk who have them coming in the
next fiscal year. I also do not touch

it is not inconsistent to support the
President and support my budget.

The President's budget, as the gen-

tleman from Minnesota [Mr. FRENzELI

pointed out, is at least 10 months old
or 1 year old. My proposal is a better
reflection of where the world is today.
thing that is so amazing. That is the So what I want to say is that I want
message that the Kasich substitute people who are following this debate
sends. It says that if we are willing to not to think that this is some goofy
have a real freeze for 1 year in defense proposal that was slapped together in
and in discretionary programs, we can the last minute, that is based on ecohave a balanced budget with a $5.3 bil- nomic assumptions that are unrealistic
lion surplus in 1993.
or some other kind of fancy gimmicks
I think people who are sitting in in order to get us to a surplus, this is a
their offices hearing this are shaking solid honest budget proposal that has
their heads and saying, "It can't be. been reviewed by staff, that has been

but certainly not tested the way we How can this be so?"

world.

And to Republicans who are worried
about having to vote for the President,
for me or against the President for me,

reviewed by the 0MB and by only

freezing defense and freezing discretionary programs in 1993 we can have
a $5 billion-plus budget surplus.

Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance
of my time and ask for support.

Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Chairman,

I

yield myself such time as I may use.
Mr. Chairman, I rise in opposition to

the amendment that is offered by the
gentleman from Ohio [Mr. KA5IcHI.
but I do that recognizing that the gen•
tleman from Ohio is perhaps one of
the most conscientious members of

the Budget Committee, and that

I

truly believe he is committed to trying

to reduce the deficit, trying to make
tough choices and trying to make the
decisions that have to be made if in
fact we are going to restore the re•
sources that we need for the future.

I truly believe that as he normally

does, he has made a very serious effort

though education ought to get in- here at the budget proposal that has
creased, then they can take money out been offered here. It is an honest
of the discretionary pot of some other effort and it Is one that I would comprogram to establish their priorities. mend to Members to take seriously.
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right now, and, we ought to have the that they can vote thr them as being

In part, I think it is done out of the
frustration that 1 guess we all sense
when it comes to trying to coifront
the deficit issue. There is a lot of talk
about dealing with deficits, but It is
very difficult to confront those
choices, particularly when the politics
of the institution do not permit you
really to make the tough choices that
need to be made, either Presidential
politics or congressional politics.

But it is out of that frustration that

the gentleman has presented the

budget that is before us. I think the
best way to define it is that what he

essentially does when you use a freeze

is that you implement what could be
called the mjnisequester. The sequester Is the toot that is used under
Gramm-Rudinan when afl else fails.
When all else fails, Gramm-Rudman
basically says to cut everything across
the board, take an equal amount out
of defense, take an equal amount out
of domestic spending and reach the
targets that you have to reach. But in
the process ol developing a resolution
and in the process of hoping that we
can resolve our differences responsibly, it is my view that we ought to exhaust every possible effort to try to

focus on priorities, try to focus on
need, before we have to resort to the
kind of

across-the-board

approach

that is recommended in the gentle-

man's amendment.
The challenge for those involved in
the deficit process, the challenge is to

sort out priorities. As we move from

the cold war economy to the peace

will and the foresight and the care and superior items to the Panetta budget
the commitment to try to do that fri a to which both are offered as amendresponsible way.
ynent.
As I said, maybe we will reach this
I would suggest to the membership
porint. Maybe if we fall, if we cannot that when it considers the Kasich
come together, if we cannot resolve budget, it should not consider ft as
our differences, then, Indeed, we may perfection, or as an item. pending
reach this point in the form of seques- against nothing. It has to be considter. I hope that does not happen.
ered in comparison to the Panetta
I believe the purpose of offering a budget to whkh It is infinitely superibudget resolution, of trying to proceed or, and I will, therefore, support it.
with the process, is in the hope that I will say one thing further, Mr.
we still have a chance. We still have Chairman. There has been an arguthe opportunity to do the right thing. ment: 'Does Kasich cut something?"
I am not prepared to surrender yet, Yes, it does. if we are going to have a
and for that reason I would oppose the budget that is going to meet GrammKasich amendment.
targets and put our economy
Mr. KASICH. Mr. Ch!rman, I yie'd Rudman
back where it belongs, and if we are
myself such time as I my consume.
going to get the deficit down to
Mr. Chairman, let me just very ever
zero,
are regrettably going to have
quickly respond to the gentleman's to cutwe
something.
kinder and gentler criticisms by saying
At some point, the Members of this
that in the area, for example, of veter- House
are not going to be able to stake
ans' medical care or education, as I their reputations
on always adding to
said earlier, there is nothing that
would prevent the Committee on Ap- everything, Including new Initiatives.
propriations from making those prior- At some point in the game we are
ities. The only difficulty that we have going to have to stop spending.
is that we are unable to take the fit The Kasich budget just serves us a
step, which is to agree that the discre- little sterner notice that that day is on
tionary funding ought to be held at a the way. I urge an "aye" vote.
certain level. I happen to believe that Mr. KASICH. Mr. Chairman, I yield
we ought to freeze it at this year's myself such time as 1 may consume.
Mr. Chairman, let me Just say a
level, and we can establish our prior.
ities as we move through the process couple more things about this.
This Is an election year. and Memhere, certainly paying attention to the
critical areas like veterans' medical bers are going to be going home this
year, and people are going to be
care and education.
I just maintain that out of that pot saying, "What are you doing about the
of discretionary programs we can deficit?' In fact, their opponents may
prioritizc. The geit1eman would like be asking, "What are you doing about
us to prioritize right off the bat. I am the deficit?"

time economy, you have got to begin
to make careful decisions about how
we reduce defense, where we reduce
What I maintain they can do, and
defense, where investments are made saying the first priority has got to be
within our own society and what pro- to freeze the money so then we can they can hold their head up high and
grams in that process can be reduced. prioritize, because if we do not freeze be proud to say that, I supported a
the money, we will never get to the budget proposal that froze defense be0 1410
process of prioritizing.
cause of a world In which it can be acThose are the kinds of decisions that
Mr. Chairman., I yield 2 minutes to commodated. I voted for a budget that
take time, take care, and I thtnk need the gentleman from Minnesota (Mr. froze discretionary spending for just 1
to be handled responsibly by both the FRENZEL).
single year, that I did not want to ask
President as well gs the Congress.
(Mr. FRENZEL asked and was given
The approach of the substitute basi- permission to revise and extend his recally is one that says regardless of marks.)
merit, regardless of the programs that
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, when

work, regardless of the programs that the gentleman from Ohio determined
do not work, we are going to freeze ev- to sponsor his amendment, I was
erything. We are going to cut every- thrown into a state of confusion. The
thing across the board, and unfortu- amendment which he is offering is
nately, that results in a lot of hits in very similar to those which I have of-

the senior citizens for their COLA sac-

rifice or for the very poor, their entitlernents. I decided I needed to be com-

passionate enough to support them,
but I did want to exercise some budget

restraint, and as a result, I voted for

this Republican's proposal because it,
in 3 years, can provide us a budget surplus."

areas that, very frankly, need atten- fered in the past whose basis is a
I do not think the proposal is pertion. The gentleman's budget, for ex- freeze. Sometimes we freeze every- fect. I do not think it solves all the
ample, with regard to education would thing; sometimes we freeze some problems, but what it does is it sends a

cut about $3.2 billion. With regard to
subsidized housing, it would cut about
$10 billion out. With regard to FAA
safety and improvement, which is obviously an area of great concern at the
present time, it would cut about $1.2

spending, sometimes we freeze some
spending partially. The Kasich amendment is a hard freeze, but, nevertheless, it has the old freeze philosophy,
one which I have admired for some
time.

message and sets a tone that the Con-

gress has got to change the way we
have been doing things for the last 4

or 5 years, really for the last 40 years,
when we get right down to it.
What I say to the Members is give it
a chance, folks, and come to the floor
and vote for this. Do not come up to
me 1ter and tell me,
was a great
budget," but you just could not do it. I
mean, if Members are not going to do
it, do not tell me it was a great budget.
The fact f the matter is if Members

billion. The veterans' medical care On the other hand, I was nervous
would be cut $1 billton, as well as that the gentleman's amendment
other areas that I think are of priority would be so cunningly constructed
attention in trying to look at ow' socie- that it might divert Republicans from
ty and what needs to hc confronted supporting the Presidents budget and,
from education to drug enforcement, therefore, make it look like there was
from transportation to health care, less support for the President's
from housing to veterans. These are budget. I am now convinced that many believe it Is a good budget, take the
areas, I think, that demand attention Republicans like both budgets and chance, take the risk.
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Members did not come to Congress
for lusIness as usual. I was in the back

D$rden
Davis

iu

seat of a car on the way to the con•
gressional basketball game the other

deJa Garzs

sayiag, "I am going to Vote against
this, I am going to vote against that

Derrick
Dewine

night, and some of the guys were

budget, this budget. That Is the politi-

cally smart thing to do." I looked at
my friends and said, "What did you

DeI*y

Dell urns

Dickin8on
Dicks
Dingell
Dixon
Donnelly
Dorgp.n (ND)

come to Congress for? Did you come to
CA
Congress to avoid hard choices and de- Dornan
Douglas
cisions, or did you come here to try to Downey

make a difference?" I think we are

here to make a difference. That is why

I am here. That is why the chairman

is here. That is why the gentleman
from Minnesota (Mr. Fi zEI.) is here.

Dreier,
Duncan
Durbin
Dwyer
Dymally
Dyson
Early

I urge the Members to come to the Eckart
Howe floor and cast a vote in favor of Edwards(CA)
the ]ECasich budget, send them a mes- Edwds (OK)
sage that we can be a better Congress, Emerson
Engel

that we can do a better job, and we

can provide budget surpluses and we
can do a lot better by future generations by supporing this.
Mr. Chairman, I yield back the balance of my time.

Mr. PANETrA. Mr. Chairman,

I

yield back the balance of my time.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
the amendment In the nature of a substitute offered by the gentleman from
Ohio (Mr. KASICH).

Th question was taken; and the

English
Erdreich
Evans
Fasceil
Faweli
i'azio

Feighan
Fields
Fish
Flake
Foglietta
Ford (MI)
Frenzel
Oaflegly
Gallo

O,ydos

Chaiirman announced that the noes

OeJdenson
Gekas

KASICH. Mr. Chairman, I
demand a recorded vote, and pending
that. I make the point of order that a

Olbbons
Gilimor

appeared to have it.
Mr..

quorum is not present.
The CHAIRMAN.

Evidently

a

quorum is not present, pursuant
the provisions of clause 2 of rule
XXJII, the Chair announces that he
will reduce to a minimum of 5 minutes
the period of tixne within which a vote
by electronic device, if ordered, will be
taken on the pending question. Members will record their presence by electronic device.

The call was taken by electronic

device.

The following Members responded
to their name:
tRoll No. 83]
ANSWERED "PRESENT"—407
Akaka
Alexander
Anderson
Andrews
Annun2io
Anthony
AppIeg*te
Archer
Aspin

Atk1n

AuCoin
Baker
B&Ilenger
Barn&rI

Bartlett
Barton

Batemn
Bates

Beileflson

Bennett
Bentley
Bereuter
Berman
Bevfll

BUbry

BWFakIS

Bliley

Boehlert
Boggs

Bonlor
Borski
Boucher
Boxer

Brennan
Brooks
Broomfield

Browder
Brown (CA)
Brown (CO)
Bruce

Carper
Carr
Chandler
Chapman
C'arke

Clay
Clement
Clinger
Cobie
Colemari(MO)
Coleman (TX)
Combest
Condit
Conte
Conyers
Cooper
Costello
Coughlin

Bryant
Buechner
Bunning
Burton
Courter
Bugt,.mante
Cox
Byron
Coyne
Caflahan
Craig
Cxnpbell (CA) Crane
Campbell (CO) Crockett
CsrdIn
Dannemeyer

opht
Oeren
G(ngrlch
Giickman
Gonzalez
000ciling
Gordon
Goss
Grftdlson

Orandy
Grant
Gray
Green
Guarini
Ounderson
Hall (OH)

HaIITX

Jenkins
Johnson (CT)
Johnson (SD)
Jones (OA)
Jones(NC)
Jontz
KanJorskl

Kaptur
Kaslch

Kastenmeier
Kennedy
Keimelly
Kfldee

KIekft
Kolbe

Kolter
Kostmayer
Kyl
LFa1ce
Lagomarstno
Lancaster
Lanto8
Laughlin
Leach (IA)
Lehman (CA)
L.ehlnan(FL)
Lent
L.evln(MI)
Levine (CA)
LewIs (CA)
Lewis (FL)
Lewis (GA)

UghUoot
Upthski

Livingston
Lloyd
Long

Hyde

Inhofe

Ire1,.zd

Jacobs
James

Penny
Perkins
Petri
Plckett

Trxler

Udall
Unsoeld

Upton
Valentine

VanderJagt

MillerCA

Neal (NC)
Nelson
Nielson
Nowak

Oekar

Oberst&r
Obey
Olin

Ortlz
Owens (NY)

Owens (tyr)
Oxley

Pckrd
Pallone

April 26, 1990
Vento
VscIosky
Volkmer
Walgren
Walker
Walsh
Washington

waxman
Weber
weiss
Weldon
Wheat

Whttaker

Porter
Poshard
Price
QuWen
Rangel
Ravenel
Ray
Regula
Rhodes
Richardson
Ridge
Rifl9ido
RiUer
Roberts
Robinson
Roe
Rogers
RohrabaCher
Ros-Lehtlnen
Rose
RosenkowskI

Slaughter(NY)
Slaughter (VA)
Smith (FL)
Smith !A)
Smith (NE)
Smith (NJ)
Smith (TX)
Smith '1')
Smith. Denny
(NH)

Smith. Robert
(OR)
Snowe

soarz

RECORDED VOTE

The CHAIRMAN. The pending busi-

ness is the demand of the gentleman

from Ohio (Mr. KASICH) for a recorded vote.
Five minutes will be allowed for this
vote.

A recorded vote was ordered.

The vote was taken by electronic

device, and there were—ayes 106, noes
305, not voting 22, as follows:
(Roll No. 84)
Ballenger
Barnard

Bartlett

Baseman

Bennett

Bereuer
Bliley

Buechner
Burton
Caflahan
Carper
Chandler
Chapman
Clinger
Coble
Combest

Condit
Cooper
Coughlln
Crane
Dannemeyer
Darden

1Lay

DeWine
Dickinson
Dornan (CA)
Downey
Duncan

Edwards(OK)
English

Fwell

Fish
Prenzel
Gallo

0058

Grandy

Hall rrx
Hasert

Hayes (LA)

Herger
Hiier
Hoagiand
Houghton
Huckaby
Ireland
Johnson (CT)
Kasich
Kolbe
Lancaster
LeBCh (1A

Lent
Lewis (FL)
Lowery (CA)

Miller 0H)

MilIer(WA)
Moorhead
Nielson
Owens (UT)
Oxley

Akaka
Alexander
Anderson
Andrews

Borski
Boucher
Boxer

AnnUnzIo

Brooks
Broomfield
Browder
Brown(CA)
Brown (CO)
Bruce

Bllbray
Bilirakis
Boehlert
Boggs

Bonior

Rowland (GA)
Sabo
Saxton
Schutze

Sensenbrenner
Shays
Skaggs
Skeen
Slaughter (VA)
Smith (NE)
Spence

Tallon
Tauke
McMillan (NC) Tauzin

Porter
NOES—305

Bevill

Rohrabacher
Roth
Rowland(CT)

McColluxn
McEwen

GilImor

Stenhoim
Stokes
Studds
Sundqutst

Ravenel
Ray
Ridge
RiUer
Roberts
Rogers

Stangeland
Lukens. Donaid Stenholm
Martin (NY)
Sundgutst

(k

Baker
Barton
Bates
Beilenson
Bentley
Berman

Tanner
Tauke
Tauzin

AYES—106
Gingrich
Gordon

Patterson
Petri

St.allings
St.angeland

Swift
Synan
Tallon

Young (FL

Committee will resume its business.

Aspin
Atkins
AuCoin

Stark

Young (AK)

names, a quorum is present, and the

Spratt

Staggers

wylie
Yates
Yatron

seven Members have answered to their

Anthony
Applegate
Archer

Spence

Williams
Wilson
Wise
Wolf
Wolpe
Wyden

The CHAIRMAN. Four hundred

(OR)

Smtth, Robert

Whitten
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PIckle

McMilIen (MD) Skas
McNulty
Skeen
Meyers
Skelton

Hochbrueckner Neal(MA)

Hugles
Hunter
Hutto

Pelosi

Roth
Roukema
Lowey (NY)
Rowland (CT)
Luken. Thomas Rowland (GA)
Lukens, Donald Roybal
Machtley
Sabo
Madign
Saiki
Manton
SangmeIser
Markey
Sarpalius
Marlenee
Sawyer
Martln(IL)
Saxton
Martin (NY)
Schaefer
Martinez
&heuer
Matsul
Schiff
Mavroules
Schneider
Muzoli
Schroeder
McCandless
Schutze
Schumer
McCloskey
McCollum
Sensenbrenner
McCrery
Serrano
McCurdy
Sharp
McDde
Shaw
McDermott
Shays
McEwen
Shumway
McGrath
Shuser
McHugh
Sjkorski
McMillan (NC) Stslsky

HMt

Horton
Houghton
Hoyer
Hubbard
Huckaby

Paxon
Payne (NJ)
Payne(VA)
Pease

Taylor
Thomas (CA)
Thomas (GA)
Torres
Torrlcelfl
Towns
Traflcant

L.Owery (CA)

Hamilton
Miller (OH)
Hammerschinidt Miller (WA)
Hancock
Mineta
Hansen
Moakley
Harris
Molinarl
Molioheji
Hauher
Montgomery
Hawkins
Moody
Moorhead
Haye! (IL)
Hayes (LA)
Morella
Hefley
Morrison (CT)
Hefner
MorrIson (WA)
Henry
Murphy
Herger
Murtha
Hertel
Myer5
Hiler
Nagle
Hoaglazd
Natcher
Holloway

Panetta
Parker
Parris
Pashayan
Pauerson

Taylor
Thomas (CA)
Thomas(GA)
Upton
Vander Jagt
Weber

Whittaker
Wylie

Pickle

Brennan

Bryant
Bunning

Byron
Campbell (CA)
Campbell (CO)
Cardin

Can

Clarke
Clay
Clement
Co)eman (MO)
Coleman (TX)
Conte

Conyers
Costello
Courter
Cox

Coyne
Crftig

Crockett
Davis

de Ia Garza

DeFzio

Dellurns
Derrick
Dicks
Dingell
Dixon
Donnelly
Dorgan (ND)
Douglas

Dreter
Durbin

Dwyer
Dymally
Dyson

April 26
Early
ECkart
Edwards (CA)
Emerson
Engel

Erdreich
Evans

F'scell
P'zio
1etghazi
Fields

Flake
FogIetta
Ford (MI)
Pr.nk
Frost
Os,llegly
Osydos
Oeiden8on

Lewis (CA)
Lewis (GA)

Rce

Lightfoot
Uptnskl

Roukema

Uvingston
Lloyd

Rtenkowski
Roybal
Balki

Sangmeister
Long
Sarpallus
Lowey (NY)
Savage
Luken. Thomas Sawyer

Machtley
Madigan
Ma.nton
Markey

Marlenee
Martin (IL)
Martinez
Matsul
Mavroues

Schaefer
8cheuer

8chff

Schneider
8chroeder
8chumer

Serrtno
Sharp
Shaw

Shumvay
Shuster
Slkorskl
Gibbons
Mecrery
Slslsky
Oilman
McCurdy
Skelton
Gliclunan
McDade
Slattery
Oonzalez
McDermott
Slaughter (NY)
000dling
McGrath
Smith (FL)
Gradison
McHugh
Smith (IA)
Grant
McMIllen (MD) Smith (NJ)
McNulty
Gray
Smith (TX)
Green
Meyers
Smith (VT)
Guarini
Miller (CA)
Smith, Denny
Mineta
Gunderson
(OR)
Hall (OH)
Moakley
Smith. Robert
Hamilton
Molinart
(NH)
Baznmerschxntdt Mollohan
Smith. Robert
Hancock
Montgomery
(OR)
Hansen
Moody
Enowe
Harrla
Morella
Solarz
Hatcher
Morrison (CT) Spratt
Hawkins
Morrison (wA) Staggers
Murphy
Stallings
HayesUL)
Hefley
Murtha
Stark
Hefner
Myers
Stearns
Nagle
Henry
Stokes
Hertel
Natcher
Sthdds
Hochbrueckner Neal (MA)
Swift
Iolloway
Synar
Neal (NC)
Horton
Nelaon
Tanner
Hoyer
Nowak
Torres
Hubbard
Oakar
Torricelli
Hughei
Oberstar
Towns
Hunter
Obey
Traficant
Hutto
Olin
Traxler
Hyde
Ortiz
Udall
Inhofe
Owens (NY)
Unsoeld
Jacobs
Packard
Valentine
Oephsrdt

Maz2oli
McCandless

Geren

Mccloskey

James

PaBone

VenLo

Jenkins
Johnson (SD)
Jones (GA)
Jones(NC)
Jontz

Panetta
Parker
Parris

vjsclosky
Volkiner
Vucanovich
Walgren
Walker

Kanjorskl
Kaptur
Kastenmeler
Kennedy
Kennelly
Kildee
Kleczka

Kolter

Kostmayer

Kyl

Lapalce
Lagomarsino
Lantos

Laughlin
Lehman (CA)
Lehman (FL)

Levin(MI)

Levine (CA)

Pashayan
Paxon
Payne (NJ)
Payne (VA)
Pease

wa'sh
washington
waxnian

Pelosi
Penny

weiss
weldon

Perkins
Pickett
Poshard
Price
Quillen

wheat
Whitten
willlama
wuson
wise
woU
wolpe
wyden

Ra.ngel

Regula
Rhodes
RichArdson

Rinaldo

Robtnson

Roe

Yates

Yatron
Young (AK)
Young (FL)

Roe-L.ehUnen

NOT VOTING—22
Ackerman
Armey

Hopkins
Johnston

Rus8o

Bustamante

Leath (TX)
Mtume
Michel

Solomon

Boo

Collina
Espy

Flippo
Ford (TN)

Mrazek
Pur3ell

8chuette

Stump

Thomaa (WY)

wstk1n

Rahail

0 1448

The Clerk announced the following

pair:
Ot. this vote:
Mr. Armey for, with Mr. Ackerman
against.
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FIscal year 1995: $30,240,000,000.
Messrs. HAYES of Louisiana. FISH.
and the amounts for Federal Insurance
SABO. SKAGGS. EDWARDS of Oklahoma, McCOLLUM. and ROWLAND Contributions Act revenue3 for hospital in
of Georgia changed their vote from surance within the recommended levels of

Federal revenues are as follows
"no" to 'aye."
year 1991: $77,122,000,000.
So the amendment in the nature of Fiscal
Fiscal year 1992: $82,479,000,000.
a substitute was rejected.
Fiscal year 1993: $89,042,000,000.

The result of the vote was an-

nounced as above recorded.

AMENDMr II THE $A?URE OF A &UBSTITtTZ

OFFERED BY .

DANWY

Mr. DANNEMEYER. Mr. Chairman.

pursuant to the rule. I offer an amendment In the nature of a substitute.

The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will

Fiscal year 1994: $95,075,000.000.
FIscal year 1995: $100,451,000.000.

(2) The appropriate levels of total new

budget authority are as tollows

Fi8caI year 1991: $1,048,900,000,000.
F18Ca1 year 1992: $1,010,100,000,000.
Ftscal year 1993: $1,044,000,000,000.
Fiscal year 1994: $1,059.760,000.000.
Fiscal year 1995: $1,092,250,000,000.

designate the amendment In the (3) The appropriate levels of total budget
nature of a substitute.
outlays are as follows:

The text of the amendment In the

nature of a substitute is as follows:

Amendment In the nature of & substitute of-

fered by Mr. DAiizv Strike all after
the resolving

clause

and Insert the

fol-

Fiscal year 1991: $966,630,000,000.
FIscal year 1992: $914,420,000,000.
Fiscal year 1993: $943,030.000,000.
Fiscal year 1994: $954,410,000,000.

FIscal year 1995: $983,890,000,000.

(4)(A) The amounts of the deficits are as
That the budget for fiscal year 1991 Is es- follows:
FIscal year 1991: —$114,460,000,000.
tablIshed, and the appropriate budgetary
FIscal year 1992: —$24,480,000,000.
levels for fiscal yeara 1992. 1993. 1994. and
(B) The amounts of the surpluses are as
1995 are hereby set forth.
Iowing

MAXIMUM

D1CIT AMOU]rS

follows:
Fiscal year 1993: +$2.300,000.000.
Fiscal year 1994: +$38,850.000,000.
Fiscal year 1995: +$73,410.000.000.

&c. 2. The following levels and amounts
In thIs section are set forth for purposes of
(5) The appropriate levels of the public
determining, In accordance with section
301(i) of the Congressional Budget and Im- debt are as follows:
poundinent Control Act of 1974, as amended

by the Balanced Budget and Emergency
Deficit Control Act of 1985, whether the
maxtmum deficit amount for a ftscal year
has been exceeded, and as set forth In this

FIscal year 1991: $3,315.850,000.000.
Fiscal year 1992: $3.479.150.000.000.
Fiscal year 1993: $3.639.700,000,000.
Fiscal year 1994: $3,774,500,000,000.
Fiscal year 1995: $3,885.650,000,000.

concurrent resolution, shall be considered to
(6) The appropriate, levels of total Federal
be mathematically consistent with the other credit activity for the fiscal years beginning
arnount8 and levels set forth In this concur- on October 1. 1990. October 1. 1991. October
rent resolution:
1. 1992, October 1. 1993. and October 1.

(1) The recommended levels of Federal

revenues are as follows:
Ftscal year 1991: $1.166,710,000,000.

FIscal year 1992: $1,227,330,000,000.
Fiscal year 1993: $1,302.880,000,000.
(2) The appropriate levels of total new

budget authority are as follows:

FIscal year 1991: $1,385.340,000,000.
FIscal year 1992: $1,373,710.000,000,
Fiscal year 1993: $1,437,420,000,000.

1994. are as follow&
Fiscal year 1991:
(A)
New
direct loan obligatons.
$13,440,000,000.
(B) New primary loan guarantee commitments. $129,763,000,000.

Fiscal year 1992:.
New
loan obligabons.
direct
(A)
$12,962,000,000.
(B) New primary loan guarantee commit-

(3) The appropriate levels of total budget ments. $122.187,000,000.

outlays are as follows:

Fiscal year 1991: $1,228,630,000,000.
Fiscal year 1992: $1.192,650,000,000.
FIscal year 1993: $1,238,580,000.000.

FIscal year 1993:

New
direct loan obligations,
(A)
$12,431.000,000.
(B) New primary loan guarantee commit-

(4)(A) The amount of the deficit Is as fol- ments.

lows:.
Fiscal year 1991: —$61,920,000,000.

$122,697,000,000.

Fiscal year 1994:
(A)

New

(B) The amounts of the surpluses are as $12,056,000,000.

follows:
FIscal year 1992: +$34,680.000,000.
FIscal year 1993: +$64.100,000,000.

RZCOILIIENDED LEVELS AND AMOUNTS

Sec. 3. (a) The following budgetary levels

direct

loan

obligations.

(B) New primary loan guarantee commitments. $124,201,000,000.
Fiscal year 1995:
direct loan obilgatSons.
(A)
New
$11,743,000.000.

(B) New primary loan guarantee commitare appropriate for the fIscal years beginning on October 1. 19O. October 1. 1991, ments. $125,705,000,000.
(b) The Congress hereby determfnes and
October 1. 1992, October 1. 1993. and October 1, 1994:

declares the appropriate levels of budget au-

(1) The recommended levels of Federal thority and budget outlays, and the appropriate levels of new direct loan obligations
revenues are aa follows:
and new primary loan guarantee commitFIscal year 1991: $852.170,000,000.
Fiscal year 1992: $889.940.000,000.
FIscal year 1993: $940.730,000.000.
FIscal year 1994: $993.260,000,000.
FIscal year 1995: $1.067.300.000,000.

and the amounts by which the aggregate
levels of Federal revenue8 should be Increased are as follows:
FIscal year 1991: $29,700.000,000.
Fiscal year 1992: $23.580.000,000.
Fiscal year 1993: $26.990.000,000.
FIscal year 1994: $27.080.000.000.

ments for fiscal years 1991 through 1995 for
each major functional category are:
(1) National Defense (050):
Fiscal year 1991:
authorIty.
New
budget
(A)
$301.630.000.000.
(B) Outlays. $296.740,000,000.

(C) New direct loan obligations. $0.

(I)) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $0.
FIscal year 1992:

H 1802
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budget

authority,

(B) Outlays, $299.7 10,000.000.
(C) New chrect loan ob11gatloi. $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee ommit-

ment;. 80.
Fiscal year 1993;
(A)
New
8307.690.000.000.

budget

FIscal year 1995;
(A) New budget authorfty. $17,E20.000.000.
(B) Outlays. $17,780,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obllgattons. 80.

(D) New primary loan guarx1tee commitauthority, ments, $0.

(B) Out1ay 8302.700.000.000.
(C) New direct loan obIigatons. $0.

(D) New primary loan guaranlee commit-

ments. 80.
Fiscal year 1994:

(A)
New
budget
8310.770.000.000.
(B) Outlays. 8305.730.000.000.

(I)) New primary osn guarantee commitment. 80.

(4) Energy (270):
Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, $5,200.000,000.
(B) Outlays, $3.SOO.000,000.
Obligations,
(C)
New
direct loan

$5OO.OOOO0O.

authority.

(C) New direct loan obligations. $0.
(D) New primary loan guarant.ee commitments. $0.
Fiscal year 1995:
(A)
New
budget
auhorlty,
$313 .880,000.000.

(B) Outlays, $308,790,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations. $0.

(D) New primary loan guaraiflee commit-

(D) New primary loan guarantee commitmenta' 81,100,000,000.
Fsca1 year 1992;
(A) New budget authority. $5.4 10.000O00.
(B) Outlays. $3,640.000,000.
obligations.
New
direct loan
(C)
$448.000.000,

(D) New primary loan Ruarantee Commitments, 81.150.000.QOO.

Fi6cal year 1993:
(A) New budget authority, 85.620.000.000.
(B) Outlays. 83,790,000.000.
obligAtions.
direct loan
New
(C)

ments. 80.
8456,000.000.
(2) International Affairs (150):
(D) New primary Loan guarantee commitFiscal year 1991:
ments, $1,200,000,000.
(A) New budget authcrity, $18.350)00,000.
Fiscal year 1994:
(B) OutLays, $13.980.000.000.
(A) New budget authority. $5,850,000,000.
(C)
New
direct loan obligations.
(B) Outlays. 83.940.000.000.
$1,276,000,000.
losn obligaUons.
New
dfrect
(C)
(D) ew primary loan guarantee commit- 8414.000000.
ments. $1l,009.000,000.
(D) New primary loan guarntee commit.

Fiscl year 1992;

(A) New budget authority, 819.080.000,000.
(Li Outlays, $ 14.540.000.000.
(C)
New
direct loan
obligations,
$I1.324M00,000.

meats, $1 .2.50,UOO.000.

Fwcal year 995:
(A) Nt budget authority. $6.08&.000.000.
(B) Outlays. $4.090.000.000.
direct
kan
New
(C)

(B) Outlays, $15120000000.
(C)
New
direct loan

oblitions,

$1. 37 1, 000 .000.

'D New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $11856000000.
Fiscal year 1994:
A) New budget authority, $O,640,OO0.000
(B) Outlays. $15,730.000,000,
(C)
New
direct loan

1,4l7,000,000.

obligations,

(D) New primary loan guarantee cmmt-

ments, $12,251,000,000.
Fiscal year 1995:

(A) New budget authority. 821.470000,000.
(B) Outlays, 816.350.000,000.
(C)
New
direct loan
obflrations.

$1.4 57 .000.000

(D) New primary 1an guarantee cmmnit-

ments, $l2.24,O00,O00.

(3) General Science. Space, and Teithnolog (250):
Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority. $15,230,C00,000.
(B) outlays. $15,200,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligattonB. 80.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, 80.
Fiscal year 1992:
(A) ew budget authority, $LL84O,COO.OO0.
(B) outlays. $15,810,000,000.

(C) New direct loan obltgatorz. $0.
(D) New pnmary loan guarantee commitments. $0.
Fiscal year 1993:
(A) New budget anthorlty. $16.47O,O0.O00.
(B) outlays. $16,440,000,000.
(C) New direct }oan obligations. $0.

(D) New primary loan guarnrtee commit-

ments, $0.
Fiscal year 1994:
(A) New budget authority, $17.134O0.OOO.
(B) outlays. $17,100,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations. $0.

obligations.

1990

87,835.000.000.

(D) New primary loan guarant.ee mmIt-

ments, $8.910.000.000.
Fiscal year 1993:

(A) New budget uthor1ty, 821.240.000.000.
(B) Outlays. $18,140,000,000.
New
direct loan obligations,
(C)
$7,423O00OO0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee Commit-

ments. $8.250.000.000.
Fiscal year 1994:
(A) New budget authatlty, 820.130.000.000.
(B) Outlays. 816.900.000.000.
direct loan obligations.
New
(C)
87. 169.000.000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee COmmItments. $8.50.000.000.
Fiscal year 1995:
(A) New budget authority. 819.420.000.000.
(B) Outlays. 816.060.000.000.
New
direct loan obligations.
(C)
$6.927,000.000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee comrnil-

ment, 88.250.000,000.
(7) Commerce and Housing Credit (370):
Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, $44,970,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $45,400,000,000.
obligations,
New
direct loan
(C)
$2.1 44,000.000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments. $79,998,000,600.
Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $14,930,000,000.
(B) Outlays. $5,150,000,000.
ob)igaticns.
New
direct loan
(C)
$1,913,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $72245000000.
Fiscai year 1993:
merits. $1,280,000,000.
(A) New budget authority. $27670000000.
(5) Natural Resources and Environment
(B) Outlays. 15.850.000.000.
(300):
'oan ob)igations,
New
direct
(C')
Ftsca! year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, $17.060.000.000. $1,855,000,000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commh(B) Outlays. $17.850.000.000.
obligations. ments, $'2,445M00,000.
(C)
New
direct
loan
Fiscal year 1994:
$5,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit- $404,000,000.

ments, $11,44C,000,000.
Fiscal year 1993:
(A) New budget authorIty, *19.850,000,000.
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(A) New budget authority, 821.860.000.000.
B) Outlays, 818,880,000,000.
New
direct toan
(C)
obligations,

(D) New primary loan guarantee mmit-

(D) New primary loan guantee commit-

(A) Ne budget authority, $16900000000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

Fiscal year 99l:

(B) OutLays. $4,130,000,000.
ments, $0.
obligations.
loan
direct
(C)
New
Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New budgetauthority. *17,740.000,000. $1784000000.
(D) New primary loan gua'-antee commit(B) Outlays, $18,560,000,000.
obligations. ments, $72,607,000,000.
loan
New
direct
(C)
Fiscal year 1995:
82.000,000.
(A) New budget authority. 818,610,000,000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commit(B) Outlays $6,360,000,000.
ments. $0.
direct bar. obligattons,
New
(C)
Fiscal year 1993:
(A) New budget authority. 818,450.000.000. 81,721,000.000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commit(B) Outlays, $19,310,000,000.
obligations, ments. $72,806,000,000.
direct loan
New
(C)
(8) TransportaUon(400):
$3,000,000.

ments. $0.
Fiscal year 1994:

(A) New budget authority. $19190000000.
(B) Outjays. 820.080,000.000.
(C) New direct loan obligations. $0.

(D) New primary an gtmrnntee eorrmitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1995:
(A) Ne budget authority. *19.960.000,000.
(B) Outlays. $20.880.000.D00.
(C) New direct loan obligations. $0.

(D) New primary loan g'j&rantee commit-

ments. $0.
(6) Agriculture (350Y
Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget autho,ity. $19,190,UO0,000.
(B) Outlays. $&320,OOOMOO.
Ion
New
direct
(C)
$7,926,000,000.

obligations.

(A) New budget authority. $31.170,&i00,000.

(B) Outlays. $29280000000.
obligtons,
New
direct loan
(C)
$48000000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authortty, $32,420,000,000.
(B) Outlays. 830,450,000.000.
loan
New
direct
(C)

(D) New primary loan luarantee commit-

ments. $0.
Fisca) year 1993:
(A) New budget authority, $33,710,000,000.
(B) Outlays. $31,670,000,000.
obligations,
loan
c*rect
New
(C)
848,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

(D) New primary loan guarantee ,mmt- ments, 80.

ments. $8.790.000,DOO.

Fiscal ye&r 1992:

obligatiorts,

848.000,000.

FismJ year 1994:
(A) New budget authority, $35,060,000,000.

April 26, 1990
(B) Outlays, $32,940,000,000.
New
(C)
direct loan

obligations,

$48,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $0.
Fiscal year 1995:
(A) New budget authority, $36,460,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $34,250,000,000.
New
direct loan obligations,
(C)
$48,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $0.

(9) Community and Regional Develop-

ment (450):
Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, $8,9'0,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $8,360,000,000.
obligations,
(C)
New
direct loan
$795,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $405000000.
Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $9,330,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $8690,000,000.
New
(C)
direct loan obligations,
*756,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $395,000,000.
Fiscal year 1993:
(A) New budget authority, $9,700,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $9,040,000,000.
New
direct loan obligations,
(C)
$767,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $420,000,000.
Fiscal year 1994:
(A) New budget authority, $10,090,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $9,400,000,000.
obligations,
(C)
New
direct loan
$734,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $445000000.
FIscal year 1995:
(A) New budget authority, $ 10.490,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $9,780,000,000.
New
(C)
direct loan obligations,
$719,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $470,000,000.

(10) Education, Training, Employment,

and Social Services (500):
FIscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, $40,030,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $38,740,000,000.
New
(C)
direct loan obligations,
$5,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $12,614,000,000.
Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $41,100,000,000.

(B) Out1ay, $39760000000.
New
direct loan
(C)
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obligations,

$4,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commtt-

ments, $ 13,440.000,000.
Fiscal year 1993:
(A) New budget authority, $42,520,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $41,120,000,000.
(C)
New
direct loan obligations,
$3.000.000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commtt-

ments, $14,187,000,000.
Fiscal year 1994:
(A) New budget authority, $44,080,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $42,630,000,000.
obligations.
(C)
New
direct loan

$2000000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $14,854,000,000.
Fiscal year 1995:
(A) New budget authority. $45,790,000,000.
(B) Outlays. $44,290,000,000.
New
(C)
direct loan oblig8tions,

(A) New budget authority, $65,140,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $62,380,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $185,000,000.
Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $71,510,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $68,640,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1994:
New
(A)
$218.4 10,000,000.

budget

authority,

(B) Outlays, $174,640,000,000.
obllgations,
(C)
New
direct loan
$1,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit(D) New primary loan guarantee commit- ments, $0.

ments, $120,000,000.
Fiscal year 1993:
(A) New budget authority, $78,000,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $75,010,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $60,000,000.
Fiscal year 1994:
(A) New budget authority, $84,420,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $81,310,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New pi-Iniary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $50,000,000.
FIscal year 1995:
(A) New budget authority. $91,070,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $87,840,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee comnilt-

ments, $25,000,000.
(12) Medicare (570):
Fiscal year 1991:
New
(A)
$124,730,000,000.

authority,

D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $0.
Fiscal year 1992:

New
budget
(A)
$139,850,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $117,350,000,000.

authorily,

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $0.
Fiscal year 1993:

New
budget
(A)
*154,710.000,000.
(B) Outlays, $131,300,000,000.

authority.

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $0.
Fiscal year 1994:

budget
(A)
New
$171,010,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $146,660,000,000.

authority,

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $0.
FIscal year 1995:

(A)
New
budget
$188,640,000,000.
(B) Outlays. $163,330,000,000.

authority,

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $0.
(13) Income SecurIty (600):
Fiscal year 1991:
budget
New
(A)

authority,

$191,100,000,000.

(B) Out1ay, $152,180,000,000.
direct loan
obligations,
New
(C)

$1,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $0.
Fiscal year 1992:

authority,
New
budget
(A)
$199,020,000,000
(B) Outlays, $158,540,000,000.
New
direct loan obligations,
(C)
$1,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commitNew

budget

authority.

$1,000,000.

(A)

ments, $15,548,000,000.
(11) Health (550):
Fiscal year 1991:

(B) Outlays, $165,760,000,000.
(C)
New
direct 1oaz obligations,

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit- $207,850,000,000.
$1,000,000.

authority,
budget
(A)
New
$227,310,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $181,780,000,000.
loan obligations,
(C)
New
direct
$1,000,000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
(14) Social Security (650):
Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, $3,800,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $3,800,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

menth, $0.
Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $4,430,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $4,430,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

budget

(B) Outlays, $103,090,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

ments, $0.
FIscal year 1993:

FIscal year 1995:

ments, $0.
Fiscal year 1993:
(A) New budget authority, $4,860,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $4,880,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations. $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $0.
Fiscal year 1994:
(A) New budget authority, $5,340,000,000.
(B) Outlays. $5,340,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $0.
Fiscal year 1995:
(A) New budget authority, $5,910,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $5,910,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $0.
(15) Veterans Benefits and Services (700):
Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, $31,600,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $30,270,000,000.
obligation.
New
direct loan
(C)
$741,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit.'

ments, $15,752,000,000.
FIscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $32,380,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $31,000,000,000.
New
direct loan obligations.
(C)
$630,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commf t-

ments, $14,486,000,000.
FIscal year 1993:
(A) New budget authority, $34,880,000,000.
(B) Outlays, 33,440,000.000,
New
direct loan obligations,
(C)
$501,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments. $14,279,000,000.
FIscal year 1994:
(A) New budget authority, $34,510,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $33,010,000,000.
direct loan obligations,
New
(C)
$488,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $14,500,000,000.
FIscal year 1995:
(A) New budget authority, $33,760,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $32,210,000,000.
direct loan obligations,
New
(C)
$464,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $14,701,000,000.

(16) Administration of Justice (750):
FIscal year 1991:
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(A New budget authoilty, $13,670,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $12,630,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligUons, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee comiit-

ments, $0.

Fiscal year 192:
(A) New budget authority, $14.220,000,800.
(B) Outlays, $13,140,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligat,ons, $0.

(0) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $0.
Fisa1 year 1993:
(A) New budget authority, $14,790000.000.
(B) Outlays, $13,660,0Q0,000.
(C) New direct loan obUgattons, $0.

(B) Out'ays, $4,97O,OOO,OOO.
(C) New direct k,an obbgattons, $0.
(D) New piimary Jean guarantee commitmeigs, $0.
(19) Allowances (920):
Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget nuthortty, $0.
(B) Outlays, $0.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

CD) New primary loan guarantee commitments. $0.
Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $0.

(B) Outlays, $0.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

rnents, $0.
Fiscal year 1994:
(A) New budget authority, $15,380,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $14,210,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commitS

ments, $0.
Fiscal year 1995:
(A) New budget authority, $15,990,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $14,780,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New pthnary loan guarnntee commit-

ment;, $0.

(17) General Government (800):
Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, $10,810,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $10,650,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligation$, $0.

ments,

April 26, 1&90
its Jurisdiction sufficient to tncrease reve•
nues as follows: $3,200,000000 in fiscal year
1991, —$4,300,000,000 in fiscal year 1992,
in
—$3,600,000,000
fiscal year
1993,
—$4,300000,000 in fiscal year 1994, and
in fiscal year 1995.
5EIMfl COMMrrTEE8

—$31OO,OOOMOO

(c) The Senate Committee on Finance
shall report changes in laws within its Juris-

dktion sufficient to ncTease revenues as fol-

lows: $3,200,000,000 in fiscal year 1991,
year 1992,
fiscal
—$4,300,000,000 in
fiscal
year
1993,
—$3,600,000,000 in
—$4,300.000,000 in fiscal year 1994, and

—$3,100,000,000 in fiscal 'ear 1995.

$0.

GOLD BONDS

Fiscal year 1993:

5 (a) The Congress shall consider leglation authorizing the Issuance of Treasury obligaUons redeemable In gold, that—
(C) New dfrect loan obligations, $0.
(1) are know as Eagle bonds;
CD) New pilmary loan guarantee commit(2) have an annual investment yield not
ments, $0.
exceeding 1.75 per centum;
Fiscal year 1994:
(3) have an initial maturity of forty years,
(A) New budget authority, $0.
and may not be issued for less than twenty(B) Outlays, $0.
five years;
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(4) have principal and interest redeemable
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitat maturity n gold;
rnents, $0.
(A) New budget authority, $0.
(B) Outlays. $0.

SEC.

FIscal year 1995:

(A) New budget authority, $0.
(B) Outlays, $0.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

• (D) New primary Ion guarantee commtt-

(5) are intended to replace hlgh-tnterest,
short-term debt.
(b) The Issuance of gold bonds Is intended
to achieve—
(1) a permanent reduction in the rate of

(D) New primary loan guarantee ommit- ments, $0.
interest on the public debt:
ment, $0.
(20) Undlstributed Offsetting Receipts
(2) a permanent reduction in the rate of
Fiscal year 1992:

(A) New budget authority, $11,300,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $11,130,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $e.
(D) New primary loan guarantee eomrntt-

(950):

Fiscal year 1991:
CA)
—

(D) New primary Joan guarantee commit.

ments, $0.
Fiscal year 1994:
(A) New budget authority, $11,72O)OO,O00.
(B) Outlays, $11,540,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New prlmry loan guarantee cc)mmIt

ments, $0.
Fiscal year 1995:
(A) New budget authority, $12,260,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $12,070,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments. $0.
(18) Net Interest (900):
Fiscal year 1991:
(A)
New
budget
authority,

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit.
ments, $0.
Fisca' year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $95,930.000,000.
(B) Outlays, 895,930,000,000.
(C) ?iew direct loan obligations. $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $0.
Fiscal year 1993:
(A) New budget authortty, 877,200.000,000.
(B) Outlays, $77,200.000.000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, 80.

authority,

(D) New primary loan guarantee commtt
ments, $0.
Fiscal year 1992:
(A)
New

budget

authority,

—$40,930,000,000.
(B) Outlays, —$40,930,000,000.

cit.
ACcELERATED REvENUE RECOVERY

SEc. 6 (a) It is the Bense of Congres8 that

the Department of the Treasury, Internal
Revenue Service shall initiate a program
that seeks an acceleration of the collection
of unpaid taxes.

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(b) Revenues collected pursuant to this

program shall be used solely for the purpose
of reducing the Federal budget deficit.
(c) Collection and compliance procedures
authority, shall be undertaken In accordance with P.L.
100-647 with regard to the rights of taxpay-

(I)) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $0.
FIscal year 1993:
(A)
—

New

budget

$42,710.000,000.

ers.

(B) Outlays, —$42,710,000,000.

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee comjnftments, $0.
Fiscal year 1994:
(A)
New
—

budget

0 1450

The CHAIRMAN. Under the nile,
authority, the gentleman from 'California [Mr.

DANNEMEYER) will be recognized for 30

$45,150,000,000.

minutes and a Member opposed will be
recognized for 30 minutes.
(D) New primary loan guarantee. commitMr. PANET'I'A. Mr. Chairman, I rise
(B) Outlays, —$45.150,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

$ 145,0:30,000,000.

(B) Outlays, $145,030,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

budget

(B) Outlays, —$38,780,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligatfons,'$O.

ments, $0.
Fiscal year 1993:

(A) New budget authority, $11,5OO)OO,00O.
(B) Outlays, $11,330,000.000.
(C) 1Jew direct loan obligations, $0.

New

$38,780,000,000.

thterest on the private debt:
(3) a significant reduction of the Federal
budget deficit;
(4) the elimination of the TJS. trade defi-

ments, $0.
Fiscal year 1995:
(A)
—

New

in opposition to the gentleman from

budget

authority,

847.630.000,000.

(B) Outlays, —$47,630,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit•

ments, $0.

RCO1CILIAT!ON

SEC. 4. (a) Not later than July 16. 1990,

the committees named in subsections b)
and (c) of this section shall submit their rec•

ommendatlons to the Committees on the

California, Mr. DANwrl 'S amend
ment, and ask that I be granted the
time in opposition.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman
from California (Mr. PMTETTA] will be
recognized for 30 minutes.

The Chair recogiilzes the gentleman

from California (Mr. DANWEMEVER).

Mr. DANNEMEYER. Mr. Chairman,
I yield myself 5 minutes.

I want to say just a few comments

Budget of their respective Houses. After re• about what this budget resolution that
celving those recommendations, the Com• I have the privilege to present to the
ments, $0.
mittees on the Budget shall report to the
Fiscal year 1994:
House Contains.
(A) New budget authority, $64.270,O(m.000. House and Senate a reconciliation bill or
There is a hard freeze on defense in
resolution or both carrying out all such rec•
(B) Outlays, $64,270.000.000.
ommendations without any substantive revi- fiscal year 1991; that means the fig(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
ures for 1991, and budget authority
(D) New primary loan guarantee cDmmlt- son.
HOUSE COMITrt
outlays are the same as they were for
ments, $0.
Fiscal year 1995
(b) The House Committee on Ways and 1990. That is a little bit. less than what
(A) New budget authority. $54,9'?O.OOO.OOO. Means shall report changes in law3 within the Bush administration asked for, but
(D) New primary loan guarantee commit•
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somewhat more than what the House $200 billion per year. That means if we each. That means that while we speak,
Democrat budget presents. There Is no do not change the course we are on, by every child born In America today Is
change in entitlements. The growth the turn of the century the national born $12,000 in debt. I do not know
that Is anticipated as a result of an In- debt will be close to $6 trillion. I do about other Members, but as one indicrease in the population will be provid- not know about other Members, but I vidual, I would like to think about
ed for, Including the COLA's for mili- do not choose to continue down this leaving my children a home or leaving
tary, civilian, and retirees. The base- road because every day that we contin- my children my assets, not my mortline growth for science and space and ue on the course we are now pursuing, gage. We in this body are leaving our
Justice as utilized, which results in in- that Is, believing or acting that the children our mortgage. That is selfish
creases. For instance, for administra- debt bubble can grow in an Indefinite and it is wrong.

tion of Justice, $2 billion over what we amount, we are testing the point at
The debt is a topic that only gets
spent in this fiscal year, recognizing which that debt bubble will explode in discussion in this body. That Is all it
the additional burden the Department our face. I do not want to reach that gets, lip service. When was the last

of Justice has in the drug war. The
capital gains tax reduction for the
first year is the estimate that is provided by the Congressional Budget
Office, and the major mponent of
this measure deals with recognizing
th.t interest costs of the national debt
in the next fiscal year would total

time. This is a step we can take to time we had action? A vote on a bal-

avoid that.
Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance
of my time.
The CHAIRMAN. The Committee

anced budget amendment? Or a line
item veto? The point is, not since I
have been here and not since a lot of
other people have been here. Efforts
will rise informally in order that the to reduce spending are essentially
House may receive a message.
treated with scorn in this place. We
owe $12,000 each in this country, yet
some $270 billion.
we cannot even get a vote on a balThis budget proposal would entail a
anced budget amendment or a line
major change in how we manage our
item veto. Not even a vote. I am not
monetary affairs. It would call for the
asking that it necessarily pass, we just
issuance of gold-backed bonds. Last
want a vote. Of course, we want it to
September, Mr. Wayne Angell, a
pass, but we ought to have a vote.

member of the Federal Reserve Board,
went to the Soviet Union and gave the
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Soviets advice that they should back

Mr. Chairman, there is a stalemate,

the ruble with gold, and that the

Soviet Government should issue gold-

obviously. The American people do not

he advised me that he would hope

what can we do?

backed bonds. I had the privi]ege of
meeting with Mr. Angell last fall arid

want higher taxes, and Congress does
not have the guts to cut spending. So

that the U.S. Government would begin
selling gold-backed bonds. These
bonds could be sold in world markets

California (Mr. DANNEMEYER) has a

My collcgue, the gentleman from

viable, sensible solution to this problem. The Dannemeyer budget makes
reasonable cuts in defense and discreCONCURRENT RESOLUTION ON tionary spending, and it includes full
is in contrast with the 8 percent,
roughly, t.hat we are currently paying THE BUDGET, FISCAL YEAR 1991 COLA's fcr social security recipients,
to maintain our national debt. When The Committee resumed its sitting. military retirees, and veterans. It inwe take six points off of the cost of The CHAIRMAN. The gei,tleman cludes a capital gains tax reductfon,

for 2 percent per annum and that nterest would be payable in gold. That

servicing $3 trillion of the national from California

(Mr. DANNEMEYER]

debt, it wUl result, after about 5 years. has consumed 5 minutes.
in refinancing our national debt, with Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Chairman, I rea reduction of annual interest expense serve the balance of my time.
of about $180 billion a year. That is Mr. DANNEMEYER. Mr. Chairman,

not the whole deficit, but that is a

I

which is what the President wants,
and most importantly, the Dar!nemeyer budget addresses a problem
that is ignored by all the other budgets that are being offered today and

yield 5 minutes to the gentleman that we will be considering, and that is
the prublem of our national debt arid
Mr. SMITH of New Hmshire. Mr. the interest that we pay on that debt.

good share of It. That is what this pro- from Nez' Harnpshre (Mr. SMrrH].

posal entas.
We ii know that
do not have the Chairman, I would like to take a
constituency to raise taxes. I do not moment. to cornznend m colleague,
want to raise them. I do not thirk the gentleman from California (Mr.
there is a mjcrity vote in th House DANNzMrJ, as I rise in support of
to raise them. We are taxing ourselves his budget. I supported his budget in
at the rate of about 19 percent of the past, and I rise In support of his
GNP. The reality is we are spending budget today. The gentleman has done
too much, and the problem 8nd the a service to this body and to this counchallenge that we have in Congress is
how we develop a consensus for reducing the spending, and that is what this
alternative presents.
I believe it is a reasonable way. It
should not be a partisan issue. Paying
less Interest expense In maintaining

our debt should be something that

both sides of the aisle could support. I
do not think many tears will be shed
by sending less interest money to the

bankers in New York City. It is the
only means that this Member from

try over the past several years by
bringing forth responsible budget resolutions that, if adopted, would go a
long way toward not Just reducing but

eventually eliminating our national
debt.

Mr. Chairman, I am reminded of a
quote I read recently that goes like
t.his: 'God bless our children because
they shall Inherit the national debt."
That national debt has Just topped $3
trillion this month. That is a "3" with

The Dannerneyer budget reduces in-

terest, and reduces it drarnatictily. It
does not hurt anybody. It does not cut
anybody's program. Nobody should be
opposed to cutting Interest. It Is very

simple. When the Government borrows money, we pay interest. If Congress could get out of that, I am sur°
they would, but they cannot, like everybody else. Although they exempt
themselves from other areas, in this
case they cannot exempt themselves
from interest, and so we pay about 8
percent.
According to the committee budget,
interest payments for fiscal year 1991
will cost the Federal Government and

the taxpayers of the United States
$182 billion. That is more money than
we spend on the environment, the
12 zeros—I trillion. Does any Member drug war, and education combined;
know what comes after trillion? If we and as a matter of fact it ranks third
take that figure and divide it by the behind national defense and Social Seapproximately 250 million Americans, curity. That is a huge amount of

California has been able to figure out
how we can get out of this fiscal mess
we are In. We are looking at increases
In our national debt for the decade of we will find that each AmerIcin is in money, and as a matter of fact it ranks
the nineties In the neighborhood of the red to the tune of about $12,000 third behind national defense and
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That is a huge call it a low inflation rate. The same Government to Insure that the deposiamount of money, and it eats up 15 can be said of interest rates, the prime tors are not going to lose their savpercent of our entire budget. Yet we rate and the unemployment rate. ings."
cannot get a vote on a balanced budget What was once regarded as a bust is We said to the savings and loan inamendment or a line-item veto,,
now regarded as an economic recovery. dustry, "Your mission is to violate a
This year $1.1 trillion of public debt
America is living on barrowed time. fundamental rule of banking: borrow
will mature at an average rate of ap- International debts, trade deficits, and short and lend long."
procimately 8 percent. The Govern- budget deficits all cloud our financial When we put our money into a savmerit will pay off old debt and issue future. A major goal of this Congress ings and loan, if we looked closely at
new debt. The Dannemeyer budget should be to ensure the economic vi- the passbook, we found that they had
asks;a very valid question. Why should tality of the country, protect the life, In most cases 90 days to return our
we issue new debt at 8 percent when prosperity and liberty of our people. money when we came in and asked for
we 'could Issue it at 2 percent9 Can One of the most useful things we
In most cases, when we walked in.
anybody give me an answer to that could do to reach those goals is to sup- it.
they gave us the money right now. But
question? How much less is :t? Two port the Dannemeyer budget. At the read
the fine print.
percent.
least it is a protest against the budget The savings and loan industry took
The Dannemeyer budget wotild issue madness we confront. At best it Is a
the money that we deposited at 3 to 4
gold-backed bonds at roughly 2 per- first step in restoring fiscal responsi- percent,
and they loaned it out longcent. This proposal alone, just this bility to this House.
term
at
5
6 percent for 30 years.
proposal, would lower our interest Mr. Chairman, gold-backed bonds as When we and
let the inflation genie out of
rate3 by approximately $35 billion In a means of financing our debt and
the bottle in 1968, we found, beginning
Social Security.

fiscai year 1991. Over a 5-year period, bringing down the level of deficit
as more debt is retired at around 8 per- spending is an 1dea worth serious concent and more bonds are Issued at ap- sideration, perhaps worth trying.
proxImately 2 percent, the DanneI support the Dannemeyer budget.
meyer proposal would save the AmeriMr. DANNEMEYER. Mr. Chairman,
can taxpayers almost $550 billion— I yield myself such time as I may conthat is billion—in interest alone with- sume.
out cutting benefits and without raisMr. Chairman, one of the major
ing taxes.
problems facing the Nation today is,
Mr. DANIqEMEYER. Mr. Chairman, how do we pay our way out of the savI yield 3 mInutes to my colleague, the ings and loan debacle? As each month
gentleman from California (Mr. RoB- unfolds, we wonder when we will find
RABACRER).
out how much it is going to cost.
Mr. ROHRABACHER. Mr. ChairThe reason I mentioned this and the
man, I rise in support of the budget of- relevance of the point I am discussing
fered by my friend from Ca:lifornla today of reforming our monetary
Mr. DANNEMEYER.
system is that it is important for those

in the early seventies, something happening In this country. Depositors

began to realize that inflation was
eating away at the value of their savings. As my colleague, the gentleman
from New Hampshire (Mr. SMITH)
mentioned, in 1971 President Richard

Nixon imposed wage and price controls

because the inflation rate in 1971 had
reached the intolerable level of roughly 4 percent.
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So. a depositor in 1971 was earning 3
to 4 percent on his money in a savings
and loan, and inflation was taking that

The Democrat leadership of this of us who are policymakers here to right away by depreciating the value
House has tried to change its tune but recognize that when this Nation went of his savings.
they still dance to the beat of The tax down the road of separating the dollar
So, what did the depositors do' They
and spend liberals. The 1991 Democrat from gold in 1968, consequences took their money out of the savings
budget calls for $62.3 billion in in- flowed from that decision, because and loans beginning in the early
crea;ed spending and $19.4 billion in when Congress responded to a request 1970's, and they began to put them
tax increases in 1991 alone—a tax in- from President Lyndon Johnson to into money market accounts not increase of $111 billion over the next 5 separate the link between the dollar sured by the Federal Government.
years.
and gold in 1968, this Nation changed Why' Because they got 8 and 9 perTheir Jimmy Carter-Michael Duka- the whole way we managed our fiscal cent return on their savings in money
kls-t3'pe budget calls for more taxes. and monetary affairs.
market accounts.
more spending and more borrowing. From the beginning of our history as
And where did the savings and loan
Congressman DANNEry's budget a Republic, frOm 1789 until 1968, this executives get the money to repay the
offers us the opportunity to say Nation backed its currency with gold. depositors that was being withdrawn
"enough, we need fundamental One of the benefits of that interlude from the savings and
I say to
reform!"
was that we had a relatively stable my colleagues, 'You guessed it. They
We need to look at new alternatives price structure. When we made the de- went to the money market accounts,
to the status quo. One such political cision that we made in 1968, the infla- and they borrowed it at 8 and 9 perrefor.m is a return to a gold standard. tion genie got out of that bottle, and cent."
Making America's money "good as we are living with the consequences In addition, Mr. Chairman, I say to
gold" will lay the foundation for solid, today.
my colleagues, 'If you are inclined
irreversible economic progres for
When we think about what hap- with mathematical figures, if you've
dec&tes to come.
pened to the savings and loan industry loaned money on a 30-year mortgage,
Inftation is the cause of so much of in this country, it is one example of fi,ed rate, at 6 percent, arid you have
our economic, fiscal and budgetary how Inflation, which Congress caused to go into the credit market and
problems. It eats away at the ;avings indirectly when we separated the link borrow money to pay back depositors
of elderly Americans. Inflation cor- between the dollar and gold, has deci- at 8 or 9, it doesn't take a genius to rerodes the income and assets of work- mated an important industry in this alize you're going to go broke."
ing people. Can we just wave a magic country. And it happened, very simply,
Mr. Chairman, that is what Conwand and have the evils of inflation go in this way: Up until the early 1980's, gress did to the savings and loan inaway? No, we cannot. What we can do, we said to the savings and loan indus- dustry in this country as a result of
however, is recognize that a root cause try in America, "Your mission in this separating the link between the dollar
of inflation is the instability of the Nation is to provide housing for the and gold in 1968.
dollar which has lacked legal defini- people of the country." And who could
Then, in the early 1980's, we figured
tion since the early 1970's.
be against that' We said to the savers out in a brilliant way, well, we have
In 1971, an Inflation lf rate 4½ per- of our country, "Put your money in a got to make up to the savings and loan
cent prompted President Nixon to savings and loan. We will pay you in. industry, and so we modified what
impo;e wage and price controls. terest at 3 or 4 percent, and we will they could invest in. Theretofore they
Todar, Inflation eats away at our sav- guarantee that those deposits will be had been limited to housing, first trust
ings at a 4- or 5-percent rate, and we insured by a depository of the U.S. deed mortgages, and we said, "We'll let
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I hope that the Members of this
you develop in commercial buildings, annually with both the principal and
House will awaken and realize that we
and land and Investments so as to Interest redeemable In gold.
make up some of this loss that you The problem that we have, Mr. cannot continue to go down the road
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have sustained," and that is when the
hustlers in this country realized what
a lead pipe cinch they had presented
before their eyes because they went
around this Nation buying up savings
and loan with this increased authority.
My State of California is a sad exam-

ple of how some people that had no
conscience bought these savings and
loans with the ability to expand investments beyond first trust deed

mortgages. They invested In all kinds

of wistful ventures, and, as a result,

many of them went sour, and now we,

Chairman, is that obviously, looking at of deficit spending that we have been
our gold stock, which Is about $100 bil- going. We have got to take a new aplion worth of gold, under the plan of proach, and in my opinion the gentlethe gentleman from California [Mr. man from California (Mr. DANNEDANNEMEYER] the likelihood is that, if MEYER] has a very, very innovative,
we pay Interest in gold, that about 1.5 new approach to it. I support this subpercent on the refunded debt each stitute and hope that all the Members
year, according to the schedule that of this Chamber will do so.
he has presented In his budget, our Mr. DANNEMEYER. Mr. Chairman,
gold stock would be gone by the end of I yield myself such time as I may con1996.
Obviously we might be able to pick sume.
Mr. Chairman, I noticed that my colup a little gold from the world's pro- league,
the gentleman from California
ducers, but the world's producers (Mr. PANETrA]
made the observation
happen to be the Soviet Union and that, if this country
were to proceed in
South Africa, and I would hate to

the country, are
with this budget resoluWell, Mr. Chairman, I say, 'You depend on the political stability of accordance
tion, it would run out of gold some-

the taxpayers

of

stuck with the bill.

know my purpose In mentioning this is either of those two nations.

not to point fingers at anyone. There
was nobody In this whole interlude
that did this with a venal heart. It just
happened, and there's enough blame
to go around, and my point in men•
tioning it is that It's time to say that

Mr. Chairman, I wish there were a time in the mid-199Os. Let me tell my
simple answer to the deficit. There is colleagues why I think that is an inacnot, and for that reason I would curate statement. I think it is honestly
made on the part of the gentleman
oppose the substitute.
Mr. DANNEMEYER. Mr. Chairman, from California, but why I think ft is
I yIeld 3 mInutes to the gentleman inaccurate is we believe today there is

the experiment In America with a from Louisiana [Mr. HOLLOWAY].
dollar backed by nothing is over. Mr. HOLLOWAY. Mr. Chairman, I
Twenty-two years should be long am not going to get Into the details
enough for any country to suffer and statistics, but I think we all guess
under this Illusion that we can manage sometimes what is going to happen.
our fiscal affairs in this manner."

Mr. Chatrman, that is what this argument is all about in this budget resolution today because It will direct the
Treasury of the United States to begin
issuing go'd-backed bonds for the purpose of refinancing the national debt
of this country, and we will issue those

about 100,000 tons of gold in the

world. About 40,000 tons of that gold
is in the hands of governments around
the world. We, the U.S. Government

have 8,200 tons of It, and there are
We try to use what we have to work about 60,000 tons in private hands.
with.

The private holders of that 60,000 tons
Basically what I have to say, we go of gold have to pay a half to threein year by year, and every committee quarters of a point a year just to store
trying to find money to do what we It and to insure it. When the U.S. Govhave to do. It is time we make a broad ernment begins to issue a bond backed
step, and I know we are all afraid of by go'd, which says to the owner of
change in this Chamber sometimes, that gold, bullion today, "We'll pay
bonds, we believe, according to the but it is tune that we look at an ap- you 2 percent or a point and a half."
analysis of Wayne Angell, a member proach that will take us through the that is an incentive for the owner of
of the Federal Reserve Board, at years.
go'd in private hands to bring that
roughly 2 percent a year in contrast to
When I see economists finally gold to the U.S. Treasury and say, "I'll
the current price that we have to pay coming around to speaking about what take you up on that offer, U.S. Govto sell U.S. Treasury bonds at 8 per- the gentleman from California [Mr. ernment. I trust the integrity of the
cent, and that six points taken of f the DANNEMYEB] has been saying for years U.S. Government."
annual cost of maintaining our nation• and years, that we have to try to base
al debt, will reduce the annual Interest our debt on a go'd bond, I think we
0 1520
expense that we have to pay between have to go forward in some different
Economically
there is an incentive
$150 or $175 billion a year.
direction in this Chamber.
for
the
ho'der
of
go'd to do that, beThat is what this whole exercise is
We keep growing in debt each year. I cause why? Because
are moving
all about, and I would hope that my see statistics that even show that from holding an assetthey
that costs them
colleagues would see their way clear to through the end of the decade we will half a point a year to own
to one that
support this budget resolution and the still be going In debt with using Social earns 2 points a year. That
is a 2½
language it has in it which directs the Security as an accounting against our
'point move. That is why the owner of
Treasury to pursue in the manner that deficit that we truly have.
I have described.
What I am here to argue and to say that gold has an economic incentive to
Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance is that I support the substitute of the come forward and return the transof my time.
gentleman from Callforriia [Mr. DAlI- ferred gold now he'd in bullion to the
Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Chairman, I NEMEYER] because I believe it does U.S. Government, and the U.S. Govyield mysell such time as I may con- offer us a substitute. It does offer us a ernment will Lssue a bond to that
sume.
change for the future of this country. holder of gold whereby in 30 or 40
(Mr. PANETTA asked and was given We get rid of the interest, and, if we years we would return the gold to
permission to revise and extend his re- can just cut down the amount of per- them. That is how this system would
marks.)
centage of our budget,' it has to go to work.
I believe we can use the gold bullion
Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Chairman, first interest, and, as I listen to peop'e yell
of all let me indicate my respect to the for social programs, yell for defense that would be brought to the Treasury
gentleman from California [Mr. DAN- spending and all, if we Just had that of the United States and mint gold
NEMEYER) for his perseverance, if not money to work with, we would not coins and sell them in the world
market for cash and retire the shortfor the substance of the proposal. It is have problems.
one that we have seen in the past, But I stand here to support the gen- term debt that is on the minds of all
similar obviously to budget substitutes tleman from California (Mr. DANNE- of us, some $3 trillion.
As to the gold the U.S. Government
that he has offered in the past. The MEYER]. I see it very much in the subbiggest part of this, obviously, would stitute of the gentleman from Ohio owns, 8,200 tons, no one has suggested
come from the refinancing of all ma- [Mr. KA5ICH]. We see a growing sup• in the whole history of banking or
turing Treasury debt with 40-year port for the approach he has each gold-backed currency in the wodd that
a government has to have a dollar of
bonds with about 1.5-percent interest year.
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golid behind each dollar of debt. No billion a year, and we are scheduled to have young kids who are 9 and 10
one has ever suggested that.
increase our national debt by $240 bil- years old now imbibing in alcohol. We
For instance, the commercial bank- lion this year. That to me is the meas- do not seem to have a conscience
ing system today, if you put $1,000 ure of the deficit, not the phony about that Issue in this Congress, and
into a bank In any place in this cowi- figure we claim is compliance with I will be talking more about it in the

try, that bank is able by virtue of the Grainm-Rudman, but how much are
fractional banking system to lend out we going to increase the national debt
$7,000 roughly. Banks create money by?
out of deposits. That is how our fracWe are on a course today where we
tio:nal banking system functioiris.
are going to end up this century, I
What assurance do you have if your hope in our lifetimes, in the year 2000
bank has lent out $7,000 that you will with a national debt of $8 trillion or
get your $1,000 back when you go to more. I do not know your assessment
thELt bank? The only assurance you of the stewardship of this job that you
have is confidence that the banking want to leave your children or grandsystem will function. Confider.tce is the children. I do not choose to continue
way our system functions in the bank- On a course where someday the
ing world.
unborn generation is going to look
The point I seek to make that is ap- back to me and say, "Father or grandplicable to this argument of whether father, why did you do this to us? Why

future.

So I thank the Chairman for yielding this time to me and congratulate
him on such a great job.
Mr. DANNEMEYER. Mr. Chairman.
I yield back the balance of my time.

Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Chairman,

I

yield back the balance of my time.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
the amendment in the nature of a substitute offered by the gentleman from
California [Mr. DANNEMEYER).

The question was taken; and the
Chairman announced that the noes

appeared to have it.
we have enough gold is that so long as did you create a course in the Nation's
RECORDED VOTE
people have the assurance that there history where all you did was unload
Mr, DANNEMEYER. Mr. Chairman,
is confidence in the system, they are debt?"
a recorded vote.
going to have confidence that the U.S.
That is the spirit in which I make I demand
A recorded vote was ordered.
Government will honor the obligation this, and frankly, it should not be a
in 20 or 40 years to repay the gold.
partisan thing. I hope that as the The vote was taken by electronic
I might recount to my colleague, the weeks and the days and the months device, and there were—ayes 48, noes
gentleman from California, what a pri- unfold, the wisdom of this scheme will 354, not voting 31, as follows:
ERo No. 85)
vate organization was able to do in reach in to the intellect and the
this area. There is a mining company annals of your mind and convince you
AYES—48
in America called Newmont Mining that it is a viable opportunity.
Bartlett
Hancock
Shumway
Co. They are in the gold mining busiHansen
Smith, Denny
Mr. PANETTA. Mr, Chairman, I Bentley
Herger
(OR)
ness. About 2 years ago they borrowed yield 1 minute to the gentlewoman Burton
Callahan
Holloway
Smith.

haUt a billion dollars of gold bullion from Ohio [Ms. OAIcM).
from the Bank of Nova Scotia and (Ms. OAKAR asked and was given

they sold that gold bullion on the permission to revise and extend her reworld market for half a billion dollars marks.)
cash money and they retired an equivMs. OAKAR. Mr. Chairman, first of
alerit amount of their debt that was all, I appreciate the gentleman yieldbeing carried on their books at 8 per- ing me this time.
cent per annum, and they gave a conI am very sorry that I did not get to
tract to the bank of Nova Scotia to comment on the budget that I intend
return that gold in 5 years at 2½ per- to vote for, but I wanted to make two
cent interest. They effectively reduced quick points.
the cost of maintaining a hall billion
One is that I am disappointed that
dollars of their debt from 8 to 2'/2.
there is not a targeting in any of the
Now, U the Newinont Mining Co. is budgets offered today toward breast
smart enough to figure out how to do cancer research. When you consider
that with the use of gold bond back- that every 13 seconds a woman is diaging, and bear in mind that company nosed as having breast cancer, when

had credibility to issue that repay- you consider that 42,000 will die of
merit obligation, because why? They breast cancer, and we have $17 million
are in the gold mining business. I be- for research compared to $750 million
lieve the U.S. Government can do the Increase in AIDS research, which I am

same thing,

all for, an increase in that area, but
The English ran the world for 200 when you consider that 1 out of 9
yea based on a pound backed by women are dying and are diagnosed as
gold, a relatively small quantity of having breast cancer, I think that is
gold. The system operates on confi- really unfortunate. I want to say to

dence, Just as our banking system op- the Appropriations Committees when
erates on confidence today.
they look at this targeting, that they
This is why I believe with the gold change it.
stock the U.S. Government has and
The other areas I am very concerned
our ability to attract gold from the about is the area of alcohol education
private holders around the world, we and treatment. The No. 1 drug In this

have an adequate gold supply to fi- country Is still alcohol. With young
nance the scheme that I am talking people, 8 out of 9 accidents are caused
about in this plan.
by those teenagers driving who have
I ruess as the bottom line, I can ask been imbibing in alcoholic beverages,
my colleague, the gentleman from and yet we call It a drug that does not
California [Mr. PANETTA], for whom I

have the greatest respect, if the gen-

tleman does not like the scheme, what
is his plan?
Because quite candidly and honestly.
we are looking, as I remarked earlier,
in the decade of nineties to a sifing of
increases In the national debt of $200

violate the law.

The fact is that when you drink and
drive and you were too young and you

overdrlnk and so on and kill people,

that is against the law,
We ought to redefine what we mean
by drugs In this country. I am going to
put some statistics in here, because we
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The Clerk announced the following

pairs:

On this vote:

Mr. Armey for, with Mr. Gaydos against.

Mr. Stump for, with Mr. Thomas of W.oming against.
Mr. Nielson of Utah for, with Mr. Hopkins
against.

Mr. MOORHEAD changed his vote
from 'no" to "aye."
So the amendment in the nature of
a substitute was rejected.
The result of the vote was innounced as above recorded.

Mr. PANET1'A. Mr. Chairman, I

move

that the Committee do now rise.

The motion was agreed to.
Accordingly the Committee rose;

and the Speaker pro tempore (Mr.
HAYES of

chair,

Illinois) having assumed the

Mr. GRAY, chairman of the

Committee of the Whole House on the
State of the Union. reported that that
Committee, having had under considerat ion the concurrent resolution (H.
Con.

Res. 310) setting forth the con-

gressional budget for the U.S. Governn-ient for the fiscal years 1991, 1992,
1993, 1994, and 1995 had come to no
resolution thereon.

H 18O
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Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, further
reserving the right to object, I simply
want to confirm what the gentleman
has said.

I had fully Intended to offer the

Bush budget as an alternative, and it
had been made in order by the Rules
Committee. I have recently concluded

that I *1)1 not offer it. That means
that we will not have sufficient time
to debate the Panetta budget because

the Black Caucus deserves its time

fully on its budget.
So the Democratic leadership as well

as the Republican leadership would
like a little extra time. We have no objection.
Mr. Speaker, I withdraw my reservation of objection.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is

there objection to the request of the

gentleman from California?
There was no obection.

MAI

At
THE

G IN ORDER ON 'rODAY
'IONAL DEBATE TIME IN
COMMITTEE

OF

THE

WHOLE ON HOUSE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 310

Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker, I ask

unanimous consent that during the
further consideration of House Concurrent Resolution 310 pursuant to
House Resolution 382, an additional 30
minutes of general debate, equally dl-

videdand controlled by the chairman
and ranking minority member of the
Cbrnmlttee on the Budget, may be in
order in the Committee of the Whole
after disposition of the amendments
made in order under the rule.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is

there objection to the request of the

gentleman from California?
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, reserv-

ing the right to object. I yield to the
distingulhed chairman of the Committee on the Budget to explain the

need for the additional time.

Mr. PANETT Mr. Speaker, the
Purpose here is to provide some debate
on the final resolution itself that was
submitted by the committee. We had
thought we would have that opportunity with the Presldents budget being
offered.

We would have had 2 hours' additional debate to then focus on the
President's budget and the committee's budget.
It Is my understanding that Is no

longer the case, and for that reason we

felt it was important to at least allow
for 30 mInutes of debate equally divided to focus on the committee resolution.
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CONCURRENT RESOLUTION ON
THE BUDGET, FISCAL YEAR 1991
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Pursu-

ant to House Resolution 382 and rule
XXIII, the Chair declares the House
in the Committee of the Whole House
on the State of the Union for the fur-

ther onsiderat.ion of the ooncurrent
resolution (H. Con. Res. 310).
fl 1358

IN THE COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE

the House resolved
Itself thto the Committee of the
Whole Eouse on the State of the
Accordingly,

tnion for the further consideration of
the concurrent resolution (H. Con.
Res. 310) setting forth the congressional budget for the U.S. Government
for the fisca.l years 1991, 1992, 1913,
1994. and 1.995. with Mr. GRAY in the
Chair.

The Clerk read the title of the con•

current resolution.
The CHAIRMAN. When the Corn•
niittee of the Whole rose on Thursday,
Apr11 26. 1990. the aineadnient offered
y the gentleman from California IMr.
DNEMEYERJ had been disposed of.
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OF A SUBSTITUTE
OFFERED BY MR. DELLUMS

May 1, 1990

year 1991 Federal deficit Is $83,752,000,000, $2,800,000,000 In outlay cuts from NASA
fIscal year 1992 deficit Is $24,928,000,000, military related research and development,

Mr. DELLUMS. Mr. Chairmen, I of. and with the adoption of this concurrent which recaptures unnecessary military ex•
fered an amendment In the nature of a resolution, the budget in fiscal year 1993 penses from the National Defense function.
sub&tltute.

would have a surplus of $5,035,000,000.

The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will SEC. 3 SUMMARY BY FUNCTION..
(a) NATIONAL DEFvsE (050).—(1) This
designate the amendment In the
budget provides for significant cuts in the
nature of a substitute.
spending program. Accordingly, it
The text of the amendment. In the military
cuts $52,500,000,000 from BA, but adds
nature of a substitute is as follows:

(2) It recognlEes the central role that science and technology play .in the development of our society. It Is firmly committed
to increasing the scientific and technical de-

velopment of all sectors of the society, in
particular minority members who have been

$5,000,000,000 for toxic cleanup and eco- largely excluded from the highly technical
Amendment In the nature of a substitute nomic conversion. It cuts $26,900,000,000 ranks of our society.
offered by Mr. DELLUMS: Strike all after the from outlays.
(3) Toward this end, It reprograms half of
resoltvlng clause and insert the following:
(2) It reduces personnel by 10 percent, re the NASA cut into the DOE and NSF gener-

suiting in $7,800,000,000 in BA 8avthgs and
This concurrent resolution may be cited as $7,500,000,000 in outlay savings in fiscal
the "FY '91 QualIty of Life Budget".
year 1991.
(3) It reduces the O&M account by 10 perSEC. 2. FINDINGS.
(a) G0Ms—Congress finds that u nation's cent, resulting in $9,000,000,000 in BA sayvalues and concern for sOcial and economic •ings and $8,300,000,000 in outlay savings in
justke are measured by the fiscal priorities fiscal year 1991.
(4) It reduces procurement by 25 percent,
established in its national budget. This
budget demonstrates that the cuirent eco- resu'ting in $19,400,000,000 in BA savings
nonitic and social crises which beset this and $2,800,000,000 in outlay savings in fiscal
Naton are a result of policies and are not a year 1991.
(5) It reduces RDT&E by 25 percent, rerequirement of the Federal budget process.
This budget offers a new vision for America, sulting in $9,500,000,000 in BA savings and
addiressing basic human needs and potential. $4,800,000,000 in outlay savings in fiscal
Its centerpiece is an unyielding commitment. year 1991.
(6) It reduces DOE weapons development
to cur most precious national rescurce: our
children. The FY '91 Quality of Lire Budget by 85 percent, resulting in BA savings of
Fupports proven social programs and creates $7,000,000,000 and $5,800,000,000 in outlay
new domestic Initiatives; provides for a na- savings in fIscal year 1991.
tiotial defense which rejects obsolescent
(7) It eliminates the B—2, eliminates the
Cold War policies and faces evolving inter- 18th TrIdent submarine, cuts funding for
naUonal realities through constructive pro- MX and Trident II, reduces attack subniaSECTION I. SHORT TITLE.

posals for weapons and force rductions; rine and guided missile destroyer acquisiand makes zubstantial progress iLn budget
deficit reduction.

tion, and reduces F-16 and F-18 purchases.
(b) IrntRIcATI0NAL Arn.xRs (150),—(1) The

FY '91 QualIty of Life Budget provides that
gres states its strong disagreement to the United States foreign policy must be shifted
eonomlc forecasts presented by the Office away from a primary reliance upon arms
of Management and Budget, but, consistent sales to one which supports broad developwitili current law and for ease of compara- ment goals throughout the Third World.
ti'e analysis, this budget is calculated using This investment will help to stabilize world
those projections. The FY '91 Quality of order, leading away from armed conflict.
Life Budget adopts the Congressional
(2) This budget proposes $1,800,000,000
Budget Office projections for the Federal expansion of International Development
Government's new direct loan obligations, and Humanitarian aid—including new Initianew primary loan guarantee commitments, tives for African and Caribbean developand Federal credit activity and social securi- ment, and expansion of the Public Law 480
ty revenue.
food assistance program.
(C) UzwMPLoYM DI1ri—The
(3) ThIs budget proposes a broad increase
Congress rejects estimates of fiscal year in this function, especially for development
l9?1 unemployment levels and adopts in- in Africa and the Caribbean through the
stead a Humphrey-Hawkins targit in com- Mickey Leland Development Act. The
pliance with the Full Employmezit and Bal- Mickey Leland African and Caribbean Deanced Growth Act of 1978. The Congres- velopment Act of 1991 includes the followsional Budget Office reports that lost reve- ing—
nues and increased outlays from unemploy(A) the African Famine Recovery and Dement yield an unemployment deficit of velopment Act;
$40,000,000,000 for every one percent of un(B) the Caribbean Regional Development
employment. It Is calculated thEt an add!- Act;
tional $1000000000 wm be realized from
(C) $1,000,000,000 in development assist•
the creation of jobs through this budget's ance for the Development Fund for Africa;
unemployment initiatives.
(D) $85,000,000 of the above earmarked
(d) REviuL—This budget makes substan- for the Southern Africa Development Cotial new proposals for generating additional ordinating Committee (SADCC);
revenue for fiscal year 1991 and for outyear
(E) language establishing an AID Mission
projections. It's first initiative Implements in Nainibia
requirements that the highest-Income tax(F) $15,000,000 of the above development
payers (taxable Income over $208,510 for a assistance earmarked for Namlbia
family of four) pay the same rnrglna1 tax (0) $13,000,000 for the African Developrate as lower income taxpayers (taxable ment Foundation programs;
ineome between $78,350 and $208,510). This
(H) $60,000,000 in ESF funds for the. Carpolicy removes the "bubble" crested In the ibbean;
Tx Reform Act of 1988 where high income
(I) $93,600,000 in development assistance
taxpayers pay a lower marginal rate (28 per- for the Caribbean;
cent) than lower income taxpayers (33 per(J) $33,000,000 of the above development
cent). The 8econd revenue Initiative Imposes assistance earmarked for the Eastern Cant).
a tO percent corporate incometL< &urcharge bean and Belize;
on the highest-income 10 percent of corpo(K) $40,000,000 in development assistance
rate taxpayers.
for Haiti; and
(b) ECONOMIC AssUMPTI0N5.—The Con-

•

e) Dzncrr.—The FT '91 Quality of Life
Budget meets the express requirements of

-tbLe Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit

(L) $39,000,000 in ESF funds for Haiti.

(c) GENERAL SCIENCE, SPACE AND TECmoLoGY

(250).—(1)

Control Act of 1985. The projected fiscal $4,600,000,000

In

Tha

BA.

budget
cuts
resulting in

al science research programs.

(4) In addition, it would incorporate the
provisions of H.R. 998, the Congressional
Scholarships for Science, Mathematics and
Engineering Act.
(d) ENERGY (270).—(1) The FY '91 Qua}ity

of Life Budget is principally concerned with

the recapture of investment funds in alternative and renewable energy systems, lowincome energy support and other progiams
cut in previous fiscal years.

(2) It allocates $800,000,000 in BA with

$478,000,000 in outlays in alternative energy
R&D.
(3) It adds $395,000,000 in BA and
$224,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1991 to
energy conservation efforts.
(e) NATURAL RESOURCES AND ENVIRO(ENT

(300).—(1) The FY '91 Quality of Life
Budget is committed to the preservation
and enhancement of our environment, in-

cluding the urban environment.
(2) It adds $1,000,000,000 in BA for pollution control and abatement, which results in
$418,000,000 in fIscal year 1991 outlays;
$585,000.000 in BA for recreation, which results in $208,000,000 in outlays in fiScal year

1991: supports the funding of urban and
community forestry programs, budgeting
$5,000,000 for this program (under Public
Law 95-313); and funds $5,000,000 for the
preliminary development plans for an African-American Heritage Museum on the Federal mall.
(f) AGRICULTURE (350).—(1) .This budget.

would expand by $949000,000 current pro-

posals for farm income stabilization procrams.
(2) It would expand by $235,000,000 cur•

rent proposals for Temporary Emergency
Food Assistance Program and commits.
(3) It would expand by $252,000,000 ëur•

rent proposals for agriculture R&D, focus-

ing on 1890 Institutions.

(g) CoMicE AND HOUSING CREDrr (370).—

(1) To reverse the dramatic decline in housing funding that occurred during the 1980s,

this budget would invest substantial resources in rural and urban housing construction and development, and provide for
the effective operation of the Small Business Administration.
(2) It would spend an additional

$1,000,000,000 on the rural housing program, an additional $888,000,000 on elderly
and handicapped housing, and an additional
$1,300,000,000 on advancement of commerce

and assistance to minority and small busi-

nesses.
(h) TRANsPORTATION (400).—(1) In recog.

nlzthg the significant decline in the efficlen.
cy of our highway, rail, and air transportation systems, this budget reverses cutbacks
in funding over the past decade
(2) It would spend an additional
$1,400,000,000 on ground transportation as
follows;
(A) $231,000,000 more in highway aid,
(B) $687,000,000 more on AMTRAK, and

(C) $531,000,000 more for urban mass

transit,

(3) It would spend an additional
$110,000,000 on air transportation and

May 1, 1990
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Fiscal year 1991: $106,903,000,000.
(s) Ai.LOwMWES (920).—This function in.
safety and would raise an additional
Fiscal year 1992: $71,086,000,000.
$350,000,000 In fees to be used for marine cludes employee health benefit plans and
Fiscal year 1993: $45,311,000,000.
Government mail rates. This budget rejects
safety.
(5) The appropriate levels of the public
(i) COMMUNITY AND REGIONAL DEvELoP- proposed reform measures in this function.
(t) UNDI5TRIBtJTED OFFSETTING REcEIFr5 debt are as follows:
MENT (450).—Thls budget significantly ex.
Fiscal year 1991: $3,410,000,000.
pands resources for disaster relief and pro- (950).—This function includes financial
Fiscal year 1992: $3,667,000,00O.
vides an additional $375,000,000 for commu- transactions that are deducted from budget
authority and outlays. The core items in
Fiscal year 1993: $3,967,000,000.
nity development block grants.
(6) The appropriate levels of total Federal
(J) EDUCATION, TRAi1nNG, EMPLOYMENT AND this function are employer-share of retirebenefits, rents, and royalties from the credit activity for the fiscal years beginning
Soci SERvICES (500).—(1) Because the edu• ment
Continental Shell, and sale of major on October 1, 1990, October 1. 1991, and Occation of our children Is one of the central Outer
This budget accepts general 0MB tober 1. 1992. are as follows:
elements of Government responsibility, this assets.
projections
for this function.
Fiscal year 1991:
budget allocates an additional $241,000,000
BUDGET.
loan obligations,
direct

In elementary, secondary, and vocational
education, Including funds for adult educa-

SEC. 4. THE

(A)

New

The budget for fiscal year 1991 is estab- $21,100,000,000.
(B) New primary loan guarantee commitand the appropriate budgetary levels
tion, and an additional $784,000,000 on lished,
fiscal years 1992 and 1993 are set forth ments, $103,100,000,000.
higher education, thcludlng Increases in for
Fiscal year 1992:
in sections 5 and 6.
grants to students.
loan obligations,
direct
New
(A)
(2) It initiates a new child care program, SEC. 5. MAXIMUM DEFICIT AMOUNTS.
The following levels and amounts in this $17,900,000,000.
which will cost $1,800,000,000 In fiscal year
(B) New primary loan guarantee commit1991: a new program for education research section are set forth for purposes of deterand development districts, which will cost mining, in accordance with Bection 301(i) of ments. $104,100,000,000.
FIscal year 1993:
$570,000,000 In fIscal year 1991: a new pro- the Congressional Budget and Impounddirect loan obligations,
New
(A)
gram for high school dropout and drug pre- ment Control Act of 1974, as amended by
Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit $18,200,000,000.
vention, which will cost $405,000,000 in the
(B) New primary loan guarantee commit•
fiscal year 1991; a new youth employment Control Act of 1985, whether the maximum ments,
$106,800,000,000.
program, which will cost $325,000,000 in deficit amount for a fiscal year has been ex(b) The Congress hereby determines and
fIscal. year 1991: and a new teacher training ceeded, and as set forth in this concurrent declares
the appropriate levels of budget au•
program which will cost $34,000,000 in fiscal resolution, shall be considered to be mathe- thority and
budget outlays, and the appromatically consistent with the other amounts
year 1991.
levels of new direct loan obligations
(k) HEAlTH (550).—(1) This budget author- and levels set forth in this concurrent reso• priate
and new primary loan guarantee commit
izes $4,600,000,000 and spends $3,800,000,000 lution:
(1) The recommended levels of Federal ments for fIscal years 1991 through 1993 for
over current proposals for health care serveach major functional category are:

ices, and focuses on prevention and

In•

creased funding for AIDS treatment, expansion of available healthcare through MEDICAID, and expanded drug treatment pro•
grams.

revenues are as follows:
Fiscal year 1991: $1,176,100,000,000.
FIscal year 1992: $1,262,300,000,000.
Fiscal year 1993: $1,337,600,000,000.

(2) The appropriate levels of total new

(1) National Defense (050):
Fiscal year 1991:
budget
New
(A)

authority,

$259,410,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $279,540,000,000.

(2) It would spend an additional
$562,000,000 for health research, Including

budget authority are as follows:

$306,000,000 on health worker education

ments. $0.
(3) The appropriate levels of total budget
Fiscal year 1992:
authority,
budget
New
outlays are as follows:
(A)
Fiscal year 1991: $1,239,862,000,000.
$246,440,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $263,415,000,000.
FIscal year 1992: $1,287,228,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations. $0.
Fiscal year 1993: $1,342,565,000,000.

additional funds for AIDS research and
and training.

(I) Mxnc (570).—ThIs budget would

maintain this function at current services

levels.
(m) INcOME SECU1UTY (INcLUDEs SUBsIDIzED HOUSING) (600).—(1) This budget

Fiscal year 1991: $1,371,858,000,000.
Fiscal year 1992: $1,447,740,000,000.
Fiscal year 1993: $1,534,390,000,000.

(4) The amounts of the deficits are as fol-

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit•

would spend an additional $5,300,000,000 In lows:
FIscal year 1991: $63,752,000,000.
fIscal year 1991.
FIscal year 1992: $24,928,000,000.
(2) It would spend an additional
Fiscal year 1993: —$5,035,000,000.
$2,000.000,000 on housing assistance of
which $1,000,000,000 is for public housing SEC. I. RECOMMENDED LEvELS AND AMOUNTS.
(a) The following budgetary levels are apmodernization and $1,000,000,000 is for tranpropriate for the fiscal years beginning on
sitional housing and emergency shelters.
(3) It provides an additional $415,000,000 October 1, 1990, October 1, 1991, and Octofor child nutrition, 8777,000.000 for the WIC ber 1, 1992:
(1) The recommended levels of Federal
program. $343000000 for low.income-home
energy assistance, and $220,000,000 for the revenues are as follows:
FIscal year 1991: $867,200,000,000.
JOBS training program.

ments, $0.
Fiscal year 1993:

survtvors insurance, and $146,000,000 on dis- levels of Federal revenues should be increased are as follows:
ability insurance.
FIscal year 1991: $60,000,000.
(0) VrrERAN5 BE?ITs AND SvIcEs
FIscal year 1992: $159,000,000.
(700)—The FY '91 QualIty of Life Budget
expands funding for all of the principle FIscal year 1993: $200,000,000.

ments. $6.7 18.000.000.

New
(A)
$234.1 18,000,000.

budget

authority,

(B) Outlays, $247,145,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments. $0.
(2) InternatIonal Affairs (150):
FIscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority. $21,448,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $19,886,000,000.
loan obligations,
direct
New
(C)

Fiscal year 1992: $932,600,000,000.
(n) Socz SECURITY (650)—The budget
$1,903,000,000.
FIscal year 1993: $995,400,000,000.
would spend an additional $938,000,000 in
(D) New primary loan guarantee committhis function: $792,000,000 on old-age and and the amounts by which the aggregate

Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $23,593,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $21,875,000,000.
obligations,
direct loan
New
(C)

functions of the Department of Veterans and the amounts for Federal Insurance $1,980,000,000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitAffairs. Including an additional 8620000,000 Contributions Act revenues for hospital inin income security, $345,000,000 in medical surance within the recommended levels of ments, $6,985,000,000.
care, and $178,000,000 in housing.

Federal revenues are as follows:

The FY '91 Quality of Life Budget provides
an additional $2,000,000,000 in BA, resulting
in $1,000,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year
1991. The increases principally are for law
enforcement efforts in the drug interdiction
field across the various subfunctions.

budget authority are as follows:

(p) ADMINI5TRATION OF JUSTICE (750).—(1)

(2) It initiates a new program to provide

FIscal year 1991: $74,600,000,000.
FIscal year 1992: $79,600,000,000.
FIscal year 1993: $85,100,000,000.

(2) The appropriate levels of total new
FIscal year 1991: $1,026,649,000,000.
FIscal year 1992: $1,067,710,000,000.
Fiscal year 1993: $1,116,687,000,000.

FIscal year 1993:
(A) New budget authority. $25,952,000,000.
(B) Outlays. $24,062,000,000.
direct loan obligations,
New
(C)

$2,059,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $7,277,000,000.

(3) General Science, Space, and Technolo.

gy (250):
Fiscal year 1991:
(3) The appropriate levels of total budget

child protective services for children of drug
outlays are as follows:
and alcohol-abusing parents.
FIscal year 1991: $974,103,000,000.
(q) GEw&L GOVZR.NMENT (800)—The
FIscal year 1992: $1,003,686,000,000.
budget provides for expanded monitoring of
FIscal year 1993: $1,040,711,000,000.
Government activity.
(4) The axnounts of the deficits are as fol•
(r) Nrr IriizRisT (900).—The budget aclows:
cepts 0MB projections for this function.

(A) New budget authority, $14,502,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $15,200,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit•
ments, $0.
Fiscal year 1992:
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(A) New budget authority, $15,952,000.000.
(B) Outlays, $16,720,000,000.

(B) Outlays, $22,792,000,000.
(C)
New
direct loan

(A)

obligations,
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
$3,297,000,000.
(D) New primAry loan guarantee commit(D) New primary loaxr guarantee commitments, $0.
ments, $59,875,000,000.
Fiscal year 1903:
Fiscal year 1993;
(A) New budget authority, $17.547.000,000.
(A) New budget authority, $17,855,000,000,
(B) Outlays, $18,392,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $24,871,000.000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(C)
New
direct loan obligations,

May 1, 1PDO
New budget authority. $16,303,000,000.

(B) Outlays, $74,297,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan
ments,

guarantee

commit-

$305,000,000.

FIscal year 1993:
(A) New budget authority, $83,933,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $81,727,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee om1flt- $3.392,000,000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commit(D) New primary loan guarantee commit(4) Energy (270):
ments, $322,000,000.
ments, $62,023,000,000.

ment.s, $0.

Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, $5,357.000,000.
(B) Outlays, $4,030,000,000.
(C)
New
direct loan obligations,

$1,982,000,000.

(8) Transportation (400):
Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, $32,653.000,000.
(B) Outlays, $30,968,000,000.
(C)
New
direct loan obllgaUons,

(D) New primary loan guarantee ommit- $48,000,000.
ments. $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commit.
FIscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $5,893,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $4,433,000,000.
(C)
New
direct loan
obligations,

$1,637,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments. $0.
Fiscal year 1993:
(A) New budget authorfty, $6,482,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $4,816,000,000.
(C)
New
direct loax oblilgations,

$1,060,000,000.

(12) MedIcare (570):
Fiscal year 1991:
(A)
New
budget

$125,119,000,000.

authority,

(B) Outlays, $104,153,000,000.
(C) New direct loan oblIgations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commft-

ments, $0.
ments, $0.
Fiscal year 1992:
Fiscal year 1992:
(A)
New
(A) New budget authority, $35,918,000,000.
budget
authority,
(B) Outlays, $34,065,000,000.
$137,631,000,000.
(C)
New
(B) Outlays, $114,568,000,000.
direct loan obligations,
$50,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit.-

znents, $0.
Fisca1 year 1993:
(A) New budget authority, $39,510,000,000.

(B) Outlays.

$37,471,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $0.
Fiscal year 1993:
(A)
New
$151,384,000,000.

budget

authority,

(C)
New
direct loan obligations,
(B) Outlas. $125,026,000,000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commit- $52,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commit.
(D) New primary loan guarantee cornmft(5) Natural Resources and Environment ments, $0.
ments. $0.
(300):
(9) CommunIty and Regional Develop.
(13) Income Security (600):
Fiscal year 1991:
ment (450):
Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, $19,197,000,000.
Fiscal year 1991:
(A)
New
budget
authorit.,
(B) Outlays, $18,828,000,000.
(A) New budget authority, $9,464,000,000.
$200,537,000,000.
(C)
New
direct loan obflgations,
(B) Outlays, $8,220,000,000.
(B)
Outlays,
$159,000,000,000.
$64,000,000.
(C)
New
direct loan
obligations,
(C)
New
direct loan obligations,
(D) New prinary loan guarantee commit- $1,134,000,000.
$88,000,000.
ment3, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commit(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

menth, $0.

FIscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $21,117,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $20,711,000,000.
(C)
New
direct loan obligations,

$67,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $0.

Fisgl

year 1993:

(A) New budget authority, $23,228,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $22,782,000,000.
(C)
New
direct loan obligations,

$70,000,000.

(D) New prtniary

loan

ments, $0.
(6) Agriculture (350):
F'scal year 1991:

guarantee commit-

(B) Outlays. $16,521,000,000.
(C)
New
direct loan
$9,117,000,000.

obligations,

(D) New primary loan guarantee comft-

inents. $6,998,000,000,
Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $22,715,000,000.
(B) Outlays. $18,173,000,000.
(C)
New
direct loan ob:dgations,
$8.691,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $7,259,000,000.
Fiscal year 1993:
(A New budget authorily, $24.98J,000,000.
(B Outlays, $10,990,000,000.
(C)'
New
direct loan obLigations,
$8,779,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

n2ens, $6,650,000,000.
(7) Commerce and Housing

Credit;

(370):

(A) New budget authorfty, $14,7513,000,000.
() Outlays, 18,902,OOO,Ooo.
(C)
New
direct 1on oIigations,
$6,012,000,000.

(D) New Imry loan

arnte cornnilt-

nenLs, 6O,2e4,O0Q,COO.

Fthcal year 1992:

(A) New budget authoIty, $132Ooo,oOO.

ments, $0.
Fiscal year 1P92:
(A)
New
$220,591,000,000.

budget

authority,

(B) Outlays, $174,900,000.

(C)
New
direct loan obligaJon.s,
(D) New primary loan guarantee commit- $89,000,000.
ments, $373,000.000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitFiscal year 1993:

(A) New budget authority, $11,451,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $9,924,000,000.
(C)
New
direct loan
obligations,

ments, $0.

(D) New primary loan guMantee commit-

Outlays, $192,390,000,000.
(C)
New
direct loan obligations,
$90,000,000.

$1,219,000,000.

ments, $387,000,000.

(A) New budget authority, $2O,65C,OOO,OOO.

PtcaI year 1991:

ments, $403,000,000.
Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $10,410,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $9,022,000,000.
(C)
New
direct loan
obligations,
$1,176,000,000.

(10) Education, Training.

and Social ServIces (500):

Employment,

Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, $4C,309,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $45,226,000,000.
(C)
New
direct loan
obligations,

$31,000,000.

(D) New prtmary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $12,810,000,000.
FIscal year 1992:
(A) !ew budget authority, $5O,9O,OOO,OO0.
(B) Outlays. $49,727,000,000.
(C)
New
direct loan obligations,
$32,000,000.

(D) New primary 1on guarantee coJt-

ments, *L3,490,000,OOo.

FIscal year

1993:

(A) New budget authority. 58,034,OOO,0OO.
(B) Outlayc, $54,699,000,000.
(C)
New
direct loan obligatIons,

$34,000,000.

(D) New pi'Irn.ry lon guJant. commit-

ments, 813,045,000,000.
(11) Health (550):

Ftsc year 1991:
(A) New budget utho1t.

(B) Outlays, 867.543,000,000.

ent. 29O,OOO,X)O.
FIscal year 1992:

esr 1993:

(A)
New
$242,650,000,000.

budget

authority,

(B)

(D) New primary loan guaran cijpjt.-

ments, $0.
(14) Social SecurIty (650):

Pisci yez 1991:

(A)
New
$345,209,000,00o.

budget

authority.

(B) Outlays, $265,749,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commit•

ments, 0.
FlcaI

(A)

ye.r

1992:

New

budget

authority,

$379,730,000,000.
(B) Outlays, 283,542,O00,OOO.

(C) New dfrect loan obligations. $0.
CD) New p-tmary loan guarantee commit-

ents, 0.

FLca year

13:

(A)
New
budget
authority,
$417,703,000,000.
(B) Outlays, 301,854,O00,OOO.

(C) Ne direct loan obligations, 0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commit

,3€,OO,O0O.

(C) New direct Ion obllgaUons. O.

(D) New prtmry

Fiscal

on guaree

cot-

ment. O.

US) Veterans ]8enefIt and ServIces (700):

sca] yei' 1991:

(A) New budget authority, 832.119.000,000.
(B) Outlays, $3L456,000,000.
(C)
ew d1'ect
oblIgtlons,

$67OO,OUO.
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(D) New primary loan guarantee commit- proaches we can develop new consen(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
ments, $15,650,000,000.
sus that speaks to the world as it is
Fiscal year 1993:
Fiscal year 1992:
evolving,
(A) New budget authority, $0.
(A) New budget authority, $35,331,000,000.
Mr, Chairman, in that regard,
(B)
Outlays,
$67,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $34,602,000,000.
against
the backdrop of those opening
(C)
New
direct
loan
obligations,
$0.
New
direct loan obligations,
(C)
remarks,
it is with a great deal of pride
(D)
New
piimary
loan
guarantee
commit$612,000,000.
and pleasure that I introduce the Con(D) New primary loan guarantee commit- ments, $0.
(20) Undlstributed Offsetting Receips gressional Black Caucus's quality of
ments, $15,975,000,000.
(950):
life alternative budget for fiscal 1991.
Fiscal year 1993:
FIscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, $38864,000,000.
In this gentleman's humble opinion,
authority,
budget
New
(A)
(B) Outlays, $38,062,000,000.
this budget Is a coherent, cogent
—$43,578,000,000.
obligations,
New
(C)
direct loan
budget, cloaked in competence,
(B)
Outlays,
—$43,578,000,000.
$566,000,000.
cloaked in integrity and cloaked in
(C)
New
direct
loan
obligations,
$0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commit(D) New primary loan guarantee commit- compassion, a budget that embraces a
ments, $16,316,000,000.
new vision for America in three ways.
inents, $0.
(16) AdmInistration of Justice (750):
FIscal year 1992:
We wrote a budget, Mr. Chairman,
Fiscal year 1991:
authority, that expanded, continued to support
budget
New
(A)
(A) New budget authority, $14,590,000,000.
—$43,833,000,000.
present social program initiatives, and
(B) Outlays, $13,600,000,000.
(B) Outlays, —$44,885000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $0.
ments, $0.
FIscal year 1992:
Fiscal year 1993:
(A) New budget authority, $16,049,000,000.
authority,
budget
New
(A)
(B) Outlays, $14,960,000,000.
—$46.1',000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(B) Outlays, —$46,232,000,000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commit(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
ments, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitFIscal year 1993:
(A) New budget authority, $ 17.654,000,000. ments, $0.
The CHAIRMAN. Under the rule,
(B) Outlays. $16,456,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
the gentleman from California (Mr.

even new programs to address the
human misery that is the reality of
America. Second, we establish a defense policy, a foreign policy, an Inter-

national affairs budget that speaks to
an emerging new reality in the world,
not a foreign policy rooted in the obsolete ideas of the cold war. Finally, Mr.
Chairman, we wrote a budget that embraced our fiduciary and statutory re-

sponsibilities to address the budget
by responsible utilization of
be recognized for 1 deficit
dollars, and by equitably
hour, and a Member opposed will be taxpayer
changing
the
nature of America's tax
recognized for 1 hour.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit- DEuuMs1 wiil

ments, $0.
(17) General Government (800):
Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, $11,771,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $11,606,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations. $0.

Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, I structure.
Mr. Chairman, with that process we
seek designation from the Chairman came
up with $45.1 billion in new reve-

to be the Member opposed to the nue, real dollars, not smoke and

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit- amendment.

ments, $0.
Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $12,948,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $12,767,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

monies, real dollars; $19.8 bilThe CHAIRMAN. The gentleman mirror
lion in general revenue; $25.3 billion in

from Minnesota (Mr. F n'zEL] will be
recognized as being opposed, and will
control 1 hour of the time.
The Chair now recognizes the gen(D) New primary loan guarantee commitDEL-

ments, $0.
FIscal year 1993:
(A) New budget authority. $14,243,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $14,043,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $0.
(18) Net Interest (900):
Fiscal year 1991:
budget
New
(A)

authority,

$172,979,000,000.

(B) Outlays, $172,979,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1992:
(A)
New

budget

$163,482,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $163,482,000,000.

authority,

tleman from California (Mr.
LUMS].

budget cuts, for a total of $45.1 billion.
How did we come to the $19.8 billion

in general revenue? The President of
the United States on a number of oc-

casions stated, "Watch my lips; no new

Mr. DELLUMS. Mr. Chairman, I taxes." But in the President's budget
yield myself such time as I may con- submitted for fiscal 1991, in the
budget the President used a euphesunie.
I stated twice mism called new revenue options to
Mr. Chairman,
tune of $13.9 billion. The Congresbefore In the general debate on the the
budget, this Is a significant moment. sional Black Caucus looked at the
list of $13.9 billion, Mr.
This is perhaps the most important President's
business this body can engage in, the Chairman, and we said that in good
establishment of our national budget, faith we could not accept $5.7 billion
billion in new
for how our Nation spends its money of the President's $13.9
Is a statement about its priorities, and revenue options. For example, we
Its priorities In turn are a significant could not support the capital gains initiative for $4.2 billion. So we agreed to
statement about its values.
accept $8.2 billion of the President's
0 1400

$13.9

billion.

So we were honest

This Is a moment that we come to enough to come public, up front ard
(D) New primary loan guarantee commit- that is very rare In the career of many say what part of the President's reveelected officials, and that is a moment nue package we could support and
ments. $0.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

when we have an opportunity to shape what part we could not support, so we
$156,963,000,000.
Mr. Chairman, there are some Amerimportant moment, a moment that we
(B) Outlays, $156,963,000,000.
icans, -by virtue of their wealth and
can
develop
a
new
budget.
(C) New direct loan obligations. $0.
The world Is changing, Mr. Chair• status In our society, who only pay a
(D New primary loan guarantee commitman, and In some basic and profound 28 percent narginal tax rate, while
ments, $0.
ways the world has already changeä, the majority of the American people
(19) Allowances (920):
so that gives us an opportunity to pay 33 percent arid above. We said
FIscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, $0.
come here, Mr. Chairman, to the f1oo why should these people pay at 28 perwe
(B) Outlays, $63,000,000.
of the House of Representatives to cent? So hi the spirit of tax equity
(C) New dtrect loan obligations, $0.
removed the so-called tax bubble.
engage
In
the
shaping
of
a
new
con(1)) New primary loan guarantee commit- sensus. That is why I stated on two oc- That gave us $4.1 billion additional n
ments, $0.
casions that it makes sense that there revenue,
FIscal year 1992:
We 'ooked at who benefited over the
be significant budget alternatives pre(A) New budget authority, $0.
sented to this body, and In the process last 10 years in the budget in tax bene(B) Outlays, $65,000,000.
of looking at several different ap- fits, During the Reagan era, corporate
(C) New dtrect loan obligations, 80.
FIscal year 1993:
(A)
New

budget

authority, an emerging new consensus. This is an start with $8.2 billion in revenues.
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America benefited magnificently by mans? They are talking about unifica- gressional Black Caucus are proud to
these Incredible tax gifts. So we looked tion.
say we give America a $5 billion stirriot at individual American taxpayers
If we are spending $160 billion to plus. We give It back; surplus.
but corporate taxpayers, the top 10 maintain our role in NATO, and the So we have met that responsibility.
percent of the corporations in this world ha changed, the Berlin Wall What do we do with the remainder of
country, and we said let us levy a 10 has collapsed, Communist govern- the dollars? We took $33 billion above
percent surtax on them. That gave us ments have collapsed, what makes us the PresidenVs request, $33 billion arid
$6.5 iUion.
think we cannot find some money to put it in nonmilitary Issues.
We then looked at the Humphrey- save?
Mr. Chairman and members, we just
Hawkins legislation arid said that If we
Mr. Chairman, $23.7 billion would celebrated Earth Day. We believe that
are able to demonstrate our cipacity not suddenly render America. Izupo- we have a responsbitty to preserve
to lower the unemployment rate by tent. If anyone thinks the Soviet the fragile nature of our ecological
one-tenth of 1 percent, we derive at Union is sitting there saying, "Ah ha, system, to turn over to our children
least $1 billion in new revenue.
they have cut their budget by $23.? and to our children's children a planet
So $8.2 billion, $4.1 billion, $6.5 bil- billion, let us attack" why dd they where you can drink clean water and
lion and $1 billion adds up to $19.8 bil- not attack when it was $73 billion or breathe clean air.
lion In general revenue, real money, $143 billion or $218 billion? There is
What is the function of a nuclear
new money.
nothing sacrosanct about dollars, Mr.
but to destroy human life? We
We then looked at the ongoing Chairman. Our military budget ought bomb
cut
these
weapons. We cut them in
budget. We decided not to engage in to reflect the realities of the world, program design
to preserve the integdraconian cuts in social programs at a not some abstract idea.
of our planet. We gave some time,
time when human misery Is being visWe look at the military budget and rity
money to education, to housing,
ited upon millions of the American we build it on the basis of worst case some
to
an
incredible
amount of programs
people. We looIed at the military scenario, where the probability of war that we desperately
need to deal with.
budget in an emerging new world. We breaking out is 1,000 to 1. But let us
$1.5 billion to rural America for agrisaid we are presently spending at. the look at the worst case scenario in
rate of $306 billion. The President terms of poverty In America. There culture. We did these things. We said
wants to spend at $303 billion. The are 13 million children In America who If you are going to fight a real war on
Congressional Black Caucus said they live in poverty, 10 million blacks who
can live with $279.4 billion. That is one live in poverty, millions of people,
incredible amount of money, Mr. Nacks, brown, red, yellow, white, who
Chairman. So we reduced the Presi- live in poverty in America. Let us look
dent's request by $23.7 billion net. We at the worst case scenano in terms of
had really cut $3.2 billion in addition housing. There are millions of Ameri-

drugs, it is not just about building jails
and hiring more police.
If 100 children walked in here now

and said, "Give us treatment," we

could not do it. We do not have the fa-

cilitles. That is a bizarre and absurd
to that, but we took the $3.2 billion ca's people living on the streets of notion.
We have to be about the business of
and put it back in the budget, one, for America In the wealthiest Nation in
co:ioric convers!on because we said the world, and we have hundreds of saving American children, and our
as we close plants and we close mili- thousands of people who eat out of budget ought to reflect that.
So this is what the Congrecsional
tary facilities at the Federal level we garbage cans everyday, worst case sce-

ought to assume the responsibLity that nario; 22 million American people, Mr.
if we make a decision in the national Chairman, who are functionally illiterinterest of offset the economic pain ate, worst case scenario; in some urban
and hardship that is felt by human areas we have a dropout. rate in excess
beings out there in the hinterlands of ?0 percent, worst case scenario; we
when they are forced to absorb this have drug problems that are crippling
national commitment. We Eiso felt this Nation and destroying our comthat based upon our responsibility to munities and killing our children,
turn over to our children
better worst case scenario; $23.7 billion is not
world environment than the one that much money to cut. We cut $23.7 bil-

was turned over to us that we have a lion.
responsibility to clean up the toxic We looked at the science and techwaste.
nology budget and we cut $1.4 billion
So the net cut was $231 billion. out of that because we saw research
Some people said how can you cut designed to enhance w.r, not to per23.7 billion.
petuate human life. We then cut $200
When this gentleman fir3t came to million in the foreign military credit
Congress nearly 20 years ago, the 1971 sales for a total of $25.3 billion; $19.8,
military budget was $73 billion. Ten $25.3, that comes to $45.1 billion.
years late, the last year of the Carter
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rninistrat ion, the military budget
had doubled to $143 billion. Ten years

Black Caucus budget has done.
To summarize, we have developed a
budget based on competence, based on
compassion and based on integrity. We

have written a budget that focuses a

new vision for America by expanding
existing social programs and engaging
in new initiatives, by developing a millt.ary budget not rooted in the obsolete

idea of the cold war but rather of t.n
emerging new reality.
Finally, we assume our fiducIary re-

sponsibility to meet our statutory requirements to bring down the dcuicit
and 3 years out give America $5 billion
surplus.

Mr. Chairman and members of the

committee, I have said to my colleagues, many who have served in this

body for nearly 20 years: We have
earned the right to present a budget

How did we apply this money? First on the floor of the House.

later the military budget is in excess we met our fiduciary responsibility.
of $300 billion.
Gramm-Ruclman gives us a statutory
So in the short span of 19-pIus years, responsibility to meet at least $64 bilwe have seen our military budget go lion In deficit reduction. The Congresfrom $73 billion to $300 billion some sional Black Cauciis budget comes to
odd, an lncredib!e amount of money. If $63.7 billion in deficit reduction. We
aiiyone thinks that cutting $23.7 bil- hftve met our statutory responsibility

lion is suddenly going to create war in in fiscal 1991.
Europe, my question is this: Who is
We intrcduced this budget as a
the enemy? We are spending $160 bil- House concurrent resolution which relion per year to maintain Arnericas quired us to project our budget calcurole tn NATO. Where is the enemy?
lations Into the out years. Ver' InterAt best, the Warsaw Pact has been esting reflection: In fiscal 1992 we are
rendered impotent as a milite.ry entity, also able to meet our statutory responit is nonexistent as a military entity, sthllity under Gramm-Rudrnan, and in
worst case. What do the 'West Ger- flscai 1993, Mr. Chairman and memm:ans have to fear from the East Ger- bers of the committee, we in the Con-

I would say with all due respect I

really believe this budget ought to be
where the Democratic Party is. Tkis is
no way-out budget. This Is no off-thewail budget. We have assumed a tremendous responsibility.

That is where we ought to be. We

came today to place ourselves in Juxta.

position to the President's budget so
that we can have an opportunity to
look at the full range of ideas.

So we are here alone, but that is all
right. We go forward with pride and
with dignity and if Members want to
oppose the budget, fine. But let us do
it on the basis of your honest belief
that you disagree with us intellectual-
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ly and politklly but for no other
reason.

With those opening r'marks; Mr

Chairman. I rerve the balance of my
time.

The CHAIRMAN. The- gentleman

from California (Mr. DzuvMs) has

consumed 15 minutes.

Mr. FRENZEL Mr Chairnizzz

Mr. Chairmen; r reserve the balance increasing our ability to compete effctively.
If we take a look- at everything that
Mr. DELLUMS. Mr. Chairman, I
yield 4 minutes to my distinguished we are talking about in our Congrescolleague, the gentleman from New sional Black Caucus budget, we will
see that it emphasizes the confidencc
York (Mr. RANGEL).
(Mr. RANGEL asked and was given we have in investing in human beings,
permission to revise and extend his re- in investing in our young people, in
of my time.

our school system, and in our treat-

I marks.)

yield myself 3½ mmutes.
(Mr. FRENZEL asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his re.
mark&)
Mr. FRENZEL Mr. Chairman, I rise

In opposition to the flscal year 1991
budget amendment of the Congressional Black Caucus. It has two princi•
pa flaws. First, the Caucus' substitute

budget is far be'ow the President's
budget In defense, and. below even the

Democrats' budget as welL Second,

this budget far exceeds the President's
budget on new revenues, and includes
raising personal income tax rates.
The Black Caucus' budget. proposes

defense outlays of $2795 billion In

fiscal year 1991, outlays $23.8 billion
below the President's budget. Budget
authority Is slashed even further, t.o
$259.4
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billion, a level $47.5 billion

below the Presdents proposed budget.
Despite welcome changes in the.
international arena, there are still

threats to peace and stability in the

world which suggest it is too early to
dismantle our defenses. The defense

spending cuts In the Black Caucus'

budget are dangerous. They mean cut-

ting defense by 22 percent in Just 3

years. The Panetta budget cuts too

Mr. RANGEL. Mr. Chairman, r have ment system. It seems to me that we

never felt more proud than to be here can talk about the death penalty all
to support the Congressional B'ack we want. We are talking about an inCaucus budget initiative. I thank our vestment and Incentive In creating and
chairman, the gentleman from Califor- extending life.
One of the saddest things that is
nia (Mr. DELLUMS), for the magnificient and eloquent job he has done in going on in America today is the explosion of young children being born
presenting it.
For those that find it easy to attack not only infected sometimes with the
us in what we consider to be a fairer AIDS disease, but Infants that are
and more kind treatment of taxes, I wracking in pain because they come
would suggest that if you compare this into this world addicted to drugs. It
to the President's "read my lips" seems to me that after this is . over,
policy, you might find there is far many people would say that we In the
more equity in this-than what is being Congressional Black Caucus have
made a scholarly effort in presenting a
presented to us by the White House.
We of course support. the President budget for Members to consider. Howand Mr. Bennett's initiative in the ever, when we know that what comes
area of fighting the war against drugs. to Members is smoke and mirrors from
Whatever success is being had by Mr. downtown, I hope there will be more
Bennett in South America, In Asia, to courage than Just innoculation for our
stop the cocaine and opium from efforts.
Mr. FREN2EL Mr. Chairman, I
coming into this country, we want to
yield 5 minutes to the gentleman from
be a part of that support team.
Whatever Mr. Bennett suggests that Kentucky (Mr. RoGgis), a member of
we do in protecting our borders, we the Committee on the Budget.
certainly want to be a part of that Mr. ROGERS. Mr. Chairman, wehear it said on both sides of the aisle
team as well.
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However, when it reaches the point
deep for most Republicans. The ECB
is even worse. While substantial de- that the solution looks like it means
fense savIngs will be recognized In that we have to build bigger Jails and
future years, we must resist the temp- shift that responsibility to local and
taticn to make large, ill-conceived cuts State governments, then we are proud
in tle very first year of major global to come forward and say the solution
to this problem Is not in building the
change.
The other major problem with this Jails, it is there that we have failed.
budget Is its revenue proposal of- $19.8 We seek to find a solution in preveitbillion, $5.9 billion above the Bush ing our young people from feeling that
budget, This budget raises the margin- in this great republic we do not give
al Income tax rate of individual tax- them the opportunity to come dawn
payers and imposes an income tax sur- and to have the option on the side of
charge on the top 10 percent of corpo- being drug free.
We truly believe that we are not
rate taxpayers. I hate to be picky, but
to penaflze our most competitive com- going to ask our local and State gov-

panies, just because they are suess- ernments to build $100,000 per cell

ful, is a woundreful way to give away Jails at a cost from $20,000 to $60,000
all our competitivenes& At a time to keep them in Jail, and not be willing
when there is considerable concern in to provide recreation facilities, in•
this House over the compettiveress of crease echicatlon for prevention, and
U.S. companies in the international most of all, to get involved in saymg
market, I find It impossible to support that we are going to treat these people
a budget that would impose such a before they end up In our emergency
wards or before they end up th intensurcharge on corporate taxpayers.
Although the Congressional Black sive care at the expense of $ 1.500 a
Caucus' budget meets the fiscal year day, yes; at the expense of $600 a day
1991 Gramm-Rudman-Hollings deficit for hospitalization, yes; at the already
target with a projected deficit of hard expense of what we lose in terms
$63.75 billion, it does so through sub- of breaking up families and communistantial defense cuts and substantial ties. Again, we would rather invest in
tax increases. For these reasonB I people rather than jails so that we can
oppose this amendment. However, I have the labor market that is neces
congratulate the Congressional Black sary for the United States to be pro-

these days that it does not matter

what kind of a budget resolution we
pass in the House, becuase this is only
the first stage in a long process where•
by negotiations with the White House
will result in a compromise. I am sure

that Is true, that we will eventually
get a compromise.

However, what this body passes in
the form of the passed budget resolution

will have some teeth for the

reason that the Committee on Appropriatioris, following on in the next 2 to
3 weeks, will be required to take the
House-passed resolution numbers and

divvy them up in what is called the

302.b) allocations to the subcommittee
of the Committee on. Appropriations,
and that will become the mark of the
appropriations bills that we are going
to be seeing flowing out of this House
floor, by law must be done by July 1.
What I am saying to Members i the
House-passed budget resolution, whatever we pass, whether it be the Black

Caucus resolution or the committee

resolution or what have you, the
House-passed budget resolution, as we

saw last year, has real teeth in it, and
your vote on today's budget resolution
may come back to haunt Members in
one way or the other.
Now, like the gentleman from Mn-

nesota (Mr. Fiqz], I have no real
argument with the Black Caucus proposal. I think it represents a lot of

Caucus for a thorough careful and ductive, for the United States to be compassion, represents a lot of hard
comprehensive job of presenting its competitive, and for the United States work, and lots of thought. Mainly, it
budget. It has added a significant de- to really get at what we should- be represents, as I have said, compassion
mension to the budget debate.

doing. That is, reducing the deficit by for this country, and no one can fault
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Do we not think there is room for

that. I can argue that it taks too drained off for the Cold War. This

much from defense, and I will make budget, Mr. Chairman, should be the
that point to my friend—$23.8 billion American agenda for the nineties.
below the Bush budget on defense out- This quality o life budget looks at the
lays. to me, Is simply unacceptable.
world as it is now, and it responds acLet me get back to the point that I cordingly.
wanted to make, mainly, before I sit

even more cuts than they have made

I hope that Members will reflect, many years.
very carefully, on the vote they cast Let us look at Japan, We certainly
when we get to the committee version have spent a great deal defending
of the bill, and will bear In Ind that Japan. How much? Conventional dethL; is the real world we are dealing fense of Japan in the Pacific sealanes:

Every day a bridge collapses.

in this budget? I think so.
Now, if that does not convince Members that we have a changing world, I

have another chart that I hope will.

Sixty of the top 100 defense contractors, as we sit here today, are under inThis budget begins to pay back to vestigation for waste, fraud, and abuse
passed resolution, and when it comes America the cost of the cold war. Mar- by the Defense Department and the
for a vote later in the day, I hcpe our garet Thatcher, who is no dove by any Inspector general. Everyday we read
colleagues will bear in mind what I means, has said, "The cold war is about outrageous things, cost overhave said before that your budget res- over," and the cold war, I say to my runs, cheating, lying, stealing. Do we
olution we vote on today will be mean- friends, was a very costly war for this not think there is room in a $90 billion
ingfuLl, it will bind the Committee on country.
procurement budget to find a few bilAppropriations, and we are going to be
dollars to cut and tell them to
We
sacrificed
a
great
deal
to
take
on
seeing on the floor of this House, very the burden of defending our European lion
shape
Not even our Democratic
soon thereafter, the Subcommittee on allies from the Warsaw Pact, and we budgetup?
goes far enough on that.
Defense appropriations bill for de- took on a big burden of defendmg our
I say to Secretary of Defense
fense for fiscal year 1991. It will re- ally, Japan.
Cheney,
a good man. Reform
flect the defense number that Is in- Let us look at what has happened to thysel!." "You're
The only way we will get this
cluded in the resolution that passes the Warsaw Pact in the last year or so. done is to
look at this chart and cut
the House.
Now, if that Is the committee resolu- We 8pent $175 billion a year defending the money, because otherwise it will
tion we are going to see, then an ap- NATO from the Warsaw Pact. That Is not happen. It is too ingrained in our
propriations bill on the floor of this more than hail our military budget. way of life.
Mr. Chairman, the budget before us
body that will come $11.5 billion from What has happened in Poland? They
outlays, that will represent budget au- established the first noncommunist- is a great budget because what it does
thority cuts of $33.5 billion. Does that led government of the Warsaw Pact in is it looks at the people who have
mean anything to Members? I zn talk- August, 1989, with an elected Presi- made the sacrifices in this country,
ing plainly to those on the other side dent. The Communists were soundly and that is all of us during this period
of the aisle, now who have b€en told defeated, the Communist party dis- of buildup, and what it says is that we
have a new war to win. It is a war of
that this is meaningless, it is only a de- banded.
Romanla The dictatorship is over- economic competition.
bating point.
Our previous sacrifices have made us
Let me wave before Members four thrown and new elections promised.
East Germany: Communist govern- vulnerable, so we need new priorities.
pages of a list from a Department of
Defense representing illustrative addi- ment replaced with pro-reform offi- We need to invest in our people. We
tional military construction cuts under cials. The Berlin Wall crumbles. Re- need to invest in deficit reduction, as
the committee-passed resolution. Prac- unification plans with West Germany this budget does. We cannot afford
$180 billion a year in interest paytically every Member of this body will are progressing.
be affected by these enormous, deci- Czechoslovakia: Communist party ments on our debt. We need to invest
mating cuts in your Nation's defense, leaders are dismissed. Dissident play- in education so our kids will become
at home. At home. This list is avail- right Havel named President—and on productive. We need to invest in the
able to all Members. Members can ask and on.
war on drugs. We need to give every
the Department of Deffense ifor it. I
Hungary: Elections held; Commu- kid who is at risk a mentor to help
will be happy to make Members a nists defeated.
that child through so that child will
copy. One that I have, and I am sure
Bulgaria: Party and state leaders re- be productive. And I think it is unother lists are floating around the signed in 1989 and multiparty elec- American, Mr. Chairman, that tonight
body, but this is real stuff. T]iese are tions are held.
100,000 AmerIcan children will sleep in
real cuts. These are real peopl[e in the Thousands of United States nuclear the street.
military that will be cut. These are warheads are aimed at these countries, Let us talk about what patriotism is
real programs at home n your district I say to my friends, and we are spend about. It is about investing in those
that will be cut 11 the House-passed ing $175 billion a year to defend West children. That is what thus budget
budget resolution is divvied up. as I am Germany from these countries. I think does.
sure it will be by the Committee on there has to be room to cut just a little
It also Invests in our infrastructure.
Appropriations, and passed Into the bit this year and more in future years We are wasting 2 billion hours a year
appropriations bill.
from what we have been paying for so sitting on roads we cannot move on.

down, the real main player I think
today on the floor Is the committee-
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So this budget Is about irebuilding

America. It is about reality. It is about
a changmg world and the needs of our

peop]e, and I am very proud to once
$26.1 billion. Xn every ing1e year we more support this Black Caucus
Mi. DELLUMS. Mr. Chairman, I pay that, I say to my friends.
budget.

with In this resolution.

minutes to the distiguthhed I think It is time, if the Japanese Mr. FRENZEL Mr. Chairman, I
gentlewoman from California (Mrs. want u to continue tith kind of ex- yield 5 minutes to the distinguished
BowL
penditure, that they ireimburse us for gentleman from Pennsylvania (Mr.
Mrs. BOXER. Mr. Chairman, thank just some of it, nd gmiybe they do not WALKERJ.
you, I ay to the gentleman f1rom Cai1 really need th1 'evel off defense anyMr. WALKER. Mr. Chairman L too
1CM. DELLVS fo this opportu- more, given the changes n the world. want to praise the Black Caucus or
yield

7t7

to speak out very dearly on
teh? off thIs quality cf
budget,
th Black Caucus budget.
ee1 this s the budget that con
n the side o the values of ll

So ve mve $17 billion to defend coming forward with budget presenNATO from the Warsaw Pact nd $26 tation that reflects the reaiity o the
reality,
billion that we pay from ou tx doI world s they ee it. itt Ia

lars to protect Japan, the No. 1 eco though that pu1es me to Some
nomic power in the world. d thts degree with regard to some of the
th9 American people who have reUr Black Caucus ut cuts $16 bililon )Iss budget cute that am most familiar
icd duAng the elghUes 'when than e peit this rear from next ith. and those do not lie in the area
ou rcurcs and ouctiwity e
udget,
of defense; they lie En the area of func-
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tion 250, the Space and Science ac military, but functton 250 does not lion out of defense; they give a 1-percounts of this Nation.
have any military money in it. They cent increase over 5 years to the DeOne of the things thaL is agreed to cannot. sa they are taking that out of partrnent of Justice to fight crime and

by most observers is that if we are to military research and development., be- fight drugs. In this year in budget outgive absolutely nothing.

be a nation competing in a world econ- cause that is not where it Is.
omy and making certain that we are In
Mrs. BOXER. Mr. Chairman, will
the forefront of an investment in the the gentleman yield?
Mr. WALKER. I am glad to yield to
fUture, what we have to do right now
is make investments in that future by the gentlewoman from California.
investing In science in this. country, inMrs. BOXER. Mr Chairman, 1
vesting in high technology, and invest- thank the gentleman for yielding.

lays they

grinned and somewhat shocked, that today so we can vote on it?
Mr. WALKER. Of course, as the
the particular budget we have before
us right now slashes the science ac- gentlewoman knows, because I am
count, the National Science Founda- sure she is at least familiar enough
tion, the spate ace.ount, science educa- With the rule by which it was brought
tion, all those programs, by 20 percent to the floor to know this, this gentlein budget authority over the Presi- man cannot offer that budget, and no
dent's request. That is a very, very other Member can offer it except the

be to slash our accounts for handling

They slash $7.8 billion from defense
and give absolutely nothing in the Panetta budget to increased money for
fighting crime and drugs.

So, Mr. Chairman, it is dear that it

is not toward crime and drugs that
ing in programs like the space pro- The gentleman h lauded the Bush they are aiming their money. It is
budget for what it does in the science taward welfare. It is a big, big welfare
gram.
That is the reason I must say that I area. Is the gentleman planning to budget, and, if my colleagues think
am somewhat puzzled, indeed cha- offer the Bush budget to this body thit the priority of the Nation should

major cut. It would mean that pro- Member designated in the rule.
grams like 'Mission th Planet Earth."

Mrs. BOXER. Mr. Fz can ap-

science in the future and give the

money to welfare, then they will love

both the Black Caucus budget, and

they will love the Panetta budget because that is where we are going,

Mr. Chairman, I do not think those
represent the priorities of the American people.

Mr. DELLUMS. Mr. Chaiian. I
a major environmental probe study point a designee.
yield
3 minutes to my dbtinguihed
would
say
to
the
WALKER.
I
Mr.
program would have to be cut, if not
colleague, the gent) eman frozi Calif or-

eliminated. It would meax that Space gentlewoman. that I would have proud- nia (Mr. DYMALLY].
Station 'Treedom" cannot move f or- ly voted for the Bush budget because
Mr. DYMALLY asked and was given
ward and give us the new materials it does recognize the reality I am talk- permission
to revise and extend his refor
our
ing
about.
I
would
havebeen
very
glad
we
need
processing that
marks.)
future. It would mean that our at- to come up here and defend the Bush Mr. DYMALLY. Mr. Chairman, I
tempts to move this Nation toward a budget, because the Bush budget does. deem it a rare privilege t.o rise in full
Mars and Moon program could not be the things that are necessary to do insupport of the Dellums/Congressiona.l
pursued.
stead of putting money—
Black
Caucus substitute to House ConIT this was being done in a vacuum, I
Mrs. BOXER. Then why does the current
Resolution 310, the congresmight understand It, but the fact is gentleman not ask Mr. FRzEL—
that the basis of this priority in the Mr. WALKER. I have the time, I say sional budget resolution for fiscal year
191. This substitute budget resolution
Black Caucus budget is also reflected to the gentlewoman, and—
in the budget given to us by the DemoMrs. BOXER. The gentleman could reflects the basic vaIues of the United
SLates. It facilitates the institutionalizcrats in their overall budget presenta- have been named as th designee.
tion, the Panetta budget. In that.
The CHAIRMAN The gentleman ing of democratic values at home and
budget the Democrats slash the Presi- from Pennsylvania (Mr. WALi) has abroad in its concern for peace, harmony. social Justice, and for meeting
dent's budget authority request in the the time.
science accounts by $1.2 billion in
Mr. WALKER. Mr. Chairman, I wish. the needs of the underpriv1eged as
budget authority and $600 million in the gentlewoman would familiarize the world moves towards a postindusbudget outlays. So they, too, have herself with the rules of the House so trial, high-technology society.
made a conscious determination that she would know that she cannot speak. These laudable aims are scheduled
it is not only defensethey want to cut, until she is yielded to. r was glad to to be accomplished basically by reducing fiscal year 1991. defense ftmding by
it is science, and it 5 the investment in yield to the gentlewoman.
$56.4 billion in budget authority and
the future that we need to create, be-0 1440
$27.4 billion in outlays below the basecause we need the new wealth of that
Now, Mr. Chairman, let me explain line level. These cuts are in stark confuture to make certain that we are in
the forefront of what has to be done where the Democrats do put money in trast to those of the congressional
in order t participate in a high-tech- their budget. They slash it out of sci- budget resolution where cuts are only
ence. They take it out of the hide of 32.8 billion and $11.5 billion, rspecnoogy world econony.
I. am stunned by th numbers of National Science Foundation, out of tively.
The Dellums/CBC substitute resoluMembers who have came to the floor our space program, but where do they
today and suggest that th budgets we put the money? Well, if my colleagues tion, humanely, and in keeping with
have before us today, the Black look at the overall, 5-year budget, they the tenrits of social justice, reallocates
Caucus budget and the Panetta take it out of the science accounta $1.5 much of the defense savings to inbudget, somehow recognize that reali- billion. The take $214 billion out of de- creased funding for such domestic proty and that they are in fact in line fense, and where do they put the grams as job training, housing, ediication, environment, food, and nutrition
with what needs to he- done for our money?
Mr. Chairman, they put it into we!- programs.
global ecoxmmy in the future. They
This substitute resolution assumes
are not. If we are willing to. say that fare programs. There is a 30-percent
one of our prioritie& is to slash science increase in welfare programs. They $19.8 billion in increised revenues.
accounts, the way these budgets do, take it out of science, put it into we!- This is significantly differ&it from the
then I have to say that it is clear you fare. Now is that what the real prior- $13.9 billion assumed in the congrPsarc not willing to make the iinest- ities of the Anierican people are? The sicnal budget resolution..
ments that are necessary for the Democratic Party has long been criti- It is of signiffcance that this substicized as the party that is too much tute resolution provides for a $1.9 bilfuture.
Mrs. BOXER. Mr. Chairman, will concentrating on welfare when, in lion expansion of 1nttrnationaI dtvlopment and humanitarian aid with
faet, i their budget they prove that.
the gentleman yieid?
They also, Mr. Chairmnn, c)aim that: emphasis on the sathy neglected needs
Mr. WALKER. Mr. Chairman. I

that they say they are t.hcy are putting the money toward of African and Caribbean dit'e1opment.
making these vague cuts because they fighting the drug war. When I look at and Increased food assistance proar baking it out of the hide of the the budget. that is not there—4214 bil- grains particularly the Food for Peace
must say
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Program to alleviate widespread poverIt Is indeed difficult and well nigh lion. Where we cut was in military re
ty, famine and hunger In Africa for Impossible to thInk functionally about lated science.

which Congressman Mickey Lel and global peace and harmony in what is
died.

Mr. Chairman, I would simply say

increasingly becoming a global village, that NSA, when it first started out,
It is, therefore, fitting and appropri- without giving serious consideration to was a civilian organization. I know the
ate and in keeping with CBC commit- the social and politico-economic needs gentleman from Pennsylvania (Mr.
ment that an amendment was tailor- of the Important geopolitical regions WALKER] knows that almost half of
made to accomplish the above Is enti- of Africa and the Caribbean.
the NSA's missions are now militarily
tied the 'Mickey Leland African and
Within this context, therefore, the related. We cut some money out of
Caribbean Development Act of 1991." underlying philosophy of the Del- that, not out of the programs that my
This legislative provision has also.been luxns/CBC substitute budget resolu- colleague responded to.
incorporated into R.R. 4610, the 11'or- tion, in terms of its programmatic
WALKER. Mr. Chairman, will
elgn Assistance Authorization Act of thrust, will be most reflective of the theMr.
gentleman
yield?
fIscal year 1991.
United States as a great and caring
DELLUMS. Mr. Chairman, this
As the United States sets foreign nation. This substitute budget epito- isMr.
on the charts that we have propolicy priorities for the post-Cold War mises the basic value orientation of a
1990's, Africa and the Caribbean keep kinder, gentler nation that can safely duced.
slipping further behind other regions serve as a model of democracy Mr. WALKER. Mr. Chairman, will
of the world.
throughout the global village and is, the gentleman yield?
In 1984, excluding food aid, Africa therefore, richly deserving of the sup- Mr. DELLTJMS. Mr. Chairman, I
would be happy to yield if I have the•
received $667 million in economic as- port of all of my colleagues.
sistance from the United States co:astiWith that in mind, Mr. Chairman, I time.
tuting approximately 14 percent of ask all my colleagues to vote for this The CHAIRMAN. The time is controlled by the gentleman from Calif ortotal U.S. foreign economic aid. How- measure.
ever, thIs year, the figure decreased to
Mr. WALKER. Mr. Chairman, will nia (Mr. DYMALLY].
Mr. DYMALLY. Mr. Chairman, the
$575 mllion or approximately 11 per- the gentleman yield?
cent of total U.S. foreign economic: aid.
Mr. DYMALLY. I yield to the gen- gentleman from Minnesota (Mr. FRENMoreover, while one non-African tleman from Pennsylvania.
zm.] has a great deal of time, and I am
nation received about $700 per capita
Mr. WALKER. Mr. Chairman, I just sure that he will yield to the gentle-

in United States aid, Africa received want to point out to the gentleman man from Pennsylvania (Mr. WALKER].
less than $1 per capita.
from California (Mr. DYMALLY] that
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, I
The need is, therefore, dire and there are only two places that he cuts yield an additional minute to the gengreat br significantly more ftui.ding in his budget. One of those is function tleman in the well, the gentleman
for Africa particularly when 30 of the 50, and 1 of them is function 250. from California (Mr. DYMAILy].
continent's 51 countries are endeavor- Function 250 is where the NSF is, and
Mr. DYMALLY. Mr. Chairman, that
ing to implement economic reforms to he slashes $3.5 billion out of budget is very, very kind.
facilitate the building of modern authority in that account so that
Mr. FRENZEL Mr. Chairman, I
economies.
there is no transfer of defense money
an additional 2 mInutes to the
These events are taking place at a to National Science Foundation. In yield
gentleman from California (Mr. DYMtime when France is reducing its role fact, he cuts both of the budgets in ALLY].
in its African ex-colonles. It is ulte this presentation.
WALKER. Mr. Chairman, will
clear that the focus and attention of Mr. DYMALLY. Mr. Chairman, theMr.
gentleman yield?
the United States foreign policy thrust what we basically looked at was the
Mr. DYMALLY. I yield to the genand aid are shifting dramaticaljly to military-related research activities and tleman
from Pennsylvania.
Eastern Europe and Central America, shifted that into the historically black
Mr. WALKER. Mr. Chairman, I apparticularly Panama and Nicaragua colleges and all other NS funds.
the gentleman from Califorwith the continuing neglect of Africa Mr. WALKER. Mr. Chairman, will preciate
nia
(Mr.
DYMAU.Y]
yielding to me.
and the Caribbean.
the gentleman yield?
Mr. Chairman, I just want to point
The Mickey Leland African and CarMr. DYMALLY. Mr. Chairman, I re- out
that indeed NASA does spend
Ibbean Development Act is structured linquish the balance of my time.
money
that, is money from the milito Increase significantly, foreign assistMr. WALKER Mr. Chairman, I just
ance to Africa and the Caribbean. For wish the gentleman from California tary. It is money which, however, is reAfrIca,, It would provide $1 billion in tMr. DYMAiLY] would debate me on flected in function 50, which is transferred then to NASA. In function 250,
development assistance with $15 inil- the point.
handled by our committee and hanlion earmarked for Namibia and $85
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the dled
by the committee headed by the
million earmarked for the Southern gentleman from California (Mr. DYMgentleman from Michigan (Mr. TRAxAfrica Development Coordinating aux] has expired.
Committee (SADCCI.
Mr. DELLUMS. Mr. Chairman, I I.zR], the subcozimittee, that money is
For the Caribbean, the bill author- yield the gentleman from California purely civilian research money, and it
izes: $80 million in ESF funds for the (Mr. DYMAu.Y] an additional minute, Is money that is being slashed by $3.5
Caribbean; $93.6 million in develop- and would the gentleman yield to me? billion in budget authority over the
ment assistance for the Caribbean; as
Mr. DYMALLY. I yield to the gen- President's request in this budget.
That is the problem, that they are
well as $49 million in developme:nt as- tleman from California.
sistance and $39 million in ESF funds
Mr. DELLUMS. Mr. Chairman, let taking 'the money out of the civilian
for Haiti.
me simply say to my learned col- side, and what they do,in the subcateAfrica, however, in spite of this $1 league, the gentleman from Pennsyl- gories has no meaning, here because
billion, will still receive the smallest vania (Mr. WALEZn], that I know the that will be determined by the Comshare going to any region of the world gentleman studies very hard. However, mittee on Appropriations when they
wIth 31 of the 46 countries in Africa Mr. Chairman, in this particular in- get their account.
classified as the world's poorest na- stance I am sure the gentleman did
In this particular instance what is
tions. Moreover, for the past decade, not look at the subcategories of func- happening is that they are taking
Africa has been consistently allocated tion 250 because in the National Sci- money out of civilian science.
the smallest portion of United States ence Foundation the Congressional
Mr. DELLUMS. Mr. Chairman, will
foreign assistance. Additionally, over Black Caucim plussed up the Presi- the gentleman yield?
the last several years, Africa is seem- dent's budget by $900 million, and in
Mr. DYMALLY. I yield to the chairingly the only continent that has ex- the area of DOE general science that man of the Congressional Black
perienced both proportional and abso- the gentleman alluded to we plussed Caucus, the gentleman from Califorlute cuts in U.S. economic assistance.

up the President's budget by $509 mU- nia (Mr. DELLUM5].
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Instead,
the
only
priority
apparent
Mr. DELLUMS. Mr. Chairman, I lis- tute to the floor. I think it does this
tened very carefully to my colleague, body a service to be able to have in this debate is the priority of politithe gentleman from Pennsylvania debate on some of these substantive cians concerned with slipping someMay 1, 1990

thing through—applying another
Mr. Chairman, I do not, as I am sure band-aid—to get us by until the next

(Mr. WALKER], and I say, "Now you're Issues.

walking with your legs wide open because you're walking on both sides of
the street. If you say that the subfunctions don't count, because ultimately
authorization and appropriation would
deal with it, then I would suggest the

gentleman pulled the leg out from
under his own argument. So, how can
you argue so diligently about a sub-

function when you just said it doesn't
count? Either you accept this gentle-

man's integrity in telling you what

we've done In trying to plus up the categories, or the gentleman walks away
from his own argument."
Now I have listened very carefully to
my colleague.
Mr. WALKER. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. DYMALLY. I yield to the gentleman from Pennsylvania.
Mr. WALKER. Mr. Chairman, I

thank the gentleman from California

(Mr. DYMAUX] for yielding because it

seems to me that this is exactly what

we are debating here.
I say to the gentleman from California (Mr. DEI.LUMs], "You are only pre-

senting numbers on the House floor.
You're not presenting your subcate-

gories. You know that as well as
anyone else in the House, and the
numbers that you are presenting for
function 250, which is what the 302(b)

allocation will be to the civilian science accounts, are such that you have

the gentleman from California (Mr. election.
President Bush was elected partly on
D!a.LUM5] might suspect, do not support that resolution, but I think it is a the belief that more cooperation begood amendment and substitute that tween the White House and Congress
deserves consideration. I have asked was needed.
for this time to speak here this after- The American people expect new
noon because the amendment carrying leadership and new priorities, not the
the President's budget proposal is not same old stalemate, and tinkering
going to be on the floor, and it is the around the edges that has become the
Issue of comparison between the com- nightly news staple.
mittee's budget resolution and the Instead of taking on challenges we
President's budget submission that I are fleeing from them. But this
doesn't have to continue.
want to talk about;
Mr. Chairman, many accusations I urge my colleagues to reject this
have been leveled as to which of the budget resolution and send a message:
budget proposals—the President's, or Send a message to the leadership in
this resolution—is more honest.

If honesty is desired, let's be honest
in stating that neither of these proposals Is an honest attempt to_craft a legitimate, workable budget for our
country.
The budget resolution under consideration is not honest or real, and
frankly, the President's proposal isn't
much better.
In fact, this debate isn't even
grounded in reality.
Instead of debating the merits of the
proposal, and the budget priorities of
our Nation, we have spent 2 days debating to achieve a position to negoti-

this body and the Senate that we want
substance and results; send a message
to the President that we want courage,
cooperation, and leadership; and final-

ly send a message to America that

Congress is ready to roll up its sleeves
and get down to work.
0 1450

Mr. DELLUMS. Mr.. Chairman, I
yield 3 minutes to the distinguished
gentleman

from New York

(Mr.

WEIss].

(Mr. WEISS asked and was given

permission to revise and extend his remarks).
Mr. WEISS. Mr. Chairman, perhaps
ate.•
This is Congress in the "Twilight even more than other years, this

year's budget offered by our distinslashed $3.5 billion out of their budget Zone!"
authority, which means that will come And if you think the House of Rep- guished colleague, the gentleman from
out of the hide of NASA, NSF and all resentatives has fallen down on the California (Mr. D!a.LuMs] on behalf of
the rest of the accounts that are the job, we should consider what is hap- the Congressional Black Caucus represents the future.
pening in the Senate.
civilian accounts."
I believe that the Congressional
Instead of setting priorities and
Mr. DELLUMS. Mr. Chairman, will
needs, the Senate is working from the Black Caucus budget clearly reprethe gentleman yield?
Mr. DYMALLY. I yield to the gen- other end, auctioning off acceptable sents changes in our Nation's budget
deficit numbers. When they are able priorities that will occur in the next
tleman from California.
Mr. DELLUMS. Just one last com- to reach agreement on a final number, few years. This budget responds to our
ment, Mr. Chairman. I am sure we will only then will they consider plugging Nation's new military posture and
begins to address a series of domestic
in program numbers.
not resolve this.

It is time both sides get down to problems that have for far too long
I would simply say, Mr. Chairman
unattended. It is a very real, raand Members of the body, that we business, and get serious about what gone
tional, compassionate and just budget.
submitted this budget in the form of a this budget needs to accomplish.
Mr. Chairman, perhaps even more than
We need a budget that focuses on
House concurrent resolution, and we
met all, those responsibilities to articulate specific numbers even in self-functiOns. That is a matter of record, and
the gentleman from Pennsylvania

the needs of this Nation: The need to
be competitive in the world, to address
social concerns at home, to provide for

other years, this year's budget offered by our
distinguished colleague Mr. DEIiUMS On
behalf of the Congressional Black Caucus rep-

resents the future. I believe that the Black
Caucus budget clearly represents the changes
in our Nation's budget priorities that will occur
in the next few years. This budget responds to
our Nation's new military posture, and begins
to address a series of domestic problems that
have for too long gone unattended.
continue to be a leader in the world.
Moreover, this budget is a lust budget. A raWe need leadership not only abroad,
tional budget. A compassionate budget. A rebut at home.
Leadership to stop the cycle of aistic budget.
The Black Caucus has offered a budget of
game-playing to set us back on course
which Congress can be proud. It makes realisfor strength in the next century.
We need to debate a budget resolu- tic and practical cuts in military spending.
tion that sets our priorities, and pro- More than any other proposal before us, the
Black Caucus budget makes large new invest•
vides the means to meet them.

security into the future, to react to

(Mr. WAUwII can take a look at it. changing global realities, and to deal
Nine hundred million dollars above with underlying economic concerns.
the President on National Science We need flexibility and strength of a
Foundation and $509 million above the coherent fiscal and economic policy
President on Department of Energy that will allow the United States to
general science.
Mr. Chairman, I rest my case.

Mr. FRENZEL Mr. Chairman, I
yield 4 minutes to the distinguished

gentleman from Arizona (Mr. KoxE1.
Mr. KOLBE. Mr. Chairman, I think,

as the dialog we just had shows, the
Congressional Black Caucus and my
colleagues, the gentleman from CaliAt the same time, we must be willing
fornia (Mr. DEU.vMs] is to be congratulated for the intellectual exer- to reform or eliminate programs that
cises they have gone through today in are no longer priorities, or whose usebringing their proposed budget substi- fulness has been outlived.

ments In the areas of education, housing,

health care, and the environment. Further, as

in past years, the Black Caucus budget reduces the deficit by more than any other alter-
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lhough a pracbcal and fa combna- for affected employees. It could also Time magazine has called "The
lion of cuts ui mditary spending and renue be used as planning grants for comrnu- Browning of America." By the year
nativEL

ioaeases.

nitles who are vulnerable to a reduc- 2000, one In three Americans will be a
tion In military spending.
minority. By the year 2020. Africanbudget would, it enacted, finally break 1hroi4
Taken together, this program would Americans. Latlnos, Asian-Americans,
the political log jam which has prei#ented a help communities avoid the serious and Native Americans together will
comprehensive solution to our budget isis. econmnlc dislocation that occurs become the majority of students in
This budget would bring the budget into bal- alongside a military program cancella- the United States. At the same time,
ance by Siscal year 1993.
tion or ontback. In addition, It would the Unlted States Is facing a shortage
The Deflums alternative reco9nizer; that not give workers a etiance to learn skills of trained scientific workers with adonly are our spending priorities askew, but so that will make them more employable vanced degrees.
are our tax policies. Increasing revenues wifl In the civilian sector of the economy,
We know that we need educated
be a pall of any comprehensive solution to Through this process, we can use vital
workers for an Increasingly knowlthe deficit problem. Ilevenues mist be aised, resources for the purpose of revitalizedge-Intensive economy. The pool we
however, without penalizing lower and middle ing our economy, rebuilding our Nawill have to draw from for those workIncoree Americans. They are the people who tion's Infrastructure, and make many
ers Is those who are poorer, and less
have suffered disproportionalely as a result of of our Industries more competitive
educated. They are the poor children
the Reagan tax and spending policie;. The tax Internationally.
burden has shifted dramatically away from
I urge my coUeues to support the of1today.
am pleased to Inform my colthose who are most able to pay and onto Dellums substitute.
leagues
that the New Jersey State Asthose least able to do so. The Black Caucus
Mr. DELLUMS. Mr. Chairman, I
budget would raise revenues to he'p balanoe yield 4 tnlnuties to my distinguished sembly led by the pro tem speaker, asthe budget by bringing back to the Tax Code colleague, the gentleman Irom New semblyman Willie Brown, approved a
resolution yesterday endorsing the
a degree of fairness that was lost during the Jersey £Mr. PAYNE].
Reagan years.
(Mr. PAYNE of New Jersey asked Congressional Black Caucus budget.
this budget would dramaticalty

uce the budgel deficit. The BlacIc Caucus

of the speakers on the other and was given permission to revise and
the aisle said some minutes ago extend his remarks.)
that this budget creates prob1ems for
Mr. PAYNE of New Jersey. lLr.
every Member who has any kind of de- Chairman, I rise today In support of
fense establishment In his or her dis- the Congressional Black Caucus altertrict and that therefore It should be native budget for fiscal year 19D1. The
defeated, Quite the contrary', what CBC alternative budget provides for a
this budget does Is to provide a dial- secure national defense and realizes a
lenge and an opportunity to every significant peace dividend to help pay
single one of us to look at the real na- for neglected domestic needs such as
One
side of

The resolution praises our budget plan
as a blueprint of monetary and social

responsibility that offers an optional
vision for the country,

Mr. Chairman, the Congressional

Black Caucus alternative budget seeks

to shift the balance In our Federal
budget from weapons for a war we
may never fight to people who have

tangible human needs. The CBC

tional security needs of this country education, housing, health care, and budget Is Lair, and It is the only one we
and not to distort those needs by public Infrastructure.
can all support. Therefore, I strongly

spending money on wasteful, needless,
In the preamble of our Constitution, urge my colleagues to vote In favor of
redundant, unnecessary projects.
we as elected officials are charged to the Congressional Black Caucus
The fact is that no matter how many "provide for the corrunon defense, pro- budget resolution.
Panamas or Perus the Defense De- mote the general welfare, and secure

partment or the Bush administration the blessings of liberty to ourselves
dreams up, they cannot possi11y come and our posterity." Our posterity—
With the same kind of economic cost that Is our future generations—our
or consequence that a projected lava- children.
slain of Western Europe by the Soviet
But what about promoting the genUnion would have cost.
eral welfare?
Therefore, It seems to rae that It Is In the last decade, our Federal
absolutely essential that we start pro- budget has more than provided for the
viding for the American people and common defense with the massive
American communities the kind of ye- buildup of our military. However, as
training and reorientation tielp that Americans we have failed In our
will be of real substance sad support charge to promote the general welfare
to them, rather than the kind of rhet- and secure the blessings of liberty for
oric which says that you cannot dose our Nation's children. Currently, the
a single plant anyplace, you cannot poorest segment of our society is our

close down a single base anyplace, you
cannot take a single person Gut of the
Armed Forces anyplace, and that even
when the threat disappears you still

have the communities to siiend $300
billion a year on in order to save jobs.
The way to save Jobs Is to create civilian Jobs, and this budget does that.

While this budget cuts almost $27

billion from military spending es proposed by the Bush administration, It
restores $3 billion for the purposes of
beginning a full scale, comprehensive
program of economic conversion.
This budget recognizes that the Fed-

eral Government has an obligation to
kelp workers and communities who
will be affected by military spending
reductions In the coming years. The $3
billion provided for this purpose would

be used for Income support, training
assistance, and relocation assistance

Cl 1500

Mr. DELLUMS. Mr. Chairman, I
yield 4 minutes to my distinguished
colleague, the gentleman from New
York (Mr. Owmis].

(Mr. OWENS of New York asked

and was given permission to revise and
extend his remarks.)

Mr. OWENS of New York. Mr.

Chairman, this Congressional Black
Caucus qua1ityof-llfe budget could
easily

be

called

a

commortsense

budget. This is a very profound document that Is very practical. It was pre-

pared by people who are quite cre-

children—those who we expect to keep ative, but on the other hand, one does

our Nation great into the 21st Centu- not have to be a genius to understand
ry. One In five children under age 18 Is this budget. It makes a very simple
poor.
statement.
But the poorest segment of all Is Mr. Chairman, It debunks some
children under 6. In 1987. 5 mIllion myths that are being deliberately prochildren under age 6 lIved In families mulgated to frighten the American
with Incomes below the Federal pover- people. We have demonstrated In the
• ty level. In other words, nearly one In Congressional Black Caucus qualityfour children under age 6 'were poor of-life budget that one can make milithat year.
tary cuts of great substance. We can
Minority children under 6 are much cut deeply and we can cut Inunediately
more likely to be poor than white chil- without endangering the economy of
dren under 6. Nearly one in two young the Nation In any way, without disblack children are poor, and more placing large numbers of workers.
than two out of five Hispanic young We cut first in the defenses for
children are poor. Poor children are Europe. For years I have been able to
more likely than nonpoor children to understand why we have Insisted on
struggle In school and eventually drop spending billions of dollars for the deout.
fense of Europe and Japan. Germany
We are raisIng generations of poor and Japan are two of our major comminority children In the midst of what petitors In the economic arena. They
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able to take care of themselves. and vote for a budget that makes A few will remember what we say
Yet, we have been spending more than sense, a budget that will turn our pri- here this afternoon, but all will re$150 billion a year to defend these orities around and give back to the member what we do.
areas that could defend themselves American people what has been taken
We oftentimes find ourselves speakand are using the resources that they so long in a silly military strategy de- ing in glowing terms about the great
do not put Into their own defense to fending countries that can pay for precepts of this Nation and what we
bolster their own economies and to be their own defense.
for and what makes us proud.
more competitive with us in their Mr. DEILtJMS. Mr. Chairman, I stand
Yet, there are those who are saying, "I
products.
yIeld 2 mInutes to my distinguished
hear what you say, because I
This has been a silly adventure. I colleague, the gentleman from Mary cannot
see what you do." What you do essenare

assume that somebody In the military- land (Mr. MFUMEJ.
is to turn your back on the needIndustrial complex profits from it and (Mr. MFUME asked and was given tially
iest
and
to fail to have the vision to
Is making a lot of money, because it permission to revised and extend his move all of
us into a new era.
has gone on and on.
remarks.)
I would ask my colleagues to look
We can Immediately cut the budget Mr. MFUME. Mr. Chairman, I am
without jeopardizing our Internal happy to come here in the well to honestly at this budget and to ask the
economy by cutting the vast amounts stand as have many of my colleagues very basic question: Are we prepared
of money that are allocated for the de- in very strong support of the Congres- to do something of substance that is,
fense of Germany and Japan. We can sional Black Caucus' fiscal 1991 qual- yes, a daring step in the right direction?
immediately create a peace dividend ity-of-life budget.
that can be used for much more prorn
It offers something that has not Mr. DEILjJMS. Mr. Chairman, I
ductive purposes, for example, educa been spoken of quite a bit here today, yield 3 mInutes to the distinguished
tion.
and that is that it offers vision for this gentlewoman from Colorado (Mrs.
Mr. Chairman, I am primarily con- -Nation. It addresses real human needs SCRBOEDERJ.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. Mr. Chairman,
cerned about education, and education and real human potential. It does so
should be thç concern of every Ameri- by supporting proven social plans and I thank the gentleman from California
can. The best defense, our major na creating new Initiatives by providing a for yielding me this time.
tional-security Initiative, should be in national defense that is based on the
I must say that I think this is a very
the area of defense; brainpower Is the internationai evolving realities of our Important day.

power that we need. Brainpower Is world and not based on the obsoles
what we need to revamp our economy. cent cold war policies that have for so
Brainpower Is what we need to comrn long dictated our budget priorities,
pete with our competitors in the eco- and by making substantive progress in
nomic arena, and two of those are the budget reductions through true fiscal
competitors I just mentioned.
responsibility.
A large amount of money Is put into
The interesting point is that the cen-

Mr. Chairman, we have heard so
much rhetoric in this country about
the "T" word for taxes. What the gentleman from Caiffornia and the Black
Caucus are bringing to this caucus is

the 'P" word on priorities. They are
talking about what is this country's

education in Germany and Japan. A terpiece of this alternative budget is, priority. We do not need to raise taxes
large emphasis Is placed on education. and remains, an unyielding commit- U we can change our priorities.
Teachers are given a status by raising ment to our most precious resource,
I think If we take some of our curtheir salaries to levels of doctors and our children.
rent priorities and break them out on
dentists in the places like Japan.
I have not come to talk about specif- what we spend on a perday basis, we
We should move our resources in the ics and to debate category and sub- begin
to understand why this budget is
areas that are Important for the last category funding levels. The chairman so important.
decade of this century and for the 21st of the caucus, the gentleman from
Right now, the average taxpayer
century to come.
California (Mr. DEiiuMsJ, has done spends
$15.2 million a day just for the
The President has Initiated a new that adequately.
B-2 bomber progtani. They only spend
education Initiative with six goals, but
I have come, rather, and Instead, to about
$700,000 a day for the entire
he does not propose in his budget to talk about the common sense of this
and prevention proput any money behind it. We have budget and to remind us that it still substance-abuse
gone so far as to increase the budget does some basic things here in this gram.
for education by $4.2 billion. Most of House. The CBC budget still differs I think the average American would
that $4.2 billion would go to programs from the Bush budget, as it did with certainly think substance abuse and
which are not at all controversial. previous Reagan budgets, and it does prevention is a whole lot more important than the B-2 bomber. This is a lot
Head Start is not controversial. All ex so in three different ways.
perts agree that Head Start is a good
First of all, it rejects the domestic of what this budget does. It says that
program.
cuts that are proposed by the Presi- for our future getting substance abuse
Presently Head Start is funded to dent. Secondly, yes, it does reduce and prevention under control is much
take care of only 20 percent of the military spending, and, thirdly, it more important than building this
children who are eligible. The other 80 raises new revenue by eliminating the plane that we do not know what we
percent we propose to take care of in unfair tax rate that is enjoyed by so are going to do with.
If we again look at some other statisthis budget.
many of our wealthy citizens.
Chapter 1 has been a great success,
More importantly, Mr. Chairman, it tics, on a day-by-day basis, we are only
and nobody quarrels about the success is a move In the direction of common spending about $440,000 federally to

of Chapter 1. We are proposing to sense, and it allows us once and for all deal with the homeless. Again, I think
fully fund Chapter 1.
to step up to the plate and to do what an awful lot of people think that
These are simple matters. One does we came here to do.
maybe we ought to be more concerned
not have to be genius to understand it.
I would say to the chairman and about the homeless and less concerned

There is no controversy among ex- remind myself that I did not come to about maintaining the B-2 bomber
perts.

this Congress to preside over a nation
in bankruptcy with no resources in its
great vaults of compassion, unable to
summon its own courage, with no will

and many othersuch programs. Now,
people say how can you do this? Well.
you can do it very easily. This is what
this budget has done. It has converted

defend. It Is a budget that they can process to dare to make a difference,
use to offer something new and pro- with checks that have been deposited
ductive to their constituents.
in the great coffers of commitment
I hope we can get people to break that continue to come back marked
out of the usual cocoon of thinking "insufficient funds."

sorts of important educational programs, and to all sorts of things that

I wish my colleagues would adopt a
different attitude toward his budget.
It is a commonsense budget that they
can go back to their constituency and

to dare to be different, and in the priorities without a tax rise into all
are really going to have to do with the
future, with the quality of life and all
of that.
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It deals with 'Mission to Planet The CHAIRMAN. The lime of the
0 1510
Earth,
the ability to look down at gentleman from California [Mr. DELI have another way that one can Earth and
figure out what Is going on LUM5] has expired.
save a lot of money. I remind you the with our environment
and trying to Mr. PRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, I
Black Caucus bi.idget Just Lives numH 1[874

bers. We have come up with a differ- figure out a way to avoid an ecological yield the gentleman from California
[Mr. DauuMs] 2 -minutes.
ent concept for how we base our disaster.
Mr. DELIJUMS. Mr. Chairman, let
It deals with the Moon-Mars mistroops. It Is called dual basing, the sion,
a forward-looking kind 'of mission me say to the gentleman from M.lnneidea being you base American troops
to this ta lMr. inrzsaJ that this is not
In the Vnited States and you give that will pay back enormously
kinds
of coming off our time. The gentleman
in
new
scientific
mission
them a dual assignment overseas, but
will be recognized at the appropriate
with the entire family, the infrastruc- achievements.
So that when this budget -that we points. But I think it is important for
ture and the organization in the
United States, you save so much have before us and when the Panetta us to engage Members.
Mr. Chairman, I yield briefly to the
money, this whole budget works with- budget that is 'to come later slashes
tl selenee accounts of this Nation, it gentleman from Pennsylvania ¶Mr.
out laying people off.

has an immediate impact. These are WALKER3.
zt budgets that can be said to be for- Mr. WALKER. Mr. Chairman, I
ard-looking. These are budgets that would hope that the gentleman from
take us back.
California (Mr. DEI.unas) would not
There 'was sri economist that won a say that ft Is disingenuous to debate
Nobel Prize Just within the last couple the details of this budget. The gentleof years, did so because he pointed out man did send a staff person over and
that what we develop in terms of tech- we talked about It. I fundamentally
nology is what pays off In terms of disagreed with where you took the
not allow them to exercise, do not jobs in the future. That was his money out of the science accounts.
allow them to do close air support, or premise. It is a premise that I think When It was explained to me, it turns
anything else. So they are really al- most of us agree with.
out that you probably did not take

Not only that, then when they are
sent to their dual base, only the service member goes to that assignment.
You then are practicing air and sealift,
which Is terribly Important. You have
maxinium mobility. Right mrw 'where
we have all sorts of people forward
based, they are not even permitted to
exercise, because those countries do

When you alash the research and de- into account the fact that there are
ve}opment accounts of this Nation, as Defense Department transfers to take
This Is a good one, and I think we you do in this budget and as you do in care of the Spending that Is In your
ready dual based.
There are many ideas to save money.

ought to really deal with our prior- the Panetta budget, you disastrously
l.ties.
Impact on our ability to be a viable
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. ChaIrman, I economy In the future. That Is a
yIeld 3 minutes to the distinguished shame. And I am sorry that this
gentleman from Pennsylvania (Mr. budget and the Panetta budget are
brought to us with major cuts In funcMr. WA1FR. Mr. Cialrma.n, aver tion 250, the science and space acthe last few minutes we have heard counts of the country.
iga1n a lot of discussion about this Mr.. DELLUMS. Mr. Chairman. I
particular budget as a budget which yield myself 1 -mInute. Mr. Chairman,

has vision, which deals In education, first of all, I respect ray distinguished
that deals in forward thinking, and all colleagues from Pennsylvania. And as
of those nice things. We have heard a I have said on more than one cas1on.
lot of talk that we are doing this by the debate on the budget Is too Imporcutting the defense budget.
tant to engage in hyperbole.
I want to make it clear that Iti addiThis gentleman sent a staff p&son
tion to cutting the defense budget. over
to you Just 10 or 15 mInutes ago
that this budget slashes by 20 percent to walk
in very specific terms
the President's request in budget au- exactly through
w'hat
we
In the budget. I
thority for the science accounts of this would suggest thatdid
we do not do emh
Nation.
any great service when we atThose science accounts pay for pro- other
tempt
to overstate.
grams such as global warming, the reThe gentleman has a set of politics;
search that we need In order to deal then
articulate them. But do not atwith this major environmental disas- tribute
unto us ideas, thoughts, that
ter. One of the major increases in the
President's science budget was in that are not there.
We sent a staff person over In good
account.
It deals with alternative energies, of faith to say to you exactly what we
finding ways to use hydrogen, finding have done. Mr. Chairman, members of
ways to use other kinds of fuels to the committee, It does not take a very
make certain that we deal with our en- bright person to understand that in
this budget the Congressional Black
vironmental problems.
It deals with science education and (ucus has taken an incredible step to
all of the things that we need to build assist in educating the American
people, and it does not serve us well,
up our -science base in this country.
It deals with agricuttura). research to Mr. Chairman, to engage in that kind
find 'ways of bandling all of the crops of overstatement and hyperbole. in
and the livestock that we need in the fact, ft is disingenuous to even interpret the caucus In that fashion.
future.
It deals with sopercomputer Mr. Chairman, I mn happy to yield
networking to assure that 'we are corn- whatever time I have to my colleague.
Mr. WALKER. Mr. Chairman, I
petitive with ether nations.
It deals with advanced technology thank the gentleman for yielding. It
development, to make certain we are seems to me that I have a perfect
building the new products that will be right to reflect upon the numbers that
needed for the economy of the ftiture. are in your budget.

budget that you have now cut out of

the civilian R&D. That is a major mistake, in my estimation.
Mr. DELLUMS. Mr. Chairman, if I

might reclaim my time at this point,
let me just say to my colleague that
we stated our point not challenging
your right. The beauty of debating on
the floor of this Congress Is you can
stand up and say what It Is you choose
to say. But all this gentleman l.a saying

is deal -with us from a position of
mutual respect. If we are saying to you

that that is not our function, that was

not in any way the direction or the
thrust of what we attempted to do,

then the gentleman ought to let it lie.
Mr. WALKER. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?

Mr. DELLUMS. I will be happy to

yield.

Mr. WALKER. I am sure that the
gentlemans intention was not to do
that. The problem Is that the func-

tional way in which it happens in your
budget Is you take $3.5 billion out of
budget authority for science, and that

will have the kinds of results I am

talking about.
Mr. DELLUMS. Mr. Chairman, if I

might reclaim my time, on that point
we simply have an intellectual disagreement, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WALKER. Well, that is fine.
Mr. DELLUMS. We just disagree.

Mr. WALKER. But it is not disingenuous then to have an intellectual

disagreement, and we do have an Intellectual disagreement.
Mr. DELLUMS. If you do not chal-

lenge motives, then you just have an
intellectual disagreement.

Mr. Chairman. I yield 2 minutes to
the distinguished gentleman from
Michigan (Mr. C0NYER5I.
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(Mr. CONYERS asked and was given our workers, we can achIeve the economic man's bill It seemed to me was overloaded with bureaucracy.
permission to revise and extend his re- strength we will need in the 1990s.
Mr. CONTERS. OK, thank you.
This
substitute
budget
is
not
only
the
*ecmarks)
That
explains that. Well, the micharlion
we
ought
to
take
In
the
future;
It
is
the
Mr. FORD of Tennessee. Mr. Chairpath we should take today. This sttstitute is acterizatlon of this budget that will,
man, will the gentleman yield?
I do not think that too many
Mr. CONYERS. I yield to the gentle- one we should enact at the beginning of this and
people
are going to be concerned
decade
and
we
shouki
maintain
Its
principles
man from Tennessee.
about
one
person's new found concern
throughout
the
1990's.
(Mr. FORD of Tennessee asked and

was given permission to revise and
extend his remarks.)

Mr. FORD of Tennessee. Mr. Chairman,
today I rise m strong suppoltof the amendment offered by my good friend from Calif ornia, the Congressional Black Caucus "quality
of life" budget
As a body, the House of Representatives
spends more time and energy on drafting and
passing the annual Federal budget than on
any other activity. The American people elect
us to draft and pass a budget that reflects the
priorities of our people and the needs of our
Nation. And it is our responsibility to represent
the views of our people as best we can.
The American people support the principles
In this budget The American people want us
to spend more on child care, health care, and

Mr. ChaIrman, 1 urge my coUeagues to sup
port this amendment

about the environment, but to chal-

lenge a budget that creates Jobs, redis-

Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Chairman. re- tributes resources, alleviates suffering

r1imlng my time, there are several of the poorest among us, improves

ways that one can mlscharacterlze this education, deals with housing, deals
budget. The one earlier that I heard with health care, helps fight the drug
was that this was a budget for welfare, epidemic on all fronts, and now• we
that It would help swell the rolls of find that in one account we have a sewelfare and the moneys that go to rious erosion of problems, that to me

that. I am happy that I am not hear- Is incredible.

tog that right now.
0 1520
Another way then Is to find a technicality, for example in a particular acI am hoping that we will keep hope
count, and then attribute a mlscharac- alive, we will keep hope alive for
terizatlon of what will happen from It. Americans who would support the

But for this to be coming from the Congressional Black Caucus budget
gentleman from Pennsylvania [Mr. and realize one thing, because the one

WaizxR] strikes me as a very interest- thing we count is who is Joining us In
ing position, since the gentleman was this fight every year, which is that It
education, not on the Stealth bomber. The the one, when I Just recently brought
American people want us to expand housing up the bifi on creating a Cabinet for Is for all Americans.
Mr. DELLUMS. Mr. Chairman, I
assistance for low-income families and anti- environmental protection, was the one
yield
3 mInutes to the distinguished
drug programs, not the "star wars' strategic that was in total opposition because It
gentleman from Maryland (Mr.
defense initiative.
spent too much money.
The American people know that every dollar
The new gentleman from Pennsylva- RomR.]
Mr. HOYER. Mr. Chairman. I apprewe spend on our children and people who nia (Mr. Waim] Is a gentleman who ciate
the gentleman yielding me this
want to improve themselves s a dollar wisely now comes to us with deep concerns
time, and I rise in support of the Conspent The money we spend on these Ameri- about the environment.
Black Caucus budget. It is a
cans today is money that we will save for
Mr. WAT.R. Mr. Chairman, will gressional
real
budget,
It is a quality of life
the gentleman yield?
years to come.
Mr. CONYERS. I will yield at some budget, It speaks to the needs of this
But what return will we get on an investment in a Stealth bomber that may never be point. I cannot yield, as a matter of country and It makes choices.
Unfortunately, we are not going to
able to achieve its mission? What return will fact. I only have 2 mInutes.
Mr. WALKER. Well, the gentleman have a vote, I understand, on the
we get on an Investment in weapons designed
President's budget. I do not know why
to destroy human lives, instead of tools meant mentioned my name. I though maybe
to improve human lives?

Until recently, there were understandable
motivation behind higher levels of defense
spending. But given the recent changes in the
world, this body could not justify continuing
the high levels of defense spending given the
needs of the American people today.
Mr. Chairman, this year we have witnessed

revolutions and the dawning of a new age
when peace is not an impossible dream. This
year, we must again take the lead In crafting
the direction of mankind, a course that Amer-

ica has helped plot for over 200 years. We
must take the lead in fighting for peace and
alt the benefits that peace will bring.
The challenge of fighting for peace Is
aimost as great as the restraint that practicing
peace requires. But we must be courageous in
our efforts to advance the causes this Nation
stands for: liberty, freedom, and opportunity.

he would yield.
Mr. CONYERS. I know, but you will
get plenty of time.
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, I

petitive America will support.

The key to national security In the 1990's
does not lie In the Stealth bomber nor the MX
missile. Only economic power can safeguard

our future and the future of ott children. By
reinvesting in the education of our youth, the
health care of our people, and the training of

dent's party who want to offer his

yield to the distinguished gentleman budget on the floor, and that Is a lamin the well, the gentleman from Michi- entable fact that speaks to the leaderof this Nation.
gan (Mr. Cowrxas], 2 additIonal min- ship
My experience over the last 10 years
utes.
Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Chairman, I am Is that we have not been playing for
that
not going to yield right now, no. What real with respect to the budgets
I want to say to you, sir, Is that this is we have received in this Congress—10
10
not the way to proceed. We voted and years, Mr. Speaker, is long enough,
supported every environmental con- years, indeed, Is far too long. We must
cern that you recite, and still do. You finally in this country begin to make
challenged It. I do not know what your tough choices, not Just read lips, but
ultimate position was, but you were make choices. We must begin to
clearly unsupportive of raising this to choose among the alternatives.
a Cabinet level. So I come here with The CBC quality of life budget Is, s
It has been in the past, an exercise In
some surprise.
Mr. WAT.'R. That is not true. Will making tough choices. I want to say

Mr. Chairman, this year let the House of the gentleman yield?

Representatives signal a new day for America's people, because that Is what this amendment represents. The quality of life budget is
a budget for the citizens of this Nation who
want to btilld a stronger America. and It is a
budget that we who recognize that a stronger
America means an economically more corn-

we do not want to make choices on
behalf of the President. Apparently
there are no members of the Presi-

that I intend to vote for the Demo-

Mr. CONYERS. And I find that this cractic budget committee's budget as
well. It too makes choices. I think It Is
is now your concern.
Mr. Chairman, I now yield to the an excellent document. I am proud of
gentleman from Pennsylvania [Mr. both documents.
The CBC alternative budget raises
WALKER].
Mr. WALKER. Mr. Chairman, I $20 billion in revenue. We need that.
revenue.
thank the gentleman for yielding.
me. Let the world
That is not true. I supported the Campaign againstHoTER
on the floor
Hastert approach, for instance, of rais- know that STxNY

the House said we need to feed
ing It to a Cabinet level. But I think of
that we ought to spend money on real hungry children, we need to help
environmental research and real envi- homeless people, we need to educate
ronmental action and not on environ- the young people of this country, we
mental bureaucracy. And the gentle- neet to invest in our Infrastructure, we
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need to Invest the wealth of this unnecessary missile programs like the compel those cuts. It deals in broad
Nation In the future of this Natiton.
MX and Midgetman.

The Congressional Black Cauus tm.
The CBC budget is flácally Bound,
poses a surcharge on the top corporate prograinmatically sensible and morally
taxpayers In our country. We ought to right. It Is a budget which show8 that
do that. The CBC alternative also spending for crucial social programs
eliminates the bubble. We ought to do can be maintained and increased
that, because It permits taxpayers where needed, while our national secuwith the highest Incomea to pay Fed rity does not have to be compromised.
eral Income tax at a lower rate.
Most Importantly, this alternative
Tough choices, tough choices that budget 8hows us that deficits can be
will help fInance new and proven pro. reduced to the mandated levels under
grams that enhance the qualit of life the Gramin-Rudman-Hollings law. In
for ordinary Americans; no voodoo fact, the CBC budget creates a $5.3 bileconomic, no smoke, no mirrors, no 30- Uon surplus in fiscal year 1993.
second sound bites and cute campaign
As you make your decision today
slogELns, no more delay, just tough whether or not to support this proposchoices.
al, please know that this is not a black
We may argue about some of the budget, it is a human budget—that is
particulars. Is the cut in the lefense designed to reach out to those that are
budget too large? I happen to believe in need of some attention in this great
It is.
Nation of ours. I have always held the
Will we again hear the White House position that sending our money to
chorus singing the old worn out tune foreign countries in an attempt to
about "tax and spend Democrats," as spread democracy throughout the
opposed to "borrow and spend Repub- world is wrong. I implore you to supUcans"? If I had the unenviable re- port this budget today so that democsponsibility of drafting the budget, racy can be spread right here in these
some of my choices may not be the United States to those who are being
choices that you would make. ]But the neglected, to those who are victims of
gentleman from California E!&r. D- poverty, to those with no health insurLuM;) and the CBC are offering today ance, to those who cannot access an

a budget that Is clearly on the right

tracl. It Is a good step forward. It

speaks to the priorities we should set
in America. Let us support It.

Mr. DELLUMS. Mr. Chairman, I
yield 3 mInutes to my distinguished
colleague, the gentleman from illinois
(Mr.. RAYES).

(Mr. HAYES of Illinois asked and
was given permission to revLse and
extend his remarks.)

categories. It defers, as this House has

always deferred, to the expertise of

the substantive committees. No budget
dictates the specifics. The budgets do
allocate resources, none having done
nearly as good a job as this one.

We have had, fortunately, in the

man who has been leading the debate

here on behalf of the CBC and the

quality of life budget, the gentleman
from California (Mr. DEu.UMS), a
senior member of the Armed Services
Committee who has the advantage of
having been proven correct in a

number of areas. I know there are
members who say that they do not
like to say, I told you so." Mr. Chairman, I think that is not true.
0 1530
I think everybody likes to say "I told
you so."

Mr. Chairman, I think that is not

true. I think everybody likes to say '1
told you so." I have personally found
It is one of the few pleasures that improves with age.

The gentleman from California and
others are entitled to say that now.
Mr. Chairman, this budget makes a
education, to those who are hungry, radical statement that Hungary,
and to those who are homeless.
Poland, Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria, East
In closing I want to thank my chair- Germany are not going to invade
man. RON DELLUMS, along with my col- France. That alone saves a large
leagues of the CBC for again answer- amount of money. Now that may be
Ing the call of the people, and accept- controversial.
the President's
ing the responsibility of drafting this budget had beenIfpresented
by the Revery important document. I encourage publicans, we would have had
a chance
all of my colleagues, particularly those to defend France against Hungary,
persons of conscience here in the Con- Poland, Czechoslovakia, East Germagress, to vote for the passage of the ny, and Bulgaria. But In the absence
CBC fiscal year 1991 "quality of life" of that budget, we are going to have to
budget.
Mr. DELLTJMS, Mr. Chairman. I accept the fact that that is not

Mr. HAYES of ililnols. Mr. Chairmart, I again rise to express my full
support for the passage of the Congressional Black Caucus' "quality of thank my colleague, the gentleman coming.
We had the Secretary of Defense
life" budget, which we are considering from fllinois.
come
today as an amendment in the nature
Mr. Chairman, I yfeld 4 mInutes to B- nd say, 'By the way, all those
of substitute to House Concurrent the
bombers K 8aid I reeded, I don't
distinguished gentleman from
Resolution 310, the congressional Massachusetts (Mr. FRANK].
need
many." He violated his owi
budget resolution fo fiscal year 1991.
Mr. FRANK. Mi. Chairman, I thank ecept, which , "Xf you dont want
I rise also to encourage that my co1 our colleague from CiiIorn1a who hE to afford weapons system, get ir!d off
leagues take a very close review of this played n enoirmously important o)Ie ft, on stretch it out, ull t up,
a1terntIve budget. We, here In the n t?ythg to ed hs touse and du- hak ft down,
ccst ,is more

House of Repreentatjve ze always gate this ountr,
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chairman,
the
gentleman
from
Calif€rBut in doing that, they have provid
can probably save $400 or $500 on that

ed direction and they have provided nia (Mr. DELLUMS].
This Is a budget which &ys primari guidance and they have been willing
I do so because I believe that fundaly that the military expenditures of to show specifics on taxes, on entitle• mentafly we must look forward, not
past years are unnecessary In that ments, on defense, on Investments look back, not maintain the past. The
degree. It leaves us with a military within our own society. Time has now President's budget Is a maintenance of
that will be stronger than any In the caught up with these ideas. Changes the past. It Is "let's keep things just
world. No one can argue that this in the world are taking place, and it is the way they are."
would leave us vulnerable In any area dear that the transition in the word
If you believe that is what Is good
where our national Interest needs to Is now reflected in the work that we for America, then you ought to vote
alone.

be protected. Instead it frees up re must do.
for the President's budget. UnfortuEven the President talks about a nately no one wants to present the
sources to meet those needs In housing, In child care. No one, again, can kinder and gentler society.
President's budget for a vote.
So the gentleman from California
deny that there is a great need.
However, if you believe that we

What this does is it takes President (Mr. Dittm&s], has h&ped influence
to change priorities because of
Bush's admirable rhetoric from the his direction and he has most certainly ought
changing
wor'd circumstances, that
1988 campaign and it makes an honest Influenced the direction of the Com- perhaps we do not need 75 B-2 bombmittee on the Budget in the resolution ers at a $1 billion per copy, and that
campaign out of it.
It puts some flesh on those bones. It that we bring here.
I am committed out of loyalty to the
In fact provides for education and for
the enviromnent and for housing and work of the committee because they
for other areas where the President worked hard to develop the package
that is here. But it does reflect the
said he wanted to be helped.

perhaps we need to Invest more money
In education so that we can have a lit-

erate, productive work force to compete with the economic giants in the

In taxation, it Is a relatively small transition that needs to take place Pacific and in Europe and in the 1990's
amount over the President. Let us not from a cold war economy to a peace- and on into the 21st century, then you
will want a different direction.
forget that the President calls for In- time economy.
creased taxes in the teens. This calls I will be loyal to the work of the If you believe that star wars are
for somewhat more and in a more pro- committee because I think it provides more iinportant than star students, if
for the gradual change that needs to you believe that we ought to be congressive way.
But again I want to say Members are take place in our society. But n doing cerned about continuing the weapons
entitled under this to vote for this that, I also want to pay tribute to the systems of the past rather than investbudget as a dedaration of allocation of leadership the gentleman from cali- Ing in the infrastructure, then you will
resources and then decide in finding fornia has provided because he has stay where you are; you will say 'No"
$6 billion more than the President indeed lighted the path for the com- to the Congressional Black Caucus;
wants in new taxes, how they wou'd do mittee and for this Nation.
you will say "No" to the Democratic
Mr. FRENZEL Mr. Chairman, hi budget as well.
it. I think that the kind of progressive
taxation this talks about Is quite admi• recognition of the outstanding work of
However. I do not think that Is
r8.ble. But I recognize that we would the Congressional Black Caucus and where America Is. I think most Arnerits chairman the gentleman from Call- cans recognize that the world has
have It wide open before us.
The fundamental Issue here Is the forIna, (Mr. DELLVMs), the Republi- changed a great deal and that we need
allocation of resources. No budget does can side is proud to yield to him, In ac- to look forward to the future and to
it as well, and I congratulate its au- knowledgement of his work but not In look forward to the future we need to
affirmation of its result, 10 mInutes.
thors.
Invest in the inlrastructure, and the
The CHAIRMAN pro tempore (Mr. Congressional Black Caucus budget
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, I
yIeld 3 minutes to the distinguished M'w&E). The gentleman from Califor- does that to the tune of $3 billion
chairman of the Committee on the nia (Mr. DELLVMs].
more than the President.
Budget, the gentleman from Califor- Mr. DELLUMS. Mr. Chairman. I We need to fight the war on drugs
zila (Mr. PAtIETTA].
thank the genUeman from Minnesota. nd crimes. The Congressional Black
(Mr. PANETA asked and was given
Mr. Chairman, I yield 3 mInutes to Caucus puts nearly $1 billion more
permission to ev1se and extend his re- the dst1nguished gentleman from into law enforcement than this lawPenrsy1vania, (Mr. Giy].
marks.)
administration,
Mr. PANETIA. Mr. Chairman,
The CHAIRMAN pro tempore. and-order
Black Caucus
The
Congressional
the
gentIem
my
Without
t€ this time to ay tribute to
objection,
says
that
we
ought
to
do
more with
from Pennsylvania (Mr.
friend from California
regard to health care. So instead of

DLu

nd to the wo 0g the l8Iack Caucun ognlzedl fo 3 mInutes.

I e-

cttthg Mec11cr by $5 billion from
There ws no objection.
enors, t puts $5 billion btck and
(1r, GRAY asked and was gve jeir- o
oe
,bove that by $500 iUon to
wk that thy have done, g0 thefr mission to ev1se and extend Yiii
cv ddiUona 1eole ?in nd nd
llirgiess to show courage
to maks.)
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port the.substitute offered by the gentleman from California.
The CHAIRMAN pro tempore (Mr.
Mruiz). The gentleman from Calif ornia (Mr. DELLUMS has 7 mInutes remaining.

May .7, .7990

that spends $500 million for one airplane and the compassion of the Congressional
a billion and half dollars for a telescope to ex- Black Caucus' budget.
plore outer space.
We have said this Is not a black
Right now we have the opportunity and the budget, though we recognize that pain
resources to provide life support assistance to and human misery Is acutely felt in

the helpless, the denied and the deprived. the black condition in people who are

Mr. FRENZEL Mr. Chairman, I Right now, the debate Is about what we are Intelligent people. We recognize It is
yield 3 mInutes to the gentleman from going to do with the "peace dividend."
not exclusive of the black condition.
California (Mr. DEI1.uMs].
We have an historic opportunity to reorder Human pain and human misery cuts

The CHAIRMAN pro tempore. The our Federal budget priorities and to address across all the -lines that divide people
gentleman from California (Mr. Dzi- the desperate social problems which divide In -this country—black, brown; yellow,
Lulls] now has 10 mInutes remaining.

Mr. DELLUMS. Mr. Chairman, I

yield such time as he may consume to

the gentleman from Missouri (Mr.

Cir].

our society Into those who have a decent

red, and white. This budget, as a

quality of life and those who have no hope of human budget, Is a national budget
a decent standard of living.
that embraces the realities of this
Mr. Chairman, we must seize this opportuni- Nation.
ty to reaffirm the traditional values of moral
Finally, In that regard, no Member

-(Mr. CLAY asked and was given per- leadership. Government after providing for
questioned the integrity of the
mission to revised and extend his re- the general welfare and the national defense has
Congressional
Black Caucus' budget.
marks.)
exists to do for the people what the people Where people have challenged has
The CHAIRMAN pro tempore. cannot do for themselves. The quality of life
Without objection, the gentleman budget provides us with the framework to es- been on our analysis on the substanfrom Missouri (Mr. CI.AY] Is recog- tablish policies that guarantee every family an tive Issues. Even there, only on the
only on the fringe. Mr. Chairnized for such time as he may con- opportunity to live in a decent home and a fringe,
sume.
decent neighborhood. It would establish pro- man, no Member has said we should
There was no objection.
grams to educate every child to the fullest not expand the social programs and
Mr. CLAY. Mr. Chairman, I rise In extent of his or her potential and It would create new Initiatives. It is Just some
support of the quality of life budget create, through economic policies, jobs for all people lack the courage and the will to
do it.
resolution.
lndMduala.
Mr. Chairman, with respect to fashMr. Chairman, I rise in support of the ConMr. Chairman,
believe most In this Congressional Black Caucus' quality of lila budget gress share a vision of a better society and I ioning a new foreign/military policy,
for fiscal year 1991. This budget alternative believe the quality of life budget offers the op- not rooted In the obsolete ideas of the
I

would reduce the defense budget authority by
approximately $42 billion and use this peace

dividend for housing, health care, food and
nutrition, education and training, enrironmental protection, veterans services and anti-drug
abuse programs.
Today we are facing a critical test of our national resolve. We have entered an era of diminishing superpower aggression and cannot
Justify the expenditure of billions and billions

of dollars on a defense program that's not

portunity to make our dream of a better Amer-

cold war, -but rather the emerging new
the Congressional Black

ca a reality. urge my colleagues to over- realities,
come the fear of change, the chaos and the Caucus
I

has the courage to do just

that. No one really wants to question
we must seize the dividend of peace to re- that. But those who did said that "We
store the spirit of America by ensuring that all think that the Black Caucus' budget
paranoia permeating the halls of Congress—.

citizens have equal access to the basic necessities of human life.

I urge my colleagues to vote In support of

does not address the real world." I

wrote that down because I wanted to
comment to It. The real world, Mr.

the Congressional Black Caucus' quality of life Chairman, we will talk about. The real
world, the Berlin Wall no longer
budget proposal.

Mr. DELLUMS. Mr. ChaIrman, I exists. The real world, Communist governments crumbled in Eastern Europe.
yield myself the balance of my time.
throughout the world have created a unique
First, let me thank the distinguished The real world, East Germany and
needed. Mr. Speaker, this Congress must recogn2e that changing political conditions

opportunity for us to reorder our financial resources to meet the human needs cf our society.

gentleman on the other side of the
aisle for his generosity. I am deeply
appreciative. It gives me an opportunity to close the debate. Let me also
thank the distinguished chairman of

The quality of life budget is the only budget
alternative which seeks to create a more compassionate America. As we watch the Soviet the committee, my friend from CallUnion and Its allies abandoning communism fornia (Mr. PANETrA], for his very kind

and adopting democracy, we must put our

own democratic house In order.
We have a moral obligation to acknowledge
thaI the future of our great Nation Is jeopard-

ized by the dwindling ranks of our middle
class. A rapidly growing number 01 American
children live in poverty and an ever increasing

number of homeless Americans have little
hope of overcoming the economic enslavement of poverty. Our public education system
Is.overrun with problems and our children are
finishing school without the life skills necessary to become contributing members of our

society. We cannot continue to Ignore the
desperate social conditions which are responsible for the economic enslavement of a growmci half of the American people and which
threaten the future strength, stability and prosperity of our great Nation.
Mr. Chairman, I envision a society where

the hungry are fed, the homeless are housed
arid the sick are treated. That's not to much
to ask of a government that can spend $200
billion to protect the embezzlers of mega-

bucks from our savings and loan companies
and its not too much to ask of a government

and generous remarks. I appreciate
both of these gentlemen's Integrity
and their courage In their convictions.
Let me finally thank all of my col-

West Germany are uniting. The real
world, Warsaw Pact Impotence, if not

nonexistent as a military entity. The
real world, all these things happened
not because of B-2s and Mx's and Tndent submarines and Midgetmen, but

happened because of the power of
ideas, people's commitment to take
charge of their destiny, people's desire

to move beyond tyranny that had

nothing to do with this madness. Mr.
leagues who assisted In presenting the Chairman, that Is the real world. The
Congressional Black Caucus budget to real world, American people in my
humble opinion want peace, want nuthis Nation.
In closing and bringing the debate to clear disarmament. In the real world,
an end, let me make a few observa- American people know we do not need
tions. Mr. Chairman, we Indicated In 132 B-2 bombers, $91 billion means
our opening remarks that this budget 132 were not sacrosanct.
Is framed In competence, framed In Think about this, Mr. Chairman: if
compassion, and framed In integrity. every person thinks we are never going
Mr. Chairman, no Member here has to use nuclear weapons, the B-2
questioned the competence of the bomber Is Stealth, that means we
Congressional Black Caucus' budget. cannot see it. If we cannot see it, and
As a matter of fact, a number of our we do not want to use it, why not tell
colleagues on both sides of the aisle, the Russians we built 132? Hell, if we
irrespective of political Ideology, com- can not see it, nobody knows if we are
plimented the competence of the Con- lying, and we can take the money and
gressional Black Caucus' budget. Mr. go on and build America.
Chairman, no one has challenged the
The real world, Mr. Chairman, the
compassion of the Congressional Black real world: MX missiles and MidgetCaucus' budget. As a matter of fact, a men, "The United States will be vulnumber of our colleagues on the other nerable to Soviet -attack by the mid to
side .of the aisle spoke eloquently to late 1980's." Here we are in the 1990's,
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and we have not been attacked by the man. We have a few moments. Maybe
Soviet Union, have no mobile missile that little 5, 10, or 15 minuteB that
System, land-based, so it Is crazy to Andy Warhol Bald that we "have on
assume that If the Soviet Union is center stage," this Congress has that

future. I am concerned about a world I

are dying in every major metropolitan American people do want Members to
city in this country because of drugs engage In new priorities. They want
and violence related to it. In the real their children educated, want affordworld, we are not fighting drugs. In able housing, because oxymoron—
the real world, 13 million children live something is wrong. If we don't know
in poverty in America. What does it what oxymoron means, it Is a phrase
say about a nation that Is more com- that connotes apparent contradiction.
mitted to building smart nuclear I used to use rlghtwlng intellectuals as
bombs than evolving an intellectual, my example of oxymoron, but now I
smart generation of young people? use "affordable housing," because in
What does it say, Mr. Chairman, in America, the children cannot afford it.
the real world, about a nation that Is Kids are living at home, people livthg
not committed to providing our young together, people living on the Street.
children resources from the fragile But we are busy marching off, buildstage of the beginnings of life? The ing B-2's. There is something wrong in
real world, there are 10 million black our society when we can find money to
Americans living in poverty, millions house the MX but cannot find money
of white persons living in poverty, mil- to house children, to house people In
lions of brown Americans, red Ameri- America. This budget Is no flaming excans living in poverty. In the real treme budget.
world, there are millions of people
01550
living on the streets in America. We
We
have
been
saying for 20 years
ought to be ashamed of ourselves. The
wealthiest Nation, in a nation where that the world Is changing. You wrote
we spend $300 billion a year, we can us off as the radical extremists of the
ride home and see people eating out of 1970's. Then we were the ultraprogresgarbage cans. I cry, Mr. Chairman, sive libera's of the 1980's. Well, we are
every time I see it, because in the real here to tell you we are mainstream
world, I feel pain. I did not come here America in the 1990's, but not because
as an IBM machine. I came here to we changed. The world has changed.
And I will say to my colleagues we
fight, to fight to change the reality.
I have been saying to Members for have to change. No one really engaged
20 years, "the Russians are not us in debate here. People complimentcoming, the Russians are not coming, ed us, patted us on the head and said,
the Russians are not coming." But I "You did a great Job." Well, Il we did,
made a mistake. A few weeks ago they the proof of the pudding is in the
came—not in the spirit of war and vio- eating.
Vote for it. We do not need your
lence, but in the framework of peace,
and the desire to exchange ideas. Why rhetoric,: Vote for it because it Is real.
do we need to build all these weapon We do not need your rhetoric. Vote for
systems? We Just celebrated Earth it because America needs it. We do not
Day. Now we want to build more need your rhetoric.
bombs that have no other function Yes, we did a competent job because
but to destroy human life on this we went about it competently. Yes, we
planet? What does it say about a did a compassionate job because we
nation that threatens its own children went about it caring about people.
with nuclear war, threatens its chil- And, yes, we are not surrendering thIs
then with tragic priorities while we Nation because anybody who thinks
march off trying to challenge fome ab- that a $279 billion military budget in
stract enemy that is there trying to some way is a surrender of America is
feed their minds and feed their living in an absurd world. I do not see

budget.

will never see, the world of the chil-

dren, the world of the future, the

world of the tomorrows. Too many of

having the tattoo without it, that few moments when we can redirect us in this body are concerned about
some kind of way they will tattoo onto the priorities of this Nation. Millions the world of today and the world of
building it. But what do we do once we of Americans and people need it. We the next election. I am concerned
build, go to the table, go to the bunk, think American people care we tax the about turning over the world to my
back from the brink of disaster? We do wealthy? Do we think American children and my children's children.
people care If we cut some of the mili- That is the world I want to see. That
not get the millions we wasted.
Real world, hundreds of our children tary budget? I think not. I think the is the world that is included in this

the Soviet Union running across the
Then we hear the Secretary cf De. central path of Europe. I do not see
fense saying the Director of the Cen- them coming to the United States, betral Intelligence Agency Is wrong be- cause they know what we know. We
cause he said that what Is happening are all crazy enough to put these trigin Eastern Europe and in the Soviet gers under certain circumstances that
Union is Irreversible. It sets logic on its would annihilate human life on this
head, when the Secretary of Defense planet.
Our future does not lie in technologet8 angry at an objective analysis of
the threat of the world, who Is having gy and nuclear weapon capability but
problems selling a $300 billion military in our commitment to peace and in

people?

budget to Congress, which means it Is our commitment to human beings.
Finally, Mr. Chairman, I have been
about politics.
Mr. Chairman, in the real world here almost 20 years, and I have said
there is pain. There is a need to on more than one occasion that I bechange in the real world, Mr. Chair- lieve our responsibility is to the

Mr. Chairman, I say to the Mem-

bers, dignify us. Dignify America. Dig-

nify the work we have done. Vote for
the Congressional Black Caucus

budget. Vote for an investment in
America and an investment in the
future of this country and the future
of the world.
Mr. SCHEUER. Chairman, flme and events
have placed our colleague, RON DELLUMS, in
an environment where he appears a true moderate, if not actually a conservative, in the

context of recent events that have taken
place in Europe. The Baltic States are rushing,
not walking, to the nearest exit. The Commu-

nist States of Eastern and Central Europe
have abandoned communism and are opting
for multi-party democracy in a domino effect,
the likes of which no one could have imagined
a year ago. The Warsaw Pact has absolutely
disappeared from the firmament as a practical
matter. And even in the Soviet Union there
ominous rumblings of independence
coming from the Ukraine
Mr. Chairman, LEE HAMILTON and I chaired
a long heajing of the Joint Economic Committee last week with three experts on the Soviet
Union who testified that the Soviet Union has
commenced what they described as a free-faD
are

depression. Uterally, they told us the Soviet
economy is falling apart They predict widespread famine. They piedict violent consumer
demonstrations for food and Other basic consumer products. Mr. Gorbachev's prospects of

holding the very basic fabric of life together,
the very basic essentials of an orderty society
together, seem questionable. All of his efforts
and those around him must be, it seems to
me, devoted to avoiding these stark, harsh
pedictions made by two distinguished Soviets, one of whom is a Member of their Parliament, who also joined in predicting violent
demonstrations for the basic necessities of
human life. The suggestion, with the Soviet
economy and society balanced at the edge of
a pecipice, that at this point in time Mr. Gorbachev and his generals could conceivably
contemplate a major nuclear confrontation
with the United States is utter fantasy.

We do have a security problem, Mr. Chairman. Our security problem is kids who can't
read, write, and count workers who are functionally Illiterate and not very poductive; a society that is far from competftive with our main
competition tn Europe and Asia; a society that
spends 50 percent moce on health care than
any of the other Industrialized democracies,
yet still ranks 19th n infant mortality. We still
exclude 37 million Americans from the healthcare system. We stdl fail to prnvide senior citizens w$th long-term care and catastrophic
care. A Bociety where the infrastructure—
roads, bridges, tunnels, sewer systems, water
systems—are falling to pieces before our
eyes.
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Mr. Chairman, these are the problams the CBC to commit $33.2 billion more than the
Soviets are looking forward to; this is not what Bush budget for nonmilitary spending, while
our great Country should look forward to. The still achieving greater deficit-reduction than
Black Caucus Budget is a reasonable first the Bush budget The substitute meets
step in reordering ow priorities so as to direct Graham-Rudman requirements for fiscal years
our resources where they belong In rebuilding 1991 and 1992 and produces a surplus in
our country and establishing the quality of life fiscal year 1993.
we deserve.
The CBC calls for a halt to the continued
I commend my colleague, RON DELLUMS, Reagan/Bush assault on Medicare, rejecting
whose proposals may have seemed outland- the Bush administration's proposed $5.5 bilish and "outlettish" in past years, but this year lion in Medicare funding reductions. Moreover,
seem to me to be eminently practic&, doable, the CBC supports the recommendations of
and appropriate. Indeed, to continue the bloat- the Pepper Commission and calls for the creed level of military expenditures that the ad- ation of a national health policy which proministration budget calls for—4nclucling $5.5 vides full health coverage for the 37 million
billion for the B-2 bomber, $4.7 bilhio:n for star Americans who tack insurance and which adwars, $2.2 billion for rail-mobile MX missiles, dresses the needs of minorities, the poor, and
$1.75 billion for the Trident II missile and 11.4 other underserved groups.
bIllion for yet another unneeded Trident SubThe Dellums amendment increases support
marine—to me is the height of absurdity and for education and job-training training proan outrageous squandering of precious re- grains. Including Head Start and programs for
sources that are desperately need in the civil- education of the handicapped. It supports the
ian sector of our society.
Mr. DIXON. Mr. Chairman, I rise today in enthusiastic support of Mr. DELLUMS' substitute
amendment to the congressional budget reso-

creation of youth-incentive, employment, drop-

out prevention, and anll-gang violence programs, and increases funding for sorely

needed programs in drug education and treatlution for fiscal year 1991 House Concurrent ment.
Resolution 310. I am proud to joini my colThe CBC provides funds for the expansion
leagues in the Congressional Black Caucus in of the supply of permanent, affordable lowendorsing this amendment.
and moderate-income housing, and preserves
When Ronald Reagan first addressed the Federal support for public housing rehabilitaConjress in 1981, he challenged those who tion and construction. It increases funding for
opposed the impending policies of Roaganom- agriculture, energy conservation and the deics to devise an alternative which offers a velopment of alternative and renewable
greater chance of balancing the budget, stim- energy sources, and provides increased asulating the creation of jobs and reducing infla- sistance to emerging democracies In Europe,
tion. The CBC has responded annually with Africa and the Caribbean, including enactment
sound, innovative budget proposals which ad- of the Mickey bland African and Caribbean
dress the needs of this Nation with pragma- Development Act
tism, compassion and integrity. This year is no
Mr. Chairman, no single document offers a
exception. Like its predecessors, the alterna- more candid sttitement of our national priortive budget proposal fashioned by Mr. DEL- ities and values than the Federal budget For
LUMS and the CBC for fiscal year lf)91 offers 10 years, the Federal budget has manifested
sensible and humane alternativea to the an obsession with military spending and proskewed fiscal pnortties that have heaped pain duction that defies rational justification. For 10
and neglect upon our Nation's most vulnera- years, our Nation's wealthiest individuals and
ble and disadvantaged citizens over the past corporations have reaped the benefits of tardecade.
geted tax rate reductions. For 10 years, we
The Dellums amendment proceedr from the have watched the inevitable consequences of
belief that a major reordering of priorities must these policies materialize in the form of masoccur it the United States is truly to emerge a sive deficits and the deterioration of domestic
kinder and gentler nation in the 1990's. The programs. And, for 10 years. the disadvansubstitute recognizes that recent develop- taged of this Nation have paid the price.
ments in Eastern Europe and within the Soviet
America can no longer afford to spend huge
Union have dramatically altered the geopoliti- sums of money on unnecessary weapons and
cal landscape and warrant serious reconsider- to indulge the whims of the wealthy at the exation of current military spending levels. It fur- pense of those who lack adequate food, housther recognizes that these long-awaited ing, clothing, and opportunities for quality educhanges present our Nation with a tremen- cation and employment. It is imperative that
dous opportunity to revitalize critical domestic our Nation seize this momentous opportunity
programs which have withered during a to set its priorities straight
I submit that the
decade of rampant defense overspending.
Dellums amendment offers a sensible and
Accordingly, the Dellums substitute pro- feasible plan for doing so, and that It deserves
poses $23.7 billion more in defense spending the careful consideration and support of this
cuts than the Bush budget. This peace divi- body.
dend is part of $45.1 billion in total revenues
Mr. STOKES. Mr. Chairman, the amendto go toward reducing the deficit arid breath- ment we have before us today is the Congresing new life into non-military programs of ben- sional Black Caucus' alternative to President
efit to middle- and low-income Americans. Bush's proposed fiscal year 1991 budget. This
Nearly $20 billion will be raised through pro- alternative budget would emphasize large regressive new revenue measures designed to ductions in Defense budget authority arid
restore equity to America's tax structure. The meet the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings deficit
Dellums substitute proposes temporary tax in- target of $64 billion in 1991. While the CBC
creases for the wealthiest individuril and cor- had hoped that the Bush administration would
porate taxpayers, the primary beneficiaries of discontinue the inequitable budget policies of
Reagan era tax reform.
its predecessor, the administration's proposed
This combination of defense savings and fiscal year 1991 budget would increase miliprogressive revenue measures allows the tary spending by $7 billion while calling for
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well over $20 billion in social program reduc-

hens. Therefore, the CBC crafted its own
budget plan.

The resolution proposed by the House
Budget Committee is a vast improvement over

the President's budget However, the members of the Congressional Black Caucus feel
that it is possible to find additional funds for
critical domestic programs. The CBC alternative budget would realize a peace dividend by
reducing the military budget by 7.8 percent in
outlays and 15.5 percent budget authority
from the fiscal year 1990 level. It also raises
new revenues through tax equity measures,
which would eliminate the unfair tax rate enjoyed by those with the very highest incomes.
Under the CBC budget, we can begin to redirect our Nation's priorities toward preparing
our citizens for the 21st century.

We must recognize this country will be Ill
prepared to enter the 21st century it millions
of our children are in poor health, or cannot
read or write well enough to function in our increasingly high-tech world, or they have fallen
victims to drug abuse. In the year 2000. onethird of the new entrants to our work force will
be minorities. We are not currently meeting
the health and educational needs of minorities
and the disadvantaged. If we expect to remain
a competitive force in the global economy, we

cannot ignore what will soon be one-third of
our Nation. These are the truly important challenges our national budget must focus upon.

The alternative budget focuses on these
major objectives: expanding educational and
training opportunities for disadvantaged, minority, and handicapped persons; providing full
health coverage to all Americans; renewing
the Nation's commitment to providing income,
housing, and food for low-income Americans;
fully funding urban, rural, and area development programs to combat economic displacemerit and supporting full funding of the Social
Security Program, rejecting any effort to limit
COLA's to retirees and disabled persons. This
alternative budget calls for substantially more
funding than does the President's budget in
the areas of education, housing, health, training end food assistance, all of which represent the central focus of the CBC.
In addition to providing full funding for critical existing programs, such as Head Start and
education for the handicapped, the alternative
budget would also support a number of initiatives that would improve the quality of life for
millions of Americans. The alternative budget
that we are presenting here, consistent with
the Pepper Commission recommendations, re-

jects the notion that the Nation has insufficient resources to meet the health needs of
its citizens and calls for the creation of a national health policy focused on prevention and
improvement of the Nation's welt-being. Our
alternative also supports a major new initiative
to create educational research and development districts and an intensive education extension program for at risk students. These
are just a few examples of programs the CBC
would like to see funded in fiscal year 1991.
My colleagues and I have heard from many
of our constituents who demand to see greater priority given to Important domestic programs. I am sure that many of you have heard
from your constituents as well. I urge you to

vote for the budget that would provide the
highest quality of life for our citizens. Vote for
the CBC alternative budget.
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Hamilton
McEwen
Schiff
Mr. DELLUMS. Mr. Chairman, I Haznrnersch!ndt McGrath
man from Minnesota (Mr. FRNZL)
8chneider
yield back the balance of my time.
will be recognized for 15 minutes of
Hancock
McHugh
Schuette
Mr. FRENZEL Mr. Chairman, I Hansen
general debate.
McMflIan (NC) Schuize
Harris
McMullen MD) Bensenbrenner
yield back the balance of my time.
The Chair recognizes the gentleman
McNulty
ShpjD
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on Htert
from California (Mr. PArErr].
the amendment in the nature of a substitute offered by the gentleman from
California (Mr. DP1I.uMs].

Hatcher
Hayes (LA)
Hefley

Hefner
Henry
Herger

The question was taken; and the
Chairman announced that the ayes Hel
appeared to have it.

demand a recorded vote.
A recorded vote was ordered.

The vote was taken by electronic

device, and there were—ayes 90, noes
334, not voting 9, as follows:
[Roll No. 88)

Espy
Evans
Flake

FogIetta

Ford (MI)
Ford (TN)
Prank
Gonzalez
Gray
Hawktns
Hayes(IL)

Hoyer
Jacobs
Johnson (SD)

Perkins
Rangel
Roybal
Sabo

Kastenmefer

Savage

Kennedy
Kildee

Sawyer
Scheuer

Kastxnayer
Lehirian (CA)
Lehman (FL)
Levine (CA)
Lewis (OA)

Schroeder
Schuzner
Serrano
Sikorski
Slaughter (NY)

Markey
MarUnez
Matsui
McDermott
Mfwne
Miller (CA)
Mineta
Moakley
Moody
Nagle
Neal (MA)

STk

Lowey (N)

Nowak

Oakar
Oberstar
Owens (NY)

Payne (NJ)
Pelosi

Stok

To

Studds

Traijcant
Traxler

Anderson
Andrews
Annunzio
Anthony
Applegate
Archer
Ariney
Aspin

Baker
Rallenger
Barnard

Bartlett
Barton
Bateman
Berlenson

Bennett
Bentley
Bereuter
Bevill

Blibray

BiIirks
Bliley

Boehlert
Bonior
Bor3kt
Boeco

Boucher
Brennan

Brooki
Broomfield
Browder
Brown (CO)
Bruce

Bryszt

Buechner
BunnJig
Burton
BustamBnte
Byron

Callajian
Campbell (CA)
Campbell (CO)

Cardin
Carper
Carr
Chandler
Chapnikn

Eckart
Edwards(OK)
Emerson
Engel
English

Fawell
'az1o
Feighan
Pish

Flippo
Prenzel
Fm6t
Ofle&ly
Oallo

Oaydo

Oejdenaon

Cox

Oeku

Crane
Dsnnemeyer
Darden

Oeren

Dtv
de l&

Oarza

DeLay
Derrick
DeWine
Dickinson
Dlcks
Donnelly
Dorgan (ND)
Dorn,.n (CA)
Douglaa
Downey

Dreler
Duncan

Kolter

Kyl
I.*Falce
Lagomarsino
Lancaster

1toe

Lewis (CA)

Madigan
Manton

Fields

Crali

KenneDy
Kleczka
Kothe

Dwyer
Dyson

Clement
Clinger
Coble
Co'eman (MO)

Coughiin
Courter

Johnson (CT)
Johnston
Jones(OA)
Jones (NC)
Kanjorski
Kaptur
Kasich

Williams
Wyden
Yates

Erdreich
Pascell

Costello

Je1ns

Liplnski
Livingston
Lloyd
Long
Lowery(CA)

Wheat

Clarke

Coleman (TX)
Combest
Condit
Conte
Cooper

Inhofe
Ireland
James

Llghtfoot
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AIexnder

Hubbard
Huckaby
Hughes
Hunter
Hutto

Washington
Waxman

WeI

Geph&rdt

OIbbO

Otilmor
Oilman
Otngrich

Oltcbnan
Gordon

Shuster
Sfstsky
8keen

8kelton

Slattery

Ne,.l (NC)
Nielson
Obey
Olin

Ortiz
Owens (UT)
Oxley
Packard
Pallone

Panetta
Parker

Pazrts
Pashayan
Patterson
Paxon
Payne (VA)
Pease
Penny
Petri
Plckett
Pickle

Porter
Poshard

Price
Pursell
Qutllen
Ravenel
Ray
Regula
Rhodes
Richardson
Ridge
Rinaldo
Roberta
Robinson

Luken. Thomas Roe
Lukens, Donald Rogers
Machtley
Rohrabacher
Marlenee

Martln(IL)

Martin (NY)
Mavrou1e
Mazzoll
McCandlesa
McCloskey
McCollum

Mecrery

McCurdy
McDade

Ros-Lehttnen

Re

Rostenkowskl

Roth
Roukema
Rowland (CT)
Rowland (OA)
Russo

Salki
Sangmeister
Sarpallus
Saxton
Schaefer

Leath (TX)
Lewis (FL)
Nelson

Mr. Chairman, I think this is an important issue. The President has sub-

Smith ('Is)

Smith (VT)
Smith, Denny
(OR)
Smith, Robert
(NH)

Smith, Robert
(OR)
Snowe
Solomon
Spence

Spratt

Staggers

Sta1ling
Stangeland
Stearns
Stenholxn

Stump
Sundqutst
Swift
Synar
TaUon

Tanner
Tauke
Tauzin
Taylor

mitted a budget to us. At the very
least, he deserves to be heard, and If
none of my colleagues on the other
side of the aisle will offer it, I would
like to offer it simply so that we might
get a referendum and see Where that

budget lies. Maybe it is a better budget

than our budget. Members of this
House Will see.

Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent to have the opportuniuty to offer
that budget simply as a way to measure how much support the budget has
on both sides of the aisle.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair would
Inform the gentleman from NeW York

(Mr. Sciiuii) that the Chair cannot
entertain such a request in the Com-

mittee of the Whole. It would be inappropriate to do so. It would constitute
a change in the rule, House Resolution
382, previously adopted by the House.

Unsoeld
Upton
Valentine

therefore, recognized.
Mr. SCH'(JMER. I thank the Chair.

Thomas(WY)
Torricelll

Vander Jagt
Vlsclosky
Volkmer
Vucanovich

Walker
WaL3b

Watkins
Weber
Weldon
Wh8taker
Whitten

Wilson
Wise
Wolf
Wolpe
Wylle
Yatron
Young (AK)
Young (FL)

Ra1aU

Ritter
Smith (FL)

0 1615
Mr. COLEMAN of Missouri and Mr.

VOLKMER changed their vote from
"aye" to "no."
So the amendment in the nature of
a substitute was rejected.

The result of the vote was an-

nounced as above recorded.

The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman

OUaztnI

Pursuant to the order of the House
of earlier today, the gentleman from

Ounderson
Ball (OH)
Hall (TX)

it.

Thoma8 (CA)
Thomas (OA)

from Minnesota (Mr. FRZNZZI.) has an-

Ot
Oreen

placed on the floor so that we all

Smith (NE)
Smith (NJ)

0o
Orkdlson
Orandy

ask unanimous consent that the Frenzel amendment, the Bush budget, be

might have an opportunity to vote on

NOT VOTING—9
Ackerman
Colltns
Dingell

Mr. SCHUMER. Mr. Chairman, I

8laughter (VA)

Murtha
Myeri
Natcher

Mrazek
Murphy
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Shumway

Houghn

Horton

Walgren

Vento

Shays

Monison (WA) Smith (IA)

Laughlin
Leach (IA)
Lent
Levth (MI)

Uciall

Shaw

Holloway
Hopkins

Hyde
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Crockett
Depazlo
Dellurns
Dixon
Durbin
Dymally
Early
Edwards (CA)

Moorhead
Morells
Hochbrueckner MorrtEon (CT)
Hoagland

Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, I

Jontz

Mollohan
Montgomery

Hiler

RECORDED VOTE

Akaka
Atkins
AuCoin
Bates
Berman
Boggs
Boxer
Brown (CA)
Clay
Conyers
Coyne

Meyeri
Michel
Miller (OH)
Miller (WA)
Moitnarl

nounced he would not offer the fourth
amendment.

California (Mr. PANrrTA) will be recog-

nized for 15 mInutes and the gentle-

The gentleman from California is,
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Wade aid exxsl opportilties for U.S. bud- also increases funding or nial development
noises are supported In thIs budget Re- pmgrams so that the Farmers Home Adrninisecuress are also targeted to people and corn-

rmxiities edlus&c to economic dislocation.

trallon can provide grants and loans to communities to Improve tac*ties expend industrial

Education and retraining em emphasized, as- development, and initiate water and waste die-

pedally for d-off aid dislocated workers. — programs. Again, the President cuts asThe Governmenrs or.#ment to math and sistance to needy communities to the tune of
science education at the elementary and mi- $76 mibon below the baseline for nral develveralty leveis is deepened with the additional — programs.
The budget resolution recognaes the imporfunds contaded in this budget.
The budget resolution's investment in tance ci educating tomorrow's work force in
people is reflected in the $800 million in- the — of math and science. The resolution
crease above the baseline for the Job T,n- increases the National Science Foundation
ing Partnership Act, the Community Develop- budget by $215 million above the baseline
ment Block Grant Program, the Economic De- nest year and doebles Its budget over the
velopment Administration, the Farmers Home nest 5 years or liwestment in basic research
Ackainistration, arid Vocational Education. and the scientific personnel infrastructure of
These funds win be used to rebuild the lives the Nation. Part of the increase for the Nationof individuals and communities coping with al Science Foundation reflects the commiteconomic dislocation. The funds wifi help dis- tee's belief that science engineering education
located workers adjust to the global nature of program U'westments are needed to raise the
today's economy and educate a new genera- ability of cit population to cope successfully
tion of workers who have the knowledge and wIth ow new national economic challenges.
skins to further America's leadership In the Funding for the Department of Education
international marketplace. The Bush budget, Wi math and science education programs are
stark contrast, provides $2.1 billion less than also increased in the budget resolution.
the budget resolution—$351 million loss than
The budget resolution recognizes that the
the baseline—for these programs. Where the Nation's budget and trade deficits are ine,ctv$Bush budget tears down, the budget resolulinked. Although elimination of the
tion rebuilds:

Ms. KAPTUR. kb'. ChaVnan I rise in strong
support of House Concurrent Resolution 310,
the budget resolution for tiscal yea' 1991. I
commend Chairman PANETIA for his fine leadership m crafting a budget that protects Amer-

ica's .conomc mtegrity and begins to rebuild
America for the 21st century.
The budget resolution, unlike the Bush administration budget, provides * 5-year plan to
fully balance the budget wthout relying on the
Social Security trust fund to mask the ttue dimensions of the Federal deficit. The budget
plan results In $497 billion in gross deficit reduction and $382 birrion in net deficit reduction between 1991 and 1995. Net deficit reduction is greater than that in the President's
budget In each year. The budget resolution's
plan to operate under a pay as you go system

'The budget resolution contains a $300 mitlion increase above the baseline to assist dislocated workers through the Job Training Partnership Act. This increase will assist approximately 170,000 dislocated workers who are
stripped of their jobs and do not possess skills
that are transferable to another occupation.

force Its trade laws to eliminate other nations'
unfair Wade practices and create export opportunities for U.S. businesses. The budget
resolution enhances export opportities

through a $125 million increase over the
The Bush budget requests $302 mon loss baseline for Eximbank's direct loan program
then the baseline—and $600 million less than
the budget resolution contains-for dislocated
workers. Rather than trying to rebuild the Ives
of dislocated workers so that they can again
contribute to society in a productive manner,
the President loaves them high and dry.
The budget resolution increases funding for
Important vocational education programs by
$140 million ever the baseline. 'This increase

will be used or the Tech Prep Program aid

win result in the training of thousands of aiditional technicians. The budget resolution contains $169 minion more than the President's
budget for vocational education programs.
The budget resolution's Iwestrnerd in lidwill result in interest rates dropping as the viduals is augmented with initiatives that alleviGovernment reduces borrowing huge sums of ate the domino effect experienced by entire
money from private domestic and foreign communities when plants or industries shut
sources to finance its spending. A sufficient down or relocate offshore. The $200 million
the Communipool of capita] will be released to the private increase above the baseline
sector to stimulate investment and advance ty Development Block Grant will be used to
oisisl communities in finding alternative uses
The reordering of priorities within this for existing industrial facilities, making h*abudget ceiling to invest in technology and the structure wnprcvements, and carymg out
people to apply end advance that technology other economic development projects to
lays the foundation to rebuild America's eco- create new job bases for low- and middlenonlc competitiveness. The budget resck Wicome workers. Ftmdflng for the Economic
tion's kwestments in economic competitive- Devekpmen* Administration is increased by
ness and adjustment initiative Invests $2.8 bil- $77 million above the baseline to assist cornlion more than the Presidents budget in pro- muribes trweetened by sudden and severe
grams to rebudd the competitiveness of the ewioIJHc dislocation. The Budget Committee
U.S. economy in cooperation with the private recognizes the need to provide limely aid
sector. Where the President's budget tea's adequate resources to assist comniwmines
mdi as those affected lest year by Hurricane
down, the budget resolution rebuilds.
The Federal Go'.mment's investment in Hugo and the Loma Prieta earthquske. Appal'basic and applied research and development andy President Bush thought the Federal Govis increased, particularly in now technologies ernment's response lest year was more than
as P1. budget cuts the Economic Dethat can be commercially applied—in manufactwing, in medicine and health research, velopment Adnsnsst'abon a budget to $26 mIland other industries of the kdure. Expended ton below the baseline. The budget resolution

Mty.

cabl'
budget deficit will lead to a lowering of the
trade deficit, the Government must also en-

end a $125 million increase over the baseline
for Eximbank loan guarantees to assist businesses in tapping new markets in Central and
Eastern Europe. The President's budget
makes no special provision for the Eximbank
to target funds for the newly emerging democracies in Central and Eastern Europe struggling to make the transition to market economies. Although President Bush certainly was
eager to see the governments 'in Central and
Eastern Europe fall, he has not followed
ttwough with initiatives that involve our private
sector Hi rebuilding their fragile economies.
Further, the budget resolution contains $7 million above the baseline for the foreign commercial service. Until the United States adequately staffs its foreign embassies in Japan
and other Important trading nations, domestic
industry wifl be unable to penetrate markets,
expand United States exports, arid forge new
trading relationships.
Th. budget resolution reflects the commit-

tee's beflef that national security is synonymous with economic security. It also recognizes the synergy between reliable modern
defense technologies and an industrial base
that is up-to-date and technologically Innovative. The committee supports research into
generic technologies that will insure defensepreparedness and simuttaneousty rebuild and

strengthen the rnanutactising and high tech
industrial base on which our economy dopenite. The Bush budget continues to pour liia-eases Into the military budget but refuses to
acknowledge the great potential for conimercializabon of defense technology.
The budget resolution provides $281 million
more than the President's budget in Function
050 for Defense Advanced Research Projects

Agency (DARPA), Including $100 million for
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Sematech, the collaborative semiconductor re.
search and development Initiative, $25 million
for the National Center for Manufacturing Sdences, and a $20 million increase for high resolution Information systems research. As the
threat to our national defense lessens, It Is Unperative that the Department of Defense
Invest In dual use technologies. Investing now
in dual use technologies will ease the eco-

nomk: dislocation that will be the Inevitable
result of downsizing the defense budget The
administration's defense budget request, coupled with the recent decision to remove Craig

Fields as the director of DARPA. ilustrates
the President's Inability to envision a new
wo1d outlook which emphasizes economic,
rather than military, competitiveness.

The budget resolution also invests In technology development and transfer programs
that are administered outside of the Defense
Department The resolution contains $76 million above the baseline, $51 million more than
the President's budget, for the National Insti-

Me of Standards and Technology. The advanced technology program, within the National Institute of Standards and Technology, will
receive an increase of $37 million above the
baseline. An additional $2 million is provided
for the technology extension service, a program the President proposed to eliminate. The
technology extension service will give businesses access to a cooperative Federal-State

Committee. They have done an excellent job
of responding to the budget crisis facing this
country. This resolution puts.us on a patt towards a real balanced budget by fiscal year
1996, and ft does a much better job of ad-

cient dissemination of technology. The resolu-

cerned about hospitals who have repeatedly
seen their Medicare funds slashed.
In addition to these concerns, I have reser-

vations about other provisions In the resolution. We know that the economic assumptions
dressing urgent domestic needs than the used in this budget were overly optimistic
President's budget proposal did.
even when the President Included them in his
But In all honesty, Mr. Chairman, I must say budget proposal back in February. The Presithat while this resolution makes tremendous dent's office of smoke and mirrors, alias the
strides over the President's proposal and sets Office of Management and Budget, has critia positive course for the future, ft does not cized the Budget Committee for using these
squarely address the pressing needs to our assumptions since the recent economic
country. The huge Federal deficit continues to trends have Indicated that the deficit will be
keep real interest rates high and the amount significantly larger than forecast. In OMB's fit
of capital available to American businesses of courage and responsibility, however, they
low. Mr. Speaker, the time has come to say to somehow forgot to supply Congress with a
the President, "Read our lips—nó new bor- proposal as to how they would adjust the
rowing." While the President talks of econom- President's budget to make up for the inic growth and no new taxes, taxpayers are creased deficit.
paying indirectly for an unwise if not potentialIn addition to optimistic economic assumply disastrious fiscal policy. As the national
tions, the Budget Committee also borrowed
debt goes shooting past the $3 trillion mark, the optimistic revenue/user fee figures from

the Interest Americans pay on their mort- the President's budget. Although this resolugages, their credit cards and their car loans
tion does not contain specifics on some of
remains ridiculously high.
In addition, the President's concern for the
capital available for private Investment suddenly disappears when the conversation turns
from tax breaks to Federal borrowing. We are
doing this country a great disservice if we do
not admit that the greatest competitive advantage that Japanese and other foreign compa-

network of Information which will allow effi- nies have is that their governments haven't

tion also contains $11 million beyond the
baseline for research support centers. Each
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borrowed every last dime that should be available for investment. What does this mean? It
means that a decade of deficit spending is do-

region of the Nation will ultimately have a resource center for technology tailored to meet prMng American companies of Investment
the needs of Industries operating within It. In capital,. American workers of new opportuniaddition to these increases, the budget resolu- ties, and the American economy of the growth
tion provides $75 million in loan guarantees that ft should be experiencing. There is no
so that the Small Business Administration can free lunch, and now there is quite a tab to
pay.
target technology development loani to small
The budget resolution before us is a good
businesses.
Where the Bush budget tears down the first step towards the fiscal conservative
manufacturing base of our Nation, ignores the notion of paying your bills, a departure from
plight of displaced workers and struggling the recent ideological conservative notion of
communities, and fails to shift its emphasis leaving them for future generations. It, unlike
from military preparedness to economic Secu- the President's budget, recognizes that our
rity, the budget resolution Invests in Initiatives national security is being endangered, rather
to rebuild America. The resolution's invest. than enhanced, by wasteful and excessive demerits In economic competitiveness and ad- fense spending. The budget resolution calls
justment Initiative lays out a path for America for responsible limits on defense spending,
to follow to Invest In people and technology In now and In the future. This aspect Is one of
order to regain America's economic sover- the budget's strong points, although I am coneignty and meet the challenges of the 21st cerned that the first year reductions will prove
to be difficult to achieve.
century.
Another positive aspect of this budget resohition Is a provision to restore the meanng of
the term trust fund as ft applies to the Social
Security system. Right now we are spending
that surplus on other things, along with surpluses In the aviation and highway trust funds,
because neither we nor the President has had
the courage to face up to the deficit. We know
that these funds are needed for the purposes
they were collected—our roads and bridges
are falling apart, our air traffic control system
Is overwhelmed, and Social Security offices
do not have enough employees to adequately
administer the program—but these facts have
not stopped the diversion of trust fund monies
for other uses.
Senior citizens will be better off under the
commIttee's proposal, since ft cuts Medicare
Mr. HUGHES. Mr. Chairman, I rise today In by $4 billion less than the President proposes.
support of the budget resolution as prepared However, even the $1.7 billion In the commitby my distinguished colleagues on the Budget tee resolution may be too high, and I am con-

these counts, the President's budget includes
many questionable revenue sources. For example, I do not expect a Coast Guard user

fee to be passed to begin with, and even If it
Is, I doubt ft will raise $200 million in real
money.

Finally, while I firmly support aid to emerging democracies in Eastern Europe and Central America, I feel strongly that we must cut
spending in other areas to provide such aid.
The $1.3 billion increase In foreign assistance

provided for In this budget seem high at a
time when we appear to be headed toward
another Gramin-Rudman sequestration.

As anyone can see, this resolution is far
from perfect. However, ft Is a better budget
than the President's proposal, and one that
puts us on the right course. Without Presidential leadership and/or a bit more honesty from
the Office of Management and Budget. ft is
probably the best budget anyone could have
produced. I hope that the administration will
be a little more realistic about our economy in
the future and join us in working out the dotails of a budget that addresses this country's
needs while staying within
Rudman limits on the deficit

the

Gramm.

Mr. SYNAR. Mr. Chairman, today I plan to
support the fiscal year 1991 budget resolution.

While the resolution is not a perfect solution
to all budget issues, It begins to redistribute
national resources from military spending to
domestic priorities while maintaining U.S. national security Interests. Most important, the
resolution diagrams a complete budget plan
for the future. Over 5 years, the budget
achieves deficit reduction of $487 billion and
does so without using the Social Security surplus. The amount of deficit reduction for 1991
Is even more than that proposed by President
Bush.

My major concern with the budget resolution Is that ft accepts the economic forecasts
of the administration. While I am concerned
that the prospects for economic growth are
overly optimistic, I am willing to go along with
the Office of Management and Budget [0MB]
assumptions for 1 year as the 0MB is mandated by law to determine the 1991 deficit reduction. I am happy to see that the more realistic assumptions of the Congressional Budget
Office are used in the followIng 3 years.
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Mr. GREEN. Mr. Chairman, today I rise in
opposition to House Concurrent Resolution
310, the concurrent resolution on the budget
for biscal year 1991. The proposal is fraught

This budget resolution does go a long way
toward a "pay-as-you-go" approach to budgeting. On a tong-term basis, the budget moves
toward removing the Social Security trust lund
from the deficit calculations. I have endorsed
legislation both to return to "pay-as-you-go"
and to repeat Grarnm-Rudman. The resolution
moves toward that goal by reducing the
budget and accounting tricks so common in

with budged and unrealistic econo.mc assump-

tions that fail to address honestly debicil reducbon. Once again, the Budget Committee
has neg'ected its constitutional and traditional
responsibihty with regard to budget matters, a

responsibility that is greater than that ob the
Predcrt and the Senate.
Arhcle 1, section 7 of the Constitution provides: •All bills br raisin9 revenue shall onginate in the House of Representatives *
While there is no simIar constitutional provision as to appropriations bills, traditionafly
those too have originated in the House.
The Federalist Papers do not explicitfy explain the constftutional decision, but it is not

past years.

The resolution does contain major program
cuts, but they are nplemented in a more equftable lashon than those proposed in the administration's budget. In Ight of the dissolution

ol the Warsaw Pact and the greatly dimrnished Soviet threat, delense spending is reduced gradually, with approximately $18.6 bd-

lion cttS in budget authority. Medicare is Cut
$1.7 bsllion as compared to $5.5 bdlion under
the President's budget. Other savings in mandatory and entitlement programs will Save
$3.6 billion. There are increases in other domestic initiatives which will go a song way

toward repairing the damage done ov the
past 10 years and to rebuiiding the social inlractructure of society. Finally, the reso?ution
ircIudes lull cost of living adjustments
[COLAs br Federal, avilian military retirees
and employees, which are not Included In the
President's budget.
FinaHy, the budget assumes that there wdt

be increases in Government revenues 01
$13.9 biUio!1, the same amount proposed by
the President. The resolution leaves these
revenue measures to the Ways and Means
Committee, where I am convinced they can
be imp'emented. My "Fire Sale" bil? addresses the failure 01 the administration to collect
the appropnate market va!ue in sefling or leasing Federal assets. According to conservative
estimates, between $5-lO billioq could be cotlected simply be implementing good business
pracf ices in this area.
Although I did not support the Congression
at Black Caucus' fCBC) quality 01 libe budget, I

want to commend the CBC br it's work on attempting to reorder our budget pnortties. tt
my hope that, with continued iriiprovernenl In
United States-Soviet relations, including the
rati'icaton 01 a START agreement, the pnorties 01 the CBC budet will become a reality in
the near future.

H 1$

hard to divine brom them the reason. Tbe

Mr. KYL. Mr. Chairman, I nse in opposition Continental Congress did not have the authorto the committee budget
ity to write tax laws under the Articles of Con
I also have to agree wfth the decision by
federation; all it cou?d do under article VIII was
our colteague from Minnesota, Biu. FRENZEL, levy charges on the State Iegtslatures. Thus in
not to offer the President's budget for consd- 1787 a controversial beature ob the new Coneration on the House bloor today.
stitution was the granting 01 taxing power to
It is with some reluctance that I agree with the Federal Government. Hamifton, Jay, and
that decision because there are many good Madison devote seven ob their FedezaUst
things in the President's budget: it pro'ides
Papers to it.
adequate bunding for the national defense,
Small wonder then that the power to iniUate
bunds a number of important new environmensuch legislation was granted to the legislative
tal in4tiatives, devotes substantial new money
House whose Members were under "the retoward the drug war, and provides br capital
* They wiU be
straint of brequent elections *
gains reform to name a few.
On the other hand, I think it takes too much compeHed to anticipate the moment when
money brom Medicare, and I do not support their power is to cease, when their exercise of
the proposed COLA freeze br military and it is to be reviewed, and when they must deFederal retirees. Moreover, ft is based on eco- scend to the level from which they were
nomc assumptions that are so rosy that the raised; there forever to remain un'ess the
deficit will not be anywhere near the Iim,t es- faithbu discharge ob their trust shall have establshed by Gramm-Rudman-HoUings for the tabhshed their title to a renewa' of it." (Federyear. The Congressional Budget Office has a!- alist Paper No. 56.)
As we can see, the House, and the Budget
ready estimated that the administration's
Committee
in particular, have both a Constitubudget wilt result in a deficit more than twice
as high as the $61 blion dehcit the admnis- tional and traditional responsibility with regard
to budgetary matters, a responsibility that is
tration otiginally projected.
8y the same token, and despite all of the far greater than that of the President and the
criticism, the committee budget uses the same Senate. Disappointingly, alter critIczirg the
rosy economic assumptions and some of the President's budget Icr usin9 economIC assame questionable savings that the adminis- sumptiOns that are overly optimstc. the
tration used to put its budget to9ether. The Budget Commthee adopted a resoiution that
committee slashes debense and will under- conthves the identical, overly optimistic. asmine the quality of U.S. forces in terms of sumptions. Although the budget resoluUon assumes total deficit reduction 01 $36.9 bóiIion
pecple, weapons, training, and readiness.
The committee budget relies on substantia' more than $14 billion, or 39 percent. s wcity
tax increases, a tota' 01 $117 bdhon In higher considered to be balse and unattainable. The
taxes over 5 years compared to the Presi- Budget Commtttee thould not use phony evodent's proposed $41.7 biflion. Tax increases nomic assumptions even $ the President did,
under either plan will not result in a lower and certainly not when the White House hs
budget deficit. if history is any guide, tax rn- now repudiated them.
Unbortunately, the budget resolution belore
creases wifl actually lead to more spending
and a higher budget debicit Since World War the House today bails to address honestly and
II, Congress has spent $1.58 for every doUw it adequately the pnonty ob deficit rethicton. The
budget resolution does not achieve the hcaI
has raised.
deficit
Mr. Ctaim'ian, neither the President's year 1991 Grarnm-Rudman-HOThflgS
budget nor the committee budget is accepta- target 01 $64 billion nor does ft lead to a balble. Neithec will produce the desired resufl— anced budget by fiscal year 1993. It taUs
the result required by law by Graxnm-Rudman- aknost $20 billion short of the $58 to $60 bd
I think the time has come for the
Congress and the President to convene a
budget summit and negotiate an aftematve

HoUngs.

that wifl make significant reductions in spending. It s time to put an end to the gamesmanship, the smoke and mirrors, and partsanshp
and get serious.
I urge my cofleagues to reject the commit-

hon necessary to meet this year'' de1cit
target.

Any office ho'der may sympathize with the
de&e to avoid unpopular actions, but surrendering the House's constitutional and ttaditional prerogatives is far too high a price to pay.

The Budget Committee has abdicated its
fiscal responsibility, and the House must not

tee &ternatve and force both sides to the 10110w suit Let us reverse that course to craft
bargainrn9 tab'e.

a responsible budget that speaks to the needs
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of the American people and works not only to
reduce, but eliminate, our deficit.
Mr. JOHNSON of South Dakota Mi. Chairman, I rise today in reluctant support for the

grasses through the Senate and perhaps
through a budget summit conference with the
White House. There is much to applaud In this
budget, but there also remain serious deficien-

budget resolution that has been brought to cies. I am today supporting the committee
the floor by our colleagues on the Budget budget as the clearly superior afternative of
Committee. I commend the committee for the choices before me, but I will continue to
crafting a budget that represents an enormous work with our colleagues, Republican and
Improvement over the alternative budget sub- Democrat. to better perfect a budget which
mitted by President Bush. As aMemler who significantly reduces the Federal deficit while

is extremely concerned that we move in the enhancing the interests of family farmers and
direction of meaningful budget deficit reduc- Medicare providers.
tion while at the same time enhancing the pnMr. DORGAN of North Dakota. Mr. Chairorities of our elderly, veterans, and rural Amer. mars, I rise today to state that I will be voting
scans, there can be no doubt that the Budget for the Budget Committee's fiscal year 1991
Committee's proposal is vastly superior to the budget resolution and against the CongresWhite House proposal.
The committee proposal before us today Includes a 5-year budget 1-econciliation, thereby

sional Black Caucusbudget.
While there are many good things contained
in the CBC budget, our No. 1 priority is deal-

lessening what has been the past temptation
to include provisions in budget reconciliation
that save money in the first year but actually
add to the deficit in the outyears. The Social
Security Trust Fund has been excluded from
the calculation of the budget deficit, a move
which is essential in order to protect the integrity of the Social Security system.
The gradual shift in defense spending that

ing with the Federal budget deficit plaguing
our Nation's economy. The CBC transfers
cuts in the defense budget and increases in
Federal revenues to support increased domestic spending. I concur with several of
these reductions, given a diminished Soviet

has been proposed will allow us to gauge

share of budget slashing during the past

international developments while investing in
America's future through increased budget as.
sistance for education, housing, law enforcement. research, Head Start, and transportation
infrastructure improvements. Far better funding for veterans and for community development is provided for in this budget
There are two areas, however, where I continue to have special concerns. The committee proposes an $800-million reduction for agricultural programs for fiscal 1991 and $8.6 billion

in budget reductions over the next 5

years. This is certainly better than the other
alternative I face: President Bush's budget
would provide $1.5 billion less than the cornmittea budget for 1991 alone. Nonetheless, I
do not believe that any cuts in the ag budget.
particularly In the area of crop price supports,
is Justifiable. Our farmers would rather prosper

from good market prices than from Government support, but so long as the policy of this
Government is to drive down the market price
of grain, we have a corresponding obligation
to provide for a decent level of income protechon for family farmers. I believe that higher
nonrecourse loan rates would result in better
market prices and less reliance on Governmenl payments;, however, if that goal cannot
be accomplished, fundamental fairness re-

threat and an increased allied ability to Shoulder more mutual defense costs. Nonmilitary
programs have faced more than their fair

decade, so I would prefer to see the budgets
for many of these valuable human service programs sustained. But the use of Social Security trust funds to support the deficit projections
in the CBC budget—as well as in the committee's proposal—makes the deficit look lower
than It really is. ft's time to put our fiscal affairs back on track. We need real deficit reduction as a priority.
The Budget Committee package is certainly
more realistic than President Bush's proposal.
The recommendations reverse the last 10
years of domestic spending reductions and reorder budget priorities to reflect the changing
world situation.
Nevertheless, I think that there could be a

better balance in the committee budget package in meeting the legitimate needs of society. ft especially falls short in agriculture. Less
than 1 percent of the budget is devoted to
support our family farmers. I will work in the

weeks and months ahead, both during the
reconciliation process and the farm bill negoti-

ations, to transfer funding to get this up to 1

percent At that level, we would be able to
provide decent price supports for farmers.
That's critical to the future of family farming.
Additionally, the Budget Committee recom-

mendations and the substitutes that have
quires that target price levels be raised to been offered during the fiscal year 1991
cover increasing costs of production for family

budget debate fudge on the question of Social

farmers. While the committee's cuts in ag Security surpluses. All of these budget prospending are far preferable than President posals use Social Security trust fund savings
Bush's proposal, they do make it extremely to help reduce the Federal budget. These prodifficult, If not impossible, for those of us on posed budget packages may claim to bring
the House Agriculture Committee to craft a the Federal deficit within the $64 billion
1991) farm bill which adequately protects farm

Income.

My second particular concern lies In the

area of Medicare funding. The committee proposal will result in the increases in Medicare

spending falling about $1.7 billion short of
covering Inflation. This is certainly superior to
the Bush administration's proposal tom a $5.5-

billion shortfall, but It still should be recognized as less than adequate.

appreciate that this budget resolution Is
merely a Starting point, and that numerous
changes will be made as the budget proI

Gramm-Rudman budget deficit target, but the
reality of the situation is much different Using

the Social Security trust funds to offset the
true budget deficit is simply budget gimmickry.
I Intend to continue pushing for my proposal

to move the Social Security trust funds offbudget completely and Irrevocably during the
budget reconciliation
must be halted.

debate.

This

illusion

May .1, 19,90
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Mrs. LLOYD. Mr Chairman. I rise In support
of the budget resolution put forth by the
House Budget Committee.
This is a comprehensive, lscatIy respon&-

ble package fashioned to maintain a strong
nationat security, eliminate the budget deficit,
increase national savings and private investment. I believe ft will move our country toward
tiscal responsibility in a timely manner. In

order to accomphsh these goals, the Congress and the administration will need to work
together to make tough choices and I am confident that we will be able to do so. Through
hard work and bipartisanship we can eliminate
budget deficits and strengthen our economic
leadership in the world. I view the package

before us today as a good starting point
toward meeting those objectives.
I

have always believed that the Unded

States must do what is necessary to guarantee ts security. Events of the past 6 months
have dramatically transformed the threat con-

fronting the United States. For example, 1
year ago intelligence analysts and defense
planners assumed that the United States and
its NATO atlies would have only 10 days
warning time in advance of a Soviet attack.
Today those intelligence estimates have been

revise to 30-44 days. CIA Director William
Webster has also testified that the Warsaw
Pact is, for all intents and purposes, defunct
and that the Soviets could not rely on assistance from their Eastern allies in an attack
against the West.

Given these changes in the threat. it Is appropriate to spend less on a defense. However, we must resist the temptation to slash hap-

hazardly at the defense budget simply because it makes en inviting target. A ratonaI,
planned drawdown in the context 01 an integrated security policy must guide our action
on defense spending cuts.
Foc fiscal year 1991, the resolution calls br
approximately $36 billton in net deficit reduction, thereby meeting the Gramm-Rudman

H1S88
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deficIt !IImlt of 164 lIion for fiscal year 1991.
It seeks to balance the Federal budget by the
year 1995 without tisrng the Social Security

surPlus to iiask the true srze of the deficit.
This is parliculeriy important because 1 have
supported efforts fec some time to see that
Federsl budget estimates are calciftated as

May 1, 1990

budget proposed deep cuts in Medicare of House. They represent the beginning of what
$5.5 b3lion, rio cost.of-iiving adjustments may prove to be the first substantial reducICOLA's] for Federal end fnmtary retirees, cuts

tions in defense spending since the unprecein srsidized louSing, and a decrease in inira- dented $2 'trillion defense buildup during the
uot,je repair funds We cannot tolerate a Reagan-Bush administration between 1981

budget that neects the basic needs of the and 1989.

average American. The congressional budget
While actual outlays woUld be reduced only
accurately as possible. This resolution also in- olulion, on The other l'iand, increases fund- modestly during the next fiscal year, by fiscal
eludes 4nstnicbons directing venous commit- ing for education programs five times more year 1995 outlay would be more substantial.
es to report legtletn producing significant than the President's budget, sims Medicare This budget takes a much more realistic look
savmgs in each of the next 5 years, in order payments to physicians, grants full COLA's to at our strategic and conventional defense reto help ensure ffiat thés year's deficit reduction Federal and rillitwy retirees, and increases
qiiirements over the next several years.
legislation

focuses on permanent savings krnding for infrasb'ucture repair.

iathar than temporary solutions.
The Amencan people ate deeply conoemed
ever the Federal budget deficit end they want

This budget resolution mepresents a solid
st step in achieving iong4erm deficit reducbun while also gradually shifting resources
decisive action. Enactment of this resalution from defense to .tiigh-pnonty domestic prowill cluart a clear course icr further. bstan- grams. There is no doubt that we have many
bye deficit seduction while meeting the press. difficult choices and decisions ahead of us.
leg needs which exist for such national prior. Our economic sibjation is not at all rosy and ft
ilies as quality education, affordable housing, requires 1eadersh and consensus from both

Recently, Defense Secretary Cheney has
proposed an additional round of new cuts In
defense spending. This "Johnny-comelately"
approach is really a subterfuge to conceal the

implausibility of basically continuing to support

a cold war strategy in a vastly different era.
While the Berlin Wall has crumbled and dictators have tumbled, the Bush administration's

a dean enworvnent, health care. economc the administration and the Congress. I support defense spending blueprint resembles the
development, job creation, the war agsinst this budget resolution as a way of beginning nervous cat who constantly chases his
drugs, and seeing that our senior citiens 19- the many steps it will take to attain a better shadow.
Over the next 5 years, the committee
ceive the full bemefits they have worked so America.
hard for all their Jives.
Mr. VENTO. Mr. airman, nse in support budget shifts over $100 billion from military
Thmughout my years in the Coegress I ol the budget resolutions before us today and spending to domestic and international prohave worked lo encourage esirainl: in the the reordering of national priorities which it grams. Cuts proposed by the Bush administration in child nutrition, mass transit, the corngrowth of Federal spending and
have represents.
pushed br realistic and responsible Federal
Our task today is to choose a budget plan munity services block grant, and housing are
I

budgets. .1 believe this legislation meets that which reflects our national values and priorcriteria.
ities. Budget choices go to the heart of our reI une my colleagues to oira with mYrn in s&- sponsibility as legislators. It is the time when
porting the passage of House Concurrent we put the flesh and bones on the vision we
Resolution 310.
have for American's future. The decisions we
Mr. LEHMAN of California. Mr. Chairman, 1

malce aren't easy, and by their nature they
wouldlike to lake this opportunity to ioice my aren't sqpposed .to be. Making tough decisupport for the congressional budget reSolu- sions about which programs to cut and what
tion for lIscal year 1B91. I would also like to programs to increase is what we come here

rejected. In addition, the administration's plan
to freeze the cost of living adjustment for military and civilian retirees is rejected.
The budget resolution makes major invest-

ments in America's future by funding programs which will give us true national security:

jet, training, Jnfrastructure, the war on drugs,

and health care. Funding for compensatory
education, Pell grants, and worker retraining

commend Chairman PANETTA and Thu Budget

for.

work In bringing this resolsulion to the floor.

This year the choices we make are even included to accommodate the recently passed
more Important than in previous years. The comprehensive child care bill. I am also

Committee members for Their treTnendous
This year's budget resolution goes a long
way In laying out a blueprint for this country's
future. With the changing nature of the world
around us, it Is important to realize that priorities i? yesterday can rio longer be the prior-

will be increased. In addition, funds have been

crumbling of the Berlin Wall, the blooming of pleased that funding for housing programs is
democracy in Eastern Europe, and the lessen- increased.
The committee budget is more compassioning of tensions between the superpowers are
remarkable changes which have significant ate in addressing America's health care needs

implications for our Nation. These changes than the sdrriinistration's plan. It reects the
ities of today. We niust begin to tocus on have given us an opportunity to reduce de- $3.5 billion in Medicare cuts end it provides

gradually converting our economy from a de- fense spending and make investments in the
fense-based economy to a peace-based important domestic programs in the areas of
economy. Education, beatth care, housing, ob housing, education, child care, and the car on
training, antldrug programs, sa infrastructure, drugs.

Clean air end water, and apace and science
lr.
rmen, we have heard a lot of
research must be the priorities of the future. debata about the peace dMdend in recent
We simply do riot reed and cannot afford the nsorfths. We argue among ourselves about
etratugie defense initiative, the -2 bonber, or
the poaos dividend is, when re alil get
any other Oostty and etfrevagant pmçram.
The
get reso on—threugli a

bet plrrlll dreet ane-heif of defense
to mcatic tortasa rad he rther

e ore going to do etl, ft
get t. 'Well, the peace dividend is1

it, and svi'iet

doesn't happen, Congress must caiafto

significant funding for Medicaid Programs to
serve pregnant women and infants in poverty.

The resolution provides 8.65 billion for the
ifational Institutes for health, a full Il750 billion over the President's plan. Finally, the plan
provides an tnereese of Ill billion over current

spending for veteran's 'nedicl care to support en additional 2,e37 full-time medical peraonriel.

The budget before us today is not just a

good plan because of the priorities it sets, ft
hsppen. The committee budget before us elso Ia fiscally sound. The budget meets tarIt

o 2earti radtctng ha aversill budel
tOday is a 'geod atarI on the process, although gets eat by the deficit vcsduction few end
the avenos aide, ha budget ceofu- the edostantisi Tat prodent Outs in defense achieves a balanced budget by 'fiscal year
dcpi actl cTh aerna nuvnbar a
I
Odl not occur 'for eaveral 1S3. In addition, the budget balances the

heident
In

bedgat y ssvnng

enuea. tsteed of eIying 'an the

iata caoitc

urntiona clist

are used in the Laresident's budget, the

c.

can

Congmesicnal

udget

Gtce aeanac aticdetiea htcb re rnoa
in

In

the ahet ecarfty irust fand Ia

deheit
alabona aa
l5 a balaci
cudgot is cef'iaczati t1aof
a ecurftcj 'ust ¶che rrlse-

budget far the 'fIrst me without Including The
Social Security bust fund in 'fits calculations of
'for ffsoel 'year 11 would be cut by the hiation's budget deficit. The long•term dibIllion In budget authority end 1 1.5 bil- facts at a budget practice that allows for the
hen In cautisya helov live baseline level that misuse of 'the Social Security bust fund ehould
Omounts aseded to heap pace be of deep acacamn to everyone. Slowly, but,
cunder the ocnsrmfdicae vestilUilon, defense

2.8

iriftelfon. Compared to the spending surely, arcs care eopardizlng the financial integlevels 'for boat year 1 SO, Odth no adjuetivient rity di oar moat successful and ost efficierrtly
far 'fnllatisn. budget arrthority would be rca- funded soelel program. As long as we conlirtwIth

thzoed

li Iftff blion In Ihorily and 'itIJ

ua to base deficit reductisa targets upon 'figures artificisfty towered with the surpluses in
I tiinaeraly vengrsctsleta the trust fond, wa can naver truthfully address
have sara Ia a sirwen cccaz'rra and 'fits vnembere of the our serious deficit problem.
deri'a©rift©
j5t ccftIah ceps
lthefgat OcaurilOes 'for their efforts in sporting
While 1 am ve&ig 'for the committee budget
to hc Panarhec pblic. he eaidsnf in his these cda'fenee sJpendincg veductiorce to the resolution, 1 also cam aupporling the Congres
'ftedsl

as.

In cajtiaya.
'ftr. Chainvian,
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sional Black Caucus quality of life budget The
caucus has produced an outstanding amendment which really puts urgent priorities Into
perspective. This is especially true with respect to defense spending. Indeed, the proposed cuts for programs such as the strategic
defense initiatives, the MX missile, nuclear
submarines, and the B-2 bomber are justifiable. The qualified of life budget makes even
greater Investments In Important domestic
programs and addresses real human needs.
Mr. Chairman, we must begin to address
the human deficit which has been neglected
over the past 10 years. I urge my colleagues
to support both the quality of life amendment
and the committee budget resolution to make
strides toward that goal of reducing both the
fiscal deficit and human deficit.

H 1889
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chairman, I riae today in

sbong *port 1 House Concurrent Resolu-
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ment; 'and, investments in democracy end development abroad including aid to emerging

tEen '310, the 'fiscal 'year 11991 budget resoluhen. Ctiairman LEON PANETTA and Ihe budget

democracies in EaStern Europe.

committee fshould be commended f or their
outstanding istført in iputting ttogether this

Finliy,thisibud9etiStfiscalIyTe3P0fls in

that It -meets tthe GrammRudman deficit

budget.

target-and-removes Social'Secunty from the
deficittaiculdeon,
iThe Democrat's budget is an investment in
ities of this Nation. It restores funding tor
many imoftant -domestic programs, .ireny of the future. ft 'commits the -resources that 'are
which were signlfioantl.y ,usderfunded and in neeessay to maintain 'the Untied States as 'a
some cases, nearly decimated during the world 'leader well 'into the 'next century .and
years nf the-Reagan administration. It also-re- provides a clear -direction -of -where- we want -to
flects the changing realities we 'face as 'we take this -Nation. We live in a Ifar different

The Democratic budget is is responsible
budget which addresses the needs :and prior-

transform from a -cold mar economy to a world —now—one whic'n this Democratic budget
peacetime economy, and reasserts our international leadership well -into the next century.
While the administrationS budgets over the
past -decade have left behind a.iegacy of tremendous.debt and unmet-needs for our society, .the Democratic.budget responsibly reduces
the deficit, identifies .clear pnonties and provides the funds to meet them. In fact, there
could not be a clearer difference in the prior-

correctly reflects. I urge my colleagues to support thisbudget.
:Mr. $JIATSUI. Mr. fChairman, 1 'cannot -in
good --conscience 'support the budget resolution that we have under consideration today. I

am 'not going to vote 'against It because we
have put'too much or too little money into defense. lam not -going to -vote against It because we 'did or -did not include enough
ities between Democrats and Republicans moneyf or impottanteocial programs.
than in the budgets that this House will con'rroday -l will 'be voting against the 'budget
sider today.
resolution -because I think that by —approving
'For example, uflilke the President's budget, this budget-we are avoiding - making tough -dothe Democratic budget does not merely pay cisions on-the-future of our 'Nation's economic
lipservice to the important programs so vital to hedlth.
the 'Nation -and so -strongly supported by the
There area lot of-good things in this budget
American people. Rather than provide rhetoric resoliition.'For-examPle, - I thirtkthe funding inabout education programs, This budget funds creases for expanding Medicaid, 'extending
them. 'In fact,lhe Democraticbudget provides Head Start-to cover more children and-to-proover five times the amount of funding for 'edu- vtdeyear-round -programs, and -AIDS research
cation aspresidentBush requested.
and treatment -are - all -steps in the right direcThis budget also-rejects Itie substantial -cuts
in Medicare 'called for by President Bush and tion.
While -these 'fundingincreases, along with a
vehemently opposed by 'seniors 'across the
decreased reliance -on defense -spending, all
country. The -$5.2 bulion Medicare cut proposed by the -president 'would -have been a bode well for the juture of our Nation and-our
back-door cut in -health care for so many of citizens, 'our economic health .will remain in
our seniors dependent -on Medicare for their danger unless —we -take some 'serious steps
medical care.

-

This budget isalso-fair for-all-of our'retirees.
Uitlike -the Bush administration's budget,
which undercut some of-our-retirees by calling
for a freeze in -the cost-of-living -adjustment
(COLA] 'for military .and -civilian retirees, the
Democrats provide a tull-4.'t-percent-COLA for
Social Secunty and Federal .and -civilian 'retir-

toward deficit reduction.
'The real Federal budget deficit is now -over
$200 billion. How -can we go - home and face
our constituents and tell them we are cutting
the deficit when $74 -billion of these so-called

savings a?e coming from the Social Security
trust funds, - trust funds that were created so
we will be able to pay'Social Security benefits
to.today's work force when they retire.
ees.
-The public will soon catch on to the games
The Democrats also reject the 'President's
cuts to .our -Nation's infrastructure, which -had we ptay to -make -it -appear -that we have
already been substantially -neglected iuring reached our deficit reduction target. 'I am sorry
the Reagan 'administration, sin -contrast, 'the to 'nave -to vote against the -budget resolution
Democratic: budget provides $1.3 billion over today. 'But-I -cannot -in -good faith vote -for a
the Predent'sbudget -for vital highway -fund- budget —that -does not honestly address this
ing.

-House Concurrent Resolution 310 --also rejects the-massive spending cuts proposed by
the administration in such important programs

as child nutrition, .EPA grants, rural housing
loans, -mtrak, - mass transit, Community Servlaos Block Grant, housing and juvenile justice.
lnstead,'thelDemoCratic budget provides for
critical investment -in several key areas—'economic competitiveness an assistance for
workers affected by defense changes; programs tor .children, including Head 'Start and
child care; programs for cnticdl -research -for
the iuture, including NASA, the -National Science F.oundation and the National Institutes -of
Health;:health,nutiitiOn and housing-programs
such as Medicaid, -AIDS research, prevention

and Ireetment, Food Stamps, WlC anti subsi-

dized and rural housing: antidrug and anticrime prograrns;restoration of the Nation's infrastructure and preservation :of the :environ-

Nation!s 'financial situation.
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reserved the right to object and is engaged In a colloquy. That gentleman
has the time.
Mr.

W!LKfl. Mr. Speaker, i thk

the gentleman for beIng loud if not enlightening, and I object.

The SPEAKER. The gentleman

NAYS—208
Ray
Hsnen
Regula
Hastert
Rhodes
Hefley
Ridge
Henry
Rinaldo
Rerger
Ritter
1111cr
Roberts
RoIIowI.Y
Robinson
Uopklna

Alexander

Applegate
Archer
Armey
Baker
Ballenger
BarnAtd

form Pennsylvania (Mr. WAi.EzR] ob-

B5rtlett

rent resolution.

Bennett

Jects. The question is on the 'oncur- Bate,

The question was taken; and the

The SPEAKER Under the rule, the Speaker announced that the ayes ap
peared to have it.
previous question Is ordered.

Roughton
Hunter
Hutto

BentleV

Bereuter

Hyde

ote
Ireland

BUraki
Biney

•Iicob
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, on that Boehiert
James
Broomfleld
I demand the yeas and nays.
re8olution.
Johnson (CT)
Browder
The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. SCHUMER. Mr. Speaker, I ask
Kuich
Br (CO)
Kolbe
The vote was taken by electronic Buechner
unanimous consent nowthat we are In
Kyl
the Whole House, having heard your device,- and there were—yeas 218, nays Bunnlng
LPaIce
Burton
eloquent words, and the words of the 208, not voting 7, as follows:
L.gomarslno
Byron
lAughlin
gentleman from Georgia who seemed
(Roll No. 89]
Callahan
Campbell (CA) Leach (IA)
to feel that there was no alternative, I
yEAS—218
-Lesth (TX)
Csn
ask unanimous consent that the PresiOibb
Lent
Ch*ndler
Obey
dential motion be allowed to be debat- Anderson
Ollckman
Lewa (CA)
cI,.an
OUfl
Oonzalez
Ltghtfoot
Clinger
ed and voted upon. The President, has AflflUflZIO
Owens (NY)
OOrdOn

The question s on the concurrent

submitted a budget to Members. It j
quite different than this budget, and
the burden of leadership is not just on

the President. It is not j*t on this
side of the aisle. It is on the whole
House. Instead of criticizing the carping, I would ask my colleagues to
permit 'this unanimous consent and
allow the President's budget to be submitted for a debate.

The SPEAKER. Is there objection
to the request of the gentleman from
New York?

Mr. WALKER. Mr. Speaker, resen'-

Ing the right to object, after that

speech, I am afraid beyond what the

Anthony
Asptn
Atkins
AuCotn

Bates
Bellenson

Bern,.i
Bevifi
Bilbra3'
Boggs

Bonior
BoTsk
Boeco

Boucher
Boxer

Bnnan
Brooks

Brown (CA)
Bruce

Bryant

Oray
Ouarlnl
Rail (OH)
Barrta
Hatcher
Hawkins
Hayes (IL)
Hayes (LA)

Hetner
Hertel

Mr. WATJCR. Mr. Speaker, that is

fine if the gentleman is asking that

the President's budget, by unanimous
consent, be brought to the floor.

Oofldlt

the Frenzel motion. Including 2 hours

kett
Darden

Mr. SCHUMER. I am asking that

of debate on the President's budget,

which was In order In the rule, except
that Mr. FRENZEL does not wish to
offer it, I would ask that this House be
given a chance to vote yes or no on the
Bush budget, instead of just criticism
of this budget. We saw what the other
alternative was.
Mr. WALKER. Mr. Speaker, further
reserving the right to object, I ak the
gentleman whether or not he is willing
to amend the request to also allow the
Rostenkowskl budget as a part of the
that reque8t?
Mr. SCHUMER. Mr Speaker, I am

sure the gentleman can make whatever request he wants, but the Frenzel
budget was made In order by the rule,

and at the last minute was pulled
back. It is quite different than the
Rostenkowski request. I do not know

what request he is speaking of, be-

Conyers
Cooper
Costello
Coyne

Hubbard
Ruckaby
Hughes
Jenkins
Johnson (SD)
John8ton

Jones (GA)
Jones (NC)

from Pennsylvania (Mr. wauczi1

KUdee

K1eka

Kolter
KoEiuayer
Lmncaater
IAflto8

Lhmzi (CA)

de Is Gsrza
Dellums

Levine (CA)
Lewa (GA)

DeITICk

Dlcks
Dingell

Dixon
Donnelly
Dorgan (ND)
Downey

DWttfl

Dwyer
Dytnally
Dyaon

Early
Eckart
Edw&rda (CA)

gel
Erdreich
&py

Ev*ns
Fascell
Fazjo

Feighan
FIske
Plippo
Poglietta
Ford(MI)

cause here we have an amendment on Fr&nk
the floor that was ready, voted on, and PrOt
was pulled back at the last mInute.
Otydo8

The SPEAKER. The gentleman

Kennelly

Lehman (FL)
Levin (MI)

DePzIo

Oeidenaon

Oephardt
Oeren

P&yne(NJ)
Paine (VA)
Pease

Pelol

Penny

Pet1nS
Pickle

Poshard
Eog1and
Hochbrueckner Price
Rangel
Hoyer

unanimous-consent request was, I am Bustnante
Csmpbell CO) Jontz
confused.
KanJoTsk
Mr. SCHtJMER. Mr. Speaker, I will Cardin
Kaptur
be happy to explaIn it again, and Carper
Clarke
Kaatenmeier
again, and again, and agaIn.
Clay
Kennedy
Clement
Oolemsi (TX)

Pillone
Panetta
Parker

Richard8on
Roe

Ro6

RotenkowskI
Rowland (GA)
Roybal
Russo
SabO

Sangmeister

8avge

8awyer
Scheuer
8chroeder
Schuiner

8eimno

BikorBkI

8kau3

Slattery
Slaughter (NY)
Smith (11)

8o1rz

Sprttt

8tuers

Stauings
8tark
Upiik
8ten1olm
Lloyd
Stokes
Lowey (NY)
8tudds
Luken. ThomM Swift
Synar
Manton
Tanner
Markey
Martinez
'Thomas (OA)
Mavrou1S

Moli

Mccloekey
-McDermott

To

TorricelU

UdaU

Miller (CA)

Valenttne
Vento

Moody
Morrison (CT>

Mrazek
Murphy

Murtha

Nagle
Na*cher
Neal (MA)
Neal (NC)
Nelaon

Now,k
Oskar

cone

Coughlln

Unoeld

VtBcloeky

Volkiner

Wilgren
Washington
Waxman
Welaa

Whest

Whittn

Wflllam
Wise
Wolpe
Wyden

Ya*ion

Uvtngston

Rowland (CT)
8a1ki
8$rPa1Iua

8axton
Schaefer
8chif I

Schneider

&huette

Schuize
Sensenbrenner

Sharp
Bhaw

Shays
Shumway

Shuster
Sisisky
Skeen

Skelton
Slaughter (VA)
LukenB. Donald Smith (NE)
Mftchtley

8mlth(NJ)
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The Clerk announced the following
pairs:
On this Vote:
Mr. Ackerman for, with Mr. Michel
against.
Mrs. Collins for, with Mr. Lewis of florida

Mr. TAILON changed his vote from
yea" to 'nay."

So the concurrent resolution was

agreed to.

The result of the vote was an-

nounced as above recorded.
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CONGRESSIONAL RECORD — HOUSE

AUTHORIZING THE CLERK TO

MAKE CORRECTIONS IN ENGROSSMENT OF HOUSE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 310,
CONCURRENT RESOLUTION ON

THE BUDGET, FISCAL YEAR
1991

Mr. PANETI'A. I ask unanimous
consent that in the engrossment of

Hcuse Concurrent Resolution 310. the
clerk be authorized to correct section
numbers, punctuation, and cross references, and to make such other technical and conforming changes es may be
necessary to reflect the actions of the
House in passing the concurrent resolution.

The SPEAKER. Is there objection
to the request of the gentleman from
CalifornIa?
There was no objection.

GENERAL LEAVE

Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker. I ask
unanimous consent that all Members
may have
legislative days within
which to revise and extend their remarks and include therein extraneous
material on House Concurrent Resolu-

tion 310, the concurrent resolution
just agreed to.

The SPEAKER. Is there objection
to the request of the gentleman from
California?
Therewas no objection.
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III

Calendar No. 533
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2D SESSION

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
MAY 4 (legislative day, APRIL 18), 1990

Received; referred to the Committee on the Budget
MAY 4 (legislative day, APRIL 18), 1990

Committee discharged pursuant to section 300 of the Congressional Budget Act of
1974, as amended; placed on the calendar

CONCURRENT RESOLUTION
Setting forth the congressional budget for the United States
Government for the fiscal years 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994,
and 1995.
1

Resolved by the Hou.se of Representatives (the Senate

2

concurring), That the budget for fiscal year 1991 is estab-

3

lished, and the appropriate budgetary levels for fiscal years

4

1992, 1993, 1994, and 1995 are hereby set forth.

5

MAXIMUM DEFICIT AMOUNTS

SEC. 2. The followiig levels and amounts in this section

6
7

are

set forth for purposes of determining, in accordance with

8 section 301(i) of the Congressional Budget and Impoundment
9

Control Act of 1974, as amended by the Balanced Budget

2
1

and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985, whether the

2 maximum deficit amount for a fiscal year has been exceeded,
3

and as set forth in this concurrent resolution, shall be consid-

4 ered to be mathematically consistent with the other amounts
5 and levels set forth in this concurrent resolution:
6
7

(1) The recommended levels of Federal revenues
are as follows:

8

Fiscal year 1991: $1,175,600,000,000.

9

Fiscal year 1992: $1,263,300,000,000.

10

Fiscal year 1993: $1,338,100,000,000.

11

(2) The appropriate levels of total new budget au-

12

thority are as follows:

13

Fiscal year 1991: $1,388,000,000,000.

14

Fiscal year 1992: $1,446,750,000,000.

15

Fiscal year 1993: $1,515,750,000,000.

16

(3) The appropriate levels of total budget outlays

17

are as follows:

18

Fiscal year 1991: $1,239,350,000,000.

19

Fiscal year 1992: $1,279,400,000,000.

20

Fiscal year 1993: $1,335,750,000,000.

21

(4)(A) The amounts of the deficits are as follows:

22

Fiscal year 1991: $63,750,000,000.

23

Fiscal year 1992: $16,100,000,000.

24

(B) The amount of the surplus is as follows:

25

Fiscal year 1993: $2,350,000,000.
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3

RECOMMENDED LEVELS AND AMOUNTS

1

2

SEC. 3. (a) The following budgetary levels are appropri-

3

ate for the fiscal years beginning on October 1, 1990, Octo-

4 ber
5
6
7

1,

1991, October

1,

1992, October

1,

1993, and

October 1, 1994:

(1) The recommended levels of Federal revenues
are as follows:

8

Fiscal year 1991: $863,050,000,000.

9

Fiscal year 1992: $927,450,000,000.

10

Fiscal year 1993: $982,900,000,000.

11

Fiscal year 1994: $1,040,550,000,000.

12

Fiscal year 1995: $1,102,250,000,000.

13

and the amounts by which the aggregate levels of Fed-

14

eral revenues should be increased are as follows:

15

Fiscal year 1991: $18,600,000,000.

16

Fiscal year 1992: $22,600,000,000.

17

Fiscal year 1993: $22,900,000,000.

18

Fiscal year 1994: $25,450,000,000.

19

Fiscal year 1995: $27,400,000,000.

20

and the amounts for Federal Insurance Contributions

21

Act revenues for hospital insurance within the recom-

22

mended levels of Federal revenues are as follows:

23

Fiscal year 1991: $74,750,000,000.

24

Fiscal year 1992: $80,050,000,000.

25

Fiscal year 1993: $84,550,000,000.
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4
1

Fiscal year 1994: $91,000,000,000.

2

Fiscal year 1995: $97,000,000,000.

3

4

(2) The appropriate levels of total new budget
authority are as follows:

5

Fiscal year 1991: $1,079,250,000,000.

6

Fiscal year 1992: $1,117,350,000,000.

7

Fiscal year 1993: $1,163,950,000,000.

8

Fiscal year 1994: $1,193,300,000,000.

9

Fiscal year 1995: $1,236,400,000,000.

10
11

(3) The appropriate levels of total budget outlays
are as follows:

12

Fiscal year 1991: $1,005,000,000,000.

13

Fiscal year 1992: $1,035,350,000,000.

14

Fiscal year 1993: $1,081,800,000,000.

15

Fiscal year 1994: $1,115,800,000,000.

16

Fiscal year 1995: $1,153,250,000,000.

17

(4)(A) The amounts of the deficits are as follows:

18

Fiscal year 1991: $141,950,000,000.

19

Fiscal year 1992: $107,900,000,000.

20

Fiscal year 1993: $98,900,000,000.

21

Fiscal year 1994: $75,250,000,000.

22

Fiscal year 1995: $51,000,000,000.

23

24

(5) The appropriate levels of the public debt are
as follows:

Fiscal year 1991: $3,315,850,000,000.

25
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5
1

Fiscal year 1992: $3,479,150,000,000.

2

Fiscal year 1993: $3,639,700,000,000.

3

Fiscal year 1994: $3,774,500,000,000.

4

Fiscal year 1995: $3,885,650,000,000.

5

(6) The appropriate levels of total Federal credit

6

activity for the fiscal years beginning on October 1,

7

1990, October 1, 1991, October 1, 1992, October 1,

8

1993, and October 1, 1994, are as follows:
Fiscal year 1991:

9

(A)

10

New

direct

loan

obligations,.

$21,250,000,000.

11

(B) New primary loan guarantee com-

12
13

mitments, $103,450,000,000.

14

Fiscal year 1992:
(A)

15

New

direct

loan

obligations,

$18,100,000,000.

16

(B) New primary loan guarantee com-

17

18

mitments, $104,400,000,000.

19

Fiscal year 1993:

20

(A)

New

direct

loan

obligations,

$18,350,000,000.

21

(B) New primary loan guarantee com-

22
23

mitments, $107,100,000,000.

24

Fiscal year 1994:
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6
(A)

1

New

direct

loan

obligations,

$18,750,000,000.

2

(B) New primary loan guarantee corn-

3

4

mitments, $110,350,000,000.

5

Fiscal year 1995:

6

(A)

New

direct

loan

obligations,

$19,000,000,000.

7

(B) New primary loan guarantee corn-

8

mitments, $113,750,000,000.

9

10

(b) The Congress hereby determines and declares the

11

appropriate levels of budget authority and budget outlays,

12 and the appropriate levels of new direct loan obligations and

13 new primary loan guarantee commitments for fiscal years
14 1991 through 1995 for each major functional category are:
15

(1) National Defense (050):

16

Fiscal year 1991:

17

(A)

18

New

budget

authority,

$283,000,000,000.

19

(B) Outlays, $295,450,000,000.

20

(0) New direct loan obligations, $0.

21

(D) New primary loan guarantee com-

22

mitments, $0.

23

Fiscal year 1992:

24

(A)

25

New

$280;500,000,000.
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budget

authority,

7
1

(B) Outlays, $287,450,000,000.

2

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

3

(B) New primary loan guarantee com-

4

mitments, $0.

5

Fiscal year 1993:
(A)

6

New

budget

authority,

$275,350,000,000.

7

8

(B) Outlays, $277,800,000,000.

9

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(B) New primary loan guarantee com-

10
11

mitments, $0.

12

Fiscal year 1994:
(A)

13

New

budget

authority,

$270,400,000,000.

14
15

(B) Outlays, $275,100,000,000.

16

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

17

(B) New primary loan guarantee com-

18

mitments, $0.

19

Fiscal year 1995:

20

(A)

New

budget

authority,

$265,550,000,000.

21

22

(B) Outlays, $266,600,000,000.

23

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

24

(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.

25
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8
1

2

3

4

(2) International Affairs (150):

Fiscal year 1991:
(A)

New

budget

authority,

$20,300,000,000.

5

(B) Outlays, $17,600,000,000.

6

(C)

7

8

9

10
11

12

New

direct

loan

obligations,

$1,950,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee cornmitments, $7,000,000,000.
Fiscal year. 1992:
(A)

budget

New

authority,

$20,350,000,000.

13

(B) Outlays, $18,550,000,000.

14

(C)

15
16

New

direct

(D) New primary loan guarantee cornmitments, $7,250,000,000.

18

Fiscal year 1993:

20

obligations,

$2,050,000,000.

17

19

loan

(A)

New

authority,

budget

$20,700,000,000.

21

(B) Outlays, $19,000,000,000.

22

(C)

23

24
25

New

direct

loan

obligations,

$2,100,000,000.

(B) New primary loan guarantee cornmitments, $7,500,000,000.

9

Fiscal year 1994:

1

2

New

(A)

budget

authority,

$21,350,000,000.

3

4

(B) Outlays, $19,150,000,000.

5

(C)

New

direct

loan

obligations,,

$2,200,000,000.

6

(D) New primary loan guarantee corn-

7

8

mitments, $7,700,000,000,

9

Fiscal year 1995:

10

New

(A)

budget

authority,

$22,300,000,000.

11

12

(B) Outlays, $20,050,000,000.

13

(C)

14

19

20
21

loan

obligations,

(D) New primary loan guarantee corn-

16

18

direct

$2,250,000,000.

15

17

New

mitments, $8,050,000,000.
(3)

General Science,

Space,

and Technology

(250):

Fiscal year 1991:
(A)

New

budget

authority,

$16,650,000,000.

22

(B) Outlays, $16,000,000,000.

23

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

24

(ED) New primary loan guarantee com

25

mitments, $0-
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10

Fiscal year 1992:

1

(A)

2

New

budget

authority,

$19,700,000,000.

3

4

(B) Outlays, $18,550,000,000.

5

(0) New direct loan obligations, $0.

6

(IJ) New primary loan guarantee corn-

7

mitments, $0.

8

Fiscal year 1993:
(A)

9

New

budget

authority,

$21,200,000,000.

10
11

(B) Outlays, $20,250,000,000.

12

(0) New direct loan obligations, $0.

13

(B) New primary loan guarantee com-

14

mitments, $0.

15

Fiscal year 1994:

16

(A)

New

budget

authority,

$22,250,000,000.

17

18

(B) Outlays, $21,600,000,000.

19

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

20

(IJ) New primary loan guarantee com-

21

mitments, $0.

22

Fiscal year 1995:

23

(A)

New

budget

$23,050,000,000.

24

(B) Outlays, $22,550,000,000.

25
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authority,

11.
1

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

2

(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.

3

4

(4) Energy (270):

Fiscal year 1991:

5
6

New

(A)

budget

authority,

$6,050,000,000.

7

8

(B) Outlays, $4,150,000,000.

9

(C)

10

New

direct

loan

obligations,

$2,000,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee com-

11

12

mitments, $0.

13

Fiscal year 1992:

14

New

(A)

15

budget

authority,

$5,300,000,000.

16

(B) Outlays, $4,100,000,000.

17

(C)

18

New

direct

loan

obligations,

$1,650,000,000.

19

(ID) New primary loan guarantee com-

20

mitments, $0.

21

Fiscal year 1993:

22

(A)

23

New

budget

$6,100,000,000.

24

(B) Outlays, $4,900,000,000.
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authority,

12
(C)

1

New

loan

direct

obligations,

$1,950,000,000.

2

(D) New primary loan guarantee com-

3

4

mitments, $0.

5

Fiscal year 1994:
New

(A)

6

authority,

budget

$6,600,000,000.

7

8

(B) Outlays, $5,250,000,000.

9

(C)

New

direct

loan

obligations,

$2,150,000,000.

10

(ID) New primary loan guarantee com-

11

12

mitments, $0.

13

Fiscal year 1995:
New

(A)

14

$7,050,000,000.

15

16

(B) Outlays, $5,000,000,000.

17

(C)

New

direct

loan

obligations,

$2,350,000,000.

18

(ID) New primary loan guarantee corn-

19

mitments, $0.

20
21

authority,

budget

(5) Natural Resources and Environment (300):

Fiscal year 1991:

22

23

(A)

New

budget

$18,800,000,000.

24

(B) Outlays, $19,000,000,000.

25
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authority,

13

New

1

(C)

2

$50,000,000.

loan

direct

obligations,

(B) New primary loan guarantee com-

3

4

mitments, $0.

5

Fiscal year 1992:
authority,

budget

New

(A)

6

$19,850,000,000.

7

8

(B) Outlays, $19,800,000,000.

9

(C)

10

$50,000,000.

New

loan

direct

obligations,

(B) New primary loan guarantee com-

11
12

mitments, $0.

13

Fiscal year 1993:
New

(A)

14

authority,

budget

$20,550,000,000.

15
16

(B) Outlays, $20,500,000,000.

17

(0)

18

$50,000,000.

New

threct

loan

obligations,

(D) New primary loan guarantee com-

19

20

mitments, $0.

21

Fiscal year 1994:
(A)

22
23

New

budget

$21,250,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $20,950,000,000.

24

£IWflN

i1 P1S

authority,

14

I

(C)

2

$50,000,000.

New

direct

loan

obligations,

(D) New primary ban guarantee corn-

3

4

mitments, $0.

5

Fiscal year 1995:

6

New

(A)

hudgc.

$22,000,000,000.

7

8

(B) Outlays, $21,400,000,000.

9

(C)

10

direct

loan

ohligions,

$100,000,000.

11

(ID) New primary loan guaraiitee corn-

12
13

New

mitments, $0.
(6) Agriculture (350):

14

Fiscal year 1991:

15

(A)

16

New

budget

authority,

$19,400,000,000.

17

(B) Outlays, $15,600,000,000.

18

(C)

19

New

direct

loan

obligations,

$9,100,000,000.

20

(B) New primary loan guarantee corn-

21

mitments, $7,000,000,000.

22

Fiscal year 1992:

23

(A)

24

NeW

budget

$21,350,000,000.

25

(B) Outlays, $15,900,000,000.
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authority,

I

(C)

New

direct

loan

obligations,

$8,950,000,000.

2

(D) New primary loan guarantee corn-

3

4

mitments, $7,250,000,000.

5

Fiscal year 1993:
(A)

6

authority,

budget

New

$18,400,000,000.

7

8

(B) Outlays,. $14,200,000,000.

9

(C)

New

direct

loan

obiigatkns.,

$8,800,000,000.

10

CD) New primary loan guarantee corn-

11

12

mitments, $6,650,000,000.

13

Fiscal year 1994:
(A)

14

New

authority,

budget

$16,650,000,000.

15

16

(B) Outlays, $13,750,000,000.

17

(0)

New

direct

loan

obIigation,

$8,750,000,000.

18

(D) New primary loan guarantee corn-

19

20

mitments, $6,700,000,000.

21

Fiscal year 1995:

22

(A)

New

budget

$17,500,000,000.

23

(B) Outlays, $12,900,000,000.

24
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authority,

16
(C)

1

2

direct

loan

obligations,

$8,600,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee corn-

3

4
5

New

mitments, $6,750,000,000.
(7) Commerce and Housing Credit (370):

Fiscal year 1991:

6

(A)

7

New

budget

authority,

$44,800,000,000.

8

(B) Outlays, $45,350,000,000.

9

10

(C)

New

direct

loan

obligations,

$6,100,000,000.

11

12

(B) New primary loan guarantee corn-

13

mitments, $60,300,000,000.

14

Fiscal year 1992:

15

(A)

New

authority,

budget

$15,050,000,000.

16
17

(B) Outlays, $5,050,000,000.

18

(C)

19

New

direct

loan

obligations,

$3,400,000,000.

20

(D) New primary loan guarantee corn-

21

mitments, $59,750,000,000.

22

Fiscal year 1993:

23

(A)

24

New

budget

$27,150,000,000.

25

(B) Outlays, $15,350,000,000.
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authority,

17
1

2
3

(C)

loan

direct

New

$3,500,000,000.

(B) New primary loan guarantee com-

4

mitments, $62,100,000,000.

5

Fiscal year 1994:

6
7

obligations,

(A)

$15,650,000,000.

8

(B) Outlays, $2,850,000,000.

9

(C)

10
11

New

loan

direct

(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $64,550,000,000.

13

Fiscal year 1995:

15

(A)

(13)

17

(C)

19
2Q

21

22
23

24
25

budget

New

authority,

$17,250,000,000.

16

18

obligations,

$3,600,000,000.

12

14

authority,

budget

New

Outlays, $5,000,000,000.
New•

direct

loan

obligations,

$3,700,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee cornmitments, $67,050,000,000.
(8) Transportation (400):

Fiscal year 1991:
(A)

New

budget

$31,850,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $30,650,000,000.
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authority,

18

New

1

(C)

2

$50,000,000.

direct

loan

obligations,

(D) New primary loan guarantee corn-

3

4

mitments, $0.

5

Fiscal year 1992:

6

New

(A)

budget

authority,

$33,500,000,000.

7

8

(B) Outlays, $32,450,000,000.

9

(C)

10

$50,000,000.

New

direct

loan

obligations,

(D) New primary loan guarantee corn-

11

12

mitments, $0.

13

Fiscal year 1993:

14

New

(A)

15

budget

authority,

$35,200,000,000.

16

(B) Outlays, $34,400,000,000.

17

(C)

18

$50,000,000.

New

direct

loan

obligations,

(D) New primary loan guarantee corn-

19

20

mitments, $0.

21

Fiscal year 1994:

22

(A)

23

New

budget

$36,850,000,000.

24

(B) Outlays, $36,850,000,000.
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authority,

19

New

1

(0)

2

$50,000,000.

loan

direct

obligations,

CD) New primary loan guarantee corn-

3

4

mitments, $0.

5

Fiscal year 1995:
authority,

budget

New

(A)

6

$38,250,000,000.

7

8

(B) Outlays, $39,350,000,000.

9

(C)

10

$50,000,000.

direct

loan

obligations,

(B) New primary loan guarantee com-

11

mitments, $0.

12
13

New

(9) Community and Regional Development (450):

Fiscal year 1991:

14

(A)

15

New

authority,

budget

$8,300,000,000.

16
17

(B) Outlays, $7,850,000,000.

18

(C)

New

direct

loan

obligations,

$1,150,000,000.

19

(B) New primary loan guarantee com-

20
21

mitments, $400,000,000.

22

Fiscal year 1992:

23

(A)

New

budget

$8,250,000,000.

24

(B) Outlays, $7,800,000,000.

25
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authority,

20

(0)

1

New

direct

loan

obligations,

$1,200,000,000.

2

(B) New primary loan guarantee com-

3

4

mitments, $350,000,000.

5

Fiscal year 1993:

6

(A)

New

budget

authority,

$8,300,000,000.

7

8

(B) Outlays, $7,750,000,000.

9

(0)

New

direct

loan

obligations,

$1,200,000,000.

10

(D) New primary loan guarantee com-

11

12

mitments, $400,000,000.

13

Fiscal year 1994:

14

(A)

15

New

budget

authority,

$8,750,000,000.

16

(B) Outlays, $8,100,000,000.

17

(0)

New

direct

loan

obligations,

$1,250,000,000.

18

(D) New primary loan guarantee corn-

19

20

mitments, $400,000,000.

21

Fiscal year 1995:

22

(A)

New

budget

$8,900,000,000.

23

24

(B) Outlays, $8,400,000,000.
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authority,

21
(C)

1

obligations,

(B) New primary loan guarantee com-

3

mitments, $400,000,000.

4

6

loan

direct

$1,300,000,000.

2

5

New

(10)

Employment,

Training,

Education,

and

Social Services (500):
Fiscal year 1991:

7

authority,

budget

New

(A)

8

$48,700,000,000.

9

10

(B) Outlays, $43,150,000,000.

11

(C)

12

$50,000,000.

New

loan

direct

obligations,

(B) New primary loan guarantee comrn

13

14

mitments, $12,800,000,000.

15

Fiscal year 1992:
New

(A)

16

authority,

budget

$53,450,000,000.

17

18

(B) Outlays, $51,650,000,000.

19

(C)

20

$50,000,000.

New

direct

loan

obligations,

(D) New primary loan guarantee com-

21

22

mitments, $13,500,000,000.

23

Fiscal year 1993:
(A)

24

New

$55,150,000,000.

25
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budget

authority,

22
I

(B) Outlays, $54,250,000,000.

2

(C)

3

$50,000,000.

New

direct

loan

obligations,

(B) New primary loan guarantee corn-

4
5

mitments, $13,850,000,000.

6

Fiscal year 1994:
New

(A)

7

authority,

budget

$57,950,000,000.

8

(B) Outlays, $56,600,000,000.

9

New

10

(C)

11

$50,000,000.

direct

loan

obligations,

(.D) New primary loan guarantee com-

12
13

mitments, $14,000,000,000.

14

Fiscal year 1995:

15

New

(A)

authority,

budget

$60,800,000,000.

16
17

(B) Outlays, $59,150,000,000.

18

(C)

19

$50,000,000.

direct

loan

obligations,

(D) New primary loan guarantee corn-

20

mitments, $14,100,000,000.

21

22

New

(11) Health (550):

Fiscal year 1991:

23
24

(A)

New

$67,750,000,000.

25
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budget

authority,

23
1

(B) Ouflays, $66,050,000,000.

2

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

3

(D) New primary loan guarantee corn-

4

mitments, $300,000,000.

5

Fiscal year 1992:
(A)

6

New

budget

authority,

$76,350,000,000.

7

8

(B) Outlays, $75,650,000,000.

9

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee com-

10
11

mitments, $300,000,000.

12

Fiscal year 1993:
(A)

13

New

budget

authority,

$84,150,000,000.

14

15

(B) Outlays, $83,650,000,000.

16

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

17

(D) New primary loan guarantee com-

18

mitments, $300,000,000.

19

Fiscal year 1994:

20

(A)

New

budget

authority,

$92,850,000,000.

21

22

(B) Outlays, $92,100,000,000.

23

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

24

(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $350,000,000.

25
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24

Fiscal year 1995:

1

2

(A)

New

budget

authority,

$102,200,000,000.

3

4

(B) Outlays, $101,150,000,000.

5

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

6

(D) New primary loan guarantee cornmitments, $350,000,000.

7

8

(12) Medicare (570):

Fiscal year 1991:

9

10

(A)

New

budget

authority,

$124,750,000,000.

11

12

(B) Outlays, $103,300,000,000.

13

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

14

(D) New primary loan guarantee corn-

15

mitments, $0.

16

Fiscal year 1992:

17

(A)

New

budget

authority,

$136,850,000,000.

18
19

(B) Outlays, $117,800,000,000.

20

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

21

(D) New primary loan guarantee corn-

22

mitments, $0.

23

Fiscal year 1993:

24

(A)

25

New

$151,000,000,000.
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budget.

authority,

25
1

(B) Outlays, $132,650,000,000.

2

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

3

(B) New primary loan guarantee corn-

4

mitments, $0.

5

Fiscal year 1994:

6
7

(A)

budget

New

authority,

$166,150,000,000.

8

(B) Outlays, $148,750,000,000.

9

(C) New direct loan

New primary loan guarantee corn-

10

(B)

11

mitments, $0.

12

Fiscal year 1995:

13
14

(A)

obligations, $0.

budget

New

authority,

$182,150,000,000.

15

(B) Outlays, $166,000,000,000.

16

(C) New direct loan

17

(D) New primary loan guarantee corn-

18

mitments, $0.

19

(13) Income. Security (600):

20

Fiscal year 1991:

21

22

obligations, $0.

(A)

budget

New

authority,

$202,200,000,000.

23

(B) Outlays, $156,500,000,000.

24

(C)

25

New

$100,000,000.
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direct

loan

obligations,

26

(D) New primary loan guarantee com-

1

2

mitments, $0.

3

Fiscal year 1992:

4

New

(A)

budget

authority,

$210,800,000,000.

5
6

(B) Outlays, $165,300,000,000.

7

(C)

8

New

direct

loan

obligations,

$iOO,000,000.

(ID) New primary loan guarantee corn-

9

10

mitments, $0.

11

Fiscal year 1993:

12

New

(A)

budget

authority,

$219,100,000,000.

13
14

(B) Outlays, $176,000,000,000.

15

(C)

16

New

direct

loan

obligations,

$100,000,000.

17

(D) New primary loan guarantee com-

18

mitments, $0.

19

Fiscal year 1994:

20

(A)

New

budget

authority,

$230,300,000,000.

21

22

(B) Outlays, $187,450,000,000.

23

(C)

24

New

$100,000,000.
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direct

loan

obligations,

27

(D)Newpriinaryloanguaranteecom..

1

2

mltments, $0.

3

FIscal year 1995:

4

New

(A)

5

budget

authority,

$239,750,000,000.

6

(B) Outlays, $196,450,000,000.

7

(0)

8

direct

loan

obligations,

$100,000,000.

9

(1)) New primary lean guarantee coin-

10
11

New

auitaents, $0.
(14) Social Security (650):

12

Fiscal year 1991:.

13

New

(A)

14

budget

authority,

$3,800,000,000.

15

(B) Outlays, $3,800,000,000.

16

(0) New direct loan obligations, $0.

17

(1)) New primary loan guarantee corn-

18

mitments, $0.

19

Fiscal year 1992:

20

(A)

21

New

budget

authority,

$4,450,000,000,

22

(B) Outlays, $4,450,000,000..

23

(0) New direct loan obligations, $0.

24

(D) New primary loan guarantee corn-

25

mitments, $0.
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Fiscal year 1993:

1

2

New

(A)

budget

authority,

$4,850,000,000.

3

4

(B) Outlays, $4,850,000,000.

5

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

6

(D) New primary loan guarantee com-

7

mitments, $0.

8

Fiscal year 1994:

9

(A)

10

New

budget

authority,

$5350,0O0,000.

11

(B) Outlays, $5,350,000,000.

12

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

13

(ID) New primary loan guarantee com-

14

mitments, $0.

15

Fiscal year 1995:

16

(A)

17

New

budget

authority,

$5,900,000,000.

18

(B) Outlays, $5,900,000,000.

19

(0) New direct loan obligations, $0.

20

(D) New primary loan guarantee com-

21

22

mitments, $0.
(15) Veterans Benefits and Services (700):

Fiscal year 1991:

23

24

(A)

New

$32,000,000,000.

25
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budget

authority,

29
1

(B) Outlays, $31,550,000,000.

2

(C)

New

direct

loan

obligations,

$700,000,000.

3

(D) New primary loan guarantee corn-

4
5

mitments, $15,650,000,000.

6

Fiscal year 1992:
(A)

7

authority,

budget

New

$33,050,000,000.

8

(B) Outlays, $32,450,000,000.

9

(C)

10
11

New

direct

loan

obligations,

$600,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee corn-

12
13

mitments, $16,000,000,000.

14

Fiscal year 1993:
(A)

15

New

authority,

budget

$34,000,000,000.

16
17

(B) Outlays, $33,600,000,000.

18

(C)

New

direct

loan

obligations,

$550,000,000.

19

D) New primary loan guarantee corn-

20
21

mitments, $16,300,000,000.

22

Fiscal year 1994:

23

(A)

24

New

budget

$35,050,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $36,200,000,000.

25
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authority,

30
(C)

1

2

New

direct

loan

obligations,

$550,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee com-

3

4

mitments-, $16,650,000,000.

5

Fiscal year 1995:

6

New

(A)

budget

authority,

$36,000,000,000.

7

8

(B) Outlays, $36,000,000,000.

9

(C)

10

direct

loan

obligations,

$500,000,000.

(B) New primary loan guarantee com-

11

12
13

New

mitments, $17,050,000,000.
(16) Administration of Justice (750):

14

Fiscal year 1991:

15

New

(A)

16

budget

authority,

$12,750,000,000.

17

(B) Outlays, $12,550,000,000.

18

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

19

(D)

20

mitments, $0.

21

Fiscal year 1992:

22

(A)

23

New primary loan guarantee com-

New

budget

authority,

$13,450,000,000.

24

(B) Outlays, $1 3,800,000,000.

25

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
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31

(B) New primary loan guarantee com-

1

2

mitments, $0.

3

Fiscal year 1993:

4

(A)

New

budget

authurity,

$14,550,000,000.

5
6

(B) Outlays, $14,550,000,000.

7

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

8

(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.

9

Fiscal year 1994:

10
11

(A)

12

New

budget

authority,

$14,950,000,000.

13

(B) Outlays, $14,850,000,000.

14

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

15

(B) New primary loan guarantee com-

16

mitments, $0.

17

Fiscal year 1995:

18

(A)

New

budget

authority,

$15,550,000,000.

19

20

(B) Outlays, $15,350,000,000.

21

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

22

(D) New primary loan guarantee com-

23

24

mitments,, $0.

(17) General Government (800):

Fiscal year 1991:

25
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32

New

(A)

1

budget

authority,

$12,900,000,000.

2
3

(B) Outlays, $11,450,000,000.

4

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

5

(B) New primary loan guarantee corn-

6

mitments, $0.

7

Fiscal year 1992:

8

(A)

New

budget

authority,

$12,850,000,000.

9

10

(B) Outlays, $12,350,000,000.

11

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

12

(B) New primary loan guarantee corn-

13

mitments, $0.

14

Fiscal year 1993:

15

(A)

New

budget

authority,

$12,950,000,000.

16
17

(B) Outlays, $12,850,000,000.

18

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

19

(B) New primary loan guarantee corn-

20

mitments, $0.

21

Fiscal year 1994:

22

(A)

New

budget

authority,

$13,050,000,000.

23

24

(B) Outlays, $13,000,000,000.

25

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
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primary loan guarantee com-

1

(D) New

2

mitments, $0.

3

Fiscal year 1995:
New

(A)

4

budget

authority,

$13,650,000,000.

5
6

(B) Outlays, $13,450,000,000.

7

(C)

8

(B) New primary loan guarantee com-

New direct loan obligations, $0.

9

mitments, $0.

10

(18) Net Interest (900):

Fiscal year 1991:

11

(A)

12

New

budget

authority,

$204,100,000,000.

13
14

(B) Outlays, $204,100,000,000.

15

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

16

(B) New primary loan guarantee com-

17

mitments, $0.

18

Fiscal year 1992:
(A)

19

20

New

budget

authority,

$212,450,000,000.

21

(B) Outlays, $212,450,000,000.

22

(C) New direct loan obligations,

23

(D) New primary loan guarantee com-

24

mitments, $0.

25

Fiscal year 1993:
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$0.

34

New

(A)

1

budget

authority,

$222,600,000,000.

2
3

(B) Outlays, $222,600,000,000.

4

(0) New direct loan obligations, $0.

5

(D) New primary loan guarantee com-

6

mitments, $0.

7

Fiscal year 1994:

8

New

(A)

budget

authority,

$230,200,000,000,

9

10

(B) Outlays, $230,200,000,000.

11

(0) New direct loan obligations, $0.

12

(D) New primary loan guarantee com-

13

mitments, $0.

14

Fiscal year 1995:

15

(A)

16

New

budget

authority,

$235,500,000,000.

17

(B) Outlays, $235,500,000,000.

18

(0) New direct loan obligations, $0.

19

(D) New primary loan guarantee com-

20

mitments, $0.

21

(19) Allowances (920):

22

Fiscal year 1991:

23

(A)

24

New

budget

authority,

—$40,150,000,000.

25

(B) Outlays, —$40,150,000,000.
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1

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

2

(D) New primary loan guarantee com-

3

mitments, $0.

4

Fiscal year 1992:
(A)

5

New

budget

authority,

—$19,500,000,000.

6
7

(B) Outlays, —$19,500,000,000.

8

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

9

(D) New primary loan guarantee com-

10

mitments, $0.

11

Fiscal year 1993:
(A)

12

New

budget

authority,

—$25,250,000,000.

13

14

(B) Outlays, —$25,250,000,000.

15

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

16

(D) New primary loan guarantee com-

17

mitments, $0.

18

Fiscal year 1994:

19

(A)

New

budget

authority,

—$28,150,000,000.

20
21

(B) Outlays, —$28,150,000,000.

22

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

23

(D) New primary loan guarantee com-

24

mitments, $0.

25

Fiscal year 1995:
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New

(A)

1

budget

authority,

—$30,750,000,000.

2

3

(B) Outlays, —$30,750,000,000.

4

(0) New direct loan obligations, $0.

5

(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.

6
7

(20) Tlndistributed Offsetting Receipts (950):

Fiscal year 1991:

8

9

(A)

10

New

budget

authority,

—$38,700,000,000.

11

(B) Outlays, —$38,950,000,000.

12

(0) New direct loan obligations, $0.

13

(D) New primary loan guarantee corn-

14

mitments, $0.

15

Fiscal year 1992:

16

(A)

New

budget

authority,

—$40,700,000,000.

17

18

(B) Outlays, —$40,700,000,000.

19

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

20

(D) New primary loan guarantee corn-

21

rnitrnents, $0.

22

Fiscal year 1993:

23

(A)

24

New

budget

authority,

—$42,100,000,000.

(B) Outlays, —$42,100,000,000.

25
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1

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

2

(D) New primary loan guarantee com-

3

mitments, $0.

4

Fiscal year 1994:

5

(A)

New

budget

authority,

—$44,150,000,000.

6
7

(B) Outlays, —$44,150,000,000.

8

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

9

(D) New primary loan guarantee com-

10

mitments, $0.

11

Fiscal year 1995:

12

(A)

New

budget

authority,

—$46,200,000,000.

13

14

(B) Outlays, —$46,200,000,000.

15

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

16

(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.

17

RECONCILIATION

18
19

SEC. 4. (a) Not later than July 16, 1990, the commit-

20 tees named in subsections (b) and (c) of this section shall
21

submit their recommendations to the Committees on the

22 Budget of their respective Houses. After receiving those rec23 ommendations, the Committees on the Budget shall report to

24 the House and Senate a reconciliation bill or resolution or
25 both carrying out all such recommendations without any sub26 stantive revision.
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HOUSE COMMITTEES

1

2

(b)(1) The House Committee on Agriculture shall report

3

(A) changes in laws within its jurisdiction which provide

4

spending authority as defined in section 401(c)(2)(C) of the

5

Congressional Budget Act of 1974, sufficient to reduce

6 budget authority and outlays, (B) changes in laws within its
7

jurisdiction which provide spending authority other than as

8

defined in section 401(c)(2)(C) of the Act, sufficient. to reduce

9 budget authority and outlays, or (C) any combina.tion thereof,
10

as

11

$948,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1991, $1,771,000,000

12

in budget. authority and $1,771,000,000 in outlays in fiscal

follows:

$964,000,000

13 year 1992, $2,078,000,000
14 $2,078,000,000

in

outlays

budget

in

in

in

budget
fiscal

authority

authority

year

and

and

1993,

15

$2,087,000,000 in budget authority and $2,087,000,000 in

16

outlays in fiscal year 1994, and $2,094,000,000 in budget

17

authoritv.and $2,094,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1995.

18

(2) The House Committee on Banking, Finance and

19 Urban Affairs shall report (A) changes in laws within its ju-

20 risdiction which provide spending authority as defined in sec21

tion 401(c)(2)(C) of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974,

22

sufficient to reduce budget authority and outlays, (B) changes

23 in laws within its jurisdiction which provide spending author-

24 ity other than as defined in section 401(c)(2)(C) of the Act,
25 sufficient to reduce budget authority and outlays, or (C) any
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combination thereof, as follows: $155,000,000 in budget au-

2

thority and $155,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1991,

3

$155,000,000 in budget authority and $155,000,000 in out-

4

lays in fiscal year 1992, $155,000,000 in budget authority

5 and $155,000,000

in

outlays

in

year

fiscal

1993,

6 $155,000,000 in budget authority and $155,000,000 in out7

lays

in fiscal year 1994, $155,000,000 in budget authority

8 and $155,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1995.

(3) The House Committee on Energy and Commerce

9

10 shall report (A) changes in laws within its jurisdiction which
11

provide spending authority as defined in section 401(c)(2)(C)

12

of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974, sufficient to reduce

13 budget authority and outlays, (B) changes in laws within its

14 jurisdiction which provide spending authority other than as
15 defined in section 401(c)(2)(C) of the Act, sufficient to reduce

16 budget authority and outlays, or (C) any combination thereof,
17

follows:

as

$349,000,000

in

budget

authority

and

18 $2,049,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1991, $321,000,000
19

in budget authority and $2,621,000,000 in outlays in fiscal

20 year

1992,

$333,000,000

in

budget

authority

and

21

$2,833,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1993, $345,000,000

22

in budget authority and $3,045,000,000 in outlays in fiscal

23 year 1994, and $363,000,000 in budget authority and
24 $3,263,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1995.
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(4) The House Oommittee on Interior and Insular Af-

2

fairs shall report (A) changes in laws within its jurisdiction

3

which provide spending authority as defined in section

4 401(c)(2)(O) of the Oongressional Budget Act of 1974, suffi5

cient to reduce budget authority and outlays, (B) changes in

6 laws within its jurisdiction which provide spending authority
7

other than as defined in section 401(c)(2)(O) of the Act, suffi-

8

cient to reduce budget authority and outlays, or (0) any corn-

9

bination thereof, as follows: $343,000,000 in budget author-

10 ity

and $327,000,000

in outlays in fiscal year

1991,

11

$365,000,000 in budget authority and $365,000,000 in out-

12

lays in fiscal year 1992, $377,000,000 in budget authority

13 and

$377,000,000

in

outlays

in

fiscal

year

1993,

14 $389,000,000 in budget authority and $389,000,000 in out15 lays in fiscal year 1994, and $407,000,000 in budget author16 ity and $407,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1995.
17

(5) The House Oommittee on Merchant Marine and

18 Fisheries shall report (A) changes in laws within its jurisdic19 tion which provide spending authority as defined in section

20 401(c)(2)(0) of the Oongressional Budget Act of 1974, suffi21

cient to reduce budget authority and outlays, (B) changes in

22 laws within its jurisdiction which provide spending authority
23 other than as defined in section 401(c)(2)(C) of the Act, suffi24 cient to reduce budget authority and outlays, or (C) any corn-

25 bination thereof, as follows: $200,000,000 in budget author-
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ity

and $200,000,000 in outlays

in fiscal year

1991,

2 $208,000,000 in budget authority and $208,000,000 in out3

lays in fiscal year 1992, $216,000,000 in budget authority

4 and $216,000,000

in

outlays

in

fiscal

year

1993,

5 $223,000,000 in budget authority and $223,000,000 in out6 lays in fiscal year 1994, and $230,000,000 in budget author7

8

ity and $230,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1995.

(6) The House Committee on Post Office and Civil

9 Service shall report (A) changes in laws within its jurisdiction

10 which provide spending authority as defined in section
11

401(c)(2)(C) of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974, suffi-

12 cient to change budget authority and outlays, (B) changes in
13

laws within its jurisdiction which provide spending authority

14 other than as defined in section 401(c)(2)(C) of the Act, suffi15 cient to change budget authority and outlays, or (C) any com-

16 bination thereof, as follows: reduce by $0 in budget authority

17 and $1,000,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1991, reduce by

18 $0 in budget authority and $720,000,000 in outlays in fiscal

19 year 1992, increase

by

$0

in budget

authority and

20 $60,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1993, increase by $0 in

21 budget authority and $70,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year
22

1994,

and increase

by

$0

in

budget authority

and

23 $70,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1995.
24

(7) The House Committee on Veterans' Affairs shall

25 report (A) changes in laws within its jurisdiction which pro•HCON 310 PCS
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vide spending authority as defined in section 401(c)(2)(C) of

2

the Congressional Budget Act of 1974, sufficient to reduce

3

budget authority and outlays, (B) changes in laws within its

4 jurisdiction which provide spending authority other than as
5 defined in section 401(c)(2)(C) of the Act, sufficient to reduce

6 budget authority and outlays, or (C) any combination thereof,
7

as

follows:

$220,000,000

budget

in

authority

and

8 $220,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1991, $230,000,000
9

in budget authority and $230,000,000 in outlays in fiscal

10 year

1992,

$240,000,000

budget

in

authority

and

11

$240,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1993, $250,000,000

12

in budget authority and $250,000,000 in outlays in fiscal

13 year 1994, and $260,000,000

in

budget authority and

14 $260,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1995.
15

(8)(A) The House Committee on Ways and Means shall

16 report (i) changes in laws within its jurisdiction which provide
17

spending authority as defined in section 401(c)(2)(C) of the

18 Congressional Budget Act of 1974, sufficient to reduce
19 budget authority and outlays as follows: $0 in budget author20 ity and $1,700,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1991, $0 in
21

budget authority and $2,300,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year

22

1992, $0 in budget authority and $2,500,000,000 in outlays

23

in

fiscal

year

1993,

$0

in

budget

authority

and

24 $2,700,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1994, and $0 in
25 budget authority and $2,900,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year
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1995, and (ii) changes in laws within its jurisdiction which

2 provide spending authority other than as defined in seàtion
3

401(c)(2)(C) of the Act, sufficient to reduce budget authority

4 and outlays, as follows: $615,000,000 in budget authority

5 and $615,000,000

in

outlays

in

fiscal

year

1991,

6 $591,000,000 in budget authority and $591,000,000 in out7

lays in fiscal year 1992, $585,000,000 in budget authority

8 and $585,000,000

in

outlays

in

fiscal

year

1993,

9 $579,000,000 in budget authority and $579,000,000 in out10 lays in fiscal year 1994, and $591,000,000 in budget author11

ity and $591,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1995.

12

(B) The House Committee on Ways and Means shall

13

report changes in laws within its jurisdiction sufficient to in-

14 crease revenues as follows: $13,900,000,000 in fiscal year
15

1991,

$18,000,000,000

in

fiscal

16 $19,000,000,000 in fiscal year 1993,
17 fiscal year 1994, and

year

1992,

$21,000,000,000 in

$23,000,000,000 in

fiscal year 1995.

SENATE COMMITTEES

18

19

(c)(1) The Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition,

20

and Forestry shall report (A) changes in laws within its juris-

21

diction which provide spending authority as defined in section

22 401(c)(2)(C) of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974, suffi23 cient to reduce budget authority and outlays, (B) changes in

24 laws within its jurisdiction which provide spending authority
25 other than as defined in section 401(c)(2)(C) of the Act, suffi-

26 cient to reduce budget authority and outlays, or (C) any com•HCON 310 PCS
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bination thereof, as follows: $920,000,000 in budget author-

2

ity and $920,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1991,

3

$1,727,000,000 in budget authority and $1,727,000,000 in

4

outlays in fiscal year 1992, $2,034,000,000 in budget au-

5

thority and $2,034,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1993,

6 $2,043,000,000 in budget authority and $2,043,000,000 in
7

outlays in fiscal year 1994, and $2,050,000,000 in budget

8

authority and $2,050,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1995.

9

(2) The Senate Oommittee on Banking, Housing, and

10 Urban Affairs shall report (A) changes in laws within its ju11

risdiction which provide spending authority as defined in sec-

12

tion 401(c)(2)(O) of the Oongressional Budget Act of 1974,

13

sufficient to reduce budget authority and outlays, (B) changes

14

in laws within its jurisdiction which provide spending author-

15

ity other than as defined in section 401(c)(2)(O) of the Act,

16 sufficient to reduce budget authority and outlays, or (0) any

17 combination thereof, as follows: $205,000,000 in budget au18

thority and $205,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1991,

19 $155,000,000 in budget authority and $155,000,000 in out-

20 lays in fiscal year 1992, $155,000,000 in budget authority
21

and

$155,000,000

in

outlays

in

fiscal

year

1993,

22 $155,000,000 in budget authority and $155,000,000 in out23 lays in fiscal year 1994, and $155,000,000 in budget author-

24 ity and $155,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1995.
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(3) The Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and

2

Transportation shall report (A) changes in laws within its

3

jurisdiction which provide spending authority as defined in

4 section 401(c)(2)(C) of the Congressional Budget Act of
5

1974, sufficient to reduce budget authority and outlays, (B)

6 changes in laws within its jurisdiction which provide spending
7

authority other than as defined in section 401(c)(2)(C) of the

8 Act, sufficient to reduce budget authority and outlays, or (C)
9 any combination thereof, as follows: $200,000,000 in budget

10 authority and $200,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1991,
11

$208,000,000 in budget authority and $208,000,000 in out-

12 lays in fiscal year 1992, $216,000,000 in budget authority

13 and $216,000,000

in

outlays

in

fiscal

year

1993,

14 $223,000,000 in budget authority and $223,000,000 in out15

lays in fiscal year 1994, and $230,000,000 in budget author-

16 ity and $230,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1995.
17

(4) The Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Re-

18 sources shall report (A) changes in laws within its jurisdiction

19 which provide spending authority as defined

in section

20 401(c)(2)(C) of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974, suffi21

cient to reduce budget authority and outlays, (B) changes in

22 laws within its jurisdiction which provide spending authority
23 other than as defined in section 401(c)(2)(C) of the Act, suffi-

24 cient to reduce budget authority and outlays, or (C) any com-

25 bination thereof, as follows: $44,000,000 in budget authority
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and $28,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1991, $44,000,000

2

in budget authority and $44,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year

3

1992, $44,000,000 in budget authority and $44,000,000 in

4 outlays in fiscal year 1993, $44,000,000 in budget authority

5 and $44,000,000

in outlays in fiscal year

1994, and

6 $44,000,000 in budget authority and $44,000,000 in outlays
7

in fiscal year 1995.

(5) The Senate Committee on Environment and Public

8

9 Works shall report (A) changes in laws within its jurisdiction

10 which provide spending authority as defined in section
11

401(c)(2)(C) of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974, suffi-

12 cient to reduce budget authority and outlays, (B) changes in

13 laws within its jurisdiction which provide spending authority
14 other than as defined in section 401(c)(2)(O) of the Act, suffi-

15 cient to reduce budget authority and outlays, or (C) any com-

16 bination thereof, as follows: $299,000,000 in budget author17 ity

and $299,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1991,

18 $321,000,000 in budget authority and $321,000,000 in out-

19 lays in fiscal year 1992, $333,000,000 in budget authority

20 and $333,000,000

in

outlays

in

fiscal

year

1993,

21 $345,000,000 in budget authority and $345,000,000 in out22 lays in fiscal year 1994, and $363,000,000 in budget author23 ity and $363,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1995.

24

(6) The Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs

25 shall report (A) changes in laws within its jurisdiction which
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provide spending authority as defined in section 401(c)(2)(C)

2

of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974, sufficient to

3 change budget authority and outlays, (B) changes in laws
4 within its jurisdiction which provide spending authority other
5 than as defined in section 401(c)(2)(C) of the Act, sufficient to

6 change budget authority and outlays, or (C) any combination
7

thereof, as follows: reduce by $0 in budget authority and

8 $1,000,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1991, reduce by $0
9

in budget authority and $720,000,000 in outlays in fiscal

10 year 1992, increase by $0
11

in budget

authority and

$60,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1993, increase by $0 in

12 budget authority and $70,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year
13

1994,

and

increase by

in

$0

budget

authority and

14 $70,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1995.

(7) The Senate Committee on Veterans' Affairs shall

15

16 report (A) changes in laws within its jurisdiction which pro17

vide spending authority as defined in section 401(c)(2)(C) of

18 the Congressional Budget Act of 1974, sufficient to reduce
19 budget authority and outlays, (B) changes in laws within its

20 jurisdiction which provide spending authority other than as
21

defined in section 401(c)(2)(C) of the Act, sufficient to reduce

22 budget authority and outlays, or (C) any combination thereof,
23 as

follows:

$220,000,000

in

budget

authority

and

24 $220,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1991, $230,000,000
25 in budget authority and $230,000,000 in outlays in fiscal
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year

1992,

$240,000,000

in

budget

authority

and

2 $240,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1993, $250,000,000
3

in budget authority and $250,000,000 in outlays in fiscal

4 year 1994, and $260,000,000 in budget authority and
5 $260,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1995.
6

(8)(A) The Senate Committee on Finance shall report (i)

7

changes in laws within its jurisdiction which provide spending

8 authority as defined in section 401(c)(2)(C) of the Congres9

sional Budget Act of 1974, sufficient to reduce budget au-

10 thority and outlays, (ii) changes in laws within its jurisdiction
11

which provide spending authority other than as defined in

12 section 401(c)(2)(C) of the Act, sufficient to reduce budget
13

authority and outlays, or (iii) any combination thereof, as fol-

14 lows: $615,000,000 in budget authority and $2,315,000,000
15

in outlays in fiscal year 1991, $591,000,000 in budget au-

16 thority and $2,891,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1992,

17 $585,000,000 in budget authority and $3,085,000,000 in
18 outlays in fiscal year 1993, $579,000,000 in budget author19

ity and $3,279,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1994, and

20 $591,000,000 in budget authority and $3,491,000,000 in
21

22

outlays in fiscal year 1995.

(B) The Senate Committee on Finance shall report

23 changes in laws within its jurisdiction sufficient to increase

24 revenues as follows: $13,900,000,000 in fiscal year 1991,

25 $18,000,000,000 in fiscal year 1992, $19,000,000,000 in
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fiscal year 1993, $21,000,000,000 in fiscal year 1994, and

2

$23,000,000,000 in fiscal year 1995.

3

CONDITIONAL RECONCILIATION OF REVENUES

4

SEC. 5. The President and the bipartisan congressional

5

leadership should ultimately agree on a substantial, multiyear

6

deficit reduction package, and the reconciliation of revenues

7

mandated by this resolution will not be advanced legislatively

8

unless and until such time as there is bipartisan agreement

9

with the President of the United States on specific legislation

10 to meet or exceed such reconciliation requirements.
11

SEC. 6. (a) In the House, budget authority, outlays, and

12 new entitlement authority shall be allocated to the House
13 Committee on Ways and Means for increased funding for pro-

14 grams under the committee's jurisdiction, if the Committee
15 on Ways and Means reports legislation that—
16
17

(1) will, if enacted, make funds available for that
purpose; and

18

(2) to the extent that the costs of such legislation

19

are not included in this resolution, will not increase the

20

deficit in this resolution for fiscal year 1991, and will

21

not increase the total deficit for the period of fiscal

22

years 1991 through 1995.

23

(b) Upon the reporting of legislation pursuant to subsec-

24 tion (a), the Chairman of the Committee on the Budget of the

25 House shall file with the House revisions to the allocations

26 under section 302(a) of the Congressional Budget Act of
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1974 and revised functional levels and aggregates to carry

2 out this section. Such revised allocations, functional levels,
3

and aggregates shall be considered for the purposes of such

4 Act as allocations, functional levels, and aggregates con-

5 tamed in this resolution. Committees of the House shall
6 report revised allocations pursuant to section 302(b) of such

7 Act for the appropriate fiscal year to carry out this section.
Passed the House of Representatives May 1, 1990.
Attest:

DONNALD K. ANDERSON,
Clerk.
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CONGRESSIONAL RICORD — SENATE
S 8011
It seemed to this Senator that we times in 11 years did the Appropria- occasions. We are here to try to find as
ought to try to help the chairman tions Committees of both Houses use close to a policy neutral approach for
produce a budget that we could take the actual functional allocations that the budget resolution so that we can
to conference with the House to see if we spent so much time on down here. give our appropriators that first opwe could get a total allocation for the Chairman MARX H riu one time portunity to move their bills—while we

Appropriations Committee and noth• took what we voted on here and gave wait around to see if we are going to
Ing else.
those numbers to the appropriators come to our senses and fix the budget
We need a total amount that the ap- for their allocation. You might say, deficit or iuffer a sequester.
propriators can appropriate this year what is the rule that governs them?
Mr. President, we cannot reduce the
for defense and nondefense discretion- Absent something new and different— deficit and avoid a huge sequester
ary appropriations. That Is why I said which may well come out of the unless we develop a budget agreement
this may help us. If we can agree In summit—the only thing that governs between the administration and Conconference with the House on some- is the total.
gress. As I believe everyone is aware,
thing we may begin to let our appro- When they are through with their that economic summit called by the
priators begin their work.
allocating they have to add up and say
and congressional leadership
I am hopeful we can do that, but I we did not spend more than $482.5 btl- President
ongoing daily off the Senate floor.
hope everyone knows that we are not lion in budget authority and $503.4 btl- is
It is a time-consuming summit, but I
producing a full budget tonight. There lion in outlays.
a very necessary set of meetIs no reconciliation In this budget. We
Mr. President, I do want to say we believe
And I remain hopeful that it will
In no way attempt to set anything In are cooperating with the other side of ings.
produce an outeome that
this budget resolution tonight other this budget resolution. It seems impor- eventually
reduce the deficit significantly
than one thing, the total amount of tant to us that, while the economic will
a multiyear period and allow us
budget authority In outlays that the summit conference is going on—and over
appropriators have to allocate for this Senator haa great hopes we will to avoid the disaster of a mega sequestheir bills.
come to our senses and not have a se- ter this fall.
Certainly that summit agreement
I ask unanimous consent to print a quester before we fix the budget of
table In the Rico of the numbers we the United States. There are some once reached will need to be impleare usIng here, current services, the who say let the sequester fall and mented quickly and that will entail
Senate budget resolution, House maybe in December we will fix the among other things the enactment of
budget resolution and the Presidents budget deficit of the United States. I appropriation bills. The process of
request.
really do not believe we ought -to do writing, passing, and con.ferencing 13
separate appropriation bills takes
The PRESIDING OIPICER. With- that.
out objection, it is 80 ordered.
I think we ought to make a mul- time, time that is running out. At
(See exhibit 1.)
tiyear budget proposal, package it up some point, we have to allow the ApMr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, I in the budget summit, take it to the propriations Committee to begin procwant to tell the Senators that I agreed American people and to the Congress essing their bills. Without a budget
resolution, Appropriations has no
with the distinguished chairman to try and pass it.
to help with this, Il we could produce
But the point is we ought to let the guidance and we have no limits or enwhat we could tell everyone was a neu- appropriators who have the authority forcement procedures to control
tral policy document—as neutral as we to allocate this money anyway—we spending in appropriation bus. Until
could draw one.
ought to let them get started. They the adoption of the budget resolution,
Somebody might stand up and say are not going to have any binding ap- the Appropriations Committee only
"what is neutral?' Well, I think we did propriations bills in any event because needs a simple majority vote to waive
produce one that is neutral for the one of two things is going to happen: a all budget points of order and take
purposes just decribed. It is the cur- sequester is going to take over or we their bills to the £Joor.
rent level of appropriated expendi- are going to make a budget 8umnlIt We are caught in a dilemma where
tures. And that is where the $482.5 btl- multiyear negotiated budget which we do not have an agreement on the
lion budget authority comes from. will readdress the Issues of defense budget, the economic summit is ongoThat means we are taking current and the Issues of the other appropri- ing, and we need to allow the Approlevels and are saying that is the total ated accounts. So we thought in the priations Committees to begin their
amount the appropriators have to interests of movtng things ahead we work, even 11 that work is likely to be
spend.
would take a budget neutral package modified later in the year.
On the outlay side those current and go to conference.
And that brings us to this leadership
levels of budget authority need $503.4
I want to suggest again why I am not amendment, Truely a procedural inbillion in outlays.
sure we will have completed our job. If strument to keep the work of the ConAnyone who wants to examine the the U.S. House wants to negotiate out gress moving. In order not to prejudice
document we are going to pass to- a full budget including reconciliation the deliberations of the budget
night, in my humble opinion, can dis- Instructions on entitlements and on summit and allow the Appropriations
regard everything excepting those two taxes, then obviously we are not going Committee to proceed with its work,
numbers: $482.5 billion in budget au- to have anything completed because we propose a policy neutral budget. A
thority; $503.4 billion in outlays.
they already know we are not going to compared to current law, this budget
Somebody might stand up and say, agree to that. We want to go and try contains no new revenues, no assump"Well Chairman SAss1, how much is to get an agreement on the appropri- tions for entitlement cuts, and no rec•
for education?"
ated accounts so our appropriators can oncillatlon Instructions.
If we look through it, we will find work and, obviously, it would be an This policy neutral budget does not
this year's level. And I think the chair- agreement somewhere between our assume any additions or cuts. It would
man would say, "But the appropri- numbers and theirs. Then we could simply hold spending for the Approators have always had the authority to move the appropriations bills, subject priations Committee next year at this

distribute among the appropriating to what is going to happen 2 or 3 year's level—current level—providing a
committees, as they see fit. All we are months from now either with a se- total of $482.5 billion to this commit
doing when we set these targets is give quester or through an overall multi- tee.
some recommendations and give some year negotiated settlement.
This level is below the President's
justification as to where the total I have been here many times on bills budget by $14 billion and the Housenumbers come from."
like this that were tremendously Im- passed budget resolution by $9.6 bilI might tell the Senate,. it might portant to the fiscal policy of this lion.
come as a shock after voting on all country; on bills that were extremely Mr. President, I urge my colleagues
these budget resolutions—and I see my meaningful. But I must suggest to- to support this interim budget. It profriend from Georgia here—only 2 night we are not here on one of these vides the budget summit participants
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some more time to develop a budget overwhelming problem In our society. is here, but just giving up on the

agreement. With a budget summit and we are Just drifting a]ong, not whole purpose of what the budget
agreement., we will be b1e to write a really dealing wt,h this. The President process is about is a mistake.
budget relution and Unpiement a is provkuing no leadership and we While my colleague from New
long4erm budget that reduces the del- point to the President and his falter- Mexico Is correct when he says we
icit and avoids a sequester. Without an ing leadership and point out the weak- have not followed this exactly in
interuu budget, we will either bog ness there, but we are not doing any- terms of what the Appropriations
Committee does, but guidelines have
down the appropriations process or thing here either.
engage in a divisive debate on the The second area, and I discussed this been there and have generally been
budget resolution that will make a earlier this evening, and after reading followed, now we are just giving up on
constructive budget agreement unlike- the speeches of our distinguished col- the guidelines. This is going to pass by
ly aM invite a massive seque.ster this league from Georgia. Senator SAM voice vote tonight. We all know that.
NUNN, who made some very thought- But I think what has happened here
fall.
ful. substantial speeches here, 85 or 90 suggests the budget process really does
EH1BT 1
percent of which I agree with, that have to be reviewed.
really should have caused some major
1S1 DISCRETIONARY APPROPA11ONS
Mr. President, I yield back the rediscussion In this body and in the mainder of my time.
Nation and I am afraid, meaning no
The PRESIDiNG OFFICER. The

'.

disrespect to my colleague lrom Geor- Senator from Tennessee.
gia who Is here right now, there was a
Mr. SASSER. Mr. President, I yield
1
one-time shot in the newspapers and to the distinguished Senator from New
that was about IL We really ought to Mexico Mr. BLNGAMAN] 5 minutes.
5034
1990 ceM
422.5
be taking a look at this.
O&9
lgI Cur4t efv
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Setel
12 O3.4
After World War II. In 3 years we Senator from New Mexico.
—.
922
House budget esulutoe '
513.6
Pesdent's reuesl
5Ii had a 90-percent drop In defense exMr. BINGAMAN. Mr. President, I
penditures. I am not suggesting that ask
unanimous consent that when the
'l' itme 1c I9I ffays
was
wise.
As
a
matter
of
fact,
perhaps
2hons Commlee. June
'As4.te , fle llüuse
19Q.
occurs on this budget resolution.
the Korean war would have been pre- vote
the
RECORD
reflect that I voted no."
it ipc 1C irit.
vented had that drop not been so preu4ge

.._.
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5?U 0

13,

(2) 1991 cwrit ercs as O ailecnat bsehrw MacIi)
eates.
iireid tcteoe!vy ieidiog
is1ct tie
sen in
AWatits Coinne, ext tw Dese, wlch mciues
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The PRID1NG OFFICER. Is
cipitous. But now another war has there
objection? Without objection, it
been won, the cold war. There are no
surrender papers.

is so ordered.

Mr. SIMON. If my colleague u-ill
But, in fact, another war has been yield,
I ask unanimous consent to be
Mr. DOMENICI. I do have some ad- won and we are taiking about 1 perthe same way.
diUonal remarks I unt 1.0 make about cent, 2 percent. In my remarks earlier recorded
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is
the economy, but I note several Sena- this evening, I said I agree with most there
objection? Without objection, it
tors are on the floor who might have of what the Senator from Georgia has
so ordered.
questions about what -e have before suggested, except for his conclusion: isMr.
Mr. President, I
U. I will speak t. the Federal Reserve and that. is that we ought to be cutting wouldBINGAMAN.
like
to
explain
the reasons why
substantially
more
from
the
defense
Boards role In all this in a few moam voting against the budget resoluments. but I yield the floor at this budget and reducing that deficit and. Ition
that has been proposed tonight. I
this is the third point, shifting it Into
time.
think it is elementary that the objecThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The the field of education.
If someone from Mars came down tives we have through this budget
Senator reserves his time.
Mr. SASSER. Mr. President. 1 yield here and looked at ow budget and saw

to the Senator from Illinois as much we were spending $300 billion on detime s be requires, not to exceed 10 fense and $22 billion on education, excluding school lunches, that person
minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The from Mars wou'd conclude that the

process are two: First, to bring the deficit under control or down and, second,
to allocate funds to those areas where
they are most needed; specifically, in
my view at this time, to allocate addi-

Senator from Illinois.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. President, I originally joined Senator BINGAMAN and
Senator ROEB in requesting a rollcall
on this. HaLl we had a roilcall. I would
have voted against this because I

United States faced a great Immediate tional funds to some of the domestic
military threat, but our schools were needs of our country, such as the
In great shape. We know the truth. needs for funding for a better educa-

Mexico.

really would like to help you or agree significant reallocation of funds which
with you, but we have this agree- the American people would favor at
this point, and do favor.
ment."
The Senate really Is pufling itsell I criticized the PresidenUs budget at
out of the budget process. I think that that time for being a slide-by budget.
Ls a mistake. I recall last year I had an much like the budget we had seen in
amendment to take 1 percent from the 1989. Now with the budget resolution,
defense budget and put It into educa- which is on the floor, and as conceded
tion. It wou'd have meant a 15-percent by the chairman and ranking member
of my col- of the Budget Committee, in my view,
increase In education. A
leagues said., '1 agree with you. but I we are being asked tonight In this
cannot go a'ong because we have en- budget reso1ution to essentially sign
tered into this budget summit agree- on to that same slide-by approach.
1 have heard the chairman of the
ment." We are going to go through the
Budget Committee Indicate that he
same thing.
Mr. President, I think we are making does not be'ieve this is going to be ana mistaie. I applaud the restraint that other s'ide-by year, that the circum-

but the budget does not reflect that tional system, for a rational and fair
health care system.
reality.
When the President presented the
Finally, while It Is said these are not

think it s fundamentally a giving up final decisions we are making here, the
on the budget process. I do not mean reality is a budget summit Is taking
this disrespectfully to the distin- place and when everybody gets out of
guished chairman, my coUeague from that budget summit, if there Is an
Tennessee, or the distinguished rank- agreement, then anyone here who
ing member, the Senator from New wants to modify that will be told, "We
The good part of this is it does have
some restraint for the Appropriations
Committees. There i.s no question
about that. But what we failed to do is
what the budget process is really all
£bout., and that Is, as originally envisioned. that we were going to take a

look at what our priorities are and
shift our priorities. And what has happened s we are in a rut. And we are
n shifting our priorities, even when
circumstances change that really
ought to alter these priorities.
The three things that we ought to
deal with znuth more vigorously in my

opinion are, first, the deficit. Just an

budget that was sent to the Congress
ear'y this year, In my view, it totally
failed to achieve either of these major
objectives. It did not present a serious
deficit reduction plan. I also believe

strongly that it did not propose the
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stances re such that a major deficit summit conference Is proceeding; am I outlays. Now, these amounts very
closely approximate the current levels
reduction effort will be required. I correct in that?
Mr. SASSER. The Senator from of 1990, and these amounts were disknow we have negotiations going on. I
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Georgia is correct. What we are pro- tributed across the budget functions at

know we have a budget summit going
on which has been going on now for a
month or so.
In my view, the fact that these pro-

siding here is essentially a neutral current levels. Reailocation among the

budget resolution for purposes of al- functions will be done in the approlowing the Appropriations Committee priations process once the total pot of
tracted negotiations are required is to move forward with their discretion- appropriations is agreed to in the conference on the budget resolution beproof positive that we lack leadership ary spending appropriations.

in the executive branch; that our

President has been caught in his own
campaign promises. The political maneuvering that is going on certainly
may be good politics; it is not good

Mr. NUNN. Mn I to also understand, tween the House and the Senate.
Mr. NUNN. I thank my friend from

I believe I heard the Senator from

New Mexico say this, that the appropriations bills that we begin to get up,
whether it Is in July or the first part
of August or in September, are going
to be displaced inevitably, by either of
two things; either by a sequester
which, as I understand it, Is going to
be a very large sequester based on the

Tennessee. Does the Senator from

Mr. President, my colleague from fl. Budget has recalculated the deficit,
lmois [Mr. SmoN1 spoke earlier, and and we are now looking at a deficit
very eloquenfly addressed the question number to meet the Gramm-Rudrnanof whether in 1990 we would see a year Hollings targets of somewhere in the
of decision or another year of drift. I neighborhood of $74 to $80 billion,
fear that with the passage of this and we are simply unable to meet that
budget resolution, we are taking one target with any of the budget resolutions that are currently before us. So
more step toward that year of drift.
For that reason, I wish to be record- the only solution will come through
ed as voting against the budget resolu- the budget summit negotiations or
through sequester. I hope It Is not the
tion.
latter source.
Mr. President, I yield the floor.
The PRESIDING OFFiCER. The Mr. NTJNN. Would it be fair to say
also that whether one Is for this resoSenator from Tennessee.
Mr. SASSER. Mr. President, I see lution or against it, whether one
the distinguished Senator from Geor- thinks ft Is smoke and mirrors or
gia, who I understand has some ques- whether one thinks it Is real progress,
tions he may wish to propound at this that whatever one thinks, it Is temporary in nature and, If it Is smoke and
time.
Mr. NUNN. I thank the Senator mirrors it is not going to be permanent
from Tennessee. I hope he will yield to smoke and mirrors: it Is going to be
me—I do not think it Will take more displayed by something of a more tan-

pate in conference that extra $5 bil-

govermnent, in my view.

The budget surnniit may result in a
serious reduction of the deficit, but I
have grave doubts about what the end

result will be. The budget summit may

result in a shifting of funds to meet
our domestic needs, such as education

and help for disadvantaged children
and for many health services. But,
again, I have very grave doubts about
that.

than 5 minutes—for the purpose of

posing a question to the Senator from

Tennessee.

Mr. SASSER. I yield the Senator

from Georgia 5 minutes, or such time
as he may require.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

Senator from Georgia.

Mr. DOMENICI. I wonder If my

friend from Georgia wifi yIeld

1

minute to the Senator from New
Mexico.

Mr. NUNN. I yIeld 1 minute to the

Senator.
Mr. DOMENICI. I wanted to ask my
colleague from New Mexico if he was
going to be on the floor for a while.
Mr. BINOAMAN. I will.
Mr. DOMENICI. I do want to coinment on his remarks and did not want
to do that If he were not here.
I yield the floor at this time.

Tennessee envision that, If there is an
in-between position in the conference,
with the House being higher on out1ys and the Senate being lower—and I
believe the delta or the differential is
about $10 billion—but, hypothetically,
If there was a split in the middle kind
numbers I have heard, or by some of position and $5 billion was added to
type of substitute resolution that the Senate and deducted from the
avoids a sequester?
does the Senator from TennesMr. SASSER. The Senator from House.
anticipate that that money would
Georgia is correct. As the Senator see
part of a lump sum brought
knows, the Office of Management and become
back also, or would the Senator anticihon would begin to be allocated?
Mr. SASSER. It is my understanding
it would be part of the lump sum to be
brought back.
Mr. NUNN. And the Appropriations
Committee would do the allocation?

Mr. SASSER. The Appropriations
Committee would do the allocation
pursuant to the 302(b) allocations.
Mr. NUNN. How much of the $503

billion in fiscal year 1991 outlays in
this resolution is assumed to be the
national defense function or intended
for national defense?
Mr. SASSER. For funtion 051, which
Is defense, excluding, as I understand
it,

the energy portion, the total

is

$289.6 b1flior in budget authority and
$286.9 billion in outlays. For the total
function 050, the current level is
gible nature either in a substitute $299.8 billion in budget authority and
fashion or In a sequester, which would $295.7 billion in outlays.
Mr. NUNN. I thank the Senator.
have very severe consequences?
Mr. SASSER. In the final analysis. Under this resolution, the Senate will
this Is simply an Instrument by which go to conference without functional
we allow the Appropriations Commit- spending totals in the resolution, and
tees to move forward under rules and as I understand what the Senator has
procedures and begin to do their work. just said, when the conference agreeIt Is, I think, clearly understood by all ment is brought back, assuming it Is in
here that in the final analysis the Ap- the form the Senator anticipates, the
propriations Committees are either Appropriations Committee will then
going to have to adjust their levels decide how much goes to defense and
upward or downward pursuant to the how much goes to other functions?
Mr. SASSER. I say to my friend
negotiated budget settlement, or they
may be adjusted downward by action from Georgia there are functional
totals in the resolution before us this
of sequester.

Mr. NUNN. I thank my colleague evening, but these totals are simply
from Tennessee. I would like to pose given at 1990 levels, and I would anthree or four questions that are a little ticipate that we would come from conbit more detailed in nature. First, ference with functional totals. But in

what are the assumptions about the addition to those functional totals,

allocation of the discretionary spend- there would be additional moneys that
probably would result from the conference that would come back in a lump
sum and would be appropriated and
distributed among the various func-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Ing tota' contained in this budget resolution? For instance, does every funcSenator from Georgia.
Mr. NVNN. Mr. President, let me tion get exactly what it had in fiscal
just start by asking a question. If I un- year 1990 under this resolution, or will
derstand, what. we are really doing there be some reallocation spending

tions.

Mr. NUNN. Let me take it one step
here is providing a makeshift kind of among the functions?
Mr. SASSER. The total discretion- further. Assuming the Appropriations
scaled-down mechanism to allow the
Appropriations Committees to begin ary allocation Is $482.5 billion fri Committee has its allocations and
to do their work while the budget budget authority and $503.4 billion In then starts coming back with appro-
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priatlons bills, and assuming that they choose to take the maximum amount Senate has ever had on the subject. Is
decide that Instead of following the out of defense, waiting until the end. it not interesting that it happens to be
functional totals that were assumed two things happen. The Appropria- just about the entire ball game when
here, they are going to, let us say, take tions Committee has to take a vote on it comes to where the money is going
$25 billion out of defense and allocate allocating the money. The distin- to go?
It to other functions, how will the guished chairman is not on that com- So, the first point I would like to
Senate itself be able to work its will if mittee. I think he would be justifiably make is, I hope my good friend from
the Senate decides, for Instance, that a bit skeptical about how that vote Georgia knows there is no difference
the Individual appropriations bills might occur.
In times in the past. This is the way it
have too much money and defense has
Mr. NUNN. I think under the rea- has always been.
too little under the allocation? Will sonable arrangement we have, I might Mr. NUNN. I understand that point;
there be an opportunity for the be entitled to sit in and watch it except there has been a very strong
Senate to work its will to Increase de- happen, but I will not have a voice.
behind the budget resolution
fense and decrease other appropria- Mr. DOMENICI. Second, while we impetus
the way those funds have been altions bills, since they are coming sepa- do not get to vote on the allocations as and
and If the appropriators begin
rately?
an Institution, they must be filed. located,
tinkering,
they can tinker, but it is at
Mr. SASSER. The appropriations knowing how much the Senator from
margins.
bills would be subject to amendment, Georgia watches such things. There theUnder
this arrangement there has
but they would be subject to amend- may be a day when we come back from been no Senate
decision, and I would
ment pursuant to the provisions of the conference. If we do, when the approBudget Act.
priators will file allocations of these say the tinkering can be more than
Mr. NUNN. And that means, If there 302(b)'s. This is how they distribute the margins. It can go to the very funwas a deletion or an addition, it has to this total lump sum. That is a very tin- damentals. I think that is what the
come out neutral on that bill or in the portant day because then we will see difference is, the psychology rather
overall allocation?
how much of the total they said goes than the law.
Mr. DOMENICI. I would answer for
Mr. SASSER. They would have to to defense.
come out budget neutral on each par- We do not get to vote at that point. my friend on the $2 billion question.
ticular bill or face a point of order. But what you know then is the hand- Frankly. If you take it out of the bill—
But the Senator from Georgia will writing is on the wall. As each appro- we would never, to my knowledge, do
recall there was an Instance here just priations bill comes, and it will be his- anything like this—but If the U.S.
a short time ago when we altered ap- toric If defense is anything but last—it Senate wanted to Instruct the Appropropriations bills to secure additional is always last—we will know when the priations Committee to reallocate and
funding for thugs, as I recall. We did first one comes, and If it is using up put It in defense, I assume you would
that by an across-the-board measure the entire allocation in that filing that get that vote. Please do not hold me to
that impinged or Impacted on all the we saw, we might assume that all the that.
appropriations bills.
rest are going to use theirs too.
Mr. NtJNN. One further question. If
Mr. DOMENICI. Will the distinIf, in fact, defense was extremely we take the $2 billion out, and there is
guished Senator yield for a response low, because it is being spent some- a rule and procedure which require
on my time?
where else, it Is pretty obvious to the budget neutrality, does that mean we
Mr. NUNN. I will be glad to yield.
Senator from New Mexico that the have to spend it on that bill or can you
Mr. DOMENICI. Let me say to the war starts then as to whether or not just deduct $2 billion out?
distinguished chairman of the Armed defense has been treated fairly or unMr. DOMENICI. No.
Services Committee, the way I see it, fairly in the allocation. They do not
Mr. NUNN. You just cannot increase
first, I have tried my best to explain have a lot of rights, but for somebody the ceiling. It can go below it?
that I do not think these numbers as like my friend from Georgia, you
Mr. DOMENICI. You cannot overdisbursed across the functions are the could then begin to make a point- spend it.
subject matter of this resolution to- well, we did not do it fairly, or we are Mr. NUNN. You can underspend it,
night. The total Is the subject matter, not going to be able to meet our de- can you not?
how much budget authority and out- fense neeth, or something is going to
Mr. DOMENICI. I do not think
lays we have arrived at, that Is avail- happen because defense is too low.
is any doubt about that. It
able to the appropriators. I say that Mr. NLJNN. Will the Senator let me there
would
because It happens to be the way the pose a question at that point? Let us do that.be rather historic but we could
law is currently written on budget res- suppose they bring out a Department
Mr. NUNN. Assuming you could get
olutions.
of the Interior appropriations bill or any
votes. But it is theoretically possiWe have changed that one or two other bill for that matter. The 302 al- 51
Would the Senator from Tennestimes in the past by informal agree- locations have not in any way followed ble.
see
agree
with that, simply cut the apments. Two summits have agreed. I the assumptions in this particular res- propriations
bill without reallocating?
think the distinguished chairman olution before us. Let us assume there
Mr. SASSER. I agree. We could just
knew of those events, where we actual- Is $2 billion more in Interior than was
ly, Instead of one comprehensive total, assumed under this current budget. cut an appropriations bill without
broke It into three parts. So when we Let us assume the Senator from Geor- reallocating it to a particular purpose
came out of a summit with the num- gia was able to persuade 52 people to on the floor. We might do the historic
bers, the Senator came to the floor take that $2 billion out. There is no thing and reallocate a deficit reducand asked, Is this money for defense? other bill before us at that Btage. tion around here. That might be someThe answer was, that is correct. But What are we going to do with $2 bil- thing we ought to consider.
absent that, no matter what budget lion procedurally, in order to save that Mr. NUNN. There could be all sorts
resolution we are approving here to- for some other function, whether it is of history set.
The final question. I know the plight
night, no matter what numbers were defense or whether it is education?
In defense, the appropriators have no
There will be people who will have my colleagues in the Budget Commitobligation to allocate that much to de- $fmIIAr type questions. How do you tee are faced with. I have been on the
fense.
take $2 billion out of that bill and hold Budget Committee myself, not under
Having said that, there are a couple it? Does It stay at the desk, or am I these circumstances. I was on the

•of events that give this institution procedurally able to shift it to a bill Budget Committee back when we
though $10 or $15 bililon was a big
some clues, which give us a chance to that is not on the floor?
try to work our will. If, In fact, there Is
Mr. DOMENICI. Let me first say on deficit.
not enough budget authority and out- the 302(b) allocation process, maybe I Mr. SASSER. Maybe what we need
lays for defense, which I think Is the am mistaken, but I think this is prob- to do is get the Senator from Georgia
Senator's question. The appropriators, ably as detailed a discussion this U.S. back on the Budget Committee.
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-Mr. NtJNN. I do not think my ab- Would the Senator guem as to when care opportunity for the defense iiisence has made It worse. I think you U 302 allecat1 would be probable? thorlzatlon committee to move quickly
ad to show the U.S. Senate—since
all aae caught with & act of dromn- Would they be this mmth
be the first responsibility is here and to
will, of
staroca beyond your troL I ksw Kr. RARR.

htne 14, iS9O

at
dependent en bow spily we can
-

tiat Is what you are re1ng here

hopeesaference this resolution. I
We are p1iniIng, the A1md Serv- ful that we can conScience it In a very
ices Committee, to baghi our markup seedy fashion Indeed.
on the authorization Wi, and that Mr. NUNN. We need to get waneto.

-

markup will probably bagin ihortly body t can divide by two. is that
after the urth of July veceas, based Mr. SASSER. Yes. At least that. But
so the current schedule. Does tim Sen- dre chairman of the Appropriations
Mor from Tenneasee or the Senator Cozundttee las Indicated that he Infrom New Mexico have any gnkiiree

to move very zupidly on the nb— to the number 'we should mark to, tends
eatlon. If we can conference the bill
based on this budget resolution?
I would say there is an excellent
Mr. SASSER.. I my to my friend Last,
nce
-ttat
the 302(b) allocatIons
from Oeorgia, that we expect a speedy could be gotten before the July 4th
conclusion of the budget conference.
We are very, very hopeful of a ,eedy
Mr. NUNN. I thank my colleagues
conclusion, and a quick allocation of from Tennessee and New Mexico.
the maney coming back from that omiMr. SASSER.. I thpnk the distinScience under the appropriations guished Senator from Oeorgla. I sin

the people of this country—what the
arumbers that everybody Is throwing

around me' That Is why maybe the
Senator is Thh*tng In more than cue
format, ause some people say cut
£0 the first year, and some say cut 25,
same say out 15.
Frankly, so

the Senator knows

again, there is nothing binding about
any of these numbers, tmtil those ap-

propriators sign them, and that Is
really no dif Sercut than it has been In
the past; although I will say the Senator's notion of marginality may have

merit. 1 em aware of 3 years In the

past 11 when It was not a margin adjust.xnent en defense, but rather very,
very sutotantlal amounts came out of

Defense, after being voted In my

sympathetic with the distinguished budget resolution, and vent elsewhere.
The stIngulshed chairman of the chairman'S probiom In frying to mark I think In the end I may have voted
Armed 8ervlces Committee may wish up his defense bill under these very for the appropriattous. I am not orftical of ft. But I w 3 years where

802(b) allocatIon.

to delay locking In on numbers, or at peculiar aid trying circumstances.
least lock In on the numbers contem- I would be the first to concede that there us about $40 billion moved
poraneous with those :302(b) sUoca- this is t the proper way to run the around from defense to other actions that would be distributed amang fiscal business of the U.S. Govern- counts, cumulative, and I think even
that bIllions are thrown
the varloim subcommittees tt pro.
uL But we are ply i.,uht In this in te times
and that Is probably not
prlations, Including the Defense Sub- problem on this occasion as a result of around,
a lot of factors, but I think principally within the Senator's definition of marcommittee.
movement.
The only formal guidance that las because of the gross erestimatlon ginal
Mr. NUNN. I thank the Senator
been offered to the Senate thus far of the deficit that occurred In the ad- from
New Mexico, and I thank my colwas that offered by the Senate Budget ministration's original budget presen- leagues
for their patience and time.
tation.
But
I
thank
the
Senator.
Committee, and that was to reduce
Mr. ROBB addressed the Chair.
outlays by $13 billion below curient Mr. DOM.ENIa addressed the The
PRESIDING OFFICER. The
services and $30 billion In budget au- (iafr.
Senator
from Virginia Is recognized.
The
PRESIDING
OFFICER.
2'b.e
thority.
Mr. ROBB. Mr. President, I rise reI know the distinguished chairman Senator from New Mexico.
given the amount of time
of the Armed Services Committee Is Mr. DOMENICI. I wonder, before lactantly,
and
effort
that my colleagues, the
the
distinguished
Senator
from
Geornot favorably disposed to that guidI know Senator ROBS wants chairman and the ranking member of
ance that came out of the Senate glaleaves,
talk, If I might just take 2 mInutes. the Budget O,imittee, have already
Budget Committee. But of course the toHe
-asked If there was any advice as put Into this particular challenge. I
numbers are going to be determined at to -what
to mark up to. I have enormous respect for them Indithe summit with regard to 050 and all want to sayhetoought
my friend from Georgia vidually and for the difficulty of the
of the other functions.
have a completely different Idea of task which they assume In trying to
Mr. NUNN. I may surprise the Sena- Iwhat
number he ought to mark to. I bring a budget resolution to this body
tor from Tennessee but It would be my thought
maybe I would share it with for consideration,- so that we n get
recommendation to the committee
with the appropriate job of approthat we work to the $18 billion as at I think he ought to mark to the on
priating money and fnklng care of the
least one of our marks. We may have isamber he thinks his committee priorities that lace It.
more than- one mark. We may ending thinks they need.
I relnetantly ask unknh'nous consent
up having 2 mark levels because of the
If it is $12.6 billion redueLton, fine; If that my name be added to those who
uncertainty. That Is very difficult.
isisO, fine. First of all, I need not tell would like to be recorded as dissenting
I think the people need to have an the Sciator his bill Is an authorizing when the te for this particular resohonest look at what the comequenees bill, not an apiapr1ation bill. Second, kitlon Is recorded.
of the various marks are. It may very and I say this having given it some The PRESIDING OFFICER. With.
well be that we will decide to proceed thought, I have seen so many new ex- out obJection, ft Is so ordered.
with two marks, and In some sort of perts on what the defense of the Mr. DOKENICI. Reserving the right
procedural fashion. Of course we will Nation needa In these changing times to object, and I will not. Let me just
be In the position of bringing our bill that I th1'. just to be honest, the suggest that I did not object when two
out sometime in July, which may be Senator'a mnifttee may be more other Senators asked that they be rebefore there is a summit agreement. expert than all of them put together. I corded as "no?' But, frankly, when we
Hopefully not. But that would be an think- the Senator ought to do what he announced we were not going to have
extremely optimistic case to say we thLnk he ought to do.
a railcall vote here tonight—and 1
would have an agreement In July.
Some people say we ought to cut $50 think ft was done twice by both leadIf that Is the case, we will still be billion out of defense.. Out In the coun- na—i think that really me*ut we were
guessing. So I assume that what we try some politicians say we do not not.
could do now is to take the number In need any defense any more; maybe we
I Just want to make sure that the
this resoluti on. take the $13 billion ought to be down to 3 percent of ONP, Senator knows that the only reason I
that came out of tim Senate Budget or 2.5 for the next 4 years.
am reluctant—and I will not object—is
Committee, work somewhat in those I, frankly, believe that we do have that I think it Is quite unfair when
parameters, and have a reasonable some system around here that occa' you tell everybody there Is not going
guess at this stage.

atonally works. And I believe there Is a to be a vote, and then we have the
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Now we have s situation, given the that these numbers not be the final

equivalent of one without them being

here.

difficulties of resolving this situation
with any particular figure, where we
are being asked, understandably, and
u a matter of expedience, to approve
s resolution which has the net £ffect
of approving deficit reduction, not of
people on this side might have wanted the $54.1 billion that we tentatively
to vote "no" and be recorded as such. agreed upon tn the Senate Budget
Mr. ROBB. Mr. President, I certain- Committee, not even the $37 billion of

Nonetheless, .1 have no objection,
and I understand this. If the Senator
is against ft, he can put a statement In
aaylng "1 vote 'no," and It does not
put me In a. position in which a lot of

numbers but the numbers that come
from the summit conference, and I,
indeed, hope they will come out with
meaningful deficit reduction. But we

have a target that is, as far as I am

concerned, so low that it seems to me
we are taking a step back Instead of at
least a modest step forward.

I hope very much the process will
ly understand the position of the deficit reduction that the President result in something meaningful. I
had
proposed
or
that
the
House
proenior Senator from New Mexico, and
clearly hope that we soon take up the
I only did so because of the precedent posed, but a number that is some- challenge of bringing about substanwhere between $14 and $16 billion. If
established by my two preceding colleagues. I did not plan to be formally
recorded. I just wanted to urge a word
of caution for my colleagues to consid•
er and, hopefully, those who are par•
ticipating tn the summit on behalf of
all of the Members of the Senate, as
well as the rest of us, who will have to

consider the recommendation when
and if it comea back to the floor, tn
tenns of a substitute for the resolution that we are considering tonight.

reform of the budget process so
we round that off to approximately tial
we can present to the American
$15 billion, and I recognize that these that
people
a true picture of the state of
are simply targets for the appropria- the economy
and the state of our
tion, and the distinguished senior Sen- fiscal solvency at this time.
ator from New Me1co talked about
We are currently very close to $3.1
the neutrality of the provision, but we
trillion
In debt and going up at what
are now looking at a target which is
well below anything that we would to me is an alarming rate.
One last comment so we do not lose
have otherwise considered.
I must say, I was somewhat dls- sight of what I believe is a critical fact
tressed—Lf I could have the attention we should focus on here. Between
of the Senator from New Mexico for 1952, I believe it was, and 1980, the in-

I say, very briefly, that the budget
moment—because I have enor- terest on the national debt averaged
the President submitted at the begin- one
mous
respect for the senior Senator about 7 percent of the budget. Bening of the year provided for what was
from New Mexico, but when he talked
reported to be $37 billion In deficit re- about the fact that the conference
duction. There were s number of us would probably come up with a
who were disappointed in various asbetween the number that is in
pects of the budget, and there was number
the House resolution and the number
some question about how much of that is In the Senate resolution, well,
that $37 billion of deficit reduction If we are appropriating toward a target
was real. Nonetheless, that was the that is somewhere between $37 billion
number we 8tarted with. I.belleve the In deficit reduction and 14, 15, 16, denumber the House reported out was pending on how you figure the current
something In that sane range.
resolution In deduction, we are aiming

A number of us on the Senate side
held out for a bigler number, recognizing that the budget itself consists
of a number of artificialities—I think
that would be the most gracious way

at an even lower target In terms of
deficit reduction, given all the artificialities that are built Into the process.

The current budget resolution would
account for something like one-fifth of
that I could describe them—along with what are generthy acknowledged to be
the fact that we masked the true size the amounts of deficit reduction, that

of the deficit by ignoring most of the Is, $75 billion, that the Budget Comeffect of the savings and loan bailout, mittees, the President and his key adand the fact that we do count the sur- vlBers, and the leadership on both
pluses in the various trust accounts sides of the Capitol are going to have
when we are figuring what we refer to to come up with, If we are going to
as the deficit each year.
meet the Gramm-Rudman targets as
The truth of the matter is that the they exist today.
annual Increase in the national debt So I would simply say that the
baa been well above $200 billion, get- target Is not only too low In terms of
ting closer to $300 billion each year, as any other comparison, it is way too
all of us know who have taken a look low compared to where we know we
at this question and dealt with tt. We have to go. It seems to me not to make
started with the figure of $37 billion, sense given all deference to the leader-

tween 1980 and 1988, it averaged about

13 percent of the budget. The current

budget has interest at about 15 percent of the budget. I think it is $255
billion. It is not only the highest real

number, it is the highest percentage in
our Nation's history, and the month of
March the report indicated that there
was a $3 billion something deficit for a
iingle month. That was not only $13
billion higher than what had been projected, it was far higher than any
single month in our Nation's history.
In April when we all end up paying
taxes, those who still owe taxes—and
everybody pays their first quarter
taxes and what have you—the surplus
which is always recorded for April was

lower, so that we finally have some
sense of where we are headed, and it
does not give many of us a sense of
confidence to look at those particular
numbers.
Mr. President, with due deference to

the leadership and commendation for

the efforts that they have put In

trying to find critical mass someplace

and recognizing that I have been a
part of the difficulty in arriving at

that critical mass, I must, nonetheless,
based on some fairly optimistic projec- ship and their need to get a budget respectfully dissent in terms of the
tions. It became apparent early on resolution out to set a target so unbe- resolution we have before us but hope

that even those projections, using all
of the mechanics of the current
budget process and the GrammRudman-Hollings targets, were going
to be Inadequate even to meet those

lievably low. Then to go ahead and very much we will indeed make the
begin appropriating money based on progress all of us hope to achieve in
that target is simply going to lead to the near term.
Mr. President, I yield the floor.
either additional disillusion when the
true magnitude of the budget is ac- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

very modest targets.
cepted and dealt with or it is goIng to Senator from Tennessee.
Mr. SASSER. Mr. President, I see
We finally reported out a budget res- force the whole process not to deal
olution. which I say was inspired in with it. We are 8lmply going to accept the distinguished Senator from Nelarge part by the distinguished occu- whatever appropriations are being braska on his feet. Before he proceeds
pant of the Chair, with a number of made and. say maybe we will do it may I ask how much time is remaining
to our side?
$54.1 billion In deficit reduction. In better next year.

effect, the Senate Budget Committee I simply submit to my colleagues
pledged itself through combinations of that is not moving us in the right direductions In expenditures and reve- rection, and I respectfully dissent
nue InCreases to reduce the budget knowing full well it is a very difficult
under the current process by some challenge knowing the intent of those
$54.1 billion.
who offer this particular resolution is

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Tennessee has 13 minutes; the Senator from New Mexico

has 35 mInutes and 30 seconds.
Mr. SASSER. May I ask the Senator
how much time he will require?
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REAL GROWTH
Mr. EXON, One minute and Prob- New Mexico Is still hopeful about an
While,
the
economy
is growing, it is not
economic
summit.
ably less.
growing solidly or securely enough.
But
the
other
thing
that
is
out
there
Mr. SASSER. I yield the Senator 1
stripping out the temporary hiring
in the United States—each country toAfter
minute.
conduct the census, job growth has been

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The has different ones—is the Federal Re- quite weak the last three months, retail
serve Board which controls the money sales have declined for the last 3 months,
Mr. EXON. I thank my friend, the supply and ultimately interest rates. and interest sensitive ectors—hou3lng and
chairman of the committee. I rise only Which essentially means how much autos—have been hit the hardest.
8enator is recognized.

for an Impassioned plea. This is an en- money is available.
Frankly, Mr. President, I cannot belightened suggestion; this is a reasonalieve that in the midst of the second
ble suggestion.
I ask unanimous consent that all of worse banking crisis in America's histhe time be yielded. back and that we tory—some say it is the greatest: I am
going to assume that the depression
proceed to a vote on this issue.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is had a worse banking crisis than the
one we have with the S&L crisis, that
there objection?
Mr. DOMENICI. Reserving the right is out there, causing enormous ripple
to object, was the Senator referring to effects in terms of the credit market—
both sides, I ask my friend from Ne- we are in the economic summit trying
to work out a fiscal policy, and almost
braska?

Banks have become more skittish, as the

real estate market has softened and they
have tightened their terms .of credit and

raised standards for riskier types of loans.
Real ONP growth in the first quarter was
revised down last month to 1.3 percent,
that's following a 1.1 percent increase in the
fourth quarter of 1989. These are the lowest
two quarters sInce 1988.
Complicating the picture of domestic eco-

nomic activity, are higher interest rates
abroad, the result of increased foreign
credit demands and central bank restraint,
particularly 'in Europe.

Mr. EXON. Yes, I was referring to every indicator that we normally use To the extent that higher U.S. rates are
both sides attempting to come to a indicates two things: that the Ameri- being driven up by these foreign demands
vote.
can economy is not growing very fast the higher U.S. rates are not needed or deMr. DOMENICI. I object.
and that the dynamism within it, U sired.
Looking at these numbers, it is clear that
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Objec- not totally stopped, is dramatically adequate
real growth, not tnflation 8hould
tion is heard.
Who yields time?
The Senator from New Mexico.
Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, I am
not going to take much time.

I do want to say to my good friend
from Virginia, Senator ROBB, that—
and I think I just want to correct the
record from my vantage point--he is
correct when he talks about the deficit
effect of this piecemeal budget resolu-

slowing.

be our major concern. And in this light, the

I will put those in the RECORD as to Federal Reserve should be erring on the
what they are—retail sales, wholesale side of policy ease in order to adjust for cursales, whatever you like, and Inflation rent conditions.
has ameliorated. It took a little bit of But the Federal funds rate, the rate by
the Federal Reserve affects the econa climb a few months ago. We find which
omy, remains at 8¼ percent., unchanged
now that was attributable to very dis- over the last six months.
tinct things, the problem of the farm A credible multi.year deficit cutting agreesector that came from both freezes ment is needed in order to provide the fiscal

and other disasters and we had a tem- leadership that must accompany sound

porary surge in energy prices, but if monetary policy.
tion when he speaks of the savings you look at the indexes, inflation Is Less Federal demand for credit would
lower interest rates directly and make the
that are in it.
coming back down.
Let me assure you, however, that is
Mr. President, I ask unanimous conjust the discretionary accounts of this sent that this material be printed in
Government. We have never made the Rcoiw.
that big savings in just the discretionThere being no objection, the mateary accounts of this Government. rial was ordered to be printed in the
There are no entitlement savings in it RECORD, as follows:
and no revenues. Even the President's
IIITLATIoN, EcolloMIc ORowrn, AND F
$13.9 billion revenues are not contemPoucY
plated in this resolution because, as we
Continued
expansion
the economy with
said before, what we want to do is pro- Inflation under controlofmust
of our
vide a procedure to go with the appro- primary goals for advancingbetheone
Nation's
priations while we try to fix the defi- welfare.
cit. If we could not, the Issue is going Recent evidence suggests that we need to
to be moot anyWay.

Having said that, I want to take a

couple minutes and talk about an Issue

that I think Is almost as important as

this economic summit, and that is

what is going to happen to the money
supply and what the Federal Reserve
Board, in my humble opinion, is doing
to this country.
First of afl, we have now learned—it.

Federal Reserve's task easier.

Coizrs ON THE ECONOMY BY SENATOR
Prr V. DoMErIcx, SENATI COMMITTX ON

mx Bmoir
(May 11, 1990)
WHAT SHOULD WE BE DOING ABOUT THE "CRV)XT

chuNcH"?

What are the chances for a credit-crunch
recession and what should the government
be doing to reduce the danger? Newspapers
report anecdotal evidence of credit market

tlghtnes8. Recently they have raised the

specter of a 'credlt crunch", where credit is
place more emphasis on real growth than on unavailable at almost any price, precipitating a recession. A lack of credit helped to
inflation.
INFLATION

bring on the economic downturn in 1974.
Today, with economic activity below the

While we always want to keep tnflation economy's capacity and tnflation under concredit-crunch recession need not
trol,

under control, the sigTs are that it is not accelerating.
The PPI—excludlng the volatile food and
energy componenta—ba.s Increased only
8.1% over the last 12 months, the lowest for
any 12 month period since October 1988.

occur because the Federal Reserve has suff icient latitude to ease monetary policy without fueling tnflation. The Federal Reserve's

job, though, has been complicated by re-

strictive lending practices In the banking in-

While the CPI rose a lot from January dustry and higher interest rates abroad.
took some of us a long time—that through
March, that was primarily due to Confused signals above Federal deficit rewhile we think in the U.S. Congress

duction also make the Federal Reserve's
The December freeze of agricultural task more difficult.
Banks have become more skittish. Their
produce,
And the temporary rise in energy prices awareness of credit risks has increased as
from weather related increa8es in heating real estate loans have turned sour and ecodemands over the winter, a rise that is now nomic growth has slowed. Another factor
the American economy, now being being reversed. (Spot crude oil prlce3 are tins been the glut of junk bonds produced
merger mania. In response, banks have
Internationally affected, Is affected by now down to $15 barTel from around $20 by
tightened their terms of credit and raised
January.)
many things. I am willing to admit in The
standards
for riskier types of loans. The real
April increase in the CPI was a

that we are in control of fiscal policy
and tax policy and as a consequence
whatever we do is going to determine
what happens to the American economy, I think we have all learned that

temporary effecta.

that one thing we must fix because it modest 0.2 percent., that'8 an annual rate of
Is becoming more and more evident is 2.4 percent if it were to continue.
the deficit and get out of the capital Predictors of future tnflation are also
markets-as much as we can as soon as down goal prloes commodity prices, and
we can so as to reduce the cost of In- long.terzn bond rates have all fallen recentterest. That is why the Senator from 17.

estate sector and ftrms below recognized in-

vestment grades have been hardest hit by

these changes. Even though a switch to

other credit sources by larger corporations
and a decline in merger borrowing account
for much of the recent decline in lending by
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banks and S&L's, the downturn still re- fiscal house in order, we need not repeat the
mains disturbing.
poor economic performance that rising InHow should the Federal Reserve respond? flation helped trigger In the W's and. early
Compared with the 1970's, we live In a dl!- etra.
ferent financial world. Deregulation and
Inflation then
competition from new sources of credit,—
The
experiences
of the 70's and early 80's
money-market funds, secondary markets, remain in our memories—Inflation
Increasand foreign financial entfties—now ensures ing to annual rates as high as 18 percent,
that funds remain available. Changes in reg- driving up interest rates to over 20 percent.
ulatory practices and expansion of non-tra- Household spending and saving decisions
ditional financial institutions, however.
distorted as consumers took on a "buy
have complicated the Federal Reserve's task were
mentality to beat out the next round
of tnfluencing credit availability. The ques- now"
price increases, High Inflation, coupled
tion currently Is whether the Federal Re- of
tax laws, discouraged productivity-enserve can determine and then set a mone- with
tary stance that provides adequate liquidity hancing investments ifl areas such as equipand R&D. Many households—the
as more stringent loan requirements by the ment
low-income families, and those on
banking sector reduce the amount of total aged,
credit available. In light of current circum- fixed incomes—watched helplessly as Inflastances. the Federal Reserve's strategy tion ate into their earnings and savings.
shouldn't ask why Inflation Is low now
should be to lower' its target for interest butWe
why it was so high then. Between 1973
rates as a way to offset current non-interest
and 1581, inflation was nearly three times as
rate related credit restrictions.
Higher foreign interest rates must be fac- high as between 1948 and 1973. Rising inflatored into Federal Reserve policy. Under tion was the result of several factors: jolts

my, and keep down the east of capital and

temper economic growth. But recently,

just do not believe it needs any fixing

the cost of doing business.

Long-run increases in our natIonal wellbeing depend on our continuing ability to
match wage Increases with productivity
gains. This reqires greater emphasis on poli-

cies that stimulate growth in productivity
and our output potential. While wage increases are of course desirable, recent Increases in expenses for employee health
care have been excessive, creating cost pressures that add to Inflation.

To the extent we are able to keep trade

open and fair, international competItion will
act as a check on rising prices, While a more
competitive and efficient energy market in

the SO's has helped to attenuate energy

price escalation, we must recognize that in-

creased relIance on foreign oil may once

again put us in jeopardy in the 90's.
A forward-looking budget agreement that
deals with these Issues and motivates a continued emphasis on Increased efficiencies in

production will bring the long-run payoff
certain ereunistances higher interest rates to the economy from two major energy we need for the next century.
are a useful prescription for economic ills. price jumps, low productivity gains, slow
Mr. DOMENICI. I say to the Federal
For instance, when too rapid economic economic growth,. and a policy of monetary Reserve Board, what are you trying to
accommodation
that
fostered
ever
higher
growth strains the economy's capaetty,
fix? Are you trying to fix Inflation? I
adding to inflation, higher interests rates inflationary expectations.
InjiatioM flow

higher foreign Interest rates, reflecting inThe cLrcwr.stances that brought on the right now. I do not think there is any
creased foreign credit demands and central 70's inflation spiral are not evident in 1990. evidence that it does.
bank restraint, particularly In Europe. have
But I tell you with credit crunches
The 90's do not look like the 70's. The curpt upward pressure on U.S. interest rates. rent 5.3 percent unemployment rate doesn't that are out there we do not need a
To the extent the recent rise In U.S. long- have the Inflationary potential It had in the credit crunch that Is moved by tight

term rates reflects foreign activity rather
than capacity constraints ad Inflationary
pressures in the U.S.. the higher rates are
net needed or desired. In response, the ap-

'10's. The aging of the baby-boom generation money policies. We are going to work
has created more experienced and more pro- the economic summit, everyone is. The
ductive workers who are more employable.
In recent years, Increases in wage rates have reason we do not have a plan is that It
propriate role for the Federal Reserve not been inflationary because they have ac- is tough to come up with one. Those
should be to lower domestic rates by easing companied Improving productivity. Over the who come to the floor have great libiw'netary policy.
80's, nonfarm business productivity has in- erty In the U.S. Senate. They can critiThe Federal Reserve also must evaluate creased at. a 1.3 percent annual rate, twice as cize any plan anybody comes up wit.h.
recent economie data that have been influ- fast as between 1973 and 1980.
But the plan to fix America's fiscal
enced by special factors. Temporary factors
We live in a more competitive world. The
Increased Inflation and real growth. In the growth of global markets has Increased our policy over a number of years with certainty are not easy. They are difficult,

first quarter of 1990. The end of the strike sensitivity to foreign competition and has
at Boeing and the unseasonably mild weath- forced us to be more efficient and more pro- And they are all difficult choices now.
er, following a record setting cold spell, ac- ductive. Continued competition from abroad
So it seems to me we are busy trying

counted for most of the rebound in real will make us ever more conscious of efficien- to do that and perhaps someone is
CNP growth. Real ONP rose a modest 2.1.
percent in the first quarter, up from 1.1 percent in the previous quarter, inflation was
driven up by a jolt to food and energy prices
as December's cold weather reduced farm

cies, raising quality and value, and insuring waiting around on the money supply

that consumers continue to get the best side to see what happens there. Frankproducts at the best prices.
Ly, the economy Is not growing as fast

The Federal Reserve's credibility as an in• as it should, which has an effect on
flatlon fighter has improved. The 1982 re- how
much we can cut In the first year.
output and Increased heating demands. cession, partly the result of a major re-focus
Once these temporary factors and special of Federal Reserve policy toward controlling Does anybody really think, with the
circumstances are stripped away, adequate money growth, brought Inflation down. The current economic mix in this country,
real growth, not accelerating Inflation, is Federal Reserve's re-focus and the inflatIon we could take $81) billion or $90 billion

our main concern. The Federal Reserve experience of the past seven years have out of this economy next year In whatshould be erring on the side of policy ease in successfully lowered Inflationary expecta- ever source, defense cuts, entitlement
order to adjust for current underlying con- tions.
changes? Even If we could, It seems to
ditions.
Prescrlpio,t for the future
moot it would be Imprudent.
A credible multi-year deficit cutting agreeMy hope Is that we have learned enough
So I have submitted for the Racoiw
mantis needed In order to provide the fiscal
leadership ' that must accompany sound that we do not need a replay of the 1982 re- the various consumer price indexes,
monetary policy. Reduced Federal borrow- cession to keep Inflation under control. In- the wholesale price indexes, which ining in credit markets would make the Feder- flation fears and budget uncertainty have. dicate to this Senator that we ought
al Reserve's job easier by freeing up needed led to recent monetary policy that Is help- not have what we have today In terms
credit for the private aector; Less credit, ing to produce minimum economic growth. of monetary supply, money supply.
therefore, would be required from abroad As we continue the budget summit, we must
and our International debt and trade deficit
positions would likely improve. A credible
multi-year agreement would have the added
benefit of reducing the Inflation component
of Interest rates, contributing directly to our
ultimate goal of continued economic growth
with low Inflation.
(June 12, 1990)
ISvLATIoN: WEIRE WILL 1100 raou uxas?

develop a budget plan that gives the Federal
Let me make one other point. It
Reserve the opportunity to feel confident in seems to the Senator from New
supporting a maximum growth path for the Mexico that the American economy
future.
has changed not only in Its Interna-

A credible deficit reduction agreement
drathat lays out a multi-year budget plan tional quality but It has changed
would demonstrate the pro-growth fiscal matically internally. It Is predomi-

leadership we need for the 90's. The clearest nantly more service oriented. That
way to raise long-term growth and produc- does not mean hamburgers—they are

tivity Is to reduce the federal deficit; this Included—It means health care, educawill raise national saving and Investment. tion, and all those other things. They
Cutting the deficit is the best first step, but are driving Inflation rather significanta budget, plan must do more. It should ly, and particularly health care. I
entail policies that keep the U.S conspetlcure? No. With a credible budget..agreernent, tire internationally, raise productivIty really wonder If anybody believes that
one that, plans for the future and puts our growth, Increase credit to the private econo- tight money policy Is going to cure the
As we begin a new decade, how seriously
should inflation fears Influence decisions?
Are we now seeing signs of an incipient inflationary rise with a. recession as the only
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Inflationary aspects of the health care IRS enforcement activity and assistsystem of this country.
ance to taxpayers. In ea.sed funding
I hope, if there are some people would enable the IRS to collect an adaround that think It will have some ditional $33 billion over 5 years by col-

kind of model Indicating it might, I lecting money that taxpayers legally

wish they would share It with us. I am
not at all sure anybody knows how to
measure growth, productivity increases In the health care system or In
the education system. But we sure can
measure Inflation, and it is. rampant.
And I really do not believe anybody is

owe, but do not voluntarily pay. I

S 8019
Massachusetts is In recession, and the
Federal budget deficit must be
brought under control If we are to get
growing again. We must confront the
bard choices sooner—not later.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous con-

would urge Congress to make the nec- sent to be recorded as voting no on
essary resources available to the IRS final passage of this budget resolution.
to accomplish this goal.
scoanco 07 LEASE-PVRCEASES
In addition, I would encourage the
Mr. DECONCINL Mr. President, I
Congress to take the long-term view of
defense spending. Over the last 10 see my - friend the chairman of the
anxiously waiting for money supply years, we have funded the Department Budget Committee on the floor and I
curtailment to contain that kind of in- of Defense as though we were In the wonder If he might be able to answer
flation. I submit you are going to wait throes of active combat. In reality, several questions I have concerning
around a long time. You are going to however, we've experienced unprece- the budgetary treatment of leases and
make unemployment of the past pale: dented peace, and political changes lease-purchases.
Mr. SASSER. I will certainly try to
It is going to take more quarters than sweep through Europe, the tensions of
we ever had to have In a recessionary the cold war continue to subside. It Is answer any questions that the distineconomy to do that. Policies have to time to shape our defense budget guished Senator from Arizona might
do that.
structure closer to that reality. I have.
I want to thank the staff for work- would urge Congress to encourage Mr. DaCONCINI. I thank the Senaing on this budget resolution and say burden-sharing Instead of continuing tor. My staff informs me that the
to my good friend, the chairman, I to maintain a $150 billion defense um- Senate Budget Committee, the Rouse
hope we can get a conference and get brella for a recovered and thriving Budget Committee, the Congressional
a budget resolution that will offer Europe and Japan. The defense level Budget Office and the Office of Mansome guidance to approprlators, but In this resolution makes it possible for agement and Budget have been inequally Important I think this docu- such a reordering of priorities to volved In discussions concerning the
ment we are voting on presupposes begin.
scorekeeping treatment of leases and
and suggests rather strongly that we
In summary, while this resolution is lease-purchases.
need an economic summit result and not the one I would prefer, it does ac- Mr. SASSER. The Senator is correct.
we could never produce a budget reso- complish the very necessary goal of al- After our experience with the fiscal
lution that could do the job. That is lowing the appropriations process to year 1990 appropriations bills, the
why I cooperated to get this done.
move forward without prejudicing the Budget Committee Informed the other
Mr. CONRAD. Mr. President, I rise outcome of the budget summit negoti- committees that it would be reviewing
to reluctantly support the budget reso- ations. If choice is between a viable the budgetary treatment of leases and
lution before us. I would much prefer summit agreement and an enormous lease purchases In future fiscal years.
to be considering the resolution passed sequester, there should be no doubt That review has led to the following
by the Senate Budget Committee. which course to vigorously pursue.
current Senate Budget Committee poThat package provided the framework Mr. KERRY. Mr. President, I appre- sition.

for the bold action this Nation needs ciate the need to take the procedural
to significantly reduce the Federal step of passing this resolution before
budget deficit. However, because pros- us tonight in order to begin to take
pects of enacting a bold plan depend action on critical appropriations bills.
on the success of the budget summit I also appreciate and commend the
negotiations, It Is Imperative that we joint leadership of the Senate and the
allow those negotiations to move for- Budget and Appropriations Commitward and develop the components of tees for the agreement that they have
that plan. I believe that the resolution reached that will permit the Senate to
before us can help to accomplish that move ahead with Its work.
objective.
However, Mr. President, I feel comThe Federal deficit Is the major eco- pelled to again state In the strongest
nomic problem confronting us. It is possible terms, my continuing conviccrucial that we act decisively and com- tion that progress on the substance of
plete action on a package that deficit reduction Is critical to our econachieves substantial reductions In the omy, critical to interest rate reduction,
deficit in each of the next 5 years. In critical to job creation in my State and
my view, the budget summit negotia- critical to maintaining the standard of
tions are our best hope for that mean- living of our families. It is not suffiingful action. I believe this resolution cient that we find one more way of dewill allow us to keep the budget proc- ferring the hard choices that we are
ess on track while the negotiations are elected to make. This resolution again
completed. The only way we will get relieves some of the pressure to act.
this problem behind us Is If both par- And, while i understand that It was
ties, both Houses of Congress and the the practical thing t do, I find It ImWhite House come together to take possible to support One more resoludecisive action.
tion on the budget that does nothing
It is also my hope that as the con- to reduce the budget deficit and nothgressional budget process continues, ing to shift our priorities.
Members will take a long-term view of
Therefore, despite my deep respect
the solution.
for our leaders, I must express my opFor example, providing adequate position to the resolution that we will
funding for the Internal Revenue enact tonight.
Service Is one of the most significant Having said that, I hope the next
investments we could make. The Fair months will result In an agreement
Share Program that I proposed and that will effectively and equitably rethe Senate Budget Committee en- store us a responsible Government
dorsed Is a multlyear effort to upgrade budget. Our economy is suffering,

First, In the case of leases, budget

authority will be scored in the year in
which it is first made available in the
amount of the Government's total estimated obligati6ns. The outlays will

be scored equal to the estimated

annual lease payments. Since neither
the President's budget nor the budget
resolution reported out by the Budget
Committee provided the budget authority necessary to Implement this

new treatment of leases, it Is my inten-

tion that this scorekeeping practice

will not go into effect until fiscal year
1992. Furthermore, this scorekeeping
practice affects only new leases or renewals entered into after the change.
It does not affect existing leases. Finaily, on the subject of leases, If the
fiscal year 1992 President's budget re-

quest, for some reason, does not reflect this scorekeeping change, the

Budget Committee will review its position on the scoring of leases.
The scoring of lease-purchase agreements, which will begin in fiscal year
1991, is as follows:

Standard-lease purchases will be

scored like leases. Budget authority

will be scored in the year in which it Is

first made available in the amount of
the Government's total estimated obligations—both the principal and the interest. Outlays will be scored for any
year in the amount of payments estimated tobe made in that year to liquidate the obligations. In the case of a
standard lease purchase,. outlays will
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OmcE or MANAGEMXtr
he scored equal to the est&mated will be no lease-purchase f[n&nclng Lor
Wa3hingn, DC, AprIL 30, 1990.
annual payment.
the 13 lease-purchase projects already
DxEI. P. Morn,
Scoring both the principle and all o authorized by different public laws be- Hon.
Chafrman, Subcommittee on Water Rethe Interest in the fIrst year means tween 1987 and 1989.
8rurees, Transportation and Inrfisfrvcthat there will be a large amount of OMB's decision to change their
tt&e US Sen Washi,wtovl, DC.
budget authority associated with policy on left8e-purchase flnancIg
DZAR MR. CKAUaLA1r. The Administration
lease-purchases, which relects the fact comes after an 0MB/General Services
that lease-purchases are more expen- Administration joint task force recomsive than direct Federal construction. mendation, in September 1989, that
For example, at a Interest rate of 10 G$A employ hae-purchase financing
percent, the budget authority needed for the construction of 2.1 additional
for a 30-year 1ease-purehae will be new buildings. Their report concluded
four thnes larger than that needed for that 8ufflcient funds were not availdirect Federal constriction.
able for the direct coistruction of
Recently a second type of lease.pur- these projects and that continued leaschase haa been developed. In this type ing would be an inefficient and expenof lease-purchase, the third.part' fi- sive way to provide the space. Howevnancing Is guaranteed by the full faith er, 0MB has now said that. the 21

is very ncerned about the acquisition of
buildings necary to meet the Oovernments needs, and the 'financing of these

(ontract, the Budget Committee will Public Law 100—113;
use Its best judgment. InitiAlly, the Foley Square in New York City, NY,
presumption, will be that it is a stand- Public Law 100-202;
The Federal Office Building in Chiard lease-purchase—-no Government
ruarantee—and the outlays will be cago, IL, Public Law 100-202;

cussed the scoring of long.term building

ram hesitant at this point to offer a Atlanta, GA, Public Law 100-202:
of a standard The Centers for Disease Control in
lease purchase, because of the corn- Chaznblee, GA, Public Law 100-202;
The Internal Revenue Service in
plexity of the issue. However, the fol-

and Judiciary projects

bulldiugs In the most economical way for
the Government. After a thorough evaluation of the Federal Government's needs for
additional bulldhigs and the various method to finance these needed buildings, the
Administration took two important actions
that reflect our concern.
First, we proposed in amendments to the
FY 1991 Budget the direct construction of

21 projects that had been identified In a

joint G$A/OME study that was completed
last summer. Second, the FY 1991 Budget
scored certain existing private financing arrangements that were based on the Federal
Government's unconditional lease/purchase
of the buildings in the same manner that we
8core any other Government purchase. The
budget accounting of these lease/purchase
arrangements, which are n essence just another way for the Government to acquire
terest. Principal outlays will be scored ready authoiized by law. These buildings, removed any 8coring advaflage
that this more co&tly financing mechanism
over the construction period at the projects are:
may have had relative to direct Federal courate of construction,
The International Cultural and struction.
In cases where the legislation Is Trade
Center in Washington, DC, I understand that our staffs have disvague as to the type of lea.se purchase

and credit of the Government, Such projects ought to be built by dhect
a'rangements will be treated like pur- Federal construction, rather through
chases and not like leases, and would lei.se-purchase fhancing. Desptte
be scored accordingly. Budget author- what I continue to perceive as a lack
ity will be scored in the year in which of available fun. But, so be it.
the budget authority Is first made My Immediate concern today, howavailable In the amount of the Gov- ever, Is that 0MB also wants to ellnieminent's total estimated obliga- nate, retroactively, lease-purchase fitions—both the principal and the in- nancing for the 13 building projects al-

lease 8nd Iease/purchse arrangTnents, particularly as it relates to a number of
project on which Congtess had previously
acted. This )etter Is to confirm the scoring
outlined in thoc discussions.
The Federal Office Building In Oak- OM]B will score budget authority up front
scored over the lease period. However,
for the full construction and financing cos.s
if actual practice indicates that the land, CA. Public Law. 100-202;
The Federal Office Building In San for any long-term, capaal building lease or
p:esumption Is erroneous—either with
Iease.purchase, in the year that Congrtss
regard to particular cases or general- Francisco, CA,, Public Law 100-202;
acts.
The
Centers
for
Disease
Control
in
ly—the prcsurnptlon may change.
waa done for the Archives
Th addition.

definitive definition

lowing is an illustrative et of the

characteristics of a standard lea.se purchase. Ffrst, there should be no expllcIt Government guarantee 01 the thirdparty financing. Second, it. Is prefera-

ble that the Government not own the
land on v.'hlch the facility is to be con-

in

the FY 1991

Budget, 0MB will score outlays up front for

any project financed through an arrangernent that removes all financial risks from
the project's developers and/or investors.
Memphis, Th, Public Law 100-440;
outlays will be' scored to reflect the
The Archives II Building In College These
buildings construction expenses. If the IegtsPark, MD, PubLic Law 100-440:
providing authority to acquire a
The Judiciary Office Building In htion
building by lease clearly requires private
Washington, DC Public Law 100-480;
risk, outlays would be scored over the life of
The Internal Revenue Service In the agreement. Although these financing
airangements are often very complex, the
Chanitelee. GA, Public Law 101-136;

structea. Third. the project should be The Environmental Protection
a general purpose asset. It lB iot nec- Agency in Washington. DC, Public
essary for the contract to meet all of Law 101-136; and
these criteria to qualify s a standard The Health Care Financing Adnilnislease purchase for scoring purposes. tration in BaltImore MD, Public Law
However, the first criterion is neces- 101—136.

explicit or Implicit obligation of the Federal
Government to make lease payments Is the
most Important flr.incial characteristic that
0MB 'wIll review to determine the level of

Mr. MOYNIHAN. Mr. President, I
would also like to ask the views of the
distinguished chairman of the Budget
Committee on a most important Issue,
the. administration's Federal building

project ts constructed ex)usively for the

I have dLcussed this matter with
Mr. Diefenderfer and expressed my
concern, over how thfs treatment will
affect these 13 previously authorized
projects. Mr. Diefenderfer wrote to
Senator DECoNcuI and myself on
April 30, 1990, to state that there will
policy.
I held a hearing on March 20 before be absolutely no impact on the previ-

sary.

the Subcommittee on Water Resources, Transportation, and Infra-

structure of the Committee on Envi-

ronment and Public Works, on the admk1stration's building policy. At the
hearthg I was informed by the OLLlce
of M.an.agemnt and Budgets Deputy
Director, William Dlelenderfer 111,

risk irrvolved.

0MB will also consider other characteristics in evaluating the level of private sector
risk In a project. These IncIule whether the

Government; whether it Is built on Government-owned land; whether the project th of
net benefit to the C}overnxnent; and whether ft Li built to speeific Government requirements.
Although 0MB wifl apply this scoring in
the Mid-Session Review to the ICTC project
lease-purchase end eight other previously-approved lease/
approved
ously
projects. Mr, Dielenderfer wrote and I purchase projects. Congress need not take
quote, "Congress need not take any any additioa1 action to fund these projects
additional actIon tG tund these and we plan to proceed with thth needed

projects arid we plan to proceed with
this needed construction." I ask unanimous consent that this letter be
placed in the RcoRD.
that OB had decided to change it There being no. objection, the letter
policy on lease-purchase projects. was ordered to be printed in the
Their decIsion, In fact, was that there RcoRI, as follows:

conBtruct$on.

With your &pport, the resources for the
21 needd projects can be found. In addition, I am confident that we esn work to.
gether to ue direct construction—the lea5t
ct1y mechanism svalJalle—tO provide for
the future acquisition of buildings for the
Government.
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In testimony before the Senate Commit- of the administration, or most Repub- ens. In fact, It says nothing about

tee on Environment and Public Works. Sub- licans, In develop1ng a bipartisan 'ap- whole lot of things.
committee on Water ?.esources, Transports- proach to the deficit. in fact, there
Mr. President, this just Isn't good
thu and Infrastructure, I promised an 0MB
review of existing financing arrangements were rumors that the administration enough. I can not endorse It. Nc
for the Government's purchase of buildings. bad developed a new approach to the matter what the practical canstralnt,5

That review Is ongoing. I promised to are budget process.
We all bow
the results of that review with you and still

we face, we simply ought not settle foi

that the President's so little when we need so much.

budget was based on certain assump- Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, I
tions whIch almost all objective ex- yield back the remainder of my time.
WILLIAM M. Drxmmsam III,
perts rejected as too optimistic. After
Mr. SA8SER. Mr. President, I yield
Deputy Director.
defending those assumptions for a few back the remainder of my time.
Mr. MOYNIHAN. Mr. Dlefenderfer months, the President officially repuThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The
also told me on May 1 that the exist- diated them. In the budget summit Senator from Tennessee has yielded
lug 13 projects will be financed and In testimony before the Congress, back the remainder of his time.
through the Federal Financing Bank the administration has admitted that
All time has now been yielded back.
and not through private financing. their economic assumptions, their pre- The
question Is on agreeing to the
The excepthrns being the Judiciary dictions about the .cost of the S&L amendment.
Building and the Federal Office Build- bailout, their projections of the total
The amendment (No. 2022) was
ing In Chicago for which private ft. size of the deficit, are no longer opera- agreed
to.
nancing has already beers arranged. tive.
Mr.
SASSER.
Mr. President, I move
Mr. Djefenderfer assured me, on
Now some people see that dmlssIn the Senate proceed
House Concurbehalf of the administration, that this as the ultimate form of hypocrisy. rent Resolution 310, to
Calendar No. 533.
financing will be forthcoming and that They believe -that the administration
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
the only thing that could stop the has a new strategy use bad assuxnp- question
is on the motion.
projects now would be "a positive act tlons so you can create a budget that
Without objection, the motion Is
of Congress."
doesn't really make any difficult deci- agreed
to.
I would like to ask the distinguished sions; then, after a while, repudiate
The clerk will report.
chairman If this Is their understanding the assumptions and tell the Congress
with regard to -the 13 prevIously au- that, given these new realities, they The assistant legislative clerk read
plan to do so-If you so desire.
Cod1aUy,

will have to make all the tough as follows:
Mr. SASSER. The buildings to choices—and take all the heat while A concurrent resolution (a Con. Re.. 310)
which you refer will be scored under the administration sits on the side- setting forth the congressional budget for
the United States Government for the fiscal
the new rules. Since the construction lines.
of these buildings Is authorized by law,
The budget summit, requested by years 1991. 1992, 1993, 1994, and 1995.

thorized buildings?

Mr. SASSER. Mr. President, I ask
the congressional leadership and
agreed to by the adm1nlstration, was unanimous consent that House Conan effort to get everyone to stop play- current Resolution 310 be amended by
ing games and start dealing with our striking all after the resolving clause
problems in a realistic way. I have and Inserting In lieu thereof the lanfunding for these buildings will not be some hope—not a great deal, but guage of Senate Concurrent Resoludisplayed until the January 1992 base- some—that the summit will give us a tion 110, as amended.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Withline. The budget authority wIll be dis- viable, bipartisan deficit reduction proIt Is my understanding that they will
be constructed. They are not In Jeopardy because of the/new scorekeeping
rule. Since the necessary outlays have
not been provided in the baseline, the

played In the year In which It was gram.

out objection, It Is so ordered.

that the resolution Mr. SASSER. Mr. President, I am
year 1990—and the outlays will be dis- before us today Is not inconsistent prepared to yield back all of my time.
played as outlays prior. This change In with the summit process. I recognize
Mr. DOMENICL I yield back the
scoring will not require further appro- that its Intention Is simply to allow balance of my time.
priations or congressional action.
the Congress to get on with the rou- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Mr. MOYNIHAN. I thank the distin- tine legislative task of appropriating question Is on agreeing to the concurguished chairman of the Budget Com- funds for programs wIthout getting rent resolution, as amended.
mittee for his time and help on this hung up In a lot of procedural prob- The concurrent resolution was
matter.
lems.
agreed to.
Mr. DECONCINL I also want to But I also recognize that this resoluThe preamble was agreed to.
thank the distinguished chairman.
tion is more than that: it purports to Mr. SASSER. Mr. President, I move
Mr. SASSER. It has been pleasure be a congressional statement about to reconsider the vote by which the
working with you and Senator Moyw!- the budget—about the economic and concurrent resolution was agreed to.
uw on this Issue. I look forward to policy priorities of the country.
Mr. DOMENICL I move to lay that
working with you In the future as the
It is a brief statement. And its brevi- motion on the table.
situation requires.
ty makes it all too clear that our pri- The motion to lay on the table was
made available—for example, fiscal

I

recognize

Mr. KOHL. Mr. President, there is a mary Interest Is business as usual. This agreed to.
good practical reason !or us to be con- resolution 'makes it all too clear that
Mr. SASSER. Mr. President, I send
sidering this so-called budget resolu- our primary Interest Is to pass some to the desk an amendment to the title
tion today. the argument Is that we bills that spend money before we of the concurrent resolution.
have to adopt it in order to remove the figure out how Uttle money we actualThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The
procedural obstacles to working on the ly have to spend.
clerk will report
appropriation bills. I do not quarrel
Mr. President, this resolution says
The assistant legislative clerk read
with the leadership's decision to move nothing about the deficit disaster we as follows:
to the resolution today. But I do quar- face. It says nothing about the eco- Amend the Utle so as to read as foilows
rel with, and, had It come to a vote, I nomic challenges w have to confront "8ettlng forth the congressIonal budget for
-

couldn't have voted for, this resolu- It says nothing 'about our need to the United States Oovernment for the fiscal
tion.
stimulate econOmic groWth and In- years 1991, 1992, and 1993."
Let me take a few moments to ex- crease personal savings; nothing about The PRESIDING OFFICER, The
our need to 'rebuild our Infrastructure question Is on agreeing to the amendWe started the Budget process &hls and restore spending on programs that ment to the title.
year In presummlt times. When Sena- give our kids the education they need;
The amendment was agreed to.
tor Ssssua, as chair of the Budget nothing about the environment, noth- Mr. SASSER. Mr President, this
Committee, began to craft a resolu- ing about meeting our health care title amendment has been adopted by
tion, there was no interest on the part crisis, nothing about helping our veter- the body.

plain why.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. The the first shot fired at the beginning of

amendment has been agreed to.
every year and ours is the last popgun
Mr. SASSER. Mr. President, I move to be put away at the end of every

to reconsider the vote by which the year. So we work from beginning to

title amendment was agreed to.
end, night and day. I guess our motto
Mr. DOMENICI. I move to lay that at the Budget Committee, I say to the
motion on the table.
ranking member, ought to be We

The motion to lay on the table was may doze but we never close at the
United States Senate Budget CommitMr. SASSER. Mr. President, I ask tee."
unanimous consent that the Senate Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, well,
Insist upon its amendment and request I cannot top that other than say I was
a conference with the House on the looking for a name for this resolution
disagreeing votes of the two Houses and the chafrmn called it bobtail. I
and that the Chair be authorized to cannot do any better. Clearly, it is less
appoint the conferees on the part of than a budget resolution and it is less
the Senate.
than what the fiscal policy of this
There being no objection, the Pre- Nation demands, but it is what the insiding Officer appointed Mr. SAss, stitution ought to do. It is not going to
Mr. Fowi, and Mr. DorNIcI confer- prejudice anything very significantly
ees on the part of the Senate.
from what I can tell. Perhaps I could
Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, dream up a scenario, or we may, but I
might I say to the distinguished chair- really do not think so.
man, with reference to the appointwe ought to go ahead and do
ment of the conferees, I did not have it.IIthink
thank
in particular the
an opportunity to discuss this with chairman everyone,
and staff on both sides. I
either the Republican leader or other note the chief
of staff was referred to
members of the committee. So would by his educational
as doctor.
the chairman agree with me that I I have not referredpedigree,
to
Bill
Hoagland
concur with these appointees tonight with his degree, but I am wondering
with the understanding that I would about it. If I find out he has a doctor's
agreed to.

like to confirm as soon as we return on degree, in the future I wiB refer to
Monday to make sure that there is no him that way, also.
Insistence on my side that others than I do not want to do it yet, because
the three be on it, in whIch event we really I am very easy about pay raises,
can negotiate and discuss the matter? and I have not been paying him docMr. SASSER. I would be pleased to tor's wages. So I think I will leave it as

make that agreement with the distin- Bill Hoagland, staff director, and his
guished ranking member. In the event helpers.
there are some changes requested on The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
his side, then we may wish to make Senator
from Miimesota.
changes on our side. We can negotiate
Mr. BOSCHWITZ. Mr. President, I
that out. I am hopeful that since we join
congratulating both the chairare looking in the direction of a man in
of
Budget Committee and the
speedy conference that we could have rankingthe
minority Member in getting
a streamlined group of conferees.
passed. It is indeed a bobMr. President, I want to express my the budget
budget. Otherwise, I would be up,
appreciation this evening for the ef- tail
forts of our distinguished ranking speaking about it. It facilitates the inneeds of moving forward
member in attempting to move this, stitutional
appropriations, and I think that
what I might call a bobtail resolution, with
all we really sought to accomplish
just as fast as we can in order that we is
here.
those who would take excepcan unlock the appropriators and let tion toSothis
budget are making an acathem begin doing their work. Without demic statement
only.

his understanding of the situation,
without his devotion and dedication to
the Institution of the Senate, and
without his recognition of the necessity that we move forward with this res-

olution, I might say that our efforts
here this evening would have, been
much more difficult, perhaps even Impossible. It is a pleasure to work with
the ranking member. I thank him very

much for his cooperation, for his efforts and for his suggestions.

I want to express my appreciation
for the work of the very dedicated,

competent, and efficient majority staff

of. the U.S. Senate, ably led by Dr.

John Hilley for their work on this resolution here this evening and for their
unstinting devotion and dedication

throughout this whole year's very
trying budget process, which is not
over by a long shot.
As
my
distinguished

ranking
member knows, the budget process is
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FIscal year 1992: $85,500,000,000.

Fiscal year 1993: $97800000000.

(2) The amounts of the deficits excluding
the receipts and disbursements of the Federal Old-Age Survivors Insurance Trust
Yund and the Federal Disability Insurance
Trust Fund are as follows:

AMENDMENTS SBMI'rlW
CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
RESOLUTION

SASSER (AND OTkilRS)

Fiscal year 1991: —$138,400,000,000.
Fiscal year 1992: —$113,500,000,000.
Fiscal year 1993: —$97,800,000,000.

(b) The amounts of the deficits excluding
the receipts and disbursements of all Federal trust funds are as follows:
Fiscal year 1991: —$201,200,000,000.
Fiscal year 1992: $172,700,000,000.
Fiscal year 1993: $155,900,000,000.

AMENDMENT NO. 2022

Mr. SASSER (for himself, Mr. Do-

MENICI, Mr. MITCImIL, and Mr. DoLE)

proposed an amendment to the concurrent resolution (S. Con. Res. 110)
setting forth the congressional budget
for the U.S. Government for the fiscal

BUDGET ACCOUNTABILITY

Sac. 5. The following amounts in this sec-

tion are set forth to show the fiscal levels
that would be required by 8. 101:
Fiscal Year 1991:
(1) RetIrement fund budget:
Fiscal year surplus: $129,100,000,000.
Trust balances at end of fiscal year:

years 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994, and 1995, $783,000,000,000.
as follows:
(2) Operating budget:
Strike all after the first word and Insert
Suplus for fiscal year: $82,200,000,000.
the followlnr
(3) Debt and interest budget:
Debt at beginning of fIscal year:
the Congress determines and declares that
the concurrent resolution on the budget for $3,112,100,000,000.
year:
fiscal
of
end
fiscal year 1991 is established and the apat
Debt
propriate budgctary levels for fiscal years $3,312,600,000,000.
1992 and 1993 are set forth.

MAXIMUM DEFICIT £MOWFS

Sw. 2. The following levels and amounts
In this section are set forth for purposes of

Gross interest: $275,300,000,000.
Debt increase (Deficit): $200,500,000,000.
Fiscal Year 1992:

(1) Retirement funds budget:
Fiscal year surplus: $139,100,000,000.
determining, In accordance with section
Trust balances at end of fIscal year:
301(1) of the Congressional Budget and Iso- $922,100,000,000.
poundinent Control Act of 1974 (as amend(2) Operating budget:
ed by the Balanced Budget and Emergency
for fiscal year: $121,200,000,000.
Deficit Control Act of 1985 and the Bal- Surplus
(3) Debt and interest budget:
anced Budget and Emergency Deficit ConDebt at beginning of fiscal year
trol Reaffirmation Act of 1987). whether

the maximum deficit amount for a fiscal

$3,312,600,000,000.

year:
of
fiscal
at
Debt
end
year has been exceeded, and as set forth in $3,483,300,000,000.
this concurrent resolution, shall be considGross interest: $288,300,000,000.
ered to be mathematically consistent with
Debt increase (Deficit): $170,700,000,000.

the other amounts and levels set forth in
this concurrent resolution:

(1) The recommended levels of Federal

Fiscal Year 1993:
(1) RetIrement funds budget:
FIscal year surplus: $151,600,000,000.
Trust balances at end of fIscal year:

revenues are as follows:
Fiscal year 1991: $1,137,000,000,000.
Fiscal year 1992: $1203800000000.
Fiscal year 1993: $1,276,600,000,000.

$1,073,800,000,000.

Fiscal year 1991: $1,430.400,000.000.
Fiscal year 1992: $1,465,000,000,000.
Fiscal year 1993: $1,544,200,000,000.

$3,483,300,000,000.

(2) The appropriate levels of total budget
authority are as follows:
(3) The appropriate levels of total budget
outlays are as follow
Fiscal year 1991: $1.201.000,000,000.
Fiscal year 1992: $1,231.800,000.000.
Fiscal year 1993: $1,276,600,000,000.

(2) OperatIng budget:
Surplus for fIscal year: $148,900,000,000.
(3) Debt and interest budget
Debt at beginning of fiscal year:

Debt

at

end

of

fiscal

year:

$3,641,200,000,000.

Gross interest: $300,500,000,000.
Debt increase (Deficit): $157900000000.
SBCOMDED LEfl8 AND AMOUNTS

Sac. 6. (a) The following budgetary levels

(4) The amounts of the deficits or surplus- are appropriate for the fiscal years begin-

es are as follows:
ning on October 1. 1990. October 1. 1991.
Fiscal year 1991: —$64,000,000,000 (defi- and October 1. 1992:
cit).
(1) The recommended levels of Federal
Fiscal year 1992: —$28,000,000,000 (defi- revenues are as follows:
cit).
Fiscal year 1991: $828,100,000,000.
Fiscal year 1993: $0.
Fiscal year 1992: $874,100,000,000.
DT INCREASE AS ONE MEASURE OP DEFICIT
Fiscal year 1993: $924,400,000,000.

8w. 3. The amounts of the Increase in the and the amounts by which the aggregate
public debt subject to limitation are as f 01- levels of Federal revenues should be inlows:
Fiscal year 1991: $200,500,000,000.
Fiscal year 1992: $170,700.000.000.
Fiscal year 1993: $157,900,000,000.
pEFICIT LEV.8 CLVDINO TRUST FUND

creased are as follows:
Fiscal year 1991: $0.
Fiscal year 1992: $0.
Fiscal year 1993: $0.

and the amounts for Federal Insurance

Contributions Act revenues for hospital inSac. 4. (a)(1) The amounts of the surplus- surance within the recommended levels of
es of the Federal Old-Age and Survivors In- Federal revenues are as follows:
SURPLUSes

surance Trust Fund and the Federal Disability Trust Fund are as follows:

FIscal year 1991: *74.400.000.000.

FIscal year 1991: $74,600,000,000.
Fiscal year 1992: $79,600,000,000.
FIscal year 1993: $85,100,000,000.
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(2) The appropriate levels of total new
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitFiscal year 1992:

budget authority areas follows:

FIscal year 1991: $1,121,500,000,000.
Fiscal year 1992: *1,135400,000,000.
Fiscal year 1993: $1,192,000,000,000,

ments, $7,200,000,000.

(E) New secondary loan guarantee com-

mitments, *400.000,000.
Fiscal year 1992:
(3) The appropriate levels of total budget
Fiscal year 1993:
outlays are as follows:
(A) New budget authority, $20,100,000,000.
FIscal year 1991: $988,500,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $18,300,000,000.
Fiscal year 1992: $987,600,000,000.
(C)
New
direct loan obligations,
Fiscal year 1993: $1,022,200,000,000.
$2,100,000,000.
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(A) New budget authority, $19,200,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $19,100,000,000.
(C) New direct loan
obligations,
$100,000,000.

ID) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $0.

(E) New secondary loan guarantee com-

mitments. $0.
Fiscal year 1993:
(4) The amounts of the deficits are as fol(D) New primary loan guarantee commit(A) New budget authority, $19,900,000,000.
lows:
ments, $7,200,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $19,600,000,000.
FIscal year 1991: *138.400,000,000.
(E) New secondary loan guarantee comNew direct
(C)
loan obligations,
Fiscal year 1992: *113,500,000,000.
mitments, $400,000,000.
$100,000,000.
Fiscal year 1993: $97,800,000,000,
FIscal year 1993:
(D) New primary loan guarantee commit(5) The approprf ate levels of the public
(A) New budget authority, $20,900,000,000. ments. $0.
debt are as follows:
(B) Outlays, $18,700,000,000.
(E) New secondary loan guarantee cornFiscal year 1991: *3,312,600,000,000.
(C)
New
direct loan obligations, mitments. $0.
Fiscal year 1992: $3,483,300,000,000.
$2,100,000,000.
(6) Agriculture (350):
Fiscal year 1993: $3,641,200,000,000.
ID) New primary loan guarantee commitFIscal year 1991:
(6) The appropriate levels of total Federal ments, $7,500,000,000.
(A) New budget authority, $20,100,000,000.
credit activity for the fiscal years beginning
(E) New secondary loan guarantee corn(B) Outlays, $16,300,000,000.
on October 1, 1990, October 1, 1991, and Oc- mitinents, $400,000,000.
New
(C)
loan obligations,
direct
tober 1, 1992 are as follows:
(3) Oeneral Science, 8pace. and Technolo- $9,100,000,000.
Fiscal year 1991:
gy (250):
(D) New primary loan guarantee commit(A)
New
direct loan obligations,
Fiscal year 1991:
$21,100,000,000.
(A) New budget authority, $14,000,000,000. ments, $7,000,000,000.
(E) New secondary loan guarantee com(B) New primary loan guarantee commit(B) Outlays, $14,800,000,000.
mitments, $0.
ments, $106,600,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
Fiscal year 1992:
(C) New secondary loan guarantee com(D) New primary loan guarantee commit(A) New budget authority, $22,900,000,000.
mitments, $85,700,000,000.
ments, $0.
(B) Outlays, $17,500,000,000.
FIscal year 1992:
(E) New secondary loan guarantee cornloan obligations,
(C) New direct
(A)
New
direct loan obligations, mitments, $0.
$8,900,000,000.
$18.000,000000
Fiscal year 1992:
(D) New primary loan guarantee commit(B) New primary loan guarantee commit(A) New budget authority, $15,300,000,000.
ments, $7,300,000,000.
enents, *110,000,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $15,200,000,000.
(E) New secondary loan guarantee com(C) New secondary loan guarantee corn(C) New direct loanobligationa, $0.
mitments, $85,400,000,000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commit- mitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1993:
Fiscal year 1993:
ments, $0.
(A)
New
direct loan obligations,
(E) New secondary loan guarantee corn- (A) New budget authority, $20,500,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $16,200,000,000.
$18,300,000,000.
mit.ments, $0.
(C) New
direct loan obligations,
(B) New primary loth guarantee commitFiscal year 1993:
meats, *112,700000,000.
(A) New budget authority, $15,900,000,000, $8,700,000,000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commit(C) New secondary loan guarantee com(B) Outlays, $15,500,000,000.
ments. *6,700.000,000.
mitments, $88,600,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(b) The Congress hereby determines and
declares that the appropriate levels of new
budget authority and budget outlays, and
the appropriate levels of new direct loan obligations. new primary loan guarantee cornniltments, and new secondary loan guarantee commitments for fIscal years 1991
through 1993 for each major functional category are:
(1) National Defense:
Fiscal year 1991:
(A)
New
$289,600,000,000.

budget

authority,

(B) Outlays, $286,900,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligatIons, $0.

ID) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $0.

(E) New secondary loan guarantee corn-

initenents, $0.
FIscal year 1992:
(A)
New
$289,500,000,000.

ID) New primary loan guarantee commit-

$1,900,000,000.

ments, $63,300,000,000.

ments, $0.

mitments. $85,300,000,000.
Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $14,700,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $4,800,000,000.
New
(C)
direct loan obligations,

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

(E) New secondary loan guarantee com-

mitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority. $5,400,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $4,200,000,000.
(C)
New
direct loan obligations,
$1,600,000,000.

budget

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $0.

(E) New secondary loan guarantee com-

(A)
New
budget
$289,500,000,000.
(B) Outlays, 8285,300.000.000.,

authority,

mitments, $0.
FIscal year 1993:
(A) New budget authority, $6,200,000,000.
(B) Outlays, *4.800,000,000.
New
direct loan cbligations,
(C)

$3,500,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $65,500,000,000.

ments, $0,

(E) New secondary loan guarantee com-

mitments, $0.
(2) International AffaIrs (150):
Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, $19,300,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $17,400,000,000,
(C)
New
direct loan obligations,

(A) New budget authority, $26,800,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $15,000,000,000.
loan
obligations,
New direct
(C)

$3,600,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

$1,900,000,000.

ments. $67,800,000,000.

ments, $0.

mitments, $83,200,000,000.
(8) TransportatIon (400):
FIscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, *31,700,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $30,200,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations. $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

(E) New secondary loan guarantee com-

mitments, $0.

(5) Natural Resources and Environment
(D) New primary loan guarantee commit- (300):
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

$2,000,000,000,

(E) New secondary loan guarantee com-

(E) New secondary loan guarantee com(D) New primary loan guarantee commitauthority, ments, $0.
mitments, $85,000,000,000.
FIscal year 1993:
(E) New secondary loan guarantee com-

(B) Outlays, $286,700,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

mitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1993:

LE) New secondary loan guarantee com-

mitments, $0.
(7) Commerce and Housing CredIt (370):
(H) New secondary loan guarantee comFIscal year 1991:
mitments, $0.
(A) New budget authority, $44,700,000,000.
'4) Energy (270):
(B) Outlays, $45,400,000,000.
Fiscal year 1991:
New
direct loan obligations,
(C)
(A) New budget authority, $6,100,000,000.
$6,200,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $4,300,000,000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commit(C)
New direct loan
obligations,
ments, $0.

Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, $18,000,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $18,500,000,000.
New
(C)
direct loan obligations,

$100,000,000.

ID) New primary loan guarantee oommlt-

ments, $0.

(E) New secondary loan guarantee com-

mitments, $0.

(E) New secondary loan guarantee com-

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $100,000,000.

IE) New secondary loan guarantee corn-

niltments, $0.
FIscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $33,000,000,000.
(B) Outlays. *31,100.000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
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(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.

(C) New direct loan obligations. $0.
(E) New secondary loan guarantee com(D) New primary loan guarantee commit. mitments, $0.
(E) New secondary loan guarantee com• ments, $300,000,000.
(15) Veterans Benefits and ServIces (700):
mitments, $0,
(E) New secondary loan guarantee comFiscal year 1991:
Fiscal year 1993:

(A) New budget authority, $34300000000,
(B) Outlays, $32,100,000,000.
(C)
New
Direct loan obligations,
$100,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $0.

(E) New secondary loan guarantee com-

mitments, $0.

(9) Community and Regional Develop-

ment (450):
Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, $7,700,000,000,
(B) Outlays, $7,900,000,000.
(C) New
direct loan obligations,
$1,100,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $400,000,000.

(E) New secondary loan guarantee com-

mitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $7,400,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $7,500,000,000.
New
(C)
direct loan obligations,

mitments, $0.
(2) MedIcare (570):
Fiscal year 1991;

(A)
New
budget
$124,700,000,000,
(B) Outlays, $104,800,000,000.

(A) New budget authority, $31,100,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $30,900,000,000,
(C) New
direct loan obligations,

authority, $600.000,000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
CD) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.

(E) New secondary loan guarantee com-

mitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1992:

(A)
New
budget
$136,800,000,000,
(B) Outlays, $119,900,000,000.

authority,

(E) New secondary loan guarantee com-

mitments. $0.
Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $32,400,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $31,900,000,000.
(C) New
direct loan obligations,
$500,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

ments, $15,900,000,000.

(E) New secondary loan guarantee com(D) New primary loan guarantee commit- mitments, $0.
FIscal year 1993:
(E) New secondary loan guarantee com(A) New budget authority, $33,400,000,000.

ments, $0.

mitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1993:
(A)
New
$151,000,000,000.

budget

(B) Outlays, $33,100,000,000.
(C) New
direct loan

obligations,

authority, $500,000,000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

(B) Outlays, $134,900,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(A) New budget authority, $7,500,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $7,200,000,000.
(C) New
direct loan
obligations,

(13) Income SecurIty (600):
Fiscal year 1991:
(A)
New
budget

$1,200,000,000.

ments, $15,600,000,000.

ments, $16,200,000,000.

(E) New secondary loan guarantee com(D) New primary loan guarantee commit- mitments, $0.
ments, $400,000,000.
ments,
$0.
(E) New secondary loan guarantee com(16) AdminIstration of JustIce (750):
(E) New secondary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1991:
mitments,
$0.
FIscal year 1993:
(A) New budget authority, $13,200,000,000.
$1,200,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $400,000,000.

authority,

$198,300,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $156,800,000,000.
(C) New
direct loan obligations,
$100,000,000.

(B) Outlays, $12,300,000,000,
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.

(E) New secondary loan guarantee com-

mitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1992:
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitmitments, $0.
(A) New budget authority, $13,800,000,000.
(10) EducatIon, Training, Employment, ments, $0.
(B) Outlays, $13,700,000,000.
(E) New secondary loan guarantee comand Social ServIces (500):
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
mitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1991:
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitFiscal year 1992:
(A) New budgetauthority, $41,900,000,000.
$0.
(A)
New
(B) Outlays, $41,100,000,000.
budget
authority, ments,
(E) New secondary loan guarantee com$205,800,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
mitments, $0.
(B) Outlays, $164,400,000,000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitFiscal year 1993:
(C)
ments, $12,800,000,000.
New
direct loan
obligations,
(A) New budget authority, $14,400,000,000.
(E) New secondary loan guarantee com- $100,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $14,300,000,000.
mitments, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commit(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
FIsal year 1992:
ments, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commit(A) New budget authority, $42,600,000,000.
(E) New secondary loan guarantee comments, $0.
(B) Outlays, $42,000,000,000.
mitments, $0.
(E) New secondary loan guarantee com(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
Fiscal year 1993:
(D) New primary loan guarantee commit(A)
New
authority, mitments, $0.
budget
(17) General Government (800):
ments, $13,500,000,000.
$213,200,000,000.
Fiscal year 1991:
(E) New secondary loan guarantee com(B) Outlays, $173,300,000,000,
(A) New budget authority, $10,600,000,000.
mitments, $0.
(C) New
direct loan obligations,
(B) Outlays, $10,500,000,000.
Fiscal year 1993:
$100,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(A) New budget authority, $43,400,000,000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commit(B) Outlays, $42,900,000,000,
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(E) New secondary loan guarantee com- ments, $0.
(E) New secondary loan guarantee com(D) New primary loan guarantee commit- mitments, $0.
ments, $13,800,000.000.
mitments, $0.
(14) SocIal SecurIty (650):
Fiscal year 1992:
(E) New secondary loan guarantee comFIscal year 1991:
mitments, $0.
(A) New budget authority, $11,200,000,000.
(A) New budget authority, $3,800,000,000.
(11) Health (550):
(B) Outlays, $11,000,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $3,800,000,000.
Fiscal year 1991:
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(A) New budget authority, $65,100,000,000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commit(D) New primary loan guarantee commit(B) Outlays, $64,700,000,000.
ments, $0.
ments, $0.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(E) New secondary loan guarantee com(E) New secondary loan guarantee com(D) New primary loan guarantee commit- mitments, $0.
mitments, $0.
ments, $300,000,000.
Fiscal year 1993:
Fiscal year 1992:
(E) New secondary loan guarantee com(A) New budget authority, $11,600,000,000,
(A) New budget authority, $4,400,000,000.
mitments, $0.
(B) Outlays, $11,000,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $4,500,000,000.
Fiscal year 1992:
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(A) New budget authority, $72,600,000,000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commit(D) New primary loan guarantee commit(B) Outlays, $72,200,000,000.
ments,
$0.
ments, $0.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(E) New secondary loan guarantee com(E) New secondary loan guarantee com(D) New primary loan guarantee commit- mitments, $0.
mitments, $0.
ments, $300.000,000.
Fiscal year 1993:
(18) Net Interest (900):
(E) New secondary loan guarantee comFiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, $4,900,000,000.
mitments, $0.
(B) Outlays, $4,800,000,000.
authority,
(A)
New
budget
Fiscal year 1993:.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $O
$204,100,000,000.
(A) New budget authority, $80,000,000,000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commit(B) Outlays, $204,100,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $79,600,000,000.
ments, $0.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(E) New secondary loan guarantee com-
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(2) the amounts realized from such asset
sales will not recur on an annual basis and
(E) New secondary loan guarantee com- do not reduce the demand for credit.
(b) For purposes of allocations and points
mitments, $0.
of order under section 302 of the CongresFIscal year 1992:
authority, sional Budget and Impoundment Control
New
budget
(A)
Act of 1974, the amounts realized from sa,et
$212,700,000,000.
ID) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.

sales or prepayrnente of loai shall not be
allocated to a committee and shall not be
(Dl New primary loan guarantee commit- scored with respect to the level of budget
(B) Outlays, $212,100,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations. $0.

authority or outlays under a committee's al(E) New secondary loan guarantee com- location under sectIon 302 of that Act.
mitments, $0.
(c) For purposes of reconciliation under

ments, $0.

Fiscal year 1993:
New
(A)

budget

authority,

$223,800,000,000.

(B) Outlays, $223,800,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations. $0.

section 310 of the Congressional Budget and

Impoundment Control Act of 1974. the

amounts realized from asset sales or prepayments of loans shall not be scored with re-

spect to the level of budget authority, outID) New primary loan guarantee commit- lays, contributions, or revenues reconciled
rnents, $0.
under a concurrent resolution on the
(E) New secondary loan guarantee corn- budget.
initmenis, $0.

Cd) For purposes.of this section—

(19) The corresonding levels of gross in-

(erect on (ha public debt are as follows:
Fiscal year 1991: $275,300,000,000.
Fiscal year 1992: $288,300,000,000.
Fiscal year 1993: $300,500,000,000.
(20) Allowances (920):
Fiscal year 1991:

(A) New budget authority, $0.
(B) Outlays, $0.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) Newprimary loan guarantee commItniants, $0.

(1) the terms "asset sale" and "prepay-

ment of a loan" shall have the same mean-

log as under section 257(12) of the Balanced
Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act
of

1985

(as amended by the Balanced

Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Reaffirmation Act of 1987); and

(2) the terms "asset sale" and "prepayment of a loan" do not include asset sales

mandated by law before September 18, 1987,

and routine, ongoing asset sales and loan
prepayments at levels consistent with

(E) New secondary loan guarantee corn- agency operations in fiscal year 1986.

mitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $0.
(B) Outlays, $0.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

BIPARTISAN BUDGET AGRxsMN'T

SEC. 8. It

is the sense of the Congress

that—

(1) the President and bipartisan congres(D) New primary loan guarantee commit- sional leadership should agree on a substantial, multi-year deficit reduction package;
nients, $0.
(2) the Congress should revise this reso!u(E) New secondary loan guarantee coin(ion to carry out that agreemeiit:
aiitments, $0.
(3) in the Senate, upon conclusion of the
Fiscal year 1993:
bipartisan budget agreement, the Majority
(A) New budget authorIty, $0.
Leader shall move to proceed to a concur(B) Outlays, $0.
rent resolution on the budget on the calen(C) New direct loan obligations, to.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commit- dr (either S. Con. Res. 110, Calendar Order
499; 5. Con. Res. 119, Calendar Order 505; or

ments, $0.

(E) New secondary loan guarantee corn- S. Cons. Res. 129, Calendar Order 540), and
the leadership shall then offer an amendmutnients, $0.
(21) Urdtstributed Offsetting Receipts ment to that resolution to carry out the liipartisan budget agreement.
(950):
Fiscal year 1991:
New
(A)
—

budget

authority.

$23.100,000,000.

(B) Outlays, —$104,200,000,000.

(C) New direct loan obligations. $3.

(D) New primary loan guarantee conimitrnents, $0.

(E) New secondary loan guarantee com-

mitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1992:
New
(A)
—$24,400,000,000.

budget

authority.

(B) Outlays, —$89,100,000,000.

(C) New direct loan obligations. $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.

(E) New secondary loan guarantee com-

mitments, $0.
Fiscal year t993:
New

(A)
—

budget

authority,

$25,200,000,000.

(B) Outlays, —$109,900,flOO.000.

(C) New direct loan obligation.', $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $0.

(E) New secondary loan guarantee com-

mitments, $0.

SALE 0? COVERNMLNT ASSETS

Sac. 7. (a) It is the sense of the Congress

that—

U) from time to time the UnIted States

Governmer.t should sell assets 10 nongos'ernment buyers; and
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HOUSE OF REPRESENTATWES
I

CONCURRENT RESOLUTION ON THE BUDGET—FISCAL
YEAR 1991

OCTOBER 4,

1990.—Ordered to be printed

Mr. PANETrA, from the committee of conference,

submitted the following

CONFERENCE REPORT
{Toaecompany H. Con. Res. 310]

The committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the two
Houses on the amendments of the Senate to the concurrent re8olution (H. Con. Res. 310) setting forth the congres8ional budget for
the United.States Government for the fiscal years 1991, 1992, 1993,
1994, and 1995, having met, after full and free conference, have
agreed to recommend and do recommend to their respective Houses

as follows:

That the House recede from ith disagreement to the amendment
of the Senate to the text of the re8olution and agree to the same
with an amendment as follows:

In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate

amendment insert the following:
That the budget for fiscal year 1991 is e8tablished, and the appropriczte budgetary levels for fiscal years 1992, 1993, 1994, and 1995
are hereby set forth.
MAXIMUM DEFICIT AMOUNTS

The following levels and amount8 in this section are set
forth for purposes of determining, in accordance with section 301(1)
of the Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974,
as amended by the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control
Act of 1985, whether the maximum deficit amount for a fiscal year
has been exceeded, and as set forth in thi3 concurrent resolution,
shall be considered to be mczthematLcally consistent with the other
amounts and levels set forth in this concurrent resolution.
(1) The recommended levels of Federal revenues are as folSEC. 2.

lows:

Fiscal year 1991: $1,172,900,000,000.
49—006
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Fiscal year 1992: $1,260,800,000,000.
Fiscal year 1991: $1,149,800,000,000.

(2) The appropriate levels of total new budget authority are as
follows:
Fiscal year 1991: $1,486,100,000,000.
Fiscal year 1992: $1,56iy100,000,000.
Fiscal year 199:1: $1,58i',900,000,000.

(V The appropriate levels of total budget outlays are as fol-

lows:

Fiscal year 1991: $1,216,900,000,000.
Fiscal year 1992: $1,269,100, 000,000.
Fiscal year 1991: $1, 105,200, 000,000.
(4XA) The amounts of the deficits are as follows:
Fiscal year 1991: $64, 000,000,000.
Fiscal year 1992: $8,500,000,000.

(B) The amount of the surplus is as follows:
Fiscal year 1991: $44,600,000,000.
RECOMMENDED LEVELS AND AMOUNTS

SEC. 1. (a) The following budgetary levels are appropriate for the
fiscal years beginning on October 1, 1990; October 1, 1991, October 1,
1992, October 1, 199:1, and October 1, 1994:

(1) The recommended levels of Federal revenues are as fol-

lows:

Fiscal year 1991: $858,600,000,000.
Fiscal year 1992: $92i',900,000,000.
Fiscal year 1991: $987,900,000,000.
Fiscal year 1994: $1,045,200,000,000.
Fiscal year 1995: $1,101,400,000,000.

and the amounts by which the aggregate levels of Federal revenues should be increased are as follows:
Fiscal year 1991: $14, 700,000,000.
Fiscal year 1992: $24,100,000,000.
Fiscal year 1991: $26,900,000,000.
Fiscal year 1994: $10,700,000,000.
Fiscal year 1995: $10, 100,000, 000.

and the amounts for Federal Insurance Contributions Act revenues for hospital insurance within the recommended levels of
Federal revenues are as follows:
Fiscal year 1991: $75,400,000,000.
Fiscal year 1992: $8i',200, 000,000.
Fiscal year 1991: $88,900,000,000.
Fiscal year 1994: $95,200,000,000.
Fiscal year 1995: $101,400,000,000.

(2) The appropriate levels of total new budget authority are as
follows:
Fiscal year 1991: $1,175,200,000,000.
Fiscal year 1992: $1,210,800,000,000.
Fiscal year 1991: $1,2fl,100,000,000.
Fiscal year 1994: $1,216,900,000,000.
Fiscal year 1995: $1,267,100,000,000.

()

lows:

The

appropriate levels of total budget outlays are as fol-
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Fiscal year

1991:
1992:
1993:
Fiscal year 1994:
Fiscal year 1995:

Fiscal year
Fiscal year

$1,002,300,000,000.
$1,024,800,000,000.
$1,050,100,000,000.
$1,060,000,000,000
$1,080,800,000,000

(4XA) The amounts of the deficits are as follows:
Fiscal year 1991: $143,700,000,000.
Fiscal year 1992: $100,900,000,000.
Fiscal year 1993: $62,200,000,000.
Fiscal year 1994: $14,800,000,000.
(B) The amount of the surplus is as follows:
Fiscal year 1995: $20,600,000,000.
(5) The appropriate levek of the public debt are as follows:
Fiscal year 1991: $3,369,600,000,000.
Fiscal year 1992: $3,540,900,000,000.
Fiscal year 1993: $3,676,700,000,000.
Fiscal year 1994: $3,766,900,000,000.
Fiscal year 1995: $3,827,600,000,000.

(6) The appropriate levek of total Federal credit activity for
the fiscal years beginning on October 1, 1990, October
1, 1991,
October 1, 1992, October 1, 1993, and October 1, 1994,
are
as follows:
Fi$cal year 1991:
(A) New direct loan obligation, $21,000,000,000.

(B) New primary loan guarantee commitments,
(C) New secondary loan guarantee commitments,

$106,800,000,000.
$8s,4oo, 000,000.

Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New direct loan obligations, $17,800,000,000.

(B) New primary loan guarantee commitments,
(C) New secondary loan guarantee commitments,

$109,600,000,000.
$88,700,000,000.

Fiscal year 1993:
(A) New direct loan obligations, $18,200,000,000.

(B) New primary loan guarantee commitments,

$112,100,000,000.

(C) New secondary loan guarantee commitments,

$92,100,000,000.

Fiscal year 1994:
(A) New direct loan obligations, $18,400,000,000.

(B) New primary loan guarantee commitments,
(C) New secondary loan guarantee commitments,

$115,454 000,000.
$95,600,000,000.

Fiscal year 1&95:
(A) New direct loan obligations, $18,600,000,000.

(B) New primary loan guarantee commitments,
(C) New secondary loan guarantee commitments,
$99,200, 004000.
(b) The Congr hereby determj, and declares the
$118,100,000,000.

levels of budget authority and budget outlays, and the appropriate
appropriate
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levels of new direct loan obligations and new primary loan guaran-

tee commitments for fiscal years 1991 through 1995 for each major
functional categor/ are:
(1) National Defense (050):

Fiscal year 1991:

(A) New budget authority, $289,100,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $297O00,000,OOO.

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $291,600,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $295,000,000,000.

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fi8cal year 1998:
(A) New budget authority, $291,800,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $292,000,000,000.

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1994:
(A) New budget authority, $851,500,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $841,700,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary kxzn guarantee commitment8, $0.
Fi8cal year 1995:
(A) New budget authority, $864,900,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $851,500,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitmenta, $0.
(2) International Affairs (150):
Fi8cal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, $19,200,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $1 ?4 00,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $1,900,000,000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments,
$7,200,000,000
(E) New secondary loan guarantee commitments,
$400,000,000.

Fi8cal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $19,800,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $18,000,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $2,000,000,000.
(I)) New primary Joan guarantee commitments,
$7,200,000,000
(E) New secondary loan guarantee commitments,
$400,000,000.
Fi8cal year 1998:
(A)New budget authority, $20,600,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $18,560,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $2,100,000,000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments,
$7,500,000,000.
(E) New secondary loan guarantee commitment8,
$400,000,00a
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Fiscal year 1994:
(A) New budget authority, $22,400,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $19,700,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $2,100,000,000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments,
$7,700,000,000.
(E) New secondary loan guarantee commitments,
$500,000,000.
Fiscal year 1995:
(A) New budget authority, $28,800,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $20,700,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $2,200,000,000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments,
$8,000,000,000.
(E) New secondary loan guarantee commitments,
$500,000,000.
(8) General &ience, Space, and Technology (250):
Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, $15,200,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $15,200,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $15,900,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $15,700,000,000.

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1998:
(A) New budget authority, $16,500,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $16,100,000,000.

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1994:
(A) New budget authority, $17,100,000,000.
(B) Outlays, 16, 800,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1995:
(A)New budget authority, $17,700,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $1 7400,000,000.

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.

(4) Energy (270):

Fiscal year 1991:
(A)New budget authority, $6,100,000,000.

(B) Outlays, $8,800,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligation8, $2,000,000,000.
(IL))
New primary loan guarantee commitment8,
$400,000, O0(

Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $5,800,000,000.

(B) Outlays, $4,100,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligation8, $1,600,000,000.

(I)) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
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Fiscal year 1998:
(A) New budget authority, $6,100,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $4,704 000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligation8, $2,000,000,000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.

Fiscal year 1994:
(A) New budget authority, $6,500,000,000.

(B) Outlays, $5,000,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $2,100,000,000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1995:
(A) New budget authority, $6,900,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $4,800,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $2,800,000,000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
(5) Natural Resources and Environment (800):
Fiscal year 1991:
(A)New budget authority, $18,700,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $18,800,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $100,000,000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1992:
(A)New budget authority, $19,700,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $19,500,000,000.
(Ci New direct loan obligations, $100,000,000.
(D) New primary kxzn guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1998:
(A) New budget authority, $20,400,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $20,000,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $100,000,000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1994:
(A) New budget authority, $21,100,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $20,500,000,00a
(C) New direct loai obligations, $100,000,000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1995:
(A) New budget authority, $21,800,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $21,000,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligation8, $100,000,000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
(6) Agriculture (850):
Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, $16'600,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $12,800,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $9,000,000,000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments,
$7,000,000,000.

Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $20,600,000,000.
B) Outlays, $15,1 00,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $8,800,000,000.
(D) New primary }oan guarantee commitment8,

$7,804 000,00vi
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Fiscal year 1998:
(A) New budget authority, $17,600,000,000

(B) Outlays, $18,200,000,000
(C) New direct loan obligations, $8,600,000,000
(D) New primary loan
guarantee commjtmen
$6,600,000,000.

Fiscal year 1994:
(A) New budget authority, $14,800,000,000
(B) Outlays, $12,000,000,000

(C) New direct loan obligations, $8,600,000,000
(D) New primary loan
guarantee commitments,
$6,700,000,000.
Fiscal year 1995:
(A) New budget authority, $15,800,000(y)0
(B) Outlays, $10,700,000,000
(C) New direct loan obligations, $8,400,000,000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee
commitments,
$6,800,000,00o.
(7) Commerce and Housing Credit (870):
Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, $85,200,000,001)
(B) Outlays, $85,400,000,000
(C) New direct loan obligations, $6,000,OOO,OO.
(D) New primary loan
guarantee commitments,
$68,80O,000,0O
(E) New secondary
$85,000,000,000.

loan

guarantee

commitments,

Fiscal year

1992:
(A) New budget authority,
$85,100,000,000
(B) Outlays, $79,0OO,OOO,00

(C) New direct loan obligations, $8,800,000,000.
(D) New primary loan
guarantee

commitmen

(E) New secondary
$88,800,000,000

loan

guarantee

commitments,

Fiscal year 1998:
(A) New budget authority,
$41,800,000 001)

(B) Outlays, $87,000,000,000
(C) New direct loan obligations, $8,400,000,000
(D) New primary loan
guarantee commitments,
$67,800,000,O.
(E) New secondary loan
guarantee commitments,
$91,700,000,000
Fiscal year 1994:
(A) New budget authority, —$6,80O,000,Oo
(B) Outlays, -$12,200,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $S,500,000,cioo
(D) New primary loan
guarantee commitments,
$70,800,000,000
(E) New secondary
$95,1OO,Oo, 000.

loan

guarantee

Fiscal year 1995:
(A) New budget authority,
$2,800,000,000
(B) Outlays, —$6,400,000,00o

commitments,

8

(C) New direct loan obligations,
(7)) New primary 2oan

$72,100, 004000.
(E) New 8econdary
$98,700,000,000.

loan

$8,604 000,000.
guarantee commitments,

guarantee commitments,

(8) Transportation (400):
Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, $82,100,000,000.
(B) Outlays, 80,500,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $88,800,000,000.
(B) Outlays, 81,700,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $100,000,000.
(7))New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1998:
(A) New budget authority, $84,500,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $82,900,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $100,000,000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1994:
(A) New budget authority, $85,800,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $84,000,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $100,000,000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1995:
(A) New budget authority, $87,100,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $85,200,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $100,000,000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
(9) Community and Regional Development (450):
Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, $9,200,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $8,500,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $1,200,000,000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments,
$400, 000,000.

Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $8,900,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $8,800,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $1,200,000,000.
New primary loan guarantee commitments,
CD)
$400,000,000.

Fiscal year 1998:
(A) New budget authority, $9,000,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $8,500,O(X),000.

(C) New direct loan obligations, $1,200,000,000.
New primary loan guarantee commitments,
CD)
$400,000, ooa
Fiscal year 1994:
(A) New budget authority, $9,400,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $8,700,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $1,800,000,000.
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(D)

New

$40( 004000.

primary

loan

guarantee

commitments,

Fiscal year 1995:
(A) New budget authority, $9,600,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $9,004 006000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $1,300,000,000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments,
$400,000, ooo.

(1W Education, Training, Employment, and Social Services (500):
Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, $43,000,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $41,800,000,000.

(C) New direct loan obliations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee

commitments,

$12,500,000, ooa

Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $43,500,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $42,800,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments,
$12,900,000,000.

Fiscal year 1993:
(A) New budget authority, $44,000,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $43,600,000,000.

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee

commitments,

$13,200,000,000.

Fi8cal year 1994:
(A)New budget authority, $45,700,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $44,800,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments,
$13,300,000,000.

Fiscal year 1995:
(A) New budget authority, $47,300,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $46,100,000,000.

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee

commitments,

$13,400,000,000.
(1 1) Health (550):

Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, $66,600,000,000.
(B) Outlays; $65,800,000,000.

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee
$300,000,000.

commitments,

Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $73,900,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $73,300,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments,
$300,000,000.

Fiscal year 1993:
(A) New budget authority, $81,200,000,000.
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(B) Outlays, $80,700,000,000.

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee

$804 0(X 000.

commitments,

Fiscal year 1994:
(A) New budget authority, $89,400,000,000.
(B) Outlays, 88,700,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments,
$850,000,000.

Fiscal year 1995:
(A) New budget authority, $98,800,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $97,800,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New prima;y loan guarantee commitments,
$w0,000,000.
(12) Medicare (570):
Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, $128,600,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $100,200,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $188,100,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $110,800,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1998:
(A) New budget authority, $158,600,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $122,000,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1994:
(A) New budget authority, $170,200,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $185,800,000,000.

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fi8cal year 1995:
(A) New budget authority, $187,600,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $149,500,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(2)) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
(18) Income Security (600,):

Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, $208,500,000,000.
(B) Outlay8, $159800,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligation8, $100,000,000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $211,800,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $166,200,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $100,0(J0,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1998:
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(A) New budget authority, $21 7,904 000,000.
(B) Outlays, 174,000,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligation8, $104 000, 000.
(1)) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.

Fiscal year 1994:
(A) New budget authority, $228,200,000,000.
(B) Outlay8, $184,800,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $100,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1995:
(A) New budget authority, $286,600,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $192,800,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $100,000,000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
(14) Social Security (650):

Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, $8,800,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $8,800,000,000.

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $4,500,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $4,500,000,000.

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1998:
(A) New budget authority, $4,900,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $4,900,000,000.

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1994:
(A) New budget authority, $5,400,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $5,400,000,000.

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1995:
(A) New budget authority, $6,000,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $6,000,000,00a
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
(15) Veteran8 &nefits and Services (700):
Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, $81,300,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $81,100,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligation8, $700,000,000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments,
$15,700,000,000.

Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $82,400,000;000.

(B) Outlays, $82,000,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $600,uOO,00a
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments.
$16,000,000,000.

Fiscal year 1998:
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(A) New budget authority, $88,404 000,000.
(B) Outlays, $88,100,000,000.

(C) New direct loan obligations, $600,000,000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments,
$16,800,000,000.

Fiscal year 1994:
(A) New budget authority, $34,400,000,000.
(B) Outlay8, $35,600,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $500,000,000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commttments,
$16, 700,000,000.

Fiscal year 1995:
(A) New budget authority, $85,400,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $35,400,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $500,000,000.
(D) New primary loan' guarantee commitments,
$17,000,000,000.

(16) Admini3tration of Justice (750):
Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, $13,300,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $12,800,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $13,900,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $18,600,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1993:
(A) New budget authority, $14,500,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $14,300,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1994:
(A) New budget authority, $15,000,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $14,800,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Thcal year 1995:
(A) New budget authority, $15,700,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $15,400,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commttments, $0.
(17) General Governmeat (800):
Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, $11,700,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $11,700,000,000.

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $12,000,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $12,000,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
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Fiscal year 1998:
(A) New budget authority, $12,800,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $11,800,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1994:
(A) New budget authority, $12,500,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $12,000,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1995:
(A) New budget authority, $18,000,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $12,400,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
(18) Net Interest (900):
Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, $215,600,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $215,600,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fi8cal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $228,700,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $228,700,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1998:
(A) New budget authority, $239,200,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $289,200,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1994:
(A) New budget authority, $248,700,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $248,700,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1995:
(A) New budget authority, $244,500,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $244,500,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
(19) Allowances (920):
Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, $0.
(B) Outlays, -$95,400,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fi8cal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $0.
(B) Outlays, —$118,600,004 000.

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1998:
(A) New budget authority, $0.
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(B) Outlays, —$86,600,000,000.

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1994:
(A) New budget authority, $0.
(B) Outlays, —$66,500,000,000.

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1995:
(A) New budget authority, $0.
(B) Outlays, —$76,400,000,000.

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
(20) Undthtribu ted Offsetting Receipts (950):
Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, —$28,600,000,000.
(B) Outlays, —$33,300,000,000.

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, —$27,700,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $31,900,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1993:
(A) New budget authority, —$27,700,000,000.
(B) Outlays, —$29,800,000,000.

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1994:
(A) New budget authority, —$99,400,000,000.
(B) Outlays, —$90,800,000,000.

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1995:
(A)New budget authority, —$116,700,000,000.
(B) Outlays, —$105,600,000,000.

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
RECONCILIATION

SEC. 4. (a) Not later than October 12, 1990, the committees named
in subsections (b) anti (c) of this section shall submit their recommendations to the C.ommittee8 on the Budget of their respective
Houses. After receiving those recommendations, the Committees on
the Budget shall report to the House and Senate a reconciliation
bill or resolution or both carrying out all such recommendattons
without any substantive revision.
HOUSE COMMITTEES

(bXl) The House Committee on Agnculture 8hall report (A)

changes in laws within its jurisdiction which provide spending au-

thority as defined in section 401(cX2XC) of the Congressional Budget
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Act of 1974, sufficient to reduce outlays, (B) changes in laws within

its jurisdiction which provide spending authority other than a de-

fined in section 401(cX2XC) of the Act, sufficient to reduce outlays,
or (C) any combination thereof as follows: $1,409,000,000 in outlays
in fiscal year 1991, $2,028,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1992,
$2,827,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1998, $8,482,000,000 in outlay8 in fiscal year 1994, and $8,986,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year
1995.

(2) The House Committee on Banking, Fnance and Urban Affairs
8hall report (A) changes in laws within its juri8diction which provide spending authority a defined in section 401(cX2XC) of the Con-

gressional Budget Act of 1974, sufficient to reduce outlays, (B)
changes in laws within its jurisdiction which provide spending authority other than as defined in section 401(cX2XC) of the Act, suffi-

cient to reduce outlays, or (C) any combination thereof a follows:
$1,507,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1991, $2,685,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1992, $2,812,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1998,
$3,081,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1994, and 8,228,000,000 in
outlays in fiscal year 1995.

(8XA) The House Committee on Education and Labor shall report
laws within its jurisdiction which provide spending
authority as defined in section 401(cX2XC) of the Congressional

(i) changes in

Budget Act of 1974, sufficient to reduce outlays, (ii) changes in laws
within its jurisdiction which provide spending authority other than
as defined in section 401(cX2XC) of the Act, sufficient to reduce outlays, or (iii) any combination thereof, as follows: $120,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1991, $880,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1992,
$580,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1998, $780,000,000 in outlays
in fiscal year 1994, and $980,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1995.
(B) The House Committee on Education and Labor shall report
changes in laws within its jurisdiction sufficient to increase revenues as follows: $95,000,000 in fiscal year 1991, $195,000,000 in
fiscal year 1992, $280,000,000 in fiscal year 1998, $280,000,000 in

fiscal year 1994, and $880,000,000

in fiscal year 1995.

(4) The House Committee on Energy
(A) changes
authority

in

and

Commerce

shall

report

laws within its jurisdiction which provide spending
section 401(cX2XC) of the Congressional

as defined in

Budget Act of 1974, sufficient to reduce outlays, (B) changes in laws
within its jurisdiction which provide spending authority other than
as defined in section 401(cX2XC) of the Act, sufficient to reduce outlays, or (C) any combination thereof as follows: $4,781,000,000 in
outlays in fiscal year 1991, $9,622,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year
1992, $12,924,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1998, $15,788,000,000

in outlays in fiscal year 1994, and $19,156,000,000 in outlays in
year 1995.
(5) The House Committee on Interior and In8ular Affairs shall
report (A) changes in laws within itS jurisdiction which provide

fiscal

spending authority as defined in section 401(cX2XC) of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974, sufficient to reduce outlays, (B) changes

in laws within its jurisdiction which provide spending authority

other than as defined in section 401(cXlXC) of the Act, sufficient to
reduce outlays, or (C) any combination thereof as follows:
$848,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1991, $400,000,000 in outlays
in fiscal year 1992, $412,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1998,
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$425,000,000

in outlays in fiscal year 1994, and

lays in_fi8cal year 1995.

$4 38,004

000 in out-

(6) The House Committee on Judiciary shall report (A) change8 in
law8 within its juri&iiction which provide spending authority as defined in section 401(cX2XC) of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974,

8ufficient to reduce outlays, (B) change8 in laws within its jurisdiction which provide 8pending authority other than as defined in 8ection 401(cX2XC) of the Act, 8ufficient to reduce outlays, or (C) any
combination thereo/ as follows: $91,000,000 in outlays in fi8cal year
1991, $95,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1992, $99,000,000 in outlay8 in fiscal year 1993, $103,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1994,
and $107,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1995.
(7) The House Committee on Merchant Marine and Fsheries shall

report (A) change8 in laws within its jurisdiction which provide

8pending authority as defined in section 401(cX2XC) of the Congre88ional Budçet Act of 1974, sufficient to reduce outlays, (B) changes

in laws within its jurisdiction which provide spending authority

other than as defined in section 401(cX2XC) of the Ac4 sufficient to
reduce outlays, or (C) any combination thereof as follows:
$222,000,000 in outlays in fi8cal year 1991, $241,000,000 in outlays

infi8cal year 1992, $249,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1993,

$256,000,000 in outlays in fi8cal year 1994, and $263,000,000 in outlays inJI.8cal year 1995.

(8) The House Committee on Post Office and Civil Service shall
report (A) change8 in laws within its jurisdiction which provide
8pendin authority as defined in 8ection 401(cX2XC) of the Congre88ional Budget Act of 1974, sufficient to reduce outlays, (B) changes

in laws within its jurisdiction which provide spending authority

other than as defined in section 401(cX2XC) of the Act, sufficient to
reduce outlays, or (C) any combination thereof as follows:
$2,165,000,000 in outlay8 in fiscal year 1991, $2,140,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1992, $2,780,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1993,
$3,545,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1994, and $3,720,000,000 in
outlays in fiscal year 1995.

(9) The House Committee on Public Works shall report (A)

change8 in laws within its jurisdiction which provide spending au

thority as defined in section 401(cX2XC) of the Congressional Budget
Act of 1974, sufficient to reduce outlays, (B) changes in laws within
its jurisdiction which provide spending authority other than as defined in section 401(cX2XC) of the Act, sufficient to reduce outlays,
or (C) any combination thereo/ a follows: $42,000,000,000 in out-

lays in fiscal year 1991, $53,000,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year
1S92, $53,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1993, $53,000,000 in out-

la,sin fiscal year 1994, and $58,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year
(10) The Hou8e Committee on Science, Space, and Technology
8hall report (A) chane8 in laws within its juri8diction which pro-

vide 8pending authority as defined in 8ection 401(cX2XC) of the Con-

gressional Budget Act of 1974, sufficient to reduce outlays, (B)
change8 in laws within its jurisdiction which provide spending au-

thority other than as defined in section 401(cX2XC) of the Act, sufficient to reduce outlays, or (C) any combination thereof as follows:
$5,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1991, $5,000,000 in outlays in
fiscal year 1992, $5,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1993, $5,000,000
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in outlays in fiscal year 1994, and $5,000,000 in outlays in fiscal
year 1995.

(11) The House Committee on Veterans' Affairs shall report (A)
changes in laws within its jurisdiction which provide spending au-

thority as defined in section 401(cX2XC) of the Longressional Budget
Act of 1974, sufficient to reduce outlays, (B) changes in laws within
its jurisdiction which provide spending authority other than as defined in section 401(cX2XC) of the Act, sufficient to reduce outlays,
or (C) any combination thereof; as follows: $620,000,000 in outlays

in fiscal year 1991, $645,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1992,
$670,000,000 in outlays in ftscal year 1993, $695,000,000 in outlays
in fiscal year 1994, azd $720,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1995.
(12XA) The House Committee on Ways and Means shall report

changes in laws within its jurisdiction relating to med icare provider
payments sufficient to reduce outlays as follows: $3,100,000,000 in
outlays in fiscal year 1991, $5,200,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year
1992, $6,800,000,000 in outlays in ftscal year 1993, $7,000,000,000 in

outlays in fthcal year 1994, and $8,400,000,000 in outlays in ftscal
year 1995.

(B) The House Committee on Ways and Means shall report

changes in laws within its jurisdiction relating to medicare beneficiaries and medicare beneficiary payments sufficient to reduce outlays as follows: $1,100,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1991,
$8,800,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1992, $5,200,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1993, $7,300,000,000 in outlays in ftscal year 1994,
and $9,100,000,000 in outlays in ftscal year 1995.

(C) The House Committee on Ways and Means shall report
changes in laws within its jurisdiction relating to other medicare
program matters sufficient to reduce outlays as follows: $0 in outlays in fiscal year 1991, $400,000,000 in outlays in fthcal year 1992,
$500,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1993, $500,000,000 in outlay
in ftscal year 1994, and $600,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1995.

(D) The House Committee on Ways and Means shall, report

changes in laws within its jurisdiction which provide spending authority as defined in section 401(cX2XC) of the Congressional Budget

Act of 1974 (other than laws relating to medicare), sufficient to
reduce outlays as follows: $0 in outlays in ftscal year 1991,
$1,143,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1992, $1,178,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1993, $1,150,000,000 in outlays in ftscal year 1994,
and $1,200,000,000 in outlays in ftscal year 1995.

(E) The House Committee on Ways and Means shall report

changes in laws within its jurisdiction which provide spending authority other than as defined in section 401(cX2XC) of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 sufficient to reduce outlays as follows:
$120,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1991, $702,000,000 in outlays
in fiscal year 1992, $692,000,000 in outlays in ftscal year 1993,
$698,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1994, and $720,000,000 in outlays infiscal year 1995.

(F) The House Committee on Ways and Means 8hall report

changes in laws within its jurisdiction sufficient to increase reve-

nues as follows: $14,225,000,000 in fiscal year 1991, $25,635,000,000
in fiscal year 1992, $26,040,000,000 in fiscal year 1993,

$31,450,000,000 in fiscal year 1994, and $31,450,000,000 in ftscal
year 1995.
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(G) The House Committe on Ways and Mean8 8hall report
changes in law within its juri8diction which provides for an increase in the permanent statutory limit on the public debt by an
amount not to exceed $19(X),C(JO,000,000.
SENATE COMMIT1'EES

(cXl) The Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forest-

ry shall report (A) changes in law8 within its juri8diction which

provide 8pending authority as defined in 8ectwn 401(cX2XC) of the
Congressional Budget Act of 1974, 8ufficient to reduce outlay8, (B)
changes in law8 within its juri8diction which provLde 8pending authority other than a defined in 8ecton 401(cX2XC) of the Act, 8ufficient to reduce outlays, or (C) any combination thereof a follows:
$1,887,000,000 in fi8cal year 1991, and $13,473,000,000 in fiscal
years 1991 through 1995.
(2) The Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs 8ha11 report (A) changes in laws within its jurisdiction which
provide 8pending authority as defined in 8ection 401(cX2XC) of the
Congressional Budget Act of 1974, 8ufficient to reduce outlays, (B)
changes in laws within its juri8diction which provide 8pending authority other than a defined in section 401(cX2XC) of the Act, 8ufficient to reduce outlays, or (C) any combination thereof a follows:
$1,507,000,000 in fiscal year 1991, and $13,258,000,000 in fiscal
years 1991 through 1995.
(8) The Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Tran8portation 8ha11 report (A) changes in law8 within its jurisdiction which
provide 8pending authority aa defined in 8ection 401(cX2XC) of the
Congressional Budget Act of 1974, 8ufficient to reduce outlays, (B)
changes in law8 within its jurisdiction which provide 8p2nding authority other than a defined in section 401(cX2XC) of the Act, 8ufficient to reduce outlays, or (C) any combination thereof; as follow8:
$282,000,000 in fi8cal year 1991, and $1,335,000,000 in /wcal years
1991 through 1995.

(4) The senate Committee o Energy and Natural Resources 8ha11

report (A) changes in law8 within its jurisdiction which provide

spending authority as defined in 8ectwn 401(cX2XC) of the (Jongressional Budget Act of 1974, 8uffictent to reduce outlays, (B) changes

in law8 within its juri8diction which provide spending authority

other than a defined in 8ection 401(cX2XC) of the Act, 8UffiCient to
reduce outlays, or (C) any combination thereof; aa follows:
$86,000,000 in fi8cal year 1991, and $364,000,000 in fi8cal years 1991
through 1995.

(5) The Senate Committee on Environment and Public Works
shall report (A) chanes in law8 within its jurisdiction which provide spending authority a defined in 8ecton 401(cX2XC) of the Con-

gressional Budget Act of 1974, 8ufficzent to reduce outlays, (B)
changes in law8 within its juri8diction which provide 8pending authority other than a defined in section 401 (cX2XC) of the Act, sufficient to reduce outlay8, or (C) any combination thereof; as follow8:
$829,000,000 in fi8cal year 1991, and $1,808,000,000 in fi8cal years
1991 through 1995.
(6XA) The Senate Committee on FThance shall report (i) changes

in laws within its jurisdiction which provide 8pendtng authority as
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defined in Section 401(cX2XC) of the Congre8sional Budget Act of

1974, sufficient to reduce outlays, (ii) changes in laws within its jurisdiction which provide spending authority other than as defined
in section 401(cX2XC) of the Act, sufficient to reduce outlays, or (iii)
any combination thereof as follows: $4,015,000,000 in fi8cal year
1991, and $65,888,000,000 in fiscal years 1991 through 1995.

(B) The Senate Committee on Finance shall ireport changes in
laws within its jurisdiction sufficient to increase revenues as fol-

lows: $14,225,000,OOO in fiscal year 1991, and $128,800,000,000 in
fiscal years 1991 through 1995.
(C) The Senate Committee on Finance shall report changes in law

within its jurisdiction which provide for an increase in the permanent statutory limit on the public debt by an amount not to exceed

$1,900,000,000,000.

(7) The Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs shall report
(A) changes in laws withinits jurisdiction which provide spending

authority as defined in 8ection 4O1(cXXC) of the Consional
Budget Act of 1974, sufficient to reduce outlays, (B) changes in laws
within its jurisdiction which provide spending authority other than
08 defined in 8ection 401(cX2XC) of the Act, sufficient to ,educe outlays, or (C) any combination thereof; as follows: $2,165,000,000 in
fi8cal year 1991, and $14,850,000,000 in fi8cal years 1991 through
1995.

(8) The Senate Committee on Judiciary shall report (A) changes in
laws within it8 jurisdiction which provide spending authority as defined in 8ection 401(cX2XC) of the Congreüonal Budget Act of 1974,
sufficient to.ieduce outlays, (B) changes in laws within it8 jurisdiction which provide spending authority other than as defined in section 401(cX2XC) of the Act;, sufficient to reduce outlays, or (C) any
combination thereof as follows: $91,000,000 in fi8cal year 1991, and
$495,000,000 in fiscal years 1991 through 1995.

(9XA) The Senate Committee on Labor and Human Resource8
8ha11 report (i) changes in laws within its jurisdiction which provide spending authority as defined in 8ection 401(cX2XC) of the Con-

gres8ional Budget Act of 1974, sufficient to reduce outlays, (ii)
changes in laws within its jurisdiction which provide spending au-

thority other than as defined in 8ection 401(cX2XC) of the Act, sufficient to reduce outlays, or (iii) any combination thereof as follow8:
$120,000,000 in fiscal year 1991, and $2,640,000,000 in fiscal years
1991 through 1995.
(B) The Senate Committee on Labor and Human Resource8 shall

report changes in laws within it8 jurisdiction sufficient to increa8e
revenues as follows: $45,000,000 in fiscal year 1991, and
$840,000,000 in fiscal years 1991 through 1995.

(10) The Senate Committee on Veterans' Affairs shall report (A)
changes in laws within its jurisdiction which provide 8pending authority as defined in 8ection 401(cX2XC) of the Congressional Budget
Act of 1974, sufficient to reduce outlay8, (B) changes in laws within
it8 jurisdktion which provide spending authority other than as defined in section 401(cX2XC) of the Act, sufficient to reduce outlays,
or (C) any combinatiOn thereof as follows: $620,000,000 in fiscal
year 1991, and $8,850,000,000 in fiscal years 1991 through 1995.
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SALE OF GOVERNMENT ASSETS

SEC. 5. (a) It 18 the sense of the Congress that—

(1) from time to time the United States Government should

sell assets to nongovernment buyers; and
(2) the amounts realized from such asset 8a1e8 will not recur

on an annual basis and do not reduce the demand for credit.

(b) For purposes of allocation8 and point8 of order under section
802 of the Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of
1974, the amounts realized from asset sales or prepayments of loan8
8hall not be allocated to a committee and shall not be ocored with
respect to the level of budget authority or outlays under a committee's allocation under section 302 of that Act.
(c) For purposes of reconciliation under section 310 of the Congres8ional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974, the amounts
realized from asset sales or prepayments of loan8 shall not be scored
with respect to the level of budget authority, outlays, contributions,
or revenues reconciled under a concurrent resolution on the budget.
(d)For purposes of this section—

(1) the terms "asset sale" and "prepayment of a k'an" shall
haue the same meaning as under section 257(12) of the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985; and
(2) the terms "asset sale" and 'prepayment of a loan" do not

include asset sales mandated by law before September 18, 1987,
and routine, ongoing asset sales and loan prepayments at levek
conwtent with agency operation8 in fiscal year 1986.
RESERVE FUND FOR CHILDREN

SEC. 6. (a) In the Senate, budget authority and outlays may be allocated to the Senate Committee on Finance for increased funding
for children, including funding through tax credit8, if the Committee on Finance or the committee of conference reports funding legi8lation that—
(1) will, if enacted; make funds available for that purposes;
and
(2) to the extent that the cost8 of such legislation are not in

cluded in this resolution, will not increase the deficit in this
resolution for fiscal year 1991, and will not increase the total
deficit for the period of fIscal years 1991 through 1995.

(&) Upon the reporting of legislation pursuant to paragraph (1),
and again upon the submission of a conference report on 8uch legislation (if 8uch a conference report 18 8ubmitted), the Chairman of
the Committee on the Budget of the Senate may file with the Senate

appropriately revised allocations under section 302(a) of the Congres8ional Budget Act of 1974 and revi8ed functional levels and aggregates to carry out thw section.. Such revised allocation8, functional

levels, and aggregates shall be con8idered for the purposes of sich
Act as allocation8, functional leuels, and aggregates contained in
this resolution. The Committee on Finance shall report reuwed allocations puIuant to section 802(b) of such Act for the appropriate
fiscal year (or years) to carry out thi8 subsection..
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And the Senate agree to the same.

That the Senate recede from its amendment to the title of the

resolution.

LEON E. PANErrA,

RIcliAIw GnIiAluYr,

Biii FNZEL,

Managers on the Part of the House.
Jm SASSER,

WYCHE Fowi, Jr.,
PETE V. DOMENICI,

Managers on the Part of the Senate.

JOINT EXPLANATORY STATEMENT OF THE COMMITI'EE OF
CONFERENCE

The managers on the part of the House and the Senate at the
conference on the disagreeing votes of the two Houses on the
amendmenth of the Senate to the concurrent resolution (H. Con.
Res. 310) setting forth the congresiona1 budget for the United
States Government for the fiscal years 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994, and

1995, submit the following joint statement to the House and the

Senate in explanation of the effect of the action agreed upon by the

managers and recommended in the accompanying conference
report:

The Senate amendment to the text of the resolution struck out

all of the House resolution after the resolving clause and inserted a
substitute text.
The House recedes from ith disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate with an amendment which is a substitute for the House
resolution and the Senate amendment.
EXPLANATION OF CONFERENCE AGREEMENT

The following tables show the functional allocations and budget
aggregates included in the conference agreement over five years
for the total budget, the on-budget amounth and the off-budget
amounth. In addition, a table is included which breaks out the

credit amounth by function.

CONFERENCE AGREEMENT TOTAL BUDGET
(ki

(4 rs]
1991

1,486.1
1,236.9

1j72.9

/

swplus (+)
050 National def:
OeIcit (—)

—64.0

Budget authority

289.1

Outlays

297.0

150 International Affairs:
Budget authority

250 Generat ien,
Bgel authoty

19.2

1992

1993

1994

1995

1,563.3
1,269.3
1,260.8
—8.5

1,583.9
1,305.2
1,349.8
44.6

1,594.3
1,324.9
1,433.3
108.4

1,669.5
1,355.4
1,511.7
156.3

291.6
295.0

291.8
292.0

351.5
341.7

364.9

19.8
18.0

20.6
18.5

22.4
19.7

23.8
20.7

15.9
15.7

16.5
16.1

17.1

17.7

16.8

17.4

5.3
4.1

.6.1
4.7

6.5
5.0

6.9
4.8

351.5

and technology:
15.2

270 (net:
Bgel authority

6.1

300 Natural resjrces and eMronmeflt.
Budgel authodty

18.7

Outlays

18.8

19.7
19.5

20.4
20.0

21.1
20.5

21.8
21.0

16.6

20.6

17.6

14.8

15.3

350 Agrcuure
Budget authority

(23)
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(In

Miis ci Iarn]
1991

370 Commerce and houng Odit:
fl.I__s ...&_a&.

1992

1993

1994

1995

12.8

15.1

13.2

12.0

10.7

85.2
85.4

85.1
79.0

41.3
37.0

—6.8
—12.2

2.3
—6.4

32.1

33.3
31.7

34.5
32.9

35.8

37.1

340

35.2

8.5

8.9
8.3

9.9
8.5

9.4
8.7

9.6
9.0

43.0
41.8

43.5
42.8

14.0
43.6

45.7
14.8

47.3
46.1

66.6
65.8

73.9
73.3

81.2
80.7

89.4
88.7

98.3
97.3

123.6
100.2

138.1

153.6
122.0

170.2
135.3

187.6
149.5

400 Transportation:
Budget authority

30.5

450 Coin

y

Budeet authority
500

Ediation

9.2

services

Budget authority
550 Health:
Budget authority
Outlays
570 Mndcare:

Budget authority
Outlays
600

110.8

Income securi

Bud authty

211.3

Outlays

166.2

217.9
174.0

228.2
184.8

236.6
192.3

370.3
284.0

397.8
301.8

430.5
319.3

464.4
337.6

32.4
32.0

33.4
33.1

34.4
35.6

35.4
35.4

13.9
13.6

14.5
14.3

15.0
14.8

15.7

650 Social security:
Budget authority
Outlays

700 Veterans honefits and senviom:
Budget authority

fl..th..

750 Administration of justice:
Budget authority

15.4

800 General government
Budget authority

12.0

12.3

12.5

12.0

11.8

12.0

13.0
12.4

201.9
201.9

206.2
206.2

203.8
203.8

197.0
197.0

900 Net interest
Budget authority.,

Ouys
920 Allowances:
Budget authority.,

0

(rfla,

—115.3

950Undistributnd offsetting recuipts:
Budget authority

tIfi2v

0

—88.3

0

—61i

0

77.4

-34.2

-34.8 -107.2 -125.2

—38.4

—36.9

—98.6

—114.1

CONFERENCE AGREEMENT ON-BUDGET ONLY
•

authority
Outlays

(hiisci1ar]
1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1,175.2
1,002.3

1,230.8
1,024.8
923.9
—100.9

1,231.1
1,050.1
987.9
—62.2

1,216.9
1,060.0
1,045.2
—14.8

1,267.1
1,080.8
1,101.4
—20.6

291.6
295.0

291.8
292.0

351.5
341.7

364.9
351.5

19.8
18.0

20.6
18.5

22.4

23.8
20.7

—143.7
050 National defense

Budget ority

15tona
.,,$t,i4,
D,.,4,.th

19.7
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(M ISis d titus]
1992

1991

250 General science, space and technology:
Budget 2IIttWltu

1995

1994

1993

15.9

16.5

11.1

11.1

15.1

16.1

16.0

11.4

5.3

6.1

6.5

6.9

4.1

4.1

5.0

4.8

210 Energy:

Budget authority

6.1

300 Natural resources and en*onmenL
Budget authority

18.1

19.1

20.4

21.1

21.8

Outlays

18.8

19.5

20.0

20.5

21.0

Budget aothortty

16.6

20.6

11.6

14.8

15.3

Outlays

12.8

15.1

13.2

12.0

10.1

Budget authority

85.2

85.1

41.3

—6.8

2.3

Outlays

85.4

19.0

31.0

—12.2

—6.4

Budget aothority

32.1

33.3

34.5

35.8

31.1

outtays

30.5

31.1

32.9

34.0

35.2

9.2

8.9

9.0

9.4

9.5

8.3

8.5

8.1

9.0

43.5

44.0

45.1

41.3

42.8

43.6

44.8

46.1

350 Agriculture:

310 Commerce and Housing Credit:

400 Transportation:

450 Community and regional denelopment:

Budget authority

500 Education, traieing, empmment and social services:
Budget authority

43.0

550 Health:

Budget authority

66.6

13.9

81.2

89.4

98.3

Outlays

65.8

13.3

80.1

88.1

91.3

Budget authority

123.6

138.1

153.6

110.2

181.6

Outlays

100.2

110.8

122.0

135.3

149.5

Budget authority

203.5

211.3

211.9

228.2

236.6

Oufiys

159.3

166.2

114.0

184.8

192.3

3.8

4.5

4.9

5.4

6.0

4.5

4.9

5.4

6.0

32.4

33.4

34.4

35.4

32.0

33.1

35.6

35.4

510 Medicare:

600 Inceme 5ecuflty:

650 Social security:
Budget authority

100 Veterans honefits and seivas:
Budget authority

31.3

150 Admieistratiun of jostict
Budget authority

13.3

13.9

14.5

15.0

15.1

Outlays

12.3

13.6

14.3

14.8

15.4

11.1

12.0

12.3

12.5

13.0

12.0

11.8

12.0

12.4

228.1

239.2

243.1

244.5

228.1

239.2

243.1

244.5

800 General goveremeeL

Budget authority

900 Net interest:
Budget authority

215.6

920 AlSances:
Budget authority

0

0

0

0

0

-16.4

-113.6

-85.6

-60.5

—21.1

—21.1

—99.4 —116.1

-31.9

—29.8

—90.8

950 uudlstnibutud uttsettleg receipts:
Budget authority

—28.6

—105.6
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(bi m c usl

Budget authority

310.9
234.6
314.3
79.7

Outlays
Revenues

Deficit (—) / surplus (+)

332.5
244.5
336.9
92.4

352.8

0
0

255.1

377.4
264.9

361.9

388.1

106.8

123.2

402.4
274.6
410.3
135.7

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

050 National defense

Budgetauthority
Outlays
150 International affairs:

Budgetauttiority
Outlays

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

o

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

250 General saenc*, spacu and technology:

Budgetauttiority
Outlays

270 Energy:

Budgetauthority
Outlays
300 Natural resources and eiMronment:
Budget authority
Outlays

350 Agriculture
Budget authority
Outlays

370 Commerce and housing crudit:
Budgetauthortty
Outlays

400 Transportation:

Budgetauthority
Outlays

450 Community and regional development:

Budgetauthority
Outlays

500 Education, training, employment and social services:
Budgetauthority
Outlays

550 Health:

Budgetauthority
Outlays

570 Medicare

Budgetaulboflty
Outlays

600 Income security:

0

Budgetauthority

0

Outlays

650 Social security:

Budget authority

365.8
279.5

392.9
296.9

425.1

263.0

313.9

458.4
331.6

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

338.1

Outlays

0

700 Veterans benefits and services:

Budgetauthority
Outlays

750 Administration of justice:
Budgetauthority
Outlays

800 General gouernment
Budgetauthority
Outlays

900 Net interest:
Budget authority

bys

-

..

—21.2

—26.8

—33.0

—39.9

—47.5

-21.2

-26.8

-33.0

-39.9

-47.5

920 AJlowances:

Budgetauttiority

0

0

0

0

0
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[In

Miens ol Iars]

950 Undistributed off setting recoiptS:
Budget authority
thitlays

1994

1993

1995

1991

1992

—6.0
—6.0

—6.5
—6.5

—7.1
—7.1

—1.8
—1.8

—8.5
—8.5

1992

1993

1994

1995

CREDIT BUDGET FUNCTION TOTALS
[in tEillons ol dellars]
1991

Direct loans
Guaranteed loans
Secondary guarant loans
050 Defense
Directloans

Guarantloans

...

18.4

18.6

92.1

115.5
95.6

118.1
99.2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1.9

2.0

2.1

2.1

2.2

1.2

1.2

1.5

1.7

.4

.4

.4

.5

8.0
.5

21.0

11.8

106.8
85.4

109.6
88.7

0
0

18.2
112.1

150 International Affairs:
Direct loans

Guarant

loans

Secondary guarant loans
250 General science, space and technology:
Directloans

Guarant loans
270 Energy
Direct loans

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1.6

2.0

2.1

2.3

0

0

0

0

2.0

Guarant loans

.4

300 Natural resources and environment:
Direct loans

Guarant loans
350 Agrloulture:
Direct loans

Guarant loans
370 Commerce and housing credit:
Direct loans

Guarant loans
Secondary guarant loans
400 Transportation
Direct loans

Guarant loans
450 Community and regional development:
Direct loans

Guarant loans
550 Health:
Directloans

.1

.1

.1

0

0

0

0

9.0
7.0

8.8
7.3

8.6
6.6

8.6
6.7

8.4
6.8

6.0
63.3
85.0

3.3

65.5
88.3

3.4
67.8
91.7

3.5
70.3

72.1

951

98.7

0

.1

0

0

.1

.1

.1

0

0

3.6

0

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.3

1.3

.4

.4

.4

.4

.4

0

0

0

12.5

12.9

13.2

13.3

13.4

0

0

0

Guarant loans
500 Education, training, employment and social services:
Directloans

.1

.1

0

0

0

0

Guarant loans

0

.3

.3

.4

.4

.3

570 Medicare:

Directloans

0

0

0

0

0

Guarantloans

0

0

0

0

0

600 Income Secuty:
Direct loans

Guarant loans
650 Social Security
Directloans

Guarantloans

.1

.1

.1

.1

.1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

.6
16.3

16.1

700 Veterans benefits and Services:
Direct loans

Guarant loans

.7

.6

15.7

16.0

.5

.5
11.0
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c at]
1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

Direcl.kians

0

0

0

0

0

Guaranteedans

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Directans

0

0

0

0

0

Guaranteedans

0

0

0

0

0

Directans

0

0

0

0

0

Guaranteedaris

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

750 MministTabon of jusb

800 General government.

Directans
Guaranteedans

-

..

900 Net interest

920 MOMn

950 Undstthuted offethng repts:
Directans
Guaranteedans

RECONCILIATION INSTRUCTIONS

The conference agreement includes reconciliation instructions directing twelve House Committees and ten Senate Committees to
report legislation toachieve savings over five fiscal years, 19911995. The House Committee instructions specify savings targets for
each of the five years. The Senate Committee instructions specify
targets for fiscal year 1991 and for total savings over the five years.
The conference agreement requires House and Senate Committees to report reconciliation recommendations to their respective
Budget Committees not later than October 12, 1990.
CONFERENCE AGREEMENT RECONCILIATION BY HOUSE OMMI1TEE

[Deficit rttii r biIm

fc Yr—
1991

AgTicvtureFees:

Agricu'ture
Fcrest

t

Seiv Reatioo'

EPA'

StotaI

1992

1993

1994

1995

—0.433

—0.079

—0.082

—0.086

—0.091

- .008

-.008

-

—0.095

-.008

.008

- .008

-

—.022

—.033

—.033

—.033

—.033

—.154

.040

—.109

—.123

—.127

—1.300

—1.900

—2.700

—.132
—3.300

—.136
—3.800

—.627
—13.000

— 1.409

—2.023

—2.827

—3.432

—3.936

— 13.627

Fiocd/Ciime Ins

— .014

—.346

—.177

—.150

—0.146

—.833

FHA assignmt w3iers
Other fliA rfonris
Bank Insuran Fund

— .193

— .189

— .185

— .181

— .177

— .925

-.200

-.300

-.550

-.650

-.800

-2.500

Other: Agriculture

cmmittee thtal
Banking:
Fees:

Oth:
—1.100

—1.800

—1.900

—2.100

—2.100

—9.000

StotaI

— 1.493

—2.289

—2.635

—2.931

—3.071

— 12.425

Committee total

—1.507

—2.635

—2.812

—3.081

—3.223

—13.258

i
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(0t

Eication and Labor:
Fees OSHA/MSt4A penaIas (REV)

m

tem

XIasJ

Po Yw-

1

5-tea
1995

1991

1992

1993

-.095

-.195

-.230

-.280

-.330

-1.130
-2.000

Other:

-.200

-.400

-.600

-.800

—.120

—.130

—.130

—.130

—.130

—.640

Subtotal

—.120

—.330

—.530

—.730

—.930

—2.640

Cnmittee total (OR)

—.215

—.525

—.760

—1.010

—1.260

—3.770

—.287
—.022

—.298

— .310

— .323

—.336

— 1.554

—.033

—.033

—.033

— .033

— .154

-.020

-.037

-.037

-.038

—.038

-.170

—.007

—.014

—.014

—.014

—.014

—.063

—.336

—.382

—.394

—.408

—.421

—1.941

—4.700

—9.200

—12.400

—15.200

—18.500

—60.000

-.195

- .440

.580

-.400

-.400

-.635
-.400

-2.380

.500

-.530
-.400

Subtotal

—4.395

—9.240

—12.530

—15.380

—18.735

—60.280

C.cninittee total

—4.731

—9.622

—12.924

—15.788

—19.156

—62.221

NRC'
Corps of Engineers Reereatine '

—.287
—.020

—.298
—.020

—.310

—.323

—.336

— 1.554

— .020

—.020

—.020

—.100

ForestSeMcReaeation'

-.008

-.008

-.008

-.008

-.008

-.040

—.030

—.030

—.030

—.030

—.120

-.315
-.028

-.356

-.381
-.044

-.394
-.044

-1.814

-.044

-.368
-.044

—.343

—.400

—.412

—.425

—.438

—2.018

—.091

—.095

—.099

—.103

—.107

—.495

-.200
-.022

-.208

-.216
-.033

-.223
-.033

-.230

-1.007

-.033

-.033

-.154

—.222

—.241

—.249

—.256

—263

—1.231

—1.230

—1.340

—1.830

—8.050

-.800

-.950

—1.810
—1.735

—1.840

-.935

-1.880

-6.300

—2.165

—2.140

—2.780

—3.545

—3.720

—14.350

-.022

-.033
—.020

—.033
—.020

—.033
—.020

—.033
—.020

-.154

—.020

-.042

-.053

-.053

-.053

-.053

-.254

Stafford Loans (GSL)

0

Energy and C.cnmerne

NRC'
EPA'
Railroad safety
U.S. Travel and Tourism
Subtotal
Other:

Mcare1
Medicaid savings

-

2.100

Intenor:

Harikock mining daims

0

Subtotal
Other: Tmigass

committee total

Fees.

Patent and Trademark

-

.204

Merchant Manne
Fees:

Coast Guard
EPA1

Subtotal

Pout Offi
Other:

nilnate

hmsiim

Other POCS

Sttotal

.

Pi& Wodi&
Fees

EPA'

pso(EiersReaeatior1
&*otal

...

—.100
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(Deficit itIen in t8mes of IarsJ

-

Fiscat Year—

Sear

1991

1992

1993

1994

— .005

— .005

— .005

— .005

— .005

Fees: VA fees (unspec)

—.120

—.125

—.130

—.135

—.140

—.650

Other: Unspecified Veterans

—.500

— .520

—.540

—.560

—.580

—2.700

—.620

—.645

—.670

—.695

—.720

—3.350

—.572

—.562

—.568

—.590

—2.292

—5.2p0

—6.300
—5.600

—7.000

—8.400

—30.000

—3.600

—7.700

— .400

— .500

—.500

—9.500
—.600

—28.000
—2.000
—60.000

1995

Science, Space and Tecbnology:

Fees: NOM weather service

— .025

Veterans:

Committee total
Ways and Means:
Fees: Customs fees

0

Other:

Medrcare:'
—3.100
—1.600

Provider payments
Beneficiary payments
Miscellaneous

0

Medare subtotal'

—4.700

—9.200

—12.400

—15.200

—18.500

Social Security package

—.500

—.300

—.400

—.400

—.400

2.000

RR pension fund (REV)

-—.025

—.035

—.040

—.050

-—.050

— .200

P8GC'

-.120

Unemployment Insurance

0

Social Security overpayrnents

0

Subtotal

Taxes: Summit tax package (REV)

Committee total (DR)

-.130

-.130

-.130

-.130

-.640

— 1.100

— 1.150

— 1.150

—1.200

—4.600

—.028

— .043

—.071

0

0

— 13.348

— 16.130

— 19.480

—63.511

—25.600

—26.000

—31.400

—31.400

—128.600

—18.545

— 36.380

— 39.910

— 48.098

— 51.470

— 194.403

—.968

—2.068
—17.341

—1.957
—22.577

—2.021

—2.122
—31.736

—108.470

— 4.345

— 10.208

—14.200

.

All committees (w/o double counts):
Fees (DR)

Other (DR)

—9.526
—14.200

Taxes (REV)

Total reconciled (DR)
IRS enforce initiatives (REV)
Miscellaneous other mandatory entitlement/fees
Total

revenue

increases

and

—9.136

—25.600

—26.000

—27.290
—31.400

—31.400

—128.600

—24.694

45:009

—50.534

—60.711

—65.258

—246.206

— 3.037

— 1.835

— 1.803

— 1.488

—1213

—9.376

— .600

— .600

— .600

— .600

— .600

— 3.000

—28.331

—47.444

—52.937

—62.799

—67.071

—258.582

mandatory

spending cuts (DR)

'kEnt jurodictive. uble-jnts ret indudnd in the totals.
Note: 00 amounts are outlays unicsx specrticd as R?'V Irevenuesl re DR (haI rofuctrnrr—outlays and revenues wrrinnedl,

CONFERENCE AGREEMENT RECONCILIATION BY SENATE OMMI1TEE
(In mdlmes of llars]
S-pear

1991

Agricutture
APtIIS

433

1)

79

ForestServicerec.fee'

0

8

40

Agnicotture programs

0

1,300

13,000

0

1,387

13,473

0

14

833

Subtotal, Agricutture
Banking:

F[MA Flood and Crime Insurance
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[In

nio el wars]
5-year

1991

FIAassignemeert
Other FHA reforms

bioreasafleidNlityforFDeamntratosaduc*borrowingossts
Subtotal, Banking

()

193

925

0
0

200
1,100

2,500

0

1,501

13,258

0
0

200

1,011

5

25

0

20

110

9,000

Commerce

Coast Guard

N0MWeattierSeMce
Railroad safety inspections
U.S. Travel/Tourism Airinistration

0

1

63

0

232

1,335

Forest Service Rec. Fee'

0

8

40

Hardrock mining claim holding
Tongass Forest

0

0

120

0

28

204

0

36

364

0
0

20

100

EPA

22

154

NRC

0

281

1,554

0

329

1,808

0

0

2,292
60,000
2,380
4,600

25

200

Subtotal, Commerce

Efler:

Subtotal, Energy
Environment:

CoqofEngineecsrec.f

Subtotal, Environment

Qistoms

Medicare
Medicaid

Unemployment insurasm
Fund Rail Pension Liability
Social Security overpayments
PSGC premiums2
Medicaid package
Social Security package

0
0
0
0
REV

0
0
0

0

4,100
195

0

11

120

640

—500 —2,100
—500 —2,000

Subtotal, mandatory
Summit tax package

DR
REV

4,040 66,083
14,200 128,600

Subtotal, Finance

DR

18,240 194,683

Government Affairs:

Eliminale lump sum

1,230
689

8,050
4,200

0

0

1,181

0

246

913

0

2,165

14,350

0

91

495

Postal FEHB

0
0

Postal COLA

Other

Subtotal, Government Affairs

JUdicl:
Unspecified

L1U:
OSI-lA/MSHA mnalties
Pension
GSL reforms

PSGC premiums'
Subtotal, Labor

REV

95

1,130

REV

-50

-290
2,000.

0
0

120

640

DR

165

3,480

0

620

3,350

0

Veterans:

Unspecified
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ol kdI&oJ

Liii

1991

Total reconciled to committees
..

..

IRS enforcement

24,694 246,206

DR

Other misceflaneous

0

..

..

..

5.ear

600

3,000

3,031

9,316

DR

11,094

120,606

REV

14,200

128,600

REV

3,031

9,376

28,331

258,582

REV

Totals:
Mandatoiy

..

Summit taxes
IRS

enforcement

..

Total

DR

* J iiitU AOM1 aid (nmgy.
'lout pslsrktioe with Imaru (rewnue). lndid ii ecxunslatør rmenia totab

NotemecffiedueO"rwuwmm "REV,"aiddthtrtias"DR,"

ALLOCATIONS OF SPENDING AND CREDIT RESPONSIBILITIES TO HOUSE
COMMFrTELS
ALLOCATION OF SPENDING RESPONSIBILITY TO HOUSE COMMI1TEES PURSUANT TO SEC. 302(a) OF

THE CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET ACT—FISCAL YEAR 1991
[In

c4 hars1

:

Fiscal

1991

0n9a

HOUSE APPROPRIATIONS MMIT1EE

Qsrrent level (enacted law):
050—National Defense
150—International Affairs
210—Energy

300—Natural Resour aid EiMrmrmerit
350—Agriculture
310—Commerce aid Housing Credit
400—Transportation
450—Community arid Regional Development

165

165

0

765

184

0

250

250

0

1,433

1,865

0

12.509

623

0

3,024
419

4.438

0

411

0

1

0

1,661

500—Education, Training. Employment, aid Social Services
550—Health

11,133

10,811

0

49,501

0

510—Medicare

35,350

49,910
35,350

600-ncenw Security

36,319

36,853

0

41

41

0

16,163

16,645

0

241

236

0

6,231

6,232

0

115,883

164,154

0

289,118

291,660

0

20,100
15,090
6,222
19,485

18,600

0

15,063

0

5,562

0

2,840

19,148
2,649

0

4,435
14,323
1,412
29,896

4.422

0

30,240
1,626
30.152

0

650—Social Security
700—Veterans Benefits arid SeMces
150—Mministration of Justice
800—General Gneernment

Stotal
Discretóiary appropriations action (assumed legislated):
050—National Defense
150—International Affairs
250—General Science, Space, arid Technology
210—Energy

300—Natural Resour aid Environment
350—Agnculture
310—Commerce aid Housing Credit
400—Transportation
450—Conimunlty aid Regional Development
500—Education, TraminL Employment, arid Social Services

0

0

0
0
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THE CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET ACT—FISCAL YEAR 1991—Continued

[in mSis of flarsi

AsS )lIf

1991

—

Lm
16,790

16,224

0

0

2,304

0

24,360

0

0

25,426
2,317

700—Vetecans Benefits and Services
750—Mministration of Justice

13,989

14,109

0

12,975

11,914

0

800—General Government

10,184

10,142

0

4,900

802

0

492,519

514,359

0

550—Health
570—Mulicare
600—Income Security

-

650-Social Securtty

950—th4istibuted Oft sethng RSpts
Subtotal

wnmflts (assumed

Dscretionry action by other

0

entitlement legislation)
305

305

0

17,774

17,338

0

—65

—107

0

18,015

17,535

0

686,416

696,649

0

1,068

10

0

440

435

0

9,004

10,965

8,813

46

46

0

56

850

0

339

344

339

10,952

12,649

9,152

—1,379

—1,379

—1,300

0

0

974

—1,379

—1,379

—326

9,573

11,270

8,826

050—National Defense
500—Education, Training, Employment, aiW social SeMces

11,301

11,259

1

3

2

0

6OO—lnne Security
700—Veterans Benefits ai Services

36,414

23,043

23,043

217

202

202

47,935

34,506

23,246

47,935

34,506

23,246

0

0

12

—1,279
77,907
—5

200

281

0

5

5

0

22

22

0

78,072

76,931

0

550—Health

600-Incme Securtty
700—Veterans Benefits and SeMces
Subtotal

Committee total
AGRIULThRE WMMITTEE

irrent

Iev (enacted law);

270—Energy

300-Natural Resources and Environment
350—Agriculture
400-Transpottaflon
450—Community and Regional Deve4opment

800—General Government
Subtotal

Discretionary action (assumed legislation):
350—Agriculture
600—Income Security
Subtotal

Committee total
HOUSE ARMED SERVICES COMMTFEE

irrent Iev (enacted Law):

Subtotal

Committ total
BANKiNG, RNM4Ct, AND URBAN AFFAIRS COMMITTEE

Qirrent level (enacted law):
150—International Affairs
37O—Commec aIW Housing Ctedft
450—Community ar4 Regcnal Development

600—ticme Secufity
800-General Government
900—Net Interest
Subtotal

77,833

0
0
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[tn mifl of IarsJ
FcaI yr 1991

Discretionary action (assumed legislation):
—191

—1,493

0

0

—14

0

-197

-1,507

0

77,875

75,424

0

18

18

18

SitotaI

18

18

18

Cmttee total

18

18

18

500—Education, Training, Employment, and Social Seivices

24

13

5,358

6OO—Inme Secwity

92

89

7,504

116

102

12,863

0

—120

—120

0

—120

—120

116

—18

12,743

53

52

0

36

27

45,985

13,672

12,865

10,116

7

7

7

13,768

12,951

56,109

37O—Coiimerce and Housing Credit
450—Community and Regional Deve'opment

—

Committee total

DISTRICT OF LuMBlA CUMITTEE

Cwiefit level (enacted law):
75O—Adniintraticn of Justice

EB$JCA11ON AND LABOR MMI1TEE

OJrcent level (enacted law):

Subtotal

thscietionary acton (aumed legislation)
6OO—nwne Security
SibtotaI
Committee total
ENERGY AND COMMERCE CMMI1TEE

inent level (enacted law):
37O—Comrnecc and Housing Credit

Saitti

6OO—Inme Security
800—Geoeral Cmernment

Stotal
DsaetioQacy actioi (assumed

gisation):
—287

—287

0

300—Natural Resirs and Envionrrnt
370—Commerce and Hng Credit

—22

—22

0

—7

—7

0

400—Transportation

—20

—20

0

0

0

305

Sibtotal

—336

—336

305

Committ total

13,432

12,615

56,414

8,176

8,714

0

835

368

368

270—Energy

550—Health

FOEIGI AFFRS MMI1TEE
inent level (enacted law):
150—International Affairs

600—lriccn* Security
800—General

Gcvemt

Subtotal

Committee total

5

5

0

9,016

9,087

368

9,016

9,087

368
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[b n*ns 14 rs)
AsS year 1991

GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS (MMflTEE

Qnrt Sf (enactS law):
800-General Grnment.

20

19

0

Sathtnt2I

20

19

0

Committee total..

20

19

0

HOUSE ADM'N!STRAT)ON COMM1TEE

Qnnt level (actS law):
500—Education, Training, Employment, and Social SeMces

8

9

0

29

21

93

Subtotal

37

29

93

Committee total

37

29

93

800-GenS Gat

INTERIOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS COMMITTEE

Qirrent Sf (enactS law):
170

—102

0

300—Natural Resources and Environment

189

167

10

450—Community and Regional Development..

475

471

404

3

3

0

800

797

830

1,637

1,335

1,244

—72

—56

0

—72

—56

0

1,565

1,279

1,244

217

226

0

910

805

0

SSO—HSth
WYVI11IUW1L

jihtnt&
Discretionary action (assumed legislation):
300—Natural Resources and EsMrosiment,

Committee total

-

JUDICIARY (ZNMflTEE

Dirrent level (enactS law):
370—Ccmmec and Housing Dedft
500—Education, Trainint Emp'oyment, and Social SeMces
550—Health

1

1

0

600-Inconie Secuflty
750—Mministration of Justice

24

10

5

653

658

135

800—General Government

581

581

500

2,386

2,281

640

—91

—91

0

—91

—91

0

2,295

2,190

640

427

431

0

67

65

0

6

0

427

13

6

0

6

6

0

Subtotal

Discretionary action (assumed legislation):

370—omnn and Housing Ciedft.

ithtntiI
Committee total
MERCHANT MARINE AND FISHERIES COMMrr1EE

Qirrert Sf (enacted law):
300—Natural Resources and Envirmiment

370—omnn and Ha'ing 0*
mA

6OO-4xe&a
8OO-GtaI erment
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Un otOo of 1aro]

FI ymr

1991

—

Bgof

SubtotaL

519

508

427

—200

—200

0

—200

—200

0

319

308

427

Disoretionary action (assumed legislation):

400—Transportation
Subtotal.....
Committee total
POST OFRCE AND CIVIL SERVICE OGMMITTEE

DirTent level (enacted law):

550—Health
600—Inceme Security

800-General Government

0

-636

2,873

54,623
12,199

33,067

33,067

12,199

0

66,822

U,629

35,940

-1,230

Discretionary action (assumed legislation):

600-Income Security

50

-1,230

—935

—935

0

-885

-2,165

-1,230

65,937

42,464

34,710

433

101

0

158

177

0

17,497

0

0

5

5

0

1

54

0

Subtotal

18,094

338

0

Committee total

18,094

38

0

135

134

0

19

23

0

950—Undistributed

Offsetting Ripts

CommIttee tOtal
PUBLIC WORKS AND TRANSPORTATION

M1TTEE

Current level (enacted law):

270—Energy
300—Natural Resources and Environment
400—Transportation
450—Community and Regional Development
800—General Government

SCIENCE, SPACE AND TECHNOLOGY OGMMflIEE

level (enactedlaw):
250—General Science, Space, and Technology

DirTent

270—Energy
500—Education, Training, Employment, and Social Services

1

0

158

0

—5

—5

0

-5

-5

0

150

153

0

1,588

1,429

18,14.4

1,588

1,429

18,144

—120

—120

—65

1

Discretionary action (assumed legislation):

300—Natural Resources and Environment

nmittee

total
VETERANS' AFFAiRS 00MUTTEE

level (enacted law):
700—Veterans Benefits and SeMces

Current

Subtotal
Discretionary action (assumed legislation):

700-Veterans Benefits and

Services
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XIxsJ
'eer 1991

&Ltotal
Gemmlttee total

..

—120

—120

—65

1,468

1,309

18,079

WAYS AND MEANS )MMI11EE

Qirre

(enacted law):
5OO—ducation, Training, Eioplo,inent, and Social Sendnes
570—Medicare
600—Income SecurIty
650—Social SecurIty
750—Administration of Justine
800—General Government
900—Net Interest

1,142
134,026
28,940
345,303
164

Subtotal

Olsoretionary action (assumed legislation):
570—Medicare

60—ncomeSomirIty
650-Social SecurIty

..

Subtotal

Gemintttee total

-

-

-

-

-

5,503

114267
49276

21137
269829

265,050

165

0

286,286

505
286,286

406
286,286

796,362

692,185

720,788

1,200

—4,700

—4,700

26

0

0

2,400

500

500

3,626

-4,200

-4,200

799,988

687,985

716,588

-12,083

-12,083

0

—9,841

—9,419

0

2

0

—1,757

0

—3,333

-3,341

0

—6,175
—133
—32
—426
—117

-58

0

—120
—43
—435
—59

0

-42

-34

—46,976

-

—47,017

0
0

-9,842

-9,832

0

-s,sso

—5,893
—1,057
—690
—91,216
—91,908

0

500

..

0

114,263

UNASSIGNED 10 00NMITTEES

Current level (enacted law):
050—National
150—International hUll
250—General Science, Space,
300—Natural Resources and EiMronment
350—AgrIculture
370—Cummerce and Housing Credit
400—Transportation
450—Community and Regional Development
500—Education, Training, Eioployinent. and Social Services
550—Health
570—Medicare
600—Income SecurIty

800-General Government
900-Net interest

-

920--nces
Subtotal

—1,072

-

750—Administration of Justice

950—Uidsthbutnd Offsetting

-

-

650-Social SecurIty
700—Veterans Benefits and Sendces

—751

-

-91,908

.

-

Receipts

--

-

-

0
0
0

0

—5
0

—72,029

-96,600
-38,567

0

-248.154 -338,127

-72,034

0

-600

0

0

—600

0

—248,154 —338,727

—72,034

0

-38,565

0

DinoretlOnaty action (assumed legislation):

950-Ustttu ftethng Rocs SlthfntUl

Committee total

ta.j

a%.__a I__i

975,226

715,784

806,998
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(b

n mars)
Fisc& year 1991

Total—DIreticnary action
Gi'and total

510,815

521,116

—5,636

1,486,100

1,236,900

801,362

CONFERENCE REPORT FISCAL YEAR—ALLOCATION OF CREDIT RESPONSIBILI1Y TO HOUSE COMMIT-

TEES PURSUANT TO SECTION 302(a) OF THE CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET ACT—FISCAL YEAR 1991

[In ms of IIars)
House Committee

Pvimaiy

Direct

guarantees

CurTent level (enacted law):
Agriculture

8,019

Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs

3,250

6,100
1

Education and Labor

0

12,810

Energy and Commerce

0

290

Merchant Marine and Fisfleres

0

104

PUbIIC Works and Transportation

299

0

Veterans Affairs

615

15,650

WaysandMeans

2

0

54

191

12,299

35,145

8,101

11,969

—

Unassigned

Subtotal

Discretionary action (assumed legislation):
Appropriations

0

Education and Labor

21,000

Grand total

(314)
106,800

ECONOMIC ASSUMPTIONS

The conference agreement is based on the economic assumptions
displayed in the table below. These assumptions were prepared by
the administration for the President's budget submission and were
adopted as the basis of the House-passed and Senate-passed resolu-

tions. These assumptions, as well as the administration's corresponding technical as8umptions, are used in the conference agreement to achieve comparability between the conference agreement,
the President's budget submission, and the House-passed and
Senatepassed resolution8 with respect to total revenues, total outlays and the deficit. (Gramxn-Rudman-Hollings deficit targets will
be adjusted as part of the reconciliation bill pursuant to this concurrent resolution and will not necessarily be based on these economic assumptions.)
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ECONOMIC ASSUMPTIONS
(Calendar yearn]

Pr*ted
1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

5,560

5,973

6,398

6,821

7,264

7,734

6.2

7.4

7.1

6.6

6.5

6.5

4,236

4,370

4,499

4,613

4,725

4,838

2.2

3.2

3.0

2.5

2.4

2.4

3.9

4.1

4.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

Consumer price index (percent change)
Mlian unemployment rate (percent)
Three-month Treasury bill rate (percent)

4.0

4.0

4.1

4.3

4.3

4.3

5.5

5.4

5.3

5.3

5.3

5.3

6.7

5.4

5.5

5.6

5.6

5.6

Ten-year Treasury note rate (percent)

7.7

6.8

6.8

6.9

6.9

6.9

2,794

3,007

3,226

3,445

3,668

3,905

345

390

406

419

443

464

Annual averages:
Gross national product (billion dollars)

Percent change
Real GNP (billion 1982 dollars)
Percent change
GNP deflator

(percent change)

Taxable incomes (billion dollars):
Wages and salanes

Corporate profits before tax

Fourth quarter to fourth quarter (percent change):
Gross national product

6.9

7.5

6.8

6.6

6.5

6.5

Real GNP

2.6

3.3

2.7

2.5

2.4

2.4

GNP deflator

4.2

4.1

4.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

Consumer price index
Civilian unemployment rate (percent, fourth quarter level)

4.1

4.0

4.2

4.3

4.3

4.3

5.5

5.3

5.3

5.3

5.3

5.3

Buixmr SUMMIT AGREEMENT
On May 6, 1990, the President and the bipartisan congressional
leadership agreed to convene a special budget group. Five months

later, the negotiators reached agreement. The budget summit

agreement represents the largest deficit reduction plan ever agreed
to, an estimated $500 billion during the next five years.
The agreement includes major reductions in discretionary spending that (on 0MB estimates) account for 36 percent of the total, sig-

nificant reductions in entitlement and mandatory spending programs (24 percent of the total), and tax revenue increases (27 percent of the total). Reductions in interest payments constitute the
remaining 13 percent of the package.
This fiscal year 1991 budget resolution conference report, agreed

to unanimously by the conferees, embodies this budget summit
agreement. This conference agreement includes detailed five-year
reconciliation instructions and discretionary spending limitations
that reflect the agreement. The summit agreement will be implemented through enactment of the reconciliation bill resulting from
the instructions in this resolution and the appropriations bills limited by the resolution's 302(a) allocations.

It is the conferees' understanding that the summit agreement

will be fully implemented with the complete support of the President and the congressional leadership, including those provisions
that will change the congressional and executive branch budget
processes to enforce it.

The conferees also believe that the enactment of the agreement

will result in a balanced Federal budget by 1996, reduce the
demand on private credit markets and enhance the long-run
growth potential of the United States.
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LEADERSHIP ENFORCEMENT OF Buixr SUMMIT AGREEMENT

It is the intent of the conferees that the bipartisan leaders of the
House and Senate work with the committees of Congress to assure
that the amounts of deficit reduction and the policie8 to achieve
such reductions are achieved and are consistent with the budget
summit agreement of September 30, 1990.
It is the intent of the conferees that the House-reported reconciliation bill should not contain provisions extraneous to the summit
agreement.
Should legislation under consideration by any committee fail to
comply with the summit agreement, the conferees intend that remedial efforts shall be made by all partie8 to achieve such compli-

ance. Further, the conferees intend that the bipartisan leaders
shall take steps to enforce the agreement.

ACHIEVEMENT OF UNSPECIFIED SAVINGS

The conferees urge that the joint leadership of Congress agree on
a package of changes in laws that provide mandatory spending to
achieve deficit reduction of $3,000,000,000 (in addition to the
amounts reconciled in this concurrent resolution) and seek to indude that package in the reconciliation bill pursuant to this concurrent resolution.
FUNDING FOR IRS COMPLIANCE

It is the intent of the conferees that the additional amounts reque8ted by the President in the fiscal year 1991 budget for the IRS
compliance initiative—$191 million in budget authority and $183
million in outlays in fiscal year 1991, $172 million in budget authority and $169 million in outlays in fiscal year 1992, $183 million
in budget authority and $179 million in outlays in fiscal year 1993,
$187 million in budget authoTity and $183 in outlays in fiscal year
1994, and $188 million in budget authority and $184 in outlays in
fiscal year 1995—shall be provided by action of the Appropriations

Committee in order to raise the assumed amounts of additional
revenue8 from increased IRS compliance funding consistent with
the budget summit agreement.

BUDGET PROCESS Rmoiu AND ENFORCEMZNT

To assure a $500 billion deficit reduction package is achieved and
maintained, the conferees intend that the reconciliation act implementing the budget summit agreement include provisions of the
budget summit agreement's recommendations to strengthen the
budget process and enforce the agreement.
LEON E. PANETrA,
RICHARD Gpa&iw'r,

BilL FRENZL,

Managers on the Part of the House.

Ji

SASSER,

WYCHE FOWLER, Jr.,

P V. DOMENCI,

Managers on the Part of the Senate.
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No. 128

House of Representatives
SET1'ING FORTH THE CONGRES- united this week, the Soviet Union Is
SIONAL BUDOET FOR THE U.S. changing, and Eastern Europe Is
GOVERNMENT
FOR FISCAL changing dramatically, and the United
YEARS 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994, and States at this point in time can exer1995

(Continued)
The SPEAKER pro teinpore. Pursui.nt to Rouse ResolutIon 488. the conference report is considered as having
been read.
The gentleman from California (Mr.

lion at the beginning of the year has
now become a $300 billion record
annual deficit that we are facing in
this next year, because of the RTC

cise tremendous leadership In that problems, because of our economy, beworld, and yet we are here trying to cause of a shortfall of revenues. What-

determine whether or not the Govern- ever the cause, we are now confronting
ment of the United States will stay in a record $300 billion deficit, and an
business.
overall debt in excess of $3.2 trillion.
In addition, Mr. Speaker, we are at Because the Federal Treasjry has to
risk economically. We have the rising borrow and borrow, It has pushed up
of a recession staring us interest rates. During periods of
Pirxit] will be recognized for 1 hour likelihood
In the face. We have a slow and strong growth these interest rate proband the gentleman from Minnesota right
(Mr. FaziczxiJ will be recognized for 1 steady erosion of our position in the lems could have only been troubleworld economy, and we have the frus- some In terms of our economy. But at
hour.
The Chair recognizes the gentleman trating Inability to respond to these a time of slow growth, which is what
crises, to these difficult issues here at we are facing right now, higher interfrom California [Mr. PANETTA].
est rates can essentially submerge our
Mr. PANETrA. Mr. Speaker, I yield borne,
economy and drop it Into a recession,
myself 10 minutes.
0 2220
Make no mistake about it: for those
(Mr. PANEITA asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his re- Of course, if we fail today, we face Members who have any question, our
the specter of sequestration, these dra- economy Is on the brink. For those
marks.)
Mr. PANETI'A. Mr. Speaker, we matic cuts across the board that wifi who play partisan or political games,
take under consideration this evening affect everyone in our most critical there Is a terrible price to be paid for
the conference report on House Con- areas, devastating to people, devastat- such folly.
Growth in the second quarter was
current Resolution 310, which Is the ing to our economy.
This Is not a time for blaming less than half a percent, and that was
concurrent resolution on the budget
for fIscal year 1991. ThIs conference Others. ThIs Is not a time to run and before the high energy prices hit our
report reflects all of the spending, rev- hide. This Is not a time for cowardice. economy. The combination of a soft
economy, of an oil shock, of inflation,
enue and savings targets that were it Is a time for leadership.
The huge budget deficits we all of a sequester, will send the markets
agreed to by the President and the bipartisan congressional leaders In the know have been piling up for decades. reeling, make no mistake about It. and
budget summit. It Is the essential first This last decade of the eighties has endanger the financial stability of
step in the budget process.
been a period When these deficits have both the national and international
The President has called the budget tripled, upping our Nation's strength, economy.
package a tough agreement for tough They have robbed the resources we
All of us recognize that this agreetimes. Too often Presidents have not need for investment In the future. The ment is not a panacea. It Is not going
been willing to deliver that message to savings of the American people, which to solve all of our problems. What we
the American people when It was should have gone to new businesses are looking at right now, according to
needed, and that is one of the reasons and economic growth and economic a majority of economists, Is the likeliwe are here today.
development, are now financing Gov. hood of a recession, albeit a mild re3llowevey, Mr. Speaker, the reality Is, ernment borrowing. No more, no less.
cession. But deficit reduction Is essenthat we are a nation facing n number
Mr. Speaker, the taes that we ask tial for giving the Federal Reserve the

of very serious crises at the present the American people to pay out of latitude It needs to reduce Interest
time.
their hard-earned dollars, instead of rates and try to mitigate the depth
we speak, we are at risk rsj]itsrtlly improving our education or I roving
with our troops located in the Persian our Nation's transportation system,
Gull who are looking to all o us to de- must goto pay interest on the borrowtermine whether or not we have the ing that we do, by far the fastest growcourage and the leadership to govern. tag part of the Federal budget. We are
We are at risk politically in a world now looking, as we speak, at $300 bilthat is changing. The two Oermanles lion deficits. What began as a $100 btl-

and the duration of the recession.
Furthermore, deficit reduction is the

only proven tool for assuring longterm growth in investment and productivity, employment, and income.
The package we have before us, $500
billion in deficit reduction over 5

0 Thia symbol represents the imr of day during the Home proceedings, e.g., 0 1407 ii 2:07 p.m.
Matter set is this typeface indicsea %words inserted or appended, rather than spoken, by a Member of the House on the floor.
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years, Is by far the largest and the NTTA] gave Such a good speech that I the wrong message to send at this
most real deficit reduction package can only improve on it by adding the time.

that has ever been seriously contem word "grandchildren" in the last senplated by a Congress or by a President.
It makes tough choices, we all know

tence.

In my opinion, the responsible thing
to do is to vote for this resolution and

The chairman has told us what we move the process on down the road
that, in defense, in entitlement pro- need to do, has set our course for us, toward putting our Nation's fiscal
grams, in taxes. But we cannot kid the and many of us in the Republican house in order. Then, let the commitS
American people. No matter how you leadership feel exactly the same way.

tees make their changes in the recon-

we were elected not only to represent must make my support for this agreeS
a particular point of view, but to ment conditional. At the last hour, at
govern. This budget package tries to the insistence of one Democratic Senabreak the stalemate that we have had tor nd without consultation, home
between the parties and within a divid- heating oil was included in the 2-cent
ed Government.
petroleum tax. This provision is puniPerhaps no individual in this coun- tive and life threatening to the poor
try has more of a direct, impact on in- and elderly trying to stay warm this
terest rates than the Chairman of the coming winter.
Federal Reserve. Yesterday Chairman
That Senator says he didn't want
Cireenspan said the following:
the package to play regional favorities.
If this agreement Is voted down, prospects We're not talking regional advantage

In a time of crisis we must turn to the
people of this Nation to help reduce
our huge deficit. The poor can't solve

design this package, it has to make
It is absolutely essential that this ciliation bill, and decide at that point
tough choices, In defense, In entitle- House pass this budget resolution to- if the agreement should be finally
ments, and In taxes.
night.
passed.
There are no tricks, no smoke and
Mr. Speaker, I yield 3 minutes to the
mirrors. Everything in this package Is distinguished vice chairman of the
0 2230
real. Is it perfect? Far from It. Is it Committee on Appropriations, an in- Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker, I yield
painful? With half a trillion dollars In veterate summiteer, and always a 5 minutes to the gentleman from Illideficit reduction, how could it not be. crowd pleaser, the gentleman from nois (Mr. Russo].
Is it the package that I or any Member Massachusetts (Mr. CONTE].
(Mr. RUSSO asked and was given
would have designed, or for that
Mr. CONTE. Mr. Speaker, I thank
matter the President? Absolutely not. the gentleman from Minnesota for permission to revise and extend his remarks.)
Of course not.
yielding time to me.
Mr. Speaker, it is a compromise. A Mr. Speaker, I rise in support of this Mr. RUSSO. Mr. Speaker, I rise
compromise by its very nature means budget resolution conference report. today in opposition to the budget
that everybody has to give something As a member of the budget summit ne- summit agreement. This agreement is
for the greater good. That is what de- gotiating grQup, slaving away since the continuation of the same failed
mocracy is all about, particularly at a May 15, I had hoped to be able to fiscal policies of the past 10 years. Yes,
time of divided Government. Nobody speak firmly in support of the summit there is a budget problem, Yes we
need to take action to resolve that
can have their own way, with the di- agreement.
vided Government that we have at the
But there is one issue in here so pu- problem. But why is that the option
present time.
nitive to my people back home and so we're being given puts the burden
Mr. Speaker, let us remember that unrelated to deficit reduction, that I squarely on the middle class yet again?

for coming to grips with the corrosive ef- here, we are talking about staying
fects of budget deficits on our economy warm this winter. That same Senator
would be dim Indeed. I am fearful that fafl- excluded from that same tax the petire to enact the agreement would produce trochemical feedstock industry and
an adverse reaction In financial markets the agriculture on which his region dethat could undercut our economy, already
significantly weakened by the shock of the pends. And that same Senator providMiddle East crisis and problems In our fi- ed $4 billion in tax breaks to the oil

the problem, they don't have the

money. That leaves the middle class

and the rich. The question I must pose

to our President, our leadership and
my colleagues is, why? Why is the
middle class bearing a disproportionate share of the burden of reducing
the deficit?

In the past decade the top 1 percent
of wealthy taxpayers have seen their
income increase by 74 percent with a
corresponding decrease in their tax
rate of 14 percent. In that same
decade, families in the bottom fifth
saw their total Federal effective tax
rates go up 16 percent while their incomes went down 3.2 percent. This
package's heavy reliance on excise
taxes will again hit lower and middle
income earners harder than the
wealthy. Concerns about the progressivlty of this agreement are not political rhetoric—they are based on cold,
hard facts. Under this package those

producers in his region. And we will
Mr. Speaker, this is the moment of not even mention the S&L bailout.
truth. It is the moment that we have This budget resolution we consider
to face the tough choices. There is no today only starts the process of enactS
alternative. If we fail to pass this ing the summit agreement into law.
budget resolution tonight, it is over. This resolution provides the broad
We are going to find it very difficult to outlines, and if it is passed, the comtry to accommodate all of the differ- mittees in the Congress will then draft
ent interests that are now involved. the specific leglslative changes. They Americans making $20,000 a year will
But If we do pass it, then I think we will be voted on in the reconciliation see a 3.5-percent tax increase. Yet the
send a clear message to the people of bill next week, and thats the vote that top 1 percent of Americans who enjoy
counts.
this country, that we can govern.
Mr. Speaker, I ask all Members to- The -Ways and Means Committee an income of over $700,000 per year
night, set aside and rise above 'your pa- has the 'ability to include the exemp- will have their taxes increased by only
rochial concerns. Rise above your re- tion of home heating oil, and to make 1.7 percent. Believe me, these are very
gthnal interests. Rise above ideology other needed adjustments, particular- cold, hard facts of life for those
and partisanship, and cast a vote for ly on Medicare, where' changes are middle-income taxpayers who are atthe greater good of this country, for probably very much needed. My vote, tempting to put their children
our Nation's future, but, most impor- and other votes in the Northeast, will through school, buy a home and make
depend in large part upon the favor- ends meet. The President has asked
tantly, for our children's future.
Mr. Speaker, I reserve thebalance of able resolution of the exemption for everyone to share in the sacrifice of
reducing our budget deficit. But are
my time.
home heating oil.
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield But we will not get to that point if tax loopholes and tax breaks for the
myself 30 seconds.
we do not pa this budget resolution. rich anyone's idea of shared sacrifices?
(Mr. FRENZEL asked and was given 'The alternatives to passing this resolu- Is it a shared sacrifice when the newly
permission to revise and extend his re- tion are very unattractive. We toss our unemployed must waIt 2 weeks to remarks.)
economic fate to the wind. We look in- ceive their first unemployment check
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, the capable of governing, and of putting while the wealthiest Americans pay
gentleman from California (Mr. PA- our econothic house in order. That is less taxes? I don't think so.
nancial system.
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As If the slant of the package toward -a-re telling us it is time to reverse the about letting the Members of Contaking another bite out of the earning regressive trend of the past decade gress vote on the alternatives?
power of middle Americans was not and make the Tax Code more equitaenough, there are other serious flaws ble. It is time to distribute the burden
In the agreement. The defense number of deficit reduction among those most
Is still bloated beyond what is needed able to afford it. I'm not making this
for a lean and efficient fighting force vote today because of any perceived
and does not take Into consideration political consequences or because of
the cost of operation desert shield. pressure from special Interest groups.
And we should be very concerned A vote against this agreement is not
about the Last minute tax Incentives In only the right thing to do. It is the fair
this deal. The 'very generous tax thing to do, and It is the just thing to
breaks or so-called growth incentives do.
have even taken the small business Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield
community by surprise. Have we not 3 minutes to the distinguished gentledone' this before—enacted overly gen- man from Pennsylvania (Mr. Suuerous tax breaks for certain segments STEal.
or our economy, only to revisit those (Mr. SHUSTER asked and was given

Let us defeat this resolution. Let us
bring back some alternatives. Let us
fix this, not after we pass the resolution as has been suggested here tonight, the suggc.tion being pass it and
then we will fix it.

Does It not make more sense, is it
not more reasonable to fix it first and
then pass it?
So let us defeat this resolution. Let
us go back to work and let us give the
American people a more reasonable,
better solution.
Mr. PANEITA. Mr. Speaker, I yield
2 minutes to the gentleman from California [Mr. ANDaRSON), chairman

of

deals in later years and shake our permission to revise and extend his re- the Committee -on Public Works and

heads and say, what were we thinking. marks.)
Transportation.
But the fundamental flaw, beyond Mr. SHUSTER. Mr. Speaker, our (Mr. ANDERSON asked and was
progressivity Is the process. There are distinguished chairman of the Budget given permission to revise and extend
tough choices to be made to solve the Committee has said there are several his remarks.)
deficit visited on this country by the interests that we must rise above toMr. ANDERSON. Mr. Speaker, I rise
Reagan legacy. I was elected to make night, and I agree with him. But there In support of the fIscal year 1991
those choices and I'm willing to do so. Is one interest that we cannot rise budget resolution. As chairman of the
What I'm being presented with today above. We caimot rise above reason as Public Works and Transportation
Is a no-win situation. If I vote for the our own lights show us what reason is. Committee, I am keenly aware of the
agreement I will be voting for balancIn my judgment, this resolution is Impact this budget could have on the
log the budget on the backs of the bad
for the economy and It is unfair, Nation's transportation network. Howover burned middle class. If I vote fundamentally
ever. I am willing to offer my support
unfair.
against the agreement I'm a naysayer
We have heard many horror stories, on this vote because of commitments I
to the only solution the sumrniteers scare
tactics even about how the Gov- have received from the leadership that
could come up with. Either way, it's a
lessen any potentially negative efbad vote because the solution Is worse ernmert is going to be shut down. We will
during the reconciliation process.
than the problem. This agreement have been told that the President of fects
only looks good in comparison to se- the United States is going to veto any Thus far, we have agreed that 50

of the 10-cent increase In
questration and I firmly believe that concurrent resolution that we should percent
motor fuel taxes will be placed in the
we can do better than that. Budget pass if this resolution fails.
My colleagues have been around hlgh'way trust fw'id annually, with 20
summits encourage 'the leadership of
both parties to Ignore the will of the here long enough to know what the percent of that set aside for mass tranrank and file of the Congress and to legislative dance Is. Of course, we get sit. I also have an assurance from the
effect legislation without going these kinds of threats. I have enough leadership that in reconciliation, the
through the legislative process. In- confidence in the President to believe Public Works Committee may authorstead we are presented with a budget that If this goes down he is going to ize the entire amount of new tr'st
agreement negotiated by congressional think an awful long time before he fund revenues. Further, increased
leaders and a handful of nonelected shuts down the Government. And I highway and tTansit spending will be
White House officials. Summits in also have enough confidence in this permitted outside the overall domestic
general set up the legislative process Congress that If the President were to discretionary cap.
for failure. As elected Members we veto a concurrent resolution 'we would This Is critical In assuring that the
budget does not have anttgrowth efshould vote on a budget fashioned by override that veto.
So let us not let the scare tactics fects on the economy. Without an
our committees—win or lose at least
we would be adhering to the principles cause us to steer away from reason as agreement to spend some of these increased revenues, we would be totally
of representational government. I'm we see It.
not afraid to take my best shot and We are told there are no alterna- depriving the Nation of the economic
then abide by the decision of the ma- tives. We know that Is not so. There benefits of increased spending on
transportation Improvements includare several alternatives.
jority.
There is the simple 1% or three- ing the creation of jobs, increased proWe're being asked to swallow our
reservations and vote for this package quarters of a Loaf after we fix the gas ductivity and competitiveness in the
for the good of the country. The good tax problem and the Medicare prob- world market, and additional private
of the country? Do we mean by coun- lem. I have seen a plan that calls for a investment through greater efficientry, a generic body of faceless people? $35 billion sequester Instead of $105 cies in transportation for the business
sector. Without additional spending on
This nation Is eompoed of Individ- billion sequester.
For those Members who lust for tax transportation Infrastructure, econouals—hard working, honest men,
women, and children. I've been argued increases, why not a 1-percent stock mists have estimated that a 10—cent-ainto making votes like this one before. and bond transfer tax? Let us let Wall gallon motor fuels tax increase would
And what happened—the rich got Street participate In the pain here. result In the loss of over 180,000 jobs
richer and had a party at the expense And why not strip the sweetheart and a decline in auto and truck sales
of the poor and middle class Amen- deals that we have seen In this resolu- of at least 120,000.
Another Issue of concern Is the refcans Who comprise the majority in this tion, put in there by the summiteers
country. Well, I'm here to say that I'm who had the privilege of crafting this erence In the budget agreement to an
not doing it anymore. And I hope you resolution? And there are several amended minimum allocation proviother alternatives that we have al- sion. This is clearly an authorizing
won't either.
issue that relates directly to the distriThe President asked the American ready heard of.
bution of funds rather than the raispeople to contact us about this propos0 2240
ing of taxes. It is, therefore, logically
al. Well, they have spoken loud and
clear and they are overwhelmingly Yes, there are alternatives. And within the jurisdiction of the Public
against the summit agreement. They what Is wrong, what Is so terrible, Works and Transportation Committee
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and the leadership has agreed that it can business today, and 'the budget
Neither Democrats by themselves
will be handled by our committee In
the reconciliation process. Because
this Is an Intricate provision that can
penalize as well as reward States, it Is
critical that the authorizing committee ihat established the original mini-

agreement, however painful, is tietter
than chaos under sequestration.
The alternative of sequestration
would also gravely affect dozens of
nondefense programs on which millions of Americans depend by requirmum allocation write the amendments ing $70.3 billion in budget authority
to it In an Informed and balanced way. cuts. Head Start, NASA, Pell grants,
Because of these agreements with NIH, and AIDS research funding are
the leadership, Mr. Speaker, I will vote Just a few of the programs which
In support of the budget resolution. would be cut. Further, sequestration
My contInued support for the package, would result in hundreds of thousands
however, will be contingent on our fur- of Federal employees to be further progress and a satisfactory reso- loughed, and many to lose their Jobs.
lution of these issues In the reconcilia- My decision to support this agreement
tion process.
has been a difffcult one. Yet should
Just as I have worked hard on Public this agreement not pass, I shudder to
Works and Transportation Issues over think of the consequences it will have
the years, I have also worked hard for, across the Nation. For those of my
and supported measures to protect our constituency who do not support my
senior citizens and afford them the vote, I only hope they understand the
rights and benefits they deserve. reasons behind my choice. The time to
Therefore, I again stress, it is with act is now, the choice is not easy, but

great reservation that I support this it is necessary.

nor Republicans with the President,

can pass a budget package. It can only
be done by bipartisan effort.

In all of the years that I have been

the Committee on Ways and
Means, I have only voted for one tax
on

bill. That was in 1981, which was a tax
reduction. That was easy.

And it is now time to pay the bills.
We have run up consecutive deficits
for the last 19 years, and I say to my
Democrat friends, not Just during the
last decade. The last balanced budget

was in 1971. We are leaving these massive deficits as a legacy to our children
and to our grandchildren, and I do not

serve in Congress to be a party in bestowing such a burdensome legacy.

Socrates 400 years before Chirst,

said that when the masses of the
people find they can vote themselves
prosperity from the public treasury,
democracy is no longer possible.

budget agreement, which asks so much
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield This is a historic test for our repubfrom my senior constituency. A $59.9 5 minutes to the distinguished vice • lic, our democracy. Democracies easily
billion cut in Medicare will hurt, yet, chairman of the Committee on Ways handle the easy decisions, but stumble
as I look at the alternative under se- and Means and a member of the on the tough ones.
uestration, it is the route which, in summit negotiating team, the gentle- Today is that watershed moment in

our country's history where we will
the long run, will least affect our man from Texas (Mr. ARcHER).
senior citizens. I want to emphasize
(Mr. ARCHER a.sked and was given look back and say we did the right
that under sequestration there are permission to revise and extend his re- thing, as tough as it was, and as objectionable as some of the features of
also cuts in Medicare and Medicare marks.)

Program administration, along with Mr. ARCHER. Mr. Speaker, when I
cuts in Social Security Program ad- first saw this budget agreement on
ministration, supplemental security Monday, all of the objectionable feaincome, VA medical care and burial tures reached out to me, and, to say
benefits, social services block grants, the least, I was disappointed.
and human development services, to But I learned many years ago, that
name only a few. These cuts mean before you make a hasty decision, it is
that VA medical care will be ellniinat- far better to count to a legislative 10,
ed for millions of patients, Social Se- and I went home and I counseled with
curity claims will be deferred or my wile, and I shared my concerns.
slowed down, meals for millions of And as the night wore on, I realized
senior citizens will be stopped, and that I could not get hung up on indimany more services delayed or ended vidual pieces in this agreement, but
altogether. While I reluctantly sup- that it was far more important to look
port the budget agreement, I do at the whole and what impact it would
remain hopeful that this legislation have on our country and on generacan be fine tuned so that those least tions to come. By morning, I realized
able to pay will be least affected by that this was the best we could do.
the changes.
Also of

this package are, because, yes, our

children and their children deserve it.
Could I have devised a better
budget? Certainly. Give me 217 votes.
But would it pass without giving me
217 votes? And the answer is no.

I feel that many Members on both
sides want an easy package. There is
no such thing as deficit reduction of
$500 billion that is a happy package

for anyone.
When I first ran for Congress, Barry

Goldwater came to my district, and I
must confess he was one of my ideals
in politics. There was a rumor that he
would not run again, and I asked him,

"Are you going to run again?" He
looked at me and said, 'BIu., I have

I cannot stand here and tell you that thought about it, and I want to retire.

great concern to me in if you fail to vote for this package I feel that I have earned it. I want my

making my decision was the regressive there will be recession, or that if you
taxes on beer, wine, and distilled spir- do vote for this package there will be a
its, and on tobacco. These taxes will recession. No economist knows, but I
hurt most the poor and working class can tell the Members this country is in
who are already shouldering much of desperate need of a fiscal fix.
the tax burden. The taxes on wine will
If Churchill were here today, he
especially hurt my State of California might possibly say that this is the
which faces up to a 25-percent drop in worst possible budget agreement, until
wine sales, as well as the ports of Long you consider all of the other realistic

privacy and my private life, but I will
not one day sit with my grandchildren

on my knee and tell them that I did

not do everything that I could to make

a better future for them." He ran

Again.

And I will not sit and tell my grand-

children that I failed to make the
tough decision when I had a chance to

Beach and Los Angeles, which will
most certainly lose revenues as the
exportation of wine slows. owever, I
am certain that the economic chaos

alternatives. Sequestration clearly is lilt this debt from their shoulders.
not a realistic alternative, perhaps for
Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker, I yield
a few days, but those who accept that, such time as he may consume to the

would have a far greater Impact on
the working class and the business
community than under the budget
agreement. Many economists agree
that recession is Imminent under se-

manding that many parts of it be

and seem to wish it, will come quickly gentleman from Kentucky [Mr. HUBS
which would result under sequestration back to this body in a short time, de- BARD).

(Mr. HUBBARD asked and was
lifted.
given permission to revise and extend
The Congress itself has never before his remarks.)
in its history been able to produce this
Mr. HUBBARD. Mr. Speaker, as a
type of package. Individual Members Member of Congress from Kentucky, a
questration. Obviously, deficit reduc- working together through committees, State hit extremely hard by this
tion is the only way to assure growth through the budget process, have been budget proposal, I rise to oppose this
in Investment and productivity in the unable to do so, and after months of resolution. I oppose it strongly.
long run. Moreover, the current Feder- deliberation this year, I am convinced
speak in opposition to this
Mr. Speaker,
al deficit is the worst enemy of Amen- this is the best that we can do.
proposed budget reIution. Kentuckians want
I
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as a Since then, much has occurred with respect
means of balancing the budget. They cannot to the budget deficit—and none of it has been
bear higher taxes.
Earlier this year, the 1990 Kentucky Legisla-

ture voted the highest tax increase in the his-

Once the principle of deductibility of State
and local taxes and mortgage interest is viogood. The costs of the S&L reform and recov- lated, it will only be a matter of time before
ery program has jumped preciptousIy, the future tax writers lower the income floor, raise

Iraqis forced the deployment of Operation
tory of our Commonwealth. Based on hun- Desert Shielt and the economy has slowed
dreds of contacts from my constituents this dramatically.
week, I'm aware that 90 percent of my conAll this makes an even stronger case to
stituents oppose this budget resolution.
fscaJ restrainL Yet the summit package we
I urge my colleagues to vote against this
debate today will fall significantly short of the
proposal.
$50 bllhon first year savings we were prom-

Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker, I yield ised. And, based on the dubious enforcement

such time as he may consume to the
gentleman from Texas [Mr. Cou&q].

(Mr. COLEMAN of Texas asked and

was given

permission to revise and

extend his remarks.)
Mr. PANEr1'A. Mr. Speaker, I yield
1 mInute to the gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr. MOODY].

Mr. MOODY, Mr. Speaker, this
package has been called "necessary"
by our very able budget chairman and
other people we all respect, to mop up
the $300 billion annual deficits now
Irioming in front of us.
But how did this fiscal crisis
happen? There were three major ways.

I would ask the Members to consider,
does this package address any of the
three?
First, the huge tax cuts of the 1981

era that the gentleman from Texas
(Mr. Aicn) just referred to, mostly

procedures included in this package and official Washinglons equalty dubious track
record, I would venture an educated guess
that we will never see the $500 billion in deficit reduction over 5 years that this package
promises.

We could have, and should have, done
much better. But beyond the inadequacy of
this approach, there is a strong regional bias
in the package. Indeed the Tax Foundation, in
its analysis of the effects of the budget agreement, identifies New Jersey among the States

facing the largest per capita tax Increase.
These increases are largely the consequence

the cap or Umit deductibility entirely.

Mr. Speaker, the budget deficit is public
enemy No. I. II stands at the root of this Na.
ton's economic ills. There is no more important task than deficit reduction. However,
I

cannot Ii good conscience vote for such a
package that does such violence to my constituents. This is not the best budget option
we have. We can and must do better.

(From the Tai Foundation, Washington,
DC)
Bu1x1? SUMMIT Acrzrwr WoulD
STATZ8 UNVThLY

TAX

WASHINGTON, DC, October 3, 1990.—The

tax package President Bush and congresIonal leaders are offering the American
people will cost an average of $853 In new
taxes for every man, women, and child over
the next 5 years. Put another way, the
agreement plans to extract $162 billion In
extra revenue for the federal government
by 1995—$22 billion of it In the current
fLscal year which started on October 1. This

of the increases in Medicare taxes and the works out to a per capital tax hit this year
limitations on itemized tax deductions.
of $88 this year alone, a figure whIch will tnMEDICARE

Recognãzing that we must produce savrngs
in domestic spending, this resolubon takes

crease sharply In later fiscal years, when
the tax plan is scheduled to gamer more
revenue.

The Inipat of the

proposed taxes would

not be felt evenly from state to state (8ee
table below), Many residents o' Btates eltax cuts for the wealthy, huge revenue least afford to pay—the Sick elderly who are ready paytng among the highest per-capita
losses. Does this package ask the dopendent on Medicare. Cuts in the Medicare federal tax burdens would have to fork over

wealthy to finally pay their fair share?
No. It hits the middle income people
twice as hard as the rich.
Second, the huge S&L losses; did the
rrLddle-income benefit from the jumbo

CD's, the real estate manipulations,

tne fraud that created the S&L mess?
No. But they're asked to pay here.
Third, huge defense spenthng. The
Pentagon cost overruns, the unbelievable cost overruns, the defense procurement scandals, the enormous run
up n military spending. In this sacrifice package, does defense do its share
of sacrifice? No, they get more than
either the House or the Senate would
have provided.

direct aim at thG group in our Society who can

program—$60 bIIion over 5 years—account an even greater share. Wyoming, Connectitor fully one-half of al! the domestic savings. cut New Jersey, Delaware. Massachusetts,
The monthly premiums and out-of-pocket and District of Columbia residents will face
the largest per capita tax Increases. While
costs paid by beneficiaries will double. The tax no state would escape from the package unon employers and employees will rise. Hospi- 8cathed, residents of Kentucky, Utah, West
tal reimbursemer.s will be cut.
Virginia, Mssis8ippi, Louisiana, and AlaOur past exper!ence with Medicare culs is bama will not be hit as hard. The additional
clear. They have resulted in cutbacks in serv- per capita burdens for fiscal year 1991 range
ice. They have resulted in cutbacks in serv,ce. from a high of $115 In Wyoming to a low of
Cuts of this magnitude will not only put addi- $72 In Kentucky.
Why will some states have to pay more?
tional costly burdens on the sick elderly, but With
nearly half the
also result in further rationing of care.
And while this summit agreement contains

these bone-deep cuts in the growth of Medicare, where is the equity? Domestic discretionary spending is growing by the rate of approximately $40 billion annually. Should our
sick elderly bear such a proportion of the deficit redjction? The answer is—no way.

We should defeat this package. Go
back to the drawing boards. Only then
can the Congress consider a package
TAX D€DuCTIBILrTV
that is both responsfble and fair.
Of equal significance, this budget could be
Mr. FRENZEL Mr. Speaker, I yield devastating for New Jersey. For the first time,
such t1me as she may consume to the ths package would violate the sanctity of
gentlewcrnan from New Jersey (Mrs. many critically important income tax deducROuKE?A].

tons. For the first time, this budget places

given permission to revise and extend
her remarks.)
Mrs. ROUKEMA. Mr. Speaker, I rise
in opposition to the budget resolution.

timts on itemized deductions Including limits
on the deductibility of State and local income
ta'es, mortgage interest payments and charitable contributions. This is not just the camel's
nose under the tent, it opens the door and
gres an open invitation to future tax writers to

(Mrs. ROUKEMA asked and was

Mr. Speaker,
hse in opposition to the
budget resolution before us and the budget
summit agreement it represents. Yes, the
bcdget deficit is Public Enemy No. I but the
negotiations that started early this summer
with so much promise, has now produced a
gross!y inadequate and patentty unfair prodI

uct.

further Iimttations and greater tax increases.

While nitiatIy this proposal may Sound fair

ftscal year 1991 revenue expected to come from major excise tax
Increases on motor fuels, cigarettes, alcohol,

and luxury goods, a state's consumption
level of these Items will be one of the major
determinants for the geographic Impact of
the new taxes. Another factor is the pro-

posed limitation on itemized deductions

which would place an extra burden on

states with a higher percentage of tip earners, and higher property taxes.
This year. the average American will
spend 82 days working to pay his share of
federal taxes. With the $22 billion revenue
Increase proposed for 1991, every American
will be working longer for Uncle Sam, bu
some states will be shoulderIng a thsproportionate share of the load.
The Tax Foundation is a nonprofit, nonpartisan research and public education organization founded In 1937 to monitor tax and
fiscal aUvities at all levels of government.
BUDGET SUMMITS EFFECT ON PER CAPITA FEDERAL TAX

BURDEN STATE-BY-STATt

arid the doflar amounts on the individual family
re'atively small, t is bad policy and will have a
profound effect in tuture years. It is bad policy
because ft applies double taxation on the

tFs ) 1991)
P,e-

nnut

taxes aiready levied on State income and

When the budget summit was first proposed locat property taxes. This is also an assault on Aag?
..
some !ng months ago, we were assured that the mortgage Interest deduction, which in our AaInL......_................
any agreement would produce significant re- area will dñve more young couples out of the Aba__.__..._....,....
Mzia
duction in a deficit that was epiralling upward. housing markeL
Maas._.....,........._....

•'

Vz (ri)

$459680

$4,685.02

$SS.22

3,313.33
5,633.01

3,41884
5,126.01

75.51

3,95844

4,044.26

3.12631

3208.28

85.81
11.91

93.00

ota4

$22900.0

3109
49.0

5.2

191.1
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B?IIRDEK STATEIY-STAE—tattin.al
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4.44669

7,440,38

1.951 01

543465
4,849)9

5536.33
413154
4150.70

88.22
910.61
881.88

4.05955
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.._

Mme

-
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8215
88.60
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7165

3,146.84

5,11950

5.20143

8693

4,018.82
3.83b.41

4,101.54
3,919.05
4,313.21

02.93

3,36565
3.30569

11.18
14.13

4,034.61
£641.40
6221.01

89.26
91.12

4282.61

329189
3231.56
3,01540
5,54419
6.10101
4.68959

415609

4,501.11

4.895,91

2J0331

2.17418

4,296 34

,298 01

3.31088
1812.91
4,81212

3.40695
3.95562

5,576.24

5,668.10
3,826.95

5.61473
6.53055
3.38L42
5.15913
3.91082

3.42,j55

3,589.01

6.08914

Ie

-'

le

u cadi

3.22042

s&_.__ 4,34509

433134

11.29

8264
9660

9991
8850
86.14
13.81
01,7?
88.71
82.85
95.12

3,9025
2921
351.4
86.4
1,149.9
583.1
06.3
78.4

1013.5
463.8
734.1
221.1
261.5
324.8
105.1

455.9
591.2
8021

3861
1031
473.2
71.1
133.1

8113
5122

1051
I09.0
151.1
1243
1,637.5

83,61

5499

8114

56.2
906.8
273.0
241.1
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who insisted that taxes be included in the

Second, Medicare cut $60 biSon, putting
peckage was the Democrats who would not even more of the burden of devastating health
c$re costs on those with fixed incomes.
accept cuts in domestic spending.
And third, there are no cuts in foreign aid—
Even so, there are positive aspects of this
agreement. It puts s on spending for the in fact there is a $1 biion increase. It forgives
next 5 years. It gives us a ue twe of the Egypt's $7 billion debt to our taxpayers. And
deficit by separating Social Security from the we keep spending half of i, $300 billion dotest of the budget. There are re reforms of tense budget in Europe.
Mr. Speaker, I say to you what the people
entillemeet programs. And the eorcement
mechanisms to make the work are undeniably of northeast Wisconsin ace saying to .me. It's
better than those that cuvreritty exist under time we take care of our own people and our
Gramm-Rucfrnan. Moreover, all of these own problems for a change. Too many people
changes are made wthout effecting Social 'in Washington have been listening to economists, columnists and, frankly, each other.
Security.
To those who say "But It is stf I a bad have been listening to the average citizens in
agreement," I would pose this simple ques- Wisconsin. And this letter from Irvin Arendt in
Son: What is the alternative? Most assuredly, I Green Bay says it best:
I and my fellow workers are middle
could craft a solution that would be preferable
to this. But could I get 218 voles in the House income employees and we are sick of these
for it? No. N there was a solution that would giveaway programs, while our parents suffer
our children face Insurmountable debt.
get 218 voles in the House and 51 in the and
and we workers keep paying. We are sick of
Senate, don't you think we would have heard supporting every country in the world.
I

about it by now?
Finally, there are those who will say that Jiu
KCLBE did riot stick by his pledge to not raise

taxes. I could argue that the marginal rates of
taxation are not increased, but there are un4,03213
83.25
3.62363
8467
deniably taxes in this package. When I took
3894.88
4,012.51
8761
4,56185
4,653S4
8569
WL8 that pledge could any of us have foreseen the
4,95860
5.04180
89.39
89.8
size of the savings and loan debacle? Could
Soj1nCarc44a...........,..
211.1
3431.50
1120
army of us have predicted that there would be
3.300,14
t D*ua.._ 3.360,30
3.21898
ILV
585
3,15813
62.72
3.84985
468.6
100,000 American soldiers in the Middle East?
1e31___,.,,.,..,..,,..,,....
4,252.11
84.46
41)6/65
1,635.1
Leadership demands an understanding of
3.05509
3,12140
1230
123.6
68
4298.34
49.8
8176
when
one must fold the tent, when to strike
4,9C39
561.4
82.01
1r2t,.,___ 4,90618
for the best agreement that is possible. I was
4,53843
4.624,11
0819
420.3
8949
.... 3012.51 309544
1293
135.4
elected to help govern this Nation. I do not
4,110.03
4256.02
85.98
411.5
serve the men and women I represent by
3,18131
3,89895
115.19
54.1
93,39
Disvi of
6,417.90
6319.52
594
simply saying"no" to whatever may be presented.
Ta Futt, Fs58j Ta
b*
ft was Benjamin Franklin who said at the
Mr. FRENZEL Mr. Speaker, I yield end of the great Constitutional Convention:
such time as he may consume to the
I confess that there are several parts of
OciS Ca,85a......_...

___ 553057

Mi..__
..

e.
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When this country gets back on Its feet,
fine, but not now. Balance the budget.

I want to vote for a deficit reduction bill. But
will not vote for a bi like this. 'This bill is not

km the best interests of our country or the
people we represent.

Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield

such time as he may consume to the

gentleman from California (Mr. Cox).
(Mr. COX asked and was given per-

mission to revise and extend his re-

marks.)
Mr. COX. Mr. Speaker, I rise In opposition to the resolution.
Mr. Speaker, with the October 1 com-

mencement of the fiscal year already behind
us, the prospects for sane congressional management of our Federal budget are gloomier
than ever. Already, fiscal 1991 appropriations
are far higher than last year's; and the crisis in
the Constitution which I do not at present the Persian Gulf—which has increased current
approve, but I am not sure I shall ever ap. military spending and renewed congressional
prove them. For having lived long, I have willingness to spend on the national deexperienced many instances of being obliged
the seemingly

gentleman from Arizona (Mr. Koi.ss].
(Mr. KOLBE asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his remarks.)
only added to
Mr. KOLBE. Mr. Speaker, I rise In by better information, or fuller consider- fense—has
ation, to change opinions even on important hopeless mismatch of revenues and exsupport of the budget resolution.
subjects, which I once thought right, but penses. Worse, even were this budget summit
P.fr. Speaker, I flee in support of the budget
resolution before us this evening which incorporates the agreements reached last weekend
by the budget summit
During the last 4 days I have had an oppor.
tunity to ta with the President, his economic
team, numerous members of his administra-

between Congress and the President to yield
found to be otherwise.
I can never pretend to the widsom of Benja- some grand solution to bring this year's numn*m Fra*hn, but I can hope for enough bers closer into balance, we would still have
wisdom to follow his sage advice. Tonight, on to deal with next year's. and the year's after.
And the dismal truth is that history is not on
this budget agreement. I shaM do so.

Mr. FRENZEL Mr. .Speaker, I yield
Son, Meners of Congress, business aid such time as he may consume to the
comiminity leaders from Arizona, and dozens distinguished gentleman from Wisconof people who have called my office to ex- sin (Mr. Ro'nil.
(Mr. ROTH asked and was given perpress either their opposition or their support

our side.
Yet, the Federal Government's financial
problems are not nearly so intractable as they
first appear. The chronic failure to balance the

tar the agreement. rye even talked to the distin9uished economist, Milton Friedman, and
heard his azticlulate case against this agreemeet as arm economic solution to our prob-

ess, which not only permits but encourages

lems.

budget is simply the inevitable result of a

mission to revise and extend his re- poorly designed congressional budget procmarks.)

Mr. ROTH. Mr. Speaker, I am

strongly opposed to this resolution.

Like most Americans. I want to end the deli-

ThIs agreement is not one I watd have cats. But it must be done in a way that the
crafted. There are taxes on working people American people can accept as fair. I know

that I do not Wie. There is a little or no reduc- the President is sincere. He wants the best for
boom in domestic soending. It
a step back- this country. But when I read the details of
ward from the 1986 tax law which took us U budget, there can be only one conclusion:
away from special interest provisions in the It i not fair:
Not fair to the taxpayer;
Tax Code.
Not lair to senior citizens, and
But neither the President nor my party conNot fair to working men and women.
trois the House or the Senate. It was the
There we three big problems:
Democratic leadership in this Congress who
First, it adds $134 billion in new taxes, withresisted the economic sbmulation that would
have come from a reduction in the rate of out cutting any of the waste that we know pertaxes for capital gains; was the Democrats vades the Government

violation of the very laws designed to force rational choices among competing priorities. The
current process guarantees wasteful spending
and f90ancial chaos.
04111.4W JIM

IGHT

Not least among the reasons that the

'stem is stit$ect to manipulation and abuse
is that very few people understand how it

works. Even within the Congress itself, terms
e "current services baseline," "section
302(b) allocation," and "undlstributod offsettin9 receipts" often produce blank stares. The
budget cornnmittees, whose ITiornoers at least
hive the incenlive and opportunity to under-

stand the process. we powerless to enforce
its requaromerits on the appropriations commit-
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toes (which often 8pend n seeming disregard

of budget guidelines), on the Congress as a
whole, or even on the themselves. The Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control
Act of 1974, which sets Out the current process, is routneIy ignored; and there is no
remedy at hand to enforce it. As in the Old
West, the man with a gun can make his own
law, and the current congressional leadership
is doing lust that.

On my very first day in Congress, thenSpeaker of the House Jim Wright announced
from the chair that he intended to break the
law. This may shock most Americans, but in
fact ft is routine business in Washington.
Speaker Wright pledged in January 1989 that

the House would complete work on the required 13 appropnatons bifis by the August

Second, the budget process should contain
ous congress*onal committees to repofl to the
floor whatever legislation was necessary to enforcement mechanisms that Will keep Conathieve the estabUshed targets. In practice, gress within fts budget cedings for all spending

Congrçss simply came to ignore the requirement that it pass a second budget reso'ution,
and the requirement of two resolutions was
done away with altogether in the first GrammRudman-Hoflings law, enacted n 1985. Finally, the act set up a legally binding timetable to
ensure the timely adoption of individual spend-

except Social Security and the interest on the
debt. Also needed is a sustaining mechanism
that would be thggered tn the event Congress
and the President fail to act, so that the Fed-

ing biUs.

Process Reform Act, which, together with

eral Government will not be Shut down because of political deadlock.
These are the basic elements of the Budget

Certainly, providing for a floor vote on over- other members of the House Task Force on
all budget targets, mandating the time'y adop- Budget Process Reform, I will soon be introton of spending bifis, and enforcing overall ducing in Congress.
budget limits through reconciliation representA ONE-PAGE BuDGET
ed positive steps. It is thus not for lack of a
The Budget Process Reform Act would reworkable concept, but rather of eflective en- quire that Congress enact a legally binding
forcement mechanisms, that the 1974 Act has budget—in the form of a joint resolution—by

failed to bring order and coherence to the
budgeting process and failed to bring dsciImagne the consequences if you were to pline to congressional decisions to spend
ignore the Apnl 15 deadline for filing your money.

May 15 of each year. Until the budget is

income tax return. Yet when it comes to more
than $1 trlIion in annual spending, that is precisely what Congress is now doing—and has
been doing routinely throughout each of the
16 years since the passage of the 1974 Act.
This vio'ation of the law may have reached ts
apogee with the utter mismanagement of the
fiscal 1990 budget, during the course of which

Federal spending—except Social Security and

recess. The law requires final action on these
bills by June 30.

PfEMI5E5 Of THE COX PtAN

signed into law, no authorization or appropriations bill could come to a vote in either

House. The budget would set ceilings on all

To repair the broken-down congressional interest on the debt—for the coming fiscal
budget process, we must design a system year. It would fit on a single page—setting
with teeth in it to make sure that Congress spec;fied ceilings on Government spending
doesn't again abandon it for some ess-restnc- within the 19 summary categories currently
tive expedient. Beginning as a member of used in the budget. Because the budget would
President Reagan's working group on budget .contain only 19 numbers, it is far more likely
process reform, and now as co-chairman of that the Congress and the President could
the Congress violated every legal deadline; the House Task Force on budget process agree at this high level of abstraction on how
and the current year's process seems des- reform, I have devecoped a comprehensive much the Federal Government should spend
tined to continue that infamous record.

In place of the process mandated by law,
the congressional leadership has built a totafly
extra-legal system whose complexity and incomprehensibility shield it from eflective public
scrutiny. Virtually no member of Congress—let
&one the public—even reads the huge spend-

bills the Congress adopts. As if in an
annual ritual, the President routinely faces a
take-it-or-leave-it decision on a hasti!y crafted
omnibus continuing resolution or 11th-hour

ing

reconcitiation bifi running into the thousands of
pages and comprising virtually ali Federal
spending for the entire year. The use of such

measures has eflective'y vitiated the Presidents veto authority, since signing them s the
only alternative to closrng down the United
States Government.

proposal to rewrite the 1974 Act that would do
just that. This new plan is based on the premises that an eflective budget process must:
Encourage early consultation and cooperaton between Congress and the President;
Produce decisions on overall budget levels
early in the budgeting year
Be evenhanded with respect to the Presi-

dent and Congress, not giving either an advantage n dealing with the other or in estabkshing spending pnocities;

Tie each individual spending decision to an
overall, binding budget total;
Require explicit decisions on spending
$evels for all Federal programs, not just those
acbitrarily deemed 'controllable";

Prevent actual or threatened annual shutdowns of the Federal Government;

Such a system serves only the interests of
Be as simple as possible in concept and
those who seek to guarantee that Govern- means of implementation, so that the process

ment spending is literally uncontrollab'e, and is clear and understandable to Congress and
who assert that the only alternative to mas- the public;
sive aro ever-increasing deficits Es massive
Not raise difficult questions of constitutior.aland ever-increasing taxation. This was not. ity;
however, the intention of those who drafted
Contain a bias in favor of spending restraint
arid passed the 1974 Act. Rather, this law that could be overcome only if both the Presirepreserted an effort to place taxing and dent and Congress wish to do so; and
spending decisions within the context of an
Protect individual members of Congress
overall budget.
against the politic& fallout from tough spendFAILURE Of THE 1974 ACT
ing decisions by placing the burden to cut
Urtil 1974, Congress nover voted on a spending on the process rather than on spebudget. Then, as now, the Federal budget cit ic legislators.
To accomplish these objectives, the 1974
was simply the sum of the separately enacted
aflnual appropnations bills, along with what- Act should be amended to establish three reever financial commitments had been placed lated reforms. Congress should be required to
into law in prior years. To rectify this, the 1974 enact a simplified budget, in the form of a leAct established the House and Senate Budget gally binding joint resolution (as opposed to
Committees, and provided for an annual the present non-binding concurrent resolubudget to be adopted by Congress. The act tion), before any spending legislation can be
required the passage of a non-binding ftrst cons4dered. As a joint and not a concurrent
concurrent resolution on the budget early in resolution, the budget would be presented to
the budgeting year, and a binding second con- the President for his signature or veto, and
current resolution toward the end of that year.
Additionally, it was intended that the second
resolution would be enforced through reconcillation instructions that would requ4re the van-

would thus be more kkely to reflect a decision

in the ensuing fiscal year. Numerous Government programs and activities would be aggregated within each category, so that wrangling
over the more detailed breakdown presently
required in the President's budget submission
could be avoided. The President's budget in
its present form would continue to be provided, but only after passage of the budget law.

Just as now, the Congress would not be
bound by fts specifics.

The budget enacted by Congress would
also set ceilings for spending on entitlement
programs. If the budget set a ceiling below the

projected program outlays for the upcoming
year, Congress would be required to eflect a
reconciliation

with

the

budget

ceiling

by

amending the organic statute for the entitlement program so as to meet the new ceiling.
The result would be the estabhshment of a
binding budget, jointly reached by the Congress and the President early in the budgeting
year.
THE TWO-THIRDs REQUIREMENT

To end the sad spectacle of congressional
lawbreaking the act contains three enforcement mechanisms to ensure that its provisions
are observed, making it more like'y that Fed-

eral spending wdl be contained within the
agreed-upon cehng.
First, Congress would be permitted to enact

spending legislation in excess of the budget
ceilings only by a supermajonty vote—twothirds of both Houses. Such a requirement
would be constitutional: Article I. section 5, cI.

2 of the Constitution gives each House of
Congress the power to determine its own
rules. And although unprecedented in statute,
two-thirds majorities have been required by
the rules of the Senate. Senate Rule 22, for
example—as amended in 1949—required the

affirmative vote of two-thirds of the entire
membership to end a fitibuster.

The requwement of a superrnaority for
on overall Government Wending that combines the prionties of both the President and spending outside of a budget would provide a
strong incentive for both the president and
Congress.
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Congress to reach agreement on the budget, mint ependig exceeds the dollar amount soGrwim-Rudman sequester, this continuing
since neither-although perhaps for different kmlty apupriated by Congress.
resolution would apply to all spending, except
veesone—wotid wish to be m the situation
PRESE* NT AS ENcORCER
Social Security and interest. A freeze at the
where all spending requires a stennajority
Third, wIth respect to any spending in prior year's levels would be a result that both
vole. It would also provide a powerful tool 10 excess of the budget ceilings, the president branches will wish to avoid, since each is
hold the Congress to the budget choices it would be granted enhanced rescission author- kely to feel that there are some Important acmakes. Thus, or example, it Congress whed Ny—that is, authority to rescind the over- counts that should be dealt with differently
to enact an appropriation that, together with budget portion of any spending unless Con- than In the previous year. An added virtue of

other appropnations in the particular budget
category, would exceed the budgeted cellrig
for that category, this would subject all appropriations in that category to a two-thirds vets.
Likewise, it Congress and the President failed
to enact a budget, then all authorizing and appropnating legislation would require a supermajority for passage. The only way to adopt
spending proposals by simple majority would
be to authorize and appropriate within the ceilings of a duly enacted budget law.
NO ME 8&ANK CwCXS

Second, Congress would be requred to detarrnine the desired level of spending Jo, each
Federal program except Social Security and

irlierest on the debt. Cenended, "blankcheck" appropriations—such as those for entitlement programs, which authorize the

spending of "such sums as may be necessary"—would be banned.

Under the current system, any meniber of
Congress who seeks to cut spending on ontiIlements must I*oduce legislation and obtain
an affirmative vote to do so. But anyone who
wishes to increase spending on any program
with an open-ended appropriation need only
sit back and watch it go. By requiring the Con-

gress to decide how much it is willing to
spend on a program during the coning fiscal
period, the new act will level the playing field
for spending cuts arid spending increases. At
the same time, it should be erephasized, requi'ing fixed-dollar appropriations for all Federal programs will not in any way mandate rn&ctions in entitlements. Congress would be
able to decide to spend as much as it wants
on entitlement programs. It would 8iTly hove
to make that decision with every budget
Entitlement programs we not "uncontrollable," merely uncontrolled. While the specifics
often vary program by program, wtuafly all
open-ended entitlements require that pay.
merits be made to any person or tilt of goverrvnent that meets eligibility requs'omerlts es-

tablished by law. All persons who meet the
program's eligibility requirements receive benefds to which they are entitled—oga(dless of
the aggregate cost in any fiscal period.
AOl NCY-AD,JJSTEO BENEfiTs

gress were to enact legatation expressly digapproving the specific rescission. This author-

this sustaining mechanism is its bias in favor
of spending restraint. If no action is taken,
ity would be applicable only to the over- spending does not increase from year to year.
budget portion of proposed spending; the
The sustaining mechanism is not me prePresident, in other words, would simply be en- ferred means of determining Federal spending
forcing Congress's own budget decisions, as levels, but rather is a form of disaster insurenacted into law.. The President would also be ance against the contingency that the Congranted authority to effect rescissions of any grass and the President do absolutely nothing.
spending authorized or appropriated in excess The Government does not shut down, and the
of the previous year's funding levels In the Congress is not tempted to lay at the Presievent no budget were enacted.
dent's feet the night before October 1 a
To maintain the integrity of congressional mountainous appropriations bill that he cannot
control over the legislative process, the Con- read and must sign if he wishes to avoid shutgressional Budget Office, not the Office of ting down the Government
Management and Budget, would be the scoreA POLITIC1AI4S OnEAM
keeper for determining whether particular auThe
problems
of runaway spending and lack
thorization amid appropriations measures are
oonsistent with the budget ceilings, and con- of accountability are riot new—they're simply
sequently whether the supermajority vote or getting worse. Now, ow huge Federal borrowrescission authority mechanisms are applica- rig is threatening to increase interest rates
ble. A stçermajortty vote would be required aid inflation, arid to destroy the overall health
for any spending legislation that would exceed of the economy. The amount of taxes each of
the budget ceiling for one of the 19 budget us will pay next year, the cost of our home
loans and car payments, bit career opportuniTo make sure Congress does not sandbag ties, the value of ow retirement savings—all
the process by withholding action on critically are dependent on whether Congress finally
important programs that can easily command tames the budget beast. No longer will it sula two-thirds vote, while tilling up a category lice to consider one or two discrete repairs to
piecemeal with less urgent spending propos- the process, such as a toe-item veto or new
als, passage of the first over-budget spending Gramm-Rudman-Hollings targets. While such
would subject all spending legislation in that reforms we needed, only a comprehensive re-

category to a superrnajonty vote. And, to

write of the 1974 act will go to the heart of

permit the CBO to evaluate individual spending proposals when Congress has tailed to act
on an entire category, the superrnajority reqlxement would also be triggered in the event
that outlays for a specific program under consideration, when added to the inflation-adjust-

the problem: An undisciplined, out-of-control

ed previous year's outlays for all other programs within the category, would exceed the
budget ceiling in that category. The President's rescission authority would apply to any
spendsig for which a supermajority vole was

commission and the Gramm-Rudcnan-Hollings

required.

Those three enforcement mechanisms—the
supermajority vote, fixed-dollar appropriations,
and enhanced rescission authority for the
President—ensure that the budget process
will no longer be leriored. They do not, howev-

budget process.

There is reason to be sanguine about the
near-term prospects for this proposed comprehensive reform of the budget process. Like
Representative Dscx Areiicv's base-closing
sequester, the binding one-page budget and
enforcement mechanisms can protect
Members of Congress from some of the political consequences of tough budget decisions.
The procedures themselves can take the heat
Its

for any unpopular spending cuts that might
become necessary in order to meet the
budget. First, because the budget ceilings are
adopted early in the process and at a macroeconomic level, voting for a responsible

er. weaken the congressional power of the
purse. Once a budget has been enacted,
these mechanisms place procedural barriers
tions. Indeed, Senator RIQIM1D LUGAR proved in the way of only that spending that would
that fixed-dollar appropriations can be used exceed the tolls to which Congress and the

budget wilt be politically less difficult than
voting against specific spending bits. Even

President have already committed themselves
by law.

tion—wil permit politicians to say yes while
the system says no. That is a politician's

But there is nothing requwing that entitlement programs have open-ended appropria-

for entitlement progrerns with his wnen&rient
to the Food Stamp Program. As a result of the
Lugar amendment, the Food Stamp Program
operates from a fixed-dollar annual appropriation, but nevertheless entitles eligible households to receive certain levels of benefits, If

the Secretary of Agriculture concludes that

AveRTW A siJTOOWN

The final element in the Budget Process
Reform Act is the sustaining mechanism—an

atmabc continiang resolution, In the event
Congress falls by October 1 to complete
action on appropriations for any program or

prc$ec*ed outlays will exceed the amount appropnated, he or she is required to recalculate activity, the previous years furdng level
the allotment to which each household will be would maticalty be reappropriated for the
entitled in order to keep expenditures within upcoming fiscal year. This mechanism has the
the statutory ceiling.
virtue of avoiding the termporary shutdown of
Following this model, the new act author- the Government for I' of funds, wtille proizes the heads of the relevant Cabinet depart- viding an additional incentive for Congress
ments and agencies to adjust benefit levels and the President to authorize and appropriate
and ehgibility requirements whenever entitle- through the budget process. Unlike the

more important, the enforcement and sustaining mechanisms—supermajority vote, rescission authority, automatic continuing resolu& earn. So for those in Congress who are concerned about the deficit, but who are i.mwilling

to make an unpopular decision, the Budget
Process Reform Act is ideaL The majority
party of Congress should also presumably be
interested in an act that would permit them to
determine spending priorities with just a majority vote..
I believe a majority in the Congress could
be persuaded to vote for a thoroughgoing

reform of the 1974 act. An encouraging sign
was the recent 279-150 vote fri tt, House of
Representatives in favor of a constitutional
amendment requIring a supermajority vote for
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unbalanced budget The me has antved that we have to look at it as a first- single domestic and defense program required
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an
for this

bartisan coalition of fiscal conserv- year deal. Let Members be very seri- by the Gramm-Rudman-HoUIngS law.
While I am not a member of the budget
root ous. Does anyone really believe that
the world economy Is hinging on this summit group that drafted this package I em
causes of oi budget crisis.
Mr. Speaker, the budget resolution before agreement tonight? An agreement convinced that the alternative of automatic

atives to go twiher and address the

that Is being changed as we speak? If across-the-board cuts would be much tougher
the agreement goes down today, Is the for the average American.
Out of the choices available, the negotiated
vote will the Nation discover (or oertain world economy going to stop tomor-

us today (ails to do so. Only when we are-success$i m bringing budget process reforms to
a

wfether the Congress is serious about da responsibikty to the taxpayer, to our economy,

row? Is Congress going to lock its budget package is the one that offers mandoom and cease to function? Is the aged controlled deficit reduction alternatives

and to Mure generations of Americana. I urge President going to stop working?
my colleagues to vote against the resolution.
There are alternatives. Alternatives

versus the automatic across-the-board cuts—
32 percent for discretionary domestic proMr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield have been presented during the whole grams and 35 percent Icr detense programs—
such time as he may consume to the 4½ months. Unfortunately, the fourth that would wreak financial havoc on our atgentleman from Idaho [Mr. Caaxo].
branch of Government—the summit— reedy soft economy. Still, this is a gut-wrench(Mr. CRAIG asked and was given paid no attention to them, and that Is Ing and difficult issue for me. There's no denypermission to revise and extend his re- what brought Members here tonight.
hg that we are at a fiscal crisis point—we can
marks.)
Vote against this agreement and give either manage this crisis or let it manage us.
Mr. CRAIG. Mr. Speaker, I stand in Members a chance to come up with a Our country's future depends on it.

opposition to the resolution.
Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker, I yield
better one.
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield
Mr. PANETI'A. Mr. Speaker, I yield such time as he may consume to the
3 minutes to the distinguished gentle- such time as he may consume to the gentleman from Arkansas (Mr. ALEXman from Texas (Mr. DELAY).
gentleman from Indiana [Mr. EvANS].
ANDR).

Mr. DELAY. Mr. Speaker, this is a
very grim day for me. I did not slosh
In the snow In New Hampshire or go
door to door In South Carolina to elect
George Bush to come to * night like
this where I have to vote against him.
However, I have to look at this deal as
a 1-year deal, and a 2-year maybe.

We have never, at least in my life-

(Mr. EVANS asked and was given

permission to revise and extend his remarks.)
Mr. EVANS. Mr. Speaker, I rise In
strong opposition to the budget agreement.

(Mr. ANDERSON asked and was

given permission to revise and extend

his remark&)
Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. Speaker, I rise
In opposition to the resolution. It Is an
outrage. The proposition is profoundly

Mr. Speaker, Tuesday rUgit, the President unfair to the majority of the people of
went on prime time television and asked the Arkansas. Citizens earning less than
American people to contact their Representa- $30,000 per year are to receive a tax

time, stuck to a 5-year deal since I eves In Congress in support of the budget
increase of 3.1 percent, while citizens
have been around. The only thing we
earning more than $200,000 will rehave stuck to longer than 5 years is egreeme
the Articles of Confederation. Do
Members remember Gramm-Latta? It

Well the results are in from the 17th Congressional District of Illinois are in and the

How about Orsnun-Rudman? It lasted
2 years before we changed the targets.
Even the majority leader in a quote
in his hometown newspaper said that

The Amencan people must be wondering
what kind of democracy we have when a
handful of officials say in effect that if we, the
lected representatives of the people, do not
agree with the way they want to finance the
operation of ols Government then they wil

lasted 2 years. How about ThF'ksA?

he detests this: "I think it's wrong.

tally is

260 to5against this pecage.

ceive a hike of 1.'? percent. Unfortunately, the assumptions are invalid. It
is the same voodoo economy that
brought us here tonight. I do not see
how any long-term problem is addressed. The budget decreases serving
to pay Increased interest on debt.

Mr. Speaker, the chickens have come home

The economy won't do what we think
to roost
it's going to do now, and probably in 3 shut it down. That is not much of a political
These chickens were born In the early
years we will be back in a summit."

The agreement has been changed as

recently as today at lunch when the

Speaker released a deal with the Presi-

dent and the bipartisan leadership

also understood that many of the policies set forth In the budget agreement
are for illustrative purposes only, and

democracy and it is certainly not an economic
democracy.
Average people like o*z famers, our veterans,

and trssmployed workers lose in this

agreement Big of companias arid muttimitionaires are the big wimers.
urge my colleagues to vote against this
I
budget resolution.

1980's when the Reagan tax cut word into
effect, sricing some $2.4 trillion in revenues.
These

chickens have been hovering near

the Capitol dome for years, waiting

to cOfl

home to roost, but have been kept away by
massive borrowing.
But, borrow-and-spend won't keep the
chickens away from the roost any longer.
They are coming in for a landing.

that the committees of Jurisdiction Mr. PANEA. Mr. Speaker, I yield
retain the right to achieve the savings such time as he may consume to the
Many of us have known—and warned—
required through alternative policies. gentleman from South Carolina (Mr. there
would be a day of reckoning: Arid, It's
What agreement are we voting on? We TALLON].
here.
(Mr.
TALL.ON
asked
and
was
given
do not even know.
The problem we face today is twofold: Fist,
I ask my collegues to look, if this permission to revise and extend his re- revenue
losses caused by the Reagan tax
truly is not a 5-year contract—and marks.)
Mr. TALLON. Mr. Speaker, I rise In cuts must be made i, and second, spendog
frankly, I do not think we ought to be
must be reduced.
making a 5-year contract—but If it Is support of the budget agreement.
We hear a lot of spending cuts, waste, fraud
This
is
at
the
same
time
one
of
the
most
not, as I say it is not, then look at
abuse—but little about the first compOnd
what happens in the first year. Loosen elfficutt and iiWorteiit voles I've cast during
nerd of the problem. In my view, however, It is
that first comporwnl—the massive Reagan tax
bringcans, wili be negatively impacted by *tis cuts—which .'e mainly responsible

up, colleagues, because in the Tirat this Congress. Unfortunately, most segments
year we cut defense more than we of She budget, and as a result most Amen-

want to. We raise taxes by $12 billion,
and mandatory spending, the Increase eement This is the biggest deficit reduc- lg us to this day.
It was riot good economic policy then and It
In mandatory spending is cut $12 bil- ion package eyer and therefore the most
financial disaster

us to the brink of
lion. So we put up $26 billion to get wide reaching it is a bitter pill to evallow for has lead
today. At erie point, the Reagan plan was
112 billion in savings, and discretion- us all.
by one promiWe can no longer afford to ignore a bridget branded "voodoo economic"
ary spending is allowed to keep going.
de*ctt is wrecking our economy. torg us nent member of the Repablican Party. George
That is not a good deal.
is has certainly

We are told to •fl us, because

Into dependency on foreign nations. Right Rush and I can agree

that

the real savings will come In the next now we are faced with two aflematives The been a curse on ow fiscal house.
Acoording to a study 1 requested, siashlng
3 to 4 to 5 years." I do not believe it. budget package proposed by the President
I have to disagree with my President and members of the budget sunvnill or severe the corporate tax rates in the 1980's cost the
that this deal is being put forth here, automatic across-the-board cuts of every Nation some $97 billion in expected revenues;
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twice the size of the revenue to bo gained
from the proposed fuel tax.
So, I am being told I should vote for a plan
that would have the working families of Arkansas open their wallets wider when they fill up

at the pump because of the corporate tax
policy of the Reagan administration.

That beings us to the important question
facing us: is the payback p'an fair, or will the
middle class working people of this Nation
once again be asked to bear a greater share
of the burden.
In addition to my own study of the impact of

this proposal on my home State, figures from
a Government document published this week
in

• The budget summit proposal—presented to
package, which is not treating my people Congress by five of its leaders and three une.
fairly, is asking too much.
ected administration officials as a "done
Yes, the chickens are at the door and the deal" on September 20—asks the middle
wolves are not far be4iind them.
dass and elderly to once again shoulder the
There is no doubt that action is necessary, lion's share of the burden of budgetdeficit rebut that action should not result n asking duction. This proposal places the brunt of all
moderate income people to fund the oper- tax increases and spending cuts on people
ations of a government which has increasing'y earning between $20,000 and $75,000; their
become a government for the rich by the rich. tax rates will rise twice as much as those
There are those who continue to call for earning between $100,000 and $200,000, and
cuts in nondefense discretionaiy spending. three times more than those earning over
But, that is not the problem.
$200,000. Those earning under $10,000 a
Since the mid-i 940's, Congress has appro- year will be hit hardest of all with a 7.6 perpriated $173 billion less than the President cent increase while the super-rich earning

the New York Times indicate that the has requested.

Reagan tax cut chickens will roost squarely on
the heads of the middle class.
And, that isn't fair.

I do not care how you dress it up, it is not
fair—period. We can and must do better.
Mr. Speaker, this is not a knee jerk reaction

to the budget.proposal. I know that our colleagues on both sides of the aisle and both

sides of the Capitol worked very hard to

October 4, .7990

To ask for a blank check approval of this

Congress regularly cuts Presidential requests. During the Reagan years, for example,
we appropriated $16 billion less than was requested by the White House.
We have been responsible.

And, we will continue to be responsible.
Part of that responsibility, however, is to rep-

resent the people who elected us—which

over $200,000 a year will pay only 1.7 percent
more. Why should taxes decrease as income

rises? The President's Chief of Staff, John
Sununu, recently scoffed that the impact on
the typical taxpayer would amount to only "a
handful of dollars per month." For many
Americans, a handful of doflars means much
more than to Mr. Sununu.
Overall, this proposal is very regressive. It
makes no attempt to shift deficit reduction re-

leads me to oppose this package and to call
for an open debate on alternatives to the cur- sponsibility back to those who made real
But, the figures I have developed are stark rent proposal.
income gains during the Reagan era of
and it is incescapable that we are asking too
Alternatives which will spread more evenly supply-side economics. It hits again the workmuch of the middle class and not enough of the burden of extricating the Nation from the ing people who have been barely able to
the rich.
flawed economic poicies of the 198s.
maintain their income lev&5 over the last 10
This plan s?ifts a greater burden for paying
Yes, we face some tough decisions in the years. The reason this agreement is so poorly
for the Reagan tax cuts on those who didn't days ahead—and we should be willing to crafted is because it was fina)ly struck by
enjoy a large benefit from the cuts in the first make those decisions. We should not be will- eight men five Republicans—three of whom
place.
ing, however, to march blindly along a path were nbt elected direcUy by the people—and
The gasohne tax hike will hit my State par- dictated for us or go over the cliff on com three Democrats. The normal inquiry and
ticularly hard because of its rural nature. In mand.
"sunshine" that accompanies legislative
fact. Arkansas is more dependent on transWe did that in the 1980's. It is something debate was impossible in a situation where
portation fuels than any other State in the which does not bear repeating.
these supranegotiations were held behind
Nation.
What s needed is a change of direction. closed doors at Andrews Air Force Base. In
According to the Arkansas Highway and We need tax reform with tax fairness. We my judgment the entire summit operated outTransportation Department, Arkansas is first in need a comprehensive fiscal policy that in- side of normal constitutional processes. I
the average number of miles driven per regis- cludes a trade policy that encourages export hope this is not a precedent setting process
tered vehicle—at 13,468—and first with and an energy policy that discourages import. that will be repeated again. Further, many key
number of gallons of gasobne purchased per Our Nation spent more than a trillion dollars in provisions in the proposal—such as the $25
registered vehicle [1,129].
the last decade importing foreign Oil.
billion in tax breaks for investors—are not
Yes, it is proposed that we tax fur coats and
We must reverse the economic direction of spelled out in any detail in documents made
yachts, but you don't buy a fur coat or a yacht the Nation. I oppose this resolution.
available to the membership-at-large prior to
as often as the people of Arkansas fill up at
Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker, I yield the anticipated votes. The entire budget
the pump.
such time as she may consume to the summit process has strained our constitutional
You might even be able to steel yourself gentlewoman
from
Ohio
[Ms. system of shared power. I do not wan' this
and live without a fur coat or a yacht for a KA?YURJ.
vote to be viewed as an endorsement nor
time, but you cannot work and make a living
(Ms. KAPTtJR asked and was given precedent for repeating this procedure.
without enough gasoline to get to your job.
permission to revise and extend her reI am particularty aggravated that the proposAnd, if an elderly person gets sick, He/She marks.)
al targets Medicare so heavily. Half the
cannot thoose whether to seek medical attenMs. KAPTUR. Mr. Speaker, I rise In spending cuts in domestic programs will come
tion, attention which will be more expensive guarded support of the resolution.
from Medicare, $60 billion. The effect of Mediunder this proposal.
am voting for this resolution this evening care premium increases will cause an average
We all realize that spending cuts are neces- because of the promise of the President and Social Security recipient to have his/her
sasy, but this plan—by cutting Medicare tor our congressional leadership that the budget scheduted January 1991 $18 a month cost-ofthe elderly, farm programs end student summit proposal will now be referred to ap- lMng increase reduced to $6.75. That is, while
loans—isn't falling fairly across the economic propriate committees for further refinement senior citizens wH still get their 1991 cost of
spectrum. It can be touted as fair, but the where major objections can be worked out living increases under the budget proposal
numbers dont show it, and I don't believe it. The Speaker has said: 'In the opinion of the their monthty Medicare payment will increase
In my view the issue boHs down to Main President any myself, before we move to the from $28.60 to $33.50—or a $4.90 per month
Street being asked too much and Wall Street final vote 2 weeks from now—the stage of increase---starting on January 1. By 1995, the
too lithe. Somewhere, sometime, somehow, "reconciliation"—the committees will have premium wfll go up to $54.30—a total per
the penchant to put more and more of the reasonable flexibitity to suggest alternatives month increase of $25.70. It will also cost
burden of operating Government on the backs policies for the final budget summit proposaJ. seniocs more to go to the doctor. Premiums
of the middle class woiking families of this He also told me, "It was always understood for doctors' visits will increase from $75 a
country has to stop. It might as well be now. that when the budget summit proposal went to year to $150 a year, or $12.50 a month under
I wish that the views of all of the Members the committees that some of the policies out- the budget proposal as opposed to the curof this House could have been considered lined were for Ulustrative purposes ony.' The rent $6.25 a month. In the end a person with
and openly debated during de'iberations on cornmthees secured the right to develop alter- a $400 check will lose a total of $11.15 a
this package. But, ft was done out of 0th' sight natives. I hold him at his word.
month—$4.90+6.25. Even though Social SeThe process has made me feel as f someLet me express in detail my reservations curity checks are scheduled for an $18 a
one is ho4ding a loaded, cocked gun to my about the proposal as onginally drafted and month COLA in January, the net increase in
head and saying dance or die.
presented to us.
income to an average senior wiU be reduced
hammer Out this agreement.

I
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today, they could not possibly tail as low as
$24.15 in 1991 as prolected. They assume
real GNP will ise as much as 3.8 percent in
district Who is 75 years old stopped taking her 1992 and 4.1 percent in 1993.5 certainly hope
medication 6 months ago when prices rose to this will happen. But considering the current
$55.50 for a 2-month supply. She said GNP growth rate of only 1 percent and the
"Doctor, I can't afford the pills". He said "Do impact of the Middle East crisis on oil prices
you want to die or get a stroke." "1* scares and economic growth, it hardly seems realisme". AU of this will happen as heating oil tic. U the economy does not turn out to perpisces go up. food costs Mcrease and infla- torn as vibrantly as our negotiators expect,

under the agreement to $6.85 a month, Instead 0*118. The lower income recipleot ll
be hit even harder. A senior citizen from my

in the economy and put thousands out of
lobs, including our Federal employees who
pay a sproporabonate price in any sequestration.

Furthermore, let me remind Members of this

body that they wilt have a chance to perfect
tiEs bill in committee ar-sd during the reconciliation process.

Finally, this agreement includes some vital
provisions that would help America's small
on is running at an annual rate of 5.6 per- then we could be actually much worse off businesses aid boost our slowing eocnomy
cent. S cannot do this to our seniors, neaaly than this agreement assumes. Those people There Is a severe oredit aunch spreading
who are asked to make the sacrifices for this across this country, and our small businesses
heft of whom earn under $12,000 a year.
ft Is wrong to ask our seniors to pay more proposal will have an even harder time doing are unable it, secure debt financing. The gnall
on Medicare premiums when some of these so.
business tax incentives in this txiclget agreeBecause this is such an unfair proposal and ment, although needful of line tiring, will
savings will be transferred to pay off the savings and loan crisis. The budget summit pro- because of the many problems I have out- stimulate equity investment in small compaposal carefully avoids including the additional lined. I cannot vote in favor of the budget nies and fuel the job engine of our economy.
money needed for the Resolution Trust Cor- summit proposal as originally presented to the
When I rise to cast my vote in favor of this
poration to ctean up the savings and loan do- House. I await a final version 2 weeks from agreement today, I do io for the sake of the
now
and
withhold
judgment
on
what
my
vote
bade, as If the crisis didn't exist Yet last
economy, for the sake of the people, for the
summer, when the President'! Budget Director wIll be at that time. Meanwhile, 1 vote for this sake of the Nation. Join with me end support
came up to the Congress, tie cited the S&L 11nancing problems as the primary reason for
the' unusual budget summit process that was
proposed. k-s 1990, Interest atone paid out on
bonds to cover some of the costs of the S&L
crisis wIN reach $2 billion. Funds needed to
pay for Operation Desert Shield are also omit-

resolution with the hope, but not the certainly, this budget resolution.
that the objectionable features of the original
Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker, I yield
summit proposal can be remedied.
tune as he may consume to the

State and focal employees in Ohio will be

Mr. McMILLEN of Maryland. Mr.
Speaker, I rise In support of the resolulion.

such
Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker, I yield gentleman from Pennsylvania (Mr.
such tune as he may consume to the Ksisjoasxil.
gentleman from Maryland (Mr.
(Mr. KANJORSKI asked and was
McMn.Lm1.
given
permission to revise and extend
(Mr. McMILLEN of Maryland asked
ted from the nal proposal: we a9 know this
remarks.)
his
and was given permission to revise and
bill will soon come due.
Mr. KANJORSKI. Mr. Speaker, 1
There are other harsh cuts in Itie proposal. extend his remarks.)
rise In opposition to the resolution.
pulled into Medicare even Usough they have
their own retirement system. federal retirees

will lose the option to take their retirement
mor'ey in a kiep sum. Unerrifoyed werkers
wiN be asked to wait an additional 2 weeks

Mr. Speaker, today I rise in support of (tie
budget agreement reached by the President
and Democratic and Republican leaders of

Mr. Speaker, thés budget package is unfair,
it is bad policy, and It is a farce. It deserves to
be defeated.

like most Americans, lam fed up with our
current arwis.wI deficit and total national debt I
desperately wanted to support an agreemerd,
to acknowledge that as unpleasant as certain

before being allowed to draw benefits, push- Congress.
This budget is far from perfect ft is a corning peopie already in a hardship position to
end-se even more. kid veterans' programs promise which means we Democrats did not aspects of It might be, that it was balanced
and required saerlfices by all of us. and therewill be ad by $2.7 billion over 5 years at a get everythig we watned. For example:
I am unhappy that the cuts In Medicare are fore deserved our support I wanted to join the
time when our veterans' hospItals are bursting
President md say that this is a time for us to
at the eeems due to the mftux of World War II unfair to ow elderly.
show our "Profiles In Courage" by voting for
I
arm
urtieppy
that
the
new
taxes
and
proveterans. Moie than half of the new reverbies
in the proposal will be raised by increasing gram cuts imposed are not more progressive. an agreement that does the job even if It is
I am unhappy that the boating industry in not popular.
excise taxes on hems such as gas. alcohol.
But after reviewing this agreement for the
tobacco, and home heating oil. These are re- my district will be hurt by higher Coast Guard
gressive taxes that end up tatting the average fees, new luxury taxes, arid an increased gas better part of 4 days, the unavoidable truth is
that it does not do the job. it is not fair, and
citizen mere than the well off. Increasing tax.
I arm unhappy about the change in the allo- the process which created it is fatally flawed:
excise taxes on gasobne and othe motor fuels
Tl'iese are so many things wrong with this
by 5 cents per gallon by December and by an- cation of funding for highway programs which
other 5 cents per gallon on July 1, 1091 is will hurt States like Maryland but result in no package it is hard to know where to start. To
begin with, this budget agreement does not do
hardly appropriate at a time when Americans deficit reduction.
And I am unhappy about the elimination of thejob.
are already tacir.g huge price increases at the
When the budget summit process began we
pump because of the Middle East crisis. Why the lump stem retirenierd option for Federal
not place ecme of this burden on the oil com- employees. But, Mr. Speaker, the sum of the were told that the objective was to reduce the
deficit by $50 billion this yew and by $500 bit-.
panies, now raking in big profits due to higher budget agreement is greater than its parts.
I ann voting in favor of ti-is budget for the Non over 5 years. This agreement saves only
prices?
The $25 billion in tax breaks—which I am fuft,e of err children and our ct*trens ct-ui- $40 tithon this year, but does save $500 bilappalled to see included in the deficit reduc- dren. I can no longer support budgets with lion over 5 years.
To make matters worse, since the summit
hen measure—are already being criticized for smoke and mirrors that place the burden of
their uhulmited potential to be lucrative tax our fiscal irresponsibility on future generations process began, the baseline from which we
breaks for wealthy investors. - Why Wiofude of Mnencans. This budget agreement includes we cutting has risen eignificantty. We are now
these revenue losers in a deficit reduction for the first time real entoroesble deficit reduc- told that the deficit Ins the upcoming year wiU
be $294 olhtion, and even with these cuts it
tion.
package?
We must take the bitter pill and enact the wIl still be an incredible $254 billion.
The budget negotiators say that this t*idget
Over the 5-year period covered under this
summit package is not smoke and mirrors, budget reform of this agreement
We must be responsible representatives of budget agreement, even if we assume that all
that there are real and hard ads to be made.
its optimnfistic economic assumptions are corYet the economic assumptions that they use the people.
We must put aside our own partisan inter. rect, the national debt will still rise by well
to make their deficit reduction decisions we
over $500 billion.
too Optimistic. They assume Interest rates for eats because it is the right thing to do.
But even this does not tell the whole truth,
41 we fail to pass this budget, we are show91 day Treasury bills will fall as low as 5.7
percent in 1992, aM to 4.9 percent 1n 1933, lag the American people that we are unable to Mr. Speaker, I have looked high end low in
when cwrent rates are as high as 7.7 percent govern. If we do not approve this agreement, this budget summit agreement and I carwiot
The uncertainty in the Middle East make it in- we are sending the American people down find any mention of the growing cost of the
possible to predict domestic oil prices. They the dangerous and unknown road of seqt.ms- savings aid loan debacle. t'Jor do I see any
we already as high as $37 to $40 a barrel tration. A sequestration that will wreak havoc contingency to pay for problems we may en-
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counter with other Government guarantee or entering a recession which may throw millions
eisurance programs, or for the cost Of clean- of Americans out of work
ing up Federal nuclear waste dumps, or for
Another item in the budget summit agreeany armed conflict in the Middle East.
ment, the 2-cent tax on home heating oil, is
Frankly, I hope we do not have to spend emblematic of 'both why this agleement. and
another dime on any of ttiese problems. But it the process which created it, are unfair.
is unrealistic to assume in our budget agreeThe home heating oil tax 1strikes directly at
ment that we will not have to face up to these the Northeast and families who have no alterpossibilities.

native but to heat their homes with

The President's own advisers now tell him

that his original estimate of the cost of the
savings and loan cleanup was off by well over
100 percent. Another $50 to $70 billion will be
necessary tQ payoff depositors at failed sav-

ings and toans. Yet the President and the

oil. It

comes from the same administration that has
tried repeatedly to slash funding for lowIncome fuel assistance, weathenzation, and
conservation programs.

When we first heard about the budget

summit agreement on Sunday, we received
budget summiteers have conveniently swept documents from the summiteers indicating
this problem under the rug.
that there was a 2-cent-a-gallon tax on all peThe conclusion is unescapable. The summit troleum products except home heating oil.
agreement does not go far enough to reduce That is what the documents said in clear
the deficit. It is not based on realistic econom- black and white.
c assumptions, and it closes its eyes to exThen 10 and behold, 2 days later we learn
pensive problems which we know we must that the documents are not right At the last
face.
moment a member of the other body from an
We must also examine the question, "Is this oil producing State, with the support of the adagreement fair?" On this point, the evidence ministration, deleted the exemption for home
is even clearer it is not
heating oil. Many of the summiteers did not
Let us look first at the question, "Who pays even know this change had been made. Yet
for this agreement."
we are told we must live with it even though it
Retirees, low- and middle-income Ameri- is demonstrably unfair to northeastem States
cans, and even the unemployed pay. Sixty bil- like Pennsylvania.
lion dollars, one-hall of the entitlement savIn addition to examining •'wt,o pays," we
ings, comes from the Medicare Program. must also examine the question, "who does
Senior citizens on fixed incomes will see their not pay?"
deductibles double and their monthly premiWe already know from the Joint Tax Comums increase by 95 percent.
mittee figures that the rich and the affluent
These same senior citizens, who in my dis- are getting a virtually free ride.
ict have no way to go to the grocery store or
As hard as it may seem to believe, under
to visit family and friends except by car, will our current Tax Code taxpayers with incomes
pay 12 cents a gallon more for gasoline and 2 in excess of $150,000 pay a lower effective
cents a gallon more to heat their homes. If tax rate than taxpayers with incomes between
they want to relax with a beer when they get $72,000 and $150,000. This is the result of a
home, that. too, will cost them more.

loophole in the Tax Code known as the
bubble. If we eliminated the bubble, which
would not cost taxpayers earning tinder
$150,000 a dime, we could raise an additional

The Joint Tax Committee's analysis of the
eummit agreement is a devasting indictment
of Its unfairness. The analysis documents that
the poor, families eaming under $10,000, will $42 billion in revenue over 5 years while at
see their taxes increase by an average of 7.6 the same time making the Tax Code fairer.
percent Working class families earning be- That alone Is enough revenue to eliminate all
tween $20,000 and $30,000, will see their Medicare increases for seniors, the home
taxes increase by an average of 3.3 percent heating oil tax, and the delay in unemployMiddle

class

families

eaming

between

$30,000 and $50,000 will see their taxes increase by almost as much. 2.9 percent Yet

ment benefits.
Similarly, it must be noted that virtually all of

the increased taxes in the budget summit

the rich, taxpayers earning over $200,000, will agreement will be paid by Individuals. Almost
pay only 1.7 percent
none will be paid by large corporations.
The rich wiN pay only half as much as workJust take a look, an additional gas tax of
ing families, and only slightly more than one- $45 billion, new limits on itemized deductions
fifth of what the poor will pay. Since when is It costing $18 billion, a petroleum/home heating
fair for the poor, working families and the oil tax of $11.8 billion, increases in beer taxes
middle class to pay more than the affluent?
equal to $10 billion, new taxes on State and
Perhaps the worst single item In the budget local employees of $8.5 billion, insurance
summit agreement is Its treatment of the un- policy taxes of $8 billion, Medicare tax inemployed. Here the agreement demonstrates creases of $6.5 billion, additional cigarette
just how insensitive it is to those who used to taxes of $5.9 billion, and a new luxury tax for
be called the truly needy. Under the budget $1.9 billion. This list alone totals over $1 15 bilagreement workers In Pennsylvania, and in lion or more than 70 percent of the total revemore than three dozen other States, would nue increases, and many of the remaining revhave to wait twice as long before they could enue provisions will also ultimately be paid .by
collect their first unemployment checks. In- individual taxpayers.

stead of collecting a check after 1 week of

unemployment, they would have to wait until
the end of their second week of unemployment
This Is nothing short of kicking a man when
Is is down. It hurts families when they are
most vulnerable, It makes no sense when
economists across the land betieve we tare

It
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That is more than enough to pay for the
entire budget agreement. And every dime
comes at the expense of American consumes-s. The poor, the middle class, working families, senior citizens, all will be hit hard by
these totally unjustified price increases.
I have introduced legislation to reinstate the
windfall profits tax to recover at least a portion
of these ill gotten gains for U.S. taxpayers. At

current prices my bill would raise nearly $30
billion a year in new revenues—$150 billion
over the 5 year life of this budget agreement—while still allowing the oil companies
generous profits and giving them plenty of incentive to drill for new oil—which would be
taxed at a much lower rate than old oil.
This is enough revenue to eliminate virtually
all of the other tax provisions in the budget
agreement. Alternatively, it is enough to eliminate the Medicare premium and deductible increases, the home heating oil tax, the cut in
unemployment benefits, the gas and beer tax
increases, the student loan and veterans' beneffi cuts, and the cut in Federal retiree benefits, and still have enough left over to reduce
the deficit by an additional $35 billion.

I cannot for the life of me understand why
we are asking senior citizens, the unemployed
and working families to pay through the nose

for this deficit reduction package, when we
are not asking the major multinational oil com-

panies, whose profits are expected to more
than triple this year, to pay a dime.
Mr. Speaker, sometimes the truth is stranger than fiction. Not only are the oil companies
with their record 'profits not contributing to our
deficit reduction effort. The oil companies actually stand to gain because summiteers from
the oil States (the President and certain members of the other body) succeeded in including

$4 billion in new tax credits and, deductions
for the oil companies.
Imagine, the oil companies will cam unprec-

edented, astronomical profits at a time when
our budget deficit Is spiraling out of control
and every last dime is being shaken out of
poor and middle-class families, and in this
budget agreement we will give the oil companies $4 billion in new tax credits and deductions. That is an outrage.
Overall, the budget summit agreement provides business with approximately $20 billion
in new tax credits, deductions and exemption.
Individuals will receive only a quarter as much.

In essence, Mr. Speaker, this agreement
puts the American people on a bread and
water budget, while continuing to dole out
pork to the rich, large corporation, and the
multinational oil companies.

Just as disturbing as the substance of this
agreement, howeer, Is the way it was arrived
at.

While I have great respect for the summitears individutally, and I know they worked

hard at a difficult task, the

full Congress

should never have tumed over such fundamental decisions about the way our Government arid ow Nation will operate to such a
small group.

particularly shocking to me that the
major multinational oil companies escape

admired democracy in the world into an oligar-

scott-free under this agreement. As a result of

chy.

the Invasion of Kuwait arid the resulting Increase in the price of oil from $16 per barrel
in June to around $40 par barrel today, the

Instead of making the tough individual decisions we were 'elected to make on spending
cuts and tax increases, the representatives of

inuftinational oil companies will reap a windfall
profit of more than $55 billion this year alone.

the people have been given one take it or

is

The summit process has turned the most

leave it option. On the erie hand We are told
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to accept this package as is, with no changes,
or the Government will gnnd to a halt because
the President will veto all legislation. The

is really all about. It s time for this Congress
to just say no?

economy, we are told, will go into a tailspin.
On the other hand, if we approve this agreement, we are approving a very regressive,
unfair package which witI hurt millions of

such time as he may conume to the
gentleman from Michigan (Mr. Foiu).
(Mr. FORD of Michigan asked and

people.

extend his remarks.)
Mr. FORD of Michigan. Mr. Speak.

We should be making the tough decis4ons,
not passing them on to others. To those who

ask. "If you are against this package then
what are you for?" I say, "I am willing to make
those decisions."

Eliminate the bubble

the income tax

Mr. PANETFA. Mr. Speaker, I yield

was given permission to revise and
er, I rise in opposition to this resolution.

allows

in

individuals

earning

lies who could not meet the immediate cash
flow demands of financing a college education. The budget cutting of the last decade
has turned the purpose of the program on its
head.

What once was a loan of convenience for
middle-income families has become a loan of
necessity for low-income and working families.

Speaker,

over

miteers.

Loan Program, was created in 1965, it was ;ntended to provide help to middle-income fami-

The program now requires that in order to
the budget that President quality for a loan a student and the student's
Bush has asked us to accept is totally unfair family must demonstrate financial need, and,
Mr.

to the middle class and the elderty. The cuts it
would make in Medicare are an outrage, and
$150,000 to pay a lower effective tax rate the tax increases hit work;ng people hard
than individuals who earn less. This wH raise white barely nicking the wealthy who can most
$42 billion over 5 years.
afford to pay them.
Impose a windfall profits tax and raise $150
The agreement makes a $60 billion cut in
billion over 5 years.
Medicare, including a $30 bflion direct cut in
Cut foreign aid, instead of forgiving past benefits for Medicare patients. Older Ameridebts, and raise another $15 biflion over 5 cans are patriotic; they love their county and
years.
aie not unwilling to make sacnfices; but the
Reduce the number of troops in Europe and size of these cuts cannot be just.fied. No
Korea, close unnecessary bases, and elimi- other domestic program would be cut even
nate unnecessary weapons systems and save one-quarter as deeply as Medicare, which is
another $50 billion over 5 years.
essential for the heafth and survival of millions
Reduce agncuftural subsidies by an addi- of peop'e.
tional $15 biflion over 5 years.
The tax package is blatantly unfair. It rees
Include about half of the domestic spending on regressive excise taxes on beer, wine,
cuts and tax changes agreed to by the budget cigarettes, and gas to make up a deficit that
summit and save about $165 billion over 5 has more than tripled since income taxes on
years.
the weafthy were slashed 10 years ago.
These changes will reduce our expenditures Excise taxes take a far higher percenta;e
for interest on the national debt by $65 billion from the poor and middle class income than
over 5 years, making the full 5 year package the wealthy. Families earning $40,000 will pay
equal to $502 billion over 5 years, $2 bilhon almost six times as high a share of their
more than the recommendations of the sum- income as will the nch.
which
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indeed, they can only receive a loan up to the
level of their demonstrated financial need.
Thus, the loan program that is being threatened by this summt agreement is a program
that only serves students from moderate
income and working families. This is not a
program that sends the sons of bankers and
auto executives to Harvard and Yale. This is
the program that sends the children of the
autoworker, the teacher, the policeman, and
the small businessman to Wayne State Uni.
versity, Eastern Michigan Unversity, Wayne
County Community College, and Washtenaw
Community College. This is the program that
helps open the doors of educational opportunity to those who are the first in their family to
attend college, to those who want to improve
their skills and their training and to those who
hope to achieve the American dream of suc-

cess through education,

What can be more shortsighted than to
deny educational opportunities to those with

ambition and ability who lack the financal
means to afford the education best suited

their talents and abilities? The bean counters
at 0MB and the Department of Education are
confident that $2 biflion can be saved in this
to it.
program without threatening the existence of
But we cannot turn the dectsionmaking over people making more than $170,000 than it the program. These are the same people who
to a small body of unelected administration of- does on people making $75,000—33 percent. gave us 'growing out of the deficit." I don't
ficials and select members of our two houses. That, and making people who earn more than believe their predictions. I don't trust their preThey have and wUl protect their special inter- $75,000 pay the same payroll tax rate for ditions. And, I believe that we should not nsk
ests, hke the oil companies in Texas and the Medicare as everyone else, would generate the future of this Nation based on their easy
airplane manufacturers in Kansas. It is under- $63 billion over 5 years—more than all the assurances, assurances that have proven
standabJe that these people would want to Medicare cuts in the agreement.
consistently wrong for the last decade.
protect their sacred cows, but when we are
Instead of socking working Americans with
With respect to the jurisdiction of the Comcrafting a national budget which is supposed new taxes, the agreement should have made mittee on Post Office and Civil Service, the
to represent national pnonties, we must do cuts in foreign aid and the Pentagon budget. budget summit agreoment is unfair, unjust,
better and all sectors of the economy must be At least $40 billion in savings could be gotten and dishonest.
asked to participate.
there, without affecting our national security in
"No smoke end mirrors" the summiteers
If we approve this inequitable budget agree- the least. President Bush not only rejected proclaim. Nonsense. By repealing the most
ment today, we only guarantee that this same such cuts, he is trying to force a special $7 popular Federa' employee benefit offered in
fatally flawed process will be used next year billion air package for Egypt through the Con- years—the lump sum ret,rement benefit the
to impose even more painful cuts on the gress.
summit agreement saves no money. The bensame sectors of our economy that have been
The summit agreement on the budget also efit is budget neutral. A retinng employee

The nght solution is to eliminate the Tax

Meaninglul reductions in the deficit can be
achieved, in a fair manner, if we put our minds

Code's special breaks for the weatthy, and especially the provision which imposes a
lower—28 percent—income tax rate on

cut in the past. The nch will get richer, nd

requires that the costs of the student loan
programs be reduced by $2 billion over the
next 5 years. This provision continues the

trades an immediate refund of the pension
contributions he or she has made over the
years tor an actuarially reduced annuity. The

basic shortsightedness and unfairness of this
geement—4t reduces our investment in the
future of our Nation and ft bears most heavily
on people of moderate income.

benefit costs the Government nothing, yet, the

the poor and the middle class will get poorer.
That Qpproach is not only grossly unfair, t is
foolish economic policy.
ft us time to put an end to this thuse of our
democratic process. (It is time or the President of the United States to Join the Congress
in telling the prMleged few wo have proftted

budget summit agreement claims its repeal
will save' $8 billion. My colleagues, that's $8
billion of very blue smoke.

The Stafford Student Loan Program pro-.
And now that the Postal Service has manin recent years at the øxpene of the many ndec more than $11 bilbon for education to aged to break even over the last few years, it
that they, too, must conthbute to our deficft over 3 million Students each year. This pro- is ben ked to subsidize the Government.
reduction process.
am has been a favorite target of the budget Not many of us are 'eft who were around here
Mr. Speaker, I understand the possible eri- cutters since Ronald Reagan nd David when the old Post Office Department was a
ous consequences we may face f this peck-

ge is

defeated, but the negative conse-

quences over the next 5 years of passing it
re even more compelling. Enough is enough.
ft is time for this Congress to stand up for our
pinciples. t s tkne for this Congresa to open
eyes

nd really 'ook t what this pachg

Stockman first came to Washington more than very pohticl, very inefficient, high!y subsidized
decads ago. Tha program has been Government agency. n 1971, it had an operthmmed, tightened, and raformed nearly every sting budget of about $9 billion and more than
year. A further cut of $2 billion thteatens to $2 billion of that ws appropriated by the Conbnn9 the program to an end.
gress—a $2 bihion taxpayer subsidy. Today.
When the Guaranteed Student Loan Pro- the independent, off-budget Post Service has

rrn, now known as the Stafford Student cn operating budget of mo than 4O bilbon
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and receives no operating subsidy from the
Federal Government No taxpayer money is
propnated for postal operations.
Now, we've come full circle. Instead of the
Government subsidizing the Postal Service,
the budget summit agreement calls on the
Postal Service to subsidize the Federal Government to the tune of $5.3 billion. And where
will this $5.3 billion come from? Higher stamp
prices as the only answer. Stan savmg now so

you can afford to mail your 1991 Christmas
cards.

And don't be fooled by those who argue
that the summit agi-eeement just requires the
Postal Service to pay the costs of •heaith and
retirement benefits for its retirees. The Service
has already been required to pay these costs
by the 1985 and 1989 budget reconciliation

This summit agreement requires the
Postal Service to pay for employee health
bills.

benefits earned by those who processed and
delivered the mail in the 1950's and 1960's. It
asks today's ratepayers to pay for yesterday's
postal service.
Mr. Speaker, let me put ft to you the way
several hundred residents of my 15th Congressional District in Michigan have put it to

me. They have to drive cars to work. They
take cigarette breaks at the plant. They some-

1.7 percent on the very wealthy. It is time the
wealthy paid their fair share.
If eethng the place on fire is what ft takes to

get the President to stop trying to protect his
political skirts, I'm wilting to be the one to light
the first match.
The people need to know who it is who is

trying to jam these unfair taxes down their
throats. They need to know who it is that's
protecting the bubble and sheltering the rich
from taxes. They need to know who it is who
wants to slash health care programs for the
elderly and the sick.
This package is bad for the American
people; it is bad for America. It should be defeated.
1
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But this is the preliminary budget and

can and will be made better as the
committees work on the plan.

During the next 10 days, Congress
will fill in the blanks of this budget
resolution. Committees will vote out

pieces of a larger bill as we Implement
the final budget agreement. If some of
the problems, esspecially with respect
to the unfair agriculture and Medicare

cuts cannot be moderated, then I will

not vote for the final package. The

American people deserve our untiring

efforts to make this package as fair
and reasonable as possible.
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield

Mr. PANETrA. Mr. Speaker, I yield such time as he may comsume to the
mInute to the gentleman from distinguished gentleman from Arkan-

Kansas [Mr. Gucx.atai).

(Mr. GLICKMAN asked and was

given permission to revise and extend
his remarks.)
Mr. GLICKMAN. Mr. Speaker, I will
support the resolution—keep the process going to achieve defunct reduction
and economic security for our country.
It avoids the hazardous affects of September but make no mistake about it—
this resolution has many, many unfair

features—the gas tax, medici"e cuts

sas (Mr. HAMMERSCHMIDTJ.

(Mr. HAMMERSCHMIDT asked
and was given pennlssidn to revise and
extend his remarks.)
Mr.
HAMMERSCHMIDT.
Mr.

Speaker, I want to associate my remarks with those of the earlier re-

marks of our chairman, the gentleman
from California [Mr. AriDsasoN]. I rise
in support of this budget resolution.
Mr.

Speaker, I rise in support of the confer-

timespickupa sixpackotbeerontheway and agriculture cuts, which hopefully ence report on House Concurrent Resolution
home, and when they get there, they thank
God that Mom and Dad have Medicare to
take care of thom because they can't afford
to.

Then they ask why, Bu. FoRD, would you
ever support a budget package that would
hurl us working people in every way? Well I
do not have an answer for them, so I cannot,
in good conscience support this package.
Most of my colleagues agree with my constituents that this is a bad package. But many
of them are afraid that defeating the summit
agreement will trigger Gramm-Rudman sequestration. I am not afraid of sequestration.

There are worse things. And adding to the
deficit our children will inherit is one of them.
We need an honest deficit reduction bill.
After all those months of summit negotiations
it has become dear that the negotiators
weren't senous. They didn't accomplish anything serious they only nibbled around the
edges of the problem.
My grandchildren will look at this bill and
see that over its 5-year life the Federal budget
grew by a trillion dollars. They will not praise
us for that, even if doing nothing would have
added half a trillion more. This bill is not a solotion.

can fix before a final vote occurs

310, although I do so with a great deal of re-

and unfair cuts In agriculture. Nearly

the spending cuts will materialize, and I am

we

luctance.
on the package In the next 2 weeks.
I have real reservations about this budget
One feature of this package, which I
especially hope to fix, Is the excessive summit agreement. I am not at all sure that

10 percent of all domestic program

cuts in this agreement are coming out
of the pockets of our farmers—when
only 1 percent of the total spending of

strongly oppose to using highway and aviation
user taxes for deficit reduction purposes.
We are all committed to reducing the Feder-

our budget comes 'from agriculture

al deficit, but this is the wrong way to do it.
Using the gas tax to reduce the deficit would
mako it an extremely regressive tax, and it

a devastating Impact on farmers and

would huzi the Federal-Aid Highway Program,
as well as our national economy. It would also
hamper the ability 01 States to raise their own
gasoline taxes.
Yet, as bad as it is when used for deficit reduction, the gas tax is very fair and equitable

commodity programs. The cuts recommended by the President and his summiteer allies in agriculture could have

rural Americans. I am frankly sur-

prised that some of those summiteers
who approved this agreement, represent the heartland of American agri- when used as a revenue source for highway
culture and should have known better. con st-uction and improvement.
While it is critically important that we reduce
It will be my goal to modify the
budget agreement suggestions on agri- the Federal deficit, undermining the principles
culture in order to save the American of equity and fairness that have made the
highway trust fund so effective is entirely too
farmer.

But I still reluctantly will vote for
the resolution. I feel I have little
choice. We must act in the face of a

high a price to pay.

waited too long to do so as it Is; we are
running out of time. Today, Congress

Unnecessarily high balances are maintained
in these trust funds, and annual net increases
in the funds' receipts are used to give the ap-

Raising the gas tax to reduce the deficit
would be just one more burden for our trans-

weakening economy and international portation funds to bear. These trust funds
crisis to begin putting our Federal fi- have already been victimized by a long-runis not iust a question of failure. In nancial house in order. We have ng budgetary charade.

But ft
many ways ft will make life worse for the
people I represent. For no good reason, ft will
work a real hardship on people whose lives
are already hard—the unemployed. The package imposes a 2-week waiting period before

the unemployed can begin to receive State

takes the first step. It Is a difficult

step for me because I worry about the pearance of a smaller general fund deficit.
impact Medicare cuts will have on the The practice had its beginnings in the adminelderly and the impact taxes in gener- istration of President Lyndon B. Johnson, who

al will have on the poor and middle
class. As I said before, I worry about
Kansas farmers and how the proposed
many of my constituents do. The negotiators cuts will affect them. There is somecannot have understood that millions of thing for everyone to worry about in
people are laid off once or twice a year and this budget.
have nothing else to tide them over when
And I have grave concerns about the
their paycheck stops.
process that led Members of Congress
U the only choice is sequestration or this to face this either-or decision today.
unemployment compensation benefits.
No one could vote for that who knows what
it is like to live from paycheck to paycheck, as

grotesquely unfair package, I vote for sequestration, I cannot support a package that raises

taxes 7.6 percent on the very poor and only

Eight men met in secret for several

included trust funds in the unified budget to
hide the true costs of the Vietnam war. Regrettably, the practice has continued with
each succeeding administration.

The situation has been particularly frustrating for those of use on the Public Works and
Transporation Committee. We spend many
months developing the dollar figures that will
enable States to butd and maintain needed
highways. Trust fund money is dedicated spe-

months to prepare this budget; that Is cifically for that purpose, and yet many of
not the democratic way to do business. these highways are not being built because of

October 4, 1900
the 5moko-and-mirrors budget
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gimmickry to allow a $170 billion Sequester to or everyone who has a new complaint

Against this background, it s very difficult
for me to support using the gas tax for deficit
reduction.

The budget summit agreement cafis for a
1 0-cent increase in the gas tax, with 50 percent of the revenues generated by the tax
going for deficit reduction and 50 percent
going to the highway trust fund.

Because of the seriousness of the Federal
deficit crisis, and in the spirit of compromise, I

might be able to go a'ong with this budget
summit proposal if, and only if, the full arnornt

of the new revenues going to the highway
ttust fund are made available for expenditure
in the year in which they are collected. The
abihty to spend these funds would have to be
guaranteed, either by off-budget status of by
exempting this spending from the spendiflg
caps in the summit agreement.

This is the only fair way to deal with
this issue. If we are going to let 5 cents
of the 10-cent increase be used for def-

take place at this time.

This budget resolution simply provides for the outline of an agreement.
The real details will be worked out in
the context of the reconciliation bill.
It is here where the real battles will be

must look at their neighbor and say,

'Will it work?"
I do not know if this will work, but I

know that in order for this country to
work, for this Nation to work, it must
have people who will choose to say
"we" and not '1."
fought.
We should get on with the task of
When I have asked people, "Is your
drafting the reconciliation bill and put plan going to work?"
this resolution behind us.
They say, "I don't know."
Let me give you just one example of
"Can you get the votes?"
the problems that will occur If there is
I dont know."
a sequester. It is my understanding What we do know, there is one plan
that USDA inspectors may be fur- that is here. It has bipartisan support.
lougned up to 4 days per pay period. I would just hope that when we look
This would create havoc in the poultry out that window the next time, we can
industry.
look at the spirit of George WashingNot only would it disrupt the chick- ton and say, we governed. We may not
en processing plants, it could r€sult in bc perfect., but we governed.
layoffs of up to 60,000 persons in my
Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker, 1 yield
area of the country alone.
3 mInutes to the gentleman from CaliThis would be a real tragedy, Why fornia (Mr. WAXMAN].
should these hardworking people
given
(Mr. WAXMAN asked and
have to suffer because of the inability permission to revise and extend his re-

reduction, then we must be assired that the other 5 cents that Is of the Congress to reach a budgct marks.)
agreement?
ic'it

going into the trust fund will be used
to build and maintain our system of

highways and bridges.
This brings me to a very difficult decision. Since we do not currently have

assurances that we will be able to

WAXMAN. Mr. Speaker, imagI think we need to get this resolu- ineMr.
the
feelings of the framers of the
tion behind us and get down to the Constitution,
if they thought that the
real task of drafting reconciliation leg- way we governed was to have a handislation that is fair and that effective- ful of people go behind closed doors
ly deals with the budget deficit.
make the decisions and present
For these reasons, Mr. Speaker, I am and
them
to us and tell us to take it or
prepared to vote for the conference leave it,
up or down, without having

spend the portion of a gas tax Increase
going into the trust fund, and because
of other reservations that I have report.
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield
about the budget summit agreement, I
was inclined to vote against House 2 minutes to the distinguished gentleConcurrent Resolution 310.
man from Missouri (Mr. BuEcENn].
Mr. BUECHNER. Mr. Speaker, just
However, after much soul-searching,
I have made the difficult decision to a few hours ago if any person walkcd
%ote for the resolution. I have done so through Statuary Hall and looked out
for several reasons.
the window, there was an amazing
First, I am somewhat optimistic sunset framing the Washington Monuabout the negotiations our committee ment. Vivid colors, cast upon the last
has been engaged in with the leader- of the storm clouds. If we looked out,
ship regarding highway funding. We we could almost see the spirit of
are making progress.
George Washington trying to wend his
There have been discussions of al- way back up this Hill, and I wonder if
lowing us to create new budget author- that spirit was not saying to Members
ity in an amount equal to the new rev- that tonight, we are not candidates, we
enues going into the trust fund. In ad- are not Republicans, we are not Demodition, we have discussed increased ob- crats, nor liberals, nor conservatives.
ligatior.al authority to reflect the new We are people who ar put here for a
revenues.
spicial purpose, and perhaps everyone
However, we have not resolved this out there does not understand exactly
problem. The leadership has proposed
hat is in here, as many Members do
that there would be some increase in nt understand exactly what is in
obligational authority and that a pc'r- here, but tonight we are reflection of

tion of it could be exempt from the those first men that governed this
country.
This is progress. But it does not go
They looked at. a document that
fir enough. We need to be assured they knew was not perfect, that they

spending caps.

any other options before us.

We have before us a budget reso1u

tion, and under the Budget Act this
resolution states the priorities under
which we will implement it through
further legislation. There is not a lot

of flexibility. There is not an opportunity to change it, We are going to be
bound by this resolution if it is adopted.

Now, what does this rcsolution do?
There will be at least four times greater cuts in Medicare than in any other
domestic program. By 1995, the
annual premium for the elderly under
the summit agreement will nearly
double, rising from $343 to $652.

By 1995, the increase in the monthly
premium will absorb 70 percent of the

cost-of-living increase in the a'crage

Social Security check.
in other words, the elderly are going
to be spending an amount eQual to vir-

tually an entire month's benefit cheek
on Medicare premiums alone. Who are
these elderly? Well, 40 percent of the
elderly have incomes of less than
$12,000 a year.

that we will be able to obligate the full
amounts attributable to the increased
revenues.
Given the good faith of the negottatorts, 1 am prepai ed to continue worklrg on this issue as we draft our recon-

knew was fragile, and they knew was
controversial, and yet they joined to-

be highly irresponsible, in my opinion,

govern. Everyone who has a new plan elderly.

Did the elderly cause this deficit?
did not.
gther to do something to move the They
We have a deficit because we gave
ation forward. This is not the same
time. The document, of course, is not tax breaks to the rich, and the e'derly
nearly the sar.e document. However, a e being told that they should bear
ciliation package. I am satisfied that we are the same people. We are differ- this burden, the greatest burden of
there has been enough progress to jus- ent. we have different colors, we are any group, to lessen the deficit so that
tify a yes vote on the resolution. But different ages, we have women now, we do not go and raise taxes on the
there will have to be a great deal more we have minbrities, we have people 'althy.
progress before I would vote for the ho have different educational levels. If we simply did one thing, tax the
upper income persons at the 33 perreconciliation package.
0 2300
cent rate, we would raise $35 billion,
A second reason why I am prepared
But we are the same people and to- more than enough to pay the entire
to vote for the resolution is the dire
consequences of a sequester. It would night, Mr. Speaker, we are here to cost sharing that will be placed on the
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This Is not a balanced budget. This back home are going to remember It. and, unlortunate4y, I am concerned that too
is not a fair plan. This Is going to be a They are going to remember the many will forgo needed visits to their physiburden Inequitably placed on the action that we are taking tonight.
c'ans for treatements of illnesses.
middle Income, the lower Income and
This 18 one of the most regressive
But that ,s not the only problem with this
the elderly In our society.
forms - of taxation. We are talking
before us.
We who want a Just society cannot about almost $60 billion of the reve- measure
I am concerned that the increase in the
look at this budget agreement and say nue raising component coming from Federal
tax, to more than double
that it is something we can be proud gas taxes; 78 percent of the people In wtat it isgaso1ine
now, will pu undue hardship on lust
of.
the lowest income brackets drive to
Americans wto are tiying to break the
We also ought to be honest. Once work. What kind of a tax package is those
nng of poverty.
you adopt it, you are stuck with It, be- this? What kind of equity are we talkWe have too many Amencan workers earncause the next move Is going to be to ng about in fairness?
ing the minimum wage, Mr. Speaker, and they
implement these cuts, and there is no
I would remind you a'so that taxes
find it increasingly difficult to pay the addiother way around It unless they go are forever and the spending cuts are will
tional costs.
back arid reagree to a new formula, transitory.
tt has been assumed that a person using
but I do not see that the administraWe can make our modifications.
about 500 gaflons of gas a year would pay an
tion Is going to go for the tax Increases
Alexander Hamilton said it, and I
that will allow us to spare the elderly. hope there are millions of Americans additional $48 at the pump—in taxes alone.
I do not see them willing to say that viewing, "People get the kind of gov- This increase does not take into account the
they are going to be able to switch de- ernment they deserve." The American already escalating cost of the gasoline itself
fense dollars so that we will not put voters are getting what they deserve as our oil companies seek to balance their
higher expenses on the backs of the driving
this burden on the elderly, and If they tonight.
are willing to change the budget agreeMr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker, I yield public.
To many of us, an additional $48 a year in
ment, do it now. Otherwise, vote no.
such time as he may consume to the
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield gentleman from Pennsylvania (Mr. Federal gas taxes may not seek bke much,
but to someone earning the minimum, it is an
myself a quarter of a minute to GAYDOSI.
remind the crowd that the Founding (Mr. GAYDOS asked and was given enormous cut into what is ett 01 their income.
Our goal has been to encowage men and
Fathers did not mind working behind permission to revise and extend his rewomen to get out of the welfare system and
c'osed doors. As a matter of fact, they marks.)
closed the windows, too, in ConstituMr. GAYDOS. Mr. Speaker, èt us with great to take jobs, even sobs at the m4n,mum wage,
tion Hall to keep prying eyes and ears reluctance that I speak against this confer- as a first step. Many of those workers must
away from their business.
ence report on the budget summEt agreement dtive many rmles to those jobs. lnaeasang the
Mr. Speaker, I yield 2 minutes to the
I recognze the constraints under wtich the gas tax will put an unfai' burden on those at
distinguished gentleman from Illinois summeers worked. I recognize the consider- the bottom of the wage scale in thés country.

[Mr. CR3.

(Mr. CRANE asked and

F my final criticism of this budget agree-

able difficulty that existed.

given

permission to revise and extend his remarks.)

Mr. CRANE. Mr. Speaker, I thank
my distinguished colleague for yielding this time to me.
Mr. Speaker, let me state very quickly that we have heard some argumentation tonight that is a classic logical
fallacy, the either-or argument.
There are a multiplicity of alternatives available to us. I would argue

that the overwhelming majonty of

them are Infinitely preferable to what
we are contemplating tonight.
We have heard about the deadline of

the crisis. What crisis? We passed a
rule in 1974 sayIng all of the appropnaUon bills had to be cleared
through this body by June 30.
Now, we have conveniently ignored
that since 1974. What Is the big deal?

I mean, if we stay here day and

n1ght 7 days a week through the electiori, do it. Come up with those better
alternatives.
The laws obviously are for the
people, not for Congress. You know,

we call them rules here, but those

rules we blithely ignore. They have no
relevancy to this Chamber.

It Is an Insult to the people. It Is an
insult to the Nation and It Is an rnsult
to this body.

The economic assumptions behind

this are so bizarre, I mean, you all
know we are going to have only a 3percent inflation rate in 1992, nght'
And 3 percent in 1993, 1994. 2.8 percent in 1995. Well, all the COLA sav-

ings are predicated upon those aslieve In the toot.h fairy, and people

sumptions. If you be1eve that, you be-

Still, Mr. Speaker, this agreement does too
much damage to too many o the people least
able to withstand the blow.
I am concerned that our senior citizers, espedafty those on 1xed incomes, whether just
Social Secuilty or Social Security plus some
other pension beneftt, are going to be unable
to protect themselves against illness and
injury—at a time wben they are most likely to
be viinerable to such iUnesses and injuries
and, afterward, most hke4y to face long and
expensive periods of convalescence which
migtlt reqiire special care.
lncieasng both the monthly premiums for
Medicare and the deductible is something with
which I cannot agree. II it is necessary to
raise funds by making changes in Medicare.
why cou4d we not focus on just one of these
two options and seek reductions or additional
tees in some other area.
Is it fair to expect all seniors to pay an adthtion& $308.40 per year in premiums? I say no'
Can our senior c,tizens afford to have the4r de.
ductible *ncrease by $25 a year until the current deductible of $75 is doubled to $150? I
doubt iti
It has been argued by many that there are
more retwees ivng on Social Security in Flori-

da and southern C&ifornia than anywhere
else in this country.
I am not entir&y sure oq that, Mr. Speaker. I
only know that as the steel industry n my part

ment, Mr. Speaker, I call your attention to the
recommendabon to stash the guaranteed stu•
dert loan program by $2 billion over the next
5 years. I cringe just thinking about what this
might do to the thousands of propec&ve stu-

dents who desperately need assistance to
attend our postsecondary nstitutons, whether
those institutions are 4-year public or pnvate
colleges and univefsities, cornmunty colleges,
or career training schools.
What is moreS Mr. Speaker, I think we aft
know that the burden for meeting this rdicuous reduction in cost will fall most heavily on

the poorest students, especially those who
want to ittend or are attending career training
schools.

These men and women, whose onJy crime
their desire to learn those specific work
skills that will enable them to get good-paying
jobs rather than Seeking academic 'earning,
wiU be denied access to those institutions.
The edrninistration's budget request for aH
programs under the Guaranteed Student Loan
Program—Stafford loans, PLUS 'oans, and
supplemental loans for students—was slightty
more than $4 billion for fisca' year 1991.
is

The House. in cepting the appropnatons
IH for the Departments of Education, Labor,
and HeaIh ad Human SeMceS, adopted a
figure of $3.9 biltion for fiscal year 1991.

Now, Mr. Speaker, we are being told that
we will have to reduce the GSL Program by
$2 billion over 5 years, rough'y $400 million a

of Pennsytvania has shrunk over the past 10
to 12 yeais, the number of retirees in my dis- year.
tAct has increased sigruficanty.
Whether we use the new math or the od
Whats more, many of those retirees in my original math, the answer is the same: We will
dãstrict are the ones who are lMng on fixed in- be cutting the 1991 amount for GSL programs
comes, tindng it more and more djfficuft to by roughly 10 percent
make ends meet as their costs continue to es
We cannot afford that cut. The men and
calate.
women who desperately need the education
Mr. Speaker, the seniors in my disthct r order to open doors to meaningful employ.
cannot live with thâs double hit on their health ment cannot afford that cut The thousands of
care. Something, I am afraid, will have to give institutions that provide that instrucfton, wheth-
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academic or skill-oriented, cannot afford
that cut.

Last November, during another round 01
budget reconciliation, the Congress agreed to

changes in the supplemental loans for students, the SLS Program. We made a number
of changes, including denying loans to students wanting to attend schools with student
aid default rates of 30 percent or higher, de-
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Apparently everybody Is pretty
And, so when the President and conmuch outraged about this budget gressional leaders told me that this
summit, and those who are not out- new plan—which contains the second
raged are not real happy with It. Of largest tax increases in history $134
course, I am not happy with tt, but I billion—was the only way to bring the
am going to support it.

budget under control, I was reminded
1 have a practical problem. I am the of TEFRA. Coupled with the fact that
chairman of the Subcommittee on I believe that the gas tax, agriculture
Transportation of the Committee on cuts, nd cuts in Medicare contained
nying loans to students who did not have Appropriations. I have to produce a in this package hits rural American
either a high school diploma or an equivalency bill. To produce a bill, I have to go to
and middle-income Americans the
degree, and tying the amount o1 such loans to conference. I cannot go to conference
hardest—I came to the same concluthe length of the program.
without this budget resolution pass- sion
that I came to in 1982: new taxes
When we debated those changes, it ing.
are
not
became clear that we had no real understandIn the bill that I have, I have 100 re- ing is. the answer, controlling spending of the impact those changes might have, quests from both sides of the aisle for
Certainly, the serious nature or the
especially on the career training segment of projects on highways, for projects on
the higher education community. It was my airports, projects in urban mass tran- threat of our growing budget deficit
gut feeng that the changes would be bad for sit. I cannot produce these projects for cannot be ignored. We need to all work
all students, so I opposed the changes.
Now we have some idea of the nipaci, and,
I am sad to say, I was ngllt! It is currently esti-

you unless I have a chance to go to together to come up with a fair plan
conference.

I feel that this Is the best

amount of money that we will have In
this budget. If this resolution does not
pass, we will come back with a smaller
amount of money for the transportation function and we will have less opportunity to help you with your
mpact this budget agreement will have on projects.
future students if it is adopted.
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield
mated that as many as 200 career training

schools have closed doors forever because of
those policy changes. ft is futTher estimated
that as many as 200,000 egbJe students lost
their opportunity for education.
Mr. Speaker, I hesitate to think of the

I

don't know where the logic to such an

action is, and I stand here unable to support
the entire proposal because of the negative
impact it will have on our eldefly, our poor,

that encourages economic growth and

possible stability and investment—not, one like

the current budget proposal that contarns regressive taxes like the gas tax
hike which would surely encourage a
recession. I still do not believe that the
American taxpayer is under-taxed but
that Congress simply overspends.

Taxes, as the American taxpayer

knows, are forever—while the so-called
such time as he may consume to the budget discipline measures of the comgentleman from Missouri [Mr. EiuR- promise could and likely would be dissON].
missed with a flick of the wrist. With(Mr. EMERSON asked and was out strong spendmg discipline such as

given permission to revise arid extend the hne-item veto, a balanced budget
his remarks.)
requirement, and very serious reforms
Mr. PANETrA. Mr. Speaker, I yield
Mr. EMERSON. Mr. Speaker, I rise In the budget process, I believe that
such time as he may consume to the In opposition to the summit agree- measure Like TEFRA and the package
gentleman from Missouri [Mr. Vouc- ment.
before us will become an annual event.
MER].
At first glance, I did not think much I do not think the American taxpay(Mr. VOLKMER asked arid was of the so-called budget compromise.
given permission to revise and extend However, to be fair to those who had ers want to go this route. And, I do not
think our economy can weather this
his remarks.)
worked on developing this plan for the
I reject the current budget proMr. VOLKMER. Mr. Speaker, I rise past 5 months, I felt it was important route.
posal
and
believe we need to go back
In opposition to the budget summit to hear them out and study and underthe drawing table to come up with a
agreement.
stand the package before I made any to
am voting against the budget resolution in- final decision on the package. Well, I plan that fairly and equitably curtails
corporating the summit agreement because I did all of those things and on second, spending, rejects regressive tax prohave determined after a thorough study of the third, and all glances thereafter, I posals that fall most heavily on
provisions of the agreement that it was not came to the same conclusion: This tax middle-income taxpayers, and resists
fair to the vast majority of the people I repre- package that congressional leaders de- the tax and spend policies that have
sent. The tax provisions impose taxes dispro- vised with administration help was not plagued this Nation for so many years.
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield
portionally on the low and middle income, good fiscal policy and it would not be
while the spending cutsare—m-ost severe on good for rural America and the such time as he may consume to the
gentleman from Kentucky (Mr. BUNthose who can least afford it. Otir farmers middle-income taxpayers.
would have their income reduced 25 percent
As I studied this plan, I thought back FlING].
(Mr. BUNNING asked and was given
while the agreement calls for increased pro- to 1982—the year Congress was asked
duction costs.
to approve TEFRA [the Tax Equity permission to revise and extend his reand our youth.

This is not the way to balance our budget.

I

The elderly would see their social security
checks reduced because of increases in their
Medicare part B payment.
Our unemployed would have to wait another
week to draw their unemployment checks.

At the same time all of us would be required to pay higher gasoline taxes, oil producers would get a return of the tax cuts for
depletion allowances.

And lasliy under the summit agreement the

low and moderate income would have to

and Fiscal Responsibility Act]. This marks.)
Mr. BUNNING. Mr. Speaker, I rise
was the plan by which we were promised $3 in real savings for every $1 in in opposition to the agreement.
Mr Speaker, the Federal budget is a shamnew revenue—taxes. I believed then,
and I still believe, that the way to fix bes. We need to take drastic action. We need
the deficit challenge Is not through to reduce the deficit. Bul this budget resolumore taxes but through simple and serious spending controls. Therefore, I
didn't vote for that package because I

wasn't convinced that Congress had
the discipline to cut spending and to

tion is not the answer.

After reviewing this proposal, I am convinced that the folks wto dreamed it up spent
a httle to much time up on the summit—and
lost touth with planel Earth.
Down here at ground level, when you are
on the verge of a recession—and we are—

use the new revenue for further deficit
reduction purposes.
standard of living.
As time would tell, that prediction— you don't rasse taxes $163 billion. That is crazy.
Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker, I yield unfortunately—came true. Since 1982, is -azy.
1 minute to the gentleman from Flori- instead of having $3 in real savings for
And that $163 bilion doesn't even count
da [Mr. LEHMAN).
every $1 in new taxes, we have had no the "user" fees—14 billion doflars' worth. Or
Mr. LEHMAN of Florida. Mr. Speak- real savings and have had $1.10 cents the Medicare premium increases and the iner. I thank the gentleman for yielding in new spending for every dollar In creased deductibiles for the elderly—$30 bilme this time.
taxes raised.
lion.
adjist down their standard of living, while the
wealthy would not have any change in their
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These Medicare cuts are a disaster. It's
(Mr. LENT asked and was given per- Federal Government, as ye know it, would
worse than catastrophic health bill we re- mission to revise and extend his re- cease to function. There would be loss of
pealed last year. At least that bill put the marks.
jobs; there would be suffering; there would be
burden on healthy old Americans. This thing—

Mr. LENT. Mr. Speaker, I rise in supporl of disruption.
House Concurrent Resolution 310. the sumDomestic air traffic will grind to a halt, staffs
old, sick Americans.
mit's bipartisan deficit reduction agreement. I at veterans' hospitals will be reduced, Federal
And if the size of the tax package is strag- believe ft is a balanced and fair package that law enforcement efforts will be curtailed, and
genng, the kind of taxes in it are mindbogling. represents a workable blueprint for eliminating meat and other food products will spoil in the
In this proposal, the sumrniteers would have the budget deficit and continuing economic absence of Federal inspectors. Two million
us team up with Saddam Hussein and raise growth. Speaker FOLEY. Dick GEPHAROT and families will immediately be cut from the Lowgasoline prices another 12 cents a gallon.
BOB MICHEL deserve our thanks and support. Income Energy Assistance Program and
Tobacco taxes and alcohol taxes. User fees
This agreement makes progress on the one 113,000 children will be cut from the Head
that would be passed on to consumers issue that has continually haunted and virtual- Start Program. And our support for the armed
through higher prices. All fo these are terribly ly crippled the U.S. Government in recent services will be drastically impaired.
regressive taxes that hit low- and middle- times—the Federal deficit. This is the issue
I can only wonder what message such
income families much harder than the that my constituents have identified to me as
chaos at home would send to our sons and
wealthy,
one of their most pressing concerns. Failure, daughters stationed along a tense border in
This budget will saddle the lowest income for the fourth time in five years. to produce a the Middle East and to the ruthless tyrant
people in the country with a 7.6 percent tax timely budget, threatens continuation of 93 whose well-oiled war machine lies on the
increase—the wealthiest will only pay 1.7 per- consecutive months of economic expansion. other side. I urge my colleagues to join me in
cent more.
Clearly, Federal spending is out of control, a support of House Concurrent Resolution 310
There is something wrong there, folks,
fact that is best highlighted by a budget deficit as our best chance for deficit reduction and
Of course we are told that there is a crisis projected to reach $253.6 billion this year.
continued prosperity..
and that we are going to have to bite the
This bipartisan plan is far from perfect. It
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker. I yield
bullet and swallow these huge tax hikes to has many shortcomings. But, it will shave such time as he may consume to the

by raisng the deductibles, puts the costs on

avert disaster.

$500 billion from the deficit by 1995. The gentleman

I agree things are bad—but if the situation plan's spending cuts will be real ones thanks
is so bleak—and if our objective is to reduce to no-nonsense, stricter-than-ever enforcethe deficit—why in the world does not this ment provisions. I am convinced that under
proposal include any meaningful budget cuts. this agreement the deficit will eventually
Sure, it socks it to Defense spending. And it become a memory. Some of the objectional
knocks medicare and Federal employees and features can be ironed out by the committees,
farmers for a loop. But it does not cut a cent as they work on this budget.
My constituents remember the runaway infrom discretionary domestic spending. In fact.
It provides for at least $24 billion in additional terest rates and skyrocketing inflation that ate
away at family finances during the late 1970's.
spending over the next 3 years.
And the provisions In this proposal which As we all know "stagflation," as we termed it,
are supposedly designed to restrain spending proved a particularly cruel tax on the Amen-

In the future have no more teeth than a can people. It is our duty to ensure that those
painful and unhappy days never retum. So, ft
This Is an old-fashioned, democrat tax-and- was with great interest that I noted yesterday's prediction by the Chairman of the Fedspend-bill.
If we enact this proposal—and its 163 bil- oral Reserve Board that enactment of this
lion dollars' worth of tax increases, ft is going agreement will bring about lower interest rates
and promote stability in financial markets.
to shove us right over the cliff of recession.
I should also note that in light of alternative
For the past year and a half, we have had a
furor here In Washington as the conse- proposals discussed during the budget
quences and the costs of the savings and summit, the agreement represents a notable
loan scandal have become clear. The Ameri- victory for my State of New York. Throughout
can people have been outraged—and rightly the 5 months of talks, I repeatedly urged the
so—as the costs of this crisis have added participants not to tamper with the deductibilIty of State and local taxes. I em pleased that
up—and up—and up.
But this budget proposal makes the savings this Important deduction, a most important
and loan crisis look like chicken feed. Clean- writeoff for the overburdened taxpayers In my
ing up the savings and loan mess will cost tit Long Island district, has been retained.
I am equally pleased that the negotiators
taxpayers $150 billion. This tax bill will cost
the American taxpayers more than that in just heeded my call to leave Social Security alone.
Current Social Security benefits, as well as
5 years.
And what is even worse—the costs of this future cost-of-living adjustments are fully and
tax bill will be with us forever. They will go on completely protected by this package. Nor is a
greater share of Social Security benefits suband on and on.
This budget proposal is based on a faulty jecled to taxation. While delcit reduction Is
premise—the premise that we have a deficit important, ft should not and will not be accombecause American taxpayers do not pay pushed on the backs of Social Security beneficiaries. Problems with Medicare and the tax
enough taxes.
That premise is totally wrong. We have a on home heating oil can be worked out during
deficit because Congress spends too much. the reconciliation process by the committees
This budget does not address that problem having jurisdiction.
Finally, Mr. Speaker, I would like to point
adequately. I urge my colleagues join me in
Out that there is no responsible and realistic
rejecting it.
alternative to this package that can command
Mi-. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield a majority of votes in this House. This is the
such time as he may consume to the only game In town, short of sequestration. A
turkey.

distinguished gentleman from New stalemate at this stage of the budget
York (Mr. LEZr'r].
would virtually assure that the

process
Gramm-

from New York (Mr.

MARTIN].

(Mr. MARTIN of New York asked
and was given permission to revise and
extend his remarks.)
Mr. MARTIN of New York. Mr.
Speaker, I rise in support of the

budget resolution.

Five years ago I was in the rear of the
House Chamber casting my vote on the highly
touted Gramm-Rudman-Hollings bill. I arrived

at the voting box at the same time as a dear

friend of mine. He let me vote first, and
voted "no." He voted "yes," and looking at
the tote board which had just passed 218
I

votes, he said something I will never forget,
and it has proven to be very true. He said,
"Well, it looks as though the dog finally

caught the car."

I

thought about that every

year as we faced our budget problems, and I'll
concede that Gramm-Rudman's act kept pressure on Congress to try to meet the goal. That
is, indeed, politically, mathematically, and morally difficult given the challenges we face. But
in each of those years, the budgeting involved

at least some use of smoke and a great deal
of the use of mirrors. Now, I'm afriad, indeed,
the dog has caught the car. For many rea-

sons, not the least of which is that we are
fresh out of smoke ar,d mirrors, this is for real.

I have spent the last few days considering
and reconsidering how I would cast my vote.
have decided that a vote against this package
is the exact equivalent of a vote for the mas•
sive sequestration required by GrammRudman-Hollings, or perhaps much worse.
Few people outside Washington have actually
I

contemplated the total effects of sequestration. It would be disastrous. Anything that
would be done in ensuing proposals to relieve
ourselves of the

burden

of sequestration

would probably be far worse than this package, as bad as It is. I am certain every Repre-

sentative and Senator, left to their own devices, would Individually craft a solution more

to their liking than this package. But that is
not an alternative. Most everyone in America,
without much thought, could list 20 things they
find wrong about this package. What they do

Rudman ax will fall. This would mean that the. not have before them is the experience of
either the Gramm-Rudman sequestration or
what would happen in these emotionally
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charged times if this Congress, either with or of-living increase and they wiU have
without the President's hiep, fashioned an a1 more In their monthly check from now
ternativo in this month before an e'ection, or to 1995, the period covered by the
worse yet an a lame duck session. prefer to • budget resolution.
The toUowing table provides the
Five with the devil I know rather than the horrors I bel.eve would visit us if this untiappy so- facts:
tution does not pass. Accordingly, plan to
MDiCARt SMI PREMIUM
vote in the affirmative and ask my colleagues
to consider where they wil! be it this package
1994
9S
1990
I91 992
fails and the economic chaos, not only in this
country, but around the world that envision
(1990 _12.6O I31.4 4C3 Z3&9 $4350 $484Q
actually happens. My turther fee)ing is thai the
emumsignal we send today might weil be something 3 —ntaeem
43.36 4$IO
S3,
2t€5 34.00
tar beyond our abifltes or powers to amend it Aage mccoy
secu gLie5e
the downward spirit in the economy the PresiO€ ?g3 21.? ?E33 2!O
,ne
dent ptedicts start.

2.60
4 4 60
,ct'Iy prelmum
420
_.._
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield age
23.4 V.63 23,21 23.73
th
2 mInutes to the distinguished gentleman from New York (Mr. BOEIrLERT].
Mr. PANErrA. Mr. Speaker. I 1eld
(Mr. BOEHLERT asked and was
given permission to revise and extend such time as he may consume to the
gentleman from Texas (Mr. AirnREws].
his remarks.)
(Mr. ANDREWS asked and was
Mr. BOEHLERT. Mr. Speaker, millions of Americans across this country given perlnLsion to rev!se and extend
are asking us. 'What does this budget his remarks.)
Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. Speaker, I rise
agreement do to Soc1a Security? You
say it is necessary. You say it is un- In favor of the budget agreement.
Mr. PANETFA. Mr. Speaker, I yicd
pleasant, but it is in the national interest. What does it do for Social Securi- 1 minute to the gentlewoman from
4

73.98
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of producing a bad product from an illegal contraption, and I comrr.end you
for it, in all good humor.
Mr. Speaker, the leadership has defined for us tonight the singular
choice between the summit package or

sequestration. That Is 'hat we are to

Judge. Never mind that that choice Is
itself a fiction like the summit pack-

age. That Is what we have to judge
today.

So given that choice defined for us
by the leadership, I wiU take sequestration.
The reason Is simple: Sequestration
hurts the Government and thts
summit package hurts the Anerican

people and their economy.
Let me explain what I mean.
As I have analyzed the potential economic effect of thIs summit package. I
believe it will fail: it will fail the economy, it will fail to reduce the deficit.

Mr. Speaker, the pain of deficit re-

duction may be Inevitable, but the suffering is optional. And if we vote for

this package, we vote to accept the
option to suffer.

Why would this happen? I remem(Ms. OAKAR asked and was given ber the days of national malaise and I
report, this budget agreement does not permission to revise and extend her re- do not want to return to the conditions of stagflatlon, simultaneous incut Social Security benefits. Moreover, marks.)
Ms. OAKAR. MR. Speaker, I know it flation and recession with its Increaswe protected the annual cost-of-living
Is not easy for the Members who have ing unemployment rates and decreasadjustment
been the negotiators of the budget Ing production. That Is what I believe
0 2310
wfth the administration. The budget we wiU get with the economy, as the
That Is sacred. But what about Med- chairm.an is one of the finest Mcmbers chairman of the Committee on the
icare part B? Does that not go up? The of Congress. He is ni.y classmate; he Is Budget says today, teetering on the
answer Is "yes;" Incrementally it goes my friend.
edge, from the immediate, the certain
The end role of the budget Is noble, and represssive taxes that are in this
from $28.60 in 1990 to $53.50 th 1995.
But if this budget reso'ution goes to achieve a sizable deficit reduction. package.
down in flames, that same part B pre- But I was always taught that the
That is all that Is certain about this
mium wiU continue to go :p every means must Justify the end.
package, In my estimation, and if we
This Is not the case. The means are get that stagflation leading, as it will,
year from $28.60 this year to $48.40 in
1995. The difference In 1995, $5.10 per unfair, unfair to the middle-income with inflation, within the context of
month. But we protected the cost-of- taxpayer who pays a higher rate of current service budgeting, a god-awful
living increase. And every single year taxation than the wealthy In this contraption created by Government In
from 19I on there Is an estimated In- country. They get a higher hit In this defining the surrender terms to inflacrease In the benefits under Social Se- budgeL It Is unfair to the unen.)loyed, tion.
curity, an annual cost of living adjust- who are struggling with their families
We will then have an Inevitable rise
ment, from $26.08 next year to a high while we delay their compensation th In the cost of Government, with exthis budget; and unfair to the elderly penditures increasing, and then if we
of $29.08 in 1995.
So even after the part B premium Is and disabled. who are among those get the other part of that stagflation
paid, the Social Security recipients of who have done the most for this coun- which I predict we will get, and the
America will have an average of $23.98 try and whose reward Is to penalize rising unemployment and the lowering
and humiliate them by not providing production, we will see the revenues
more In their Social Security check..
the means fer them to care for themFigures do not lie: liars figure.
and It Is my estimate that 5
These are the accurate figures. We selves arid who wiU expcrence even decre&ce,
from now the deficit will be
have protected Social Security bene. greater humiliation and suffering by years
instead of better and you will
fits; we have protected the annual increasing the costs of premiums and worse
have opted for the suffering.
cost-of-living Increase; and we are their out-of-pocket expenses.
I say vote "no." Accept only the pain
making some adjust-nents, painful
I say to my political party that of deficit reduction and keep it on the
though they are, to the Medicare Pro- founded Social Security and Medicare Government where it belongs.
gram because it Is absolutely essential that we lost our values as a nation.
PANETTA. Mr. Speaker, I yield
that we retain the vitality and the Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield 1 Mr.
minute to the gentleman from Pennfiscal Integrity of that program be- 3 minutes to the distinguished gentlecause the alternative Is it will go bank- m&n from Texas (Mr. ARMEY], a sylvania (Mr. KOSTMAYERJ.
(Mr. KOSTMAYER asked and was
rupt, and none of us in this chunber member of the Committee on the
given permission to revise and extend
wants that.
Budget.
remarks.)
This budget package treats Social Mr. ARMEY. I thank the gentleman hisMr.
KOSTMAYER. Mr. Speaker, I
Security the way we all want it treat- from Minnesota, my trusted friend
ed. We preserve that precious benefit and mentor, for yielding to me this am going to vote for this resolution,
but I hate doing it. I hate so much
for the elderly, we make a modest ad- time.
Mr. Speaker, let me say at the outset about it.
justment, painful though t Is. In order
A few minutes ago I called the
to save the Medicare Program. But in that I make my remarks In full considthe final analysis, the Social Security eration of and appreciation for the woman who clean2 my apartment here
recipients will have that annual cost summiteers. You did a remarkable job in Washington. Her name is Ruby

t1,.

The answer

Is,

I a pleased to

Ohio (Ms. OAKAR].

'1 8S2
Powell.
old.
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She is b'ack. She is 65 years

However. Mr. Speaker. if budgets are borrow money at 6 percent. The U.S.
statements of priorities, I cannot vote Government could sell its paper at 2
I said, "Ruby, how much do you aye on what this document locks mto percent or less.
make a year?" She said, "About $9,000 place for 5 years.
What do we have today? First trust
a year."
The other night. when the President deed mortgage money, 11 percent. The
Under this resolution, if Implement- addressed the Nation, he said the U.S. Government is paying about 8
ed by the reconciliation bill, Ruby budget represented shared sacrifice. percent on its outstanding debt.
Powell and millions more like her will He was wrong. The Medicare cuts
This is the litany of consequences of
pay more in Medicare benefits. That is again affect the low and middle our society having let the inflation
unacceptable to me. I will not vote for income. The increased taxes again fall genie out of the bottle in 1968. The
it, not now, not ever.
overwtielmingly on the working people savings and loan disaster, $150 billion
But I am going to vote for this reso- who already bear the largest burden. 'ost: a budget deficit: this year we art
lution because it keeps the process The gas tax again affects those people going to add $364 billion to the naticngoing, and I hope that the leadership driving daily to work. For true deficit al debt. a national debt that is some
hears people like me who say we will reduction, I do not object to all sin 3.2 trilion dollars in size today. a neganot vote for reconciliation unless you taxes, but I believe it is a sin to give tive trade balance of at least $125 bilchange the Medicare provision. But to tax hikes to our working men and lion, and we should not be surprised
stop this process tonight is absolutely women while the wealthiest again get that these foreigners are buying up
irresponsible. The markets will plunge a tax slide.
with the dollars we are sendMr. Speaker, if sacrifice is to be America
tomorrow, we will send a terrible
ing
them
because of this negative
signal to the country and to the world. shared, et it be shared by all. But who trade balance and high interest rat•s
We have to pass this tonight and here thinks it is fair for persons that are literally chocking our society.
wrk for the best between now and making over $200,000 a year to pay a This moral crisis in America iE not
lower percentage of taxes than those limited to the denial of a standard in
the time we vote on reconciliation.
That is the responsible thing to do. who make less money?
monetary policy. It is also in Conner.No one has a more marginal district This package may meet the Gramm- tion with the drug problem in Amer.
Rudman-Hollings
test,
but
it
does
not
than I have. How many of you have meet my TrumpsKeating-Helmsley ica. Should we be surprised when the
been defeaed, how many of you have test, and that test says that they are current generation of our kids is
won by 1.000. 2.000. 3.000. 4,000 votes?
having difficulty in saying no t.o drugs,
This is the right thing to do, and to- going to get out and make out 'ike which is the observance in a standard
bandits
while
my
people
get
hit
again.
night is the tinie to do it.
I hear the threats of seQuestration as to how we treat our human body,
Interest on the debt is now the third and
the resulting financing meltdown when we, as a society, kicked the Cre'argest component in the budget.
of
the
Federal Government, but to the ator of the standard out of the pubUc
When, oh when. will Congress act. Federal
who may be fur- school system in 1962? I do not think
let t be now, let it be tonight, let it be loughed,employees
to
others
facing
cutbacks I we should be surprised by that.. When
at this very moment.
say,
I
know
your
anger,
but
approv- w look at the dsintegraton of family
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield ir.g this to save short•term distress
unitE in our society and the sadness
1 minute to the distinguished gentle- means long-term pain.'
that has come to those who marry in
man from New York [Mr. H0UGHT0N],
America today and the possibility of
Mr.
Speaker,
we
are
talking
about
a membcr of the Committee on the priorities here tonight—b years of having a stable union, the disso!ution
Budget.
misguided priorities have brought us of our family urits from diuorce, the
here. This country wants new prior- increase in juvenile delinQuency, the
0 2320
Mr. Speaker, investment in the nunber of married women in America
Mr. HOUGHTON. Mr. Speaker, I ities.
who leave the home to work in the
future and fair taxes.
have been given a minute. I will try to
workplace, not because they want to
I
am
voting
no
against
5
more
years
take only a few seconds.
necesriy. but bccaue. they art
of
what
we
know
.e
must
begin
We have wrung all the emotion, and changing tonight
forced to because inflation is causing
the pohtics, and everyones favorite Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield them to go into the workplace to keep
issue out of this. We have squeezed 3 minutes to the distinguished gentle- up a standard of living that we think
this dry. 1 cculd add no wise words to man from California [Mr. DANNE• we are entitled to enjoy.
the debate,
If we Americans want to solve this
M€YER].
Mr. Speaker, the only thing I could
moral. flcal crisis in our society. w
(Mr. DANNENEYER asked and
do s a.sk for one thing, and that is given permission to revise and extend are g'ing to have to debate the cor.se•
action. I ask. Why cant we stop talk- hs remarks.)
quences of not reattaching the doflar
ing? Wh can't we stop putting things
Mr. DANNEMEYER. Mr. Speaker to gold. When we do that, we can once
off? Why .an't we pa.ss this budget?"
and Members, in looking at thLs Issue again have the U.S. Government sell
The A'vrjcan business comiunity, this evening, we somtirnes have a our debt at 2 percent. Jf take 6 pcr•
the Aier rc people, want it. Let us tendency to defin this in tcrms of a cent off of the annual cost of main•
o it. tt us get at it. Let us do it to- fiscal or a monetary prob!em. It is tainir:g our nat-nal debt of some $3rilU.
that, but the issue that we are dealing plus trillion a year, that s a reduction
Ii. 1-ANETTA. Mr. Speaker, I yield with tcnight on this historical occa- of annual interest expense of over
2 mirutes to the gentlenan from West sion is far broader than attempting to $80 billion a year. This is the way we
Viigina [Mr. WISE].
limit it to just fiscal terms. We are ge to baiancing the budget of thi:
(Mr. WISE asked and was given per- dealing with a moral crisis, and the country. We are never going to get it

mission to revise and extend his re- reason I say that and put it in that the y this budct resolution sug•
marks.)
perspective is that we are attempting gsts, by nickel an diming increased
Mr. WISE. Mr. Speaker, I have tried to manage the affairs of the most pro- taxes on the American public.
in every way to be for this budget ductive nation in the world on the I ask for a no vote on this budget
package. First. because the Democrat- basis ci our currency, a dollar backed resolution to give us a chance to
ic leadership fought hard to improve by nothing.
produce an alternative that se'ks to
it. Second, becausc many, including
Mr. Speaker, if we do not think this satisfy the deficit problem by cutting
my State senior Senator, worked hard pohcy has consequences adverse to all spendirg rather than raising taxes.
at the sunin-it to preserve investment of us, think what has happened to us
An alternative budget that reduces
programs. Third, because. if the pack- since 1968 when we began this experi- spending rather than raising taxes
age does not pass, the President vows ment with a dollar backed by nothing, order to reduce the deflct would ra
massive, across-the-board cuts.

In 1968 a mortgage home owner could as follows:
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Mr. PANET'I'A. Mr. Speaker. I yield what the United States of America needs at

such time as he may consume to the

gentleman from Indiana (Mr. MCCLOSKEY).

The larger problems of our country demand
action. Deficit reduction is the only way out of
the current economic impasse, and it is the
only way to assure long-term growth in investdecided to support the President. This was ment and productivity. It is the one sure and
one of the most difficult votes I've cast in the proven tool that the Federal Government has
years I have served in the Congress and one to increase national savings and thereby
this point in its history."
This is not the budget' I would have written,
but after protracted review of the agreement, I

(Mr. McCLOSKEY asked and was
given permission to revise and extend
his remarks.)
Mr. McCLOSKEY. Mr. Speaker, I of the most critical. The easiest vote would
thank the gentleman from California, have been "No" because, certainly, there are
and I rise in strong opposition to this many things in this package that don't like.
I

agreement and note that the Ameri-

can people have not been consulted on
this, and they are basically saying an
overwhelming no.

But if there ever were a time for all Americans
to stand together for the future of our country,
it is now.
Various House and Senate Committee will

rise in strong opposition to this

have to implement the summit agreement's

one at the summit. The American

creases so the agreement will be subject to
revision once the final conference report is
filed, This package is not the last word and
we will be looking for other ways to cut the

I

agreement with deep respect for every-

people have not been consulted, but
their reaction is an overwhelming no.
The congressional leadership and the
Office of Management and Budget
(0MB] did the best they could. But
the result could and should be a lot
better. I would note there wasn't one
woman at the summit, nor was there
one Medicare recipient, and Claude
Pepper is gone.

targets for entitlement savings and revenue in-

wants the package. Only the rich are
favored."

Let's not pretend this is the best

George Bush and the system can do.
None of us will get our way. But we

can make it better than this. Vote

LLOYD].

(Mrs. LLOYD asked and was given
permission to revise and extend her remarks.)
LLOYD. Mr. Speaker, when President
Bush announced on Sunday that Congressional leaders and the administration has forged a
$500 billion, 5-year compromise package of
spending cuts and revenue increases. He said
"It is balanced, it is fair, Rnd im my view ills
Mr.

This path will not be easy to pursue and
many sacnfices will be required from all AmerI hope that can work together during
the months to come to implement the course
of action necessary to secure a Strong economic base to allow our Nation to prosper.

icans.

Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker, I yield

such time as he may consume to the
gentleman from Pennsylvania (Mr.
WALGREN].

Mr. WALGREN. Mr. Speaker, I rise
In opposition to the resolution.
Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker, I yield
have the opportunity to work the will of the
American people as the budget agreement 1 minute to the gentleman from New
progresses because there is room for considerable improvement. I will reserve judgment
on the final package until I am assured that it
is fair and constructive as possible.
The alternative to this agreement is sequestration—across-the-board spending cuts which

York (Mr. McHUGH].

Mr. McHUGH. Mr. Speaker, as we
all know, a vote on this budget resolu-

tion tonight

is

not a vote on the

budget summit agreement. I am going
to vote for this budget resolution, but
I certainly do not accept all aspects of
the agreement. We will have an oppor-

tunity over the next 10 days through

fense and would gravely damage domestic our committees, through dialog beprograms on which millions of American tween the President and the congresdepend. It would cost thousands of Federal
sional leadership to modify in some reemployees their jobs and force furloughs of
hundreds of thousands of others.

Substantially reducing the Federal budget
deficit is one of the most important challenges
facing the United States and this package rec-

'no" on 5 years of inequity.
Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker, I yield ognizes that. It represents
such time as she may consume to the toward a responsible fiscal

gentlewoman from Tennessee (Mrs.

improve our standard of living.

budget.
think it is important that the Congress
I

Federal employees cleaning our offices in Washington, DC tonight told
me they'd rather take a furlough than would be an unmitigated disaster for the
see the Medicare Program slashed. Nation. It would undermine our national secuAnd Connie Buhmeier of Evansville nty pclicy by requiring a substantial cut in de-

called me tonight to say, "Nobody

strengthen investment and productivity and

real progress
policy for the

Nation and it contains important budget process reforms. It will spend the nght signals to
our financial markets and keep the economy
growing.

This resolution reflects one of the toughest
choices Congress has ever faced. It is the
largest deficit reduction package ever considered by the Congress or any President. This
process by definition involves difficult, unpopu-

lar choices and inevitably represents a compromise.

spects this budget agreement. We all
recognize that that process will be Influenced by the summit agreement,
but that agreement is not written In
stone. We cannot predict tonight
where that process will end up. but we

can say with some assurance that, If
we do not pass this budget resolution,
the implication for our economy, for
the budget process, for the country,'

can be quite severe.

Mr. Speaker, we should not take

that risk tonight. I urge my colleague
to support this budget resolution.
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield
minute to the distinguished gentleman from Washington (Mr. Mxu.zjt).
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(Mr. MILLER of Washington asked weeks and weeks of pressure, an agreeMr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield
and was given permission to revise and ment has been fashioned—the few in such time as he may consume to the
extend his remarks.)
the leadership of this country have de- gentleman from Oklahoma (Mr. EDMr. MILLER of Washington. My col- fined our spending priorities.
WARD5J, chairman of the Republican
leagues, this is a tough vote. The negoI quite frankly do not understand Policy Committee.
tiators representing the Congress and this country's priorities. On a whim
(Mr. EDWARDS of Oklahoma asked

the President have reached a long- and with much less than a second and was given permission to revise and
term deficit control agreement. I wish thought, the President determined extend his remarks.)
that agreement did more to reform that the Federal Government is free Mr. EDWARDS of Oklahoma. Mr.
the budget process, to cut spending.
to spend $1 billion a month to protect Speaker, I rise in opposition to the resHowever, Mr. Speaker, I have to tell the interest of oil companies in the olution.

my Republican colleagues that I believe that this agreement is better
than any other alternative that could
conceivably pass this democratically

Middle East. The President at a mo-

ment's glance can forgive $7.1 -billion

in funding owed to the United States

by Egypt.
are the politicians calling for
test is whether the Congress and the a Where
press conference announcing full

controlled Congress this year. The real

President can enforce the spending funding of the child care legislation,
caps that have been agreed to for the or to forgive loans to students who
next 5 years.

During the past 5 days I have spent many
hours reviewing the budget proposal submitted by the President and the participants in
the budget summit. I have spoken with economists and business leaders and have heard
from hundreds of my constituents. I believe
the President and the Republican negotiators
did the best they could within the constraints
of a budget summit which assumed that the
only way to proceed was by putling forth the

defaulted?
Mr. Speaker, we must do everything have
Given a review of the so-called
we can to make this agreement stick. budget
agreement, I am dis- best budget GEORGE MITCHELL and DICK GEPThe American peop'e, the financial mayed. summit
certainly feel as if I am in a HARDT would agree to. I disagree with that ascommunity, our allies, all want to see difficultI position
because there is a sumption. The proper way to proceed was
the United States control its deficit.
The choice tonight is to control the clear need to cut Federal spending, to througn a process which allowed for input
deficit, to or duck, do nothing. We increase revenues, and to keep the from thE people and for full participation of
Federal Government operating. How- their representatives in the Congress. That
must make the efforL
ever, it is not clear to me how I am to procedure wou'd have produced a far different
0 2330
accept as a part of this massive legisla- resufl, 'ust as it did in 1988 when the people
Mr. PANETTA. Mr. speaker, I yield tive package, considerable cuts to the chose between a po'icy of new taxes and a
2 minutes to the gentleman from Illi- Medicare Program, revisions in civil call for reduced Government spending, and

service retirement, or significant ad(Mr. HAYES of Illinois asked and justments in student loan programs. I
was given permission to revise and represent a poor inner-city district
with constituents that have difficulty
extend his remarks.)
Mr. HAYES of Illinois. Mr. Speaker, paying the present Medicare premium
the deficit faced by this Nation has rates, the increased premiums will cergrown to outrageous proportions. The tainly have a devastating effect.
basic and obvious problem is that the
While the military, for the first time
amount of revenue that this country in over 9 years, finally begins to regenerates does not jive with the rate ceive its fair share of cuts, it is merely
of our spending levels. The problem is not enough. I do not support a regresnot understanding the basics of ac- sive tax on middle- and low-income
counting, the problem is determining Americans. I do not support deeper
nois [Mr. HAYEs].

when and where to spend Federal dollars and more importantly addressing
who makes that determination.
We have been faced with weeks and
weeks of worry while a few Members
of the Congress and a few members of

the President's executive stall, who

cuts in the Medicare Program. I do not

support an increase in fiscal burdens
on the U.S. Postal Service.

The time has arrived for the Con-

gress to act. I guess what I would hope

Is that as easily as our President can
forgive a $7.1 billion loan to another
country and with a strike of an ink
pen fund miJitary maneuvers in the
Middle East, that he too can focus his

are not even accountable to the voters,
attempted to hash out a budget
summit agreement for this fiscal year.
The Congress is being held hostage by attentions on the real needs of this
10 or so thdividuals who have essen- country.

tially utized what I consider to be a

It Is time that Congress realign its
line-it.eni-veto power to make very im- priorities and bring them in line with

portant brget decisions. Now they
are askipg us to expand the number of
hostages to include the very poor, a
population that. continues to grow, and
the middJe class, a population that

what all Americans desire: Affordable

housing, quality education, and adeQuate health care. I will continue to
oppose proposals that are not in line
with this basic philosophy and today I

elected George Bush on a platform of opposition to increased taxes. The summit process,

on the other hand, has produced an agreement which is so lacking in spending cuts, so
deficient in incentives for investment and productivity, and based on such erroneous economic assumptions, that I have no choice but

to oppose it and to vote against it and to
insist that the Congress do the job it was
elected to do.
There are a great many reasons not to vote
for this package. For example:

SubstantaI increases in Feder& tayes are
almost certain to increase the likehhood that
the economy will enter a severe recession. It
is a fundamental truth of free market econom
ics that taxes should not be increased at the
time of a weakened economy.
There are no cuts in discretionary domestic

spending. The American people clearly fao'
reduced spending over higher tayes, yet the
summit agreement does not cut so much as a
single nickel from domestic discretio-a-y
spending. In fact, this spending will increase
dunng the 5-year penod covered by the agree
meni.
The economic assumptions are faulty
The agreement contains a substantial
amount of what has become known as smoke

and mirrors. For example, the writeoff of the
Egyptian debi, estimated at a projected $1.8
billion over the next 5 years, is simp'y taken
off-budget. And the so-called user fees p.rtn

continues to decline in our society. We will not vote in support of this sohave basical1y given our congressional called budget summit agreement. This of the aQreemeni contains not orly hhi

power to slash or delete this program agreement will be devastating to the OSRA penalties but a transfer of fina'crg
or that program over to the so-called elderly, minorities, and the poor. It Is burdens &mosi certain to result in higher
sunimiteers. I have grave prob'ems time that we set new moral tone for postal rates.
with this process.
Defense spending, reduced but apparert!y
our Nation with z sound and compas-

We were threatened with the fur- sionate budget.
Today, I join my colleagues in the

lough of millions of Federal workers,

taunted with the threat of airlines Congressional Black Caucus and milgrounding domestic flights, terrorized lions of concerned Americans in opposby the potential slashing of much- ing this budget summit agreement. We
needed social programs and even faced cannot afford to surrender the fight,
with the possibility of the entire Fed- because the consequences will be deeral Government shutting down. After structive to all Americans.

to levels which can be accepted by the administration, is almost certain to be decimated
in the fourth end fifth years of the agreemert.

when all domestic spending increases must
be taken from the defense budget.
In short, there are so many things wrong

with this package thai it cannot be supporled
on its merits alone. The public is fed up with
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be supported on its merts, its substance, its
content, should be supported, period. To pass
legislation which cannot be supported on its
merits is simply irresponsible.
The question, therefore, is: What happens if

this package is defeated? I propose this scenario:

First, the President should insist that the
Congress pass and send to him indivduaI appropriations bills. He should then set an acceptable hmit of spending for each appropriation and veto any appropriation which exceeds
the levels he has set. He should enforce that
insistence by refusing to sign a continuing resotution. He should go to the American people
and urge them to wnte to their representatives

in the Congress in support of this vetoes of
excessive spending. He shou'd make clear to
the Republican Members of Congress that he

Will use the veto consistently as a planned
strategy to reduce spending. I believe that decision, coupled with his appeal to the pubkc,
will result in producing a sufficient number of
votes to sustain his vetoes. Defense spending
cuts have already been accepted and agreed
to. This strategy will add a critical element
missing from the budget package: reduced
discretionary domestic spending. Reduced entitlement spending should be considered only
in conjunction with reduction in discretionary
spending levels. To reduce spending for the
elderly sick, and not for subsidizing the arts, is
absurd.

Second, the President should resubmit his
proposals for increased revenues, including
the substantial package of user fees included
in his onginal budget for the year.

These items should be considered under
the normal congressional process of appropriations bills and Ways and Means legislation, with full participation by the members of
the appropriate committees and, ultimately, all
the Members of the Congress.

In addition, the Congress should adopt a
program of incentives for investment and increased productivity, including a reduction in
capital gains taxes, but containing as well a
number of additional proposals. I am currently

working with several other Members of Congress on such a proposal and will submit ft to

the White House and the Congress in the
near future.

The faitures of this budget package are a
direct result of the process by which it was
adopted. The laws and taxes which affect 260
million Americans should be developed
through a process which allows for maximum
input,

not by half a dozen people sitting

around a table, isolated from their colleagues
and the public. This budge agreement should
be rejected, and so should the practice of de-

cisionmaking by the few. Members of Congress were not elected to be complacent and
compliant but to offer their best counsel and
to speak for the 500000 Americans they rep-

resent If the people speak out and let their
voices be heard, their representatives will respond and the result will be legi&ation supported by the public. To force acceptance of
legislation which has so little public support is
smpty an unacceptable way of conducting the
business of the Federal Government.

given permission to revIe and extend going to happen. We wiU come forward with a dire emergency supplehis remarks.)
Mr. DENNY SMITH. Mr. Speaker, mental, and we will spend money
this has been a tough fight, and some anyway. So we are getting an increase
of us are coming away with a wound or in taxation, an increase In spending,
two. This is not a budget package. In and no deficit reduction out of this
fact, it should be transmitted over to package.
the Committee on Ways and Means.
Mr. Speaker, I think that this supThis is strictly a tax blU.
plemental process is where we have a

Mr. Speaker, let us get it straight lot of problems, but that is exactly
here, what we are doing. We are not what is going to happen. If we could
trying to reduce spending, we are freeze the budget we would be much
trying to increase taxes. I do not care better off, but we cannot seem to do
whether you are talking about the so- that.
called tax period which is $134 billion,
Mr. Speaker, I intend to vote no on
the largest tax bill that has ever been this package, and I urge Members to

passed by the Congress, if it is passed. do likewise.
There is no deficit reduction.
Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker, I yield
Mr. Speaker, I personally took a no- 1 minute to the gentleman from Calitax pledge, and I intend to keep that fornia (Mr. FAZIOI.
by voting no on this budget package.
(Mr. FAZIO asked and was given
This budget package, however, is ar- permission to revise and extend his rerived at the end of the fiscal year, plus marks.)
4 to 5 days into the next fiscal year. If
Mr. FAZIO. Mr. Speaker, in any
you look at the appropriation bills other country of the world, any other
that we have handled so far this year, parliamentary democracy, we would be
10 of the 13, we are up by 11 to 12 per- on the verge of having a government
cent, some $40 billion.
tonight. But we are not like
Why did we not Just freeze the failure
them. This is a de facto coalition govbudget at the present level of spending ernment. It is time for us to act reso that no one got any increases and sponsibly and stop being cowardly in
nobody got any decreases? This would front of the public opinion that flows
have been a simpler, more straightfor- into our offices over the telephone,
ward approach to the problem.
organized and unorganized interMr. Speaker, we do not seem to be from
groups.
able to do that. Look at what we are estMr.
Speaker, I respect people from
doing through. In the gas tax, it is aU ideological
points on the spectrum
going to affect young people and work- tonight who have spoken, but it is no

ing people more than any other seg
ment. It is going to hurt business.
Those of us who live in the West,
where distances are great and where

longer enough for us to express our

personal desires, how we wish it would
be. We have to govern. The American
people are losing confidence in this in-

we have to transmit our goods a long stitution. That may be in the political
ways, we are going to get 12 cents a advantage of some. Most of us I think
gallon.
Mr. Speaker, we do not need that suffer as a resu't of that lack of confi-

kind of help in an economy that is dence.
Mr. Speaker, I would urge that the
starting to falter. Not all of this is center,
If there is such in this Institugoing to go back in the Infrastructure. tion, hold
tonight, because If we fail
Too much of it is going to go into the we wiU have
lost another battle for
general fund. There is no guarantee

public confidence and public trust in
that we wiU not get more and more of this democratic Institution. It is much
this kind of taxation, which will basi- harder to build it back than it is to
caUy change the way we are able to lose it. I urge an aye vote for this.
have opportunities and incentives.
sEQUEsTRATION VERsus SuMMIT AGREEMENT
The Medicare portion, supposedly in

the deficit area, but really in the tax
area, is going to Increase premiums,
doubling them in a couple of years.

Half the savings is going to come from

paying the providers less money. Is

that going to be a way to Improve the

health care for senior citizens? No, i$ is
another tax, with no benefit, except to
big government and the bureaucracy.

The quesiton I asked the other day
in the conference I think is stiU very,
very Important. I think this is the key
point; the tax law is going to go into
effect If the Committee on Ways and

Means foUows through, and I hear
people saying there are going to be

Mr. FRENZEL Mr. Speaker, I yield some changes made to the agreement
3 minutes to the distinguished gentle- that have not been made yet here.
But what happens? Whnt happens
man from Oregon (Mr. DEiicy SMITh],

a member of the Committee on the to us on the spending side when we
run out of money in a category like
Budget.

It we don't pass this budget agreement, we
are looking at massive cuts of at least $85 billion in outlays as a result of sequestration.
Defense would be cut by $42.7 biflion. A cut
of this magnitude would seflously threaten the

ability of oui Armed Forces to respond to a
national securtty emergency.

Domestic discretionary programs would be
Out by $42.7 billion.

The deficit is actually expected to be $20
billion greater by October 15, meaning even
greater cuts under sequestration—$105 billion
in cuts with $52.5 biHion coming from defense
and $52.5 biflion coming from non-defense.

By far, the summit agreement treats every
program more fairty. It uwolves real dec&ons,
not a reliance on the "meat ax" approach.
The smmit is more lenient on domestic dis-

etionary spending than sequestration. It is
not a giveaway to discretionary spending. It
'requires restraint. It will require the Appropria-
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tons Committee to go back and make cuts to

Centers for Disease Control fCDC: CDC

bius that have aiready been approved.
For example, the Energy and Water Appropnatons Subcornmthee wit have to take
roughly an $800 miflion hit in domestic discretionary just to make up for the increase in de-

would be cut by $379 million and 1.6 miflion
thildren would not be immunized against mea-

fense spending called for by the summit
agreement. Even deeper cuts will I:kely occur
when the subcommittee takes its share of the
cuts in domestic spending calied for under the
agreement. That represents about an 8-percent across-the-board cut in nondefense
energy and water programs.
The bpaitisan agreenient calls for deficit re-

duction of $40.1 blion in fiscal year 1991—
$38.1 biHion from changes in spending and
tax policy and $2 billion from savings in interest costs. It saves $500 billion over 5 years.
In the first year, 57 percent of the savings
come from spending reductions whIe 43 percent from revenues increases. But over the 5-

year period, tax increases account for less
than 27 percent of the total savings generated
by the package.

sles, mumps, and other diseases.

HIV/AIDS: AIDS funding woud be reduced
by $537 milhon, which would reduce research,
testing, education, and therapy for more than
I million HIV-infected persons.
Nationa' Science Foundation: A reduclion of
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opposed because there is an insufficient growth component. What nonsense. None of us is so prescient that
we can predict the future with confidence, but it is noteworthy that the
Chairman of the Federal Reserve
Board has made a commitment to use

this good office to lower interest rates
if the budget package is accepted. But
$704 million would terminate the support of it should be understood that the
more than 21,000 resea'ch staff.
Farm ownership and operation loans: A re.

ducton of $404 miflion would eliminate 7400
new diTect operating and ownership loans for
farmers.

Compensatory education for the disadvantaged: $217 million wou'd be cut eiiminatng
nearly 2 million at-risk children from the current program. This would result in the program
serving about 4.3 million children in 1991,

status quo is not the alternative. The
world is watching. From Moscow to

Tokyo; from Frankfurt to London,
people are wondering what kind of
mettle American legislators are made
of. If we cannot have the discipline to

reduce by $40 billion a $300 billion def-

whkt is only 43 percent of the children 5 to

icit this fiscal year, the likelihood of
foreign funds continuing to finance
our fiscal profligacy at low interest

17 years of age lMng in poverly. The Current
program series 65 percent of this population.

Here, let me stress that the most

rates is nonexistent.

sands of Fedeal employees. Hundreds of

import that is costing
American
Jobs
is not in the first in1 minute to the distinguished gentlestance Toyotas and Nissans but the
man from Iowa [Mr. LcH].
(Mr. LEACH of Iowa asked and was currency we are sucking up from
given permission to revise and extend around the world to help offset our

thousands of Federal employees would be furloughed, ranging from 22 days to as many as
255 days.
Head Start Wou'd be reduced by $470 muhon. resulting in 113000 chddren being etim,nated from the program.
Human development services: Congregate

Reliance on this currency makes us
vulnerable to foreigners and their, not
our sell-interest.
The economic times we face are unprecedented. Judgments are dicey.
The possibility mild recession winds

EXAMPt.E5 oc THE EFFEcTs OF sEcuEsTRAToN

Federal employees: A fuh-year sequester
would force a reduction-in-force [RIF) of thou-

Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield dangerous

his remarks.)

Mr. LEACH of Iowa. Mr. Speaker,
there is an idiom In the vernacular of
American politics that ail politics is
local." In the past couple of decades
this truism has been translated in congressional politics to 'all politics is inmeals for the elderly would be sharply re- terest group." Hence, legislation has
duced by $46 million, thereby serving nearly had less to do with making choices be900,000 fewer participants. Home delivered tween guns and butter and more to do
meals to the elderly wou'd be reduced by $32 with spooning from the cup of alpha.
million, serving neatly 250,000 fewer partci- bet soup. In the 1980's in particular,
elected representatives repeatedly
pants.
Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Pro- gorged on the ABC's of spending and
gram [LIHEAP]: $443 million would be cut. re- the XYZ's of tax cuts. The end result
ducing the number of families served by more
than 2 million.
VA medcaI care: A reduction of $514 mulion would eliminato VA medical care for over
83,000 inpatients and 1.7 milIpon outpatients.
Pell grants: 1.4 million students, or 35 percent of recipients, would find their grants

eliminated and 2 million additional students

fiscal deficits.

will accelerate into a full-blown de-

pression is directly related to the issue
of confidence, perceptions of whether

this Government has the capacity to
govern. In a very major sense, this

budget vote does not represent a vote
of confidence or no confidence in the
President who is for good reason

is a breakdown n the dietary disci- riding a crest of popular support.
pline of the greatest legislative body in Rather It is a vote of confidence in
the world so such an extent that we Congress vthicli for even better reaion
are now confronted with a bloated $3 is coming under skeptical, if not cynitrillion national debt and a $300 bil- cal, review by the American people.
1on deficit next year alone.
At a time when the economies of the

Mr. Speaker, to vote no" on this world are sliding into recession, at
is ostnch politics Iue is whether the center will hold,

budget resolution

and depression-inducing economics. whether confidence can be restored in
The risks are grave: A rundown in the representative government. Yes, the
stock market; a runaway from Treas- experiment in parliamentarystyIe
ury bills; a runup of Interest rates. government implicit In the summit apTwelve-figure deficits simply have no proach to legislative-executive branch
lion wou'd be cut, resulting in a loss of one- p'ace on the economic agenda of cooperation has offended the country,
third of DENs agent work force at a time either a true liberal or true conserva- particularly Members of this body.
would fend their grants reduced.
NIH; $2.55 biflion would be cut, reducing the
number of biomedical research grants by
4.000 and the number of trainees by 4,000.
Drug Enforcement Administration: $140 mil-

when law enforcement remains a top priority.
Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Menta; Health Administration [ADAMMA): A $893 million cut
would preclude new research grants to fight
alcohol and mental ifiness, and approximately
44.000 drag abusers would not receive treatment due to cuts.
Amtrak: The $189 million cut wou'd result n
the cancellation of most, i not all, service.

Mass transit: $206 million would be cut,
causing cities which re1y heavily on Federal
operaIn9 8ubsdies to ithor cu'1aiJ service or
shut down. These cities Uiclude Buffalo. Ce-

tYO, Phoenbx, nd Kansas City, as well as
most medium ard smaller cities.

Avaton: $1.383 bilbon would be cut, causing chaos
the Nation's air traffic contiol
system. Airpoil control towers would c4ose,
numerous flights cance'ed, and lengthy delays

for a 2aeec.

the.
But it should be clear to all that the
In particular, it is counterfeit con- reason this experiment was initiated is
sers'atism to object to deficit reduction that in a decade of relative peace and
of the nature contemplated in this bill. prosperity Congress allowed the naAnd it i counterfeit liberalism to de- tional debt to triple. It is now the

value the currency with the kind of morning after. The party is over. A
living for the moment spending irnpl!c- new President has been handed a platO
it in politics as usual.
ter of mostly empty glasses to clean
Deficits of the magnitude that are and he has no choice but to sweep the
currently in place are sinkholes in the floor of the litter that reckless politi
road to economic recovery. They Jeop- cal abandonment produced.
ardize the president's program and the
There may be a modicum of dispresidency itself. The American people agreement among economists on how

voted In 1988 for a reduction In the to put together a deficit reduction
rate of growth of government and package, but I know of no economist
taxes, but they did not vote to mort- abroad and very Iew at home thit
gage their future to the whims of un- don't favor deficit reduction of at ea.t
disciplined politicians.
the magnitude we are contemplating
have heard Members on my side today. In fact, the most credible critisuggest the budget package should be cism of this deficit reduction packag•
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Is that it Is relatively modest and puts stantially less than most other alter- iors, wage earning families struggling
the burden of the reductions contem- natives being discussed in Washington to make ends meet, or even the beer
plated off to later years.
these days. Sequestration, for in- drinkers.
Over the last two decades powerful, stance, which looms if this budget
Lord knows we tried In the 1980's,
if

not compelling, cases were mar- package goes down would result

in

but they are collapsing under the

shaled on the side of every tax cut and close to that much of reduction in a burden.
Bpending increase Congress Individual- single year, with the Government
It Is time for change. Vote against
ly enacted. But the whole in legislative being forced to refuse to honor cur- the resolution.
packages is always a little more or a rent CRP obligations.
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield
little less than the parts. While the arIn conclusion, this body must under- 3 minutes to the distinguished and beguments for each of the parts that stand that the reduction of spending loved and erudit.e gentleman from
made up the fiscal whole may have and increase In taxes contemplated in Ohio (Mr. KASICH].
looked meritorious in the recent past, this budget package will cause hardMr. KASICH. Mr. Speaker, I thank
the deficits that resulted have made ships for real people. Refusal to act, the gentleman from Minnesota for
the economy vulnerable to breaches of however, will also cause a hardship yielding time to me.
confidence at home and abroad.
which I am convinced will even be Mr. Speaker, let me just refresh the
Tothy we have an inverse circum- greater, short term as well as long.
memory of Members for a second. In
stance. Individually, the programmatic
In the S&L debacle, Congress 1989 we had a budget summit and we
and tax restraints that make up this learned that refusal to deal with insol- came to the floor with that budges
package lack merit: but the package as vency problems early cost far more summit, and I came to the floor with
a whole Is likely to be healthy for the later. Likewise, with budget deficits. an alternative. On May 4, 1989, in
economy. What Is microeconomicafly The day of reckoning cannot forever regard to that agreement I said, "we
dubious is macroeconomically sound.
be postponed. As far as this Member is
While I, like so many Members, concerned, this is a character vote; It is are waltzing ourselves into a big fat
Increase in this summit agreement,
would have preferred different ingre- the 1at credible chance to deal with tax
I will be back here next year telldients in this starchless supper, the deficit reduction in such a way as to and
ing
you,
'I told you so,' but there will
problem Is that credible alternatives maintain confidence in the economy
lack consensus. If this plan Is not po- and avert a serious downturn In eco- not be mudh solace in saying that. All
litically achievable, the burden will be noniic activity. The best chance to I am asking you to do is to show a
on those who oppose it to construct a avoid serious sacrifice tomorrow is to little restraint."
Do you know what? I have not heard
pain killer that is less painful.
Impose a modicum of discipline today.
In this regard, I am extremely
What Is needed in Congress is a new one single person on the floor of this
pleased at the commitment of the mood, a new sense of public responsi- House saying anything good about the
leadership of both parties to consider bility. Just as a bipartisan foreign summit budget proposal. All they can
the framework of the summit agree- policy demanding sacrifice from the say is it is the best that we can get. No
ment firm, but the details flexible. Americaii people was so crucial to the one has said it is good.
If I pick up the RECORD and run
This Member is convinced that the United States in the 1940's, so a biparequity case for a rearrangement of tisan economic policy demanding sacri- through the comments of yesterday,
burdens is persuasive and frankly sup- fice from the vast majority of political there were scathing attacks on this
ports inserting greater elements of and economic interest groups is crucial budget agreement. What I say to
progressivlty in deficit reduction ef- to American national security In the Members is why feel so bad, why hold
your nose and vote, and that was said
forts. As of this moment, the medicare 1990's.
and home heating fuel bite Is too stiff;
While imperfect in detail, this reso- on May 4, 1989, and as Yogi Berra
upper income burden sharing too lution must be passed. It is time to said, it is deja vu all over again.
light.
I do not believe the people that put
switch legislative gears, to stop playing
this package together understand the
My strong preference, for instance, politics with the economy.
is to take this historic opportunity to
Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker, I yield public mood. Let me tell Members
eliminate tax deductability of interest 1 minute to the gentleman from what I believe the public believes.
for leveraged buyouts. It is time the Oregon (Mr. DEFAzI0.)
They think there is ripoff, waste, inefaverage taxpayer be taken off the Mr. DEFAZJO. Mr. Speaker, did ficiency, and bad programs, and so do
hook of subsidizing moneyed elite Members listen carefully when the I.
using the tax codes to concentrate Clerk read this bill? "A budget resolu- The public wants It fixed with line
ownership of American assets.
tion for the years 1991 to 1995." item veto, a balanced budget amendYet, even without tinkering the bi- Locked In for 5 more years, with the ment and wholesale changes, and in
partisan leadership plan has spread cruel and discredited policies of some cases elimination of Government
rather widely burdens of 8acrif ice. It Reaganomics. Did we not learn from programs, and so do I.
has succeeded across the board in of- the 1980's, fellow Members, you
I offered two budgets, and an alterfending the young and the old: rich cannot spend it all on the military and native to this proposal that makes
and poor, conservative and liberal. reduce the budget? Yet this package huge deficit reductions without taxes,
Sacrif ice is asked of all. It is estimated, far exceeds the House-passed defense that preserves programs for the elderfor instance, that it will cost the aver- budget. You cannot reduce taxes on ly and the needy and programs of opage Iowan $82.64 a year compared to the richest 1 percent of AmerIc.ns portunity, nd they were rejected 3
the national average of $88.22. The again and raise more revenue. Yet this years In a row for bad deals.
cost/benefit could be more positive 11 package is replete with new tac loopThe public does not want to give
It Is assumed that refusal to reduce holes for folks who earn over $200,000 more money to the Government, and
the deficit could lead to higher priced a year or who can afford to invest over neither do X.
goods at the store &nd fewer jobs for $200,000 a year.
The public does not believe taxes
families to earn a fair keep.
will be used to reduce the deficit, and
0 2340
Nonetheless, as legislative package
neither do I.
Iowa gets a better than average deal, You cannot balance the budget with
The public wants us to clean up this
particularly the farm economy which Pollyanna projections about the econ- Government, i-eform ad eliminate
Is exempted from paying a new fue omy as middle Americans slip into the programs. They want us to stay Out of
tax for onlarm operations ,nd which Icy grip of recession: yet this budget their pocketbooks. They do not want
will find new market.s fo corn with assumes a reduction in the price o oil, business &s usual, nd they want us to
the extension of certain tax deduc- halving of thte'est rates and unprece- act to reject this dea' for one that Is
tions for gasohol consumption. By dented growth.
revolutionary, not for one that Just

comparison, the 13 billion -eduction
You cannot balance the budget on smp1y rearranges the furniture. The
in farm programs over 5 years Is sub- th backs of the unemployed, ou sen- public wants that and so do I.
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I hope and pray I am wrong. I hope to react positively? How would you ft was a difficult vote to cast because as the
that you are going to live up to this vote on a package that limits• the Members of this House know, beheve that
deal, that you are going to implement growth of Federal programs to the the best way to reduce the deficit is to cut
the cuts and do what you spell out, rate of Inflation? How would you vote spending, not raise taxes.
should this pass. But do you know when the package before you avoids But Mr Speaker, no one gave me that clear
what? I am afraid come next year I the disastrous automatic budget cuts cut choice. It was not an option.
I

will be back here, and I will be back in under Gramm-Rudman?
The bipartisan package does reduce the
Surely, the only answer Is yes.
this well, and I will be saying, just like
deficit. But it does so by employing both
Economic benefits that can be ex- spending cuts and tax increases.
Yogi did, it is deja vu all over again.
Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker, I yield pected are lower interest rates which
The easy and popu'ar vote on this package
1 minute to the gentleman from Min- will, In turn, create jobs, promote was "no." I, like each of my colleagues, was

housing starts, and save billions of
(Mr. PENNY asked and was given taxpayer dollars in interest payments.
permission to revise and extend his re- In dollars and cents for the average
marks.)
American, we are talking about savMr. PENNY. Mr. Speaker, I do not ings of $110 per month in mortgage
like the budget summit agreement. payments on a typical home and $350
Could I draft a better, more equitable In interest over the life of an auto
package? You bet. Would 218 Mem- loan.
bers vote for my plan? Maybe. Would
There are flaws in the agreement,
the President support it? Probably and plenty of them. But our alternanesota [Mr. PENNY].

tempted to do just that. There are many things

about this package I don't hke and I could
have legitimate'y used any one of them as a
reason to reject this compromise.

But the people of this country, and of my
district in Illinois, whether they support the
package or not, are universally fed up with the

inability of this Congress to take action to setously attack the deficit.
The choice I had to make today was not

tive is much worse. Here Is a sampling just "yes" or "no" on the bipartisan package
Before voting against this bipartisan of what would result from Gramm- In my mind it was a choice of whether this
budget, ask yourself these same ques- Rudman. Our military readiness would
would do something about the defitions. I think you'll inevitably arrive be cut by 50 percent, at a time when Congress
cit or do nothing.
a. the same conclusion: There Is not our troops are stationed in the Persian
Doing nothing was unacceptable to me bemuch choice other than to support the Gulf. It would have reduced net farm cause
I believe doing nothing means dragging
summit package.
Income by 3 percent because of a $3.3 an already
economy into a deep reA "no" vote leaves us without an al- billion reduction In commodity price cession. Aweakened
recession
means unemp!oyment
ternative. Remember, it took our top support programs. The sequestration and pain and broken dreams
real flesh and
leaders over 4 months to develop this would mean that 113,000 children bcod Americans. U's not just for
economic statisproposal. Realistically, we cannot would be eliminated from Head Start.
expect quick bipartisan agreement on Inpatient and outpatient care for 1.8 tics were talking about.
think as the Congressman from the 14th
another mix of cuts and taxes. That million veterans would be eliminated.
rr:eans, in the meantime, sequestration Pell grants would be reduced or elimi- District of lUinois I have an obIigaton to prewill be implemented.
nated for 3.4 million students. Prena- vent that kind of pain.
Many have called my office and said "let
If you think folks are mad about the tal health care for low-income women
not.

1

summit package, wait until you see
how they feel once we shut the Gov:nment down with a sequester. Don't
kid yourself that they will blame the

would be sharply reduced, no doubt

sequestration go forward" That approach has

contributing to our already tragic some appeal. We can easily conjure up the

infant mortality rate. Add that to picture of some unpleasant Federal bureauslower processing of Social Security crat being said off and say, "so what."
F:esident or the other party. They claims, fewer air traffic controllers, But consider that some of those Governwill blame us all.
and furloughs of hundreds of thous- ment empoyees a'e the nurses at the VA
If you agree that more must be done dands of Federal employees, and you hospital, or the cek processing a Medicare
fr cut the deficit, there isn't much of a cn see why an alternative to automat- claim for an elderty person who needs the
refund, or an air traffic controller who is vital
choice left. Your budget plan won't ic cuts had to be found.
become law; neither will mine. The
The hard fact that must be faced is to keeping people and goods moving through
summit agreement is the only option that we have only two alternatives to the sky
The impact of the $100 billion Grammavailable that a majority In Congress reducing the deficit, raising taxes and

ght support and that the President reducing spending. Nobody likes to do
.1l accept.
either. However, we have to make
Vote yes. It's a tough vote, but given some short-term sacrifices to achieve
the lack of a reasonable alternative— tie long-term goal of fiscal health,
in Wilfred Brimley's words "it's the Government integrity, and solid eco-

Rudman meat ae is a Government that
cannot provide important services.

Those of us who reject the idea that big
government is the answer to all our problems
might feel some sense of satisfaction that se-

questration has brought the monster to its
nomic prosperity.
right thing to do."
The time has arrived to govern—to knees, but the collapse of confidence around
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield
i minute to the distinguished gentle- govern is to choose—let us choose to the world that would aceompany the chaos
would rock this country into deep recession.
iran from Ohio [Mr. OwY].
act decisively tonight.
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield Once again, the working men and women of
(Mr. OXLEY asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his re- such time as he may consume to the America lose.
As to the tax increases in this package.
gentleman from California [Mr. GALmarks.)
doi't like them. find the gasoline ta particuMr. OXLEY. Mr. Speaker, when con- LEGLY].
(Mr. GALLEGLY asked and was larly hard to swallow at a time when our probsidering my vote on this evenings important Issue, I thought about my rea- given permission to revise and extend lems in the Middle East have already driven
up prices at the pump.
sons for supporting the budget agree- his remarks.)
But those in this House who refuse to make
Mr. GALLEGLY. Mr. Speaker, I rise
ment package. Alter looking through
additional cuts in spending—and they are a
some messages from constituents op- in opposition to the resolution.
posed to the resolution, I wanted to Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield majority here, leave us no choice but to look
ask them: How would you vote if you such time as he may consume to the at some tax increases as a means to reduce
were presented with a package that di3tinguished gentleman from Illinois the deficit.
I

would reduce the Federal deficit by (Mr. HA5TERT].
$500 billion over the next 5 years? (Mr. HASTERT asked and was given
How would you vote if on a package permission to revise and extend his rethat contained no new Income taxes marks.)
ard that left Social Security COLA's Mr. HASTERT. Mr. Speaker, I rise

untouched? How would you vote on a in support of the resolution.
Today I voted to support the bipartisan
package that wiU likely lower Interest
rates and cause the financial markets package to reduce the deficit by $500 billion.

If not the luxury taxes and the sin taxes,

then what?
The alternative some Members of Congress
propose is an across-the-board increase in
income tax rates. That means paying more tax

or every dime you earn. Most of the men and
women in my district are working to put a roof
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They are not buying $100,000 boats and olaily hard. Thirteen billion dollars are to come
$30,000 cars. They'd rather stick with a luxury out of agecufture price s.port programs in
Itw nest 5 years. in addition, of the proposed
taL
Mr Speaker, the real answer to our deficit new taxes, over 40 percent tall on Pensportaproblem is to cut wastetuland ineffective Gov- lion. The mcrease in gas and diesel tases will
ernment programs and to curb our appetite for be especially hard on Nebraskans, who, of nenew spending. But the fact of life is that the cessity. drive two to Vwee times farther In a

accuse. to complain, to bicker. I feel

swayed to prevent the catastrophic

consequences of its defeat.. Many of
my constituents have voiced disapproval with this deficit package for
one reason or another, and in some
cases for selfish reasons. How many

yew than urban residents. Nebraskans have nations would love to have a choice as
cuts. We know that because we've tried on fewer mess transit aid car pool opportunities. we have tonight. Mr. Speaker, the opvote after vote on this floor and President Many worldng Nebraskans have a daily round tions are clear: Compromise or chaos.
majority In this House wiU not vote for those

Bush tried for months An the summit.

But my constituents expect me to come
here and vote, not on hopes and wishful

trip job-commute of 60 to 100 miles.
A State ilke Nebraska necessarily depends
heavily on Duck transportation. The combina-

tion of the 10-cent excise tax on diesel fuel
thinking, but on reality
That reality today is a hoice between for commercial trucking and 2 cents on nearly
standing on the floor of the House and wailing all refined petroleum products means a 12about the fact that my colleagues would not

cent-per-gallon increase for truck fransporta-

agree with me about the need for more lion. Most families in rural areas depend on

In the words of John F. Kennedy, so
eloquently penned 35 years ago:

We shall need compromises in the days

' but these will be. or should be,
compromises of issues, not of principles. We
can cornprcenise our political positions, but
ahead,

not ourselves. We can resolve the clash of
interests without conceding our Ideals

spending cuts, or to accept a package our fuel oil or propane for heat Adding insult to compromise need not mean cowardice
This may be unpleasant but we can
President believes has a good chance of low- v!Ixy, at the last minute, after a summit
ering interest rates and helping us avoid a ógreement had been reached, the senior Sen- not abdicate our responsibility or our
ator from Texas added a 2-cents-per-gallon duty. Therefore I urge my colleagues
deep recession.
to support this budget.
The choice was posturing for the camera tax on heating oil
Nebraska is the last place that the PresiMr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield
and telling people what they want to hear, or
dent should look for si4lport on this budget 2 minutes to the distinguished gentletaking action.
I am voting for the budget package because recommendation. Tls package is a bad deal man from Florida (Mr. JAMEs]
Mr JAMES. Mr. Speaker, do you beIt Is the best deal President Bush could get for Nebraskaris, for woTking people, aid for
from a spend crazy Congress and with our the elderly Itmalso bad for farmers and for lieve in America? Do you believe in
economy in deep trouble getting something is nial communities. This proposal needs funda- what hundreds of thousands of brave
mental changes. Reject this resolution and citizens have sacrificed for? More than
better then getting nothing.
Mr Speaker, nothing is what we have been

doing for too long about the deficit. We've

lets get serious about putling together a senous deficit reduction package through the
democratic process in the Congress.

300 years ago persecuted victims came
to our shores seeking a simple right—a
voice. A voice of independence—a voice
Mr. PANE'FTA. Mr Speaker, I yield of freedom—a voice of righteousness.

gotten very good at
But the people I represent are fed up with our doing nothing. I believe they wanted me to show some courage 1 minute to the gentlewoman from Now we are asked to chart a fiscal
and to act.
course that will Impact the lives of
Maryland, [Mrs. BYRON].
In the days ahead, I hope this Congress will
Mrs. BYRON. Mr. Speaker, as we generations to come.
get senous about finding additional spending approach one of the most crucial votes
I ask again—do you believe in Amerto cut. The American people should demand this body will face this year, I cannot ica? Do you believe that this tas and
that we find them and trade them off for the help but recall John F Knnedy's elo- slash proposal is best for America?
taxes we hate
quent words in his book, "Profiles In My colleagues, do you believe that
But in the meantime, promises will not do Courage." As a Member of the other we are here to endorse a punishing
We have to take what we can get. The action body, Kennedy recalls the lives of nu- package because our partisan leaders
we take today, as unpleasant as it is to me merous politicians faced with tuinultu- ask us to do so? I think not. I believe
and to my constituents, meant we did some- ous times, difficult decisions, and pow- in America. I believe in the basic tenet
thing rather than nothing to reduce the deficit. erful public pressures. Courage Is the that ours is a government of the
ft doesn't stop us from doing more and doing recurring theme, as each politician people, by the people, and for the
better But it means we are finafly facing up to profiled decides to place aside parochi- people. This proposal fails to meet any
the task we were sent here to do
al interests for the good of the Nation. of those standards, by any measure.

Today, Mr. Speaker, each one of us This proposal rips cash from the pockMr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield
such time as he may consume to the Is faced with an extremely delicate di- ets of the hardest working Americans,
distinguished gentleman from Nebras- lemma: Do we reject this budget com- who are barely getting by as it is—our
promise for many specific objection- neighbors, who strive each day to
ka (Mr. Bsmsu'rxa].
(Mr. BEREUTER asked and was able items? In the process throwing achieve the American dream of f mangiven permission to revise and extend the Federal Government into fiscal clal security. This proposal will extinchaos? Do we defer to the President guish that dream.
his remarks.)
Mr BEREUTER. Mr Speaker, this member
rises In strong opposition to this resolution.
The deficit-reduction budget package is very
inequitable. Most of the burden of reducing
the deficit falls on working families and on

middle-Income retirees. Almost all of the revenue changes hit consumers. This package
asks very little of the truly wealthy and, in fact.

and our own congressional leaders who
Our Founding Fathers never intendhaved worked tirelessly to create a bi- ed for a private club of summiteers to

partisan budget accord? Each of
set Federal spending priorities. We
has that decision to make. Either way must vote down this devastating packwe decide to vote will not be easy. I age borne In a cloud of cloistered semust remind my colleagues that
crecy, and instead craft a fiscal course
Congress, insisttng on distinct idealogi- that. serves the interests and needs of

cal differences, failed in our duty tO all Americans. Do not be intimidated
perform what ought to be our highest by political pressure or partisan
priority each year—responsibly man- gamesmanship. Please join me in
crease productivity and economic growth. ft is aging this Nation's budget.
voting for the best interests of the
disproportionately an effort to balance the should have been accomplished by 435 people who sent you here.
budget on the backs of working men and legislative leaders thIs year was ultibelieve in America. I believe that
women. Furthermore, the economic projec- mately and unfortunately left for a my vote—that my voice—must be rephandful
of
congressional
and
executions on which it Is based are wildly optimistic.
resentative of the people who sent me
creates again a whole new category of tax
shelters that would do little or nothing to in-

Restraints on future spending are set too high

and the resolution has weak enforcement
mechanisms.

tive leaders to fix in a few short here, I believe In America—I believe in
months. Now, with our backs to the our democratic form of prepresenta-
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tive Government and I trust and be- kids across America, vote against this pack- rence, Issued a clarification statement
eve in the people who elected me. To. age. If you want to return school lunch pro- today which makes it clear that comnight, I carry their message to this grams to the days when ketchup was a fruit mittees have that latitude. The pivotal
Federal legislature—do not punish the

American people for the mistakes of
the past. Care for their needs through
compassionate fiscal restraint: believe
in America. Do not be Intimidated by
political pleas. Please vote this down.

And give America a voice In crafting a
responsible and compassionate deficit
reduction package that will create for

and relish was a vegetable, vote against this
package. If you want to deny the chance for a
college education to a million needy students
using Pell grants and guaranteed student
loans, vote against this package. If you want
to make Meals on Wheels grind to a haft and
to stash service at every Social Security office
in this country, vote against this package. If
you want our country to fight the war on drugs

ourselves and for the generations to with one arm tied
follow a better America.
0 2350
Mr. PANETI'A. Mr. Speaker. I yieid

such time as he may consume to the
gentleman

from

Delaware

(Mr.

CARPER].

behind its

back, vote

aqainst this package. If you want to cripple
the most promising initiatives in years that
ceuld enable hundreds of thousands of Ameri-

cans to move off the 'elfare roIs and onto
pyroUs, vote agaInst this package.
if you want to protect our environment and

the health and safety of American workers

clarification he issued shapes the
nature of our debate tonight.
A vote for the resolution Is a vote to
give Congress the opportunity to
regain control over the budget process.

We will have, in our committees, the
opportunity to reshape and make sig
nificant changes in Medicare, tax
policy, defense spending, unemploy-

ment compensation, highway and aviation irestructure investments. We need

to reshape the future of this country.
With that assurance, I will vote for

this resolution, but I will retain the
right and exercise that right to vote
against reconciliation if it does not

(Mr. CARPER asked and was given less, vote against this pac.age. If you want to r.eet my hopes and my dreams.
Mr.

permissIon to revise and extend his re- shut down meat and poultry processing plants
marks.)
end to ptay havoc with the lives with a great

Mr. CARPER. Mr. Speaker, I rise in support
of this budget compromise.

The phones in my congressional offices
have not stopped ringing since Monday morn-

ir. All of the caflers agree on one point: Our
budget deficit must be cut. Most of them &so
agree on a second point: deficit reduction
should not come at their expense.
Beer drinkers don't want to pay an extra 2.5
cents for a can of beer. Car and truck owners
don't wart to pay an extra nickel or dime for a

gallon of gas. Smokers don't want to pay an

etra 4 or 8 cents for a pack of cigarettes.
Frsons earning more than $100,000 don't
want to lose any of the deductions they now
eljoy. Merchants selling expensive jewehy,
furs and boats don't want to lose any customers due to a luxury on the goods they sell.
Iealth care providers want to be reimbursed
more not less for the seMces they provide.
Senior citizens want no freeze on their annual
COLA's, but they do want to see their out-ofpocket

Medicare-related

expenses

frozen.

many dedicated civil servants and their families, vote against this package. And finally, if

you want to demonstrate graphically to all
Americans and to the world our inability to
govern, vote against this package.
As I aøproached today's vote on this deficit
reduction package, I took a step back to refkct on the reasons that led me, and I sus-

pect many of you, to run for Congress in the

Speaker, tonight we vote on process,
not substance. Yesterday in the Democratic
caucus, I raised this question: if this resoLition
were adopted, would committees have the
latitude, in the reconciliation bill—which wCI
become law, to make changes in the specific
provisions of the summit agreement and bring
that reconcihation biU through the Rules Committee to the floor.
Late today, the Speaker issued the following statement:

The President and the bipartisan IeadtrWe did not run for Congress in order to s1ip always understood that many of the
leave to the courts, to requators, to 0MB, or pJietes set forth in the budget agreement
the Gramrn-Rudrnan meat ax the responsibiiity are for llJustrtive purposes only and that
committees of jurisdiction retain Uie
for making difficult, poticaIIy dangerous deci- tne
right to achieve the savings required
sions on the most criticai issues facing our through alter.iative poliefes.
first place.

country.

Ths pivotal clarification reshapes the nature
We did not run for Corgress in Order to
hold our fingers in the wind to discurn how of our debate ton'ht. It defines the question
public opinion is blowing &t a given moment before us as a procedural vole—a vote on a
and to vote accordingly.

And, we did not run for Congress to cast
v3tes that might be pohticaUy expedient, but

were not in the eong-terrn interests of our

Farmers want bigger subsidies, not smaller ccwntry and its people.
ces. Defense industry workers want to avoid
We came here to make tough decisions.
layoffs. The insurance industry wants to be We have been entrusted by the people of our
ktt alone. In short, everybody wants to go to States to use our best jLdgments and to
heaven, but nobody wants to die.
hammer out needed, if difficult, compromises
This week, I have spoken with a number of with those holding dtfering views. We came
cur colleagues wPo apparently believe that here to govern. We came here more cononce this compromise is defeated, they can cerned about our country's future than about
pit together a coahtion of 218 Representa- our own politicaf concerns.
tives and 51 Senators to pass a budget pack.
Let us recall today those reasons that
ae morø ref'ective of their philosophical brought us to Congress in the first place. Let
vews an put t on the Presidents desk. That, us vote to adopt this budget resolution. It is
my fr'eri. k a Oioedream. It isn't going to the responsible thing to do.
happen. That beIif represents a triumph of
Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker, I yield
hope over experience. There are not 218 1 minute to th gentleman from MinHouse Democrats and 51 Senate Democrats nesota (Mr. OB1sTAR], a member of
who will vote for a re& deficit reductton plan tue Committee on the Budget.
that cuts spending and raises taxes, white
(Mr. OBERSTAR asked and was

5year, $500 bdlion deficit reduction goal—riot
a vote on the specifics of the summit agreement.

A vote for this budget resolu':on is a vote to
give Congress the opportunity to regain control over the budget process. The Speaker's
statement of clarification means that House
committeos wifl have the latitude to make sgnificant changes in Medicare, tac policy, defense spending, unenpc'yment compensation,

and the highway and aviation infrastrjctre
p'cvisions of the summit agreement.
With that assurance from the Speaker—that
we wlP !e ab!e to bring an aIernative prcpos.

at to the floor of this House—I will vote for
this resolution, to give the House the opportunity we need and deserve to reshape this

budget to meet the needs of the people we
represent.
I retain aid wi!I exercise the rigPit to vote
against reconcUiation if that biN does not reflect the poritios that I hoid dear.

given permission to ievlse and extend Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield
his remarks.)
such time as he may consume to the
If you pan on voting agarnst this comproMr. OBERSTAR. Mr. Speaker, to- gentleman from Arizona [Mr. KYL].
rrse today, you are paying a hgh-stakes night we vote on process, not sub(Mr. KYL asked and was given perevery Member of the opposite party votes the
Other way.

game. If you want to throw finar.cial markets
into turmoil, vote against this package, cause
tt'e doflar to fall and interest rates to rise, vote
against this package. If you want to trigger a
transportation nightmare in this country, aftcting airline passengers, Amtrak passen-

grs,

and

mass

transit

commuters,

vote

against this package. If you want to close
hundreds of Head Start child care programs
and chapter 1 programs for disadvantaged

stance.
mission to revise and extend his re
Yesterday In the Democratic caucus. marks.)
I raised the question, if this resolution
Mr. KYL. Mr. Speaker, I rise In opi adopted, would the committees hae position to the resolution.

the latitude In reconciliation which
will become law to make changes in
the specific provisions of the summit
agreement and bring reconciliation
through rules and to the floor. The

Speaker, with the President's concur-

Mr. Speaker, I signed the No Tax Increase
padge when I ran for Congress 4 years ago. I
sçjned it again in 1988, and again this year.
didn't make that pledge to my constituents
because it was politically expedient. I did it because it was right. The Amencan people are
I
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not undertaxed. The Congress has no lack of
revenue to spend.

Let's not fool ourselves, Mr.. Speaker. The apending; I think Congress can continue to
choice before us tonight is not between this reduce waste; I believe Congress must contin
Ten years ago, the Federal Government package. and the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings ue to look to ways to encourage the private
collected more than $599 billion from the cuts. There are alternatives ready to be sector and eliminate inefficient Government
American peopte. Next year, revenues will brought to the floor. Several weeks ago, for entities.
total nearly $1.2 trillion—almost double the example, a number of us on this side of the
This budget agreement is an 'attempt to
fiscal year 1981 tevel. However, the summi- aisle proposed the "4-percent solution." We
move toward reducing years of excessive govteers don't seem to believe that a doubling of also can consider a spending freeze. And,
ernmental growth. I promise to continue my
revenues is enough. They want to levy one of there are Others.
effoits toward more efficient, less expensive
the largest tax increases in the Nation's histoMr. Speaker; I urge my cofleagues to vote
government Years from now I hope we will
ry on top of that.
"no" on this resolution. It is not fair. It is not
look back at this agreement, remembering the
Well, Mr. Speaker, I can't go along. I have effective. It is not the best we can do.
to vote against the budget summit agreement,
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield skepticism and disdain in which it was first
and I am going to do so for essentially three such time as he may consume to the held, yet realizing It worked.
We have reached the end of the time in
reasons.
gentleman
from
Arizona
(Mr.
which we can just talk. We must and will, act
First, this is not a deficit reduction accord, It RHODEs].
is a tax increase accord, plain and simple—
(Mr. RHODES asked and was given to do what needs to be done. It is not easy,
$134 billion in higher taxes over the next 5 permission to revise and extend his re• just necessary.
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield
years. And, that $134 bilhon is in addition to marks.)
the revenue increases that wiU be generated
Mr. RHODES. Mr. Speaker, I rise in 2 mInutes to the distinguished gentleas a result of economic growth.

The accord foresees revenues of $1.5 trillion by fiscal year 1 995—a total of $335 billion

more than in fiscal year 1991. How can our
economy prosper with the Government taking

that much out of the people's wa'lets? The
answer, Mr. Speaker, is that it won't prosper.
This tax increase will send the already soft
economy into certain recession.
Second, the spending cuts purported to be
in this package lust don't exist. Spending will
actually increase under this budget by $98.3
billion next year—up 7.8 percent About the

strong support of the budget resou- man from Iowa (Mr. Gwy).
tion, not because I love it but because

(Mr. GRANDY asked and was given

I recognize it as the only resolution permission to revise and extend his re
which can pass this House.
Mr.

Speaker, this Nation has arrived at a

moment it has never before faced. This is the
moment when the great size and cost of the

marks.)

Mr. GRANDY. Mr. Speaker, I certainly have a lot of reasons to oppose
this resolution tonight: $13 billion in
agriculture cuts, that is not a sector of

Federal debt and the yearly budget deficits
which add to ft have forced this Congress to my economy, that is my economy.
finally evaluate its future, and that of the naI certainly have a lot of reasons
tional economy.
The share of the national debt of each man,

to

oppose this. I have a district in a State
has the highest density of people over
woman, and child in this country now stands the age of 85 in the country, and I also
only thing that might be cut is the rate at at $12,400. For a family of four that equals have a district that is going to get all
which spending will increase.
nearly $50,000. The Federal Government can of those mIddleclass taxes, because it
Of the claimed spending feductions, about no longer continue to mortgage the futures of
Is mostly middle class like the rest of
20 percent aren't really spending reductions at this country's children.
the country.
all. They are fees, taxes, and premium inA budget agreement has been reached by a
But I am going to support it, and I
creases—just more taxes.
bipartisan group of congressional Republicans
A large portion of the reductions, the fees, and Democrats along with the President It re- have supported It since the beginning
come in the Medicare Program. Senior citi- sults from our Nation's confrontation with fts basically because my people told me

zens wou'd face higher premiums and a fiscal future and our desire to finally end what
higher deductible amount on their Medicare has for too long been one of the Nation's
coverage. Many seniors have told me they greatest economic concerns—the Federal
would be willing to pay a little more, but only if
others had to make sãmilar sacrifices, and only
if Congress reduced spending. But, those
Other cuts haven't materialized.
Moreover, any claimed savings that do exist

ire certain to disappear as a result of the
leadership's assurances to members of the
majority aD day that the specifics can be rewritten in the committees to satisfy the objections they might have.
With that assurance, any semblance of discipline remaining in' the package is gone. The
committees have produced budgets based on
nothing but smoke and mirrors year after year.

They will do ft again, unless the terms of the
agreement are binding—and apparently they
are not.
Third, critical enforcement provisions are

missing—no balanced budget amendment, no
Iine-ftem veto, no enhanced rescission authority, no effective sequester.

budget deficft. This agreement seeks to end
the yearly deficits that have increasingly
dragged down our economic future.

Mr. Speaker, if I could have designed my
own budget, I would surely have included a
capital gains cut, greater cuts in Government
waste and spending and, at the very 'east,
much less in taxes. In short, I would have
done it a lot differently. The fact is, however, I
am but one of 535 Members of Congress, and
cannot always have my way. In truth, no
Member feels he or she got ft entirely their
way in this budget agreement
For the first time in Congress, this budget
agreement includes caps on spending along
with enforcement language requiring spending
increases to be self-financing. In other words,
if someone desires increased spending in a
particular area, spending must be reduced
somewhere else. This is a crucial step toward
keeping the deficit, once balanced, in balance.
In the area of taxes, I have of course been
extremely reluctant to support revenue measures. I have voiced concern over the effects
of tax increases on the economy. Yet, Mr.

Mr. Speaker, we have heard a lot here tonight about leadership. We've heard that ft
takes leadership to cast an "aye" vote on this
package. Well, I don't think the American
people really believe that leadership is about Speaker, those that are included are of a
making bad choices, or blindly• following the nature that should not drastically affect the
summiteers. That is not leadership.
Nation's productivity. Some are phased In
What this budget resolution teHs the Amen- over a period of years. Others apply to only
can people, if ft passes, is that Congress has the wealthiest of individuals. Importantly, we
no leadership; that ft would rather lay a tre- allowed no increase in income tax rates.
mendous tax burden on the backs of the
Savings amounting to $500 billion is a ot of
American people than make the difficult money,, even when spread over 5. years. I
choices about how to spend less money.
think this Congress can continue to reduce

to: They did not know they were

saying that, but when I polled them
about a week ago on economic matters, the one thing that concerned
them as much as the Middle East,
which is foremost In their minds, was
the national debt, not agriculture, not
Social Security, not Medicare, not

even Iowa; the country. Maybe what

they were saying at that time was,

"You have got a choice to make here,
politics which is about making speeches, or governing, which is about
making choices."

If they can say that to us even

before they knew what the gas tax was
going to be or the dairy assessment or

whatever, if they can say that they
want us to pull together and come up

with a national solution, we can at
least begin that process tonight. We

can at least support an agreement that
the President and the Speaker and the

majority and the minority leaders,
maybe for the only time in the next
decade, agreed upon begrudgingly. We
can at least support that consensus.

1 am going to support that consensus, because I believe the way the

people of my district believe, that you
cannot delay, you cannot debate, you
have to deliver.
Support the resolution.
Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker, I yield
such time as she may consume to the
gentlewoman from Hawaii (Mrs.
MINK].
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such time as he may consume to the
permission to revise and extend her re- aye on this.
This Is a resolution. This Is not law. gentleman from Colorado (Mr.
marks.)

Mrs. MINK. Mr. Speaker, 1 thank This is a resolution that asks us and

SEAGOSI.

(Mr. SKAGOS asked and was given
the gentleman for yielding time to me. directs us to go back to our commitMr. Speaker, I rise In opposition to tees and to take our responsibilities permission to revise and extend his rethe resolution.
and figure them out as best we can marks.)
Mr. SKAOGS. Mr. Speaker. I thank
Mr. Speaker. I cannot vote for this deficit re- and then bring them back to the floor
duclion budget resolution House Contxirrent
where we will try to make law. We owe the gentleman for yielding time to me.
Mr. Speaker, as distasteful as it is to
fairness and that to the American public to do
Resolution 310. The issue
equity. This budget package s neither lair or
equitable. It does not distribute the tax burden
fairly across the board. It favors the wealthy at
the eiq,ense of the middle-income families.

choose bad policy, It is better than
that.
There are three principal problems choosing no policy. We should support
with this, and there are others, but this agreement
there are three principal problems.

First of all, W Speaker, asking our ekierly
Medicare: Give us a chance, we will
to pay an additional $383.40 each year for fix it. The burden distribution: Give us
Medicare benefits is not fair when the rest of a chance, we will fix it. The tax exthe Nation is riot being asked to make the penditures: Give us a chance, we will
same or equivalent sacnflce. Many of our el- fix It.
derly are barely making ends meet. This reso-

lution asks senior citizens to pay more than
many can afford for medical care. Many will
be forced to cut doctor visits, which are so essential for their health care and maintenance.
This resolution cuts Medicare reimbursements
to hospitals and clinics which wilt force many

But do not vote no and bring down

this Government in disgrace and disaster. Give us a chance to work.

We owe that to ourselves and to all

the American people.
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr Speaker, Iyield.2

minutes to the distinguished gentle-

to shut down, making delivery of health care
man from Indiana (Mr. BURTON.].
to the elderly even worse. Mr. Speaker, this
Mr. BURTON of Indiana Mr.
resolutions Medicare provisions are cruel and
Speaker, how much money do we want
unfair and cannot be allowed to take effect.
Second, the gasoline tax increase is espe- to spend, folks? How much money do

cially unfair on my constituents who must
drive long distances to and from work I represent rural Hawaii. My constituents will suffer
greatly from this tax increase. Hawaii already
has the highest gasoline tax in the Nation. If
this package passes, it would raise our cornbeed local, State, and Federal gasoline tax to
52 cents a gallon. This is an outrageous levy
on the working people, who we being asked
to pay more than their fair share.
Mr. Speaker, the veiy wealthy, those in the

we want to spend?
Ten years ago, we were getting $599
billion In revenues from e.ll kinds of

taxes. Now, this next fiscal year, we

are going to get $1.2 trillion, more
than double the amount of tax reve-

This budget agreement Is an abomination.
Adopting it would be worse than all other P05sibilities except one—and that is not adopting

It
We have the awful choice between a grossly unfair agreement, on the one hand, and a
plunge into fiscal and governmental chaos, on
the other. As distasteful as the choice of bad
pohcy is, it is preferable to the choice of no
policy—a default In government—and the potential for catastrophe that goes with it
Why resort to the seemingly dramatic use of
a word like "catastrophe"? Because I believe

there is a very real risk that's what would
ensue. And I can't see how I meet my most
fundamental responsibility to the country if
cavalierly ignore that risk. It Is a risk that derives from the absence of any authority to
fund the operations of the Federal GovernI

ment after midnight on October 5, and the ab-

sence of any prospect for legislation to provide that authority unless Congress gives its

tax revenues without a tax Increase

approval to this lousy agreement
Let's start with the basics. We simply have
40 get the deficit under control. And that's the
basic purpose of this agreement—cutting the
deficit by $40 billion this year, and by $500 bitllon over 5 years.

&er 10 percent of the income scale, are

because of economic

twice that of the higher brackets. The wealthy

billion a year we are getting in new

ing us dependent on loans from foreign coun-

We are now going to load on the
back of the American taxpayers the

The people of this country understand that
we can't keep operating In the red. They understand that reducing the deficit requires real
action—not more of the accounting games
and gimmicks that have enabled Washington
for years to pretend it's reducing the deficit.
This budget agreement will mean real deficit
reduction. That's the best that can be said
about It. It is largely free of gimmicks, sleightof-hand, or false accounting. It would cut
spending, raise revenue, and reduce the deficit. And with that comes real pain.
Americans are willing to accept some cuts
In spending, some Increases In taxes, some
belt-tightening all around, some pain—as long
as they believe everyone Is being called on to
bear his lair share. They deserve no less. Unfortunately, this agreement gives them a lot

nues we were getting 10 years ago, but
that is not enough.

Over the next 4 to 6 years, we are

going to get at least $80 billion In new

Wrongheaded policies over the last 10
growth, the
have produced a mountain of accumuyears
growth
that
was
started
under
Ronald
being asked to carry only a small fraction of
the burden. ft Is the middle-income families Reagan, end with 21 mIllion new Jobs. lated deficits. The national debt has more
making from $20,000 to $50.000 a year who But that is not enough. But that is not than tripled. It Is mortgaging our future, drainare being hit the hardest. Their burden Is enough. With $80 billion plus the $600 ing national savings and investment, and leav-

already benefit from the current tax laws,
which give them a lower rate at the higher incomes. This inequity was not corrected in this

deficit reduction package, ignoring the fact
that the middle-income families are being
asked to pay more while no adiustmants to
make the rates more equitably for them were
included.

Finally. Mr. Speaker, this budget package
allo,s for many tax loopholes that are vague
but coud result in massive windfalls for many
corporahons. The cost is listed at $12 billion.
Why should this Congress vote for $12 billion
more In tax loopholes In a deficit reduction
package that levies new taxes on the working
people? it Is wrong to put In tax loopholes of
undetermined magnitude and only justify them
by saying they are needed for stimulating the
economy.
Mr. Speaker; This resolution is unfair and inequitable. I urge the House to vote down this

revenues from 10 years ago, that is not tnes. We have to reduce the deficit we have
to stop adding to the debt.
enough.

largest tax increase in American histo-

ry. We are going to increase the gas

tax, the beer tax, the wine tax. the cigarette tax, first-time sales tax, we are

going to increase home heating oIl 2

cents a gallon, we are going to increase
Medicare fees by $30.7 billion.
Where is It going to end? I do not be-

lieve that we are going to cut spend-

ing. We did not cut It in 1982 when we

passed TEI"lA, and this Rouse guaranteed that for each $1 in new taxes,

there would be 3 in spending cuts.
And I do not believe It now.

The American people want a lid put

on spending. They do not want new

taxes.

If we pass this, make no mistake

less.

represents our sense of equity.

Take taxes. One of the myths of current
politics Is that Americans won't tolerate any

Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Speaker, the sands of people will lose their Jobs.
hour Is late, the frustration Is high, and it will be on our heads.
We do not need a tax Increase right
the oratory has been inspiring, sometimes, but let us stop and think what now, folks. We need to cut spending.

I've found people are wilting to accept the

resolution so that we can write a budget that

about it, the precipice on which we sit
Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker, I yield right now, this recession that faces
1 mInute to the gentleman from Flori- this Nation that we are about to enter,
will be exacerbated. Hundreds of thouda (Mr. GIBBOIISI.

increase in taxes and will vote against all candidetes who do. When I first ran for Congress
In 1986, I said that some lax Increase would
be a ncessary part of any balanced, effective
package to reduce the deficit. And I've repeated that since then, In campaigns and in office.
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kiea of tax increases, if It's part of an overall,
comprehensive program, and if the taxes are
fair.

But this budget agreement would instead
continue the recent trend of making the Tax
Code less fair. Throughout the 1980's, tax
changes kept giving breaks to the people with

big incomes, and putting more and more of
the tax burden on the people with low and
middle incomes. It's long past time to reverse
this trend, and make those who got the big
breaks in the 1980's pay their fair share again.
Instead, this agreement would increase the

tax burden on the low- and middle-income

lion, especially

if t lifts -or 4eays the

sequestration provisions.
Thus, we'd likely face -at least a few days of
the Government being without any funds, of
Gramm-Rudman

Government being closed down. On top of

mission to revise and extend his re-

that, the current extension of the Federal debt
ceiling will soon expire, and with it the Government's authority to borrow money.
Eventually some agreement on a new continuing resolution would have to be produced,
but probably one that left the Gramm-Rudman
sequestration in effect. That would mean
across-the-board cuts of 32.4 percent in domestic programs and 35.3 percent in defense

marks.)
Mr. RAY. Mr. Speaker, I rise In sup-

Americans more than on the wealthy. For ex- programs.
ample, families in the $30,000 a year category
The net result of all of this would the comwill pay 3 percent more in taxes; those over plete, even f temporary, cessation of all Gov$200,000 a year, only 1.5 percent more. That
ernment programs and activities. Which would
is a fundamental flaw in the agreement. And it
be followed by a one-third cut In those prois a huge flaw. But it is not the only one.
grams
and activities when they resume. InIt's also unconscionable to me that this
budget relies on Medicare to make up a fifth cluding the funds for our military forces in the
of all cuts. Higher premiums, higher deducti- Persian Gulf, and for essential services, like
bles, and drops in payments for services will getting out Social Security checks and managseriously affect millions of elderly and handi- ing aviation operation, at home.
The Government would default on Federal
capped people who are dependent on the
program, as well as the hospitals and physi- bills and obligations for the first time in the
cians who serve them. Comparably outra- history of our Republic. And that could easily
geous is the idea of forcing those who lose tugger a panic in financial markets and flight

their jobs to wait an extra week before be- from our economy of the foreign funds on
coming eligibte for unemployment insurance.
The agreement on defense spending is also
grossly inadequate. It would actuafly increase

budget authority for defense in fiscal year
1992 and 1993. Have we completely closed

our eyes to the changes going on in the
world? The huge buildup of the past decade
was designed to provide a defense against a
Soviet threat that is not at all what it used to
be. The world is not yet, and is not likely to
soon be, a safe place, but there certainty are
responsible ways to reduce the military expenditures while still meeting our current, real
defense needs.

nonexempted programs.

port of House Concurrent Resolution
310, the budget resolution.

Mr. Speaker, I rise In support of

House Coneurrent Resolution 310, the
budget resolution.
It is way past time for the Congress

to face up to its fiscal responsibility.
We have waited until the midnight

hour. We have waited until our nation-

al debt is over $3 trillion. We have
waited until the Interest on the debt
has become the third largest component of our budget. We have waited

until we are now selling

a large

number of our Treasury bonds to foreign countries In an effort to meet our
Government's spending requirements.
In fact, the foreign debt portion of our
national debt will soon reach $1 tilllion.

Mr. Speaker, every member of the

Congress is aware of the terrible situawhich we absolutely depend.
tion we have gotten the country Into. I
We could have chaos in our Government,
dare say that the majority of us have
chaos around the country, and—as the effects
of our inabdity to govern ripple outward— made speeches demanding the opportunity to cut spending, to balance the
chaos in other world markets.
As I've said, the budget agreement would budget, to get the Government operatbring down he deficit. If this agreement, ing within its income.
I have advocated that if we are going
which took 5 months to prepare, isn't adoptkeep the great free enterprise
to
ed, It's hard to imagine how the next one
that's put together to do as much. fear in- system of America working—the
stead a return to past practice: A stopgap, 1- system in which the roots of our Conyear proposition, full of gimmicks and false stitution is embodied—we must pay up
our bil's from time to time. Everybody
promises.
So

I

will vote for this budget conference

The agreement also includes $20 billion in report, in part because all we're really adopttax breaks for business, much of that in the ing at this point is an outline. This is a budget
form of dubious incentives for certain busi- resolution, and as such only provides the
nesses. These include $4 billion for an oil and overall targets and limits on Federal spendin9
gas industry already benefiting from high profand revenues. The details of implementation
its induced by the Persian Gulf crisis.
will be filled in later with other legislation—a
In short, I disagree with virtually everything
bill to raise taxes and make
in this agreement. But—and this is a critical reconciliation
but'—it's better than having no agreement. -other chan9es in law, and 13 separate approI plan to work
The immediate consequences of rejecting this pnations bifis. And on those,
budget would be chaos, and could be catas- like crazy to make sure the details are a heck
of a lot fairer than the details of the summit
trophe.

We're painted into a corner. By the size of
the deficit. By the failure of the summiteers to
reach an agreement any earlier. By the lack of
congressional approval of any appropnations
bills. By the expiration tomorrow night of afl
authority for any governmental spending. By
the expiration the next day o any additional
authority of the Government to borrow money.
By the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings Act, with its
impending cuts of more than 30 percent in all

Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker, I yield
Such time as he may consume to the
gentleman from Georgia (Mr. RAY).
(Mr. RAY asked and was given per-

agreement.

The broad outline and recommendations
that we pass today are not etched in stone.
As the agreement itself admits, Congress still

has to act on the particulars and still has
some discretion. I fully expect that between
now and the consideration of a budget reconciliation bill, we'N be able to moderate some of
the worst provisions we're faced with today.
And that's the legs1ation on which my and our
final judgment will be made.

Without a budget agreement, it's hard to

We also have to regniz2 that this budget

see the Federal Government will continue to
function for long after tomorrow, when approprtations under the current continuing reesolu-

agreement is the product of a drvided govem•

tion expire.

gress. This agreement is the ugly thUd of that

We'll need a new continuing resolution to
keep the Government operating. The House
surely could pass one. But with the peculiar
rules and practices of the Senate, it's not at
all certain they could. And.the President has
vowed not to sign another oo'flinuing resolu-

most awkward relationship. We shouldn't

ment. The American people have elected a
Republican President and a Democratic Conexpect it to be pretty.
In my 4 years fri Congress, I've never voted

for anything that I like less than this budget
But, as bad as It s, I truly believe the alternative would be worse.

does this now or risks some type of
penalty—families, workers, corporations, small businesses, cities, counties,

States, and, yes, the Federal Government must do so aiso. We have managed to prevent paying our bills for
too long a time.

The first $100 billion debt was pre-

sided

over by President Kennedy.

President Carter left office with a national debt of $900 billion. President
Regan with the support of Congress
ran up a debt of over $3 trillion. We all
agree that deficit spending must cease.

I could praise President Bush and

the congressional leadership for biting

the bullet and taking the initiative to
cut $500 billion over 5 years and $40

billion in fiscal year 1991. I also could
praise my colleagues who support this

budget resolution, and I do to some
degree despite the pain it will inflict
on many citizens.

But the truth Is that we can't go any

further responsibly without drastic
measures. This Is our opportunity.
Personal politics

should not be a

factor. It Is time to use a strong dose
of intestinal fortitude.
Mr. Speaker, i urge the support and
passage of House Concurrent Resolution 310, the budget resolution.
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as a whole, as it provides the only biYes, we protected Social Security.
Mr. PANETFA. Mr. Speaker, I yield partisan basis for attacking the deficit We know how sensitive an issue that
1
minute to the gentleman from problem. We lose this moment, pick is. Some Members like freezes, or
apart the agreement with 1,000 points maybe even just a 2-month delay, or a
Michigan [Mr. LEVIN].
(Mr. LEVIN of Michigan asked and of spite, and we not only lose the 3-month delay. We stayed away from it.
was given permission to revise and agreement but the ability to truly We do not touch it. Oh, yes, there was
govern. What we have wrought is a the temptation, to raise the amount of
extend his remarks.)
Mr. LENIN of Michigan. Mr. Speak- package that reduces the deficit by Social Security taxed from 50 percent
er, we are voting tonight on a budget $41 billion in 1.991 and $500 billion to 85 percent. We stayed away from t.
resolution, not on the final econcilia- over 5 years. We were shooting for $50 My friends over here who were so adation package. We are at the beginning, billion and $500, but then we found mant about not raising marginal
maybe the middle, but clearly not at out when we got there in the last day rates—we are proud of the fact that
or so that, frankly, the kind of revethe end of the budget process.
rates have come down from
The Speaker has received assurances nue increases that we had in mind by marginal
70 to 50, 33, and 28 percent—we did
from the President that modifications way of the gasoline tax, were probably not
them. We get no credit for
in the summit agreement can be made, too much for tne economy to assimi- that.touch
Every
Member has his plan. To
late.
So
we
shrunk
the
numbers
down
and they will be, I am sure, in the
friends, whom I love dearly, I will
Medicare cuts that are too deep, In the to $41 billion in that first year. It is my
with them, arid there will be 40
mean-spirited 2-week waiting period the largest deficit reduction package vote
Members
on this pian; 45 or so on that
that
has
ever
been
contemplated.
for the unemployed, and in the unfair
The agreement does produce $120 plan and 50 on tnat one. We could not
share of new taxes on the middle class.
The choice tonight is between chaos billion in entitJement and mandatory even get on our side the 176 votes toand orderly procedures. I vote for or- changes, getting at the very heart of gether on the Presidents budget.
Oh, I wish Members would Just
derly procedures, to attack in a fair the fastest growing part of the budget.
way the budget deficit that truly Medicare alone is now $90 billion this think about the problem and the
year, 5 years from now it will be $180 trauma we had when the mathematics
threatens our Nation.
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield 5 billion. It is the fastest growing pro- did not play out. We have divided Govminutes to the distinguished minority gram in the Goverunent, increasing at ernment. The Presuient is of the Releader, the gentleman from Illinois a rate of 12.6 percent a year. What did pubiicari Party and Democrats control
we do by this agreement which is get- this House. I have never once been in
[Mr. MIcH).
(Mr. MICHEL asked and was given ting so much criticism in t.hat area? the majority in this House for 34
permission to revise and extend his re- We cut the rate of growth by 1.6 per- years. I would like to do it sometime,
cent. However, I will say, folks, if we but it has not happened. I regret that,
marks.)
Mr. MICHEL. Mr. Speaker, I very cannot make any savings in the enti- but we must come together. This is
unexpectedly thank my colleagues on tlement programs at this time, I do why I appeal to you. Tough, tough
both sides of the aisle for their recep- not know where we are going to be in thing t.o do. After years of pasing out
tion here this evening. It is very touch- a generation.
the goodies, and running deeper and
ing.
I was appealing to Senator BYRD and deeper in debt, now is the time to ante
I guess I have to go back to a year or the gentleman from Mississippi [Mr. up, to pay up. It is a difficult situaticn.
so ago when we dealt with a very diffi- WHITTEN) and some of the appropri- However, I wish we would get a little
cult Issue of ethics and pay. We dealt ators on the commitLee on which I bit of consideration for the trauma
'with t on a bipartisan basis. It was served, where I thought we always did a that your negotiators had to go
kind of surprising how the results pretty good job of whittling and whit- through over all that period of time.
came out.
lUng, arid cutting and cutting. We are Give Members some credit for having
As far back as May of this year when not going to have any pie to distribute some sense, and what we were able to
it became obvious that we were not In a few years because entitlements do in a very practica1 way with the
going to meet our deadlines, the Presi- are driving discretionary spending mathematics and tne divided Governdent felt he had no recourse but to down. We cannot cut entitlements on
with which we had to contend.
convene a budget summit on a biparti- a piecemeal basis. No Member can inent
I
hope
Members will give this an afsan basis again, to get Members off take the heat.
dead center. We all know the sequence
What we are attempting to do here firmative vote. It is not the last day
of events that followed, but only a few is to place it in one package, up or because we still have an opportunity
through reconciliation, to improve the
Membcrs have been privy to the give down, to get something enacted.
and take that took place, the tortuous Yes, I am reminded of the criticism. product. I would appreciate it if Memnegotiations, particularly in the last 10 Remember what happened with bers could vote for it, and help out on
days of those negotiations.
TEFRA? I remember. We did not have this important vote.
Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker, I yield 1
I have heard those Members who ex- any entitlements savings in TEFRA.
pressed frustration at being on the We did not have any enforcement in minute to the gentleman from Maryoutside and looking in. I wish there TEFRA. Yes, we raised $3 of revenue land [Mr. CIN).
(Mr. CARDIN asked and was given
were a better way of doing it. I made for barely $1 of savings. This is a difmention to some of my Members that ferent ballgame we are playing. We permission to revise and extend his reI wish we could have run different are playing under different rules. The marks.)
Mr. CARDIN. Mr. Speaker, there
Members In randomly, a couple at a agreement does provide continued
time for several days, so everyone Gramm-Rudman discipline and strong are many pa-ts of the confercnce
would get the flavor of it. So that enforcement by way of automatic report incorporating the budget
Members would realize that, brother, spending cuts, if any spending catego- summit agreement that I don't like.
this Is no black and white easy issue ry has been exceeded.
The inc:reased costs to Medicare beneone way or another. There have to be
The agreement will cause Govern- ficiaries are unjustified. The Presiso many considerations that take place ment spending to drop as a percentage dent's economic incertive programs
In crafting legislation of this kind. I of GNP from 23.4 percent to 18.2 per- will create new loopholes in our tax
wIsh I could, as I said, take the time to cent. Short-term rnterest rates ought laws for the rich. The defense budget
take Members through all the give to be affected by that—falling-—lead- allocation should be lower. The distriand take that led Members up to the Ing to long-term growth.
butional effect of the package demonfinal agreement. But that is not possThe defense figure is controversiai. strates that those best able to contrbble under onr time constraints.
Some want more here, others want less ute to the defcjt should be paying
Suffice it to say that the strong over there. I think we have arrived at a more. Ii I were crafting the budget.
point of our agreement can be found good common denominator for our de- resolution, each of these issues and
only In its totality. We have to accept it fense figure.
many others would have been handled
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differently. It was the President who
Mr. Speaker, we as a nation are headed for made here today that we will correct
got his way in each of these mat.ters.
a tr&n wreck. To do nothing to heed it off is the Inequities in the Medicare funding
But the budget resolution does meet to b direkct in our duties—rega'ess of how in this program, I rise in support of
the most important test. It really re- unpatebie it might be.
this resoiution.
Mr. Speaker, the best position cou'd hope
duces the Federal deficit. It does so by
Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker, I yield
reducing spending and increasing fc.r poticaUy i to vote "aye" and then have it such time a he may consume to the
-

taxei. The new revenues and the

spending cuts go to reducing the deficit. The OrarnLn-Rudnan law is modi-

fled to ik it more acccpable in ac-

compItshir.g its purported goal of redcing the Pe1eral deficit. Tñe Social

6eurity trust fund is taken off the
€iramrn-Rudman targct.s. Individual

1irnt on eab area of Federal spend-

ing are estab1shed within the Grarnm-

law that mate more sense.
Th' agreenent, is the best deficit reRudnian

ductic:i package that Congress will be

able to enact n an orderly way and

When the train wrecks I can smugly point gentleman from North Carolina (Mr.
to my vote and
"I did what I could to prePRICE].
vent it But I was out?óted." That way I wth be
(Mr. PRICE asked and was given
vindicated. What a pice this country wilt pay. I permLsion to revise and extend hi rewdi vote to h6ad oft the t,ain wreck and pray t rxarks.)
succeeds. I wiU vote in support of thc rsctuMr. PRICE. Mr. Speaker. I rise in support of
tioi.
the budget resohitson, the Largest dl:cit-reMr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield
package n our hstory and the most
such tine as 8he may consume to the duction
means we have of putting America's
gentlewoman frcrn Maryland (Mrs. reaisic
fiscal house in order.
Mogx.ij].
(Mrs. MORELLA aLecI and was This budget p'an, negotiated by the leaders
'iven permission to revise artd, extend of this body, the Senate, and the Bush dmnistraton, would reduce the Federal defcit by
her remarks.)
Mrs. MORELLA. Mr. Speaker, I rise $500 bflicn over the next 5 years thr•z,ugh a
faiL

that th President will sign.
support of this resolution.
The coinprc.mise could have been in strong
us remember, to do otherwise
much worse. The Social Secuz-ity trust Lct
be di3atrous.
fund has been protected. Social Secu- woild
FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield
rity recipients were not penalized by 2 Mr.
minutes to the distinguished gentleCOLA deiays. Layoffs or furloughs ran
from California [Mr. Rornhave been avo!ded for Government B!CHER].
workers.

Mr. RCHRABACR. Mr. Speaker,
The adoption of this budget resolu- how
can this body foist upon the
tion makes poible the extenscn of Arnercan
people the second biggest
the debt limit that will avoid the col- tax hIke in A.nerican history? How
lapse of the Federal Government and can we raise the premiums on sick and
prov!de for the orderly continuation of elderly Americans when we have not
Otvernment services. We wil) then had the courage to say no to unneceshave the opportimity to improve thi8 sary and wasteful spending?
package as the tax bill and spending
I do not have time th read the lLt,
programs rn1e their way through our but .1 Just. have to say tha we have not
committees.
had the guts to say no to rich farmers,
The time for action Is now. To vote to troops for Korea, to art ub!dies,
for the compromise Is not popular. No aiid to waste by the bucket.
one likes to increase taxes and reduce
Many of those supporting, and sol7le
services. But courage Is needed to pas of those opposed to this budget resoluthis compromise so that the Federal tion, this tax hike, have had words to
Government can be a responsIble pa;t- sy .bout the Reagan tax cuts as if
r.er in the building of our economy.
wIthout those tax cuts and the pros-

crnbnation of spendirg ct.'ts, program revisions, and revenue incrAases.

Much has been said about the disastrous
consecuences of lailing to pass this resolution, end right'y so—for the result could be not
only a dangernus breakdown of government
but a'so a body blow to our already weakened

economy. As the President said in the letter
he sent to Members tothy, Failure to enact
the agreoment would result in governmental
di&upion and, quite possib'y, recession"
On the other hand, if we pass this resotution we can show, despite the thfficuties ot cividad government and despite the painfu!ness
of the dec,sions we mus! make, that we are
determined to work togethr for the common
good. We can restore the badly shaken faith
of our poope that we can govern, and we can
serd a long overdue signal to the inenationaI
marketplace that Amenca's decade of fca ir
responsibility is over.

This agreement will help us b'ng interest
rates down, thus aHowing young hometuyers
and srnaJl-busines3 entreprereirs to finance

perity that reulled, that our level of

their first home or their crativ6 new idea.

VucovIcH),

have had, had those tax cuts under

productive annua' wrangles over the budget,
to make our decisions about what to cut and

given permission to revise and extend
her remarks.)
Mrs. VUCANOVICH. Mr. Speaker, I
rise in support of this package.
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield
such time as he may consume to the
gentleman from Wyoming
(Mr.

If t1is tax-hike package passes, it is what to spend more ratona?ty, and to get
back to recession, back to high interest started on some ciitcaHy needed nation& in-

It

reassure the financia! markets and provide
0 0010
deficit, spending would be lower than will
a more stable and truit!ul environment for ecoMr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield we are now expE'riencthg.
such time as she may consume to the
If this tax hike passes, you wifl get nomc growth and captaI investment. It will
gentlewoman from Nevada tMrs. your chance to see what we would help us to get beyo;d these dcsbilitating, un-

(Mrs. VUCANOVICH asked and was Ronak! Reagan not gone ino effect.

rates, back to doubledigit inflaUon,

vestments.

cit spending Is higher than Is it right

disappointed that it does not do more to re-

such time as he may consume to the package.
gentleman from Alabama [Mr. DIcxMr. PANE'rrA. Mr. Speaker. 1 yield
NsoN3, the distinguished vice chair- such tErne as he may consume W the
man of the Armed Services Coriniit- gentleman from Nevada (Mr. Bn.tee.
BRAY).
(Mr. DICKINSON asked and was (Mr. BILBRAY asked and was given

of Republican negotiators, the weatthy got off

ThOMAS].

This budget agreement is not difficuft to
back to n-a1aIse, and our level of deficnticze, either in many of its particuiars or n
cit spending will be higher to boot.
Mark my words, come back In a year its distributve impact. I have cpposed several
and we will find that the level of defi- of the provisions within it, and am espaciaHy

(Mi. THOMAS of Wyoming asked now, just as it would have been all verss the shfI in tax burdon that has been the
and was given permission to revise and along had those Reagan tax cuts not hmak of the Reagan-usti years—away
extend his rrnarks.)
been Implemented. It wIll not be deja from the woathy and toward peop of
Mr. THOMAS of Wyoming. Mr. vu all over again if thiz tax hike pack- modest income. The package has some proSpeaker, I rise In opposition to this age passes. It will be Jimmy Carter aU gr.'sive eImens—luxury taxes. reductions in
resout.ion.
aPowable deductions for those eamng over
over again.
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield
Mr.. Speaker, I am opposed to this $100,000—but because of the Intransigence

given permission to revise and extend
hIs remarks.)

Mr. DICKINSON. Mr. Speaker, I

rise in support of the resolution.

far too hght$y.

am encoumged by thc Speakei's cfirmatio after his meeting with the President
today that the commflees of juflsdction will
have the abIity, as the reconciliation bil impermission to revise and extend his re- plementing the agreem6nt is drawn up over
marks.)
the next 2 weeks, "to achieve the savings re-

Mr. BILBRAY. Mr. Speaker, based
on the representations that have been

quired through alternative policies." It is my
hope that this flexibility will be used to the
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maximum extent possible to achieve a budget
that is fairer and more equitable in its impact.
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The Leath-Slattery-MacKay budget office. Summitry threatens that.
Gramm-Rudman frightens that.
At the same time, far too little has been
The Penny-Tauke-Stenholm proFinally, I stand in-opposition to the
said about the positive aspects of this plan posed budget in 1987 received 27 votes. substantive product of this summitry.
both in what it achieves and what it leaves
Both of these budgets would have This proposal embraces priorities that
alone. It protects Social Security recipients reduced our deficit. Members votes
this gentleman came to fight. Twenty
and federal and military retirees from COLA against those plans using the excuse years ago I came to fight increased
freezes. It extends the low-income housing tax that they needed a greater bipartisan military budgets. It Is here.
credit to keep in place an important incentive agreement. Members votes against the
I came to fight a tax system that
for developing affordable housing for the poor balanced budget amendment earlier
benefited
the wealthy and -harmed
in this country. It increases the earned income this year. The excuse was it did not do
middle class and lower income people.
tax credit to help working families cope with anything to reduct the deficit. That it
This proposal does just that.
the financial demands of raising a family in was too easy a vote without meaning.
I did not come here to embrace a set
these difficult times.
The amendments cutting spending
ideas that said we must saddle the
Moreover, while those who plan to vote across the board on every appropria- of
poor working class, middle class
"no" have said a great deal about the pain
tion bill this year have been defeated. human beings, with the burden of defthis proposal will cause among the people and
Why?
Because Members wanted the icit reduction.
the constituencies we care about, they have
Budgets do not exist in a vacuum.
said less about the consequence of not excuse of waiting for a summit.
Well, now we have the summit. It is We are not accountants here. We
acting, the consequences of sequestration.
For example: 113,000 children cut from Head not hard to find excuses for just about came here to stand our ground and to
fight for what we believe in.
Start; 83,000 inpatients and 1.7 million outpa- any vote you want to cast tonight.
But is it not about time we stopped
There are needy people in America.
tients losing their Veterans Administration
medical care; 1.4 million students—fully 35 making excuses and started making This winter some will die, freezing on
the streets of this country. What do
percent of all recipients—losing Pell grants tough choices?
Vote for this budget tonight.
we do? We increase the price of home
and 2 million other students finding their
Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker, I yield heating oil.
grants reduced; thousands of mothers losing
There are homeless, poor people, unthe vital prenatal care required to reverse un- 3 mInutes to the gentleman from Caliin 1985 received 56 votes.

-

acceptable infant mortality rates; furloughs for
hundreds of thousands of Federal employees;
and a cut far beyond what any responsible defense analyst believes is possible in fiscal
year 1991 without threatening the ability of the
Armed Forces to respond to threats to national Security.

Another positive feature of the agreement is
Its pay-as-you-go provisions, a method of enforcing budget discipline but also of adjusting
to changing pnorities and needs. Pay as you
go is a simple concept: ft you propose some-

thing that increases spending or decreases
revenues, you must make up that loss to the
Federal Treasury from another source. This
provides flexibility within a overall structure of
this agreement while maintaining the overall
goal of significant and sustained deficit reduction. For those of us who disagree with some
elements of the agreement, It gives us the opportunity to press for future changes that

better reflect our values and changing economic and national security realities.

Today marks a turning point. We can continue to demagog budget questions while our
deficit worsens, or we can do something
about it. It is time to stand up for our children
and grandchildren and to stop passing along
to them the bill for our excesses. It is time to
have the courage to pass a true deficit reduction package, so that we can get to work on
the numerous challenges facing this country.
There are many battles left to fight, but the
House, by passing this agreement, will win a

fornia [Mr. DEi.i.tmss).

employed people. This budget does not

we can often be masters of hyperbole,
masters of overstatement. I say that as
a way of prefacing my remakrs.
I rise tonight to make several concessions, Mr. Speaker. I will first concede
that every single Member of this body
understands the gravity of the
moment in which we find ourselves,
every single person. To not understand
that would be to be a fool or a knave,
and I do not think there are any fools
or knaves in this room.
Second, I am prepared to concede,

Mr. FRENZEL Mr. Speaker, I yield
such time as he may consume to the
distinguished gentleman from Ohio
(Mr. Wtiz).
(Mr. WYLIE asked and was given

Mr. DELLUMS. Mr. Speaker, I address that.
thank the gentleman for yielding me
With all due respect, I ask my colthis time.
leagues, not out of expediency and
Mr. Speaker, there are moments lack of courage, but out of the right
when we must remind ourselves that thing to do, oppose this resolution.

Mr. Speaker, that everyone wants to
address the problems. But what I am
not prepared to concede is that this
budget resolution is the only answer to

those problems. Therefore, I rise in
very strong opposition to this budget

resolution for three reasons.
First, Mr. Speaker, this budget resolution was negotiated within the
framework of an absurd idea, Gramm-

Rudman, against the backdrop of as

very dangerous process, sequestration.
Second, this proposal was negotiated
against the backgrop of summitry.
Do Members not understand that as

someone said earlier today, we are
charting new waters here. We are
1 mInute to the gentleman from Texas blurring the distinction between the
(Mr. 8vsxuoi).
executive branch and the legislative
(Mr, STENHOLM asked and was branch of Government. We have never
major one today.

Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker, I yield

given permission to revise and extend

his remarks.)

flown

this route. We have never

charted these waters. The creative

Mr. STENHOLM. Mr. Speaker, In tension that we call check and balance
listening to many of the speeches to. Is going out the window,
night I am tempted to rename this You and I were elected to assume
body the 'House of Excuses". Excuses our responsibility. You cannot turn
have been used many times In the last that over to four, five or six or seven
several years to avoid voting to bring human beings and back into your paythe deficit under control, and let us check.
not forget., we do have a deficit probWe are here to assume burdens,
lem.

risks, and the responsibility of elective

permission to revise and extend his remarks.)

Mr. WYUE. Mr. Speaker, I rise in

strong support of this resolution.
I

have wanted to vote for a budget proposal

which would have as Its goat a zero deficit
ever since I was elected to Congress.
I think the sluggishness of our economy is
due in large part to the continuing budget deficits and the cost of financing it. So, I indicated
my support for the package early in the week.
On Wednesday, Chairman Greenspan said

the summit agreement is "credible and enforceable." thought this meant the Federal
Reserve is prepared to accommodate the
budget package by lowering interest rates
which will, in my judgment, have a positive
I

effect on our economy.

I received a lot of calls against the budget
resolution—mostly from senior citizens because of a slight increase in premiums. The
increase is phased In over 5 years—at which
lime it will amount to an increase of about $25
per month by 1995 which is about $5.10 mcre
than the present law. The deductible will
gradually increase by $15 per year to $75 a
year to $150 a year by 1995.

Medicare payments have represented the
largest increases in Government spending
over the last several years. The agreement
actually increases Medicare payments by $2
billion but projected reduced costs will amount
to $60 billion over 5 years. The premiums and
deductible' amounts are a small price to pay to

reduce the tax burden on our children and
grandchildren.
Social Security benefits were not touched.

I received complaints about the increase in
gasoline tax, the tax on tobacco, alcohol, and
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kixury Items. There Is no increase in individual
income tax rates. The tax Increases are congumption taxes and will fall more heavily on
people making more than $100,000 a year.

The deficit wffl be scaled back by $500 billion over 5 years; $133.8 billion will come from
increased taxes and $301.4 billion from

The only real enforcement mechanism Is a
balanced budget amendment to the Constitution, and the liberals In Congress torpedoed
that effort earlier thIs year. Now we are told
that this agreement Is enforceable. We were
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(Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI asked and
was given permission to revise and
extend his remarks.)
Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Mr. Speak-

er, it Is somewhat of a rare occasion
when I can address my colleagues in

budget cuts.

told the same thing In 1986 when GrammRudrnan was passed. I'll tell you what, it we
had that kind of law enforcement In New

There is a cap on spending so that If one
program is increased, cuts must be made In
other programs to offset the increase.
There is a cut in defense spending but not
as much as some would have liked—but re-

In my opinion, this Is a time when
our President has asked I'S to support
him in the national interest. I am sure
ly flawed. Aside from the painful tax provI- he knows the crisis that we face,

Hampshire. my constituents would be scared
for their lives. Let's not kid ourselves here; the
budget summit agreement is not enforceable.
Mr. Speaker, this budget agreement is fatal-

sponsible cuts.

sions, the agreement makes promises of en-

have favored.

cannot keep.

This resolution gives the President what forceability, and balanced budgets. PrOmises
amounts to line Item veto authority which I that the liberals in this body will not and
Most economists agree the package Is a
net plus and that It should have a positive

the well and associate myself with the

remarks of one of the best friends 1
have in this Chamber, Boa Micrxt.

better than any one of us. So I think
that this Is a time when we should
support him.

The best thing and the best news

Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield about this evening's debate Is that it Is
2 mInutes to the distinguished gentle- occurring at all.

When I unveiled a little challenge a
couple of months ago, I never really
thought we would get this far. But we
are actually discussing a serious
adopt this budget agreement we will budget package tht could lead to sigperfectly Illustrate just how Isolated nificant reductions in our Federal defithe Congress really is from the Ameri- cit.
can people. The public was asked The bad news is that we are debatTuesday night to express their views ing a package no one really likes for a
on this budget plan to the Congress fiscal year that has already begun. It
and they have. They have overwhelm- is a package that certainly imposes big
tax increases, makes harsh spending
ingly rejected this sham deal.
Calls from my constituency run cuts and still includes the largest defi-

man from California (Mr. Hsacsa].
00020
The budget agreement Is not like one I
HERGER.
Mr. Speaker, if we
Mr.
would have preferred—but It is a compromise
effect on the United States and world financial
murkets.

between leaders with differing political views. I
think it spreads the burden fairly—and the
benefits for the economic future of our country
could be enormous.

Mr. FRENZEL Mr. Speaker, I yield
such time as he may consume to the
distinguished gentleman from New

Hampshire (Mr. SMrnI].
(Mr. SMITH of New Hampshire
asked

In our history.
and was given permission to more than 5 to 1 against It. I know citBefore
we turn our backa on this
from talking to many of you that your
calls have been running at least as plan we should remember how we got
much against this deal. Should we not here. It took years of Irresponsibility
listen to our constituents? Should we on both sides of the aisle, In both
Speaker, we've been down this road not be listening to our constituents, Chambers of the Capitol, at both ends

revise and extend his remarks.)
Mr. SMITH of New Hampshire. Mr.
Speaker, I rise in opposition to the resolution.
Mr.

before—

Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibkty Act of
1982 [TEFRA);
Omnibus Deficit Reduction Action of 1984;
Gramm-Rudman Deficit Reduction Act
1986;

Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1987 [COBRA];
Technical and Miscellaneous Revenue Act
of 1988; and
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1969
[OBRA].
All of those bills raised taxes on the American people, and we still have a budget deficit

the ones who sent us here? Should we of Pennsylvania Avenue to create the
in.
not at least try considering something mire that we now find ourselves
Acting affirmatively tonight will
else rather than the same old tax-andspend formula that got us Into this begin to correct a decade of excesses.
Before you decide how to vote on this
budget mess to begin with?
I think It Is crystal clear the Ameri- Issue, let me tell you what will happen
can people want us to hold the line on next.
Make no mistake. The Committee on
spending and establish realistic spendWays and Means will process its secing priorities.
Former Budget Director of the tion of the reconciliation bIll in a reOffice of Management and Budget, sponsible and timely fashion. But that

hide
Jim Miller, points out in the Wall does not mean that we will
Street Journal the Inconvenient fact behind the questionable decisions
that under the first year of this made by others who are not on my

Uberats in Congress are fond of saying that budget summit agreement alone, taxes
tax cuts won't reduce the budget deficit Well, were increased $73.9 billion while
tax Increases certainly won't either. History spending will Increase $109 billion.
Clearly the new taxes in the agreeproves that point. The more we tax, the more

wee—.

After taking Inflation Into account Federal
revenues during the 198Oa grew by $254 bitlion. That means that If we had given every
Federal program a so-callod cost-of-living-adustment each year—and saved the rest—our

deficit would be $254 billion less. Naturally,
we didn't We spent every dime we got, and
then some. Now were askin9 the American
people for another dime—one fix each gallon

ment will only go to funding new
higher spending, not deficit reduction.

committee, who are not elected representatives, and we wIll not be rubberstamps.
Mr. Speaker, several of the revenue
provisions In the. summit agreement
are unacceptable, representing the full
and unruly retreat from tax reform. It
Is especially galling that most of the
egregious provisions were prompted by

This is just one of the many problems of this summit agreement. We
get the taxes up front and we wait for
the very officials in the executive
spending cuts In the outycars. The branch
who are responsible for the In1982 tax increase offered the same

prospect, and the savings never mate- tegrity of the Tax Code.
To say that these provisions will prorialized. Instead, we need to adopt one
Is
of our alternative plans that places re- mote growth and create new jobs in
growth will be
of gas they buy—so we can reduce the deficit alistic limits on spending and which just a joke. The only
will get the savings up front where the sale of tax shelters, the only new
ft won't wor$r we'll spend their dimes again.
Mr. Speaker, ft's not fair to tell the American they will really count. And for a jobs will be for the scam artists who
people that this Is the big flx that passing this change, begin voting and legislating peddle them.
This so-called economic growth
resolution and this budget agreement will the way that the American people
package will accomplish only one
solve the problem. ft wont I repeat It won't would have us vote and legislate.
Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker, I yield thing, the reinstatement of tax loopWe will still have a budget deficit in 1995 and
5
minutes to the distinguished Chair- holes enjoyed by the wealthy Xt will
beyond. There Is not one enforcement mechaallow the super wealthy to avoid
nism in this agreement that cannot be man of the Committee on Ways and
changed next year, or the year after, or the Means, the gentleman from Illinois paying their fair share and their ta
avoidance shenanigans will distort the
(Mr. Ross'utKowsxI].
year after that
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operation of our economy, ultimately to this House. If that is what Is ex- Our economy
and the future opportunities for
making us less competitive than we pected, I say, "Count me out. I'll have
a better life of our children and grandchildren.
are now.
no part of it."
In the past 8 years I have voted against our
Once again, the average American
However, I honestly do not think

think that our tax system is that that is going to happen. I trust
unfair and sadly enough, once again my leadership. .1 thInk they are great.
he will be right.
And I trust BOB Micmi. And I think
We in Congress who must account
is great. And I have faith in this
for our actions to our constituents he
House. Ultimately all of us together
have a high respect for the policies must do the right thing for the Amer1
and principles contained in the Tax can people.
will

-

Reform Act of 1986. We are not ready

Mr. Speaker, I am going to swallow

to examine the summit proposals. We
have an equally obvious responsibility
to perfect them.
Is it possible to preserve the framework of the summit agreement, amend
policy errors and keep the remainder
of the deal from unraveling? I believe
it is. And I, along with my committee,
intend to prove it.
I salute our President, George Bush,

factions in each party, I do not believe

to quickly cut taxes for the rich and hard, very hard, and then vote for the
run.
budget resolutilon tonight because I
Here in this House the people rule, sincerely believe our Nation needs a
and as elected representatives of the serious deficit reduction package. DeAmerican people, we have a clear right spite the arguments from the fringe
that there will be extra time to allow
us to create a new and more palatable
framework.

The choices are inevitably tough,
and they are painful. A vote for this

resolution will allow the regular legis.

lative process to function. Changes

will be made before we report a recon-

ciliation bill later this month. When
for his leadership. He correctly and that happens, it will be time for others
courageously ackxiowledges that our who were part of the summit process
economy is in trouble. He is right that to swallow hard. It will also be time
we must work together to solve this for everyone to say to their constitu.
problem. He is our President and he ents, °This package will make us com-

spending proclivities—all spending, including
defense—I compiled a voting record opposing

spending increases second to none in the
House. I have been repeatedly recognized for
responsibility by Watchdogs of the

fiscal

Treasury and have been recognszed by the
National Taxpayers Union as one of the few
members of the Appropnations Comrnfttee to
match their high standards. For 4 years I offered my own budgets to address the deficit,
freezing spending by function across the
board. One year a rule made my budget In
order. I received 64 votes from the 435 House
members.

Mr. Speaker, obviously if you were to allow
me to address the budget deficit alone I would
make ft the Nation's No. 1 pnonty and would
solve it, and solve it without raising taxes. Un•

fotunately, in a tree society with huge differences of opinion, that luxury is not available. I
must do my best to address this terrible problem within the context of a Congress, each
House of which is heavily controlled by the
other party, whose philosophy is exactty opposite—to solve the problem with massively increased taxes.

Il deficit reduction is absolutely essential—
and

it is—and if such reduction cannot be

deserves our respect and cooperation.
petitive in the world. This will contin- achieved without Democratic votes-and It unBut my President and his appointees ue allow us to lead in the world."
tortunately cannot—then there is no choice
must also respect the Congress. We
Mr. Speaker, this is the time, this is but to meet with those whose philosophy is
also have privileges that are not to be the moment, when we have to stand diametrically opposed to our own—and
trifled with.
up and be leaders. This is what our attemp to find common ground.
The House of Representatives is constituents have elected us to do. It is
The President has had to take this course,
known as the people's house. We, you time for us to a.ssume our responsibil. to set our fiscal policy anght and set us on a

and I, are closer to the people than ities.

any other elected officials in WashingMr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield
ton, particularly other officials who do such time as he may consume to the

not report directly to the voters. We gentleman from fllinois [Mr. PoRn].
are not about to shirk our responsibji.
(Mr. PORTER asked and was given

ities. We will not sacrifice the concerns
of our constituents merely to meet the
standards set by appointed administration officials.
Is it too much to ask that the elected
representatives of the American

people be aiiowed to help design the

permission to revise and extend h1s remarks.)
Mr. PORTER. Mr. Speaker, I rise in that the deficit be solved on the other sides

support of the budget compromise. I

thank the Members who have the
courage to govern.

Mr. Speaker, we have had 8 years of philosophical gndlock in Washington mirroring, of
about to be Imposed on our constitu- course, the same grithock which has existed
ents' I think we should all share in across Our Nation. Eight years has seen our
that burden, and all share in that re- side insisting on holding the line on taxes and
sponsibility.
defense spending and their &de adMake no mistake about it, my raising
vancing social programs and p'otecting entifriends, the budget summit has done tlements. Each side has succeeded in protectmajor violence to congressional proce- ing their pnonties and failed in defeating the
dures. It has virtually diseniranchised others. The result $250 bil!ion of net new borthe great majority of Members on rowing every year for 8 years and $2 thllion of
both sides of the aisle in both Cham- additional debt The effect A stagnant econobers. It will take a long time for the my now headed into recession, an interest
scars to heal. The less leeway the com- cost
now, at nearly $200 billion, the third largmittees here have in improving the est ftem
the budget and an average addisummit agreement, the longer the re- tional taxinburden
for each of our children, just
sentment will remain.
to pay the interest on the debt, of $150,000
I.f anyone thinks that I will delay my over their working lifetimes.
committee's decisions while I run to a
Mr. Speaker, these deficits have pushed up
phone to call some overseers on the interest
rates, crowded Out needed pnvate snWhite House staff everytime we con- vestment,
of greater concern, have raae
sider a change, you're in for a big sur- our countzyand,
dependent on foretgn capital, aJprise.
lowing Japanese and other fofoign interests to
0 1230
control an increasing percentage of our pro-

program of shared sacrifice that

is

Mr. Speaker, that would be demean.
ing to me, to my Committee on Ways
and Means, and it would be demeaning

course of true deficit reduction. He has had to
set our party's priorities on the table and has
required the Democrats to set theirs there as
well. From the onset of the budget summit all
the pieces—entitlements, social spending,
taxes and defense spending—have been on
the negotiating table. The gndlock of insisting

ductive capacity.
In short, Mr. Speaker, deficits are destroying

pnonties, resulting in no progress for 8 years,
had to be rejected.
The agreement that was finaUy negotiated 5
months and hundreds of meetings later satisfies no one. But it calls on, every American to
contribute to the solution. It asks for sacnfice—relatively small sacnfice, but real sacnlice—from us all, for the good of us all. It con-

tains no COLA cuts, no income tax rate in-

crease or surcharge, and no additional tax on
Social Secunty retirement benefits. The taxes
are, for the most part, consumption taxes on
consumption that, apart from deficits, ought to
be discouraged: excessive use of energy, alcohol and tobacco. On the other side, entitlements are required to make their contnbution

and discretionary spnding

is,

in

fact, re-

strained and new provisions are to be enacted

that place in the hands of the executive
branch alone the power to prevent spending
beyond the limit set.
Some liberal Democrats oppose the agreement because they cant live with the spending restraints and don't see the income tax increases they had hoped for. Some conservative flepibicans oppose this agreement because spending isn't restrained enough and
the agreement contains some taxes. They will
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nd themselves on the same side of the vote
for exactly opposite reasons. Politics makes
straie bedfellows arid this inthcates at least
it Is probably as good an agreement as could
be obtained.

The alternatives—ours and theirs—cannot
be passed. The President can fall back on a
Gramm-Rudman sequester, designed not as a
policy for deficit reduction but as a penalty for

Congress' failure to agree on a deficit reducing budget. If all spending were included m
the Gramm-Rudman swath, this wouid be a
favored alternative. Unfortunately, aH entitlements and much social spending is exempt.
Cutting defense spending by 33 percent in 1
year ai-d spending fo biomedical research,
education and traflsportation arid other nationa priorities a khe percentage is not a viable
way $o solve ths prob'em. The deficits are so
(arge and the Gramm-Rudman reach so short
that this would lead to economic chaos without real deficit reduction progress.

if this budget agreement faits to pass, particu!ay if our party fails to support It, the
President. I am convinced, even with the
GrammR'inman sequesrer in hand, would be
m a worse position than now to negotiate with
the other Darty. This is, in my judgment, a ter-

next 5 years with strong enforcement to tell anybody how to vote. But I just
provisions promises $3 of spending re- have to tell my colleagues that, i.f this
duction for each $1 of added revenue. package goes down tonight, I beg the
It holds spending growth to 2.2 per- President to recognize that what has
cent per year. There are no other seri- to happen to bring us together is a

otis options that have a snowbajl's sense of fairnes5.
chance of passing this Congress and The Congress is the last hope of
we have run out of time.

every American who expects to get a
While I can wish tnere was another square deal. They are not getttng a
package and 1 can easily identify 100 square deal when we continue to insuimprovements that I wish were in this late the rich and lay it off on the
one, my side does not control the middle class worker who is not paying
House nor could we build a coalition to as much attention, lay It off on the
improve it. Now is the time for states- Medicare recipient because they do
manship, not posturthg. I, my Presi- not have the attention span that the
dent, and this House will be embar- chamber of commerce president has in
rassed if this, our only real shot at our local districts.
passing a credible deficit reduction
I beg my colleagues, "When this
package, fails.

If you think the special interests on
the phones are giving you pressure to
oppose it, wait till you face the responsible rank and file and try to explain
why you failed to deal with America's
fundamental problem.
I urge your supporL
Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker. I yield
3 minutes to the gentleman from Wis-

goes down, if it goes down, come back

to this floor with renewed dedication
to fairness." I regretfully must vote no
on this package.
0040

Mr. PANETFA. Mr. Chairman, I yield

such time as he may consume to the
gentleman from Texas (Mr. DE LA

OARZA), the chairman of the Committee on Agriculture.
Mr.
OBEY.
Mr.
Speaker,
why
are
we
obtain in this political environment. Accoi'ding(Mr. DE LA GARZA, asked and was
ly,
will Support the compromise and urge my here? We are here because in 1981 the given permiBsion to revise and extend
Congress
doubled
military
spending
at
colleagues to reach deeply within themselves
his remarks.)
for the courge to govern and to stand with our the request of the Reagan administraGARZA. Mr. Speaker, I
Mr. DE
Pesident and help him remove this terrible tion. It cut taxes for the rich. It tri- rIie in support of this legislation for
pled our national indebtedness. It tndelicil scourge from our country.
pJed the size of our deficits, and so we one simple reason: The Committee on
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield are here to try to clean up the mess of Agriculture was not allowed to per3 minutes to the distinguished gentle- the 1930s.
form its duty. I think that this packrible budget, but the best one that we can consin (Mr. OBEY).

man from North Carolina (Mr. McMIu.AN].

Mr. McMILLAN of North Carolina.

Mr. Speaker, I rise in support of the

In the 1980's, the richest 1 percent
of Americans, whose average income
started the decade at $350,000, ended
the decade with their income averaging 8550,000. Meanwhile, the average
middle class American, precisely at the
nidstream of American income, saw
the purchasing power of his income

age is inconsistent with fairness and
equity to American agriculture. I sup-

port now the resolution so that we

may be allowed to do our duty in rec-

budget proposal. Most Members have
onciliation.
criticized this budget proposal because
Mr. Speaker, there is lilile good to say
of perceivcd threats tt their special inabout th,s budget resolution except that it 15 a
terests in the form of spending cuts or
broad-based plan to reduce the Federal deficit
higher taxes.
which s cnppling our Nations economy.
drop by 82,000.
We are going to bet absolutely noThroughout my years in this body I have
This package contains something I
where if we put special interests ahead have
thed to the best ot my ability to represent my
wanted
to
see
for
10
years,
since
of the public interests.
disastrous votes on the Reagan constituents in South Texas. This vote is one
In my own case, this package in- the
supply-side
riverboat gamble. But the of, if not the most difficult, vote I have ever
cudes 8.08 per pack increase in excise way it gets to
that deficit reduction is cast as a Member.
taxes on tobacco, the No. 1 agricultur- absolutely outrageous.
If I alone could ram a budget through Conal and consumer products industry In
gress ft would not increase taxes and MediThe
White
House
has
indeed
sucmy State of North Carolina. I don't ceeded in protecting and insulating care premiums that fall disproportionately on
hike that provision any more than any the very wealthiest of all Americans the working poor and middle class.

other Member dirlikes others. Most from all but the tiniest hit, and so, as
politicians in North Carolina who vote
for tobacco taxes don't get reelected. I
am supporting this package because it
is imperative that we put the national
Lnterest above specIal interest.

I have supported repeated attempts

to freeze or hold down the rate of

spendmg growth for the past 6 years.
In our attempts to hold down the rate
of growth on appropriations bills, we
have averaged anywhere from 80 to
120 votes in favor or such a policy.

There are not enough votes here to

The people of south Texas are gong to feel

a rcsult, this package is required to hit the pain of these tax increases. They will feei
the middle income American twice as it every time they gas up the car to get to
hard as it hit the very wealthiest of all work or go to the grocery store.

Americans. It Is required to say that

we are going to make some poor devil
who lcses his Job wait 2 weeks before
he can collect an unemployment
check. We are gothg to drive farmers

to the wall, all so that the President
can keep his promise to not raise tax
rates on peopie making more than
$200,000.

Mr. Speaker, that is economically
achieve $500 billion In deficit reduc- wrong,
it is immora]I, and we ought not
tion through spending cuts alone.
This is the only scrious deficit reduc- stand for it.
I have looked all day for any way to
tion package with a chance for passage
I have seen in my 6 years in Congress. try to help keep the process going.
Speaker knows that, the majority
The mirnbers are real and the flatten- The
lig out of total Federal outlays for the leader knows that, and I am not going

Most south Texas retirees have lithe more
than a small Social Security check to depend
upon for their entire existence. To these already hard-pressed senior citizens, a $300 increase in their Medicare deductible will have a
major impact on their quality of life. For that
reason,

I

wiD work particularly hard to find

ways to avoid this devastating blow.
If I alone had put together this budget pack-

age, ft would not propose these deep cuts in
the vital programs that serve as a safety net
for American farmers.

Farmers are willing to bear their fair share
of deficit reduction. And Congress has put in
place policies that have helped brin9 farm program spending down .by more than 50 percent
since 1986. But from the Start of this budget
gummft, the Bush edminstration has made
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close down the entire economy arid won't match. The American public, no less

little secret of the fact that it wants to virtually
'4lsmantle the farm programs.

than the office holders, now must face up to
cause widespread pain and distress.
By making this Hobson's choice, we erueial decisions.
To their credit, White House and congresctusman of the Committee on Agricufture I must also commit ourselves to make
ave tiled to represent the interests of my every effort to work during budget rec- sional leadership negotiators composed a
As a Member of the House and as the

constituents and the needs of American agnculture. As their representative, nxist reserve
the right to oppose these prowsions which I
believe are neither fair nor equitsble. I have
told the House Democratic leadership of my
strongly held views about these issues.

But my colleagues, as a Member of this

1991 budget agreement calculated to
onciliation to improve some of the fiscal
at least gain better control of budget defimore odious provisions of the agree- cits.
President Bush, In his personal tele-

ment, particularly the Medicare fee increases and service cuts. Some flexibility does exist In interpreting and Emplenienting these provisions—and we

must stretch that flexibility to Its absolute limits to bring some fairness

vised message to the country Tuesday night,
challenged everyone, regardless of the pain

they may suffer from the budget plan, to
enlist on the side of that control. His point
is valid.

Now is the time for decision. If not in
favor of the proposed budget compromise,
back into this agreement.
Nation.
The $400 billion true deficit we face then on behalf of some other process that
Mr. Speaker, I don't like this budget resolu- next year is a national disgrace. It achieves the same essential result.
It's simply not sufficient to bad mouth the
tion. But the prospect of a sequester and its gnaws at our economic vitality. The
negotiators' work. Rather, what would the
devastating impact on our Nation is far worse pitiful $40 billion in cuts which is pro- critics substitute as their answer? Since the
body I must also ultimately weight these inter-

ess with what is in the best interests of our

and we all know it
A sequester means even worse cuts in our
domestic social programs. It means horrendous cuts in Medicare, veterans programs.

ard other areas.

It means farm programs
alone face a $3.3 billion hit compared to the
$1.3 billion called for in this budget resolution
for next fiscal year. A sequester means that

we Virtually shut down the Government.
Therefore, I will vote for this budget resolution—not because I favor its individudl parts
for I don't.

posed for this year is grossly Inad-

equate to genuinely begin the process
of deficit reduction. I wish this year's
reduction were $100 billion, the additional amounts to be taken from additional defense cuts and reductions in
agricultural subsidies as well as an oil
import fee and the removal of the tax
bubble which reduces the tax rate on
Income over $162,000.

Yes, Mr. Speaker. this is a diffIcult
vote to cast, most particularly because
of its timing 4 weeks before congressional elections. It's never easy taking
a tax hike on the campaign trail. The

House of Representatives Is instrumental in
finalizing federal budget law, those seeking

its membership, whether by re-election or
filing a vacancy, should start articulating

their positions.
Not with such weasel words as 'the plan is
no good," or "no tax increases are needed,"
or "spending cuts are too low," or "the econ-

omy will suffer" or "the wrong people are
being hurt too much." Voters need to hear
specifIcs,
Where, if elected to the Rouse, would in-

cuinbent.s or their challenge-i-s either add

taxes or make expenditure cuts? Should
more revenue derive from income tax
changes, excise and luxury tax increases,
energy Lax enhancement, "sin" tax addi'
fall winds are blowing chill, and politi- tions? A combination? If so how much in
cal cowardice is in the air. Without ex- each category?
this Nation of ours.
ception, every one of my political adBut If taxation isn't the answer, where
While I will vote for this budget resolution, I visers, from pollster and television should spending, public programs and servrecognize that as the elected representntives of the people, we cannot allow this
paralyzing debate over political priorities to
continue. We must make a decision and we
must go on with the business of governing
But

I

reserve the right to oppose the inequitable
provisions contained in it when they come
back before us in reconciliation. And I will
continue to work as an individual Member
toward a more fair and equitable deficit reduction package.

Mr. PANETA. Mr. Speaker, I yield

consultant through campaign staff, ices be cut? Defense? Where In defense? En.
Which ones? Socil Security, fedhave urged, in the strongest terms, titlements?
worker and military retirement benethat I vote against the budget agree- eral
Social welfare services? Public educament. Our telephone calls have run fits?
tion support? Highway, airport, Inland waagainst this action by more than 50 to
1.

terway, seaport construction and repair?
Less health maintenance effort? Re-

Aligned against that solid wall of p0- trenched assistance for law enforcement.
such time as he may consume to the litical doomsayers has been my own whether
against drug traffic or other prevagentleman from Utah (Mr. OWENs].
conscience and my own judgment that
(Mr. OWENS of Utah asked and was this vote is important to national
given permission to revise and extend fiscal health. Thus, the decision was
his remarks.)
not that difficult to reach, although
Mr. OWENS of Utah. Mr. Speaker, I this vote is painful to cast.
rise in strong support of the budget
I include two editorials printed over
resolution,
the last few days from the Desert

For the last 5 months, the American News and the Salt Lake Tribune, Salt
people have watched with disgust at Lake City's two dlsting-uished newspathe unseemly spectacle of the White pers.
House and Congress bickering, fight- [From the Salt Lake Tribune, Oct. 4. 1990]
ing, and finally failing to achieve a fair U.S. Houss CaNDIDATES Osurcxn To TAKE
compromise to reduce the coming

Pmztst BtIDGs-r STAND
As might be expected, the federal budget

years deficit. I dislike what has been
done, but now that a stopgap solution compromise announced Sunday Is already
has finally been agreed upon. I feel under heavy attack. In one Important
constrained to support Its passage.
regard, the timing Is actually convenient.
I am disappointed in this package, Congressional leaders and the White
particularly in its disproportionate House labored several months to produce
impact on the middle-income America what Is supposed to be a conscious trimming
federal deficits. But relying on some tax
and the poor. I am angry at the in- of
and some pub!ic spending reducequities of the proposed cuts, especial- Increases
tions, the product predictably distresses Just
ly in Medicare.
about everyone. It does. nevertheless, frame
But the public interest Is absolutely a genuine political issue for current nation-

lent crime? The sort of underfunded regula-

tion policing that caused the Savings and

Loan debacle? Reduced environmental pollution monitoring? More and higher fees for
using federal assets such as rangeland,
parks. forests and seacoasts?

No House of Representatives candidate
should make a public appearance, participate In formally arranged debate or Issue
press releases this campaign season without
addressing remarks specifically arid repeat-

edly to such questions as these. In l.Jtah,
those candidates are:
Second District, Incumbent Wayne Owens;

challengers Genevieve Atwood. Lawrence
Topham and EUie Garcia. F'trst District, incumbent James V. Hansen; challengers
Keriley Brunsdale. Reva Marx Wadsworth.

Thira District Karl Snow. William Orton,

Robert J. Smith, Tony Dutrow.
None can say this election year lacks
Issues. There's possible U.S. Involvement In
a Persian Gul.f war, but more crhlcal is the

question of solving an intrae.t.able federal
budget deficit. Utah residents, no less than
Americans everywhere, must decide wheth-

er this nation is to slide ever deeper into

clear. We must support the resolution wid.e elections.
deficit and debt or, Instead, will make sacrito avoid the economic devastation of Emerging from protests agalri,t the fices necessary to restore the nation's finanfurloughs and cuts, and we must take budget plan are all the forces that have cial Integrity.
Choice of the state's Rouse delegatico can
this small step toward controlling na- combined in the past to drive this country's
government finances chronically out of bal- reflect the preference. But only if the candi-

tional spending.

A succession of presidents and con- dates disclose their intentions, detailing alI support the compromise because ance.
grasses, satisfying converging political platthey would, as House members.
there is no other choice. in my view, at form propositions and pressure group per. ternatives
endorse for appropriate budget-making.
this late date. If we close down the suaslveness, created spending obligations No vague, sloganeering politics as usual

Government

by

sequestration,

we

and revenue dependencies that can't and this election year. Let's hear where local
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addressing remarks specifically and repeat- services. Others will see the 145 percent
edly to such questions as these. In Utah, payroll tax for medicare extended to apply
to a larger share of their earnings.
siec1flcs. Voters can then confront their those candidates are:
The gasoline tax will jump another 12
Second District, incumbent Wayne Owens:
own expectations Ot 'the national governchallóngers Genevieve Atwood. Lawrence cents per lallon by next July, and consumment's purpose and performance;
Topham and ElUe Garcia. First District, In. ers can expect additional fuel price incumbeht James V Hansen challengers creasesu oil companies pass on the cost of
(From the Salt Lake TrIbune. Oct 4, 1990] Kenley Brunsdale, Reva Marx Wadsworth. a 2 percent refinery tax on petroleum prodThird district, Karl Snow. William Orton, ucts that will go into effect Jan. 1 U the
U.S House CAqDIDtTE8 OBLIGED Tq Ties
Robert J. Smith. Tony Dutrow.
FEDERAL Bvicrr STaND
plan receives final approval.
None can say this election year lacks
As might be expected, the federal budget
Despite the bombast and rhetoric, it Is unis3Oee.
There's
possible
U.S.
Involvement
Lii
cónipromlse announced Sunday is already
likely that the, plan will prove much of a
I
Persian
Gulf
war,
but
more
critical
is
the
under heavy attack.
one important
deficit cutting device over the long-term-—
regard, the timing is actually convenient. -. question of solving an Intractable federal despite promises of $500 billion in deficit rethe
White
budget
deficit.
Utah
residents,
no
less
than
Congressional leaders and
ductions over the next five years.
House labored 'cveral months to produce Americans everywhere, must decide whethThe budget approved each October at the
er
this
nation
is
to
slide
ever
deeper
into
what Is supr,osed to be a conscious trinunir,g
start of the fiscal year, without exception,
deficit
and
debt
or,
Instead,
will
make
sacriof federal deficits. But relying on some tax f ices necessary to restore the nation's finan- bears little resemblance to the finished
Increa8es and some pubhc spending reduc- cisi Integrity.
product the following September. And a
ttons, the product prediàtably distre
cynical Congress knows that from the beginChoice
of
the
state's
House
delention
can
nevertheless, frame
about everyone. it
the preference. But only U thecandl- ning.
a genuL- politlcai issue for current nation- reflect
While there is always hope that Congress
dates disclose their intentions, detailing alwide elect!ons.
someday come to grips with the need
Emerging from protest against the budget ternatives they would, as House members, may
for serious deficit reduction, there is little
plan are all the forces that have combined endorse for appropriate budget-making.
No vague. sloganeering politics as usual optimism at this point. The greater likeliin the past to drive tklo country's govern- this
election year. Lat's hear where local hood is that Congress will continue its
ment finances chronically out of balance. A
congressional candidates would lead on fed- spend-thrift ways and the annual deficit will
succession of presidents and congresses,
funding and spending, with clarity and continue to grow.
Isfying converging political platform propo- eral
sitions and pressure group persuasiveness, specifics. Voters can then confront their
Mr. PANETFA. Mr. Speaker, I yield
congressional candidates would Lead on fed
eia1 funding and spending, with clarity and

.

created spending obligations and revenue own expectations of the national govern- such time as he may consume to the
dependencies that can't afld won't match.' ment's purpose and performance.
gentleman from New York (Mr. AcxThe American public, no less than the office

(From the Deseret News, Oct. 2, 1990]

holders, now must face up to crucial deelsions.

.

.

,

To their credit, White House and congres-

sonaJ leadershi p negotIators comosd a

ERMtN].

(Mr. ACKERMAN asked and was
given permission to revise and extend
The eleventh-hour budget. compromise an-, his remarks.)

L'isx-Mriirrs Bunorv Dw. Is NOTHING To
CHEER Aroir

noimced this past weekend came as no sur-. Mr. ACKERMAN. Mr. Speaker, I
prise to most astute observers. With con- rise In support of the budget resoluressioflal elections just five weeks distant, tion as an alternative to bringing the
tLere was little doubt that negotiators Government to a stop. I thank the
would come up with some kind of an agreethcy may surfer from the budget plan, to ment pre,onting the 33 percent automatic gentleman froni Illinois (Mr. MIcHEI.),
enlist on the side of that control His point btdget cut required by the Craznm•Rudman the minority leader, for his letter.

fIscal 1991 budget agreement calculated to
at least gain better control of budget deficit& President Bush, In his personal televised message to the country Tuesday night.
chailengea everyone, regar(ilesa of the plan
Is valid.

Now Is the time for dsclsion, If not in

Act frOm tzk!ng effect Oct. 1 as prcmlsed.
While the paz-kate sounds good, especially

Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker, I yield

such time as he may consume to the

favor of. the proposed budget compromise, 'sen the deficit-reduction Is presented as a gentleman from Florida (Mr. NmsoN].
then on behalf of some other proceos that fi 'e-year flgure—$500 billion is more impres(Mr. NELSON of Florida asked and
a cc than this year's savings of $40 billion—

achieves the same essential result.

It's sinpl not surficlent to bad mouth the it raises all kinds of questions.
For example: If $IOC billion worth of autonegotiators' work. R.ather, what would the
critics substitute as their answer? Since the matic bc.iget cuts were threatened in order
House of Representatives Is Instrumental in to meet Granun-Rudnian targets, how can
finalizing federal budget law, those seeking negotiators produce a package that only
its membership, whether by re-election or cuts $40 billion from the 1990-91 budget and
filling a vacancy, should start articulating still say they have me Orasnm-Rudxnan
their positions.
guidelines?
Not with such wessel words as "the plan is .Athogh there are cries of pain and talk
no good," "no tax increases are needed," or of great cenipr.cilses and sacrifices, the
"spending cuts are too low," or "the econo- wholn thing still reeks of the sleight-of,

was given permission to revise and

extend his remarks.)
Mr. NELSON f Florida. Mr. Speaker, I rise in support of this budget resolution.
Mrs. MEYERS of Kansas. Although I am
going to vote for the budget resolution, I will
oppose the budget reconciliation that will be
considered in the next 10 days to implement
the budget summit agreement If problems with
the current resolution are not resolved.
My vote tonight will not be for this specific
budget summit agreement, but for the opoortunitydunng the next 10 days to correct some
of Its many problems and to keep the deficit

my will suffer" or "the wrong people are hand usually associated with federal budbeing hurt too much,' Voters need to hear g tmaklng.
specifies.
The deal worked out between the Bush
Where, U elected to the House, would in- atimlnlstration and congressional negotiacunibents or their cLallengers either add tors must still be passed by the Rouse and
taxes or make expenditure cuts? Should Senate this week. Congress will not let the
more revenue derive from income tax federal government financial structure col- reduction process alive and moving.
changes, excise and luxury tax increases, laue an more than the negotiators did.
Uke many of my colleagues. I have several
energy tax enhancement, "sin" tax addiThe !40 billion deftc!t reduction contained problems with the budget summit agreemenL I
tions? A combination? If so, how much In in the budg.t compromise for the fIscal year am concerned that the agreement places a
each catego'y?
that began Oct. 1 Ia trifling at best. Even
But if tscatinn Isn't the answer, where wtth the cut, the United States will register heavy burden on many of our Nation's senior
should spending, public programs and serv- an all-time $254 billion deficit thIs year— Citizens. In addition to other revenue Increases included in the agreement, many
Ices be cut? Defense? Where in defense? En- nearly triple last year's estimate.
titlements'? Which ones? Social Security,
An ' angry American public ought to middle-class seniors will be affected by the
federal worker and military retirement ben- demand a detailed explanation as to how part B premium Increases.
ef Its? Social well are services? Public educa. such a thing Is possible. Especially since last

tion support? Highway, airport, Inland we- year's budget agreement announced that
terway, seaport construction and repair?
Orssnm-Rudman targets would be met.
Less health maintenance effort? Re- What makes Congress think this year's
trenched assistance for law enforcement, btidget deal is going to work out any better?
whether against drug traffic or other proveThis record-setting deficit results from
lent crime? The sort of underfunded regula- the sneaky practice of building budgets on
lion policing that caused the Savings and oer-estImat.ed revenues and under.estimatLoan debacle? Reduced environmental p01- ed expenditures. Given past performances,
lutlon monitoring? More an1 higher fees for it is unlikely that this mind-set will change
using federal 'assets such as rangetand. a.y time in the near fUture.
parks, forests and seacoasts?
Much of the burden in achieving the $40
No House of Representatives candidate billion deficit cut in the coinIng year will
should make a public appearance, partici- fall on those least able to afford it. The elpate in formally arranged debate or issue derly will see a reduction in health care benpress releases this campaign season without efits while paying more for the remaining
.

I am also concerned that in this budget resolution Congress begins again the process of
granting tax shelters that we worked so hard

to eliminate In the 1986 Tax Reform Act.
These tax shelters should be eliminated in
the budget reconci!iation bill to be considered
within the next 10 days.
Although I have several reservations about

certain pails of the agreement, .the budget
plan has many positive features. It ensures
that Social Security and Federal retirees will
receive cost-of-living adjustments tCOLA's; it
provides significant and reasonable savings in
defense; ft protects many vital low-Income
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and

it

strengthens the

Gramm-Rudman budget law.
Mr. Speaker, I do not embrace the budget
summit agreement with open arms. But I will

vote tonight for the budget resolution with the

hope that it will get us doer to a defit reduction plan that I can eventuafty support.
Mr HUGHES, Mr Speaker. I rise in opposition to their budget re5oh,tion. irs just not fair,
it's not reasonable, and I just cannot bring
myself to support it.
It hurts ow senior cthzens. It hurts tamihes.
It hurts our chddren. II hurts the poor. II hurts
the unemployed. And it hurts the midd'e dass.

What is worse however, it helps the very
wealthy once again; it helps the speaatators
and it h&ps certain special interest groups.
I have searched the proposal for some redeeming values and I lust cannot find much of
ar'ything that I like about this summit agreement. If I truly believed that the comrrttee
tad enough wnnin room to make is truly fair
for the average American, I would vote for it in
a minute. Regretfully, I do not believe that so
we reed to start now—not in 2 weeks to de
velope and vote on some alternatives.
Mr. HEFLEY. Mr. Speaker, on Sunday. September 31, the President and congressional
leadership signed a budget package designed
to reduce the deficit by $40.1 billion next year
and by $500 billion over 5 years, including defense spending cuts of $1e2.4 billion, enlitlement savings of the $119 billion, revenue in
creases of $133.8, and urerest expense savings of $64.8 bilkon.

Hav;ng looked at this package for several
days now, and having listened to the argumeits promctng its passage by the President
and congressional leaders, I can honestly say

that there is absotutey nothing contained in
this package that would even tenpt me to
support it. The package has so many faults I
dont know where to begin.

Increased taxes: The budget package incudes tax increases of $22.2 biUn for next
year and $162.9 bilon ovet 5 years—the largest tax increase in U.S. history. It you ir.clude
increased user fees and euctthies, then the
tota' tax increase exceeds $2.22 biIon. Amencar.s aiready support the highest peaces-time
tax burden in history, payng over 40 cents of

every dol!ar in taxes. Tnis tax increase iust
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growth over the next 5 years. Most econo-

lessened and that Medicare costs—expected
to double over the next 5 years—need to be
wards a vecession.
restrained. Although the excise tax increases
Interest savings: The witerest rate proec- are controversial, higPer prices for cigarettes
tions contained in the package are equally and alcoho' may discourage younger Ameribad. In order to $stify a projected $64 billion cans from smoking and drinking, and the gasSavings in ,nterest expenses, the budget ne- oline tax wifi encourage conservation. The
gotiators predicted that the yield on 10-year crisis in the gulf makes it painfufly evident that
Treasure would dedine frcm over 3 percent n America still consumes too much foreign oil.
the next 5 years. d9rnlssing the fact that infla- The package removes SocaI Security from
tion is rising, already 1.2 percent above last the budget and avoids any cost-of-hying-adyear. There i nothing contained in the buiget justmerrt freezes or taxes on Sociai Securtty
package to justify this optimism.
benefits.
So what are we left with? We are Iefl with
MAiN REASONS FOfi 8UPPOT1NG THE PACXAGE
$132 bithon in real spending cuts to defense,
Aithough I disagree with maly aspects of
$222 bfflion in increased taces, uEer fees, arid
other direct payments to the Government, d the package, I w voting for it for several reasons. First, and most imporarit1y, the alternano real restrictions on Federal spending n0
tive is fiscal chaos. It we fail to pass the packcuts in nonefense discretionary spending.
To get ttiis compromise package, the Presi- age, the Gramm-Rudman deficit teducticn law
dent gave up his "no new taxes" pledge, with- wifi tugger large, automatic, across-tr,e-boad
drew his support. toy true progrowth incentives spending cuts, shutting down large parts of
such as the captaI gains tax reduction, and the Government and curtailing all kinds of esabandoned the core group of Repubhcans senbal services, from meat inspection to mail
that have sustained all 13 of the President's dehvery to air traffic control. While the budget
vetos.
agreement reduces the 1991 de.ficit by $40
Even as Massactiusefts voters are running biRon. the Gramm-Rudman cuts would wnng
Michael Dukakis out of the State on a rail, the out move than $100 biMion. Guts that large
tax-and-spend legacy that he represents in would be disastrous tor the economy. amost
government has taken control of the Capitol certainly pusting the economy into a recesand is threatening the well-being of the Ameri- sion. Fai'ure to pass the package would
can economy. I can't imagine a budget pack- produce adverse reactions vi the financial
age agreed to by a Democratic President that markets that wou'd undercut an ecoromy alcould have been worse.
ready weakened by the shock of increased oil
Mr. HAMILTON. Mr. Speaker, after months prices and pob4ems in the financia' system.
of ditficuft aid sometimes bitter negotiations,
Second, on the whole it is a credible defictt

mists predict that we're aiready headed to-

the President id the Congress last week

passed the largest deficit reducbon package
ever. The package calls for about $40 bililon
in deficit reduction in 1991 and about $500 b#
hon over a 5-year pesiod. There we more than

$2 in sperding cuts for every $1 of tax kcreases. WiIe far from my ideal package, it S
a posiuve step in the ñgt threction. It w,H help
us get our fiscal house in orter and avoid the
pain we would face without a buiget agreement
THE NEED FOP DEFiCIT R€DUCflOf

The Federal budget deficit

is

reduction eftort. Over the past decade, we
have lost the public Uust as budget plan after

budget plan proved to be a charade. With a
few exceptions, this agreement re4ies on con-

crete steps that we will take now, not accounting gimmicks or vague plans for the
future. The package contains new enforcement mechanisms that will ensure that most
of the savtrgs wiH matenalize and grow n the
coming years.

Third, the package should allcw a &op in
inLerest rates which will help bo4ster economic

cur most growth in the economy. The Federal Reserve

pressing economic problem; it must come

dowi With the economy on the brink of re-

Chairman has said that he wilt move to redice
intecest rates if a credbie budget package is

cession, delicit reduction is urgentty needed to enacted. That wilt hdp to offset scnie of the
allow 'ower interest rates to restore health to effects of tax increase5 and spending cuts; in
Spending reductions: The budget agree- the economy. For the longer term, deficft reparticular, homeowners with adjustable rate
me't caims to cut spending $23.9 billion next duction is the only sure and proven way for
year and $366.2 over 5 yi'ars, divided be- the Federal Government to increase naticnai mortgages and those buying homes will benofit. It will aiso increase business investment
tween defense and entitlements. Wte the savings and Uereby strengthen
estmerfl
cuts to defense spending are real enough, and productiwty. The deficit is choking the and productivity, and lengthen our Nations
there aa absolutely no specified cuts to do- economy, gobbling up most of our national current shari-term p'anning horizon. Greater
mestc discretionary programs, and the so- savings, and forcing us to rely on foieign cap- investment and wending on big-tcket items
caHed spending cuts to enttJernents are really ital. The heavy competition for hniiléd funds will help to cushion the current economic
increased user fees, hher deductibles, and drives up interest rates. The deficit a'so keeps downturn.
Fourth, the size aid the timing of the prolower payments to hosp'lals and doctors for us from address4ng wriportant domestic needs.
is about right. The
the same services they now provide.
It has led to game-playing with the budget jected defic1 reduction
Economic assurnptons Th most extrava- process and cost us dearly in terms of public package has a little o this and a little of
gant example of chicanery contained in the trust. Failure to &tve the defcit pobIem that—a mix of excise taxes user fees, Imuts
budget package are the e.onorr.ic assump- would lead to Iowr standarc of living in the on income tax de&ctibIity, and cuts in detions the negotiators used to arr!ve at their long run and reduced Amencan rfiuence in fense wending and eniitiements. I believe
ntrnbers. For example, the package predicts the world. It is more impo1ant now than ever that the $40 bdiion reduction for next year is a
that between 1992 and 1995, the economy to get the de1cit down to slop the erosion of reasonab'e target. Ay less and the budget
will grow almost 4 percent per year—-a faster the economy. No one can believe that this deal would lack credibólity any more and it
rate than the record economic growtn of the counfry shou'd aflow $300 biffion delcits to mtght glow an already eluggsh economy. Because the deficit mduction is real, the savings
198&s.
continue.
If these projections were really accurate,
While cutting back popu'ar spending o- will grow, taking a tarer bite out of tte deficit
then we wouldnt reed to raise taxes to bal- grams and ras4ng taxes ó not a pleasant a few years down the road.
ThE PAC9(AG
anre e budget by 1995. On the other hand, thing to do, this package genaUy goes after
ORAWCXS
i wc go through with this tax inci-ea5e, I can't the obvious targets. On the spending side, the
The package is cetainIy not my ideal
see how the economy will average 4 percent package recognizes that the Soviet threat has budget plan.
adds to that burden.
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Too much of the burden wilt be shouldered

Parts of this package I would not have writthe middle class, in excise taxes and user ten, nor do suppOrt. Most especially, I am
lees. The Medicare cuts are deeper than I opposed to the Medicare reductions, the 2by

I

would prefer, and could be a burden on lowand moderate-income persons. The package
does increase the tax burden on the
wealthy—through limiting their itemized deductions, taxing their luxury items, and raising the
cap on their Medicare payroll taxes. Yet the
overall results of the package is that low- and
moderate-income taxpayers wilt be hit harder
than most well oft. My preference would be to
place more of the burden on those most able

week waiting .penOd (or unemployment bene-

dresses the very serious problem of our

the U.S. House.
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plan that provides tax breaks for the rich at
the expense of low- and middle-income work-

ers. Under this piai, those who can least

afford it—low- and middle-income Americans,
fits, and some other provisions proposed by the elderly, the unemployed—must shoulder
the summit, and will work to see that they are the burden.
substantially changed in the coming days. I
tam particularly concerned aboUt the effect
am and wlll continue to be committed to def,- implementing the budget summit agreement
cit reduction.
would have on our senior citizens and the disMr. DORGAN of North Dakota Mr. Speaker, able Americans who depend on Medicare for
I am voting against this budget summit be- their health care needs. The summitcers
cacao it's wrong.
agreed to cut over $60 billion from the MediI Imow the President and the congressional care Program over 5 years, and this would
to bear It But these issues are not decided leadership say it's the best we can get, but it's result in a $4.65 billion cut in the program this
forever, and should be revisited.
wrong.
fiscal year. This would have the effect of drasThe long-run economic assumptions underIt allows too much defense spending and tically reducing services for t,ledlcare patients.
lying the package are stili too optimistic. The lets the rich off the hook on their tax obligaIn addition, this most vulnerable sector of our
deficit reduction is real, but the underlying def- tion. It once again soaks the middle class with
icit Is much larger than indicated, and so the an unfair tax burden while it imposes cuts that poputetion would see their Medicare deductiresult will be higher deficits than predicted. we too deep in Medicare and Sac out of line in ble doubled, from $75 to $150. I find these
provisions of the agreement especially odious.
Further substantial deficit reduction may be agnculture.
Also troubling is the plan's reliance on reneeded down the road.
The level of defense spending in the
summit agreement is close to $40 billion ducing the deficit by increasing excise taxes.
OVERALL NEED FOR THE PACXAGE
This contradicts the efforts that Congress unDespite its drawbacks, the package ad- above the level already agreed to by a vote in
dertook in 1986 to make our Tax Code more
budget deficit. It is a major, long-overdue shift
toward responsible fiscal policy.
The key question is: What do you get If this
package is not enacted? What do you put in
Its place? For years we have been stalemated
because each Member wanted a tower deficit
end had his own unique program to achieve it

But this is not a question of this package
versus some personal preference; it is this
package or nothing. The package gives us a
way out of a problem that has almost irnmobikzed the Government for a decade.
This package is a result of divided government It is a reflection of the election returns.
With nobody totally in charge of the Government, nobody can get entirely what he or she

wants. The President did not get his cut in
capital gains tax and the congressional leadership was not able to raise income tax rates
for families making more than $200,000.
It is easy to pick apart this agreement But
the political fact is that no other workable
package can be put together and enacted into
law. A 'no" vote on this package means that
the economy falters, the Federal Government
stops, the markets fall, the defict explodes,
and the economy slips out of control.

This package is better than nothing, and
better than any feasible alternative. The Presi-

dent and the congressional leadership have
achieved a necessary and difficult compromise. But this is not the way to govern. The
package had no study, no hearings, and was
drafted by a handful of closeted officials. It
should reduce the deficit, but it does not elevate our respect for the way our Government
works.

Mr. TRAXLER. Mr. Speaker, today is the
first in a series of votes to reduce the budget
deficit, a goal to which we axe all committed.
While the media may report this vote as increasing taxes or cutting benefits, it does not

The cuts in the agriculture account represent the largest percentage cuts by far in any
of the spending areas. Agriculture, which is
six.tenths of 1 percent of the budget, will re
ceive 11 percent of the cuts. Stated another
way, 24 percent of the money for agriculture
support programs will be taken away during
the 5-year period.
Because the President refused to go along

with a tax increase on the upper income

utive branch.
According to the

Congressional Budget
Office, the poorest 20 percent of American
families Spent 6.9 percent of after-tax income

on gasollne, 3.7 peroent on alcohol, and 4

people, the richest of the rich nearly get a free
ride under this plan.
The $60 billion cut in Medicare is going to

percent on tobacco while people with income
averaging $38,000 spent 2.9 percent on gaso-

wnpose a serious hardship on many lowMr. Speaker, there's a better way to construct a plan to reduce the deficit. My col-

on tobacco. This means that the tax increases
will hit harder on the poor since they soend a
large portion of their income on the goods affected by. the tax increases.

league DAVE OBEY, I and others have introduced today a plan that cuts slightly more in
spending, increases slightly less in new taxes,
but results in a lower deficit.
We do it in a ai.tstantjally different manner

I find reprehensible the provisions which
would prohibit States from providing benefits
to the unemployed during the first 2 weeks of
job separation. Forty-one States in our Union,
including my home State of Ohio, now provide

than the budget summit We cut defense
spending back where it ought to be. We

benefits to those who have lost their jobs

income senior citizens.

line, 2.2 percent on alcohol, and 1.1 percent

after the first week of unemployment Attempting to reap $4.6 billion from the unemployed is
perhaps the ultimate indignity heaped on the
the agriculture cuts, and we ask the rich to poor and disadvantaged by this UI-conceived
pay their fair share of taxes.
end unfair budget reduction agreement.
The question isn't whether we have to adAs a Member of the House Appropriations
minister the medicine to reduce the deficit Committee, I am very concerned about the
The question is what kind of medcine do we agreement on domestic discretionary spendadminister?
ing, which would be limited to spending at the
There's a right way end a wrong way to do baseline level for each year during the fiscal

reduce the Medicare cuts to cne-half of what
the summit agreement provides. We reduce

this job, and those whom I represent here in
Congress expect me to be supporting policies
that represent the right way to reduce the def-

icit. That is why I cast a "no" vote on this
budget resolution tonight
Mr. STOKES. Mr. Speaker, I rise to voice
my opposition to the measure we have before
us. Although I strongly believe that the mas-

sive Federal deficit is one of the greatest
threats to our economy and must be one of
our highest priorities, tils budget reso4ubo
ing by itself this resolution does not change which reflects the plan drafted by the summit
any law, impose any new tax, or cut any bene- participants is a slap in the face to the morlfits. We will have more votes in the next 2 ty of Americans.
weeks on legislation implementing the apecifBy depending heavily on Increasing excise
cs of the budget agreement, and I will have taxes and reducing entitlement programs such
an opportunity at that time to support or as Medicare, the agreement places a disprooppose changes made in Federal programs. I portioriate share of the deficit reduction effort
am voting "yes" to keep the process moving. on the shoulders of low- and middle-Income
This package is only a guideline, and does not
make specific changes in any program. Stand-

We must reduce the deficit.

progressive. Raising taxes on fuel and home
heating oil will disproportionately impact those
who are in the lower economic brackets, the
very people who suffered most during the last
10 years of Republican leadership in the exec-

Americana and the elderly. I cannot support a

year 1991 through fiscal year 1993 period.
This would result in a level 'ust sufficient In
keep pace with inflation. At the time the
agreement was announced, the House of
Representatives had already passed 10 appropriations bills this year. The capping provision flies in the face of priorities already established in these bills.
This cap has severe ramifications for educebun programs for the disadvantaged, which

the Appropriations Committee regarded as
high priorities items in the Labor-HHS-Education bill for fiscal year 1991. At the same time,

we recommended Increases for these programs, the sunvniteers are suggesting that we

cut $2 billion from the Guaranteed Student
Loan program. The cuts, as proposed by the
agreement, will result in fewer students from
low- end middle-Income (antilles being able to

pursue higher education and the possible
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closing of several histoncally black colleges
and universities.

Contrary to previous actions taken by this
House, the summit participants protected defense spending. They agreed to spend $289.1
billion for defense in fiscal year 1991. This is
$6.2 billion more than the levels provided for
n the recent House-passed defense authonzation bill and about $200 million more than
the Senate version of the bill. By repnoritizing

defense, a small group of men have overturned the woik of the entire Congress.
Ironically, the nch escaped unscathed.

Those with incomes above $200,000 would
only see their taxes increased by 0.3 percent,
while those with incomes between $20,000
and $50,000 will have their taxes increased by

3.0 percent to 3.3 percent. fn addition, the
higher income earners will also see tax breaks
from investments in small companies, and research and development. Those with the highest incomes are not being asked to share the
burden of deficit reduction.
There is no question that the Nation sorely
needs a deficit reduction package. The Feder-

al deficit is one of the most serious issues
confronting our Nation. However, the solution
to our deficit problem must be a fair one. We

cannot ask those who can least affort it to
pay for the majority of the reduction effort. We
must ask those who have done so well for the
past 10 years under the Reagan and Bush ad-

ministrations to pay their fair share of the
cost. The budget accord presented to us does
not do this and I wifi not support it.
Mr. Speaker, the vote that I will cast today,
in opposition to this budget reso'ution, will be

my first opportunity to participate in the deasion-maktrg process regarding. a matter that
touches the lives of all Amencans. Until this
moment, the negotiations on this matter have
been conducted by a small group of our membership, away from public scrutiny and without
the benefit of input from their colleagues, who
are other duly elected Representatives. I do
not be'ieve that the decisions that were made
during the budget summit have the support of
the majority of this body. I will vote my conscience and urge my coflèagues to do the

"wrap it all into one catchall spending bill ap- expected revenue.
As noble as the GRH effort has boen, and
proach."
During the last 10 fiscal years, Congress as noble as the current budget summit agreehas grown so dependent on the continuing ment is, both are temporary fixes. Its comparesolution that in fiscal 1987 none of the indi- rable to using a spare tire while you wait to
get the permanent tire fixed. Just as a mevidual appropriation biOs were completed.
Deadlines continue to be missed th,s year— chanic would remove the nail causing the flat,
the President's budget was 3 weeks tate, the Congress must act to plug the hole which
budget resolution was not approved by Con- threatens to deflate our economy.
The budget process now is so complex that
gress prior to the start of the new fiscal year,
and as of October 1 the House and Senate low people understand the details. t is so
had failed to send any of the appropnaton time consuming that schedules and deadlines
seldom are met—thus encouraging the pracbills to the President.
This all-or-nothing approach to Federal bce of the continuing resolution and diminishspending is unfair to the administration, unfair ing the power and option of a Presidential
to those Members ol Congress interested in veto.
The system itsetf also is dishonest. Deficits
fiscal responsibility, and most importantly, ft is
unfair to those who pay the bills—the Amen can be reduced using accounting gimmicks
can taxpayer.

The Constitution guarantees the President
the opportunity to sign or veto indMdual appropriation bills as part of the checks and balsame.
ances system. The threat of a Presidential
Mr. PURSELL Mr. Speaker, Washington veto cou'd provide greater discipline to the
again has locused its attention on the Federal process. President Bush effectively used the
budget, with an eye toward a $500-billion, 5- veto last year to remove an unacceptable Sec.
year budget agreement. Worked out between tion of the District of Co'umbia appropriations
the President and congressional leaders, the bill. President Ford effectively used the veto to
agreement has been presented as the fix to express his objections to legislation that he
our continuing deficit spending problem.
believed was too costly.
While the numbers in the agreement—if adUkewise, the President should exercise the
hered to—could bring about a zero deficit, I veto when Congress sends a spending bill to
remain concerned about the underlying proc- the White House which exceeds the bounds
ess.
of fiscal responsibility. But this becomes difiWith our national debt now topping $3 till- cuti when deadlines are missed and a potenhon, this habit of deficit spending didn't tial veto of an all-or-nothing continuing resouhappen overnight. The last fiscal year in which tion means shutdown of the FeJera Govern-

there was a budget surplus, rather than a ment.
budget deficit, was 1969.

In 1974 a new budget process was adopted. The law created new committees and a
new arm of the legislature—the Congressional
Budget Office—to provide fiscal and economic
information in both houses.

But the new procedures did little to persuade Congress to balance the budget and
reduce the indebtedness.

During all but one fiscal year since 1960,
our Federal Government has operated with a
budget deficit of varying degrees—averaging
about 1 percent o gross national product

October & 1990

(GNPJ in the 1960's to about 2.5 .percent in ol verifiable sávngs n the first year alone—
the 1970's. In fiscal 1982, the deficit broke the achieved through a spending freeze, and with$100 billion mark, and just 1 year later it broke out an inease in taxes. Our plan for deficit
the $200 billion mark—representing a
ord reduction operated from the premise that
6.3 percent of GNP.
while the freeze held spending reTattvely conClearly, the growth of Federal spending has stant, revenues would continue to Increase
outpaced inflation, Bignaling a continued tiend due to the ongoing economic expansion—thus
of expansion in Government and Government closing the deficit gap.
programs.
Ironically, had our plan been adopted, we
It was in recognition ol that trend that I in- would have arrtved at a zero deficit dunng this
troduced legislation in 1981—HR. 3282—to current fiscal year 1991.
spread the Kemp-Roth tax cut over 5 years
Since the introduction of our budget in
rather than 3. Fear that Congress wou'd be 1985, Congress has attempted to Stem the
unable to control its insatiable appetite for deficit accumulation through the Grammspending was well founded—spending conbn- Rudman.Holflngs [GRH] law. Otiginally targetued to grow, and record deficits were encoun- ed for a zero deficit by fiscal 1991, the dates
tered in the years after the Kemp-Roth tax in GRH have slipped to the point where the
cut.
current budget agreement cafis for a zero def iBut beyond the appetite for spending has cit by 1995.
been Congress' inability to adhere to the
GRH has been an honest attempt to estabbudget process.
lish deadlines and restore fiscal responsibilNot since fiscal 1977 have afi 13 of the indfly—but it hasn't worked. GRH has failed to
vidual appropriation bills been enacted before
restore the budget process to what it was and
the beginning of the new fiscal year. Instead
what it should be: A legislative grve-and-take
of living up to its responsibility, Congress has
grown dependent on a legislative device whereby Federal spending is allocated to speknown as the continuing resolution—the cific programs based on rea'istic estimates of

For too many years, congressional leaders
have thumbed their noses at the constitutional
and statutory responsibility to complete alt ap.

propnations by October 1. And there is no

and the senousness of f he problem constantly

has been understated by overly opt,mistc
economic assumptions.

Beyond the numbers in any budget agreement, an equally important ingredient must be
enforcement of the timetables and deadlines
in our existing laws. lndrvidually approved
spending bills, open to Presidential veto, are
as important as the figures they contain. The
use of checks and balances must be restored.
And this ingredient, unlike negotiated spending and revenue figures, only can be assured

by Congress. It's time we agreed to restore
credibiHty to the budget process.
Mr. YOUNG of Florida. Mr. Speaker, reluctantly nse to support this budget resolution.
I do so not because I am convinced it is the
best possible budget agreem9nt we can

reach, but because we must keep the budget
process moving forward. Otherwise, our
Nation will suffer catastrophic across the

board cuts to bing the 1991 budget deficit
into line with the demands of current law.
It

is important for all Amencans to under-

excuse for this complete breakdown in disci-

stand what it is we are voting on this evening.

pline.

This is &mply a document that broadly outlines the budget targets for the 1991 deficit,

In 1985, I chaired a group of 40 Republican

Members of Congress who authored a full
budget plan. Introduced on time, our budget
plan—cafled a Blueprint for Balance—proved
that the process can be lollowed.

the total 1991 outlays, and the total 1991 revenues. This legislation also provides direction

Working &de by side with the Congress4onal

enttre package into line with the budget agree-

Budget Office, our plan contained $51 bilhon

to each of the committees in Congress on
budget targets they mi.st meet to bring the
ment.
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This Iegtslation does not implement any of most responsibdity of the 102d Congress
the recommendations of the budget agree- when it convenes next year.
The job before us tonight is to do what is
ment. That omnibus IegsIation WiU follow in a
week to 10 days after each of the commitlees right for our Nation as a whole. In this case,
meet to draft legislation to comply with their that means taking action on this budget reso-

mat'Iy 20 percent ederIy Amencans than at
the begnriing. During this sarn€ penod hoath

budget targets.

lution to move the process onto the next step.

for the fact that the number of those consid-

I have suggested to the House leadership
and to President Bush that these committees
be given wide latitude in meeting their targets.

Failing to do otherwise could result in cata-

ered poor grew.

They are the committees with expertise in
their vanots areas and wiH krow better than
the budget negotiators the impact of certain

strophic consequences that are unacceptable
and would throw our Nation into economic turmcii

Mr. Speaker, wilh great trepidation,

I

wlI

vote to support this resolution tonight but I re-

recommendations. They may even be able to
better determine how to achieve savings with
less of an impact on their respective prcgram

serve the nght to withhold judgment on the
legislation that wdl come before the House
later this month to mp!ement this resohition.

areas.

With the proper deliberations and the input of
the entire Congress, the committees may be
able to afleviate many of my concerns about
Medcare cuts, veterans programs, and ques-

For instance, the Ways and Means Committee; which has jurisciichon over the Medicare
program, a'ready has expressed the same
concerns I have raised about the proposed tionnab?e revenue increases.
The Congress once again has failed the
Medicare reductions and is tn the process of
developing other proposals that would lessen American people by not IMng up to our finanthe burden on beneticianes. especially those cial responsibibties. Our failure, however,
least able to afford increased monthly premi- cannot be allowed to wreak havoc on the
entwo economy of the United States. Instead,
ums or deductib4es.
The action we are taking tonight makes it it demands that we make a difficult decision
possible for the budget process to move for- tonight and another in a few days. It also deward foi consideration by the committees. The mands that we make many tough decisions in
package that. emerges from the deliberations the months ahead to eliminate the mockery
by the committees Will be the actual imple- that is the congressionat budget process. The
menting legislation. That Will determine where Amencan peop'e expect and daserve better.
Mr. Speaker, this is the people's House. But
the budget reductions and revenue increases
will occur and that will be where the real defi- the process we experience here has excluded
the people and most of their elected reprecit reduction vote is cast.
Voting to defeat this resolution tonight s a sentatives.
Mr. SYNAR. Mr. Speaker, today I nse in opvote to stop the budget process in its tracks
and leave the Federal Government with no position to House Conference Resolution 310,
other choice but to endure automatic across the summit agreement budget resolution. This
the board cuts in afl areas and virtually every decision has been made after careful considprogram. Not only would this negatively eration of the terms of the agreement. Once
impact those wo benefit from vital Federal again we are up against a deadline and the
services but it could possibly send our nation urgency of approving a budget is without
into the throws of recession, drive up inflation, doubt. Urgency, however, can not under any
circumstances replace fairness and this
and raise interest rates.
The budget process is a disaster and for agreement is simply not fair.
I respect the work of the budget negotiators
confirmation one only has to look back on the
seeps that led us to this vote. The Congress and I recognize the extreme dfficu?ty of devisonce again has failed to meet its fisca! re- ing an agreement. I did not anttcipate an
sponsibihties. As a body, we have taken no agreement that satisfied everyone, because
positive steps to solve our budget deficit. In- knew that everyone would have to sacnfice.
stead, the responsibi!ily was shthed to a pri- But I did expect an agreement that spread the
vate room at an Air Force base 30 miles from burden amor all income groups in an evenhere where a smaH group of Congressmen handed manner. Despite assertions to the
and Senators met with a handful of adminis- contrary, this agreement is not fashioned in
tration officials to reach a budget agreement that manner. It is clearly not fair to my Okahoma constituents.
that will affect every American household.
The process undercut the entire premise of
Today's budget crisis is the result of ten
our Constitution. There was no representation years of the misguided potcies of the Reagan
of the views of the public. There were no Presidency. The enormous d&ense spending
hearings on whict to base these docisons. increases and accompanying tax cuts cost the
There was not even so much as a request for Treasury billions in lost revenues. For ten
input from the 535 Congressmen and Sena- years Congress had to go along with budgets
that built up defense to a point at which there
tocs who were outside the room.
The budget process is broken and it is was a real incroase of over 45 percent in debeyond repair. It is full of gimmickry and fense dollars. Contrary to popular bekef, doallows those, elected by the people, to skirt mestic spendng both for human needs and
the tough votes they are elected to cest. The the infrastructure of the country fell drasticaUy.
current budget process s in such disrepair Spending for energy programs fell approxithat I believe it may even violate the Constitu- mately 81 percent, education lur%d;ng felt 16
tion by allowing secret meetings by a small percent, community and regional development
group outside of our Nation's Capftol to make feH 58 percent.
Spending for the eIdery and disabled did
the budgetary arid financial decisions that are
clearty to be made by the e'ected repesenta- grow dunng this same period but the growth
did not occur because of increases in benetives of all the people.
There, however, is no time tonight, this fits. Instead, the growth was a result of an inweek,
even In the remainder of this year to crease in the number of elderly Americans
fix the process. That must be, and the people and the unbeevabIe nse n heatth care costs.
should demand that ft be, the first and fore. By the end of the 1980's there were approxi-

care costs rose appoximatdy 91 percent.
While programs for those in poverty grew
shghty in real doflars, this did not compcnsate

For the past 10 years we have seen tax
cuts disproportionately beriefithrg the nch and
higher income Americans. Income growth for
wocking Americans increased on'y shghtly, in
fact, for median income families, it decreased.
Yet at the same time, 86 percent of the re in
incomc went to the wealthiest 20 percent.

The arement once again asks working
Amoricans to bear a greater burden to now
reduce the deficit. Working Americans have
not been part of those "good times." It is blatantly unfair to ask them now to pay for those
good times enjojed by others.
Earlier this year the House pass.d a budget
which I supported that called for cuts of under
$2 bitlion in the Mod,care program in 1 year.
There was a recognition that an eftort had to
be made to get the program under cortro and

to address its increasing growth. Many attacked those cuts as harsh. If those cuts were

harsh, what can $60 billion in cuts over 5
years possibly be called?
There ts no atlemp( in the agreement to ad-

dress the true problems of health care costs.
Instead the costs of Medicare are simply shifted to the program b8neficiaries. While there
may be some who can certainly afford to pick
up these costs, the summit agreement does
not reflect reatity. By 1995, the Aging Committee estimates that the Medicare part B premi-

ums will equal one month's social security
check. This is no way to make long-term
policy.

The summit agreement contains not only
cuts ard revenues but policy agreements that

come close to further reducing a need for
Members of Congress to perform their most
essential function. I have fought •for years
aganst budget procedures such as GrarnmRudman-Hollings that remove responsbility
for voting and decision making. This 5-year
agreement continues that practice and removes us as Members further from the budget
process. More importantly, it also dirninshes
the input of citizens in the process.
As a populist Democrat, can not review
the facts and figures from the past 10 years
I

and say that the burden under the summit
agreement is being borne equally by aU Americans. Voting against the summit agreement is

bound to draw criticism but I can not vote for
an agreement because everyone says its the
"best" we Will get and arcther agreement is
not possthle. I am confident ard optimistic
that a fair budget agreement that reduces the
doficit and stimulates economic growTh can be
dev,scd. I know there are alternatives and
know they are better.
Mrs. COLLINS. Mr. Senator, I rise in opposition to the budget agreement.
The bifls of the past decade are coming due
I

and payment is being extracted from those
least able to pay, while those most able to
contribute escape virtually unscathed. Because of the policies of the 1980's, tha
wea'thy gained the most while the poor, the
elderly, children and the needy suffer6d the
most. With this agreement, that trend continues. We suffered through the last decade and

endured the stash and burn policy toward
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social spending, hoping upon hope that the
kinder, gentler, nation that President Bush en-

visioned would see a return to fairness in
budget prorities.
I have a large number of elderly and elderly
poor in my distnct. How in the world can I go
home and tell them that I voted for a package
that would cause them to pay more for Medicare insurance and lower the service they will
receive if they become ill. This double-edged
sword is unconscionable. Medicare and other
entiUement programs are already suffering.
How in the name of all that is decent can we
even begin to consider even deeper cuts? So
what If someone's $12,000 diamond or fur

Christmas present will be taxed at a higher
rate? We're talking about cutting medical benefits and raising premiums for medical care on

a significant segment of our population who
live off much less than $12,000 per year. In
my state of Illinois, doctors, hospitals, and
other providers are already struggling to continue adequate care. Many will certainly pull
out of the program rather than face dimin-

Mr.

ATKINS. Mr. Speaker, it is with regret

that I rise today in opposition to the summit
agreement budget resolution. My regret

comes not from opposing this particular package, which I consider to be unfair to middleincome families, the elderly and those on fixed
incomes. It comes from being forced to
decide between this package and no package
at afi. I strongly believe that the best tonic for

our ailing economy is a strong deficit reduction package, and that the sequestration alternative will have absolutely diastrous effects on
our economy. Furthermore, the Nation's Federal work force was never meant to bear the
brunt for delays in enacting a budget.
However, I cannot support this measure because it continues the unfair fiscal policies of

the last decade. These policies have shifted
the tax burden to poor and middle-income
families who work for a living, and away from
wealthier families who receive more of their
earnings from dividends and capital gains. The

economic rationale was to encourage investment and growth, the benefits of which would

trickle down to all sectors of the economy.
is not just the elderly or poor who will But there is no evidence that this has ever

ished reimbursements that leave them in debt
It

suffer under this document. The economy is
slipping further and further into recession and
as things worsen, more and more jobs will be
lost. How can I tell those whose jobs are
taken or threatened that they witi have to wait
for two additional weeks to get unemployment
benefits? Where is the rent to come from for
those 2 weeks? Where is the food to come
from? This is not only inhumane, it is down.
nght ndiculous.

And who will suffer most from an increase

gasoline tax? Not the Ro1Is-Roye
owner, but the Rolls-Royce chauffeur and
in the

happened. Instead, the evidence shows that
the poorest fifth of American houehoIds have
seen their income drop by 5 percent over the

last decade, the middle fifth has seen a
meager 3-percent gain, while the top fifth has
experienced a whopping 33-percent gain.
Mr. Speaker, I've had enough of these policies. Theyve resulted in a threefold increase
in our Federal debt and they've resulted in a
shrinking middle class that is more hard
pressed than at any other time in our history.
Yet, when I look at this budget package
before us today, what I see is a continuation
of the failed policies of the 1980's.
It is only fair that those who prospered from

others who are earning the minimum wage. A
regressive, higher tax on gasoline is going to
make it even more thfficult for low-wage earn- a decade of fiscal policies designed to help
ers to get to their jobs. Why? Because those the rich shou'd pick up the tab now that the
who have the luxury of an automobile will pay bill has finauy come due. But that's clearly not
more in fuel expenses, and those who ride the case when Medicare premiums for people
public transportation will likely see increases on fixed incomes will increase 20 percent,
in fares. We fussed and fought in this body while the rich get a slew of tax breaks worth
over raising the minimum wage and patled $12 bilion. It's also not the case in ftght of inOurselves on the back grandly when we com- creased taxes on beer and wine, gasoline, airpromised on a few cents more. Now we stand line tickets and petroleum products, afl of
here ready to stick it to the htlle guy again.
which will be more onerous to middle and
In addition to many seniors, I have a sizable lower income families than they wili to the
middle-class population in my distnct that is very nch. According to estimates from the
also sick and tired of being squeezed every Joint Committee on Taxation, people with adsingle time we enact a tax cut or deficit reduc- justed gross incomes of between $30,000 and
tion proposal. There is nothing wrong with $50,000 will see their taxes nse 2.9 percent,
having trained yourself, worked hard, and while those making over $200,000 will be subearned some few comforts in life. An annual jected to only a 1.7-percent tax increase.
household income of $30,000 or $50,000 may That's Just not fair.
sound like a sot, but you try raising a family of
This package will aiso cause a great deal of
tour, or Heaven forbid, sending a chi'd to a unfair damage to my home State of Massa$20,000 a year coflege on that income and chusetis. Efforts by Representative SILvIO
see lust how far it gets you. Every time this CONTE to exclude home heating oil from the
Nation looks to increase revenues, it looks to tax on refined petroleum products were rethe poor and middle class. Under this budget versed at the last minute, and the resulting 2document, those with incomes over $200,000 cent-per-gaVon tax wifi hurt our region of the
will see their taxes increased by a whopping country more than any other. Because of the
three-tenths of 1 percent, while those with in- Iraq, invasion of Kuwait. home heating oil
comes between $20000 and $50000 will see pnces have already skyrocketed, and State
their taxes raised between 3 and 3.3 percent budget woes have necessitated a dramatic
Where is the kindness? Where is the gentle- cut in State and loca' low-income home
ness? Where is the fairness?
energy assistance programs. I don't see how
My colleagues, this budget agreement is low-income residents of the State are going to
worse than "voodoo" economics, this is the be able to heat their homes this winter with all
devil himself I I urge each and every one of of these circumstances working against them.
you to put this document behind us and let's
Meanwhile, the oil and ga industries will
come up with a package that is fair and work. benefit from $3.5 billion n tax breaks for exable.
ploration and production ncentives. I simply
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cannot fathom why, at a time when oil prices
have doubled, we need to provide additional
tax breaks for the oil industry.
Mr. Speaker, it is my sincere hope that we
can reject this package and quickly pull together an alternative package that will require

the rich to pay their fair share of the tax
yield further cuts in our defense
budget, and remove the responsibility for cutting the deficit from the backs of the middle
class and the elderly. While I compete'y
agree with the urgent need to reduce our deficit, I cannot support a package that insulates
the wealthy and shoves aD of the ccsts on the
people who have been forced to pay the price
for Reaganomics—the middle class, the elder-

burden,

ly and those who must survivo on fixed incomes. Unfortunately, that would be the result

of the package before us today, and that is
why, as much as I would like to see our deficit
reduced, I cannot give this package my support.

Mr. LOWERY of California. Mr. Speaker,
this Nation's deficit is approaching $300 billion; our national debt has tripled since 1982
and we face increased dependercy on foreign
lenders to finance that debt; we have nsing interst rates and an oncoming recession—all of
which diminish our ability to compete interna-

tionally. Without action today, we stand to
lose jobs, personal income, vital programs,
and our credibility as the leading nation in the
world.

The budget brought before us today

is

based on a compromise forged after weeks of
intense negotiations between congressional
leaders and the adminis'jation. WhHe I believe
Congress should have had the political will to
make more substantial cuts in Federal spending, this package does provide for the largest
deficit reduction agreement ever.

Unlike previous budgets, this one will cut
$500 biIion from the deficit over the next 5
years; the majority of these cuts are real and
lasting. Implementation wili result in reducing
Federal spending from 23.4 percent of GNP in
fiscal year 1991 to 18.2 percent in fisc& year
1995—this is a smaller percentage than any
year since 1965. This agreement is mostly
spending cuts—36 percent come from discretionary programs, 24 percent from mandatory
programs and 13 percent from reductions in
interest. Only 27 percent of the agreement involves revenue increases.

We are finally proposing enforcements that
I beheve will work. The pay-as-you-go system
will ensure that planned defcit reduction
occurs by requiring any expansions of enttIe-

ment and mandatory programs be offset in
the same bill. Spending that violates these
caps, or pay as ou go violations will trigger
automatic across-the-board offsets in the relevant categories.

While I would prefer to not see such deep
I understand military programs
must also contribute to reducing the budget
deficit. Secretary Cheney has stated that he
defense cuts,

can manage these changes without damaging
our ability to defend our interests in a dangerous world, and I trust his judgment.

And while

I

am not an advocate of

ih-

creased taxes, I believe the package demonstrates equity and compromise. Clearly, an in-

crease in excise taxes on beer and wine will
impact many. However, to demonstrate a
sense of fairness, ft should be noted these
excse taxes have not been increased s4nco
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they were first instituted In 1951, white inflation has risen well over 400 percent
I would like to take this opportunity to state

My colleagues need to remember that In a
parliamentary system of government, the fail-

ure to accept a measure as vital as this

my serious objections to the package's in-

budget agreement would resuft In the fall of
the government and a dramatic loss of confifornia will be especially strained by this in- dence at home and abroad. We cannot send
crease. As you may know, Californians had this signal to our allies and trading partners
the fortitude to approve a 6-cent Increase to when international unity Is vitally needed to
their gas tax in June to raise revenues for halt Iraq's economic and military aggression.
transportation improvements. This additional My personal opposition to a gas tax, or conincrease will be a serious burden for my con- cerns on the costs to medicare, must be temstituents.
pered by the threat to our Nation it we do not
The Medicare provisions wili ask more from take action on the budget immediately.
Mr. Speaker, we were elected to govern.
bath providers and beneficiaries, but the cost
clease to the gas tax. My home State of Cali-
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Increasingly competitive International market,
these new taxes will severely handicap California wine products. I strongly urge my colleagues to oppose it.
Mr. GALLO. Mr. Speaker, the United States
stands tonight at a fiscal fork in the road. We
have reached the point in our economic histo-

ry where we must make hard and difficult
choices about the road we will take. One thing
Is clear, however—we cannot continue along

the road which has taken us to the brink of
economic disaster, as embodied in our evergrowing and seemingly uncontrollable Federal
deficit.

of Medicare part B has quadrupled since There is much talk of incumbent advanFor nearly 6 months the leadership of the
1980, and the program as a whole has tages—here Is an Incumbent disadvantage. House has been engaged in a budget summit
become the fastest growing part of the Feder- We have to stand up and be counted: Our with the leadership of the other body and of
al deficit. Contrary to some reports, Medicare votes go on the record. It would be easy to the executive branch. Members of Congress
Is not being ravaged; the budget agreement
requires participants to pay about $2.30 more

a month next year in premiums than they
would havo paid. The deductible will nse from
$75 to $150 over three years. The poor and
near-poor will have many of these additional
costs paid for them through Medicaid. Still, If

the Energy and Commerce and Ways and
Means Committees believe they have a more
equitable approach, it should be considered.
Mr. Speaker, I don't like everything in this
package. But, I know I don't like the alternatives. The compromise does not include provisions to raise income tax rates; social security
benefits were not cut. COLAs—including
Social Security, military, and Federal annudies—were not cut or delayed. We didn't see
a reduction or elimination of the deduction of
interest paid on home mortgages and, deductibility of State and local taxes was not
capped.

Another alternative is sequestration of $85
billion, or 30 percent. If these cuts are put in
place for the entire year we will find ourselves
in total disarray. It would cause a bteakdown
of government—air safety, meat Inspection,
law enforcement, war on drugs, education,
health, housing, veterans, research, and revenue collection. Its effect on the Department of
Defense during Operation Desert Shield would
be devastating.
AU Federal employees will be furloughed for
at least 2 days out of every 6. The San Ysidro

wash my hands, agree with those who might
be inconvenienced and give my decisionmaking power over to chaos Instead of order. I
prefer to govern.

There is no winner or loser today—only
equity and compromise. I believe we all have

Earlier this weak the budget summiteers
placed before this House and the American
people the fruits of their labor. This agreement

an opportunity to demonstrate each of our gives us what is probably our only—and
ability to put what is good for the country best—chance to make a real attack on the
above what is good for ourselves.

Mr. HERGER. The Speaker, the congressional

leadership claims that the budget
summit agreement is fair; that it is a domestic

version of burdern shanng.

I

ask my col-

leagues how ft Is fair to raise taxes on one industry by roughtly 700 percent.
This package victimizes the premium wine
Industry that is fundamental to the economy of
the Nape Valley. This wasn't a budget summit,
It was a tax summit.
This package does not simply increase the
excise tax imposed on wine, it switches the
method by which that tax is imposed. The

budget summit agreement imposes a per
bottle tax, something we have never seen
before. This change has been instituted for
one reason, and one reason only: to mask the
true size of this huge tax hike.
The wine industry contributes $31 billion to

our Nations economy. It employs 490000
people, to whom it pays $8 billion in wages.
And already, the industry pays $2.5 billion in
State and local taxes.

Economic models indicate that the summit
proposal will decrease wine sales by 10 percent. In the October 2 Wall Street Journal,
crossing in the world. Gramm-Rudman cuts in one wine merchant is quoted saying his retail
the personnel of the Customs Service and Im- sales wilt plummet 20 percent. This is disasmigration and Naturahzati•on Service could trous. This vital industry could lose at least $3
mean dramatic reductions in the hours of op- billion in business activity and 50,000 jobs.
eration and number of available vehicle in- Also, it will result in a loss of $300 million in
spection lanes. The delays resulting from revenue to State and local governments.
these changes would have a domino effect Were robbing Peter to pay Paul.
damaging businesses, travel and trade In the
In California, which is the largest of the 43
San Diego area. It would damage our ability to wine-producing States, we forsee the loss of
intercept illegal drugs and aliens at the border. nearly 20,000 jobs.
Related problems would grow tremendously. I
Mr. Speaker, I represent the Napa Valley. In
have a responsibility to my constituents to the Napa Valley, we are proud of our premium
insure that our Government can operate effec- wines, many of which are produced at Indotively and meet the needs of our citizens. Se- pendent, family-owned wineries. Almost 75 of
questration would cause catastrophic conse- those wineries are going to be subject to this
quences to this nation.
outrageous tax. Many will not be able to
While many of us are focusing on specific absorb the blow. I heard from the properietor
aspects of the bill that we don't like, a failure of one winery who sad this package will force
to pass this package will have a negative him to lay off 150 of his 400 employees. Aneffect on an already tense international situa- other has informed me that this proposal will
tion. Other nations are looking to the U.S. for cut over 100,000 cases In sales next year.
leadership in a major International crisis; our This is not a way to encourage economic
failure to end this budget Impasse will shake growth.
all nations' confidence in our political and ecoThis package Is a bad deal for northern
nomic strength and stability.
California and a bad deal for
In an

Port of Entry at the United States/Mexican
border near San Diego is the busiest border

have watched with frustration and impatience
the long and tortuous summit process.

spending spree which has led us to this deficit. If we take the opportunity this moment
presents the benefits will be immediately apparent—lower interest rates and a renewed
confidence in our ability to put our fiscal
house in order.
After wading so long, I had hoped that the
result would have had more to recommend its

immediate and certain passage. This agreement is not one I would have crafted. The
cuts in Medicare are excessive and I believe

that we could have lessened the impact of
new taxes It the agreement had been able to
do more in cutting excessive domestic spending. In the coming weeks I will be working
hard to try to make changes in the final package which reflect these beliefs.
It would be easy to pick apart this budget,
to find things in it that I do not like. As a
member of the News Jersey delegation I am
particultirly sensitive to any discussion of tax
increases. The people of New Jersey have
been understandably and justifiably upset with
tax policies in New Jersey this year.
But I hasten to add that not all taxes—and
not all tax increases—are alike. The most im-

portant difference between this agreement
and the situation in New Jersey is this—the
agreement is a reasonable solution to a very
real problem. It is not a piece of social enginoenng hiding behind a so-called budget
crisis.

Let's look at what this budget agreement
will cost the average New Jersey citizen in the

next year. The tax on gasoline will cost the
average citizen of New Jersey $33.58 a year.
It

will cost the homeowner who heats his

home with oil an additional $12.54 a year. A
New Jersey one-pack-a-day smoker will have
to pay an additional $20.20 a year. A six pack
of beer will go up 16 cents; a bottle of wine
will go up 22 cents.
Even though these increases are relatively
small, I do not dismiss them as insignificant.
But I believe they are a small price to pay for
getting our Nation's financial house back in
order.

The Medicare provisions will cost our seniors $8 a month in increased premiums. I believe that this part of the plan should be mcdilied. But even It the proposed hike remains,
the Federal Government will still be paying
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fuHy 70 percent of the cost of Medicare budget agreement. I Imow that it was put toawerage. And the good oews is that cur n- gather in good. faith a an. effort to make the
iota' social security is untouched and they will. necessary meaningful and enforle cuts is
receive their scheduled cost of hying adjust- our massive Federal budget doficit.
Mr. Speaker, my South Dakota contusrits
merit, as wilt Federal retirees end w veterans.
do not alià their responsibility to play a iota
I am, however, distiabed by the change in
lump-sum xetirement. Hi reducing cur Federal bedget deficit is
Federal employees
option and I will work tot changes in that as pert ci the cintiy, we recognize that there is

President, but I cannot support a budget resolution that raises taxes next year while further
postponing cuts in domestic discretionary
spending for 3 more years. I cannot support a
budget that 'is based on unrealistic economic

no free kwich and that otir bills must be paid.
As. we add up the cost of this package we 'The current practice of simply charging the
ernses of running our Government onto
must aol Ignore the cost if we fail to act. Fail-

American consumers and the elderly.

ure to enact this budget resolution would future generations while simultaneously driving

because "we must reduce the Federal deficit." Many Members are exclaiming that "we

welL

result in a massive, dislocating, and painful
sequester. Across the board cuts of $85 billion on just a third of the budget would wreak

up interest rates, fostering foreign takeovers
of key industries, and shifting wealth from the

middle class to the wcild's wealthy mest

come to a atop, end it must atop no
Daficit reduction, yes. This particular plan,
sequester could very well bring our already
rio. A nation's priorities, it values are roflected
shaky economy to. a screeching halt.
Its not just that a sequester would cut de- in its budget in a stark way. After- the rhetoric
fense spending, although it would, by more clears, it is the budget which really toils us
than 30 percent. But what about the tens of where our priorities l I don't aspect, end my
thousands of brave young Americans who are South Dakota constituents don't expect a
risking all in response to their nation's call? budget plan which we regard as perfect—we
Do we tell them that partisan political bicker- know that this is a diverse Nation and that
'rificant budget progress requires comproing is more important than their mission.
Its not lust that some Federal employees misc and give and take,
But Mr. Speaker', this plan cells for mere dewould be furloughed, although they would be.
havoc on our Government and on our Nation. A

But what about the seniors who won't be able to

fense wending than either the House or

be helped at a dosed Social Security office, Senate have previousty approved, arid takes
or those in veterans hospitals whose care nothing from foreign lid, while shifting more
enses onto the low-income elderly and Inwould be compromised?
It's not just that air traffic control would be creasing taxes on Ifis middle-class end workdIsrupted, although It would be. But what ing people. The tockle-down philosophy of the
about the people whose lIving depends on Reagan 1980's is continued in this pIari—the
their being able to fly as a part of their work? notion that if the wealthy can just be made
ft's not just that inspection of meets would wealthier, the rest of Americans may get
come to a. halt, although it would. But what some trickle-down benefits. We've had
about the jabs of those in that inisisly, and in enough of that Hi this Nation ever the past
the supermarket industry and the restaurant decade.
This deficit reduction plan is in a major way
industry who would also be affected d we had
built on huge reductions in agricultural spenda meat shortage?
'There are a whole host of similar disrup- ing, gasoline tax increases, and reductions in
tions which would occur undtrr the terms of a Medicare—together they constitute a patcusequester, and the scenario is not a petty laity tough blow to low-income, rural, agriculone no matter how you put it.

tural

State with a high proportion of low-

The specter of sequester is too awful to income elderly. Mready, the top 1 percent of
even toy with at this stage in the budget process.

I

American income earners.—with average in-

would rather vote for an imperfect comes over $549,(X)0—enjoy en average tax

agreement than risk the parted disaster of a

cut of $82,000 per year over what they they

Sequester.

would have paid in the 1970's. Meanwhile, 'the

I am not wifling to abdicate my responsibirity
as a Member of Congress, a political leader, a
representative of my constituents by opposing
this agreement. I was sent to the Congress to

typical middle-income family of four, earning
$31,000 pays $409 more is taxes. This agreement continues that regressive trend by providing tax shelters for the rich but tax burdens

help solve the Nation's problems—not make

for the middle class.

them worse.
I fully recognize that this is a difficult vote
for many of my colleagues—it was for me as
well. I respect my colleagues for their decldon
as I expect they will me for mir'e.
I have spent nearly half of my lIfe in public
serwice, seeking always to do what I believe is
right for the people who honor me by choosing me as their representative. I. know the
people I represent and I know that when they
we through looking at this agreement—and at
the alternatives—they will find that the price
this agreement demands of us is manageable

and should be paid,
Mr. JOHNSON of South Dakota Mr. Speaker, I rise in opposition to the budget resolution

that is the product of the bipartisan budget
summit. Despite my opposition, I do want to
commend Speaker FOLEY, Republican leader

MICHIa, President Bush, and all the other
members of the budget summit for what I
know was an exceedingly difficult exorcise.
While I cannot support the contents of the

assumptions. I cannot support a budget that
pets the burden of the national Federal deficit
on the shoulders of a few selected groups of

I have been hearing the argument that

I

should support the budget summit agreement

have to do something about the Federal
budget deficit."

I have been trying to do something about
the Federal budget deficit since I came to
Congress 16 years ago. The need to reduce
the deficit is nothing new, The fact that some
Members hare waited until now to warn the
American people about our country's budget
crisis certainly helps to explain how the problem got out of hand in the first place.
I think that Members who are concerned
about reducing the deficit can start by repealing the 33percent pay raise that passed
Congress labt year. How can Congress accept
such an obkene pay increase and then call
for extra taxes on American taxpayers? Any
budget legislation aimed at reducing the Federal deficit should include a repeal of the congressional payraise.

History has clearly proven that an increase
in taxes will lead to an even greater increase
in Government spending. In fact, since World
War II, for every $1 increase Hi taxes, Government spending has increased over $1.50. Now

we are being asked to support the second
largest tax increase in our country's history,
almost $134 billIon, and we're supposed to
believe that everything is going to be different
this time?

Let's take a closer look at the budget

summit agreement for a moment According
to the agreement, the increase in taxes and
user fees will total over $18.5 billion in 1991
and Domestic discretionary spending will be
reduced by zero dollars. In 1,992, the increase

in taxes alone will total $26.7 billion and domestic discretionary spending will be reduced
by zero dollars. By 1993, taxes will have been
increased by almost $70 billion, and domestic
discretionary spending will be cut by zero dcl-

lars
Meanwiite, of the $119 billion in reduced
budget agreement is not the status quo—the
mandatory spending under the budget summit
alternative is not to do nothing and avoid all agreement, about $60 billion comes out of the
pain. But Mr. Speaker, despite the President's
unfair that elderiy
firm resistance to any proposal which would Medicare Program. It is
America.is, representing about 12.5 percent of
require the wealthy to make a fairer contribution to the Nation's budget crisis, I believe the population, are being asked to bear more
that we can come up with an alternative which than 50 percent of the burden of the Federal
creates greater tax fairness and spreads the deficit
I have long called for en honest Federal
pain of budget cute in a much broader, more
equitable way. I particularly comment Repro- budger with honest cuts in Federal spending.
sentative DORGAN and Representative Oeev Our Nation's financial structure cannot be built
for their innovative and far more progressive on a shaky foundation. The economic asbudget deficit-reduction plan which has been sumptions that form the foundation of the
distributed among the Members. do not be- budget summit agreement are too unrealistic
lieve that the brutal cuts Imposed by Gramm- to support true deficit reduction. A barrel of oil
Rudman are our only aftemative—e progres- today already costs 89 percent more than the
sive, fair budget agreement is possible if only price listed in the economic assumption for
this body will demonstrate bipartisan political 1990. Further, how will the American economy
boast e 3.8 percent arid 4.1 percent increase
will,
Mr. LAGOMARSINO. Mr. Speaker, I must In real GNP in 1992 and 1993 after shoulderrise in opposition to the budget summit agree- ing a $70 billion increase in taxes? Contrary to
rnent. It pains to be unable to agree with the what I have heard, I believe that the real
I

appreciate that the alternative to this
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threat of recession lies behind the enactment
of this budget agreement.
I urge my colleagues to look ctosety and se
riously at the budget summit agreement. We

nate the two new tax breaks that havO been
poposod. we could reduce the Impact of the
Medicare cut on seniors by almost 50 percent

sary? The answer is a resounding No." It is
estimated that, under current law and without

and we could eflmnate the 2-week waiting

perod.for the unemployed. How can we ustlty
deficit, but we do not need to pass desperate inflicting such painful cuts on senior citizens
and unemployed Americans for the sake of
legIs'ation to achieve that goal
Mr. WOLPE. Mr. Speaker, I nse n reluctant highly questionable new tax breaks which will
but nonetheless strong opposition to the on'y further enrich weatthy Arner,cans and the
budget summit agreement, I do so because oil industry?
One last point: 40 percent ot todays dethe agreement simply is unfak.
tense expenditures—over $130 bill:on—are
It is unfair that low• and middencorne
working people would bear the largest share stli directed toward defending Europe from a
of the new taxes which woud be imposed. threat that dearly no longer exists. Isn't it
According to the Joint Tax Committee, the about time that we ask our European allies to
agreement would mean a tax increase of 7.6 8ssume a greater share ot the burden ot their
percent for those making less than $10000: own defense? That would certainly help
2.9 percent for those makng between produce a much less painful and much more
$O,0O0 and $50000; and only 1.7 percent for fair deficit reduction package.
The sad truth is that the budgetary cri&s we
those mekin over $200,000.
It is unfar that senior citizens would be sub- face today is the consequence of 10 long
jected to billions of dollars in increased cost years of fiscal irresponsibility that has resulted
sharing in the Medicare Program. Under this in an erosion of America's economic strength,
ajreemont, Medicare premiums would in- a huge widening of the gap between the
crease from $343 to $651 by 1995. This huge wealthiest one-fifth of our society and everydesperatety need to reduce the Fedora? budget

increase would absorb 70 percent of ScaI
Security cost-of-living adjustments during this
period.
It Is unfair that laid-off American worke.rs
w,uId face a 2-week delay in recewng their
first unemployment check. It s clear that the

Nation is either in a recession right now Of will

eter one sooi. We can expect the Nation's
uremployrnent rate to climb in the mont!s
eread. I vivk remembe, th human toH of
te 1982 recession in Michigan. I trd it in.comprehensibe that we wou'd even ons;ueY
optirig such a measure in today'S ecoHorlic
c.rnate.
And it is un4afr that, in the midst of the pain

ore else, and a 'oss of pubIc confidence n

enacting any new taces, Federal revenues will

grow by $400 billion over the next 5 years. If
Congress held increases in spending to 4 percent per year, we could reduce the deficit and
move toward a balanced budget without raising tàes. A tax increase, added to the $400
bil9on, will on?y
more.

alfow Congress to spend

In 1991, the budget calls for zero douars of
budget reductions from domestic discretionary
spending and foreign aid. In 1992, the budget
caUs for zero dollars in budget reductions from

domestic discretionary spending and foreign
aii. In 1993, the budget caUs for zero doHars
o budget reducti3ns from domestic discretion-

ar spending and foreign

aid. In

fact, the

budget aflows domestic discretionary spen&ng

and domestic entitlement spending to in-

crease by an average of 6.5 percent. The
spending increa9s in nondefense spending
wl tota $724.6 billion over the next 5 yiars.
That represents an $5.40 increase in spending
for every new do'lar of tax revenues.

There is no sertous enforcement mchn;m. New spendg to deal with an emergenover those of the rich End oowe1uI. This cy does not count In the new spending caps.
b.iqet sumriit agreement will on!y reinforce Excessive spending due to faulty economic
a! threa o these disturbng trends. There Is assumptions do not count against the caps.
simply no way that I can vote for & p3cage And the Gramrn-Rudman alanced-budqet aw
ttat s so blatantly unfair without breakiig faith is weakened by &owng Congress to miss the
w:th the consttueflts who sent me to Con- m'ndated de'icit.reduction targets by $15 bilLc'n. In techra terms, this has becn dubbed
gr We can and must do better.
Mr. McCANDLESS. Mr. Speaker, I canot "wggle room." In real terms, it means that
the ablifty of our political leaders and institutk'nsto put the interests of average citizens

a -d wi?I not support this budget.

Congress 9 not be held eccuntabte to

priviegcd to represent, the
ppIe of Riverside Cointy, CA, consist largely of working famflies who must commute, and

obide by the budget.

TI3 peo I am

And, there is no reform in the budget process. The curreit budget process was not ad

s1tor citizens. It would be difficult to wrt a is not desgre to cortroI Federal sperdg.
bidget that v:ud hurt my corstituent more fr fact, the current bidget process was adoptt•an this one—with its 12-cets-a-gllofl tax eo in 1974 because President Nixon refused
fQr we3lthy Ame-cans. For examp, this
pckae contains $12 bIion in new so-caUed in:rbae or gasoline, and its Increases in the to spend some of the money that Coflgress
dcre rerniurn coupled with Miare re- hd approprtod. I have song beefl an dvoçrowth ircentives. rour years ao we passet
cc c, ma'uI reorrns in the budget proc.
tax-reform package that redced tax r€s dionS.
There are ix fr.demeta flaws in this ecs. ThQse reforms should include a balby ernnatin. inefficient and unustif led tax
Br.ced budct/tx-lrnttatlOr c.-nendmcnt t the
s,eters that aflowed some wea!thy Americe.ns
First. It bgirs with the assumption th3 th Csn&titttic'; a
paying ar.y taxes at a!I. I haie seen
tm vc-to r the Presderit;
r vience to indicate that the new growth dficit is s nigh bcese taea are tcO low; a z€o-bad bu't where every bige
ircentvos wt encourage a1hng but the second, t Is technically fawed in its ecoromc dciar is jusufed on an anrual basis; ths use
çowth of a new t3x shelter industry which v.l assumption; third, it contains the Iarqest fist- of a 2-y3ar budget cycle; the removai of
crce aair he!p the wea!thiet amorg us y'ar tax iicrase In American history; kurth. ii Social Scuiity from the unified Fed'ra
av.!d paying thefr fair share of the Nation's c: eatos the myth of spending recuctons and budget; and, en end tc tie use of conlvug
Ci ir.creased taxes a'd spending cus, Ltcrs
ot doUars of new tax breaks would be created

tms.

rcjfoms; fifth, there is no budget eiiforcement

Th package a!so contans $4 bon rew rechanism, and sbcth, there are no budget
p'oduction ircentives for the oit hd'isty. It pocess reforms.
serns that the dout'Urig f oil prces in recert
I reject the assumption that we have a
months has not, been enough to satisfy do- budget delicit becaus€ the Arercan peopte
r.esUc oI producers. I strongly support Gc'vernrr.nt investments to reduce our d?ngerous
d€pendence upen Imported oil. Bu 8uch In-

vstr'ents must be bes'd upon a rafio.a!
a-alysis of how we can displace imported oil
ir the mast cost-eflectivc mannner. This $4
hiIion expenditure has not undergone sLich an

are undertaxed. The average wcrking Ameri-

can cirrent$y pajs n excoss of 40 cents of
e'ery dollar he ot sho earns in some form of
tation. The prob!em is th8t Cor.gress has
been unwilling to cortro Federa' spending.
The eccnomic essumDtions which urde1ie

The b;dqet are complete'y unrea'istic. The
aratyis. tt isn't incded In this package be- gross naltonal product between 1990 and
cause it Is good enrgv poIy: it s Included 1092 is projected—not to double, not to
c'ily because the President and Members of trpte—-but to inciease by 543 pAfcent. The
Congress I rm ciI-prôducirg States have in• budget assumes that the price of oil gor the
ssted upon it If we continue to make energy remaider o 1990 wilt be $21.15 a barrel. The
barreL The
pIicy decisions this way, we wifi squander current price is nearly $40
scarce resources without any apprcclaUe in- bddget assumes that oig-terrn interest rates
;8 fall to 5.3 percent. That wou'd be the
creaa in our Nabon's energy security.
Mr. Spea!er. it has boen sad at this pack- lowest levei since 1967. ft's a nice goal, but t
rea!itic.
e is the ordy aItarnatve to seauestraton. i not
The budget calls for a $134 bilhc,n tax hike
don't beheve that. Thee are other atternatwes. For exampie. If we were to simply e!im-

over the next 5 years. Is

tax increase neces-

resotutions.

Those re the furdarnenta! flaws of this

b.idget, en there are many more.
Cahfornans recenty approved an ircre.se

in the Siate g'so!ne tax spocifica!y br the
piirpoe o buing and improving rosds. The
c,.ss in the Persian Gulf has meant another
increase In the price of gasohne. And now,
this budget catls for an additional 12 cents—'2

ccnts at the ho?eac level and 10 cents at
th' pump—a gallon incrEase that my co,situects wl have to pay. In my congressona1 dstrct, 9 car is not a luxury, ft is necessity. A
tax on gasDkrle should be used to reduce gridlock, not or gener& revenues.

Senior citizens should not be singid out cr
a massive ncre.ase In the cost of their he9th

care nsutnce. The monthly premium that

enicrs must pay Medicare would

nearly

doub, going from $29 today to $54 in 1q95.
The budget assumes that 64 billion will be
saved by reduction in interest rates that sn'
going to happen.
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The budget claims a $8.1 billion savings by
eliminating the Iumb-surn Civil service retire-

ment option. There are no sinqs here. All
that is changed is the timing of the payoff.
Total spending,
changed.

over

time,

remains

un-

Nearly $36.5 billion of savings from entitiement programs come from either new reve.
'lues or budget gimmicks. Another $23.8 bilHon comes from unspecified savings, optmistically relying on Congressional committees to
produce real savings.
rncreasing taxes under Gramm-Rudman
does riot reduce the deficit, it allows spending
to increase.
A 10-percent tax imposed by the budget on
certain luxury items could easity be converted

to a national sales tax simply by altenng the

dethition of luxury"
The budget prohibits any tax reductions

unfesa they are offset with a dollar-for-dollar
twi increase.

The budget caiis for a $5.4 billion Pansfer
from the Postal Service to the Treasury. The
Postrriaster General estimates that the pm,ce

of a stamp will have be rsed by 5 ce'rts st

across the board cuts that would have decimated Federal programs across the board;
and
Third,

if would be iTonsible to allow

across-the-board cuts to undermine the epport that is vital to the success and, hopefully,
the safe return of those military forces.

This is the first step in this process. Over
the next 2 weeks, some of us in Congress will
be working hard to improve this proposal. At

dren and grandchildren, we must have a deficit nstiction package that is eflective.
If this bipartisan agreement is the best we

can achieve, we mtsl pin together as a
nation willing and committed to the nancial
integnty of the United States of America.
Mr. RAHALL. Mr. Speaker. I rise in opposition to the budget resoulbon.

I know that this resolution was arrived at
by a very concerned, well-meaning, and dedi-

cated group, who began their meetings well
over 5 months ago.
I
thank the leadership for their efforts.
Frankly, with the past 2 years' worth of rheto-

nc inging in their ears— "read my lips, no

crease in Federal spending to 4 percent a

they were able to agree to anything.
In representing my district, to me things are

it

established

a

mid-year

Gramm-

Rudman review to insure that the deficit is
under control; it eliminates current services
budgeting; and it requ4res that any new spending in one area be offset by a spending reduc-

tion in another. I would urge the House lead-

ership to allow this proposal to be brought
before the House of Representatives.

But the issue before us

is

the budget

summit agreement., It is bad budget, arid one
that should and must be rejected. Therefore, I

will vote "no," and would urge my colleagues
to do likewise.
Mr. TANNER. Mr. Speaker, as I reviewed
the provisions of the budget summit agree.
merit, I found some that I' find objectionable.
However, in making up my mind, three facts
stond out.
First, we as a nation have been an a course

of deficit spending promising economic disas.
tar før several decades, but our speed on that

course has accelerated during the 1980's.
The national debt has tripled in the last 10
years and, absent action now, it will increase
by 10 percent again in fiscal year 1991. We
are clearly

confrontng a fiscal cflsis that
threatens our very future.
Second, the Congress hax only two choices

new es,"—and then "give me a capital
gains t reduction or else," I am wirp'ised
cite clear. Of the hundreds of calls my office

received after tie President's Weech. not
counting

the

telephone

calls

before

his

speech on the budget, only 10 percent have
been from people asking me to support this
budget resolution. Only 10 percent say "yes";
90 ercent say "no."
One constituent said "Congressman. didn't
we learn our lesson when we fail for Reaganomics? Do we have to fall for 'Bushcnomics,'
too?"

In May of this year, the President's budget
was withdrawn from the House floor with no

Soldiers,

sailors,

marines, and elrmen de-

ployed in the Persian Gulf area facing wiiminent danger. The indAscrimirte cuts would
hare cut funding for defense alone by about
$48 billion,

In drawing my conclusion. if was painfully
obvious that
First, action is desperately needed to begin
to stem the flood of budget red ink that has
accumulated.

Second, an agreement forged by honest,
diflcuft negotiations between the bipartisan
congressional leadership and the President
was preferable, in present circumstances, to

When the rich get sick, they don't need
Medicare.
West Virginia's low- and middle-income seniors do need Medicare.

When the rich get sick, they go to the hospital of their choice.
When the poor get sick, they may find their

local hosptial has closed, due to reduced, inNow, when Medicare gets cut by $60 billion,

the middle-income seniors get dumped on.
while the rich get well.

When the rich want to get from one place
to another, they climb into their expensive
cars, never giving
thought.

the cost of gasoline a

When the poor want to get from one point
to another, they look at the gas pumps to see
if the price of gasoline has gone up since they
last looked—as early as yesterday.
Now when gasoline goes up, the rich don't

notice, and the middle income get left at
home, unable to do more than get to work
arid back every week on their budgets. Forget
the family outing with the kids, or a trip to the

doctor, or to the high school where a Son or
daughter may be making their debut in the
school play, or setting records on the sporting
field.

When winter comes and the air outside is
frigid,

the rich lounge in warm houses, or

travel to warmer climates.

The middle income stay home and try to
conserve their home heating oil by heating
only one room, rather than the whole house. If
you are among the elderly and can't heat your

home due to high costs of home heating oil.
you run the risk of death from hypothermia.
Isn't any one listening?

vote alIod on it.

Or maybe, if you are a senior citizen you
have had to make a choice, and instead of

It seemed there were new worrisome economic indicators on the horlzcn that the President had not seen before.

shculd be foroed to make, and I will not be a

The indicators were cated: savings and
loan costs. The costs we were fold would
amount to only about $50 billion just a year
ago, are now projected to cost $375 billion.

While Mr. Bush was repeating his famous
"read my lips" chant about no new taxes, the
people of this country had already begun to

pay a very new tax—a tax on every mart,
woman, and child, to pay off the savines arid

loan losses thai were caused by outright,

before it to reduce the budget deficit vote for criminal fraud in most cases.
this agreement or let automeac, indiscriminate
The President had not even abdicated his
cub—called sequestration—t Federal pro- "no new taxes" theme when ha urged Con.
grams by $100 billion immediately. No other grass to enact the savings and loan bailout bill
alternatives were available for consideration,
Finally, there are about 200,000 AmeTicarl

When the rich are sick. They buy the best
medical care in the country.

the end of this process, for the sake of our
sufficient Medicare payments.
economic health and in fairness to our chil-

to cover loss
There 's an
nistive fo this budget. ft's
called the 4-percent solution.
limits the inyear:
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eating, you are heating.

That is not the choice our senior citizens
party to any budget agreement thaf makes
them choose between food, and home heat,
or between heat and health care.

Later in the budget summit process, the
President abandoned his "no new taxes'
pledge, but he still did not abandon his absolute demand for a tax cut for the rich—capital
ga.ns tax reduction.
This demand, unrealistic as he knew it was,

held up this budget making process for 2
months longer than necessary.

And still we get a budget that does absoIuteiy no harm to the rich, and great harm to
the poor.

last year. If those aren't new taxes I don't know

O'ir West Virgi,-iiar.s are not able to bear

what we. Last year, in the f.e of Presidential
and congressional pressure to pass the say-

any more tax burdens. They are taxed to

ings and loan bailout,Ivate "rio."IwiIl vote
"no" onthisbudgelfodayeswejl. Itismuch
the same thing.
But while the President was calling a budget
summit because of the unprecedented growth

in the costs of the savings and loan scandal,
he was also very mily telling budget summit
negotiators that
IS the new budget resolution doe,'I contain
a tax cut for the rich—called capital gains tax
reductions—.he would veto it.

And so we are here today making sure the
nch get richer.

death now. We have paid more than our fair
share for the budget-busting. bygone days of
the Reagan, rich-get-richer revolution.

West Wginians can't afford to close any
more hospitals, Four dosed in my district
alone last year.
Veterans can't afford to lose more services

while their out-cf-pocket eenses for health
care increase. They should not be asked to
do without health care, which they would not
need had they not risked health arid life in de.
ferise of this country.

The economic sanctions we are imposing
on the American people in this budget are the
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incomes are already stretched to the limit.

the economic sanctions
we have imposed in the Persian Gulf.
We are blockading our an people, and cut-

volume of mail in the hizy of civilization in
red time against seemingly possibte

ting them off from a world where they ought
to at least be assured of the bare necessilies

threatening their ability to survive, and when

of life.

se'vice to us alL

And I haven't even mentioned the deprivation America will suffer from not meeing its in-

I repeat. There are other anues to travel,
For those who suddenly find themselves
other roads to take. Let us take them, Mr. forced out of a job, this agreement would susCheirman. Let us defeat this resolution, and pend the hrst 2 weeks of unemployment comthen let's pass a resolution that is fair—end pensation.

moral eauivalent of

frastructure,

and

other

critical

economic

needs, long neglected here in this verj room

odds.

It's time to stop abusing them, stop

they retire to reap the st rewards of their

by fair I mean to realize a peace dividend by

in the name of stockpiling nuclear weapons.

Those increases are inflationary, and they are
recessionary. The agreement proposes to inon heating oil, when in northcrease the
em States the poor elderly already face higher
heating costs this winter.

And now, we learn of an even more egre-

I can think about right now are the raiding the defense coffers, by keeping our gious element to this budget agreement. We
human deprivations contained in this bill. foreign ad funds hare at home, and by find that the agreement would restore the
All

They are so deep, so harmful, I find it tough
to talk about roads, or airports, or education,
of child care, or 'obs training—at of which are
severely threatened here, make no mistake
about that.
What would I do instead?

I would revisit the nch, and burst that Tax
Code bubble once and for all. Then I would increase from 28 percent to 35 percent the top
rate on people earning over $200,000 a year.

That would earn me $60 billion wtiich

I

would then take to Medicare recipients and
say Here. Now you won't have to have your
doctor and hospital care cut by $60 billion. I
found it for you.
Next I would ga to the Department of State.
and from it foyer would demand the $15 bil-

lion that goes to foreign aid. AndI would take
it to the homeless, to law enforcement 0111cers, to educators, to working poor families in
need of child care, and I would say you don't

he to sleep with your families in the harsh
stiwets, or nd yourself unable to protect cornrmirties against the scourge of drugs, or do

making burden-sharing a mandate among the
richest people in this Nation.
Mrs. XENNEUY. Mr. Speaker I nsa in reluctant support of the budget summit agreement,
House Concurrent Resolution 310.
I don't like the Medicare provisions I don't
like the 2-week waiting period for uriemploymerit compensation, arid I dont like the bill's
lack of progresswity. I don't like it, but I am
going to vole for it because the alternative—
sequestration—is ur.ceplabte.

Sequestration resents the failure at Gayernn,ent Mid my constItuents didn't send me
to Washington to fail. My constituents sent me
here to vote. So I am going to support this
pckage, riot because I like it, but to rwove the
along
W we iprove the conference report today,
the committees
begin to rework parts of

the package. We have been ured of this.
Therefore, I am going to vote to give the corn-

mittees, and especially my committee—the
Ways and Means Committee, the opportunity
to make this a better package.

without an education, or leave ur chil&en

The 2 percent reitned peoleum tax on

alone while you work. I found the money you

home heating oil is unacceptable. But I have
been assured that every effort will be made to
remedy this. I want to be part of that effort to
assure that New Englariders already burdened
by a 44-percent increase in the price of home
heating oil aren't the only Americans to have
their scurce of energy for heating tased.

need, without raising taxes.

And then I would visit the Defense Department And I would first get at least $34 billion
for the veterans who, after all, went to war
and became veterans in defense of this cow,try.

Then I would go back to the Pentagon and
get a tew more billion arid I would give them
to towns and cities and buslnesses, to
schools, arid hospitals, and reeds and
wastewater treatment plants. And i would take

what is lett and I would help any Social Security recipient who had ever received an overpayment, to repay what is owed.
Then

I

would take a couple more billion,

Clearly it the decision was between this

agreement and some other palatable plan, I
would vote no. But that is riot the case. So I
am left with balancing my dislike of this package with the possibility of influencing the outcome, all along knowing that the alternative is
seq.iestration And sequestration is no option.
Thank you.
Mr. KASTENMEIER.

Mr.

Speaker,

cal-

hoopholes and tax breaks for the wealthy that
we eliminated in the Tax Reform Act of 186.

One of the only truly good things that could
be said about that act was that ii eliminated
tax breaks for investments, that it ended the
policy of using the tax codes to direct investment decisions. The Congress has addressed
that issue and found it appropriate to eliminate

those tax breaks, so why should we restore
them in this budget agreement? That was the
straw that broke the camel's back for me; the
budget agreement suddenly lost all credibility.

Overall, the President and the Congress
can do—must do—much better. Our conoressional leadership has bargained in good faith,
but the negotiations were ultimately ineffective

in producing a fair resuit—that's the bottom
line.

We must remember, that the Hcuse has al-

ready passed a budget that is much better
than this agreement. K was a budget that I
voted for, despite my opposition to most
annual budget resolutions over the last 10
years. I voted for it because it achieved real
spending savings, particularly in defense, and
because it called for fair cuts in spending and
a sharing of the pain.
This agreement gives the military $70 billion
more than the budget we passed. And who do

we ask to pick up the costs of that military
spending? The poor, the middle-class taxpayer, the Medicare recipient
We can do better. I am a cosponsor of the
Obey/Dorgan alternative plan introduced this
week. While still being painful, our alterrictive

is a more fair plan; it does not spare the
wesitny. We would cut defense spending by

$35 billion more then this agreement. We
would eliminate the tax bubble for wealthy taxpayers, and we would adjust the top tax rate

perhaps $10 billion from star wars and Stealth
bomters, and use it to cancel the gasoline tax
increase, and the home heatng fuel increase.
Then I would tell the elderly, the poor and the
near-poor. It's OK You can heat, and eat, and
get to work, and to school, and to church, and
to doctor appointments. You can afford it riO.

leagues, like most of you, I have pondered
long and hard aver my vote on this budget
agreement negotiated between the President
and our leadership I pondered long and hard
because I had to re ugru.w that any altamative to this agreement would be difficult to
achieve. But I have coma to the conclusion

of 35 percent for those with adjusted gross
income over $200,000. We would reduce the
Medicare cuis in the agreement by one-half.
And we would cut the gas tax increase by
one-had, and eliminate the increased tax on

I would even try, once and for alt, to put a
stop to the endless, shocking use of threatened furloughs for the Federal woridorce, by
writing into any budget resolution some provision that prohibits Federal worker bashing.
and lump-sum option bashing, and Federal

that I cannot, in good conscience, support the
agreement
This budget plan breaks faith with the aver-

hope we will yet have an opportunity to consider it. But I cannot support the budget

health insurance premium bashing.

It's time to stop making our Federal work
force the scapegoat for late budgets whose
delay was actuallq caused by a recalcitrant
rS.sidAnt who insisted upon a captal gains
cax reduction for the rich.
And lastly. I. would stop beating up on The

Postal Service, whose men and women help
this country stay in business and stay in
touch, enabling us to engage in commerce, to
conunurucate, by delivering the single largest

home heating oil.
Thai alternative is a better alternative, and I

agreement before us today.

age citizen in our intry. It hita hardest at
Mr. MOLLOHAN. Mr. Speaker, there has
those who ' least afford it—The poor, the been a great deal of talk this eiening about
rhi&lie class, the senior citizens. It breaks
faith with those people whose inests I have
always vied hardest to repeserit Piwe in Con-

gress, and th ues that I have alw,s

supported
There is the' obvious impact of trio Medicare
cM on the elderly, arid on our medical delivery system generally. The energy twies may
serve some beneficial eaiaervation purposes,

spending reductions and tax increases, but we

are not debating any spending bills and we
will not be voting on any tax legislation tonight With ow votes tonight, we are merely
decidIng whether to go forward with our goal
of drafting and enacting a truly equitable deficit reduction package.

We have not, frankly, reached thai point.
The package presented to us this evening

but the burden of plng those taxes, on top was probably the best that could be produced
of the burden of gas prices that are already in summit negotiations with a President electincreasing. is asking too much of those whose ed on a read my lips pledge against new
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taxes, but it is not a fair package, It is not an

specifically object to the Medicare proviequitable budget
sions. Every year since Gramm-Rudman has
I don't like this resolution, Mr. Speaker, but I gone into effect, we have come to October
am going to vote for it. I don't say this with and November and found ourselves short of
any enthusiasm. Indeed, it would be awfully the deficit target. We have always Idoked at
easy for me to stand here nght now and ex- entitlements and we have always looked
plain why I oppose the resolution. I don't like withIn entitlements at Medicare. This plan
the size of the Medicare reductions. I don't goes mUch too far on these accounts. The inlike the requirement that States Impose a 2- crease in the deductible Is too high. The Inweek waiting period on unemployment com- crease In premiums is too high. The savings
pensation. I don't like the increase in the gas from cuts to Medicare providers and intax. I don't like the package's emphasis on creased fees for beneficIaries thIs year in the
excise taxes generally. Rest assured that I summit package is three times what It would
could easily go on for quite some time about be even under sequestration. That has to be
the things in this budget that I do not like.
changed.
But, Mr. Speaker, we weren't sent here to
The point is that there can be no changes
do what is easy, we were sent here to do in the package unless you vote to pass this
what is right, and it would be wrong, very budget resolution and to move the process
wrong, for this Congress to reverse our forward. This is a complicated oackage, but it
progress toward equitable deficit reduction.
is a simple vote. President Bush has said,
Let there be no misunderstanding: I Will not after a year and a half of sloganeenng, that
vote for legislation that cuts Medicare by $60 he now needs new taxes to run the Governbillion. I will not vote for a tax bill biased ment The leadership in the Congress has
against the lower- and middle-classes.
said that we need new revenues to enact apBut that is not what we are voting on to- propriations bills. That much is very clear.
night. We are voting to continue a process, a
Most of the Republicans who vote "no". on
process, Mr. Speeker, that will uftimately be this package will try to tell the American
successful only if It leads to legislation that people that we don't need new taxes and we
addresses the fiscal inequities of the 1980's don't need tax increases. The reason for this
at the same time that it addresses the fiscal is that most of the Republicans who wifl vote
folfy of the 1980's. We cannot turn our backs "no" on this package—and please watch
on that process tonight. We must not abandon closely to see how the vote goes within their
our principles by taking the easy way out, by own ranks—have no interest in governing.
throwing up our hands and abandoning the T;rey will not tell you how ruinous the efternafight when victory is within our gasp.
Vie is. They will not tell the people in their disMr. COLEMAN of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I rise tricts what the real and immediate effects of a
ir support of this budgetresolution. I do so for sequester would be.
two good reasons. The first is that the immeThose consequences would be disastrous
diate aftemative, an across-the-board cut or by any reasonable economic or human standsequester of up to $105 billion, is worse for ard of measure. Experts have testified that
the American people and for the American failure to enact an alternative package would
economy. The second is that only an "aye" bring about a prolonged recession and that it
vote on this resolution gets us to a situation in would panic already nervous financial markets
which we may consider a reconciliation bill on in New York, Tokyo, and Europe.
the floor of this House within the next two
In my district, I know the chaos that a seweeks. The reconciliation bill will at least be a quester of $84 or $105 billion would bring
legislative package. It will provide this con- about. I represent a district that is heavily degress with an opportunity to do what it should pendent on the Federal Government. It is a
do—that is, to write, debate and vote on an very poor per capita income district—and a
afternative legislative proposal, made up of district which is proud to contain a large and
revenue increases and spending cuts, which essential Department of Defense installation,
improves upon the product from the summit Fort Bliss. Cuts of one-third and more of the
Today's announcement from President Bush Federal dollars which go to my area would not
acknowledges and confirms the House's pre- just be deep, they would be life threatening.
rogative—this package needs lo be made
West Texans would be hurt badly by the enmore fair for working men and women in this actment of an unimproved summit package.
country. It has to be changed, and ft will be But they would be hurt worse by a one-third
charged, but only it this resolution passes.
cut In community development block grants
Each of us finds some general aspect of and the nearly 50 percent cuts in training and
the summit package that is intolerable politi- readiness of our Armed Forces under the ancally and intolerable substantively to our con- ticipated sequester. Fort Bliss has already
stituents. Each of us can take some part of sent 8,000 brave men and women to Saudi
the package that directly contradicts some Arabia—how is our post and our community
previously stated position at a town hall meet- which depends on ft supposed to absorb cuts
ing, or in some letter that we have sent from of that magnitude? My city, located on the
our offices. It is my firm beliefs for instance, United States-Mexico border, already has unthat the Democratic Party's negotiators in the employment of 10.7 percent How can it stand
summit were overwhelmed on come issues by to lose as much as $60 million out of its total
the Republican administration. This package is Federal transfer check this year of $170 milinequitable—ft provides a very substantial tax lion? The answer is that it cannot
break to the wealthiest among us. And while
This bill raises $16 billion in taxes and user
the tax bill paid by all Americans would in- fees in this fiscal year. It cuts spending by $21
crease under tht package, the tax bill paid by billion over the next 12 months. This is not an
Americans with incomes of $50,000 or less easy package to support. But think about what
would increase proportionately nearly twice as happens under a sequester of $84 billion.
much as the Federal tax bill for those with in- Nondefense discretionary spending would de-comes over $50,000. That is unacceptable as cline by $34 billion. That is not a stretching of
ri overall outcome of these negotiations.
the safety net for the poorest In America—it
I
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amounts to teanng it to shreds. Defense
spending, after the cost Increases of Desert
Shield had been paid for, would be cut by $43
billion. In the summit package, defense spend
log cuts would total $10 billion. That cut alone
will bring us dangerously close to underfundlog national defense, even after the cold war

Think what a cut 4½ times worse would do.
The same Members of the other party who tar
and feather Democrats as being weak on de-

fense are the ones who are standing in the
well today to say that they prefer these cuts
to a package with revenues. Shame on them.
I urge Members to vote for this resolution,
to avoid fiscal chaos, and to keep this process moving forward.
Mr. COYNE. Mr. Speaker, the deficit-reduction legislation has worthy objectives. However, the means to achieve the objectives are
flawed.

I oppose this legislation for several reasons:
First, it is unfair- individuals at the lower end

of the economic scale bear a disproportionate
share of the tax burden; second, the econom-

ic section of the tax package raises more
questions than it answers, and is open to
abuse; third, the Medicare component places
an unfair burden, because of the increase in
the premium and the deductible, upon the elderly; and fourth, the manner in which ii was

prepared, or as the New York Times describes the process "governing by cabal,' is
otjectbnable.
First, the Joint Committee gn Taxation
states that those making less than $10,000
will expenence a 7.6-percent increase in
taxes; whereas those making $200,000 and
over will only experience a 1.7-percent in-

crease in taxes.
Is this fair?

Second, the package includes tax breaks
for small business, which according to the
chairman of the Senate Finance Committee
"could lead to a substantial increase in tax
s efters and great abuse." This package contans proposals which have not been submit
ted to scrutiny which is achieved through
public hearings. This legislation, directed at
encouraqinq small businesses has been described by Hobart Rowen as "a slew of new
tax shelters that would cost $12 billion over
five years." As Rowan stales, the $12 billion
cost is merely the officia! estimate "that figure
is likely to soar."
Third, the Medicare provisions are simply
unfair. This ag-eernent increases the premi-

ums from $343 a year to $631 a year by
1995, almost doubling; while at the samo time
we raise the $75 deductible to $150. We pre
talking about Increasing the tax burden for
those least able to afford it.
Fourth, according to a New York Times editorial "Instead of basing budgets on reasoned.
public review of spending demands and potential revenue, critical decisions are now
made on an all-or-nothing basis by administration officials and a handful of Congressmen.
negotiating in secret, not knowing themselves
exactly what they've done. This process
amounts to governing by cabal, and that's no
way to run the U.S. Government."
This point, Mr. Speaker, raises some very
serious questions. Citizens who are adversely
affected by this proposal and who bear a disproportionate share of the burden, have every
right to wonder about the process, especially
when legislation is presented to this body on a

take It or leave it basis, end the options are

narred even more whei the ch*e is—

acoept this legislation or face seq estration.
Ths does not have t be. Firat, the chair-

man of the Health Subcommittee, o which I
has crafted egistatlon which rectilles
the inequities N the Medicare ov4on. 'The
premium remains at 25 percent and the cieserve,

ductible is set at $100. The chairman then al-

lusts the HI wage cap upward to $150,000
aed thereby' raises $17.S billion er 5 years.
There is a kiiltw option that we heve and
that is the progresisve plsn for &,ftcft reduc-

Ui it forth by my coIIees, Mr. Oecv and
Mr. DORGAN.

Their modification of tie e,immit ajeuient,
as set out in more detail by the ersthors will
produce lower deficits and do se in a rmer
that is much more e.aitabIe.
Mr. Speaker. Edmund Ba'ka, writing at another time and k a different histoncal sontext,
to the Electors of Bristol, stated that 'govern-

ment and legislation are matters of rason
and judgment. and not of incIinat and what
soft of reason is that in which the determination precedes the decision, in which one set
of
•

* men
•t

deliberate

and

another

decides

Mr. Speaker, I urge defeat of this resolution.
We can do better.

Mr. FiELDS. Mr. Speaker, I rise in cppcition to House Concurrent Resolution 310.
While I take no pleasure in opposing o&t
President, whom I have tong admired, this
budget agreement is so flawed and so bad tar

America that it must be rejected, It is a prescnption for economic disaster and an elixir
that wilt cause great suffenng for millions of

I remember all tøo well when we approved should spread the burden in an equitable
and Fiscal Respon- manner.
I am strongly opposed to the imposition of
sibility Act of t982 I learned then that tax increases,, once enacted, are permanent and the automatic cuts, didn't vote for such law—
are both inflationary and recessionary. I also but it is the law in 1990, sequestration would
learned that Government spending reductions cause economic hardship for millions of Ameroften fail to matenalize. Why do we persist in icans and would be a great disservice to Federal employees, -If our choices today were
making the same mistakes over and over?
Tb. tax increases called tar in this budget only betwen the budget resolution and autoagreement will hurt many Americans—espe- matic cuts, most afl of us would support the
cially those of us who live in the Southwest— resolution. BUt these are not our only choices.
who must Vavel, without the benefit of fe- We have several weeks before the elections
ally subsidized mass transit, Ions distances in and several months before the end of the
101st Congress. Decisions such as this
our cars and trucks to make a livir
Mr. Speaker, I urge my colleagues to vote always come down to the crunch, Them is
'no" art House Concurrent Resolution 3t0. By time to modify the package to make it fair to
rejecting this agreement, our Government will low- and middle-income Americans. As sri exnot cesse to function. The ely will sot fall on ample, we have an alternative plan, an
us. There is still time to come up with a amendment to this package which I em cobudget agreement that is sound, fair. and sponsoring, the Obey/Dca'gan progressive
doesn't destroy our rionIy. I. am prepared plan for deficit reduction. This package would
to work day and might to accomplieli such an produce lower deficits, lower spending levels
agreement. We can do better. The American and lower tier iieasas than the budget
agreement. I hope we will have an opportunity
people deserve better
Mr. VENTO. Mr. Speer, I rise in iposi- to Consider elements of this plan arid substanIwllen tial changes to the budget agreement before
tieR to the budget utien. De
is an urgent natonal priority. There are wine the House. This budget plan has by passed
inthidual elemerts of this rejtlon which I the committess of Congress, ti. obvious desupport Oppoaitia't frwi marw sources mdi- fects arid short falls are ample evidence to
c acme round has been given and a diffi- the poor process which created It Some of
cult son is presented to tie Hoise to- the specific reasons I em opposing the budget
the misnamed. Tax Equi

night.

aeerrient fails the teat cf fairness and balcans with regreserve taxes and Medicare cuts
while it insulates wealthier Americans from

disturbingly, such discretionary

budget resolution is out of sync with the reality

spending reductions are conspicuously absent
from this agreement for the fIrst 3 years.
This budget agreement is the wrong medi-

of this new decade. It raises expectations of
budget savings for 5 years and the unrealistic
economic assumptions and data in it will be

at the wrong time. It proposes the
second largest tax increase in our Nations
history, and it does so at a time when our
economy is teeteflng on the brink of recession. The worst thing we can dO in an eco-

outdated in 5 months.
Mr. Speakers real budget choices go to the

norritc downturn is to raise taxes.

decisions we make aren't easy, arid they
aren't supposed to be. Making laugh decisions about taxes arid spending is what we

cine

There is nothing in this agreement that wilt
create jobs, spur economic growth, or encourage investment in America. Quite the contrary,
this agreement is a disincentive to investment

and it will hurl those Amercns least able to

The

increase in

line and petroleum products are regressive
hit lower- and middle-income

ar sks low- and midiie-income Arrieri- taxes which
pang their share of the burden. It gives the
bi for the tax cut party from the decade of
the eighties to people who weren't even at
the table. It uses cold war military assumptions for a post cold war world, resulting in
much higher military spending than has already been approved by the House. Fundamentally the policy patti established by this

But

agreement are obvOu6.

in the tinet analysis howe, this budget excise taxes on cigarettes, alcohol and gaso-

There is no question that we face a budget
crisis of histotic proportions. But the solution
tc that crisis is not higher taxes. Rather, only
by making substantlal reductions in Federal
spending, including large reductions in the domestic discretionary side of the ledger, will we
acoomplish the goal of reducing the budget

Americans.

deficit.
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heart of our responsibility as legislators. It is
the time when we put the flesh and bones on
the vision we have for America's future. The

people the hardest. These increases would be
palatable if they were accompanied by pro-

gressive tax increases based on the ability
today. This package lightly touches upper
income indIviduals, hits some specific businesses dIrectly with the insurance DAC without even consideration of its impact. But the
biggest outrage is alter raising $160 billion in
revenue, taxes, this package gives $20 billion

in lax cuts to the oil companies, so called
small businesses and others, I am also concerned about the $20 billion cuts in Medicare
proposed in this package. The agreement requires Medicare beneficiaries to pay $30 billion

in premiums and deductibles over the

next 5 years that doubles the premium cost in
that period.
The average senior wilt have to pay $54.30
a month premium in t995, up from the current
$28.60 per month, and their deductibles would

double. The plan also proposes cuts of $30
billion in Medicare cuts in payments to doctors

come here for, but this measure tonight raises

and hospitals. Some have referred to this

expectations that set up the Congress arid

Medicare portion of the budget summit "catastrophic without the benefits". What ever the
explanation, its plain catastrophic- While I un-

President for failure. The military operation in
Saudia A.-abia—Desert Shield—is ott budget
afford it—the poor and the elderly.
Under this agreement. my 94-year-old grand- and apparently not scored for the law. Fundmother in Denver Harbor, TX, will face stag- ing for the S&L bailout isn't counted, another
gering increases in her Medicare costs. She example, but both these Ite.ms wilt add greatly
will be forced to pay higher Medicare premi- to the 1991 deficit.
tms, her deductible limits will be doubled and,
There is rio doubt that the budget resolution
for the first time, she will pay 20 percent of before us today is tough but is it effective? Is
her laboratory costs. If this agreement is en- it fair? Is it good policy? It will inflict pain on
acted, my grandmother and milkons of elderly nearly every sector of our society. The ques—
Americans like her will be forced to choose lion is are such sacrifices going to be rewardbetween food and medicine. No American ed with positive, lasting results. Sadly I conclude that it would not! I would support reducshould ever have to make that choice.
Mr. Speaker, I was hopeful we could get a ing the deficit by $500 billion in 5 years as
budget agreement that was good for America, promised by the summit agreement Indeed
We still can. First, ,however, we must reject we should be supporting a plan which cuts the
this package because It is a formula for eco- deficit even more. But any deficit reduction
plan we enact should be a fair package. II
nomic stagnation.

derstand that some cuts may be required,
these cuts go much too far and result in denying many seniors adequate health care.
Certainly one of the most disturbing aspects
of the budget summit agreement is that it re-

jects the House-passed budget resolutior,'s
levels for national defense, which wculd have
fallen to $275 billion by fiscal year 1993 due
to the end of the cold war. While this budget
agreoment takes a meat ax to the poor and
elderly on Medicare, outlays next year for dofenso increase $6.1 billion more than the level
approved earlier by the House. Over the next
3 years, the summit agreement budget levels

are cumutativoly $33.6 billion more than the
levels previously agreed to by the House. Ad-
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ditionally, Operation Desert Shield is exempt

from Iimtations of the budget agreement—es.
timated to expend at least $15 billion in 1991.
This exemption will prove to be a major loop-
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not worthy of this House and the Members and not Just because

we have ?ot a

trade deficit that makes us not as cornMr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker, I yield petitive as we should be at thc very
4 minutes to the-distinguished maJorl- time In the worlds history when we
hole in the higher ceilings which are set for ty leader, the gentleman from Missou- should be stronger than we have ever
defense spending'4n this budget agreement.
ii (Mr. GEPIIARDT].
been, but most of all we should apMr. Speaker, this year I voted for final pasMr. GEPHARDT. Mr. Speaker, we prove this agreement because I think
sage of the defense authorization bill did so
because I be!ieved that we were truly embar1'Ing upon a new policy path, a different direction with meaninglut reductions in defense
spending In light of the improved relations beI

who serve. We can do better and we shou?d.

went to the summit about 4 months the American people have begun to

ago. I msut tell you that I think every- lose faith in our ability to do our busi-

one in that summit, both sides of the

ness.

and the representatives of the adHow many times have you had
ministration, worked as hard as they people come up to you and say, "Why
tween the United States, the Soviet Union, could to try to do what the President can't you get this done?' Yes, they
and the Wacsaw Pact. This budget agreement asked us to do. The reason we were in want it done the way they want it
restates business as usual rather than long- the summit was because we have a di done, but most of all today I think
term defense spending reductions than would vided Government, the President of they want us to act, and to act if we
have been the product of a House-Senate one party, and Congress controlled by can in concert
and move this country
conference comrmttee this year.
another.
some direction. And that is what we
It saddles this Congress and Nation with a
In Great Britain the Prime Minis- in
policy for the future of continued dramatic ter's budget Is approved 2 days after it have failed to do, together.
So I ask Members tonight to put.
Pentagon spending path, almost unabated arrives at the House of Parliament.
during the 1990's. I am concerned about the We don't have that system. Because of aside for a moment our partisan differences, to say that we will improve
2 cents-per-gallon increase in the tax on refined petroleum products. The price of heating

oil in our Midwest region of the country has
risen and will continue to rise should the situa-

tin in the Mtdd!e East detenorate. Th;s tax
will be an extra burden on citizens of my
State. The whole direction of energy pohcy in
tPI4s

package needs to be rethought. The

package contains a $4 billion tax break for oti
companies. While support increasing domestic production of oil, I am not sure these expensive breaks will improve our energy secunty. Od companies have already reaped huge
windfall profits from the pnce increases.

Energy security can be approached from a
number of other directions including improving
energy conservation and developing alternatide energy sources. This package needs
more balance in the area of energy policy.
Also included in the budget summit package
is an agreement that cuts a middle ground be-

tween House and Senate-passed Federal
Housing Administration [FHA] reforms. While
each FHA reform proposa' brings in funds
over 5 years, the House. passed biD brings in

kss. The Vento-Ridge amendment, whith
passed this body by a vote of 418 to 2, is a
better proposal in terms of the public poIcy
intent to preserve FHA for first-time and lowdownpayment homebuyers. Apparently, however, the $1 bilhon extra from first-time home
buyers was not enough of a cash cow fot this

aisle

our fundamental disagreements, we the product and make it as good as it.
found ourselves In a summit trying to
do what the Congress, along with the can be, given our beliefs; that we will
come back at the next possible
President, should do.
Having had that experience, having moment to fight for our beliefs and
found it frankly to be unsatisfactory, try to come to some agreement, we will
because we had so much trouble deal- put those differences aside, we will
ing with those fundamental differ- pass the agreement, and we will move
ences, I stand before you tonight to this country in a positive direction.
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Sneaker, I yield
say that I hope we do not summit aiiy
more and that Congress does its work. myself 4 minutes.
(Mr. FRENZEL asked and was given
We tried hard, and everybody
that room worked hard. We came up permission to revise and extend his rewith options and we came up with marks.)
ideas, and we debated those differ- Mr. FRENZEL Mr. Speaker, tonight
we have been treated to a rare display.
nces week after week after week.
When it was over, just a few days I do not know If the forensics are
ago, I was standing in my office, not better than that which we have enfar from here, with Senator MITCHELL joyed in the past, but certainly at least

and Speaker Foizy. We had to make a from the summiteers you have seen
decision on whether we would go for- expressions of sincerity which I think

ward with the agreement or not. I are hard to match, at least In my
must tell all of you that I was person- career in the Congress.
We have heard the gentleman from
ally deeply disappointed with the reCalifornia [Mr. PANETTh] and the gen
suits that we achieved.

Going into it, I thought one of the tleman from fllinois [Mr. Rosmxow-

things we had to try to do was to SKI] and the gentleman from Illinois
achieve a tax situatIon for all Amen- (Mn. MIcH.] and the gentleman from
cans that was at least as fair as the tax Missouri (Mr. GERDr] tell you why
situation we have today. I do not think they think this is what we need to do
we achieved that. I do not think that tonight.
Is the result.
Mr. Speaker, I want to stand here

But even with that, and the other and agree with each of them, that
that I have and they and we have done the best that
FHA function became the term to which we• others have with the result, I believe we can do at this point, and what rehd to adhere. This is a clear example of how the best thing to do tonight, and I mains for the House is to push this
bud;et-driven revenue grubbing runs counter thought the best thing to do the other matter through by passing this budget
agreement.

Instead

an

"up

the

njt!e" split to raise $2.5 billion under this

disappointments

to or has no relation to actual policy goa's—in day, was to go forward with this agree- resolution, and letting the committees
this case home ownership. Preserving and re- ment.
of jurisdiction begin work on reconcilipainng FHA should be our goal—not whether
The reason I say that is I think we ation.
we should balance more of our budget n the have two choices. We can kill the
AU of those speakers spoke a little
aready overloaded backs of some family who agreement tonight and keep on fight- bit about PresiderLt Bush, too. I have
is trying to buy a home.
ing for what be believe In, which we heard many of you say it will be painMr. Speaker, we aH appreciate the budget should and we will; or we csn pass this ful to vote for this bill. How psinlul

summiteers who labored to work out an

agreement on the most critical problem facing
the Nation—our economy. Their negotiations
were lengthy and difficu)t. However, P cannot
support this resolution in its present state. We

don't have to go back to square one. Some
eiements of the budget package are neces
sary for compromise. Let's coil up our sleeves
ard wor1 out an agreement that outs the defict by the same amount or even more but has

a better balance, a better reflection of what
the American people support. This measure is

agreement tonight, try to Improve it was it for President Bush to accept the
through the committees of the Con- fact that there would be substantial

gress, and come back to fight another new taxes? How painful was it for him
day for what we believe in.
to have come to ask each and every
The reason I think we hou1d ap- one of us personally If we could give
prove it is not just because there is him his vote? He, who has worked so
chaos in our economy, not Just be- hard and suffered so much for us, And
cause there might be sequestration I say this particularly to the Republiand even no continuing resolution cans, for we are the divided Governwith the whole Government going ment. We are the minority which can
down, and not just because we have get rolled at any time by the majority,
got kids in the desert hi Saudi Arabia. nd our only defense Is our President.
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our ability to sustain a veto every we can eat a little bread and maybe most likely remaining alternative is a business-
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and

some of us, certainly myself, will have

now and then.

Here gs one time when he and we to eat a little crow, because none of us
Jointly are asking Members to stand is going to like this budget resolution.

up with us and give this country a Btlt as I said before, it's all we got.

as-usual budget, which simply perpetuates our

current problems and sets us up for a fall in
the not so distant fulure.

This package balances the budget, and it

Our test is sterner than any we have does ft with real cuts that wont evaporate the
chance to get its feet back on the path
toward fiscal sobriety. Over the past faced since I have come to Congress. day after we pass the Gramm-Rudman snap.
two decades we, all of us, have man- And for us good news people who do shot.
aged to become the world's largest not like to lay on taxes, and who hate
On a consolidated budget basis, including
debtor nation. The U.S. Congress to cut expenditures, It is going to be Social Security and bank insurance, the Fedthankfully somehow has made us the particularly difficult.
eral budget will reach a surplus of $16.6 billion
But remember, we can begin moving by fiscal year 1994, $68 billion by fiscal year
world champs in one respect: We owe
down that path to fiscal sobriety. And 1995. Even after removing Social Secur;ty
more money than anybody.
This may not be the best resolution for all of those of you that I have im- from the deficit calculation, this plan puts us
in town, but I guarantee you, it s the portuned over the years, that I have on the road to balance in 1996 or 1997
harangued and pleaded and begged to
only resolution in town.
If this plan is realized, this will be the first
And as BOB MICHEL correctly pointed reduce spending, for me personally
out, each of us could do better. I think there could not be any finer monuI could get maybe 80 votes for mine, ment than the passage of this budget
which is much better than that. I resolution.

doubt many of you could get that
many.

This happens to be a good resolution
because it saves $500 billion and places

the country's feet on the path toward
that desired fiscal sobriety.

It is enforceable. Will it all be enforced? No. Will we save all of the

$500 billion? No. We will have some
slippBge. We always do. But with the
enforcement in this package and the 5year reconciliation, we have the best
chance that we have ever had to actually make the savings that we claim we

Mr. Speaker, I nse in support of the confer.
ence report to House Resolution 310.
Our economy is at a crossroads. GNP
growth has nearly come to a halt. Real estate

markets around the country are in a severe
slump. Amencan businesses aren't gethng the
credit they need for investment. This economy
needs a shot in the arm ii we are to avoid recession. That is what this package is all
aboul.

Most economists agree that this deficit reduction package, taken on its own merits, is a
net plus for the economy. Some m4ght prefer
other packages, bul the question is whether
this package will help or hurt the economy. I
have contacted a number of widely respected
economists gust this morning and they believe

are going to have.
We can change all of this bad record
tonight, or we can at least begin
changing it. This package will take us the package will help. A summary of their

to a unified budget surplus before
fiscal year 1994. By fiscal year 1995 it

will have taken our spending back to
only 18½ percent of GNP, our rough
average for the past two decades, and
5 percent less than we expect to spend
in fiscal year 1991, the fiscal year approaching.

That is a pretty good record, a monumental achievement, I believe. And

Alan Greenspan says it passes the

credit market test, and so does his

comments is available here on the floor for
anyone who wishes to look at it.
On wednesday, Chairman Greenspan called
the summit agreement 'credible and enforceable." It is clear that the Fed is Prepared to
accommodate this package by lowenng interest rates.
Lower interest rates resulting from this
package would have dramatic positive effects
throughoul the economy. In the estimation of

the Council of Economic Advisors, we can
expect up to 150,000 more housing starts

predecessor, Paul Volcker, and so do nexl year, 500,000 more auto sales, increases
Martin Feldstein, Ronald Reagan's in business investment, and a reduction in
CEA, and so does Jim Lynn, who was mortgage payments of $110 per month in a
Jerry Fords budget man, and Charles typical household.
Schultz, who was Jimmy Carter's DiThe long-term growth effects would also be
rector of the Budget, and Herb Stein, dramatic. By the end of this decade, real GNP
who was the Chairman of the Council will be 2 percent higher than ft otherwise
of Economic Advisers for President would be. At the projected level of GNP in the
Nixon. All these men say this fits the year 2000, this budget package would add an
bill, that it passes the test.
exlra $200 blIion to the incomes of all AmenNow the question is are we going to cans in that year alone.
pass the test? Are we going to have the
U.S. and world financial markets would be
courage to

stand back and to

go

against a few phone calls and a few
letters we have got from people who

want to keep getting the same benefits

that they have been getting over the

exiremely disrupted should this a9reement fail
to be enacted. For years Congress has been

promising that a permanent solution to our
deficit reduction problem was just around the

corner. Now the chance to make good on

years?

those promises is at hand.

that I see us all as a bunch of cake
eaters. We are afraid to lay on new
taxes. We think that is naughty. We

If we fail to deliver, it will be a sure sign to
our creditors that the U.S. Congress is unab'e
to put its fiscal house in order. Their only reaction can be to increase long-term interest
rates. If you don't lake our debt service costs

I have often said to the Republicans

do not want to cut any spending. We
do not want to deny any of our -constituents anything.
We will tonight pass what I call the

cake eater test LI we can pass this
budget resolution. We will prove that

now, 'ust wait and see what happens if we
defeat this bill.
The immediate atternative to this package is
a sequester which would deliver a harsh arbi-

'tray blow to an already softe economy. The

time the Federal Government has run an overall surplus since 1969.
Unlike previous budget agreements, most of
the $500 billion in deficit reduction is real. This

package does not depend on promises for
cuts in fulure years or on shenanigans which
move money around bul don't really save anything.

New stronger enforcement will ensure that
planned deficit reduction occurs. A pay.asyou-go system would require any expansions
of entitlement and mandatory programs to be
offset in the same bill by culs in other entitlement or mandatory programs or by revenue
increases. Spending that violates discretionary
caps, or pay-as-you-go violations will trigger
automatic across-theboard offsets In the relevant categories.
For the first hme, this package attempts to
reform Government credit programs and Government sponsored enterprises [GSEs].

Credit programs and GSEs have become
back doors for dispensing Government largesse withoul being subject to the normal
stnctures of the budget process. It is vitafly
important that we assess our exposure in
these areas and that we bring these programs
under control.

The budget agreement reduces Federal
spending from 23.4 percent of GNP in fiscal
1991 to 18.2 percent in fiscal year
1995—a smaller percentage of GNP than any

year

year since 1965. This happens because the
package culs spending twice as much as it increases revenues.
One-fourth of the savings from the package

comes from reforms in entitlement programs.
These are painful cuts but they are key to any
package that seriously tackles the deficit.
Medicare spending in particular has been increasing annually at two or three times the in
fiation rate for the past 10 years. Continued
growth at current rates threatens to bankrupt
the

Medicare

system.

This

package

will

produce provider savings of $3.1 billion in
fiscal year 1991 which are in kne with cuts
made in previous reconci?iaton bills. The beneficiary reforms will resutt in modest increases

for the elderly, but these cuts are offset by a
$2 billion increase in Medicaid funding to
cover the additional costs to low-income elderly. These reforms are difficult, bul they are
necessary II we are to stave off the disasters
that loom If we do nothing.
One-third 01 the saving in this package
comes from defense. By almost all accounts
this constitules a rational build-down in defense spending. Secretary Cheney endorses
the I$gures n this plan as both responsible
spending cuts that reflect a changed world
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and the largest outs that are possible without
jeopardizing his iiity to ensure our defense.
This package in no way jeopardizes our cur-

rent efforts in the Persian Gulf. By holding
Dersert Shield funding harmless to the spen1-

sig caps. It allows $1.1 billion more in outlay
spending than the House-passed budget resolution or the Defense authorization bill. Reals-

ticaily, this is the best, largest defense package we could have hoped to achieve.
Slightly more than one-fourth of this pack-

age comes from revenue increase. Many
Members on both sides find things in the revenue package which they don't like. 1 would

certainty count myself among them. In the
final accounting however, we must decide
whether the overall economic benefits of this
package outweigh its distasteful components.
In this case, I would say that they dearly do.
This agreement is a product of compromise.
The fact that almost no one seems to like it is
probably an indication that it is about the best
we can do. If this agreement is rejected, no
other agreement is likely to be passed. Rejecting this agreement and living oft of a continuing resolution, therefore means rejecting
deficit reduction this year.

Ing a budget resolution only allows us people.
to move forward to the legislative We must ask ourselves this question:
stage so that the authorizing commit- if not now, when; if not us, who?
Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker, I move
tees and the Appropriations Committee may exercise their responsibilities the previous question on the confer
and send to the House appropriation ence report.
bills and a reconciliation bill for Its The previous question was ordered.
The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr.
Judgment.
The budget resolution is not present- Mtra1HA). The question Is on the coned to the President. It enacts nothing. ference report.
It establishes no policy. It declares no
The question was taken; and the
law. It changes no accounts. It spends Speaker pro tempore announced that
or retracts no money.
the ayes appeared to have it.
The Constitution says In article 1,
Mr. FRENZEL Mr. Speaker, on that
clause 9, paragraph 7 that "No money I demand the yeas and nays.
shall be drawn from the Treasury, but The yeas and nays were ordered.
In Consequence of Appropriations
The vote was taken by electronic
made by Law." And no laws are device, and there were—yeas 179, nays

changed in this country without the 254, not voting 1, as follows:
action of the Congress and the signa(Roll No. 4211
ture by the President, or our determinaUon to act notwithstanding his lack
of consent.
We will begin that process tonight if

we pass this budget resolution. And
those in this body who have said again

YEAS—179

Ackerman

Anderson
Andrews
Archer
Aspin

Mr. PANrTA. Mr. Speaker, I yield and again that they believe that the AuCoin
such thne as he may consume to the legislative process should be allowed to Baker
Bartlett

gentleman from Kansas (Mr. SLAT- work have the challenge to allow it to
THaT).

(Mr.

SLATTERY asked and was

given permission to revise and extend
his remarks.)
Mr. SLArL1RY. Mr. Speaker, I rise
in support of the budget resolution.
Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker, I yield
the balance of my time to the distin-

work.

The President said today to me, and
I repeated to the press, that it was our
conviction, along with the bipartisan
leadership, that many of the policies
established In the budget agreement
were for illustrative purposes only,

and that the legislative committees
guished Speaker of the House (Mr. had the right as well as the obligation

Foixs').
to consider alternative policies to
Mr. FOLEY. Mr. Speaker, I take the achieve similar savings. Every Member
well seldom. I take ft tonight late In will have the opportunity to decide for
this legislative day, late perhaps in the him or herself whether or not the bills
life of our country to deal with a criti- which results from the legislative
cal problem we have all Ignored too process during the next 2 weeks meet
long. Members of the Congress have with their satisfaction. And every
ignored it, Members of both parties Member will have an opportunity, sev-

have ignored It, Presidents have ig- eral opportunities, to vote on the recnored it.

Over the period of recent years, in
the life of those who have served in
this body and within the time of their
service, the interest on the Federal
debt has grown to a figure now third
largest of all of the expenditures in
the Federal budget, and greater significantly in absolute terms than the
enUre budget was only a few years

onciliation and the appropriations
bills.

But if we stop the process tonight, if

we tell the American people tonight

that we choose not to go forward, that
we have no confidence ourselves in our
own system, in our committees. in our
own responsibilities, in the institution
of this House, we will do a disservice
not only to ourselves but to the people

we represent, including all of those
This budget resolution is the result about whom we are so concerned in a
of a much decried summitry which is, principled and legitimate way. Their
as the majority leader indicated, the interests as well as others' would be
result of a divided government in harmed by such a decision.
which there is a Republican President
I ask you to consider that this Is one
and a Congress led by majorities of of the most important evenings perthe Democratic Party. But the prob- haps in your congressional career.
lem is not divided into a Republican This is one of the most Important deciago.

problem and a Democratic problem. It sions that you will make.
is the problem that faces all of us,
0 0100
that faces the country and that affects
every American.

We all have concerns about the speci.fic provisions of this budget summit
agreement which have been repeated
and repeated time and time again to-

And although the hour Is late, and
although the debate has been long;
and although the passions have been
real; and although the divisions are
sincere; we have an opportunity to

night and in previous days. And it stand together; in at least the decision
would serve no purpose to remind ev- to go forward, to make this process
eryone that few actually embrace the work for ourselves, for the President,
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0 0017
STANGELAND

and Mr.
HOLLOWAY changed their vote from
"yea" to "nay."
So. the conference report was rejectMr.

ed.

The result

of

material on House Concurrent Resolu-

the vote was an-

nounced as above recorded.

GENERAL LEAVE

Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker. I ask
unanimous consent that all Members

Just rejected.

The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr.

MtmraA). Is there objection to the request of the gentleman from Calif ornia?

There was no objection.
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CQNFERENCE REPORT ON
IL CON. RES. 310
Mr. PANETTA submitted the foflow-

ing conference report and statement
on the concurrent reso'ution (H. Con.

Res. 310) setting forth the congressiona budget for the United States
Government for the fiscal years 1991.
1992, 1993. 1994. and 1995:
CONFERZNC Ri'o*r (H. Rrr. 101-820)
The committee of conference on the di&agreeing votes of the two Houses on the

amendments of the Senate to the concur-

rent resolution ( Con. Res. 310) setting
forth the con ressiona budget for the

United States Government for the fscai

years 1991. 1992. 1993. 1994. azid 1995.

having met, alter full and free corference.
have agreed to recommend and do recommend to their rpective Houses s follows:
That the House recede from fts disagree-

ment to the amendment of the Senate to
the text of the resolution &nd agree to the
same with an amendment is foI1ow

In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amendment insert the
following:
That the bud get for fiscal pear 1991 ii estob-

lished, and (lie approniaie bv4getarj/ evels
for fiscal years 1992, 1993, 1994. and 1995

are reby set forth.

MAXIMUM DEFICIT AMOU!fFS

SEC. 2. The following Levels and amovnLs

in tizi zctzon are set forth for purposes of
determinzng, zn accordance with sectioh
310(i) of the Con'reszio1wJ Budget &nd ImpoundmenL Control Act of 1974. C3 me,uia1
by the Balaiwed Budget and Zmeiyenci D/
icit Control Act of 19R5. whether the mw-

mum deficit amoknt for a fiaca! pear has

been exceeded, and as set forth in thu concurrent so1ut&on, ahali be coniiidered to be
cnathetnciicaEw consiste,aJ with Vie oeher
amount3 gnd Levels set forth in this concurrent resolution..
(1) The recommended levels of Federal reventea a as fciUow&
Fiscal year 1991: $1,172,900,000,000.
FcaZ year 1992: *1,260,800,000,000.
Fiscal year 1993: $1,349,80O0OO,000.

(V The ppropnatc levlz of total new

Iudget authority are as follows:

Fiscal year 1991: $1,485,600,000,000.
Fwca year 1992: $1,562,600,000,000.
Fiscal year 1993: $1,582,400,000,000.
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(3) The appropriate levels of total budget
outla,s are as follows:
Fiscal i/ear 1991: $1,236 900,000,000.
Fiscal year 1992.' $1,269,300,000.000.
Fiscal i/ear 1 993: $1,305,000,000,000.

(4)(Al The amounts of ehe deficits are as

(B) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $109,600,000,000.

(Cl New Secondary loan guarantee commitments $88,700,000,000.
Fiscal year 1993:
(Al
New
direct loan

follows:
Fiscal ,ear 1991: $64,000,000,000.
Fiscal year 1992: $8,500,000,000.

$18,200,000,000.

lows:
Fiscal year 1993: $44,800,000,000.

mitments, $92,100,000,000.

(El The amount of the surplus is as folRECOMMENDED LL'VELS AND AMOUNTS

SEc. 3. (a) The following budgetary levels

are appropriate for the fiscal years begin-

ning on October 1, 1990, October 1, 1991, October 1, 1992, October 1, 1993, and October 1,
1994:

(11 The recommended levels of Federal revenues are as follows:
Fiscal ,ear 1991: $858,600,000,000.
Fiscal i/ear 1992: $923,900,000.000.
Fiscal year 1993: $987,900,000,000.
Fiscal ,ear 1994: $1,045,200,000,000.
Fiscal year 1995: $1,101,400,000,000.

obligations,

ments, $112,100,000,000.

(Cl New secondary loan guarantee comloan

obligattons.

$18,400,000,000.

(El New primary loan guarantee commitments, $115,450,00,000.

(Cl New secondary loan guarantee com-

mitments, $95,600,000,000.

Fiscal ,ear 1995:
(Al
direct
New

loan

(A) New budget authorit,, $20,600,000,000,
(El Outla,s, $18,500,000,000.
direct loan obligations,
(Cl
New
$2,100,000,000.

(El New primary loan guarantee commit-

Fiscal ,ear 1994:
(Al
New
direct

October 7, 1990

obligations,

$18,600,000, 000.

(El New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $118,100,00,000.

(Cl New secondary loan guarantee com-

mitments, $99,200,000,000.

(Dl New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $7,500,000,000.

(E) New secondary loan guarantee com-

mitments, $400,000,000.

Fiscal ,ear 1994:
(Al New budget authorit,, $22,400,000,000.
(B) Outla,s, $19,700,000,000.
threct loan
(C)
New

obligations.

$2,100,000,000,

(D) New primary loan guarantee commitmen ts, $7, 700,000,000.

(El New secondary loan guarantee com-

mitments, $500,000,000.
Fiscal year 1995:
(A) New budget aut.hori1,, $23,800,000,000.
(El Outla,s, $20,700,000,000.
obligations,
direct
loan
New
(Cl
$2,200,000,000.

(Dl New primary loan guarantee commit-

men ts, $8,000,000,000

(E) New secondary loan guarantee com-

(bI The Congress hereb, deter-nnnes and mitments, $500,000,000.
and the amounts b, which the aggregate declares
the appropriate levels of budget au(31 General Science, Space, and Technololevels of Federal revenues shoild be in- thorit, and
budget outlays, and the appro- g, (250):
creased are as follows:
Fiscal year 1991: $14,700,000.000.
Fiscal year 1992: $24,300,000,000.
Fiscal ,ear 1993: $26,900,000,000.
Fiscal ,ear 1994: $30,700,000,000.
Fiscal year 1995: $30,300,000,000.

and the amounts for Federal Insurance Con-

tributions Act revenues for hospital insurance within the recommended levels of Federal revenues are as follows:
Fiscal year 1991.' $75,400,000,000.
Fiscal i/ear 1992.' $83,200,000,000.
Fiscal ,ear 1993: $88,900,000,000.
Fiscal year 1994: $95,200,000,000.
Fiscal year 1995: $101,400,000,000.

(21 The appropriate levth of total new

budget authorit, are as follows:

Fiscal year 1991: $1,174,700,000,000.
Fiscal ,ear 1992: $1,230,100,000,000.
Fiscal year 1993: $1,229,600,000,000.
Fiscal year 1994: $1,216,000,000,000.
Fiscal i/ear 1995: $1, 266,000,000,000.

(3) The appropriate levels of total budget

outla,s are as follows.'

Fiscal year 1 991: $1,002,300,000,000.
Fiscal year 1992: $1, 024,800.000,000.
Fiscal year 1993: $1,049,900,000,000.
Fiscal ,ear 1994: $1.05 9,900,000,000.
Fiscal year 1995: $1, 080,900,000,000.

(41(A) The amounts of the deficits are as
follows.'
Fiscal ,ear 1991: $143,700.000,000.
Fiscal year 1992: $100,900.000,000.
Fiscal ,ear 1993: $62,000,000,000.
Fiscal year 1994: $14,700,000,000.

(B) The amount of the surplus is as fol-

lows:
Fiscal year 1995: $20,500,000,000.

(51 Vie appropriate levels of the ptblic

debt are as follows:
Fiscal year 1991: $3,369,600,000,000.

Fiscal year 1 992: $3, 540,900,000,000.
Fiscal year 1993: $3, 676,700,000,000.
Fiscal year 1994: $3,766,900,000,000.
Fiscal year 1995: $3,827,600,000,000.

priate levels of new direct loan obligations
and new primary loan guarantee commitmentsforfiscal,years 1991 through 1995 for
each major functional category are:
(11 National Defense (0501:

Fiscal ,ear1991:
New
$288,300,000,000.
(Al

budget

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

$0.
authorit,, ments,
Fiscal year 1992:

(El Outla,s, $297,000,000,000.
(Cl Ncw direct loan obligations. $0.

(Dl New primary loan guarantee commUments, $0.
Fiscal i/ear 1992:
(Al
New
$290. 900,000,000.

bidget

authorit,,

(Dl New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal ,ear 1993.'
budget

authorit,.

(El Outla,s, $292,000,000.000.
(Cl New direct loan obligations. $0.

(Dl New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.

Fiscal ,ear 1994;

(Al
New
$351,500,000,000.

budget

authority,

(El Outla,s, $341,700,000,000.
(Cl New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantec commitments. $0.

Fiscal ,ear 1995:

(Al
New
$364, 900.000.000.

budget

authorit,,

(El Outla,s, $351.5 00,000.000.
(Cl New direct loan obligations, $0.

(Dl New primary loan guarantee commitnzents, $0.

(2) International Affairs (1501:
Fiscal ,ear 1991:
(Al New budget authorit,. $19200000000.
(El Outla,s, $17,400,000,000.
obligations.
direct
loan
New
(Cl

(61 The appropriate levels of total Federal $ 1.900,000.000.
credit activit, for the fiscal ,ears beginning
(Dl New primary loan guarantee commit
on October 1, 1990, October 1, 1991, October ments, $7,200,000,000.
1, 1992, October 1, 1993, and October 1, 1994.
are as follows:
Fiscal year 1991:
(Al
New
direct loan obligations,
$21, 000000,000.

(El New primary loan guarantee commit-

men ts, $106,800,000,000.

(C) New secondary loan guarantee com-

mitments, $85,400, 000,000.

Fiscal year 1992:
(Al
New
direct

$17,800,000,000.

loan

(El New secondary loan guarantee com-

mitments, $400,000,000.
Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New budget avthorit,, $19,800,000,000.
(El Outla,s, $18,000,000,000.
obligations,
New
direct loan
(Cl
$2, 000,000.000.

(Dl New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments. $7,200,000,000.

obligations,

(Al New budget authority, $15,900,000,000.
(El Outla,s. $15,700,000,000.
(Cl New direct loan obligations. $0.

(Dl New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.

(El Outla,s, $295,000,000,000.
(Cl New direct loan obligations, $0.

(Al
New
$291.1 00,000,000.

Fiscal year 1991;
(Al New budget authorit,, $15,200,000,000.
(B) Outla,s, $15,200,000,000.
(Cl New direct loan obligations, $0.

Fiscal ,ear 1993:
(Al New budget authorit,, $16.500,000.000.
(El Outlays, $16,100,000,000.

(Cl New direct loan obligatwns. $0.
(Dl New primary loan guarantee commit.
ments. $0.

Fiscal iear 1994:
(Al New budget authorit,, $1 7.100.000.000.
(El Outlays. $16,800,000,000.
(Cl New direct loan obligations. $0.

(Dl New primary loan guarantee corn ,nitments, $0.

Fiscal ,ear 1995:
(Al New budget authorit,, $17700000000.
(El Outlays. $17400000000.
(Cl New direct loan obligations. $0.
(Dl Ncw primary loan guarantee comnit-

ments, $0.
(41 Energ, (2701:

Fiscal ,ear 1991:
(Al New budget authorit,. $6400000000.
(B) Outla,s, $4,000,000,000.
loan
(Cl
Ncw
direct

(Dl New primary loan gvarantec commit-

ments. $400000000.
Fiscal ,ear 1992:
(Al New budget authorit,. $5,600.000.000.
(El Outla,s, $4,400,000,000.
obligations.
loan
(Cl
New
dircct
$1,600,000,000.

(Dl New primary loan guarantee commitS

nients, $0.
Fiscal i/ear 1993:
(Al New budget authorit,, $6,400.000.000.
(El Outla,s. $5,000,000,000.
obligations.
direct
loan
(Cl
New
$2,000,000,000.

(Dl New primary loan guarantee comniit'

ments, tO.

Fiscal ,ear 1994.'
(Al New budget authority, $6,800,000,000
(El Outla,s. $5,300,000,000.
obligations,
loan
New
direct
(Cl

(El New secondary loan guarantee com- $2,100,000,000.

mitments, $400,000,000.

Fiscal ,ear 1993:

obligatons.

$2,000,000,000.

(Dl New primary loan gvarantee commit-

ments, $0.
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Fiscal year 1995:
(A) New budget authority, $7,200,000,000.
(B) OutLays, $5.ZO0,000/JO0.
(C)
New
direct loan obliga.tion.,
$2,300,000,000.

(E) New secondary loan
mitments, $85,000,009,000.
Fiscal year 1992:

ment.s, $0.

$3, 300,000,000.

(Di New priniciry Zoan guara?a8e commit(5)

Natuml Resources and Envzronment

(300):

Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, 18,800,OO0,000.
(B) Outlays, $18,900,000,000.
New
direct loan
(C)
$100,000,000.

oblipction.,

(D) New pnmary loan gwirantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New blhd get authority. $19,9CW,000,000.
(B) O7JClays, $19,600,000,000.
obligations,
loan
dtrect
(C)
New

$100,000,000.

(DI New p'iniarli loan guarantee commit-

ments, $0.

Fiscal year 193:
(A) New budget authority, $20,500,000,000.

(B) Outlays, $20,200.000,ODO.
New
ztirect
loan
(C)
$100,000,000.

obligations,

(A) New budget nthorit. $85,400,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $81,400,000,00Q.
obligationz,
loan
direct
New
(C)
(Di New primary Zozn guara,tee commit-

ments, $65,500,000,000.

(E) New *econdary loan guarantee oom-

mitments, $88,300, 000,4)00.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $0.

(6) Agnculture (350):
Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority. $18,000,000,000.

(B) Outlays, $14.100,000,000.
direct loan
(C)
New
$9,000,000,000.

obligations,

(D) New primary loan guarantee conimit-

ments, $7,000,000,000.

Fiscat year 1992:
(A) New budget authority. $22,600,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $17,100,000,000.
obli'ation..
(C)
New
direct
loan
$8,800,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

nwnts. $7,300,000. 090.

Fiscal year 1993:
(A) New budget authority, $20,400,000,000.
(B) OuClays, $16,O6'O,OOO,OOO.

(C)
New
$8,600,000,000.

diiect

loan

oWigaezons.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $6,600,000,000.

Fiscal year 1994:
(A) New budget authonty. $18,2O0,co0,000.
(B) Outlays, $15,300,000,000.
obligations,
(C)
New
threct
loan
$8,600,000,000.

(DI New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $6, 700,000,000.

Fiscal year 1995:
(A) New budget authority, $19,200,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $11,6O0,O00,00O.
(C)
New
threct loan
$8,400 000,000.

bligatons,

oblipation.,

$3, 400,000,000.

(D) New primarij loan QuLrantee comm.LL-

ments, $67,800,000,000.

(E) New secondary loan
mitments, $91,700,000,000.
Fiscal year 1994;

guarantee com-

(B) Oi.tlays, $9,200,000,000.
direct loan
New
(C)

obligations,

$3,500,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $70,300,000,000.

(E) New second arij loan guarantee cornFiscal year 1995:
(A) New budget authority, $2,600,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $3,200,000,000.
(C)

New

direct

Loan

•obL.goLions,

$3, 600,000,000.

(D) New primary loan Qv4lraniee commit(E) New secondary loan puara.ntee com-

mitments, $98,700,000,000.
(8) Tran$port.at.ion (400):
Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, $32,300,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $30, 700,000,000'.

(C) New direct loan obligati,ons, $0.

(D) New primary loan gwirantee commitments, $0
Fiscal year 2992.-

(A) New budget authority, $33,500000,000.
(B) Outlays, $31,900,000,000.
dzrect
loan
(C)
New

obligations,

$100,000,000.

(D) New primarij loan guarantee commit-

ments, $0
Fiscal year 2993:

(A) New budget authority, $34,7O0,00,000.
(B) Outlays, $33,100,000,000.
New
direct loan
(C)

Fiscal year 1995:
(A) New budget authority, $9,600,OqO.000.
(B) Outlays, $9,200.000,000.
obliations.
direct loan
(C)
New
$1,300,000,000.

ments, $400,000,000.

(10) Education, Training, Employment.

and Social Services (500):
Fiscal year•1991:
(A) New budget authority, $43,000,000.000.
(B) Outlays, $41,800,000,000.

(C) New direct loan obligation., $0
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $12,500,00, 000.

Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $43,700,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $43,000,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0

(D) New primary loan guarantee comflZil
meats, $12,900,000,000.
Fiscal year 1.993:

(A) New budget auThority, $44,400,000,000.
(B) 0ut2av3, $44,000,000,000.

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0
(D) New priniary loan guarantee commitments, $13,200,000,000.
Fiscal year 1994.:
(A) New budget authority, $46,300,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $45,400,000,000.

(C) New direct loan ob'igations, $0

(D) New primary loan uariintee commitments, $13,300,000,000.

Fiscal year 1995:
(A) New budget authority, $48,100,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $46,900,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0

(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $13,400,000,000.

obligations,

$100,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

inents, $0
Fiscal year 1994:
(A) New budget authority, $36,000,OL)0,000.
(B) Outlays, $34,300,000,000.
obligtions.
Loan
New
direct
(C)
$100,000,000-

(D) New primary loan guarantee Lommitment, $0
Fiscal year 1995:
(A) New budget authority, -$37,400,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $35,500,000,000.
obZigaton.s,
New
direct £o.an
(C)
$100,000,000-

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $0

(11) Health (550):
Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, $66,300,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $65,500,000,000.
(Ci New direct lozn obligation8, $0

(D) New primary loan gtzarantee commitments, $300,000,000.

Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $73,900,000,000.
(B) Outiay8, $73,300,000,000.

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0
(D) New primary loan guaiantee commitments, $300,000, 000.

Fiscal year 1993:
(A) New budget authority, $81,300,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $80,900,000,000.
(Ci New direct loan obligations, $0

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit(9) CommuniCy and Regional DeveZop- ments,
$300,000,000.

ment (450):
Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, $9,200,I)00,00).
(B) Outlays, $8,600,000,000.
(C)
New
4irec Loan obligations,

(DI New primary loan guartzntee commit- $1, 200,000,000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commUments, $400,000,000.

Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority, $8,900,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $8,600,000,000.
obligations.
direct Loan
(C)
New

$6, 000.000,000.

$1, 200,000,000.

ments, $63, 700,000.000.

ments, *400,000,000.

(D) New prirnati oan 'uarzntee eommi-

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

(A) New budget akUzorit, 65 00,000,000.

ments, $6,800,000,000.

(7) Commerce and Hottsng Cretht 1370):
Fiscal year 1991:
(A) New &udget authority, $85,500,000,000.
'B) Outlays, $87,000,000,000.
(C)
New
loan
bligattons,
direct

Fiscal year 1994:
(A) New budget authority, $9,500,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $8,900,000,000.
New
direct loan obUgations.
(C)
tneiits, $400,000,000.

ments, $72,100,000,000.

$100,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guar(z-ntee commitments, $400,000,000.

$1,300,000,000.

$100,000,000.

Fiscal year 1995:
(A) New budget authority, $22,000,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $21,200,000,000.
New
direct loan obligations.
(C)

$1, 200.000,000.

(B) Outlays, $39, 700,000,000.
direct loan
(C)
New

mUnients, $95,100,000,000.

ments, $0.

Fiscal year 1993:
(A) New budget authority, $9,0UO,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $8,700,000,000.
direct loan obligaUon..
New
(C)

Fiscal year 1993:
(A) New budget authority, $41,600,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1994:
(A) New budget authority, $21,200,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $20,600,000,000.
direct loa.n obligaiioris
(C)
New

(Di New primary loan guaraneee cornnxit-

gtarante.e coin-

119139

(D) New primary loan guaruntee commU-

Fiscal year 1994:
(A) New budget authority, $89,600,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $88,900,000,000.
(C) New direo ioan obhgation, $0
(D) New primary loan Q,Laraitee eommitments, $350,000,000.

Fiscal year 1995:
(A) New budget authority, $98,500,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $97,500,000,000.
(C) New threct loan obligationa, $0

(D) New primary roan guarantee commit-

ments, $400,000, 000.

(12) Medicare (570):
Fiscal year 1991:

119140
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New
budget
$122,400, 000.000.
(B) Outlays. $104,900,000,000.
(A)

authority,

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0
(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $0
Fi.scal year 1992:
(A)
New
$133,500,000,000.

budget

authority,

(B) Outlays. $120,000,000,000.

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New

Fiscal year 1993:
(A) New budget authority. $4,900,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $4,900,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations. $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1994;
(A) New budget authority. $5,400,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $5,100.000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

piimary loan guarantee commit- ments. $0.

ments, $0.
Fiscal year 1993:
(A)
New
$147,500,000,000.

budget

authority.

(B) Outlays. $134,400,000,000.

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantce commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1994:
(A)
New
budget
authority,

$161,900,000,000.

(B) Outlays, $150,500,000,000.

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loai guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1995:
(A)
New
$1 77.200,000,000.

budget

avthority.

(B) Outlays, $168,000,000,000.

Fiscal year 1995:
(A) New budget authority, $6,000,000,000.
(B) Outlays. $6,000,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments. $0.

Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authoritt', $33,100,000,000.
(B) Outlays. $32,700,000,000.
(C)
New
direct loan
obligations,

(B) Outlays, $160,000,000,000.
(C)
New
direct loan
obligations.
$100,000,000.

$600,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

$205,200,000,000.

budget

authority,

(B) Outlays. $167,800,000,000.
(C)
New
dfrect
loan
obligations,

$100,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit.

ments, $0.
Fiscal year 1993:
(A)
New
$212,800,000,000.

budget

authority.

(B) Oztlays, $175,300,000,000.
(C)
New
direct
loan obligations.

$100,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $0.
Fiscal year 1994:
(A)
New
budget
authority.
$223,500,000,000.
(B) Outlays. $185,300,000,000.
(C)
New dzrect
loan
obligations,
:ioo.ooo,ooo.

(D) New primary loan gLiarantee commit-

ments, $0.
(14) Income Security (650):
Fiscal year 1995:
(A)
New
budget

authority.

$231,100,000,000.
(B) OuUays, $192,200,000,000.
(C)
New
direct loan obligations,
$100.000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

inents, $0.
(14) Income Security (650):
Fi-scal year 1991:
(A) New budget authoiity, $3,800,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $3,800,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $0.
Ftscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authority. $4,500,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $4,500,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations. $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $0.

(B) Outlays, $12.000,000,000.

(C) New direct loan obligations. $0.

(D) New primary loan guarance commitments. $0.
Fiscal year 1993:

(A) New budget authority. $12300000000.
(B) Outlays, $11.800,000.000.

(C) New direct loat obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments. $0.
Fiscal year 1994:

(B) Outlays. $12,400,000,000.

ments. $15. 700.000,000.

$600,000,000.

ments. $0.
Fiscal year 1992:
(A)
New

(C) New direct loan obligations. $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitmens, $0.
Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New budget authoritt', $12000000000.

(A) New budget avthority, $12500000000.
(15) Veterans Bcnefits and Services (700):
(B) Outlays, $12.000,000,000.
Fiscal year 1991:
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(A) Nw budget authority. $31,900,000,000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee con1mz(B) Oullays. $3!, 700,000000.
ments, $0.
(C)
New
direct loan
obligaUons,
Fiscal year 1995:
$7,000,000.
(A) New budget aLithority. $13000000000.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantec commitments. $0.
(13) Income Security (600):
Fi.scal year 1991:
(A)
New
budget
authority.

$196, 800,000.000.

October 7, 1990

(B) OLitlays, $11,700,000,000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commitmen ts, $1 6.000.000,000.

Fiscal year 1993:
(A) New budget authority. $34,100,000,000.
(B) Outlays. $33,800,000,000.
(C)
New
direct loan
obligations,

(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments. $16300000000.
Fiscal year 1994:
(A) New budget authoiity, $35,000,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $36,300,000.000.
(C)
New
direct
loan
$500,000,000.

obligations.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments. $16. 700.000,000.

Fiscal year 1995:
(A) New budget authority, $36,100,000,000.
(B) Outlays. $36100000000.
(C)
New
direct loan
obligations,
$500000000.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments. $1 7.000.000,000.

(16) Administration of Justice (750):
Fiscal ycar 1991:
(A) New budget authority. $13,300,000,000.
(B) Outlays. $12,300,000,000.

(C) New direct loan obligations. $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New budgct a.uthoiity, $14,400,000,000.
(B) OLitlays. $14,200,000,000.

-

New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments. $0.
Fiscal year 1993:
(A) New budget authoiity, $15,000,000,000.
(C)

(B) Outlays. $14,900,000,000.

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commit-

ments, $0.
Fiscal year 1994:
(A) New budget authority, $15,600,000,000.
(B) Outlays, $15,400.000,000.

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments. $0.
Fiscal year 1995:
(A) New budget authority, $16,200,000,000.
(B) Outlays. $16,000,000,000.

(C) New direct loan obligations. $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commi•

ments, $0.
(17) General Government (800):

Fiscal yearl99l:

(A) New budget authortty, $11. 700.000.000.

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan gLlaranee commitments, $0.
(18) Net Interest (900):
Fiscal year 1991:
(A)
New
bLldge

aiihority,

$215, 600.000.000.

(B) Outlays. S215.600.000. 000.

(C) New dircct loan obligatwns. $0.
(D) Piew primary loan gLlaranee commitments. $0.
Fiscal year 1992:
(A)
New
bLidget
$228,700,000,000.
(B) OLitlays, $228,700,000,000.

aihoriy,

(C) New dircct loan oblipaions, $0.
(D) New primary loan gLlaranee commitments. $0.
Fiscal year 1993:
(A)
New
budget
$239,200,000,000.
(B) Outlays. $239,200,000,000.

aLithorify,

(C) New direct loan obli,aions. $0.
(D) New primary loan gLlaranee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1994:
(A)
Ncw

budget

authority.

$243. 700.000.000.

(B) Outlays. $243. 700,000.000.

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan gLlaranee coin nutments, $0.
Fiscal year 1995:
authority,
(A)
New
budget
$244. 500,000,000.

(B) Outlays. $244,500,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.

(D) New primary loan guarantee comninUmen (S. $0.

(19) Allowances (920):

Fisca' year 1991:
(A) New budget authority, SO.
(B) Outlays, —$95400000000.
(C) New direct l3an obliga(ions. SO.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1992:
(A) New budget aLlthoriy. SO.
(B) Outlays. —$113,600,000,000.
(C) New direct loan obhga(ions, SO.

(D) New primary loan guaraztee commitments. $0
Fiscal year 1993:
(A) New budget authority, SO.
(B) Outlays, —$86,600,000.000.

(C) New direct loan obligations. $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee cQmmit

ments. 0.
Fiscal year 1994:
(A) New budget authority, $0.
(B) Outlays. —$60500000000.
(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
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(D) New primary loan guarantee commit- year 1992, $2,812,000,000 in outlays in fiscal Act, sufficent to reduce outlays, or (C) any
year 1993, $3,081,000,000 in outlays in fiscal combination
thereof,
a-s
follows:
year 1994, and $3,223,000,000 in outlays in $2,165,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1991,

ments, $0.
Fiscal year 1995:
(A) New budget authority, $0.

fiscal year 1995.

(B) Outlays, —$76,400,000,000.

(C) New direct loan obligations, so.

(D) New primary loan guarantee commitInents, $0.
(20)
(950):

Undistributed Offsetting Receipts

Fiscal year 1991:
(A)
New
—$23,000,000,000.

budget

authority,

(B) Outlays, —$43,ooo,ooo,oo2.

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1992:
(A)
New

budget

authority,

—521.400,000,000.

$2,140,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1992,
$2,780,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1993,
and Labor shall report changes in laws $3,545,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1994,
(3) The House Committee on Education

within its jurisdiction sufficient to reduce and $3,720,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year

the deficit a-s fOllows: $215,000000 in fiscal 1995.
year 1991, $525,000,000 in fiscal year 1992,
(9) The House Committee on Public Works
year
$760,000,000
in
1993, shall report (A) changes in laws within its
fiscal
$1,010,000,000 in fiscal year 1994, and jurisdiction which provide spending author$1,260,000,000 in fiscal year 1995.
ity a-s defined in section 401(c)(2)(C) of the
(4) The Hou.e Committee on Energy and Congressional Budget Act of 1974, sufficient
Commerce shall report (A) changes in laws to reduce outlays, (B) changes in laws
within its jursdiction which provide spend- within its juri3diction which provide spending authority a.s defined in section ing authority other than a's defined in sec401 (c)(2)(C) of the Congressional Budget Act tion 401(c)(2)(C) of the Act, sufficient to

of 1974, sufficient to reduce outlays, (B) reduce outlays, or (C) any combination

changes in laws within its jurisdiction thereof, a-s follows: $42,000,000 in outlays in
which provide spending authority other ft.scal year 1991, $53,000,000 in outlays in

than a-s defined in section 401(c)2)C) of the
Act, sufficient to reduce outlays. or (C) any
(C) New direct loan obligations, so.
thereof,
a-s
(D) New primary loan guarantee commit- combination
follows:
$3, 731,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1991,
ments, $0.
$6,822,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1992,
Fiscal year 1993:
(A)
New
authority, $9,224,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1993,
budget
$10,988,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year
—$22,700,000,000.
1994, and $12,956,000,000 in outlays in fiscal
(B) Outlays, —$52,000,000,000.
year 1995.
(C) New direct loan obligations, so.
(5) The House Committee on Interior and
(D) New primary loan guarantee commit(B) Outlays, —$49,500,000,000.

ments, $0.
Fiscal year 1994:
(A)
New
budget
authority,—
593.800,000,000.
(B) Outlays,—$115,900,000,000.

(C) New direct loan obligations, so.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, $0.
Fiscal year 1995:
(A)
New
buget
authority,—
$109,100,000,000.
(B) OlLtlays,—$134,400000,000.

(C) New direct loan obligations, $0.
(D) New primary loan guarantee commitments, so.
RECONCILIATION

SEc. 4. (a) Not later than October 15, 1990,

the commzttees named in subsections (b)
and (c) of this section shall submit their rec-

omnendations to the Committees on the
Budget of their respective Houses. After receiving those recommendations, the Com-

mzttees on the Budget shall rcport to the
House and Senate a reconciliatioin bill or
resolutzon or both carrying out all such recommendatzons without any substantive revision,

fiscal year 1992, $53,000,000 in outlays in
fiscal year 1993, $53,000,000 in outlays in
fiscal year 1994, and $53,000,000 in outlays
in fiscal year 1995.

(10) The House CommUtee on Science,
and Technology shall report (A)

Space,

changes in laws within its yursdiction
which provide spending authority a's

de-

fined in section 401(c)(2)(C) of the CongresInsular Affairs shall report (A) changes in sional Budget Act of 1974, sufficient to
laws within its iursdiction which provide reduce outlays, (B) changes :n laws within
spending authority a.s defined in section its jurisdiction which provide spending au401(c)(2)(C) of the Congressional Budget Act thority other than a's defined in section
of 1974, sufficient to reduce outlays, (B) 401(c)(2)(C) of the Act, sufficient to reduce
changes in laws Within its jurisdiction outlays, or (C) any combination thereof a.s
which provide spending ai thority other follows: $5,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year
than a-s defined in section 401(c)(2)(C) of the 1991, $5,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year
Act, sufficient to reduce outlays, or (C) any 1992, $5,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year
combination
thereof,
a-s
follows: 1993, $5,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year
$343,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1991, 1994, and $5,000,000 zn outlays in fiscal year
$400,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1992, 1995.
(11) The Hou.ge Committee on Veterans'
$412,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1993,
$425,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1994, Affairs shall report (A) changes zn laws
and $438,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year within its jurisdution which provide spending authority as defined in section
1995.
(6) The House Committee on Judiciary 401(c)(2)(C) of the Congressional Budget Act
shall report (A) changes in laws within its of 1974, sufficient to reduce outlays, (B)
jurisdiction which provide spending author- changes in laws Within its jurisdiction
ity a-s defined in section 401(c)(2)(C) of the which provide spending authority other
Con gresional Budget Act of 1974, sufficient than a.s defined in section 40Uc)(2)(C) of the
to reduce outlays, (B) changes in laws Act, sufficient to reduce outlays, or (C) any
thereof,
a-s
follows:
within its yui,sdiction which provide spend- combination
ing authority other than a-s defined in sec- $620,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1991,
tion 401(c)(2)(C) of the Act, sufficient to $645,000,000 in oiL tlays in fiscal year 1992,
reduce outlays, or (C) any combination $670,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1993,
thereof, a.s follows: $91,000,000 in outlays in 5695,000.000 in outlays fn fiscal year 1994,

fiscal year 1991, $95,000,000 in outlays in and $720,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year
fiscal year 1992, $99,000,000 in outlays in 1995.
(b)(1) The Hou.ge Committee on Agricul- fiscal year 1993, $103,000,000 in outlays in
(12)(A) The House Committee on .Ways
lure shall report (A) changes in laws within fiscal year 1994, and $107,000,000 in outlays and Means shall report fi) changes in laws
its jurisdiction which provide spending au- in ftscal year 1995.
within its jurisdiction which provide spendthority a-s defined in section 401(c)(2)(C) of
(7) The House Committee on Merchant ing authority a's defined in section
HOUSE COMMITTEES

the Congressional Budget Act of 1974, suffi- Marine and Fisheries shall report (A) 401(c)(2)(C) of the Congressional BlLdget Act
cient to reduce outlays, (B) changes in laws changes in laws within its jlLrsdiction of 1974, suffic1ent to reduce outlays, (ii)
wzthzn ztsjurLsdiction which provide spend- which provide spending authority a.s de- changes in laws within its yuri.sdiction
ing authority other than a.s defined in sec- fined in section 401(c)(2)(C) of the Congres- which provide spending at1thority other
tion 401(c)(2)(C) of the Act, sufficient to sional Budget Act of 1974, sufficient to than as defined in section 401(c)(2)(C) of the
redlLce outlays, or (C) any combination reduce outlays, (B) changes in laws within Act, sufficient to reduce outlays, or (iii) any
thereof, a-s follows: 51,022.000,000 in outlays its jurisdiction which provide spending au- combination
follows:
thereof,
a-s
in fiscal year 1991, $2,023,000,000 in outlays thority other than as defined in section $3,320,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1991,
in fiscal year 1992, $3,214,000,000 in outlays 401(c)(2)(C) of the Act, sufficient to reduce $9,245,000,000 in outlays in ft.scal year 1992,
in fzscal year 1993, $3,432,000,000 in outlays outlays, or (C) any combination thereof, a.s $11,870,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year
.

in fzscal year 1994, and $3,936,000,000 in

outla,s zn fiscal year 1995.
(2) The House Committee on Banking, Fi-

follows: $222,000,000 in outlays in fiscal 1993, $14,148,000,000 in outlays in fiscal

year 1991, $241,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1994, arid $17,020,000,000 in olLtlays in
year 1992, $249,000,000 in outlays in fiscal fiscal year 1995.
nance and Urban Affairs shall report (A) year 1993, $256,000,000 in outlays in fiscal
(B) The House Committee on Ways and
changes in laws within its jurisdiction year 1994, and $263,000,000 in outlays in Means Shall report changes in laws within
which provide spending authority a's de- ftscal year 1995.
ts jursdiction sufficient to increase retefined in section 401 (c)(2)C) of the Congres(8) Th€ House Committee on Post Office nues as follows: $13,225,000,000 in fiscal
sional Budget Act of 1974, sufficient to and Civil Service shall report (A) changes in year 1991, $24,135,000,000 in fiscal year
reduce outlays, (B) changes in laws within laws within its frurSdiction which provide 1992, $24,040,000,000 in fiscal year 1993,
its jurisdiction which provide spending au- spending at1thority a's defined in section $28,950,000,000 in fiscal year 1994, and
thority other than as defined in section 401(c)2)C) of the Congressional BlLdget Act $28,450,000,000 in fi.scal year 1995.
401 (c)(2)(C) of the Act, sufficient to reduce of 1974, sufficient to reduce outlays, (B)
(C) In addition to the instructions in slLboutlays, or (C) any combination thereof; a-s changes in isiws within its jursdiction paraqraphs (A) and (B), the Hou.9e Commitfollows: $1,507,000,000 in outlays in fiscal which provide spendinq authority other tee on Ways and Means shall report changes
year 1991, $2,635,000,000 in outlays in fiscal than a-s defined in section 401(c)(2)(C) of the in laws within its jurisdiction sufficient to
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reduce the deficit as foUows. $2,000,000,000
in fiscal year 1991, $3,000,000,000 In fiscal
pear 1992. $4,000,000,000 In fIscal year 1993,
$5,000,000,000 In fiscal year 1994, and
$8,000,000,000 in fiscal year 1995.

Its jurisdiction which provide spending au-

thority other than as defined in section

$3,350,000,000

October 7, 1990
in fiscal years 1991 through

1995.

SALt OF OOVERNMZIfZ'ASStTS
401 (c)(2)(C) afUw Act, sufficient to reduce
outlays, or (iii) any combination the real as
Sec. 5. (a) it Is (he sense of the Congress
follows. $3,015,000,000 In fiscal year 1991, that—

(1) from time to time the United States
ID) The House Committee on Ways and and $55,883,000,000 In fiscal years 1991
Gover4rneflt should seU assets to non governMeans shall report changes In laws within through 1995.
(B) The Senate Committee on Finance ment buyers; and
Its jurisdiction which provides for an increase in the permanent statutory limit on shall report changes In laws within Its juris(2) the amounts realized from such asset
the public debt by an amount not to exceed diction sufficient to increase revenues as sales will not recur on an annual basis and
follOws.' $13,225,000,000 in fiscal iear 1991, do not reduce the demand for credit.
$1,900,000,000.
and $118,800,000,000 In fiscal years 1991
StNAIT COMM1T7S
(b) For purposes of allocations and points
1995.
of order under seCtion 302 of the Con gres(c)(1i The Senate Committee on Agricad- through
(C)
in
addition
to
the
instructions
in
subture Nutrition, and Forestry shall report (A) paragraph (A) and (B), the Senate Commit- atonal Budget and Impoundment Control
changes in laws within its jurisdiction tee on Finance shall report changes in laws Act of 1974, the amounts realised from asset
which provide spending authority as desales or prepayments of loans shalt not be alits gurisdicton sufficient (1) to located to a committee and shall not be
fined in section 401(c)(211C1 of the Congres- within
reduce
outlays,
(ii)
to
Increase
revenues,
or
sional Budget Act of 1974 sufficient to (iii) any combination thereof, as follows scored with respect to the level of budget aureduce outlays, (B) changes In Laws within
or outlays under a committees alloin fiscal year 1991, and thority
its jurisdiction which provide spending an- $2,000,000,000
cation under section 302 of that Act.
$20,000,000,000
in
fiscal
years
1991
through
thority other than as defined In section
(c) For purposes of reconciliation under
401 (c)(2)(C) of the Act, sv.fftcient to reduce 1995.
Budget and
(DI The Senate Committee on Finance section 310 of the Congressional
outlays, or (C) any combination thereof, as shell
report changes in law within Its juris- Impoundment Control Act of 1974, the
foUows: $1,000,000,000 in fiscal year 1991, diction
which provide for an Increae in the amounts realised from asset sales or prepayand $13,473,000,000 in fiscal years 1991 permanent
statutory Limit on the public menU of loans shall not be scored with rethrough 1995.
by an amount not to exceed spect to the Level of budget authority, outlays,
(2) The Senate Committee on Banking, debt
contributions, or revenues reconciled under
Housing, and Urban Affairs shall report (A) $1,900,000,000,000.
a concurrent resolution on the budget.
(7)
The
Senate
Committee
on
Governmenchanges in laws within its jurisdiction tal A,:ffalrs shall report (A) changes in laws
(dl For purposes of this section—
which provide spending authority as de(1) the terms "asset sale" and "prepayprovide spendfined In section 401 (c)(2)(C) a/the Congres- within Its jurisdiction which
authority as defined In section ,nent of a loan" shall have the same meansional Budget Act of 1974, sifflcient to ing
(c)(2)(C) of the Congressional Budget Act ing as under section 25 7(12) of the Balanced
reduce outlays, (B) changes in laws within 401
Its jurisdiction which provide spending au- of 1974, sufficient to reduce outlays, (B) Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act

in laws within its jurisdiction of 1985; and
lhority other than as defined In section changes
(2) the terms "asset sate" and "prepay401 (c)(2)(C) of the Act, sufficient to reduce which provide spending authority other

than as defined in section 401(c)(2)(C) of the ment of a loan" do not Include asset sates
Act, sufficient to reduce outlays, or (C) any mandated by Law before September 8, 1987,
follows: and routine, ongoing asset sales and loan
as
thereof,
and $13,258,000,000 in fiscal years 1991 combination
$2,165,000,000 in fiscal year 1991, and prepayments at Levels consistent with
through 1995.
(3) The Senate Committee on Commerce, $14,350,000,000 in fiscal years 1991 through agency operations in fiscal year 1986.
ReSERVE FVND FOR CHILDREN
Science, and Transportation shall report (A) 1995.

outlays, or (C) any combination thereof, as
follows. $1,507,000,001) in fiscal pear 1991,

(8) The Senate Committee on Judiciary
changes In laws within Its jurisdiction shall
Sec. & (a) In the Sente, budget authority
report (A) changes in laws within its and
which provide spending authority as tieoutlays may be allocated to the Senate
fined In section 401 (c)(2)(C) af the Con gres- jurisdiction which provide spending author- Committee on Finance for increased fundas defined in section 401 (c)(2)(C) of the
sional Budget Act af 1974, sufficient to ity
for children, including funding through
Act of 1974, sufficient ing
reduce outlays, (B) changes in laws within Congressional Budget(B)
tax credits, if the Committee on Finance or
changes
in
laws
its jurisdiction which provide spending ast- to reduce outlays.
funding
within its jurisdiction which provide spend- the committee of conference reports
thority other than as defined In section ing
legislation
that—
authority other than as defined in sec401 (c)(2)(C) af the Act, sufficient to reduce
outlays, or (C) any combination thereof, as tion 401(c)(2)(C) of the Act, sufficient to
follows: $232,000,000 In fiscal year 1991, and reduce outlays, or (C) any combination
$1,335,000,000 in fiscal years 1991 through thereof, as follows: $91,000,000 In fiscal year
1991, and $495,000,000 in fiscal years 1991
1995.
(4) The Senate Committee on Energy avid through 1995.
(9)(A) The Senate Committee on Labor
Natural Resources shall report (A) changes
in laws within its jurisdiction which pro- and Human Resources shall report (I)

vide spending authority as defined in sec- changes in laws within its jurisdiction
tion 401 (c)(2)(C) of the Congressional which provide spending authority as dethe CongresBudget Act of 1974, sufficient to reduce out- fined in section 401 (c)(2)(C) of su,fficient
to
lays, (B) changes in laws within its jurisdic- sional Budget Act of 1974,
tion which provide spending authority other reduce outlays, (ii) changes in laws within
than as defined in section 401 (c)(2)(C) 0/the its jurisdiction which provide spending auAct, sufficient to reduce outlays, or (C) any thority other than as defined in section
combination thereof, as follows: $36,000,000 401(c)(2)(C) af the Act, sufficient to reduce
In fIscal year 1991, and $364,000,000 In outlays, or (iii) any combination thereof, as
fiscal years 1991 through 1995.

(5) The Senate Committee on Environment and Public Works shall report (A)
changes in laws within its jurisdiction
which provide spending authority as de-

fined In section 401 (c)(2)(C) of the Congres-

sional Budget Act of 1974, sufficient to

reduce outlays, (B) changes in laws within
its jurisdiction which provide spending au-

thority other than as defined in section

(1) wi-U, If enacted, make funds available
for that purpose; and
(2) to the extent that the costs of such legislation are not Included in this resolution,
will not increase the deficit in this resolu-

tion for fiscal year 1991, and iciU not increase the total deficit for the period of

fiscal years 1991 through 1995.

(bI Upon the reporting of legislation pursuant to subsection (a), and again upon tue
submissiofl of a conference report on such
Legislation (if such a conference report is
submitted), the Chairman of the Committee
on the Budget of the Senate may fiLe with
the Senate appropriately revised allocations
under section 302(a) of the Congressional
follows: $120,000,000 in fiscal year 1991, and Budget Act of 1974 and revised functional
$Z,640,000,OUO in fiscal years 1991 through levels and aggregates to carry out this section. Such revised allocations, functional
1995.
(B) The Senate Committee on Labor and levels, and aggregates shaU be considered for
Human Resources shaU report changes in the purposes of such Act as allocations,
laws within Its jurisdiction sufficient to In- functional Levels, and aggregates contained
crease revenues as foUows: $45,000,000 in In this resolution. The Committee on Fi
fiscal year 1991, and $840,000,000 in fiscal nance shall report revised allocations pursuant to section 302(b) of such Act for the ap
years 1991 through 1995.
(10) The Senate Committee on Veterans' propriate fiscal year (or years) to carry out

section.
401(c)(2)(C) of the Act, sufficient to reduce Affairs shall report (A) changes in laws this
And the Senate agree to the same.
spendoutlays, or (C) any combination thereof, as within its jurisdiction which provide
section
That
the Senate recede from Its amendIn
follows: $392,000,000 in fiscal year 1991, and ing authority as defined
$1,808,000,000 in fiscal years 1991 through 401(c)(2)(C) of the Congressional Budget Act ment to the title of the resolution.
of 1974, sufficient to reduce outlays, (B)
Lnou E. P,sim&,
joys.
RscituD GEPHARDT,
(6)(A) The Senate Committee on Finance changes in laws within its jurisdiction
Managers on the Part of the House.
Mall report (I) chances in laws within Its ju- which provide spending authority other
than
as
defined
in
section
401(c)(2)(C)
of
the
risdiction which provide spending authority
JIM SASSER,
as defined in section 401 (c)(2)(C) of the Con- Act, sufficent to reduce outlays, or (C) any
WYCHS FowL.ER, Jr.
Jbltows
as
thereof,
gressional Budget Act of 1974, sufficient to combination
Managers
on the Part of the Senate.
and
2991,
year
fiscal
in
$620,000,000
reduce outlays, (ii) changes in jaws within

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________
______________________________________________
_________________________________________________________

JOINT EXPLANATORY STATEMENT OF
THE COMMInEE OF CONFERENCE
The managers on the part of the Bouse
and the Senate at the conference on the dis-

CONFERENCE AGREEMENT OFF-BUDGET ONlY—Continued

CONFERENCE AGREEMENT TOTAL BUDGET—Continued

m bmoas
1991

agreeing votes of the two Bouses on the
amendments of the Senate to the concurrent resolution (B. Con Res. 310) setting

&u

flars)
1992

11.1

(hr

authority

12.0

12.0

11.8

United States Government for the fiscal

31

4

12.4

Deficit

;

050 N

years 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994, and 1995,
submit the following Joint statement to the
House and the Senate In explanation of the

Budget authority

effect of the action agreed upon by the

managers and recommended in the accom-

0

0

0

thitlayt....

—96.6

—115.3

—€8.3

Budgel authority

—26.6
—48.5

—24.6
—55.1

—28.2
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Outlays

to the amendment of the Senate with an
amendment which is a substitute for the
Bouse resolution and the Senate amendme t
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get authority
Outlays
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219.2

296.5

3135

3312

....::.::

1049.9
981.9

Outlys.
310 Commerce and

1101.4

housing ccS:

—62.0

—14.1

—20.5

12296

—143.1

—100.9

2€8.3
291.0

290.9
—295.0

291.1
292.0

351.5

3411

364.9
351.5

19.2

19.8
18.0

20.6
18.5

22.4
39.1

23.8
20.1

.

.

regional Jeiocnent:

15.2

15.9

15.2
6.4
4.0

15.1

16.5
16.1

16.8

11.4

5.6
4.4

6.4
5.0

6.8
5.3

1.2
5.2

seriicn:
Budget aulbority
Outlays

550 Health:
Budget authority
Outlays

18.8
18.9

19.9
19.6

20.5
20.2

21.2
20.6

22.0
21.2

38.0
14.1

22.6

20.4
16.0

18.2
15.3

19.2
34.6

510 Medicare
Budget authority
Outlays

350 Agricuiture:
Budget l4ithOfity
Outlays

11.1

.

600 Income curity:

310 CømmerceS
Credit:

Buaget avthority

85.5
81.0

Outlays
400 Trarisporlation:

Budget authority
......

Outlays.

32.3
30.1

416

85.4
81.4

39.1
34.1
33.1

33.5
31.9

—6.5
—9.2

2.6

-3.2
31.4
35.5

36.0
34.3

650 Social s&urrty:
Budgel authority
Outlays

100 Veterans benefits
secvtes:
Budget authority

and
0

0

0

0

0

_...

0

0

0

0

0

..

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Budget authority

0

0

0

0

0

Outla
900 Net in?erest
Budget authoñty
,...L.
Outlays

0

0

0

0

450 Cnmunty and

Outlays

RIOnaI developaint:
Budget authOtity
Outlays

....

9.2

8.9

9.0

8.6

8,6

8.1

9.6
9.2

9.5
8.9

500 Education, training,
ecnp!oyneflt and soial

150 Administration ol
justice:
Budget authority

Budget authonty
Outlays
550 Health:

43.0

431

418

430

444
440

,

48.1

46.3

66.3
65.5

13.9
13.3

813

89.6
€8.9

915

10.9

122.4
104.9

1335

1415

1619

1112

120.0

134.4

150.5

168.0

196.8
160.5

205.2
161.8

212.8
115.3

223.5
185.3

231.1
192.2

3.8

4.5

4.5

5.4
5.4

60

3.8

4.9
4.9

Budget authority

31.9

35.1

36.1

311

33.1
321

341

Outlays

338

363

361

13.3
12.3

14.4
14.2

15.0
14.9

156

162

15.4

16.0

11.1
11.1

12.0
12.0

12.3
11.8

12.5
12.0

13.0
12.4

2156

228 1
228.1

2392

215.6

243 1
243.1

244 S
244.5

0

0

0

Budget authority
510 Medicare:
Budget authority
Outlays
600 Income security:
Budget authority

Budget authority
Outlays
.
100 Veterans Srietits and

.

Outlays

:

800 General governrrwt:

WV1Cfl:

w5t:

'

91.5

920 AlIowaces
Budget athodty
.

.

—21.1
—21.2
.

..::.

Outlays

—26.8
—26.8

—330
—33.0

0

—39.9
—39.9

—41.5
—41.5

0

0

0

—1.2

—1.1

—1.1

—1.3

—10

—3.6
—5.5

—3.2
—6.2

—55

—4.8

—50

—6.1

—14

—8.1

1993

1994

1995

0

0

950 UndistributS

flfl'

ece 5

Budget autl&ity
Outlays

6.0

[In bitlIens

Of

dollarsi

Outlays

13,9
13.3

81.3
80.9

89.6
88.9

98.5
91.5

.

122.4
104.9

196.8
160.5

'

133.5
120.0

241.5
134.4

161.9

iso.s

111.2
168.0

205.2

161.8

212.8
115.3

223.5
185.3

231.1
192.2

361.0
283.1

396.2
301.4

421.5
318.9

460.9

Outlays

900 Net interest:
Budget authonty
Outlays

—

920 AllQwancn:
Budget auttionty
Outlays....

—95.4

—113.6

—86.6

0

0

—16.4

—60.5

950 UnditributS
Outlays

—23.0
—43.0

—21.4
—49.5

—93.8

—109.1

—52.0 — 115.9

—1344

—22.1

'

3395
266.3

3312

319

331

341

31.1

32.1

338

35.1
36.3

361

Outlays
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13.3
12.3

144

15.0
14.9

15.6
15.4

16.2
16.0

FIn bilions of dollars]
1991

11.1

14.2
12.0

12.3

12.5

13.0

Budget authority
Outlays
Revenues

310.9
234.6
314.3

1992

332.5
244.5
336.9

1993

352.8
255.1
361.9

2994

311.4
264.9
388.1

150 International affairs:
Direct loans
Guaranteed loans
Secondary
guaranteed loans
250 Ceneral science,
space and t&hnology:

21.0
106.8

11.8
109.6

18.2
112.1

115.5

.18.6
118.1

85.4

88.1

92.1

95.6

992

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1.9

2.1

1.2

2.0
1.2

1.5

2.1
1.1

2.2
8.0

4

.4

.4

.5

.5

18,4

Direct ans

0

0

0

0

0

Guaranteed loans

0

0

0

0

0

D:recl oans
Guaranteed loans
300 Nalural resources and
e1lvuonmen

21

16

2.0

2.1

2.3

0

0

0

0

Guaranteed loans
350 Agricullure:
Direct loans
Guaranteed loans

0

0

0

0

0

9.0
1.0

8.8
1.3

8.6
6.6

86

8.4

6.1

68

210 (nec gy:

36.1

150 Administration of

050 Defense
Direct loans
Guaranteed loans

,

cliselling receipts:
Budget authority

Direct loans
Guaranteed loans
Secondary guaranteed
loans

239.2

1992

1991

.

Budget authority
800 Genecal government:
Budget authority

Budget authority

800 General govecnrnent
Budget authority

0

12660
10809

1230.1
1024 8
923.9

RrVrC€$:

Outlays

0

0

..

500 Education, trairnng,

e,wftoqrrneot
Budget authocity
Out'

100 Veterans net!ts and

Budget authority

0

150 Administralion 01

500 Education, trainsng,
ecnp4oyment and social

510 Medicare.
Budget authority

0

1216.0
1059.9
1045.2

1114.1
1002.3
858.6

11,4

650 urity
Bu4et autticcity

0

150

Outlays

Outlays

0

0

400 Transrlation:

eudget authority

1995

1582.4
1305.0

135.1

0

250
wace and tecbndogy:
Budget authority

Deficit (—) /

XIlars)

1,485.6
,.. 1,236.9
1,112.9

123.2

0

350 AricuHure:

300 Natural resources aM

,.

106.8

0

Budget autho4ity
Outlays

1995

050 National fense:

thiflays.

1994

92.4

0

....

en

doRa]

Ifl

CONFERENCE AGREEMENT TOTAl BUDGET

1993

1995

300,,atiocalresooces

Biidjel authity

1992

1994

19.1

ona

Budget authority

CONFERENCE AGREEMENT ON-BUDGET ONLY

The following tables show the functional
allocations and budget aggregates Included
In the conference agreement over five years
for the total budget, the on-budget amounts
and the off-budget amounts. In addition, a
table Is Included which breaks out the credit
amounts by function.

1991

1993

210

EXPLANATION OF CONFERENCE AGREEMENT

blISs

1992

150 Internati aflair&

0

panylng conference report:

The Senate amendment to the text of the
resolution struck out all of the Bouse resolution after the resolving clause and insert•
ed a substitute text.
The Bouse recedes from its disagreement

(—) / svrplus

oLs

920 AJ1OWZSS
0

Mós ot Iars)

1991

1995

1994

1993

900 Net Intecest:

forth the congressional budget for the

S.idgel atittiority

H 9143
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1995
402.4
214.6
410.3

4

.1

.1

.1

1
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(I 04 W aij
1990

1993

0994

1995

370 Commence and

63.3

65.5

672

78.3

72.1

85.0

88.3

91)

950

II)

Sen'dary
guaranteed loans....

400 Traesatahon:

I

_5

Guaranteed loans

—

1912

0

0

0

0

0

fIscal years, 1991-1995. The House Commit-

I

0

0

0

0

0
0

tee instructions specify savings targets for
each of the five years. The Senate Commit.

15.7

.6
16.0

.6
16.3

8

0

0

0

0

650 Socral ancunty:

irecI loans

Directloans

.1

.1

-

.1

loars.___.

0

0

I

1.2

1.2

12

1.3

(.3

.4

.4

.4

.4

.4

1994

Marrs...,.._____

Gwrinioed loarin

0

12.5

tZ9

0

0

590 Heatt
threct loans
Guaranteed loans

.3

Direct loans
Guaranteed loans

8

0

0

0

.....

*lte,res:

I

-.

.4

06.1

07.0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

tion recommendations to their respecUve
Budget Committees not later than October

0

0

0

0

0

15, 1990.

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0

dfeeltcn3 Rpts:

0

...

.1

.1

I
I

0

.

I

Guarantaedloaim

Direct Mans

..

Undlobdaited

I

0
0

0

Directions

0
13.4

.1

.3

8

0

600 ne security

1.3.3

0
.3

500 Mediona

0

0
03.2

year 1991 and for total savings over the five

.5

900 Net
0

0

.5

&saranteulloans
-,
009 General goseonmat

— and arced
(bract loans

1995

tee Instructions specify targets for fiscal
.7

Guaranteed
750 Adnnnintratrsr

0

500 isicition. training,

w

0
0

0993

700 Veterans teflOtitS seed

.1

0

l50tommurnty and

(bract mans
Guaranteed loans

The conference agreement includes reconciliatlon Instructions directing twelve House
Committees and ten Senate Committees to
report legislation to achieve savings over

1911

GuanrOndIoar........

&aaraerleed loarss_

Rscooecuxnoie IRSTaUCTIONS

II, bàees al Iarsl

0912
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.1

.

years.

The conference agreement requires House
and Senate Committees to report reconcilia-

0

0

CONFERENCE AGREEMENT RECONCIUAI1ON BY HOUSE COMI1TEE

(Ddt

reiee a bOnes al dauansl
Fetal yeas-

Cosseiltee

—

Apnssttr.'re. Mamiatory/fee

...

——

.

..

lotomo.Nandatsy/teengs

.....

tecaos,Mandatory/teesayrngs,._.,,,,.,,,_,,,

.

..

....,..,....., —

OR$eeforce.tiatryes(R(V)

—

ManeassthmmandatIqyentjtnmeotJt

.

—— .

...

.._
—

.

.._, .___.
——

—

-

—

-

-

a Sa Mat reap moon losa act by rare thea ease mmovttfae ase to — msd,ctmom an mded

Rt—40 anriseerlo ate aIry, soless oTred as REV () on 0! (Mat

Itnmiuionsal&Harsj
1990

-.-.....-...---..... 0

Ceesmer

Unspecified mardatoy/fons...,.,..._

UesiNed reaenaes

(kcif led rev an mandatory

1507

13258

0

232

1,335

364
1,008

3.815

55,883

0
.. REV

1*

00
.._.....Q

Unspecified

0

.... REV

UnsIsecifled revenues
Uaaspedflod ma

ry/fees._.,....._.,

Seibtolattatue

0

36

Goeenrn,reert Aflairs

.Udmandator/fees_...

......

-

Vetrans

Unsi mandatoey/Iees
Total ,ewiciled te comersdtees
109 eeifoecoerei,t

00xoelaeeoia sarotatory/lees

13.173

329

_.....

&otat.

1000

0

_..

UnstseciNej Ir.arrdatery/fees

TotiL...

_...... 0

y/tes........,

UsspeciNo4 inn

S-year

..

13,225 118200
2.800

70,080

00240 09(683
3.065

14,350

91

495

45

0

UI)

840
2.640

OR

l5

3,410

0

070

3.350

tSR

_.........
...-_....
0

REV

24,307 243.206
3,337
9,376

3000

'

1993

1994

1995

—1,022
—0.507

—2223
—2.635

—3.214
—2.012

—3.432
—3.081

—3.936
—3.223

—03.627
—13.258

215
—3.730

—525

—760

—10(0

t250

—6.822
—.400
—.095
—.241
2.140

—9.224
—.412
—.099
—.249
—2.700

—00.988
—.025
—.103

—3,770
—43,721
—2.018
—.495

-053
-005

-053

—12.956
—.438
—.107
—.253
—3.720
.053

-.005

-.005

—295

—.720

—3.350

—14.148

—55603
—110.800

—.343
—.091
—.212
—2.065

-053
-005

—.620

—.645

—.670

—3.320

—9.245

—11.810

'-.256
3.545

1.231

—14.350

-254
-025

-2.000

-3.000

-4.000

—13225

—24.035

—24.040

'-

—17020

—23.950

—20.450

—18.545

—30.300

—39.910

—48.098

—50.470

—094403

—24.307

—45.009

—50.921

—60711

—65258

—246.216

—3037

—1.035

-.100

-600

—1.803

—1,400

—1213

-608

—9.316

-.000

—27.944

—47.444

—6.2299

—67.071

-600

—53.324

3000
—258.502

in Ifs

COMMITTEE—CwIjnued

t1nas1in1salTsl

Unspe& marrtmy/fees.,,,.._

._.

CONFERENCE AGREEMENT REWNC!UAI1ON BY SENATE

COMMITTEE

(IwmrOnmmt:

-.-

-

,..

CONFERENCE AGREEMENT RECUNCIUATION BY SENATE

--...-.__...._.

—

1992

-542
-595

......

......

Tstaleenueeac!easesa!almnaedJtsIj70(0!)

.Uroecifrnd mairdator/te.s

..... —__..._.

...

,.....,,._

—.........

Total snccncsted' (DR(:Mumdatory/tg

..

......

.._.._......_.

._

Revenues (0(V)

..

.___.....,
,.

.__._,,,
__,,____,,_
.._

....,....

..,,,.._..

0efcireduc(omn(D)

._._

-

—
-——

—-..__.....,,,......_,

$landa/teesavqn,js

—

.,_

— .___,_.,

PkWo'flMaotjty/tees,n8s

._

...

.,,...._

Pest Office Narrdatory/tee sasnngs.........._..

Mayo and Means:

—

..___ ,. —_

Baebie. Mandatory/fan 5asifl5
Ieicatecr and LaOr. Detrtst reduc4iorr (DO)
(tarp and Commerce Mandatory/lee sasnep

iany:Malory/feesavings.,._
cirantMarrdatoey/feeswngn,,

Sjrse
1991

_..

balanced

Federal budget, reduce the
demand on private credit markets, and enhance the loog-run growth potential of the

United States.
1001

0!

S'j,rx

27,944 253.582

Note Savings that may resofl freer action by morn than mm cemmdtee an

lo ,t jion are omtnd ir once a INo total. Ovlayn

eatsed as

BuDcrr SUMMIT AGREEMENT

On May

6, 1990, the President and the b1
partisan Congressional leadership agreed to
convene a special budget group. Five
months later, the negotiators reached agree.
ment. The budget summit agreement represent.s the largest deficit reduction plan ever
agreed to, an estimated 8500 billion during
the next five years.
This conference agreement includes five.

year reconciliation instructions and discre.
tionary spending limitations that reflect the
work of the budget summit. All caps for dis.

cretlonary spending are upper limits on
spending and not floors.

The conferees believe that the adoption

and implement.ation of the conference
agreement wIU hasten the achievement of a

LEADERSHIP ENPORCEMENT

op Copepmacnqcr

AoaeiEonr
It is the intent of the conferees that the
bipartisan leaders of the Rouse and Senate

work with the committees of Congress to
assure that the deficit reduction amounts
required by this conference agreement will
be achieved and will result in real, perma.
nent sa+thgs.

It is the intent of the conferees that the

House-reported reconciliation bill should

not contain provisions extraneous to the
agreement.

Should legislation under consideration by
any committee fail to comply with the conference agreement, the conferees intend
that remedial efforts shall be made by all
parties to achieve such compliance. Further.

the conferees intend that the bipartisan

leaders shall take steps to enforce the agreement.
AcrnacvecMgon-r 0, UNSPECIPIED SAvINGS

The conferees urge that the Joint leader-

ship of Congress agree on a package of
changes in laws that provide mandatory

October ? 1990
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spending to achieve deficit reduction of BUDGET PROCE$S REFORM *1W ENFORCEMENT
PAY-As-You-Go
roi'
Nw
INITiATIVES
$3,000,000,000 (in addition to the amounts
To assure a *500 billion deficit reduction
The conferees do not intend to preclude
reconciled in this concurrent resilutjon)
and seek to Inciude that package hi the rec- package is achieved and maintained, the the enactment of legislation providing for
onciliation bill pursuant to this concurrent

resolutjo

FUNDING FOR IRS

CoMPlIAcE

It is the intent of the conferee8 that the
additional amounts reauested by the President in the fiscal year 1991 budget for the

IRS compliance 1nitiative—$I91 million in

budget authority and $183 million in out,
lays in fiscal year 1991, 1172 million In

budget authority and $169 million In outlays

in fiscal year 1992, $183 million in budget

authority and $179 million in outlays in
fiscal year 1993. $187 million in budget au-

thority and $183 in outlays In fiscal year
1994, and $188 million in budget authority

and $184 in outlays in fiscal year 1995—shall
be provided by action of the Appropriations

Committees in order to raise the assumed
amounts of additional revenues from increased IRS compliance funding consistent
with the budget summit agreement. The
Appropriations Committees will be held
harmless vis-a-vis the summit agreement's
discretionary spending caps for Increased
funding in these amounts..

conferees tntend that the reconciliation act additional new Initiatives. However, the conS
Implementing this conference agreement in- ferees do Intend that all new initiatives be

clude provLions to strengthen the budget paid for on a pay-as-you-go ba.sis.
process.
Dr1cIT RucrIoN
Cosrs 0? OPEKTION D8ERT 8gIEu
The Managers expect that the legislative
This agreement assumes the current costs committees will maintain, to the greatest
for Operation Desert Shield represent emer- degree possible, the distribution of entitlegency funding reQuirements not subJect to ment reductions and revenue Increases in
the defense caps. Funding for Desert Shield the bipartisan leadership agreement. The
will be provided subsequent'y through the Managers expect that the shares of deficit
normal legislative process and this agree- reduction will closely parallel those of the
ment makes no assumptions as to the summit agreement—36 percent discreuonamount that may be required. Desert Shield ary, no less than 22 percent mandatory, no
costs should be accommodated through greater than 30 percent revenues, and 13
allied burden-sharing contributions, offsets percent net interest. Further, the Managers

within other non-Desert Shield accounts of expect that gross revenues would not exceed
the defense budget and/or subseQuent ap- those assumed In the bipartisan budget
propriations Acts. Desert Shield costs mean summit agreement.
those incremental costs directly associated
LEON E. PANETTA,
with the Increase in operations in the
RICHARD GEPHARDT,
Managers on the Part of the House.
Middle East and do not include costs which
would be experienced by the Department of
JIM SAssR,

Defense as part of its normal operations
absent Operation Desert Shield.

WYCHE FOWLER, Jr.

Managers on the Part of the Senate.
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1994, and 1995, and ask for its immedlAs I said, we have discussed this
ate consideration.
with the leadership on both the Re-

The Clerk read the title of the con- publican side, as well as in the other

current resolution.
The SPEAKER.. Pursuant to House
Resolution 496, the conference report
Is considered as having been read.
The SPEAKER. Pursuant to House
Resolution 496, The gentleman from
California [Mr. PANETTA] will be recog-

body, so that every Member is familiar
with the basic changes that we made.
No. 1, we basically preserved in the
summit agreement the goals that were

established by the summit that we
achieve $40.1 billion in savings the
first year, and over 5 years that we

nized for 1 hour, and the gentleman achieve $500 billion in savings.
from Minnesota (Mr. FRENZEL] will be
We also maintained the aggregate
recognized for 1 hour.
numbers that were established by the
The Chair recognizes the gentleman summit, on revenues, on mandatory
from California [Mr. PANETTA].
savings, and on the discre(Mr. PANETA asked and was given program
tionary accounts. All of that is mainpermission to revise and extend his re- tamed pursuant to the summit agree•
marks.)

ment.
Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker, I yield
Second, we modified reconciliation
myself 9 minutes.
Mr. Speaker, first of all I want to instructions to both the Committee on

and Means and the Committee
apologize for the time that was in- Ways
volved here in trying to complete this on Finance to allow them to adjust

particularly In the area of Medicare,
well as with regard to unemploying with the budget process, this was as
ment
insurance.
indeed one of the most unusual conPARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
ferences that I have attended, in the
Mr. SOLOMON. Mr. Speaker, parliasense that it was difficult to assemble
all of the Members for various reasons mentary inquiry.
that were not related to the confer- The SPEAKER. Does the gentleman
ence. But we were able to have discus- from California [Mr. PANETTA] yield
sions with both the Republican leader- for that purpose?
Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker, I
ship in the House, as well as that in
the other body. We have had exten- would prefer to continue my statesive discussions on the various pieces ment at this time.
that are contained here in the conferThe SPEAKER. The gentleman deence, and we have now proceeded to clines to yield.
complete the conference so that we Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker, the
can move forward.
specific policy decisions that raised
We are tonight a government in tremendous concern on both sides of
crisis, and it is extremely important the aisle included home heating oil,
that we move forward with this budget the gas tax, issues related to capital
conference report. In 14 years of work-

resolution. We can no longer engage in gains, as well as tax rates. Those issues
just partisanship or games. The time would be determined by the commitS

has come for action to move this tees, in consultation with the bipartibudget resolution.
san congressional leadership, so that
The country is waiting, the people both the Committee on Way and

are waiting. We have a responsibility
to exercise leadership tonight.
The goals that we sought here were
bascially two: One was to try to address some of the concerns that had
been raised as a result of the defeat of
the budget resolution the other night
on both sides of the aisle.

Means and the Committee on Finance
would consult with the bipartisan
leadership in making their decisions in
these areas.

return to the basic purpose of a
budget resolution, which I think every
Member has to understand basically
sets out aggregate numbers and tries
to provide policy guidance pursuant to

would not represent floors, which

All of the caps that have been provided here, caps for defense, caps for
discretionary domestic spending, and
also the caps for International spend.

In addition to that, we tried to ing, these would be spending caps, and

means that we could achieve savings in

each of those areas and those savings

would go to deficit reduction.
There, is a wall between each of
the summit agreement that was ar- these areas established under the
rived at between the President and the summit agreement. We would mainleadership.
tain that wall. But what we seek to do
Those recommendations go forward is to provide that we can achieve sav-

to the committees. The committees
then have the responsibility to meet
numbers and to present their
(The conference report on House those
recommendations.
test is that
Concurrent Resolution 310 appears on what they present isThe
real in terms of
pages H9137-H9145 In today's REcoRD.) deficit reduction, and that wiU be the
CONFERENCE REPORT ON H.
CON. RES. 310

Mr. PANE1'TA. Mr. Speaker, pursu- test that we apply in this instance.
ant to the previous order of the House,
There are basically seven changes
I call up the conference report on the that have been made. I will address
House concurrent resolution (H. Con. those briefly.
Res. 310) settIng forth the congressional budget for the U.S. Government
for the fiscal years 1991, 1992, 1993,

ings, additional savings

in each of

these areas, and they would go for deficit reduction.

The funding for Operation Desert
Shield is tightened up in the sense
that there was concern that Desert
Shield could possibly become a blank
check for additoinal spending, and we
wanted to ensure that the spending in
this area was focused on the costs re•
lated specifically to Desert Shield.
In addition, there is a technical ad-

justment with regard to the defense
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budget authority to reflect the Senate-

passed defense authorization bill. That
would provide for about a $2.2 billion
adjustment in the first 3 years.
On agriculture, what we did in agriculture is to move about $400 million

in agricultural savings from the first
year to the third year, so the first year
would be approximately $1 billion.
The 5-year savings would represent

the time. That is the price we pay for
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Mr. PANETTA. The total number

freedom in this society.
was $1.4 billion that would be achieved
But the responsibility in a democra- the first year. We have taken $400 mil-

cy and the duty of all of us is to exer- lion of that and moved it to the third
cise leadership, tonight, to move this year. The overall 5-year savings
budget resolution, not only for that remain the same in agriculture.
little girl but for the American people,
Mr. LIVINGSTON. The savings In
and for all of us, and for this institu- home heating oil is left to the committion of the House of Representatives.
tees?
Let us do that tonight.
Mr. PANETI'A. That is correct.
Mr. FRENZEL Mr. Speaker, I yield
Mr. LIVINGSTON. The savings in

the overall savings that were provided
under the summit.
myself 9½ minutes.
Mr. LEWIS of California. Mr. Speak0 2350
er, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. FRENZEL. I yield to the gentleAll other committees are required to
achieve exactly the same amount as man from California.
provided in the budget summit with Mr. LEWIS of California. Mr. Speakthe President and the congressional er, I appreciate the gentleman yieldleadership.
ing. I wonder if I could ask my colWe also indicate that obviously any league a question.
new program would be paid for on a I appreciated the explanation given
pay-as-you-go basis, something that and especially the concern that I have
was agreed to in the summit as well.
for the people who will be negathcly
The bottom line here is that we have affected by this package. But could
essentially tried to maintain the core the gentleman be very speciflc about
or the agreement arrived at between one thing fer all of us. Just how much
the President and the leadership, tried gas tax is in this package?

gas taxes or the accrued revenues

from gas taxes, presumably beer taxes
and whatever happen to capital gains,
that is all left to the committees?

Mr. PANETTA. If the gentleman
will yield further, the purpose of a

budget resolution has always been to
present aggregate numbers to the
committees. In reconciliation we provide the policy guidelines that determine those numbers. In this instance
it was the summit aieement, and we
will provide that to the coir.mittees as
gu!dance. But the final determination
as to what is in or out of this bill will

be left to the committees.
Mr. LIVINGSTON. If the gentleman
have raised concerrs about, particular- the gentleman yield?
wi1 yield further, the bill is very spely with regard to Medicare and unernMr. FRENZEL. I yield to the gentle- cific, very specific wth respect to caps
poyment compensation, and also pro- man from California.
on defense and restrictive expendi-

to adjust those areas that Members

Mr. PANETI'A. Mr. Speaker, will

vide some flexibility to the commitMr. FANE'I'TA. I thank the gentletees, which was the case even on the mart for yiciding.
vote that was held the other night, The approach we have taken here is
but to recognize that flexibility, un- tlat all of the areas with regards to

tures for Desert Shield. Our 200,000
young people who are over there in

Saudi Arabia are now having the
tightened on their purse, is
dcrstanding that any savings to be the gas tax, as well as capital gains for strings
that
correct?
achieved would have to be real and those who favor capital gains, those Mr. PANETTA. If the gentleman
would have to meet the targets estab- that are concerned about tax rates, will
yield, this is language that we
those that are concerned about home
Those, in summation, are the key heating oil, those are issues that will
points that we have provided here. Let be determined by the committees of
me just conclude by saying how impor- responsibility, as they should be, in
ant it Is that we act tonight.
consultation with the leadership of
lished for each of those committees.

It is not just the debate that has

gone on here over the last 2 days that
I think concerns all of us. It is the fact
that this country is at risk tonight as
we speak, economically, mijitarily with
our troops located in the Persian Gulf,

and certaii1y from a budget point of

view as well. People in this country are
looking to us tonight to solve this
probleni.
There
last night in the inter-

views on television with the tourists
wh' were being kept out of the Smithso1isia:. there was an interview with a

littie girt who was trying to get into
th SmiLhscnian to see the Con.stituton at the Archives, and of course it
w:s cled. When they asked her the
question why were you not let in, and
she was very disappointed, and said we

had come here for the purpose of

seeing the Constitution and seeng the
Archives, it was not so much what she
said, it was the look in her eyes. For
those of you who are parents, when
you look into your children's eyes and
there is that look of fright, that something Is terribly wrong, you know that
you have to reach out and try to provide some comfort. That look was in
that girl's eyes.
That some concern exists with the
American people. Democracy will survive. We go through these tests all of

have worked out with the administration, and it basically provides that for
those expenditures that are presented
on Desert Shield, they merely have to
show that these expenditures relate to
the Congress.
Shield expenditures and not to
Mr. LEWIS of California. I thank Desert
just the normal operations of DOD,
the gentleman for his candor.
I assume we would want to see
Mr. LIVINGSTON. Mr. Speaker, will and
that in any event.
the gentleman yield?
Mr. LIVINGSTON. Surely. As I tinMr. F1ENZEL I yield to the gentle- derstand
from the gentleman's eloman from Louisiana.
quent
statement
about the little girl,
Mr. LIVINGSTON. Mr. Speaker, I
we are standing up for her rights
tliark the gentleman for yielding. If that
privileges and her future. But we
the gentleman from California would and
tightening the restrictions on thE
please rise again, I just want to make are
in Desert Shield in an effort to
sure that I understand, as I under- purse
get
this
package?
stand his pont.s, Medicare, the cuts
Mr. PANETTA. No; that is not corthat were to accrue in M'dicare are rect.
Desert Shield still remains outgone from the package?
Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker, will side of the defense cap. It will be handled in a supplemental. What we want
the gentleman yield?
Mr. FRENZEL. I yield to t.he gentle- to ensure is that when it is presented
those costs relate to Desert Shield.
man from California.
Mr. LIVINGSTON. So finally, if the
Mr. PANETI'A. Mr. Fpeaker, that is
not correct. What we have provided gentItman will yield, the flexibility in
here is room for modifications in that the gentleman's package is left entirearea if the committees so desire. The ly to the committees, and we really do
presentation basically provides for not know what we are getting; is the

about $10 billion less in entitlement correct?
Mr. PANETTA. In answer to the
iLgs, but it is made up with a $20 bil- gentleman, the guidance is provided to
lion unspecified reconciliation to the the committees pursuant to the
summit agreement, and obviously it
committees.
savings, $10 billion less in revenue say-

Mr. LIVINGSTON. If the gentleman would have to be done in consultation
will yield further, the agricultural sav- with the bipartisan leadership.

ings that were to be gained in this Our goal here is to work with the
next year were put off for 2 years; President and with the bipartisan
that is, $400 million?

leadership in a package in reconcilia
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tion that will be acceptable hopefully
to both sides of the aisle.
Mr. LIVINGSTON. As vague as it
may be. I thank the gentleman.

Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, the

budget agreement that is before us to-

night has been presented to us only recenUy. But. in fairness to the conference committee which reported it, its

changes, while not insignificant, are

not too hard to understand.
At least to me it is not reasonable to
complain that we have not seen it soon

e:iough. The details of it. or most of
them, were given to me two evenings
ago by the thstingui&hed chairman of
the House Budget CominitLee. We
have considered them and worked on
t.her in our Republican councils.

I owe the distinguished gentleman

and other conferees an apology for not

being able to come to most of their

conference committee meetings. The
Republicans

were

busy

trying

to

hammer out a position of their own
after what they considered to be the
changed conditions subsequent to the
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made, there Ls a statement about how flexibility, the assurances and the adcaps are upper limits and not floors. justments that are represented in this
My own interpretation is that all of resolution and to preserve the prerogthe agreed-upon spending limits are atives of the committees which cause
agreed-upon spending limits, and what so. much concern In this body. I would
the agreement really says is that the trust that in a show of civility even if
enforcement of these agreed leveLs will we have differences of opinIon that we
prevent us from exceeding the upper could discuss those differences as collimits, and there is no enforcement on leagues and ultimately get to a vote on
floors. I think that explains what we this very important resolution.
are dealing with here with more accuMr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield
racy.
4
minutes to the distinguished gentleThere Is the funding of Desert
from Texas [Mr. ARcHER), the
Shield, which was investigated by the man
vice chairman of the Committee on

gentleman from Louisiana. That,

I
think, was put in this resolution Ways and Means.
(Mr. ARCHER asked and was given
tnarnly to calm the fears of people permissfon
to revise and extend his rewho believe there will be some leakage. The language does not have a lot marks.)
Mr. ARCHER. Mr. Speaker, sadly
of force and effect other than to make
people more comfortable. The real this budget conference report is not a
force and effect will come from the bipartisan agreement. Many of us
supplemental appropriation which will worked many months this year agonizcontain similar language. I am told higly to reach a bipartisan agreement;
that I will be worked out with the ad- so that his country could move togethministration, and it may be slightly er cooperatively, but the summit
different. from the words in this agree agreement in all of its ramifications

failure of the budget resolution on ment. But the intention Is that Oper- insofar as the restraints as to what
Friday night. And I apologize to all of
the other people to whom I have acted
ui a waspish and owly fashion. It has
been a long weekend for me as it has
been for many of the others of my colleagues.

00000
But I do want to get back to saying
the changes are not large En number.

They may be important to some of
you. They are important to me.
The first important fact not changed

is that the overail summit agreement
structure is the same as was brought
to us on Friday night.

The next thing is that there is an

important change, and that is that the
Committee on Ways and Means has
been Instructed to bring in $10 billion
less in entitlement savings. Some
Members think this will all be Medicare. Some believe it will be a combi
nation of unemployment insurance
and Medicare. And others have other
speculations about it. I think the only
thing that is certain is that there will
be less entitlement savings in the new
package.

As a result, we have been given some

more flexibility in unspecified reconciled deficit reduction which, to me,
sounds like the only place we can go is
to raise taxes by $10 billion.

Due to an item which has been put
in the statement of the managers, one
can only assume that we are going to

keep the same level of taxes so that

ation Desert Shield, which is exempt- could be done and could not be done,
ed from the agreed limits, will not leak as to tax rates arid many other items
over into other Department of De- has been discarded, and now we have
fense operations.
lump numbers assigned to the ComThere is a technical adjustment mittee on Ways and Means which has
which reduces the BA only En fiscal the major jurisdiction over this iegis]a
year 1991 as a result of a disagreement tion.
between what Senator NUNN says the
Yes, U I were in the majority, I
agreed Nunn number is and what the would like that, and I understand that
Democrat Committee on the Budget that was used to get your votes. The
says it is. That is an $800 million votes that will finally be cast on this
downward adjustment.
agreement wilt show and demonstrate
There is also the $400 million agri- to the public it is not bipartisan.
culture adjustment we have already
On the CommiUee on Ways and
talked about.
Means we are outnumbered 23 to 13,
The other parts of the agreement
when you put lump numbers that
are as we have discussed it last Friday. and
subject to the majority being able
But. I do need to say one thing about are
implement it without the conenforcement. The DSG put forth a to
straints
that were carefully hammered
paper today which indicated there was out during
months of summit
no enforcement, nd that is, of course, negotiation, itthose
ceases to be a bipartisan
technically correct. However, the
strong enforcement, which I believe is agreement.
As my friend, the gentleman from
one of the good parts of this package Minnesota
FRENZEL] said, it Is an
despite some infirmities that have open door,[Mr.
and clearly has been lacrept into it, will be entered by a leadership agreement at the Committee on beled as such to get your votes on the
Rules level after reconciliation has Democrat side. I understand the
been completed. There Is the same en- Speaker has his problems. He has to
forcement that was En the budget reso- try to pass a resolution to give you anlution which we defeated Friday night.. other $10 billion of taxes with an in
Yes, it t not reconciled to a specific crease in spending of $10 billion, and
committee, but the anticipation is that that has been a trouble to me all the
it will occur at the Committee on way through.
I bent as far I could last Thursday
Rules level.
Mr. Speaker, for reasons I will ex- on the tax side. I can bend no farther.
plain 'ater, I oppose the budget resolu. I particularly feel that when the
chairman of our committee Is going to
tion.
Mr. Speaker, I reserve the balance of establish what he calls his mark which
my time.
becomes the enforcement mechanism
Mr. PANETrA. Mr. Speaker, I yield for all of the taxes that go into this

the $10 billion extra Is going to come
out of tax incentives. I cannot read it
any other way than that.
Otherwise, the committees will, as 1 mInute to the distinguished chairalways, bring in the results of their de- man of the Committee on Foreign Al
terminations, and I believe It Is stilt fairs, the gentleman from florida [Mr.
the chairmans intention and the lead- FASC.LL].
ership's intention to at least maintaEn
Mr. FASCELL. Mr. Speaker. I rise In
the threat of an amendment if the support of the budget resolution, pay
committees do not meet their targets. my respects to the chairman of the
If any of you have this little sheet committee and the other conferees
that tells you the changes that were and the leadership for providing the

btll and lays tt before our committee
on Tuesday, that becomes the legisla-

tion, and no one else has any other
input into it. Anyone who wishes to

change it must then satisfy the burden
of proof of knocking out any individuals item in that chairman's mark. and
that Is not bipartisanship, and that Is
not the spirit of the summit.
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The promise that has been made to aisle, which was the Medicare reduc- jority of our side, are going to elimithe Democrat Members is by putting tions. All Members know that. All nate the tax bubble. Therefore, I
lump numbers in we are going to let Members recognize the concerns that
you solve your problems, and I can tefl were registered out there. What we
you will not get all of your problems tried to do here is provide some flexisolved, but in the process of trying to bility to the committee to address that

think it is incumbent upon this House
to say to the Committee on Ways and
Mcans to bring out a balanced pack-

age. Everyone will get hurt to some
solve them, the odds are great that area. It does not necessarily mean that extent, but the country has to go foryou will create massive problems for taxes are going to go up. It could mean ward. At some point we have to
that entitlement savings could replace govern. Now is the time to begin. I
our side.
The increased spending in entitle- those savings. In fact, what we have urge you to vote aye" on this proposment.s makes it more important to understand what has happened in discretionary spending, because while we are
aziking the working people of this
country to pay higher taxes, this
budget reso1ution provides for an additional $170 billion of new spending
over the 5 years on discretionary
spending. I do not think the people of

this country want to be taxed to in-

crease spending on domestic spending
and discretionary spending. Perhaps I

am wrong, but that is not the way I
read my district nor the people that
make input to me from across the
country.

I must sadly say to you that I must
oppose this budget resolution, and I
wish that there were some way that

we could bring back together the spirit
of the restraints that the sunmit
rrached.
Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker, I yield
nyself 1 minute.
Mr. Speaker, I regret the position of

the gentleman from Texas, but I understand it. He was a participant in

the summit, arid I respect his views as
5! cere.

I just want to share with him the

Lct that. no one takes a back seat on
spending savings to the chairinn of
t!e Corr.mittee on Ways and Means,

ho has said to me time arid time

aan,

done Is give the committee the ability al.
to replace whatever it takes to try to
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield
modify those reductions. I am con- 2 minutes to the distinguished gentlevinced, and I trust in the judgment of man from New York (Mr. OILMAN].
the chairman of the Committee on (Mr. OILMAN a.sked and was given
Ways and Means that he will do that. permission to revise and extend his reMr. Speaker, I yield 3 minutes to the
gentleman from Georgia (Mr. Jr.- marks.)
Mr. OILMAN. Mr. Speaker, as we
KNS).
engage
in a lengthy late hour debate
(Mr. JENKINS asked and was given on budget proposal No. 2—the son of
permission to revise and extend his re- budget No. 1—I rise to appea1 to my
niark.s.)
to put partisanship behind
Mr. JENKINS. Mr. Speaker, I think colleagues
us.
We
have
too many harsh
everyone recognizes that we are run- words on bothheard
sides of the aisle in the
nhg out of time. I regret very much last few days. Let
us work together tothat we have been unable, as an insti- night to enact. a fair
agreement
tution, to come to a bipartian budget acceptable not onlybudget
all the Memagreement that must be decided to- bers of this body buttomost
important
night.
Obviously, when my good friend and to our constituents back home.
this debate I urge my colleagues
cclleague on the Committee on Ways toIn
avoid partisanship and to focus, not
ar:d Means, the gentleman from Texas
(Mr. ARCHER) says that they on the on the upcoming November elections,
Republican side are going to be unable but on working together to complete
to work in the Committee on Ways the job we were sent here to do, bearand Means, as I understand' it, in a bi- ing in mind what President Bush
partiz'.n manner, the end result Is that stressed in his recent message; the
we on the Democratic side will end up need for bipartisanship, not Interparty
having to write the legislation. That is bickering.
There is no Member of this body
unfortunate.
Now, if I recall correctly, both sides who Is not devoted to our Nation and
rejected the summit agreement. Both wI'o does not toil for the good and welside rejected the summit agreement. fare of our citizens.
But, in doing so, we must respect the
House Members indicated I think, by
their votes, that they did not like the different approaches we may take to

I want to bring out a bipartis.n package that I want to work with rtductions, maybe in Medicare, that achhwe those very same goals.
By working together I am certaIn we
the gentleman from Texas (Mr. they did not like the taxes, possibly on
ARCHER) on and ensure that the Presi- gasoline, or that they did not like the can and will achieve what all of us and
other parts of the package. I agree our Nation are seeking—a fair and eqdcnt ispart of that effort."
with them. I think that the normal utable budget.

0 0010
Let us bear in rnir.d on both sides of
process should be to let the committee
I just want to share those views with work, to wofk its will. That Is the way the aisle what a presidential nominee
once said, "More important than winMembers that the package that the it has always been.
If we do not like the package, at the ning an election is governing the
chairman of the Committee on Ways

and Means intends to bring out is a elid of this process, we always have Nation. That's the test of a political
the acid, final test." Those
package that will achieve the goals t:e right to vote no. If we signed a p:rty
presented in the summit, and hopeful- pledge that we cannot get around, we were the words of Adlai Stevenson, in
ly he will work with the Republicans can always vote no. I am sure that 1952.
in that effort.
many Members will do that.
I simply want to say to my colMr. ARCHER. Mr. Speaker, if the
gent1emar will yield, it would have leagues, as the American television
been most helpful for me had the vewers have watched for the last 2 or
chairman contacted me arid Laid that 3 days, that the people have not been
he would have liked to have me par- too pleased with what they have seen

Mr. Speaker, In the interest of biparI support the- proposal
before us.
Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker, I yield
3 minutes to the gentleman from New

tianship,

York [Mr. SCHtJMER], a member of the

ticipate in the development of that, ir this institution. The facts are that Ccmmittee on the Budget.
(Mr. SCHUMER asked and was
but that has not occtrred. Regardless the bubble in the Tax Code has t.o be
of the chairman's position, the hum- eUminated, and the majority of Mem- g!ven çermisslon to revise arid extend

bers are still there, 23 to 13. That is a bers on your side know that and have his remarks.)
Mr. SCHUMER. Mr. Speaker, we are
massive, massive hill to get coopera- thdicated that to many people on this
tion from over the very tough deci- side of the aisle. It simply Is not defen- here tonight at a very important juncsions that lie aLead of Members.
sible for a high income person to pay ture, and I would like to address this
I appreciate the gentleman's corn- at a lower tax rate on ordinary income budget on both a substantive and a
process basis.
r.ents.
as is presently in the code.
On a substantive basis, I say to my
Whatever we do, whether we reduce
Mr. PANETTA. I understand, and I
t1.e impact on Medicare, whether we colleagues, particularly on this side of
yield myself 1 additional rnnute.
The purpose here was to try to de- take gasoline taxes lower, the bubble the aisle, make no mistake about it,
velop the flexibility on an issue that Is going to be gone because the majori- the basic structure of the summit rewas of concern on both sides of the ty of your Members, as well as the ma- mains intact. There are 2½ times the
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savings from spending cuts than from Means s going to do?" We never have
revenue increases. Many on our side of in the budget process, e never have.
the aisle had always thought that The SPEAKER. The time of the
ought to be one for one, that for every gentleman from New York has exdollar of spending cuts to the constitu- pired.
tencies that need help, there would be
Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker, I yield
an increased dollar of revenues, but 30 more seconds to the gentleman.
that was not to be. And it is not there.
Mr. SCHIJMER. Finally, on the
Then, when we get to the cuts in issue of bipartisanship, the leader of
spending, ag9in, many on our side of the other body, the minority leader,
the aisle thought for every dollar of Senator DOLE, the Senator from New
domestic cuts there ought to be a Mexico, Mr. D0MENICI, as well as the
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Therefore, I cannot support this pack.
age.

Mr. PANErFA. Mr. Speaker. I yield

myself just 20 seconds.

There is nothing in here IhaL indi-

cates that the growth package is

either in or out. Again, that recommendation is being made pursuant to
the summit agreement, but the ultimate Judgment is going to be left to
the Ways and Means Committee.

There are a lot of concerns about
dollar of defense cuts. There is not. PresidenL have said they want the that growth package, and obviously it
There is greaLer cutting on the domes- process to go forward. There are many has to be weighed in the committee,
tic side than on the defense side. people in the Republican Party par- along wiLh the other proposals, and
Therefore, the framework of the ticipating in this, and simply because that is as it should be.
summit, which hardly leans in the di- there is great disagreement in this
Mr. Speaker, I yield 3 minutes to the
rection of our party, is still there. By body on the Republican side, we distinguished gentlewoman from Caliabandoning it, I would say to my colleagues on this side of the aisle, they
are making a mistake, but there were
four major objections to the package,

cannot hold• up the package any fornia (Mrs. BoxER).
longer. We must move forward in a biMrs. BOXER. Mr. Speaker, I thank
partisan way, and if there are so many my chairman and I thank the Speaker.
of you not on the train because of the
Everybody is very tired and everyand the proposal by the gentleman turmoil in your caucus, that train one,
I think, is being very rcasoned tofrom California deals with those.
must move out of the station and go night. I think Members of both sides
Ffrst, Medicare. The cuts proposed forward anyway.
of the aisle should he complimented
In MeWcare were so deep that everyMr. Speaker, I urge support of this for that.
one knew that they could not be ac- resolution.
I would like to addrtss myself to the
cepted. Does Medicare have to bear
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield comments of the gentleman from
some of its share of cuts? Yes, but the 2 minutes to the distinguished gentle. Texas (Mr. ARcHER]. I do not see him

summit proposal would have meant man from New Jersey (Mr. GALLOJ.
the closing of hospitals, urban and Mr. GALLO. Mr. Speaker, I would
rural alike, and it would have put a like to thank the distinguished gentle.
burden on beneficiaries, far too great, man from Minnesota for yielding me
including beneficiaries who could this time, and thank him personally
hardly afford it. The new proposal for the job he does as ranking member
allows that to change. Second, pro- on the budget.
gressivity. From one end of the counLe me say that when we went
try to the other, Americans said that through the summit agreement, I agothe middle class, the working people, nized for 3 days, having my staff look
and the poor people of this country up one sIde and down the other, to unshould not pay a higher percentage of derstand fully the impact that was
tax increases than the very wealthy. going t take place and further underThe original summit called for that. stood that my President and my leadThe new proposal allows the Commit- ership was there and supportive.
tee on Ways and Means, which has I think I made no bones to any of
had a tradition of enacting progressive them that I was not overly pleased
taxes. to do so.

with elements of that pat-ticular pack-
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Third. defense. Many said that the
defense number was too high. I still
feel the number in this package is
much too high, that we are wasting
dollars that should be spent in other
areas. The defense number was
changed a little, but not very much.

age.

In an effort to bring bipartisanship

to this House and to that summit

agreement, I voted for it; but tonight,
to receive this at 11:30, one page that
outlines very, very briefly what may
be in the budget agreement and that
the committees are going to take care
of the whole thing. "Don't worry
about a thing. Congressman GLLO.
They are going to take care of it."
As the gentleman from Texas (Mr.

in the Chamber. I hcpe he can hear
these comments.

The gentleman said that he understands that the Speaker has a prob.

lem, and that Is why we are bringing
this budget agreement here tonight.
I would say to my friend, the gentleman from Texas (Mr. ARcjrR], it is
not Just the Speaker who has a problem. It is not just the President, who
has a problem. It Is a!l of us, wheLher
we are on the Democratic side of the

aisle or the Repubhcan side of the

aisle. And the people of America have
a problem. We have a horrible deficit.
We have to deal with it. and this is the
trne.
I would say to my friend, the gentleman from New Jersey (Mr. GALLO]
who I serve with on the Budget Committee and who is a very caring
member of that committee and serves
the task force that I ehair. He is conS
cerned about the impact of Medicare
cuts cn hospitals and on the elderly.

But he said the President. he has
heard, is not that pieased with this
process. The President is the one who
to}d
the Speaker and who told the
there should be no new taxes altogethpeople
on the gentleman's side ot the
er. Well, your President, our Presi- ARCHER] said, I can understand the aisle that
wanted to see a budget
dent, has stated that in 1988, and majority party taking that attitude reso!ution.heHe
wanted to see It very
when you examine the budget you
Finally, the fourth objection, heard
by many on this side of the aisle, that

re- when you have the numbers on each
alize that if you stick to a doctrine of committee; but I do not think you can
no new taxes, you will have no new, ask people on this side that made that
old, present, or future deficit reduc- hard vote to be all that trusting.
tion.
We just got word that the President
So make no mistake about It. If you is not in favor of the way this has been
wish to cling to the doctrine of no new handled. I am not sure what his attitaxes, which of course is your right, tude will be overall. Maybe others will
you are saying we will never reduce indicate that as this evening goes on.
this budget deficit,, and in fact you will
But let me tell you, there were very
have written yourseif out of the proc- few things that I thought were imporess today, tomorrow and in the future. tant In this, including the growth
On the issue of process, the gentle-. package. I understand that Is gone.
man from Louisiana had ta1kd about, I understand also that the open"Well, what Is in the package? Why endedness that the gentleman from
don't we specify what Ways and Texas had indicated is still a concern.

quickly. He wanted to put this behind

us. and I have to commend our leadershtp here for moving quickly.
Yes, the agreement is one page, because it is really a modification of the
su mm t.

The gentleman from California (Mr.

PANETTA] heard from both sides ot the

aLsIe what the problems were, and

those have been outlined—deep cuts in
Medicare, loopholes in defense spend-

ing, unfair taxes, and the gentleman
from California [Mr. PANETrA) went to

work with people with both parties, In
both Chambers. to fix those problems,
and I think we are on our way.
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I
am
not.
I
hope
that
my
colleagues,
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Finally. I want to make one last

point to my friends on both sides of Finally we are told, "Trust the Ways for whatever reason, leave that out of
the aisle. The reason I am so pleased and Means Committee." Well, we this debate because one of two of us
about this is that I do not want to see trusted the Ways and Means Commit- that has a personal interest is satisfied

people who are not elected to Congress tee last year, and it brought back a 35- that it is being taken care of.
running our budget operation, and percent shortfall on its reconciliation Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield
that Is what happened as a result of instructions. The Budget Committee, myself 1 minute.
the summit. Now we have the budget which has statutory authority under
Mr. Speaker, when I began my part
back where it belongs in this Chain- the Budget Act to bring its own bill to in this debate I apologized for not
ber.

the floor when a committee fails to being at several meetings of the con-

Yes, we will have disagreements. We meet its reconciliation responsibilities, ference committee. but particularly
will have disagreements among our- failed to do so. I do not think that the one at which the conference
selves, Democrats will, Republicans after last year's experience we ought report was signed by all of the Demo-

will and we will have problems with to be asked to trust the Ways and
each other; but I would rather argue Means Committee, and I do not think
with Members in this Chamber over that after last year's experience we
values, over priorities, over what Is fair ought to be asked to trust the Budget
in terms of taxes, in what Is fair in the Committee.
way of spending. I would like to see
So I am deeply disturbed at all we
that argument right here, not in some are being asked to take on faith tosummit with eight people, well-mean- night. Past history does not entitle us
ing, hard-working leaders of both sides to have that faith, particularly in view
and staff of the President.
of the paucity of information we are

So I am very pleased to support this. being given.
I did not vote for the summit package.
I hope in the next hour we are going
I think that this Is a big Improvement to learn a lot more about this resoluand I want to compliment everyone tion than we have been told up to now.
who worked on it.
Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker. I yield
Mr. FRENZEL Mr. Speaker, I yield 2 myself 30 seconds of time to respond
minutes to the distinguished gentle- to the gentleman from New York.
man from New York [Mr. GREEN].
First of all, it would have been nice
Mr. GREEN. Mr. Speaker, I do not to have had a Republican at the conknow how I am going to vote on this ference so we would have discussed
budget resolution, because I really do the language with regard to Desert
not know much of what Is in it. I hope Shield.
that the next hour or so will elucidate
Second. the language is contained In
that.
the conference report which is availBut I do feel insulted as a Member able at the desk.
of this House at the way ths resoluAnd third, if the gentleman is so inUon has been presented to us.
terested In the language on Desert
AT 6 O'clock this evening we were Shield, he can come over and I will
handed a Democratic Study Group give him a copy of it.
Report, only to have the Speaker say a
Mr. GREEN. Mr. Speaker, I really

crats' conferees and none of the Republicans' conferees.

I do, however, recall being present

for 3 months before the August break,
night and day, waiting for the Democrats to bring in suggestions. I remember camping out at Andrews Air Force

Base at Camp Runamok waiting for
you guys. Now you can wait for us a

minute or two. You are certainly going
to have to before the night is out.
Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker, I yield

5 minutes to the gentleman from
Kansas (Mr. SLATTERY).

Mr. SLAT1'ERY. I thank the chair-

man for yielding.

Mr. Speaker, I rise this evening as

probably one of the least partisan

Members of this body. I do not thh'k
you have seen me come down here ai:d
throw a lot of political spears.
I came this evening to plead with my
colleagues on both sides of the politica] aisle to support this budget resolu-

tion. I say this because as far as I am
concerned it is just fundamentally

absurd for us to bring this Govern-

ment to the stage where it is this
evening.
The thought of us having several
few mtnutes later that we should not do not think 400 of us ought to have
Federal employees wondering
rely on it.
to line up at the desk to read the million
OK. Now shortly after this debate Desert Shield language, and I do not whether they are going to go to work
began, we have been handed two- think only I should see it. All Mem- adds absolutely nothing to the delibthirds of a page. It contains such wonderful descriptions as. "Item 4. Funding for Operation Desert Shield will be
covered by the attached guidelines."
Unfortunately, no guidelines are attached, and, on whatever original thIs
copy was made, there were no staple
marks, so I do not think anything has
ever been attached to this document.
I know the gentleman from Califor•
nia [Mr. PAJrrrA1 told us that the relevant language has been worked out

bers of the House are entitled to see it. erations of this body. And the thought
whether
It is the most important foreign of the entire world wondering
that they have
policy initiative in which this Govern- this great democracy
ment is engaged. I do not think we attempted to emulate, can really
govern itself is a sad commentary.
should have to take it on trust.
We ought to all be concerned about
Mr. PANETI'A. The gentleman i a
member of the Committee on Appro- that fundamental point.
I seems to me, Mr. Speaker, that all
priations. I wish we had some advance
notice when those conference reports of us here this evening are going to
have to recognize that we truly have a
come to the desk as well.
Mr. Speaker, I yield such time as he divided government, I am absolutely
may consume to the gentleman from amazed to hear speakers on both sides
Texas (Mr. DE i GzA] the chairman of the political aisle pretend like somehow one party is going to dominate
of the Committee on Agriculture.
Mr. DE i GARZA. Mr. Speaker, I this deliberation. Wrong; it is not
going to happen.
thank the gentleman for yielding.
The fact of the matter is, the ComMr. Speaker, I really do not feel
good having to say this, but Desert mittee on Ways and Means is going to

the agreement is.
I am disturbed that we are now well
into the debate, and I see the members
of the majority staff are looking

picture for partisan reasons, for per- culties that yet remain in close consul•
sonal reasons. and I say it very sincere- tation with the White House. We all
ly, what appeared to me to be beyond know that this evening this budget
the personal interests of the individ- resolution merely gives the Committee

with the President. and I assume it
has been because I trust the gentleman from California on that. But I
really think that on something as important as Operation Desert Shield
the Members of this House should be
given the courtesy of knowing what Shield seems to be coming into the have to work out these terrible diffi-

around to find a copy of the agree- uals.
Mr. Speaker, I trust the gentleman
ment. Maybe they will now give me a
copy, but I wonder if they are going to from California. I trust my leadership.
Mr. Speaker, our oldest son is in
give it to all the other Members of this
House, so that we can all know what Saudi Arabia. I should be the one—
the rules are that govern a very impor- there are only two of us here—I
tant part of American foreign and should be the one who is questioning
military policy today.

on Ways and Means the direction that
it must have to move this process forward. We all know, also, that reconciliation will never become law without
the President's signature. And we all

know for that to happen we have to
have at some point a bipartisan com-

if we are taking care of Desert Shield. promise.
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We have to have that or we stay all of us to do isto support this budget Government to a standstill so they can
rght here until hell freezes over.
resolution, to move on to the next balme him.
Mr Speaker, compromise in the p0- stage of the process, which is the
Mr. Speaker, that is the strategy,
litical realm has become a dirty word. Ways and Means Committee, knowing There
could not be anything more
It leaves maybe a bad taste in your that Mr. ARCHER, Mr. RosmNxowsxl, clear. But
my colleagues this: '1
mouth. But I would suggest that com- and the President and his troops are liked whatI tell
my friend from Kansas
promise is really the cement that going to negotiate a deal that the
and, if what he says happens, I'll
holds our families together. It holds President will sign or it is going no- said,
be there. If it's bipartisan, and if it's
our society together. It holds our deiocracy together.

where.

effective, and if its a fair, I'll vote for

FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield it.,,
And that is what we are going to Mr.
minutes to the distinguished gentleHowever, Mr. Speaker, I am sorry. I
have to do in the next few days to 3man
from Washington (Mr. CHAN-

solve this mess that we find ourselves
in.

DLERI.

cannotpartlcipate in this.
Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker, I yield
2 minutes to the gentleman from West

(Mr. CHANDLER asked and was
And with that, Mr. Speaker, I would
permission to revise and extend Virginia [Mr. WtsE].
just like to offer maybe the details of given
Mr. WISE. Mr. Speaker, I am sorry
a compromise that perhaps we can his remarks.)
that the gentleman from Washington
find 218 people to support.
0 0040
It seems to me we are going to have
[Mr. CHANDLER] cannot partidpate in
Mr. CHANDLER. Mr. Speaker, on it, because I can. I voted no the otIer
to cut th!s proposed fuel tax at least in
half. And then extend the 33 percent Thursday I voted with you and with night also, Mr. Speaker. I am glad to
rate that middle income taxpayers are my President on the summIt package, be back. I am back because there is a
paying to all taxpayers above that which I thought was truly bipartisan, budget proposal before us that makes
It was something I had believed in, a sense, that truly, I think, has bipartil'vel. Common sense demands that.
My friends on this side of the aisle process that I thought was really our san earmarks to it and can provide the
have privately confided to me that only way out of this mess that we are vehicle for us to get out of this mess. I
they cannot defend that anomaly in in, and, unfortunately, that stratcgy am back because this leaves the tax
the Tax Code today and they want to did not work.
question open, and it goes to where it
However, Mr. Speaker, tonight I am
ciange it. And that is going to have to
to go, the committee of jurisdicafraid that we are embarking on an- ought
be part of the deal.
tion.
I
am back because it says to MedWe are going to have to reduce the cther exercise that is not going to icare and those that are elderly and
proposed tax incentives that somehow work one bit better.
sick, "Youre not going to get nailed
jtst grew out of this summit. Some of
Thursday we brought out a package
the full brunt of this deficit reduc
them are absolutely preposterous. The that was defeated by 60 percent of our for
tion,"
and indeed about a third of
i'Iea of additional tax incentives to en- Members, and now I have to ask, 'You those cuts
are lifted. I am back be
courage oil exploration at a time when brought the package out. Did you care cause it leaves
the investment prothe price of oil has doubled in the last that it lost? Was that part of the
in this Nation intact, and I am
3'ar does not make sense. Have we grand strategy? Why did you force a grams
1st our bloody minds?
vote if you didnt know that you had back because It leaves the committees
We are going to have to also restore tne votes? You can count as well as we to do what they ought to do.
And now I would like to talk about
the current law in the area of unem- can."
numbers
for a second. Someone said,
ployment insurance benefits. We all
Mr. Speaker, I was part of the whip
know what a fundamentally unfair organization over here, and I knew we Well, it wont be fair because the
propoiticn this is.
were in deep trouble. I am sure the Ways and Means Committee is 23 to
And, yes, In the final analysis we are Speaker must have known it, too.

going to have to do something with
I think it is time we answered that
capital gains. We all know that. The question.
Democrat.s are not going to win everyNow, tonight, Mr. Speaker, you
thing on that issue. We are going to bring out a new package. You strip out
have to recognize that.
the specifics, you pass it, and you tell
I suggest we say we are going to the country were going to work for
have $5 bUlion to provide some kind of the next 2 weeks and walla! Were
capital gaiis relief, $5 billion over 5 going to hate deficit redicion. I have
years, ard I think we can deal with to ask you what makes you think
that probIe in that context.
there's going to be any more courage
And, yes, we are going to have to on this House floor 2 weeks from now
reduce the Medicare cuts. People on than there was Thursday night.
this side of the aisle recognize they If we could not pass a package that
caniiot go home and sell $60 billion this Speaker put his prestige on the
worth of Medicare cuts, and we under- line for, how are we going to pass a
stand that on this side of the aisle r'conciliation package 2 weeks from
also. We are going to have to get those now when we are right on the door-

13." Well, the American people kind of
elected that, made it happen that way,

but even that being the case—oh,

touchy, huh—but even that being the
case, I have noticed that that 13 seems

to stand in pretty well, and I might
point out another point, and the

number is one, zero. That is the President, as somebody else pointed out on
our side of the aisle, can veto reconciUation. This gets the project moving.

However I am back also because I

want to be involved in governing. I do

not want to be standing out there
no, no, no," to everything
that goes on.
I watched the Presidents budget

saying,

come up in January. Nobody really

cuts down in the range of $45 billion. I step of an election?
pushed that too hard. Gave us numbelieve we can convince the people in
I think we are wasting our time, and bers that have since turned out to be
this country that Medicare is going to I think it is time that we stop beating $150 billion off the mark. I watched in
consume nearly $700 billion in the up on a President who has gone out spring when no Republican alternative
next 5 years. Can we not find $45 bil- and tried to lead this country, who has was offered when they had a chance. I
lion out of that $700 billion in the told the country we have a problem watched again at the summit where all
next 5 years? I think we can.
and has tried to do something about it the proposals turned out to be leaks
Mr. Chairn-ian I know I have over- in a very high risk way. We are going
therefore denied, and tonight I
extended my welcome here this to put off this decision until it is too and,
am back because I want to be about
evening. But I just hope that we can late. There will be no more courage governing. This gets that going, and it
recognize that we must compromise if then than there is now. Everybody is lets us do something in this Chamber
we ever want to wind this session
to want to go home and get re- where men can be men, women can be
down. And there is nothing wrong going
lected. There will be a phony reconcili- women, and, most importantly, Memwith that compromise.
ation package out here. All my colof Congress can be Members of
And I suggest, Mr. Speaker, tonight, leagues will vote for it and hope that bers
Congress and do what we get paid to
the sensible, the responsible thing for

the President vetoes It and brings the do.
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Mr.

2½minutes to the distinguished.gen. .2 mInutes to the gentleman from flor- you are including a number of entitlementsin this number here in the brief
ida {Mr. GroNs].
tleman from Vermont [Mr. SMITH].
Mr. GIBBONS, Mr. Speaker, I want outlines. I do not know what the $9.2
Mr. SMITH of Vermont, Mr. Speaker, I did not come here to represent to say to the gentlEman from Minneso- billion represthts wiht respect to MedDonald::Trump, or Michael Milken, or ta [Mr. FNzpL] and the gentleman icare, and I am concerned about that. I
the S&L thieves. I came here to repre- from Texas. [Mr. ARchER] and the gen- do not think it addresses the prob'em
sent the working men and women. the tleman from New York [Mr. GRJN] the way the gentleman from Kansas
shopkeepers, the family farmers, the that we are all peirsonal friends. We [Mr. Sii-ry] had hoped it would.
can all work together, and I hope we Second, there is no reference here to
parents and the elderly of Vermont.
will. I extend to them my hand in the so-called Pease floor. Every
They deserve three things:
First, the honesty to tell them their friendship and my hand in sincerity, Member here knows how concerned I
government Is broke and the economy and I will try to work with them in all am for my State of New Jersey and
of this. I will try to work with every- other States like it that are concerned
is teetering.
the intimation that we are going
Second, the fairness that comes with body on all of this.
I think all of us should recognize about
tax policies that insist that we all play that
to
go
after
and local tax deductwhat we are talking about to- ibility andState
our part that those who are well off.
the mortgage interest de
night
Is
essentially
a
procedural
probThird, pay their fair share too. The
If we cannot pass this, then we duction.
ingenuity to give ther.i a government lem.
is no specific reference here,
go to work. If we cannot to toThere
longer on effectiveness, humanity, and cannot
these issues. And, as far as I can
work,
we
can
never
solve
t.his
problem.
intelligence, and shorter on bureaucraEssentially the Committee on Ways tell, at the same time there is a $20 hi!cy. rules, and domination.
account in unspecified 5-year defiand
Means must produce 194 billion lion
It is fair to insist that we end our dollars'
cit reductions assigned for the Comworth
of
pain,
194
billion
dolgrotesque obsession with deficit spend- lars' worth of pain. Now I do not ask mittee on Ways and Means, either for
ing with a 5-year plan. This deficit my colleagues to trust the Committee revenue increases or cuts in a procontorts and disfigures our ability as a on Ways and Means, but give us an op- grams.
society to create either economic or portunity to work. Give us an opportuI am frankly concerned that that is
social opportunity. This deficit is the nity to bring back to our colleagues a the way you are going to open the
enemy of our future.
package. They can accept it or reject door, and it is going to be wide open
And it Is fair to insist that the it. or do whatever they want to with it, for whatever the CommitLee on Ways
burden be shared—that. all Americans but do not keep us from working any and Means wants to do with respect to
be in the barrel together with no longer. We can never get this job done. mortgage deductibility and double taxgroups escaping because of wealth or
I hope that my colleagues sitting ation of State and local taxes.
situation.
Mr. PANETrA. Mr. Speaker, will
over here to my left will find it within
I supported the budget summit pro- their hearts to be peacemakers, to let the gentlewoman yield?
posal last Thursday because it created us proceed and judge us on the quality
Mrs. ROUKEMA. I yield to the gena base from which we could create of the work thai we bring back to our tleman from California.
fairness in the 5-year plan as we debat- colleagues, and I say the same thing to
Mr. PANETTA. I thank the gentleed a reconcilation bill over the next 2 my colleagues on the right over here. woman for yielding.
weeks.
That is, Mr. Speaker. "You don't Mr. Speaker, what we tried to do
And when that failed, I supporled have to trust any of us. We'll do the here was create the flexibility within
the President's veto, because I believed best we can. We'll take into consider- the Committee on Ways and Means to
that Congress needed it's feet held to ation all of your views and what we be able to reduce the hit on Medicare.
the fire now, this weekend, when the think is best for this country. But give That is something that is going to be
only people hurt as regrettable as it is, us the opportunity to go to work and left obviously to the judgment of the
would be tourists: before Tuesday get this problem solved. We don't need committee. Obviously it is not going to
when 10's of millions of Americans, any more long speeches. We don't be $60 billion. Whether it is $50 billion
whose only crime is that they have need any more histrionics. We Just or whether it is $40 billion is going to
need or work for our government, pa ntxd the opportunity to go to work."
be worked out in the committee. This
the price of our institutional failure.
provides them the flexibility to do
0 0050
Or country is as great as the vision
But theyhave to replace the savMr. F'RENZEL Mr. Speaker. I yield that.
of hope, of opportunity, we create for
ings
that
are included.
our children; as great as the legacy we 3 minutes to the gentlewoman from
The flexibility is there, but they
leave behind. The deficit destroys New Jersey [Mrs. R0UKZMA].
to replace the savings used for
Mrg. ROUKEMA. Mr. Speaker. I havepurpose
both.
of reducing the hit on
Ad in the end it is not ideology and thank the gentleman for yielding. I that
Medicare.
really
have
no
intention
to
adding
to
partisanship—yours, ours, or the
Mrs. ROUKEMA. Mr. Speaker. recrumbling facade of socialism that cre- the pol,tica theater here tonight. Last claiming
my time, the maximum stvates our future. Within the context of night I said I always read the fine ings in Medicare
then is $45 billion, as
our constitutional democracy it is print, and my questions are going to compared to the $60
billion.
be
directed
a.s
to
whether
or
not
there
common sense, a heart that cares, the
Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker, if the
capacity to see what is right, and do it. is fine print here. If either the com- gentlewoman
will yield further, the
As our first Republican President. mittee chairman or the ranking
savings again, it allows
Abraham Lincoln, said over 125 years member can help me out here by ref- maximum
erence to the statement of the manag- flexibility down to 40, depending on
ago—
the committee decides. It may be
The dogmas of the quiet past are inad- ers or other documented agreements I what
higher than that. It may be at the 40
equate to the stortty present. The occson would appreciate it.
Mr. Speaker, I think we have to shed level. But what we tried to do was proIs piled high with difikulty. and we must
rise with the occasion ' ' we must think some light, rather than more heat on vide the flexibility in reconciliation so
and act anew
serve our country.
anew

•

and

then we shall

I stand in the well of the House tonight to say this package can create
fairness we need; is eflective to the
deficit reduction task: and is enforceable.

It. will have my support.

this discussion. I was very hopeful tonight that I would be able to come in
here and be pleased with the Medicare
figures. But at first blush I have got to
say that these restorations look more
cosmetic than real.
It is very close, as far as I can tell, to
what was in the original package for

the committee could make that judgment.

Second, with regard to the Pease

provisions, what we have done there is

similar to the gas tax, capital gains,
and the tax rates. That decision rests

with the Committee on Ways and
Means.
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Mrs. ROUKEMA. Mr. Speaker, re- middle Americans twice as hard as it
I
rise
In
opposition
to the budget reclaiming my time, unfortunately the hit AmerIcans making more than duction.
details of the so-called summit agree- $200,000 a ,ear. We did not think that
Mr. DANNEMEyER. Mr. Speaker,
ment have poisoned t.he well on these was fair, because we thought that
issues. I am not at this point convinced equity was a core ingredient, or should there should be no doubt in anyone's
that I can give you that blank check, be a core ingredient, in anything we mind this evening that this revised
because of the previous discussions.
did, especially with respect to tax- agreement has a tax-increment package in it of anywhere between $134
Finally, I do want to say that I am ation.
concerned also again as to the latitude
I think the changes that we have and $194 billion beyond what the cxgiven the Ways and Means Committee before us tonight are very simple. In isting tax syst.em collects from all of
for $20 billion. How does this relate to essence, these ease the squeeze just a us in this country. Depending cn what
the earned income tax credit? I have bit on agriculture in the first year and the Committee on Ways and Means
not spoken on this before, but I do nove it to the third to create more does with the instructions will deterfind it. absolutely, totally, unsupporta- time for transition. They reduce the mine the size of the package.
ble to be contemplating creating an- hit on Medicare, or they are designed
0 0100
other new entitlement program in the to reduce the hit on Medicare by
face of overwhelming deficits. I sus- at'out one-third. That is a whole lot This Member made an effort on sevpect, that the pressures will build on better position than we were in 3 days eral occasions in the last few days to
your side to expend some of this ago.
get the Rules Committee to make in
money for this new entitlement. That
Third, because the first package was order an alternative for the House to
is a serious problem for me.
beaten, you have an entirely different consider a budget package that would
Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker, I yield spin on the question of revenue than direct our committees to solve our defmyself 20 seconds.
you had 3 days ago. Because both parproblem, not by raising taxes but
Mr. Speaker, the gentlewoman from ties essentially voted down that agree- icit
by just putting a limit on how our
New Jersey (Mrs. R0uKEMA] is ex- ment, we have a clear message to the spending
expands in the next 5 years.
pressing exactly the reason we are pro- Committee on Ways and Means, a For example,
nondefense discret ionviding the Committee on Ways and much clearer message than we would ary if we just in
put a 4½-percent cap we
Means and the Committee on Finance have had had that package passed,
save a total of $137.9 bUlion.
with discretion on these issues, be- that we want a package which is fair would
For entitlements, if we would put a
cause there is concern about the de- to middle class Americans.
ductions, because there is concern
While I would like to see more, I 7.7-percent cap on growth, we would
about the gas tax, and because there is think that is all we can ask at this save $30.1 billion. In defense the numconcern about the growth package. We stage. That is why, while I opposed bers of the budget summit agreerncnt
want the committee to work with the original agreement, I intend to for the next 5 years effectively freezing defense would save $169.8 billion.
these provisions, to allow them to support this one.
elements of the proposal are set
make those judgments.
I have only one note of caution to Other
Mr. Speaker, I yield 3 minutes to the add. I know that there is some discus- forth as follows:
gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr. sion going around this place about the
OBEY].
COMPARISON OF PR'JVSIONS—8uDC[T SUMMIT
possibility of trading the bubble for
Mr. OBEY. Mr. Speaker, I will not capital gains at the reconci)iation
ACR[EMENT VERSUS BUDGET R[COV[RY ACT
take the 3 minutes that the gentleman process 3 weeks from now.
kindly allotted to me. I simply want to
I would simply caution Members to
say one thing: 3 days ago a majority of remember that if that is all you do,
Members of both parties voted no on you wind up, in effect, reducing the efthe package which they thought was fective tax rate on people making a ToIa
SOO
rcre3s
J4
essentially unjust. I think there were million dollars by 2 percent. I do not iaSn1ing
cuts
two main reasons why Members voted think we want to do that.
Medicare
60
"no," at least on this side of the aisle,
I caution the Committee on Ways
Oihei el,rne,I and I assume the reasons were roughly and Means not to bring that kind of
Unmi mn;
re;s
the same on that side.
package to the floor, but I congratuforeign
32
First of all, because many of us felt late the gentleman for making the
O'ei 'onIettse
....
Ne r.erer
that $60 billion was simply too much progress he has made tonight. I wouid
65
ScaI itnr.i
to cut out of Medicare, and we urge support for the resolution.
S& bai:, riot tao1 in CRH ;s
thought there ought to be another
Dec1 Sheil.
lioni
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield
S'.a :i'y sr:. fbi 3J in GRH a'get
way.
2 minutes to the distinguished gentleSecond, we were concerned because man from California [Mr. DANNE- c1s o e1et
agreerTenl
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Unfortunately, Mr. Speaker, for reasons that are not entirely clear to me,
I could only speculate, this rule under
which we are considering this budget
resolution does not permit any of us to
even vote on the idea of solving the
deficit problem by cutting spending
rather than raising taxes. I am sorry
to say that, but the Democrats have
the majority in this House, and that is
the way it is.

I think it would be instructive for all than 28 percent on their income.
of us to let the body vote on whether Going from $10,000 to $120,000,
or not we want to proceed with the nobody pays a higher rate than 11.9
course that this Member from Califor- percent to 28 percent, and that is the
nia is outlining,
way the Tax Code is structured. So
Let me conclude by making this ob- this idea that somehow there is a
servation: There is no bubble in our bubble is just erroneous and I Will
existing tax system. The Members on attach this chart in the RECORD for
the Ways and Means Committee can
explain this in detail. No person in Members to peruse
America is paying a higher tax rate
THE NONEXISTENT BUBBLE
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Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker, I yield has recommended that in the summit
minutes to the gentleman from budget.
Texas [Mr. PICKLE].
Had we passed the budget last week,
(Mr. PICKLE asked and was given Friday, our committees would already
permission to revise and extend his re- have been at work, and with the fleximarks.)
bility the President had promised we
Mr. PICKLE. Mr. Speaker, the most would have been able to have had 2 or
important problem the American 3 days work already. That did not
people face today is getting our deficit happen. Now we are asking for almost
2

taxpayers

you want to close the Government
down.

Now, you may not want to trust the
Ways and Means Committee, completely, and I understand that. Well,

the chairman of our Ways and Means
Committee has cautioned us a day or
two ago that if we produce a bill, assuming this resolution is passed, he reunder control. The President recog- the same thing. Really what we are minds us that we must pass a bill that
nized that this spring when he asked doing tonight is just doing what we is going to be fair, not just to the
for a summit, when the economic indi- should have done In May. We didn't Ways and Means Committee but to
sides of the House. We appeal to
ces were so frightening that he real- because of the President's request for both
for your cooperation. We have no
ized that a recession would march for- a summit. But the fact of the matter is you
option. We have to move forward and cause great trouble in this that now, we have no alternative. We other
ward with this budget and we must do
country.
have no other option but to pass this it tonight.
We agreed to the summit. That was resolution tonight.
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield
not an easy pill for some of our comI say to you we have to produce a 3 minutes to the distinguished gentlemittees to swallow, but we recognized budget. That is what the people want. man from Massachusetts, the bard of
that this Is a serious national problem. The people back home listening to us Pittsfield, Mr. SILvIO CONTE.
We had hoped that the summit would do not care so much whether it is a
Mr. CONTE. Mr. Speaker, I have a
work. It did not work.
Democrat or Republican budget. They little rhyme that I would like to share
During the summit the minority want to know when are we going to get with this body. And with your indulparty had the advantage, almost 2 to 1 a budget.
gence, I will do so now, with apologies
over the regular congressional commitWhat are our options? The budget to an unknown lyricist:
tee system. Still, we tried to pass the has failed. I had hoped that the bipar- In fourteen-hundred-ninetY-two
summit, and cooperate. But the major- tisan budget would have worked, but Columbus sailed the ocean blue.
ity of both sides said no, the summit now the only thing that we can do is Through storms and gales and fiercest seas
armed with foreign subsidies
failed, regrettably. It is a dead dodo.
to go to the committees, which is es- And
He came upon this brave new land
Our President recognized that we sentially the same thing.
Just he and his Intrepid band.

must find new ways to balance this
So I say to the minority: What are
budget, and that is going to include your options? You do not have any oprevenues as well as spending cuts. He tions. We must go this route unless

In nineteen-ninety here we are.
I don't think we, have come so far.
We scream and moan and boo and hiss.
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We dont have time to take a—break.

We shout and jeer and fuss and bark.
We blame each other in the dark.
Although weve had five centuries.
We see no forest for the trees.
We're frightened by the interest groups.
We act like silly nincompoops.
We cant make cuts that cause some sting.
We cannot even do a thing.
And now we have run out of time.
And that, dear friends. is our own crime.
The government—It has shut down.
And were the only game in town.

Lets work to get this budget through,
And get these tourists to the zoo.
If Christopher were here tonight,
Bed be astounded by our fight.
He'd know not why we cant agree.
It seems so elementary.

We're In such deep financial trouble.
That we will have to burst the bubble.
Home heating oil must be tax-free.
And we cant hurt the e'derly.
Incentives that will make .some sense
Could get this body off the fence.
And this is how I end my poem:
Lets pass some thrng, and then go ho-em.

October 2 19.9?)

spite that number, passed capital
0 0110
Then I find out, to my chagrin, that gains. This House passed capital gains.
House repudiated the leadership
this side of the aisle did not even This
bother to come to the conference, and and, boy, are we going to pay, over and
yet you got the guts to stand up and over again.
You said, 'Let us look at the
tell CHARLIE SrEnuou! that my side of
the aisle is not being fair at this late present. Let us not look at the past."

Thursday night we had in front of
date. Forget what has happened in the
last 6 months. Can we, please, forget us, small as they may be, protections
about the past and concentrate only on spending cuts. The language was,
"The budget 8umlnit agreement Inon the present?
We have got a problem. It is a seri- cludes provisions of the budget
ous problem. This budget we are about summit agreement's recommendations
to vote on allows the process to move to strengthen the budget process and
forward in exactly the same way, in enforce the agreement." The summit
recommendations
to
my opinion, that we were voting on it agreement's
last Friday morning. It has not strengthen the budget process and enchanged that much.
force the agreement. Is that language
I understand the budget process. I in this document? Yes or no? Chairam sony the rest of us do not.
man of the Committee on the Budget?
We have a very, very serious prob- Yes or no?

lem, and I am disappointed that we

Mr. PANETrA. Mr. Speaker, will

find ourselves now once again in a par- the gentleman yield?
tisan debate, and I could take addi- Mr. THOMAS of CalifornIa. I yield
tional time and challenge those on
the gentleman from California.
Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker, I yield this side that believe that we have got toMr.
PANETFA. Mr. Speaker, the
3 minutes to the gentieman from to continue doing what we have been language
on what, sir?
Texas (Mr. STENHOLMI.

doing, because that is the best way to
Mr. THOMAS of California. The
(Mr. STENHOLM asked and was go about it. But that would not help answer
is no. The language in that
given permission to revise and extend anything.
package, and do you want me to read
his remarks.)
What it is time for us now is to get
to you? Let us be presenL Let us
Mr. STENHOLM. Mr. Speaker, in on with helping to solve our problem. it
the specifics. It says, "To
look
the spirit of the last speaker, I would Mr. President, I know you are watch- assureata $500
billion deficit reduction
say I am not sure it it was Confucius ing this. I believe you will be pleased package is achieved,
this conference
with
the
results
of
this
budget
when
or Garfield that once observed that
agreement
includes provisions to
when you find yourself in a hole, the we present it to you, because if you are strengthen the budget process." It
first rule of thumb is to quit digging. not, this is one Member that will once
not say what it said before.
And tonight I hope we are about to again stand with you and make sure does
It
is
the old shift. It is the old shift.
that
the
enforcement
is,
in
fact,
real,
quit digging.
Revisiting
what I Just said, this
and I believe the Speaker of the House
The deficit is a problem, no mistake
about it. As we debate whether or not will be doing the same thing.
If that is not enough for us in this
we are going to try to reduce the deficit by $500 billion, that will only body, I do not know what else is.
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield
reduce the net interest on our national
debt in the next 5 years by 50 percent. 3 minutes to the distinguished gentleAll of the concern about $119 billion man from California (Mr. Thops].
in taxes over the next 5 years will (Mr. ThOMAS of California asked
was given permission to revise and
reduce the interest on aur national and
extend his remarks.)
debt by 12 percent.
Mr. THOMAS of California. Mr.
I believe I have bipartisan credibility
in this body. Last Friday morning I Speaker, it is a new day, but it it not a

voted for the agreement that was

brought by the President of the

United States, the Speaker of the
House, and the leadership on this side
of the aisle. Last night or the day

before that I voted against the CR because I believe we should first pass a

budget before we pass a continuing

package does not say that the enforcement provisions of the summit agreement are In the reconciliation package.
It does not say that. The words are not

there. Do not tell me to trust you. I
am about ready to sing 'Back Home
Again in Indiana."
The language here is not the summit

agreement. All it says is that the conference agreement include provisions
to strengthen the budget process. You
new deal. There are a number of want the base moving forward with
phrases you can use, but please do not trust on this? Come on.
Mr. PANETrA. Mr. Chairman, I
use the phrase "trust me."
I am a member of the Committee on yield myself 10 seconds.
What it provides is that to assure
Ways and Means, and I know some of
you are trying to remember the poem the $500 billion deficit-reduction packabout 'The Spider and the Fly." I un- age is achieved and maintained, the
conferees intend that the reconciliaderstand that.
Please, 23 to 13 was not dictated by tion act implementing this conference
the American people. It was dictated agreement include provisions to

resolution, and the majority of my colleagues voted In favor of having a CR by your leadership in an attempt to strengthen the budget process. It is
without a budget.
control the key committees. They our intent to proceed to implement, as

Last night I was in the bipartisan would prefer 2 to 1. It is control that
majority since there were six votes dictates that number, not the Amerithat supported ow President, three of can people.
us Democrats, three of us Republi- What this package contains is $10
cans. There were nine Democrats, but billion more in taxes and $10 billion
I am talking about the majority of six less n entitlement cuts.
that it took to support the President,
The bubble; the bubble was pushed
because I believe the President was in the name of fairness. It was Bradright last night in demanding that this ley-Oephardt, but all of a sudden now
body pass a budget before we pass a if you get rid of the Bradley•Gephardt
CR.
bubble, ft is helping the rich. You
Now here we are tonight., and I folks are wonderful at shifting posithought we had from 6 o'clock last tions, shifting sands.
night until 1:10 Monday morning to
Capital gains, you remember, the
come up with an alternative.
Committee on Ways and Means, de

the gentleman from Minnesota (Mr.
FRz]ziJ has pointed out, a leadership
amendment to implement the budgetprocess provisions that were contained

in the summiL
Mr. Speaker, I yield 2 minutes to the
gentleman from Wisconsin (Mr.

OB].

(Mr. MOODY asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his re-

markL
Mr. MOODY. Mr. Speaker and colleagues, I did not support Thursday
night's budget, but. I do support this
one.
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There are two groups of people in morning by ending the stalemate and veto power of the President. I want to
the body I would like to take a minute moving the process forward.
to speak to. One is those on this side The events of the past days, I think,
of the aisle who voted "aye" on Thurs- have been misleading particularly to
day night who might be tempted to those from afar. It has looked like orvote "no," and those on this side, my ganized confusion.
Of course, there has been debate,
own side, who voted "no" who might
and it has been heated at times, and
be tempted to remain that way.
But what
Let me suggest to those of my there are major differences.
from a collection of
friends on the GOP side that there are would one expect of
geographic and
individuals
three strong reasons for you to hold 435
philosophic
and
so
many
other differwith your "aye" vote. First of all, the
package is the same size. That is very ences?
But despite those differences, I do
important. It is very Important to the not
really think we are so far apart. I
White House. The President has sense
a broad bipartisan support for
stressed many times that it is the size bursting
bubble in the interests of
of the package more than anything taxpayer the
fairness and broad bipartisan
else, more than the details.
improvements in capital
Mr. Speaker, the key to the package, supporttoforencourage
investment in
by everyone's estimation, is the size of gains
America, and we have to end the tax
the package. As I think many of us on home heating oil, and we have to
saw today, DAN QUAYLE, our Vice make improvements to Medicare and
President, stressed the size is essential not require those who lose their jobs
if we are to avert a surge in interest to have to wait 2 weeks without any
rates which would be truly catastroph- income until they can collect their
ic for this Nation given the weak state benefits.
of the economy.
0 0120
The size is the same, $40 billion the

first year, $40 billion the first year,
No. 2,

But I think we should support this

resolution because it maintains the
the package is more fair spirit of the summit. It accedes to the

$500 billion over 5 years.

say to the 71, I feel in my heart that if
the package here had been presented a
few days ago, your Members would

have voted for it. Vote for it tonight
and help save this Nation.

We must always remember our onginal pur-

pose: To dramatically reduce the Federal
budget deficit and thereby improve the economic future of all Americans. This was never
going to be an easy or painless task. This resolution sustains the real reduction of $500 billion in the first resolution, which I supported in
view of the assurances described above.
We are now confronted with twin crises. We
have a Federal budget deficit that is crippling

our economic future and that of our children.
Now we also have an atmosphere of political
chaos that threatens to further erode the
belief of the American people in their political
system. This is a battle which threatens to
leave every participant a loser, including, and
especially, all of the citizens of this Nation.
For 5 years, I have been talking at town
meetings and on the floor of the House about
the compelling need for getting a hold of the
Federal deficit. It is the cancerous legacy of a
decade of supply-side economics—the grand
delusion of the 1980's.
As a member of the Ways and Means Committee, I pledge to do my part to resolve the
budget crisis in a way that is fair and economicauy responsible. I hope that in doing so, we

rather than less fair than what we
voted "aye" for the other evening.
Even those who supported the package frequently mentioned that they

wishes of the President and the de-

grumbled, many of us grumbled, the
package was not that great, but it was
urgent. Well, if it was urgent Thursday night, it is a lot more urgent to-

we voted, with the approval of the publican alternatives. I am going to
President. I worked hard with others ask my President to continue a veto

mands of the American people that we
get serious about deficit reduction. $40 can gain the confidence of the American
billion in 1991, $500 billion over a 5- people in our ability to confront squarely and
wished it had been more fair. I do not year period. When all is said and done, honestly the pressing national problems consee how you can vote "aye" on a pack- we all want to move toward that fronting us.
Speaker, I yield
age that is not a fair and then turn kinder and gentler Nation that the Mr. FRENZEL. Mr.gentleman
from
around and vote "no" on a package President seeks and we embrace. Let 1 minute to the
that, by every measure, is more fair. Members begin the journey here and Michigan (Mr. PURSELL).
(Mr. PURSELL asked and was given
That is a vote, I think, would be very now, as the Speaker said so eloquently
hard to justify, and I hope none of you from this well just 2 days ago, "If not permission to revise and extend his remarks.)
now, when? If not us, who?"
will be put in that position.
You cannot be saying, "Hey, the Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker, I yield Mr. PURSELL. Mr. Speaker, the
package tonight does not help the el- 2 minutes to the gentleman from hour is late. I am a little disappointed
in my colleague from Texas who says
derly hard enough. The package to- Michigan (Mr. LEVIN).
(Mr. LEVIN of Michigan asked and we have not got the guts to stand up
night does not distribute income
upward, not nearly enough. The pack- was given permission to revise and in the budget tonight. This budget
should have been presented in May,
age tonight does not hit home heating extend his remarks.)
Mr. LEVIN of Michigan. Mr. Speak- and the appropriations in June.
fuel enough." You cannot be saying
I am in a position here that I am
that; if you liked last Thursday's pack- er, I want to speak tonight to the 71
age, you certainly have got to like this Republicans, If I might, who voted for going to vote "no" on a budget that I
have not studied and analyzed and
the first budget resolution.
one much more.
The third reason I would stress is What we are doing tonight is incor- looked at, and I have not seen.
However, I want to say this to our
the urgency, one which many of you porating the flexibility that the
yourselves have brought up. You Speaker expressed to Members before colleagues. We need constructive Re-

night.

We have a CR coming right after

this, and on that CR is a debt ceiling,
and if we do not pass that debt ceiling
then, of course, the United States de-

faults.
I would urge those of you who voted

to obtain that flexibility. Flexibility to when bills are too high. I am going to
reduce the increase in the Medicare ask my Committee on Appropriations to
premium, most of the 71 wanted that. get our bills on time and get them to
That is incorporated. Flexibility to get the President's office by October 1, all
rid of the punitive second waiting 13 appropriation bills. I am asking on
week in unemployment compensation. both sides to eliminate the summitry.
Most of the 71 Members wanted that We have four tiers, now: The authoriout. We now take it out. Flexibility to zation tier, the appropriation tier, the
look at the poorly constructed $12 bil- budget tier, and now the summit tier. I

"yes" the other night to retain that lion in investment incentives. Many think it is time to eliminate the top
Members expressed desire that the two levels and get back to basic funda'yes" vote tonight.
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield Committee on Ways and Means look mentals.
2 minutes to the distinguished gentle- at that. That is what we are going to We have not got a game plan. If I

do. Flexibility to build more tax fair- was a coach and I had a deadline of
(Mr. BOEHLERT asked and was ness into this package and that is what October 1 to get on the field, I would
like my players to see that plan and be
given permission to revise and extend we are going to do.
The Corpmittee on Ways and Means ready to have some homework comhis remarks.)

man from New York (Mr. BOEHLERT).

Mr. BOEHLERT. Mr. Speaker, I feel is composed, it is true, of more Demo- pleted, and get a drill, and be ready to
that the House will do itself proud this crats than Republicans, but with the win a ball game. We will not win this
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ball game for the American people. ence. That is what I suspected. The
Now, I know the budget procedures
We have not offered a vision for the point now is the numbers. I address in this House really do not mean a lot.
future of this Nation. This is a bad myself to those who voted yes on If they mean anything at all, it is a poplan. I am going to vote against it. I Thursday and are thinking of voting litical exercise that we go through
asked my President to support me, and no today. As I understand it, as I listen every year in order to try to put disI am going to support my Presider.t.
to them, nobody liked the package credit on the other party. The PresiThe SPEAKER pro tempore. (Mr. Thursday. That was the most unloved dent sends his down, the Democrats
SYNAR). The Chair will inform the offer ever dragged in off the streets. say its dead on arrival, then we do not
gentleman from Minnesota [Mr. FRF.N- VThat people said is, "It's a bad pack- one, and very often we Republicans do
zEL] he has 20½ minutes remaining, age. I will vote for it anyway." As I un- not even put one forward. If the
and the gentleman from California derstand it, the yesses on Thursday House Democrats put one forward,
[Mr. PANETTA] has 15 minutes remain- that plan to be noes today are saying they sail it down the hall to the
ing.
that they voted for a bad package Senate, they sail it back, and we turn
Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker, I yield
but because we did not it all down like this year, like a skunk
such time as he may consume to the Thursday,
make
it
better
enough today, they are sitting in the middle of road. However,
gentleman from Minnesota [Mr. going to vote against
it. So, they voted it really does not stop the procedure
PETNY].
when it was bad, and yes when it from going forward.
(Mr. PENNY asked and was given no
was bad, they will vote no when it is
We have $120 billion of taxes. unpermission to revise and extend his re- better
because it is not perfect. When specified taxes, totally unspecified
marks.)
they say, "Well, it's because it's not bi- taxes in this so-called budget resoluMr. PENNY. Mr. Speaker, I rise in partisan."
tion. This is an insult to the intellisupport of the budget resolution.
Now we will taik about the merits. gence of this House. We should not be
Mr. Speaker, this budget agreement woutd

Are you saying, comparing Thursdays made to come in here, just getting the
to today's, that today we do not hit document as we walk in the door, for a
the elderly hard enough? Because ev- 5-year budget for this country, and we
erybody agrees the elderly will be hit should not be given it with such lack
Sav!ngs of the magnitude represent real less hard this time than Thursday. Or of detail. I urge a no vote without the
progress and I am convinced the provisions of maybe some people who voted yes on details. We do not know what we are
this budget resolution will help to malce those Thursday and they are planning to voting on. It will come back to haunt
vote no today, said on Thursday we us. I urge all my colleagues to vote no
snvings enforceable.
It is also instructive to compare this budget reached somehow tax equity perfec- because none of us have any Idca what
to the one adopted by the House 'ast May. tion? So today we are not threatening we will be voting on.
Mr. P.ANETTA. Mr. Speaker, I yield
That budget cut the deficit by Onty $30 biflion middle class enough, the working
2 minutes to the gentleman from Ohio
in the first year and roughly $250 biflion over 5 people who have to suffer, enough?
Cut the deficit by $40 biUiOn in the first year

and $500 billion over the next 5 years.
In that respect it achieves the same overall
objective of the budget summit agreement.

years.

The bpartisan budget summit was a success in terms of emboldening our deficit reduction effort. This new agreement honors
that goat and offers us additional flexibility in

I do not understand on what basis
the people who voted yes. I understand a no and a no. I understand a

[Mr. TRAFICANT].

0 0130

yes and a yes. I uridertand a no and a
Mr. TRAFICANT. Mr. Speaker, I
yes because Thursday was not so good was supposed to get 3 minutes, but bemeeting it.
but today is better, but a yes and a no cause I am going to vote no, I only got
urge both Domocrats and Repubhcars to has no object. I hope people will tell 2.
vote "yes:"
me what it was so good about ThursI am going to tell you why I am
Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker, I yield day that they voted for it, that today going to vote no tonight, because I am
2 minutes to the gentleman from Mas- because we are trying to make it a Democrat.
I

sachusetts [Mr. FRANK].

Mr. FRANK. Mr. Speaker, like my
f:lend from Wisconsin, I am particularly interested in those who, having
voted yes on Thursday. are thinking
abut voting no today. I understand the
people who voted no on Thursday are
going to vote no today. Some of them
have evinced lately an enthusiasm for
the agreement they voted against that
they did not have when it was on the
floor. When our friend from California
whipped himself up into a frenzy because the current package does not include language that was In Thursday's

better and more flexible, that those

Tonight is not a debate about na-

Members cannot vote for it.
tional issues, the budget. It is about
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield priorities and policies.
2 minutes to the distinguished gentleThe Republican program has failed
man from Florida [Mr. SHAW].
and we are sending a hybrid budget

Mr. SHAW. Mr. Speaker, I thank over so the President will accept It,
the gentleman for yielding, and I will rather than challenge the political
try for just a moment to put some agenda of the Nation.

that argument, why some

I ran as a Democrat in 1984. I did

the other night will be voting no this

I voted with the gentlewoman from
New York (Ms. MoLIN.ju], and the

logic in

Members who very painfully voted yes not run on the bipartisan ticket.
evening.

For three terms I was mayor of the gentleman from Oregon [Mr. SMITh].
city of Fort Lauderdale. Two terms I believe in helping as much as I can,
before that I served on the city com- but when it comes to setting the

package, I wonder why he voted mission. Each year we would receive a
against Thursdays package? However, budget of approximately an inch
I do not expect people who have not thickness. We pored over it for several
voted for a budget all year with a pos- meetings, for several days, or several
sible exception.
weeks. We would have several hearMr. THOMAS of California. Mr. ings.
Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Tonight, zight now, it is 27 minutes
Mr. FRANK. I yield to the gentle- alter 1 o'clock a.m. We are now in the

future of the national agenda, there is
a difference betveen a Democrat and
a Republican, and I am voting no because I am a Democrat.

Now let me tell you why. There is
$150 billion that goes to take care of

NATO, and we do not touch it.
The budget agreement defense
second hour of the 2 hours that are amount was $283 billion. I tried to cut
Mr. ThOMAS of California. That is set aside for Members to take a look at it to $277 billion. Everybody said that
one specific item in which the folks this budget. I was first somewhat of- would be too much. Now it is $290 bilhave changed it. All of the other num- fended when I got a 1-page summary lion.
bers were the reasons I voted against of a 5-year budget for this country. I
About the only cuts over there, some
it on Thursday.
thought I wa missing out on some- general got a vasectomy.
Mr. FRANK. Mr. Speaker, I thank thing until I got the 50-page summary.
Let me go forward. There Is $134 bilthe gentleman. So I understand now Then I looked through that and I lion In new taxes.
man.

that the presence or absence of that found out it really did not have any

I do not listen to what people say. I
would not have made any real differ- more detail than the 1-page summary. watch what they do, and Congress has
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put the burden on the backs of people has t.o be reasonable. There have to be budget, that is to start to make some
who can least afford to pay all along, some outlines, some certainty where tough cuts."
You know, there was a pretty tightly
and I do not expect anything different this reconciliation process is going to
crafted piece of legislation there. It
take us, not a blank check.
from anybody now.
The vice chairman of the Ways and had entitlement cuts and it had lanForeign aid and international assist•
ance, no one touches it, but we are Means Committee pointed out to the guage and rescission agreements on
extent there are any outlines to this, I how those cuts were going to come
playing with Medicare.
Let me say something to the Demo- do not think we can see anything
cratic Party tonight. Tonight the except a b1nk horizon out there. The
Democratic Party has an opportunity package does contain $10 billion more
to seize the leadership of America and in taxes than we had the other night
take us away from failed policies that and thus, of course, $10 billion more in
have taken us into a group of trustees spending. Heaven forbid that we
tonight.
should ever apply lit to deficit reducI heard about Desert Shield. Eighty- tion.
two percent of the troops over there
The agreement we had last week was
are Americans. My question tonight is, too much taxes and too little spending

why do American kids keep coming restraints, and this goes even further
home in body bags and pine boxes? than that.
Where is the the rest of the world?
I urge, Mr. Speaker, let us quit this
We do not have to raise taxes. We sham, get back to work for a real
could take 50 percent of NATO, 50 budget agreement.
percent of foreign money, and put the
Mr. PANETJ'A. Mr. Speaker, I yield
5•percent bubble back without raising 1 minute to the gentleman from Texas
one other tax, not one new tax, and [Mr. ANDREw5].
the Democrat Party Swill seize the
Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. Speaker, a few
agenda for the future.
ago one of our Republican
I do not like this hybrid business. I moments
the gentleman from Veram not a part of a coalition govern- colleagues,
mont,
quoted
Abraham Lincoln, chalment. I am a Democrat, and there is a lenging the Nation
disenthrall itself
difference between a Democrat and a from the dogmas oftothe
quiet past and
Republican.
to think and to act in a new manner.
I am voting "no."
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, I That was in 1861. That was a chalyield 2 mInutes to the distinguished lenge to compromise, a challenge to be
gentleman from Arizona (Mr. KoIE]. bipartisan, and that really is where we
Mr. KOLBE. Mr. Speaker, what we are tonight.
have before us tonight purports to be We find ourselves at the end of ana bipartisan budget agreement. Now, other rope, and not to compromise,
that Is a real misnomer, because what not to work together and pass this
we have here is neither a budget nor budget resolution, will invite economic
an agreement and it certainly is not bi- chaos next week. It is time to act.
I believe the Committee on Ways
partisan.
In fact, Mr. Speaker, I have heard and Means will go to work next week,
several people from the other side of and I believe we can produce a revenue
the aisle tonight refer to it as a bipar- package that most Members in this
tisan agreement. I would like to know Chamber will support and one the
where the heck one side of the aisle President will accept.
During the congressional debate
gets off describing it as bipartisan,

about. It had some pretty precise tax
language in it on how we are going to
balance those cuts off with revenue:
but you know, I watch what happens

around this House, and I watched very

carefully the other night. I watched

members of the Appropriations Com•
mittee, the chairman, the subconiniittee chairman of that committee. They
did not vote for that agreement. A ma-

jority of them did not vote for that
agreement, along with their chairman.

Why? Because it started to tighten

down, it started to take money off the

table. It started to say we need to
make some tough decisions, not wish a
lot of Novocain, or not with a shot of

ether, some real tough decisions on
how we are going to order our priorities in this House.

Tonight we are asked to come here
again and make another vote, and that
vote does have the Novocain and that

does have the shot of ether, because
we can go sit In a corner while somebody else makes those tough decisions,
whether it is the Appropriations Com-

mittee or the Ways and Means Com-

mittee. Well, I have a great deal of
faith in them, but I hav seen the results.
I

think back hom we call this

buying a pig in a ,poke, and smart

people do not do that.
Mr. PANETTA.1Mr. Speaker, I yield
2 minutes to the gentleman from New
Jersey [Mr. ToRIcELu].
00140
/
Mr. TORRICELLI. Mr. Speakcr, the

theme of the evening is the budget

without reference to whether the over the League of Nations, Woodrow process and bipartisanship. Well, I do
other side is in agreement on this or Wilson's closest adviser was a man not serve on the Committee on the
named Colonel House. He told the' Budget, and I am not a real bipartisan
not.
do
This thing, this sheet we have that President, "The best politics is
of guy.
purports to give us some details about the right thing.' Well, that was hard kind
I know this, it is not simply later
this, really is more information than to find the other night on the first inBut
the evening, not simply later In the
we need about it. Really, it could all be budget resolution. It should riot be budget
My friends, the simple
written in one sentence. It ought to hard tonight. Let us pass this budget truth is,process.
we do not bring some discijust say, "There shall be a budget of resolution. Let us move this process pline toifthe
finances of this Govern
the United States and we will deter- forward.
some order to this national
Mr. FRENZEL Mr. Speaker, I yield ment,
mine what it will be in the future and
it is later in the life of the
the committees will determine how to 2 minutes to the distinguished gentle- economy,
standard
of
living we have come to
implement it sometime In the future." man from Illinois [Mr. HA5TERT].
Mr. HASTERT. Mr. Speaker, I know, later in the life of the economy
Now, Mr. Speaker, I was one of the
71 Republicans that did not vote for thank my colleague, the gentleman of our country.
I did not come here, my friends, as
the budget resolution last Thursday from Minnesota, for yielding some
you did not come to this Congress, to
night. I did so reluctantly. I did not time to me to ta'k tonight.
like a lot of the things in there, but I Mr. Speaker, I stood here several preside over the gradual, slow, steady
thought it was the very best that we night,5 ago about this time in the but certain decline in the standard of
could get at that time. Looks like I was evening or morning and took what I living of the American people. But
right, because what we are getting to- thought was a tough vote. I voted yes that is what is happening.
Mr. Speaker, the 1980's began on
on the budget agreement, the budget
night. is certainly a lot worse.
I caimot support this. To be an summit, if you will, because I thought January 20, 1981. We began 10 years

agreement the Republicans can sup- that I could go back home and look of telling the American people the
port, it has to have some reasonable my constituents in the eye and say, things they wanted to hear, not the
"Yes, there are some real savings here. things they needed to know. We told
guidelines, some definition in it.
Now, Mr. Speaker. it does not have I'm going to do what you elected me to them that there were things you could
to be rigid. It does not have to be a do when you sent me to Washington, have without sacrifice, benefits withcomplete rewrite of the tax laws, but it and that is to start to balance the out paying for them.
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My friends, the 1980's can come to a
I have two teenagers who have a Second, the interest on the national debt
close on October 8, 1990; it can begin word for what we are doing here to. must be paid.
with this budget process.
night. The word is "nothing-burger."
Third, there Is a national consensus that
This budget resolution is not as I Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker, I yield Social Security benefits must not be cut, and

would write it. It is not all my prior- such time as he may consume to the
ities. But it makes sense. It is without gentleman from Michigan (Mr.
.1ternative.

that retirement programs be protected.

Yet these three elements alone clam over
two-thirds of the total Federal budget. All domestic discrotionary programs combined make

WOLPE].

So, my friends, I would say this to
(Mr. WOLPE asked and was given
'ou: Join with your President in gov- permission to revise and extend his re- up no more than 17 percent of the Federal
€ning, Join at least with your own marks.)
budget. This category nc!udes the war on
leadership in governing, join with the
Mr. WOLPE. Mr. Speaker, I rise in drugs, all educational and job training promajority in supporting this budget res- support of the conference agreement. grams, all health research, all environmental
olution, or get out of the way so that
Mr. Speaker,
rise in support of the new protection, all law enforcement, all transporta-

the rest of us can begin governing

I

conference agreement on the budget. I do so
for two reasons. The first s that there really is

tion programs, all housing programs. And the
list goes on. Incredibly, the Federal deficit
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield no choice. A vote for this new budget resolu- today is so monstrous that everyone of these
2 minutes to the distinguished gentle- tion is the only responsible vote. In my judg- programs, and aD of the Federal agencies that
man from Texas (Mr. BARmm].
it is absotutely essential that there be a a!minister them, could be totally eliminated,
(Mr. BARTLETF asked and was ment,
budget agreement. it s essential that the and we would still have a Federal deficit of
given permission to revise and extend budget process go forward. It is essential that $100 biDion.
his remarks.)
the hard choices that have been
The President, like most of us, has come to
Mr. BARTLET'F. Mr. Speaker, this we make
for far too long. It is essential that we recognize that there truly is no realistic way to
evening brings a bizarre closing chap avoided
the chaos that this Nation and its solve our deficit crisis without some combinater to one of the most bizarre weeks in avoid
will face if we again fail to agree on a tion of both spending cuts and new tax revecongressional history; bizarre because people
budget.
nues. The real question we face is who should
the country has been laughing at this Federal
Failure to agree now will, in my view, not pay those taxes. I, for one, will not be able to
institution all week and indeed tonight
onty have serious economic repercussions, support new tax legislation that again sticks it
e add to the natioflal joke.
will also trigger a very dangerous political to the middle-class and the poor, while letting
Bizarre because we are presented but
with zero leadership when the Nation and constitutional crisis. The American people the wealthiest Americans oft the hook.
Mr. Speaker, the past decade of suppty-side
is crying out for leadership and re• desorve better than that.

America.

My second reason for supporting this re. economics has produced a few big wrners
£ponsibility; bizarre because there are
no enforceable deficit reduction provl• vised budget resolution is that this resolulion, and a lot of losers. The rich got very rich

sons in this budget package and the

uri!ihe the summit agreement, will give the leg-

tndeed—this year the income of the richest I

Nation is crying out for deficit reduc- is!ative committees the flexibility they need to percent of the population will total $564 bilirsure that the pain and burdens of deficit re
ducton will be spread fairty. The summit
agreement would have p'aced far too heavy a
biden on Medicare beneficiaries, would have
Let use examine what we know required a 2-week delay in laid-oft workers re
about this budget—and it is not. a lot, ceiving their unemployment checks, would
because it was just presented at 10:15 have placed the principal tax burden of deficit
this evening.
reduction on the backs of lc•wer-ncome and
First, we know it was conceived in middleincome working people, and would
tirely partisan posturing; no Repub. hive provided $12 biton of new growth inl:..mns in the room, no negotiations, centives that would have done little but endrafted in the caucus of one particular courage the growth of a new tax shelter Inarty.
dustry that would once again help the weafthiSecond, we know it is all posturing. et among us avoid paying their fair share of

lion, more than the total income of 40 percent
of all American families—and all of this has

be passed and signed L'to law.

wealthy and the powerful.
Mr. Speaker, I wiil vote for the budget resolution before us. believe it is vital that a sq.
nificant, credible deficit reduction package be
eracted, and that this process be kept
moving. I don't do this lightly. I know there are
those out there who are just waiting to attack,
to say that we should all take read my lips"

bizarre because the Nation is
seeking bipartisanship and they are
presented with the worst type of partl•
anship.
tion;

come at the expense of the poor and te
It is time to say, "Enough.'
Those who have been the decade's econoc
vi:tims cannot be asked to continue to pick

rnddle-class.

up the tab, while the principal beneficiaries cf
the policies of the last 10 years, the weaIthist

Arneiicans, are sheltered from any burden.
That is not nght. That is not fair.
Mr.

Speaker, we are a nation that has

a'ways pulled together in time of crisis. Th
American people, I believe, are wil!ing to pull
together and work together to get this Nation
and its economy back on so!id ground. Whit

There is no substance, no details, no the Nation's taxes. These elements of the
results. No spending bills under this summit agreement were simply unfair. The they are not wiling to do is to tolerate an
can be passed and signed into law. No Arnencan people understood that and so did a unfair budget and a political system that igtax bills are presented under this, can maonty of this House from both parties.
nres average cizens and caters to the
Third, we know there are no spending cuts in reality In this package. In
fact, this package provides for $170
billion in domestic increases over current spending, and there are not even
the enforcement provisions that were
in the summit package from last
Thursday night.
Fourth, we know it adds to the recession and has nothing that would bring
us out of the recession and put American men and women back to work.

Fffth, we know at its heart this is a

tax increase budget. At least $20 billion in additional taxes In addition to

Mr. Speaker, the past decade of suppty-slde

economics has been a disaster for Amenca.
Contrary to its promise that lower taxes, prmanty for upper income people, would usher
in a new era of increased savings, new invest
ment, economic growth and prosperity, we
have seen only a steady erosion of Federat
revenues and of cur economic strength.
Today the country stands on the bnnk of a re

I

p!edges not to raise taxes, to say that we can
balance the budget with cuts alone. What they
The harsh truth is that we have, for too wiji not tell you is that their real agenda is to
long, been substituting the wish for the rea'ity. lock in an unfair tax system that permits
And we simply can no longer wish our trou- someone earning a $200,000 income to pay a
b'es away. We must face the reality of our lower marginal tax rate than an individual
cession.

doficit crisis head-on. Even with the $40 biUion
in savings this budget resolution would
achieve next year, we will stiU have a $254 bil.

earning one-fourth as much.
Mr. Speaker, I am supporting this budget

lion deficit or $300 billion, if we do not count
the aisle.
the Social Security surpluses.
What we should do 18. turn this And there are simply no easy or pain-free
down, take a few days with a short- slutions. Certain things are given:
term CR with $40. bililon In agreed-to First, the administratlon—regrottabty, in my
cuts, ask our leadership to get togeth- view—has pledged to reject any defense

framework for meaningful deficit reduction. Its
passage will keep the process moving and get
us beyond political statement. It discusses bipartisan support. But must serve notice that

what was voted down last Thursday
night by a majority of both sides of

er and demonstrate some leadership
and responsibility.

resolution because it provides a reasonable

nor my constituents will be able to
support a reconciliation bill that does not
number Iowe- than that contained n the produce a much faire- distribution of the delibudget resokidon before us.
c,t-reduction burden than that proposed in the
naithor

I

original summil agreement I em prepared to
make the hard choices. I en not prepared to
make the wrong choices for this Nation. Us
people and its future.

Mr. Speaker, I urge support of this budget
resolution.

Mr. PANETI'A. Mr. Speaker, I yield

such time as he may consume to the
gentleman from New Mexico [Mr.
RIcItaDsoN).
(Mr. RICHARDSON asked and was
given permission to revise and extend
his remarks.)
Mr. RICHARDSON. Mr. Speaker, I
rise In support of the conference
report.

Mr. Speaker, the integrity, the viability of the
U.S. Government is at stake. The issue is not
whether we can produce a budget or keep the
Government from closing down or sequester-

ing thousands of people or programs—but
whether we can govern, whether we can keep
the American democracy that the world looks

up to

as
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its beacon to become another

banana republic laughingstock. This is our last
chance to avoid chaos.

And the hard left did not support it,
lean people deserve a President and Congress that can arid wilt work together to solve and our right did not support It, and
knicaa problems. We can't wait It's time now it Is payback time because they
have the numbers.
for all of us to pull together—now.
What have they done' They have
Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker, I yield
such time as he may consume to the taken this bill that we had the other
gentleman from Kentucky [Mr. Maz- night and shifted it leftward. Oh, they
say It Is a better, more fair bill, they
ZOLI).
(Mr. MAZZOLI asked and was given say. This is a "don't worry budget."
permission to revise and extend his re- they say; this is the "no rough edges
budget," they say; let the Ways and
marks.)
Mr. MAZZOLI. Mr. Speaker. I rise in Means Committee handle all the probsupport of the conference agreement. lems; and let all tile committees take
Mr. PANETFA. Mr. Speaker. I yield care of the problems.
such time as he may consume to the
Well, ladies and gentlemen, I am
gentleman from New Jersey (Mr. voting" no" on this budget because It
OVARfl'IJ.
provides $10 billion less in entitlement
(Mr. GUARINI asked and was given cuts. because it provides $10 billion to
permission to revise and extend his re- $20 billion more in taxes than the
marks.)
agreement the other night; because it
Mr. GUARINI. Mr. Speaker, I rise in provides greater agricultural subsidies
support of the budget conference because it is tougher on defense; and
report. It is the right signal for the because it tightens the noose on our

marketplace. It lays the foundation 200,000 young men and women in
for lower interest rates.
Mr.

Speaker, I nsa in support of the budget

The President has said to the Congress conference report as the right signal to the

after vetoing the continuing resolution to
produce a budget. Well, here it is. ft achieves

the same cuts as the summit agreement—
$500 billion over 5 years. It corrects some of
the major concerns, such as Medicare cuts, to

the point where every senior citizens group
now supports the budget resolution. It says
there must be tax increases—but asks the
committees of Congress and not unelected
White House officials to put together a package and deaf with gasoline taxes, heating oil,
and liquor taxes, and the bubble and capital

marketplace and lays a foundation for lower
interest rates. It sets the parameters for $500
billion in deficit and spending cuts over the
next 5 years-while allowing the committees
of jurisdiction to work their will in coming up
with the specifics.

Desert Shield.

Ladies and gentlemen, this is a
leftward budget. And for those who
voted "no" the other night, you have
got no excuse to vote "aye" on our side

to this one. It is not a good package.
We need to go back to the table in a
bipartisan fashion, come back to the

Senate. pass a budget for everybody in
America. It is not going to be easy. It
is going to be painful. But we need to
get the deficit under control. And if we
ing class and contained many eetheart do not, we have got only ourselves to
deals in the spirit of bipartisanship. I couldn't blame.
gains and report back for up and down vote. It in good faith support an agreement that alI urge a "no" vote on this package.
establishes caps and not floors and says it ready made these important decisions for
Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker, I yield
achieves savings in defense, in international
programs, in discretionary funding, and let
these savings go to deficit reduction.
Mr. Speaker, there is no reason to have any
Government layoffs or services curtailed as a
show of fiscal disruption.
Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker, I )eld such
time as he may consume to the gentleman
from North Dakota (Mr. DORGAN).

The initial summit agreement included unconscionable cots in Medicare, shifted the tax
burden even furtfler on the backs of the work-

me—especially when they are detrimental to
my own State of New Jersey.
My colleagues on the other side of the aisle
are concerned about leaving those specific
tax and spending decisions up to the commil-

ask them why? If we fail to enact a
budget and the President decides to veto a
tees.

I

continuing resolution again—U won't matter to
the millions of Federal workers who is respon-

such time as he may consume to the

gentleman from Florida (Mr. NELsON].

(Mr. NELSON of Florida asked and

was given permission to revise and

extend his remarks.)
Mr. NELSON of Florida. Mr. Speaker. I support the budget resolution.
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker. I yield

such time as he may consume to the

sible or to the millions of investors when the distinguished gentleman from Califorthe budget resolution which I vote for tonight market reacts like it did on October 19, 1987. nia [Mr. CAMPBELL].
This conference report embodies the same
is substantially better than the one I voted
(Mr. CAMPBELL of Cailfornia asked
overall revenue and spending targets agreed and was given permission to revise and
against last Friday.
This budget allows us to reduce the burden to by the President. Its passage will allow the extend his remarks.)
of the gasoline taxes and it gves the commit- Federal Reserve to react accordingly—lower
Mr. CAMPBELL of California. Mr.
tee the opportunity to require the upper interest rates and restore some confidence Speaker. I rise in opposition to the
back
in
the
marketplace.
Its
passage
will
allow
income earners to pay the share of the
report.
the committees to roll up their sleeves and conference
taxes.
At a minimum, any budget deficit reduction
Thés budget also reduces the proposed cuts begin working on a bipartisan reconciliation package must insure a lower deficit. That is
in Medicare from $60 billion to $42 baton and bill. I urge my colleagues to support the an unremarkable proposition. What is remarkit allows us to cut some more of the over- budget.
is that neither this package, nor the one
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker. I yield able
spending in defense.
developed by the budget summit, does guar2
minutes
to
the
distinguished
gentleFor those and other reasons, this budget is
antee a deficit reduction. The reason is that
more acceptable than that which we voted on man from Louisiana (Mr. LIVINGSTON].
discretionary
international
Mr. DORGAN of North Dakota. Mr. Speaker,

2 days ago.

I want to be clear however. will vote for
this budget because we must move this process forward. But I will not vote for the reconcikation bill that will follow this budget unless
the budget sav.ngs in agrutture are accornpUshed in some part through an increase In
loan rates. Our tamiI farmers must not be required to bear budget cuts that are unfair. We
will accept budget cuts in rural Ameca, but
I

we expect them to be fair.
Starting now, we must enact a budget and
stan do'ng the Governments work. The Amer-

(Mr. LIVINGSTON asked and was
given permission to revise and extend
his remarks.)
Mr. LIVINGSTON. Mr. Speaker, I

voted for the first package the other

night. Its purpose was to trim the deficit. As I said then, In the 1-minute preceding it, there was something bad in
that package for everybody. It spread
the pain in bipartisan fashion. It was a
bad budget agreement, but it was the

only one we had and we bad to support it.

domestic

and

spending. and entitlements other than those
targeted specifically, are aif allowed to grow at
the inflation rate. If that inflation rate exceeds
6 percent, by my calculations, the growth in
discretionary spending and entitlements permitted by thés agreement will swamp the annoenced savings in this agreement And if interest rates grow rather' than tall, the assumed
$70 billion In savings from debt service paid
by the Federal Government will not materialize either. In that case, an inflation rate even
lower than 6 percent would make this deficit

October 7'. 1990
The people were just hit with an inreduction package intO a deficit increase they would try to prove the progreivcrease In excise taxes, an increase in
Ity of the overall package, however.
racka9e.
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield the sales tax, a doubling of the State
What are the expectations aboUt inflation
and interest rates that underlie this agree- 2 minutes to the distinguished gentle- income tax, removal of exemptions on
the sales tax, another tax increase torrent? They are the same that underlay the z:an from Virginia [Mr. BATEMAN).
Mr. BATEMAN. Mr. Speaker and thing $3 billion, probably one of the
fst budget agreement, and they are unroahsny colleagues, I am, I hope, known largest tax increases of any State in
tc. They are:
not to be one of the bomb or grenade tIe history of the United States of
throwers. If I were, I might have two America.
t991 1992 99 1994
In my pocket, arid I might scatter On Friday night, some people here
IIflaI1 (GNP atoi)
30 28
them on either side of the aisle.
wanted to add more to that burden. I
rIest rates 9Iday Treastir bdts)
4.2
Si 4.9
I am, frankly, alarmed, disturbed voted "no". And I voted "no" not bcmore than I can tell my colleagues, cause I did not want the process to be
Does any economist, does any citizen sen. about how I believe this process has moving forward, but because I wanted
ously believe inflation will fall every year? broken apart. I am one of the 71 who to send the negotiators back to the
Does any economist, does any citizen serious- votcd for the leadership roie of the bargaining table. I was hoping that, if
ly believ' interest rates will fall every year?
President, the Speaker, the majority we went back to the drawing board,
These are untue predictions; I will not vote leader, the minority leader at some- they could return with a better pack-
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1995

1990

5.2

...

1.1

4.6
1.2

3.4

3.2

4.4

fcr a budget agreemnt based upon them;

end I cannot support a proposal that is more
likely to increase the deficit than reduce it. To
increase the deficit is to steal from our childi'erL will not do it.

Mr. FRENZEL Mr. Speaker, I yield
2 minutes to the distinguished gentleman from California [Mr. PASHAYAN).

Mr. PASHAYAN. I thank the gentlenan for yielding.
Mr. Speaker, I have observed In this

ckage—let me say first of all I have
appreciated all the rather sweeping
oratory that we have had tonight. I
am going to take a little bit different
cirection. I am going to have a quest.on for the chairman of the committee.

I have observed that there has been
concentration of taxes, In that concentration, the rates have been escalated quite dramatically; namely, In
the various fluids; the gasoline of var!cus kinds, and wine and beer.

I wanted to ask thaL under No. 2,
where it says specific policy decisions,
for example, capital gains, home heattig oil, gas tax: Does that mean that
the Committee on Ways and Means
viU be able to consider other taxes,
excise taxes on other commodities

with the notion of maybe finding a lot

cf other things to tax out there and
not raise the rates so high, rather
than taking a few items and raising

the rates dramatically? Is that authoriy contained herc? I should hope the
(:najrman could

also

add whether

tnere were any discussions along that
line while these negotiations were
going on. But more importantly, does
this grant the Ways and Means Com-

thing like 2 days ago, less 30 minutes. age.
I cannot vote for this budget resoluI have read this package, and, quite
tion, if I can call it a budget resolu- frankly, it says nothing. When it talks
the
reason
I
cannot
is
that
I
tion. and
about tax increases, it says the Cornsigned onto that because there was nittee on Ways and Means is free to
some sense of commitment that that meet its revenue increase target
budget resolution was goIng to bind through any combination of tax measthe committees of the Congress, and ures, and that is a problem, my colthey would then implement legislation leagues. It is a problem for me, and I
arid reconciliation pursuant to it.
Now tonight I find mysell In the p0- think it is a problem for my constitusition where the committee on which I ents.

What I see here is worse than the
s'rve, the Committee on Armed Serv- original
package, and I do not know
ices, is definitely going to be bomd by
kind of new or Increased taxes
this so-called agreement, but nobody what
else's committee apparently is bound my constituents are going to be hit
It is obviously
by it, It is all to be worked out any with, but I can say this:will
not sell in
a pig in a poke, it
way they choose to work it out.
I am very concerned about the way Peoria, it is not going to sell in New
this process has turned from having Jersey, and I intend to vote "no."
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker. I yield
been told that we had an agreement, it
was bipartisan, and it was tota!l dis- 1½ minutes to the distinguished genWYLIE].
tteful to me, but this country re- tleman from Ohio [Mr.
Mr. WYLIE. Mr. Speaker, I have lisquires that we resolve this crisis, and
sl we have done since Is fritter away tened to the debate very intently here
this evening because I was not sure
the time.
Last night I came back here, and we how I was going to vote when I came
voted on whether to sustain or over- here tonight. I voted for the package
ride a Presidential veto, and what did on Thursday because I have wanted to
we do? We sustained that veto. And vote for a balanced budget amendment
hat has happened since that oc- for 23 years. and it was bipartisan, and
curred? The process has moved to the it was supported by the President. for
whom I have great personal affection.
kft, not to the center, not anywhere.
However, Mr. Speaker, I think the
Let us pass a contiruIng resolution,
put the Government back in business, most important thing 'e can do is vote
and get back to a true bipartisan and for a balanced budget agreement.
Now, I was at. the Republican Conbinding, binding budget resolution.
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield ference today, and two-thirds of our
1½ minutes to the gentleman from Members said 'no to any revenue enhancement. In my judgment that
New Jersey [Mr. RIN.o].
(Mr. RINALDO asked and was given takes us ot of the process right away.
permission to revise and extend his re- We can always vote no" on reconcflia-

tion, if we do not like the package
mittee the authority to raise other marks.)
it is fleshed out.
txclse taxes just a little bit rather Mr. RINALDO. Mr. Speaker, I want after
We have to feel good about our vote.
to thank the gentleman from Minnethan raising a few a lot?
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Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker, will

the gentleman yield?
Mr. PASHAYAN. I yield to the gcntieman from California.
Mr. PANETTA. Again, Mr. Speaker,
the point Is to allow the Committee on
Ways and Means to make those judg-

sota [Mr. FitEz) for yieiding me the
thne. I also want to compliment the
cflairman of the committee arid the
ranking member. They are both very
sincere Individuals, and I think that,
when the other side is right, I voted
with the other side because I think
one of the things we are supposed to

I want to feel good about my vote, and

I would feel very bad if this budget

agreenwnt is turncd down tonight, and
I plan to vote aye."
Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker. I yield
3 minutes to the distinguished niajority whip, the gentleman from Pennsyl'nia [Mr. GRAY).
(Mr. GRAY asked and was given perdo is what is best for our consUtuents
mission to revise and extend his rehere.
Mr. Speaker, let me tell my col- marks.)
Mr. CRAY. Mr. Speaker, some of
leagues a little bit about my consUtueits. Let me tell my colleagues a little t1c debate that we have heard over

ments based on the overall elements
that would be on the table, so that the
answer to the gertleman's question Is
that that is possible In the Committee
on Ways and Means, if they decide to bit about my home State of New the weekend reminds me of a story
about two men on an airplane. Th'
go in that direction. I would think Jersey.
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air-conditioning fails,

and, after an

hour, the first man turns to the other
and says, 'One of-our deodorants isn't
working," and the second man says,
"It must be yours. I don't wear any."

Well, it is easy to say things are
somebody else's fault, but tonight Is

not the time to fix the blame. It is
time to fix the problem. The agree-

ment before us can do just that, Mr.
Speaker. It reflects a real attempt to
listen to the Members of this House on
both sides of the aisle who last Thurs-

day night very eloquently argued for

pass is only a recommendation. It is a necessary recommendation, however, in order for
the budget process to go forth. The recommendations in that resolution then will be sent
to the committees of the House and Senate.
They will be used as guidance in formulating
legislation which achieves specific deficit reductions. It is those very committees which
have the expertise in areas referred to in the
resolution. The committees not onty will fine
tune the resolution's recommendations, they
will be free to make needed alterations, as
long as they remain within the parameters set
by the resolution.

their positions.

supported the
On Thursday evening,
budget summits resolution which had been

Medicare cuts were too deep, we were

sent to this body. I did so, not out of complete

What did they say? They said the

hurting seniors. As one Member of

I

agreement and support for the contents of

this side of the aisle said, the Medicare
portion is going to increase premiums,

that proposal, but because II was the respon.
sible step to take toward orderly implementa.
tion of deficit reduction. Had ii not failed, the

and another distinguished Member of
the minority side said that the package la.t Thursday night was a bad deal
for the elderly.
We also heard from both sides of the
aisle that tax Increases were not fair,

House comittees would have been busy at
this very moment, adjusting the specifics of
that proposal in keeping with the welfare of
our citizens. Such an agreement must be in
p'ace in order for our system to continue to

doubling them in a couple of years,

and in the words of a distinguished

Member of the minority side from Illinois: "This is one of the most regres.
sive forms of taxation."

function.

Several of the items within that agreement
recommended spending cuts and tax increases which I found unacceptable. Specifi.
cally,

the Medicare cost increases for our

'What kind of tax package is this?
What kind of equity are we talking

The gasoline tax increase imposed far too

Mr. Speaker, we did listen, and we
made some modifications. Now the
Medicare cuts are not as deep. Now
the committees that have jurisdiction
have flexibility to look at the package
and make adjustments for prOgressiv-

posed, would have gone before the House
committee system. There they wou!d have

about in fairness?"

ity.
Is

tonight's package perfect? Of

course not, because each one of us

here tonight has their own individual
plan, but we must have one plan, not
435.
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If we act tonight, we can achieve the

largest deficit reduction In the history
of this country. With all of its faults,
ve have before us a pro-low-Interest
rate agreement, which is a pro.growth,

pro-jobs agreement, that can jump.
start our sagging economy.

Now what do we hear? Well, first,
that we are not acting in a bipartisan

senior citizers were far in excess of being fair.

great a burden on our rural citizens who often
dnve great distances to work. And the unemployment compensation changes would have
severely penalized the unemployed. However,
these measures, along with others I also opbeen debated, defined, or eliminated in order
provide fairness for all our citizens.

would have been closed. Today, those waterways are busy expanding our Nations com-

merce. Also, the Nation's only fertilizer research center would have been jeopardized,

the fix is bipartisan.

severely damaging our agricultural production.
This center has made it possible for our farmers to produce the woild's most abundant har.

Now we hear people saying that

there are taxes in the plan. But it was
a Republican President that said we
needed new revenues. Why do we not

join him? If you do not want taxes,
you have a responsibility to come for.
ward and tell us what cuts you will
make.

I urge Members to look at this plan.

it Is not the best, but I contend it Is
probably the one that we can unite

behind and achieve economic growth.
I urge support of this resolution.

Mr. BEVILL. Mr. Speaker, as Congress continues to seek passage of a budget resolution
as its next step toward reducing the Federal
deficit, we must realize that any resolution we

meat of deficil reduction, which will be accomplished by the committees of the House.
As you know, the Speaker has informed us
today that the major senior citizens organiza-

tions in this country have notified the House
they, are supporting this resolution before us
today. also support this resolution, realizirg
that it may contain elements not acceptable.
But, it is not in the final form yet, and needed
changes will be made in committee. Therefore, I urge every one of my colleagues to
support this reso'ution so that the committee
system of the House can get on with the Nation's work and begin significant, lasting, ard
I

needed deficit reduction.

Mr. ROYBAL Mr. Speaker, I nse to state
I will vote
yes' on this budget agrce-

that

ment.

Mr. Speaker, as you and the Members of
this body know, strongly opposed the first
budget package and urged my colleagues to
reject it. The regressive tax package hit lowerand middle-income Americans unfairly and the
spending cuts hit elderly and disabled Medicare beneficiaries unfairly. Sixty billion dollars
in Medicare cuts were the final straw that lost
this Members vote.
What was so bad about the summits Medicare deal? First, the proposal to increase the
annual Medicare part B premium to $652 by
1995 would have nearly devoured a months
Social Security check. Second, America's elderly have already expenenced an erosion in
their purchasing power as more and more of
their limited incomes go for health care, now
almost one.fifth of their incomes, even withojt
further cuts. Third, the much-maligned Reagan
5-year Medicare budget cuts in his fiscal year
I

1 987—$55 billion—and fiscal year 1 988—$48

billion—budget proposals would have been
surpassed by the budget summit 5-year deal

It is the job of Congress to use the budget to cut Medicare by $60 billion.
Though far from a perfect package, the new
resolution as a tool in legislating authonzations and appropriations. We are not tied to agreement is a substantial improvement and
reduces the inequities of the original agreethe specifics within these resolutions.
As chairman of the Energy and Water De. ment. Instead of $60 billion in Medicare cuts,
the new agreement is closer to $40 billion.
velopment Appropnations Subcommittee.
This is near the level that the aging organizahave received 14 White House budgets.
have always considered every item recom tions have indicated they wifl accept. As
mended by the President, but I have never ac- have stated many times before, even these
cuts are high and will pose a burden on benecepted these budgets in their entirety. Had
gone a!org with President Reagan's budget ficiaries. Key to my supporting this agreement
proposals, 13 of our Nation's waterways is the expectation and understanding that

manner. Well, you cannot have it both

ways, my friends. The complaints
about Medicare were biparUsan, and
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vests.

President Reagan's budgets zeroed out the
Appalachian Regional Commission, created by
Congress in 1965 to bring the 13 Appalachian

States to parity with the rest of the Nation.
The ARC's infant mortality program would
have been eliminated, along with other health,
education, and industrial development programs they provide.
I

view the budget resolution before the

House today, as well as the one we voted on
Thursday, in the same light as the PresdentiaI
budget. They are recommendations deserving
of our attention and consideration. But they do
not replace congressional initiative or responsibility. Too much emphasis has been placed
on the resolution and not enough on the real

Medicare beneficiaries will be protected from
most of the cuts.
further expect and understand that the taxwriting committee wi!l be producing a tax
package that substantially reduces the regressiveness of the original.
Mr. Speaker, I go along with the new agree.

ment not because all my objections have
been met but because ii is more equitable
and probably the best deal given the constraints. The time for divisiveness has long
past; the time for good and caring government
is now.

Mr. VENTO. Mr. Speaker, I rise in suppOrt
of the budget resolution before the House this

morning, October 8, 1990. While each of us
can find fault with some of the goals, this plan
has been significantly modified from the first
product of the-summit that was rejected October 5, 1990. The specific language of the October 5 budget resolution that outlined unacceptable changes in policy have been re-moved from this document tonight with the
opportunity to address serious problems in the
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legislative process, changing the depth of
Medicare Cuts and limiting the oil tax break

and tIe so-called small bLs'ness tax break
which has been so harshly criticized.

Mr. Speaker, in voting no on the original
package I did so with careful thought—I knew
that if, and I emphasrze if, I voted for the
budget resolution which was very unaccpeta.
ble that I could not vote for the taxes, policy
changes, and spending cuts, that were Outlined n the ea'tier OEtober 5 budget resolution
in an overall reconciliation measure—the
budget resolution would have been an easier

vote than the irnpementation which would
have been very difticuft, under those circumstaflces maybe impossible.
Today as I vote fo this bedget resolution
tonight

believe that it can be implemented—

with good faith on the part of Members of
Congress and the President. This measure
gives us the opportunity to move forward in a
fair manner.

I wiH reserve judgment on the final package
which is expected in aboul 2 weeks. I will be
reviewing the final bill withseveral thoughts in
mind. In implementing the agreement, there
should be provisions under Medicare that do

not simply shift costs to beneficianes who
cannot afford to pay. The revenues to be
raised must recognize that working Americans
and the middle class have borne a disproportionate share of the cost of Government over

the past 10 years. Finatly, whatever is presented in 2 weeks must be fair.
Mr. HUGHES. Mr. Speaker, I rise in support

of this conference agreement on the budget.
This agreement will bring the budget process back to the Congress where Members
and their respective commfttees can work
their will. That is the framework under our

Constitution to set priorities and establish the
fisca' pohcy for our country. The budget
summit was a failure.

The conference agreement gives the Ways
Committee the flexibiUty to

Means
The cizens spoke Thursday when this and
achieve basic fairness in reaching the revenue

-1ouse rejected the initial budget resolution,
today some of the various constituents that
were opposed now favor this measure and the
intent to carefuIy weigh the elements as we
move through the legislative process in the
days ahead.

and entiflement targets. The committee can
reduce the Med1care cuts ard identify revenue
options that will not subject any one sector of

the economy or group in our society to an
undue or unfair burden.

tt also gives our other standing committees
that same flexibthty to find savr.gs to reduce
permit reordering in a small way our Nations our huge deficits. Most important'y, passage
prionties in the next few years. Lowering mili- of this resolution witi move the budget process
tary spending reflecting the 1990's not the forward once again.
1950's. Many of the concerns regarding ecoMs. OAKAR. Mr. Speaker, I rise in guarded
nomic forcasts and projections persist Appar- support of the budget resolution before us toently we in Congress always want to claim night.
much more impact and greater results than
This resolution corrects, what in my opinion,
what is rationally possibe, I understand the was an oversight in the oiginal budget summit
motivation but dep(ore the circumstance of agreement, which superceded the committee
raising expectation so unrealistically we simp4y system for consideration of important budget
set ourselves and the Congress up for cnti- resolutions. Given the targets in this resolu-1opefully this will be a positive step that will

c:sm.

tion, the committees can now exercise the

Let us vote this budget resolution up and be
about the implementation the next 2 weeks.
The summit concept and process has been
less than desirable, I hope that in the future
Congress will he able to pi-ocess our work in

proper authonty given to the Members of this
body by the Nation's voters

National Government.

budget deficft.
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The pnmary basis for my final vote on the
budget reconciliation conference report will be
the fariness of its final content.
Thank you.

Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield
myself such time as I may consume.
(Mr. FRENZEL asked and was given
permission t.o revise and extend his remarks.)

Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, the

budget resolution before us, as I have
indicated eariler, is different from the

one that faced us Friday night. We
have $10 billion less in entitlement
savings reconciled in the bill, and the
tradeoff is, of course, going to occur in
taxes.

We will have $10 billion more In

taxes, or, more likely, we will leave $10

billion less in tax stimulus, leaving us
no growth incentives in the bill when
we are done, or 1O billion less n sav
ings. Either way, the economy loses.
The bill is beginning to fall apart. In

addition to the reduction in entitle-

ment savings, we relieved the Commit-

tee on Agriculture of $400 million
more in savings in fiscal year 1991

than we asked of it on Friday night.
On Friday night we had a bipartisan
agreement. We had the President

working hard for us and leaders on
both sides working hard for us. As I

recall, as one of those repudiated leaders, or would-be leaders, we got about

the same percentage of vote on both

sides of the aisle.

If there is any blame to be taken for

the defeat of that resolution, I think
both parties can share it. We went
down together in about equa' numbers.

However, the version before us to-

night is not bipartisan. Yes, as the prestrongly objected to the original agree- vious speaker indicated, the comment's provisions which placed undue burden plaints were bipartisan. The fix is not
on senior citizens and middle-income Amen- bipartisan.
And, yes, we will act in the committhe regular order long before we enter into cans. The proposed cuts for Medicare, vetertalks with the administration rather than in this an's programs, unemployment benefits, and tees on reconciliation, as we always do.
compressed manner which is bound to cause postal and Federal workers programs were And we will be told to trust the comconfusion and misunderstanding.
grossly unfair. In contrast, this new agreement mittees, where the Republican proporMr. Speaker, as has been demonstrated allows the Congress to more equitably distrib- tion is considerably less than their 40
when we are up against the shut down of the ute the burdens of eliminating the Federal percent proportion of the House.
Mr. SNAR. Mr. Speaker, tonight I will vote
for he improved budget agreement. My Oklahoma constituents made it known that no
matter what budget is agreed to, it must be
fair. The alternative budget compromise provides for tri.a deficit reduction, but it is also an
acknowledgment that the groups in society
who have to sI'are the burden of deficit reduction must be carefully considered.

While the amount of deficit reduction noc
the amount of revenues needed to be raised
have changed, the agreement does not dictate the specifics within each category. This is
important

because the previous budget
summit contained instructions which were rejected by the majority of the -1ouse and the
Amencan people.
The parameters of cuts and revenues set
by this compromise leave the necessary flexibility for the appropnate committees to work
out a final deal that is equitabie. As I stated
when I voted against the summit agreement. I
know there is an alternative that is better.

I

AU committees should carefully consider
their decisions related to this agreement.
Clearly, the American people have voiced

Mr. Speaker, some of us will trust
those committees, and others of us
will be quite nervous. We know that

their opinion that the Medicare cuts were far
too deep. the average middle-ncorne taxpayer
was being asked to sI'oulder too much of the
cost of revenue increases, and that veterans,
the unempoyed and postal and Federal wOrkers wothd have to, once again, sacrifice their
pay and benefits for the purpose of deficit re-

the Democrats can probably pass this
resolution tonight by themselves, but,
when they do so, they take on some
awesome new responsibilities. They
have to prove, for a change, that they
are able to work with the minority and
with the President, or otherwise face a
certain veto of the product of reconcil-

duction.

iation.

In addition, I have great concefns regarding
the single largest part of the Federa' budget,
the funding of the Defense Department. This

area of the budget does not fairly receive its
s'are of reductions. Further, I am concerned
that the Desert Shield expenditures are not
piaced on budget to show all Americans the

For those who have spoken in terms
of conciliation, my longtime friend the

gentleman from Florida (Mr. OlDBoNs] and my friend the gentleman
from Kansas (Mr. SLATTERY), we look
forward to working with you and

trying to achieve something together.
But we believe that tonight we are not
together. Most of us on this side shall
for this budget resokition tonêght does riot oppose this resolution.
true costs of this operation to our Nation.
In closing, I with to stress that my support

necessarily commit my support for the fina'
form of the budget reconciliation resolution.

We believe that we should have

passed the continuing resolution in a
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I only what I believe in, I wiU not
sequester mode last night. We find The other night the people spoke.for
compromise.
I will only stand for the
the
that
understand
on
your
side
that our citizens are inconvenienced.
of myself and my party.
But under the scenario that this ma- President called almost every Member. beliefs
In Great Britain and France and
jority leadership is directing, there Members of the Cabinet called. I am Japan
and other countries they can do
will be no public official, no bureau- told that former Presidents Ford, and that. We
do not have that luxury. We
Nixon called.
cratic job, that will be threatened.
to compromise our beliefs and
We believe that if you have a con- We do not have so many former have
to call. We did have the come to an agreement that will move
tinuing resolution with a sequester. Presidents
leadership
on
side talk to almost the country in a positive direction.
you will be able to reduce expenses every Member.our
I do not think I am overstating, and
had a task force of
other than payroll expenses for the over 50 peopleWe
talked to our I do not think I am being melodramatfirst couple of weeks. We can clean out Members over andthat
over and over again ic to tell you tonight that with all my
the supply closets in the first week to try to pass that package.
But for all heart I believe the country is at stake.
and the travel budget in subsequent of that work and all of that
persua- These deficits cannot go on.
weeks. But if it does not look to the
here, sir, the people govern.
country like we are serious in reducing sion,
Even
though I was disappointed, and
expenses through a continuing resolu- even though
chagrined at what
tion, the public is going to laugh at was to happenI was
the next few days, I
our deficit reduction efforts. Later it was proud thatin
the House reflects the
will laugh at us as it sends us home.
of this country, and their
people
The leadership of the House which
were heard as the vote came in,
found great amusement in delaying voices
a resounding defeat for the package.
summit negotiations for 5 months is
But now as we are here a couple of
now seized with an urge for action. Bi- nights later, we have to make some
partisan actions can be deferred, but changes in the package if we are to get
partisan offerings are emergencies.
it passed. We in the leadership on this
I shall vote against this bill. I wish it side wanted to work with your leader-

were otherwise. I am sorry we must

proceed on this basis.
Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker, I yiel.d

such time as he may consume to the

distinguished majority leader, the gentleman from Missouri [Mr. GEPHARDT].

Mr. GEPHARDT. Mr. Speaker, it is
very, very late, and I know that everybody is very, very tired. I am sorry to
inform Members that when we finish
this bill, we are going to have to stay
here and go through a continuing appropriation. There will be a rule, and
probably two votes after that. It could
be 4 o'clock in the morning before we

We have an S&L crisis that boggles
the imagination. If we have a recession

in the next 6 months we will lose an-

other 300 or 400 savings and loans, and

where will we get the money to bail
them out and the depositors who will
be standing in line wondering where
their money Is? And if we have that
recession, the banks will be right
behind, and where will it end?
We have kids in the desert, 150,000

of them, and their strength is only as
strong and as much as our economic
ship on your side to try to figure out strength now and in the days ahead.
how we could put this package back
After our Democratic caucus this
together. One of the things we heard afternoon I walked over to the Capwas that people did not like the itol, and there was a group of tourists,
summit. They did not want some few citizens who were milling around the
going off to make the decisions for the front of the Capitol. They gathered
rest of us. So in adjusting this pack- around me. They saw my blue suit and
age, we have said, let us not be so spe- red tie and I guess thought I was one

cific. Let us not take the agreement of them, and they were angry. One
that was made in the small room. Let woman shook her finger in my face
us send it back to the committees and and she said, 'Why can't you people
let the committees work to shape the get this done?"
package.

We also felt that we should not
change it too much, but change it as
finish.
little as we could. It would have been
We are not going to meet tomorrow easy to go to the Democatic caucus
until about 8 oclock at night, when we and say, 'What does it take to get
have to come back to see if the con- your vote: what does it take to get
tinuing is finished on the other side your vote; and what does it take to get
and try to process that bill, because, as your vote?" And then put together a
all Members know, if we do not get it big 'D" Democratic package and roll it
done, we have a shutdown of the Gov- out and try to get it done. That would
ernment beginning Tuesday morning. have been fun, it would have made a
We want to avoid that in one manner lot of people feel good, but it would
or another.
not have helped us achieve the resuit.
But as tired as we are, and as we are
So if we can pass this package togoing to be, and as much as tempers night with these small changes, passhave been frayed and frustrations ing the trust back to the committees,

Our citizens do not understand that
this is a divided government. They do

not understand that the one party

controls the Presidency and another
party controls the Congress. They do
not understand why we cannot get
this done.

Tonight we have a chance to begin

to get it done, but if we are going to do
it we have to be bigger and better and
stronger and more willing to compro-

mise in these next 2 weeks than we

have been in the past.
We can do it. Let us get it done.
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I yield
back the balance of my time.
Mr. PANETTA. Mr. Speaker, I yield

have risen in the past few days and the challenge in the next 10 or 14 days back the balance of my time, and I
weeks, I know that each Member feels is for us, each of us, to be bigger than move the previous question on the
as I do every time you walk on the ourselves; to go back to our commit- conference report.
floor of this House, that we are privi- tees and do something that we have
The previous question was ordered.
The SPEAKER. The question Is on
leged and that we are honored to have had a lot of trouble doing, and that is
the opportunity to be here to repre- working in a truly bipartisan manner the conference report.
sent half a million Americans and to to reach the reconciliation instrucThe question was taken; and the
carry on this experiment in self-gov- tions so we can produce a reconcilia- Speaker announced that the ayes apernment in the greacest country in the
history of the world on the face of the
Earth.
The other night, even though I did

not care that much for the plan, I
wanted it to pass, because I thought
the compromise had been tough to
reach. I knew that LI we did not pass
it. the days after would have us edging
into chaos, and that it would be hard

to put the agreement back together

tion bill in 10 days or 2 weeks that we peared to have it.
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, on that
can bring out here and get 218 votes,
half of this side and half of this side, I demand the yeas and nays.
so that we can address this deficit The yeas and nays were ordered.
problem that everybody In this room
The vote was taken by electronic
knows has to be solved for the future device, and there were—yeas 250, nays
of the country, and I would even say 164, not voting 20, as follows:
the future of the world.
(Roll No. 4361
YEAS-—250
0 0210

We can do it. We do not have the

again. I think that it Is still possible to luxury of being In a parliamentary
be able to put this agreement back to- system where we can just say I believe
In what I believe In and I want to vote
gether again.
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The Clerk announced the following

pair:
On this vote:

Mr. DyiAu.y for, with Mr. DELAY against.

Mr. SARPALIUS changed his vote
from 'yea" to "nay."
So the conference report was agreed
to.

The result

of

the vote was an-

nounced as above recorded.
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The committee of conference on the dis-

agreeing votes of the two Houses on the
amendments of the Senate to the concurrent resolution (B. Con. Res. 310) setting
forth the congressional budget for the
United States Government for the fisa1
years 1991. 1992, 1993, 1994, and 1995,

having met, after full and free conference,
have agreed to recommend and do recommend to their respective Houses this report,

signed by a majority of the conferees..

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, the Senate will proceed
CONCURRENT RESOLUTION ON to the consideration of the conference
THE
BUDGET—CONFEiENcE report.
(The conference report is printed in
REPORT
the
House proceedings of the RECORD
Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. President, I
Sunday, October 7, 1990.)
a;k unanimous consent that the ofThe
OFFICER. PursuSenate proceed to the conference ant to PRESIDING
305(c) of the Congresreport on House Concurrent Resolu- sional section
Budget Act, the time for debate
t,)n 310.
on the conference report is limited to

Mr. DOLE. Reserving the right to
object, ad I shall not object.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
dLtinguished Republican leader.
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I share
the views expressed by the majority
leader. We have been attempting to
make some modification of the con-

tiuing resolution. We have

been

10 hours, to be equally divided and

controlled by the leaders or their designees.
Mr. DOMENICI

Chair.

addressed

the

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

Snitor from New Mexico.

ORDER OF PROCEDURE

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President. I
working with a number of my col- w'nder
before the distinguished maliagues on this side and with the ma- jorty leader leaves the floor if I might
jrity leader and others on the other j:st ask a questIon. It is my tinderside. We believe that we may hat'e an standing the negotiations regarding
areement on that, which wouid expe- the continuing resolution would mdidte passage of the continuing resolu- cte that if all is ready with the majortion, hopefully prior to midnight. I tin- ity leader and the distinguished minor-

dertand the President will not sign ity leader, the majority leader may
the CR until we also agree to the want to proceed with it before complebudget resolution. I just confirmed tijn of the budget resolution that is

that with the White House. That now pending before the Senate; is that

wuuld not inconvenience workers or correct?
chers because,' as I understand the Mr. MITCHELL. That is correct.
rules, they would come to work in the
Mr. DOMENICI. Do I understand
morning and they would be there for 3 then if that is the case and the majorihours and, by that time, surely, we ty leader is ready, that the majority
ill have the budget resolution agreed leader would request that we set this
to and hopefully the CR.
aside so he could proceed with the
There are, of course, all kinds of op- CR?
tions with the CR. It is subject to Mr. MITCHELL. That is correct.
debate. It could be filibustered. It Indeed, I believe the preferable course

ciuld be filibustered on a motion to of action would be to obtain consent
croceed, or on the CR itself. So it Is now to permit the majority leader, folvithin the power of anyone in the lowing consultation with the Republinate or any group, or any of us to— can leader, to proceed to the continuin effect, we can shut down the Gov- ing resolution at any time, notwithernment, any one of us. I do not think standing the pendency of the conferthat is the desire of anyone, but I ence report. But before propounding
want to make certain everyone under- that, I want to make certain that it Is
stands there are a number of options agreeable with the Republican leader.
a'ailable and that is why I felt, it Mr. DOLE. It would be agreeable. In
seems to me, if we can work out some
a;rcernent, it would expedite the proces and it would be in the best interest
of this country.

fact, I think some of my colleagues on
this side would like that option. What

they do not want to happen Is for us
to spend all the time on the budget

I want to thank the distinguished resolution and then move to the CR.
from
Idaho,
In addition, I think the sooner we
Senator
MCCLURE, for his help in crafting what can take up the CR the better, bewe hope will be an agreement satisfac• cause as I indicated, it might mean adtory to a number on this side. It may ditional votes and fewer speeches
mean additional votes for the budget each a'mhJ.o. r,1d bSenator

resolution; it should mean addltlonai
votes for the budget resolution itself.
I have no objection to the request of
the majority leader.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
report will be stated.
The iegIsative clerk read as follows:

October 8, 1991)
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CONCURRENT RESOLUTION ON
BUDGET_CONFERENCE
THE
REPORT
Mr. SASSER. Mr. President, at this

time I would yield 2 minutes to the
Senator from Hawaii.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

Senator from Hawaii is recognized.

Mr. SASSER. Mr. president, I ask

UNANIMOUS-CONSENT REQUEST

Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. President, I

ask unanimous consent that a vote on
the adoption of the conference report
on House Concurrent Resolution 310,
the budget resolution, occur at 11:30

p.m. this evening with the time be-

unanimous consent that the Chair vitiate the request for time for the Senator from Hawaii.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection. it Is so ordered.
Mr. SASSER. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER The
tween now and then to be divided and clerk
will call the roll.
controlled by Senators SASSER and DoThe
assistant legislative clerk proMENICI.
ceeded
to call the roll.
Is
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
Mr. SASSER. Mr. President, I ask
there objection?
unanimous consent that the order for
The minority leader.
quorum cail be rescinded.
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, could we the
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Withextend the vote if we vote at 11:30 and
objection, it is so ordered.
the 15 minutes are up? We may have outMr.
SASSER. Mr. President, the
one late arrival.
senior
Senator from Georgia has indiMr. MITCHELL. Certainly I think
that he wishes to address the
we have done that in every instance cated
that occurred this year. It would be Senate and I yield to him 5 minutes at
this juncture.
my intention to do that.
Mr. DOLE. If it becomes too late, The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
say, 1 o'clock or—
Mr. MITCHELL I do not think I Understood "extend" in the sazne context
as the Senator suggested. We have extended it, I think, as much as 20 min-

Senator from Georgia.

Mr. NUNN. Mr. President, I thank
my colleague from Tennessee and I

thank all of those on both sides of the
aisle who struggled long and hard to
be
able to pass this continuing resoluutes.
tion
which has Just passed, which will
Mr. DOLE. A reasonab'e time. .1 say
few days and at )east alleviate
that Would not be a reasonable time. I take aimmediate
hardship that was
the
will work it out.
Mr. MITCHELL. We will work it out.
I renew my request.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is
there objection?
Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, reserving

going to be so tough on so many
people. I am certainly hopeful the
President will sign this this evening.

I alio commend the Senator from

Tennessee, the Senator from Necv
Mexico, the Senator from West Virginthe right to object.
the Senator from Oregon [Mr. HATMr. MITCHELL. Mr. President, I ia,
FIELD], and others who worked so ha-d
suggest the absence of a quorum.
the budget resolution. We all know
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The on
we
are trying to save $500 billion over
clerk will call the roll.
and everybody is trying to look
The assistant legislative clerk pro- 5foryears
a way to do it where nobody gets
ceeded to call the roll.
hurt and nobody gets mad. By defiri-

Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. President, I
You do not
ask unanimous consent that the order tion that is Impossible.
hurting
without
billion
save
$500
for the quorum call be rescinded.
someone
and
without
costing
someone
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it Is so ordered.

some money or programs. It is impossible by definition.

The one thing I regret so far in this
whole budget deliberation is something that no one has yet done. PresiMr. MITCHELL. Mr. President, I dent Reagan never did it, President
ask unanimous consent that a vote on Bush has not done it, nor has the conthe adoption of the conference report gressional leadership been able to gain
on House Concurrent Resolution 310, the attention of the public in terms of
the budget resolution, occur at 11:45 addressing the issue of the overall defp.m. this evening with the time be- icit. The Senator from florida talked
tween now and then divided and con- about it tonight, but the American
trolled between Senators SASSER and people need to be told or we are going
to have another period of disillusionD0MENtCI.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. With- merit in 6 months or a year. They need
to be told this Is only addressing a porout objection, it Is so ordered.
Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. President, I tion of the deficit, that the deficit is
thank my colleagues and I yield the going to be probably between $1 trillion and $1.5 trillion over the next S
floor.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The years, and we are talking about cutUNANIMOUS-CONSENT
AGREEMENT

Senator from Tennessee.

ting $500 billion.
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Also I think the public needs to be fense bill slightly below the numbers take them out of the force structure.
told. I know the Senator from Tennes. that I had anticipated, and we have and that is what we are going to be
see has said this many times, that seen because of the decrease of $2.2 doing to save money—in order to meet
even those deficits are based on sce billion in budget authority, not in out- that level, I have anticipated—now the
nanos which are very, very optimistic. lays but in budget authority, over 3 commitee has not endorsed this, this is
Just one point that I think needs to years.
assumption to get the numbers
be made and that is that the Bush ad- There are a number of people who my
ministration's economic assumptions are saying the defense numbers are and the projections—I have assumed
are going to take about 50,000 out
on which this whole deficit projection too high. I can understand that frus we
is based shows that we are going to go tration, but I believe that people have of Eui'ope on an annual average,
from a gross national product growth not focused really on what is happen- maybe more in some years, others less,
rate of 1.3 percent in 1991 to 3.8 per- ing in defense. We are making the 50,000 per year for the next 5 years.
cent in 1992. Well, now that is optirnis. most profound, sweeping changes in That is about 250,000 out of Europe.
The administration is not agreeing
tic. I hope it. will occur. And maybe it defense this year in a downward direcis possible it will occur, But at the tion that we have made in at least the with that. The Secretary of Defense
does not agree with that. The Joint
same time they have the Treasury bill last 25 or 30 years.
interest rate, 91-day Tbilis, going
The numbers that are in this resolu- Chiefs do not agree with that. But
down from 7.2 percent in this year tion are the numbers that passed the that is what I think we are going to
with a slow economic growth to 5.7 Senate in the Senate authorization bill have to do over the next few years, aspercent in 1992, when we are going to by a vote of 79 to 16. That has not suming the threat continues to dimin.
be experiencing much stronger eco- been but about a month and a half ish, and we have to relate our defense
nornic growth and much higher bor- ago. Some of those 16 may be part of needs in Europe and elsewhere to the
rowing.
those who are frustrated, but i9 Sena- threat.
Mr. President, I thank my col.
I do not know many people who be- tors endorsed the numbers that are in
leagues. I thank my colleague from
lieve that. So I am afraid when you this resolution we are considering.
look at these assumptions that we are
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Tennessee. I yield the floor.
Mr. SASSER. Mr. President, the
going to have another whole period of time of the Senator has expired,
disillusionment and the credibility of
Mr. SASSER. Mr. President, I yield Senator from Maryland has requested
the Government itself, both political the Senator from Georgia an addition- time. I yield 5 minutes to the distinparties, the White House in particular, al 2 minutes.
guished Senator from Maryland.
Mr. SARBANES. I yield to the Sena.
and the Congress also is going to be
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
further eroded into the future.
tor from Georgia.
Senator from Georgia.
That is not to say this package is not
Mr. NUNN. Mr. President, I thank Mr. FOWLER. Mr. President, I
going to do some good. it is. But the my friend from Tennessee.
thank the Senator from Maryland.
problem is when you project deficits at
Mr. President, the budget summit
Let me Just make two or three other
this level, and it is really going to be at points. Defense spending cuts in this was a long and difficult process, and
this level, and you end up cutting it budget resolution over the next 5 made so not because of a lack of good
down somewhat, it is still going to be years represent 36 percent of all the will or commitment but because of the
higher than we are projecting now be- deficit reduction In this package. Add magnitude of the problems and the
cause the economic assumptions are in the interest on debt saved by reason sharp differences among the particisimply not likely to hold.
of the reduction and it comes to 40 pants as to how those differences
I think that those paying attention percent. Forty percent of the $500 bil- could or should be addressed. Indeed,
to this debate in America might also lion is coming out of defense.
these same divisions were evident last
want to know that the Bush adminisI think it also should be said that as Thursday when majorities of both Retration's projection on 91-day Treas a share of the gross national product publicans and Democrats in the House
ury bills in 1993, that is the interest the defense spending is going to drop rejected their President and the bipar-

rate the Government would pay, is 4.9 from 5.5 percent of the GNP in 1990 to
percent; 1994, 4.4 percent; 1995, 4.2 4 percent in 1995. And I will not go
percent. The budget committees are into the details on those numbers but
not buying all these numbers, but for in 1991 we will be cutting $25 bIllion
these deficits to come anywhere near out of budget authority; 1992, $35 bilthe projections that Is what the inter- lion out of budget authority; 1993, $47
est rates have to be.
billion out of budget authority; 1994,
I just do not know of anyone who is $60 billion out of budget authority;

projecting that kind of interest rate and 1995, $70 billion.
decrease, I am hoping that will come
Mr. President, those are large numabout but I think it would be a near bers. It Is going to be very difficult to
miracle if it does. Of course that meet those numbers.

makes an enormous difference in the
I have also been asked by a number
deficit because we pay interest on the of people why do we not reduce forces
debt.
in Europe. We are reducing forces in
Mr. President, in the remaining 1 Europe. We are going to have to
minute or 2 I have, I would like to ad- reduce forces in Japan, Korea, and the
dress the defense numbers just very Philippines also to be able to meet
briefly. I have had a number of my these numbers. We did not do it all in
colleagues, the Senator from Arkansas this bill that passed this year. We only

tisan

congressional

leadership

in

voting down the first budget resolution which sought to implement the
budget summit agreement.
When we started the budget summit
in May, the difficulties were daunting
enough: a deficit which the President
had reestimated at $200 billion, rather

than the $93 billion Ire submitted in
his January budget; ballooning costs
associated with the bailout of savings
and loan companies; and a looming

across-the-board sequester, which
would cut over $100 billion in Govern.
ment programs, devastating every-

thing from crime and drug enforce-

ment, to education, to air traffic conS
trol, to environmental protection, to
national defense.
But these obstacles were only magni-

(Mr. PIW0R] and others who have ex- took 50,000 out of Europe. But we fied by events of late summer: the
pres.sed an interest In these numbers.
have taken approximately 500,000
aggression in the Persian Gulf,
Suffice it to say that defense num- people out of the force structure in Iraqi
and the increasing signs of a weakenbers are coming down somewhat from the Defense authorization bill that ing economy, both of which multiplied
the summit levels. The reason for that passed. Those numbers will come down the deficit problem while narrowing

Is that the Senate-passed bill was
lower by a small amount than the
speeches I made back in the spring
that laid out, 5 years' budget projections with policy assumptions after

over 5 years—500,000 people over 5 the available options for solving that
years. That is going into law if our bill problem.
prevails on that point in conference.
I have tried to support the President
In order to accomplish that—and of the United States in this deficit rthat is where you save the money; you
effort, by participating in the
analyzing the threat assessment and do not save money by bringing troops duction
budget summit, in negotiating in good
the strategy. The CBO scored our de- home from Europe directly unless you faith, and even in supporting a summit
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the summit know was very far from quarterbacking, negative TV ads, and our budget, trade, and investment deficits have to grow; how much larger a
special interest attacks.
my liking.
This is a major effort, being the share will have to go simply to pay inYet in spite of the policy differences
I had with the President and his rep- largest deficit reduction package in terest on the national debt, before

October 8, 19.90

resentatives, the only real criticism I
have of the President's role in all of
this is the one I made at the outset of
the process: I do not believe that he
has used the bully pulpit of the Presidency to prepare the public or their
Representatives in the Congress for
the sacrifices that would be a necessary part of any significant deficit reduction package. Whether you listen

to the reaction in the country or to
the debate In the House the other
night I think you will have to agree
that this is so.
The bipartisan agreement which
emerged from the summit was not a
"good news" document. It was not
painless. It was not something that I,
or any other participant, found it easy

to support. Indeed, I venture to say
that there Is not a sirgle member of
the negotiating team who was completely happy with that package.

In response to last week's House

defeat of the budget resolution, some
changes have been made which make

more explicit the role of House and
Senate committees in shaping the
final details of the deficit reduction

American history, by far, even if one action is taken?
takes the most pessimistic view of how
My answer is we cannot afford to
the committees will Implement its pro- wait. If we do nothing now, projecvision. But, given the magnitude of tions are that the Federal deficit will
the problem, tio other course was pos- grow to over $300 billion over the next
sible.
5 years, not even including the effects
I would like to say a word about the of an economic downturn. If left unatcomments that some are making about tended, this deficit problem is going to
the unwillingness of our senior citizens grow and grow, and it will be much
to participate In this national sacrifice. more difficult, not easier, to solve it in
I say that those who make such com- the future.
ments do not know older Americans
Clearly, the budget summit agreevery well. Our e'ders know about sacri- ment is open to attack on many fronts.
fice. They weathered the Great De- It represents neither what the Demopression, and fought and won the crats nor the President and the ReSecond World War. They love their publicans would have produced if they
country, and they want to make a con- were able to enact a plan on their own.
tribution in this time of national need.
A quick review of the initial offers
What they don't want is to be singled which
we presented to each other at
out, unfairly, while others escape from Andrews
Air Force Base should suffice
any sacrilace. I have no doubt In my as an indicator
what each side
own mind that when the need for this would like to have of
done.
deficit reduction package is made clear
Compared to the final agreement,
to them, and when the alternatives are the
Republican package had larger
made plain, older Americans will be in
the forefront urging us all to do what cuts in entitlements, including Medicare and agriculture, and in domestic
is right for our country.
Let me be clear on one point. There discretionary spending, and lower cuts
will be some difficult economic times in defense. The Democratic offer was
ahead, whether or not this deficit re- just the reverse. On taxes, they ofduction package is approved. But fered tax breaks for the wealthiest: we

package. More flexibility is provided
to correct some of the inequities that
many perceived in the original budget while, as I have said, no one could posresolution conference report.
sibly endorse every item of this packYet. I do not want to mislead any age with great enthusiasm, you must
Member of this Senate into believing consider the alternatives if the agreethat his new conference report will ul- ment is not ratified.
First, the Federal Reserve Board will
timately lead to easier choices. It may
be less difficult to vote for this less conclude that there is insufficient pospecific deficit reduction plan tonight, litical will to correct our fiscal policy
but you will still be faced with the spe- problems, and will therefore, undercifics when •the reconciliation bill standably, fail to reduce Interest rates.
comes out of our committees. Even if Second, the Gramm•Rudmn acrossthe worst fears of my friend, the dis- the-board sequester will be triggered,
tinguished Junior Senator from Texas, producing not only the undesirable
are realized and we use the lack of policy outcomes I mentioned before,
specificity to shortchange real deficit but aLso taking more than twice the
reduction, we will still pay the price amount of money out of the economy
down the road, when we have to face as envisioned in the summit agreeS
this deficit problem again and again.
ment. Both of these factors will
Nonetheless. I believe that approval worsen, rather than improve, our ecoand implementation of the deficit re- nomic situation.

duction provided for in the budget
conference report now before us is

offered higher taxes on those who

make over $125.000 a year.

These are all legitimate and impor-

tant differences which separate our
two parties, and they are the very subjects which elections should be fought

over, not the personal vilification or
television attack ads which now dominate what passes for campaign debate.

But the budget summit agreement

and this budget conference report

which would start implementing it, is
about governing, not campaigning, and
all but one of the summit members understood that.
•

There were many policies which I

fought hard for at Andrev.s but which
didnt make it in the final agreement.
Contrary to Wall Street Journal ditorials, I supported mclusion of a capital
Some ask, y act now to take such gains provision as far superior to the
massive amounts of dollars out of the so-called business incentives included
economy even as we are on the brink in the final agreement, but I also felt
of a recession? Up to a point, I would very strongly that this had to be ac-

vital to our long-term national security. The budget package is about sacrifice: There are no easy ways to resolve agree. Under any economic theory I companied by higher tax ries for
the problems I have already alluded am familiar with, now indeed is not those earnings $125000 or more, as in
to.
the best time to be embarking on a the original Democratic offer.
It is about commitment: Now, with major deficit reduction effort; 1985
In closing I would like to cite the
our servicemen and women on the would have been a better time; or words of Benjamin Franklin, which
front line in the Persian Gulf. is a 1987, when the first budget summit were read for him by James Wilson on
time when we must demonstrate na- was held between President Reagan the final day of the Constitutional
tional unity and national resolve.
and the Congress, or even last year's Convention. September 17, 1787, to
It is about our Nations future: summit. At all of those times, the conclude debate on that difficult, conWithout a solution to our budget, economy was in better shape than it is tentious compromise, the United
trade, and investment deficits, we will today.
States Constitution. Incidentally, the
continue mortgaging ow- children's f uThe truth of the matter is that the distinguished majority leader gave a
tures.
President and the Congress did not Reader's Digest version of this stateAnd, yes, it is also about political undertake serious deficit reduction in ment on nationa' TV the other night:
courage: Many of the things this those years, when the economy was I confess that there are several parts of
agreement proposes to do are consid- stronger and the Job would have been this Constitution which I do not at present
ered suicidal politically, and all of us somewhat; easier. But, if we fail to act approve, but I am not sure I shafl never ap
who have signed on to the cause can now, how much longer will the coun- prove them: for, having lived long, I ha'e
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experienced many instances of being obliged that we had to raise fees to meet our
Of course, this latest summit deal
by better information or fuller consider- reconciliation instructions.
was
doomed from the start. These
ation to change opinions, even on important
Ten committees in the Senate are insubJects, which I once thought right but structed
to come up with similar packfound to be otherwise. It Is therefore that
the older I grow the more apt I am to doubt ages—all of which could be 100-permy own judgment and to pay attention to cent fees. Now inside the beltway

summits are not the cure, they are the

your small business inspected for compliance with EPA regulations a spending cut. But I think that most people—
especially people paying those fees—

package as if it were a diseased organ,
which it was. They did the right thing,
even if they did so for the wrong rea-

the judgment of others.

In these sentiments, sir, I agree to this
Constitution with all its faults, if they are
such
• I doubt too whether any other
convention we can obtain may be able to
make a better Constitution. For when you
assemble a number of men to have the advantage of their joint wisdom, you inevitably assemble with those men all their prejudices, their passions, their errors of opinion,
their local interests, and their selfish 'ews.
From such an asscmbly can a perfect production be expected?

Thus I cor.sent. sir, to this Constitution
because I expect no better, and because I

am not sure that it Is not the best. The

opinions I have had of its errors I sacrifice

to the public good. I Jiave never whispered a

word of them abroad. Within these walls
they were born, and here they shall die.
On the whole, sir, I cannot help express-

ing a wish that every member of the Convention who may still have objectionsto it

'ould, with me. on this occasion doubt a

cancer. Each year the poor patient.,
the Federal budget, Just gets worse

and worse off. Last week, the House of

people may call paying a fee to have Representatives rejected the summit

will

sons. Now we have a chance to do

think of them as taxes. This better.

means that over 50 percent of this

Mr. President, let us look back at

package could fall on the shoulders of that rejected summit package for a
the working people and small business minute. After all, most of its basic eleowners in this country.
have been preserved intact in
This is an approach I cannot and ments
this latest reincarnation that is before
will not support.
today in the conference report. The
In my opinion, we are approaching us
summiteers
claimed that their $500
the question of serious deficit reduc- billion in deficit
reduction between
tion from the wrong side of the equa- 1991 and 1995 would
balance the
tion. Revenues are not the problem— budget. But, in truth, they
agreed to
runaway Federal spending is.
the problem by ignoring half of
This package does not ensure that solve
The General Accounting Office
one dime will be cut from the Federal it.
concluded
last month that it will
budget. There is no effective enforce- take closeronly
to $1 trillion in deficit rement mechanism in this package. It is duction between
1991 and 1995 to balbusiness as usual for the U.S. Con-

little of his infallibility, and, to make mani- gress. We say we are going to cut ance the budget. On top of that, the
fest our unanimity, put his name to this in- spending and raise a few revenues to summiteers included impossibly inflatstrument,
reduce the deficit. We promptly in- ed economic assumptions, for instance,

Mr. BURNS. Mr. President, I rise to crease taxes and fill our coffers and
express my opposition to the Demo- the spending cuts never come to pass.
cratic budget resolution now before us.
I have introduced a plan a couple of
I was prepared to vote against the weeks ago called the 4-percent soluoriginal budget summit agreement for tion. The 4-percent solution brings the

a number of reasons. And the day
after the House defeated that budget
package, I was hopeful that we could

projecting 1992 economic growth at 3.8

percent and interest rates at 5.7 per
cent. At very best, the agreements

$500 billion objective is like throwing a
50-foot lifeline to a drowning man 100
deficit under control by limiting feet off shore.
This agreement calls for only $16 bilgrowth in Federal spending to 4 percent over the previous year. It also re- lion in new taxes in 1991, but calls for
forms the budget process and $5 billion in new tax cuts next year—
strengthens Gramm-Rudrnan-Hollings all of them targeted for the well off.
to ensure that these savings are actu- As Lester Thurow wrote this past
ally achieved. The package before us weekend:
claims to cut spending, but inëludes no
It is remarkable that the initial dea'
enforcement provisions to ensure us wou'd aggravate the very features of the
that those savings will actually accrue. current tax system that seemed most generI have heard many supporters of the ally objectionab!c to tax experts nd the

go back to the table and come up with
a better plan.
Unfortunately, that did not happen.
Instead we are presented with a
budget resolution which is 10 times
worse than the original one. It is worse
because we do not even know what the
agreement is. There is at least $150 bilus small business growth incentives
lion in increased taxes in this package. budget summit agreement and of this public:
would offer new tax dodges to the weaithy.

It does not take a rocket scientist to
figure out that this is a tax package,
not a deficit reduction package: The
$150 billion in increased taxes may

come from gasoline, beer, wine; cigarettes, income or sales taxes. But one
thing is for sure—the average American is going to fork over at least an additional $140 per year to Uncle Sam.

proposal say that those of us who

oppose their package are just refusing
to make the hard choices necessary to
attack the deficit problem. I submit to
you, Mr. President, that enactment of
the 4-percent solution would force the
hard decisions needed to get rid of our
Federal budget deficit. Raising taxes is
the easy way out—it Is much more difficult to control Federal spending.

a member, is directed to come up with
$1.3 billion in unspecified mandatory

spending cuts or unspecified fees. I
can tell you right now that the Commerce Committee's recommendation

wifl be 100-percent fees. There will be
no spending cuts. I know this because

is concerned, Mr. Bush has fulfilled
his campaign pledge not to raise their
taxes.
I am confounded by the press's will-

ingness to take President Bush at his
word when he claimed that the

summit agreement 'does not mess
with Social Security.' The truth is
that the summit agreement robs
Social Security blind, as does this
guidelines in this package will be ac- latest revision of the summit agreeceptable to this Senator. It is for that ment. Both packages expressly proreason that I must vote against this vides that. a total of $169 billion will be
package in the hopes that it will be de- borrowed from the Social Security
feated arid we can turn the focus away trust fund between 1991 and 1995 in
from tax increases and back to con- order to reduce the Gramm-Rudrnantrolling Federal spending and reform- Hollings deficit. So, concerning the
ing the budget process.
Social Security trust fund, this agreeTHE ThtTl'W-IN-BUDGETING FREEZE
ment ensures that there will be no

In addition to the outright tax InI reject this budget resoiution for
are additional unspecified fees. The that reason. I doubt that ny reconciliCommeice Committee, of which I am ation package put together on the
creases included in this package, there

So as far as the Presidcnt's core constituency of high-income GOP vot.ers

last year when we went through this
exercise the members of the committee were presented with various recMr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, this trust and no fund.
ommendations which would achieve past week is Just about the worst GovLikewise, neatly tucked away in both
the required savings. Every provision ernment I have ever seen in Washing- the original agreement and in this rewas a fee. And when Senator Lorr and ton, which Is saying a lot. Secret sumI spoke up and asked "where are the mits, pollster politicians, deceitful
cuts?" we were told that It was not claims, dangerous policy, abdicated recounted as savings to cut programs sponsibility—you name it, we have witunder our committee's Jurisdiction— nessed it in recent weeks.

vised version is a provision for putting
all new expenditures for the S&L bailout off budget. At the same time, the

statutory debt limit Is extended for 5
years and left open-ended. The game
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As I said, Mr. President, this is a freeze on doctor and hospital Medicare
here is to grant congressional authorization for a blank check to fund sure-fire formula for a deadlocked leg- fees, elimination of lump sum, and as•
spending by the Resolution Trust Cor- islature and a do-nothing Government. sorted savings already outlined in the

poration. Of course, this comes at a That may be Just fine in the eyes of a budget summit. There would be no
time when FDIC Chairman Bill Sied- President without an agenda. But
man says he will need at least another America deserves an agenda, and a
$100 billion to keep the bailout rolling leadership willing to pay for it.
My own druthers, Mr. President, are
just in fiscal year 1991. This budget
trick solves Congress' and the admin- for a package that incorporates an
istration's No. 1 political problem by across-the-board spending freeze in
keeping the S&L mess out of sight and conjunction with a cut in the capital•
out of mind.
gains tax rate to 15 percent and an inAside from the deceit, both the origi- crease in the top income tax rate to 32
nal and revised packages included are percent—a tradeoff that was endorsed
downright dangerous in terms of this weekend by Vice President
policy. Both packages officially kill QUAYLE. I would also include entitleany idea of a peace dividend. Gone are ment savings of $6 billion as proposed
predictions of defense budgets being by the President in his January
pushed down toward $250 billion over budget submission—savings that do
the next several years. Instead, the not gut Medicare in any way, shape, or
budget deal expressly locks in Penta- form. This truth-in-budgeting freeze
gon budgets at no lower than $292 bil- would save fully $50 billion in the first
lion annually for the next 3 years. year, and in excess of $500 billion over

cost-of-living cuts. Agriculture subsidy

cuts would be limited to $1 billion.
Total entitlement savings. $6 billion.

On the revenue side, I propose we

accept a cut in the capital gains rate in

exchange for the elimination of the

tax bubble. I would also accept the tax
increases approved by the summit, including tobacco. alcohol, and luxury
taxes, corporate underpayment interest limitation, itemized deductions.
payroll tax deposit, enhanced IRS enforcement. and other summit savings.
Total revenue. $16 billion.

With $2 billion in interest savings.
the truth-in-budgeting freeze totals

$50 billion in real savings in fiscal year
1991. nearly $10 billion more than the
summit. Additionally. this plan. if

What is more, the cost of Desert 5 years.
adopted over the next 5 years, would
Shield—whether it end up at $5 or $50
Mr. President, I ask unanimous con- mean well over $500 billion in total
billion—does not count against the sent that a table illustrating the key savings.
$292-plus billion spending limit. Instead of a peace dividend, the agreement awards the Pentagon a war dividend by exempting it from significant
cuts and giving it carte blanche in the
Persian Gulf.

Mr. President, this budget agree-

elements of my budget plan be printed

simple, direct. honest, and real. It

RECORD, as follows:
Truth-in budgeting freeze—Fiscal year 1991

budget is increased. We simply contin-

There being no objection, the table simply takes last year's budget for this
was ordered to be printed in the year's. No one's budget Is cut. No one's

ue through 1991 with the very same
budget that was approved last year by
both Houses of Congress along with

IFigures In billions)
ment is especially shameful in that it
Discretionary
savings:
fails to address our changing national
Defense freeze (excludes Desert

priorities. During the last year, our
Nation has moved from the cold war

to the trade war. We have a crying

Shield)
Non-Defense freeze
Entitlements '
Revenues

need for new investment in education
and infrastructure in order to get our Interest
country moving and competitive. This
Total deficit reduction
budget deal offers a martial plan, not
the domestic Marshall plan we desper- Revenues:
ately require.
Eliminate tax bubble

I can tell you that the extremely

low-spending ceilings for domestic dis-

cretionary spending are not adequate
to fund even current program obligations. Beyond that, the agreement assumes zero new initiatives by the selfstyled education president, environment president, child care president,
and his like-minded colleagues in Congress.

Mr. President, this budget resolution
presents us with a formula for a grid-

Mr. President, this freeze proposal is

in the RECORD at this point.

Capital gains
Summit taxes 2

$12
14
6

16
2

50

4.2
5.0
6.8

'Entitlement savings Include a freeze on doctor

and hospital Medicare fees. elimination of lump
sum, and assorted other sunirnit agreement savings.

No cuts in COLAs. Limits summit Agrtculture cuts
to $1 bilUon.

'This excludes all trust fund revenues. It

In-

cludes tobacco ($600 milion), alcoholic beverages
($1.5 blIHon), luxury tax ($200 million), corporate
underpayment Interest limitation ($1.4 billion),
Itemized deductions ($500 million), payroll tax de
postt ($1 billion), enhanced IRS enforcement ($700
million) and other summit savings.

the President of the United States.

This truth-in-budgeting freeze will
break the deadlock that now paralyzes

us. At the same time, it will take us a
long way toward the balanced budget
our country so desperately needs.

Mr. SARBANES. Mr. President. I
want to take just a couple of minutes
to talk about what is at stake in passing this budget resolution, the prob-

lem that we are trying to address.

There are, in fact. three deficits that
we have to face up to in this country.
One is the budget deficit. another is
the trade deficit. and the third Is an
investment deficit. which the Senator
from West Virginia has spoken about
eloquently on a number of occasions.
What Is really at issue Is getting our

own budget in order. our own fiscal

house in order in order to enhance our

locked Congress and a do-nothing Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, I ability as a nation to compete internaGovernment for the next 5 years, have shared this plan with many of tionally in the global economy in
during which time the budget agree- our Senate colleagues, Some two dozen which we now find ourselves.
I hope the Senate will indulge me
ment calls for at least $1.2 trillion in Senators have said they could support
for just a moment or two. I have a few
additional deficit spending. The deal such a truth-in-budgeting freeze.
provides three-way veto authority to a
Mr. President, there is a great deal charts. I want to run through them
of justified anger in the country over
your pick from the Sununu veto, the this budget debacle, primarily incited
Dole veto, and the Darman veto. The by the obvious inequity and deceit of
Sununu White House can exercise the the original plan. In contrast, Ameritraditional constitutional veto requir- cans will accept an honest plan on the
ing 67 votes for override. The distin- part of Government to deal with this
guished Republican leader. Senator fiscal crisis, as long as everyone shares
DOLE, has his own veto power under the burden. My freeze ensures honesty

willful minority in Congress. Take

the provision requiring a 60-vote point

and fairness.
The plan is simple—freeze all spending at last year's levels. On the spending side. this would mean a $12 billion
savings in defense spending. excluding
Desert Shield, a $14 billion savings in

very quickly because I know the hour
Is late and the time is limited. We are
going to vote here in about an hour.
This is the Federal budget deficit. As
one can see. in the 1980's, it Just shot

up. This is what we have been contending with.

The question is. then. why did this
happen? Well. a number of my colleagues have alluded to it earlier in
the evening. Essentially for two reasons. We had a large increase in defense spending. But expenditures on
defense are spending Just like any

of order for any bill exceeding the
spending caps. And Dick Darman has
yet a third veto option by virtue of
OMB's authority under the terms of
this package to rule unilaterally on
whether a given bill violates the domestic discretionary spending. and other spending. In fact, what hapspending caps.
entitlement savings which include a pened in the 1980's is we had this
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runup In military expenditure, with a worked together throughout all of nation's economic strength may be
restraint and a leveling off In civilian this.
more important to its international
expenditures. At the same time that Could I have just 1 more minute?
position than its military strength.
we had this upsurge in defense spendMr. SASSER. Mr. President, In view That is the challenge we face tonight.
tng, we also had an erosion of the reve- of the Senator's remarks, I will be
I urge my colleagues to vote for the
nue base because by the sweeping tax pleased to yield 2 minutes.
resolution.
cuts that were made at the beginning
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who

of the 1980s.
Senator from Maryland.
Obviously, if we are going to InMr. SARBANES. Let me say, as we
crease spending and restrain or lower are approaching reconciliation, it matrevenues, we are going to widen our ters how we do it. We want to achieve
deficit. And the consequence was, that deficit reduction but how we achieve it
is exactly what we did.
is also an important question. First of

All of this comes in the context of all, we have to do it in a way, in my

opinion at least, that we address some
In part affected by this budget situa- of this investment deficit. If we do not
invest in our infrastructure, our transtion. Not entirely, but in part.
This chart shows the deterioration portation, communication network, in
In the American trade balance. T}js is education and training, in research
back in the 1960's, but we could take it and development, we are not going to
back even further. We have had an in- enhance our ability to compete with
credible erosion in our trade balance. the other nations internationally, parWe are importing far more than we ticularly Japan and Germany which
are exporting. It has improved a bit In are the very strong economies.
Look at this. This is nondefense rethe last couple of years but we are still
running a large negative trade bal- search and develcpment as a percentance. In other words, we are taking in age of GNP. In 1971, the three counmore than we are sending out and the tries were all roughly about the same
the United States has stayed
consequence of that is we have had a place.
down here at this level; Japan and
marked deterioration in our net asset West
Germany have risen. They are
position.
more money into nondefense
The United States has gone from putting
and development, and It is rebeing a creditor nation, International- research
flected in the economic gains which
trying to address a major trade deficit,

ly, to being a debtor nation. This chart they are making.
shows that deterioration in our net

asset position. This starting line

is

yields time?

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, I
yield 5 minutes to the distinguished
Junior Senator from Pennsylvania.
Mr. SPECTER. I thank my colleague from New Mexico.
Mr. President, I support the budget
resolution because I think it is imperative that we move forward in the proc
ess of providing a budget and some cooperative responsibility for this country.

We have heard on the Senate floor
in the course of the past year, really,

lamentations on all sides. After
months of negotiation, we have seen a
budget proposal crafted by the leader-

ship of this body and the other body
and the administration. It is a budget
proposal which failed in the House of
Representatives because there were

many faults In it.

Mr. President,

I suggest the real
is not how many faults there
were but what was the alternative.

issue

During the course of the past 3 days
we have seen Americans grow more

So we need a budget resolution and more disgusted with the Congress

is now going to be crafted by
1970. This one is the mid 1980's, when which
these accumulated trade deficits the committee which addresses some
of these investment deficits so we can
mounted up and drove us Into a debtor have
a first-class transportation netposit ion.
work, so we can educate our people for

The United States was a creditor
competitive challenge they are
nation ever since Wor'd War I. We the
going to face in the 21st century, and
could run that chart back to World so we can be on the cutting edge of
War I. We should show a positive net

for our failure to act. Ten days ago,
Mr. President, I said if we had a sequestration and had the automatic
cuts, did not come to a budget compro-

mise, there would be 53? of us in
Washington out of work: 100 from the

Senate and 435 from the House and
the Pres!dent and the Vice President;
technology in terms of research and that the people of this country would
asset position. Now it has deteriorated. development.
toss us all out because we simply were
We are now a debtor country. We owe
The President finally conceded we not doing our jobs.
more to others than they owe to us. cannot come to grips with this budget
In the course of the past 3 days we
We are paying out every year in order deficit problem without addressing have been in a stalemate and, as a
to service that debt.
as well as the expenditure result, many aspects of the GovernJust to dramatize that, I want to revenues
side. We have to address both sides.
have stopped their functions.
make this point about our position We have to have restraint on the ex- ment
However, because it was the weekend,
compared w!th that of Japan and Ger- penditure side and address the reve- there were those who could afford to
many.
nue side.
play the delaying process. As we apTtJs is 1980. We see all three counBut we need on the revenue side to proach midnight, 1 hour and 2 mirtries here with a positive net asset po- make sure that it reflects a sense of utes from now, that time is up. We
s3tion: The United States, Japan, Ger- fairness and justice and equity simply have to act.
many. Beginning in 1983 onward, the amongst our people. That has been one
Mr. President, it seems to me that
United States moves Into a debtor po- of the struggles we have been going we really have to come to grips with
siton; Japan and Germany move even through here. It s essentially, from the basic proposition that politics is
stronger into a creditor position. And this Senators perspective, whether the art of the possible and we have to
the projections, unless we can change those who are at the very top of the compromise. Beyond compromise,
this, show a continued growth In that Income scale are going to make a rea- which may be described as making
with the United States movthg further sonable contribution toward meeting concessions to come to an agreement,
Into a debtor position and Japan and the Nation's problems, which I have we really need the sense of accommoGermany moving further into a credi- set out here.
dation and we need the sense of genertor position.
We have to pass this budget resolu- osity which this body and the other
One of the things we are trying to tion tonight. We have to start coming body and America seem not to possess
do tonight with this budget resolution to grips with this prob'em. We then today.
is to change these trends. We have to need to go on and fashion a reconciliaWe really are out for every last drop
come to grips. I want to commend the tion measure that takes Into account of every last issue on every mat.ter
very able and distinguished chairman the necessity of a fiscal policy which which we face. During the 10 years
of the Budget Committee, the Senator will address the problems of the next that I have served In the Senate, the
from Tennessee, for the really ex- century and put America back on process of the U.S. Senate has been
traordinary contribution which I track again so we can start to compete, characterized by our budget. Last
think he has made to this process, so we can marshal our strengths, and year, we came to terms at 3 a.m., on
along with the chairman of the Appro- so we can move into the Internationai
22, and if we could have
priations Committee. They have environment of the future in which a December
postponed Christmas we would have
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on that occasion. I made that corn- to say—I will conclude to stay In the money on this exotic weaponry and
inent on last Saturday afternoon to an parameters of trying to move this planning new exotic weaponry until
empty Chamber end I was surprised to process forward. I thank the Chair we recognize and appreciate the fact
that years ago, not too many' years
hear some response from the galleries. and yield the floor.
The galleries were full on that occa- Several Senators addressed The ago, you could go to the American
people and say we want more spending
sion. The reason they were full was Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. for defense and the crowd applauded
pointed out by my distingutshed col-

(ktober8, 1990

league fmm Kentucky, Senator Fbiw, LzEs€RMN). The Senator from Tennessee.
who followed after Ispoke.
lie said, the galleries are full be. Mr. SASSER. Mr. President, I yield
eause the other zoo In town Is closed; 4 mInutes to the Senator from Ohio.

and they cheered. That is not so any

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
This budget resolution we are con- yields time?
Mr. SASSER. Mr. President, I yield
sidering tonight Is not perfect. I do not
think it is possible to devise one which 4 minutes to the Senator from Ohio,
is perfect. Speaker after speaker to- and I *sk the Senator to withhold
night has lamented about what is until Senator Dorsxrc1 Is here.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
going to happen with this budget resoSenator from Ohio has the floor.
lution.
Mr. METZENBAUM. Mr. President,
On the side, It Is going to help our
problems In international trade and. think we are all here this evening to
on the other side, It Is going to be de- try to objectively move forward with
striictive. On the one side. it is going respect to the budget process to keep
to help drive interest rates down and, the Government running. I think
on the other side, It Is going to be de- there are three parts to this whole
package. I think the American people
structive of interest rates.
In the Appropriations Committee, understand it. One has to do with the
we had economists testify with many amount of money 'we spend on domesopinions. In the Senate, we hear 100 tic concerns, one has to do with the

produce some effective cuts in the defense budget, .and this budget does not
produce that kind of effective cut.

more. Today they understand we

ought to be cutting back on defense
spending.

people could not get into the other The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Even though the Senator from
zoo, Which Senator Pozu spoke about, 'Senator from Ohio (Mr. MzExsi1ms] Georgia says that the vote was 79 to
and I say that with some trepidation Is recognized.
16, that only tells part of the story.
Mr. BURNS. Will the Senator yield Most Members of this body do not Like
because the distinguished chairman of
the Appropriations Committee may just so I can insert a
to vote against a defense spending bill,
cite that as an Inappropriate comment Mr. METZENBAUM. Not on ray defense authorization bilL But the reon the Senate floor. 1 think that It time.
ality is that the Senator from Georgia
had a lot of merit and that the oper- Mr. BURNS. On our time or any- Is the one man in this entire body who
ation of Government has become body's time?
Is in a position to provide leadership to
pretty much like a zoo.

Senators argue ane we hear 1,000 opin-

Ions because they are opinions stated
10 times over in every Senator's
speech.

Mr. President, I conclude where I
began, and that is with my deep con-

viction that it is necessary to move
ahead with the process. I am very
much concerned that we may not resolve it in the course of the timespan

This is the same amount as was in

the authorization bill. But 'we had

other authorization bills for domestic

spending, and they will be cut by
reason of this budget. Defense is a sort

of a protected enclave. We cannot

touch it. We cannot move In on it. We
cannot eliminate any. We cannot cut
back.

We can pay for all the troops defending Korea and all of the troops

that we have in Korea and all the

troops defending Japan. And we can
pay for the troops in Europe. But' 'we
amount of money we spend on de- cannot cut back on defense spending.
fense, and one has to do with the Why? The American people want an
amount of income this Government answer, and they are not getting an
answer in this budget.
has through its tax procedure.
I 'ust heard the distinguished Sena- There is only one way they are going
tor—and he is a distinguished Senator, to get an answer because I am frank to
and there is probably no more respect- say that I cannot offer an amendment
ed Senator In this body than the here and cause it to be agreed t.o besenior Senator from Georgia—address cause there will be a coalition of some
himself to the subject of defense Members on this side and all of the

between now and October 19. We have spending.

a great deal of work to do. It Is going Let us not kid ourselves. Defense
to have to be done in good faith and it spending is protected in this budget
is going to have to be done in the agreement. The Senator from Georgia
sense of accommodation.
talks about the amount of savings that
1 think of what my father told me will be a!fected, the cuts that defense
about a partnership. He said. "Arlen, Is taking. But the fact is that the

Members on that side who would prob-

ably not vote for it, and I understand
that.
But the one man who is in a position
to provide that leadership who has the
respect and the ability to, v ho knows

what it is all about, is the distinif you are in a partnership with a House Armed Services Committee said guished Senator from Georgia. And so
person, give 60 percent. because it will that they could save over $250 billion I say to him plaintively—
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
look like 50 percent to the other over 5 years in defense spending. This
person. If you give 50 percent. it will budget agreement has a figure of $170
look like 40 percent. So try to act with billion In savings of 5 years, an $80 biljust a little bit of generosity and give a lion spread.
little more than you might think you The fact is that American people do
have to."
not understand it. The American
I think this country is great, Mr. people do not understand why when
President, because of the sense of gen- the Soviets are moving their troops
erosity which somehow seems to elude out of Europe, when the West Gerus. We have the greatest productive mans are paying for the Soviet troops
power on Earth. We have the power to in Eastern Germany, while we have
solve all the problems in this country, 310,000 troops stationed In Europe.
every last one of them, in terms of the I respect the Senator from Georgia
homeless, In terms of housing, in when he says we do not save anything
terms of aging and health care. Some- just by bringing them home. We cer-

how we cannot seem to take the next
step forward. We have gridlock.
Americans cannot stand It and
Americans will not stand It. I think 'we

time of the Senator has expired.
Mr. METZENBAUM. And I say to
him respectfully, you are the only one
who can provide the leadership to help

us do something about the defense
spending in this country. 1 really hope
you will.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who

yields time?

Mr. DOMENICI. I believe we re-

served

10
McCLuRF..

minutes

for

Senator

The PRESIDING OFFiCER. The
Chair recognizes the Senator from
tainly would save on the balance of Idaho.
Mr. McCLURE. I thank the Chair
payments and certainly we would save
much more If we had a reduction In and 1 thank my colleague from New
Mexico. I will try to use less than that
force.
The American people cannot under- thne. The hour Is late, and I know

have to move forward. Since my time
has expired—I have a great deal more stand why we are spending so much people are trying to get to a vote, and,
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it is important for the country
that we do that.
My purpose is not to debate the
composition of the resolution that we
are about to agree on. My purpose is
not even to try to outline the distaste
that I feel for how we arrived at the
indeed,

point we are. In my judgment, we

should have been fighting this budget
resolution over a period of weeks,

much earlier in the year, as provided
by the budget law. We are violating
the law in having failed to do so much
earlier in the year.

October 8, 1990

not want taxes. So the Democrats are ty getting there, because neither politafraid to admit that they want more ical party wants to admit what their
taxes.
agenda is, and neither political party
On the other hand, Republicans be• is proud enough of their agenda and
lieve that we are not in trouble be• confident enough of its appeal to the
cause we tax too little; we are in trou- American public to state It clearly.
ble because we spend too much, and That is my view about what the diwe want to restrain the growth of lemma is. I think every Senator will
Government and restrain the cost of have to examine in his or her own
Government and by-doing so eliminate heart whether they believe that is the
the necessity for raising taxes. But be- heart of the dilemma that we face.
cause we are afraid that the American But if it is, there Is only one solution,
public wants those services and will and that solution lies in each side

object if we curtail the growth of
a little bit.
But I am not going to complain those services, that somebody will giving
I do not know that this resolution
about that because I am concerned object about what we are doing, there- will
produce that kind of real cc,mproabout how we get from the point we fore we are busily trying to cover up

already find ourselves to the point of the fact that we want to restrain the mise. I thought the last sum!nit agreeresolution. I have listened to some of growth of services and the growth of ment gave too much, from my point of
view, toward your point of view or
my friends over the last weeks and Government.
somebody else's point of view.
months and, indeed, in the last few
So you have the Democrats on one toward
minutes talking about their own view side trying to cover up their agenda But it was a reasonable attempt, and I
about how we ought to be treating this and its cost, and the Republicans are was prepared to accept and support it
problem. I intended earlier and busy trying to cover up their agenda if my vote was necessary to pass t, bethought seriously about saying what is and its cost, and the American public cause if there is one thing the Amcrican public and the world understands,
the real fact, what is really behind says what in the world is going on?
this, and state it in terms of what evI do not blame them, because we are it is that we cannot continue to go on
erybody in this body knows. But I am not telling the truth, as I see it. It spending more money than we have.
constrained to withhold that this seems to me that it is time for us, in We cannot keep on burdening the
evening and say instead what I know, this budget resolution, to cut that out. future of this country the way we
what I believe, and not ascribe it to The American public is saying, for have with a national debt that now
anybody else's motives or to their heaven's sake, you are grown men, and has an interest rate that is the fastest
knowledge or to their purposes be- why can you not resolve your prob- growing part of the entire budget, that
cause if there is any one thing that is lems? We could, if we were honest. We is going to crowd out discretionary
abundantly clear, there are differences could, if we were willing to lay those spending if we do not find some way to
of opinion between us that must some- facts out on the table and say, OK, eliminate it.
how be resolved. The American public you, in general, on that side of the
Certainly the growth of the entitlemay well want more defense, not less. aisle want more Government but want ments programs is another part of
There are those who say they want to raise taxes. The President did not that problem, and we have to find
less defense, not more. There are dif- ask for more taxes. He did not agree to both the political will and the courage
ferences of opinion within this body as more taxes because he wants them. He and the means to curb the growth of
to what it is they wish. That is the agreed to more taxes because he un- entitlements programs and their
way this body ought to function in derstood that in order to get a compro- spending so that we can have room for
terms of differences of opinion be- mise. he was going to have to give the discretionary spenduig and levels
tween people on both sides of the people on the other side of the aisle of taxation, which I do not agree with
aisle, between both political parties, that much in a compromise.
but which will be the result of a combetween t.he Congress and the adminNow, why do we not admit on this promise.
istration, each stating what it is we be- side of the aisle that we want to cur•
That is exactly tat I think our dilieve and contending for our view- tail the growth of Government? That lemma is. I will not try to ascribe mopoint.

may impinge upon somebody who likes tives or even put in the mouths of
But the one thing the American something they are getting from Gov• anyone else what it is they think

public does not understand and cannot
stand and should not have to stand is
the continued disagreement over a solution. Classically, if there is a difference of opinion that cannot be reconciled, parties on both sides get togeth-

ernnient, and the people on the other
side of the aisle are right in telling us,
come on, level with the American
public: You are trying to cut back on
the growth of Government,
We are. I am proud of that. I am not

about where we are. But that is the

way the Senator from Idaho believes
we have to address this question, and I
believe this budget resolution gives us
the chance to do that.

Will it do that? I think the budget
er and make some kind of an agree- ashamed of that, I am willing to talk summit—and I give great credibility
ment that comprcmises the view- about the Republican agenda. But let and a lot of compliments to the people
points. That is what this budget reso- us, for heaven's sake, at least tell the who tried to put that together over a
lutiion is about. But let me sketch just American public what the argument is period of weeks and months. Perhaps
behind that what is not understood by about and then get about compromis. it was predictable that, indeed, the
the American public, in my view, be• ing, as indeed the President of the first one out had to be defeated, because we have not told them.
United States said some weeks ago he cause none of us like it. I do not think
What is the essential political eco- was willing to do.
even the people who put it together
nomic debate about over the last 10
Yes, indeed, some taxes may have to really )ike it. They knew it was the
years? Well, every generalization is be increased. I am totally opposed to best they could do.
false and so is this, and it is inaccurate that. I do not think it is necessary. But
So until we get to the point of being
at the edges, but in the main I believe some on that side of the aisle believe it mature enough to understand that
it to be true. I believe it is fair to say is necessary. All right, I will meet other people who have a different
that the Democratic Party and their them hallway. I will meet them In the point of view are entitled to their
Representatives in this body want middle of the aisle. I will meet them point of view, and they are not necesmore Government, more Government on this proposition and say OK. we sarily wrong, although we believe they
services, more governmental activities, will increase some taxes if at the same are wrong, that they are entitled to
and they are willing to raise more time we get some restraint on the their point of view and they may be
taxes in order to get it. But Republi- growth of Government.
right, and they have a right to expect
cans have been beating them up over
That is what the debate Is about, to be partially met on their point of
taxes, and the American public does and that Is why we are having difficul- view, the American public says to the
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cas
standard
o
living
would
take
50 'ears
Congress of the United States Get on Maybe 1t is worthwhile, but I have
with the business of the country. Quit some grave concerns Rbout it, includ- to doube--each gerierauon cou3d no longer
to haie a standard o! living twice
this posturing. Quit paralyzing Gov- ing et me say. that 1 could not dis- expect
thai f its parents. Facing these facts AmerOctober 8, 1990

agree more with the remarks made by
ernment.
iere willing to try something ne and
Th my view, the American public s the Seiiator from Ohio. Indeed, the icns
different.
exactly rghL It is time for us o quit very ab'e Senator from Georgia is the Supply-side economics, as enunciated by
posturing. It Is time for us to put aside one that is leading us 'ery ably to Piezident Reagan and later embraced by
our partisan differences and our philo- making the reductions in defense Bush, promised that lower taxes on upper
sophical differences and find a reason- spending that are obviously necessary. Ancome groups would stimulate savings and

able compromise between opposing

points of view. This budget resolution
can do that.
The reconciliation that must be produced will have to meet certain guide-

I do not have time th go tnto that
any furUer at this time, but I for one
am very pleased that we have SA.M
NUNN where he is to do the job that

permit more 4nvetment—the atgumt used by Bush to advance his capital-

hence

gains tax cut proposals in the recent budget

summit. Higher investment would ead to

In addition to restoring ecohas to be done to keep the defense higher growth.
vigor nd rebuilding international
lines. I am absolutely confident that LoUd but still cut lhe cost. I reserve nomic
competitiveness, higher growth would ac-

the President of the United States will the reminder of ny time.
Mr. President, I ask tinanimous conveto a reconciliation bill that does not
come pretty close to the budget sent to have Ininted in the RECORD an
summit guidelines. 1 am confident that article fgrn the Washington Post of
if it departs very much in one way or October 7.
There being no objecUo. the matethe other, it will fail.

omp1ish two other important iybectives—

without isking for painful acriIice from
anybody.

Ffrst with a larger economy, government

tax revenue could go up even though tax
rates had been reduced. In 1981 Reagan
that the fedeil budget would be
The PRESIDING OFFICER The rial was ordered to be printed in the promised
balanced in 1985 without having to make
time allocated to the Senator from RECORD, as follows:
significant spending reductions. Second. alIdaho has expired.
BIG Li ThAT CAUSED THE BuDc
though most of the tax cuts would go to
Mr. McCLURE. I hope we do our job
high-income individuals (it was they who
in the time that Is constrained by the (By Lester Thurow. dean of MIT Alfred P. had the capacity to save more), higher
$laan School of Managnent)
CR and in the way that is ouUind in
growth would leaa to better paying jobs for
the budget reso'ution.
in £980 the American electorsie emtrked middle- and low-income Americans. In the

m

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who on a grand experiment—supply-side ew- short run their tota' tax rates would go up—

yields time?

nomics. Ten years later. that experiment for 80 percent o the population the extra

to warp the poitic1 process. Its payroll taxes they would be asked to pay to
Mr. SASSER. Nr. President. I yield Lontinuesinfluence
explains why Congress tunO Socia' Security would be larger than
the Senator from Nebraska miniites. enduring
and Presiaent Thish found it so aifficult to the income tax cuts they would set. But

The PRESIDiNG OFFICER. The reach ny budget agreement at ath tiy the
Senator from Nebraska [Mr. EXON)
tailed agreement was so peculiarly shaped;
recognized.
and why the public nourished on a decade
Mr. EXON. I thank my friend from of fJse promises.. seems unwilling to make
Tennessee. I want to eongratulate all even jnodet sarifks to aure the oatãon's
the very hard work that has been done economk futute.
by the leadership of the U.S. Senate. In the current econcinic climate almost
We are here tonigtit, I guess, to begin any solid deficat-education package would be
welcome. Still it is remarkable that the nito do something.
The good news, Mr. President, I sug- tial deal struck 'ast week would aravate

with higher earnings they would in the end

cise that we go through between now
inoenties' would offer nt tax
and 19th day of this tnonth—Tnaybe dodges to the wealthy—ho had supposedly
we 1ll bring home to the American traded away their shelters for the much
people what this Senator and others lower tax rates provided by the 1986 tax

produce levels of bankruptcy not seen since

benefit. Al] gain, no pain.
Politically supply-side economics delivered
the goods—three presidential elections have
been won usrng it—but economically it ha.s
not delivered on any of its promises.
Where higher GNP growth was promised,

lower growth was delivered—2.6 percent
over the decade of the 1980s. In 1990 the

economy is stalled on the Lip of it recession,

the very features of the current tax system just where t was in 1980. Because of the
gest, is that maybe the exercise, as that seemed most generally objectkinable to debt and banking problems built up during
painful as it is, and the painful exer- tax experts and the piblic: Its 'small busi- the 1980s, any recession in the 1990s will

Its

limit

have been teflmg the Senate or a

reform;

gia.

was unacceptable. The political ani military

Lax-deduction

the eat Depression. Even without a reces-

Lion, middle-income ea1th is melting away
a housing prices fall in much of the nation
would An reaction to the debt excesses of the 1980s.

Instead of growing faster, productivity
rather than e1irninte. the disrepulong, long time with a whole series of worsen.
'bubble feature wh4ch grants the slowed down—1.2 peroent during the 1980s.
measures that we tried to get through table
In
1989 productivity actually declined.
rtcl-i lower marginal income tax
years nd year ago. That is the goOdvery,
te avery
tence
lower pita1 -gains tax There
i only darkness visible at the end of
news.
rates than those faced by the merely ,e11- the produetiity t.unnel.
I simply want to say that this is an- to-do taxpayers md It ould therease the Savings rates plunged. In the last four
other grand compromise, and I hope it relatAve tax burden borne by the ]oW a.nd years of the 19ZOs. American families saved
percent of their disposable 4neome; in the
works. I will be looking and having a moderate-income taxpayers. All this in a 7last
four years of the 1980s, they saved only
part in figuring out how this plays t, package
endorsed
by
Democratic
leaders
c1imed to tave tx fairness as their 4 percent. The rich saved nothing from
and the changes that had to be made who
their tax cuts. in contrast. the Japanese
concern.
after the rejection of the orginal pro- toWhat
explaitis the peristetoe of supply sved 157 percent of their income ir the
posal t)y the President. 1 am afraid siIe znytho3ogy? From there comes its pest 12 months.
that this grand compromise, as 'e11-inIf total national savings (a tneasure that
so str3in American polities
tentioned s it is, will faIl far short ol
When America first jumped on the üicludes corporate savings and government
covering the reai problem as addressed supply-side bandwagon, people felt. rightly. dissavmgs) Is examined. savings fell from
percent of GNP In the last four years of
very ably by the senator froxn Geor- thai the economic performance of the 1970s 17.4
the 1970s to 11.3 peicent of GNP in the last

th Tehran 'were compounded by the four years of the 1980s. As a result, in 1989
May we have order in the senate, af!ronts
vision of a chained econoime giant wilting In Japanese mvesUents in plnnt and equipMr. President?
the face of Japanese and German oompeti- met per worker were three times as large
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
those in the United States.

Senator is correct. The Sen.ate will be
At the beginning of tle decade the United
A GNP growth rate of 2.8 percent ia tinm order. The Senator from Nebraska acceptable when compared -ith the 4.1 per- States had a small suilus in its trading ac
count&
($L5 billion in 1980 and $8.2 billion
cent growth rate 01 he 1960s. That dismal
has the floor,
Mr. EXON. I intended to use many record was comowided by an even more An 1981). At the end of the decade it recordmeasure o economic periormof the same statistics that the able tmportant
ance, productivity growth—the rate at

Senator from Georgia used. I ak Sen- Which a n*tion is becoming n-iore efitcient
ators to reference those very clos&y.
and hence more afIuent. The t96O growth
This is a very, very serious problem. -a1 of 2.9 percent has lailen to only 1.4 perThis is a tiny step forward and not a nt in the 1970s. Such s decline meant that
leap forward in soWing the problem. Instead of doubling every 24 years. Amen-

ed a current-account deficit of $129 billion

th 1988 and $110 billion in 1989. What was a
competitive probiem at the beginning of the
decade was a competitive disaster at the end
of the decade.
in 1981 the Unit.ed States was the world's
Lasgest Creditor nation with net assets tola]-
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of Americans who get paid by the
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ing $141 billion. Every year the rest of the
worid paid Interest, dividends, and profits to
Americans. By 1989 the United States had
become the world's largest net debtor
nation with debts totaling $620 billion.

Where Americans used to get, they now

rich (it has), if the campaign contributions
of special interests increasingly dominate
the political process (they do), if fewer and

movir.g towards becomirg (dare we say it
The federal deficit did not, of course, opcnly?) a plutocracy.
vanish In 1985. In the year ahead, the defiUnfortunately history tells us that as a
cit is estimated to be $254 billion and rising social and governmental system, plutocracy
if last weeks deficit reduction proposals are does not for long work.
passed by Congress ($294 if they are not)
Mr. KERREY. Mr. President, the
and over $300 billion if the Social Security budget
debate this year has been difsurpluses are excluded from the totals, as
they ought to be. A budget summit that re- ferent than last,
give.

duces the deficit by $40 billion is essentially
the equivalent of Nero fiddling while Rome

hour".

fewer middle- and lower-income individuals
Mr. President, Americans who get
vote (it's happening), America is, under the
cover of supplyside economics, rapidly paid by the hour have begun to figure

It began the same as last year: The
President addressed the joint session
of Congress telling us the deficit was
under control. This relaxed attitude—
the year before he told us deficit, re-

burns. The difference is that Nero wanted
to burn Rome so that he could rebuild it—
the Roman Colosseum was his. Unfortunately there is no evider.ce that the current duction would be easy with the $80 bilfiddlers have any real rebuilding in mind.
President Bush is fond of saying that we lion of new revenue being generated
have more will than wallet." He has it ex- by a healthy economy—encouraged all
actly backwards. Our GNP after correcting of us to roll out our own proposals for
for inflation is four times as large as it was new spending.

out what all this talk about the need

for tax incentives and increased oppor-

tunity means. It means they will pay

more and they will get less from a

Government which would be technically insolvent without their contribu-

tions. Their protest, more than any
other, has scuttled the proposal of-

fered by the budget summitteers.
Some here hope this agreement,

which we will pass tonight with my
support, will calm the rising protest
from the voters. Let me make a predic-

tion: The small tail we have pulled at

for 5 months does not belong to a
small cat; it belongs to a lion—the

American people—who Will devour us
all unless we go further.
However, as he did in 1989 with his
We must go further with spending
world after World War II. Our per capita Savings and Loan Program, we in Con- reductions
particularly those which
GNP is 2.3 times as large. We can afford to gress were outdone by the President
do what must be done abroad; we can afford who wins first place again in 1990 in affect the size of the Federal bureaucracy here in Washington, DC. Amerito do what must be dcne at home.
America is not an over-taxed country. In the most expensive spending proposal cans will not be pleased when they
of
This
year's
the year category.
1989, Americans paid fewer taxes as a perlearn we have reduced their program
centage of GNP (about 30 percent) than the award goes for his suggestion that we payments and increased their taxes
citizens in any other industrial country. invest $500 billion to send a handful of while the payroll in the Nation's CapTaxpayers In 22 industrial countries, Includ- Americans t.o the planet Mars.
continues to grow.
ing Japanese and the Germans, paid more.
When the year ended in October ital
We must go further than the $725
Moreover, there are places where the 1989, President Bush, who would
budget can be cut wIthout harm. Based on prefer to address international rather reduction in take-home pay which will
the performnce of other countries (far than domestic problems anyway, occur for Members of Congress with
lower spending levels; far better performthe proposed increase in the Medicare
ances when it comes to health and longevi- agreed to go along when we told the ceiling. If the full-time equivalents for
ty), substantially less could be spent on American people the deficit for fiscal Federal employees grows, while we are
health care if the system were fundamental- year 1990 would be $110 billion. This reducing the resources available to
ly reorganized. The events in Eastern year, with the economy on the edge of
Europe mean that bg defense cuts can recession, with our lenders—Japan and local government, we are going to
occur while still maintaining our ability to West Germany—Indicating they may struggle t. explain what and why we
fight wars in the Third World. America has be less interested in funding our debt, have done this.
more than 2 mifllon troops; fewer than
Mr. President, I received a letter
and with the Savirgs and Loan Pro- from
200,000 are in the Middle East.
Nebraska this week from a small
gram
costs
growing
by
leaps
and
The American problem is will—not wallet.
businessman
who has been abused by
In a democracy, will depends upon leader- bounds, and with enough time having the SBA, OSHA, and the Department
ship and in the United States that means elapsed that the President felt it
presidentiai leadership. It isn't leadership to would be OK to break his pledge not of Transportation. He is not glone in
in 1947 when we were paying to rebuild the

spend months arguing that a capital-gains to raise taxes, and with our own describing the world t.hus:
tax cut Is the most Important issue facing budget committee unable to resolve
I find that my own Government is my bigthe American economy.

gest problem. I can work around the weathWhatever one believes about the growth- the bitter conflicts of increased need er, I can Improve our beautiful forest while
and
decreased
revenue
this
year
with
enhancing aspects of a capital-gains tax
providing income to many people. I can
cut—or other tax Incentives"—everyone all these and more bearing down upon handle environmental concerns. I can find
agrees that they leave more after-tax us, the leadership of Congress agreed markets for our local resources, but my

income In the hands of the wealthiest. In to sit down with the President to fash- Govermnent has me whipped.
the last decade America had already had a ion a bipartisan agreement,
There is no way Congress or the adminisheavy dose of that kind of "sacrifice.'
One additional thing happened on tration will ever, ever balance the budget
Recently the U.S. Census Bureau con- the
tnese agencies so out of control that
way to the disasterous scene last with
firmed that inequality In the distribution of
they choke off any incentivc that Amriincom had Increased substantially in the week when a President witn approval cans have, while building their outfits into
last decade. Every staUstic points in the ratings in the 70-percent-plus range more powerful organizations each year at
same direction. In the decade of the 1980s, could not convince the Nation or 80 the working man's expense. If I act comthe average real income of the top 5 percent Republican House Members t.o sup- pletely irresponsible some agency wifl bail
of the population rose from $120,253 to port a very modest proposal to reduce me out. If I strive to be responsible for my
$148,438. At the same time the average real our deficit over 5 years. It is modest own actions other agencies will consider me
income of the poorest 20 percent fell from because in the end—it will still require fair game.
$9,990 to $9,431. After-tax measures of
Mr. President, it is not Just small
Income would report an even wider gap- As us to borrow an additional $1.2 trillion
the Income share of the top 20 percent rose over the next 5 years and will in the businesses who are struggling with the
In the 1980s. the income share of each of first year merely reduce the size of the institutions we have created to help
them. The list includes teachers, welthe bottom four qulntiles was falling—the deficit increase.
lower the quintile the bigger the decline.
The additional happening was the fare recipients, Medicare patients and
Despite a 21-percent rise In the real per tremor set off by Senator M0YNIIiAN providers, builders, environmental accapita ONP. the average real hourly wages when his longstanding attempt to tivists, and farmers.
of rank-and-file workers fell

&

percent.

Those promised good jobs for middle- and
low-income Americans did not appear.

If the income share of the rich is rising at
the expense of the rest of the population (it
Is),

if government Is directly altering its

policies to augment the income share of the

expose the borrowing from the Social
Security trust fund finally took hold.
All of us returned to Washington last
year with Senator M0YNIRAN's battle
cry ringing in our ears: "By what right
and for how long are we going to make

All of these people heard the candi-

date, Ronald Reagan, say that Government is the problem and then
watched him preside over one of t.hc
most spectacular increases in Federa)

power in the history of the Uniteu
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It imposes the largest firstStates of America. Alexander Hamil- stronger as the year goes on. Those agreement:
ton would be proud of the fine work of who believe the answer to the question year tax increase in history, and it
of how to increase our productivity fails to provide real progrowth incenPresident Reagan,
As one who believes America is and growth lies with additional tax in- tives—like a capital gains tax cut—to
hungry for a progressive domestic centives will argue that we need to stave off recession.
agenda, we must remember the in- make further changes in our Internal Second, many of the savings are
based on unrealistic economic assumptense distrust which rightfully exists Revenue Code.
While not disregarding the incen- tions. For example, who in their right
in the heart of the citizen toward their
Federal Government. For those of us tives and disincentives of our tax poli- mind believes that GNP growth will

who see the need for an aggressive do- cies, I believe we should also analyze double by 1992 in the face of the largmestic agenda to address the desperate the impact of our spending policies, I est tax increase in history? Does
need of America's children, to restruc- believe we should pay attention to anyone really believe that the price of
ture our health care system, to tackle supporting and getting our money's oil will fall to $24 per barrel next year?
the declining performance of our worth for those spending programs How on earth are long-term interest
schools, to address the growing short- which will add value to human rates going to fall when the Fedcral
age of affordable housing, and to re- beings—child care, nutrition, training, Reserve is supposed to ease money
build the deteriorating infrastructure education, housing, and infrastruc- which in turn raises the inflation preof our country, we dare not propose ture—to lead America toward higher mium in long-term interest rates?
solutions which continue the centraliz- productivity and growth.
Third, the proposed tax increases
Most importantly of all, Mr. Presi- would discriminate against my State
ing trends of the past 10 years.
Rather, I believe we should accept dent, in the fire storm which has sur- of Wisconsin. A gas tax would single
this budget resolution and should res- rounded this budget proposal and out large and less densely populated
olutely push beyond for further real which will hopefully not subside with States like Wisconsin. The doubiing of
decreases in spending. Until we do the its passage, we need to pay attention the beer excise tax will cost 2,300 jobs
taxpayers of this country will not to some intangibles. No government in the Wisconsin beer industry, a
trust us with further proposals to program—Federal, State, or local—can major employer in my State. And the
substitute for personal attitudes of re- proposed tax on home heating oil
make their lives better.
I do not view this deficit-reduction sponsibility, honesty, and selflessness. would unfairly hit the families of cold
A few weeks ago in the Omaha weather States like Wisconsin. /
effort as an exercise in mathematics.
Nor do I view it as a passive political World Herald we learned from a
This budget resolution is even worse
move designed to avoid our responsi- writer, James A. Flannery, about the than
the original bipartisan budget

growth in the numbers of children in
Mr. President, allow me to predict Nebraska born out of wedlock. In 1970
what we will face when our work ends the number was 6 percent: in 1990 the
this fall. We will pass a budget the number was a startling 20 percent. In
President can sign which will reduce Omaha the number was one out of
the deficit by $34 billion in the year three. For African Americans in
bilities.

beginning October 1, 1990. Regretta- Omaha 78 percent of all children were
ble, the American economy will con- born out of wedlock.
tinue to weaken through the first I believe much of this change is due
quarter of our fiscal year and the defi- to the increased difficulty of supportcit, rather than being reduced from ing a family on an hourly wage. Much
$294 billion to $260 billion, will grow of the change is due to our failure to
respond to the rapidly increasing rebeyond $300 billion.
The pressure from rising energy quirements of the competitive workcosts will at least in the short term place. High real interest rates, rising
mean higher inflation and higher costs of health care, transportation,
long-term interest rates. This is likely and education have squeezed the disbecause the cost of borrowing money posable income of working families. It
is more dependent upon inflation ex- is also undeniable that our own welpectations than it is upon the size of fare system has contributed to some of
the increase.
the Federal fiscal deficit.
As the cuts in some of the entitle- However, the greatest contributor I
ments take effect—most notably in ag- believe is a change of attitude that has
riculture—the consumers of America, encouraged people to be irresponsible
who are responsible for two-thirds of and to care only about what is in it for
our economy, will consume less. This them right now. If we are to make this
will put further downward pressure on deficit reduction package work, we are
going to have to work to set new exour economy.
Unemployment and the pre.ssure on amples for our people to follow.
food stamps, AFDC, and Medicaid will Rather than idolizing and rewarding
grow. Although it is still possible for the greed and avarice and unashamed,
us to avoid a severe recession, it is un- conspicuously excessive consumption
of that small percentage who love to
likely we will avoid a mild one.
The Savings and Loan Program. al- take us to dinner, we must idolize and
ready estimated to cost $122 billion in reward those who save and sweat to
this next fiscal year, will cost us more produce one small item of quality.
This deficit reduction package—if we
as real estate values decline and the
damage spreads to the commercial follow it with further action—could be
banking and insurance sectors of our a great first step in turning this
banking system. The additional $100 county in a direction which will enable
billion in energy costs—paid by con- us to do better and feel prouder of our

and businesses alike—will accomplishments not just as politimake matters worse for the most ex- cians, but as human beings.
Mr. KASTEN. Mr. President, I will
pensive domestic program in America's
oppose the new House-passed budget
history.
Mr. President, the desire to restore plan for many of the same reasons I
growth to our economy will become opposed the original budget summit

sumers

summit agreement. It envisions $10

billion more in new taxes and $10 billion less in domestic savings. It raises
the net tax increase on the economy
by $29.1 billion over 5 'ears for a
grand total of $162.9 billion.

Mr. President, there is no economic

theory that I know of—keynesian,
monct,arisrn—that
or
supply-side,
argues for higher taxes when the
economy is sliding into recession.

There is no tax increase that has ever

been designed to that would cause

people to work harder, to save more,
or to invest more in Americas competitive future.
There is now talk of raising income

tax rates in exchange for a capital
gains tax cut. I would vehemently

oppose such a tradeoff. In my view,
you have to earn income first before

you can invest it. If you raise tax rates

on earned income, you reduce the

amount of earned income—and therefoie the resources available for investment.
An increase in income tax rates
would increase the political pressure

to restore tax loopholes that were

eliminated in the 1986 Tax Reform
Act.
More Importantly, any increase in
tax rates is the camel's nose under the
tent. It's the first step down the road
to a punitive and progressive tax

system. It establishes the legitimacy of

soak the rich tax policy that will end
up killing our economy.

Mr. President, instead of increasing
tax rates, we ought to be cutting tax
rates to spur economic growth.

Let me quote a former President

who believed in supply-side incentives
to fight the deficit:
Our true choice is not between tax reduc-

tion, on the one hand, and avoidance of
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large Federal deficits on the other. It s In- White House staff, No public hearings this
one, nobody yet knows what taxes
creasing clear that no matter what party s were held to permit democratic parare encompassed,
In power, so long as our national security
Mr. President. most economists
needs keep rising, an economy hampered by ticipation. Most Members of Congress
restrictive tax rates wifl never produce had little or no influence on the tax agree that our economy is either on
enough revenue to balance the budget—Just and spending policies that affect their the verge of a recession, or already in
as it will never produce enough Jobs or constituents.
a mild recession. Now you can ask a
enough profit.

The Congress was told to swallow dozen first-year economics students
George Bush, but President John F. Congress was told to rush through the do when the economy is entering a reKennedy.
largest first-year tax increase In U.S.
You will likely get the same
JFK didn't prescribe progressive tax history without hearings and without cession.
answer
from
all 12: raise taxes.
Increases to solve the budget and eco- substantial debate.
A huge tax increase, as required by
The summit process had, in effect, this
nomic problems of the early 1960's. Inwill harm our economy
stead, he sought tax cuts every bit as short circuited the democratic process. and resolution,
lower
the
standard
of living for all
favorable to the rich as anything Last week's vote in the House sent a
Ronald Reagan or George Bush has signal to Congress that the American Americans.
Some of the tax increases that have
ever proposed.
people want—and deserve—far more
been
discussed are particularly bad.
input.
What happened? By encouraging
I know the house is late. It's much The 12-cent increase In the gasoline
productive activity, the rich paid more
taxes. The budget deficit declined. too late to go all the way back to the tax will add to the hardsh!p that
Arid the Nation entered a period of un• drawing board. But if we reject this Saddam Hussein has already inflicted
package now, I think we can make on American consumers,
precedented growth.
Excise taxes on cigarettes, alcoholic
Mr. President, today we need the some adjustments to this package. We
same kind of tax cut policies to get could reduce the level of tax increases, beverages, and the like are always easy
America moving again. We ought to we could Inject some realism to the as- targets. But excise taxes always fall
cut the, tax burden on labor—by cut- sumptions, and we could limit the the hardest on the lowest Income
This

Is

not Ronald Reagan

or this plan—hook, line, and sinker. The what is the worst thing Congress can

tng payroll taxes—and on capital—by growth of nondefense spending.

In this way, I think we can make
reducing and indexing capital gains
taxes. Freeing up both labor and cap- some progress on the deficit without
ital would increase the productive ca• hurting the economy.
Finally, Mr. President, an argument
pacity of our economy.
History proves that progressive tax has been made on the floor that a vote
theories don't work. Raising income for this budget resolution is a vote to
tax rates in the name of fairness ends keep the process moving.
This argument is simply wrong. This
up reducing opportunities for all.
This budget plan simply perpetuates budget resolution represents a bluethe same old tax-and-spend practices print for the country. It is not an inthat got us into this mess in the first ternal congressional document. It's a
place. Furthermore, the desire on the statement about what our priorities

people in the economy.

The so-called 'uxury tax is another
easy target. Few, U any, of my constituents are likely to buy a $30,000
car, or a $100,000 yacht, or a $5,000 fur

coat. But I predict that if this so-called
luxury tax is enacted, it will adversely

affect each and every person in this
country.

Why? Because it is the first step
toward a national Federal sales. Mark

my words. Once a tax is created, it
takes on eternal life—it never goes

part of some to impose the 'argest are as a nation—how much of our na- away. It always gets broadened and infirst-year tax increase in U.S. history tional resources we will spend and how creased.
much we will tax.
simply is not justified by the facts.
The telephone tax is a perfect examIt represents a vote for principles as
The case for new taxes goes like this:
It has been scheduled to expire a
Under the Reagan administration, tax well as process. This Senator will not ple.
number
of times. Yet it is always excuts for all Americans have impover- sacrifice principles for process.
tended.
TAX INcREAsEs: UNWI5E AND uNNEcEssARy
ished the U.S. Treasury—and Federal
Now what about the spcnding cuts
spending has been mercilessly slashed
Mr. HELMS. Mr. President, we have encompassed In this resolution? As has
to the bone.
heard repeated declarations that this
Under this theory, I think most latest budget agreement—like the one been pointed out, it will be left up to
folks would conclude that higher taxes that was overwhelmingly rejected last the various committees. But if the socalled cuts encompassed in the previare needed. The only problem with week—includes tax increases; plus ous resolution are any guide—and I
this theory is that it simply Is not jus- spending cuts: both of which will solve
tified by the facts:
the Federal budget problems; and have every reason to believe that they
will be—we will see cuts like: First, inSince 1931, tax revenues have dou- thereby help the Nation's economy.
bled. Tax revenue growth averaged 7.4
AU of which is pure hokum, because,
percent a year. The tax burden is at a at best, it is exactly one-fourth cornear record high of 19.4 percent of rect. It contains the largest tax inGNP.
crease—or maybe the second largest,

Since 1931, Federal spending has depending on whose figures you beskyrocketed from $678 billion to over lieve—in history. But thats about all
$1.2 trillion. Annual spending growth that even borders on being accurate.
averaged about 8.0 percent a year. Now as several Senators have demFederal spending consumes between onstrated tonight, Federal revenues

creasing the premiums for Medicare:
second, imposing a host of user fees to
generate additional income; and/or
third, requiring the Postal Service to
pay billions to the Treasury.
Mr. President, without arguing
whether any or all of those are wise
policies, they just are not what most
people would consider spending cuts.

22 arid 23 percent of GNP.
have more than doubled since the Yet that is how they will be adverGiven these facts, I think most level In 1980—from $517 billion to tLed.
people would conclude that the deficit $1.044 trillion. No one can convince me
I have to admit, there will be some
is caused by too much Government that our budget problems are the real, significant spending cuts—in despendmg, not too little taxes.
result of a lack of revenues. Yet this fense. In fact, defense is the only proMr. President, aside from the sub- resolution calls for more than $134 bil- gram for which we would actually be

stantive objections I have with this lion in tax increases over the next 5 spending less in 3 years than we are
plan, I think the way by which the years.
spending now.
budget summit was developed raises
In fact, Mr. President, the only difWashington is the only place you
scme very troubhng questions about ference I can discern in this resolution can ask your boss for a $10 raise, get a
the future of our democratc process.
and the one that was rejected last
For the last 6 months, irnportan de- week, is that it calls for even more tax
cisions that affect the lives of every increases and less spending cuts. At
American citizen were made in secret least with the first resolution, we
by a small group of legislators and the knew what taxes were encompassed, in

$5 raise instead, and go home ard say
you got a $5 pay cut. That is exactly
how our budget operates. That is how
Congress has managed to spend more
money on programs throughout this
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up of debt—secret debt—that we
decade and tell the American people our country to breathe new vitality piling
musL
stop and then reduce. Thc only
irto
the
instiLutions
of
Government
that there have been massive cuts.
to do this is to reveal to the public
Some are saying that at 'east it is formed by our Constitution and en- way
better than a sequester. That Is debat- trustcd to our care. We who now the full debt increases each year, the
able. If a sequester took effect, the occupy these seats in the Senate are true deficits. Debt increase is the defiOctober 8, 1990

President cou'd manage It in a way to the trustees of a great heritage passed
keep, on the Job, meat inspectors, FAA on to us by the sacrifice and dedicapersonnel, and other essential Federa' Mon of those who have come before us.
This is one of those moments which
emplyees.
Do I want to see a sequester? Of tests whether we are worthy to sit in
course no. It would be tremendously the Senate and act as trustees for
difficult and unfair to a lot of people, these great insUtutions. We are surbut it would not be the economic disas- rounded by desks once occupied by
ter that is being predicted for the pur- Webster arid Clay and Calhoun. LaFolpose of scaring peop'e into supporting lette and Taft, Truman and Vandenberg, Humphrey and Goldwater. Will
this proposal.
we prove worthy of the high standards
Is there a so'ution? I think so.
Senator ERNS and I, and a few of political courage which they have
other Senators, have introduced a plan set? Will we have the strength to took
to force Congress to follow a simp'e, past the polling results an took to the
commonsense buiget 'ike every family histor books?
We all know that the state of our
in America must foBow. It cafls for no
new taxes. It merely limits the amount economy is very fragile. If we demonthat Congress can increa.se total Fed- strate that we tack the will to truly
deal with the budget deficit even when
era spending each year to 4 percent.
Under our plan, Congress could still azked b' the President and congresincrease spending by $45 to $50 billion sicnal leaders of both parties, we run
each year—enough to cover Medicare, the grave risk that the final vestiges of
Social Security, Federa' and military confidence tn our economy will be deretirees, and other essential programs. stroyed. Such a loss of confidence
Spending can even be increased in could well do serious damage to our
other programs—provided they are economy for decades to come and endar.ger the future or the next generaoffset by savings in other areas.
The General Accounting Office and tion.
This budget resolution is not perfect,
the Grace Commission have identified
hundreds of billions of dollars in Fed- but the alternative could well be ecoeral waste. We could start making seri- nomic chaos for our country. The risk
ous efforts to attack that wazte and of defeating it is too great. We cannot
use the money saved to either increase in conscience play Russian roulette

cit; let us call it that.
This budget resolution falls far short

of this. Using the debt and deficit

numbers included in this resolution,
figures which are not realistic at all,
there is a large difference in what thc

debt is estimated to inr.re..se each year

and deficit numbers used. Using the
figures in this resolution, using figures

on the same page, we see that the

cover up will continue Our problem,
our need, Is a call for simple honesty
in budgeting.

Mr. President, I think the estimates
in this resoluticn are far too optmistic, and the deficits are very mislead-

ing. We can never achieve a balanced
budget until we require an honest accounting of the Federal budget. Until
we do this we will continue to coverup

annual debt buildup that we cannot

now afford. I cannot support the continuation of this practjce.
Mr. KOHL. Mr. President, I rise tonight in support of the budget resolution. As I understand it, this package
does one thing, and one thing only: It
commits this Congress to writing solid
deficit reduction proposals to achieve

$40 billion in savings for this fiscal
year and $500 billion over the next 5
years. That Is a goal we all can and
should support.

But I would like to make clear that
some programs where necessary, or with America's future. Tonight we my
support for this goal will not
must
act
as
trustees
worthy
of
our
reduce the deficit even faster.
extend
to the reconciliation bifl that
great
system.
We
must
not
fail
the
I said that our proposa' is simple;
implements the budget resolution if
tut I am not saying that it will be American peop'e.
Mr. SANFORD. Mr. President, last tlat bill does not do two basic things.
easy. it is a drastic measure. It will reyear
I said here on this Senate floor First, arid most Importantly, it must
dirficult
make
Congress
to
quire
to, not subtract from, the progreschoices. No one will have to go that I would not vote for another add
of the Tax Code. Second. that
hungry, Cr OS their home, or the re- budget that did not have an honesL sivity
tirement security they have earned, deficit that more fairly reflects the bill must not ak for unreasonable sac-

but Congress will be forced to cut annual increase in the national debt.
waste, and to eimr.ate unnecessary More than $1 trilicn have been
added to the debt under Grammspending.
Some people will not like it; the lib- Rudman. Almost hail of that debt

rifice from the most vulnerable members of our society: the poor, the elder-

With aB due respect, the people will excess of $260 billion just in interest
regard it for what it Is—a turkey, flap- to pay for our massive debt. That inping around Congress more than 5 terest that Is not subject to sequestraweeks before Thanksgiving. I am tion, that must be paid, will soon
obliged to vote against it because it Is exceed the totsi amount we pay for
more of the same bad medicine that defense.
has made the economy shaky in the This budget resolution Is the largest
deficit reduction package we have atfirst place.
Mr. BOREN. Mr. President, our de- tempted to achieve. But it fails to
mociacy has to bc rebuilt by each suc- properly define the problem.
ceeding ,eneration. Each generation The problem Is debt. It Is not deficits
of Americans must care enough about we need to reduce, as such. It is the

First, the House rejected the Presi-

ly, the ill, and the children In other

words, to keep my support, the reconbe fair. Deficit
erals who control Congress will hate it. buildup was not included, never men- ciliation bill has got to
involves cutting benefits,
But in thc long run, our children, our tioned in the Gramrn-Rudman deficit reduction
grandchildren, and the country will be numbers. Our deficits have become stopping programs, and raising taxes;
moving targets arid in 'arge part there Is no way to mahe those actis
better off.
But there are ways to make
Mr. President, we are in the eighth hidden from the public, and this prac- painless.
them fair. In the days ahead, I will be
year of the longest peacetime econom- tice must stop.
Our $3.2 trillion debt will climb to $5 doing everything I can to make sure
ic expansion in our history. Now we
trillion
under this 5-year budget pack- that we do deficit reduction, and that
must decide whether we shall pursue
do it in a fair and progressive way.
the path of economic growth or age. And Just as under Gra.mm- weI would
also like to address the issue
whether we will revert to the policics Rudman, the coverup will continue. If of the continuing
reso)ution that we
that brought us to the brink of nation- ve indeed achieve $500 billion real def- have passed tonight.
There are three
icit
reduction,
we
will
still
add
$1.4
trilal ruin.
related
issues
which
created
the need
lion
more
to
the
nationad
debt.
Mr. President, I cannot in good faith
support this 'atest budget agreement. During fiscal year 19S0 we paid in for this stopgap funding measure:

dents budget proposal so, second, the
President decided to take revenge by

refusing to fund the government in
the hope that, third, we will be under
pressure to accept the same kind of
plan we rejected. Let me comment

briefly on each of those points.
First, if the Senate had voted on the
so-called bipartisan summit agreement

on the budget, I would have voted
"no." With all due respect to the
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people involved—with full recognition ship and the President for forcing the
Mr. RIEGLE. I thank the distinof the hard work they did, the good in- package down our throats. Business as guished chairman. I would further intentions they had—I simply did not usual would have been to say this year quire as to whether there is any rethink the plan was fair to middle- that the summit package is the answer quirement about the origin of the
income Americans. But it should be to all our deficit problems, and to say funding. For example, would it be posclear to the President and to the next year "Sorry, we're back for sible to fund this or any program
American people that those negotia- more." Business as usual would have through savings in unrelated protions were conducted in good faith. been to pass the summit, package by grams, or through new revenues or
The Democratic and Republican con- voice vote, and then to spend the rest user fees?
gressional leadership worked hard to of our lives giving speeches on how
Mr. SASSER. Let me respond to the
sell the agreement. So did the Presi- strongly we opposed it.
Senator, that, yes, as we envision it,
dent. There was no doublecros, there
Today is not business as usual. Tle the new pay-as-you-go mechanism
was no political gamesmanship. They budget resolution before us allows us would allow for new mandatory spenddid what they promised to do. And the to put together a deficit reduction ing initiatives if they were paid for by
Congress did what it was obligated to package that takes into account the either reductions in other entitlement
do: It listened to the American people hundreds of thousands of calls and let- programs or revenue increases.
and exercked its independent judg- ters our offices have received. We are Mr. RIEGLE. Mr. President, I want
ment and rejected the agreement.
on new ground; we are starting to put to thank the chairman once again. His
Second, while we rejected the budget together a real deficit reduction pack- comments are appreciated. I v.ould
agreement, we need not have rejected age. We are trying to do so in a way also like to commend him for his efgovernment; we did not need to close that is fair. We're trying to do so in a forts to develop a budget package. He
the enterprise down to make some way that puts the interests of the has served the Senate admirably
rhetorical or political point. Some Nation before the interests of politics. under very difficult circumstances. I
people say that by sustaining the veto That is not business as usual.
know there are many members of Conwe kept the feet of Congress to the
I believe strongly that we are gress in both bodies and on both sides
fire" and "generated the pressure

in the right direction. And I of the aisle who believe that action
needed to get an agreement." What moving
believe
that
this body and our leaders must be taken to address this critical
nonsense, Mr. President. There is pres- are capable of
together a pack- issue.
sure on us now, and there is a giant age without theputting
pain and waste of govMr. LAIJTENBERG. Mr. President,
fire ranging across the country. We ernment shutdown
or sequester. Those I am going to support this conference
don't need artificial, painful, and ex- actions are kind of
political games report, though I do it with great relucpensive posturing. The President's de- that demean this institution
and the tance.
cision to veto our first CR simply
Presidency. We have serious work on
the budget to do. We don't have time
for the kind of political brinkmanship
that truly represents business as
usual. I urge my colleagues to support

I am opposed to the budget summit
agreement that. the President and congressional leaders developed last week.
If this conference report simply adopt-

continuing resolution and can get on deficit reduction package.
'PAY-A5-YOU-GO' FOR ENTITLEMENT5
with the real business before us.
Third, and finally, what is most deMr. RIEGLE. Mr. President I wou)d
pressing about all this is that we like to engage the distinguished chairshould have gotten a reasonable man of the Budget Committee, Mr.
budget agreement some time ago. The SA55ER, in a colloquy on new program

the Senate on Friday, I was opposed to
the budget summit agreement for four
primary reasons: It was unfair to New
Jersey, to working, middle class Ameri-

forced us to spend a day in debate instead of negotiations, and it allowed us
to spend a day in partisan bickering instead of cooperative efforts. Rejection

of today's CR would have had the the budget resolution and support ed the proposals in that agreement, I
would vote against it.
same counterproductive effects. So I'm
As I explained in my statement to
glad that we have at least passed the movement toward a serious and fair

budget resolution we are working on
tonight is a step in the right direction.
It will allow us to put together a pack-

age that izwreases taxes on upper
income people, reduces the Medicare
cuts, eliminates the 2-cents-a-gallon
tax on home heating oil, helps the unemployed, and brings defense down to
at least the House level. And, if politi-

cal reality demands it. there is even
room to give the President some sort
of capital gains cut, not because the

economy needs it, but because it may
be necessary to get a deal. It does not

take a brain surgeon to figure out

what we nee-d to do. The kind of plan
we need equalizes the burden of real
deficit reduction, it would deserve the
support of the peop'e, and it can cornmand the support of this Senator and
50 other Members of this body.
The President has characterized the
continuing resolution we passed earlier this week, and perhaps the one we
will pass tonight, as business as usual.
Mr. President, it is anything but that.
Business as usual would have been
to accept the budget summit package

cans, to the elderly, and to the future
of this country. It was unfair to New
funding in this 5-year budget resolu- Jersey because the taxes it would have
tion. As you know, I participate in a bi- imposed would fall disproportionatey
committee, bipartisan Senate working on our State. It was unfair to the
group that is working on legislation to middle class because it proposes taxes
expand access to health care for all that would have fallen disprop&rticnAmericans and to control rising health ately on them. It was mfair to the elcare costs. The working group intends derly because of its deep cuts in Medito develop a self-funded program to care. And it was unfair to the future
accomplish this. It is a national trage- because it would have overspent on
dy that millions of our citizens have the Pentagon and underinveted in
no health care coverage. At the same education, infrastructure, and otltr
time, health care costs are skyrocket- key domestic areas.
Today. though, we are not voting on
ing. This type of effort is absolutely
critical for this country. I would like the budget summit agreement, nor re
to inquire of the chairman as to we voting on the particular pocies inwhether the budget agreement will cluded in it. Today we are oting on a
budget resolution. And a budget resoallow for this type of initiative.
Mr. SASSER. I thank the Senator lution s not a vehicle for changes in
from Michigan for his comments, and the saw, or the enactment of spedfic
I want to say that I certainly agree policies. A budget rcsolution simply
with him that the lack of access to af- sets general outlines of a fiscal policy.

fordable health care for millions of
American citizens is a critical national
problem.

It specifies how much we will spend,
but it does not say how we will spend
it. It specifies how much we will have

In answer to the question, I would in revenues, but it does not say how
say that the budget agreement does those revenues are to be raised, or who
allow for new program funding on a will pay. It specifies how much we will

pay-as-you-go basis. In other words, if save through changes in existing law.
But it does not say which changes are
to be made. In other words, Mr. Presi-

even though many of us had serious there is to be a new entitlement proprob'ems with Its provisions and its gram, that can be done as long as
overall progressivity. Business as usua' these new expenditures are paid for
wou'd have been to blame the leader- and do not increase the deficit.

dent, there is much that this budget

resolution does not do. But it does do
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I am not going to prejudge the rec- trough. Surely, those rich farmers can
Important things. First, it
moves the congessional budget process onciliation bill, though, since neither I absorb some cuts.
But, Mr. President, those cas.'s are
forward. t sets out targets for overall nor anyone else can know what will be
rule.
deficit reduction goals, and It assigns In it. I'm going to gtve the committees by far the exception and not the
committees particular goals for con- in this body a chance to do the right The average farmer in America
tributing tO these overall goals. These thing. If they succeed, I will vote for makes a litte more than $13,000 per
the reconciliation bill. But If they do year—a few thousand dollars Dbo:e
are Important steps.
But more importantly in the current not, I will oppose them and ri2e to the poverty level.
A recent CBO study predicted that if
context, I am hopeful that the confer- defend the interests of my State, poor
ence report will prevent the Govern- and middle class families, and the el- farm program spending stayed at current levels, 500,000 farmers would be
ment from remaining closed down. As derly.
Mr. BAUCUS. Mr. President, I rise forced off of the land in the next 5
my colleagues know, the President ha3
made adoption of a budget resolution In opposition to the budget resolution. years.
In other words, we would lose one in
a prerequisite to his signature of the We have heard a great deal over the
continuing resolution. Although I find last few days of the need to sacrifice. every four farmers in America.
I have not been ab1e to obta!n a
We have heard that we all must be
that position unnecessary and unwise,
it is reality that we cannot ignore. It prepared to tighten our belts to con- CBO analysis of the additional cuts in
also would be wrong to ignore the trol the budget deficit.
the budget.
several

problems that would be created by

continued Government closure for all
citizens and for our Nation's Federal
employees, who are charged with administering essential programs.
Finally, Mr. President, adoption of
the conference report offers the hope
of real progress on our Nation's serious deficit problem. The general
framework of this conference report is
roughly similar to the earlier version
defeated in the House, in that it would
produce about $40 billion in deficit reduction in the first year, and $500 billion over 5 years. However, it is a very

Mr. President, I agree with those
statemnt.s.
And I would be willing to bite the
bullet and vote for a package that included an across-the-board freeze or

But if we proJect linear increases it
means that we could lose 750,000 to
1,000,000 farmers by 1995. One out of
every two or three would be forced out
of farming.

Mr. President, that would be notheven some deep cuts in programs close
ing short of a disaster for farm States
to my heart.
But this budget cuts far too deeply like my own.
When the farmers go out of busiinto Medicare and imposes an inequitable tax burden on middle and lower ness, the rural communities built
around them disapepar.
income Americans.
Within a few years, we will see more
In addition, I am very concerned

about the impact of gasoline tax in- and more ghost towns in Montana,

creases and the highway funding for- South Dakota, North Dakota, and Nebraska as a result of these budget cuts.
mula on rural States like Montana.
different document. Let me explain
But because time is short I will toTHE FARM PROGRAM AS AN INVZS!'MrNT
bow.
night focus on an issue that has not
President, we must stop thinkThe House resolution included as- gotten sufficient attention in the ingMr.
of
the farm program as a program
that
policies
surnptions of specific
budget debate—the drastic cuts in the only for farmers.
committees were expected to approve farm program.
The fact is that anyone that eats has
in the reconciliation process. The FiIn the debate on the budget we have
nance Committee was to produce $60 heard so many numbers thrown an interest in the farm program.
We already spend less than one
billion in Medicare cuts, several in- around that it is easy to lose perspec- fourth
of what the Japanese and the
creases in excise taxes, and a handful tive.
Europeans pay for their farm proof new tax loopholes.
Supporters of every program claim grams.
But this conference report takes out that their ox is being unfairly gored.
And on top of that, consumer food
It
recommendations.
those specific
FARM PROGRAM CUTS
costs In the United States are the
does not mandate particular Medicare
But the reality is that the fastest de- lowest in the developed world.
cuts. It does not mandate excise tax clining
major Federal program is the
The farm program has provided us
increases. It opens no new tax loopfarm
program.
with
a wholesome, stable supply of
holes.
In 4 short years, annual spending on food since the Great Depression.
This conference report simply tells the
farm program has shrunk from And if we are willing to make the inthe Finance Committee to go out and
vestment, it will go on supplying us
find a certain amount of deficit reduc- $24 billion to $10.6 billion.

In other words, the farm program with food for decades to come.
tion. It tells the committee that you has
absorbed a cut of more
With the multibillion cuts being concan shape the details as you see fit. than already
sidered it is easy to lose sight of the
60 percent.
You do not have to hit Medicare as
But now we are faced with a budget f*rm program. But isn't a stable
deeply as we said earlier. If you want resolution
that cuts an additional $13 supply of food worth 1 percent of our
to tax the richest of the rich, rather billion from
the farm program over 5 budget?
than hitting the middle class, you can. years. That amounts
to a 20-percent
Isn't a stable farm program worth at
So long as you meet your overall goals,
as much as the space program?
you are free to act as you like. That, cut by 1995.budget resolution passes, least
Isn't it worth one-thirtieth of the
U this

Mr. President, is the es&ential function farm program spending by 1995 would
of a budget resolution In our system. be less than 50 percent of today's amount we spend on defense to secure
a supply of food?
It is nothing unusual.
And isn't it worth a few billion dolBut having said all this, I want to level.
And this includes only the nominal lars to keep rural America alive?
emphasize that Just because I will supIf inflation is considered, the
Mr. President, I believe it is.
port the conference report, I vrill not cuts.
support the reconciliation bill if it falls 1995 farm program could be as little as And I plan to vote against this
percent of the 1986 farm program. budget. I hope to work with my colthe fairness test for New Jersey and 10Already
annual farm program spend- leagues to devise a budget that is
its citizens.
represents less than 1 percent of fairer to American agriculture.
In fact, If that reconciliation bill ing
Federal budget—about 2 percent
Mr. LEVIN. Mr. President, the
looks much like the budget summit the
the cost of the savings and loan budget resolution before us tonight is
agreement, I will vote against it. If it of
silent on whose taxes are going to be
treats my State of New Jersey unfair- bailout.
ly,

I will vote against it. If it treats

IMPACT UPON RUPJL AMERICA

working, middle class Americans tin- But those numbers seem cold and
fairly, I will vote against it. If it treats ImpersonaL
And we have all heard stories of rich
elderly Americans unfairLy, I will vote
farmers feeding at the Qoverninent
agathst it, too.

raised and by how much. While this
approach is not specifically unfair to
middle-income Americans, It does not
offer any assurance that middle-

income Amerkmns will not be asked to
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carry tons of deficit reduction while
those making over $200,000 a year
don't even work up a sweat. We risk,
by passing this resolution m its current ambiguity, adding momentum to
a legislative vehicle which could come
roaring back at us m a couple of weeks
loaded with many of the objectionable

features of the budget summit agreement.

In addition, this budget resolution

does not correct the flaw in the budget
summit agreement relating to the

baking in for 3 years of the numbers
for defense and domestic discretionary

spending. For instance, this budget

Mr. DURENBERGER. Mr. President, 4 nights ago, I said on this floor many. Possibly, my actions in the Fithat the debate over this budget pack- nance Committee over the rest of this
age had gotten very noisy and very process may be seen more positively.
complicated. In the aftermath of the Most of the details of this package will
vote of the House of Representatives, be settled there.
it has gotten noisier and more complex
The biggest area of concern for Minby several orders of magiitude. I hope nesotans and for me is the Medicare
the lessons of the last 5 days are not part of this budget. There has been
lost on all of us.
great concern over proposed increases
The budget summit was an unprece- in premiums. That is not a problem
dented compromise among Democrats unique to Medicare. People of all ages
and Republicans, leaders of the House have• expressed fear over the sharp
and Senate, and the President of the rise in the cost of health care. MediUnited States. And the rejection of care has been insulated to a large
that agreement by majorities in both degree from some of the pain all insurparties in the House was likewise un- ance holders have felt, and it will conprecedented. H.L. Mencken cynically tinue to be. We will work for the
observed that democracy is the art of soundest, fairest financing package we

resolution makes it virtually impossible for us for 3 years to shift resources
from the relatively high defense budg- running the zoo from the monkey
ets, to wit, $288.9 billion, $291.6 billion, cage. By abandoning our leadership,
and $291.8 billion in budget authority we have partially proved his observafor fiscal years 1991, 1992, and 1993 re- tion. We should be thankful that we
spectively, to meet other growing chal- are close to restoring order tonight.
lenges of interest to all Americans in The American people are understandareas such as education, the environ- ably upset and frankly fed up with it.
ment, and the war on drugs. I recog- There is no need for further delay or
nize that any credible deficit reduction posturing; let's do our duty tonight.
plan must include restraint on spendMr. President, this all boils down to
ing. However, it is unnecessary and one simple, vital question. What is the
unwise for us to transform this vehicle most important obligation of this Govfor deficit reduction into a vehicle for ernment at this time? My answer is:
establishing defense and nondefense reduce the fiscal deficit. Every other
priorities for the next 3 years when obligation, for once, has to take a back
the world is changing so rapidly.
seat to that.
Mr. President, m voting against this
Our recent history, over the last
budget resolution, I am not saying dozen years, has been exactly the opthat I will not give a full review to the posite. Everything, at one time or anreconciliation legislation which will be other has taken precedence to the defreported out of committee pursuant to icit. Cutting taxes. The military buildit. This Nation must have a real, credi- up. Farm programs. AIDS. The drug
ble reduction in the deficit. I am, how- wars. Foreign military aid. Child care.
ever, saying that in order for me to And so on. In the process, the Americonsider supporting that legislation it can people have lost a war of attrition
must meet the test of achieving credi- against Federal debt.
ble deficit reduction m a manner conThis package represents a day of
sistent with fundamental fairness to reckoning for all of that. Finally, we
middle-income Americans and their have a chance to make a decision, as a
long-term interests.
united government, to be responsible.
Mr. BRADLEY. Mr. President, I will Having participated in 1985 in a failed
vote for the budget resolution to avoid attempt to do just that, and having
Government from shutting down and seen the bitter consequence of inachurting a lot of innocent people. This tion, I am praying the Congress will
is not a final vote on the budget or its find the guts to do the right thing this
components. Unlike the agreement week.
Mr. President, it is clear to me from
from the budget summit, this is a vote
only to move the process to the com- the calls I have received this past week
mittees. I will base a final budget vote from my fellow Minnesotans that we
on what comes out of the committees. have failed to convince peop'e of the
I will fight m the Finance Committee seriousness of the problem of the defito make sure that middle income tax- cit. We have failed to communicate
payers will not have their taxes in- that a problem of this seriousness decreased while the wealthy get more mands solutions of the magiitude contax breaks. This resolution raises no tained in the budget summit agreespecific taxes. I will not hesitate to ment. We can not ever seem to agree
vote against a final bill that increases on the nature and Impact of the defitaxes on middle Income taxpayers. I cit, that it Is not Just a creation of
will also fight to protect senior citizens Congress, or Washington's problem.
I say to the thousands of Minnesofrom dramatic increases in health care
tans who have taken the time to write
costs.
Finally, I still believe that the de- or call that I am grateful to each one
fense budget Is too high and I will con- of them. Many more of them called to
tinue to push for deeper cuts in de- oppose the summit agreement than to
fense. We cannot ask senior citizens to support it. Many of them expressed
reach ever deeper Into their pockets fear, and most were angry. Some indifor medical care while the Pentagon cated their intention to withhold their
squanders scarce resources on obsolete vote from me or anyone who supported this agreement.
missions and superfluous forces.

can.

We will also deal with the proposed
tax on home heating oil which has an
adverse and disproportionate impact
on Minnesotans. It is my hope that we
can defeat it.

Edmund Burke said that a Representative owes his constituents both

his industry and his judgment. As I exercise my best judgment tonight, in a

way that many of you will disagree

with, all I can say is I value your input
but believe the greatest good is served
in another way.

Mr. President, several years ago, I
used to tell a joke that went like this:
Question: Why were there so many
heros at the Alamo? Answer: Because

there was no back door. Since this
agreement was announced on Sunday,

many of our colleagues have been

looking for a back door of some kind.

My hope and my conclusion, Mr.
President, is that there is none.

Mr. President, I was ready to vote
for the package the House defeated
last week. The package before us is
only cosmetically different from what
was defeated 4 days ago. It makes ex-

plicit what most of us must have assumed anyway: that some flexibility
was necessary in the Finance and
Ways and Means Committees to hit
revenue and savings targets in the way
that made the most policy sense. As a

member of the Finance Cmmittee, I
obviously welcome that flexibility. For
those colleagues who fear putting that

kmd power in the committees hands,
you need only look at the recent history of our committee and our record of
producing moderate, consensus bills.
For House Members of the minority,
who have not always seen such behavior from the Ways and Means Committee, I can assure them that we have
no intention of bowing to the House.
Mr. President, before we label this a

'bad" agreement, as many have done,
we must ask compared to what?

Is the sequester the right policy br

America?

Is it balanced? Is it fair? Of course
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings has done
its job. It has raised the cost of inaction to an intolerable level. To put it
another way, it has cut through the

not.
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political fog to expose the true cost of and remake the compromise to make
inaction by providing a glimpse of the it more to our liking. There are only
fiscal chaos we will reap if we don't two real alternatives: the sequester or
the summit agreement. A vote against
make changes.
Well what about the other alterna- this agreement is a vote for the setives? It would probably be instructive quester, or a decision to do nothing at
to have members bring their own indi- all.
The deficit is either the most imporvidual plans to the floor here and put
them in a pile. It would be a kind of tant thing, or it is not. My vote says it
budgetary Tower of Babel. We don't is.
lack for ideas. What we need are ma-

jorities to pass them and carry them

EXHIBIT 1

out.

[From the Congressional Record, Oct. 4,

an illusion. It is an obligation incurred
on behalf of American taxpayers
present and future. It jeopardizes our
economy and It compromises our soyereigrity as a nation. Our Inability to
say no got us into this, and saying yes
to every interest group with a problem

Mr. ARCHER.

The deficit is not an abstraction or

19901
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without giving me 217 votes? And the
answer is no.

I feel that many Members on both sides
want an easy package. There is no such
thing as deficit reduction of $500 billion

that is a happy package for anyone,
When I first ran for Congress, Barry
Goldwater came to my district, and I must
confess he was one of my ideals in politics.

There was a rumor that he would not run
again, and I asked him, 'Are you going to

run again?" He looked at me and said, Bill.

have thought about it, and I war.t to
retire. I feel that I have carned it. I want
my privacy and my private life, but I will
not one day sit with my grandchildren on
I

Mr. Speaker, when I first my knee and tell them that I did not do evsaw this budget agreement on Monday, all erything that I could to make a better
of the objectionable features reached out to future for them." He ran Again.
me. and, to say the least, I was disappointed.
And I will not sit and tell my grandchilBut I learned many years ago, that before dren that I failed to make the tough deciyou make a hasty decision, it Is far better to sion when I had a chance to lift this debt
count to a legislative 10, and I went home from their shoulders.
and I counseled with my wife, and I shared
with this package is not going to get my concerns. And as the night wore on, I reMr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, tonight we
us out of it.
alized that I could not get hung up on Indibeen treated to a rare display. I do not
Two of the finest speeches I have vidual pieces In this agreement, but that it have
know
if the forensics are better than that
was far more important to look at the whole

ever heard were made on the floor of
what impact it would have on our counthe House last week just before the. and
and on generations to come. By mornHouse vote. The first was by BIu try
I realized that this was the best we
ARCHER, ranking member of the Ways ing.
could do.
and Means Committee. He finished I cannot stand here and tell you that if
with these simple, eloquent words he you fail to vote for this package there will
described his days after he leaves the be a recession, or that if you do vote for this
Congress: '1 will not sit and tell my package there wfll be a recession. No econo-

grandchildren that I failed to make
the tough decision to lift this debt
from their shoulders."
And my dear friend and colleague

tainly at least from the summit,eers you

have seen expressions of sincerity which I

think are hard to match, at least in my
career in the Congress.

We have heard the gentkman from Cali-

fornia [Mr. PANETTA] and the gentleman
from Illinois [Mr. R05TENKOw5KII and the

mist knows, but I can tell the Members this
country is in desperate need of a fiscal fix.

gentleman from Illinois [Mr. MIcHELI and

budget agreement, until you consider all of

Mr. Speaker, I want to stand here and

If Churchill were here today, he might
possibly say that this Is the worst possible

from Minnesota, Biu FRENZEL, who is the other realistic alternatives. Sequestra-

one of the finest men to ever serve the
Congress, said this:

which we have enjoyed in the past, but cer-

the gentleman from Missouri (Mr. GEP-

RARDTI tell you why they think this is what
we need to do tonight.

agree with each of them, that they and we
tion clearly is not a realistic alternative, per- have done the best that we can do at this
haps for a few days, but those who accept point, and what remains for the House is to
that, and seem to wish t, will come quickly push this matter through by passing this
back to this body In a short time, demand- budget resolution, and letting the committees of jurisdiction begin work on reconciliIng that may parts of it be lifted.
The Congress Itself has never before in its tation.

Our test Is sterner than any we have faced
since I have come to Congress. And for us
good news' people, who do not like to lay
on taxes, and who hate to cut expenditures.
it Is going to be particularly difficult. But history been able to produce this type of
remember, we can begin down that path to package. Individual Members working tofiscal sobriety. And for all those of you that gether through committees, through the
I have importuned over the years, that I budget process have been unable to do so.
have harangued and pleaded and begged to and after months of deliberation this year, I
reduced spending, for me personally, there am convinced this is the best that we can
could not be any finer monument than the do.
Neither Democrats by themselves nor Repassage of this budget resolution.
publicans
with the President, can pass a
Their high ideals will be fulfilled in budget package.
this vote tonight. I ask unanimous partisan effort. It can only be done by biconsent that their full, statements
In all of the years that I have been on the
appear at the end of my remarks.
Committee on Ways and Means, I have only

All of those speakers spoke a little bit
about President Bush, too. I have heard
many of you say it will be painful to vote
for this bill. How painful was it for Presi-

dent Bush to accept the fact that there

would be substantial new taxes? How painful was it for him to have come to ask each
and every one of us personally if we could
give him his vote' He. who has worked so
hard and suffered so much for us. And I say
this particularly to the Republicans, for we
are the divided Government. We are the minority which can get rolled at any time by

The PRESIDING OFFICER. With- voted for one tax bill. That was In 1961, the majority, and our only defense is our

President and our ability to sustain a veto
And it is now time to pay the bills. We every now and then.
Here is one time when he and we jointly
run up consecutive deficits for the last
Mr. DURENBERGER. Mr. Presi- have
19 years. and I say to my Democrat friends, are asking Members to stand up with us and
dent, I have been around this city for not
just during the last decade. The last bal- give this country a chance to get Its feet
12 years now. I think the thing that anced
budget was in 1971. We are leaving back on the path toward fiscal sobriet'.

out objection, it is so ordered.
(See exhibit 1.)

which was a tax reduction. That was easy.

disturbs me most about how we operate, and how I operate, Is that we have
the ability to do microscopic analysis
of parts of a problem, and at the same
time be totally blind to the whole.
Yes there is unfairness in elements

these massive deficits as a legacy to our chil-

of this package. I concede that. But
how important are those concerns up
against the catastrophic and wanton
unfairness of the deficit itself? This
generation spending hundreds of billions of dollars it does not have, and
passing the bill to our children. Can
anything be more unfair or more in
need of our attention than that?

Mr. President, we do not have a

dren and to our grandchildren, and I do not
serve in Congress to be a party in bestowing

Over the past two decades we, all of us, have

managed to become the world's largest

debtor nation. The U.S. Congress thankfully somehow has made us the world champs
such a burdensome legacy.
Socrates 400 years before Christ, said that in one respect: We owe more money than
when the masses of the people find they can anybody.

vote themselves prosperity from the public

This may not be the best resolution in

town, but I guarantee you, it is the only resolution in town.
And as BOB Mxci correctly pointed out.,
democracy. Democracies easily handle the
treasury, democracy is no longer possible.
This is a historic test for our republic, our

easy decisions, but stumble on the tough each of us could do better. I think I could
ones.

Today is that watershed moment in our
country's history where we will look back
and say we did the right thing, as tough as
it was, and as objectionable as some of the
features of this package are, because, yes,
our children and their children deserve it.

get maybe 80 votes for mine, which is much
better than that. I doubt many of you could
get that many.

This happens to be a good resolution because it saves $500 billion and places the
country's feet on the path toward that desired fiscal sobriety.

range of options to choose from. We Could I have devised a better budget? CerIt is enforceable. Wall it all be enforced?
cannot go back to the drawing board tainly. Give me 217 votes. But would it pa.ss No. Will we save all of the $500 billion? No.
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We wU have aome ippage. We a'ways do.
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We have nov been presented with a wants, but we must resolve this matter

But with the enforcement in this package revised budget reso'ution. And ft is and bring the first step In the budget
and the s-year reoncfliation, we ¶ave the frankly n Improvement over the process to a c'ose.
best chnee that we have ever had to actual- original resolution. But the resolution
The American people are wondering
y make the savings that we claim we are still leaves open the possibility, arid what
in the world is wrong with the
going to have.
We can change all o! this bad record to. indeed the probabjilty, that the final Congress. We have been working on a
night, or we can at least begin changing it. result will still be large cost increases budget for weeks and months. Now is

This package will take us to a unified !or the elderly in the Medicare Pro- the time for action. The American
budget surp'us before fiscal year 1994. By gram, and heavy Increases In excise people want actAon. We must support
1isca year 1995 it i11 iave taken our spend- taxes that hit hardest at the middle
tng back to only 18½ percent of CNP, our and lower income families and individrough average for the past two 1ecades. and uals.

5 percent less than we expect to Spend in
fisca' year 1991. the fisca3 year approathing.

The reso'ution leaves open the possibility that a tax ultimately will be im-

That is a pretty good record, a monunn- posed on home heating oil.
ta athievement, I believe. And Alan GreenIn addition, the revised resolution
span says it passes the credit market test. contains
inadequate reductions in deand so does his predecessor, Paul Voicker,
and so do Martin Feldstein, Ronald Rea- fense spending, and actually requires

this resolution.

Earlier, remarks were made about
the senior Senator from Georgia, the
able chairman of the Armed Services
CommiLtee. I want to commend him
for the Sound position he has taken
with regard to defense spending. This
position will protect the security of
this Nation. We have turmoil all over
the world. We cannot afford to cut defense any more than he is advocating.

smaller spending cuts In agricultural
Jerry Ford's budget man, and Charc support programs than did the origiSchultz. who was Jimmy Carter's Director nal budget resolution.
In his behalf, I want to say I stand
of the Budget, and Herb Stein, who was the
For all of these reasons I will vote with him, and I hope the Senate wilL
Chairnmn of the Council of Economic Ad- against this budget resolution. I emMr. President,' I hope we will stand
visers for President Nixon. A1 these men phasize at the same time that I do not
say this fits the bill, that it passes the test. believe the Federal Government together on this budget resolution. I
gan's CEA. and so does Jim Lynn, who was

the able Republican leader,
Now the question Ls are we going to pass
be brought to a standstill while commend
the test? Are we going to have the courage should
the
Senator
from New Mexico, the
to stand back and to go against a few phone the Congress and the administration able ranking member on the Budget
seek
a
better
solution
to
the
budget
calls and a few letters we have got from
Committee, the other Members who
peop'e who want to keep getting the same problems. 1 believe the President's have been Involved, for their hard

benefits that they have been getting over veto on Saturday or the continuing work. I ask my oo11egues to sipport
resolution permitting the Government
the years?
I have often said to the Republicans that to continue its operations was an error this resolution.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
see us a1 as a bunth of cake eaters. We are and I regret that the House of Repreafraid to lay on new taxes. We think that is sentatives failed by a narrow margrn yields time?
Mr. DOMENICI. I yield myself 10
naughty. We do not want to cut any spend- to override that veto.
ing. We do not want to deny any of our conminutes, and then our only remaining
Disruption
of
easentiai
Government
stituents anything.
rvices contributes nothing to resolv- speaker is Senator D0LZ.

We will tonight pass what I caU the cake
Mr. President, I see my friend the
eater test U we can pass this budget resolu- ing budget disagreements. Such dis- distinguished senior Senator from
tion. We will prove that we an eaL a litfle ruptions impose penalties on the Geoigia on the floor. He raised some

bread and maybe some of us. certainly American people for budget and politi- issues about interest rates. I only have
myself, will have to eat a litUe crow, because cal disagreements that are not their
none of us Is going to 'ike this budget reso- fault. Accordingly, 1 will vote in favor 10 mInutes, so let me say to my friend
lution. But as I said before, It's all we got.
of a continuing resolution to permit I will not use my time to explain how I
Our test Is sterner than any we have faced cntirnied. operation of the govern- see the interest. rates, but I believe the
since I have come t.o Congress. And for us ment while the Congress and the ad- assumptions in the budget agreement
good news people who do not 'ike to lay n ministration work out a good budget are rational. In due course I will have
taxeE. and who hate to cut expenditures. It
printed in the RECORD why I believe
agreement..
Is going tc be particu1ry difficult.
But remember.

we

can begin niovrng down

Mr. BIDEN. Mr. President, I will they tre not out of line with reality

that path to fiscal sobriety. And for all of vote for the budget resolution because for a budget resolution..
Having said that, let me suggest that
those of you that I have importuned over it moves the budget process forward. I
the years. that 7 have harangued and p'ead- did not support the previous plan, and
ed and begged to reduce spending, for me I have reservations about this one, but
persoaUy there could not be any finer it appears the negotiators moved
monumel3t than the passage of tths budget much of the burden of deficit reducresout ion.
tion off the elderly Medicare benefici-

Mr. FELL. Mr. President, I intend th aries and on to those in very high
vote against the budget resolution pre- Income braciets.
Sented to the Senate today.
This is not the final agreement—
Five days ago, I announed that I op- that will come in 2 vees. But this
posed the budget summit agreement vote will move the process forward. I
and would vote against the budget res- will 'ook for further Improvement
olution needed to carry out that agree- before voting for the final package.

I want to break my remarks up in
three parts. First, I want to talk about
what we are doing and why we are
doing It, and, second. I want to discuss
what is going to happen lithe commit-

tees who are supposed to put this together do not do their job.

Let me start by saying the Issue

before us is whether or not the U.S.

Senate and the U.S. House in the next
15 or 20 days will have the courage to
change programs of the Federal Govment. At that time, I said the budget The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who ern.ment sufficient to make the savagreement was unfair In placing the yields time?
ings that their respective committees
heaviest burden of deficit reduction on
Mr. DOMENICL Mr. President, I have been directed to do in this budget
the elderly, and the heaviest burden of had intended to give my closing re- resolution. That is hard work. I can
new taxes on iuiddle and lower income marks and then Senator Dox2, but the just say to the chairman and ranking
families and individuals.
distinguished Senator, Mr. Thtmrom, member of Oovernmenta Affairs
I objected strongly to taxing the ne- wanted 2 mInutes. so I will yield 2 min- Committee, and to the chairman and
cessities of life such as home heating utes to him. The only remainIng ranking member of Fthance, You had
oil, and to eliminating one of the few speakers on our side are Senator Doi better get ready. You have about 4 or
5 days, not 40 or 50 days, about 4 or 5
programs that help first-time home and myself.
buyers of modest means to buy a The PRESIDING OFFICER. The days to put In place In your committee
the savings that are mandated In this
Senator from South Carolina.
home.
Fortunately that budget resolution Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, I budget resolution." I am going to give
was rejected—not only by me but by rise in support of the budget resolu- you a rule of thumb. If no one Is comthe Amerimn people and by the Con- tion. It * not what I want. It s prob- plalning and you are not hearing from
ably not exactly -what any person the American people and from lobbyTesS.
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that
does
not
have
the
reforms
in
Ists, you are not doing your job. Be- women can have some hope that the bill
cause what we have instructed in this private sector of America has a chance the budget process to show the Ameribudget resolution cannot be done to continue to grow. We did not do it can people, who are going to take
because it is neat and because it is nice
to be on the summit. We did it because
the country demands it. I do not mean
demands it in the sense that the country Is standing out there ready to whip
than those that the summit arrived at. us. A great country demands the best
You may find some other savings pro- of its leaders. Anyone that does not
without pain.

I am not going to bother to talk
about who and how, but I tell you,
there are not very many ways to
achieve the savings that are better

posals. But if you really are going to want to vote for this resolution may
do the job, you are going to come out have all kinds of legitimate reasons.
pretty close to what the summiteers Let me tell you, the most important
arrived at after weeks and weeks of thing is my third point. This resolution is meaningless if the committees
discussion and meetings.
So I hope you will have in front of of this Senate do not comply with the
you what was agreed to by the budget reconciliation directives. And tonight

some pain, that the savings are real.
For those who say this Is unbalanced, I want to give you three num-

bers. I think it is balanced. Listen to
how balanced it is. Thirty-six percent
of the savings in this package come
from discretionary accounts. For those
who said before you tax, cut spending,

well, there is 36 percent. Another 22
percent comes from mandatory and
entitlements. That is domestic spending, not military. It Is not just appropriations; it includes mandatory and
entitlement spending. If my arithme-

summit. There are many who are the Senator from New Mexico is going tic is right, 36 and 22 Is 58. Fifty-eight
saying they are upset, and we should to 'vote for this budget and recom- percent is from reducing expenditures,

mends anyone that wants to get the if you pass the reforms that make it
never have a budget summit again.
Well, if we do this right, we will not deficit down to vote for it. Those who happen. And 30 percent taxes.
need to do it again. But I tell you, I do do not, I hope we get a good enough
that is a pretty fair package.
not apologize for the summit agree- reconciliation bill to get your vote for ToI think
repeat, 36 percent cuts in discrement because I guarantee you, for all it.
22 percent from entitlements;
the pious remarks about doing it an- Let me say that this budget resolu- tionary;
30
percent
from taxes. I say tonight, I
tion is meaningless if the committees

other way and all the demands that

we should wait for our committees, I of this U.S. Senate find ways to use
guarantee you if you did not have that smoke and mirrors to get out of their
summit, you would not be here to- responsibility. As one summiteer, I am
night with a package that recommends going to recommend to our leader that
a $500 billion reduction. I bet my life if they do that, we are going to bring
on it. I mean, who would do It? If you an amendment here to the floor and
did not have Gramm-Rudman, which fix it.
So, I guess I am saying, Mr. Chaireveryone criticizes, you would not even
have had the budget meetings, and man and ranking members the good
you would not have had this kind of times are gone. The times when you
deficit reduction until the United can fool around with all those numStates of America went broke. That Is bers in your reconciliation bills, when
you call on those smart guys and say,
about the time you would have it.
So why do we not forget about the "Hey, did you used to work on the
budget summit? We went out to An- Budget Committee?" "Yes." 'Do you
drews Air Force base and learned a lot. know how to fix this so I do not have
I heard House Members who were sup- to do anything hard?" They say, "Sure
posed to know so much about Govern- do." Well, that is not going to work. At
ment saying, "I never knew it was so least I hope it is not going to work.
tough to cut the deficit of the United The last part is, we must change the
States." It is nice and easy and pious budget process to enforce what we
to say "freeze." But, what about Social have committed to here tonight. For
Security? What about Medicare? those who say defense has not been
These Senators that run around and cut, all of the discretionary savings in
say, "Everything is growing too much, this proposal are from defense—$180
claiming it is Senator BYRD'S Appro- billion. For those who say discretionpriations Committee." The entitle- ary is coming down, yes, it is, all bements are going up 14 to 15 percent. cause of defense. If we did not happen
Some are going up 17. How come? Sen- to have defense coming down at this
ator BYRD cannot change those. We particular moment in history, we could
have to change them, And some of not do this. Where would we get $180
those have to be changed through a billion? We got it solely from defense.
budget reconciliation bill, If not, we
We do have caps on the discretionare not going any-where. So that is my ary accounts for 3 years, defense, dofirst point.
mestic and foreign. We have a new enMy second point is we would not be forcement process that we agreed
doing this if we were not worried upon that will enforce the caps, proabout our country. And it just stands vide for an extension of Grammto reason that sooner or later, you Rudman-Hollings, and do some other
have to cut the deficit. You might things that will help the appropriation
have gone on another year, but how process not bear the full burden of
many more? Borrowing the kind of Gramm-Rudman-Hollings. Those are
money we are borrowing from all over all written up.
I, for one, want to say to those who
the world raises interest rates for
those who want to buy houses, and for asked the Senator from New Mexico
Americans who want to build a busi- yesterday and the day before to supness. With interest rates outlandishly port this budget, that I am supporting
high, we cannot grow.
it. But I guarantee you that I am not
We are pursuing this deficit reduc- going to support a reconciliation bill
tion package so that we can grow, so that does not produce the savings in
that we can leave something for our the budget summit agreement. I am
children, aid so that working men and not going to support a reconciliation

have done my job, and I enjoyed it. I
am not embarrassed or abashed about
having been a summiteer. You would
not be here but for the summit, and I

was pleased to be part of it.
Now let us see if the members of the
committees, all of whom want deficit

reduction, many of them came to the
floor and told us how to do it; let us

see if they get it in the next 5 or 6
days.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con-

sent that reasonableness of interest
rates in the budget agreement be
printed in the RECORD at this point.

There being no objection, the mate-

rial was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as

follows:

INTEREST RATE AssUMPTIoNs IN THE BUDGET
AGREEMENT

interest rates are what matter for financing the budget deficit.
The administration projects rea' Interest
rates to be approximate'y the same in 1991
Rea'

as this year and sllghtly lower in 1992.
And real interest rates are projected to de-

dine on'y modestly in later years, back to
more norma' htstorica eves.
These are modest Iniprovements if we

carry out rea' sustained deficit reduction.
Chairman Greenspan has confirmed that
imp'ementation of a budget agreement is a
necessary condition for thwer interest rates
and continued economic growth.

Mr. DOMENICI. I yield the floor.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who

yields time?
Mr. SASSER addressed the Chair.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

Senator from Tennessee.

Mr. SASSER. Mr. President, I see
the distinguished Senator from West
Virginia on the floor. Does he wish
some time?

Mr. BYRD. I do not wish time,

except to thank the distinguished Senator from Tennessee [Mr. SA55ER] for

the excellent work that he has done

throughout the long and difficult days
at the so-called summit.

Let me, for one, say that I do not

intend to ever attend another summit.
I have had my belly full of summits.
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But I want to thank him. I attended treatment facilities and water quality reconciliation bill as well. I am also
the summit, and we .summiteers have facilities. We need to improve our highly skeptical of the basic economic
undergone and experienced a great rivers, our harbors, our airways, our assumptions on which this budget resdeal of castigation, calumny, and op- railways, and our mass transit. And we olution is based. With this budget resprobrium, but we did our best. I think are not doing it.
olution, as with the last one, the key
we did a pretty good job.
That is why I am fighting to in- assumptions behind the budget projecI want to thank the Senator from crease domestic discretionary spend- tions are wildly optimistic.. This

Tennessee [Mr. ZASS). I want to ing. and we are doing it. That is what budget assumes. for example. that inthank Mr. DoMxric1, the ranking we agreed on at the summit.
terest rates will drop below 5 percent
member of the Budget Committee. I
To those who wish to further cut doalso wish to thank Mr. Bcwismi, the mestic discretionary spending, I say we
chairman of the Finance 'Committee, have had enough and it is time we inand Mr. RosrawlcowSKj, his counter- vested in our country. Any company

in just a few years. As a result of as-

suinptions like this, the massive reduc-

tions that are projected in the out
are phoney With most of the
part in Ways and Means. I want to ex- that does not invest in its plant, equip- years
$500
billion
savings coming in the out
press my gratitude to Mr. HATF1LD. menL and its people is going to fail. years and driven
by inflated assumpmy own counterpart on appropria- We have not been investing in our tions, the package
as a whole is seri

tions, and I also express appreciation
to the majority leader and the minority leader for 'the work that they did at
the summit.

Mr. Doxj, I think, attended all of

the sessions there, and whatever success may have been achieved can be

plants and equipment. I have just de- ously flawe&
scribed how our domestic discretionary
Some say we have no option other
spending has been going down in rela- than
pass this budget resolution.
tion to the entire budget and in rela- Theyto
maintain
that as much as they
tion to GNP.
with it that it is the best that
A country that does not invest in its disagree
can achieve and develop a econcilipeople, that does not train them, that we
does not educate them, that does not ation bill the President will sign. I

attributed to the dedication of the
Members of the Senate and Rouse invest in its plant and equipment, Its reject that argument. I believe Conwho attended. But I have had enough roads, its bridges, its railways: its wa- gress should pass the bidget that best
of summits, as far as I am concerned. I terways, is going to tail it is not going reflects the majority ol this body. If
think this resolution is imperative. I to be able to compete with other coun- this is it, I reject it. If we can do
better, let's do so. If we pass a better
did not Intend to speak, because I tries.
think everybody has their minds made
Mr. President, I will not belabor the budget and reflect that in a better

up as to how they are going to vote.
Senate further. 1 urge the Senate to budget resolution, and the President
I think At is imperative., however, approve this resolution so that we can vetoes ft. then we, and more importhat we adopt this resolution. It takes go on to the next step and develop a tantly, the American people, will know
us to the next phase in the budget reconciliation bill and get on with our why we are forced to enact a bad
process. We could not bring out a rec- efforts to deal with this terrible budget deal.
So, Mr. President, I believe it would
onciliation measure unless this resolu- budget deficit, $3 trillion. it is a terribe wiser to pursue another option.
tion is passed instructing the commit- ble debt. $3. 189 trillion.
tees as to what they must do in regard
I thank the Senate and. yield the And (hat is to reject this budget resolution and pass a shortt.erm continuto raising revenues and reducing out- floor.
lays and so on.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who ing resolution. This would keep the
It is a far more serious matter than yields time?
Government operating for a few days.
the American people believe. This Mr. KERRY. Mr. President. 1 under- while we develop and consider a
country is operating right now under a stand that many in this chamber ill budget resolution that more fairly dis$1.434 trillion budget. If anyone is in- vote for this second budget resolution tributes the unfortunate but necessary

terested In knowing how much a tril- as did many of our colleagues in the pain of deficit reduction. If we pass
lion dollars is, at $1 per second, It House. They a'ill vote I or this measure this budget resolution I fear we have
would take 32,000 years to count a tril- in order to let the congressional proc- stacked the deck in favor of more
lion dollars. The national debt is ess work. In the hope of a final Recon- taxes, and probably unfair ones: more
$3.189 trillion. How much time is left? ciliat ion Bill that will reduce the defi- cuts in programs people need: excesI might take It.
cit in a manner that reflects their sive spending on unnecessary weapons
The PRESIDiNG OFFiCER. The values and priorities. They will also systems: and agribusiness subsidies
Senator from Tennessee has 3 minutes vote for it in the hope that the Presi- and ta.x giveaways to oil and gas com25 seconds.
dent will agree to sign a short-term panies and the superrich.
Mr. BYRD. It takes me that long to continuing resolution to keep the GovMr. President. the original summit
get warmed up.
ernment in business. 1 support a short- agreement produced a budget resoluIn 1981, domestic discretionary term continuing resolution because it tion which was unacceptable to a ma•
spending was $15'? billion.
would be absurd to shut the Govern- jority in both parties in the House. It
The budget at that time was .$6'78 ment down. It would produce chaos aas rejected because it did not reflect
billion. Domestic discretionary spend- and be unfair to American taxpayers. the wishes of the American people. It
ing constItuted 23 percent of the total
However, while I understand the was not fair to the middle class and to
budget. Today, fiscal year 1991, we are thinking of those who aili vote for lower income Americans. It was not
looking at that budget; domestic dis- this second budget resolution, I do not fair to the elderly with excessive cuts
cretionary spending is .$1 71 billion. It share that thinking and will vote in Medicare. It was not fair to Massahas Increased $14 billion sInce 1981, against this second budget resolution. chusetts people and would not have
from $15'? to $171 billion, while the
Why? Because this budget resolution been helpful to an economy already in
total budget has increased from $678 establishes parameters for tax in- recession In my state and teetering on
billion in 19.81 to $L434 trillion. In creases. entitlement reductions, and the brink of recession nationwide.
other words, the budget has increased defense spending that are inconsistent
Today we are considering a budget
$'?56 billion over what it was in 1981. with my values and priorities and resolution that In wine ways is an ireNow domestIc discretionary spending those of the people I represent. Oper- provement on the earlier proposal. As
constItutes 1 1. percent of the total ating within these constraints.. I find it I understand IL this second agreement
budget; whereas 10 years ago it consti- very hard to imagine that the commit- would reduce the cut in Medicare, very
thted twice that much.. 23 pereenL
tees can produce a budget I can sup- thghtly increase the Cut in defense.
We do have a third deficit, the in- port. I hope I gin wrong U this meas- possibly eliminate the 2-cent tax on
vestment deficit, the Infrastructure ure passes, and that fair package that heating oil, and probably modify the
deficit in this country. Our roads are reflects my priorities will eome before business tax incentive package. it
falling In. The bridges are crumbling the Sexmte. If it does not, I will try to would also leave the committees of
and falling down. We need waste water change It and if that fails, oppose the Congress with a great deal more lati-
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tude In developing a bipartisan legisla- produce that result. I am unwilling to And if we do not act now, when? If we
tive package to Implement the broad start down this slippery slope. For are not capable, who is going to act?
policies outlined in the second Budget once we begin to descend, reversing
I have said for the past several years
Agreement.
ourselves will be difficult if not impos- the biggest problem we have in AmerHowever, I am still gravely con- sible.
ica is the deficit. Boy, we hear great
cerned with the pafarneters within Therefore, I intend to vote against speeches on the Senate floor. I do not
which the development of specific the revised budget agreement: First, in question anyone's motives but sooner
policies will occur. I am concerned the hope that a better agreement can or later we have to make tough
t.hat the budget resolution could result quickly be reached; second, to remind choices. This is only a budget resoluIn a reconciliation bill that remains re- committee members that some Demo- ton. It is important, do not misundergressive and unfair to working people. cratic Senators are watching their stand me.
I am concerned that the Reconcila- work carefully and will oppose a final
I thank the chairman, Snator
tion measure may force too great a reconciliation bill that is unfair to SASSER,
and Senator DoMtcx. They
deficit reduction on the elderly, our working people if the second budget did a lot of
hard work. I thank the
veterans, and society's most vulnerable resolution is enacted.
other
members
of our team, Senator
people. I am concerned that the deWhether we pass this budget resolufense spending figure is too high, par- tion or not, I supported the short-term GLv, Senator RTIEu, and Senaticularly with the exclusion of the continuing resolution that delays se- tor PACKWOOn on this side, and all
costs of Desert Shield. And, I am con- questration for the duration of the others who were surnrniteers. I do not
cerned that the reconciliation bill may continuing resolution. It, is hsurd that apologize for aiiyth!ng, except we
not b fair to Massachusetts or con- we would continue to strangie the op- spent a lot of time in the last 30 days.
sistent with restoring eononiic eration of the Federal Government We have been night and day on the
growth. I can understand the possibili- until our people turn blue. We must budget, 2 o'clock In the morning, 3
ty of producing a better reconciliation. keep the critical functions of Govern- oclock, 4 o'clock in the morning, midbill under this agreement than under ment operating, while we work to night, all weekends.'
Its predecessor. And I hope that would forge a better budget, a budget and ulWe made an agreement and I hope
be the case. But I see insufficient evi- timately a reconciliation bill, that we can stick by that agreement that
dence that that woad be the ca.se. truly reflects the values, priorities, we would each furnish at least half

And I must vote on the evidence and and sense of furdRmenta1 fairness of
not on some vague hope, even if that the American people.
hope is widely shared.
Mr. SASSER. Mr. President, how
Mr. President, I believe that it is also much time do we have remaining on
necessary that some Democratic Sena- our side?
tors remain uncommitted to this
The PRESIDING OFFICER. All
budget agreement in order that we act time allocated to the Senator from
as a counter weight to Republican op- Tennessee h&s expired.
uonents of the budget resolution. It is
Mr. DOMENICI. How much time reimportant that Democratic Senators mains on our side?
send a message to the committees The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
working out the details of the reconcil- Senator from New Mexico has 3 miniation package. It Is critical that they utes and 22 seconds.
recognize that a passable bill must be
Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, I
one that responds to Democratic as have one speaker remaining, the Rewell as Republican concerns. I do not publican leader. I ask unanimous conwant the lopsided vote in the House to sent that he have 10 mInutes.
suggest to the commit.tees that they
The PRESIDING OFFICER. With-

the votes, Republicans half of their

votes, Democrats half of their votes.

I cannot help what happened in the
House. I may not agree with it. I think

they let the President down. I think
they let the country down when they

rejected the budget summit agreement
because, as the dst1nguished Senator
from New Mexico says, you can take a
look, you can try everything else, and
sooner or later you are going to come
back to just about where we were. It. is
not easy to save $500 billion in a balanced package.
But this is the U.S. Senate. And we
have a bit more flexibility. We have 6year terms for a specific purpose so we
can make harder choices. So I do not
must lean to the rich and the right out objection, it is so ordered.
with the House of Representaduring their deliberations. Passage of
The Chair recognl2es the Senate Re- quarrel
tives. I was there for 8 years and I una reconciliation bill is essential. But we publican leader.
must not lose track of the fact that Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, first of derstand the frustration, particularly
this recondUat.ion bill is more impor- all, I want to thank President Bush for if you are a Republican in the minoritant than any we have passed before. starting this process several months ty and have never had to govern, never
This reconciliation bill will lock in ago. It has been a bipartisan process. been In the majority.
It is frustrating. But I believe we are
the fiscal priorities for this nation for We have had our ups and downs. We
the next five years. It is imperative have had our problems, and we had on the right track. I want a majority
that committee members understand the summit and we have been out at on this side so that I can go to Senator
that they must not only overcome Re- Aridrews Air Force Base. A lot of us Mxrcia.t and others on the other side
publican objections if it is to pass, but were frustrated, and some of us are and say, listen, we are players in this
also concerns shared by many Demo- still frustrated. Some of us want to game, and if we do not follow the
cratic members, Including many of reduce the deficit but do not touch guidelines in the reconciliation process
those who will vote for this resolution. Social Security, do not raise taxes, do we will not deliver any votes if we can
As I said before, I am not convinced not touch Medicare, do not touch agri- help it on this side of the aisle. That is
that the budget agreement reflects culture, but $500 billion is not enough, what we all agreed to do.
adequate attention to savings that I the same speaker will say.
Some of my friends say, oh, well,
believe can be made in many areas,
I have heard all those speeches and what about the gas tax? There is nothparticularly In wasteful and unneces- they are great. But they do not reduce ing about a gas tax in here. What
sary weapons systems, excessive subsi- the deficit. And those who say no new about this—some who I heard argue
dies to wealthy farmers, and in closing taxesthat. is fine; that is your position, before—there is no specificity in the
tax loopholes to the oil and gas indus- stick with it. Some of us who would budget resolution. If you put it in

try and to the wealthiest of Americans.
I an-i willing to make the tough
cho!ces because they must finally be
made. But I am not willing to make
the wrong choices for the people of
Massachusetts. And I am not afraid
that the tax and spending configuration on this budget resolution will

not take pledges on taxes remember there, they argue take it out. I want
certain things that happened.
my committee to make the judgments.
I certainly urge my colleagues on
I remember when I was chairman of
this side of the aisle to support this the Finance Committee I argued wfth
budget resolution. The American the Budget Committee every year,
people want leadership not speeches. "Do not tell me what to do with the
They may disagree with us. They may budget deficit we will tell you what to
vote against us. But they have chil- do." I learned that from Ronr C.

dren and they have grandhi1dren.

BYRD.
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Mr. DOMENICI. The Republican We had a rather raucous caucus this Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. President,
leader did, too.
morning on our side. I apologize to Members of the Senate, midnight is
Mr. DOLE He is a great teachers.
anybody I may. have offended, prob- not ordinarily harvest time, but it is
So in any event, we know pretty ably everybody who was there. But we tonight. Tonight, we reap the bitter
much what the agreement is going to want to move the process forward. harvest of a decade of national indulbe. It ts going to be tough. It is going The President of the United States gence. For 10 years. the American
to be hard to vote for, and it ts not wants to move the process forward. people have been told they can have it
going to pass the Senate unless Re- One of my responsibilities is to repre- all—more for defense, more for Medipublicans and Democrats support it. sent the President of the United care, less in taxes. Way down deep, in
So nobody is going to engage in fun States. And I am proud to do that. We our national heart of hearts, we all
and games and try to fool anybody. If want a majority vote on this side. In knew it was not true. But it was easy
so it is not going to pass. If it should fact, we want more than a majority to believe, easy to ignore the truth,
pass on a party line vote, it will be vote on this side to demonstrate our easy for a nation to indulge itself. And
vetoed. I understand when the Presi- commitment to deficit reduction.
our Nation did.
I think a lot of people forgot what That is why in the past few months
dent signs a CR he may issue certain
guidelines on what he expects in the this is all about. It is about deficit reduction. It is not about the gas tax or
reconciliation.
They have a $13 billion cut for agri- the cigarette tax or Medicare. In the
culture in this, If you look at the long run, it is about deficit reduction,
budget summit agreement. It is in and our children and our grandchilhere but I have an Inkling, it is prob- dren.
So the easy vote is no. Just vote no.
ably going to be somewhere. And I am
from a farm State. It is an entitlement It is too much this or it did not do
program. Thirteen billion dollars is a enough of this or I will not vote for
lot of money for agriculture, but so is this. And that is fine, as long as we
paying additional interest for farmers, have a majority.
And keep in mind the tough vote is
and so.ts inflation for farmers. You
add up what 1 percent interest rate coming—reconciliation. That is the
means to farmers, more than 3 percent law. The President does not sign the
In target price or 1 percent inflation. budget resolution. He stayed out of
My farmers want to be part of the so- this process. He does not sign the
budget resolution. But he is going to
lution not part of the problem.
Gas tax—oh, that ts a bad idea, but sign the reconciliation or he is going to
that ts only why we are over in the veto the reconciliation. He is going to
Persian Gulf, or in the gulf; the gulf sign it if it is fair and if it meets his recrisis ts all about oil. So we do not quirements and our requirements in
want any good policy. Do not have a the Congress and sort of lives up to
gas tax because people do not like a the budget agreement. If not, he is

gas tax. They are for cigarette tax, going to a veto it.
Finally, I thank the majority leader
business taxes, liquor taxes, beer
taxes, and wine taxes, unless they and all of our colleagues on each side
smoke or drink.
of the aisle. This has been a long,

we, the elected representatives of the
American people, have been caught in
a crossfire. From one side, we have

been hit with the insistent demand

that we reduce the deficit. The Amer ican people know and we know that we
cannot go on each year spending hundreds of billions of dollars more than

we take in. But from the other side
has come with equal insistence fierce

resistance to higher taxes or lower
spending.

Oh, of course, everyone is for less
spending in the abztract. Few are for

it in the specific. That is why there
have been many speeches in this
Senate calling for deep cuts in something called entitlements. I have lis-

tened and I have yet to hear one
speech calling for deep cuts in Medi-

care or Social Security. But we all

know that Medicare and Social Securi-

ty are entitlements and the largest.

We all know theproblem. We all know
the solution. And it has to begin here
tonight.
This is not a perfect resolution.
tough, tough process. Whatever hap-

But a lot of people drive. And you
take a poll and say, do you want to pens, whatever the vote is, we thank
contribute to the gulf crisis and help you for your patience and yout tolerour boys over there? Oh, yes, 89 per- ance, because this has not been an
cent. Do you want to pay 1 penny easy job.

Every Senator who wants to vote

against it, who wants to find a reason
to justify a no vote, can say it does not
do this exactly the way I would like to
And the distinguished Senators from see it done. We have 100 Senators and
more in gas tax? No, 73 percent.
I do not know what the answer is New Mexico and Texas and the two we have 100 perfect plans for reducing
unless we have leadership. I have a Senators from Oregon who have been the deficit, if only the other 99 knew
feeling the American people are about on the firing lire day after day in the as much as each one did.

6 months or a year ahead of us and process,

I

particularly thank them;

Well, this dccs not do everything

have been and continue to be and they
are fed up with this whole process, because they do not understand it.
We were out at Andrews Air Force
Base so long we could have been called
up or retired. I went over to the Offi-

and also the members of our staff who every Senator would like, but it is a behave gone through this for the past ginning. Its is a rea' beginning. It is a
serious beginning.
several months.
Th€ single most important contribiI think we have done a pretty good

some civilians over there, retired offi-

High interest rates are the greatest

cer's Club one night and there were

job, not

perfect. We could all do a tion that we can make to Americas

better job. I think at one time we had
at least, 46 plan3 on this side and we
only have 45 members; D0MENIcI had
2. LLaughter]. And that is the way it
gces. But this is what we have. This is

cers. They said. "What are you guys
still doing here? You have been here
all week." That wa only the 5th day. it.
They were still eating over there on I urge my colleagues to vote "aye"
the 10th day. They like it there. The for the United States, vote "are" for
rates are good. And we were still there the senior citizens, the farmers, the
the 10th day. They did not understand business people, the workingmen, the
it. They are only normal human workingwomen, the children, the

economic future is to bring the deficit
down so interest rates can come down.
barrier to the expansion of our economy. The need to provide jobs fcr our
people, Jobs in a free market economy,
the best social program ever devised.

the best solution to cur

economic

problems, the best way to have productive

families,

living

in

decent

homes with their children going to

grandchildren who want to have a good schools; in short, to give American families a chance to achieve the
And we were running this up and future, too.
down the tree, the capital gains and The PRESIDING OFFICER. All American dream. That is what we can
help contribute to if we vote for this
the bubble. They had not heard of the time has expired.
bubble in the Officer's Club, The Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. President, I budget resolution.
buddly they heard of, but not the ask unanimous consent that I be per- Those who vote no, I respect their
mitted to address the Senate for 5 sincerity. I disagree with them ar.d
bubble. (Laughter.)
theirs Is not the answer. But we simply
So we have an opportunity tonight minutes.
beings.

to take a step forward to keep the
process moving.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. With. must pass this resolution and we have
committed ourselves on both sides of

out objection, it ts so ordered.
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the leadership to have a majority of
votes, a majority of Democrats arid a
YEAS—66
majority of Republicans.

Adam5

Dodd
Dole

leagues, we simply must meet our commitment. The American people do not
think we are serious about the deficit.

Akaka
Bentsen
Biden
Bingaman
Bond
Boren
BochwD2

I want to say to my Democratic co-

They do not think we are serious

about managing the economy fn a responsible way. We have got to begth
here and now with this vote to prove
that we are.
I urge my colleagues: vote yes for

Bradley
Breaux
Bryan
Bumpers
Burdick
Byrd

this resolution so we can begin the

CPMee

responsible and meaningful plan to

Conrad
Cranston

process of writing into law a fair and

reduce the deficit.
The budget resolution is not a law. It
does not go to the President for signa.

ture. It is an internal mechanism by

the Congress which enables us to proceed to wnte the law we can all then
vote on in a couple of weeks. So there
is not any excuse here to say "I did

not vote for this because it cut this
program" or It raised that tax." It

Cochran
Cohen

Pord

McClure
Metzenbaum
Mtkuiski
Mitchell
Moynihan

F'ow!er

MurkowEki

DoneicI

Durenberger

Gain
Glenn
Oore
Oralarn
Ratth
Heinz
Inouye

Jeffords

assebaum
1ennect3
Kerrey

Kohl
Lau!enberg

Nunn
Packwood
Pryor
Reid
R.iegle

Robb
Rockefeller
Rudman
Sarbanes

8aer

Simpson
Specter

Danforth

Leahy

Daschle

Leberman

8teven
Thurmond
Warner
WIrth

NAYS—33
Hatfield
Heflin
Hehns
Hollings
Humphrey

McCaIn
McConnell
Ntckles
Pell

Di,on

Armstrong
BRu

US

Burns
Coats

DArnato
DeCondn
Exon
Gnrton
Gramm

does not do that. That is going to be
up to the committees to recommend Grsey
and to brIng back to us in the reconcil- Harkin
iaUon bill. If you do not like it then,
-then you can try to change it or vote
no then. But that is not an excuse for

Lugar

Johnston
Kaaten
Kerry
Levin

Lott

Mark
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Presser

Roth
Sanlord
Shelby

Simon
Symma

Wallop

NOT VOTING—i
Wilson

So, the conference report was agreed
voting against this resolution.
I urge my colleagues: vote yes. Let us to.
Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. President, I
be serious and let us begin to harvest
to reconsider the vote.
what we have sowed over this past move
Mr.
I move to. lay that
decade. Let us try to begin now, and motionDOLE.
on the table.
make sure that one decade of natJonal
The motion to lay on the table was
self indulgence is enough. This Nation agreed
to.
cannot stand two decades of national

Mr. MITCHELL Mr. President, I
self Indulgence. A yes vote ends one thank
my colleagues for their patience
and begins a new decade.
and effort on this matter. Many perI thank my colleagues.
contributed much effort to this
The PRESIDING OFFICER. (Mr. sons
result. I thank all of them.
PRYoR). All time has expired.
I especially want to thank my friend
The Senator from Tennessee.
and colleague, the distinguished ReMr. SASSER. I was just going to In- publican leader, without whose efforts
quire of the Chair if all time had been this result would not have been possiyielded back?
ble. I am very grateful for his contmThe PRESIDING OFFICER. All ued cooperation and support, as we
time has expired.
both recognize the difficult task lies
The Chair will advise the managers ahead with respect to the reconciliathat the yeas and nays have not been tion bill. I think this is a good begipordered.
nng toward that objective.
Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, I
ak for the yeas and nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is

there a suffident second?
There is a sufficient second.
The yeas and nays were ordered.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

question Is on agreeing to the conference report. The yeas and nays have
been ordered. The clerk will caB the
roll.

The legislative clerk called the roll.

Mr. SIMPSON. I announce that the

Senator from California (Mr. WIi.soN]
Is necessarily absent.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Before

the vote Is announced, the Senate

rules prohibft expressions of approval
or disapproval from those In the gallery.

The result was announced, yeas 66,

nays 33, as follows:
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